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VOILFME II,

66,203.—PiiilaxderBaker. Chicago. Hh—Lamp
Burner.—July 2, 1867.—The wick tube is divided to
prevent conduction of heat. The upper portion is at-

tached to a section Avhich carries the cone, and has a
finely perforated floor to prevent passage downwai'd
of the flame, and is supported by a spii-al wire coil upon
the disk of the lower section. 'A hoop of spriiig steel

encircles the lower end of the chimney, and is itself

supported by spring arms.
C'lahn.—First, the combination and arrangement

of the disk e and safety plate or diaphragm h, when
connected at their perimeters by a spiral coil, or its

equivalent, as described, with the two sections of the
vrick tube, arranged as specified with respect to each
other, and the cone i, an-anged and operating as and
for the purposes set forth.

Second, in combination with the elastic arms I,

the arrangement of the spring hoop k, constructed
and applied so as to operate in the manner and for

the purposes specified.

66,204.—Louis D. Bartlett, Fitchbra-g, Mass.,
assignor to Putxam Machine CoiirANY.— Valve
Gear for Steam Engines.—July 2, 1S67.—The lever
which lifts the stem of the valve by revolution of the
eccentric, is cai-ried ,in or out by the action of the
governor, so as to change the length of the stroke of
the lever, and thus vary the cut-off. The supple-
mentary cam brings the upper corner of the eccentric
lever in noiseless contact with the sliding lever.

Claim.—Operating the valve of a steam engine by
means of the lever I), actuated by the eccentric cam
E, in combination with the lever B, substantially as
described.
Also, in combination with the above the supple-

mentary cam or toe G, operating substantially as de-
scribed'for the pui-pose set forth.

66,205.—George BE\TrT, Madison, "Wis., as-

Bignor to himself and John George Ott. same place.
—Corn Sheller.—July 2, 1867.—The toothed cylinder
rotates in a shell having a series of pivoted slats,

whose iirojectioas pass through the side of the box;
the slats are engaged by a spring cord to press them
toward the cylinder.
Claim.—First, the cylinder B, provided with the

oblong inclined teeth D, constructed substantially as
described.
Second, in combination with the cylinder, the con-

cave slats E. when aiTanged to operate in connection
therewith, substantially as described.

Tliird. providing the'concave E with the spring F,
as and for the purpose set forth.

66,206.—Joseph R. Bowers, Concord, N. H.—
Drying Bricl;s.—July 2, 1867.—The steam or hot air

is passed thi'ough a series of pipes imbedded in the
floor of the drying groimd, about thi-ee inches below
the sm-facc of the soil.

Claim.—The application of artificial heat by means
of steam or hot-air pipes, when such pipes pass be-
neath the surface of the drying ground, and are con-
structed as described for the purpose of diying bricks.

66,207.—E. "W. Branch, East Henrietta, N. T.—Cider lfi7i.—July 2, 1867.—The apples are pressed
to the toothed disk by a spring board, which gives
way to aUow passage to small stones. This disk is

Icp—Vol. U

on the fly-wheel, which is so connected to the driving
wheel that it may continue to run after sudden stop-
page of the latter.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
spring board K and adjustable bed I with the grinding
apparatus, consisting of the disk E fitting in the rim
h of the Avhcel C, which is driven by jointed pawl D,
the whole constructed as described" and operating in
the manner and for the purpose set forth.

66,208.—TVnxiAM D. Brooks, Baltimore, Md.—
Preserving Fruits and other Perishable Articles.—
July 2, 1867.—Explained by the claims and illustra-

tion.

Claim.—First, filling cans or other vessels contain-
ing fresh fruits or other perishable articles, with hot
sirup or other fluids by means of a supply tube, de
liveriug the same under pressure at or near the bottom
of the can, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose herein set forth.

Second, the use of steam in the process of preserv-
ing fruits and other perishable articles, when deliv-

ered into the vessels containing the same, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of a steam or hot-air space
D with a reservoir C, to encircle the same and main-
tain its contents in a heated state, when said supply
pipe is arranged to operate substantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose hei-ein set forth.

66,209.— C. D. Brown, Tampico, VA.— Hedge
Fastener.—July 2, 1867.—An inverted trough is drawn
over and along'the row of plants, bending them down

;

in this position they ai'e fastened by cross-bars staked
to the ground.
Claim.—The method herein described of holding

down young plants for the purpose of producing strong
and thickly-set hedges.

66,210.—C. D. Broavn, Tampico. IW.—Device
for Bending Doion Plants to form Hedges.—July 2,

1867.—The trough has a flaring month to gather in

the errant limbs and bring them all into a compact
line to be secured by bars and stakes until they have
permanently assumed their new position.

Claim.—The use of a tapering trough constructed
substantially as described, for the pui'pose of bending
down hedges.

66,211.—RussEL Brusie, Cleveland, Ohio.—J-p-
paratus for Gathering Apple Seeds.—.July 2, 1867.

—

The force of the water drives the apple pomace upon
the blades, which cut it up and release the seeds ; these
sink by their superior gravity, while the pericarp
floats ofi" with the water.
Claim.—The constniction of a box A, provided

with the gates B H and E, in combination with the
blades L, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

66,212.—"William Bcrnet, Xcw York, N. T.—
Bottle Cap or Top.—July 2, 1867.—The bottle top has
projecting nipples of rubber, which may be decapi-
tated to make an opening for the discharge of the
contents.

Claim.—A bottle cap made of rubber or other suita-

ble material, provided with one or more closed tubes,
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all made and operating substantially as described, or
their meclianical equivalents.

66,213.—William Burnet, ITew York, IST. T.—
Tg2} for Mucilage and Varnish Bottles.—July 2, 1867.

—The elastic cap provides a tight packing to the
brush stem and mouth of the vessel.

Claim.—First, an elastic cover for gum and varnish
bottles, so shaped that it will at the same time cover the
mouth of the bottle, furnish a spring to allow end-
wise motion to the brush, and return it to its normal
position, and clasp the handle of the brush so that it

may be moved up and down in the cap, and held at

anv desirable height.
Second, the combination of the above top, made of

any suitable elastic material, with a brush for varnish
and mucilage bottles, all made and operating sub-
stantially as described, or their equivalcifts.

66,214.— Jacob Busser, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Shifting Bucket Fropeller.—Jxilj 2, 1867.—The buck-
ets have a limited longitudinal motion when in a ver-

tical position, and are tui-ned to a hoiizontal position
for their return.

Claim.—In combination with the pairs of hinged
buckets, the shifting bar and slides, so that by means
of a lever the propulsion may be forward or backward
without stopping or reversing the engine or changing
the direction of motion of the crank shaft, substan-
tially as described.

66,215.—Richard Calrow, Mamaroneck, N.
T.

—

Insulator Holder.—July 2, 1867 ; antedated June
22, 1867.—The block into wliich the holder shank is

screwed is covered with tin, whose seams are soldered
to render it air-tight.

Claim.—-The combination of the block g, metallic

covering c, and the holder A, for the purposes set

forth.

66,216.—Andrew Carson, Memphis, Tenn.—
Clapboard Gauge.—July 2, 1867.—The arm is pivoted
to a block adjustable in a groove of the graduated
plate, and has a point for attachment to the studs of the
buiUling. The lugs on the graduated plate take under
the edge of the board to support it in position.

Claim.—A clapboard gauge composed of the grad-
uated plate A, jointed and sliding arm F, having pro-

jections G and H with point J, and adjusted upon and
held to plate A by means of the thumb screw D,
when all the parts are constructed to operate sub-

stantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

66,217.—E. C. Cheek, Placerville, Cal—Miter
Box.—Julj 2, ] 867.—The work lies on the bed against
the stops, the middle one of which is adjustable. The
saw is embraced by clips, which slip in vertical guides
on the ends of the bar, which has a horizontal adjust-

ment on the graduated segment.
Claim,.—First, an adjustable miter box composed

of a bed or frame A, to which are secured the swing-
ing arm B, the permanent stops H H, and the mova-
ble stop I, all constructed and operating substantially
as described and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the movable stop I, to hold the work close

to the saAv cut and on either side of the same, and
operating substantially as set forth.

66,218.—John Chilcott, Brooklyn, N. T.—
Manufacture of Soap.—July 2, 1867 ; antedated June
15, 1867.—Explained by the claim.

Claim.—The manufacture of soap from gelatine,

cither with or without grease, oil, or fatty matter, by
first subjecting the gelatine to the action of a suitable
degree of heat to render it saponifiablc, and after-

wards treating it with alkali, substantially as herein
specified.

66,21 9.—l^ORMAN B. Claraugh, Jr., Frederick,
Md.

—

Churn.—July 2, 18()7.—Tlie dasher has four ra-

dial wings, each liaving longitudinal bars, the central
one transfixed by radial pins which extend nearly to
the others on each side.

<Jlaim.—The construction of a rotary churn dash
of longitudinal parallel bars or wings C C h, applied
to heads 1) 13', and provided with pins p p, apx)lied

substantially as and for the purposes described.

66,220—Hugh H. Cratgie, New York, :N". Y.-.
Sink.—July 2, 1867.—The edge of the ferrule beneath
the opening is submerged in the water of the cup
which has an overflow bend and a down-curved por-
tion. The latter has a circumferential groove to
which the lead pipe is attached by a ring.

Claim.—First, a trap for sinks, formed by the de-
tachable cup d attached to the under side of the sink,
in combination with the downward projecting ferrule

or pipe b, as and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the bend/ and trapd, in combination with
the soft metal pipe g connected to the bend / by the
ring h, and neck, substantially as and for the" pur-
poses set forth.

66,221.—John M. Crawford, Philadelphia, Pa.—Bridle Bit.—July 2, 1867.—One rein is connected
to the bit ring and the other to the slotted cheek
pieces ; when the latter rein is pulled the rigid bit
slides up the slots and is drawn into the corners of the
mouth.

Claim.—First, the slotted cheek pieces B B', either
curved or straight, when attached to a bridle bit,

substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Second, making the cheek pieces capable of being
reversed, by acting in combination with bit A and
screws C, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

Third, the combination and operation of the bit A,
screws C, and cheek pieces B, with the cheek strap
F, and reins D and E, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

66,222.— Albert Cunningham and Alonzo
Sharp, Salem, Ohio.

—

Potoer Hammer.—July 2, 1867.

—The lug on the hammer shaft extends into the slot

of the segment, which receives an oscillating motion
from the crank and pitman. The length of the stroke
is varied by moving the center of oscillation of the
segment toward or from the said lug.

GZaim.-First, the links E, S, lever E.', and slotted

segment Q, as arranged in combination with the
lug H, for the imrpose and in the manner as set

forth.

Second, the adjustable collar L O, springs M N, in

combination with the rod K and adjustable lug H,
as and for the purpose herein described.

66,223.—Jeremiah Darling, Cincinnati, Ohio.
—Boiler Feeder.—3\i\y 2, 1867.—The mouth of the
water induction pipe is crescent-shaped so as to op-
erate properly during the rolling of the vessel. When
the water falls below the requu-ed level the steam
passes up the pipe into a chamber, from whence, by
the movement of a valve, it passes into another cham-
ber connected with a steam whistle. The opposite
movement of the valve admits the water to the cham-
bers previously occupied by the steam, from whenco
it descends the pipe to the boiler. The exhaust steam
from the engine passes into the cap of a vertical pipe,

which cap is rotated by jets of steam issuing from
V-shaped projections of its sides.

Claim.—'Fiv&t, the construction of the mouth B of

the pipe C, when connected with and operating in a
steam boiler, as herein described and for the purpose
set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the rotating exhauster
E, with its ducts S and T, when operated around tlie

pipe P, in the tank I/, as herein described, and for tho

purposes set forth.

Third, the arrangement and combination of the

steam -^'histle K, wtth its reservoir J, and steam and
Avater cells I and F, as herein described and for tho
purposes set forth.

Fourth, the arrangement of the pipe C with tho

boiler A, and colls I and F Avith the whistle K, as

connected by pipe U and cell L Avith the exhauster

R, all when combined and operating as herein de-

scribed and for the pm'poses set forth. .

66,224.—Samuel Davis, Kansas, Mo.— TTasft

ing Machine.—July 2, 1867.—The prated plunger has

an annular ring above, and its stem is attached by a

swivel joint to^a post depending from the lever by
Avhich it is operated.

Claim..—The combination as well as t>.e arrange-

ment of the annular suction ring or board O, with the

perforated or grated plunger B, and the application

of the plunger to its Avorkmg lever C by means of a
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ewivcl connection in order to enable the plunger to

revolve while in use, the whole being substantially as
described.

66,225.—W. P. DicKixsoNT, D. S. TVitman, and
G. W. Eabold, Eeading, Va.— Hydrant—JvHy 2.

1867.—The pressure of the water keeps the valve
against its seat. The upper face of the valve has re-

cesses for tallow. The orifice in the valve is brought
in connection with the discharge pipe by rotation of
the stem. For fire plugs, the valve is operated by a
segment pinion lever.

C'iaim.—First, valve M, in combination with its

lubricator recesses and holes, discharge hole m, con-
structed and arranged in the manner and for the pur-
pose above described.
Second, the combination of valve M, lubricator re-

cesses and holes ///, valve rod K, and key rod E,
globe case A, and goose neck D, constructed, ar-

ranged and operating together in the manuer and for

the purpose above described and set forth.

Third, the key rod E, combined Avith valve rod K,
by means of a c'ogged lever and five-teeth pinion, as
above described and for the purpose set forth.

66,226.—HexryDeitz, Is^ew York, IST. Y.—Stove
for Carpenters'' Use.—Julv 2, 1867.—The soapstone
bottom and sheet metal sides and top are united by
angle iron and rivets.

C7rtim.—The construction of a carpenter's stove by
the combination of angle irons and sheet iron, togeth-
er with fire-brick or soapstone bottom lining, in the
manner and for the purpose substantially as described.

66,227.—E. B. Doxaldson, Washington, D. C.
—Pressure Gauge for Gas Fitters.—July 2, 1867.

—

The gauge is attached to a gas pipe, and "has a cham-
ber filled Avith mercuij over a caoutchouc diaphragm,
which, by its expansion, drives the mercury up the
gauge tube.
Claim.—A gas fitter's pressure gauge, constructed

by combining the base A, containing the reservoir &,

elastic bottom c, and socket a, with the shank of the
tube B, in the manner and for the purpose described.

66,228—A. S. DoTTEit, Philadelphia, Pa.—Oar
Seat.—Jxiij 2, 1867.—A leaf is connected to the arm
of the car seat, so that it can be folded down against
said arm, or may be elevated to form a seat when the
others are occupied.
Claim.—One or more leaves or plates attached to

arms of a car seat, so as to be either folded and de-
pressed or elevated and secured in a horizontal posi-
tion, all substantially as and fortheijm-pose described.

66,229.—John Faxxing, ITew York, IST. Y.—
Drilling Apparatus.—Jxiij 2, 1867.—The power is

applied on the line of the axis of the drill, and the
tpur wheel on the latter is rotated by a planetary
pinion, which is revolved by attachment to a crank
on the end of the brace, the cogged rim against which
the pinion works being held stationary. The object
is increased speed of rotation of the di-ill.

Claim.—A drilling apparatus, constructed as de-
scribed and shown.

66,230.—A5n3EOSE G. Fell, Brooklyn, N". Y.,
assignor to himself and Wji. Bell, New York, N.
Y.— Water Indicator for Boilers.—J\ilj 2, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claim.

Claim.—The construction of a water indicator for
steam generators having one or more sides of mica,
sustantially as and for the purpose herein set forth
and described.

66,231.—Egbert FiCler, Taunton, Mass., as-
signor to himself and the Dightox Furxace Com-
PAXV, Diahton, Mass.

—

Apparatus for Forming Sheet
Metal Tubes.—J\\\j 2, 1867.— The skelp tongs are
used in the manufacture of welded iron tubing. The
quadripartite dies are attached to the pair of jaws,
one of which is attached to the bench, and the other
moved by the lever.

Claim.—The above described apparatus for form-
ing sheet metal tubes.

66,232.—Cyrus Fisher, Canton, Mass.—Jfa-
cJiinefor Skeining Silk, Thread, d-c.-^uly 2, 1867.—
The crank revolves the flyer to wind the sliein about

hooks, one of which is adjustable to or from the other
by means of a thumb rest when the skein is to be
taken off. The hooks are revolved so as to coil tho
thread from the flyer ai-ouud the middle of the skein.
The case receives the skeins successively as made,
without cutting the thread which connects them.
The parts are adjustable for different lengths of skeins.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

thumb rest r^, with the next adjacent rotaiy hook and
its puppet.
Also, the an-angement of the driving shaft K of tho

flyer with respect to the flyer shaft, and to the driving
gear of the next adjacent rotary hook.
Also, the combination as well as the aiTangement

of the skein case F, with the flyer and tlic rotary
hooks and mechanism for revolving them, as da-
scribed.

66,233.—James Gilfilt^x, Chai-lestown, Mass.— Water-closet Valve Apparatus.—Jn\j 2, 1867.—Tho
slow descent of the valve on its seat, insuring a suffi-

cient flow of water, is effected by a flexible cup piston
in the cylindrical vacuum chamber arranged over and
opening into the valve case. A concavo-convex me-
tallic spring receives and fits the flexible piston, ex-
panding and contracting with the cup and preventing
its inversion. The helical spring in the vacuum cham-
ber reinstates the valve on its seat.

Claim.— The combination of the elastic metallic
concavo-convex cap D with the flexible cup-shaped
piston d, applied to the valve stem B and an-anged
within the vacuum chamber C, as and for the pm'pose
specified.

Also, the arrangement of the spring E within the
vacuum chamber, and with respect to the piston, as
set forth.

66,234.—C. T. Grilley, l^ew Haven, Conn.,
assignor to the Grilley Company.—Ca2}ping Pad
Screivs.—Julj 2, 1867.—The blank head of the screw
is capped and then a hole bored through diametrically.

Claim.—The method of dialling or perforating the
screw head and cap blank, after the two have been
united together, and at one operation, substantially
as herein specified.

66,235.-0. Hawley and J. "W. Ward, Wheel-
ing, West Ya.—Churn.—Jxdj 2, 1867.—The churn
runs upon rollers in the framing ; springs come in
contact with projections on the churn to rotate it.

Claim.—The agitators F F F F ; also the combina-
tion of the springs D, stops E, and balls C, operating
in the manner and for the pm-pose described.

66,236.— George E. Hereick, Lynn, Ma«s.—
Seed Planter.—Jnlj 2, 1867.— The two perforated
disks are pivoted on the same pin, between the liop-

per and the agitator. The disks are aiTanged one on
the other so as to make openings of the required size,

and are clamped in position one to the other and to
the agitator. The perforations in each lead to the
rear of the furrow opener.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

two perforated disks and their clamps with tho hop-
per and the agitator of the said planting machine, the
whole being substantially as described.

66,237.—Ebward D. Holmax, Buffalo, N. Y.—
Fruit Jar.—Jnly 2, 1867.—The conical cap, with a
ring of rubber beneath, rests on the lip of the jar and
is held down by a spring bail whose ends clasp beneath
a bead on the neck of the jar.

Claim:—The combination of the spring A with tho
conical cap B and rib D, when constructed substan-
tially as and for the purposes described.

66,238.—David Hoav-ell, Louisville, Kj.—Nut
Machine.—July 2, 1867.—The heated bar is fed in ;;t

the side of the machine. The nut is cut off by the
hollow punch and forced over the central punch to
the concave-ended sleeve of the latter, against which
it is pressed. The nut is then brought over the exit
hole, the central punch retracted, and it is allowed to

fall. The part punched from the center is discharged
at the rear end of the hollow punch.
Claim.—In the described combination with the die

H and punches F G and 0, adjustable guide blocks J
and M, for the purposes explained.
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66,239.—Ivory A. Hued, Boston, Mass.—Depth
Gauge.—July 2, 1867.—The spindlo is adjusted to a
given distance below the edge of the wing and is

then used as a gauge of depth in holes or the thick-
ness of a plate of metal on the planing machine, &c.

Claim.—The combination as well as the arrange-
ment of the wing piece B B with the spindle A, check
nut E, and collet 1).

66,240.—James Jouxstox, Pemberton, Ohio.—
Combined Plow, HaoTow, Cultivator, and Boiler.—
July 2, 1867.—Explained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—ThG rollers D and trucks E, or either of
them, and the haiTow frame C, adapted to receive
harrow teeth, shovels, or cultivators, and to be lifted

by the levers c, in combination with the axle and the
adjusting wasisers c, the whole arranged and oper-
ating substantially as set forth.

66,241.— Cassius Macumber, Aurora, HI.—
Machine for Draining Sugar.— July 2, 1867.—The
sirup is introduced on to a cone in the center of the
rapidly-revolving plate and is thereby equally distrib-

uted. The iixed disk above keeps it from splashing
upwards, and it passes to the screens. The inclined
partitions between the screens expedite the discharge
of the sirup. The obliquity of the beater equalizes
the distribution of the sirup.

Claim.—Fii'st, constructing the revolving separator
of a series of draft chambers, by means of the inclined
partitions, substantially as described.
Second, the arrangement and combination of the

revolving and fixed disks T T^ and cone T^, for the
purpose and in the manner substantially as described.

Third, placing the beaters obliquely on the revoly-
iug disk, tor the purpose described.

66,242.—John Mohx, Detroit, Mich.—Railway
Chair.—July 2, 1867.—The chair has a lip which oc-

cupies notches in the rails at their junction, fishing

them at this point. The supporting plate abuts upon
the neck of the rail and is secured by key and screw
bolt.

Claim..—Eh'st, a railway chair which is constructed
with a solid portion a, a, slotted base j, an elevated
table K, and an abutting lip a' adapted for receiving
the notched rail sections A A, a supporting and cov-
ering plate c c', and a key/, substantially as described.
Second, the mode herein described of securing the

chair by means of the spikes i i, for the pui'pose set

forth.

66,243.—Clarence Morfit, Baltimore, Md.—
Condenser for Stills.— July 2, 1867.—Two series of
conduits are applied to the condenser, by one of which
any or all the chambers may be made to connect with
the still, and by the other 'series any one or all the
chambers may be connected with a receiver. The
distillates of diff"erent gravities may thus be returned
to the still or separately removed.

Claim.—A condenser which is adapted for use in
conjunction with a still, and which is divided into a
number of chambers communicating with each other,

and provided with two series of pipes or conduits, so
arranged as to admit of the separation and conden-
sation of the distillates and theii- retm-n to the still,

substantially as described.

66,244.—SxErnEN Moultox, Hartford, Conn.—
Band Coupling.—July 2, 1867.—One of the coupling
ferrules contains a socket whoso side is cut out to

allow passage to a ball on the other ferrule, which is

drawn forward by the tension of the belt to engage it

in position.

Claim.—Eirst, a ball and socket joint, having an
aperture in the side of tlie socket for hooking izi the
ball, substantially as herein described.

Second, the application of a ball and socket joint,

of the form and construction herein described, for the
purpose of coupling of a band or cord, substantially

as herein set forth.

66,245.—Amos Newell, New York, N. Y.—
Revolving Harrow and Cultivator.—July 2, 1867.

—

An octagonal roller is journaled to a frame pivoted
to the axle. The roller is studded with spiral rows
of harrow teeth, and rotated by gearing from the
wheels.
Claim.—TKo combination and arrangement of the

spiked harrow, substantially in the manner and for
the purposes described.

66,246.-^0SEPir Newham, Kent, Ohio.—Bail-
ivag Bail Coupling.—July 2 1807.—The fish bars are
united by a transverse bar and vertical key so as to
embrace the ends of the rails, but allow contraction
and expansion.

Claim.—Eii-st, the combination of the bar block
and washer with the ends of the rails and spike, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, seciu-ing the ends of railroad rails in posi-
tion, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

66,247.—"Wm. Noyes, Jr., Newburyport, Mass.—Machine for Shaving Horn.—July 2, 1867.—Tho
butt of the horn is placed obliquely in contact with
the cutters and is drawn between the same by the
ratchet-notched feeders, which are reciprocated by
rotating cams. The horn is cut into a single spiral
strip from the butt to the point.
Claim.—A machine or combination consisting of a

bed plate A, two cutters c c, two guide plates a a, and
two feeders B C, such feeders being provided with
springs g g and operative mechanism, substantially
as described.

Also, the combination of the bed plate A, cutters
c c, d d, guide plates a a, and the feeders B C, such
feeders having springs g g g, ari'anged to operate
with the bed plate guides and knives, substantially as
specified.

Also, the feeding mechanism or combination com-
posed of the two feeders B C, the cams i k, ecceutrics

o, and connecting rods p p_, arranged to operate as
specified, such feeders having springs g g, as ex-
plained.

Also, the combination of the cooling tank or trough
E with the machine composed, as described, of the
bed plate A, its cutters c c, guide plates a a, and the
feeders B C, having springs g g, and being provided
with mechanism as explained, for advancing and re-

tracting such feeders.

Also, the construction of the receiving end of the
bed plate, viz : as oblique to the edges of the plate as
set forth.

66,248.—J. O'Eane, New York, N. Y., assignor
to Edward H. Hotciikiss, Brooklyn, N. Y.—I)ravj
Plate.—Julj 2, 1867 ; antedated June 20, 1867.—The
slots in the steel draw-plate terminate in spherical

holes. The metal passes through the slot, and the
terminal hole cotvcs a tubular border on its lower
edge.

Claim.—The construction of a draw-plate, with a
communicating slit r, aiTanged with reference to each
hole, substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

66,249.—Nat. Palmer, New Castle, Me.—Win-
doiv Washer.—July 2, 1867.—To tho end of the hose
is attached an elastic bulb, fi-om which proceeds a
hollow staff, having a nozzle and spouge on the end.
Claim.—The combination of a hollow stafi" or tube

with the bulb and tubing of a rubber syringe, a
sponge or mop, and metal tube, in manner albresaid.

66,250.—William E. Patterson, Charlestown,
Mass.—Exjmiiding Beamer.—July 2, 1867.—The cut-

ters are projected by the beveled liistou, which is ad-

justed and secured by the nut and screw attached
thereto.
Claim.—The combination of the shell A, piston B,

cutters C, and springs D, all constructed and ar-

ranged substantitdly as and for the purpose set forth.

66,251 Horatio 0. Perry, Buff"alo, N. Y., as-

signor to himself and John D. Shepard, same place.

—Hoisting Machine for Vessels.—July 2, 1867.—The
line of shafting has gimbal joints to allow of defiec-

tion without binding in the journals. Bectangular
or spliucd ends of the shafting slide in the gimbal
heads to allow of extension. The baiTcl is attached

to a friction pulley, which may be raised to a friction

pulley on the shafting or depressed to a brake block.

Claim.—Forming a line of shafting in sections A
D, connected by variable and extensile couplings B
C, for use on shipboard, constructed, arranged, and
operating substantially as set forth.

Also, in combination therewith the Motion pulley
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E, wheel F, lever J, and brake K, arranged and
operating substantially as set forth.

66,252.—Charles H. Pickerixg, Indianapolis,
Ind.

—

Potato Digger.—July 2, 18G7 ; antedated June
27, 1867.—The supplementary double-shovel plou' re-

moves the surface of the soil. The rear plow raising
the potatoes deposits them on the screen bars, from
which a rotating carrier removes them to the box in
the rear.

Claim.—First, the double-shared plow G, with the
plats g and side boards, as shown, in combination with
rotary gatherer H, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Second, the scraper plow F, in combination with
the double-shared plow G-, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

Thii-d, the arrangement of the levers D for support-
ing and operating the wheels B, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the slotted inclined plane O, for conveying
the potatoes to the box L, in combiuation with the
rotating earner H, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

66,253.—Matiiias Eedlixger, . Freeport, 111.—
Corn Flou\—Jn\j 2, 1867.-The plows are adjusted
vertically by a lever engaged by rectangiilai- notches
on a segmental rack. The inner leading plows are
moved transversely by a curved foot lever.

Claim.—The arrangement of the lever A with its

roller E, connected to the beams G- and the treadle C,
as arranged "^'ith the plows B, when combined with
the beams G, as herein described, and for the pur-
poses set forth,

66,254.—John Richardson and Frederick H.
Stevexs, Xew York, N. Y.—Machine for Bundling
Kindling Wood.—July 2, 1867.—The machine receives
the prepared wood and binds it into bundles for the
market.
Claim.—Fii'st, the use of a tube ha-sing its end pro-

vided with a sharp edge, and having its interior
slightly conical, for the purpose of receiving, shaping,
and holding the bundle, substantially as described.
Second, the combination of the driving wheel E

mounted on the tubular shaft F, with the arm H se-

cured to the shaft G and the lever d, or its equivalent,
aiTanged to trip the dog c, and to be operated by the
wood can-ier as the latter brings the wood to the
bundling tube B, substantially as set forth.

Third, the wire clasping and twisting device, con-
sisting of the mandrel M and the sliding rod h, pro-
vided with the lip i, or its equivalent, when arranged
to operate as and for the pm-pose set forth.

Fourth, regulating the twisting of the wire and the
ehifting of the clutch by means of the disk K', ope-
rated by the mandrel and returned by the spring J,

substantially as described.
Fifth, the' combination of the mandrel M, lever gear

O' 02, sliding elutch P, eccentric m, and arm P', ar-
ranged to operate as and for the purpose set forth.

Sixth, the combination of arm P', elbow lever Q,
and disk E, arranged to be operated by cam ll-^, or
its equivalent, in connection with the movement of
shaft G for the pni-pose of moving the clutch P at the
desired time, substantially as described.
Seventh, the tube e^, having its end arranged to

operate in connection with the edge or lip of the re-

cess in the end of the mandi-el through which the wire
is fed for cutting off the wire by a shear cut, as set
forth.

Eighth, the wood carrier, consisting of tho sliding
box C^, mounted on the reciprocating plate C^ when
arranged to operate substantially as described.

66,255.—Damel Sager, Xew York, X. Y.—
Machine for Hulking Corn.—July 2, 1867.— The
stalks are fed ft'om above. The lai-ge grooves of the
roller receive the stalks, and the ears being too large
to enter are thrown into the sliaking hopper, from
whence they are cari'ied to the huskiug rollers, which
seize and tear off the husks as the ear- rotates.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the picker C,
shaker E, endless apron F, husking rollers G G, and
adjustable blades M M, essentially as described, for
the purpose set forth.

Second, the shaker E, for delivering and directing
the course of the ears, by motion conuuunicated

through the eccentric L. or its equivalent, in the
manner substantially as specified.
Third, the endless' apron F, arranged in relation to

the husking rollers G G, so as to carry the ears of
corn thereto, and rotate them while husking, and
afterwards to discharge them from the machine, es-

sentially as described.
Fourth, the husking rollers G G, supported in bear-

ings O O having clastic supports P P, substantially
as and for the pm-pose set forth.

Fifth, the adjustable blades MM, essentially as and
for the purpose specified.

66,256.—John Sch.\tt, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

sicnor to himself and Samuel P. Meuvixe, Jr., same
place.—Dry Gas Ifcfcr.—July 2, 18()7.—The bights
of the leather folds enclose cords, and ai'e covered by
the curved edges of the metallic rings.

Claim.—Attaching the leather B and the ring A
together by means of the single cord C , and tlic g: obvo
a'" closed tightly over the said cord and leather, sub-
stantially in the manner described and for the purpose
specified.

66,257.-MoRiTZ Schneider, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Paint Compound.—July 2, 1867.—Composed of resin,

6 pounds dissolved in 'benzine, 1 gallon ; 5 poujida
china clay or lime ; 5 pounds zinc pigment : 2 pounds
linseed oil. Dryers and colors may be added.
Claim.—A paint composed of the' ingi-edients herein

named, and compounded in the manner substantially
as herein set forth.

66,258.—George E. Sellers, Sellers' Landing,
111.

—

Machine for Dressing Paper Pulp.— July 2,

1867.—To cleanse the pulp of specks and knots tho
diluted pulp is passed into a screen in whicli the
specks, by superior specific gravity, ai'e collected into
a receiver from whence they may be discharged.
The-knots too large for the meshes are delivered over
the edge of the screen into an annular trough.
Claim.—First, the anmilar chamber B B through

which the pulp is delivered into the chamber C.
The chamber C and agitator Q, to collect the heavy
particles into the center, over the receiver D, sub-
stantially as described and for the purposes specified.

Secoud, the pulp screen F with the slit or slits s s s,

the agitator or float Q, to give direction to the puip
in the line of the slits, the pulp receiver J J, and
regulating valve L, and the knot receiver M M, all

substantially as described and for the purposes si)eci-

fied.

66,259.— Jajies B. Skinner, Rockford, 111.—

Plow.—July 2, 1867.—The swinging rotating coulter
is hung on upper and lower oscillatable bracket plates,

and is vertically adjustable therein by washers placed
on the spindle above or below the plates. A stop pin
passed diametrically through the spindle limits its

oscillation.

Claim.^-Yivst, adjusting the coulter, both verti-

cally and laterally, substantially m the manner de-

scribed.
Second, the combination of the coulter spindle

with the bracket plate and socket, as shown in Fig. 1.

Third, the combiuation of the coulter spindle with
the double bracket plates and stop pin, as shown in
Fig. 2.

Fourth, the combination of the laterally adjustable
bracket plate, spiudle socket, and diagonal champ, as
shown in Fig. 3.

Fifth, the combination of the spindle, laterally ad-
justable bracket plates and clamp bolts, as shown in
Fig. 4.

Sixth, the combination with the caster spindle of a
series of locking washers, as shown in Fig. 5, for the
pm-pose described.

66,260.—James B. Skinner, Rockford, HI.

—

PZom;.—July 2, 1867.—The shank of the rotating col-

ter is attached to the square end of a transverse pin
beneath the beam, and/ is limited in oscillation by
shoulders upon the pin.

Claim.—First, the combination of the caster yoko
with the horizontal caster spindle, as shown in Fig. 1.

Second, the combination of the caster yoke witb
the horizontal caster spindle by pivoting the yoke on
a vertical pin in the loop on the spindle, as shown in
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"Fig. 2, for the purpose of preTcnting wabbling of the
colter, and yet leave it free to vibrate laterally.

Third, the combination of the caster yoke with the
squared thimble turning on the fixed spindle project-
ting from the bracket plate, as shown in Fig. 3.

Pourth, the combination, substantially as described,
with the horizontal caster spindle o of the double half-

round boxes p suspended in the loops p^ and a cross-
bai* P, for the purposes set forth.

66,261.—iSr. E. Smith, East Cleveland, Ohio.—
Splicing Belting.—July 2, 1867.—The ends of the belt
are cut into tongues which are interlocked and glued.

Claim.—The herein described method of splicing
belts, in the manner substantially as specified,

66,262—A. D. Stkokg, Ashtabula, Ohio.—Cider
Press.—July 2, 1867.—The vibration of the levers acts
by means of pawls upon the ratchet wheels to rotate
the nuts and depress the screws which carry down
the follower.

Claim.—The screws K and ratchet wheels I sup-
ported in the cross-pieces E G of the frame A and
operated by means of the levers M, pawls L, and link
K", all arranged and operating in the manner and for
the purpose substantially as described.

66,263.—"WilH. Sutheeland, Seven Mile, Ohio,—Extension Umbrella.—July 2, 1867.—The stem is

extensible by telescopic joints and the ribs are also

exten sible. A large umbrella may thus be contracted
within a small space.

Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement
of the extension stick and extension ribs, substan-
tially as shown and described.

Second, the tongues g g, the grooves j j, the bands
1 1, the pins t t, the notches s s, and collars u u, as
seen in Figs. 4 and 5, by which the sections of the
stick are made to glide equally, and locked and un-
locked and kept in position, all substantially as shown
and described.

Third, the handle bee with all its parts, as seen in
Figs. 4 and 8, as described.

Fourth, the tablet k with its pin m aiKT ledge p, in
Fig. 6, the ferrule q with its slots o o, adapted to
move around the runner h h, as seen in same Fig.
and already described.

Fitth, the slot o' with its beveled edges r r in run-
ner ft, in Fig. 7.

Sixth, clasps 3, 4, and 5, as combined and an'auged,
of sections A B and D, as seen in Figs. 3 and 9, the
tip c, the shoulders 8, and the center ijunch 6 with the
cavity 7 for the reception of center punch 6.

Seventh, the wings 13 13 of clasps 4 adapted for

attaching cover, as seen in Fig. 9.

Eighth, in combination with an umbrella stick the
sliding sectionsAB and D, substantially as described,

by which the rib is shut up or distended.

66,264.—Abijah Taylor, Indianapolis, Ind.—
Propelling Vehicles.—July 2, 1867.—The pulleys car-

rying the feet run on the upper and under sides of
two parallel, longitudmal, horizontal sill rails and are
actuated by an endless chain v/hich passes over a
chain-gear pulley at each end of the rails.

Claim.—Propelling mechanism consisting of an
endless chaiu or chains, bands or ropes E, way or
rails A A^, anti-friction pulley 1 1, and legs G, with
feet, the said legs being carrie'd by the chains, bands,
or ropes, and the whole being ai-ranged and operating
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

66,265.—H. H. Taylor and J. H. WILSO^''
llochester, X. Y.

—

Machine for Rolling Stench Trap
Pipe.—July 2, 1867.—The strip of lead or copper is

bent into trough-like form and the S-shape by suc-

cessi\e lu'csentations. Tlie smaller convex roller and
concave roller make one bend and the larger convex
and the same concave roller make tlie other bend.
Claim.—The method herein described of forming

stench-tra}) pipes by the employment of the rollers A
B B', operating in such a manner as to swage the
sides and edges of the pipe unequally so as to produce
the necessai7 bends, as herein set lorth.

66,266.—Lkavis C. Tower, Eochester, N, Y.—
Thermometer.—Jnlj 2, 1867.—The tube is sunk flush

with the surface of the metal. The shield protects

the bulb and may be raised to expose the latter when
it is to be immersed in a liquid.

Claim.—First, a thermometer whose frame is made
fi-om a single piece of sheet metal corragated as de-
scribed, to give it stifihess, and provided with a
groove and socket to receive the tube and bulb, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

Second, the combination of the sliding shield d
with the frame A and bulb a, as and for the purpose
specified.

66,267.—EuFUs Trowbridge, Waterloo, Iowa.
—Shovel Plotv.—Jn\j 2, 1867.—The plate is glass and
is let into a recess of the share, and its surface is flush
with the same.

Claim.—The combination of a flat glass plate to
the face of the share of shovel plows, substantially as
specified.

66,268.—Charles L. Tucker, Chicago 111.—
Package for Holding and Shipping Lard.—July 2,

1867.—A package of wood or paper is covered with an
impervious composition or lining, and is covered with
foil and inclosed with similar packages in tight
cases.

Claim.—First, the bos herein described when con-
structed without a lid or cover rim, and with straight
even sides from top to bottom, substantially as and
for the purposes si)ecified.

Second, the application of gnim arable or its equiv-
alent to small lard packages, either to wood or paper,
for the purpose of making them non-absorbing, sub-
stantially as specified.

Third, the application or use of a tin or lead foil or
foil paper covering for lard packages, constructed of
wood or paper, substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

Fourth, the mode herein described of packing lard
for transportation by first packing the lard in sepa-
rate small packages of wood or paper, and inclosing
such small packages in an outer close-fitting case,

substantially as and for the purposes specified.

66,269.-11. Turner, Versailles, 'Ky.—Counting
Machine.—Sv\y 2, 1867.—To facilitate addition of
numbers the tens are noted on the machine as fast as

they accrue so that they may be dropped from the
mental calculation, being registered on the dial by
the action of the feed finger.

Claim.—First, the wheel B with its spring eoU C
and dial D, in combination with the feed-finger E
and detent G, substantially as and for the pm-pose
described.
Second, the feed-finger E, spring F, detent G,

wheel B and coil C, for reversing the dial D and re-

setting it at zero, and without changing the position

of the instrument, or of the hand that holds it, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

66,270.-Theodore A. TVeber. l^'ew York, IST.

Y.—Bottle Stopper.—July 2, 1867.—The annular cap
is reinibrced by a ring and beneath it is an elastic

perforated diaphragm which yields to the forcible

entry of a liquid, but closes against the edge of the
funnel when the force is withdrawn. The cap is held
down by a yoke.
Claim.—First, the combination of the cap a and

elastic diaphragm b, the latter being perforated and
applied to said cap, substantially as and for the pur-

poses described.
Second, the combination of a perforated cap a a,

perforated diaphragm 6, and a. ring e, when adapted
for being held down tight upon a bottle, substantially

as described.
Third, the cap a, diaphragm 6, with or without

ring e, stiiTup h, an eccentric 7/i, all combined and
adapted to serve the purpose explained.

66,271.—Carlyle Whipple, iDetroit, Mich.—
Saw Mill.—Jn]y 2, 1667.—The curved guides give a
rocking longitudinal motion to the saw.
Claim.—The curved guides F and G when the

curvature of the upper is the reverse of the lower,

arranged in relation to the saw and operating sub-

stantiaUy as and for the purpose specified.

66,272.—F. D. Wright, Jordan, N. Y.—Fhj
and Mosquito Bar for Windows.—Juij 2, 1867.—The
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Bcreen is attached to the lower bar of the lever and
by a cord passiu/r over a pulley to the upper bar of

the sanae sash. The upward moTemect of the sash

unrolls the screen -which protects the opening thus
made.

Claim.—The combination with the sash of a win-
dow of the automatic fly and mosquito bar, made
Tip of the screen D, roller C, and cord E, arranged
and operating in the manner and for the purpose
herein set forth.

Ci(i.273.—A. C. "WuRZBACH, Memphis, Tenn.,
and William Wukzbacit, iSTcw Tork, N. Y.—Spriyig
Clafp.-~Ju\y 2, 18C7 ; antedated June 22, 1867.—The
middle portion of one leaf forms a spring and has a
down-turned lip which engages one or another of the
notches on the other lip, according to the fullness of
the book.

Claim.—An adjustable clasp, when constructed
and operated substantially as herein described.

66,274.—THEODOn A. Zellers, East Birming-
ham, Pa.

—

Manufacture of Glass.—July 2, 1867.

—

The cylinder is run jn on the concave-topped truck,
which rests on a turntable. The cylinder is removed
by a cropper to the flat-topped truck and flattened

out. It is then nin back into the tempering oven.
The ovens arc heated by hydrocarbon oil which is

burned over water, and air' is furnished through a
series of tubes whose exit is above the oil surface.
Claim.—Eii'St, treating glass cylinders in a flat-

tening oven, and reducing them to'flat sheets, by the
heat evolved fi-om the combustion of hydrocarbon
oils, or their products or compounds,' substantially in

the manner and for the purpose hereinbefore set forth.

Second, in connccliou with an oven for flattening
glass, the car b, and turntable c, or a raised vibratory
platfoi-m in lieu thereof, for the purpose of so turning
glass cylinders as to enable the operator, standing in
front of the flattening car. to insert his cropper in
such cylinders, in a lino with the axis of each such
cylinder, substantially iu the manner and for the pur-
poses above set forth".

66,275.-0. M. Alger, Richmond, Tt.—Wash-
ing MacJmie.—July 2, 1867.—The clothes are squeezed
between the corrugated lid and the ribbed floor of
the box ; through hioles in the latter the water passes
to and fro.

Claim..—The arrangement of the box A with ribs
and perforations, and the ribbed and hinged Ud, op-
erating substantially as described.

66,276.- Charles Allen, Petersburg, HI.—
Hanging and Ventilating Window Sash.—July 2,

1867.—The sashes balance each other, being attached
to the opposite ends of a cord which passes over a
sheave; and the cord is adjustable in length by a
Bcrew bolt to whose socket one end is attached.

Claim.—The tightener h b', when applied to the
cord a of the sashes A B, substantially as described
and set forth.

Also, the ventilating piece C, applied to the frame
C. in combination witii the self-balancing sashesA B,
and cord tightener b b', substantially in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

66,277

—

John H. Ames, ]N"ew York, K. T.—
Machine for Frcparlng Peat for Fuel.—July 2, 1867.
—The peat is carried by an endless apron from the
hopper, beneath u rotating rake which throws out
sticks, and it then falls into a second hopper contain-
ing the rotary mixers, and from thence between fluted
pressure rollers to cylinders through whose perforated
bottoms it is forced by plungers into the chambers
beneath. In every stage so far hot air has been
blown into the mass. At the bottom of the chamber
is a cylindrical block with a cavity open through one
fiide, into which the peat falls, and by whose rotation
it is dropped into a receiver from which the air is

exhausted. After undergoing hard pressure by a
fieries of plungers, it is ejected.

C7ai7n.—First, the revolving separator c, in com-
bination with the hopper a, conveying belt b, and
receptacle d, for the purposes and as" specified.

Second, the compressing and mixing rollers h h',

to one of Avhich an end motion is given, in combina-
tion with a hopper g, to which heated air is admitted,

• for the ptirposes and as set forth.

Third, drying peat by means of heated air, withia
a chamber in which the peat descends in thin sheets,
strips or pieces, substantially as set forth.

Fourth, the charger o, separating the hot air and
exhaust chambers, and delivering the peat into tho
latter, as set forth.

I'ifth, the chamber 2>, and plunger^', in combina-
tion with the revolving press block 16, and an ex-
hausting apparatus, substantially as set forth, for pro-
ducing a partial vacimm in thc"chamber containing
said peat before said peat is pressed, for the purposes
and as set forth.

Sixth, a revolving press block with tapering open-
ings for receiving the peat and holdijigthe cake after

being pressed, as and for the purposes set forth.

66,278.—Joseph K. A>-drews, Antrim, Ohio,
assignor to himself and J. C. Tiltox, Pittsburg, Pa.—Lamp.—Jidv 2, 1867.—Improvement on his patent
of July 11, 18'65, and November 13, 1866. Gas is

generated by the contact of the tube with the lower
wick, and at the point of ignition the flame is aided
by oil conducted through a" supplementary wick and
tiibe. The gas-generating tube, with its" cone, cap,
and inclosing cylinder, are hinged to the floor of the
burner, which is raised by its wick tube above the
screw cap of the lamp.
Claim.—The gas tube M, perforated, slotted, pro-

jecting above the cap Is", cut at the lower end and
constructed as shown in figure 2 of the accompany-
ing drawing.

Second, the adoption of the tube or tubes O, burning
the oil direct in combination with the^as, constructed
and operating substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

66,279.-11. A. Archereau, Paris, France, as-

signor to himself and J. M. O. Camin Despalles,
Joseph de Susixi, and E. O. StePvX.—Preparing
Oxygen and Applyiyig theSameto T7seful Purposes.—
July 2, 1867.—The fire-clay cupola of the decomposing
app'aratus is enclosed in a leaden shell. Air and
combustible gas ai-e conveyed to the blow-pipes whicli
heat the bars in the cupola, the heated bars subse-
quently decomposing the acid, which is introduced
through a funnel. The top of the cupola is closed
by a water luting. The fumes are conveyed to a con-
denser, where the diluted acid collects at the bottom

;

the oxygen and sulphurous acid pass to the washer,
where the latter is absorbed, the former liberated
and subsequently compressed into metallic cylinders.
Claim.—First' the process of decomposing sulphuric

acid at its various degrees as found in trade, for ob-
taining oxygen therefrom, substantially as described.
Second, the hereinabove described and represented

apparatus, and specially the apparatus for decompos-
ing sulphuric acid, whatever may be the mode of
heating employed.

Third, the compressing process for the better util-

isation of oxygen gas.
Fourth, the application or utilization of oxygen to

all purposes, especially to metallurgic operations and
to producing excessive high temperatures, allowing
of the most refractory bodies being melted without
melting their containing capacities.

Fifth, the process for melting iron without car-
bm-etiug or production of cast iron, in the manner
and for the pm'poses hereinabove specified.

66,280.—Edward John Arexs, Boston, Mass.—Cutter for Planing Moldings.—July 2, 1867.—In-
stead of making the opposite sides of the cutter of
parallel plain surfaces its cutting edge and body havo
lateral coiTugations, those of the"body being extended
back from the edge.
Claim.—A molding cutter whose cutting edges for

each member consist of diagonal faces meeting at
the angle or ridge on the face of the cutter relatively
to the foiTU or contour of the molding, substantially
as described.

66,281.—James Bain, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Ycnt
Plug.—July 2, 1867.—The vent plug has a valve
which is adjustable by a screw rod and spring, and
is fitted into a seat in the inner end of the plug.
"When the outer atmospheric prcssm-e exceeds that
in the barrel, plus the power of the spring, air is ad-
mitted through the perforated plug.
C7ciw.—First, the valve C, nut a, and spring b, in
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combination with tho seat B, in the inner end of the
plug A, substantially as and for the purpose described.

Second, the movable seat B, in combination with
the valve C, nut a, spring b, and plug A, substantially

as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the air chamber D, and cup E, in combina-
tion vrith the plug A and valve C, constructed and
operating substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

60,283.—William D. Baker, Marshfield, Mass.—Windlass and Chain Stopper.—-Jnlj 2, 1867.—The
cable has a single turn around each of a plm-ality of
drums, each of which has a brake.

Claim.—A ship's windlass or chain stopper, or
both, composed of a plm-a'.ity of shafts A, provided
with drums C, and pulleys E, with metallic straps F
applied to them, and all connected at one end to a
single shaft G-, substantially as shown and described.

68,283.—L. M. Batty, Caiiton,Ohio.—Railroad
Sivitch.—Jvilj 2, 1867 ; antedated June 12, 1867.—
The connecting rod is pivoted to the switch lever,

which tm'us on a pin of the post attached to the
sleeper. A catch plate, adjustable on the connect-
ing rod, has recesses to receive the end of the treadle
bar and fix the switch to the requii-ed position.

Claim.—First, the combination of the Lever C, the
post B, the connecting rod D, and the treadle E, in
the manner and for the purpose herein described.

Second, the adjustable plate F, with its lugs b and
notch a, when combined with the treadle E and con-
necting rod D, in the manner and for the purpose
herein described.

Third, the treadle E, when combined with the sev-
eral devices H IJ K e and/, in the manner and for

the purposes herein set forth.

Fourth, the easing M, surroimding the outer part
of the treadle D, to protect the treadle and devices
H IJ K e and/, from injm-y, as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

66,284.—Hexhy F. Bemendefer and George
Smith, Attica, Ohio.— PZow.—July 2, 1867.—The
notched bar and spring catch allow oscillation of the
plow standards.

Claim. — Fu'st, the bar D, spring catch e, and
spring g, when used for shifting the standards, sub-
stantially as specified.

Second, the arrangement of the beam A, bai's df,
standards, B B B', with their plows and the roller b,

when constructed, arranged, and used in the manner
substantially as set forth.

66,285.—H. W. Bentox, Lebanon, 'N. B..—Ladle
for Pouring Metal.—July 2, 1867.—The lunate-shaped
plate is pivoted to the kettle top and keeps back im-
purities floating on the metal.

Claim.—The combination with a ladle of a guard
or skimmer, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

66,286.—Benjamin Best, Dayton, Ohio, assign-
or to himself and Loudon Marts, same place.

—

Scaf-
fold.—July 2, 1867.—The uprights have base supports
and braces at their lower ends. The platform is con-
nected to sliding frames which are raised by ropes
passing over sheaves at the tops of the uprights and
wound by windlasses attached to the frames.
Claim.—'First, the combination of the uprights A

A', pivoted and adjustable braces b C, idvoted sliding

and supporting frame BFG H., friction rollers n, clip

d, with its appendages, pivoted spring catch i, hinged
planks 1, pulleys E, and cord h. operating in the
manner described for the purpose specified.

Second, the clip d, wlieu made in one piece with the
lugs e, so that it serves to guide the supporting frame
on the upright and to hold the windlass for raising
and lowering the said supporting fi'ame, as set forth.

66,287.—Henry BiLHARZ,Seneca, El.—JJfac/iine
for Cutting Corn Stalks in the Field.—Jn\y 2, 1867.

—The machine cuts two rows of corn simultaneously.
The stalks pass between the cutting jaws and double-
edged knives, reciprocated by a hand lever, and fall

on tho hinged shelf boards, whereby they are thrown
to the center.

OZaim.-First, the peculiar construction of the cut-

ting apparatus D D, consisting of the plates a a, and

the double-edged knives 6 b, substantially as and for
the purpose described in the foregoing specification.
Second, the lever E, in combination with the knives

b b, and the plates a a, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

Third, the lever I, in combination with the hinged
shelves G G, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

Fousth, the railing L, in combination with the cut-
ters D D, the lever I, and the shelf boards G G, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

66,288.—W. r>. Blackman, Defiance, Ohio.—
Photographic Copying Board.—July 2, 1867.—Tho
post is adjustable in height and in distance from the
camera upon its supporting piece. The picture is

held between segmental plates, whose inner straight
edges are vertical. These clamping plates are adjust-
ed by pins which are attached to them and traverse
curved cam gi'ooves in a rotating rear plate and hori-
zontal slots in the middle plate.

Claim.—First, a photographic copying board
made and operating, siibstantially as and for the pur-
poses herein specified and described.
Second, the device for centering the picture that in

held on the plate F, said device consisting of the
ratchet bar d C, pinion e, and shaft D, all made and
operating substantially as herein specified and de-
scribed.

Third, the device for adjusting the focus of the
pictm-e that is held on the plate F, said device con-
sisting of the sliding block B, nut g, and screw shaft
E, all made and operating substantially as and for
the purpose herein specified and described.
Fourth, the device for increasing the size of tho

frame for holding the picture to be photographed,
said device consisting of the stationary disk F, re-

voh'ing disk G, pins j j, plates H, and spring bars m,
all made and operating substantially as and for the
purpose herein specified and described.

Fifth, the device for clamping the pictm'e, consist-
ing of the revolving clutch 1, in combination with
the stationary clutch F, disk G, pins j, and plates H,
all made and operating substantially as described.

66,289. — Alphonso Boardman, Forestville,
Conn., assignor to himself and N. C. Hubbell, New
Haven, Conn.

—

Calendarfor Clocks.—July 2, 1867.

—

Designed to be placed in a clock caseand to be operated
by connection with the works. The days of the week
are on one cylinder, and the days of the month upon
the ribbon on two other cylinders, one of them being
on the same shaft as the former. The shaft is tiu-ned

by a ratchet wheel operated by a pawl lever.

Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement
of the cylinder A, representing the days of the week
upon its sm'face, with a ribbon upon "two cylinders
D and F, arranged and operated so as to present the
date corresponding to the day of the week.
Second, the combination of the wheel G and lever

H, provided with its two aims a and b, with cylinders
D and F, arranged so as to release and hold the cyl-

inders, substantially in the manner herein described.

66,290.—R. F. BocEMSDES, Wallingford, Conn.
—Bottle Stopper.—Jnly 2, 1867.—The rubber cylinder
in its elongated form is introduced into the neck of
the bottle, and is then expanded laterally by the rota-

tion of the cap which draws up the flanged bushing.
The contents of the bottle may be withdi-awn through
the tube without removing the stopper.

Claim.—The tube b, the upper end cut to receive
the screw c, of the hollow head d, having a hinged
cap, the lower end flanged to support the rubber cyl-

inder «, all constructed and arranged in such a man-
ner that the liquid shall be discharged from the bot-

tle without removing the stopper, as herein shown
and described.

66,291.

—

J. Dean Bonney, Pembroke, Mass.

—

Paint Brxtsh.—Jnly 2, 1867.—Tho band is placed over
a sufficient portion of the bristles, and confined by
an inclosing sheet metal strap, whose bent ends are

engaged by the tapering slide.

Claim:—Tho combination with the removable and
adjustable metallic band which surrounds the bristles

of tho clasp and its tapering slide for holding the said

band upon the brush, substantially as and for the pur-

poses set forth.
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6S,'292.—CuAELES G. Boi-er, Greenfield, IncL—
Say Hack.—July 2, 1867.—The rack is for attach-
ment to the running gear of a -wagon, and consists of
detachable parts.
Claim.—A hay rack Tvith top rails A', doretailed

to tbo standards D. and ends connected by the plates
and hooks c c, in combination with the pi^ot^d arms
a a and cross pieces B', for forming a portable rack
provided with upright beams at one end and ladder
to the other, substantially as set forth.

66.293.—Charles jST. Buock, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Pressure Filter.—3n\j 2, 1867.—Explained by the
claim and illustration.

Claim.—The combination of a force. pump -with a
battery of filters, substantially as descri.bed, so as to
use any desired number of filters in battery, thus fil-

tering and decolorizing the sirup, wliether the same
be heated or not.

66,294.—Jaices M. Brown, Boston, Mass.—Jlfrt-

cMnafor Cleaning and Softening Sheepskins.—July
2, 1807.—The skins, in lieu of simply soaking, are

Elaced in the fulling mill, and water allovv'ed to run
ito the same. Loose wool is collected by a wii'c

at bottom.
Claim.—The above described process of treating

skins, such being by a fulling mill and water, and by
collecting the waste wool in. a screen or its equivalent,
as set forth.

Also, the combination and arrangement of the
screen -with the fuUing miU, having a diseliai'giug
hole in its reservoir", as set Ibith.

66,295.—JoHX F. Brown, ISTew London, Conn.—Churn.—July 2, 18o7.—The box has a reservoir of
water beneath the false, metallic bottom, to temper
the beat of the cream. A series of crucifonn l)reakers
are placed in the churn, aud the radial beaters revolve
bstweeu them. The angular butter gathering paddle
is attached to the radial ai'ms when required!^ to be
used.

Claim.—First, the combination ofthe curved metal-
lic bottom B with the sides and ends of the box A, for
the purpose of forming a water chamber in the lower
part of said box, substantially as herein shown and
described.
Second, the butter gatherer and worker M, con-

stnicted, arranged, and operated substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

66,296.—WiLLLijr Brown, Middletown, Conn,,
assignor to WiLUAii "W. Wilcox aud Joseph Hall,
ST.—Grommct.—July 2, 1867.—An iron flange is cast
to the wi-ought metal thimble ; after insertion the edge
is spun over upon the other cast metal ring.

Claim-. — The improved gi-ommet, having a cast
metal flange, united, substantially as described, to a
sheet metal tube.

66,297.-E. O. and E. Carrington, Wallingford,
Conn.

—

Machine for Cutting Doivn Augers.—July 2,
1867.—The projection on the sm-face of the cam cor-
responds to the required projection of the lip of the
auger; the adjustable guides bring the center of the
chuck into proper relative position to the cutter.

Claim.—The combination of the bit-holding device
G and the forming cams L with the mill or cutter D,
all constructed, arranged, and operating in the man-
ner and by the means substantially as herein set forth.

66,298.—Henry Cheney, Little FaUs, N. Y.—
Construction of Hammers.— July 2, 1807.— The
WTOught-iron bead is brazed or soldered to a cast-iron
socket.

Claim.—The combination of the cast-iron socket
B with the wrought-iron head A, both made and con-
nected substantially in the manner and for the pur-
poses set forth.

66,299—David N. B. Coffin, Jr., Boston, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Ira D. Spaulding, same
place.— Cajostort.—July 2, 1867.—Explained by the
claims aud illustration.

Cfai>n.—First, the application of pawls to a cap-
stan by means of a cast joint or hinge, in any manner,
BO as to allow the pawl to operate in both directions.

Second, the employment of a side opening g, in
combination with the inclosed bolt, in the construc-

tion of a capstan.
Third, the arrangement of the inclined lifters mado

movable in combination with the lock notches or
spaces ft, so as to be used both to slide the bolts out
of connection automatically, and also at the pleasure

of the operator.
Fourth, the arrangement of the inclined lifters i i

in duplicate and in reverse order, in combination with
lock notches or lugs and sliding bolts.

Fifth, the arrangement of an elevated flat part j
between two incUnes ai'ranged in reverse order, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Sixth, radially- sliding keys or bolts, in combination
with a retaining socket in one part and a locking
space or shoulder in another of two parts of a cap-

stan or windlass, to be connected and disconnected,
substantially as described.
Seventh, a roller or sheave, arranged with its asds

obliquely to the windlass and its axis, substantially as
described.
Eighth, the employment of conical or cylindrical

rollers, arranged in combination with the spindle and
barrel of a capstan or windlass, to relieve the friction

incident to the side or transverse thrust, substantially

as described.
Ninth, the arrangement of rollers longitudinally

between the shoulder of the barrel and that of the
spindle or bed plate, to sustain or support the barrel

endwise.
Tenth, the aiTangement of sliding bolts in sockets

on the fulcrum gear, as described.
Eleventh, the lifting and sustaining ring v, in com-

bination with the bolts or locking mechanism of a
capstan, and inclined lifters arranged either on it, or
an auxiliary part x.

Twelfth, the employment of an elastic or spring
element interposed between the part bearing the pawl
pockets and the fixed portion of the bed plate.

Thirteenth, the inclines X, for automatically lifting

the fulcrum gear, substantially as shown.
Fourteenth, locking or clutching the center or first

moving gear of a capstan to the lever head automati-
cally, by interlocking lugs formed on each, substan-
tially as described.

Fifteenth, the arrangement of a concentric, circular

or annular flange or rib, or flanges or ribs N between
the spindle or hub and the rim or periphery of the
bed plate of a capstan or windlass, substantially as
described.
Sixteenth, the arrangement of a friction wheel be-

tween the two barrels of a capstan or windlass, with
provision for connecting or disconnecting it to or from
one or both, at pleasure.

Seventeenth, the application of the differential wind-
lass to the friction mechanism of a capstan or windlass.
Eighteenth, the employment of the combined bear-

ing and brake or friction shoo in the friction mech-
anism of a capstan or windlass.
Nineteenth, the employment of chain lugs spanning

the groove in the chain wheel and made adjustable
radially in sockets at the bottom and extending up
the sides of the groove between the two cheeks of
the chain wheel, substantially as described.
Twentieth, the employment of keys back of said

lugs, with or Avithout the circular form, substantially
as described.

66,300.—Albert W. Cox. Indianapolis, Ind.—
Farm Gate.—J\\\j 2, 1867.—The gate is not rigid but
the rails are pivoted at their intersections with tho
stiles. The latch is pivoted to the middle stile and
connected by links to the two-end stiles, so that in.

raising the outer end is lifted clear of the stub in tho
ground, ready to be swung on its hinges. The lever
passes a spring latch, which keeps it in position.

Ciaim.—First, the provision in a jointed gate of
the latch E and handle E', connected in such a man-
ner that the raising of the latch shall cfl'ectthe eleva-

tion of the gate, substantially as described.
Second, the combination of the gate B C C* C^, latch

E, handle E', and arms F F', arranged and operating
in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the arrangement of the parts H I J X, for

sustaining the gate and latch in their elevated posi-

tion when the gate is opened, and pennittingthem to
assume their normal position when the gate is closed,

as described.
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66,301.—Alvord M. Cox, Elizabeth, -N". J.—
Medical Compound.— July 2, 1867.— Eemedy for

cou£?bs and colds. Composed of two ounces each of
wil<l cherry bark, elecampane, white balsam, hoar-
bound, and juniper berries, and one ounce each of
comfrey and Iceland moss ; made into a decoction,
sweetened, and with the addition of spirits.

Claim.—The medical compound composed of the
in f^redients mixed together in or about the proportions
Bubstantially as described, for the purpose specified.

66,30^—L. M. Crane, Eallston Spa, IS". Y.—
Water-proof Paper jPa&nc—July 2, 1867.—Composed
of two or more layers of paper and an interposed
layer of gutta percha, rabber or other impervious
material cemented to the paper by heat and pressure.

Claim.—As an improved article of manufacture, a
•water-proof paper fabric made substantially as herein
shown and described.

66,303.—Egbert Creuzbaur, ISTewark, N". J.—
Connecting Link.—July 2, 1867.—The two portions
of the link havo openings on opposite sides, and when
closed upon an object each forms a mousing for the
other.

Claim.—First, the two parts A and B, each with
one opening, pivoted together at p, with these open-
ings on opposite sides, substantially in the manner as

shown and described and for the purpose named.
Second, strengthening the ends of the link subject

to bending by shaping them in the manner named,
the two parts forming the link being pivoted together
through the parts thus strengthened, substantially as
set forth.

66,304.—Joseph Cuookes, St. Louis. Mo.—
Svjage for Upsetting Saw Teeth.—Jnlj 2, 1867.—The
die slips into the transverse opening in the handle,
and the tooth of the saw enters the end opening, and
is received in the slot ofthe die.

Claim.—The die stock A, having the mortises for

setting the die B B' transversely in the stock, and
the passage A 2, when aiTanged and combined with
the split die B B', substantially as set forth.

66,305.—Joseph Crookes, St. Louis, Mo., as

signor to himself and Joseph W. Bran'CH, same
place.

—

Hardening Pan for Circular Saws, die.—
July 2, 18G7.—The pan containing the oil is open only
at the upper end, and sets at angle of about 3U°. The
Sii^\ is clamped to a frame and slipped on ways into

the bath.
Claim.—First, the pan A, when provided with the

inclined ways a, either with or without the rollers a'

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the clamp B for the purpose of confiniu^^

tljc plates C in a true position while immersed in

the bath in the pan A, as described and shown.

66,306.-Jonathan Davison, Plymouth, Mich.
—Churn.—July 2, 18G7.—The dasher shaft receives a
recipi'ocating vertical motion from the lever, and at

the same time is rotated by the slipping of the spiral

tube in the notch in the churn lid. The tabe carries

air into the churn.
Claim.—The arrangement of the staff D, provided

-with its tube a and dashers, with the churn body and
the lever F, provided with its swivel block, for the
purpose of churning mHk or cream, substantially as
lierein spccitied.

66,307.—David P. Dams, Jersey City, N. J—
Jicgistcring Steam Gauge.—July 2, 1867.—In connec-
tion with a pressure gauge is a graduated disk, which
is revolved by a regular motion, and marked by a
I»encil, whosci motions arc governed by the changes
in the pressure. A time diagram of pressure is thus
obtained.

Claim.—The combination with a pressure gauge,
or any equivalent therefor, of a marker of any suita-

ble form, and revolving diaphragm disk, or its etjuiv-

aleut, when all combined and arranged together, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose described.

66,308.—Solomon G. Dkutler, Orangeville,

III—Corn Planter.—^yv<]y 2, 1867.—The wheel is of a
size to measure the planting distances, and its pro-

jections work the sliding plate, whose graduated

openings feed the seed to the spout in the rear of the
fuiTow opener.
Claim.—The combination of the sliding valve plate

;, having a rigid arm E, and a flexible arm F at-
tached to its real- end with the hopper B, beam A
and operating wheel G, substantially as herein de-
scribed and for the purpose set forth.

66,309.—James Depeu and J. Darbah Hall,
Peekskil], 1^. Y.—Car Coupling.— SxAj 2, 1867.—
Each dravr-head carries a link. "When not in use
the inner end of the link is held by a sleeve and ver-
tical pin. When the latter is raised, so that its
shoulder comes above the draw-bar, the link may be
brought forward into coupling position. In coupling
the entering link trips the gravitating latch, which
raises the catch pin, and the latter failing behind it
prevents retraction.
Ciaim.-First, the sleeve /, which holds the linlc,

and the arrangement by which the sleeve and the
coupling pin C are moved lonecitudinally in the draw-
head, substantially as described,
Second, a coupling with coupling links and sleeves

/, arranged in each draw-bead, substantially as do-
scribed.

Third, the weighted lever D and the catch pin E.
in combination with the sleeve/ and pin C, arranged
substantiaEy as set forth.

66,310—T. W. DODDS, Eotherham, England.—
Effecting the Cementation of Rails, Axles, tf-c.—July
2, 1867 ; antedateii December 1, 1865.—Explained by
the claim.
Claim.—The conversion of an iron surface into

steel by treating the same in a suitable cementing
furnace with a mixture composed of charcoal or
other carbonaceous matter, potash or other alkaline
matter and lime, or matter containing lime, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

66,311.~R. B. Donaldson and Emmett Qtjtnn,
Washington, D. C—Steam Gauge.—July 2, 1867.—
The rubber is molded around smooth metallic rods or
tubes, by which the vertical channels therein are
made. The tube which the steam first enters may ba
bushed with metal.
Claim.—¥\ist, the construction of tubes for steam

gauges of india-rubber, gutta-percha, or other com-
pound, or other suitable material, substantiaUy in
the manner and for the purposes as herein set forth.

Second, the construction of hollow cores of metal,
or other suitable material, supported by mandrela,
substantially in the manner and for the purposes as
herein set forth.

66,312.—Daniel M. Donehoo, Beaver, Pa,—
Safety JBridle.—July 2, 1867.—The safety rein runs
through a ring in the gag rein and passes back to
the check hook. The gag rein passes through the
runner, the bit ring, the ring on the check strap, and
then fastens to the bit ring. A double purchase is

given by the replication of the safety rein, and the
power is increased by the triplication'of the gag rein
at and near the bit.

Claim.—The arrangement of the safety rein F and
gag rein H J with the rings E I L, operating as de-
scribed and represented.

66,313.—A. J. DooLlTTLE, Hamdcn, Conn.—
S2nttoon Envelope.—July 2, 1867.—The lid is opened
by the pressure of the foot on the lever tmd closes by
a'spriug.

Claim.—The spittoon box A, provided with a
hinged cover B, which is operated by means of the
spring c and levers a and d, substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

66,314.~SA5ruEL Eberly and George Hauck,
Mechanicsbur^, Pa.

—

Horse Rake.—July 2, 1867.

—

The shanks of the rake teeth lie on the horizontal
section of the hinged rake head. The teeth are held
in position by spring coils, allowing them to suiTQOunt
obstacles ancl renew their positions.

Claim.—Connecting the rake teeth to the swinging
rake head bv the combined use of the shanks e'and
their extended bearings in the boxes ;', and the reac-
tionary springs/, constructed, arranged, and operat-
ing substantially in the manner and for the pm-poso
described and represented.
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66,313.—J. FisCHEK, St. Louis, Mo.

—

Medicine.
—July 1!, 18G7.—Kemedy for intermittent fever. Com-
posed of tinctm-e of rhubarb, aloes, cinchona, Yir-
giuia snake root, oraupre peel, saflfron, cochineal,
gentian, calamus, columbo root, myrrh, arnica flow-

ers, in stated proportions and -svith the addition of
solution of quinine and water.

Claim.—'i'hc chemical compound, when composed
of the ingredients and used substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

66,316.—JoHX Forbes, New York, iST. Y.—
Skate.—July 2, 18G7.—The boot sole is placed on the
two points of support and the moving of the lever
and its pivoted plate draws the lateral clamp against
the sole and drives the toothed bar against the front
of the heel.

Claim.—First, the slotted guide bos S, in which
the slotted jaws D arc adjustably secured and operated
by means of the centrally pivoted blade E, in the
concentric slots d of which the ends of the bolts
work, all constructed and opei'ating as herein set
forth, for the purpose specified.

Second, the combination and ari'angement of the
longitudinally-sliding plate H, slotted plate I, arm Gr,

and spring arm F, pivoted slotted plate E, slotted
jaws 1), and slotted guide box C, as herein set forth,

for the purpose specitied.

66,317.—"William J. Futer, West Troy, N. Y.,
assignor to Mmself and John P. Witbeck, same
place.

—

Pattern for Casting Pot-hole Covers.—July 2,

18G7.—The hanging portion of the core, which forms
a recess for the point of the stove hook, is molded
wath a chambered plate, which is afterwards slipped
back to enable the withdrawal of the pattern.

Claim.—The chamber d, in combination with the
plate B and its chamber g, fitted to occupy the cavity
//, and to slide within the channel h, substantially
as described and for the purposes set forth in this spe-
cification.

66,318.—Joseph J. French, Baltimore, Md.,
assignor to himself and Eeuben A. McCauley.—
Globe Valve for Steam Engines.—July '2, 1867.—The
valve is kept true by the double bearing of its stem
in the stuifing bos and the sleeve screw in the arch.

Claim.—A globe valve, having awheel or lever A,
carrying a hollow screw B, to operate the valve C by
means of the stem D, constructed and operating in
the manner substantially as shown and described and
for the purpose set forth.

66,319.—G. D. andH. A. GooDRiCH,'Joliet. HI.—
Mamtfacturc of Clay Pipes.—July 2, 1867.—The clay
is tempered in a horizontal mill and expelled through
the annular throat by a vertical mill. The annular
cutting disk descends with the same motion as the
pipe, so as to make a square cut, while the pipe is

continuously made in a vertical position ; the disk is

suspended by weighted guides acting in unison with
the weights that support the pipes; the cutters are
actuated by stationary inclines. The guides have
double-acting inclines. The weights come consecu-
tively into use on the single cord as the weight of the
pipe increases.

Claim.—First, the grooved disk T, when applied to
clay-pipe machines and aiTanged to descend, while
cutting the pipe, with the same motion as the pipe.
Second, the combination of a suspended rotating

disk or wheel T with one or more cutters h.

Third, the weighted guide heads TJ, when provided
with arms V, substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

Fourth, the two-edged knives or cutters /i, pro-
vided with the heel or projection t.

Fifth, the cams i, provided with the springs j, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes specified.

Sixth, the combination and arrangement of the
cams i and springsj with the cutters h, heel t, and ro-

tating disk T.
Seventh, the combination and arrangement of the

guide heads U with the weights o and "W, substan-
tially as specified.

Eighth, the arrangement of the weights o p upon
a single cord, so as to increase the weights as they
ascend, substantiatially as specified.

K^inth, the rests or ledges z, iu combination with a

series increasing in lateral dimensions, operated by a
single cord, substantially as specified.

Tenth, the arrangement and combination of tho
cross-bars Y Z, standard I, and mandrel K with tho
cords n, weights o p, and ledges z, substantially as
and for the purposes specified.

Eleventh, the combination and arrangement of a
descending platform for receiving a vertical pipe,
constructed and arranged substantially as specified,

with a rotating disk provided with cutters and de-

scending with'the same motion as the platform while
cutting, substantially as specified.

66,320.—Horace A. Goodrich, Joliet, El.—
Manufacture of Clay Pipes.—July 2, 1867.-Tho
bridge is placed between the screw of the shaft and
the revolving core ; a plate projects inwaixl to gather
the clay and onis outward to form the exterior portion
of the mold aroimd the revolving core.

Claim.—First, the bridge a, when located between
the screw or feeding portion of the shaft G and the
revolving core F of a mold in a clay-pipe machine, sub-
stantially as and for the pui-poses specified.

Second, the plate B, when provided with a gather-
ing flange C, projecting inwards and permanently at-

tached, substantially as set forth.

Third, the plate I), when provided witli tlie outer
portion E of the mold and made adjustable by means
of the holes and bolts b, substantially as described.

66,321.—A. W. Gore, Manhattan, Kansas,—
Fence Post.—Julj 2, 1867.— The tapering tube of
metal is planted on a foundation block and has cross-

rods to support the rails of the panel.
Claim.—A post for fences, &c., made of sheet

metal, provided with cross-wires or rods, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

66,322,—David K". Gi;een, Coldwater, Mich.—
Hand Scoop.—July 2, ]8G7.—The flattened portion
furnishes afoot to enable the scoop to stand erect.

Claim.—A cylindiical h.-md scoop, with aflat base
to prevent the same from tui-ning over, as and for the
pm-pose described.

66,323.—C. Gresiuchxa and L. Jarchow, IsTew

York, jST. Y.—Apparatus for licctifying Distilled

Liquids.—July 2, 1867.—The vapors from the still pass
to a low-wine receiver, thence to a rectifier, where
they pass in a serpentine course around the outer
edges of a succession of circular dishes and the inner
edges of the alternating annular slielves which form_

a vertical column in the casing. The cups in which'
the central portions of the dishes are submerged
form traps, which prevent du'cct vertical ascension of
the vapors on the axial line. The collected contents
of the cups overflow and retm-n to the bottom and the
condensation is assisted by the succession of water
jackets of gradually increasing temperatui-e in the
ascending series. Thus a vapor of increasing tenuity
is graduallv eliminated.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of the receiver A,

provided with one or more dishes D and a water ves-

sel E, in combination with the rectifiers G G\ pro-

vided with dishes D^ D^ D^ D' E:, water jackets 1 1*

I^ water vessel L. and suitable connecting pipes, all

substantially as shown and described.
Second, the arrangement of cups d^ d- d^ d'', in com-

bination with the dishes D^ D^ D^ D' and shelves EI

in the rectifier G, substantially as and for the pm'pose
set forth.

Third, the aiTangement of dishes K with depres-

sions VI and descending tubes ?i iu the interior of the
rectifier G, consti-ucted and operating substantially

as and lor the pm-pose described.

66,324.—Henry C. GRiGf.s, Watcrbury, Conn.,
assignor to Holmes, Griggs <fc Smith, same place.—
Biccklc.-July 2, 18G7.—One end of the strap is fast-

ened to the loop of the tongue, Avhich passes through
an opening in tho frame ; the other end of the strap

passes through another opening in the frame and is

held by thQ bite of the tongue.
Claim.—The h.ereiu described buckle, consisting of

the plate or frame A and the looped tongue B, formed
so as to be inserted through the plate and to operate
substantially iu tho manner herein set forth.
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66,325.—OLn^EK Guinand, Victsbarg, Miss.—
Instrument for Perforating Cigars.—July 2, 1867.

—

The tip of the cigar depresses the pluuger and its

sides near the end come in contact with pivoted
spikes, which impale it as it descends.

Claim.—First, tlie hollow block A, haying the
spikes pivoted in slots or mortises in its walls, as
and for the purposes described.

Second, the hollow block B, having right-angled
triangled slots or mortises I), to receive and for the
passage of the spikes C and seated on the spring a
in the block A, substantially as and for the pm-poses
desci'ibed.

66,336.-George D. Hadley, Cincinnati, Ohio.
—Stop-cock.—J-alj 2, 18G7.—The stem of the valve is

depressed by the lever eccentric and stretches the
elastic disk.'which returns it when the lever is oscil-

lated in the other direction. The guides keep the
valve in axial position.

Claim.—The eccentric lever by which the valve is

operated, the elastic disk D^, the cap D confining the
disk D^, and the valve B with its guides a, in combi-
nation with the shell of a water cock, the whole con-
structed and arranged substantially as herein shown
and described, for the purposes set forth.

66,337.—A. S. Hallidie, San Francisco, Cal.—
Suspension Bridge.—July 2, 1867.—Each cable passes
from the top of one pillar to the bottom of the oppo-
site one. The cables ai'e connected to the gii-ders by
vertical and incliued rods whose nuts give support to
the Hanged ends of tlie girders.

Claim.—Fii'st, the cal5les C C, in combination with
the suspension rods I) D and girders E E, all made
and operating substantially as herein specified and
described, and the rods D, being made adjustable as
set forth.

Second, the combination of the adjustable cables C
C, posts A, rods D, girders E, and adjustable braces
G with each other and with the flooring F, all being
made substantially as herein specified and described.

66,328.—T. C. Hargraate, Boston, Mass.—Rail-
way Chair.—July 2, 1867.—Between the chair and the
rail is driven a long wedge which is detained by a
spring piece engaging notches in the side of the
wedge.
Claim.—IxL combination with the chairs and rails

of a railway track, an indented wedge and spring de-

tainei-, arranged to operate together substantially as

described.

66,329.— Chas. A. Harper, Eahway, N. J.—
Boiler for Heating Water.—Jxilj 2, 1867 ; antedated
June 24, 1867.—The boiler has a vertical cylindrical

11 ue ending in a pipe for escape of smoke ; this cylin-

der contains an annular water space connectiug with
the boiler near its upper and lower ends.

Claim.—The boiler A, having an internal flue or
fire chamber B surrounding the pipe-formed water
heater C, through which the water in the boiler circu-

lates by means of pipes D D', said parts being con-

structed and arranged for use substantially in the

manner and for the purpose set forth.

66,330.—Charles T. Harvey, Tarrytown, 'N.

Y.—Fropelling Cable for Railroad Guides.—Julj 2,

1867.—The clutch arm beneath the car is oscillated to

engage it with the spur of the fei-rule which travels

beneath in the cable guide. The ferrules travel on
vertical and horizontal rollers {Aid form links in the

cable, being in continuity therewith. The continuous
steam pipe prevents freezing up.

Claim.—Virst, the cable heads or ferrules herein-

above described, having plain operating faces so that

ttioy act on the cable clutch or arm C of a car, by
simple contact therewith, substantially as described.

Second, the horizoutal roller E, on the under side

of the cable head, in combination Avith the supporting
vertical rollers, substantially as described.

Third, the combination of the vertical supporting
rollers of the cal)le head A' with the upper horizontal

rollers D D and the lower horizontal roller E, all

placed and operating substantially as set forth.

Fourth, the vertical spur B of the cable head or

ferrule projecting above the top of the cable guide,

substantiallv as described.

Fifth, the beads s s of the cable guide, in combina-

tion with the cable heads or ferrules A' of a propell-
ing cable, substantially as described.

Sixth, the ledges 1 1 of the cable guide, in combina-
tion with the cable head or ferrule, substantially as
shown.
Seventh, the steam pipe r, in combination with a

cable guide, substantially as described.

66,331.—HaYWARD A. Harvey, Orange,]^. J.—
NaiL-Jnlj 2, 1867.—The shank has depressions at
intervals on two sides and projections on the edges,
to present inequalities of sm'face to increase the hold
in the wood.

Claim..—The combination of the head of a nail with
one or more cavities and protuberances or ratchets
upon the sides and edges of the shank thereof, sub-
stantially as described, whereby the lateral diameter
or width of the shank is increased as shown.

66,333.—James D. Hathaway, Medford, Mass.
Screw Clamp for Planking Vessels.—July 2, 1867.

—

The small end of the clamp is inserted betvreen the
knees or timbers of the vessel and held there by the
serrated cam. The plank is spnmg to place by the
screw.
Claim.—A screw clamp consisting of a frame, a

male and female screw, and serrated cam, combined
and operating substantially as described.

66,333.— Reason Hawkins, Palestine, Ind.—
Grain Screen.—Jul;^ 2, 1867.—The grain passes from
the hopper over a riddle to throw out the larger im-
purities, and then over two inclined screens which
discharge into separate compartments. Over the
upper screen are placed transverse bars witli narrow
passages beneath. The upper end of the screen frame
rests on the octagonal roller, and it has an oscillating,

vibratory motion.
Claim.—The arrangement of the screens 7i and m

and the cross-bars K K in the bos D, and the trash
screen e at the head of the box, in combination with
the octagonal roller E, operating as and for the pur-

poses herein described.

66,334.—B. R. Hawley, ITormal, III., assignor
to himself, E. Washburn and C. A. Montkoss.—
Sorghum Evaporator.— 3vlj 2, 1867.—An outside

filtering pocket filled with wool is attached to the side

of the boiling pan, and receives boilin"- liquid which
by its cooling and consequent increased gravity sinks
therein and returns by openings below to the pan.
Thus is kept up a circulation and a constant strain-

ing process.
Claim.—Yii&t, the construction of an evaporating

pan in such a manner as to create a continuous up-

ward and downward flow of the boiling sirup, as

represented by the arrows a a, substantially in the
manner and for the pm'pose set forth.

Second, the filtering pockets D, in combination
with the boiling pans or defecator of an evaporating
apparatus, substantially in the manner and for the

purpose set forth.

Thu'd, the cooler E, in combination with the nnish-

ing pan C, as described and set forth.

Fourth, filtering the boiling sirup by continuously

passing the surface fluid down through a filtering

substance in the pocket D to the bottom of the boiler,

substantially in the manner and for the purpose set

forth.

Fifth, the strainers D', in combination with the

boiling pans or defecator, and the pockets D, substan-

tially as described and set forth.

66,335.—James M. Hawley, Holton, Ind.—
PZo?«;.—J uly 2, 1867.—The plow standards have side

bends by which they are attached to the plow beam
when used in doublc-shovcl form. When thi-ee shovels

are used these standards are attached to side brackets

and an additional plow added. The scraper may be
attached to the frame by standards.

Claim.—FSxst, the standards U and E, constructed

substantially as herein described, in combination

with the shovels K and G and beam A, in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination ofthe handles B and forked

and slotted connecting bar C with the beam A, sub-

stantially as herein shown and described and for the

pm-pose set forth.

Third, the combination of the bent bai-s or frame
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M with the beam A and standards H, substantially

as herein shown and described and for the puri^oso

set forth.

Fourth, the combination with the scraper plate P
with the forward standards II, substantially as herein

sliown and described aJid for the pui'poso set forth.

66,336.— Jasper Hazen, Bethlehem, N. T.—
Beehive.—Jaly 2, 1867.—The central compartment,
containing the breeding and store honey frames, has
on two sides and top cliambers containing surplus

honey boxes, in communication y.ith each other and
tiie central compartment. The two other sides are

closed by shutters, and the bottom has a hinged
alighting board.

Claim.—The combination of the central apartment

g, the movable partitions d d, and the side surplus

iiouey boxes i i, arritngcd in the manner described.

66,.337.—Labax Heath, Boston, Mass.—Defect
iri'j Counterfeited Bmik Notes, d-c.—July 2, 1667.—Im
pressions of pai-ts of the notes of each denomination
ai-e printed from duplicates of the original dies and
plates. These impressions may be halves of the plate

or a mutilated portion. They are to be kept as tests

for comparison by non-experts of spurious or suspi-

cious-looking notes.

Claim.—The mode of detecting counterfeit bank
notes by the means of impressions made from dux^li-

cates of parts of the genuine dies or plates mutilated,
substantially in the manner set forth.

66,33S.—Charles Heaton, New York, N. Y.—
Treating Bamboo, Cane, and other Fibrous Plants.—
July 2, 1867.—Designed to save the washing of the
fiber after treatment with caustic alkali, and to save
the resinous portions of the material, by precipitation
by a concentrated solution of alum.
'Claim.—First, saving and utilizing the resinous

and other soluble portions of vegetable fibrous mat-
ters which are usually washed out and wasted, in the
manner set forth.

Second, the employment of alum or acid, in paper
making, whenever the same is so applied as to pre-

cipitate that portion of the gum which is now washed
out and wasted.

Third, in the disintegration of vegetaWc fibrous
matter, when an alkaliue solution has been used and
become discolored or opaque, or pai-tially so, the em-
ployment of alum, and for precipitating the suspended
matter or clarifying the solution, as herein set forth.

60,339.^JacobHeed, Temperanceville, Ohio.—
Chimney.—July 2, 1867.—Projections of the back wall
near the throat deflect heat into the room. Occa-
sional diaphi-agms with apertm-es are placed in the
chimney, each having an opening larger in area than
the one'below it.

Claim.—In a chimney constructed as described,
the projections A A and'the diaphragms B D, one or
more, each provided with an aperture, and arranged
substantially as described and for the pm-poses speci-
fied.

66,340.—Stephen H. Herrick, Grinncll, Iowa.
—Cultivator.—rJnly 2, 1867.—The metallic standards
are turned forward in a horizontal direction and
plA^oted to the rear end of the beam. The fore erA of
these longitudinal bars meet in a vertical screw
which passes through the beam and is adjusted by
set nuts.
Claim.—The frame B, turned up and threaded at

its forward end, and connected to and regulated at
the rear end of the beam by the bolt D, as and for the
purpose set forth.

66,341.—H. W. HoLDEX, T. J. Mooers, D. H.
Strattox, and G. Kevxolds. Blossbm-gh, Viv.—Iioof
and Clapboarding Bracket.— Jnlj 2, 1867. —The
bracket has an upwardly extending slotted plate
taking uiuler a course of shingles, or for attachment
to the rafters or studding, and a clawed foot to i)re-

vent slipping. The support or truss is removable,
and may liave a brace piece whose foot claw enters
the wall or roof at a lower level.

Claim.—Fli-st, a combined roofing bracket A, sup-
port C, and brace D. when made and operating sub-
Btantially as herein shown and described.
Second, the bracket A, when combined with a truss

B, both made and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.

Third, the bracket A, with a hook d and platform
e, substantially as and for the purposes herein shown
and described.
Fourth, the truss B with a brace i, hook h and lug

j, and pins I, substantially as and for the purpose
herein shown and described.

Fifth, the support C, with a hook h, pin j, and pins
n n, substantially as and for the pm-posc herein shown
and descri])ed.

66,342.—ISTathax HoLLrN-GSWORTii, Eosetta, HI.—Graduating Level.— July 2, 1867.—The rotating
horizontal disk is pivoted to its adjustable bed plate,
and has standards giving journal bearings to the cir-

cidar frame on which the telescope is mo\uited. This
frame has a segmental rack engaged by spur wheel
which oscillates it in a vertical plane. A segmental
scale on the frame, beneath the index wire, which is

connected to a gravitating arbor, indicates the incli-

nation of the telescope
Claim.—The weighted arbor I and arms m, with

index n, traversing over the scale p, in combination
with the telescope A and brake g, constructed and
operating substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

66,343.—Henry F. Holt, Fredonia, N. Y., as-
signor to himself and Thaddeus C. Abbott, same
-^lacQ.—Shifting Bail for Carriages.—-July 2, 1867.

—

The shifting rail has pin hooks wliicli enter from the
roar loops whicli are attached to the sides of tlie

buggy seats. The rear portion of the shifting rail
has pendent staples which pass through staples of the
bug2y seat, and are engaged by spring catches.

Claim.—A self-fastening shifting rail for buggy
tops, constructed substantially as herein described.

66,344.—^sTelson Houck, Canton, Ohio.—Rail-
road Gate.— July 2, 1867.—The sliding gates arc
opened by the passing train, and re-closed automatJ-
caXy. Devices stated in the claims.
Claim.—First, the peculiar arrangement and com-

bination of the part L of the rail L M, the rods c d,

rock lever I m, rods O P, and turning plate B, tho
several parts being ai-ranged as and for the purpose
set forth.

Second, the peculiar an-angemcut and combination
of tlie turning plates B C D"E F, rods S T t\ a b f^,

S2 T2, connecting rods A A, bars g h, and combined
levers p p q q, the several parts being arranged as
and for the purpose sot forth.

Third, tlic spring V, Avlien used in connection with
the axle V of the turning plate D, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

Fom-th, the rods A^, with springs a^, when used in
connection with the part L' of the compound rail H
M', substantially in the manner and for the purpose
specified.

Fiftli, the vertically slotted holes either in the part
L' or tho part M' of the compound rail L' M', when
such slots are used for the purpose of allowing a verti-
cal motion to the part L', substautially in the manner
and for the purpose specified.

66,345.—W. H. Houston, Xew York, N. Y.—
Boat Detaching Apparatus.—July 2, 1867.—The hook
of the block engages a pawl wliich is pivoted to one
movable bar and catches on the otlier. When tho
weight is taken from tliese bars by the boat resting
on the v.atcr, the bias fall and their ends are thrown
out by tho inclined slots, to release the pawl. This
do\\nward movement is assisted by a spring. The
bars may bo fixed in engaging position by introduc-
tion of a cam lever beneath tliora.

Claim.—Tha combination of the catch pawl P,
locking bar h, and spring m. with the lock frame, the
whole arranged to operate as described for the pur-
pose set forth.

Also, an automatic boat eye or lock, so constructed
as to unlock when the weight of the boat rests fairly

on the water, substantiaUyas hereinbefore desci'ibed.

66,346.—William Huey, Galena, 'M.^^.—Fr^lit

Bo.v.—July 2, 1867.—The side slats are fastened to a
solid bottom, and to a rectangular rabbeted upper
frame. The spring catches serve for attachment of
the Ud, or to hold the boxes together in nests.
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Claim.—Fii'st, as a new article of manufacture, the
fruit and vegetable box with the lid, all constructed
siibstantially as set forth.

Second, the lock H, composed of the plate h, with
a key-hole, the hooked plate i. and the spring I, ar-

ranged substantially as set forth.

Third, the slats a, notched slats g, and rabbeted
corners e, in combination with the rabbeted rim 6,

and rivets c.

Fourth, the slats a, notched slats g, rabbeted cor-

ners e, and locks H, in combination with the lid p,
substantially as set forth.

66,347.—G. Henry Hulskasip, ISTew York, IST.

Y.

—

Violms, <£c.—July 2, 1867.—Double oblique bra-
ces are secured to the frame at its connection with
the upper sounding board. A screw attaching the
adjustable string-holder to the brace below stretches
the sounding board and tightens the strings simulta-
neously and relieves the board from tension. The
bridge'is pressed by the strings against the oblique
brace behind and stretches the rear soundiog board.

Claim.—First, the straining of sounding boards in
violins and other instruments before named and re-

fen'ed to of whatever material made, by the tension
and pressure of the strings, substantially as hereinbe-
fore described.

Second, transmitting the vibrations of the sti-ings

by posts or pulleys braced to different points of the
upper and lower sounding boards and making the feet

of the bridge K to bear upon the oblique braces, sub-
stantially as described.
Third, making the finger board and string holders

in one piece, with an orifice O for the bridge K, and
connecting the same with the oblique brace d d, sub-
stantially as set forth.

Fourth, secm-ing the strings directly on the end of
the extended finger board at p p p, substantially as
described.

66,348.— Samuel Hutches'SON, Iforth Lewis-
burgh, Ohio.—Beehive.—Jn\j 2, 1867.—The endless
apron is stretched beneath the hive and has trans-

verse cleats hollowed out on their under sides to fur-

nish traps for the deposit of moth eggs. Sectional
cleats on the apron limit the ingress openings.

Claim.—The endless apron (5, provided Avith cleats

ef. and placed underneath the body or main portion
of the hive, substantially as and for the purpose here-
in set forth.

66,349.—John Hyslop and Chas. E. Phillips,
Abington, Mass.—Sirup Pitcher.—Jvlj 2, 1867.—The
cork block packs against the vertical edge of the
spout to force the drip backward when closiug the
lid.

Claim.—The block F, applied to the Ud or cover of
a sirup pitcher, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

Also, the spring E, or its equivalent, in combina-
tion with the cover or lid B, substantially as described
and for the purpose specified.

66.350.—W. B. IXGERSOLL, New York, N". Y.—
Bed Bottom.—July 2, 1867 ; antedated June 27, 1867.

—The cord is passed around sheaves on the head and
foot boards of a frame, instead of the usual pins on
the rails. Tlie head bar of the frame is divided hori-

zontally and held on short spring bars of the sides.

The slack of the cord is wound on a bai" held from
back rotation by a pawl.

Claim.—The' combination of the pulleys c around
which the cord r passes, the cross-bar a to which the
pulleys are attached, the movable arms h, the -wind-

lass g, and the springs/, under the ai-ms or head-piece
or cross-bar, all as and for the purj)ose sj)ecLfied.

66,351.—Charles C. Johnson, Springfield, Vt.
—Dough Kneader.—July 2, 1867.—The lever passes
through a diametric mortise in a rotatable standard.
The mortise has a roller above the lever. A trans-

verse roller is connected to a frame attached to the
lever.

Claim.—Fh'st, the combination of the revolving
standard B, lever C, and one or more rollers F and
cross-pieces D, suljstautially as and for the purpose
set forth.

Second, the combination of the cross-piece D when
formed to act as a scraper, and the roller F when at-

tached to a lever C, operating substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

66,352.—Syl-\t;ster Johnson, iSTew Hannonv,
InH.—Horse Rake.—JvUj 2, 18G7.—Depressing tlie

treadle lever lifts the pawl and tips the shaft ; it also
disengages the sash from the notches of the tines and
alloAvs the rake to rotate.
Claim.—First, the combination of the lever M,

chaiu or rod L, arm K. pivoted sash or frame I. pawls
O, with the shaft of the rake head, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set
forth.

Second, the combination of the arm P and link E,
or its equivalent, with the arms K, notched rake teeth
and sash I, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed for the purpose specified.

66,353.—William C. Joy and John Campbell,
Penn Yan, jST. Y.—Bleaching Paper Pulp.—July 2,

1867.—The pulp is stirred by the armed dasher and a
blast of ail' introduced beneath the mass.

Claim:—Treating paper pulp of all kinds with air,

pure or mixed, at any temperatm-e, by causing a cur-
rent or currents of aii' to pass thi-ough the mass by
means of a forced blast or current or'by an exhaust-
ing fan or pump that will cause sufficient aii- to pass
through the mass to accomplish the result specified,

substantially as and for the purpose specified.

66,354.-11. IST. Keables, Worcester, Mass.

—

Gear Cutter.—July 2, 1867.—The teeth are formed in
couples with cleaning spaces between them.
Claim.—A gear cutting tool of continuous opera-

tion by revolving, the cutting teeth of which are ar-

ranged radially at equal distance from their center of
revolution groups, leaving equidistant and equalized
clearing spaces between said groups, and otherwise
constructed substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

66,355.— Philip H. Kells, Adrian, Mich.—
Brick Machine.—^w\j 2, 1867.—Improvement on his
patent March 19, 1867. The cylinders are set in annular
flanges of the solid bed plate. A s^ationry plate sus-

tains the pressure when the followers act upon the
clay. The said plate has a cutting edge to remove
superfluous clay from the molds. The bed plate sup-
ports are adjustable to compensate for wear.

Claim.—First, the bed jilate B formed with the an-
nular flanges B' B' for the reception of the pug mills
F F, substantially as described.
Second, the cut-ofi" plate J, arranged and operating

in the maimer and for the purpose specified.

Third, the bed plate B when supported so as to be
adjustable in relation to the mold v\^heel, substantiaEy
as described.
Fourth, the adjustable incline L, arranged and op-

erating in the manner and for the purpose explained.
Fifth, the reversible knife X formed with cutting

edges on its opposite sides, and arranged and apj)lied

to operate as set forth.

Sixth, the combination with the knife IN" of the clay
guard or shield N', arranged and employed in the
manner and for the pui"pose set forth.

Seventh, the combination, with the wheel I, of the
adjustable supporting frame P', stationaiy base plate

P^, projections p p, screAV bolt p"^, and nut 2'^,. sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purpose specified.

Eighth, the arrangement of the intermediate gear
wheels I^ I'^, in connection with the mold wheel E
and cog wheels I' 1', as herein described and repre-

sented.

66,356.—P. G. Kenny, Rahway, IST. J.—Wash or
Steep for Hoots, Seeds, cC-c—July 2, 1867.—Designed
to prevent devastation of seed' by insects, and to

destroy insects on trees. Composed of a solution of

i lb. copperas in 1 gall, water.
Claim.—First, a wash or steep for seeds, roots,

trees, plants or vines, comi)osed of sulphate of iron

dissolved in water in or about the proportions de-

scribed, and for use in manner substantially as speci-

fied.

Second, sulphate of iron dissolved in or admixed
Avith uriue or chamber lye, to form a wash or steep,

essentially as and for thb purpose or purposes herein
set forth.'
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66,357.—p. G. Kenny, Eahway, jST. J.—Manure.
\

—July 2, 1867.—Explained by the claims.

Claim.—First, a fertilizer composed of farm or

stable-yard manure, or other suitable animal or vege-

table substances decomposed, or having- sulphate of

ii-on admitted with or dissolved in it or them by the

passage of urine theretlu-ough, substantially as speci-

fied.

Second, the employment of aluminous earth in con-

nection with stable-yard manure, or other animal or

vegetable substances, and sulphate of ii'on as a fer-

tilizer, essentially as herein set forth.

66,3.58.—Henry Kewley, Perry, OMo.—Jfa-
chine for Digging Potatoes.—S\i\\ 2, 1867.—The
potato vines arc raised from the ground by lift rods,

and are removed from the digging mechanism by u
pair of belts. The potatoes are raised by a series of

tines secured by a vibrating seat. The conveyors
consist of hooked fingers secured in sets to a wide
belt, the fingers pass "between the digger tines and
convey the potatoes to the inclined screen, from
whence they fall into baskets.

Claim.—First, the employment and use of the belts

K K' and pulleys J J J' J'-*,' Fig. 6, when arranged to

operate substantially in the manner and lor the pui--

pose herein spceified.

Second, the employment and use of the digger here-

in described and shown in Fig. 3, consisting of blades

L, constructed as described, secui-ed in series on the
seat L', constructed as described, journals cl, and
handle M, located and operating as and for the pur-
pose specified.

Third, the combination of the hooked fingers F,
conveyor belt E-, digger Fig. 3, and inclined screen
chute 'H, arranged aiid operating substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the employment and use of the lift rods
R R, constructed as specified and shown in Fig. 6,

and made adjustable in the manner described and
shown in Fig. 7, all located and operating in combi
nation with the belts K K', as and for the pui'pose

herein set forth.

66,359.—Charles King, Morristown, IST. J
Car liejjlacer.—July 2, 18(57.—One inclined plane
bridges the rail, and the other leads up to it. The
anchors are clamped by cams to the rails, and ropes
lead therefrom to a windlass on the axis of the engine.

Claim.—First, the inclined planes B B, in combi-
nation with the pivoted rail D, on B', and the clamps
C, all constructed in the manner as and for the pui'-

pose set forth.

Second, the arms or anchors E, fitted or pivoted in

bars F, clamped to the rails A A, in combination
with the cables or chains H and the windlass J, on
the axle of the engine, said parts being an-anged sub-
stantially in the manner and for the pui-pose specified.

6S.360.—XoRMAN King, Etna, Va.—Throttle
Valve Gear.-^yvdj 2, 1867.—The throttle valve is

moved l)y the action of two levers, each of which
Las arms attached and is pivoted on a stationary
standard.
Claim.—The standard A and the levers B and F,

with tlie arms C and G, constructed, arranged, and
operating substantially as shown and described for
the pui-pose set forth.

66,361—Selden TV. Knowles, Xew Haven.
Conn.

—

Cradle.—July 2, 1867.—The body is hung
upon the upper ends of four levers, whose lower esuts

are pivoted to a frame over the caster rollers. Al-
ternately elevating arms depressing these levers
give a rocking motion. A central block prevents
lateral displacement, and the cradle may be locked
by studs beneath the levers.

'Claim.—Fii-st, the arrangement of the levers D
and E, pivoted to the cradle C and to the fi-ame A,
constructed and arranged so as to operate substan-
tially in the manner herein set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the guide G, in combi-
nation with the cradle C, so as to prevent the lateral
movement of the cradle, and operate substantially as
herein set forth.

Third, the arrangement of the block I, in combina-
tion with the cradle C and levers D and E, so as to
operate as and for the purpose specified.

66,362.—C. H. Knox, Mount Pleasant, Iowa.—
Clothes Wringer.—Jn\j 2, 1867.—The levers bearing
on the axes of the upper roller are actuated by rods,
connecting them with a hanging roller below

;

'this is

depressed by a weighted lever, and permits a certain
amount of rocking motion to equalize the pressure of
the roller when clothes arc fed in unevenly. The
central pinion meshing into the double cog wheel
accommodates itself to the variation of the rollers.

Claim.—First, the arrangement and combination
of lever M, hinged to box A, roller L, rods K, levers
I, and plato C, ai'rauged to operate upper roller D,
as set forth.

Second, the donble cog wheel P P, arranged to
operate in combination with double pinion S, for

turning the roUers D D, substantially as described.

60,363.—Ira A. Livingston, Hornollsville, ]Sr.

Y.— Washing Machine.—July 2, 1867.—The blocks
are oscillateu by cranks, and are pressed together by
spiral springs on their axial rod. They may be held
apart by cords passing thi-ough the box ends and con-
nected to a treadle.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of a series of vi-

brating wash boards E E, operated by levers e e, in
combination with douljle or triple cranks and fly-

wheel motion, substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

Second, the rubbers E E, as constructed in combi-
nation witli the roil F, springs / /, cords j j, pulleys
i i, and foot-piece a, as and for the purpose described.

66,364.—"William E. Looms, Xelson "Wells,
Harmon Hitchcock, and Samuel G. Stryker, E1-
mira, IST. Y.—jDurning Fluid.—JvHj 2, 1867.—Ex-
I)Iaiued by the claims.

Claim.—The manufacture for sale of a burning
flidd (crystallized oil) made by adding to 40 gallons
of naphtha 2 pounds of alum, 2 pounds common salt,

1 pound potash, and 4 ounces camphor gum finely

pulverized, and half a pint of spirits of nitre.

Also, the use of potash, when it is combined with
sitbiwciutially the substances mentioned, tor the pur-
pose of making a bm-ning fluid as described.

66,365.—Albioh IT. 'Lo\tell, Manchester, IST.

H.

—

Soapstone Stove.—July 2, 1867.—^Explained by
the claims and illustration.

Claim.—A metallic fire pot C, in combination with
an outer casing of soapstone, placed at such a dis-

tance as to leave an air space between the two, suit-

able openings c, being provided at or iiear^he bot-
tom of the stove, to admit cold air to the lower por-
tion of the fire pot, all constructed and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Also, the soapstone casing B B', held together by
a series of bauds a b, the Litter, b, being so constructed
and arranged as to liave openings c for the admission
of ail-, substantially as and for the pm'pose set forth.

66,366.—John J. Marcy, 'WestMeriden, Conn.,
assignor to E. Miller & Co., same place.

—

Lamp
Shade Clasp.—July 2, 1867.—The upper edge of the
shade is clamped between two flaring rings. Theso
are supported by spring arms which clasp the chim-

Claim.—The combination of the two rings A and
C with the spring B, when the said spriiigs B arc
formed so as to hold the ring C, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

66,367.-AL^^N C. Mason, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to himself and H. H. Mason, Springfield, Vt.—Clamp for Suspending Whips.—July 2" 1867.—

A

clamp like a clothes pin is opened by a cord and
catches the whip lash.

Cla im.—A clamp for suspending whips, constructed
with a pivoted or jointed jaw, one or more arranged
so that the clamp may be opened by means of a cord
or its equivalent to receive the upper end of a whip,
substantially as shown and described.

66,368.-E. A. Mathiessen, Cornwall, IS^. T.—
Gate—July 2, 1867.—The Avheels of the carriage de-

press levers, and thus raise circular inclined planes,

on which the gate arm is supported. The arm has an
anti-friction roller, which descends the incline and
the gate swings open. Coimter weights restore the
parts w^hen the cairiage has passed.
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Claim.—Eirst, the fixed double inelined plane /,
and the t\ro vertically moving inclined planes g m,
in combination with each other and the laterally
swinging gate A, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

Second, the laterally moving plate n and the weights
or catches b b*, in combination with the levers which
operate the inclined planes g m, whereby the gate is

retained in an open position, substantiallv as herein
set forth.

Third, the levers h h*, levers i ^*, and vertical rods
k k*, arranged in relation with each other and with
the inclined planes g m and the arm e of the gate A,
substantially as and for the purpose specilied.
Fourth, the vertical bars t, levers s, and links s*,

arranged with reference to each other and the lever r

and plate n, whereby the said plate may be operated
to hold and release the weights or catches I I*, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

Fifth, the guides D, plates w, and aprons x, ar-

ranged in relation with each other and with the ver-
tical rods k k* and bars t, substantially as herein set
forth, for the purpose specified.

66,369.—FrajS'z O. Matthikssen, Jersey City,
!N". J.

—

Sugar Crystalizing Tank or Wagon.—July 2,

1867.—The vertical tubes through the "wagon" per-
mit a circulation of air through the interior for the
pm'pose of cooling the mass, or are closed by dampers
when that efi'cct is not desired.

Claim.—The combination with the tank or wagon
of an air pipe or air pipes or tubes arranged to pro-
ject through the body of the tank, and open at its or
their ends with a valve or valves to exclude or con-
trol the circulation of air, substantially as and for the
purpose or purposes specified.

66,370.—Franz O. Matthiessen, Jersey City,
Is". J.— Vacuum Pan for Boiling Sugar and Other
Substances.—July 2, 1867.—The liquid that is taken
up with the vapor and condenses within the dome
runs from the plates of the cap to the trough around
the rim of the pan. It then passes to a pipe of a
length greater than the height of a column of liquid
supported by atmospheric pressure. This enables the
withdrawal of said liquids without impairing the
vacuum.
Claim.—The combination of an umbrella or cap or

Cover of open work construction, with the dome or
cover to a vacuum pan constructed to form an escape
outside of the boiling vessel for the condensed vapor,
and provided with a Torricellian discharge pipe or
tube, said umbrella being arranged Avithin the dome
and over the boiling vessel or chamber, essentially as
and for the pm-pose herein set forth.

66,371.—George W. McCann, Springfield, Ohio.—Combined Measure, Funnel., and Faucet.—July 2,

1867.—The funnel and faucet may be used jointly or
separately. The liquid from the barrel is let first into
the funnel, and the measuring slip indicates the
amount. The spigot is turned to open the other
channel and the liquid is discharged.

Claim.— First, the combined faucet and funnel
herein described, constructed so that the same may
be used in connection or separately.
Second, in combination with the funnel D the coni-

cal strainer H, constructed and arranged as set forth.

66,372.—Mark T. McCormick, Meadville, Pa.—
Drilling and Fumping A2)paratus.—July 2, 1867.

—

The drill rod is reciprocated by a lever operated by
pins on a rotating wheel. The rod has a rotary mo-
tion by a sleeve upon it, whose bevel wheel engages
the main driving wheel. The ram is connected to a
rack bar, which is raised by a segmental rack on the
driving wheel, and then allowed to tall upon the head
of the drill rod.
Claim.—First, the ram 0, in combination with the

rack N, the segment M, and the wheelsH and Y, with
the lever I), the swinging frame E, when the same
arc constructed as described for the purposes set forth.

Second, the pumping attachment described. Fig. 6,

consisting of the frame 1 1, the pitman i, constructed
as described, in combination with the drilling device,
as described tor the pui-poses set forth.

wheels of the buggy are removed. The spindles are
inserted in boxes attached beneath the raves of the
sled, and rest by braces on the runners. Arms from
the latter and from the boxes are fastened by clips and
set screws to the axles.

Claim.—First, the pipe bosB, provided with flanges
a and arm C, constructed substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

Second, the hook D, set screw E, and pipe box B,
in combination with the axle G and runner A.

66,374.—^ToHN McLaughlin, Brooklyn, ZsT. T.—
Fcgister.—July 2, 1867.—Sheets of wire' gauze aro
placed , across the openings to prevent papers, &c.,
from dropping in.

Claim.—The screen B, to register, substantially as
and for the pm-pose described.

66,375.—G. W. Metcalfe, Hummelstown, Pa.—Apparatus to Cure Horses of Cribbing.—July 2,

1867.—The strap carries a semi-circular plate, which
has a serrated plate beneath the throat protected or-

dinarily by springs, but which, when tlie horse's
throat swells out in cribbing, give w^ay and allow the
points to come in contact with the skin.

Claim.—The combination of the bow A, spur B,
and the two spring shields C C, constructed and
ai-ranged as and for the purpose herein specified.

66,376.—Abraham Michelbacher, New York,
1^. T.

—

Machine for Disintegrating Peat.—July 2,

1867.—To reduce to a granulated condition upon the
gi-ouud previous to pressing. The roller regulates
the depth of penetration of the vibrating digging
rake. The machine is guided by a caster roller.

Claim.—First, one or more vibrating digging rakes
arranged upon a suitable carriage, substantially as
and for the purpose herein set forth.

Second, the combination with a vibrating digging
rake, constructed and operating as described, of an
adjustable roller E, substantially as and for the pm'-
pose herein set forth.

Tbird, a caster wheel or roller operated by a lever
b, and arranged in relation with the fi'ame of the car-

riage and the vibrating digging rake or rakes, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Fourth, the crank shaft F, balance wheel r, pinion
91, and driving gear wheel A*, arranged m relation

with each other, and with the supporting wheels of
the carriage and the vibrating digging rakes, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

66,377.—Theodule Morillon and Ursin IsTa-

GUIX, Lafourche, La.

—

Apparatus for Treating Cane
Juice toith Sidphurous Acid Gas.-—July 2, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claim.

Claim.—A tight wooden box provided with pipes
of induction and eduction for cane juice, and also

with a pipe for introducing sulphurous gas therein to

saturate the juice with sulphurous acid by mechanical
agitation thereof, substantially as and for the pm-poso
herein described.

66,378.—GusTAv Adolph Neuiieyer, Alten-
burg, Germanj.—Poivder for Fire Arms and for
Blasting.—July 2, 1867.—Composed of saltpetre, sub-

limed sulphur, and brown coal, mixed dry in a barrel,

then aggregated by the addition of 15 per cent, of
water, corned, sorted by sieves, and dried.

Claim.—A blasting 'and explosive powder when
made of the ingredients and in the manner herein set

forth.

66,379.—J. Palmer, Cleveland, Ohio.—i?oo//or
Railroad Oars.—July 2, 1867.—The upturned edges
of one strip are engaged by the down-turned edges of

the strips on each side, and the junctions covered
with cleats.

Claim.—The construction and ari'angement of the
metal plates or sheets E, when lapped or hooked con-

tinuously together, substantially as herein described
and shown, in combination with the caps F, the cleata

sheatliing or resting surface C, cornice D, and car-

bines or rafters B, all constructed and arranged sub-

stantially as and for the pm*posc herein set forth and
dcscribe'd.

66,373.- John S. McLntire, Chicago, HI.— 66,380.—C. H. Parker and G. N. Copeland,
Sleigh Runners for Buggies.—JvHj 2, 1867.— The Cortland, N. Y., assignors to Cuakles H. Parker,
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same place.

—

Drain for Waste Water.—July 2, 1867.

—The lower end of the pipe is armed -with a point,

nnd perforated to allow the exit of the liquid. It is

driveu into the ground, luid its top has a strjiiucr

funnel.
C'lc.im.—First, the conducting waste water or other

liquids into the certh by means of the pipe «, or its

equivalent, either down to Avater or to a strata of earth

sulliciently porous to absorb or drain off such liquids.

Second," the pipe a, in combination with the con-
ductor c, and strainer d, (where such stnuner shall

be necessary,) us and for the purposes above de-

scribed.

66,381.—John H. Parsoxs. Quincy, Mich.—
Sealing-wax Stamps.—Jiily 2, ]8()7.—The adjustable
table is regulated by its supporting screw. The seal

is attached to a slicle withdrawn by a spiral spring,

the slide on its projection operating the moisteuer,
which wets the seal. The lamp projects from the
standard in a convenient position for melting the wax,
which is deposited in a rack behind.
Claim.—The arrangement of the standard A, con-

structed with a lamp n, rack E, the adjustable table

C. and moisteuer k, substantially as described and set

forth.

66,3^t?.—Thomas rATTixsox, Little York, Cal.

-Tracer Wheel.—J\}\j2, lS(i7.—The wheel rotates in

a close case and the water descends vertically on its

radial buckets from a perpendicular nozzle in the pen-
stock. The discharge chute of the case is sloped
suUiciently to avoid the di-ag of back-water on, the
wheel.
Claim.—The constioiction and arrangement in the

case C of the water-wheel A, provided with the
buckets c, Avhoso under sides d are beveled, the pen-
stock E having supply pine or tube F, and provided
with the gate 11, operatecTby the screw I, the remov-
able dis-charge tube G, attached to its under side,

whereby the water under static pressure is delivered
in a perpendicular column upon the buckets c, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

66,383.—John- Pearp, New York, N. Y.— Set-

Uefor School.—July 2, 1867.—Tlie ends of the seat are
of cast-iron, witli grooves for the ends of the boards
forming the seats, back, and shelf. It may be fast-

ened by brackets in the rear to a wall or step.

Claim. — Fii'st. a settee constructed of east-iron
side-pieces A, cast entire with seats or projections to
form grooves to receive the ends of the plank seat B,
and the lower plank B, and the ends of the planks or
back strips C C. and also cast with lips b c, through
which screws pass to secure said planks in position,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the fixed bracket D, cast with one or more
of the side pieces A, substantially as and for the pur-
l)Ose specified.

Third, the adjustable or sliding bracket E, fitted
on a dovetail cleat d of one of the side pieces, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

66,384—-John Pearb, IS^ew York, IT. Y.—School
Settee and Desh:—Ju\j 2, 18C7. — The seat is pivoted
at the lear, and supported in front by pins on its

oscillating brace-rods, which slide in end slots of the
seat, to allow of its being thrown upward and back-
ward. The desk slides downward, behind the back
of the seat, when desired.
Claim.—First, the sliding desk E, containing the

metallic strips a*, ari'anged in the manner substan-
tially as and lor the purpose set fortli.

Second, the seat F, provided with slotted metal
bars or strips / at its ends, in com])ination with the
pivoted supports G G, having pins h at tlieir upper
ends, to work in the slots of the bars or strips/, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

Third," the combination of the sliding desk E with
the pivoted seat F and supports G G and tlie side
pieces A A, all arranged substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

Fourth, the book and slate racks C D, in combina-
tion with the desk E, pivoted seat F, and side pieces
A A, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

66,38.5.-jroHN PETTENcn-L, Jr., Lisbon, ]Sr. H.—
Car Coitpling. — Jn\j 2, 1867. — The link is held be-
tween the clastic sides of the coupling-box, so as to

2 c p—Vol. II

prevent rattling and present it in coupling position.
The coupling pin rests on the upper arm of an cibow
lover. Avhich is pivoted to the coupling-box, und
which is tripped by the entering link, to engage the
pin with the latter.

Claim. — The combination of the box A, link C,
springs D, and elbow plate E, with each other, all

made and operating substantially as herein shown
and described.

66,386—S. Pettibone, Coninna, Mich.—Straw
Cutter.—July 2, 1867. —A segmental rack on the
knife lever o'perates the toothed arm connected to a
lever by which the feed-roller pawls are actuated.

Claim.—First, operating the feed-rollers by means
of a toothed arm G and cogs F, formed upon the hub
of the knife lever E, substantially as herein shoAvn
and described.
Second, the combination of the ratchet wheels O J,

the pawls I N, connecting rod L, and lever H, with
the feed-rollers K H, and toothed ann G, substan-
tially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the adjustable guide
arms M S, guide rods T, and coiled spring U,
with the metallic side pieces R, and with the upper
feed-roller P, substantially as herein shown anU de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

66,387.— E.L. Pratt, Boston, Mass. — Boiler
Tube Scraper. — July 2, 18G7. — The central spindle
moves longitudinally within the segmental seetio]ia-l

scrapers, expanding them after insertion by tlie pro-
jection on its surface. The action of the inclines
against the springs of the scrapers causes a vibrat-
ing motion in the action of the same.

Claim.—In combination with a series of scraping
blades arranged as described, a sliding rod by move-
ment of which the scraping edges may be expanded
or contracted when they are within a tube, substan-
tially as described.
Also, in combination with the blades and their

shanks and the movable rod, the springs upon which
the shanks are cushioned when the IJlades arc ex-
panded, substantially as set forth.

66,388.—A. J. PuRVi.\NCE, Mount Zion, Iowa,
assignor to himself and J. A. Moss, same place.

—

Baling Press. — July 2, 1867. — In the faster move-
ments of the follower during the return strolce the
gearing acts directly on the rack beam ; but during
tlie heaviest compression the gearing operates
through a windlass and rope.

Claim,.—First, the combination and arrangement
of the sliding pinion d, rack beam C, spur wheel ?',

pinions e g p, sliding shaft P, spur wheel/, windlass
E, swinging frame R, shaft F, loose block G, ropes
h i k', pulleys z z, roller 1 1', constructed and operat-
ing in the manner as and for the purposes specified.
Second, the windlass E, in combination with the

guide pulleys in the block G, the rope r, the adjusta-
ble frame 'H, and the rack beam C, aiTanged and
api)lied to compress the bale, substantially in the
manner herein described.
Third, the shifting levers m and n, in combination

with the shifting shaft P, the shifting pinion d, and
the rack o, constructed and applied substantially as
and for the purposes heroin set forth.

66.389. —Julio H. Eae, Syracuse, IST. Y. — Ice
Cream Freezer.—July 2, 1867.—the beater revolves
around an internal cylinder through whicli a freezing
mixture is passed ; tlie funnel, v.-]ien inverted, forms
the cover. The scrapers revolve in contact Vvith the
shells of the outer and inner cylinder.
Claim.—First, tlic combina'tiou of the open cylin-

der C, and raised bottom A' of the can A, substan-
tially as described for the purpose specified.

Second, tiic beater C, with double spring scrapers
c c, in combination with the can A, and internal cyl-
inder B, constructed luid operating substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the funnel cover E, in combination witli the
can A, and iutcrnal cylinder B, coustructcd and o]>-

erating substantially as and for the purpose described.

66.390. — C. D. Eead, Burlington, Yi.-Bed
Bottom.—^u]y 2. 1867. — Cylindrical blocks bcneatii
the slats arc embraced by the upper cuds of the spiral
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sp3*ings, n'bose bases arc attached to cross rails near
the head and foot of the bedstead. A pliable band is

passed over the slats, its ends being engaged by hook
nails in the rails.

Claim.—Th« combination and arran»?9ment of the
slat A, with blocks D and rail B, with its nooked nails

X X and d, with coil spring C, and strap a, when con-
structed and used in the manner and for the purposes
sjiecified.

fi6,391.— Isaac C. Eichmoxd, "West Meriden,
Conn., assignor to James N. Hough, same place.

—

Harness HooJc.—July 2, 1867.—The hook-point has a
transverse segmental bar, concaTC toward the shank.

Claim.—A hook having the bar D formed upon the
point of the hook, each end of the said bar extending
down and partially around the shank of the hook, in
the manner and so as to operate substantially as set

forth.

66,392. — A. K. Eidek, ISTazareth, Pa. — Valve
Gear for Steam Engines. — July 2, 1867. — The sub-
valve admits steam to the cylinder of the main slide-

valve, to cause the throw of the same by pressure
alternately upon the opposite ends of the said valve.
The stem of the main valve is connected to an
oacillatiug block whose movement is adjusted to reg-
ulate the throw of the valve.
Claim.—First, the combination with the recipro-

cating piston B and main valve controlling the same
of a regulator so constructed and operating as not
only to admit of the valve stroke being lengthened or
shortened to change the speed or force of engine
strokes, but also of being so varied in position rela-

tively to the engine cylinder ports as to secure, when
required, to the engine piston a more forcible stroke
in one direction than the other, substantially as spe-
cified.

Second, the regulator to the engine cylinder valve,
arranged and operating substantially as described.
Third, the arrangement of the sub-valve J, rela-

tively to the main vah^e G, the one being controlled
by the other, as specified, when said valve has a com-
mon inlet and exhaust, and are otherwise arranged
for operation together, substantially as specified.

Fourth, the combination of the arm operated by
the engine piston of the block N, lever O, spring r,

to the sub-valve J, lever S, and detent lever P, oper-
ating in connection with the rests, lifting nuts, or
stops to operate the sub-valve, as herein described.

Ilfth, the combination Avith the engine piston of a
sub-valve operated thereby, main valve controlled by
tkc sub-valve and regulator governing the action of
the main valve, essentially as and for the purpose or
purposes herein set forth.

66,393.—ITouMAN C. Egberts and Ezra W.
Badger, Fly Creek, N. Y.

—

Device for Supporting
llop Vines.—July 2, 1867.—The hop poles pass through
tlie rings of the chain or wire which passes from one
rigid post to another.

Clav.:i.—The chain A secured to the post B, pro-
vided with rings C encircling the bearing poles D, in
the manner and for the purpose represented and de-
scribed.

60,394.—Samuel D. TvOberts, "Washington, La.— Cotton Press.—July 2, 1867.—Double rollers are
opv-ratcd by a capstan connected with drums, ropes,
and pulleys, which work the follower within an ordi-

nary packing box.
Claim.— T\w double lever H H, connected by tog-

gles Gr G with tlie follower block F, in combination
with the capstan I, the drums e c c and K, and the
lioisting rope /i, when employed in a baling press,
an-anged and operating substantially as herein de-
scribed.

60,395.—"William Bobjohx, IS^ew York, N. Y.—
Liquid Meter.—July 2, 18()7.—The meter is regulated
for specified quantities, large or small ; it stops au-

tomatically when the amount is received, closing the
eduction ;"the amoinit is registered and the machine
started. The devices arc explained by the claims and
illustration.

Claim.—First, the combination of the reciprocating
piston G with its rod b, measuring cylinder E, with
tight box or case I, and lever 31, all for operation to-

gether rnd with outside mechanism, substantially aa
specified.

Second, the combination with the shaft c of the
lever H, of the ai-m J, slotted bar K, lever L, double
inclined plate M, and roller^', for ojpcratiou together
as herein set forth.

Third, the combination of the lever O, slotted bar
P, provided with studs r, in mangled rack gear Avith
a double toe Q, and driver q, furnished with teeth r,

essentially as and for the purpose specified.

Fourth, the longitudinally-sliding spring borne
wheel V, having an aperture'cc, in combination with
a locking stop w. and geared with a stop-cock TV, for
control of the latter, substantially as herein set forth.

Fifth, the rod Y, operated as described, spring
catch c2, and stop-cock lever or handle controlled by
a spring, all for operation together, essentially as and
for the purpose or purposes specified.

66,396.—AdolphEock, Foxborough, Mass., and
"William Moorhouse. Mansfield, Mass.—<S7ioc Lac-
ing.—July 2, 1867.—Explained by the claim and illus-

tration.

Claim.—The construction and an^angeraent of the
shoe lacing, consisting of the grooved rollers B, piv-
oted between the arms A in such a manner that an
openingC shall be left in said ai'm inside ofsaid rollers,

said arms secured opposite each other upon each side
of the slit in the shoe oi'upon a frame D, substantially
as described for the purpose specified.

66,397.—Hiram Eosbrook, Chicago,Ill.—>S'<ea?n
Generator.—July 2, 1867.—The steam chamber is

traversed by vertical flues in form of truncated cones,
surrounded by convoluted pipes which throw jets of
water upon the sides of the flues to generate super-
heated steam, which passes to the cylinder. The
water reservoir is placed in a chamber through which
the caloric current passes.
Claim.—First, in a steam generator the use and

employment of the tube F, for the purpose and in the
manner sbstantially as described.
Second, combining the tube F with the flues C C C,

in the manner substantially as described.
Third, combining the reservoir D, ijipeF, and flues

C C C, substantially as described.

66,398.—Andrew Eothwell, Washington, D.
C.

—

Bedstead.—July 2, 1867.—The recesses receiving
the ends of the slats are deepened tOAvard the mid-
length of the bedstead to give a longitudinal down
curve to the bed.
Claim.—So disposing the slats of bedsteads as to

produce a cm'ved depression therein adapted to the
form of the human body, substantially as described
and represented.

66,399.—"William T. Eoukd, Middletown,Conn.—Gun Hammer Gauge.—July 2, 1867.—The gauge
consists of two plates adjustably connected together,
to be set to the required form and used as a template
in forming the longitudinal outline of the hammer.
Claim.—A gua'hammer gauge consisting of the

plates A B auclD, constructed and arranged i?oas to
be adjustable, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

66,400.—Charles H. Saaahn and J. A. Titus,
Worcester, Mass.

—

Windotv Fastener.—July 2, 1867.

—The socket plate is let in flush with the face of the
sash, and the spring thumb-piece which slips therein

engages the face of the sash.

Claim.—First, the combination of the recessed
holding plate Avith the bolt, under the arrangement
herein described, so that Avhile the locking end of the
bolt slides under and parallel with the plate its oppo-
site end shall project up so as to be flusli Avith or to

extend above the said plate, substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

Second, the corabinationof the bolt with its spring,

formed in the manner herein specified, so that the bolt

shall be both held in place and pressed forward by the
action of the said spring, as and for the purposes set

forth.

Third, the combination with the recessed holding
plate of the sliding bolt and its spring, the whole be-

ing arranged for operation substantially as shown and
described.
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66,401.—John Schley, Savannah, Gn.—Horse
Power—-Inly 2, 1867.— The sweep ia connected to the

tumbler shaft by a compact system of bevel gearing
mentioned iu the claim, and arranged to increase the
speed.

Claim.—The arrangement of the vertical gear
wheels K npon the horizontal shaft L secnred to the
vertical shaft M, and pivoted on the post D, meshing
into the horizontal gear wheel II turning loosely upon
tlie post D, said wheel H provided upon its under side
Avitli horizontal shafts b, upon which the vertical gear
wheels G are supported, the latter meshing into the
stationary wheel B and double-cogged revolving gear
wheel A,'substantially as described for the purpose
specilied.

66,402.—John M. Schwartz, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Vegetable Cutter.—Ju]y 2, 1B67.—The section of
the plate before the fixed slicing knife has oscillatory
adjustment to vary the thickness of tiio slices.

Claim.—The plate A, with its knife b, in combina-
tion with the adjustable plate A' and the set screw P,
or its equivalent, the whole being constructed and
operating substantially as described.

66,403 A. J. SmrsoN, "Washington, D. C—
Clothes Line Holder.—July 2, 1867.—The line is

clamped between the hook and the serrated swinging
segment.
Claim.—The clothes-lino holder, consisting of the

swinging lock C and hook B, constructed "and ar-

ranged substantially as described.

66,404.—"William B. Smith, Aberdeen, Ind.—
Baling Fress.—July 2, 1867.—One of the two follow-
ers is actuated by a beater, which has a weighted
triangular frame connected to the follower by toggle
levers, and oscillated by a cord, which is alternately
wound on a capstan and then released therefrom.
The followers arc drawn back simultaneously by a
single cord.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of the drums /'/2,

clutch h', ropes g^ and g^, pulleys / and g^, lever Gr,

and links b b, for the purpose' of operating the fol-

lower B, substantially as and in the manner herein
shown and described'.

Second, the arrangement of the collar r, rope i', pul-
leys i", rocking frame I, weight M, and link c, for the
purpose of operating- the beater C, substantially in
the manner herein shown and described.

Third, the combination of the collar I, projection I
,

and catch K with the incline w, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose herein shown and de-
scribed.

66,405.—"William Sxodgrass, Macomb, HI., as
signor to himself and Jajies Statler, same place.—
Wagon Hub Boring Machine.—July 2, 1867.—The
hub is clamped between the two conical parts of the
centering chuck with which it is rotated. A screw
rim of the chuck actuates the automatic feed of the
tool rest.

Claim:—First, the laterally-adjustable frame hav-
ing the chucks V Q mounted therein in combina-
tion with tl;e cutting and feeding mechanism, ar-
ranged to operate as and for the purpose set forth.
Second, tlie cutter bar H, pivoted upon the front

end of the carriage C, in combination with the screw
rod E, mounted on the carriage and arranged to
operate the cutter bar as described.

Third, the strap 7n or its equivalent arranged to
unite the independent chucks V and Q for the pur-
pose of causing both to revolve together when motion
IS applied to one, substantially as herein set forth.

Foui'th, keeping the cutter bar to its work by means
of the screw thread Q' on the chuck Q, wheel S',

mounted on the shaft S and cord u attached to the
carriage C, when said parts are arranged to operate
as herein shown and described.

66,406.—D^qoHT S. Spafford and George
Elsey, Morrison, 111.

—

Measuring Faucet.—iTuly 2.

1867.—The faucet has a tube A\ithii\ a sleeve, both
having ports which may be brought in connection.
The receiver is hung on a steelyard, and the tilting
of the same trips a weighted lever whose movement
closes the faucet.
C7aim.—Fii-st, the fixed and revolving barrels B'

B*^ of a faucet when the latter is so connected with the

beam of a scale tliat when the beam rises, it sliall

disengage a catch and the faucet bo caused to closj
autoiriutlcally by mechanism substantially as set forth.

Second, the combination of the beam' G, platform
F, fiangcs D, lever E, and faucet B, with barrcla W
and B', substantially as described.

Third, a scale beam G and faucet B, so arranged
tliat the pivot of the beam shall have their bearings
on flanges fonued on the faucet, and the beam and
faucet shall be so connected by intermediate mechan-
ism that the rising of the beam shall cause the faucet
to bo closed automatically, all substantially as de-
scribed.

66,407.—Samuel B. Spauldino, Brandon, "Vt.

—2[anu/acture of Bricks.—July 2, 1867.—The bricks
are faced after molding, and before baking, with a
wet composition of clay and ocher or equivalent. The
edges of the bricks are rubbed in the paste and the
iron becomes oxidized in the kiln, giving the face
a good red color.

Claim.—The composition for the paste and the
manner of its application for the purposes herein set
forth.

66,408.-A. J. Sprague, Toledo, Ohio, assignor
to himself and Paul Jones, same place.

—

Brick Ma-
chine.-July 2, 1867.—Between the pug mill and the
press box and at the bottom of the latter are grates
to arrest stones. The eai-th is forced into the molds
by a rotating curved cam-plate. The molds are
placed on the frame and automatically forwarded
beneath the press box.
Claim.—First, the rotary presserG arranged with-

in the press box F to operate iu the manner substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the grating E, placed over the opening b,

in the bottom of the mud-mill B, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

Third, operating the mold-feeding plate IT through
the medium of the revolving arms Z Z on the shaft
H, the uprights T on the bars "W "W, and the spring
A' or its equivalent, all arranged substantially as
shown and described.

66,409.—Otis "W. Stearns, Lebanon, IT. H.—
Wood Bending Machine.—July 2, 1867.—The snath
is bent by sectional pressers operated by cams.

Claim.—First the connected presses b and b' with
their heads d and d' e and e' arranged as described
and operated upon by cams B or their equivalents
so as to be moved in concert for receiving a straight
stick between them and bending it into shape for a
scythe snath, substantially as herein described.
Second, the sliding frame E, with vertical follow-

ers n, constructed and arranged substantially as and
for the purposes herein specified.

Third, the double clamp F, in combination with
the iron mold r, arranged and operating substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the cams B, the presses
b b\ the followers n, and the lever clamps D, con-
structed, ai'ranged, and operating in the manner and
for the piu'poses herein described.

66,410.—"William Stenoer and Alois Beyrn-
HEiMER, Jefferson, Ohio.— Bed Bottom.—July 2,

1867.—The loops have an eye through which the
knots may be run, a contracted part engaging the
same. The rubber bands are passed into longitudinal
slots in the rails and are retained by wedges.
Claim.—The loops a a, bands i i, and wedges x x,

when used upon the bedstead frame in coralnnation
with the cords z and y in the manner substantially
as and lor the purposes set forth.

66,411.—Benjamin D. Stevens, Decorah, Iowa,
assignor to himself and Charles Gill, Exeter, N.
H..—Machi7ie for forming Sheet Metal Fans.—July
2, 1867.—The edge of tlie blank is inserted to the
guide pins in the groove of tlie clamp bar, .and the
outer ends of these pins enter holes in the ])od piece
as dowels. The bend is made by raising the forming
bar.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
bed piece B and the clamp bar A and forming barC
hinged to said bed piece on opposite sides thereof,

substantially as and for the purpose herein specified.

Also hinging separate clamp bars A and F to the
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grimo bed piece B, for forming sides of different

leup:ths, as herein set forth.

Also, the gauge pins c c applied in combination -with

the grooved clamp bars A for the purpose specified.

66,41 2.—George W. Swartz, ISTewbnrgh, Pa.—
Hay Ral-er and Loader.—July 2, 1867.—The loader
tthich inclines over the rack is coupled to the hounds.
The rake teeth held in position by guides are con-
nected by pivoted rods to the crank lever operated
by the handle iu reach from the load. The teeth
gather and project the hay onto the hooks of the end-
less belts that revolve around drums actuated by the
sui)porting wheels and deliver the hay over a slide

onto the load.
Claim.—First, the coupling or staple C and keys

C, lor attaching the loader to a wagon, substantiaUy
as described.

Second, the looped and curved double rake teeth
II, in combination with the guide A^, and the drum
E, substantially as and for the purpose described.

Tiiird, the ropo or cord L, for attacliing the rake
teeth H to their adjusting rod X, as and for the pur-
jjoae specified.

66,413.—S. C. Talcott, Ashtabula, Ohio.—-Bw«-
ton Hole for Carriages.—July 2, 1867.—The elastic

disk is held to its place on the curtain by two wash-
ers, one of which has lips to lap on the edge of the
opening in the curtain.

Claim.—First, the washer A, provided with the
arms E, disk B, and serrated washer C, arranged in

the manner and for the purpose substantially as set

forth.

Second, a washer, figure 3, in combination with
the disk B, substantially as described and applied to

the purpose set forth.

Third, the serrated washer C, in combination with
the disk B, when applied to the purpose in the man-
ner specified.

66,414.—Lewis Thierry and George B. Hill,
Detroit, Mich.

—

Machine for Making Hot Pressed
2s'uts.—July 2, 1867.—The bar of heated iron is auto-

matically fed to the cutters, pressers, and punches,
which are operated by cams on rotating shafts.

Claim.—The combination of the die, clamps, cut-

ter slides, hollow plungers, and center punch, or
equivalents, constructed and arranged substantially

as described.

66,415.— John Hopkins Thomas, Rochester,
N. Y.

—

Beehive.—July 2, 1867.—The movable comb-
frames rest on beveled edges to prevent fastening by
wax. Projecting stops separate the frames. Tlic

sliding gauge adjusts the size of the entrance. The
platform when lowered behind forms an inclined eu-

. trance for hiving a swarm.
Claim

.

—First, the use of the beveled bearings ddd,
in combination with the upright projecting stops a a a,

. constructed in the manner and for the purpose herein
set forth.

Second, the use of the back entrance in combina-
tion with the sliding gauge for the purpose heroin set

. I'orth.

66,416.—John Thompson, Hartville, Ohio.—
• Churning Apparatus.—July 2, 1867.—The barrel is

disconnected from the gearing for winding up the
woiglit whoso cord passes over a sheave attached to

. the ceiling. Wh(;n connected, tlie rotation of the
barrel causes that of tlie double crank shaft and con-

, sequent reciprocation of the dashers.
Claim.—The use of the double crank shaft Q, in

combination with the connecting rods 11 and S, uml
• the working betims D and E, when said crank shaft

. is operated liy wheel work, cord and Aveight, in the
. manner and for the i)iu-posc specified.

66,41 7.

—

James P. Thorp, Southington, Conn.—
.Device for TctJicring Aiiimals.—July 2, 1867.—The
liitchingvcord is wound on a reel by tlio action of the
wc'ights upon the reel shaft. The reel is journalcd in

a frame attachod to the stake.

Claim.—The fraim) B, fitted on the stake A, so
that it may turn loosely thereon, in conilnnation with
the shaft C, fitted in the upper part of said framo,
and having the reel D upon it, with haltor ropo G
attached, the shaft C also Having the ropes E E ap-

plied, with weight F F at their ends, and all arranged
substantially in the manner as and for the purpose
set forth.

66,418.—Daniel J. Tittle, Albany, 'N. T., as-

signor to Abbie M. Little.—Car Coupling.—July 2,

1S67.—The draw-head is hinged so as to move later-

ally iu coupling or uncoupling, and is atlached to a
sliding draw-bai- which is moved by a lever to throw
it forward and assist in uncoupling. A lever, rack,
and laterally sliding bar, move or restrain the lateral
motion of the draw-head.
Claim.—First, the lever e, fulcrum/, and the rod or

chain g, or both, in combination with the rack wheel
shaft s, as and tor the purpose described.
Second, the lever h, the rack h', and the rack i, in

combination with the shifting bar k, for the purpose
set forth and described.

Third, the hinged draft bar a a, in combination
with the lever e, fulcrum/, rod or chain (7, or both,
operated by the lever h, or rack wheel shaft s, as and
for the purposes described.
Fourth, the hook head covering perforated as de-

scribed, in combination with the clevis O, or its

equivalent, as and for the purpose set forth and de-
scribed.

66,419.—Lester Traxler, Butler, Ohio.—Safety
Bridge for Railroad Cars.—July 2, 1867.—The hinged
rods of the platforms have segmental heads whicli
are contained in recesses of the brackets iu such a
manner as to prevent detachment of the shutters
when horizontally extended, but to allow their re-

moval when vertical ; the lower shutter is supported
by set screws in a hinged bracket.

Claim.—Forming a passage way between the cars
of a train by means of the wings B, boxes D, and
adjusting block and screw E F, the parts constrncted
and arra'nged substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, for the purpose set forth.

66,420.—John E. Treat, Oxford, Mich.—J^Ja;-

tension Fruit Ladder.—July 2, 1867.—The rear piece
is pivoted to the main portion, and forms either a
support, as a step ladder, or may be used as an ex-

tension of the lower piece, being secured in its ex-

tended position by hooks.
Claim.—The hinged brace C, when aiTanged with

the pieces a a and steps A, journaled thereto, in the
manner and for the purpose herein specified.

66,421.—Cornelius Trexler, La Grange, Ind.—Gate.—Jv\y 2, 18ti7.—The gate slides back on the
anti-friction pulleys attached to the posts, the exti^i-

sion rod at its open end retaining it iu position wd
the hinged coupling reaches the main post, Avhen the
front section swings round. The projecting bars en-

tering slots in the latch post retain the gate in posi-

tion, a drop catch preventing its withdrawal.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

gates D and E, constructed as described, gate posts
A and B, bars a^ and 6', puUeys C^ C^ and project-

ing bar e^, with each other, substantially in the man-
ner hoi-ein shown and described and for the purpose
set forth.

66,422.—Edward M. Troth, New York, K. Y.
—Rock Drilling Machine.—July 2, 1867.—The drill-

holder and ram are respectively adapted for drilling

or splitting. The cushions reduce the jar on the ma-
chinery. The rotating tube has an operating wliec'l,

and may bo coupled to the piston roil of the ram-
driving engine. The gear may be adjusted to secure
the feed of the drills, their picking action, or the
throw of the ram. Eccentric bearing wheels adjust
and hold the machine to its work.

Claim.—First, the combination, in the one machine,
of separate eugiues for independent action of a com-
binc-d drill holder and ram, substantially as speciti!;d.

Second, tl>3 combination of the slidiug box L, ro-

tating tube J, and ram or drill holder M, for operation
together as herein set forth.

Tliird, the cushions /(, when applied at or near op-

posite <!nds of the sliding box L, substantially as

specified.

Fourth, the combination of the wheel K, tube J,

and pi.stou rod I, provided with a coupling a, for ope-

ration together as herein set forth.

1 Fifth, the combination of the sliding box L, of the
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scie-.v S, screw box E, nnd clutch box or frame A, or
otlicr equiviilent gear, -whereby the feed of the drills

irf established, a short pickiug action given to the
same, or a distinct ramming stroke or action pro
duced, essentially as speciticu.

Sixth, the application to the frames A and B of

the eccentrics V , substantially as and for the purposes
described.

.66,423.—Hiu.\M Turner, Kipon, "Wis.—Ga^c—
July 2, 1SG7.—The hinged crane regulates the altitude

of the gate, the attachment screw adjusting in a slot

in the middle brace.

Claim.—The combination of the hinged part or
cr;me B, and adjustable part C, with each other, said
piirts beiug constructed and aiTanged substantially
in the manner herein shown and described.

66,424. — Lafayette Tukxek, Cedar Rapids,
lowd.—Batj Holder.—July 2, 1S67.—The upper edge
of the bag is lapped over the ends of the extensible
frame, which liokis the mouth open.

(Jlairn. —An adjustable folding and gathering bag
ho'.iler having its frame so connected oy bars hung
ujion pivots as to enable its sides to lie upon each
other when closed, and furnished on one side with an
adjustable hinged cross piece or bar to stretch the
frame, substautiidly as shown and described.

66,425. — r. J. Vandervinne, Brussels, Bel-
cium.

—

Excavator or Digging llachine.—The earth
is dug by two sets of revolving picks and thrown into
the buckets of an earth elevator. The machine is on
Avhcels, which are rotated by the same engine Avhich
operates the picks and elevators.

Claim.—First, the general arrangement and con-
stiuctioii of an excavating or digging machine, as
hereinbclbre described and represented in the accom-
panying drawings.
Second, the peculiar arrangement and construction

of the picks, in combination with the endless chain
canying the troughs, and mechanism for working the
same, a« horoinbefore described and represented in
the accompanying drawings.

66,426.—Francis Van Doren, Adrian, Mich.—
Dra'j.—July 2. It:u7.—The bed of the dray has rollers

to assist in loading and discharging, and inay be itself

slipped from the dray frame when a locking bar is

Avithdi-awn.
Cla im.—First, the platform E, when provided with

rcliers F, in the manner set forth, in combination
witli the dray frame A, substantially as and for the
purpose herein shown and described.'
Second, having rollers F F arranged on the surface

of a dray, for the purpose of facilitating the loading
and unloading of the same, substantially as set forth.

'fliird, a dray when so made that its platform or
bf.-iring portion is made in the shape of a detachable
skid, substantially as set forth.

66,427.—T. Van Kannel, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Cider J/i7Z.—July 2, 1867.— The two beveled disks
are coupled face to face within a triangular hopper.
Concentric circles of teeth are formed on the faces,
fitting and gearing into corresponding cavities in
each other.

Claim.—Providing the cones or beveled disks I II'
with a series of concentric circles of teeth meshing or
gearing into a coiTcsponding series of cavities upon
each, as herein set forth for the purpose specified.

66,428.—Thomas George Walker, XewTork,
X. Y.

—

Drying and Preparing Peat.—Jidy 2. 1867.

—

The peat is heated in the branch pipe or retort, and
the piston is depressed, opening communication be-
tween the retort and cylinder, the peat enters the
latter by pressure of the vapors, which pass otf through
an opening, and the peat is compressed against the
cylinder head, which is detached for its removal.
Claim.— Subjecting peat and other substances,

when confined in a close retort to a high degree of
heat or to any requisite temperature, and then open-
ing a commuuication between the retort and another
vessel, the interior of which other vessel beiug cither
under a lower pressure than the retort or a vacuum,
nnd from such vessels allowing the vapors and vola-
tile portions to escape, substantially as described.

66,429 "William n. "WaIton, Brooklyn, X.Y.
Machine for Making Paper Collars.—July 2, 18'J7.

—

The circular knives are mounted on a shaft, and ad-
justed to the required width of tho strips, which are
unwound from the reel, and are passed between tho
embossing and cutting cylinders. The curved knife
on the periphery of the cylinder shapes the corners,
nnd the straight knife, set with its edge running
parallel to the axis of the cylinder, severs the collars.

A spring regulates the pressure of the knives on the
paper.

Claim.—First, in combination with tho cylinders e

and/, the curved knife <;, the straight knife h, and tho
spring g', all constructed, arranged, and operating
substantially as described.
Second, the folding conductor m, constructed, ar-

ranged in the machine, and operating substantially
as described.
Third, in combination the rollers ef, provided with

forming and severing knives g h, and suitable devices
for embossing or stamping the folding conductor
and forming rollers, all constructed and arranged
substantially as described, and so geared as to make
and finish collars by one continuous, rotating, pro-
gressive movement of machinery, forming a collar' at
each revolution of the said cylinders e and/.

66,430.—Hiram L. Wanzek, Clyde, Ohio.—Pit-
man Connection for Harvesters.—Jxilj 2, 1867.—The
wrist pin connecting the cutter-bar pitman to its

workiuo- disk has a frusto-pyramidal part entering
the said disk, and an eccentric pin for connection to
the pitman. By this means the pin may bo removed
from the disk, and inserted difi"erently to vai-y the
throw. The pin connecting the pitman to the cutter
bar has a diametric packing plate, which may give way
to a thicker one to avoid lost motion and rattle.

Claim.—The pin i, in combination with the pack-
ing k, all made and operating substantially as and
for the purpose herein shown and describedr

66,431.—H. W. "Warner, Watertown, Conn.—
Holder for Brooms.—July 2, 1867.— The pivoted
curved arms, connected with a plate attached to the
wall, are actuated by a spiral spring to embrace the
handle of the broom.

Claim.—The improved holder herein described, the
same consisting of the plate B, or its equivalent, and
arms G G hung therein, and arranged substantially
as and for the purpose described.

66,432.—Abram "Westbrook and Justin Camp-
bell, Leona, Pa.

—

Composition for Tanning.—July
2, 1867.—Composed of water, 10 galls. ; starch, ^ lb.';

extract of licorice, 1 lb.; salt, 7 lbs. ; and sulphuric
acid, 2.i lbs.

Claim.—First, the application of licorice for tan-
ning purposes, for the pm-pose set forth.

Second, the composition for tanning leather, when
the same is compounded of the ingi-edients in about
the proportions set forth,

66,433.—Timothy B. "White, New Brighton,
Pa.

—

Iron Bridge.—July 2, 1867.—The outer flanges
of the side plates lap over t,he edge of the lower one
and the upper part of the side plates enter between
outer flanges and inner ribs of the upper plate. ^

Claim.—A tubular iron beam, consisting of tho
upper plate a, with the external flange c, the side
])lates fc, provided at their lower edges with similar
flanges e and the lower plate c, all constructed and
united as described.

66,434—L. P. "Wilcox, Brooklyn, X. Y.—At-
taching Tools to their Handles.—July 2, 1867.—Tho
handle has a longitudinal slot, and is clamped on the
tool shank by the tapering feiTule.

Claim.—The wood stock or handlo A, constructed
with its one end a, tapenng and slotted longitudi-
nall}" as at c, in combination with the taperiug, slid-

ing ferrule B, substantially as and for the pm'pose set

forth.

66,435.— Parker "Wineman, Minooka, HI.—
Preventing Corrosion at the Joints of Steam Boiler
Flues.—July 2, 1867.—Explained by tlie claim.

Claim.—A boiler tube or flue having its end or
cads coated or covered with a metal, Avhich is lesai
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ccrrodible than the metal of which tho tube or flue is

ir.ade, substantially as dosciibed.

66,436.—LOKENZ Wolf, St. Jacob, m.—Pvnch.—-July 2, 1867.—The socket for the shank of the
punch is formed by a groove in tho face of the stand-
ard, and a cap piece secured by set screv.'S. Springs
f re interposed between the cap and the flanges of the
Ktfindard.

Claim.—The grooved cap D, curved and grooved
standard B, screws b b and springs d d, in combina-
tion with the punch and die, all as set forth.

66,437—J. E. "WOOTTEN, Eeading, Pa., assignor
to himself, C. E. Byers, and W. Whautox, Jr.—
liaihvay Chair.—July 2, 1867.—The chair plate rests

ou two ties, and has a central vertical rib entering a
ruortise in the ties. The base flange of the rail passes
beneath a lip on one side, and is held by a rib and
bolts, with tlie usual spikes on the other side.

Claim.—The roller bar B, with its under rib &, sldi-S

rib e and bent flange d, when the said ribs are coii-

stiucted and arranged as described.

66,438.—"William Young, Easton, 'Pa..—Steam
Generator—July 2, 1867.—The heater is segmental
in form, and partially surrounds the flue. It is over
the fire bos, and between the upper and lower sec-

tions of the generator.
Claim.—The wafer heater D, arranged with re-

ference to the fire box B, the flue G and tho steam
chamber C, for the purpose set forth.

66,439.—J. J. ZlNN, Albion, Va,.—Machine for
furrowing Mill Stones.—Jnlj 2, 1867.—The socket
lod is extensible in the vibrating bar by the sleeve

i.ut, which has revolution but not extension on the
said bar.

Claim.—First, the vibrating bar c and the guide
bai- b combined with the bed plate A, substantially as

and for the pm-pose herein described.
Second, the pick handle d, with the taper socket g,

in combination with the nut e and the hollow end of
the arm c, constructed and operating substantially as
and for the pui-poses described.

66,440.—"William "W. Abijott, Boston, Mass.—
Sevjina Machine.—Jn\j 9, 1867.—The lock stitch is

made by carrying the upper thi'ead around the lower
spool case in the usual manner. The lock chain
stitch is made by the use of the hooked plate. By
omitting the lower thread the sinjile thread chain
stitch is formed. The reversal of feed is caused by
shifting a lever so as to slide the feed-moving caias

on their shaft and bring either into play at option,

the incline in the spring serving to bring the feed
bar into proper relation to the cams.
Claim.—First, the moval)le plate m or its equiva-

lent, in combination with the revolving cup Z, the
hook /i, Avhen so constructed and arranged as to form
the lock stitch, the embroidery stitch, and sing^.e

chain stitch, at the will of the operator, substantially

as set forth and for the purpose described.

Second, an elastic metallic take-up upon the revolv-

ing cup Z, constructed and operating substantially as

set forth for the purpose specified.

Third, the combination of a sliding collar with
cams 1 2 and 3, and annular grooves 4, ^vith pin b,

lever "W, and spring V, and pins U, for changing or

reversing the feed motions of sewing machines as de-

scribed.
Fourth, the combination of the stationary take-up i

with an elastic metallic revolving take-up s, as set

forth, for the purpose specified.

Fifth, the combination of a spool case and a grooved
and slotted cup with its hook and movable plate m, for

pm-poses specified, as described.

66,441.— Lewis Allen, Berkley Springs, "West
Ya.—Broom Head.—July 9, 1867.—The head is made
of leather. A confining band is held in sockets of

side extensions from the upper part. Tlie bajid and
nppcr part are perforated for passage of tlie sewing
twine, which is applied after the cord has been drawn
in bj' tlie cross bar.

CVrtim.—The handle with its cross piece B pinned
in the mortise at right angles to the liandle, in com-
bination with the perforated leather sUn'k C and per-

luratcd leather baud E, i*etained by tlic recesses d, in

the extension 13 of the socket, substautitdly as de-
scribed.

66,442.—F. A. Balch, Hingham, Wis.—Clothes
or Towel Hack.—July 9, 1867.—The bars are pivoted
to a bracket so as to admit of oscillation, and admit
of being folded to the wall or extended therefrom.

',-7«iw.—Constructing a folding clothes rack with
bars moving horizontally on a single pivot, with the
ledges G behind said pivot, which wiU support said
bars in a horizontal position equally well whetlicr
partially or wholly extended, as set forth and de-
scribed.
Also, in combination with the folding bars A. frame

B, plates C D, and pivot E, the ledges G G, as set forth
and described.

66,443.— "W. H. Baldwin and J. H. Blake,
Brandon, Yt.—Railway Chair.—July 9, 1867.—Tiio
chair has extensions to adjoining ties, and its wedgc-
sbaped lips receive correspondingly shaped gibs ^a
each side of the adjoining rails. The under surface
of the gibs have projections Avhich drop into slots in
the flanges of the rails.

Claim.—The combination of the extension ribs 6*,

the rigid wedge gib c having lips c\ the chair A, with
wedge lips 6, and rails d, having receiving slots d',

when the parts are constrncted, aiTanged, and ope-
rating as herein represented and described.

66,444.—B. IT. Bartol, Philadelphia, Ta.—Cover
for Gas lietorts.—July 9, 1867.—Explained by tho
claim and illustration.

Claim.—As a new article ofmanufacture the within
described retort cover, made of plate iron, depressed
ill the middle and provided with a wrought-iron rib b
at the back, with a central rivet or stud e, ail sub-
stantially as described.

66,445.— "Wm. D. Baughn, Milford, Mich.—
Churning and Working Butter.—July 9, 1867.— The
crank sliaft is rotated by a winch, and has crank con-
nection to the walking^beam, wliose pitman carriea
the stamping block. The pitman passes through a
crown gear disk, which carries a scraper foot and is

rotated by the spur wheel on the crank. The butter
is laid on a circular, recessed table.

Claim.—The an-angement and combination of the
plow or scraper M, the cog wheel I, the standard K
and rod N, and the beater O, all arranged substan-
tially as described for the purpose designed.

66,446.—"Wm. "W. Beach, New York, I^. Y.—
Mucilage Brush.—July 9, 1667.—The brush is in the
end of a tubi^ar handle with a small hole at its upper
end, through which the air may be exhausted to in-

troduce mucilage into tho tube through a pipe placed
centrally in the brush. The handle passes through u
caoutchouc stopper.
Claim.—A mucilage brush formed with a tubular

handle, into one end of which the brush is secured,
and supplied with mucilage in the manner specified.

Also, the elastic stopper or cover fitted to slide

upon the tubular handle, in combination with tho
brush and fountain, as and for the purposes specified.

A tubular handle for a fountain brush in which the
hairs or bristles are entered within tlie lower end of
such tube, and provided with a tube passing through
said bristles to allow the liquid or semi-liquid in tiio

fountain to pass to the brush, as set forth.

A mucilage or fountain brush formed of a glass

tube composing the handle, an air hole in the same,
and a brush entered within or secured to the end of
said glass tube, as set forth.

66,447.—"William W. Beach, New York, IsT. Y.
—Mucilage Bottle—July 9, 1867.—Tlie brush is in-

serted in an annular cavity of the screw stopper, and
is supplied by a central opening communicating with
the mucilage. The bottle when not used is inverted
in a receptacle containing mucilage.
Claim.—A fountain biush for mucilage formed

substantially as shown, Avith a brush at tho month of
the fountain and an opening through the same iuto
the fountain, as and for the purposes specified.

Also, the receptacle d in combination v.'ith the foun-

tain a and brush b, substantially as and for the poi*-

poses set forth.

Also, the fountain for mucilage in combination with
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a brash that is removable from said fountain so as to

be changed, for the purposes and as set forth.

66,448.—Wm. W. BEAcn, New York, X. T.—
Inbttand and Mucilage Holder Combined.—July 9,

1867.—A receptacle coa|;aining an inverted mucilage
bottle, as mentioned in the case immediately preced-

ing, has a screw thread by which it is adjustable in

the top of an inkstand to raise or lower the ink sur-

face in an outer dip cup.
Claim.—\ mucilage receptacle and inkstand com-

bined, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Also, the displncer d. formed with a screw on the

outside for adjusting said displacer in the ink, and a
cup on its inside lor the reception of mucilage, sub-
stantially as set forth.

66,449.—Wm. W. Beach, New York, N. Y.—
Mucilage Iloldcr.—July 9, 1867.—The mucilage bottle

has an outwardly projecting brush in the stopper,

Avith a central screw opening for reception of a screw
rod by which it is deprcssecrinto the mucilage when
not in use. The said rod carries a cap to cover the
opening left in the stopper by depression of the brush.

Claim.—A mucilage holder and brush, fitted as

si)ecified. so that the brush, when not in use, is pressed
down into the mucilage, and when in position for use
is projected from the holder, as set forth.

66,450.—C. F. and F. Blood, Gravesville, Wis.
— Washing and Wringing Machine.—July 9, 1867.

—

The wringer withdraws the clothes from the tubs
and wrings them. The bed is in sections which
yield independently to inequalities in the thickness of
the clothes. The parts to which the rubber is at-

tached may be folded with it in the washing bos.
Claim.—First, the fluted springing pieces B, ar-

ranged and operating substantially in the manner
hereinbefore described and for the purpose specified.

Second, the combination of the suspending post 11,

wifh the box A, by means of the hinge /, pin h, and
screw i. substantiallj' in the manner and for the pur-
poses above set forth.

Third, the combination and arrangement of the
rollers I and I', with the bed B, for the double pur-
pose of drawing the clothes from the latter, when
wa.shed. and wiinging them at one operation, sub-
stantially as described.

66,451.—AzRo M. Bowles and Hiram Preston,
Oxlcrdvillc, "Wis.— TFa^cr Elevator.—July 9, 1867.—
The band has a pawl and ratchet wheel which pre-
vent its backward rotation. The pawl is raised and
a brake put in operation by a lever which, when
down is engaged by a drop button;

Claim.—The combination and aiTangement of the
pawl g. the ratchet on the shafts B, the brake E, and
lever F, and button a, to operate as described and set
forth.

66,452.—John F. Boyxtox, Svracuse, N. Y.—
Converting Iron into Steel—Jnlj 9, 1867.—Explained
by the claim.

'

Claim.—The herein described method of convert-
ing iron into steel by passing over or through it, in a
close oven or retort, and while in a highly heated
state, a current of carbureted or carbonized' gas. and
at the same time dropping into the oven solid cyanides
or solid ammoniacal compounds, substantially as de-
scribed.

66,453.- Joio F. BOYXTOX, Syracuse, N. Y.—
Insulator for Telegraphs.—July 9, 1867.—The cap is

in form of an inverted cup and the moisture drips
from its edge, keeping the inner part dry to prevent
conduction by a coat of moisture on the insulator.
The slot receives the conducting wire, and the dia-
metric hole a binding wire.

Claim.—First, supporting' an insulating cap, the
whole material of which is a non-conductor, by a
non-conducting pin. when such pin is constructed
separately from the cap, substantially as shown and
described.
Second, sccrwing a non-conducting pin to an insu-

lating cap, both of which are composed entirely of
non-conuucting materials, by an insulating cement,
as lierein set forth.

Third, securing a non-conducting pin, composed
entirely of non-conducting material, to the cross arm,

bracket, or telegraph pole, by an insulating cement,
as set forth.

Fourth, the combination of a non-conducting pin,

composed entirely of a non-conducting material, with
the slot A, anc^ binding wire hole B, substantially as
herein set forth.

66,454.—JOHX W. Breavster, West Lawrence,
N. Y.—Farm Gafc—July 9, 1867.—The doubly bev-
eled rail on which tlie grooved gate-rollei-s run is sup-

ported by blocks attached to the posts by straps and
wedges so as to render them vertically adjustable.
Claim.—First, the double track rail C, when made

adjustable, substantially as described and for the poi--

poses set forth.

Second, the blocks e e e, bands or clasps/, and keys
ft, when used and combined with the posts B, to ope-
rate as and for the purposes specified.

66,455.—Elisiia Briggs, Sr., Favette. Iowa.—
Corn Busker and Stalk Cutter.—July 9, 1867.—The
..tts of the stalks are fed between the corrugated
rollers, which crush the stalk and pinch off the ears
li-om the rollers : the crushed stalk passes to the cutter.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of tlie

main di'iving shaft and pulley A, the gears B B, the
corrugated crushers C C, the pulley and journal 1),

the cutters E E, the driving pulley H, the feed table
F, the belt V, the boxes Till, the frame K. the
legs L L, the lever O, and the bearing rollers T T. ar-

ranged substantially as described, for the piu'pose de-
signed.

66,456.—Elisha Briggs, Sr., Favette, Iowa.—
Water Wheel.—July 9, 1867.—The float is moved in

the current, which acts on the valves working in
frames attached to the endless apron.
Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the

floats AAA, <fcc., Avith the Aalves a a a. <fcc.. upon
the endless apron B B, cariying the pulleys E E and
the chains K K, Avith the braces H H, the wings 1)

D, the hitching bars F F, the bolts N X, and the slots

1 1, and the whole attached and floated upon the frame
or raft C C, all substantially as and lor the jim-poses
described.

66,457.-0. M. Brooks and R. W. Soper, Jaues-
ville, Wis.- Burglar Alarm.—Ju[y 9, 1867.— Ex-
plained by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, the construction and arrangement
of a bm'glar alarm in such a manner that the move-
ment, by the burglar, of the tripping lever G, that is in-

serted in the keyhole of the door to be guai'ded, shall
cause a match to be lighted and a cap or a charge of
powder in an attached barrel to be fired, substantially
as and for the purpose described.
Second, the combination and arrangement of the

tripping lever G with the dog H and hammer B, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the match holder D F, when constructed as
described, and used to adjust a match either in front
of the vent k or the orifice u, substantially as and for

the purpose described.
Fourth, the combination and arrangement of the

hammcj- B, nipple S, and pai't C^ with the match
holder D F, in such a manner that the hammer does
not strike the match but fires it by the explosion of
the cap, substantially as and for the purpose described.

Fifth, the combination and arrangement of tiio

hammer B, nipple S, part C, ban-el C, and match
holder D F, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

Sixth, securing a burglar alarm in the keyhole of a
door by means of the screw button d i, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

66,458.-Frederick Brown, Detroit, Mich.—
Hanging Mirrors.—July 9, 1867.—The reflector has
a horizontal rod which passes through a vertical stem,
whose lower end is adjustable in a sleeve removably
attached to the windoAv fi-aming.

Claim.—The hoUoAV standard B, with the opening
V, the slot W, and the spiral spring O, the stem L),

with the set screw T and the arm F. arranged sub-
stantially as and for tlie purpose specified.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
hollow standard B. the stem D, the arni F. the mirror
or reflector H, the spiral spring O. the liollo;\' sc-ie^s

K K, the screws L L, provided with the slots d d, the
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tliuaib scrwes N" 11 T, the hooks P P, the opening Y,
the slot W, and the gains a a, all arranged substan-
tially as described for the purpose specified.

66,459.— Samuel G. Cabell, Quincy, HI.—
Atmosjpheric Alarm Whistle.—July 9, 1867.—A whis-
tle id sounded by the alternate eduction and induction
of air from or' into an annular chamber, which is

partially filled with water and oscillated by the mo-
tion of 'the vessel, assisted by other power, if neces-
sary. The motion may be' made to work an air
pump to increase the energy of the blast, or its effect-

iveness may be augmenfed by gas, generated by
chemical action in the chamber.
Claim.—First, the chamber D, Avhen constructed

so that the air chambers /> h^ thereof communicate by
means of valves c c' on either side of a dividing plate
«, with the whistle J, for operation substantially as
set forth.

Second, the arrangement and combination of the
vacuum whistles d d}, with the blast whistle J, or
their equivalent, for alternate operation, the former
serving to supply air to the chamber D, and the lat-

ter to give it vent, by means of valves suitably ar-

ranged, and operating substantially as set forth.

Third, the arrangement and combination of the fun-
nel G, with the chamber D, so as to servo as a gauge
for the level of the fluid in said chamber, as set forth.
Fourth, in combination with an air chamber and

whistles, the use of any compounds that will, by their
decomposition or chemical combination, generate
gas, and consequent pressure for operating or sound-
ing said whistles, or their equivalents, essentially as
specified.

Fifth, the combination with the vibrating weight
chamber D of an air pump M and air chamber I,

operating substantially as described.

66,460.—B. O. Church and Hervey Smith,
Brattleboro', Vt.

—

Octave Coupling for Reed Instru-
ments.—July 9, 1867.—Tho depression of a key ac-
tuates a compound lever to depress tho octave key.

Claim-.—The arrangement of tho levers C C and F
F in such manner that the lower levers C C pass over
the work upon the lower Inlcrum B, and the upper
levers C C pass under the upper fulcrum rest E, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose shown.

66,461.—S. M. Clark, Washington, D, C—
Numbering Coupons.—July 9, 1867.—The figures so
occupy the face of the coupon that no room is left for
the addition of a figure to change the number.

Claim.—The method of numljering coupons, bank
notes, and other tokens, substantially as heroin sot
forih and described.

66,462—Frank Collioox, Bufi'alo, ~ii^. Y.—
Steam Engine Lubricator.—eTuly 9, 1867.—Tho pump
is arranged axially in tho reservoir, and draws oil

therefrom as tho handle is raised, tho valve opening
for its passage. As the handle is depressed the lower
valve opens and admits oil into tho passage leading
to the cylinder. The pump barrel forms a holding
bolt for the cover.

Claim.—First, tho combination of a lubricating
cup and pump, substantially as described.
Second, in combination therewith the stop cock G,

as and for the purposes described.
Third, the arrangement of the pump with reference

to the cover I, substantially as herein set forth.

68,463.—M. COLONEY and S. B. Fairchild, St.

Louis, Mo.

—

Ribbon Map.—July 9, 1867.—The map
is ;n iuted on a long strip, which Avinds on an axis
Avitliin the case.

Claim.—Tho map B, aiTanged with its end strip b

ill combination with the reel and its crank C and the
casing A, substantially as set forth.

66,464.—Charles B. Corey and Charles M.
Turner, Cleveland, Ohio.— Brick Kiln.— July 9,

18f;7.—The furnnce has a lower chamber with a truck
and track to receive tho bricks when burned, and an
upper shaft whose loAver end has surrounding fiir-

lil.'ices. The bricks placed in cubical frames are fed
into the top of the furnace and lowered down as burnt,
by means of the descent of transverse bars, on which
the lower end of the column rests. The rods are ope-
rated by the same gearing that myves the truck.

Claim.—First, tho arrangement of the furnace Q
with side flues H*, in combination with the kiln B. for
the purpose Jind in the manner substantially as de-
scribed, when placed over the suspended charges as
they are successively lowered and removed from the
kiln.

Second, the shaft D, roller K, chains J, and bars L,
when operated conjointly by the screws G, in combi-
nation with the bars F, for tho purpose and in the
manner as set forth.

Third, supporting tho charges or piles of bricks in
the kiln by the employment of cross-bars T, passed
under said piles, and for lowering them down into the %
track V, and supporting the superimposed piles while
tho lower pile is being dl-awn Irom the pit, substan-
tially as described.
Fourth, holding or supporting superimposed piles

v.. charges of bricks in the kiln while being burned,
and then discharging the same from said kiln by one
continuous automatic operation.

66,465. — Andrew Cowan and Robert H.
Starr, New Haven, Conn.

—

Cupola and other Fur-
naces.—July 9, 1867.—The air supply is heated in an
annular chamber whose inner casing forms part of
tho furnace wall. From the chamber it passes tlu'ough
tuyeres to the furnace.
'Claim.—First, the combination with a cupola or

other like fm-naee of an air or blast receiving or heat-
ing chamber, applied to the said furnace in the manner
described, so that the heat and other products of com-
bustion generated within the furnace may be brought
into direct contact with the metal plates which con-
stitute the inner wall of the said chamber, for tho pur-
poses set forth.

Second, the combination with the annular chamber
for heating the blast applied to the furnace, as herein
described, with twers, opening at different elevations
into the interior of the said furnace, as and for the pur-
poses shown and specified.

Thii-d, the method of di-awing in or contracting the
walls of the furnace immediately above the blast-heat-

ing chamber, as and for the purposes herein shown
and descril)ed.

Fourth, the application to the inner wall of the blast-

heating chamber of one or more corrugated or other
suitably-formed plates for protecting the said chamber

^

against tho effects of excessive heat, as shown and set

forth.

66,466.—Frank Crandell, Eric, Ta.— Clothes
Dryer.— July 9, 1867.— The racks are pivoted one
above another to the standards, collapse against each
other for stovage, and expand for use.

Claim.—The construction of the adjustable clothes

racks, revolving one abovo the other, with notches H
on tho side pieces E to clutch the outside posts A, so -

as to hold the racks in a horizontal position for the
clothes to hang on, as described and set forth.

60,467.—Lyman B. Crittenden, Pittsburg, Pa.
—Railroad Car.—July 9, 1867.— Explained by the
claim.
Claim.— First, a close or lattice-work ear frame

mounted on trucks, such frame being* made of boiler

plate or angle iron and furnished with angle-iron

ledges, on wliich ledges to place brick-beai'ing shelves

or trays.

Second, the construction and use in connection with
such car of a tongue I, having an arm I', the latter pro-

vided with one or more pawls, in combination with a
corresponding central ratcheted rail, substantially as

and for the purposes hereinbefore set forth.

Third, the combination and use, in combination with
a car for transporting and drying brick, of a metallic

brick-bearing tray, having flanges or projections on
either or both of its opposite ledges, so that when
such trays are placed side by side in tho car riter-

stices or openings will be left between them for the

free circulation of air, substantially as and for the

pm'poscs hereinbefore described.

66,46S Lyman B. Crittenden, Pittsburg, Pa.
—Brick 3Iachine.—July 9, 1867.—The bricks are de-

livered from the pressor, by carriers, to trays moving
intcrmittingly to receive thom ; these trays aro iifter-

wards discharged on a receiving bed.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of devices in an off-

bearing brick machine foi-' supplying trays from the
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inclined sliding frame h to tlic belts d d' or i-oUcrs e c',

Buch devices consistini;; of tbc Hlide o, with ti projec-

tion 0', in combination with suitable gearing for com-
muuicating motion to and operating the same, and in

BUch a way that a tray will be supplied to the belts d d'

or rollers e e' as soon as each preceding tray shall havo
passed the foot of the frame 6, substantially'iu the man-
ner and for the purpose above set forth.

Second, the rollers e e' of an oflf-bearing brica ma-
chine, in any desirable number and either with or

without belts d d', and arranged either horizontally

or inclined, in combination with a latchet or other

equivalent device for producing intermittent motion,

by which a tray resting thereon will bo carried for-

ward sufficiently to receive successively a brick at a

time, substantially as and for the purposes horoiu-

beforo set forth.

66,469.— Jambs Davies, Mazomania, "^is.—
C/mrn.—July 9, 18u7.—The flutter wheel in the upper
chamber has radial arms with intervening wire at-

tachments and prepares the cream for tlie action of

tlie dasher below. It is put in or out of gear by a
double-action lever raising or lowering the bearing of

its axle, thereljy tightening or loosening the oudless

band by which it is actuated.
Claim.—Fivst, the flutter-wheel, constructed as do-

scribed and aiTanged in the box C on tlio top of the

main churn, with the gxated opening at the bottom,
as set forth.

Second, the pivoted lever u, arranged to form the

outer bearing for the shaft of the flutter wheel, so that

by releasing'said lover the band may be loosened and
the wheel stopped independent of the main dasher, as

described.
Tliii-d, iu combination with the ribs n secured to

the inner wall of the churn, the revolving dasher B,

Laving its arms constructed of triangular bars b, with
the rectangular perforated enlargement at theii- outer
ends, as described.

66,470 Hiram Dean, Clyde, Ohio.—Tuyere.—
July 9, 18()7.—The box is recessed at top and has a
centra] oblong opening with stop dampers, attached
to pivoted lovers, by which the blast may be regulated.

Claim.—Tho rectangukir or oblong 'opening D, in

combination with tho stops E, levers F, and oox A,
ai-ranged in relation to each other, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

66,471.— P. S. Devlax. Jersey City, IST. J
Journal and Axle Box.—July 9, 1867.—Explained by
the claim.

Claim.—Tho combination with a metallic or other
hard journal or axle box of strips of wood inserted iu

dovetail grooves therein, substantially aa shown and
described.

66,472.—P. S. Devlan, Jersey City, 1^. J.—
Lining for Journal and Axle Boxes.—July 9, 1867.

—

The strips of anti-friction material in the box pre-

sent their ends to tlio slioulder and collar of the axle
alternately to afford longitudinal support therefor.
Claim.—An axle or jom-nal box or lining thereto,

constructed substantially as described, with recesses
open at their one but closing at theii- opposite end,
alternately, for the insertion of t^e anti-friction or
iMJaricatiug material, essentially as herein set forth.

66,473.—XicnoLAS Dieteiucii, Sandwich, 111.—
Check Ilook.—July 9, 18G7.—The upper •portion of
the check hook is hinged, so as to be rui-sed to release

a tight check rein when a horse is tlirov>u or moved.
Claim.—A check hook, constructed substantially

as and for tho purposes si)eciiied.

Third, the trunnions a a on the box, adapted to and
arranged to vibrato in tho portion A of the hanger
and couflncd vertically thereto by set screws//, ail

substantially as set forth.

Fourth, the coupling journal D, provided at ono or

both ends with tubular enlargement F, couslructed
for the reception of a shaft, substantially us sot forth.

Fifth, tho hollow enlargement F, its lateral opeuinp,

for tlio introduction of a shaft, and the follower h,

adapted to tho said opening and confined therein by
tho ring G, or its equivalent.

Sixth, tho tapering exterior of tho enlargement F
and the detachable follower h. forming a coutinuatioa

of the said tapering enlargement, in combination with
the tapering ring G.

Seventh, the combination of tho follower h and its

feather or projection i with tho grooved ond of tho

shaft.

66,475.—Benjamin' Adams Drayton, Utica, N.
Y.—Faint BrusJi.—Jnlj 9, 1S(J7.—Tho bristles ai-o

clamped by the thimbles around the core of the brush,

and the enveloping thimbles screw into the cap around
tho boss of tho handle.
Claim.—First, the thimblo F, constructed in tho

form and manner herein described and for tho uses

and purposes mentioned.
Second, the thimble F and cap E and the shoulders

B B of tho handle, in combination, for tho uses and
purposes mentioned.

Third, the thimbles G and F and cap E, in com-
bination, for tho uses and purposes mentioned.

66,478.—Sallie Ann Early, Philadelphia, Pa.,

assignor to Samlel li. Xagel, same place.

—

Hair
Cuncr.—July 9, 1857.—Tho curved bar has a retain-

ing wire pivoted to ono end and engaging by a hook
into tho slot in the other end.

Claim.—The v.'ithin-deseribed hair curler, com-
posed of the curved bar A, of wood or other light

material, and tho retaining wire B, hinged to ono
end of the said bar and having a bent end fitted to a
slot in tho opposite end of the bai-, all substantially as

set forth.

66,477.—Hexuy H. Ebaugh, Hereford, Md.—
Plow.—July 9, 18(J7.— The supporting wheels are
mounted in swing frames that are pivoted to the mtvin

frame, allowing the latter an independent action.

Tho wheels have their bearings in concentric bars
that extend down below the main frame and con-
stitute guides that direct the adjustable frame, which
is actuated by a crank and pulleys connected by chains.

Claim.—First, mounting the supjiorting wheels
B C in swing frames D E, pivoted to the main frame
A, an-anged and operating substantially as and for

the purpose herein specified.

Second, the winding pulleys N O, of different sizes,

in combination with tho chains, bands, or ropes n o,

and swing frames D E, substantially as and for the
purpose herein s(!t forth.

Third, in combination with the foregoing, the pul-

leys P Iv, crank S, and its ratchet and pawl, substan-
tially as and for the pmpose herein specified.

Fourth, the gauge wheel I, when arranged and op-
erating with the swing frames D E, as and for the
pui'poses set forth.

Filth, the arrangement of the pole or tongue G in
the roller H and guide socket g, as herein specified.

66,474—D. H. Dotterer, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Coupling Journal and Box.—-July 9, 1867.—Tho shaft
is clamped in its socket by a follower and band. The
journal runs on hollow rollers, which dip into the lu-

bricant and are ran by cogs which mesh with a spur
gear on the journal.

Claim.—First, a journal D, in combination with
the anti-friction rollers C and C, turning on stationary
axes when geared together, substantially as and for
the purpose herein set forth.

Second, the hollow anti-friction rollers C and C

66,478.—James P. Edmonds, Kochello, 111.—
Churn.—July 9, 1867.—Tho dasher shaft is supported
by the frame attached to the chui-n and is reciprocated
vertically by the engagement of its projecting arm
with a perforated wheel, whose crank shaft has its

bearings iu the frame.
Claim.—First, tho peculiarly-formed portable or

removable supporting frame C M II D with the shaft
F and wheel E, arranged as and for the pm-poses set
forth.

Second, providing the bar D with a slot d, when
used in combination with the aforesaid portable frame
and Avheel and the dasher handle, as and for tho pui'-

poses specified.

Third, providing the wheel E with a series of un-
airanged to turn on stationary spindles fitted to tho equal openings u v x y z, in combination with the arm
case B, as described- ! X, upon the handle B, as aud lor the pm-pose described.
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66,479— ilARTix P. Ford, Columbus, Ohio.—
Car-seat Lock.—July 9, 1867.—The rotating cam
opcrtttes the bolt, ^vhich is retained by the'spriug
lever and is countersunk witliiji the hook to prevent
interference therewith.

Claim.—Eecessing the cam A and spring lever o
into the back of the plate, so as to present a flush
surface, as herein described.

66,4S0.—Hexky Fowler, Bronson. 'yiich.—Ap-
paratuii for Evaporating Sorghum Juice and other
Liquids.—July 9, 1867.—The steam pipes converge
into an enlai-ged central pipe, the condensed water
being forced out by the pressure of steam. The
pipes are arranged to produce the greatest heat in the
et ntrc of the pan, throwing the scum to the sides con-
venient for skimming.

Claim.—The arrancrement of the steam chamber
D, pipes a a a and^, connected with the water
chamber F, and discharging pipe /, in combination
with the eduction pipe G, safety valrc h, lever H, and
weight J:, operating substamtiully as and for the pui--

poses set forth.

Also, the arrangement of tlie horizontal steam pipes
in such manner that the greatest heat will be in the
centre of the boiling pan, thus throwing the impuri-
ties and scum to the side and corners of the pau or
evaporator, as and for the purposes herein described.

66,481 Francis S. Frost, West Cambridge,
Mass.—^ed Bottom.— July 9, 1867,—The curved
springs are attached to the cross bars of the bed bot-

tom and to the under side of the slats and are sup-
!X)rted by straps, attached beneath them to the cross
3ai's and to the ends of the slats. Additional cross
bars, with elastic attachments and spring pads pre-

vent the slats settling too low in the middle.
Claim.—Fii-st, the combination of the springs e,

connected by straps to the slats d, the bars b d,"and
the straps g, as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the extended springs e', in combination
with the bars b c, and the bar fe, provided with the
elastic pads i, as and for the pm-pose specified.

60,482.—Joseph Galette, Xew York, K". Y.—
Anti-rheumatic Liniment.—July 9, 1867.—Composed
of croton oil, creosote, hyoscyamus. cajeput, ammo-
nia, arnica, laurus cerasi, cantharides, alcohol, chlo-

rofoi-m, belladonna, and opium.
Claim. — First, the use of oleum crotonis and

oleum creosoti in combination with other substances,
as a remedy against rheumatism.
Second, the compounding and mixing of the new

anti-rheumatic liniment, substantiaDy as herein de-

scribed and for the purpose specified.

66,483.—Serexo Gaylord, Chicopee, Mass.—
Trunk Lock.—July 9, 1867.—The spring catches on
Ciich side of the key pin rest against a stop guide at-

tached to the plate. The double action key opens
the catches simidtiineously. the springs re-engaging
tliem on the withdrawal of the key.

Claim.—First, in a catch lock placing two or more
catches A A' B B', on each side of the key pin, and
workiug on piusl 1, at their lower ends, the distances
between the key pin and key bearings being dif-

ferent on the upper and lower catches, so that by re-

A'crsiag the same a different lock may be formed, the
parts aiTanged substantially as herein shown.
Second, in eombination'with the above the key

guai'ds C and D, arranged substantially as and for

the purpose shown.

€6,484.—John M.Geer, Holden, Mass.,assignor
to Dodge and "Wallixgton, Worcester, Mass.

—

Saw Set.—July 9, 1867.—The saw blade is introduced
between the jaws, and the teeth ai-e bent over the die

block bv the moving jaw.
CZaiJH.—The licad B, constructed in the manner

described for supporting the head C, with the extend-

ing jaw E, and laterallj-projectiug ai-m F, substan-

tially in the manner set forth.

60,485.—n. A. Graeff, Birdsboro', Pa.

—

Corn
Shelter.—July 9, 1867.-The shellers accomodate them-
selves to the size of the ear by the pressure of the

spiral springs; the knife attached cuts the green corn

from the cob. The machine is operated By u hand
crank conuccted by its forked shank.

Claim. —The arrangem-ent and combination, as
above set forth, with which the shellers A, in Figs. 1
2 3 und 4, are attached, and worked by the fork E I,

in. Fig. 1, together with the knife D, in Fig. 3, for cut-
ting green corn fi-omthe cob.

66,486.—Isaac Gregg, Philadelphia, Ta—Dry-
ing Bricks.—July 9, 1867.—The oven is suiTounded
by a steam casing. An opening at each end of tlae

oven admits the brick-carrying apron ; a safety valve
at top and waste water pipe and cock below appertain
to the steam and condensed water arrangements.
The endless chain is actuated by grooved pulleys and
kept in position by rollers : it conveys the bricks
through the oven at'a speed regulated to sufficiently-

dry them for the kiln by the time they emerge.
Claim.—An oven A.'having openings at both ends,

and containing or surrounded by one or more steam
casings or steam pipes, in combination with endless
bands or chains e c, which extend through the oven,
and to which either an uniform or an intermittent
motion is imparted, all substantially as and for the
pm-pose described.

66,487.—Isaac Gregg, Philadelphia, Va.—Ap-
paratus for Heating Clay—July 9, 1867.—The clay
chamber is heated by an anniilar steam chamber.
The clay is admitted into the cylinder from a hopper,
and is agitated by the revolving blades that impel
it toward the discharge end.
Claim.—Yirst. a casing or vessel A, surrounded by

or containing a steam casing or coil, in combination
with a shaft C, having blades or arms D D, the whole
being constructed and operating substantially as de-
scribed.

Second, the combination of the above with a steam
pipe, communicating with the casing for the purpose
specified.

Third, a casing A, consisting of two detachable
sections b b', containing chamber X, communicating
with a steam boiler and adapted to each other, and .

enclosing a shaft having arms or blades secured to
the same, all substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

Fom-th, the combination of the above and the stuf-

fing boxes/and followers g',constructed as described.

66,488.—Isaac Gregg. Philadelphia, Ta.—Ap-
paratus for Treating Clay.—July 9, 1867.—The taper-
ing rollers are geared together, and the increased
speed, at their large ends draws the stones from the
clay, discharging them at the end.

Claim.—The two tapering rollers C and C, geared
together and arranged to operate on the clay and
stones contained therein as set forth.

66,489.-Charles Gudehus and F. Staake,
Philadelphia. Pa.

—

Foot Scraper and ~Cmbrella Stand.
—Jidy 9, 1867.—The case has supports for umbrellas,
stationary shoe brushes and scraper, with a drawer to
collect the dirt.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture the de-
vice consisting of case m, drawer 6, scraper d, um-
brella standf g, and brushes hik m, combined aud
aiTanged substantiaUy as shown and described.

66,490.—D.F. Haasz, Philadelphia, Ta.—Spring
for Beds.—July 9, 1867.—The sliding rods depend
from the slats, and are supported by spiral springs
connected to the rails.

Claim.—The springs (? rf, links//;, and bar 7i, in

combination with thestrap A, sli(ling rod a and disk
b, or its equivalent, the whole being construct.cd, ar-

ranged, and operating substantially"as and for the pur-
pose described.

66,491.—MLvRSHALLlTASKiys and D. B. Hart,
Mentor, Ohio.— Cultivator.—J iil\ 9, 1867.—The draw-
bar of the plow frame is hinged to a vertical plate
having various bolt holes for adjustment. The brace
bars have adjusting screw swivels. The shares have
transverse slots and extensible wings.

Claim.—^^First, the use and employment, specially, of
cidtivator shovels or plows il. provided with pcricxra-

tions or open interstices made transversely across the
blade, or in any direction that will serve {he purpoco
contemplated, as herein set forth.

Second, the use and employment of the blinds N^N",

provided with slots and withjogs O O, in combination
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with the above described perforated shovels or plows
M, and operating substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

Third, the use and employment of said described
perforated shovels M, -with and without the said de-

scribed blinds N N, in combination with the slotted

rijrht-angled beam H, cross-tie I, rods G (t, grooved
clevis E, beam F, plow standards P', SAvivcl braces

Q, brace Qi, slotted bands P-» and P*, and bolts P^, all

tirrangod, combined, and operating as and for the pur-

poses described.
Fourth, the graduated standards J, plow handles

K, rod E, and joints in beam F, combined and ope-

rating as and for tho purpose described.

66,492.—W. F. IlETXEN, Washington, D. C—
Egn Tongs.—July 9, 1867.—Explained by the claim
and illustration.

Claim.— The constniction and form of the tongs A,
to correspond with the shape of an egg, when con-
structed of any material, with or without teeth B, and
with any kind of a handle to operate them, as herein
described for the purposes set forth.

66,493.—H. K. Hoaglanp, Montezuma, IS". T.—
Tliill Attachment—Jn\\ 9, 1867.—The cross-bar of
tho thill attachment is slid laterally into position when
tho thills are in a vertical position, and the neck of
the said attachment lowered down into its slot.

Claim.—The combination of the thill attachment
D with the clip head B, when said clip head is pro-

vided with a uniform transverse bore open at both
ends, and also with a transverse slot whose sides shall

foiTB an acute angle with the arm A, substantially for

tho purpose set forth.

66,494.—Hexrt Holcomb, Painesville, Ohio.—
Automatic Feed for Steam Pa?is.—July 9, 1807.—The
supply vessel is elevated above the pan, and has at

l-ottom a supply pipe with a stop cock. Another pipe
loads from the 'desired surl'ace level in the pan, and
on the fall of the liquor below its mouth snjiplies air

to the supply vessel, and allows the liquid to flow from
the same.

Claim,.—First, the within described automatic feed
apparatus, consisting of the reservoir A, filler B,
supply pipes C and H, stop cocks E and I, and air

pipe F, an-anged, combined, and operating as herein
set forth and for the purpose specified.

Second, the combination of the said described ap-
paratus with vapor pans, evaporators, tanks, and
other articles used in. the processes of the evaporation
of fluids.

66,495.—Hantord Ingraham, ITaples, I^. Y.—
Cultivator.—July 9, 1867.—The horse is harnessed to
the thills, and hitched to a hook attached to the cen
tral plow. The side plows are adjustable laterally.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the standards
and cross-bars with themolds or shares, as constructed
in combination with the thills, substantially in the
manner and for the purposes as herein described.

Second, the adjustment of the shares to the required
angle by means of adjustable plates with flanges, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purposes herein
described.

Third, the adjustable clasps in combination with
cross-bar E, the thills, rods, standards, and shares,
substantially in the manner and for tho purposes as

herein described.

66,496.—James Ives, Mount Carmel, Conn.—
Top Prop Xutfor Carriages.— Jvilj 9, 1867,—Ex
plained by the claim. The socket is undercut at its

inner extremity.
Claim.—As a new and improved article of manu

facture, a top prop nut, constructed with a solid head
on screw-tapped socket.

66,497.—Thomas James, K"ew York, X. Y
Lock for Valise)?, cfc—July 7, 1867.—Tlie bolt bar
nearly equals the jaws in length. It has an end
spring and catches, which engage staples in the otlier
jaw. When locked, a spring detent attached to the
dropping blind escutcheon enters a cavitv of t he bolt.

Claim.—The bolt C, provided with a notch a and
two or more hooked catches with corresponding sta-
ples in the opposite jaw, in combination with the
sliding catch E and droi) F, the whole constructed

and arranged substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

66,498.- Charles T. Jerome, Minneapolis,
Minn.

—

IHrt Annihilator.—July 9, 1867.—The inner
ope;i-topped cylinder is filled w'ith a composition ot
saltpeter, 100; charcoal, 18; sulphur, 16; v/hiting.

33i parts. The inclined chambers within tho vessel
containing- the glass vessel ai-o charged Avith gun-
powder. The vial contains sulphuric acid. Tho
outer annular and bottom chamber contain water.
Powder fuses communicate from the powder chambers
to guarded cavities in the lid, and the fuzes are tipped
with substances ignitable at 112° Fahrenheit. Tho
ignition of the fuzes throws the sulphuric acid into
the inner cylinder, and the heat evolved expands tho
air and raises tho water. The gas is cari'ied out
through the pipe in the top. The vial may be frac-

tured by a rod thrust through the central j)lug hole in
the lid.

Claim.—Fii'st, the application of a quick match,
which will take lire at a low temperature, to an appa-
ratus for extinguishing fire by the injection upon the
same of a gaseous non-supporter of combustion, sub-
stantially as described.
SeconS. providing the gas-generatiug vessel D with

a water chamber, substantially as described.

66,499.— George Johnston and Edwin G.
Smith, Auburn, Cal.

—

Amalgamator and Concentra-
tor.—Jnlj 9, 1867.—The pulverized ore or tailings
passes fi'om the hopper to the copper plate, which is

coated with mercury ; it then passes to an endless
traveling and shaking canvas belt, which ascends
against the stream, cari'yuig the heavier particles to
be discharged into a box while the lighter masses are
washed off.

Claim.—First, the revolving belt or apron F, with
its raised edges 0, having a shaking or rocking mo-
tion from side to side, substantially as and for the
purpose described.
Second, the amalgamating plate E, in combination

with the revolving shaking belt or apron, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

Third, the box M, with its jets in the direction of

the motion of the belt or apron, together with the
rollerX,substautially as and for the purposes described.

66,500.—George T. Jones, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Manxifacturing Bank Notes, cfc—July 9, 1867.—Sur-
face and iflate printing are each employed upon un-
sized paper and the ink locked in by subsequent siz-

ing. Inks are used which defeat attempts at coun-
terfeiting by the photographic process.

Claim.—The combined process herein described for

producing bank notes or other securities by plate and
surface printing at sepai-ate operations and with va-

rious colors on unsized paper, and subsequently per-

fecting the paper and locking up tho prints therein

bj' thc^ajjplication of size, which is subsequently ren-

dered insoluble by heat.

66,501.—Henry H. Keltt, Northfield, Ohio.—
Farm Gate.—JviW 9, 1867.—The gate has inclined

bars, the upper orie of which runs upon a roller of the
pivoted frame, upon which it is balanced and swung
around. The incline raises the gate so as to swing
above obstructions.
Claim.—The gate A, constructed with inclined

bars B C. in combination with the slotted stay G, as

and for the pm-pose herein substantially as described.

G6,502.—WiLLOUGHBY F. KiSTLER, Cliicago, 111.

—Permutation Lock.—July 9, 1867.—The tuuil)lcrs

have no connection with each other, and have fixed

])artition disks between them. Each tumbler has a
sleeve and a disk with a projection on tlie same by
which the tumbler is revolved by the rotation of the
spindle. The tumblers are fixed" to their sleeves by a
spaced disk, by which they arc set to any re(iuired

number. When the disks are turned to the requucd
position for unlocking, the dog enters tl'.e recesses,

j

and the connections are thrown in position by par-

I

tial rotation of the spindle to allow the retraction of
I tho bolt by the movement of Iht^ proper handle.

i Claim.—Fii\st, the arrangement of a movable slide

'F, of the arm E, of the knob spindle, for operating
! the tumbler, substantially as and for tho purpose de-

' scribed.
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Second, tho combination with said movable slide F,
tba arraujiemcnt of the cam //, ao as to. operate said
Blide, substautiallj as specified.

Third, the arrangement of the auxilliirT cams e h',

in combination with said cam g, to bring 'the pin/ at

tlic proper position when it reaches the cam g, causing-

it to operate as set foilh.

Fourth, the combination of the tumblers and their
diivers with said slide F, and spindle a, arranged
and operating in the manner described.

Filth, the combination of the do"" M, block lever
V y, click V, and arm b", arranged so as to operate
in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

Sixth, in combination with the last foregoing, the
ai-ms W, and lip w, and the stop R, aiTanged sub-
stantially in the manner and operating substantially
as described.

Seventh, in combination with said arm "W, the arm
Z, and its connections, with the dog S, an-auged and
operating in the manner and for the pm-poses speci-

fied.

Eighth, in combination with the arm b", the arm
Z, provided with a shoulder Z' and the connections
Y X, or the equivalent, for the purpose of raising up
the dog S from the bolt D, substantially as specified
and set forth.

[N'inth, in combination v/itli the arm W, the arrange-
ment ai-m a' upon the spindle a, so as to operate in

the manner and for the imrposes described.

66,503.—George H. Knight, Cincinnati, Ohio,
assi^gnor to Akukew O'Neill, Portsmouth, Ohio.

—

Prying Pan. — July 9, 1867.—The pendent rim is

eccentric to give space for the vertical passage of the
fume duct to the fire chamber.

C'iaiHi.—First, the combination of the eccentric
rim F witli the vertical or nearly vertical fume duct
B, descending within the said rim, substantially as and
for the pmX'Oses set forth.

Second, the combination of the ducts D and B,
with the skillet A and cover C, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

66,504.—Hezekiah Knowles, Brooldyn, IST. T.—Shade Holder for Lamjys and Gas Burners.—July
9, 1867.—The sections each slide in a slot in the curved
end of tlic other section. The inner sections are
fixed to the burner ring, and the outer ones extensible
to suit vai'ioua size burners.

Claim.— The extensible adjustable shade holder,
consisting of movable and fixed ai-ms combined with
each other and with the central support, substan-
tiaUy as described.

66,505.—Sanford Littlefikld, Grafton, jN". Y.,
assignor to Charles S. Smith and Pelatiah J.
Marsh, Troy, N. Y.

—

Peed Barfor Sewing Machines.—'July 9, 1807.—Vulcanized rubber cushions are dove-
tailed into the parts of the feed bars that iu"e most
exposed to wear from the cam wheel, &c.

Claim. — First, the employment of an adjustable
and removable part or piece E of vulcanized rubber,
or other suitable material, in combination with the
feed bai' of a sewing machine, and at or near the feed
point or part which carries the feeding surface, so as
to receive the wear from the action of that part of
the macliine whicli moves it forward, in the manner
and for the purposes substantially as heroin described.

Second, the employment and combination with the
feed bar B of a sewing machine of an adjustable and
movable vulcanized rubber piece D, or its equivalent,
.in the manner and for the purposes substantially as
herein described and set forth.

66,506.—Ira A, Livingston, Horn ellsville, N.
Y.— Well Tube and Point—Jn\j 9, 13G7.—The solid

metallic point is secured to the lower section of the
tube by a bayonet joint, the upper joints being coupled
in the usuafway.

Claim.—The solid metal point A, shank X, socket

2/, in combination with tlie rectangular slot b c, and
projection /, on tlie shank, to secure the main tube
C, in connection with the outer tube or shield B, and
coupling D, operating in the manner as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

66,507.—Wii. O. LoEFFLER, New York, N. Y.—
Automatic Pan.—Julv 9, 18G7.—The edges of the
cmtaiu are stilTened by slats, and an endless cord

actuating the roller regulates the area. The oscil-

lating motion of the suspended frame is given hj
clockwork, connected therewith by pivoted rods.

Claim.—First, the fan F, in combination with the
roUer d and oscillating frame E, constructed and
operating substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

Second, the slats F and slotted cross-bar g, in com-
bAiatiou with the fan F and oscillating frame E, con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose described.

Third, the flexible connection i, in combination
with the oscillating frame E and rocldng lever j', con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

66,508.—Thomas L. Ludders. OIney, 111.—
Molding Box.—Jvlj 9, 1867.—The guides are attached
to the lower portion of the box by bolts adjusted in
elongated slots, and are adjustable to the upper por-
tion by the lugs attached thereto. The two levers
consist each of two arms connected by cross-bars and
pivoted into recesses in the middle of tho box.

CZai?rt,.-—First, in combination withta, flask or box,
constructed substantially as described, the lifting
levers, as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the adjustable, tapering, and bevel-edged
guide B on one portion of a molding box, in combi-
nation with the lugs h h, or their equivalents, on the
other portion of the box.

66,509.-11. P. Marquam, Harrisburg, Pa.—
Compound for Cleaning Glass and Polishing Metal-
lic TFares.—July 9, - 1867.—Composed of whiting, 10
pounds ; Venetian red, i pound ; sal soda, 1 ouice

;

cyanide of potassa, i ounce.
Claim.—The above compound, prepared as and for

the purpose set forth.

66,510.—Nathan F. Mathewson, Barrington,
E. I., assignor to himself and Nathan Grant, Prov-
idence, li. I.

—

Wi7idow Blind Pastening.—JvAj 9,

18G7 ; antedated June 27, 1867.—The middle of the
face plate is raised to accommodate the spiral springs
that actuate the latches ; those operate separately to
fasten the blinds open or shut independently of each
other. The fastening latch is inaccessible 'from the
outside.

Claim.—The improved fastenipg for blinds do-
scribed, consisting of two independent latches B and
F, in combination and arranged to engage with ap-
propriate catches, substantially as set forth.

66,511.—GeorgeMcKenzie, Glasgow, Scotland.—Manufacture of Illuminating Gn6\—July 9, 18(i7.

—

A mixture of one ton bituminous cofd, and .30 gallons
mineral oil; is distilled in a retort in the usual man-
ner.

Claim.—The combining of pulverized coal and
mineral oil to form a compound to be used for ob-
taining illuminating gas, substantially as heroinbo-
fore described.

66,512.—John Melling, Eochester, N. Y.—
Preparing Wood for the Manufacture of Labels, Tags,
<£c.—July 9, 1867.—The cedar is cut into veneers,
boiled in a solution of rye flour, 2^ pounds ; water, 1

gallon ; white glue, i pound ; alum, ^ ounce ; and af-

terward dried.
Claim.—First, the treatment of cedar or other

suitable wood with the solution, substantially in tho
manner and for the i)m"poses herein shown and de-
scribed.

Second, the proportions of the ingredients forming
the solution for the treatment of tho above-mentioned
substance, substantially as set forth.

66,513.—BENJA5fiN W. Minor and Allen Col-
liURN, Boston, Mass.

—

I'ailoi-'s Crayon Sharpener.—
July 9, 1867.—The transverse cutters are adjusted in

conjunction with Y-shaped notches in the tubo, the
cup beneath catching the waste. The heavy base
holds the tool in position.

Claim.—Tlie cutter, as composed of tho cross-bar
and tubo, arranged and slotted as described.

Also, the combination and arrangement of the cut-

ter and tho waste-intercepting cup.
Also, the combination and arrangement of tho cut-

ter, the waste-intercepting cup, and tho base or
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weiirht, the whole beiaj

scribed.

as and for the purpose de-

G6,514—John N. Murray, Chicago, 111.—Print-

er's O^Cf^c.— July 9, 1867.— The adjustable sliding

frame is supported in grooves in the stationary frame,

is regnlated to the size of the form, and is secured by
set screws.
Claim.—The combination anck arrangement of the

frame A, the bars B C, and slides b c, and clasp d,

and sot screws S, operating substantially as and for

the purposes described.

66,515.—E. Nicholson, Hockport, Ohio.—Gate
Latch.—July 9, 1867.—The motions of the latch arc
limited by the contact of shoulders with the slotted

plate in which it moves and the curved edge deter-

mines the path of its movement.
Claim.—The construction of the latch D, provided

with the shoulders b b', notch c, and curved shoulders
r, as arranged in combination with the spring E,
slotted plates C C, and gate, for the pui'pose and in

the manner as set forth.

66,516.—Luther Olds, Battle Creek, Mich.—
Stove Fipe Shelf.—Jvdj 9, 1867.—A band clamped
around the pipe is the means of sustaining bent bars
which support shelves.

Claim..—A portable shelf which is adapted for be-

ing secured to and sustained by a stove pipe, sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purpose described.

66,517.—Samuel Page, McAllistersville, Pa.—
Fruit Picker.—July 9, 1867.—The first stem slips into

the notch in the forked plate and is severed oy the
motion of the pivoted jaw. The hook on the plate
servos to pull the fruit. The bag is sewn to the per-

forated edge of the plate.

Claim.—Tha combination of the forked plate A.
with notches A', recess C, handle B, shearing knife
D, and cord K, said several parts being respectively
constructed and arranged for use substantially as de-

scribed.
Second, the combination of the fruit picker and

adjustable rest, as shown in figui'o 3, substantially as
described.

66,518.—Edward L. Perry, New York, N. T.,
and William A. Torrey, Montclair, N. J.

—

Maym-
facturc of Rubber Hose.—Julj 9, 1867.—Explained
by the claims and illustration.

'Claim.—First, in the manufacture of india-rubber
or gutta-percha hose, covering the joint or joints of
the mandrel in which the hose is made, with a strip

or strips of paper, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.
Second, in interposing between the inner tube or

lining to india-rubber or gutta-percha, and the outer
covering of whatever mat'erial made, a layer or layers
of any suitable air and water-proof stock or material,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Third, in the manufacture of india-rubber or gutta-
percha hose, so winding the cotton, duck, or other
fibrous or textile fabric used, that the warp threads
of the fabric will intersect or cross each other, sub-
stantially aa and for tbo pui-po)se specified.

66,519.—Erank J. Plibimer, "Worcester, Mass.,
assignor to E,. Ball <fc Co.

—

Planing Machine.—July
9, 1867.—The spindle frame swings on its axis of
attachment to the bed of the machine, to permit its

adjustment to plane boards of varying widths. It is

thrown out of or into gear by a system of ai-ms con-
nected therewith.
Claim.—¥\rst, supporting the matcher spindles

and heads in a swinging frame constructed and op-

erated substantially in the manner and for the pur-
poses stated.

Second, in a machine such as described, the com-
bination of the swinging matcher-head bed or frame,
with the arras H, cam arms L, and shaft M, substan-
tially as herein shown and specified.

Thii-d, the combination of the arms II, and con-
necting bolts o, with the slotted cam arms L, in the
manner and for the purpose described.

Fourth, the combination with the arms H H, of
the horns J J, and the shaft M, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

Fifth, the combination with the rear ends of arms

n H, of the projections 1 1,

g g, for the purpose state<l.

and oblong holes or slots

66,5-20—W. F. Eeddlvg, Saratoga Springs, N.
Y.—Clothes Dryer.—July 9, 1867.—The sleeve to
which the arras are attached is vertically adjustable
on a post and secured by a cord and ^vindlass.

Claim.—First, the combination of the sliding tube
D, mounted on the square post, and collar E, pro-
vided with recesses for supporting the arms, substan-
tially as shown and described.
Second, the metal belt G, passing over the pulley d,

and fitting in the groove Z, when used in councctiou
with the tube D and windlass F, for raising and low-
ering the reel as herein set forth.

Third, the blocks b c, or their equivalents, attached
to the post B, for holding the arms when putting
them up or taking thciji down, as shown and described.
Fourth, providing the base A witli the staples o,

for securing the apparatus in place, substantially as
described.

66,521.—Ezra Ripley, Troy, N. Y.—Teakettle.
—July 9, 1867.—Explained by the claim.
Claim.—A teakettle having an edgewise swing-

ing cover pivoted to or upon an inwardly exteiuled
part b, of a rim around the opening in tlie top of tho
teakettle, when the whole is so constructed that if

tho cover be partially or nearly closed and the tea-

kettle then inclined forward, as in pouring water out
of the spout, the weight or gravity of the cover will
then make or tend to make the cover swing shut and
stay shut, substantially as herein set forth.

66,523.—GrEORGE Schmidt, Dobbs's Ferry, N. Y.—Piano Forte Stool.—July 9, 1867.—The seat top has
a pendent spindle longitudinally grooved to receive
a tongue to prevent rotation. It is partially sup-
ported on a spiral'spring and fixed to any adjustment
by a thumb-screw which engages the spindle.

Claim.—First, the combination of the seat A,
spindle B, with a groove C in it, and spiral springs J,
with the center plate E, having a tongue 13 thereon,
and frame F, as hereinbefore set forth.

66,523.—Ebenezer Seaver, Boston, Mass.—
Clothes Pin.—July 9, 1867.—The pivoted jaws are
held by a pawl piece which engages notches in tho
rear of the shorter jaw to clamp the clothes.

Claim.—First, a clothes pin composed of a base
piece or clamp A, a hinged clasp B, and a locking
device C. substantially as described, or its equivalent,
for securing the clasp' in position.

Second, the spring c, or its equivalent, in combina-
tion with the clamp A, and clasp B, as and for the
purpose specified.

Third, the toothed or corrugated edges a a', in com-
bination with the grooves bb', in the clamp A, and
clasp B, as and for the pm-pose set forth.

66,524.— Reuben Shaler, Madison, Conn.—
Weighing Scale.—July 9, 1867.—The scale is sup-
ported on springs, and when depressed engages a
rack which actuates the index finger by a pinion on
its spiudle.

Claim.—First, the combination with flat springs
C, of a scale of the pieces a, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

Second, making the springs C, of a weighing scale

constructed substantially as described, concave on
their edges, so that they shall gradually diminish in

width from the ends to the center, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

Third, the combination with the rack I, and pointer
G, with the set screw e, operating substantially as
described for the purpose set forth.

66,525.—Abraham H. Shock, Piqua township,
Pa.

—

Manure Dray.—Ju\y 9, 1867.—To discharge tho
load gathered on the tines the spring bolt is with-
drawn, which allows the shaft to rotate backwardly
and clear tlie tines of the manure. The curved bar
forms a runner when returning empty.

Claim.—The arrangement of the combined central
runner R with the revolving hook shaft S and itvS

bearings s, in combination with the spring bolt E,
witli its notched head C, peg or shoulder P, operated
by the lever L, in the manner and for the purposu
specified.
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66,526.— G. SiJirsox and TT. H. Edmunds,
"Watcrbury, Yt.

—

Lamp JExtinguishcr.—July 9, 1867.

—The cap' is hinged to the TNick tube, and is thrown
over it to extinguish the light.

Claim.—The combination of the socket a a -with

the hinged cap B, connecting rod b, crank c, and
Avick tube A, constructed and operating substantially

in the manner herein described lor the pm-poses here-

in set forth.

66,527.—Alfhed Sims, ISTew York, IST. Y.—Start-

ing Engines and other Machinery off their Centres.

—July 9, ]867.—A screw, hydraulic, or other press,

is swiA'eled to the frame so as to be swung into posi-

tion for use should the crank stop on its center.
Claim.—The presser A A', attached to the frame

of a steam engine or to any part in proximity to said
engine by pivots, swivels, hinges, or by movable
slides, or other equivalent deyices, to operate in com-
bination with the crank B, substantially as and for

the pm-poses described.

66,528.—Thomas A. Slack, Peoria, 'm.—Stamp
Affi.xcr and Canceller.—July 9, 1867.—A reel con-
tains and supplies the stamps, which are placed by
rollers, wetted by a sponge and excised by a knife.

By the same blow which affixes the stamp the same
is canceled by a die operating through an ink ribbon.
The former portion of the apparatus may be removed,
leaving the canceling portion.

Claim.— First, the combination of an adhesive
stamp feeder and afflxer with a stamp canceller, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purposes as
herein set forth.

Second, the movable fi-ame or arms d d, rollers e h
and i, and spring/, as arranged and operated in com-
bination with the ink ribbon stagnp, substantially ibr

the purposes and in the manner as herein set forth.

Third, the arrangement of the arm q, in combina-
tion Avith the lever shaft p, for attaching and detach-
ing the stamp feeder to and from the stamp canceller,

substantially in the manner and for the purposes as
herein set forth.

Fom-th, the stamp-feeding machine, as described,
in combination with the stamp canceller, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purposes as herein
described.

66,529.— H. Julius Smith, Boston, Mass.—
Amalgamating the Precious Metals.—July 9, 1867.

—

The cylinder contains a series of revolving perforated
amalgamating plates, and communicates with a
trough, at the bottom of which is a revolving pro-
peller secured to a shaft. The trough is filled with a
solution of common salt, through which a current of
electricity is passed by means of a battery, the elec-

trodes of which are placed in said trough. *The cylin-

der and trough are connected together by pipes.

Claim.—First, an amalgamating apparatus in which
mercury is made to pass from an amalgamating cham-
ber to a regenerating tank, in which its amalgamative
power is increased, as described.
Second, renewing or increasing the amalgamative

energy of mercury by passing it thi ougii or bringing
it in contact with a solution of one of the compounds,
or salts, of an electro positive metaf, subjected to an
electric current, as specified.

Third, causing the mercury in an amalgamating
apparatus, after regeneration, to flow in a tlirection

opposite to that taken by the comminuted ores on
which it is intended to operate, so thut the one least

charged with metal shall encounter mercury of the
greatest amalgamative energy, as set forth.

Fourth, dii-ectly and continuously supplying to mer-
cury used in the extraction of metals from their ores,

the waste of the amalgamative energy which occurs
in the process of amalgamation, by bringing it into

contact with a solution of one of the salts, or com-
pounds, of an electro-positive metal acted upon by
an electrical current, as described.

Fifth, causing the ore to be operated upon to pass
through revolving perforated plutes in the amalga-
mating chamber, in the manner set forth.

Sixtli, the arraugement for conjoint operation in an
amalgamating apparatus, of an amalgamating cham-
ber, rt'genin-ating tank and electric battery, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose described.

66,530.—Frederick Sxyder, Hinkleton, Pa.—
Horse Hay Fork.—Julj 9, 1867.—Explained by the
claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, the combination ofthe brace handles
1 1' with the tine handles A B, above and below the
tine heads J K, to which the tines L are aifixed to-
gether with the quadrant loop H, embracing the tine
handle B, aiTanged and operating in the manner and
for the purpose specified.

Second, the construction of the slotted cap D with
its hook and prolonged arm d, when held upon the end
of the tine handle B by a pivot P, in combination with
the link E and tripper C with its shoulder N and loop
M, the whole arranged and operating in the manner
and for the pm'pose specified.

66,531.— Ebenezer Sperrt, Miami Village,
Kansas.

—

Toy Gun.—July 9, 1867.—The propeller bar
is attached by rubber side straps to a frame at the
muzzle. The propeller is tripfjed by release of a bell-

ci'ank catch engaged by the trigger.
Claim.—The combination of the detent E with the

guard spring F and check piece/^ and the trigger E',
substantially as set forth.

66,532.—John Spilman, Tonawanda, IST. T.—
Floating Wheel for Ves-^els.— Jn\y 9, 18G7.— The'
wheel has spiral blades and is rotated by the resist-

ance of the water as it is towed abaft the vessel or
by the Ibrce of the current when the -vessel is sta-
tionary. It is connected by a tumbling rod with
gearing on board, which may work a pump, fcc.

Claim.—The partially submerged floating wheel A,
consisting of the buoyant cylinder C, helical wing or
wings E E, and case /, for 'producing rotary motion
by the resistance of the water, when moved in con-
tact therewith, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

66,533.—Wm. a. Starratt, Boston, Mass.—
Steelyard.—July 9, 1867.—The arm of the steelyard
has a stop to catch the perforated sliding weight,
which has an elastic cushion or buffer to moderate
the eflbct of its blow against the stop.

Claim.—The combination of the elastic cushion c

with the head b of the weight ann and with the weight
D, arranged to slide on such;arm, in manner and un-
der circumstances substantially as specified.

66,534.—Theophilus Stover, Cambridgeport,
Mass.

—

Mosquito Screen for Windows.—July 9, 1867.

—At the lower end of the screen arc sliding sections

to admit the hand to open or close the shutter. The
middle portion of the screen, where the valves lap,

has a slit, which is normally closed by a spring, but
may be opened to admit the" passage of the hand.

Claim.—First, the application of sliding screens C
to screen frame B, substantially in the manner and
for the purposes described.
Second, the netting strips D D with a passage be-

tween their lapped edges, applied to a frame and con-
trolled by spnugs, or their equivalent, substantially

as described.

66,535.—E. H. Taylor, Batavia, IST. Y.—Sad
Iron.—July 9, 1867.—Air circulates aroimd the heater,

which rests against ribs inside the box. The stem of
the sliding door slips in a sleeve on the rear of the
handle and is held in elevated position by a pin, wliicb
engages a slot in the sleeve.

Claim.—The combination and aiTangement of the
rear end and side vihsb h' with the bottom ribs b-, for

allowing a free air space all around the interior and
strengthening the sides and ends of the box against
the blows of the heater, as herein set forth.

Also, in combination Avith the slide D, provided
with the rib guides b b, the an-angement of the pivot

stem c with the pin g and the guide socket d with
slots/, the whole operating in the manner and for the

purpose set forth.

66,536.—TVm. H. Thomas, Chicago, 111.—Ma-
chine for Grinding Ci«?/.—July 9, 1867.-Some of the

spiral blad&s run the whole length and as they become
shallower other spirals are interposed. Q'he depres-

sions become shallower towards the discharge end of

the box.
Claim.—The screw rollers A A, having screw

threads B running their entire length, and alternate
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pcrew threads C, extending to a point near the feed

hopper J, the depressions between the screws at the

tail 1 of the rollers being made deeper than at the

feed end, substantially as and for the purpose set tbrth.

66,537.—Theodore Thurber, Auburn, N. T.—
Steam Piston Packing.—July 9, 18(37.—Improvement
on his patent of March 26, 1867. The face of the

ring is circumferentially grooved and steam admitted
to the groove to compensate for part of the outward
steam pressure.

Claim.—The grooves or recesses in the edges of the
packing ring C, as and for the purposes herein spe-

cLiied.

66,538.—T. Yax Kajcxel, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Door Sprina.—July 9, 1867.—A bar is hinged to the
face of the door near its upper edge and its outer end
is attached to a spiral spring connected to a projection
from the lintel. The action is to close the door gently.
Claiin.—First, a door spring, made and operating

substantially as herein shown and described.
Second, the extension bar d, when made and oper-

ating substantially as herein shown and described.
Tuird, the rubber bolster /i, in combination with the

rod d, for the purpose of preventing the latter from
being thrown against the door Avhen the same is

opened and to assist in throwing it back when the
door is being closed.

Fourth, the swing levfer d attached to the door A,
and operated by a spring /, which is attached to an
adjustable projection g from the lintel of the casing,
as set forth.

66,539.-ExocH Waite, Franklin, Mass., as-

signor to himself and S. M. Wet.d, Sr., Jamaica
Plain, Mass.

—

Carpet Wadding.—July 9, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claim.

C'Zffi9Ji.—An improved carpet wadding, composed
of one or more bats of fibrous material and one or
more layers or sheets of paper, combined by imbed-
ding or'pressiug the fibrous bat or bats upon and into
the paper while the latter is in the condition of par-
tially hardened pulp capable of receiving the fibers
of the bat or bats, and when dry of adhering and
holding them in place or in connection with the sheet
or sheets of paper without the use of starch, paste, or
an adhesive gum as heretofore employed for such
purpose.

66,540.—M^xnnLiAN "WAPPicn, Sacramento,
Cal.

—

Joints of Metallic Casks, d-c.—July 9, 18o7 ; an-
tedated June 29, 1867.—The packing grooves are bo-
side the lines of rivets.

Claim.—The improved mode of rendering imper-
vious the joints made in barrels, tanks, or other ves-
sels which are constructed of sheet or plate metal, by
the insertion of a packing of soft metal or alloy in
grooves provided for that purpose, which are not in
line with the rivets or bolts and are so constructed
and arranged that such packing may be inserted after
the riveting has been completed, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

66,541.—XORMAN W. "Wheeler, Brooklyn, IST.

Y.

—

Condenser.—July 9, 1867.—The devices secure
the automatic regulation of the pressure in the circu-
latory cavities in relation to the pressure in the va-
cuum cavities, measured quantities of fluid being
taken from the space in which the pressure is com-
paratively greater and introduced into the one when
the reverse condition exists.

Claim.—First, the combination of the piston I wdth
the valved circulating heads or inlets F F, or their
etiuivalents, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.
Second, the combination of the valve B^ with the

pot B, or its equivalent, substantially as and for the
purposes described.

Thii-d, the combination of the shiftuig or air force
pump t II IV with a surface condenser, when the de-
livery valve 10 is loaded, substantially as and for the
purposes described.

66,542.—KoLLix White, Lowell, Mass.—i?eroh!-
ing Fire-arm.—July 9, 1867.—A movable plate covers
the open end of the chamber to prevent the accidental
dropping out of the cartridge, but is retractible for
withdrawing the cartridge shell. The fulminate of

the cartridge is contained in a projection at its rear
end and is exploded between a hammer and anvil.

Claim.—The rotating, many-chambered cylinder
and the frame, constructed so that the cartridge or
shells can be ejected without dismounting the cylin-

der, in combination with the movable obstructor,
pressing directly against the ends of the cartridges
and detaining them in the cylinder, as well when it

is rotating as when in position for firing, and with a
spring to force back the movable obstructor against
tlie end of the cylinder, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

Also, in combination with the rotating, many-
chambered cylinder, the vibrating anvil to support
the primed portion of the cartridge, in combination
with the hammer, or equivalent, for striking the op-
posite side of that portion of the cartridge which
contains the fulminate priming, substantially as and
for tho pui'pose specifieu.

68,543.—ThomasWniTWELL, Stockton-on-Tees,
England.

—

Oven or Blast for Heating the Blast of
Blast Furnaces.—July 9, 1867 ; antedated November
10, 1865.—Two similar chambers are alternately heated
by burning gas emitted from blast furnaces during
smelting and the blast to be heated is passed through
the compartments of said chambers. The partition
walls have alternate top and bottom openings for the
passage of the blast and have openings for the clean-
sing and removal of the collected dust.

Claim.—The construction of furnaces, ovens, or
chambers with internal walls or partitions for heating
the blast for blast furnaces, with openings at the top
capable of being closed by means of plugs or doors,
and also with openings at the bottom of tho sides
thereof capable of being closed by means of doors or
valves, and the wdiole acting substantially as herein
described for the purpose of cleansing the interior of
such furnaces, ovens, or chambers from du3t, as
hereinbefore described.

66,544.— C. A. TViLLARD, Belleview, Ohio.—
Carriage Shaft Coupling.—July 9, 1867.—The key
slide running in grooves in the stay engages the
flanges of the shaft until it is raised vertically, when
the notch coincides with the key and allows the with-
drawal of the shaft.

Claim.—The slide G as an-anged, in combination
with the stay B and shaft C, provided with a notch
F, for the purpose and in tho manner as set forth.

66,545.—Joseph S. Wood, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Apparatus for Carbureting Air and Regulating its

Flow.—3vi\y 9, 1867.—The bellows are moved by
clock-work forcing air through tho valve-way into tiie

receiver, thence to the carburetor, tho alisorbent ma-
terials in which are saturated with gasolin and part
with it to the air which is conducted to a gas holder.

Claim.—First, utilizing the interior of the double-

case Avater vessel A B, by the arrangement of the
pump G, inverted receiver C, and pipe D, operating
as an air-lbrcing apparatus, substantially as specified.

Second, the valve K, constructed with a head K',
elastic seat K^, and with conical plain sides tapering
at the angles shown, and operating substantially as
described.
Third, the construction of the vessels F, with a

chamber formed between tho diaphragm plate H, and
the bottom /', in which tho carburetor iST n', or its

equivalent, operates in combination with the inverted
receiver O, with a suspended valve pipe E, and out-

let K', substantially as shown and specified.

Foui'th, the an-angement of the carbonizer N,
pipes n', conical partition H, valvo K, receiver O,
and pipe E, and vessel F, substantially as described.

Fifth, the air-forcing arrangement T, in combina-
tion with the carbiu'cting air arrangement ^y, sub
stantially as described.

66,546.—"W. Drwees "Wood, McKeosport, Pa.—Annealing Sheet Iron.—-July 9, 1867.—The box has
track wheels. Its lower plate has an upwardly pro-

jecting rim to hold the sand used as luting. Tiie top
'is a rectangular box which is inverted over the pack
of sheets and is clamped at tiio bottom portion.

Clzim.—First, tho use, iu the process of anncjiling

sheet iron, of l)oxes so constructed, substantitUJy as

hereinbefore described, that the sheets may be com-
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pressed between the top and bottom of the box for
the purpose of preventing their discoloration.

vSocoud, the use of annealing boxes so constructed
as that the box piece and bottom piece may be clamped
or securely fastened together for the pm-iiose of pre-
serving the shape of the box and preventing its warp-
ing while cooling, substantially as hereinbefore de-
scribed.

Third, annealing imitation Eussia or other glazed
or polished sheet iron, in packs or layers, forcibly
compressed togetlier and held under rigid compres-
sion during the process of annealing.

G6,547.—D. W. Wright, New York, N. T.—
Cambinatin of Paper Weight and Pen Wiper.—July
9, 18o7.—The cloth is strained by a metallic sleeve
over the upward projections from'the weighted base.

Claim.—A paper weight and pen wiper combined,
constructed substantially in the manner as and for

the purposes set forth.

6(:,548.—FcEDEKicK Ashley, New York, N. Y.
—Boot and Shoe Sole.—Julj 9, 1867.—The tap sole

is attached to the sole by clamps, the rear two of
which engage in notches of the sole behind the widest
portion.

Claim.—The method of securing the rear end of
the detachable half sole by clamps arranged in rela-

tion to the notches a substantially as set forth.

66,549.—DWIGHT Babcock, Seneca Falls, N. Y.—Bed Bottom.—July 1), 1867—The slats are mainly
longitudinal and attached to the springs by a ribbon
which passes within the upper coil of each spriiig

and over the slat. The head slat is transverse and
at a higher elevation.

Clai7n.—First, secm'in^ the npper slats D to the
spring C by means of riboons E, substantially in the
manner and for the purposes herein specitied and
described.
Second, a head rest arranged in a spring bed bot-

tom and consisting of the boards F and G, springs d
d and ribbons/ /, all made, secured and connected
substantially in the manner herein specified and de-

scribed.

66,550.—L. V. EoDGEK, Chicago, JU.—Animal
Trap.—July 9, 1867.—The falling doors are connected
to a sliding door having a trigger at its lower end,
which trigger engages a catch on a tilting platform.
The platform has a bait cavity covered by a wire
t^-ate. The tilting of the platform releases the slid-

iug door, which is drawn up by the descent of the
falling doors and opens the passage to the inner com-
partment. The entrance ot the rat to the latter re-

sets the trap.

Claim.—First, the combination of the connecting
rods C and slide J), having a trigger d' formed upon
or attached to its lower end with each other and with
the pivoted doors B and side of the box A, substan-
tially as herein shown and described tind for the pur-
pose set forth.

Second, forming a bait chamber in the pivoted
platform F, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed and for the purpose set forth.

66.551.— Daniel S. BeckliIy, Toledo, Iowa.—
Washing Machine.—Jn\j 9, 1867.—The fluted block
is oscillated over the segmental grate, being supported
on a rock bar and having radial adjustment by a
cord which passes from it over a sheave on the rock
bar and to the lever frame by which it is actuated.
Spiral springs on the connecting rods of the rock bar
luid block serve to depress the latter.

Claim.—A washing machine in which the pres-

sure upon the clothes, placed between the rubbing
board F and eoucave (>, may be reg:ulated by memis
of the spring E, lever U, cord I, and pulley K, when
combined and arranged to operate substantially as
set forth.

66,552.—Geokge J. Bentx'ET, Homer, N. Y.—
Cream Strainer.—July 9, 18()7.—The cylindrical re-

ceiver has a funnel-shaped bottom ending in a cylin-

drical chamber having a removable wire-gauze bottom,
with sectoral inclined plates which force the cream
through the gauze by their revolution.

Claim.—First, the screw C, when arranged, ns de-

scribed, in combination Avith the removable h;trainer

B, all made and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.
Second, the hopper G, when ari'anged, as described,

in combination witli the strainer B, screw C,and bot-
tom a of the vessel A, all made and operating sub-
stantially as set forth.

Third, a cream strainer made and operating sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

66,553.—Wm. Bicknell, Hartford, Maine.—
Waslting Machine.—Jxiiy 9, 1867.—The fluted cover
is held down by a sliding bar and operates with the
perforated fluted plunger to press the clothes. The
plunger is actuated I)y a lever oscUlating on an adjust-
able post.

Claim.—First, the combination with the tub B of
the fluted removable cover C and perforated dasher
E, all made and operating substantially as and for

the purpose herein shov/n and described.
Second, the dasher E and cover C, in combination

with tlie rods F and b, lever H, hook e, and rack/, all

made and operating substantiidly as and for the pur-
pose herein shown and described.

66,554.—Benjamin S. Boydston, Eichmond, Ind.
—Bag Holder.—Jnij 9, 1867.—The holding hoop is

adjustably attached to a board which is vertically ad-
jubtable upon its standard.
Claim.—The metallic hoop C, with its spurs, when

secured to the board B, by means of the keepers mm,
in such a manner as to be contracted or expanded to
suit the mouth of the bag, as specified.

66,555.—Samuel Brackett, Port Huron, Mich.
— Washing Machine—July 9, 1867.— The spirally-

grooved roller rotates within the concave, which con-
sists of segmental staves connected by spring plates

and drawn to the roller by arms proceeding from their

upper ends.
Claim.—First, the flexible semi-circular concaves

F F, when pivoted to sliding plates D and operated
by handle G, in combination with the revolving or
oscillating roller C, all made and operating substan-
tially as herein shown and described.
Second, the friction rollers E, when arranged ad-

justably around the roller C by being secured in flexi-

ble frames d d, which are hinged to sliding plates D,
the latter being operated by springs b, as set forth.

66,556.—T7. A. Brickill, New York, N. Y., as-

signor to himself and J. A. Sterling, same place.

—

Car Axle.—Juij 9, 1867.—The abutting ends of the
two sections ofthe axle have enlargements enclosed
by flanged sleeves, and axial recesses occupied by a
cylindrical pin snugly fitted therein. The flanges of
the collai's are bolted"^ together, and have a radial oil

hole.

Claim.—The combination of the supporting pin B,
the bored and enlarged inner ends of the two parts

A of the axle, and the collar C, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

66,557.—James H. Bridgins, Astoria, N. Y.—
Ice PicA-.—July 9, 1867.—The conical picks project

longitudinally'from tlie metallic face of the ferule.

Claim.—An improved ice pick, made with a suitable

handle or holder, provided with a series of prongs or

picks, substantially as described.

66,558.—Christopher BRiJHL, Green Point, N.Y.
—Machine for Stripping the Hide from Cattle.—July
9, 1867.—The belly split is made in the hide, and the

edge loosened and passed between the fluted rollers,

which by rotation draw the hide over the adjustable

knife, stripping it from the animal.

Claim.—The fluted rollers A A, in combination
with the adjustable knife E, all arranged substantially

in the manner as and for the purpose set forth.

66,559.—John Burt, TVestport, Mass.—Grain
Dryer.—July 9, 1867.—The cylinder is formed of slats

and gauze, is supported in a covered frame upon a
truck, and rests upon rollers by whose rotation it is

actuated.
Claim.—A grain dryer and saver, constructed and

operatiug as herein set forth for the purpose specified.

66,560.—Dexter H. Chamherlain, West Rox-
bury, M'dss.-Hand Stamp.—July 9, 1867.— The
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wheels, whose perimeters are fiprured for the month,

s pAi ,v /iT' "^2 J»"™alecl on the same axis, which

tnc on the shaft. The inking- ribbon is stretchedacross the lace of the die by the vibratioi of theam
Rt.;n.?w!'*

''^' ™»"'itinff the type wheels of a handstamp on a common axis or shaft to which the latter
IS secured, an eccentric disk serving as a centre or

,,ptSr ™''-'^ ^^ 'f^'^ 'V
*^^^ t^"^ '«^^"' part of theirpei imeters may be brought to bear in a common planeana in a small compass Avithin the die plate

tb.r,',ft!!!?i^?";'^*^'^ ^T '"•^'^ combination with

..nnhiin ^vf"'^
linking ribbon K, for the purpose ofenabhng the inking ribbon to be slackened when itsposition IS to be changed upon the die plate.

hn?^"?f^^*~^^'^™'' ^- Chamberlaix, West Eox-

1 A^V'
&•' «^,«i-°«^ to Nathaniel l! Chamher-

LAIN, toston, Mass.—i7rt«d Stavm.~Jn]y 9 1867 —ImproTement on his patent of January 1^2, 1807, "to
facilitate the reading of the largo type wheel whichindicates the day of the month.^ On^he sfde J/ £ewheel are figures and on the frame a finger • the co-

JS^'wh'W^^^'^^''^ indicates the low^cr figure on
*?L • 1

'

i'^''^''^ ^? "' position to iiu impression.Ihe side wheels indicate mouth and year
Claim.-Thii type wheel b, haying figures upon its

,So!;i
'"^ ^o'^l'^^ati".! with an indicator, when the said

^v heel is arranged between two wheels of smallerdiameter, as and for the purpose specified.

Claim.—The form H with its projections G G in
combination Tvith the arrangement and construction
ot the machine, substantially as described and for
the purpose set forth.

66,567—Henry A. Cooke, Charlestown, Mass.—Bed Bottom.—J Q\y 9, 1867.—The longitudinal slats
are connected by transyerse bai-s and clastic straps
and suspended by elastic rings from hooks on the side

0«?w.—The arrangement of slats C C connected
by the rubber strips g g and bars D D, said bars being
provided with the loops a a for connecting to the bc2

fbrth"^'
^^ ^^^'^"^ described and for the puri)oses set

66,568.—Edward Croft, Waterbury, Conn.—
Machine for Making Screios.—3u\y 9, 1867. — The
blank IS fed m between the dies, and rolling between
them the screw is cut thereon.
Claim .—First, the revolving and stationary thread-

ing dies when the same shall be constructed and
combined substantially as shown for the purposes
specified.

11^"
Second, in combination with the revolving and sta-

tionary dies C L> the knurling dies, when the same
shall be constructed and operated substantially asshown for the purposes set forth.

66,o62.-X. L. Chamberlain, Boston, Mass.-
:^'i*/^,':,^'«^f«5' Letters on Type Wheeh.-JxAj 9,1867.-ihe outer segments have an inner perimeterwith sunken letter^', and arc contained in a riujThe anuulus which is to form the tire of a type wheel
l^.^fP^"^^'^',^

'y««t'nients and a taperina- i?un|er so

rv.f" ^^^^""^ ^",*'^^ periphery of said aunulus.Claim.—Tha combination of a tapering plunger e

ly^\^^^ fpoenta blocks b b, arranged within fdieblock, and having letters or figures sunk on their in-

;™sSn'n4f'•'''*^'^' '''"^^ ^^^^ or without the n-
tei position of the inner segmait c c, whereby as theplunger is forced through Ihe center of the 'die, eoi^

Srf?"^'f'"^'' T ^8"^-^^s will be formed oA theouter face ot a ring d, substantially as described.

66,563. -Daniel W. Colburn, Laomi TA —^xe -.July 9, 1867.-Explained by th^ claim:Claim.—An axe having its edge shaped as a semi-
circle, substantially as and for the purpose descrS.

r?;A?1;~-^'''V^^,'' ^- ^°^D^'' Washington, D. C.—Led Bottom.—rJnly 9, 1867.—The back rest is soarranged in connection with the bed bottom that'

t

air^at^nf-^H'^f ^S^^^ «"&!« to the bottom Jmmeand at any distance from the head or foot.

Second, the combination of the rod n' the elastic

anffhe st'i'nS
' '' "'

"^f"^
cquivalent,^he baifa a

Thhvl S? •'•^'.?!,''"'^ ^?'' tUe purposes shown.

fhP h^^V *^,f T "* ^« ^-"^s ^- /-• ill conjunction with

frame i? in tbf''^^'
' '' ^"A staples j ;, to .sustain theframe B in the various positions sliown and described.

66,565.--Verplanck Colvin, Albany N T —^evwefor Stretehing and Drying Skim.-Jn^y Q,

J?n3rf f P^P^^'V''''
^''''™« ^^ ^liPP'^^ i"to the re-

troverted skin and sprung outwanl to stretch the

cSrSiSr^'"''
'"^ '' ^'"'^ *^ *'^' ^'^"'" to prevent

nr^nfhr-~-t'7!'
^^"^ "-^* ^^«™« o^ ^'ire or bambooor other suitable material braced substantially as

n ?l fL'''/?''''"F' ''l^''
the rings d d, t!ie teeth e e,and the hook c tor the purpose hereinbefore meul

tioued, essentially as before shown-and described.

hn»?w :^^^ \^'^^^' portable, and adjustable wire orbamboo, <fcc., di-ymg frame and stretcher, as afore-

66,066. -Heli Conklin, Kirkwood, N. T.-
S ilff''"•^r"^

Jfac;ii«e.-July 9, 1867.-The piece

whfH Si,'"
I'lPPed around the edge of the " former,"wnieh IS then forced between the cheek pieces whosecorners extend the angles to crimp it into shapl

3 c p—Vol. II

66,569.—J". E. Cromwell, Jackson. Mich.—Ma-
chine jor Forming Wagon Axles.—Jnlv 9, 1867-For
turning the arms of wagon axles by a combination ofsaws and cutters. The feed operates against a ivnt-
tern, and the ends are acted on simultaneously as thegauge puheys traversing the patterns are actuated
by the right and left screw shaft.
Claim.—The arrangement of the pendent frame T

containing the gear wheels T Y and W, pattern :;T
resting on tlie gauge pulleys M, the movable frameA, saws and cutters I and I', lever nuts D^, screw
lecd Shalt L, and weights G2, substantially as hereinshown and described for the purposes specified.

66,570.—Jerejuah Darling, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Molary ^teani Engine.—July 9, 1867.—The steam
is admitted through openings in the stationary face
]>Jate, against which the rim of the cylinder revolves.
Ihe pistons are segments of cylinders and moved in
curved slots by the agency of springs and rollers so
as to pass the abutments which are last to the face
plate and have spring packings.
C'iatm—First, the combination of the semi-cii-cular

valves E with their springs F and rollers G, operating
as herein described. ^

Second, the cylinder, when constructed with its
valves E and packings H, and operating against a
stationary lace plate C, having its eccentric L, guidesM, abutments N, all ari'anged and combined as herein
described and for the purposes set forth.

66,571—James Depeu, PeetskiU, N. Y.—Car
CoKphng.—July 9, 1867.—Tiie head of the link bar
enters tJie flaring mouth of the draw head and raises
the atch, the latter falls with a hook on each side of

v]2 H^-. T^^ '^'^^' ^^ coupled by a lever above, which
lilts tlie latch.

_
67aiOT.—First, the bar B provided with hooks ff,in combination with the link C, inclined bottom

plate d, and stop h, substantially as described for the
purpose specified.
Second, the rock shaft F in combination with tlie

lever G and loop or eye m on bar B, all made and
operating substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

Third, a car coupling box and anpen^nges, made
and operating substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

66,572.--T7.M. v.. Dit.dale, Penn township. Ind.
_6«^e.—July9, 18(;7.—The gate is adjustable verti-
cally, and the post sustained by bracing to u second

C'toim.—Combining and applying to gate posts the
attachment ot braces, ties, and arms, and also of
combining and affixing the aforesaid attachments to
gates, m the manner and for the uses substantially as

I herein set forth and described.
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66,573.—Charles J. Eames and Charles A. substantially in tho manner and for the purpose de-
Seely, Kew York, IS". Y.

—

Compound for the Treat- scribed.

'iiicnt vf Oil for Lubricating.—JiUy 9, 1867.—India
rubber' is dis'solved in benzine, with the addition of
some fixed oil or fat. The object is to prepare a so-

lution of rubber for the purpose of treating petroleum,
fats, (fcc., so as to improve them as lubricating ma-
terials.

Claim.—Tho compound or preparation herein de-

scribed for treating oils in the manner and for the
purpose described.

66,574.—JohxEarxshaw, East Greenwich, H.I.
—Loom.—July 9, 1867.—The thread is passed through
the tubular needle, -which when projected passes into

a recess in the race bar of the shuttle. The said bar
is connected to and moves with the lay. A side re-

cess of the needle admits the point of the shuttle in

its passage. The needle operator is driven by a
swinging^arm, and has n stud engaging either of the
noedrcs, which is brought into operating position.

Claim.—First, the shuttle T, arranged to operate
vertically, and crossing the head of the needle so as

to interlace the shuttle thread with the iiUiug thread,
substantially as set forth.

Second, the employment of two or more filling

thread carriers in combination with a device for

catcliing and retaining the filling thread at each
movement of the iiiling carriers, substantially as set

forth.

Third, a tubular needle or thread carrier constructed
and operating substantiallv in the manner herein set

forth.

Fourth, the notch c in the shuttle race, in combina-
tion with a filling thread carrier and shuttle T, as

and for the purpose specified.

Filth, the depression E formed at or near the point
of a tui)ular filling thread carrier, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

Sixth, tho needle operator L, arranged to operate
the fiUiug thread caiTier, substantially as described.

66,5'?'5.— John H. Elward, Mendota, Eh—
Clamp for Ropes or TFircs.—July 9, 18G7.—The rope
is carried over the pivoted cam lever, and passes
under its lower end, where it is compressed between
it and the projection below, being automatically held

by its own tension.
Claim.—A device for suspending a rope or wii-e,

in which its own strain is made to act upon the long
arm B^ of the cam lever B, thereby compressing the
rope or wii'e between the short arm B' and a projec-

tion C, substantially as set forth.

66,576.

—

James Emery, Buckspoi't, Me.

—

Lamp
SJuide.—Jnlj 9, 1867.—The carrier slides through the
slits of the screen, the friction at its connection re-

taining it in position within the limits of its motion.
Claim..—The new manufacture of lamp shade, or

the combination of the screen A, and the three-

pronged carrier B, constructed and applied together
substantially in manner as specified.

66,577.—A. Fessenden, Beaufort, S.C.—Cotton
Gin.—July 9, 1867.—The bearings of the lower roller

are adjusted in the plates by a set screw, and are
regulated in connection with the movable platform
and tl'C curved vibrating knife, to facilitate the re-

moval of the seed. A brush below cleans the roller.

Claim.—First, the roller G, when hung in the
swinging plaics H, in which it is adjustable up and
do^rn, in combination with the adjustable platform F
and adjustable seed clipper I, all made and operating
substantially as herein siiown and described.
Second, the yielding seed clipper I, when arranged

substantially as herein shown and described, with
roimded lower edge, in comlunation with the rollers

E and G of a cotton gin, substantially as and for the
purpose herein shown and described.

66,578.—Jesse P. Fulghum, Milton, Ind.—S'ecc?

Drill.—-July 9, 1867.—The adjustable deflecting rack
is regulated by elongated slots to guide the seed,

cither in front of or behind the teeth.

Claim.—The adjustable deflecting rack K, secured
eitlier to the hoppei' B, or any other part of the drill,

(and made adjustal)le by means of tlie slotted projec-

tions jS' N and screws M M,) or their eciuiv^leuts,

66,579.—Albert Fuller, Brooklyn, IST. Y.—
Gauge Cock.—July 9, 1867.—Pressure on the knob
compresses the spring, and opens the valve for the
passage of fluid ; the elasticity of the annular spring
closes the valve when pressure is withdrawn.

Claim.—The ari-angement and combination of the
sliding collar F, interior collar d and spring G, with
the body A and valve stem C, said spring having a
valvular or closing action at its opposite ends, essen-
tially as shown and described.

66,5S(?.—Albert Fuller, Brooklyn, N. T.—
Hydrant Valve.—July 9, 1867.—^Isear the lower end
of the tube is a perforation, which may be brought
into coincidence with a waste way. A't the end of
the tube is an eccentric stud, which opens or closes
the main valve as the tube is rotated.

Claim.—The valve I, linked in^n eccentric manner
by pin or stud S, or its equivalent, to the tube L, by
the oscillation of which the valve I and waste aperture
m c are controlled, substantially aa set forth.

66,581.—Franklin B. Gage, St. Johnsbnry, Yt.—Making Positive and Negative Photograp)hs 'in the.

Camera.—July 9, 1867.—A partial development in
the camera is permitted by the aid of diflfused light
deflected from a dark surface; the development is

afterward completed in the usual way, taking the
precaution to reduce with water the strength of the
developing fluid.

Claim.—In photogi'aphy the employment of diflfused

light under the conditions herein specified, so as to
ender visible slight graduations of shade, both in
the light and dark parts of the pictures, and to unite
softness with strength, as herein explained and set
ibrth.

66,582.—Henry Gransden, Dubuque, Iowa.—
Clothes Dryer.—-July 9, 1867.—The arms are hinged
to the collar on the smnmit of the rotating standard,
and are supported by pivoted braces attached to an
adjustable sleeve, which slides ©n the standard.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture a clothes
dryer, consisting of the sliding sleeve E, braces D,
pivoted arms C, flanged band a and pole B, aU ar-

ranged to operate on the post A, as herein shown and
described.

66,583.—Egbert R. Graves, Montgomery, Ala.—Gang Ploio.—J uly 9, 1867.—The draw beam con-
necting by spm' wheels and an endless chain with
the vertical crank shaft raises the plows over ob-
structions, in which position they are secm-ed by the
action of the hand lever, m combination with the
rod beneath, a cam shoulder on the latter engaging
the crank shaft.

Claim.—First, the combination of the draw beam
C, having the segment spur wheel c' with the ver-
tical shaft L, having the spur wheel i, substantially
as and for the purpose described.
Second, tho combination of the movable frame F F,

with the shaft I, wheel M, endless chain M' and wheel
m, worked by the crank m', substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

Third, the combinatio'A of the rails K K, springs
k' k', arms k k, trucks// and frame F F, substantially
as and Ibr the pui-pose described.
Fourth, the combination of the rod IN", spring p',

lever P and arms r r', substantially aa and for the
purpose specified.

66,584. — John C. Hall, Monroe, Wis. — Ear-
vester Pake.—July 9, 18()7.—Tho curved staflf is con-
nected to two levers oscillated by connections to a
rotating double crank shaft.

Claim. — Operating the rake C by means of the
curved staff 1), hinged levers D and F, of different

lengths, compound crank L, and connecting rods
M N, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

66,585.- H. A. Harvey, New York, K Y.

—

Screiv. — July 2, 1867. — The hemispherical screw-
head lias raditd holes to receive pins on the jaws of
the dri^-er. Tho jaws are brought together by the
sliding ring.
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Claim. — Fii-st, constructing -wood screws of the

globiilar head form with the oblique holes a a in the
heads thereof, substantiaUv as shown and described,

in combination with the gimlet painted screw, as a
new aiticlc of manufacture.

Second, in combination Avith a screw thus formed,
the screw-dri\-er B, constructed substantially as de-

scribed lor the pm'poses set forth.

66,5S6. — Joseph Har\-ey, Philadelphia. Pa.,

assicrnor to IIauvey and Foko, Xew York, X. T.,

and Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Bone Handles for Canes, die.

—July 9. lGo7.—The side pieces forming n section ai'e

attached together by cloth-covered strips, which are
glued witliiu longitudinal grooves in the said pieces.

The dilfcrcnt sections whose ends abut against each
other are secm-ed together by bone ferrtdes which
screw thereon.
Claim.—The bone handles for parasols, umbrellas,

canes, and other aiticles constructed as described,
consisting of the section B formed in one piece,

sections C C and D D attached together by means
of the metallic strip b covered with cloth, ail secured
together by means of the screw ferrules E, substan-
tially as described for the purpose specified.

66,5S7.—E. K. Hay^es. Hanover. X. K.—Hand
Tobacco Cutter. — July 9, lS(.i7. — The under cutter is

attached to the lower bar. The pivoted lever carry-
ing the upper is depressed by a cam lever and raised
by'a spring. The tobacco tails into the receiver, and
is" acted on by the studded disk.

Claim. — In combination the finger-looped bed
piece, the priming lever, and the thumb-looped sec-

ondary lever, when arranged in combination with a
spring and otherwise, substantially as described.

Also, in combination -with the foregoing a receiver
and its counterpart, arranged to operate substau
tially as described.

66,588.—L. S. Hicks, Omro, Wis.—Carpet Fast
ener.— July 9, 1867. — Explained by the claim and
illustration.

Claim. — The carpet fastener, consisting of the
curved plate B, provided with the inwai'd projecting
teeth C. its inner side 13, attached to the side wall by
means of spring plate E, or equivalent, substantially
as described for the purpose specified.

66.5S9.—Albert T. Hill. Limestone, X. Y.—
Tu{f Trimmer.—Jni\ 9. 1867.—The tug blank is drawn
under the spring roller and between the adjustable
and fixed knife, a scale serving for adjustment.
Claim.—First, the knives G and blocks E and F, in

combination with the adjusting screw C and fi'ame
A, having a scale marked upon it, substantially as
shown and described and for the purpose set forth.
Second, the combination of tiio roller I, roller

frame H and coiled springs J, with each other and
with the frame A, substantially as herein shown and
described and for the purposes set fonh.

66,590.^rAMES HoAVARD and E. Texxey Boxs-
FIELD, Bedford, England.

—

Steam Generator.—July
9, 1867 ; antedated January 11, 1867.—A'ertical inpes
ai-e connected by transverse tubes at bottom and top,
and the vertical pipes have inner tubes resting by
acme points on the lower pipes. The pipes form a
rectangular section, and a number of these sections
are connected together by longitudinal pipes, to form
a steam generator.

Claim. — First, the inner tubes F, provided with
the slits near their tops Avhereby the diiferential
water lever is obtained in combination with the
transverse pipes B, containing divisions C, as herein
described for the purpose specified.
Second, securing a water-tight joint between the

tubes and transverse pipes in the manner above do-
scribed.

Thii'd, the fire-bricks d d, constructed as described,
when employed to fill the spaces between the outer
tubes B, as herein set forth for the pm-pose specified.

66,591 .
— Edmund Huddart, Prairie du Sac.

"Wis.— Boor Holder. — July 9, 1867. — The staple
attached to the door is engaged bv the catch pins
secured to the wall.

Cla:.m. Tc- The arrangement of staple and plate A
B, the stud and plat« C D, and the spring c c, sub-

stantially as shown and described for the purposes
herein set forth.

66,592.—George Irwix. Elizabethtown, Ky.—
Animal Trap. — The rat in coming in contact with
the spring-drop closes the trap behind him, and pass-
ing the inner spring-drop locks himself in the inner
section ; by the connection of the looped shafts by
the setting Avirc the trap is reset.

Claim—First, the combination of the spring-drop
I, upright arm or catch K, horizontal arm G and
shaft F of the outer gate D, with each other, sul)stan-
tiaily as herein shown and described and for the piu'-

pose set forth.

Second, the combination of the inner spring-drop
O, shaft M, and levers E and S. and the wire catches
U and X, with each other, for the purpose of un-
locking the drop- gates, substantially as herein shown
and described.
Third, connecting the looped shafts M and E to

each otlicr by the connecting rod or wire A', so that
the outer drop-gate D may be opened and set by
opening the inner drop-gate L, substantially as
herein shown and described.

66,593.— It. H. Jacksox, Sanduslrv, Ohio, as-

signor to lumself and A. C. Van Tine, same place.

—

Boiler Safety Gauge.—July 9, 1867.—The three pipes
ascend from various elevations within the generator,
and communicate with a cylinder enclosing a float.

"Wlien the water covers the mouth of either pipe,
which is connected with the cylinder by opening its

valve, the float is raised and closes a vtdve within the
cylinder. The admission of steam to the cylinder,
consequent on the fall of the water below the mouth
of the pipe, depresses the float and opens the valve,
which admits steam to an upper cylinder, -uhose pis-

ton rod opens a valve in a water pipe and discharges
water upon the fire.

C'Zai??!,.—First, the pipes K F and L, as arranged
in combination with the cylinders A and C and
boiler G, for the purpose and in the manner described.
Second, the valve O, when arranged and operated

by the lever X and float X'. when in the relation to
the piston a, substantially as and for the pui-pose set

forth.

66,594. —EiCHARD P. JOHXSOX. Wabash, Ind.,
assignor to himself and Eli J. Sumner, same place.
— Apparatus for Drying Lumber. — July 9, 1867.

—

The loaded railroad trucks are run into a steam
chamber, and then into a hot-air drying chamber,
traversing upon transfer trucks upon tracks connect-
ing the two chambers.

Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement,
of the furnace C, flue D, and perforated plates E, by
which the products of combustion are dischargecl
directly into the chamber A amone the lumber, being
driven through such chamber and cliseharged through
the chimneys M, as herein described for the purpose
specified.

Second, the tubes X, arranged in relation with the
flue D, whereby tho draft through the chamber A is

accelerated, as'herein set forth "for tho pm-pose spe-
cified.

66,595.—Albert D. Judd, Xew Haven. Conn.—
Cupboard Latch.—July 9, 1867.—The latch plate has
two holes for the pivot screw, allowing, by inversion
of the plate, the use of the latch on cither right or
left side of the door. The porcelain knob is attached
by a traversing rivet.

' Claim.—First, the latch plate a, having two holes
to admit the screw or fiflernm of tho latch b, so as to
allow tho same to be reversed, as set forth.

Second, the cylindrical flange c, in coiubination
with the porcelain knob/ and rivet i, arranged sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

66.596.—E, C. Kirk and E. Sxeider, Baltimore,
Md. — Magazine Fire-arm.— July 9, 18;i7. — "When
the magazine is emptied, the sliding tu1)e containjug
the spring and follower is withdrawn until a notch
engages the detent spring. The tube is then tmuicd,
to bring t!ie stop into the offset of the outer tube,
and the spring depressed by sliding the tube inv/ard.

A further turn tiien brings' the stop into an offset oi

the inner tube, when the latter tube may be drawn
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out suflBciently to expose the cartridge inlet in the

side of the tube. A back turn releases the spring:.

Claim.—First, confining- the sliding magazine tube
of a repeating fire-arm by means of a spring forming
an adjustable detent, permitting at pleasure the en-

tire Avithdrawal of the tube from the guc, substan-

tially in the manner herein set forth.

Second, the combination of an inner longitudinally

slotted magazine tube 13, T\ith an enclosing longitu-

dinally grooved or slotted tube A, and -R-ithtlie feed-

ing mechanism of a repeating fire-arm, all substan-

tially in the manner and for the purpose herein set

forth.

Third, the combination and arrangement of slot a

and offset g, in the magaziiie tube B, with slot or

groove b and olFset/, in stationary enclosing tube A
of a repeating fire-arm, for the purpose of automatic-
ally retracting and detaining the plunger C of the
inagaziue tube, all substantially as herein set forth.

Fom-th, the combination of a guard spring F with
the loading aperture K of a magazine tube E, T;"hcn

said aperture is formed in the side of the tube, sub-

stantially in the maimer and for the pm-pose herein

set forth.

66,597.—John A. Krake. Alden, IS". Y.—Sub-
soil Attachment to Floivs.—July 9, 1867.—The stand-

ai'd of the subsoil plow is adjusted by bolt holes to

the required, depth. The standard bears agr.iiist a

friction roller iu the front of the elongated slot and
has a vibrating spring attached thereto. A flat con-

necting spring secures the standard to the mold board
of the forward plow, allowing the subsoil plow to os-

cillate and regain its position.

Claim.—rirst, the combination and attachment of

a subsoil plow to a common plow in such manner that

it shall be drawn in the line of draft of the common
plow to which it is attached and be free to oscillate

right and left and vertically without throwing it oat
of' the line of draft, substantially as described.

Second, the connecting spi'ing I, applied and used
for the purpose and substantially as described.

Thii'd, the sprins: J applied and used in combina-
tion with the standard F and bracket G, for the pur-

pose and substantially as described.

Fourth, the bracket G, having a friction roller li as

a means of supporting and guiding the standard of

the subsoil xjIow, substantially as described.

66,598.—E. Krieghoff, Eochester, :N'. Y.—Bccl
stead and Bed Bottom.—July 9, 18G7.—The springs
are hooked to the frames so as to be detachable.

Tlie fi-ames are jointed and may be folded together.

The legs are also detachable.
Claim.—First, the combination of the metallic

frame enclosing the springs with the rail and revolv-

ing pins, substantially as described for the pm-pose
specified.

Second, the combination of the metallic spring
frame with the adjustable head rest, substantially as

described for the j)urpose specified.

66,599.—Charles H. Lavis and James McMil-
lan, Philadelphia, VsL.—Rair Curler.—July 9, 1SG7.

—

The stick being twisted in the hair is kept in posi-

tion by an elastic loop attached to one end and engag-
ing in a slot at the other.

Claim.—Th.<i stick A having a slot C formed in

one end and an clastic loop B attached at the other
end, substantially as herein shown and described.

GG,GOO.—Samuel C. Lewis, "Woodbridgc, Mich-
—Water Elevator.—July 'J, 1867.—Pushing the crank
handle withdraws a sliding ]-odfrom the spool, leaving

the cord free to iinwiud. On withdrawing the press-

ure the spring forces out tlie handle, re-engages the

rod, enabling the crank to tm-n the spool and wind
the rope.
Claim.—The combination of crank F, spring N.

gliding rod G shaft 1). cap L, and spool II, with

each other, sul)stantially as herein shown and de-

scribed for the purposes set forth.

6C,C03 ,—TTiLLlATil E. LOCKWOOD, Philadelphia,

Va.—Xnil.—J\i\y 9, 18G7.—The hole in the rail is

rounded at the eclges and receives the -NAircof a fence

or trellis.

Claim.—A nail shaped substantially as represented

and having a hole through it with rounded edges, as
described.

66,602.—JAAres E. Logan, Bellmore, Ind.—
Salving Machine.—July 9, 1867.—Improvement on his
patent Dec. 19, 1S65. *The frame is adjusted to ine-
qualities in the ground by regulating the position of
the rocking, slotted, transverse bar on its guide pins.

Claim.—Allowing the frame of the machine to
conform to any inclination of the log by means of the
slotted transverse bar a resting on axle C provided
with pins //, constructed as described, and operating
substantially in the manner and for the purpose
specified.

66,603.—TV. A. Lton. Danbury, CoTXTi.-Felting
Machine.—J\\\y 9, 1867.—The lower reciprocating bed
is mounted on grooved rollers running on tracks se-
cured in the vat ; the other bed is attached to grooved
rollers that run between a double track above. The
beds are worked in opposite directions by a double
action lever connecting therewith.

Claim.—First, as an improvement in the process
of felting hats, the rolling of them between a pair of
reciprocating l)eds immersed in hot water, substan-
tially as described.
Second, the combination of the reciprocating beds

a and b, the former mounted on a track in the vat C,
and the latter suspended on the adjustable frame B,
arranged to operate substantially as described.

66,604.—Andrew S. McBride, St. Louis, Mo.—
Brick Kiln.—July 9, 1867.—A series of fire chambers
extend the length of the kiln on each side, and have
smoke stacks at each end. The top of the kiln has
adjustable pivoted metallic dampers.

Claim..—First, the arrangement of the series of fire

chambers C upon each side of the kiln flooring b, upon
whicli the bricks are stacked between said series of
fire chambers and the cliimneys B at each angle or
corner of the kiln, as herein shown and described.
Second, the arrangement of the double series of

metallic plates D upon the pivoted rods c, the plates
of each series overlapping- each other, as herein set
forth for the jmrpose specified.

66,605.—Charles C. and J. McDerhid. Cambria
Mills, M'lGh.—Brick Machine.—Ji\\y 9, 1867.—The
wheel attached to the revolving vertical shaft has a
track on its under face with cams which, in conjunc-
tion with v\'eighted levers, operate the plunger.

Claim.—First, the combination with a positive or
cam-like action to the lever F, which controls the
motion of the follower of a weight to said lever, ar-
ranged to give pressing power or force to the follower
on relief of the lever from its positive lifting action
on the follower, substantially as specified.
Second, the combination "with the lever F of the

adjustable or sliding weight G, under control of a
lever I and rod Z, or their equivalents, substantially
as and for the purpose or purposes herein set forth.

Third, the pusher or pushing frame J. actuated by
a cam-like or positive action in its advance stroke
and by a weight or weighted lever in its retm-n stroke,
substantially as specified.

I'ourth, the gear of the rod E, which actuates the
pusher J, witli the weighted lever M, in a loose or
independent maimer, under control of a weight O,
essentially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

66,606.—John TV. McGill, TVashington. D. C.—Brush for Mucilarje, Fainting, Gluing, and oth»r
like purpor.cs.— July 9, 1867.— The bristles run
through a hole in the handle, and a tube passing
down over them holds them in position.

Claim.—A brush made by running the hairs or
bristles for one half their entire lehgth through the
hole c in one end of the handle, then doubling down
both ends of the hairs or bristles and bringing them
into their proper perpendicuhir position below the end
of the handle by running the neck or tube d down the
handle over the hole c, for the purposes set forth and
described.

66,60r.—Edward McGrakn, Louisville, Ky.
—rcaA-ef«e.— July 9 1867.— The lid swings around
on a conical tubular projection near the rear handle
lug and is held thereto by a bolt and screw.
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Claim.—The swinging lid B, having the donbly
countersunk orifice E e e', in the described combina-
tion Avith the bossed orifice C D, conical-headed and
screw-threaded pivot Tf/'f", and nut G, the whole
being combined and arranged as set forth.

66,60S.—James H. McLean, St. Louis, Mo.—
Dredging Machine.—Jxdj 1), 18(i7.—The guide frame
of the excavator is vertically adjusted by a derrick,

and conveys the mud to au endless apron moving
transversely. The boat is moored by vertically sli-

ding anchor stakes.
C'Zaim-First, the dredger, the receiving and dis-

charging apron, and the derrick for raising and low-

ering the dredger, when these respective plates are

combined, constructed and operated in relation to

each other, substantially as described.

Second, in combination Avith the dredging vessel

the pins L, for the pm-pose of mooring the same, sub-

stantially as described.

66,609.—Jacob Miller, Canton, Ohio.—Ifar-
vcster Eake.—July 9, 1867.—The fork is attached to

the sweep rod that slides in the swivel post on the

main frame, being driven by the main wheels. A
cam track on the platform regulates the position of
the fork.

Claim.—First, the combination of the swivel post,

the sweep rod, fork, and tlriving arm, with the cam
ledges, for giving said fork its projecting and retreat-

ing motions in connection with its revolving motion,
substantially as described.
Second, in combination witli the fork, the post or

tang on the driving arm for guiding the ends of the
teetli of the fork, and for aiding in moving the grain
from the platform, substantially as described.

66,610.—George E. Moore, Lyons, Iowa.—
Coal iitove.—J\\\j 9, 1867.—A bar extends horizon-

tally across the passage as a fulcrum for the poker in

stirring the fire.

Claim.—First, in a heating stove the hearth E,
constructed as shown, and applied substantially in

the manner and for the purposes specified.

Second, the bai- or fulcrum F, when used as a part
of a stove or heater, substantially in the manner and
for the purposes specified and set forth.

66,611.—Bernard Morahan, Brooklvn, IST. Y.
—Clothes Broom or WhisJc.—Jnlj 9, 1867.—The scra-

per is attached to the end of the liandle for loosening
dirt that the broom will not remove.
Claim.—The combination of the scraper or rubber

A, or the equivalent thereof, Avithin a clotlies brush
or broom, substantially as and for the pui'poses de-

scribed.

66,612.—Bernard Morahan, Brooklyn, K". Y.
— Brush Holder.— July 9, 1867.— The adjustable
clamping jaw grasps the brush, a screw nut on the
socket holding it in position.
Claim.—The frame A, having an adjustable clamp-

ing jaw G, screw socket B, and nut E, for the purpose
and substantially as desci'ibed.

66,613.—S. E. and G. L. Morse, Harrison, N". J.—Submarine Telegraph Cable.—July 9, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claims.

Claim.—First, laying a submarine telcgraiihic ca-

ble at assigned place's on the Line, over a floating- body,
and then after the catenarian curves on each side are
fully formed, depositing the part of the cable included
in these curves on the bottom of the sea at right an-
gles or at nearly right angles with the main line, so
that it may be raised unbroken to the surface from
deep Avater, substantially as described.
Second, the formation of a floating buoy whose

lower, larger and most buoyant pai't shall always be
in deep and comparatively still water, beloAV the vi-

olent action of the waves, while the upper part which
is to pass through and rise above the waves shall pre-

sent a small surface to tlieir destructive power.
Third, the combination of a sliding ring, a lifting

rope, a guidiug vrii-e or rope, and a hook with a barbed
shank, to lift a cable or weight in the water, substan-
tially as described.

Fourth, the combination of ^ sliding ring, a buoy
or buoys loaded with a weight that sinks them, a

guiding Avire, a hook Avith a barbed shank, and an ap-
paratus to attach tlie Aveight at the proper time from
the buoy or buoys, to i-aise a cable or other body in

the water.
Fifth, the hook/, in combination with tlie tube bar

hinged clasp E, substantially as set forth.

Sixth, the combination o"f a rope U, Avith hollow
glass vessels fastened and incorporated therein so as
to diminish the specific gra\^ity of said rope, substan-
tially as described.
Seventh, protecting the hollow glass vessels by cas-

ings of wood or other suitable material, and pa'ssing
strands of the rope over the casings in grooves made
for the purpose, substantially as described.
Eighth, connecting a buoy anchoring rope or a

guiding roptJ with its encased buoys, and its floating
buoy, by cushioned ferrules with projecting cushions,
to dimiiiish the liability to wear ut these points from
the action of the wave on the floating buoy, substan-
tially as described.

66,614.-E. S. MouLTON, Plymouth, Mich.—£0.7
Holder.—Jn\y 9, 1867.—The bag is attached to the
spikes on the adjustable hoop, which is raised on the
standard according to the height of the bag and is se-

cured by the cam lever ijressing on the loo'p that at-

taches the hoop to the standard.
Claim.—TJie aiTangement of the looped hoop C,

and cross-piece E, when said loop is conducted to the
cross-piece by means of the braces G G, for support-
ing the bag and secured upon the standai-d A, by
means of tlie eccentric lever H, and bar F, as sc't

forth.

66,615.—Thomas TV. Murray, is^ew York, X.
Y.

—

Steering Apparatus.—July 9, 1867.—The collars

on the rudder post have i-adial recesses to be engaged
by the dog which is pivoted to a stock attached to the
deck. Tlie rudder post rises on striking obstructions
and falls again into position by its own graA'ity, being
connected with the gearing by a pendent toothed seg-
ment which rises freely therefi'om. The hand Avheel
actuates the rudder through a system of gearing.
Claim.—The collar C, provided with the recess a,

and lifted on and firmly secured to the rudder post, in

combination with the pivoted dog b, seciired to the
deck of the vessel or to a suitable plate or stock at-

tached thereto, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

Also, the steering apparatus arran^^ed with the
pendent toothed segment D on the rudd.er post, with
the pinion E geai'ing iuto it underneath, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

66,616.—Butler G. Noble, NeAv York, IST. Y.—Extract of Sea Clams.—July 9, 1867.—The clams
are removed from theii' shells, washed, and i)oiled for

an hour; the liquor is strained oflfand evaporated at
a temperature not exceeding 190° Fah., until reduced
to a thick paste, which is desiccated.

Claim.—First, reducing by evaporation thcliqttor
or juice ofsea clams, either alone or in combination
with other alimentary material to a state of dryness,
substantially as and for the pm-poses hei'ein set forth.

Second, as a new manufacture, solidified extract of
sea clams, substantially as herein specified.

66,617.-F. J. IsTuTZ and Philip Estes, Leaven-
worth, Kansas.

—

Governor.—July 9, 1867.—A lever is

operated upon directly by the pressure of steam
against a piston and assists in closing the valve irre-

spective of increased speed of the engine, and con-
versely. The pressure of the spring partly counter-
acts the pressure of the steam and is itself rcgidated
by a thumb screw. The eccentric may be used as a
throttle, acting dii-ectly upon the lever.

Claim.—First, the governor valve operated upon
by the pressure of the steam pressing upon the pis-

ton and rod E, and lever C, producing an effect sub-
stantially as described for the pm-poscsppcificd.
Second, the spring F, Avith its regulating thumb

scrcAv J, arranged substantially as and for tlic pm*-
poseset forth.

Third, the arrangement of the eccentric H, where-
by the governor valve can be entirely closed and tlie

steam throttled, substantially as described.

Fourth, the stop motion substantially as shoA^u iu

Fig. 2, whereby the steam is shut ofi" dnd the engine
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stopped by the breaking or running off of the govern-
or belt, substantially as set forth.

66,618.—A. OiiLENSLAGEK, Jersey City, IST. J.,

assignor to Henry L. Lansing and Geouge H.
CiL\;^E, Euffalo, N. T.

—

Locomotive Ash Pari.—July
9. 18iJ7.—Explained by the claims and illustration.

Claivi.^i'irst, a locomotive ash pan provided with
openings b b through the bottom, and a corresponding
gate or disk plate m, which may be moved and placed
in a manner to entirely close such openings when the
locomotive is running, and opened tor the discharge
of the ashes and cinders at the proper time and place,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Second, an ash pan for locomotives divided into
compartments having sloping sides a a, for the pur-
poses and substantially as described.

Third, the di-aft flue B passing ccutrically through
the ash pan, and the adjustable valve cap D, and the
inner inverted conical cap D, an-anged and operating
for the purposes and substantially as described.

ITourth, the rock shaft d^, arranged in the recesses
formed under the inclined sides, in combination with
the vertical stem C and connecting link t, as a means
of raising and loAvering the valve cap, substantially
as described,

66,63 9.—H. W. Oliver, New Haven, Conn., as-

signor to Mason H. Thrope, Danbury, Conn.—Spice
Grater.—July 9, 1867,—The spices ai-o contained in
separate cylinders with spring bottoms. A rotatable
disk on aii axial pin has an opening by which any
one cylinder may be exposed to the grater, which is

rotated by a crank attached thereto.
Claim.—The tubes a, more or less in number, ar-

ranged and combined substantially as shown and
described, lor the purposes specified, in combination
with the tubes o, the method herein shown and de-
scribed for feeding the spice to the grinding plate, the
flanged plate c, the spring k, and the index n, for the
purposes set forth.

Also, the grinding j)late O, in combination with
the tubes a. the case S, in combination with the spice
mill, constructed substantially as described for the
purpose set forth.

66,620,—Daniel E.Paris, Troy, T^.Y.—Cooking
/Stotxj.—July 9, 1867.—The water tank in front of the
fire box is heated by radiation, the rays passing down-
ward to-^vard the ash pit below the tanks ; ventilators
regulate the temperatm-c. Screens over the ash boxes
sift out the cinders.

Clai'in.—First, a reservoir or beater tank situated in

front of a driving flue cooking stove or range, so
placed and attached that it shall form the front wall
or outer casing of the fire box or the ash way below
the fire box, or both, for the purpose herein set forth,

and in the manner set forth.

Second, the ash chamber in front of and below tho
fire box, covered by a water reservoir or tank, in
combination with door openings into said chamber at
the lower front of the reservoii', substantially as hero
shown and described.

Third, an opening through tho front pai-t of the
stove top or through tho hearth plate of the atone, in
combination with the open-topped reservoii*, as herein
shown and described.
Fourth, a bail stone boiler, vessels, or kettles, so

cojistructed that one end of said bail will operate on
a shank or prong of tho cover to said vessels, so as to
move it off its place and then on ajyain horizontally
by the shifting of the baU from sido'to side.

66,631.— S. W. Paiterson and S. Dewey,
Minniesburg. Pa.

—

Horse Hay Fork.—July 9, 1867.

—

The luvrpoon is attached to the box, which has bear-
ings for the pulley by which it is elevated, and also for

that over which runs tho cord to tho disengaging
triggei".

Claim.—Tho metallic head or box H, constructed
and applied to tho lover B, as described, and affording
11 bearing for the pulleys A and R, as and for the
pui-pose set forth.

«6,6-22.-^oiL\C. Pedrick, Washington, D. C—
Carbureting Air.—-July 9. 1867.—Air is forced into
tlic carljuretiug chamber by a steam injector. Car-
liin-cttcd air from a vosser beneath tho chamber is

burnt bcueatli tho steam generator.

Claim.—Feeding in or supplying air to carbureters
or carbureting chambers by the means and substan-
tially as herein recited.

66,623.—Joseph H. Pelton, Cleveland, Tenn.—
Mechanical Movement.—January 9, 1807.—The hand
and foot levers are connected to the double crank
shaft to cause its rotation.
Claim.—The arrangement of hand and foot levers

1 1 and J J, pitman iij j', and double crank shaft B,
for the purpose set forth.

66,624.—Norwood Penrose, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Self-bailing Surf and Life Boat.—Jnlj 9, 1867.-
At the waist of the ship are several valved openings
leading from the midship and both scuppers to a cen-
tral opening at the keel. The valves prevent water
ascending but open for the discharge of water on
deck.
Claim.—First, a self-righting and bailing surf and

life boat provided with a heavy keel and elevated
buoyant ends in the usual manner, the amidships
trunk or well A, in combination with a deck or floor

E, and any suitable automatic valve a' at its upper
end, the said trunk or well A passing vertically down-
ward through the kelson and the keel of the boat,

substantially as described and set tbrth for the pui-poso
specified.

Second, in a self-righting and bailing surf and life

boat provided with a'heavy keel and elevated buoyant
ends in the usual manner, the obliiiue trunks B B', in
combination with a deck or floor E, and any suitable

automatic valves at their upper ends, the said oblique
trunks extending from the starboard and larboard
sides respectively of the floor or deck, and opening
into a vertical trunk or well A at points just above
the kelson of tlie boat, so as to discharge their water
vertically through tho keel of the boat, substantially

as described and set forth.

Third, in combination with a self-righting and bail-

ing and sm-f boat, the air-containing elastic cases D,
the same being constructed as described, and applied
within the respective compartments and bulkheads of
the boat, as and for the purpose specficd.

66,625.—G. M. Peters, Granville, Ohio.—Har-
vester Rake.—Jalj 9, 1867.—Explained by the claims
and illustration.

Claim.—First, a reciprocating and turning rake,
operated from beneath through a slotted platform,
and arranged to move in a path parallel to the finger
bar during a part of its delivery stroke, and then to

turn and sweep the grain from the platform in the arc
of a cii-cle, the center of which is at or near tho outer
corner of said platform, substantially as described.

Second, a grain platform, slottted as described, in
combination Avith a reciprocating and turning rake,

operating from underneath, and delivering the grain
in rear of the inner or main frame end of said plat-

form, substantially as described.
Third, tho reciprocating turning rake, in combina-

tion with the lever J and slotted sliding lever L,
operated as described.
Fourth, the reciprocating rod O', working under-

neath tho rear edge of the platform in guides o' o\ in

combination with connecting rods or links o o- and
slotted lever L, as described.

Fifth, tho rake lever L, provided with tho spur and
friction roUer, as described, whereby a vertical recip-

rocation is imparted to said rake lever through the
medium of ways or tracks M N O and latches m^ m^,
or thoir equivalents, for tho purpose specified,

66,626.—Adrian Eais, TVaterbury, Conn., as-

signor to The Scoville Manufacturing Company,
same place.

—

Machine for Making Butt Hinges.—
July 9, 1667.—Thematch leaf-blanks are automatically-

convoyed from the feed hoppers to the knucklc-beud-
iug dies, and from thenco to tho milling wheels. The
leaves are then interlocked, and the pintle inserted

automatically.
Claim,—Fij-st, tho closing and opening wings I, in

combination with tho milling disks H, constructed
and operating substantially as and for the purpose
herein described.
Second, the guide caps b, in combination with the

milling disks U, and tho slides C-*, constructed and
operating substantially as and for tho purposes herein
describoil.
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Third, the lever clamps d and ioclined cross bar c, iu

combiiiatiou -«vith the slides C^, aud the milliog disks
IF, constructed and operating substantially as and for

the purposes herein described.
Fourth, the clamp P and the guides h, in combina-

tion with the wings I, constructed and operating sub-

stantially as and tor the pm'posc herein described.
Filth, "the slide C^ and nail punch m, in combina-

tion Avith the wings I, and the guides h, constructed
aud operating substantiidly as herein described.

Sisth, the combination of the feeding boxes, bend-
ing dies, milling disks, closing and opening wings,
joint clamp, knuckle guides, and nail punch, cou-
structed as described,

66,62r.—B. W. Remy, Erookville, Ind.—Oom-
hmed /Seeder and Cidtivator.—July 9, 18G7.—As the
machine is drawn forward the points of the star

wheels enter the ground, turn round, aud ai-e the means
of tm-ning the axles and their seeding wheels. The
seeding appai-atus accommodates itself to the vertical

inequalities of the ground, and may be raised as re-

quired.
Claim.—The main frame, composed of the vertical

arched iron bars C 1), and the horizontal frame F,
also made of iron bars, and the whole combined witli

the short axles B B, by Arhich it is supported in the
carrying wheels, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

Also, in combination with the main frame composed
of iron bars or straps and supported as described, the
pivoted bars II I, to which u cultivator or seeding
mechanism, substantially such as described, may bo
attached, as and for the purpose set forth.

66,628.—Jesse Eeynolds, PhUadelphia, Pa.—
Grate for Furnaces.—July 9, 1867.—The grate bars
are introduced one at a time, the rear end is entered
into its opening in the reaj- bearer, the forwai-d end
lowered through an opening in the forward bearer
and then slipped laterally to place. The action is

repeated till the side is full, and a similar series are
inserted on the other side.

Claim.—The bearer C, with its groove e, and opeu-
fngs i i, in combination with the recessed beai-er C,
the whole being arranged with a fire place for the
reception of the grate bars, substantially as described.

66,629.— J. F. C. Eider and G. B. Wiggix,
South Xew Market, N. Bi.—Screio Tap.—Jnlj 9,

1867.—The handle connects the ring with the mandrel
by a slot in the shank. By turning the handle in one
direction the cutters are thrown out to tap the hole,

and rotation in the other direction contracts them
centrally, so as to enable the tool to be withdrawn
without reversing the tap.

Claim.—The combination of the ring F, with cams
B B B B, the mandrel G, with cams D D D D, and
cutters C C C C. or its equivalent, substantially as
show-n and desciibed, so that by turning ring F, by
handle E, the cutters of the tap will be released from
the thread in the hole, and thus allow the tool to be
withdrawn as specified.

66,630.—James Eigg, Iowa Falls, Iowa—Coat
inrf Wrought or Cast Iron with a Harder Metal.—
Jiily 9. 1667.—The iron or steel to be coated with cast
iron is cleaned, heated to 700 or 800° Fah., treated with
solution of 3 parts borax, 1 part sal ammoniac, plunged
into molten cast iron, and then into water.

Claim,.—Coating wrought or cast iron with a harder
metal by first applying a suitable flux, and afterward
dipping" it while hot into harder metal in a molten
state, as herein shown and described.

66,631.—Ezra Eipley, Troy, X. Y.—Hinging
Teu Kettle Covers.—July 9, 1867.-Explained by the
claim and illustration.

Claim.—An edgewise swinging cover, hinged or

pivoted to a tea kettle at one side of the line of its

spout, and furnished with a stop, so that the cover
can be swung off in a direction at first rearward or
away from the spout, and that the weight or gravity
of the cover when closed keeps or tends to keep the
cover from swinging partly off when the tea kettle i

inclined forward and tilted sideways, substantially as
herein set forth.

Also, a tea kettle having an edgewise swingiu

cover, and a bail hinged to Ings in line or nearly so
with the spout of the tea kettle, and so constructed
that the cover can be swung off over the rear bail
lug, substantially as herein set forth.

66,632.—Horace T. Eobiuns, Boston, Mass.—
Umbrella.— July 9, 1867.— Supplementary braces
reach from a ruuner on the stem to a point on the ribs
beyond the usual place of support. The said braces
pass through the stretchers, which arc forked for that
purpose.
Claim.—First, providing nmbrellas with auxiliary

braces, as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the combination of the runners h, braces a,

and ribs D, substantially as described.
Third, the arrangement of the stretchers F, having

slots h, with the braces a, substantially as described.

66,633.—ISTathaniel Eobbixs, Jr., Eockport,
Mass.— Gudgeon for ^oo?ns.—July 9, 1867.— The
boom is connected by a universal joint to a cii"culav

frame firmly clamped to the mast.
Claim.—First, tlic use of the socket D and the pin-

tle E as a bearing for a boom and connection with the
mast, substantially as described.
Second, the coiistruction and arrangement of the

boom joint or connection, substantially as descrioed.

66,634.—Xatiiamel Eobbixs, Jr., Eock^jort,
Mass.— Windlass.—July 9, 1867.—By means of the
sectors and gear Avheels acting upon the windlass, an
increased power with slow motioir or the converse
may be attained, according as the interior gearing of
tlie drum is thrown into eugagemont with one shaft
or the other.

Claim.—First, the combination of the drum / with
the section e e, tlie whole arranged with falls and
brakes in connection v»'ith a windlass, substantially
as described.
Second, the use ofthe gear wheels ij k and c, in cora-

biuation with the arms h and m and the drum/, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

66,635.—William Eobixson, FunkvUle, Pa.—
Lamp Burner.—July 9, 1867.—The cone is movable
vertically to adjust it relatively to the top of tlie wick
tube. The skeleton frame sets within the casing, and
has inclined strips up which travel the projecting pins
of the cone.

Ciati/i.—First.the construction ofinclined planes, so
aiTanged with respect to the cone and shell of a lamp
burner as to raise and low^- the cone for adjustment
vertically.

Second, the mode of adjusting the cone by means
of inclined planes ee, operating substantially as herein
described.

66,636.—Christl^n JIoop, Middletown, Pa.—
Ash Tub or Leach.—July 9, 1867.--The leach tub is

supported on a double X frame, and has a conduit
trough below it to conduct the lye.

Claim,.—An ash tub or box constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as herein specified.

66,637.—'J. A. EoYCE, Lee, Mass.

—

Advertising
Apparatus.—^July 9, 1867.—In a case in the ceiling of
the car travels an endless band with cards, whicli are
successively brought into view as they are suspended
from the band.
Claim.—Yirst, the endless band E, furnished with

suspended cards or tags F, in combination with t'lc

openings c of the ceiling d, substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

Second, the wheel C, constructed with radial floats

and arranged at or upon tlie roof of tlie car, iu com-
bination with the endless baud E, furnished with cards
or tags, substantially as herein set forth for tJie pur-
pose specified.

Third, tlie ease B, open at both ends, arranged upon
the roof of the car and in relation with the wheel C,
substantially as herein set forth for the purpose spe-

cified.

Fourth, the wheel C, pulleys b, a»d belts c, arranged
in relation with each other "and witli the rollers D,
endless band E, openings e, and cards or tags F, sub-
stantially as herein set forth for the purpose specified.

66,638.—FiSK EussELL, Cambridge, .Mass.—
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Safety Poclct.—Jv.lj 9, 1867.—The mouth ofthe pocket
has a peculiar lock, haviug a hasp capable of being
pressed into the lock to secure them together, and of
sliding within the lock to enable one part of the pocket
to yield yrith refereuce to the other.

Claim.— i'irst, a safety or armored pocket, the
inouth of which is secured by a hasp which is sprung
into a lock, substantially as described.
Second, so arranging the hasp that it may slide in

lateral du-ections in the lock to enable the respective
parts of the pocket to yield fix'cly, substantially as set
forth.

Third, in combination with the lock and hasp, con-
structed to operate as described, a spring bolt for
locking the hasp in position, said bolt being thrown
forward l)y tripping a catch and thrown back by a
key, substantially as set forth.

Pourth, the arrangement together of a safety pocket,
locking as described, and an ordinary pocket.

66,639.—Henry Kussell, New Eichmond, Wis.—^ilop Wringer.—July 9, 18G7.—The lever is de-
pressed, and brings the follower down upon the mop
to express the water.

Claim.—First, a machine for wringing water from
mops, consisting of a press box, which is adapted for
receiving a mop when applied to its handles, a follower
for pressing the mop, and a movable lever for acting
upon the foUovfer, all being constructed and operated
substantially as described.
Second, the construction of the frame and its press

bos for the purpose of receiving the mop and pressing
devices, substantially as described.

66,640.—John Schiffer, New York, N. Y., as-

signor to himself, Meyer, and Mueller, same place.
Machine for Dressing Hides and SJcins.—Jiiiy 9, 1667.
—For unhairing and uulieshing hides. The hide is

clamped on a bed, which moves beneath a roller armed
with spii-al blades. The bed is raised by levers actu-
ated by the attendant with the required force, and a
stream of water on the skin washes off the refuse
matter.
Claim.—First, the bed a', fitted with the clamps r

r' in the manner specified, in combination with the
rotary scraper c, formed with diverging blades, as and
for the purposes set forth.

Second, the bed o, having an elastic surface upon
which the hide or skin is to be laid, in combination
with the rotary scraper c, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

Third, the levers s and n, and frame n, in combina-
tion with the bed o, as aiul for the purposes set forth.

Fourth, the boltsp^ and pinions 3 3, in combination
with the chains x x and fi-ame n, for the purposes and
as set forth.

66,641.—John C. Shackelton, Lawrence, Mass.—Lathe Tool.—July 9, 1867.—The tool is adjustable
vertically in the holder by the set screws, whose points
engage one of the series' of depressions in the shank
of the tool.

Claim.—The combination of the tool holder A B,
tool C. and set screws e, when constructed and ar-

ranged as herein set forth.

66,642.—Williasi Sharts, Hudson, N. Y.—Ma-
chine for Making Horseshoe Nails.—July 9, 1S67.

—

Two rods are automatically fed to opposite sides of a
sliding anvil, and are operated on simultaneously by
th e hammers. The clipping of the nail points and the
removal of the nails from the rods take jilace simul-
taneously.

Claim.—First, the anvil G,constructed as described,
in combination with the hammers C and D, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

Second, imparting to the anvil G a sliding move-
jDQVit witli reference to the hammers and the nail rods-
as described, during the foregoing operation, substau
tially as and for the purpose specified.

Third, the gripping jaws arranged upon the sliding

plate I and in relation with the sli'ding anvil G and
tl;e jaws d' c' of the feeding tongs, substautialh' as
and for the purpose herein set forth.

Fourth., the caiS wheel A, with several series of
cams a b, plain circumferential portion c, and semi-
circular ribs d, in combination with the three ham-
mers C 1), all constructed and arranged substantially

us and for t)ie purpose specified.

Fifth, the cutters M N/*, in combination with the
system of levers and the wheel A, all constructed and
arranged substantially as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

Sixth, the sliding bar H, provided with the spur h',

and the levers s u, arranged in combination Avith each
other and with the slide H, and the radial spur a'^ of
the wheel A, for the purpose of operating the jaws d'
e' of the feeding jaws or mechanism, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.
Seventh, the combination of the spring catch e*,

rod c*, sliding gripping jaw s', and the vertically mov-
ing slide K, substantially as and for the purpose spe-
cified.

Eighth, the sliding rod c*, spring catch a*, stud b*,

arranged in relation with each other and with the
sliding plate I, sliding gripping pan s', and spring
catch e*, substantially as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

66,643.—Otis Shepard, Alton, JH.—Boot-jack,
Wrench, and Nail-pull.-—July 9, 1867.—Explained by
the claim and illustration.

Claim.—A boot-jack provided with the tack ex-
tractor c, wrenches D upon its sides E and F, saw-
sets H, and wagon wrench I, in the support H', as
herein shown and described.

66,644.—Andrew J. Simpson, Philadelphia, l^a.,

and John J. Janezeck, Washington, D. C.—Concus-
sio7i Fuse for Explosive Shells.—Jvlj 9, 1867.—Tlie
case contains a fulminate and powder chamber ; a wire
passes through the former and is connected to the

S
lunger, which is projected by concussion of the shell,

rav\-s out the wire, and discharges the fulminate.
Claim.—In combination with the tapering closed

case A, the plunger D, fitting snugly therein, the ful-

minate chamber B, fulminate tube C, friction wire b,

washer c, pin d, and powder chamber c, all ai'ranged
therein and constructed as herein described and for
the purpose specified.

66,645.—J. Henry Sihth, Pittsburg, Pa.—Pe-
troleum Filter.—July 9, 1867.—From the tank, by a
sprinkler, to a filter, and thence by troughs to a sec-

ond sprinkler and filter, the crude oil passes to be
subjected to the action of the air and be deprived of
extraneous matter.
Claim.—The perforated distributing spout a, filter

B, troughs C, distributing spout c, and filtering plat-

form D, all arranged in relation with each other and
with the tanks A E in such manner that the oil may
be filtered and evaporated by passing from a fine

shower to sluggish streams, as and for the purpose
specified.

66,646.—Wm. C. Smith, Yantic, Conn.—Churn.
—July 9, 1867.—Movable square plugs in the ends of
the gear shafts enter sockets in the cuds of the beater-

shaft to connect them, and are withdrawn by axial
rods, when the beaters are to be removed for the sub-
stitution of the butter-worker.
Claim.—The connecting of the shafts C C of the

gears D D to the shafts a of the beaters by means of
the pins E in said shaft, arranged with the springs/,
the sockets at the ends of the beater-shafts, and the
squares or dovetails c on the inner ends of the gear
shafts C, to fit into the sockets on the shafts a, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

Also, the butter-worker H, constructed as described,

in combination with the churn A and rigid or flexible

dead-eye G, as herein set forth and for the pm-pose
specified.

66,647.—Albert G. Starkweather, Burling-
ton, Vt.

—

Mop Wringer.— July 9. 1867.— One roUcr
has its bearings in a ring which fits within the pail,

and the frame of the other roller is pivoted to the ring,

so as to enable them to be brought together to act us
a wringer upon the mop.
Claim.—The roller frames A and D, constructed

and combined witli each other and secured to tlie pail,

substantially in the manner herein shown aud de-

scribed and' for the purpose set forth.

66,64S.—Joseph Steoer, New York, N. Y.—Car
Starting Apparatus.—July 9, 1867.— By depressing
the treadle the pawl is tlirov.-u into engagement Avith

the ratchet on the uxle, and the latter is moved as
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po-wer is applied on the draw-bar and communicated
by the lever to the pawl.
Claim.—First, the gearing device consistmgof the

spring P S, provided with a foot button, and the rat-

chet II suspended from said spring, substantially in

the manner and for the pui'pose specified.

Second, the car starting device consisting of the

traction bar T, lever L, pivoted ratchet K, ratchet

wheel W, spiral spring S, and spring P S, constructed

and arranged substantially as herein specified.

66,649.—TTm. W. Taylor, IsTewark, 'N. J.—Car-
pet Stretcher.—July 9, 18G7.—The carpet edge is en-

gaged between the jaws, which are forced together

bv'a set screw ; the tail block is placed against an
abutment ; the former is then extended by depression

of the togcle levers.

C^ai7n.—First, the combination of the floor plate

A. toggle levers B C, and tail block G with each

other, substantially as herein shown and described

and for the purpose set forth.

Second, attaching the tail blockG to the lever C by
means of the adjusting screw E and nut F, substan-

tially as herein shown and described and for the pur-

pose set forth.

Third, the combination of the movable lever jaws
I with the arms or stationaiy jaws a' of the floor plate

At substantially as herein shown and described and
for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the thumb screws J with
the movable lever jaws I and floor plate A, substan-

tially as herein shown and described and for the pui'-

pose* set forth.

66,650.—JoHX A. Thompson, Auburn, IST. Y.—
Composition of Matterfor Disinfecting and Prepar-
ing Fertilizers.—3x\\j 9, 1867.—Charcoal is charged
with disinfecting gases, such as chlorine or sulj)hurous

acid, and is mixed with gypsum or lime.

Claim.—First, the within-described composition of

matter, consisting of charcoal charged with sulphur-

ous acid, or other'disinfccting gas, and gypsum, com-
bined and prepared substantially as described and for

the purposes set forth.

Second, the combination of the above-described
compound with animal or vegetable substances, to

produce a fertilizing material, whether with or with-

out the addition of common salt, wood ashes, bone
dust, or other fertilizing ingredients.

66,651.—JOHX Todd, Bellefonte, Va.- Water-
wheel.— JxAj 9, 1867.— The circumferential band
around the exterior of the curb has gates which pro-

ject into the openings of the chutes^ and the rotation
of the band by pinion and rack adjusts the area of the
openings simultaneously.

Claim.—In combination with a water-wheel and a
curb arranged concentrically around the outside of it

and furnished with chutes leading to the wheel, as
represented, a band at G, placed around the outer
circumference of the curb, furnished with gates I, op-
erated to change the areas of the chutes or water ways,
as described and represented.

66,652.—Sylvesteh L. Tracy, Cleveland, Ohio,
assignor to himself and Hexry Meuritt, same place,—Tool.—July 9, 1867.—The device includes a hand-
vise, adjustable wrench, and nail claw.

Claim.—The improved implement herein described,
as a new ai'ticle of manufacture.

66,653.—George Traysek, Indianapolis, Ind.—
Piano.—July 9, 1867.—The framed latticed bottom
resists contraction and expansion from change of
temperature. The sounding-board is arched at its

broad end and is sustained by a stay-bar traversing
its central cross-section and strengtliened ])y a metal-
lic brace. The metallic frame is braced by transverse
ri bs to prevent warping from the tension of the strings,
and has recesses into which bridges arc inserted to re-

ceive the bearings of the strings.
Claim.—First, the lattice frame-work ccc and d d d,

oomposing the reverberating chambers F F F, in com-
bination with the top casing D and bottom casing E,
substantially as set forth.

Second, the manner of producing a convex sound-
ing-board by means of llie curved surface of -the ribs
11 n n, as and tor the purpose described.

Third, the bed plate B, when constructed with re-

cesses to receive wooden bridges a' and with a central

cross-brace B', said parts being arranged in relation

to each other and the other parts of the oed plate, sub-

stantially as set forth.

Fom-th, the angular brace G, curved brace G', com-
bined with each other and attached to a convex sound-
ing-board, constructed and applied as and for the pui'-

poses set forth.

66,654.—Stephen D. Tucker, Xew York, 2Sr. Y.
—Printing Machine.—July 9, 1867.—The roller frames
are connected to treadles by which they may be raised

at the lower end to fi'ce the rollers from the ink and
type surfaces. Set screws operate on the treadle

levers to keep them in the depressed position when
desired.

Claim.—The lever 1^ or Y, or both, and adjusting
screw O or Z, or both, or their respective equivalents,

Avhen an-anged to regulate the upward pressm-e of
the rollers E or Q, or both, against the distributing

surfaces, substantially as described.

Also, the lever N or Y, or both, when provided
with foot-plates, or their equivalents, as and for the
purpose described.

66,655.—Benjamin F. Turner, Bridgeton, X. .7.

—Ladder.—Jvdy 9, 1867.—The ladders arc hinged
together with cross rods, and slots permit a longitud-
inal motion, so that the slotted feet of each upper
section may pass and then slip upon a round of the
section below ; or conversely, be removed therefrom
for doubling up.

Claim.—The arrangement of three separate lad-

ders, or lengths, connected together with cross rods
e, working in slots d rf, in the ends, and recesses k k,

at the extremities, fitted on the first round 6, to bo
employed in the several applications and positions,

separately or combined, in the manner herein do-

scribed.

66,656.—William Westlake, Brooklyn, N". Y.—Manufacturing Faucets.—Judy 9, 1867.—The plug
socket of the cast iron faucet has a lining of sheet
brass; the plug is also covered by a sleeve of brass.

CVaim.—The method herein described of making
faucets or cocks partly of cast iron and partly of
sheet brass, substantially as specified.

66,657.—William Westlake, Brooklyn, N. "P.

—Manvfacturing Faucets.—Juij 9, 1867.—The cor-

responding pieces of sheet metal for the halves of tho
faucet are swaged into form and soldered together.

The plug is formed in a similar manner, is secured
to the cast knob and its lower end expanded by a
reamer to retain it in position.

Claim.—Fh'st, the method of making faucets or
cocks partly of sheet metal and partly of cast metal,
substantially as described.
Second, faucets or cocks constructed in the method

herein described, as a new article of manufacture.

66,658.- Nathan Foster YTestox, Boston,
Mass.— Uniting the ends of Lead Pipes.—July 9,

1867.—The ends of the pipe are expanded over the
ends of the doubly conical annulus, which has a cir-

cumferential rib at its midlength, and are held thereto
by conical collars drawn together by a nut.

'Claim.—The device for uniting the ends of lead
pipes and dispensing with the use of solder, consist-

ing of the hollow expanding plug A, sleeves c c'. and
nut c, combined and operating together, substantially

as before described.

66,659.- Xatiian Foster Weston, Boston,
'Mass.—Coupling Faucets to Pijjcs.—July 9, 1867.

—

The pipe is clamped between two plates, one of which
has a socket projecting at right angles to receive a
tubular conical piece over which the end of the leaden
pipe is forced and held by u sleeve and coupling
nut. A gasket packing is applied between the plate
and pipe.

Claim.—Themode substantially as above described
of applying a faucet or T to a pipe by which the uso
of solilering is dispensed with and other advantages
gained essentially as explained.

66,er>0.—Charles B. White, Candor, N. Y.—
WasLinO Machine.—July 9, 1667.—Prcssuio on tho
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treadle brings doTrn the rubber upon the roller bed, extended positions, substantially as and for the pur-
which is journalcd at one end and supported at the

other end bv springs.

Claim.—!Fu-st, the series of rollers c, mounted in

the frame H, pivoted at one end and having its op-

posite end supported by the springs p, subsl;aiitially

as described.
Second, the rubber block m, mounted in a suitable

frame and suspended on the rods h, attached to the
spring a above, and connected to the treadle or lever

T below, substantially as shown and described.

66,661.—Thomas Williams, Boston, Mass.—
Dredging Box.—July 9, 1867.—The asperities of the
conical perlbrated plate are for disintegrating lumps
that may agglomerate within the vessel.

Claim.—In combination with the body and per-

forated cover of a dredge box a perforated inwardly
projecting hollow conical or pointed body c, arranged
to of)erate substantially as described.

Also, in combination with the body and perforated
cover of a dredge box a perforated hollow body inter-

posed between said cover and the contents of said

body, when provided with asperities, substantially as

and' for the pui-pose specified.

66,662.—John WiLSOX, Anderson Court House,
S. C—Burglar Alarm Gun.—Jn\Y9, 1867.—The bar-

rel is swiveled on its vertical support and its holder
Las a circular series of stops to wlick wires are con-
nected from different parts of the room. Interference
witheither of the wires releases the gun, which swings
in the direction of the wire and is discharged as it

strikes the stop.

Claim.—First, the arms G- G, when pivoted as

shown and when provided with pins I and tn m, in

combination witli the springs II H, all made and op-
erating substantially as herein shown and described.
Secoml, the gun E, when secured to a shaft B, in

combination with the disk b, and spring catch c, sub-
stantially as set forth.

Third,' the plate E, when secured loose on the shaft

B, and when notched as shoAvn and provided with a
pin k, in combination with the pins 1 1, on the arms
O, all made and operating substantially as set fortli.

Fomth, the trigger c', when provided with a down-
ward projection p, in combination with the pins m,
as set forth.

Fifth, the arras G, when connected with the wires
o, so that by pidling on or touching the wire the
arms G will be moved and will serve to revolve the
gnu and direct it toward the disturbed wire and dis-

charge the same, all as set forth.

Sixth, an alarm gun made and operating substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

66,663

—

Ebexezer Young, Camden Centre,
Mich.—(Ja^e.—July 9, 1867.—The bai-s of the gate
aie pivoted to their uprights, excepting the one on
which the gate slides, which is pivoted to the heel
})ost. The outer end of the gate is raised and tlie

ever vibrated until the catch engages a notch in the
bar below to liold it in position.
Claim.—The combination of the upright bar D,

pivoted bar E, lever G, and pivoted bar- F, with each
other and with the gate C, substantially as herein
shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

66,664.—tlosTAH Keexe, "Washington, D. C—
Plastering Machine.—Ju\y 9, 1867.—The vertically
extensible slide frame is clamped to floor and ceilin^

The mortar box contains a follower, wliich is operated
by the ascent of the box and forces the mortar against
the Avall. Tlic mortar is further pressed by the trowel,
Avhich follows the mortar box until it reaches the
ceiling and then has independent motion to finish to

the top.

Claim.—The combination of a mortar box C with
a stand or frame having adjustable and extension
guide ways or standards, substantially as and for the
imrpesc herein specilied.

Also, forcing the follower forward by the move-
ment of the mortar box itself by means of a station-

ary rack or racks D K, and a'travelling pinion or
])inions, substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

Also, the extensible way standards B C and sta-

tiouai-y racks D E, connected and retained in their

herein specified.

Also, the combination of the adjustable points or
dogs for holding the stand in position and the cas-
ters or wheels on which it is moved, substantially as
specified.

Also, the combination and arrangement of the
windlass or winding shaft F and cord / for the pur-
pose of raising the mortar box, substantially as herein
specified.

Also, the trowel I, adjustable transversely to the
machine, substantially as herein set forth.

Also, the arraugem'ent of the trowel I so as to have
a separate movement upward in front of the mortar
box in combination vcith the springs T T and catch
0, constructed and operated as described and for the
purpose set forth.

Also, the stand or frame V, in combination Avith

the plastering machine set forth, constructed, and
operating as described and for the purpose herein
specified.

66,665.—G. A. Lloyd and C. A. Stewart, Saa
Francisco, Ca\.—Anchor.—JvHj 9, 1867.—The fluke
arms are presented at different'angles and their play
is regulated in either dii'ection by stops.

Claim.—The lugs a a on the flukes, in combination
with the stops or p'rojectious d d on the shank, for the
purposes set forth.

Also, making the flukes to stand at difi"erent angles,

so that one will catch first Avhen the anchor is one
side up and the opposite one when the anchor is the
other side up, substantially as described.

66,666.—John Eutter, "Westchester, Pa.—Pre-
serving, StoHng, and Transporting Fruits, Vegeta-
bles, and other Perishable Articles.—July 9, 1867.

—

Explained by the claim.
Claim.—The herein described process of preserv-

ing and transporting perishable articles, said process
consisting in placing inside the box, crate, barrel or
car or other closed "vessel in which the articles are
placed for preservation and transportation, a water-
tight metallic vessel or its equivalent filled with ice*

or ice and salt or theii" equivalent, substantially as
described

66,667.—osT. W. Abbot, Centralia, assignor to
n. W. Perstng, same place.

—

Inhaling Fluid for the

Cure of Consumptio7i and other Diseases.—July 16,

1867.— Compound. Alcohol, deodorized, 3 ounces;
sulphuric ether 2 ounces ; chloroform :2 ounces ; bro-

mine 50 drops ; hydrocyanic acid 10 drops. The two
latter are the special ingredients, the others are for

bulk and convenience of administration.
Claim.—The combination and use of the ingredi-

ents herein named, as and for the pm'pose set forth.

66,668.—C. A. ACKERSON, Bath, N. T., and W-
D. Haurah, Davenport, Iowa, assignors to J. C.
DeLany, Philadelphia, Va.—Folding Gate.—July 16,

1867.—Improvement on W. D. Harrah's patent, Sep-
tember 20, 1864. The pivoted folding gate descend-
ing on the spring catch in the latch post is engaged
thereby. A cord connecting with a pulley in a foot

post behind holds the gate in position when opened.
Cteiuj.-First, the construction and arrangement

of the several parts of the within-described folding

gate, all operating together as herein set forth.

Second, the combination of the slide/ and latch e

with a cord g, arranged substantially as and for the
purposes described.

Third, the slide/, in combination with the spring
catch c, the said slide serving as a means whereby to

force the spring e out of contact with the gate, sub-

stantiaUy as described.

66,669.—Benjamin Arnold. East Greenwich,
R. 1.—Net for Fishing, tCc—,July 16, 1867 ; antedated
January 17, 1667.—The twine of varying sizes are
used alternately, each knot being formed half of each.

Claim.—First, the use of the full-sized twine in

connection with the strand or smaller twine, in mak-
ing netting, substantially as herein set forth.

^ieeond, as a new arti.ele of manufacture, nets or
netting made as herein described.

66,670

—

Henry Bevis, Cincinnati, Ohio, as-

signor to himself, TuoiL&.s H. FouLUS and W. D.
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Dalton, same place.

—

Steam Generator.—July 16,

1867.—The current of water passes up the inner series

of tubes, and has exit ahove thewuter surface, driving

off its steam into the steam space. The descending
water follows the outer tubes.
Claim.—The steam chamber C and water chamber

B, connected by one or more annular scries of ascend-
ing tubes or ducts D. immediately surrounding the
fire, and having downwai-dly-discharging tcrminu-
tions G above tho crown sheet, and by one or more
outer annular- series of descending ducts E, having
their inlets flusk witli tho top of tho crown sheet, for

the purpose set forth.

66,671.—John P. BiRCn, PhUadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to himself and Geouge W. Pateksox, Xcw-
buryport, Mass.

—

Rotary Fump.—July IG, 1867.

—

The pistons are carried on disks upon the spindle,

and their arms pass through apertures in the drum,
having packing in oscillating pieces therein. The
spindle is concentric with the cylinder and the drum
eccentric thereto.
Claim.—The combination with tho eccentric piston

case and central pin or spindle, mounted in opposite
ends of the pump case, of the pistons or buckets
and their grooved and tongued-supporting disks,

mounted on said spindle, and within the piston case,

substantially as shown and described.

66,672.—Parkitt Blaisdell, Worcester, Mass.
— Upright Drill—July l(i, 1867.—As the drill is fed
down to its work the lower bearing moves down irith

it. The upper end of the spindle is splined in the
pinion of rotation in which it slips. It has collars

above and below the lower bearing, which is adjusted
up and down for feed. The feed device is on a frame
vertically adjustable on the standard of the frame.
Claim.—The combination with the sliding head

piece Gand bearing F of the upright spindle E, pro-
vided with the collars d m and nut o, substantially as
set forth.

Second, the combination with the adjustable frame
H and spindle E of the sliding head piece G, screw
shaft e, collars m d and nut o. constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purposes set fortli.

Third, the combination of the sUding head piece G
and bearing F, with the adjustable frame H and
spindle E, arranged as and for the purposes set forth.

66,673.—Thomas H. Burridge, St. Louis, Mo.,
assignor to himself andG. C. Fabian, same place.

—

Sash Fastener.—July 16, 18G7.—A strip is let into a
gi'oove in the edge of the sash and thrust out from tho
casing by india-rubber springs, which press with
eufficier t force to hold the sash at the height to Avhich
it is adjusted.
Claim.—The combination of trapezoidal tongue or

series of tongues d with the spring d' and the strip
D, the sash or blind and the window stile, whon
acting substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

66,674.—TTiLLiAii B. Buravell, Chicago, 111.—
Refrigerator, Cooler, and Filter.—July 16, 1867.

—

The space between tJie inner metallic case and outer
wooden one is iilled with pulverized charcoal, and a
wooden rack supports the ice. Air passages connect
tho ice chamber to the cooling chamber below. A
tube carries the water from the ice chamber to the
filter. The chambers arc ventilated by pipes from
the outside.

Claim.—FLrst, one or more ventilators O for ven-
tilating the tilling of a refrigerator without commu-
nicating with the interior, substantially as and for
the pm-poscs specified.

Second, in combination with the ventilators O,
the arrangement of the ice box K in one compart-
ment, and the dripping pan F, filter E and reservoir
G, provided with a draw cock H in the other com-
partment, substantially as specified.

66,675.—Bichard H. Chinn, "Washington, D. C.—Nutmeg Grater.—July 16, 1867.—Tho nutmeg is

within the sliding box, and held to tho grate by a
spiral spring.

Claim.—The box A haring a foraminous bottom
E. and below it a conducting tube C, in combination
with the nutmeg holder E. fitted to slide within the
box A, handle E' and sliding piston K L, when ar-

ranged to operate in tho manner and for tho pm-poso
specified.

66,676.—John C. Clapp, Homer, X. Y.—Appa-
ratus for Manufacture of Gas.—July 16, 1867.-The
liqvud to be distilled fiows through the upper re-
curved pipe, and discharges centrally into the gas
pipe. The gas pipe is curved down, and discharges
into the reservoir containing purifying liquid in the
base of the stove. The whole device is raised when
not used.
Claim.—The employment of a retort within a com-

mon stove for the distillation of gas, substantially as
set forth.

Also, the special combination and arrangement of
the retort B, pipes D E and F and sliding joint I,

with the stove A. whereby the retort, may be elevated
to the top of the stove when not required for use, sub-
stantially in the manner and forthe purpose specified.
Also, the arrangement of the purifying vessels K

under the stove, in combination with the retort B,
and connecting pipes, substantially as and for tho
purpose described.

66,677.—A. H. Clark, Fond du Lac, Wis.—
Car Coupling.—Jn\y 16, 1867.—The entering link
turns up the pivoted rest of the coupling pin, and
allows the latter to fall. The rest when turned up
comes beneath the weight, and lies on tho inner end
of the link to preserve it horizontally when uncoupled
at the other end.
Claim.—The combination of the sliding block a,

the hinge flap b and the coupling pin d with a draw
head on a raihroad car, constructed and operating
substantially as and for the purposes herein de-
scribed.

66,67S.—John J. and Thomas Clark, Elgin,
111.

—

Machine for Tenoning Blind Slats.—Jvly 16,
1867.—The two series of saws are used, four in 'each
series. Two saws cut the slat to a length ; two others
cut the shoulders at opposite ends, and the remaining
four form the tenon by turning the slat while in con-
tact with tlie saws. The devices described refer to
means for liolding and rotating the slat, and for re-
moving it from the machine.
Claim.—Wheels W and W", when used in combi-

nation with arch piece P, constructed and operating
substantially ss and for the purpose described.
Second, springs H H", when used for holding the

slat in slot d, substantially as described.
Third, the combination of slide II and adjustable

arms x x", for the purpose substantially as set forth.

66,679.—John P. Hunter, Williamsport, Ind.—
Horse Jiake.—Jvily 16, 1867.—The rake is intended to
gather hay and convey it to the stack. It is pivoted
to the sled, and its rearwardly-projecting frame rests
upon a standard attached to a transverse spring bar.

Claim.—In combination with the rake head A and
Bled E, the handle F, standard G, and elastic spring-
board H, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

66,6S0.—Edwin Cox, Monroe, Wis.—Beehive.—
July 16, 1867.—The inner non-conducting casing of
paper absorbs the dampness; the interfor has^oue
broad box and two spare honey boxes, the upper
edges of whose beveled surfaces afibrd bearing for
the bars of the comb frames

;
gutters collect the con-

densed moisture and caiTy it out of the hive.
Claim.—First, a beehive having its sides or panels

composed of one or more layers of paper, with outer
protecting panels of Avood, whereby the dampness
within the hive is absorbed, substantially us herein
set forth for the purpose specified.

Second, the inclined strips or plates I in the bottom
of the spare honey box F', in combination with tho
troughs or gutters m, in the upper parts of the comb
frames G, substantially as antl for tho purposo set

forth.

Third, the entrance boxes H I, provided respect-
ively with the moth box p, tube t, and steppers u,

constructed and arranged substantially as described.

66,681.—John Cram. Chicago, HI., assignor to

himself and James B. Thomas, same place.— Churn.
—July 16, 186*7.—The suspended oscillating churn
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has sin-iugs belo-w, -which, striking against elastic

stops secured to the frame, suddenly reverse its mo-
tion, giving an incessantly repeated reactionary
movement to the cream.

Claim.— First, the arrangement of springs S S, or
their equivalents, in combination with an oscillating
churn box A, substantially in the manner and for the
purposes specified.

Second, an oscillating churn box A, provided with
the sj)riugs G G, or their equivalents, in combination
with the stops, elastic or unelastic, substantially in
the manner herein described.

Third, the arrangement of the cream cutters M, in
combiuatiou with an oscillating churn, when provided
witli springs G G, or elastic stops S S, so as to ope-
rate in the manner herein specified.

Eourth, in combination with an oscillating churn,
when provided with springs G G or elastic stops S S,

as specified, the arrangement of a butter gatherer or
Arorker L, or its equivalent, in the manner and for
the purposes described.

Filth, the combination and arrangement of the os-

cillating churn A with the cream cutters M and the
butter gatherer L, substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein specified.

66,682.—George Crompton, "Worcester, Mass.—Loovi.—July 16, 1867.—To give a coiTCsponding
movement to the eveners, each is hung upon an ad-
justable fulcrum in vertical Unc with the lifter or de-
presser with which it is connected, so as to exert an
even force upon each of the heddlcs. The journal is

mounted at the general end of the cloth roll in a
movable bearing, with means for locking it i]i or out
of gear with the j)inion, according as the machine is

in operation, or the cloth is to be run from the roll.

Claim.—In combination with the lifter and de-

pressor levers, hung upon fulcra in line with the cloth-
luukiiig point, as described, the evener levers, con-
nected to and actuated by the lifter and depresser
levers, wLen the eveners are hung upon fulcra, in
line with the fulcrum of the respective lifter or de-

presser, to which each is connected, substantially as
set fortli.

A Iso, in combination with the mechanism of a loom,
a clotl! roll having provision for locking it, either in
connection or out of connection, Avith the mechanism

.
through which it is di'iven, substantially as set forth.

66,683.—Jeremiah Darling, Cincinnati, Ohio.—a^temn Generator.—July 16, 1867.—The boiler is

supported on tubular columns exposed to the fire and
containing water. Water and steam pipes connect
the columns to each other and the boiler.

Claim.—First, the steam and Avater columns G,
Avhen constructed and arranged as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

Second, the pipes J, when arranged with reference
to the columns G, as herein described, and for the
purposes set forth.

Tliird, the coil or incline pipes K, when an*anged
and combined with the posts G and dome C, as herein
described and for the purposes set forth.

66,684.—Jay Densmore, HoUcy, N. Y., assignor
to L. A. Densmore and Justus Day, same place.—
lieciprocating Harrow.—Sn\j 16, 1867.—The harroAV
is centrally pivoted and its sides are connected to
cranks of the axle, causing reciprocation of the sides.

Claim. — A reciprocating harrow operated by
cranks, or their equivalents.
Also, the carriage A A behind the reciprocating

harrow, as described.
Also, the driver's scat B, in combination with the

carriage A A, as described.

Also, tlie Avrist pin n, tlie draft pole D, the slecA^es

i and A, tlic joint o, or their equivalents, the brace g,

the chains c c c c, or their equivalents, the guards s s

s s, all in combination Avith a recipiocating harrow,
as and for the purposes set forth and described,

66,6S5.—Joshua W. Dougherty and F. W.
Gereckk, NcAvburgh, N. Y.

—

Ice Cream. Freezer.—
Julv 16, 1867.—The cylindrical cream vessel is sup-

ported uj)ou upper anil loAver centers and revolved in

an oppositely revolving cliainbcr whose freezing cou-
tcnis are stirred ))y the revolving paddles.

Claim.—TJie cylindrical center freezer C, with the

manhole O, ux^pcr center step 11', center pin d, on the

bottom, in combination with the beater arms IJi U',
and the outer cream vessels B B, by the square step
M, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

66,686.— Charles Draeger, Ladoga, Ind.—
Washing Machine.— July 16, 1867.— The Aveighted
rollers work in elastic rubber bearings in the oscilla-
ting frame, in combination with the semi-cylindrical
washboard.
Claim.—First, the employment of the Aveighted

rollers F, hung in slotted bearings in the oscillating
frame G, and arranged to operate substantially in
the manner set forth.

Second, the semicircular washboard, in combina-
tion with the weighted rollers and oscillating frame,
arranged and operating substantially as described.

66,687.—Noah Drew, Howell, Mich.—Churn.
—July 16, 1867.—The radial arms of the upper dasher
are over the intervals betAveen the lower dasher arms.
The lid is held on by hooks connected to the handles.
The lever is hooked to the pivot on which it oscil-

lates.

Claim.—First, the employment of two dashers B
C having chamfered and perforated wings c, con-
structed and arranged relatively with each other on
one stafi", substantially in the manner herein de-
scribed.
Second, the employment of revolving shield hooks

H, in combiuatiou with loop bearings ni, and recessed
handles E, substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

Third, hanging the lever L by the use of the slotted
straps M, in combiuatiou with a fast pivot i project-
ing from each side of the arm D, substantially as and
for the uses set forth.

66,688.—Wm. p. Dunlap, Maquoketa, Iowa.—
Equalizing the Draft of Horse Powers.—July 16,
1867.—At the end of each lever is a pivoted segment
to which the draft is attached. Excessive strain on
a given segment draws upon the link connecting to
the central ring and shortens the leverage of the
animal pulling.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
segment C, having the radius D, with rods J, ring I,

and arms A, substantially as and for the piu'pose set

forth.

66,689.—Charles A. Durgin, l^ew York, jST. Y.
Nutmeg Grater.—Jxilj 16, 1867.—A corrugated plate,

having its recesses roughened, is attached to a plain
plate.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a
grooved or concave grater, substantially as described
and specified.

66,690.—A. W. Elmer, Springfield, Mass., as-

sig-nor to himself and Christian Exsminger, same
place.

—

Handsaw.—July 16, 1867.—The saw is strained
by turning the nut on the end of the handle. The nut
is threade\l to a bolt which passes through the handle,
and to which the cud of the saw is attached.

Claim.—The combination of the nut C in the end
and forming a part of the handle D, with the slit

socket A, the round hole to receive the shank B and
the shank B, Avith the end split to receive and hold
the saw, substantially as set forth and described.

66,691.-Charles A. Elton, Hillsborough, Ohio.—Ploiv.—Jvdy 16, 1867.^The beam is connected by a
bolt to the standard and by the slotted angular holcler

to the handle. By operating the regulating bolt the
depth and width of the furrow is regulated.

Claim.—Connecting the rear end of the beam A to
the handle B by means of the slotted and angular-
shaped holder d, and the belts c and e, as described,
when the slots in said liolder are of such a size and
shape that by operating the bolt c, the forward end
of said plow'beam can be varied and secured in any
desired lateral i)osition, and by operating both of said
bolts c and e the IbrAvard end of said ploAV beam can
be varied and secured in any desired vertical posi-

tion, substantially as herein set forth.

66,692.—James E. Emerson, Trenton, IST. J.—
Smv.—July 16, 18()7.—The openings drilled in the
blade oppo'sitc to the depression of the teeth lessen

the labor of filing, &.c.
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Claim.—The provision in a saw of apertui-es d,

for facilitating, dressing, or sharpening, substautialiy

as described.

60,093.—JAsres E. Emersox, Trenton, N. J.—
Saw Gummer.—July 16, 18(j7.—Improvement on his

patent, March 19, 18G7.—The cutter-bearing blocks
can be attached to cither side of the plate and have
various journal lioles for different sized cutters.

Claim.—The adjustable and reversible bearings
r F, constructed and applied to the curved stock
A A', in the manner and for the pm-pose set forth.

66,694.—Wm. E. Exgland, Milwaukee, Wis.—
Water Indicator for Boiler>;.—JxxU 16, 1867.—The
float oscillates in a vertical plane within a segmental
pipe. The axis of the float carries an index finger

to which is attached a rod operating the whistle when
the water falls dangerously low. A transparent
gauge tube is also attached.

C/aiTO.—First, the aiTangement of the whistle le-

ver L, connecting rod K, index hand H, lever F, and
float E, substantially as herein set fortli.

Second, the arrangement Avith reference to the first

clause of claim of the glass tube O, and whistle M,
substantially as herein set forth.

Third, the arraugeraciit of the adjustable collars

m and n with the "whistle lever L, substantially as

herein set forth.

66,695.—C. ExsMrs-GEK and A. W. Elmer,
Springfield, Mass.

—

JHumb Level.—July 16, 1867.

—

A plumb, level, and protractor are combined in one.

The base is a plane. The protractor swings by an
axis coincident with its center, and a point on' the
base determines, in connection with the graduation
of the protractor, the inclination of the object on
which the base is placed. The index finger Is mova-
ble by its thumb screw.

,

Claim.—The parallel-sided hand a, in combination
with a semicircular graduated scale o, as and for the
pui'pose specified.

66,696.—Hexrt V. Faruis, Eichmond, Ind.—
Horse Jiake.—July 16, 1867.—The self-adjusting draw
bar works upon oblique posts, which connect the
rake heads and is fitted with loose pins to prevent
hay from trailing behind.

Claim.—The draw bare, posts c c, and sliding pins
w M M, when operating and constructed substantially
as herein set forth.

66,697.—James Faye, Philadelphia, Ta.—Pro-
pelling Hoops.—July 16, 1867; antedated July 11,

1867.—The hoop runs between rollers in the guide.
Claim.—The combination with the hoop of the

guide b, rollers c d and e, and stay/, or their equiva-
lents, the whole being substantially as above described
and tor the pm-pose herein stated.

66,698—Egbert W. Fisk, OIney, la.—Safety
Pocket.—Jnij 16, 1867.—The hook attached to the
plate projects into the pocket and the ring of the
watch is hung thereon. A pivoted prong %rms a
mousing for the end of the hook to prevent the sui--

reptitious disengagement of tlic v,-atch.

C7ai7n.—A watch safe, consisting essentially of the
plate D, hook e. jn-ong m and m', when combined and
an-angcd to operate in the manner and for the pm'pose
Bpecified.

66,699.—C. W. Gage, Homer. X. Y.—Bay
Loader.—July 16, 1867.—The wagon is secured by a
pin in the tongue, entering the ground. A horse at-

tached to the Vope that riius round the anti-friction

rollers of the crane, and, connecting with the fork,

elevates the hay on to the load.
Claim.—The adjustable arm E upon the end of shaft

D, tongue K, and spike m, sliding brake bar L in front
of the rear wheels B B, and rope G, passing to the
rear of the wagon, when combined, arraugcd, and
operatingin the manner and for the purposes specified,

66,700.—Alois Gaxs, Lincoln, El., assignor to
himself andJohn Moos, same place.—Z>n'cA-J[/"ac/unc.—.Jnly 16, 1867.— The reciprocating molds are at-

tached in a horizontal plane. The tempered clay is

forced from the pug into the molds, in which it is

pressed to the proper size, form, and consistency.

Claim.—Fii-st, the hopper A', the molds B B', and
the carriage B'^, when combined with tlie actuat-

ing devices a^ q qi Q2 an^i ^3^ substantially as de-

scribed and set forth.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
plungers 13' and the molds B B', as described and
shown.

Third, the plungers D', when arranged as de-

scribed in combination with the operating devices

a^ d d' d2 (p di ds (16 d?.

Fourth, the clutches E, in combination with the
molds B B', as and for the purpose described and
shown.

Fifth, the clutches E, when arranged as described,

in combination with the operating devices a^ e c' c^

e^e*.

66,701.—John Glexert, "Washington, Mo.—
Cask for Fermenting Wine.—July 16, 1867.—The- gas
escapes by a bent tube in the bunghole to a cup,

which forms a trap to prevent admission of air.

Wine is added from a cup above to compensate for

loss at the bung-hole.
Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement

of the cask A, pipes B b, and tub B', as and for the
purpose set fortli and described.
Second, the cask A and the filling device C C c c',

when combined in the manner and for the purpose
set forth.

66,702.—Eobert Gray, Litchfield, HI—Elliptic

Spring—July 16, 1867.—A ridge is formed on tlic

concave side of the leaf of the spring to add to its

strength.
Claim.—Projecting a rib a' from the convex side of

a leaf of the spring, so as to form a rounded parabolic
curve or elliptical cm-ve, as shown in Fig. 3, and sub-
stantially for the purpose set forth.

66,703.—Joiix Greacfx, Jr.. :N'ew York, ]Sr. Y.—Smoke Conductor for Railroad Locomotives.—July
16, 1867 ; antedated July .5, 1867.—Tlie smoke chamber
has a longitudinal opening in its floorabove the chim-
ney of the locomotives and conducts the smoke to
occasional chimneys in the structure through which
the locomotive is passing.

Claim.—A smoke chamber, with an opening run-
ning longitudinally of the track, in combination \A'ith

flues or chimneys, as set forth, so that the smoke
from the chimney of a locomotive while in motion
may be received by said chamber and conveyed away,
as specified.

66,704—J. M. Greex, "West Bloomfield, I^. Y.—Potato Digger.—July 16, 1867.—The self-clearing
fork frame is mounted on wheels and the Ibrk pro-
truded and retracted by the lerer. The frame and
wheels act as a lever and fulcrum to throw the pota-
toes out of the ground.

Claim.—First, the hand potato digger, consisting
of the sliding and self-clearing fork G,"lever D, main
frame B, wheels A, and spring'tread arm H, the whole
arranged, combined, and operating in the manner
and for the purpose specified..

Second, the special combination of the clearing
bars g g with the sliding fork G in potato diggers, as
herein described.

Tliird, the combination of the spring tread arm II
with the hand-wheel pot.ato digger A B, operating as
and for the purpose herein specatied.

66,705.—C. S. S. Griffix, Ashtabula county,
Ohio.—Portable Field l^cncc—July 16, 1867.— Im-
provement on his patent. May 24, 1864. The bars
lapping beyond each side of tlie uprights and pass-
ing through the tr-angular posts engage each other.

Claim.—The mode of attaching the panels together
by lapping over the ends of the boards A oa each
side of the slats B. so as to brace the ends and also
adjust tliem to the inequalities of the ground, as
herein described.

66,706.—J. E. HAJnLTOX, Portland, Oregon.—
Air Bed.—July 16, 1867.—The vertical and horizontal
stay cords are tied at their intersections and are at-

tached to the air-tight fabric by screws whose heads
and nuts engage the same. 'Tbc air is supplied
through a mouth piece connected with a self-closing

1
puppet valve.
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Claim.—First, the button-headed screw aud cap-nut
«tay fastening, as constructed and combined with the
air-tight or water-proof fabrics, for the purpose herein
speciiied.

Second, the self-closing puppet Talve and tube with
the screv.^ aud plates, Avhen constructed as described
and used in combination with air beds, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

66,707.— John L. Hanson, Boston, Mass.—
Coal Stove.—July 16, 1867.—The gi'ate tips in its sup-
porting plate, which, as well as the lining of fire

brick, is removable when burning wood. The caloric
current may pass direct to the chimney, or may be
forced by dampers down a series of vertical tubes to
an annular- chamber in the base, and up a set of simi-
lar tubes to an annular chamber surroimdjng the oven,
from which it passes to tlie chimney.
Clmm.—Fhst, the combination as well as the ar-

rangement of the fire chamber A. the two chambers
B C, the descending pipes F F', the flue space G, the
ascending pipes H H, their chambers Z, and the oven
flue space or cliamber I and its escape flue or passage.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
flanges k I m n, witli the dished oven or with the
same, the flue space I, the series of pipes H, the flue

space G-, the pipes F F', the chambers B C, and the
fiie chamber A.

Third, the combination as well as the arrangement
of the series of holes 1 1 and their covers, as set forth,

with the flue space I, the pif es H F F', the flue space
G, and the chambers ABC.

Fourth, the combination as well as the arrangement
of the passages y y, the flue space G, the chambers A
B C, the pipes H F F', the flue space I, and the cham-
ber Z, the whole being substantially as hereinbefore
explained.

Fifth, the combination as well as the an-angement
of the flange (7, and the lining guard li, with the
grate-holdiug partition c, made with a hole through
it to receive a grate, as, specified.

66,708.—W. H. Henderson, Litchfield, HI.—
Sorghum Evaporator.—Julj 16, 1867.—A juice trough
reaches from chimney to chimney, and has a flue in

its lower part for heating the contents, Avhich is dis

chai'ged into tlie pan above the furnaee. The dam
pers i-estrict the heat to the fii-st pan only, or admit it

to all.

Claim.—Fii'st, the combination and arrangement
of the chimneys B B' and their connecting trough D,
with reference to the boilers A A^ A^, as described
and set forth.

Second, the aiTangement of the dampers C C^ C^ C^,

as described and set forth.

66,709 A. J. H. Hilton, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to Joseph A. Hoblsins and Wi^i. L. Thomp-
son.— Breech-loading Fire Arm. — July 16, 1867.

—

After dischai'ging, the breech block is depressed by
a backward sweep of the trigger guard; the main
spring takes under a projection, the guard springs
back and throws the bell crank shell ejector; the
cartridge is inserted, the trigger drawn, and the

obliquely sliding breech piece explodes the charge by
pressure.

Claim..—Fii'st, the breech block / h i, constructed
as described, and moving obliquely to the axis of the
barrel, so as to eimultaneously close the breech aud
explode the cartridge, substantially in the maner set

forth.

Second, the lever 0', operated by tho forward or
returning movement of the trigger guard E, for the

purpose "of ejecting the empty cartridge case, sub-

stantially as desci-ibed.

Third, the combination of the sere spring G with
the trigger L L' and trigger guard E, as and for the
purpose specified.

66,710.—W.M. F. HoFJrANN, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Windoiv Shutter UoUlcr.—Jvily 16, 1867.—The bar
has indentations and sh.oulders which engage the

catcli to keep the s'.iutters closed or partially open.

Claim.—An improved shutter holder formed by
the combination of the bar F and pieces E and G,
when said bar is formed with notches or straight

parts, tlie })lains of which are at an angle with each
other, substiuitially as Iierein shown and described

and for the purpose set forth.

66,731. — EoBEPvT M. Holland, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Railroad Chair and Sleeper.—July 16, 1867.

—

The girder is recessed at bottom and has side flanges
and an upper vertical rib, which is recessed to re-

ceive the rails and blocks by which they are held.
These blocks are attached to toggle levers which are
pivoted to the rib. and when in the holding position
are held bj a pin.

Claim.—First, a sleeper consisting of a cast-iron.

beam or girder, to which are connected the above-
described devices or their equivalents for securing
the rails to the top of the girder, and permitting their
withdrawal therefrom.
Second, the girder A with its recesses x in com-

bination with the blocks B and links C, the whole
being constructed and arranged substantially as de-
scribed for the purpose specified.

66,713.—A. Jameson, Trenton, 'N. J.— Vise.—
July 16, 1867.—The sliding cylinder of the centerjaw
slips within the shanks of the fixed jaw, and liave

side slots traversed by arms, by which the nut is at-

tached to the fixed jaw frame.
Claiin.—The combination of the jaw A', its hollow

shank or arm C and screw D, and the slotted jaw A
and nut E, when the latter is arranged within the
slot or opening in the jaw and connected to the samo
as described.

66,713.—James Johnson, ISTorthampton Co., 1^".

C.— Combined Cotton Seed Planter and Fertilizer

Distributor.—July 16, 1867.—The plows are regulated
by the treadle lever under the driver's feet ; and by
the vertical lever in front of him he adjusts the slides

in the hopper, aff'ecting the amount of seed or fer-

tilizer dropped, the rollers following over the seed.

The vibrating grooved diverging apron is used for

scattering the fertilizer.

Claim.—First, the combination of the teeth G and
plows H with the adjustable drag bars E and rollers

II, as hereir^ described and tor the purposes set forth.

Second, the arrangement and combination of the
hoppers C Avith their adjustable slides D, and operated
by the lever J, as herein described and for the poi-
poses set forth.

Third, the vibrating apron S with its diverging
grooves, for the purpose of sowing broadcast.

66,714.—F. H. Keeney, Newport, Xj.—Round-
about Toy.— July 16, 1867.—The horizontal frame
revolves around the central post from the cap of
which it is suspended by inclined pendent rods. By
rocking the hobby horse the crank shaft attached
turns the pinion that gears into the bevel wheel to

drive the frame. The latter can otherwise be driven
by a pivoted lever attached to a seat connecting by
similar gearing with the driviug wheel.
Claim. — A. "roundabout," or flying Dutchman,

substantially as described, and adiiirted to be pro-

pelled by the rider or riders by means of one or moro
cranks and pinions.

66,715.—Elisha Kelley, Locust Grove, Ohio.
—Broom Head.—July 16, 1867.—The metallic hinged
plates open for the reception of tho filling, which is

secured in the wire racks attached when tho plates

ai'C closed. Clasps hold them in position.

Claim.—First, the construction of wire races in com-
bination with hinged or permanently fixed casings or
sides, substantially in the manner and for the pur-

pose as herein set forth.

Second, the combination of the stay with tho wire
racks, substantially in the manner and for tho pur-
pose as herein set forth.

66,716.—Francis L. King, Worcester, Mass.—
Machine for Dressing Stone.—July 16, 1867.—The
upper and lower stones are made to dress each other
by a system of gearing by which the upper stones
receive a rotary' aud the 'lower one a longitudinal
movement.

Claim.—Fii-st, the self-adjuslTing spindles K and
their liolders U, for rotating "the upper stone, in com-
bination with the reciprocating bed C for carrying
the lower stone, when consti'uctcd, arranged, and
operating substantially as set forth.

Second, the combination of the boxes N and rotat-

ing collars L with the sliding spindles K, constructed
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and operating essentially as and for the purpose
specified.

Third, the self-adjusting frame S carrying the

lower jourual box N L, in combination with the spin-

dle K and holders H, operating substantially as and
for the purpose described.

60,71 7.-^OHN Kurtz, Clinton Township, Pa.—
Corn Cultivator and Potato Flow.—JulyK), 18G7.

—

The standards rn-e adjusted iu slotted side pieces,

guarded on top by metallic plates. The blauos arc

reversible to form it into a corn cultivator or potato

plow.
Claim.—First, the slotted side pieces B B, with

their top and bottom»bars or plates C C, and adjusta-

ble uprights E E, as arranged and combined with the

reversible plows HH, as herein described and forthc
purposes set forth.

Second, the slotted side pieces B B, with their bars

C C, for the pmposes set lorth.

66,718.—Samuel Langmaid, Lawrence, Mass.
—Apparatus for Sifting Coal.—July 16, 18(J7 ; ante-

dated June 'J8, 18(i7.—The pivoted tilting box is ac-

tuated by cams on the crank shaft. The line coal

passes through tlie grate and is dusted while passing
over the inclined screen.

Claim.—TliQ pivoted tilting box A, constructed
substantially as shown and described, in combination
with the gate E, crank shaft F, cams G, and inclined

screen H, with or without springs h, the whole ar-

ranged to operate substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

66,719.—Hexrt a. Lee, Worcester, Mass.—
Cutter Heads for Planing Machines.—July Ki, 18G7.

—The cutters are placed in elongated slots in the
matcher-head, and are confined by set screws, whieli

enable the adjustment to various inclinations and
depths.

Claim..—A matcher head constructed in the yjeeu-

liar manner above described and as shown iu the
drawings, so tha.t it may be used equally well in lieu

of either a closed or an open matcher head, as and
for the purposes set forth.

66,720.—Augustus S. LESXER,Bostou, Mass., as

signor to himself and A. L. I^ovES, same place.

—

Mop Wringpr.—July 16, 1867.—The spring holds up
the treadle and expands the rollers which close and
compress the mop vrhen the treadle is depressed, the
hand crank actuating the rollers to wring the mop.

Claim.—The arrangement iu connection with a
pail or bucket placed upon a platform, as shown, of
levers e, carrying rolls //', and attached to treadle

C, by links d.'all operating together with each other
and in combination with the reaction spring /t, as and
for the purpose described.

66,721—Henry 0. Lathrop, Milford, Mass.—
Stea7n Engine.—July 16, 1867.—The three pistons op-
crate within one cylinder which is open at each end

;

the steam entering the cylinder actuates one piston
iu one direction and the other two in opposite direc-
tions at the same time. By the plm*ality of pistons
the length of the stroke is reduced to about one-tliird

the length the cylinder. One piston rod is sleeved
iipou the other aud they are connected to opposite
ends of the walking beam.

Claim. — First, the combination or mechanism
wherebv the two rods F F of the engine pistons are
enablecf to effect rotary motion of tlie cranic N, or its

shaft O, as set forth, such combination consisting of
the cross-head c, the slide or carriage E, the connect-
ing rods G H, and shaft K, the lever 1, the arm L, and
the connecting rod M, the whole being arranged and
applied together, substantially as specified.

Second, the mechanism or combination by which
the piston is kept stationary for a period during t!ie

passage by and beyond the dead point of the crank,
such being for the purpose hereinbefore described,
consisting in the stationary cam plate S', and the
sliding and studded crank X, constructed and applied
togetlier, and to the standard Q, and the shaft (3, sub-
stantially in the manner aud to operate as specified.

Third, the combination of such mechanism or its

equivalent with one or more cylinders, their piston or
pistons, and a crank so connected with the piston or
pistons as to be capable of being revolved thereby.

Fourth, the combination or mechanism for supply-
ing steam to and discharging itlromthe cylinder and
its three pistons, as specified, the said mechanism con-
sisting of the two rotary valves U U', their eases T
T', and inlet and exhaust chambers / g, and ports,
constructed and arranged together, and with the pis-

tons and cylinder, substantially in manner and so as
to operate as specified.

66,722.—C. C. Lyman, Edinboro', Va.—Platform
Scale.—July 16, 1867.—The weight is thrown on or off

the scale by elevating or lowering the platform on
inclined planes. This is done by turning a hand
wheel connected by a system of' gearing with the
platform.

Claim.—First, the rack F, inclined planes E, aud
cog w^iecls K, as arranged in combination with the
platform B, for tlie pm-poso and in the manner as set
forth.

Second, the grooved pulley J and rope I^, or its

equivalent, as arranged aud operating the pulley J,
in the manner and for the purpose dcscril}ed.

Third, the use of inclined planes, or their equiva-
lents, for the purpose of raising aud lowering the
platform, substantially as specified.

66,733.—Gaylord Martin, Milwaukee, Wis.,
assignor to himself and George Buuh am, same place.—Brick Machine.—July 16, 1867.—The clay is mixed
and forced through tbe"rotating grate by the rotating
cutters and rollers, and falls into the pug mill, and
from thence passes laterally to the press box. Tho
molds are placed on a vibrating and longitudinally-
reciprocating table, by which they are alternately pre-
sented to the press box and to the operator.
67ai7n.—First, revolving grate F', cutters G', and

rollers H, in combination substantially as and for the
purpose described.
Second, adjusting nut H, screw M, slide G, pitman

F, yoke I, slide L, and follower K, in combination
substantially as described.

Third, followers K, when made with pipes K', sub-
stantially as described.
Fourth, jointed lever Q, shaft R, lever S, cams T,

and weights X, in combination for the purpose of
holding the stove door shut against any ordinary pres-
sure, and when the stove door is opened by extraor-
dinary prcssui'e to lower the platform at the same
time, and to shut the door and raise the platform si-

multaneously when the extraordinary pressure is.re-

lieved.

Fifth, lowering platform TJ simultaneously with
opening stove door I*, and closing said door and rais-

ing the platform automatically, substantially as de-

scribed.
Sixth, slide C, jointed lever D', rocker shaft B',

slotted lever A', pitman Z, and roller E', in combina-
tion with crank and crank shaft T, substantially as
and for the pm-posc described.

66,724.—E. C. Mayer and Jacob Ruppenthal,
St. Louis, M.o.—Globe Valve for Steam Engines.—
July 16, 1867.—The cylindrical valve case fixed within
the globe is removable for grinding-in the valve that

has its seat within the case. This permits the re-

moval of the valve case aud reseating the valve
without disconnecting the globe from the pipe.

Claim.—The valve case B and the valvo D, when
comlnued with the globe A in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

66,725.—A. McDougal, Manchester, England,
assignor to McDougal Bkotheus, same place.

—

Compound for Dcstroijing Pnsects.—Jnlj 16, 1867.

—

Explained by the claim.
Claim.—TIic emi)Ioyment of and use of the oil ob-

tained (after tliC naphtha or siiirithas been removed)
in the distillation of tar, resulting from the destrnc-

tive distillation of carbonaceous substances, or of any
of the constituents of this oil, in combinatioh witk an
alkali or an alkaline earth, and with fatty or other
saponifiable snlistances, and witii an acid hereinbefore
dcscrilied, as a dressing for sheep or otlicr animals, to

destroy or to protect them from vermin or insects, or
as a soap for disinfecting or clearing purposes, and as

a ])rotection to tlie skin from the attack of iu-sects,

aud when such oil or any of its constituents, after

treatment with an acid, is combined with an alkali or

alkaline caith. Tho samo as a material for the disiu-
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fectioii of foecal silage or other matters and the de-

structiou of eutozie parasites contaiued therein or for

the destruction of eutozie parasites or vermin in soils.

66, '^26.—Carl Mrixeeth, l^ewbiiryport, Mass.—Printing Photographs.—July 16, 1867.—Between
tlie negative film and the paper is a transparent layer
to disperse the light and produce a softness of outline
and tinting.

Claim.—The interposition of any transparent me-
dium or a mat between the negative film and the
printing surface, for the purpose of producing the
eifect as shown in the enclosed specimens.

66,727.— Joseph Miller, Alliance, Ohio.—
Weather Strij).—July 16, 1867.—The inclined weather
strip is inserted in a groove in the door, and attached
by brackets whose lips embrace its lower edge.

Claim.—Supporting the weather strip C to the door
in the groove by means of the brackets D. iirovided
with the lip a, combined in the manner and for the
purpose substantially as set forth.

66,7-28

—

Joshua Moxroe, I^ew York, Is". Y.,
assignor to himself and J. Gardner, same place.

—

Lacerfor Knee Braces, &c.—July 16, 1867.—The lacer
is connected in front and rear by laces, and the two
sections are connected at the knee by pivoted hinged
bars rigidly attached to the sockets.
Claim.—A lacer for knee braces, artificial limbs,

and splints, which is made in two parts connected by
lacing strings or other suitable adjustable fastenings
in front and in the rear, to operate in combination
with the joint C and socket B, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

60,729.—George E. I^Tebixger, Lcwisburg, Pa.— Hinge.—Jvlj 16, 1867; antedated July 5, 1867.—
Wings arc fitted to the lever of the hinge, and the
variation in their position will constitute it either a
right or left hand hinge.

Claim.—First, a hinge, consisting of the wings A
and B, in combination with the plates C, constructed
and arranged as shown and described.
Second, tlie arm a attached to the pin that unites

the wings, and having the shoulder c thereon, as and
for the purpose set forth.

66,730.—D. E. :^rKiKiRK, Eepublic, O\\\o.—Horse
Hay Fork.—July l(i, 1867.—Tlie central transverse
bar forms a pi\-ot for the support, which in use is

brought up and connected to tlie bail by a spring
catch. The catch is tripped l)y a cord to release the
hay.

Claim.—The hay fork with curved or angular tines,
a central support D, a bail which afl:brds end supports,
and to which the hoisting rope is attached, and a
pivoted connection whicli passes tlirough the fork at
a point near the curve, or at the angle of its tines,
when such fork has its spring catch ai-ranged on
its central support D, and also has a loop E at-

tached to or formed on the bail, all of the said parts
being aranged and operated substantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose herein described.

66,731.—IXGWER P. XissEN, Davenport, Iowa.—
Washing Machine.—July 16, 1867 ; antedated March
1'2, 1867.—The semicircular rocking box has trans-
verse ribs inside, and is pivoted on the frame on
which it rocks.

Claim.—The combination of the sides B, the zinc
bottom C, with the braces D, and the triangular ribs
X, when the same is pivoted and hung upon the
standards A, as and for the piu'posc specified.

66,732.—Butler G. ISToble, Is^'cw York, IT. Y.—
Article of Food from Oyster Juice.—July 16, 1867.

—

The iiatural liquor of the oyster is coucenti'ated by
evaporation and desiccation.

Claim.—The extract of oyster as a new article

of manufacture, the same being the natural juice or
liquor of the oyster, concentrated bv evaporation to
a state of dryness, substautially as ami for the purposes
herein set forth.

66,733.—Adrian V. B. Orr, Stecleville, Pa.—
Cur Coupling.—July 16, ]8(;7.—When the coupling is

bronglit in contact, the link removes the ring that
supports the pin, when it drops and engages the link.

Claim.—In an automatic car coupling the combi-
nation of the stop D with the spring S, and tlie link-
supporting device a, with its springer, all constructed,
arranged, and operating as described, for the purpose
set forth.

66,734.—W. PiLKiNGTON, Prankford, Pa., and
D. PiLKlNGTON, Chester, Fa.—Stop Motion for Looms.
-July 16, 1867.—When the filling is exhausted or
broken the filling fork is left behind and fails to lift

the finger. As the lay advances, the stand on the
lav sword comes in contact witli the finger and is

forced forward, actuating lever connections to shift
the belt and stop the loom.
C^rtim.-First, the combination of the fork/, lever

s, finger b, and stand a, constructed and operating as
and for the described purpose.

Second, the combination of the swell e, lever c, and
lever s, as and for the above described pm'pose.

66,735.—Frederick Post, Piano, 111.—Water
Wheel.—J-olj 16, 1867.—The wheel has buckets in the
top plate, as well as at the periphery. The periphe-
ral buckets are curved downward to allow freecentral
descent to the water.

Claim.—The cap E, in combination with wheel g,
having buckets h and I, the latter being curved down-
ward at the bottom, the whole being arranged sub-
stautially as and for the purposes set forth.

66,736—T. F. Quinby, Eochester, :N". Y.—Gold
Washer.—July 16, 1867.—Designed for the placer dig-
gings. A counter ciu-rent of water passes through
the earth which descends in the tube. The revolving
beater agitates the mass and the fine earthy and or-

ganic matter is floated off, while the heavier matters
are collected in a chamber at the foot of the tube.

Claim.—First, passing the gold-bearing sand or
other material to be vrashed through an upv>-ard or
counter current of v/ater, for the' pm'poses herein
shown and described.
Second, the employment of the agitator, con-

structed, arranged, and operating in combination
with the tubes E, C, and G, substantially in the man-
ner and for the purposes set forth.

Third, the water box B, when constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating conjointly with the deposit
chamber A and the supply or induction tube T ami
the vertical discharge pipe G, for the pm'poses set
forth.

Fourth, the general constniction and Jirrangement
of all the parts, substantially in the manner and lor

the pm'poses herein shown and described.

66,737.—M. Eandolph, St. Louis, Mo., assignor
to himself and J. S. Todd.—Barrel-Stave Jointers.—
July 16, 1887.—The blank is placed on a fixed table
and conveyed by grippcrs to a knife, by which one
edge is jointed ; it is then seized by other grippcrs
and conveyed to the knife by which the other side is

jointed.
Claim.—First, the automatic feeding grippcrs F',

/i/\/^ and/3, for the purpose of coiiveying staves
to and from the jointing knife, substantially as de-

scribed.
Second, the jointing knives G and G', when ar-

ranged in combination with the table A' and the
feeding giippers so as to allo^- two staves to be jointed
on opposite edges simultaneously aud at one stroke or
revolution of the machine.

66,738.—Albert J. Eedway, Cincinnati, Ohio.
—Charcoal Ftirnace.—July 16, 1867.—The body has
curved corrugated sides aucl air openings at the lower
pai't. The gi-ate has cavities in its out-curved edge
to allow passage to the air.

Claim.—Tlie combination with the shell or body A,
having interior flues or channels a a and air inlets 1 1',

at its opposite sides, of the detachable grate or fire-

basket E c, having a crenulated edge//, perforations

or caliducts F, and air openings G G, all as herein de-

scribed and for the purpose set forth.

66,739.—John Eichards, Washington, D. C.~
Implementfor Wagoners.—July 16, 1867.—Tlie wagon
hammer or double-tree bolt lias a head, blade, and
sockets ; the Avasher is a screw-driver and the nut of

the pointed crank is the head of an uugei*. It cousti-
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tutcs a hatchet, hammer, wrench, screw-driTcr, auger,
and awl.

Claim.— The improved implement for wagoners
constructed and arranged substantially as herein de-

scribed and for the puiposes set forth.

66,740.—MiLO A. EicnAKDSOX, Sherman, X. T.,

assignor to himself and Alva F. Jexkin'gs, same
^laee. — Washing Machine.— July HI, 18(i7.—The
frame is attachable to the bottom of a wash-tub by
a thumb-screw. The clothes are passed between the
corrugated roller and the concave bed of independent
spiraKj-fluted rollers.

(7;«i?«..—First, in combination with the wash-tub
A, the washing apparatus, constructed substantially
as described, centrally attached to the bottom thereof
when in use and readily removable when not required,
substantially as set forth.

Second, the series of bed rollers D D, spirally

grooved in alternating directions, in combination
with the driving rollers C, arranged and operating
substantially as set forth.

Third, a convcx-sui'faeed roller C, provided with
seri'ate grooves, as dcsci ibed, the beds of which are
paa-allel, and not with the surface thereof, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

Foui-th, the hook-headed spring connections of the
heads g, shanks I, and coiled springs h, for holding
the working roller adjustably in its bearings and per-

mitting ready disconnection therefrom, substantially
as set forth.

Fifth, in combination with the washing machine, as
described, the device for clamping the frame B to the
tub, consisting of the bent bolt P.'clutch block Q, and
thumb-screw t, arranged and operating substantially
as set forth.

66,741.—F. M. EOBiNsox and T. G-. Springer,
Couneautville, Pa.

—

Hay Eaker and Loader.—July
16, 18G7.—The rotating toothed drum gathers the hay
that the rake has collected, and endless bands raise it

on to the wagon.
Claim.—First, the hooked or bent spring teeth d,

applied to the revolving drum D, guided by meaus of
bars C, and acted upon at proper times so as to leave
the hay upon the endless carrier G, by means of rods g
and cams or inclined bars E', substantially as de-
scribed.
Second, the hooked or bent spring teeth d, applied

to a revolving drum D, giuded by means of bars c, and
acted upon at proper times so as'to leave the hay upou
the endless carrier G, by means of rods g and cams or
inclined bars E, substantially as described, in combi-
nation with the spring rake E, the teeth of which arc
arranged so as to rake up the hay and also serve as
guards for the spring teeth d in elevating hay, sub-
stantially as herein specified.

Third," the hooked or bent spring teeth d, applied to
revolving di-um D, guided by means of bars c, and
acted upon at i^roper times so as to leave the hay
upon the endless earners G, by means, substantially
as described, of communicating a rapid rotary motion
to said drum D, so that the speed of this drum shall

be greater than that of the driving wheels, substan-
tially as specified.

66,742.—Henry Eolle, Boston, Mass.— Pro-
pellcr.—July 10, 1867.—The vertical paddles are at-

tached to horizontal bars which are actuated by a
pair of cranks so as to move the paddle in an ellipti-

cal path.
Claim.—The combination with the blades c and

bars b, of the long and short armed double cranks D
D' and cranks F F', the whole being an-anged for

operation and for the purposes set forth.

66,743.-jr. J. Savage, Troy, IT. Y.—Grate for
Stoves.—July 16, 1867.—Explained by the claim and
illustration.

Claim.—First, a fire grate for stoves composed of
a curved or angular-formed lifting and hold-back, a
grate part D, having side or end pieces G G, and sua
pcnded within the tire box by journals F F, or their
equivalents, in such manner that it may swing up
wards for the purpose herein set forth, and havinp
arranged to operate in combination therewith a hori
zontal grate part C, which jointly with said grate part
D constitutes said fire grate, in manner substantially
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as herein described and operating for the purpose set
forth.

Second, the arrangement, in combination with the
fuel reservoir of stoves and front fire-grate part C
thereof, of a lifting and hold-back gi'ate part I), con-
structed substantially as described and arranged in
such position thereto respectively as to operate for

the purpose and in manner as herein set ibrth.

Third, in combination with a fuel reservoir of stoves
and fire box thereof, a lifting and hold-back grate part
D, arranged in connection with a dumping or tilting

grate part C in such manner as to be operated simul-
taneously by and with the same, as and for the pur-
pose herein set forth, said grate parts respectively
being constructed substantially as described.
Fourth, the combination of a lifting and hold-back

grate part D with a dumping or tilting fire-grate part
C, ccnstructed and arranged to operate by and in con-
nection with each other in manner substantially as
shown.

Fifth, in coinbination with a lifting and hold-back
grate or plate D and a fire grate C, a lifter-arm L, ar-

ranged substantially in manner as herein described
and for the x)urpose set forth.

66,744.—F. ScroiiTT, Springfield, JH.—Artificial
Leg.—Jxily 16, 1867.—The slielis of the limb are made
of alternate layers of veneer and linen cemented by
glue. The knee has a rule joint, and anterior and
posterior springs give elasticity to the articulation.

The lower leg has a tenon socketed in the foot and
carrying the strap which is sleeved around tlie pivot
boltln the foot, and tbrming the ankle articulation.

Claim.—First, constructing the upper and lower
portions of an artificial leg A and B, or either of them,
of alternate strips of thin wood and cloth, substan-
tially as and for the purposes specified.

Second, the pivot 5 of the ankle joint, when located
centrally as respects the length of the foot, and con-
structed and operating substantially as descril)cd.

Third, the combination and arrangement of the
tenon D, plate 6, hinge rod 5, and springs 2 and 3
with ihe foot C and lower portion of the leg B, form-
ing the ankle joint, when constructed and operating
substantially as specified.

Fourtli, the combination and aiTangcment of the
spring strap 1, knee opening /, calf opening h, rule

joint 7, and coi'ds or laeiu j^ 9 with the uppor portion
A and lower portion B of the leg, forming the kneo
joint, when constructed and operating substantially
as and for the purposes sj)ccilied.

66,745.—Albert G. Smith, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Trenching and Hoisting Ax^paratus.—July 16, 1867. — ^
Th^" windlass frame has three swinging beams, from
each of which a bucket is suspended. Tlic buckets
have bars jointed to their bottoms and giving attach-
ment for ropes by which the buckets are tilted.

Claim.—First, the buckets H, provided with the
tilting straps c, when arranged and operated coii-

joiutly by the pulleys I, ropes J and IST, cranes D E
F, and windlass L, as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the pulleys a a', i)aws M, as arranged and
operating conjointly and in combination with the
cranes D E F and buckets IT, in the manner and for
the purpose descril)ed.

Third, tlie cranes D E F, in combination with the
fi-ames A B and rollers Q, for the purpose and in the
manner set forth.

Fourth, the combination of a movable frame with
one or more cranes and hoisting apparatus, so ar-

ranged over the ditch or channel being excavated,
that the cranes and hoisting apparatus will be self-

sustaining with said frame, v\'heu operating conjointly
in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

66,746.—Antoine Soursin, St. Louis, Mo.—
Shifting Top for Carriages.— July 16, 1867.—Tho
bows and loops of the calash top are attached to a
shifting rail, which is connected by studs to sockets
on the scat rail of the carriage.
Claim.—ThQ combination and arrangement of tho

seat A, its loops a, and the knobs a', the shifting rail

B, substantially as set forth.

66,747.—Antoine Sour.sin, St. Louis, Mo.—
Machine for Adjxisting Carriage Top Boivs.—JwXj
16, 1867.—A frame is temporarily erected upon tho
seat and is made adjustable in every direction so as
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to present a "former," on wMcli the boTrs, &c., may
be iitted and hold the parts in position -while the
loops, &C., are attached.
Claim.—Yivst, an adjustable frame Tvork E E',

TThen applied to a carriage body or seat in such a
manner as to form a false work or frame on which to
place and adjust the carriage bows or hoops prepara-
tory to fixing the said hoops on the said rehicle, sub-
stantially as herein described and set forth.

Second, the bed-i)lates A A^ A^, when combined
and arranged substantially as herein set forth, for the
purpose of adjusting the machine laterally and longi-
tudinally on the vehicle to which it is applied.

Thii'd, the posts D, when combined with the pen-
dulous posts D^, and the adjusting arms D^, as herein
described and set forth.

Fourth, the graduated beams E, in combination
with the beams E^ and D, and the screws E^ and e,

as and for the purpose set forth.

Eifth, the sliding stick I P, when constructed and
employed as and for the purpose set forth.

66,748.—James L. Spenser, Wellyille, Va.—
Sulky Plotv and Tobacco Hiller Attachment.—July
16, 1867.—The treadle rods attached to the levers
raise the plows independently. Ey depression of a
lever the treadle rods are depressed, simultaneously
raising the gang of plows. The tobacco hilling
scrapers trail in the rear.

Claim—First, the combination and arrangement
of the plows G- Qi G^ G^ with the arms M M^, and
1 1, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the roller L, having the short arms 1 1 ad-

justable in position, and having the handle l^, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

Third, the pole T, having the shovel t, and the
blunt arm t^, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

Fourth, the combination of the gear wheel P, the
pinion g, the lever K, the shaft _Q, bearing the wheel
S, and the pivoted pole T, bearing the shovelf, and
the blunt arm t^, substantially as and for the pui'pose
described.

66,749.— Joseph H. Springer and John C
McDonald, Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to them
selves, EicHARD G. Howell, and George Stites, I frame
same place.

—

Apparatusfor Carhurettivg Air.—July
|

Claim
16, 1867.—The chamber is half-filled with oil, and the
chamber above it to the top of the tubes. Air is

forced in and descends the tubes, escapes at their

lower slits, ascends in bubbles to the space above,
passes to the next chamber where the shield inter-

cepts liquid, and thence to the holder.
Qlaim—Fh'st, the perforated air tubes, constructed,

arranged and operating as described.
Second, the combination of two carburetting cham-

bers, separated by a diaphragm traversed by air tubes,
substantially in the manner described.

Third, the combination of the oil chambers and
tank with the perforations e, and shield F, arranged
and operating as and for the ptu-pose described.

into the bore. The carrier is depressed and another
cartridge from the magazine is forced into place for
the next operation.

Claim.— First, the combination with a sliding
breech or recoil block of a cartridge carrier, held in
and aetitated by but not forming a part of said breech
block, under such an arrangement that tlie breech
block in its sliding movement shall cause the raising
and lowering of the carrier, as herein specified.

Second, the carrier c, in combination with the slid-

ing block C, and its grooves or recess s, for raising
the cartridge into line with the barrel, as well as for
expelling the empty shell, essentially in manner and
to operate as explained.

Third, the employment of the carrier e, and its

spring, for the combined purpose of raising the cart-
ridge and at the same time keeping back the supply
of cartridges within the magazine, substantially as
described.
Fourth, the peculiar mode of connecting the guard

lever D to the sliding block C, viz., by the dovetailed
groove I, and studs upon the lever, in manner and
for the purpose as explained.

Fifth, the peculiar formation of the grooves j j,

whereby the cartridge carrier e is caused to rise and
elevate the cartridge, and substantially to guide the
carrier and cartridge forward in a line with the bore
of the barrel, essentially as explained.

66,752.—Charles C. Taintor, Springfi-^ld, HI.—
Apparatusfor Warming Water by Petroleum Lamps.
—July 16, 1867; antedated Jime 26, 1867.—The lamp
case is water tight and is submerged to heat the wa-
ter in a bath. Pipes and chimneys afford a circula-

tion of ail-.

Claim.—The lamp I, in combination with the air

pipes D D, and eduction pipes C C C, when an-anged
to operate in vessel A, in combination -vaith. boiler H,
as shown.

66,733.—Sidney Van Auken and James H.
Graham, Biughamton, l!^'. Y.— Milk Strainer. —
July 16, 1867.—Eubber packing fills the groove at

the point of contact of the frame with the pail, to

which it is tightly held by the cams beneath. A re-

movable strainer is attached to the middle of the

66,750.—Enoch E. Stubbs and Thomas C. Da-
vis, West Elkton, Ohio.

—

Evaporating Pan.—July
16, 1867,—The boiling-down pan has a strainer at its

elevated end into which the scum is dipped, a pipe
conveying the draining back to the pan. Ilevolving
syrup pans are pivoted to bring either pan over the
furnace. The granulator is attached to the outer
pan, being u scries of perforated plates onto which a
discharge pipe empties from the syrup pans.

Claim.—First, the skimming apparatus consisting
of the trough v, and tube a;, in combination with trough
XV, and strainer z, arranged at the elevated end of

the pan K, for draining the syrup from the extraneous
matter, in the manner and lor the purpose described.

Second, the spring catches i i, arranged in the
manner described upon the pan B, to act "in connec
tion witli tiie projecting edge of turntable «, for hold
ing the granulator and cooler D in position, in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

66,751 .—Edward L. Sturtevant, Boston»Mass—Magazine Fire Arm.—July 16, 1867.—Depression
of the guard lever withdraws the breech block and
raises the cartridge carrier which places the cartridge
in lino with the bore. By raising the guard lever,

the breech is thrown forward, driving the cartridge

The frame A, and the mode of attaching
it to the pail, in combination with the detachable
strainer G, and the spring H, all constructed sub-

stantially as herein described and represented, for

the pmpose set forth.

66,754.—E. E. Van Etten, Mount Morris, N. Y.
—ClampforFiling Saws.~Jn\j 16, 1867.—The swivel
clamps are secured and adjusted by set screws at-

tached thereto.
Claim:—The arrangement of the swiveled clamps

C D, the set screws h g, key hole socket r, and the
groove g, constructed and operating in the manner
and for the purpose specified.

66,755.—Antony Wallach, ISTew York, K". T.,

assignor to himself and Adolph Wallach, samo
place.—JToo/i;/or Watch O/mins.—July 16, 18(;7.—The
saddle is united to the mousing hooks by a joint pin,

and has a swivel ring for the attachment of the chain
ring.
Claim.—The hooks a and b, united by the joint piu

c, in combination with the saddle d, and swivel, as

specified.

66,756.—William Weaver, PhcenixviUe, Pa.—
Rock Brill. — July 16, 1867. — As the shaft revolves
one of the curved arms strikes a projection on the
nut and feeds tlie drUl rod ; a continuance of the mo-
tion elevates the latter, turning it as it rises and
then drops it, to make the efiective blow. Tlie ex-

tent of the motion of the nut is regulated by bring-

ing the disks toward or from each other.

^Claim.—'First, the drill rod D, nut X, and spring
k, bearing on the nut, in combination with the within-

described devices, or theii- eciuivalents, for first turn-

ing the nut on the drill rod and then elevating and
turning both together, the whole being constructed
and operating substantially as and for the pm-pose
specified.

Second, the drUl rod D, nut N, with its projections i,

in combination with the shaft L, and its peculiarly
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bent arms s 5, the whole boins^ arranged and opcra-t

iup- substantially as and for the purpose described.

Third, the tulje d, arranged in respect to the rod D
and nut N, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

Fourth, the nut N, consisting of two adjustable

disks//', an intervening elastic "washer e and set

screw 8, or its equivalent.
Fifth, the adjustable plate I, or its equivalent, in

combination with the spring k, for the pui'pose as

described.
Sixth, the combination of the frame C. platform A,

legs B, and bars a'^. the whole being constructed and
ai-ranged for adjustment substantially as set forth.

Seventh, the groove c in the rod D, and set screw 3,

combined and operating substantially as set forth.

66,757.- Joseph H. Webster, St. Louis, Mo.,
assiu-nor to himself and John KurFEKLE, same place.

—Steam Globe Valve.—July 16, 18G7.—The "bonnet"
or sleeve has a smooth portion which fits the screw-
threaded nozzle into wluch the sleeve is screwed, but
has free motion therein, so that when the sleeve is

Unscrewed a short distance it may act as a giude to

the stem in guiding the valve.
Claim.—The bonnet E. constructed with a blank

end on the shank H, and arranged in relation to the
valve, valve stem, and seat, substantially as described,
for the pui-pose specified.

66,758.—Joseph H. "Webster, St. Louis, Mo.,
assignor to himself and J onx Kupferle, same place.—Metallic Factin^f07- Piston Hods.—July 16, 1867.

—

The packing space is made elliptical, and the follower
is perforated for casting in soft alloy as packing.
Claim.—In combination v.ith the stalling box the

solid alloy c, when made of an oblong form and
arranged "in relation to the stulfing box, rod, and
gland, so that the screwing down of the latter will

contract the two ends of the packing around the rod,

as shown and described.

66,759.—P. G. B. Westmacott, Elswick, :N"ew-

castle-upon-Tvne. England. — Device for Cleaning
Grain.—Ju\jl6, 1867; antedated lS'"ovcmber 21, 1866.

—Explained"^ by the claims.
Claim.—Arranging machinery for conveying and

treating corn, grain, or other articles inbulk.'substan-
tially as hereinbefore described, and especially with a
rapidly traveling band on to which the grain is deliv-

ered down an incline or shoot, in such manner that
the material when it comes upon the band may be
traveling approximately in the same dii'cctiou and at
the same speed as the band.
Also, the bending up the band into a tray-like form,

at tlie point where the grain or material is fed on to
it, substantially as herein described.
Also, the arranging the said machinery in such

manner that the carrving baud may be deflected at
any point where it is desired to remove the grain or
material n'om it in such maimer as to cause the grain
or material to leave it and shoot forward into a guide
trough or shoot by which it is led away, substantially
as herein described.
Also, the cleansing of corn, grain, or other articles

by throwing it olF iit such a velocity from the band
that the lighter particles and dust are by the resist-

ance of the air separated from the biilk, substan-
tially as herein described.

Also, the arranging the said machinery in such
manner that by deflecting the carrying band it may
be caused, where desired, to give motion to a trans-
verse band, or to distrilnitiug and conditioning aj)pa-

ratus, substantially as herein described.
Also, the distributing and conditioning corn, grain,

or other article by causing it to descend on to the
cone or instrument with radial arms rotating on a
vertical axis, substantially as herein described.

66,760. — Edwin L. Yancey, Tltica, :N'. T.—
Carriage Curtain Button-Hole.—^Iwlj 16, 1867.—The
metallic plate has a circular opouing'for the passage
of the button, and is cut with side-wise projecting
points from each corner, for attachment to the cur-
tain, and in-turned edges to hold a slide, slotted to
embrace the button neck.

C7ai)?i.—The plates A B, arms G and slide D, as
arranged in combination with the curtain I, for the
pm-j)osc and in the manner as set forth.

66,761.—Edwin L. Yancey, "Ctica, N. Y.—Car-
riage Curtain Button-Hole. — July 16, 1867. — The
metallic ])late encloses a piece of rubl)er having a cu"-

cular hole permitting the i)assage of the button. The
inuer side' of the plate has a concave portion to re-

ceive the button head.
Claim.—The plate C, provided witli the arms D E

and cap H, as arranged in combination with the cur-
tain G, for the purpose and in the manner as set
forth,

66.762. — Albert A. Young, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to himself and George T. Dai.ton, same
place. — Brush. — July 16, 1867.— The sliank of the
handle slips in a groove on the back of the bnish,
and is secured by a set screw. It may be attached
to cither end of the brush as the latter'wears.

Claim..—The combination and arrangement of the
handle C, the shank a, and its groove b, with the
metallic plates cl d, the set screw c, and the pivot e,

whereby the handle is reversed with refcreuce to the
body of the brush, substantially as described.

66.763.— Calvin Young, Auburn, ]Sr. Y.—Ma-
chine for Cutting Dovetails.- July 16, 1867. — The
bottom and sides of the dovetails are cut by the tra-

pezoidal hollow chisel containing the auger, whicli
is projected horizontally by a hand lever. The inner
side is cut by a bisected chisel, dei)ressed by a treadle
and expansible, to form the under-cut.
Claim.—First, the combinatioa of a hollow chisel,

two of the sides of wljich are parallel but of unequal
length, and the remaining two sides of which are not
parallel but are of equal leno-tli, and one or more augers
Avorking in or through said hoUoAV chisel, for the pur-
pose of cutting dovetails, substantially in the man-
ner described.
Also, in combination with two chisels whose cut-

ting edges are held together by a spring or yielding
attachment, the studs or pins which, whcji moved into
the path of the chisel, cause them to spread later-

ally, for the purpose of cutting down the back wall
of a dovetail and cleaning outthe corners or under-
neath portions, subsiantially as described.

66.764.— Isaac jST. Young, Swann, Ind.— Faj-m
Gafe.—Jnlj 16, 1867.—Tlie extension bar of the gate
slides on aiiti-friction rollers attached to the main and
an auxiliary post, and projections in front engage in
the latch-post. The lower bars slide longitudinally,
to allow the passage of small animals.

Claim.— The gate above described, having the
movable bars c c, the slotted uprights I) D .1), the
bolt and nut e, the flauged balance bar F, the three
rollers g g g, and the pin p, all constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as and for the piu'pose specified.

66,765.—Is.iACl^. Young, Swann, Ind.—Clover
Thresher, Huller, and Cleaner.—July 16, 1867.—The
clover is fed in at the tliroat, threshed by the cylin-

der, received on the slatted apron, carried up past
the beater, the hay picked off by the picker and
removed by the straw carrier, v/hile the seed and
chaif tall into the shaking shoe, where the sieves, the
vibratory action and the blast finisli the separation,
and deliver tlie results separately.
Claim.—Fii'st, the adjustable'pick G, working in

the movable bearings y y, substantially as and for
the purpose described.
Second, the drums g g, comiecting or disconnect-

ing with each other, when in motion, by the ratchet
and pawl, substantially as and for the purpose spe-

cified.

Third, the combinatioa and arrangement of the
thresher B. the beater F, the apron E, the pick G, the
straw carrier IT, tlie table W, tlie huller I, the fan K,
the cleaning sieves L L, and tlie elevator O, all con-

structed and arranged substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

66,766 Solomon TT. Young, Providence, R.
I., assignor to himself and J. W. Hoard, same place.
—Wood Screw.—J\\\y 16, 1867,—The conical end of
the screw has longitudinal grooves, which give cut-

ting edges to its thread.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture a gimlet-

pointed screw, having one or more grooves or inden-
tations in the shank and thread tliereof in the plane
of, but obliquely to the axis of, the said shank ; that
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is to say, having the groovQp formed between the
.point and cylindrical part of the shank, substantially

in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

66,767.—Henry Zellnek, Columbia, Tenn.—
Breakblg and Cleaning Hemp.—July 16, 1867.—The
hemp is fed between serrated breaking rollers, re

volving at a moderate speed, and is received on a
more rapidly moving slatted apron, above which is

a reciprocating slatted beater.

Claim.—First, the combination of the beater G
having the slats g g, with the endless apron !F, having
the slats i i, substantially as and for the purpose de
scribed.
Second, the combination of the beater Gr, pitmans

X K, crank shaft I, idle wheel O. cog wheel P, shaft

or roller /, and apron E, for the purpose of adjusting
the motion of the apron F to that of the beater G-.

Third, the arrangement of the rapidly-moving
apron F, in combination vdth the slowly revolving
feed rollers d' F, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

66,768.—Henky Zellner, Columbia, Tenn
Combined Seed Sower and Boiler.—July 16, 1867.

—

The sifter is connected with and operated by a foot

lever below the driver's seat, and is followed by the
roller which supports the machine.
Claim.—Th.Q combination and arrangement of the

roller C, arms D D, roller G, pitmans H H, and the
vibrating agitator or sifter I of a seed box B, sub-

stantially as and for the xjni'pose described.

66,769.—Calvin Adams, Pittsburg, Pa
Dis/i.—July 16, 1867; antedated July 9, 1867.—The
dish has legs and a drain aperture with projections

to detain the soap.
Claim.—First, a soap dish, with two or morf^ lugs

or pins projecting from the bottom or edge of the dish,

in the manner substantially as and for the purpose
shown and described.
Second, as an article of manufacture a cast-u'on

soap disli, in the manner substantially as shown and
described.

66,770.—Wm. Adamson, Philadelphia, Pa.—
. Match Lighter.—July 16, 1867.—Explained by the
claims.
Claim.—First, a match lighter, consisting of a

strip of paper or other material, part of which is

. sanded or otherwise roughened, and part left plain,

for the purpose specified.

Second, the combination described of the sand-
paper, the advertising card, and strip of glass or
mica.

66,771.—B. J. AURAND, Mount Gilead, Ohio.—
Harness Shaft Loop.—July 16, 1867.—The wooden
or metallic shaft looiJ has a leather band surrounding
it between the flanges of its edge.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture a har-

ness shaft loop, constructed as described, consistin"-

of the wooden or metallic ring B, having raised

flanges a upon its outer and inner sides, oetween
which are fitted flush with the periphery and inner
circumference the continuous leather band and lining,

as herein described,, for the purpose specified.

66,773.— James Auten, Chili, N. Y.— Thill

Coupling.—July 16, 1867.—The coupling irons are
connected ^y\t\\ a bolt and packed by a rubber spring
to prevent vibration.

Claim.—"VliQ combination and arrangement of the
rubber blocks h h and the packing /, with the clip

made in two parts c d, connected by bolt E, as shown
, and described and for the purpose set forth.

60,773.—D. E.. AvEFiiLL. ISTcwbm-g, Ohio.—Pamf
Compound.—JVi\y 16, 1807.—Oxide of zinc, 200 lbs.,

is compounded with linseed oil, 20 galls. A second
mixture consists of acetate of lead, 5 lbs. ; sulpliatc of
zinc, 10 lbs., dissolved in water to 3^ Bcaurae. A
third consists of a solution of silicate of soda, to make
3 galls., at 8= Beaume. A fourth is lime water; to

3 galls, of the second and third mixtures add 6 galls,

of lime Avater and linseed oil, combine the result with
the first mixture, and add 6 galls, benzine.

Claim.—A. paint composed of the ingredients herein

named and prepared, and compounded substantially
in the manner specified.

66,774.—Benjamin F. Avery, LouisvUle, Kv.—
Ploxu.—Jnlj 16, 1867.—The standard of cast u-on
passes through the beam and is secured by a key. It
furnishes bearing for the mold board, share, and land-
side. The left handle is attached to a brace piece,
which is attached by a brace bar to the standard.

Claim.—First, the cast standard skeleton D, con-
structed substantially in the manner herein shown and
described and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the point F and arm /', constructed and
attached to the skeleton D, substantially in the man-
ner herein shown and described.

Third, the brace bar G-, constructed with lugs cr' and
gr2, and secured to the mold board E, handle C, and
landside of the skeleton D, substantially in the man-
ner herein shown and described and for the purpose
set forth.

66,775.—John G-. Bailey, Hillsdale, Mich.—
Washi7ig Machine.—Jviy 16, 1867.—The clothes are
passed in either direction between the fluted roUers,
and are guided by the smaller roller and apron.
Claim.—First, the combination of the small roller

I and apron J with the fluted cylinders B and D, and
with the box A, substantially as herein shown and
for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the springs E and levers
F, with each other and with the journals of the roller
D and box A, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed and for the purpose set forth.

66,776.-J0HN W. Baker, "Warsaw, InA.-Print-
ers' Galleys.—Jnlj 16, 1867.—The end, when in posi-
tion, is held by dovetails. The screws of the moving
lateral piece turn in collars in the same, and pass
through nuts in the side.

Claim.—A printer's galley having the detachable
end piece A in combination with the adjustable side
stick c, operated substantially as shown and described.

66,777 J. F. Barker and C. :N'. Gilbert,
Springfield, Mass.—Apparatus for Carbureting Air
and Gas.— July 16, 1807.—A heated fluid passes
through a coil 'in the carbureter, so as to assist in
vaporization ofthe hydrocarbon when the atmospheric
air is passed through it. The carbureted air, after
issuing from the carbureter, is subjected to a lesser
temperatm-e than it will afterward experience, so as
to condense aU that might otherwise collect in the
pipes.

Claim:—First, the heating of the fluid of any car-
bureter used for the purpose of carbureting air or gas,
by means of a heated fluid, the same being circulated
in pipes and radiators through the carbureter and
heater, substantially as herein descrilied and set forth.

Second, the heater B, havino- a case B' filled Avitha
non-conducting substance, and the coil m' when used
in combination with radiators placed inside a carbu-
reter, substantially as herein described and for the
purpose set forth.

Third, in combination with a carbureting appara-
tus, a condenser, substantially as herein described, so
as to cool the gas after being carbureted and before it

passes into the distributing pipes for the pm-pose
hereinbefore specified.

Fourth, the use of the condenser C in combination
with the carbm-eter A, the radiators c and T, and the
heater B, when constructed substantially as described
and for the purposes herein specified.

Fifth, the valve H h in combination with the pipe
a, radiators c and T, and carbureter A, all constructed
substantially as described and for the purpose herein
specified.

Sixth, the heater B^, having the space O between
the two cylinders I and I' with the inverted cone n,

having its base open and attached to the Tipper part
of said cylinder I, so that the interior of said inverted
cone n shall communicate with the space O, all con-
structed and operating substantiaUj' as herein de-

scribed and set forth.

66,778.-TTdxey N. Beardsley, Goshon, Ind.—
Gatc.^uly 16, 1867.—The gates are hinged together
in the middle by an adjustable rod regulating the
height of the outer gate by a thumb screw on top.
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They close together, if desired, to reduce the strain

on the hinges.
Claim.—First, pivoting the large gate E at its

middle part to tlie tbrwarli end of the small gate A,
the rear end of which is hinged to the gate post in

the ordinary manner, substantially as herein shown
and descrilied and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the arms B and rods C,

with the gates A and E, substantially as herein shown
and described and for the pm-pose set forth.

Third, the combination of the rod K with the rear
ends of the gates A and E, substantially as herein
shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

Eonrth, secm-ing the bottom board c' of the gate E,
removably in place by the bolts N and O, substan-
tially as herein shown and described and for the pur-

pose set forth.

66,779.—TTm. Bellamy, ]S"ewark, IST. J.— Ice
Pitcher.—^nly 16, 1807.—The lids opening in reverse
directions do not interfere with each other or witli the
insertion of ice. A tube connects the spout with the
bottom of the pitcher, conveying the liquid direct
therefi'om.

Claim.—First, an ice or double-walled pitcher pro-

vided with two lids hinged to the top of the pitcher
at opposite or different points, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

Second, the spout G, placed between the two walls
and communicating with the bottom of the pitcher
and the nozzle or spout thereof, substantially as and
for the pm'pose set forth.

66,780.—Wm. Jo>-t:s Berxe, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Attaching Ccdks to Horseshoes.—July 16, 1867.

—

Sockets with calks attached are slipped on the rear
ends of the shoes, and connected by straps and bolts

to the toe piece which carries a calk.

Claim.—Adjustable calks which may be applied to
ordinary horseshoes without removing the latter, by
means of the socket A, toe-piece B, cross-piece I),

and straps C, substantially as described.

66,781.-EOBERT Black, Holyoke, Mass., as
sigHor to himself Maktin Devixey, and Jofix Mur-
phy, Chicopee, Mass.

—

Hammer Head.—-July 16.

1867 ; antedated July 7, 1867.—The socket is cast of
malleable ii'on and attached to the wrought part by
brazing.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture a hammer
head constructed of the parts A and B, the part B
being cast and attached to the part A, substantially
in the manner and for the pui^pose described.

66,782.-E. G. Blakslee, Sing Sing, K". T.—
Joints for Iron Pipe.—-July 16, 1867.—A packing of
lead and oakum is applied between the inner pipe and
the larger enlargement of the outer one.
Claim.—First, the joint for cast-ii'on pipes formed

by a socket with two enlargements at one end of a
length of pipe receiving the end of the nest length of
pipe and made tight by the packing d, as set forth.

Second, fonniug the packing for the joints of cast-
ii'on pipes of a ring of soft metal cast in a separate
mold, and calked or driven into the joint as set foith.

66,783.—S. H. Blossom. Buffalo, IN^. Y., and J.
E. HusTOX, Hillsdale, Mich.-^Zowr BoU.—JmIy 16,
1867.—The meal from the mill is passed through two
bolts successively, the first one being the coarser. A
double provision'of sepai-ating boards at the head of
each bolt prevents the passage of specks into the
matter that has been bolted.

Claim.—First, the bolts C and E, constructed, ar-
ranged and operating as described to separate the
feed from the meal and the floui- from the midlings
consecutively.
Second, the secondary chamber p, employed in

combination with the chamber p', as and for the pm*-
poses set forth.

66,784.—Charles Boyxtox, Lyons Citv, Iowa.
—Attaching Thills.—Jnlj 16,'1867.—A spring is at-

tached to the under side of the thill by the same Iwlts
which secure the thill strap. The spring supports
the fore ends of the thills. Beneath the spring, upon
the rear bolt, is an elastic packing block.
Claim.—The spring or ligid piece of metal C, the

packing H, and the adjustable bolt E, when con-

structed, arranged and operating substantially as and
for the purposes above set forth.

66,785.—Jonx F. Boyn'TOX, Syracuse, ]S^. T—
Converti)ig Iron into Steel.—July 16, 1867.—A cui'-

rent of carbureted hydrogen gas or carbonized air Is

passed over the iron while the latter is in a highly
heated state.

Claim.—First, in carrying the above-described
method iuto effect, the use of hydrocarbon gas sur-
charged with carbon by passing it through a carbon-
izing vessel and mixing or combining it with hydro-
carbon vapors by any known means of producing
that result.

Second, in carrying the above described method
into effect, the use of other gases hereinbefore men-
tioned, when charged with hydrocarbon vapors.

Third, in caiTying the above described method into
effect, the use of atmospheric air charged with hydro-
carbon vapors by any known means of producing
that result.

Fourth, in caiTying the above described method
into effect, the heating of heavy hydrocarbons to
cause their vapors more readily to mix or combine
with the gases or air and be carried forward therewith.

Fifth, melting ii"on or the nitrocarbonized com-
pound after it has been converted into steel by the
above described method and thereby converting it

into cast steel, as described.
Sixth, in caiTying the above described method into

effect, the use of hydrocarbon vapors without admix-
tui-e with gas or aii-, as and for the purpose set forth.

Seventh, in carrying into effect the method herein
described of converting iron into steel, coating a
portion of any piece of iron with a wash, as described,
to prevent the portion so coated fi'om being converted
into steel.

Eighth, converting the oxides of iron directly into
steel by one heating, by passing carbureted or car-
bonized hydrogen gas 'over and through the same
when in a highly heated state, according to the method
or process therein described.

66,786.—Edwix D. Braixerd, Albany, :N'. T.—
Drying and Purifying Air for' Preserving Animal
and Vegetable Substances.—July 16, 1867.—The moist-
ure is condensed and collected in a close chamber on
the exterior of an ice box, which has a waste pipe
and water trap.
Claim.—First, the improved method of diying and

purifying the air in a close chamber at a low tem-
perature for preserving animal and vegetable sub-
stances, substanLially as herein described.
Second, the condenser C, the collecting vessel D,

the pipes a b, and the overflow box c, or the equiva-
lents of them or either of them, in combination with
a close chamber A, when an-anged to operate sub-
stantially as and for the pm'poses herein described.

66,787.—T. E. C. Brixley, Louisville, Ky., as-

signor to himself and J. G. Dodge, same place.

—

Ptoio.—July 16, 1867.—Improvement on his patent,
July 3, 1865*.—The mold board and point are remova-
ble from the united standard and landside, and a cot-

ton scraper or sweep may be substituted in their
place.

Claim.—First, the standard and landside cast in a
single piece and provided with the flange C, con-
structed as described.
Second, a plow consisting of the flanged standards

as above described in combination with a separate
mold board and point of cast-iron, as set forth.

Third, a plow consisting of the flanged standard
as described in combination with a mold board and
point made separately of steel, as described.

66,788.— George P. Brooks, and James Mc-
Grady, Boston, Mass.—/s/iavi?!*/ Cup.—July 16, 1867.

—The soap tray is inside the mug, conveniently
placed for the brush and the hot water.

Claim.—The within described shaving mug A with
its soap receptacle B, substantially as described.

66,789.—JoHX D. Bru?!XEr, Dovlestown, Pa.—
Attaching Thills to "Te/u'de.?.—July KJ,' 1867.—Secured
by a clip to the axle is a bar whose slot receives a
bolt on the end of the thill iron. The loop of the lat-

ter catches over the shoulder on the bar.

Claim.—The bai- A provided with the slot o as
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herein described, when used -with the head D and
holt E, in the manner and lor the purposes specified.

66,790.—H.H. Bryant, Boston, Mass.— Pire-
proof Safe.—July 16, 1867.—Explained by the claims
and illustration.

Claim.—Eii'st, a safe or similar structure provided
with chambers or vessels for holding Avater or other
suitable liquid, and inclosed within an outer chamber
or jacket for receiving the steam and vapor dis-

charged from said chambers or vessels, as herein
shown and set forth.

Second, the combination with one or more water
chambers or vessels of an exterior steam air chamber
or chambers, under the arrangement herein described,
so that the steam generated within the said water
chambers shall be discharged through siiitable vents
or valves into the exterior steam chambers and thence
into the open air, substantially as and for the pur-
poses specified.

Third, forming the walls of a safe or other similar
structure of an inner water or other liquid compart-
ment, and an outer aii* or steam chamber communi-
cating with each other and -nith the exterior of the
structure, as and for the purposes herein shown and
set forth.

Eourth, in a safe or other siutable structure, the com-
bination with a Avater chamber of suitable construc-
tion of a flexible tube and float or buoy, for conduct-
ing the steam from said chambers, as herein shown
and described.

• Eifth, the combination and arrangement with the
steam and water chambers of the flints or valves for
the eduction of steam from said chambers, and for
the introduction of the liquid into the water cham-
ber, substantially as shown and set forth.

Sixth, the combination with the body of a safe, or
similar structure of ordinary or suitable construction,
of a door in Avhich air or steam and water compait-
ments are arranged as herein specified, the said com-
partments being provided with vents or A-alvefe ar-

ranged to dischai-ge the steam generated in the water
chamber, in the manner described.

66,791.-8. P. Campbell, Buffalo, IT. T., as-

signor to himselfand Eraxcis M. Lorixo, Gloucester,
Mass.

—

Tellurian.—July 16, 1867.—For the purpose
of illustrating to the eye the real and apparent move-
ments of the earth ; exhibiting the constancy of the
pole during the entire yearly revolution ; the eUipti-

city of the earth's orbit ; the position of the sun (the
lamp) in one of the foci of that ellipse ; the inclina-

tion of the pole to the plane of the ecliptic ; the ap-
parent movement through the constellations of the
zodiac ; the phenomena of eclipses ; day and night

;

suni'ise and sunset; the varying declination of the
sun ; the equation of time ; changes of the seasons

;

motions and phases of the moon, &c.
Claim.—First, the elliptical guideway Q in com-

bination with the stud L and operative mechanism of
the instrument, for the purpose of illustratiag the
ellipticity of the earth's orbit.

Second, the horizontal circle ^3, constructed in two
parts and graduated as described, in combination
with the globe of a tellurian.

Third, the traA'eler 1) and plate K, having the con-
nection and movements described in combination
with the stud L, grand wheel G, guideway Q, and
cup Y, or it s equivalent, for the purpose of giving an
orbital movement to the globe without changing the
direction of its pole.

Eourth, in combination with the globe of a telhu-ian

the elliptic plane or dial u lo, constructed with an
elliptical channel, as shown and described.

Fifth, the ti'ansparent zodiacal ring v, as set forth
and described.

Sixth, the dial P of a tellurian marked with the
line of apsides, the equinoxial and solstitial lines, the
montlis, the table of the equation of time, the signs
and constellations of the zodiac, and the effect of the
precession of the equinoxes, as set forth and de-

scribed.
Seventh, the traveller D provided with the shaft

H, pinion J J, and racks B B or their equivalents, in

combination "with the plate K, stud L, and guideway,
the AvhoU^ operating as set fortli to produce an illus-

tration of tiie orbitid movement of tlie earth.
Eigiitli. the grand Avhed G and elliptical rack R in

combination Avith the barrel V, with its lower phiion

and the wheel "W at its upper end, lor the purpose set
forth.

Ninth, the grand wheel G and elliptical rack E, in
combination with the barrel Y, with its loAver pinion
and the wheel W secm-ed at its upper end, the train t

and moon wheel X, for the purpose set forth.

Tenth, the wheel X, with the arm I, in combination
with the arm t and inclined flange w.
Eleventh, the plate IT provided with the index y,

in combination with the plate s and grand wheel G-,

as set forth and described.

66,792.—Wm. L. Camp, Holden, Mass.—Wash-
ing Machine.—Jvlj 16, 1867.—The horizontal rotat-
ing disk has pendent, grooved floats. It is remova-
ble with the cover.
Claim.—The combination of the revolving disk D,

having grooved floats E attached to it, each float be-
ing at a different distance from the center, with the
tub A, having capped wings E G attached to it, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described and for the
pm-pose set forth.

66,793.—K"EWELL Carpenter and James Hut-
CHLNSOX, White Creek, Wis.—^op Press.—Jwlj 16,

1867.—The lever is fulcrumed in the sliding block, and
the anti-friction roller at its lower end is brought to
bear on the beam to depress the same.

Claim.—A novel ai-rangement for applying lever
power to press hops, or similar substances, consisting
of the blocks F, provided with the dogse, and the
hinged lever G, provided with the flanged rollers d,

in combination Avith the ratchet plates D, beams C,
and pawls a, Afhen arranged to operate as described.

66,794.— M. L. Chakgeur, Paris, Franco.—
Corset.—July 16, 1867.—The bands encompass the
waist; are adjustable in fi'ont and detachable behind.

Claim.—The corset or boddice provided with bands
A, made detachable at their one end and adjustable
at the other end, arranged and operating substan-
tially as shown and described.

66^795 ^Wm. L. Clark, Cambria, ^is.—Flood
or Waste Gate.—J\Aj 16, 1867.—The overflow gates
are connected to arms upon a gate in the dam wall
of the flume, and oscillate the latter gate upon its

horizontal axis to allow the rapid escape of water.
The gate is closed by water pressm-e when the over-

flow has ceased.
Claim.—The combination of the three gates BBC,

arranged within a flume or box A, and connected to-

gether, to operate in the maimer substantially as and
for the purpose herein set forth.

66,796.—Alexander Clow, Erie. Pa., assignor
to himself and John Hendry, same place.

—

Instru-
m,entfor Laying out Stair HaiUngs.—Jnlj 16, 1867.

—The plank furnishing the rail is inclined siniilai'ly

to the stair and at a proper distance from the stand-
ard to give the requked curve. The line is then
drawn by the oscillating marker, which may be re-

versed to mark the plank beneath. For an elliptical

curve the rectangular trammel is placed on the stand-
ard in place of the plain hub.
Claim.—The herein described apparatus consisting

of the standard A, tracing arm C, pattern E, adjust-

able support F, and foot clamp G, arranged and ope-
rating substantially as and for the pm-poses herein set

forth.

Also, the combination of a trammel with the above-
claimed apparatus, arranged and operating substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

66,797.—WiLLLVM A. Cobb, Orange, Mass.—
Proj^eller.—July 16, 1867.—The paddles are fixed to a
frame suspended and operated by cranks which de-

press the paddles into the water for the effective

stroke, and raise them from the Avater during the re-

turn stroke.
Clai^n.—The propeUgr constructed as described,

consisting of the frame D, having the series of verti-

cal paddles E, and hung at each end upon the crank
shafts C, between the sills A, said crank shaft con-

nected by the crank wheels E, and shackle bars G,
all operated directly from the engine by tlie driving

bars H, as herein shown and described for the pur-

pose specified.
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66,798.—Charles E. Collixs, San Fraucisco,

Cal.

—

Combined Instrument for Watch Makers' Use.

—Julv 16, 18G7.—The rotating head has radial keys

of various sizes. The scale plates fold within the

handle.
Claiin.—An iraproTed instmment for watch mak-

ers' use formed by the combiuation of measuring
gauges for watch crystals, main springs, and wheel-

pinions, a revolving'bench key antl a case opener, all

united and connected with one handle, substantially

in the manner as herein described.

66,799.—G. W. Corey, Port Jervis, ]^. T.—
Bridge.—July 16, 1867.—The braces passing between
the string pieces ofthe chords fit into recesses having
angular projections at the points of union of the
braces and enter shoes attached to the stringers.

Transverse keys secure the attachment of the string-

ers.

Claim..—The braces a, shoe/, and keys g, all con-

stiTicted and arranged as described and for the pur-

pose set forth.

66,800.—F. F. C0R>nsLL, Jr., ISTew York, IST. T.
—Brick Machine.—Jnly 16, 1867.—The mold bottom
and one side are movable and are driven outward to

expel the brick. The pressure is given by a horizon-
tally moving plunger, actuated by a toggle lever, a
roller actiug against the rear side' of the mold when
imder pressure.
Claim.—Vhst, a mold for forming bricks or blocks

open on two of its contiguous sides.

Second, the movable mould block M, with its outer
side/, tapered inward in a direction opposite to its

motion when discharging a finished brick and retained
in position by the fixed block K, having a correspond-
ing taper at/, and by ribs j j, attached to the fixed
blocks K K.

Third, the gate P, or its equivalents, provided vrith

the dovetail slip p, moving in the dovetail groove p',

in the side of the fixed block K, as and for the pui--

poses hereinbefore described.
Foui'th, the bed plate A, standards T T, spindle C,

supporting roller B. cross head D, bolts m in, groove
h, to receive the index bai* H, and groove c, to receive
the flange i, as and for the purposes hereinbefore de-
scribed.

Fifth, the index bar H, with a suitably beveled end
moving in proper guides to engage with notch v, in
the flange i, or with any other mechanical device in

combination with a movable tal)le or nest of molds,
as and for the purposes hei-einbefore described.

Sixth, the swinging jaw E, having lugs to which
may be attached rods"or frame furnishing resistance
to the power used for moving the plunger forward
when pressing a brick, as and for the purposes here-
inbefore described.

Seventh, beveling the npper faces of the fixed
blocks K, as and for the purposes hereinbefore de-
scribed.
Eighth, the bed plate A, plimgcr L, index bar H.

mold table I. flange i, notch v, supporting roller B,
cross head I), and bolts m m, standards T T, ami
head bolt F, all arranged as and for the purposes
hereinbefore described.

66,801.—Silas L. Covell, Troy, ]^. Y.—Con-
struction of Bell Pulls and Trips.—^July 16, 1867.

—

The trip that oijerates the hammer is placed near the
pull instead of at the bell. The trip and catch tire

placed at such points that as the arm of the bell knob
is drawn out the trip slips otf the catch, which being
disengaged actuates the striker.

Claim.—The combination of the arm A with the
trip B, spring C, and catch D, constructed and ope-
rating suljstantially in the manner and for the purpose
herein described.

66,80-2—M. A. and I. M. Cravath, Blooming-
ton, l\\.—Revob)ing Plow.-^J\x\\ 16, 1867.—Each plow
is made of a single plate of steel, concavo-convex in
shape, the edge sharpened with the bevel on the
outer side. The plows are arranged in oblique series
so as to clear each other's furrows and have an obli-

quity on their axes relatively to the line of di-aft, to
give the Avidth of the furrow slice.

0?rt(;n.—First, the plow A, combined with the axle
«, constructed as herein mentioned, as a new article
of manufacture.

Second, the arms e f gh, of different shapes and
lengths as shown for the purpose of combining and
operating two or more plows.

Third, the combination of the slides F F, the bent
lever G G-. the swivels H H, the curved straps I I, or
any equivalent device, to operate the wheels E E, in
the manner set forth for the purpose herein men-
tioned.

66,803.—Austin B. Culver, T^estfield, IS"". Y.,
assignor to Alfred S. Patterson', same place.

—

Fanning Mill.—July 16, 1867.—Either the parallel or
the oscillating movements of the shoe are attached

;

the first by the suspension chain, and the second by
hooks engaging the sides of tlie shoe.
Claim.—Combining in one macliine the two motions

for ehalfiug and separating by means arranged and
operating substantially as herein described.

66,804.—M. S. Curtis and W. D. Tewksbury,
New York, jST. Y.—Hose and other Couplings.—July
16, 1867.—-The segmental rib and projected screw
block of the outer coupling piece enter a circumfer-
ential groove of the other piece.

Claim.—First, the combination with the bevel
rings or formations b and c ou the male and female
butts of the bevel-edged sliding block E, when said
sliding block is preventedfrom revolving and operated
by means of a screw restrained from longitudinal
play, substantially as specified.

S'econd, the combination of the swivel cap F, screw
<?, and sliding block E for operation in connection
with the butts and their beveled rings or formations,
all constructed and arranged essentially as herein
set forth.

66,805.—Samuel Custer, Salem, Va.—Mariner's
Compass.—July 16, 1867; antedated July 12, 1867.—
A battery of magnets is placed between the main
battery and the direction needle. The intermediate
battery is vertically adjustable, and moves in the
same plane as the lower one. Its purpose is to cor-
rect the needle by repulsion in a contrary dii-ection
to that in which it may be attracted by any local
magnetic force.

Claim.—First, the combination ofthe lower battery
magnet with the coiTecting battery above it, substan-
tially as and for the pui-pose described.
Second, the combination of the correcting battery

with the upper or main dii'cctive needle as well as
the arrangement of adjustment position of magnets,
as and for the pui-pose described.

Tliii'd, the combination of the main directive needle
with the correcting battery below it, under its arrange-
ment of two or more magnets, as and for the purpose
herein described.

66,806.-Samuel Custer, Salem, Ya.—Mag-
netzing Compass Needles.—July 16, 1867 ; antedated
July 12, 1867.—The magnets are imbedded in hinged
jaws, so as to bring similar poles in contact. The
needle to be magnetized is introduced and di'awn out,

alternate ends being applied.
Claim.—The combination of a pair of magnets

under the arrangement for opening and closing after
the needle to be magnetized has been introduced,
substantially as and for the purpose described.
Also, the adjustment of the hinges by any mechan-

ical arrangement which wiU produce the intended
effect, substantially as and for the purpose described.

66,807 Martin Darling. Blodgett's Mills, N.
Y.—Fruit Gatherer.—Jnly 16, 1867.—The table and
its cloth are in twf) semi-anntilar portions, and arc
placed around the stems of the tree to catch the fall-

ing fruit which passes through spouts to buckets
below.
C7«ijH.—First, a cloth table and frame divided in

two parts A C A' C to facilitate its application and
removal from the body of tlie tree, as herein described
and for the purpose set forth.

Second, a cloth table and frame, constructed in two
parts A C A' C, and each part made to fold up by
joints or hinges i i, substantially as herein shown and
for the purpose described.

Third, the extension legs g' G, in combination with
the fruit gathering table A, substantially in the man-
ner and for the pm'pose set forth.
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66,S08.—0. A. Deax, Champaign, m.—Stitching
Horse.—July 16, 1867.—Instead of seeming the clamp
rigidly to the Irame, it is made virtually adjustable
to suit the varying stature of persons using it. The
pin secures it at the required height to plates depend-
ing from the seat.

Claim.—The adjustable clamp B of a saddler's
switching horse, an-anged and operating as and for
the pui'pose herein described.

60,SO9.—C. P. Devereaux, ISoxth. ]Sre-svbm'g,

Mich.—PZoty Cleaner.—J-qIj 16, 1867.—The cleaner
plate is invoted to the beam, and operated by a lever
hinged to the handle.

Claivd.— Eirst, forming a wing or extension d^
upon or attaching it to the rear side of the lower part
d^ of the cleaner 1), substantitdly as herein shown and
described and for the pm-pose set forth.

Second, the combination of the lever F with the
connecting rod E and handle C, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the pui'poso set
forth.

66,810

—

Hexey C. Dobsox, 2Tew York, N. Y.—
Banjo.— July 16, 1867.— The annular frame over
which the parchment is stretched is attached to the
circular sounding fi-ame by angle pieces.

Claim.—So secm-ing the frame for holding the
l>archment head of a banjo or other similar musical in-

strument to its rim or cylinder haviug the sound-board
upon the back or under side as to leave an open space
around and between the said parchment head frame
and rim, substantially as herein described and for

the purpose speci&ed.

66,811.—J. Gr. Dodge, Louigville, ^j.—Washing
Machine.—Jidy 16, 1867.—Improvement on the patent
of E. C. Cyphers, October 25, 1859. A series of slats

are suspended on elastic bands stretched longitudi-
nally along the bos, and attached to coU springs,
over which a rubbing frame swings.

Claim.—Eirst, providing the rubbing frame with
the additional hmged rod i, located in the narrow
space as described.
Second, secm-ing the series of slats in place by

means of the rod p, plate d, and piece 7/i, an-ange'd
as shown and described.

66,812.-A. J. Doolittle, Hamden, Conn.—
Scrubbing Brush.—^ulj 16, 1867.—The prongs on the
end of the handle are sprung into the slots on tlie

box attached to tlie back of the brush, and the handle
becomes a means of operating the brush.

Claim.—Eirst, the brush provided on its back with
the slotted boxes E E, as and for the pui-pose set
forth.

Second, the handle C, provided with the spring
prongs D, Avhen used iu combination with the brush
and Its boxes as and for the purpose specified.

66,813.-DuAXE DOTV, Detroit, '^\ch.—Folding
Table.—July Ki, 1867.—The supporting frames cross-

ing each other at right angles, and halved toget<her,

have a pivot bolt so long as to allow of one being
raised and turned vertically over the other one. The
top is so hinged as to be turned edge down.

Claim.—The combination of the bolt C, notches a
and b, and the hinged top when made Ibr joint action,

substantially as herein described and for the pui-poses

herein set forth.

66,S1 4.—James L. Drake, Boston, IST. Y.—Milk
Pail and Strainer.—July 16, 1867.—Tlie united pail,

strainer and stool has a removable funnel attaclied

for conveying the mOk into the pail without raising

the lid.

Claim.—Tlic utensil herein described, consisting of

the closed vessel A, hinged cover C. adjustable and
removable fuuucl /, and strainer g, constructed and
operating substantially as and for the pm-pose set

forth.

Also, in combination therewith the elastic ring i on
the joint of tubes D and E, arranged and operating

in tiic manner specified.

66,815.—D.^xiEL Duncan and E. Pv. Pidgley,

OUiov, 111— Washing Machine.—J \i\j 16, 1867.—Tlie
perforated corrugated concave is attachctl Avitli

springs, and when vertically depressed forces the

suds up in jets. The vibrating roller is journaled iu
bearings in the lid and is operated by a lever.

Claim.—The arrangement of the perforated and
corrugated spring concave with the vibrating roller

journaled in bearings in the lid, operating substan-
tially as descril^ed and represented.

66,816.—JAiiEs C. Eastman, Titusville, Pa.—
Brill Jar.—July 16, 1867.—The parts involved in the
tensile strain of "lifting are made of wrought ii-on, and
the parts A^'hich collide in jarring are made of steel,

which does not batter up so quickly.
Claim.—A pair of jars applied to drilling tools and

other similar uses, constructed of wrought iron and
steel, combined and applied substantifilly as repre-
sented, and for the objects herein set forth.

66,83 y.—H. E. Edwards and W. C. Whiting,
Worcester, IsIrss.—Attaching Thills to Sleighs. <&c.—
July 16, 1867 ; antedated July 8, 186^.—Slotted eyss
are secured to the cross-bar, and the thills are at-

tached thereto by a rod and a burr at the end. The
Sosition of the t'hiUs is arranged for center or side
raft.

Claim.—The combination of the connecting rod a
with a key s, or its equivalent, attached with any
number of slotted eyes c c c c, through which the
rod d may pass and in which it may turn, the key s and
the slots' in the eyes c c c c being at such relative

position as may be desirable or convenient, in the
manner and for'the purposes set forth,

66,818.- G-EORGE S. Eaulkner, Staffordville,

Conn.

—

Cam for Booms.—July 16, 1867.—The iri'egu-

lar double-faced cam is mounted on the cylinder and
has Hanges, which, in connection with the inclined
blocks on the treadle, impai't the required motion
thereto.
Claim..—The double-faced cam C, when arranged

on a shaft B, and when provided with flanges d e and
/, in combination with the inclined blocks D on the
treadle, the latter being provided with a pin g, as set

forth.

66,819.—Charles H. Eield, Providence, E. I.—
Rosette Bngine.—July 16, 1867.—To grave the ''barley

corn," or convolute 'ornamentation on the cases of
watches, (fee. The spindle and its operating gear are
supported in a fi-ame attached to a rock shaft, whose
oscillation is governed by a grooved wheel connected
to the spindle gearing, and whose face engages a
fixed detent ; a spring acting counter to the detent.

The graver tool rest is pivoted at its inner side, and
has oscillation by power communicated from the
spindle mechanism through gearing, an extensible

connecting rod, and gimlSal joint, to a wheel upon
the leading screw of the rest. The tool post is upon
a slide, driven forward by a spring, and regulated by
an arm whose anti-friction pulley follows the curve
of a fixed former.

Clai7n.—First, combining the rocking frame C
with the mechanism Avhich operates the graver, sub-

stantially as described.
Second, combining the rosette wheel or pattern

with the spindle which gives motion to the hokling

block by the toothed A\-heels E and F', of different

dimensions, substantially as described for the pur-

poses specified.

Third, combining the carriage which cari'ies the
graver with a pattern block L', substantially as de-

scribed for the pm'poses specified.

66,830.—Benaiah Eitts, ISTewark, 1^. J.—Pipe
Coiq)ling.—Ju\y 16, 1867.—The coupling is screwed
on to the smaller pipe to the length of itself: the other

pipe is placed iu position, and tlie coupling is turned
back on the larger pipe, which, having a coarser

thread, causes the approach of the pipes and bears
upon the elastic packing.
Claim.—A pipe couplLug, constructGd substantially

as herein described.

66,821.— Seth Fletcher, Skowhegan, Me.—
Water ir/iec-;.—rJulv 16, 1867.-The wheel is mounted
on a vertical shaft.' The curb is supported by posts

and has a circular opening concentric with the shaft.

The scroll-shaped deflector has a flat top and inclined

sides, with a gradually decreasing sectional area as

the water escapes therefi'om to the wheel, whose floor
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is a frustum of a hollow coue, and whose backets
are cui-ved to receive the impact, and then discharge
outwardly and downwardly.

Claim'.—The curb, as made with the inclined scroll

deflector, as specified, in combination Trith the wheel
as made with the conicid bottom, and having its

buckets arranged as specified.

66,822.—Adam Foss, "Wayne county, Ohio.—
Whitetvash Brush.—Jn\y 16, 1867.—The bristles are

secured to the metallic frame on each side of a leather

prolongation of the head-piece, thi'ough which the

nails are driven.

Claim.—The leather strips C, inserted in band A,
in the manner and for the purpose substantially as

set forth.

66,823.—George W. Fox, St. Joseph county,

Mlch.—Farm Gate—Jnly 16, 1867.—The pintle of the

gate hinges is a long vertical rod ; a ring and set

screw on'the rod regulate the height of the gate.

Claim.—A gate having a post b, hinge bar c, rest

d, hinges c e', ring /and set screw g, arranged, com-
bined, and operating for the purposes and in the man-
ner substantially as herein described.

66,824.—Alvin FRANKLrs*, Galena, Ohio.— TTooZ-

packina Table.—Jnly 16, 1867.—The tie cords are

hitched to the catches at the edge of the concave
bed. and pass under the wool and through the slots

of the apron and holes in the bed ben'eath. The
slotted ajirou is passed over the wool and attached to

a treadle lover, by wliich the wool is compressed,
drawing it into the concave bed in position to be tied

by the cord.
Claim.—First, the concave bed D, applied at one

end of the apron bed B', and extending below the
plane of this bed, substantially as described.
Second, attaching one end of the slitted apron F to

an adjustable bar F', applied to the concave bed D,
substantially as and for the pur]5oses described.
Third, the oiastic strap i, as applied over the baling

cords e, substantially as and for the purpose described.

Fourth, the combination of the three-pronged cord
holders E with the concave bed D, substantially as

described.
Fifth, the application of spring latches h' to the

sides of the elevated portion of the concave bed D,
substantially as described.

Sixth, the combination of the lever G, swinging
arm /t, hook g, and apron F, substantially as described.

66,825.— L. H. Franklix, Poland, X. Y.

—

Wcighinj Scale.—July 16, 1867.—The article is sus-

pended on u lever connecting by a strap at its outer
end with an eccentrically journaled lever which car-

ries a pointer vibrating 'in a graduated slot to indi-

cate the weight of the article suspended.
Claim.—The swing case A with indexes, in com-

bination with the eccentric b. the strap a. and the
lever B, an-anged and operating for weighing, sub-
stantially as herein described.

66,826.—George L. Gavett, Sandstone, Mich.—Fence.—^July 16, 1867.— The rails are supported
laterally by posts planted in the sills and braced by
inclined stakes, also inserted in the sills and locking
between the two top rails of the fence.

Claim.—The employment of diagonal tie braces F,
in combination with sills C and posts D for bracing
and tying the panel rails of a fence, either with or
without the pinsp, substantially in the manner herein
specified.

66,827.—tJoiix F. Gebhart, Xew Albany, Ind.—Harness Motion for Looms.—-Jidy 16, 1867.—To en-

able the weaving of twilled goodsthe right instead
of the wrong side up, the treadles and cams are
changed from underneath to the end of the loom,
with the necessary alteration of their contingent
connecting parts.

Claim.—First, the frame F with sheaves G G G
for carrying the straps from the end of the loom to
the heddle frame when said frames are connected to
the under part of the looms by the straps and pulleys
J J J, for the purpose specified.

Second, the coral)ined worm cam M placed under
tho heddle frame H, into which are placed the pins on

the bars P for shifting the shafts g g with clutches

e c, in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the arrangement of the shaft b provided with
sliding cams D D, cog K, with the driving shaft X
and its gear, and tho treadles E, for the purposes
specified.

Fourth, the combination and arrangement of the

frame B upon the end of the loom frame A for sup-

porting the cam shaft and cam to operate the treadles

when said treadles are secured upon the stand C and
connected to the straps which pass over the frame F
and connect the heddle frames U with straps and
pulleys J, in the manner and for the purposes set

forth.

66,828.—JOHX F. Gebhart, Xew Albany, Ind.

\—Harness Motion for Looms.—Jnlj 16, 1867.—The
metallic wheel on the summit of tho shaft has two
lugs on opposite sides of its circumference and notches
in'the edge of the wheel alongside the lugs which en-

gage with the spiu' wheel that connects with the dogs
and levers actuating the slides that are supported upon
Ijars in the frame.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the slides F F
F and dogs G as constructed and used in combina-
tion with the levers H H and cam D, for the pm-poses
specified. t
Second, the wheel E with lugs g g, shaft I, spur

wheel n, cylinder K, with pins zzz, for operatingthe
dogs G and giving motion to the slides F, when con-

structed and operating in the manner and for the i^m'-

poses set forth.

Third, the arrangement of the slides F, sheaves d
rfi d'^, and cords e e, with the frames A A' and bows
a a, as herein set forth.

66,829.—Sylvester Goe^\'EY, DormansviUe, ^ST.

Y.—Farrii Gate.—Jwly 16, 1867.—The rails of the
gate are linked together and the gate is balanced by
weighted cords. The top rail slides in the slotted

posts into the recess beneath. The button in the
middle of the top bar is turned to keep it down.

Claim.—The combination of the horizontal bars A,
connecting chains D, or their equivalents, slotted

posts B, ropes or chains G, and weights I, with each
other, substantially as herein shown and described
and for the ptirpos*e set forth.

66,830.—Stephen J. Gold, Cornwall, Conn.—
Machinery for Propelling Vessels.—Jidy 16, 1867.

—

The paddle wheels are driven by pinions engaging
teeth on their peripheries. Eubber packing is in-

serted beneath the flanges of the cog rim and the
driving body of the pinion. Steam pipes are placed
in position to melt ice that gathers on the gearing.
Transverse walls connected near the top, by u web,
strengthen the hull of the vessel.

Claim.—First, applying the power to turn the
paddle wheels directly to the paddle wheels at or near
their peripheries by means of gear cogs on said pad-
dle wheels which 'mesh into the cogs of a suitable

pinion, which pinion is di'iven by the engine, sub-

stantially as herein above set forth.

Second, separating the rim of the pinion I from
the minor portion M to which it is secui-ed and with
which it turns by interposing between them india-rub-

ber or some other elastic non-resonant body, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination with the gearing on the
paddle wheels of the pipes Q, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

Fourth, the combination with the pipes Q and S of
the openings through the shaft U for supplying the
said pipes Q with steam, substantially as and to the
efi"oct set forth.

P'ifth, the combination of paddle wheels turned by
means of cog gear on said paddle wheels at or near
their peripiieries and suitable pinions operated by
steam macliineiy, substantially in the manner set

forth, Willi the hiUl of a A'cssel constructed with nu-
merous transverse walls or bulkheads connected near
the top thereof bj' a Aveb in such a manner that the
said walls will sufficiently stitFen and strengthen the
vessel without the use of ribs, substantially as herein
above described.

66,831.—Wm. Goodman, Troy, Mich.- TTas/ir/ir/

Machine.—rJuly 16. 1667.—The outer tub, the inner
perforated tub," and the rotating corrugated roller are

/^
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pivoted on the one bolt. The water is emptied by
swinging the outer tub, the inner one retaining the
clothes.

Claim.—First, the combination of the exterior and
interior semi-cylindrical tubs B and D with each
other, and with the frame A, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.
Second, the combination of the cylindrical rubber

E and frame F with the interior tub D, substantially
as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

Third, pivoting the exterior tub B, the interior tub
D, and the rubber fi-ame F to the frame A by the
same pivoting rod C, substantially as herein shown
and described.

66,832.—Burton Geeenside. Fort Dodge, Iowa.
—Gate.—July 16, 1867.—Explained by the claims and
illustration.

Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement
of the cogged or toothed plates e^ e^ and the cap or

J)late e^, having two curved grooves e^ formed in the
ower side to receive and guide the two guard pins
e^ attached to the plate e^ with each other, substan-
tially as herein shown and described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
adjustable 'latch F and weighted operating lever G-

with each other and with the front vertical bar of the
gate, substantially as herein shown and described
and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination ofleverH with the weighted
lever G and latch F, and with the upper part of the
gate, substantially as herein shown and described and
for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, tJie combination of the adjusting screw I
and nut J with the lower part of the weighted lever
G, and with the front vertical bar of the grate, sub-

stantially as herein shown and described and for the
purpose set forth.

Fifth, the combination of one or more movable
latches El and pivoted drops L with each other and
with the post B, substantially as herein shown and
described and for the pui-pose set forth.

66,833

—

Wm. S. Haight, Waterford, IN". T,
Process of " Hopping " Beer, Ale, <£c.—July 16, 1867.

—The receiver lias a semi-cylindi-ical metallic strainer
bottom, and a chamber beneath from which the beer
is discharged. Steam is admitted outside the metal-
lic bottom. The hops are placed in the receiver
and steeped in hot water before the beer is introduced
which is done in successive charges.

Claim.—First, the process herein specified of ex
tracting hops by placing the same iato an air-tight

vessel and applying the beer substantially in the man
ner herein specified.

Second, applying steam to the hops when the same
are contained in an air-tight vessel preparatory to

the application of the beer, substantially as set forth
Third, the process herein set forth of removing the

beer from the hops from which the extract has been
taken by the application of water, as set forth.

. 66,834.—John J. Harlan, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Scrubber and Mop) Holder.—July 16, 1867.—Improve
nient on the patent of William S. Butler, October 25,

1864. The bight of the caoutchouc scrubber is clamped
within the U-shaped groove by a rod whose buttous
enter T-slots in the cross bar. The cross bar has
spikes on the opposite side for engagement of the
mop cloth, which is clamped upon them by a rod.

Claim.—First, the holder A, furnished with the
T-slots c c' substantially as described, in combination
witii the rod B and mop M, in manner and for the
purposes as herein set forth and described.
Second, the holder A furnished with the U-shaped

groove and the slots //' substantially as described in

combination with the rod E in manner and for the

purposes herein set forth and described.

Third, attacliiug the mop cloth ^l and scrubber R
to the same holder at the same time by the means and
in the manner and for the purposes substantially as

herein set forth and described.

66,83-5.- Joshua Harrison, Brooklyn, and
George W. Hakkis, New York, N. T., assignors to

themselves and Ciiaiiles U. Hudson, New York, N.
Y.—Clothes Wringer.—July 16, 1867.—The upper

roller is depressed by a spring attached to the upper
cross bai". The lower roUer is raised when the wringer
is in the tub by its bell cranks journal bearings, whos«^
free ends axe thrust out by the tub side for that pur-

ise.

Claim.—First, the combination in a clothes wringer
of a cork roll and a rubber roll, substantially aa
and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination with the cork roU D and
rubber roll C in a clothes wringer of the spring F
and bar E, substantially as set forth.

Third, the combination with the end pieces A and
B, forked at their lower ends, the roUs C and D, and
the spring F, of the bent levers H and I, the said
bent levers being so constructed and arranged as to
accomplish the result set forth, substantially as herein-
above specified.

66,836.—Joshua Harrison, Brooklyn, N". Y.,
and George W. Harris, New York, X. Y., assign-
ors to themselves and Charles H. Hudson, New
York, N. Y.—Clothes Wringer.—July 16, 1867.—The
spring has a recess at its midlength to receive a pro-
jection of the cross bar. Its ends have bearing upon
the upper roller boxes.

Claim.—First, the combination with the end pieces
D and E and roHs A and B of the bar F and spring
G, substantially as set forth.

Second, the combination in a clothes wringer with
the bar F and spring G of a teat or projection C upon
one which fits into a depression in the other to hold
said spring in its place, substantially as herein-above
specified.

66,837.—August Herthal, Bridgeport, Conn.

—

Knife and Scissors Sharpener.—July 16, 1867.—The
cutters oscHlate on the set screw 'and are by it

clamped to any angle required. The spring plate
supporting the set screw is attached to a stand.

Claim-.—First, the plates B B constructed as de-
scribed, and adjusted by means of the set screws a
between the jaws of the spring plateA

,
provided with

screw d, as herein set forth for the purpose specified.

Second, the double plates B B, in combination with
the rollers c c set screw a and support A, all made and
operating subs«tantially as and for the purposes herein
specified and described.

66,838.—B. Hilbert, New York, N. Y.—Mak-
ing Centers for Watch Cases.—July 16, 1867.—The
" center" is cast upon a ring made in sections so as
to admit of withdrawal from within the ''center."
This ring has enclosing jaws held firmly thereto by a
hinge and a dog. The sectional ring may be upon a
raandi'el. When cast, the " centers " are strung al-

ternately with washers upon a mandrel which is

rotated. The circular cutters upon an eccentric
spindle are brought in contact with the '' centers " to
turn the outsides. The " centers '" are then clamped
within a bisected rotating shell and di'essed out by
cutters mounted similarly to the former.
Claim.—First, the mold for easting the " centers "

of watch cases when formed of the hinged jaws A,
in combination with the sectional ring B and case
C, all made and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.
Second, the device for finishing and smoothing the

outside of the centers, consisting of the sliding and
revolving shaft I), in combination with the eccentric
shaft H and cutters I, all made and operating sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

Third, the device for smoothing and finishing the
inside of the centers, consisting of the revolving
cylinder J, in combination with the eccentric sliding

shaft L, and cutters N, all made and operating sub-
stantially as lierein shown and described.
Fourth, the revolving shell or cyliniler J, made of

two pieces hinged togetherand proVided with grooves
I around its inside, and otherwise constructed sub-
stantially as set forth.

66,839.-Israel Hogeland, Lafayette, Ind.

—

Washing and Wringing Machine.—tJuly 16, 1867.

—

The wool is passed upon an endless apron between
the lower fixed and upper spring rollers, Avhich are
all geared together. Above the vacancies between
the rollers ai*e transverse pipes, slotted beneath, to
throw jets of water upon the material passing
through.
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Claim.—The combination of the rollers bb b, &c.,

and b' b' b', &c., with the endless apron h, the gearing-

of the cog wheels C"' C, of the springs d, and thumb
screws c, together with the perforated slotted pipes

1 1 1, <fec., the apron h, and rollers g g, all operating

substantially as set forth and described for the pui--

pose.

66,840.—Bexjamin D. Howe, Hanover,K H.—
Device for Preventing Horses from Biting and Crib

Biting.— July 16, 1667.—The muzzle is to prevent
biting the manger, but allow the horse to pick hay.

Claim.—A muzzle of suitable material, constructed
with bands of metal, with an opening a a' b b' c c',

used in themanner and for the purpose set forth.

66,841.—C. G. Howell, Corning, IST. Y.—Ap-
paratusfor Distilling and Refining Petroleum.—July
16, 1867.—The crude "petroleum is first passed into a
retort within the combustion chamber of the steam
boiler, and from that passes into a retort within the
boiler. From the latter the vapor passes to the con-
densing worm. The residuum is withdrawn ti-om the
retorts by cocks.
OtouJi.—Distilling, refining, and producing petro-

leum and other liquids by the direct action of heat to

the heating vessel D, and by the action of steam on
a retort in"a steam boiler, substantially as shown and
described.

66,842.—F. M. Hubbard. Ripon, y^is.—Dish
Holder.—July 16, 1867.—The rubber covered jaws
are separated* by the depression of the upper lever by
its thumb rest, and are brought together by the pres-

sm-e of the spiral spring.
Claim.—The combination and ai'rangement of the

handle I and lever P, provided with jaws B B, en-

veloped with rubber bands S S, and spiral spring S,

for keeping the jaws in position to secure the dish
when used in the manner and for the purposes speci-

fied.

66,843. — Hugh Hughs, TJtica, IST. Y.—Door
Spring.—July 16. 1867.—The plate is attached to the
lintel and has a hoiizontal flange, which gives pivot
bearing to an arm of india-rubber, and to a curved
lever which is pivoted to the end of the rubber at
midlength, and to the door at its free end. When the
door is opened the rubber is drawn around the cm'vcd
part of the lever and tends to reclose it.

Claim.—Tiie construction and arrangement of the
door spring above set forth and described.

66,844.-F. W. Huppelsberg, l^ew Yort, IST.

Y.

—

Loom.—July 16, 1867.—Jhe upper conical take-
up roller has a horizontal upper sm-face, and has posi-

tive motion from the oscillation of the lathe, being
connected therewith by a cord, lever, pawls, and train
of ratchet and cog geai-ing. The lower roller is held
by its weighted jom-nal arms in contact Avith the upper
one, and is actuated by friction therewith. The Avarp
bobbin journals are received in inclined slots of the
longitudinal bars of the horizontal warp frame, which
is hinged for folding up the loom frame wlieu unused.

Claim.—First, the conical or taper take-up rollers

J'K, constructed and arranged substantially as shown.
Second, the horizontal warp spool frame A, in com-

bination with the conical take-up rollers J K, sub-
stantially as shown.

66,845.-William W. Huse, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Machine for Compressing and Cutting the Filling
for Cigars.—Jtily 16, 1867.—The tobacco is placed iii

a trough bottomed with an endless apron, which
carries the filling through the steam-heated passage
and then to the grooved rollers, which reduce it to
cylindrical form. From the rollers it passes to the
V-formed cutters. For making plugs the tobacco
passes from the heater to rollers, which reduce it to
long strips from which the plugs are cut. The sur-
faces of the pressure rollers are lui)ricated by jets of
steam.
Claim.—First, the treatment of the filling for cigars

and plug tobacco by passing it through a steam jacket
on its way to be compressed and cut, substantially as
described' and for the purpose set forth.
Second, the combination of the steam jacket and

endless apron wiih the compressing wheels and V-
shaped cutters, substantially as described.

Third, the combination of the steam jacket and
endless apron with the cutting and compressing
wheels and straight cutters, substantially as described
and for the purposes set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the steam jet with th(i

cutting and compressing wheels, as and for the pur-
pose described.

Fifth, cutting the compressed filling into the proper
lengths for cigars, and giving to one end of each
length so cut the proper taper to form the tip when
wrapped by means of the revolving V-shaped cutters,
arranged substantially as herein described.

66,846—G. W. Hyatt, Aubtarn, N. Y.—Hopple.
—July 16, 1867.—When placed on the animal's leg the
hook is passed through the hasp and the links slipped
past the point of the hook while in a vertical positioiu

Claim.—First, the combination of the bow A, hook
C, and hasp D, when all are arranged and operated
substantially in the manner and for the purposes above
set forth.

Second, the combination of the swivel joint F with
the link E, having one of its sides bent, as and £or
the purpose substantially as abov'e specified.

66,847—A. S. Jacobs, St. Louis, Mo.—Oar.—
July 16, 1867.—The inner ends of the oars are con-
nected to the outer ends of the levers so that the rower
can face forward.
Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the

oar A, pivoted at a to the gunwale ol" the boat, its

inner end provided with ferrule b, pivoted to the con-
necting rod C extended diagonally across said gun-
wale, whose outer end is pivoted to the ferrule d at the
outer end of the short lever B, wlaich is pivoted to the
row-locks c, as herein set forth, all operating inde-
pendently of the oar on the opposite side of the boat,
as herein set forth for the purpose specified.

66,848.-Plixy Jewell, Jr., Hartford, Conn.,
assignor to P. Jewell & Sons, same place.

—

Rubber-
coated Rubber Belting.—July 16, 1867.—The leather
is washed with a solution of oxalic acid, to insure
adherence of the rubber, and is then dried ; the strips
of rubber are clamped thereto and subjected to a
temperatiu-e of 230° Fahrenheit for 3 or 4 hours.

Claim.—A new article of manufacture, a gum-
coated leather belt, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

66,849.—James Johxsox, Northampton Co., IST.

C.

—

Spring for Bed Bottoms.—July 16, 1867.—The
supporting disks are linked together and sustained on
rods connected by their lower'ends to si)iral springs
within guide cylinders.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
circular top A, links K, braces B and C with the ver-
tical rod J) and sirring E, operating in the tube F, as
herein described and for the purposes set forth.

66,850.— Samuel W. Jones, Bluffton, Ind.—
Pruning Shears.—Jitly 16, 1867.—The movable blade
is adjustably connected to a lever pivoted on an ad-
justable collar on the staff, and the end of said lever
is connected to a hand lever.

Claim.—First, the pruuing shears above described
having the fixed blade A attached to the staff C, and
operating in combination with tlie movable blade A',
the connecting I'ods e e, and the levers D and H, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.
Second, the movable lever D pivoting in a sliding

thimble F on the staff C, and having the holes m m m
by which its power may be adjusted, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

66,851.—Charles Keax, Hollidaysburg, Pa.—
Extension Slide for Tables.—July 16, 1867.—The slides

are made of a center, cap, and base piece i)Ut together
and attached so that tlie tongues engage the grooves
and slide longitudinally till arrosted'by'lhe stops.

Claim.—The grooved centers, caps, and bases put
together in the manner and form set forth for the
purpose specified.

66,852.—Elijah Kemper, Thornville, Ohio.—
Gafc—July 16, 1867.—The gate slides on anti-friction-

rollers and'is held in equilibiium by the tilting latch
till it balances on the rotary post, when the latch
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drops beside the gate and the gate and post swing
round.

Claim.—The combination with a sliding gate of the
tilting latch I, constructed and operating as herein-

above set forth.

66,853.—Abraham Kirp, Jr., Sing Sing, IST. Y.—Machine for Grinding the Runners of Skates.—July
16, 18(i7.—The loose skate-holder and the table have
each a plane or bevel-bearing surface, forming, when
resting on each other, two corresponding plane or
bevel surfaces. The rotary grinding wheel di'esses

the running edge of the blade. The holder is at-

tached with adjustable clamps, and has rests for se-

curing the work.
Claim.—Fii-st, the combination with a grinding

wheel or stone and loose holder to the work having a
bevel-bearing surface as described, a bed or table on
"Which said holder rests and over which it is moved,
hinged or made adjustable to vary its angle relative-

ly to a horizontal position, essentially as herein set

forth. t

Second, the loose or free holder D, forming a base
or bearin^lane provided with adjustable clamps E,
and rests H, for securing and supporting the work,
all constructed and ai'ranged substantially as speci-

fied.

66,854.—J. A. KissELL and IsT. Blickensder-
FER, Chicago, 111.— Corrugated Lightning Hods.—
July 16, 1867.—A flat, continuous strip of pure, cold-

rolled copper is corrugated longitudinally to form a
conductor.
Claim.—A lightning conductor consisting of a

continuous flat strip, corrugated longitudinally as

herein shown and described.

66,855.—P. Klepper, CentraUa, VH.—Egg Beat-
er.—July 16, 1867.—The beater is secured to a shaft

to which a rapid rotary motion is imparted by the
gear-wheels connecting with a hand crank.
Claim.—The arrangement of the beater A, in com-

bination with the stand C, supported by legs cZ, sub-

Btantially as and for the purpose described.

66,856.—B. I. Lane, Tramingham, M.a?,s.—Scrub

-

ting Utensil.—July 16, 1867.—Transverse bars and
conical projections of caoutchouc form the rubbing
surface of the brush. Elanges of the caoutchouc bed
embrace the block of the handle.

Claim.—A scrubbing brush or utensil the friction

surface of which is composed of a caoutchouc or

equivalent elastic material and abrasive powder com-
bined together substantially as set forth.

Also, forming the friction surface of a scrubbing
brush or utensil of alternate rows of bars and teats or

points of caoutchouc or equivalent elastic material or

compound, substantially as shown and described.

Also, forming the rubbing surfaces as projections

from a rubber block c into which the handle block a
is inserted, substantially as shown and described.

66,857. —Daniel Lee, Boston, Mass.— Globe

Valve.—July 16,1867.—The valve and the screw which
actuates it are placed on the side of the diaphragm
most remote trom the stufiing box or the protruding
end of the valve spindle.

Claim.—The arrangement of the valro and the

screw which moves it with relation to the diaphragm,
stuffing box, and plug I, substantially as and for the

puri)ose described.

66,858.—C. L. LocHMAN, Carlisle, 'Pa..—Box for
Indelible Ink, tf-c—July 16, 1867.—The paper sides

rest in rabbets of the wooden top and bottom.

Clai7n.—¥ivst, as a new article of manufacture a

pasteboard box with wooden top and bottom, con-

structed substantially as set forth.

Second, the use of an elastic band or stretcher

made of any suitable material in connection with said

box, for the purpose specified.

66,859.—A. W. LoCKHART, Sacramento, Cal.—
Grain Sei)arator.—Jn\j 16, 1867.—To equalize the

draft through the shoe the fans are adjustably regu-

lated on the fan shaft, and the draft passes through

a blast chamber that has ciu-ved-pivoted adjustable

boards above and below.
Claim.—Fh&t, adjustably attaching the fans to the

fan shaft so that they may be set at any desired angle,
substantially as herein shown and described.
Second, the combination of the fan boards D,

jointed arms C C, and curved arms E, or equivalent,
with each other and with the fan shaft B, substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

Third, the combination of the curved adjustable
blast boards I and J with the air chamber A, blast
chamber K, and with the shoe of the machine, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described and for tho
purpose set forth.

66,860.—Stephen Mahurin, Liberty, HI.—Drop
Press for Pressing Hay and for other Purposes.—
July 16, 1867.—The rope attached to the weight runs
over rollers to the stationary drum, round which the
lever revolves, winding the rope on the drum tUl,

reaching the top, it slips ofi" and lets the weight drop.
Claim.—The revolving drum K, provided on its

periphery with a continuous groove k, in combination
with the stationary drum H, lever I, rope G, pulleys
e e', weight B, and frames A E F, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

66,861.—A. Mains, Olena, JR.—Land Poller
and Marker.—Jvdj 16, 1867.—The pivoted levers
have rollers on their forwaa-d end, which, when the
lever is raised, engage the ground and support the
machine with the main roller above the ground.
Beveled rings surrounding the roller mark the rows,
and the scraper is pivoted to the rear transverse bar.
Claim.—The levers E, pivoted to the side of the

frame A, and having the rollers F pivoted to their
lower ends, constructed and aiTanged as described in
such a manner that the roller C may be raised above
or rest upon the surface of the ground as shown and
for the purpose specified.

66,863.—Moses S. Marshall, Melrose, Mass.

—

Gas Stove.—July 16, 1867.—The stove is heated by a
gas burner, the pipe entering through an air opening.
One of the vertical pipes is fiUed between the gratings
with a conducting and refractory material. In the
other pipes conical bars and gratings arrest tho pro-
gress of the heat, which is communicated to the air

(7torm.—First, the combination of the furnace A,
pins B3, and gas stove B, when said parts are re-

spectively constructed and arranged to operate sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the vertical pipe D, when constructed with
gratiugs D^, formed by outwardly projecting rods
and filled by pieces of soapstone, or other suitable
conducting and refractory material, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

Thii'd, the pipe G-, when constructed with internal
pipes opening and projecting into the chamber of the
stove, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
Fourth, in combination with the vertical pipes D

E F Gr, all or any of them, the double top plate K and
L, arranged substantially as and for the pm'pose set
forth.

Fifth, in combination with the stove plates B, the
gas pipe and burner C and flue plate H, when ar-
ranged substantially as and for the pm-poso set forth.

66,863.—H. H. Mason and Joseph Messenger,
Springfield, Yt.—Mop Head.—July 16, 1867.—The ^
nut is cast upon the ends of the rod which constitutes ^
the movable jaw. Eotation of the nut draws the jaw
against the cross-head on the end of the handle and
clamps the mop.
Claim.—A mop head of the kind specified, having

the ends of the wire or rod which constitute the mov-
able jaw E secm-ed to the lugs or ears of the nut D,
by inserting the cuds of said wire or rod in the mold
in wliich the nut is cast so that the lugs or cars will
be cast around the ends of the wire or rod, substan-
tially as shown and described.

66,864—J. W. Maxfielu. Potsdam, N. Y.—
Crimping Boots and Shoes.—July 16, 1867.—The
clamp has a groove iu one of its flanges that engages
the projection on the knife, which, with the awl, is

firmly held by the set screw connecting the flanges.
The socket engages tho handle of tho pair of shoe-
maker's ijinchers to which it is secui'ed by a thumb
screw.
Claim.—Tho an-angemeut of the knife d and awl «
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with clamp a, attached to the lower part of pinchers
for the purpose specified.

66,S65.—W. H. McPherson, Danby, :N". T.—
Horse liake.—Jn]y Ifi, 1867.—The rake is turned by
gearing: eouucctini;: its driving Avhecl with the head
of the rake, -n-hiciris engaged or disconnected by the
double-action spring lever attached thereto.

Claim.— First, the oval revolving head A, pro-

vided with the groove or grooves O. the rod for hold-

ing the teeth, and tlie pressure staples Q, as described.

Second, the combination of the lever F, made as
described, the spring 11, and the stop plate L, sub-

stantially as and for "the purposes described.
Third,'thc wheels BCD and lever E, all constructed

and arranged substantially as described.

66,866.—Bexjamin B. Monroe, Jackson, Mich.— Wagoyi Brake.—^n\j 16, 1867.—When descending
a hill the ring of the* neck yoke presses against a
movable sleeve that is connected by a rod with the
double-action lever pivoted to the rear of the tongue

;

this lever, by its connections, di'aws on the double-
action lever brakes and presses them against the
wheel.

Claim..—The slotted blocks F F connected to the
bars E by the balls a a, when arranged with the bar
H and rod G, and operating in the manner substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

66,867.— Frederick Moxroe, Charlcstown,
Mass.

—

Flour-Box.—July 16, 18G7.—The rim of the
cover is filled with wire-gauze cloth, which leaves no
flat surface for the flom* to gather upon, as in the case
of perforated plates.

Claim.—A flom'-bo5 having its cover made sub-
stantially as and for the purposes described.

66,868—Elisha Mougax, Springfield, Mass.—
Mucilage JStand.—July 16, 1867.—The reservoir mu-
cilage stand has a supply fountain, and a well tube
through which to pass the brush. It is intended to

preserve the mucilage from atmospheric influences.
Claim.—A reservoir mucilage stand having a foun-

tain which connects with and supplies the well, sub-
stantially as herein described, in combination with a
^jrush.

66,S69.-J"oirN- E. Morgan, Deerfield, X. Y.—
Harroic— July 16, 1867.— The inclined elongated
coupling links allow independent vertical and longi-
tudinal action in surmounting obstructions.

Claim.—The construction and use of the sectional
harrow with inclined coupling links, as described and
for the purposes described.

66,870.-Theopore Muxger, Cedar Falls, Iowa.—Gate.—July 16, ]867.—The gate is supported by its

elevated bars, which traverse in the groo\'es of roll-

ers which have their bearings in the posts. It is capa-
ble of vertical adjustment by transference of the roller

to the adjoining space.
Claim.—First, supporting the gate by its longitud-

inal rails upon two flanged rollers C C, the said rails

having their contact edges chamfered or beveled,
whereby the gate is made capable of being adjusted
in height, as described.

^ Second, the self-closing catch, in combination with
• the obliciue-ended slat.

66,871.— John Murphy, Albany, Go..— Culti-

vator.—July 16, 1867.—The beams ai-e laterally ad-
justed on the transverse bolts, to which they arc se-

cured by nuts. The plow standards arc attached to
the beams and secured with braces above and below.
An adjustable wheel in front regulates the draft. A
blade with an extension arm is attached for shallow
plowing on cotton lands.

C^rtun.—First, the construction of the frame A, B,
and C, in combination with the plow beams F, secured
thereto substantially as and for the purpose described.
Second, the plow S, with its arm Q, eubstantially

as and for the purpose specified.

66,872.—J. "W. Xeal, Big Lick. Ya.—Cockle and
Garlic Separator.—.July 16, 1867.—The hopper has a
small adjustable outlet 'through which the grain falls

on the perforated cylinder and is carried round and
swept on the board by the revolving brush. The

cockle drops through the perforations into the cylin-
der and is carried round till it is discharged at the end
into u drawer.

Claim.—First, the spindle C, with the perforated
metal plate t and corrugated bar I, when constructed
and used substantially as herein specified.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
frame A, hopper B, and cylinder C, as constructed,
brush D, lx)ard E, and drawer F, all operating in the
manner and for the purposes specified.

68,873.—J. M. l^ETTTOX, Xoi-wich, Conn.—Door
Spring.—July 16, 1867.—As the door opens it vibrates
the rod and the tube which is sleeved upon it. The
impingement of the roller on the end of the rod, in
the curved track, moves the rod longitudinally and
condenses the spring, whose recoil closes^the door.
Claim.—The combination of the curved bed piece

B, shaft F, rod I, spu'al or other suitable spring Q,
and arm P, attached to the door, when all combined
and arranged together substantially in the mamier
and for the pm-pose described.

66,874.—W. H. ISTiCHOLS, East Hampton, Conn.,
assignor to J. H. Abell, same place.

—

Call Bell.—
July 16, 1867.—The vertical movement of the twisted
rod' within the clapper causes the vibration of the
latter ; a spiral spring raises the rod after depression.

Claim.—The application to jjroug or call bells of a
twisted rod b, for the pui'pose of revolving the clapper
D, substantially as herein shown and described.

Also, the combination with each other of the tube B,
bell C, clapper D, twisted rod 6, and spring e, all made
and operating substantiallv as and for the purposes
herein shown and described.

66,875—G. H. Ober, Xewbury, Ohio.— Wheel-
tvright's Machine for Tenoning S2)okes.— July 16,
1867.—The spoke is clamped to the table and fed be-
tween the i-otaiy cutters by a transverse movement
of the table.

Claim.—Arranghig two cutters upon a frame in
such manner that they can be adjusted to cut tenons
of difi'erent thicknesses when used in combination
with an adjustable table Cr and clamp P, all con-
structed to operate substantially as described.

66,876—E. B. Ol^^isted, Washington, D. C—
Packing Apparatus for Envelope Machines.—July
16, 18i)7.—The apparatus receives the envelopes from
the carrier, folds the lappel, places the envelopes in
packa"-es of the required number, fastens a band
ai'ound them, and delivers them into a box.
Claim.—First, the vertical bos D, containing the

inclined shelf X, and the gumming box E, and roller
c, and supporting and guiding the plunging plate O,
substantially as and for the purpose descril'ied.

Second, the horizontal box B, containing the plunger
C, the stops h b, the springs b" b", and the hinged
plates M and M', substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

Third, the sliding box L, moving on the end of the
box B, and having the arms I" I", the slot I', and the
interior barbed arms i t, substantially as and for the
purpose described.
Fourth, tlie apparatus forraoving, cutting, and gum-

ming the binding tape, consisting of the siraftG-, with
the tb'um g' and "ratchet wheel g, the tube H, the knife
I, and the ratchet wheel Iv bearing the cam k, all ar-

ranged and combined substantially as and lor the pm*-
posc described.

Fifth, the plunger C, consisting of two partsC and
C", and the spring c, and having a face composed of
two vertical plates and a wide space between them,
substantiaUy as and for the purpose specified.

Sixth, the rod U, having the clutcli at its extremity
in combination with the guide I and the slot V in the
Avail of the box L, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

66,877.—E. B. Olmsted, Washington, D. C—
Cutting and Gumming Apparatus for Enveloiye^La-
chines.—JyjAy 16, 1867.—The paper being placed over
the channel, the cutting and gumming instrument
descends, the paper holders first coming in contact
Avith the sheet to hold it in posiiiou, and the gumming
surface being applied. As the holder recedes, the
knife is exposed, and cuts the envelope out of the
sheet. A descendiug plunger diives it through the
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aperture in the bed, creasing it npon the folding lines.

Claim.—First, the channel B, havinff cutting edges
acting in combination with the knife I, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the cutting and gmnming instrument D,
having the moyablc plates L L, with gumming beds
V I', the knife I, and the metallic paper-holding strip

E, substantially as and for the purpose specified.
Third, the combination of the plungerE, thecutting

and gumming instrument D, and the table A, sub-
stantially as and for the pm-pose described.

66,878.—E. B. Olmsted, "Vi^ashington. D. C—
Folding and Printing Bed for Envelope Machines.—
July 16, 1867.—The bed upon which the envelope is

folded is adjusted upon springs, which permit it to be
depressed until the envelope comes in contact with
the printing form. The motion of the bed is regulated
for the economical cutting of the paper and the proper
deliveiy of the envelopes to a carrier.
Claim.—A. trixDle bed H, composed of the plates h

h' h", connected as shown, supported and guided by
the shaft B, and actuated by tde arm G', substantially
as and for the purpose described.

68,879—L. H. Olmsted, Stamford, Conn.—Drop
Hammer.—July 10, 1867.—By means of a clutch, the
loose puUey is engaged with, or disengaged from, the
driving shaft to raise the hammer or let it fall. An
elliptical pin is journaled in an arm keyed to the shaft,

and works in an annular groove in the side of the
pulley. In one position of the pin it will bite between
the walls of the groove and hold the pulley fast, and
when turned on its axis it will release it.

Claim.—The combination of the friction driving
jralley I and shaft D with the devices for engaging
and disengaging tlae one from the other, consisting
of the weight F, the upright shaft J, provided with
the arms L L', the bar K attached to an arm n on the
upper end of said shaft, and the sliding collar m on
the shaft D, all arranged to operate in combination
with a fi'ictiou clutch pulley, substantially as set forth.

Also, the ratchetG and p^awl H, in combin*tion with
the mechanism set forth in the first clause of claim,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

66,880.—Chakles W. Packer, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Hat Box.—July 16, 1867.—The bos has the usual
lid, and in the center has a pillar to receive the hat
in its natural position. A flap lets down in front to
enable the hat to be readily reached.

Claim.—First, a bos A,' having a vertical opening
x and a leaf b. a central standard C, and lid B, all

being constructed and arranged substantially as and
for the purpose herein set forth.

Second, the combination of a box constructed as
above described and a standard or pillar C, made hoi-

low and furnished with a cover, as and for the purpose
described.

66,881 .—Fraxklix B. Parks, Cambridgeport,
lAass.—Folding Lunch Box.—July 16, 1867.—The bos
has top, bottom, ends and sides, 'and certain hooks
hinged to the top plates. The side plates arc hinged
to the bottom and may be laid flat upon it. The ijnd

plates are lunged to the side plates and turn down flat

against them. AVhcn turned into a position to form
a box, tbe parts arc held by hooks and by the shutting
of the lid.

Claim..—The arrangement of the flanges of the
box, bottom, sides, and ends with such bottom, sides,

and ends connected in manner and so as to be capable
of being folded together, as explained, each end plate
under such an arrangement being liinged on one of
the side plates.

Also, the arrangement of the flanges of the box top
with the said top and with the bottom, sides, and end
connected together in manner so as to be capable
of being folded together, as described.
Also, the arrangement of the hooks and their re-

ceiving holes with the top, the bottom, sides, and ends
of the bos, connected in manner and so as to be capa-
ble of being folded together, as set forth.

Also, the combination of the recesses of the sides

witii the bottom, sides, and cuds, connected substan-
tially ill manner and so astobo capable of being folded
together as explained.

66,882.—D. H. Peterson, Terre Ilaute, Ind.—
Wagon Box.—July 16, 1867.—The end and side boards
are connected by grooved and flanged irons. Catch"
bars attatched to the side boards take over the pro-
jections of strap irons upon the bottom bars.

Claim.—First, the grooved and flanged irons G- and
H, in combination with the end and side boards G
and B of the wagon bos, substantially as herein shown
and described and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the irons F andE, constructed substantially
as herein shown and described, in combination with
the side boards B and bottom bars D of the wagon
box, as and for the purpose set forth.

68,883

—

James D. Pratt, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Bed Lounge.—Jxilj 16, 1867.—The head of the lounge
has a hollow interior whose lid has an inclined upper
surface and a sunken recess to contain springs to make
an elastic head rest. The hollow contains bed clothes.
Above the lid is a head piece whose upper surface,
when folded, forms a part of the upholstered sofa, and
its other side, when espanded, is an extension head
rest adapted to the extension bed which is formed by
folding the seat over outwardly, the surfaces then ex-
posed having springs for a bed bottom.
Claim.—First, the hollow safe or drum-head recep-

tacle D, provided with the sunk depression or recess
C, and lid F', inclined folding head G, provided with
the sunk depression or recess H', drop leg L, and flap

N, all combined, arranged, and operating in combi-
nation with the permanent head and folding seat of
the lounge, substantially as and for the purpos'es herein
set forth.

Second, the employment and use of the springs C^
and C^, located over tlie openings B B^ of the frames
A and A', and operating as and'for the purpose speci-

fied.

60,884.—John C. Rhodes, South Abington,
Mass.

—

Drop Press.—July 16, 1867.—To avoid a re-

bound blow the drop is so arranged that it must be
raised again a certain height before it can get clear
of the pawl. The stud on the drop in rising throws
the pawl out of engagement and permits a drop ; and
in falling the same stud sets the pawl to catch a re-

bound.
Claim.—The drop C, provided with a ratchet bar

a and with a projecting stud b, in combination with
the double-armed pawtc and spring d, all made and
operating substantially as herein shown and described.

66,885.

—

John Eichards, Cincinnati, Ohio, as-

signor to J. A. Fat & Co., same place.— Wood-turn-
ing Lathe.—July 16, 1867.—The tubular tail stock
receives a bit for boring handles, and where a true
central hole is required. It is moved longitudinally
by a rack and pinion. A recess in the tall stock af-

fords position for the bolt attaching the stock to the
lathe bed.

Claim.—Fii-st, the combination of a tubular tail

stock with a rack and pinion for moving the same,
arranged and operating in the manner and for the
purposes specified.

Second, the recess or rectangular extension of the
bow in the tail stock shown at a, formed in the man-
ner and for the purposes explained.

66,886.-L. V. PvicmiONT), Brainard, N", Y.—
Stop Motion for Warping Machine.—July 16, 1867.

—

Within the sliding bos is a flanged cylindeV connected
to another horizontal shaft, which receives its motion
from a pulley and imparts it to the cylinder by a
clutch. When the cylinder is stopped by an obstacle
coming in contact with one of its flanges, the clutch
shaft is disengaged from the cylinder and operates a
belt shifter. "The threads pass" through the loops, the
central ones are drop wires, each of which is held up
Ijy the tension of its threads, and falls when the latter

breaks, arresting the motion.
Claim.—First, the construction and an\angement

in the sliding box G of the cylinder H, wifli flanges
/i', upon which the hooks irest iu such a manner that
their eyes shall be above the upper niale of the said

box, whereby the threads arc easily aiijusted, as herein
shown and described.
Second, the sliding bos G, provided with theflanged

shaft II, having the fixed clutch K and sliding cogged
clutch I I', in combination with the pinion m, hori-

zontal shaft VI' and pulley o', arranged and operated
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by means of the band o from the shaft B, substantially

as and lor the purpose herein shown and described.
Third, tlie stationary bos G', with its appendages,

consisting of the flanged cylinder II, sliding clutch I

having arm z*, sliding plate z', springs z" and r, latch

s, horizontal sliding bar ^, having staple io and spring
71, operated from the shaft X by means of the cord o,

substantially as herein set forth.

Fourth, the plate 11, for sustaining the drop -wires i,

and operating substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.
Fifth, the cord n, for the purpose of transferring

the motion from the forked sliding bar m" to the sirring

r, substantially as herein shown and described.
Sixth, the combination of the forked bar m" with

the pins q q and cord n, substantially as and for the
purpose herein shown and described.

66,887.—Lewis F. Eider and John ^, Ferry,
Hornellsville, N. Y.—Well Tubing.—July IG, 1867.—
A slotted section carrying the point is covered by a
sleeve connected thereto by a bayonet joint. Tlie
sleeve has radial ribs to engage the' earth and enable
detachment when required^ to uncover the slots and
allow ingress to liquid.

Claim.—The point A, as constructed with its pro-

i'ecting cutting edges a a a, on the underside com-
ined with the lower end of the tube G, with its steel

pin d, to hold the barrel or shield D on the outside of
the pipe while being driven, substantially as herein
described for the purposes set forth.

66,888.-George Eobessox, Detroit, Mich.—
Piston FacJcing.—July 16, 1867.—The rings have suf-

ficient play in the annular groove of the piston and
the steam"^ is admitted behind to expand them ; at
other times the metallic spring expands the central
packing ring. The entrance ol" steam on one side
of the piston head closes the rings against the aper-
tm-es on the opposite side.

Claim.—The packing ring D, constructed as de-
sci'ibed, in combination with the rings E and F, ar-

ranged so as to close the holes a a' alternately to the
steam passing beneath the ring I), pressing it out, as
herein set forth for the purpose specified.

66,889.-0. L. EoBixsoN, Owasso, Mich.—Cherry
^foner.—July 16, 1867.—The lower plate has cavities
to receive the cherries and the upper plate has cavi-
ties from whose centres depend concave-ended pins
to force the stones through central holes in the cavi-
ties of the lower plate as the latter is raised by a rack
lever.

Claim.—Firat, driving the stones at once out of a
number of cherries by means of a series of punches
w., which arc made to pass through the cherries, the
latter being jjlaced upon a plate B, which is provided
with perforated countersinks, substantially as and
for the purpose herein shown and described.

Second, the plates D and E, when made as de-
scribed, in combination with the frame A, and lever
C, all made and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.

66,890.—Hexry Rothfelder, :N'ew York, ^N". Y.—Watch.—^Ja]y 16, 1867; antedated June 11, 1867.—
The ends of the ring spring into sockets on the sides
of the key to retain it. It can be removed from its

position to wind the watch.
Claim.—Fii-st, fitting a watch key in the handle

of a watch case and retaining it therein by a suitable
catch or fastening, substantially as described, so that
said key is not liable to drop but spontaneously but
can be "taken out and used like an ordinary watch key.

Second, the sleeve d, in combination with the key
C, handle B, and spring /, substantially as and for
the pm-pose set forth.

66,891.—Ejiery W. Eowley, Jr., Antwerp, K
Y.—Pea lial-e.—^Julj 16, 1867.—The toothed cutter
on the rake head cuts off the viues which tho rake
has gathered.

CZai'»K—Providing a pea rake with a serrated or
toothed cutter D, substantially in the manner and for
the, pui-pose herein shown and described.

66,892—-JuLiEX S. Eowley, Chateaugay, X. Y.—XJlip for Clothes Lines and for other Purposes.—
July 16, 1867.—The side clamps arc pivoted to the

central piece and are made to clasp the line by oscil-

lation ou their pivot.

Claim.—The improved clip for clothes lines formed
of the side clamps B B. riveted to the center piece A,
arranged and operating as herein described.

66,893.—Samuel Selden and "W. J. F. Liddell,
Erie, Pa., assignors to John G. Seldex, same place.—Hinge.—July 16, 1867.—Tho stop midway of the
barrel keeps the pintle from falling through.
Claim.—The stop in the barrel of the loose-jointed

reversible door hinge, constructed as specified and
for the purposes set forth. i

66,894.—D. P. Sharp, Ithaca, IST. Y.—Horse 'I

Pake.—July 16, 1867.—The teeth are connected to a
lever by which they are raised, the clearing bars are
bent up to more easily clear the teeth. Studs on an
oscillating- bar traverse a portion of the rake teeth
to dislodge the hay from them when they are raised.

Claim.—First, the spurs e, aiTanged upon the bar
C, in combination with the rake teeth B', and clear- p

ing spurs i on the bar F, operating substantially as 1

herein set forth for the purpose specified. '

Second, the lever D, rod g, and spurred bar C, ar-

ranged in relation with each other and with the
spurred bars F, bars E', and standards E, substan-
tially as hcreia set forth for the purpose specified. 1

66,895.—F. Marion Shields, Macon, Miss.— I

Cotton Plow or Cultivator.—Jvdj 16, 1867.—The tri-

angular, convex, side-plated hoes are attached by
stocks to a horizontal beam, to whose tongue a team
is attached.

Claim.—First, the hoes D d d', w^hen constructed
in the manner and for the purpose herein described
and represented.
Second, the combination of the hoes D D D, beam

A, shanks or stocks E E, draft tongue or beam B,
and handles G G, all arranged substantially in tho
manner and for the purpose set forth.

Tliird, in combination with the above the fenders
F F, applied in tho manner and for the purpose set
forth.

66,896.—C. Shortan, New York, :N'.Y., assignor
to T. W. Bracher, same place.— Wire TvnstingMa-
chine.—July 16, 1867.—The band or wire is stretched
the length of the machine, being held in the slotted
standards and their intervening slotted pinions. The
latter l^eing revolved by the sector-wheels, which ai-o

oscillated by a treadle, the revolution of the pinions
twists the wire.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
slotted standards D, and standards G, upon the bed
piece B, slotted pinions H, sector-shaped gearwheels
I, attached to the rock shaft J, hung in bearings K,
crank arms L P, spring O, wire M, and treadle IST,

substantially as described for the purpose specified.

66,897.—GusTAV A. Siegle, Brooklyn, 'E. Y.—
Manufacturing Carviine.—July 16, 1867.—Explained
by the claims.
Claim.—Y'wst, treating cochineal with water, bi-

carbonate of ammonia, alum, cream of tartar-, acetic
acid, egg and spirits of wine, for the purpose of ex-
tracting pm-e carmine, substantially as herein set
forth.

Second, treating cochineal with water, crystalized
soda, alum, cream of tartar, and spirits of w'ine, sub-
stantially in the manner herein set forth, for the pur-
pose of extracting pure carmine.

Third, treating the carmine contained in the liquor
which is drawn off, the pure carmine, with tartaric
acid, sul)stantially as and for the purpose herein
shown and described.

Fourtli, treating the refuse cochineal from the first

and second process above described, witli soda ar.d
boiling it, substantially as set forth, for the i^m-poso
of jn'oducing liquid lake.

Fifth, heating the refuse cochineal from the fourth
process and treating it with soda and prussian blue,
for the purpose of producing a violet color.

Sixth, heating the refuse cochineal from the fourth
process and treating it with soda, starch, and alum,
for the pur])ose of producing a purple color.

Seventh, treating the refuse cochineal from the fifth

and sixth processes by placing it below the surface of
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the earth, in a well-covered box, substantially as and

;

lor the purpose herein specified.

66,898.— Samuel A. SimsoK, Eai'lville, lU.—
Ticket Holder.— July 16, 1867.— The spring clasp
grasps the check, and the prongs of the holder attach
it to the coat.
Claim.—A ticket holder, made substantially as

flescribed, for the purpose specified.

66,899.-PERDrs-AXD Sims, Galreston, Texas.—
JBook Sewing Machine.—July 16, 1867.—The folded
sheets, forming- a section, are sewed together by a
"continuous thread which is passed around rods to
form loops which are subsequently withdi'awn, and
parchment bauds substituted when it is ready for

binding. The several devices cannot be briefly de-
scribed.

Claim.—Fii'st, a machine for sewing books, made
and operating substantiaUj as herein shown and de-
scrifbed.

Second, the manner of preparing the sections of
paper with notches, slots, and slits at the ends, (fcc,

substantially in the manner and for the purpose herein
^hown and 'described, and the use of sections pre-
pared.

Third, the combination of the cross-head b\ screw
&', and board b, with the tablet B, for the purpose of
-forming a press or clamp, operating substantially as
•iierein shown and described.

Pourth, the needle bar D and its combination with
^hie eccentric d~, plate d^, and needle holders /, all

jnade and operating substantially as herein shown
vand described.

Fifth, the slotted needle holders /, and springs f^,
constructed and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.

Sixth, the pedal arrangement E, when combined
with the levers e, and needle bar D, substantially in
the manner and for the purpose herein sho'UTi and
fQescribed.

Seventh, the slotted guide plates h, made and ope-

fating substantially as herein shown and described,
Eighth, the application of the cords i, and the man-

lier of holding the same in place, substantially as and
for the purpose herein shown and described.

Ninth, the slotted key plate I, made and operating
substantially as herein sliown and described.

Tenth, the needles G- g g'^ and g'^, made and em
ployed and operating substantially in the manner
lierein shown and described.

Eleventh, the needles g^ and g*, when applied for

€he pm'pose herein shown and described.

66,900.-11. W. Smith, Tippecanoe, Ohio.—
Bridge.— July 16, 1867.— The inclined posts pass
above the chords beneath the sills, and are attached
to the same by bolts. The braces cross one post at
-mid-height aiid abut against the bottom of one post
end the upper end of'thc next but one. The floor

may be laid on cross-ties of the sills or chords.
Claiin.—First, a bridge constructed with inclined

posts C C, in combination with the braces D D, rest-

ing squarely against the sides of the posts, and ar-

ranged in relation to the siUs and chords, substan-
tially as described.
Second, in combination with the inclined posts and

braces as described, the vertical central posts C^, and
l>races D I, substantially as described.

66,901.—Myrox H. SPAULDDfG, Morrisville, Vt.
-^Churn.—Jvlj 16, 1867.—The gearing of the two
dashers is supported between two plates. The shafts

of two cog-wheels of various sizes are furnished with
rectangulai- cuds for attachment of the winch to vary
the speed.
Claim.—The construction of the plates C and E,

forming a metallic box containing changeable gear-

ing G'aud K, Avlien arranged and combined Avith

double beaters, as herein described and for the pur-
poses set forth.

66,902.—Charles F. Spexcer, Eochester, N.
Y., assignor to himself and Charles W. Barker,
Irondecinoit, N. Y.-Lantern.—Ju]y 16, 1867.—Tlie
globe is passed through the top of the guards wheu
tlic cap is off. Two or more of tlie guard wires pro-

ject and are bent inward to form bearings which en-

gage the eyes on the cap to secure the parts together.

Claim.— The arrangement herein described for
fastening the cap to the guards, consisting of the
bearings 6, formed by bending projections of the
guard wires concentric with the guai'd ring, in com-
bination with the eyes g, on the under side of the cap
for sliding over the bearings, and the flange /, or
equivalent, for centering the cap, the whole opera-
ting substantially in the manner and for the purpose
herein set forth,

66,903.—Charles E. Stearns, Boston, Mass.—
Stair Eod.—July 16, 1867.—The stair rod tapers from
the middle towai'd the ends, which engage an eye and
a hook respectively.

Claim..—The combination and arrangement of the
hook and eye and the double tapering spring bar, pro-
vided with shoulders and studs, as set forth.

66.904.— David D. Stelle. ISTew Brunswick,
N. J., assignor to himself and Thomas E. McDo-
nald, same place.— Com,'bined Planter, narrower,
and Cultivator.— July 16, 1867.— The rotating har-
row is changeable into a cultivator by replacing the
teeth with hoes, and is actuated by gearing from the
supporting wheel. The corn dropper has slots in its

sides, allowing the free passage of the cut-ofi"s thatreg-
ulate the dropinngof the corn, and which are actuated
in connection with the spii-al spring by the cam-rod
engaging with the cams on the axle.

Claim.—First, the corn-dropper and mode of cut-

ting off the required amount of grain to be dropped,
substantially as described.
Second, the revolving harrow made and operating

in combination with tbe stationary harrow, in the
manner ana for the purpose substantially as de-

scribed.
Third, the revolving hoes, set in similar manner,

to be used in place of the harrow when required as a
cultivator.

66.905.— William F. Stillman, Bion, "N. Y.—
Machine for Boiling Hoes. — July 16, 1867. — The
frame has horizontal ways for the carriage that car-

ries the roDers, and the "latter traverse upon the an-
vil block that is vertically adjustable beneath, to
graduate the thickness of the article rolled. The
carriage is moved by a pitman from a crank on the
driving wheel.
Claim.— First, a stand or frame with horizontal

ways for the carriajge that carries the rollers, and
perpendicidar ways for the anvil block, and a bed for

the screw that raises the anvil block, the whole being
constructed and aiTanged substantially as described.

Second, in combination with tlie subject matter of
the first claim, the carriage J. with one or more roll-

ers and the vertical adjustable anvil E, substantially

as and for the purposes set forth.

66,906,—Antoin'e St. Louis, Keeseville, IT. T.—Machine for Making Spikes.—July 16, 1867.— The
nail bar is placed upon the slide, 'is caught by the
gripper and fed to the anvils by a spring. After be-

ing worked between one anvil and the hammer which
draw and shape the nail, it is moved to a second an-

vil, where it is pointed and planished, and is then cut
oif by a knife. The second anvil then retires, to

allow the nail to drop. Ledges are formed in the
anvils corresponding respectively to the shape and
size of the blank and nail required.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of the moving an-

vils K and L, the slide hammers H H', with its ham-
mers E and F, the latter being provided with a roller

face, as and lor tlie purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the slideW and grip-

per W with the ways V V, lever U, and cam wheel
S, substantially as a'nd for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the knife or cutter a
with the anvil K and hanamers E and H, substantially

as represented.

66,907.— John H. Stone, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Coal Stove,—J\\\y 16, 186t.—The air passes through
an aunulai' chamber outside the fire-pot through
pipes to a concavo-convex chamber over the same.
The chamber has perforations by which the air

passes down to the fire. The caloric current passes
up an annular chamber, down a diving" flue, and up-
ward through an elbow to its exit.

Claim. — The cxteudcd flange c' of the fuel pot E,
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in combinntion with the tubes L L L L, retort K and
air spaces G and H, communicating T\ith the exter-

nal air through tlic base A B, the said parts being-

arranged to operate together as described for the

purpose of supplying- and heating fresh air for the

combustiou of the intlammable gases arising from
the burning fuel in the fuel pot E.

Also, in combination with the retort K, having
tubes L, connecting with hot-air space G around the

fire-i)Ot, the cylinder M, and the escape pipe o, arranged
within the upper part of the body CD. of the stove,

substantially in the manner described, for the pur-

pose of diffusing the heat more effectually over the

said body of the stove, and also for increasing the

di-aft of the latter, as specified.

66,908. — George C. Sweet, Norwich, Conn.,
assignor to himself and Frank Douglas, same
place. — iScrew Plate. — July 16, lS(i7. — The frame
Avhich holds the dies is made in two hinged portions,

which permit it to be opened to receive dies.

Claim.—A screw plate made in two parts and piv-

oted together by pivots A A, for the purpose of tilt-

ing one half of the plate down for the removal or

reception of dies, as herein specified.

66,909.—Albert L. Taylor, Springfield, Yt.—
Fasiry Holler. — July 16, 1867.— The rollers are piv-

oted in a frame.
Claim. — An implement for rolling pastry, com-

posed of a plurality of rollers fitted in suitable end
pieces or beariugs.'or any proper stock, substantially

as shown and described.

66,910.—S. J. Taylor, Eome, N. Y.—Combined
Corn-Planter and Cultivator.— July 16, 1867.— The
plows are regulated by a roller in front and rear.

The seed measure holds the quantity for one hill, and
fills itself at each engagement with the seed box,
sliding out to deposit thesecd. It is followed by the
covering hoes attached to the cross-beam.
Claim.— First, the vertical slide K, operated by

the spring L, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

Second, the covering teeth d d, having faces in-

clined inward and backward, and attached to the
cross-beam D, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

Third, the hinge by which the wings C C and the
cultivator bars O O'are jointed to the plow A, com-
posed of the jaws m m, clasping the l)olts n n, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

Fourth, the combination and arrangement of the
plow A. the draw-beam B, tlie seed-box P, together
with the wheel G for operating it, the wings C C,
the cross-beam D, Iiaving its covering teeth d d, the
adjusting bars E E', and the cultivator bais O', all

constructed and operated substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

66,911. — D. C. Teller, Terre Haute, Ind.

—

Steak Broiler.— July 16, 1867. — The frame is placed
on a stove hole. The upper edges of the steak.s are
impaled on the vertical pointed wires above the stove
hole, and hang down on their outer sides. An in-

verted conical cap deflects the heat. Slices of bread
are leaned against the pins, theii- lower edges on the
outer ring.

Claim.—The vertical position in which the steaks
are placed over the fire, and the arrangement of the
vertical rods E E. all substantially inclosed with the
cap C, as specified, for the purposes in the specifica-

tion.

66,912.—M. L. and 'R. W. Thornton, Lumpkin,
Ga.

—

Corn and Cotton Seed Planter.—July 16. 1867.
— The corn or cotton and the guano are dropped
simultaneously from different hoppers but from the
same spout. Different hoppers are attachable for tiic

planting of corn or cotton respectively, the fertilizer

hopper being used in either case. A seed carrier is

used for di-opping corn, a stiiTcr for cottou seed.
C7ar»!.—First, the combination of tlie corn and

guano Jioppers J and L, drojiping cylinders I and K,
sliaft G, guide spout 0, gear wheels E and F, drive
wheel C, and shaft D, witli each other and with the
frame A of the machine, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpo'se set forth.
Second, the combination of the cottou-sced hopper
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M and stirrer N with the guano or plaster hopper J,

dropping cylinder I, shaft G, spout O, gear wheels E
and F, drive wheel C, shaft D and frame A of the
machine, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

66,913.- D. C. Thrasher and B. F. Aiken,
Freetown, Mass.— lirecch-loading Fire-arms.—July
16, 18(i7. — The barrel slides forward to open tlie

breech, the sleeve on its under side traversing- on a
bar secured to the stock. A pin on the bar limits the
motion and moves in a groove of the sleeve, and the
latter is locked by a latch when shut.
'Claim.—The bar D, the tube E, (with its slot,) and

the guide wing a, the spring catch F, and the steady
pin H, in combination with the breecli piece and bar
rel of a breech-loading gun. substantially as hereiu
shown and described.

66.914.— J. E. and W. P. Tynan, Paterson, N.
J.

—

Locomotive Truck. — July 16, 1867.— The socket
plate is cojinecti^d to the beam by a bolt which passes
through a slot in the latter and rests on elliptical

rollers whose projections enter flaring holes in the
socket plate and beam. The pivot plate has a lower
cylindrical part fitting the cavity in the socket plate.

Claim. — The elliptical-winged rollers E E,.the
beam A, the socket plate B, the pivot plate C, and
bolt D, when combined together as and for the pur-
poses shown and specified.

66.915. — Michael Vetter, Muscatine, Iowa,
assignor to himself and Simon Kahn, same place.—
Windoiv Shade. — July 16, 1867. — The straws are
woven Avith cords to make a light blind.

Claim.—A window shade -\yhich is composed of
straws woven together, in the manner described, as a

,

new and improved article of manufacture.

66,916.—W. H. n. TValkkr, Bangor, Me.

—

Meat ChojJjycr.—July 16, 1867.—The frame is tempo-
rarily attached to a table, and the knife is i-ecipro-

cated vertically by the crank and connections. The-
bow may be swung within certain limits to present
the knife to meat in different parts of tlie bowl.
CZawn.—First, the chopping knife as constructed,

with frame or bone B, crank c, Avheels d and /, pit-

man D, and knife E, and arranged to connect with
the table by means of a clamp A, or its equivalent,

.

all constructed and arranged as and for the purposes

.

specified.

Second, pivoting the frame or bow B, whereby a
swinging motion maybe imparted to the cutting-
blade, as described.
Third, the adjustable raising and lowering of the-

cutting- blade by means and in manner substantially
as described and shown.

66,917.- Seth Warren, Hollis, Me.— Wagon
Brake. — July 16, 1867.— The aittomatic crank brake-
is actuated by the forward motion of the sliding frame,
attached to the rear axle, on descending a liill. The-
brake is kept from operating when backing by the

-

reverse action of the wheels, which throw it up.
Claim.—First, the combination, as described, ar-

rangement of the sliding frame i ij, with the rocker
r, tlie pieces r r, working tlirough the liole.s in tho-
cross bar c, and having the brakes with the crank
shaft 0, all operating as and for tlie specified purposes
Second, the combination and arrangeraent of tlie-

two cross pieces c and/, united by the rods h h, upon
which moves the rocker c. as and" for the piu'poses set
forth.

Tliird, the brake when so arranged by means of the
crank o as to press against t)ie A\hecl Avhcn tlie car-
riage has a Ibrward motion and to be thrown up. and
thus relieve the wheels in backing, in the manner
and for the purposes herein set forth and described.

66,918.—Setii TVueeler and Edgar Jerome,
Albany, X. Y.—Drying Boxes, cC-c, of Pulp.—July
16, 1867.—The frame fits over tlie form iiponorAvitliiii

Avhich a paper article may be dried after having been
formed of paper pulp by atmospheric or mechanical
pressure.
C7ai?H.—Drying the hollow articles made directly

from the paper pulp or other analogous substance,
upon or within a fi-ame which is rigid vertically but*
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expansible horizontally, such frame being the one
upon or vithin which the articles are made.

66,919.—Seth "Wheeler and Edgar Jerome,
Albany, N. Y.

—

Finishing Boxes, <f-c., of Pulp.—
July 16, 1867.—The rigid, perforated frame, -R-ith the
article formed in paper pulp upon it, is removed and
placed beneath a die which expresses the water from
the pulp.
Claim.—Pressing or finishing the article upon or

within a removable permeable rigid frame, such
frame being the one upon or within which the article

is made.
Also, sustaining the hollow article by a permeable

rigid frame during the pressing or finishing process.

66,920.—Seth Wheeler and Edgar Jerome,
Albany, I^. Y.

—

Making Blanks for Paper Boxes.—
July 16, 1867.—The blanks are made from paper pulp
in shape suitable for forming boxes, &c. ; the creases
made in the blanks facilitate the bending into form,
and the notches in the corners obviate the necessity
of cutting into form.

Claim.—First, creasing the paper blanks in their
manufacture for the purpose described.
Second, forming paper or paper board during the

process of manufacture from pulp direct, with spaces
at those points where, in the manufacture of many-
sided hollow articles, no material is required, sub-
stantially as described and shown.

Third, as a new article of manufacture, paper or pa-
per board made direct from pulp with creases on its

surface and with spaces left in it at the points where,
in the formation of many-sided hollow articles, no
material is required, substantially as described and
shown.

66,921. — James Whitehill, liTewburg, IST. Y.—Dust Room, in Cleaning Cotton.—July 16, 1867.

—

The brush is raised by rotation of a pulley, and is

gripped and descends rapidly, impinging against a
r spring board at bottom. The device is to keep the
jjHcshes of the screen open.

Claim.—First, the combination with a screen to
vthe dust room of a brush operating in its one stroke
! or action to abruptly and rapidly travel over or sweep
; the face of said screen wliile in its opposite or further
action it moves at a slower velocity over the same,

; substtintially as and for the purposes specified.

Second, the winding pulley G, with its tripping
; formation c, in combination with the brush and rope
or chain, operating essentially as herein set forth for

. the purpose specified.

Third, in combination with the screen and brush,
operating as described, a cushion or springs to arrest

1 the- brush in.its descent, substantially as specified.

Fourtk; the attachment to the rope F, when tripped,
as described, of a swivel thereto, for operation in an
intermediate manner between the winding pulley and
brush, essentially as and for the purpose described.

66,922.—Oscar J. "Whitney, Clifton Springs,
N; Y.—Car Coupling.—July 16, 1867.—The pin is

maintained in an elevated inclined position, its end
resting in arecess,;till the draw bars come together,
when it is tippediorward and falls into coupling po-
sition
Claim.—Constructing the draw-head of a railway

car with ai recess E, in front of the hole through
which the pin passes, and with an elevation C, to
sustain the pin E, in an inclined position above the
chamber into which the link enters, said draw-head
being arranged to operate in connection with the
ordinary pin B, substantially as set forth.

'€6,923.—B. "WiELAND, OrangevUle, HI.— Corn
Planter.—July 16, 1867.—The corn planter is attached
to an ordinary plow. The rotary disk in the hopper
regulates the amount and drops the seed, which is

covered by shovels attached to th« handle.
Claim.—The combination of the movable hopper

D, i)rovided with the rotary disk c, the guide bars .c/jr,

the brushes i, and the wire guides m, the marking
wheel E, the discharge tube G, and the covering
wings 7in, arranged and operating substantially as

and for the purpose herein described.

66,924.—Luther T. "Wn>cox and William G.
Caluwell, Three B,iyei3,MiGh..-Cotton SeedPlanter.

—July 16, 1867.—The adjustable teeth are arranged
within a case in the hopper, and are operated by gear-
ing in connection with the driving wheel and regu-
lated by cams secured to the case whereby the cotton
seed is -projected down the tube. Eotating arms
work in the case, preventing choking therein.

Claim.—First, the adjustable or extension teeth i,

arranged within the case J, and operated by means
of the inclines J, on the adjustable box K, and the
springs K, within the case, all arranged substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the rotating arm M, within the seed hop-
per I, arranged substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

66,925.-William E. Wilcox. St. Joseph, Mich.,
assignor to himself and William W. Wilcox, same
place.-i^mif Box.—Jnlj 16, 1867.—The end of the
box is confined by the tenon protruding into the cor-
ner, and the locking of the bent end of the tongue into
a slot in the side of the box.
Claim.—First, securing and supporting the cords

of the box by means of the bent end b, fitting into the
slot e, and the tenon d, fitting into the slot in the
corner of the box, substantially as herein shown and
described for the purpose specified.
Second, in combination with the above, the bottom

C, substantially as herein shown and described.

66,926.—Daniel E". Winsor, Cambridge, Mass,—Snow Plow.—July 16, 1867.—The shape is a ship's
bow inverted. The runners pass down to the ground,
and gauge the depth of the snow to be left on the
ground. In the hind part is a seat for the driver.

Claim.—First, the eombination of the gauge run-
ners B B with the plow body, provided with the cut-
ting and plowing nose, as specified.

Second, the arrangement of the bottom of the nose
of the plow body with respect to the rest of the
bottom surface of the body, and with the two guide
runners, in manner substantially as specified.

Third, the arrangement of the cavity d, and the
seat e, within the body of the plow, as explained.

66,927.—Alvah Wiswall, ITew York, N". Y.—
Door Spring and Hinge.—July 16, 1867.—The leaf
projecting from the door is pivoted to the leaf attached
to the jamb, and a coiled spring on the latter bears
against a roller on the end of the former, so as to
maintain the door in position, closed or wide open, as
it may be placed.

Claim.—The spiral spring h fitted on the upright rod
g of the part C of the device, in combination with
the oblique bar h of the part B of the device, pivoted
to the bar (Z of the part C, and provided at its outer
end with a friction roller E, against which the lower
end^' of the spring h bears, while the upper end i of
said spring bears against the bar c of the part C, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

66,928.—Leopold Wolf, WestMeriden, Conn.,
assignor to himself and K. S. Hathaway and Jajvies
Hamilton, same place.

—

Composition Finger Key for
Piano-fortes.—July 16, 1867.— The keys or finger
pieces of the keys are made of a composition of rosiu
10 parts, shellac 10, copal 5, melted, thickened with
saw dust, colored with lampblack, and pressed to
shape in metallic molds. A strengthening wire may
be imbedded.

Claim.— First, as a new article of manufacture,
composition finger keys for piano-fortes.

Second, the process of forming finger keys fof
piano-fortes in metallic molds.
Third, a composition for finger keys for piano-fortes,

substantially as described.

66,929.—Oramel N. Wood, Windsor, Vt., as-

signor to D. M. Smith, H. H. Mason, and A. C.
Mason, Springfield, Yt.—Vent Plug.-^aly 16, 1867.
—The pipe is screwed into the barrel and the cap on
the pipe; the latter has longitudinal grooves in its

threaded part to allow the escape of gas when it is

not screwed home.
Claim.—The tube A, provided with the external

screw threads a a, and the cap B provided with a
packing/, and an internal screw thread to fit on the
upper screw thread c, and having grooves or air pas-
sages e made in it, all arranged substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.
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66,930.—L. M. Woodcock, Auburn, N. Y.—
Bailway Chair.—July 16, 18G7.—The smaller chair
sits in the larger, and the flanges of each support the
rail laterally.

Claim.—^The main chaii- 6, in combination with the
auxiliary chair c, constructed and used substantially

as and tor the purpose set forth and described.

66,931.—S. W. YouxGand J. TV. Hoaud, Provi-
dence, 11. I.

—

Tool for Threading Screws.—Jiriy 16,

18G7.—The tool is placed in a slide rest, and acts
Bimilarly to a chase to form a thread upon the rotating
blank. 'The cutting teeth are upon the end of the
tool, and on the dulling of one set a partial rotation
of the tool brings a fresh set into use.

Claim.— A longitudinally-ribbed cutting tool of
cylindrical or other suitable form, the end of which
is beveled or recessed, so as to form the extremities
of the said longitudinal rib or blades into cutting
points, in the manner herein shown and specified.

66,932.—TVm. Youxg, Easton, Ta.—Steam and
Water Joints.—July 16, 1867.—The fitting and lock
nut are recessed at the end, enclosing and pressing
on the elastic packing of the joint.

Claim.—First, the cavity or recess E between the
fitting and the nut D, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth, in combination w'ith the pipe A B.
Second, the nnt U, in combination with the socket

or fitting C and the recess E, substantially as shown
and described lor the pm'poses specified.

66,933.—AxDUEW Carsox, Memphis, Tenn.—
AxLtomatic Life-prese)^ving Boat. —July 16, 1867.

—

The cabin deck with boats resting thereon is de-
tached by the raising of a float in the hull as the boat
sinks.
Claim.—Eirst, constructing vessels with cabins,

(fcc, constructed separate from the hull or framework
of the vessel, and made detachable by devices oper-
ated automatically by the ingress of water into the
body of the vessel, substantially as specified.

Second, in combination w>th the float A, the arms
D, and latches H, or their equivalents, for the purpose
set forth.

66,934.—TVm. M. Ball, Morristown, Ind.—Cul
tivator.—July 23, 1867.—The front end of the cultiva
tor rests on a wheel which has a face cam giving a
vibratory motion to a bar, and through it to the seed
slide in the box, dischai-ging grain through tubes in
the rear of the shares.

Claim.—The shaker bar L, operated by the camK
the slide X, hoes C, tubes H, and seed box G, all ar
ranged in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

66,935.—E. H. Barxey and John Beery. Spring
field, Jlnss.—Skate Fastener.—Jn]y 23, 1867.—The
different conveniences necessary for attaching skates
are combined in one tool. A pick and button to re
move dirt, &c., from the template in the heel and a
socket for the square of the screw which moves the
sole clamps.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture a skate
fastener or key, composed of the socket B, the point
/, and the button e, when made or combined in one
piece, substantially as herein described and for the
purposes set forth.

66,936.—Alfred Bayley, Newark, K J.—Tea
and CoffeePot—July 23, 1867.—The neck, breast, and
base are made in one piece with the sides instead of
making separately and uniting with solder.

Claim.—Necks or breasts of oval tin tea and coffee
pots when the same ai'e formed of or upon the same
piece or pieces as the sides of the pot.

Also, a bottom molding formed of or upon the same
_ piece as the sides of oval tin tea and coffee pots,

I when combined in forming a pot with the neck or
breast formed on or of the same piece as the sides.

66,937.-TVm. W. Bierce, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Apparatus for Carbureting Gas.— July 23, 1867;
antedated April 1, 1667.—The air enters by an axial

Eipe, descends through the sleeve tube into the cham-
er which floats upon the hydrocarbon liquid and is

impregnated with vapor from the saturated fibrous
material which fills the chamber and communicates
by capillary connection with the liquid below.

Claim.—First, the provision in a carbureting ves-
sel of the floating chamber E, provided with suitable
absorbent material, substantially as set fortli.

Second, the arrangement of reservoir A, having the
axial inlet F and hollow-stemmed float D E, provided
with absorbents and adapted to operate as set forth.

66,938.—J. B. Blair, Philadelphia, l^a.—Bubber
Head for Lead Pencils.—July 23, 1867.—One end of
the pencU is socketed in a rubber head.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture an elas-

tic erasive pencil head, made substantially in manner
as described.

66,939.—John D. Bowen, Roseburg, Oregon.-
Plow.—July 23, 1867.—The plate forms a cutter and
a removable land-side.

Claim.—A cutter and bar sheath cut in one piece
out of a sheet of steel, and attached to the bar of the
land-side so as to be removable at will.

66,940.—Edward W. Brettell, I^ewark, N. J.

—Night Latch.—July 23, 1867.—The key being in-

serted, pushes the tumblers to their proper places,

and being turned, the dog will throw the frog bridge
into the slots of the sliding tumblers. As the dog
slips off the nose of the frog bridge, the arm of flic

cylinder holds the bolt, and by letting the key loose
the spring actuates the bolt and othermoving portions.

Claim.—Fii'st, the dog y on the cylinder arm of C,
Fig. 4, bearing on D*. shown in Fig. 1, substantially
in the manner and for the piu'pose herein set forth.

Second, the frog bridge D, with its nose J)'--, as
shown in Fig. 6, substantially in the manner and for

the pui'pose herein set forth.

66,941.—Wm. BroweR, Baltimore, Md.—Pulley
Bit for Bridles.—JiHy 23, 1867.—The pulley frames
are removable ; are swiveled to the ends of the bit, so
that in drawing the reins through them they turn on
the bit and leave the latter in its natural position.

Claim.—In combination with a bridle bit, the pul-

ley frames and pulleys, hinged or swiveled to the ends
thereof, so that by drawing upon the reins passing
around said pulleys, there shall be no tendency of the
bit to turn in the horse's mouth, substantially as de-
scribed.
Also, so combining the pulley fratnes and pulleys

with the bit as that they can be removed thercirom
without impairing its use as an ordinary bit, substan-
tially as herein described and represented.

66,942.—Felix Brown, New York, N. Y., as-

signor to John George Gunther, State of New
York.

—

Fog Signal.—July 23, 1867.—Air or steam is

blown thi-ough perforated disks, whose rotation, one
or both, intermittingly arrests the current which is

passed through the trumpet.
Claim.—First, the blowing of air, compressed air,

steam, or other gaseous flnid through perforations of
disks or plates, while one or both of them are rotating,
substantially in the manner described.
Second, constructing the sound tube or trumpet

with a parabolically-shaped extension, substantially

in the manner and for the purpose described.

66,943.—Walter G. Broavnson, Wellsville,
Ohio.—Telegraphic Switch Board.—July 23, 1867.—
The switch board has parallel rows of switch buttons
corresponding to the lines leaving or entering the
office ; each row forms a connection of the line either
to or from its proper instrument, the continuity of
the line and the connection between all the buttons
in a row being broken at one or two points only, to
be restored as required by means of a switch button,
there placed for the purpose.
Claim.—First, my improved telegraphic switch

board, having the within-described system of switch
buttons G C, arranged upon parallel main lines, in

combination with transverse series 1 1 2 2 1' 1' 2' 2',

(fee, of switch plates, pins, or points, and with suita-

ble ground ana extra connection plates or points, the
points, plates, or pins 1 1, Sec, in each particular
series, being connected together by wires, rods, or
plates transversely to said main lines, and each of
said lines and each of their instruments having direct

connection with one, and one only, of said series in
regular order, all substantially in the manner and for

the purpose herein set forth.
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Second, the combination of a metallic spiral, an
india-rubber, or other equivalent spring, with the
operating buttons C C of a telegi-aphic switch board,
substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Third, the combination of a base cap or cup O with
a collar K" and the shank c of a spring-actuated
switch button, substantially in the manner and for

the purpose herein set forth.

Fourth, the combination of a revolving swivel head
m, Fig. 1, and attached metallic spring n, with a me-
tallic post, or other support L, for the purpose of
making ground or other connections for telegTaphic
lines and instruments, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose herein set forth.

Fifth, the combination of a recess or catch i with
the rest plate K of a telegraphic switch board, sub-

stantially in the manner and for the pm'pose set forth.

66,944.—Walter G. Browxson, "Wellsville,

Ohio.

—

Telegraphic Battery Switch Board.—July 23,

18G7.—The switch buttons are aiTanged ia pairs cor-

responding to the number of batteries employed, in-

cluding the buttons of each pole of a battery in one
pair. The battery pole and its button are connected
by a wire.

Claim.—First, combining the positive and negative
poles of any number of batteries, separately, with the
lines of a telegraphic system, or with the ground, by
means of independent switch buttons, arranged upon
a switch board to turn into contact -nith a point con-
nected with the gi-ound, and with points or plates

connected with each line, all substantially in the
manner and for the purpose herein set forth.

Second, combining and uniting any two batteries,

connected v.'ith the lines of a telegraphic system by
means of suitable buttons and points or plates upon a
switch board by means of a condensing key or button
H, combined with said board and the battery-con-
necting device thereon, all substantially in the man-
ner herein set forth.

66,945.—Walter G. Brownsville and DA^^EL
C. Shull, WeUsville, Ohio.—Telegraph Repeating
Instrument.—July 23, 1867.—Explaiuedby the claims.
Claim.—First, the combination of the local battery

circuit of any one of two main lines in a telegraphic
system with 'the repeater of the other line by means
of extra wires intercepting the local current between
the sounder magnet and relay of first line, and so ar-

ranged as that said local circuit may be closed by the
lever of the repeater when not closed by the armature
lever of said relay, and vice versa, substantially in

the manner and for the purpose herein set forth.

Second, metallic pins or rods passing through or
secured to the sounder lever of a telegraphic repeater,
in combination -nith the wires of a local circuit and a
main line, and operating to open or close said line or
circuit by the movements of said lever, substantially

in the manner and for the pm'pose herein set forth.

Third, the combination of a main-line wire with a
pin or rod on the sounder lever of a telegraphic re-

peater and with a ground-connecting spring or wire,
so placed within reach of said pin as to be in contact
therewith when the sounder is closed, substantially

iu the manner and for the purpose herein set forth.

Fourth, elastic plates, strips, or springs e and s or
e and w, in combination with posts F F' and ground-
connecting post E or G, and also, respectively, with
insulated pins c on sounder A, and insulated point on
adjusting screw o of sounder post E, when so ar-

ranged as that in the movements of the sounder the
contact of one point with its corresponding spring
shall not be broken until contact is established be-

tween the second point and its spring, substantially

ia the manner and for the purpose herein set forth.

66,946---JonN Burt and A. M. Miller, Sturgis,

MXdh.'—Trial Square.—July 23, 1867.—One arm of

the square has two parallel l)lades enclosing slotted

pieces, which have a motion Avithin certain limits

transversely to the said arm, and which rest against
the work, and indicate its outline along the upper
edge of the s(iuare.

Claim.—The employment of slotted pieces e e e,

substantially in the m'anner described, for the pur-

pose of indfcating at the top of the square the con-

ation of the work.

66,949'.—Dayton G. Caxfield, Niagara Falls,
X. Y.

—

Circular Sawing Machine.—July 23, 1867.

—

The frame that supports the saAV mandrel is pivoted,
so that the saw can be readily adjusted at any time
while in motion by turning the set screw at the corner
of the frame.
Claim.—The combination ofthe adjustable mandrel

frame A, screw bolt I, s^\ivel nut K. and bearing J,
constructed, arranged, and operating substantially
as and for the pm-poses set forth.

66,948.—JosiAHWard Childs, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Sash Fastening.—July 23, 18G7.—The friction block
is encased in the frame, and in its gTavitation is can-ied
toward the sash, which it sustains by friction. The
sash is locked by swinging the latch over the operat-
ing lug of the friction block, which prevents its

raising.
Claim.—^First, the slotted sliding plate a, thumb

piece a", slots c c and guide pins b b, constnicted and
arranged as above described and for the pm-pose set
forth.

Second, the plate e, latch I, in combination with
sliding wedge a, as above described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

66,949.—L. M. Cook, Owatonna, M.mn.—Churn.
—July 23, 1867.—Eadial stationary breakers project
inward from the sides ofthe vessel, and radial dashers
on the shaft are oscillated by a handle.

Claim.— Fii-st, the stationary dashboards B B,
substantially as and for the purpose described.
Second, the arrangement and combination of the

stationary and movable dashboards, substantially as
and lor the purpose described.

66,950.—E. T. CovERDALE, CircleviUe, Ohio.—
Gas Apparatits.—July 23, 1867.—The vertical move-
ments of the floating gasometer are communicated
to the valve iu the pipe leading from the oil reservoir
to the retort, regulating the supply of oil iu propor-
tion to the consumption of gas.

Claim.—First, the combination of the central tube
b, feed pipe rf, gasometer D, oil reservoir E, cock e,

lever g. connecting device h and retort E, said parts
being airanged substantially in the manner and for
the purpose described.
Second, constructing the gasometer with a central

guide tube b, and passing the feed reservoir pipe
through this tube to the retort, substantially in the
manner herein described and shown.

66,951.—George Custer, Norristown, Pa., as-

signor to himself and E. B. Frick. same place.

—

Apple Corerand Slicer.—July 23, 1867.—The vertical
square tube has radial and other knives, which core
and divide the apple as the cross head and shaft are
depressed.
Claim.—The base A, its block B, uprights a a and

cross piece b, in combination with the sliding cross
head c, tube of knives i i', rods d d, cross piece e, the
R-hole being constructed, arranged, and operating
substantially as described.

66,952.—McDowell Darrow, Eochester, N. Y.—Apparatus for Heating Tires.—July 23, 1867.—The
annular heating chamber has partial partitions to
equali;^e the consumption of fuel around the tire.

Eegisters are formed over the compartments to assist

iu equalizing the heat.

Claim.—A tire heater having compartments c c

and registers//, and which is otherwise coustructed
and an-anged as described, and which operates as
herein set forth.

66,953.-*J"onN H. Deal, Hornellsville, ]S". Y.—
Combined Clip and Brace for Carriage Springs.—
July 23, 18(i7.—The clip irons are connected by a
strap, and also secured with the top brace. The con-
nected curved-link plates brace the under side of the
reach.

Claim.—The double clip a a, connecting strap b b

and lu-ace D, constructed in the manner described,
in combination witli the double link plate brace d d,

applied substantially as and for the pm-poses herein
set forth.

66,954.^T0HX H. Deal, Hornellsville, X. Y.—
Stej) for Spring Wagons.—^\\ij 23, 1867.—The link
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of the connecting joint is elevated above the bolt to
which the top spring is attached, and a roughened
disk is supported on it as a step lor mounting the

wagon.
Claim.—Placing and securing a plate or disk to

form a step on the iron or connecting link of platform
springs for express or other wagons, substantially in

the manner herein described for the pm*poses set

foith.

66,955.—Royal E. Deaxe, iS^'ow York, X. Y.—
Cooking Range.—July 23, 18()7.—The water cliamber
extending along the top front angle of the range pro-

tects thc'plates from excessive heat.
Claim.—The construction of a cooking range, the

use or employment of a chamber E, constructed and
operating substantially as described for the pm-poses
set forth.

66,956.—John Deedt.e, Plantsville.Conn.- Fifth
Wheel for Carriages.—July '23, 18G7.—The filth wheel
is strengthened by a yoke connecting to the upper
section of the wheel, and which spans the reach. An
elastic wheel suspended from the yoke strengthens
the under side of the wheel.

Claim.—Forming a connection and bearing of the
two parts of a fifth wheei at theii- intersect ion with
the reach by means of the yoke / and the wheel L so
as to support and hold the two parts of the fifth wheel
together, the whole constructed ami operated sub-
Btantially in the manner herein set forth.

66,95r.—^YM. C. DuuAXT, West Troy, X. Y.—
Coal «SYorc.--Jnly 123, 18G7.—Explained by the claims
and illustration.

Claim.—Eirst, in combination with a fuel maga-
zine B of stoves, a deflector mouth piece C, either of
a single or compound form of construction, in man-
ner substantially as herein described and arranged to
operate as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination <»f hook-headed pendent
lugs or brackets c on fire pot base plate W, Avith the
respectively located coinciding notches or recesses e

in the flange of bed-plate ring E, substantially as de-

scribed, for the purpose of easily and quickly mount-
ing or hanging said bed-plate ring with "the fire

grate in operating position, in manner as set forth.

Third, the combination of the dumping fire grate
with an under suspended and horizontally vibrating
or shaking bed plate, and with a lever /or operating
them, when saittfire grate can be dumped but not vi-

brated independent of the bed plate, substantially as
and for the pm-pose set forth.

Eouith, in combination witli a horizontally vibrat-
ing grate and bed plate and a lever for shaking them,
the terminating of the end of the journal or shank by
which they are vibrated in a pocket z, so that said
shank shall not project beyond the exterior of the
etove, but be accessible and operated from the out-
side by the shaker through a suitable opening in said
exterior, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

Fifth, as an-anged in combination with the exit
pipe of a fuel magazine stove, the employment of a
Doiler-hole plate K, and in connection therewith the
oven m, in manner substantially as 'herein set foith.

66,958.—Washixoton C. Evarts, Danbv, X. Y.
—Ploiv.—July 23. 1867.—The double point elevates
the earth, vibrating mold boards spread it over the
ground on each side of the fuiTows. The mold
boards are oscillated by a wheel in the rear of the
middle of the beam; the'semicircular cavities on the
pei"iphei-y of the wheel cause adhesion to the ground,
and cams on its sides at intervals project the mold
boards and the earth outward.

Claim. — First, making a plow with the hinged
mold boai'ds E E, cam wheel D attached to the mid-
rib or beam frame, or other convenient part, and ac-
tuating the same as and for the purposes descnbed.
Second, making the cam wheel D adjustable by

means of the hinged and slotted pieces E E, for the
purposes described.

Third, hanging the mold boards on a separate and
adjustable fi-ame R 11, for the purpose of using
thereby various sized and shaped mold boards for va-
rious uses, as described.
Fourth, lap-hinging the various mold boards so far

back of the plow points as entirely to conceal the

hinges and protect them from the earth as it slides
over the joint, as described.

Fifth, extending the midrib of the beam frame B to
near the wheel D, and so shaping tlie same in com-
bination with the wheel as to make an even and
smooth path for the wheel D, for the purpose of giv-
ing an even, steady motion to the cam wheel, as de-
scribed.

Sixth, the combined whole, when virtually made
and operated as described, for the purposes of double-
wide furrow plow, cultivator, and digger, as set forth.

66,959.—John B. Gemmill, Strawbridge, Pa.—
Corn Planter and Guano Sower.—July 23, 1867.

—

The hopper is divided into seed and fertilizer com-
partments ; each has a reciprocating slide working
between horizontal, slotted partitions, and adjusted
by set screws. Conducting spouts communicate
from the hoppers to the ground, and are adjusted by
a lever connecting therewith by a rod. Automatic
brushes sweep the superfluous grain from the pockets
of the hopper.
Claim.— First, the hopper C when constructed

with the two compaj'tments C^ C^, and provided with
tlie reciprocating slides E E^ and horizontal partition
F F' G G^ for tlie purpose of depositing corn and
a fertilizing material simultaneously, substantially as
described.
Second, the springs j applied substantially as de-

scribed, and employed for tiic purpose of ejecting the
corn from the cells'or discharge apertures of the slide

E, as set forth.

Third, the combination of the forked lever L, pit-

man M, crank N, shaft O, sliding frame P, gear
wheels O' Q', and lever P, all arranged to operate in
the manner and for the pm-pose specified.

66,960.—Frederick Hermaxx, Grafton, Mich.
—Cro.^s Head for Haw Mills.—July 23, 1867.—The
anti-friction rollers are recessed and journalcd in two
side blocks, which are bolted together and connected
to the pitman. These rollers run in ways, ^uq
blocks keep dust and saw dust from the lubricated
points.
Claim.—The combination of the wheels d. Figs.

1 3 4 G, with the peculiar and novel method of liang-

ing the same by means of the boxing device shown
in Figs. 13 4 6, for the pm-poses and in the manner
specified.

66,961.— JOHX Heuermaxx, Davenport, Iowa.
—Fire Escape.—3u\y 23, 1867.—The ladder has piv-
oted brace poles to stand alone. A windlass is con-
nected to a box which slides on the wagon sides, and
has a catch ladder pivoted to it, with a projection at

its lower end entering the slot of the T-shaped cam
lever by which it is oscillated.

C7ai?n.—First, the combination and aiTaugement
of the fire-escape box in al) its parts, in the mauuer
and for the purpose herein described.
Second, the method of attachment of such fire es-

cape box to an ordinary ladder, in the manner and
for the purpose herein described.

Thircl, the method of attachment of the ladder to

the fire-escape box, so as to be easily thrown to and
from the building by means of the cam and ropes,

arranged^ substantially as and tor the purposes set

forth. \ ^

66,962.— S. C. HoTcniviss, Sylvania, Ohio.—
Lime Kiln.—July 23, 1867.—The furnaces on opposite
sides have direct communication with the kiln, and
upwardly ascending passages having exit at other
points within the same.
Claim.—First, in alime kiln the upwardly-inclining

draft passages g g h h, substantially as and for the
purposes described.
Second, the combination of the upwardly-inclining

passages g g hh with the outlet a and draft passage

/, substantially as and for the purposes described.

66,963.—Edward F. Howard, Boston, Mass.

—

Steering Apparatus.—July 23, 1867.— The sliding

blocks attached to tiie half screws are connected to
bisected blocks sliding in slots in the side projections
of the rudder-post head.
CZaiw.—First, a steering apparatus, operated by

moans of two half screws, whose tlireads run in oppo'-

site dii-ections, passing tlu'ough a double-thi-eaded nut,
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whose threads run in opposite directions, and to which
the steering wheel is attached, substantially as de-

scribed.
Second, in combination with the slides E E', ope-

rating as described, the ball 6 and divided socket s,

aiTanged and operating as set forth.

Third, the combination of the half screws S S', eon-
struc*,ed and arranged as described, with the double-
threaded nut tJ, constructed as described, for the pur-
pose of transmitting and changing the direction of
motion, in the manner specified.

66,964.—W. S. Hudson, Paterson, l^.J.—Pvjton
Packing.—Jvlj 23, 18G7.—A central ring, adjustable
by radial bolts, is flanked on each side by a steam-
packed ring.
Claim.—First, the combination of the adjustable

packing ring C with one or more steam-packed rings
iJi B^, so as to operate together substantially as and
for the purpose herein specified.

Second, the parts A^ A^ of the piston, adapted for
clamping the adjustable ring C, as specified, in com-
bination with steam-packed rings B^ B^, or their equiv-
alents, as and for the purpose hesein specified.

Third, in combination with packing rings arranged
to operate substantially as herein specified, the pro-
jection g and piece E, adapted for holding the splicing
piece G- G* G'^, and consequently the whole adjustable
ring C against turning around in the piston, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

66,965.—A. Jameson, Trenton, IT. J.—Vise.—
July 23, 1667.—The recessed plate, screwed to the
bench, holds the head of the bolt that screws into and
secures the vise in position.

Clrrim.—The combination of the plate G-, disk H,
and bolt I, the whole being constructed and arranged
for the confinement and adjustment of a vise on a
bench or table, substantially as herein described.

66,966.—John V. Jenkins, Manchester, Mich.,
assignor to Etchard B. Walker and Lewis Miller,
A.kron, Ohio.

—

Machine for Shearing Shee-p.—Julj
23, 1867.—The hand crank wheel oscillates the shears
by a connection of endless bauds, gimbal joints, and
shafts.

Claim.—The jointed wrist so arranged that the
wrist shaft can be placed at any angle from the vibrat-
ing beam or sway-bar, and accommodate itself to the
connecting shaft without binding, cramping, or im-
peding the motion of the sway-bar or cutters, sub-
stantially as described.
Also, a presser so arranged that the operator can at

pleasure and while the cutters are in motion apply
pressure upon said cutters to hold them to the fingers
or release the pressure as occasion may require, sub-
stantially as described.

Also, the holding or uniting of the cutters to the
sway-bar by means of holes in the former and points
on the latter to allow the cutters to be readily removed
for sharpening andreplaced,substantiaUyas described.

66,967.—J. M. JoMAiN, Paris, France.—JfetoZZrc
Blind.—July 23, 3867.—Sheet iron is rigidifled by
fluting or bending into a concavo-convex or other
form, to adapt it tor blinds and doors. Slits may be
made in it representing the slats of Venetian blinds.

Claim.—First, a window blind or door, constructed
of a metallic plate fluted around and on its sides, and
provided with slats formed in the said plate, as and
for the purposes shown and described.

Second, a window blind or door of sheet iron or
other sheet metal, in which the slats are formed from
strips partially detached from the said metal sheet or
other sheet metal and bent, substantially as herein
described.

66,968.—M. H. IST. Kendir, Washington, D. C—
Paper FaHtening.—July 23, 1867.—The fastener is so
sta'inped out of the metal sheet as to leave no chips,

and that points will project laterally from its upper
eoriK vs when attached. Projections on the inside of
the k'gs give firmer hold.

Claim.—A paper fastener, provided with a slot a
or teats o', in its legs or clasping points, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

66,969.—John H. Keyser, New York, IST. T.— 66,9y4.-J'0HN L. Lay, Baffalo, N. T., assignor
Coal Stove.—dvly 23, 1867.—The outer jacket is rota- to himself and H. O. PEKiti', same place.—<S«eam En-

table to expose the central grated fire pot or to close
the stove. The device may be applied to a base
burner or another form of stove.

Claim.—First, the application to a stove of the
form and character described and shown of a conical
jacket G, which is provided with openings c' c', cor-
responding to openings c c, through the body of the
stove, substantially as described.
Second, the parts B C and D, in combination with

the conical jacket G and a suspended open-work fire

pot E, substantially as shown and described.
Third, the relative arrangement shown and de-

scribed of the openings c' through the conical jacket
G, the opening c, through the stove and the suspended
open-work fire pot E.

66,970.—Ezra B. Lake, Bridgeport, IT. J.—Cur-
tain Fixttire.—Jnlj 23, 1867.—The curtain roller is

hung on brackets 'attached to the upper bar of the
sash, and turned by a cord which passes atound it,

and around roUers upon the frame.
Claim.—The roller c and its pulley e, turning in

brackets secured to a window sash, in combination
with an endless cord passing round the pulley e and
around a pulley i, and an adjustable pin n, or their
equivalents, secured to the window frame, all sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

66,971.—John L. Lay, Buffalo, N. T., assignor
to himself and H. O. Perry, same place.

—

Steam En-
gine.—July 23, 1867.—In this class of engines the
steam is applied at full head in the smaller"cylinder,
and its expansion is utilized by exhausting into a
lai'ger one. The piston-rod packing consists of three
sectional rings, the inner two being tongued together,
and the outer one embraced by a zonal ring, con- *

stricted by a set screw, whose rod bears a hand wheel
outside the cylindor. The cylinders have manholes
in their sides' at the contiguous ends.

Claim.—The arrangement of the manholes H I,

with reference to the packing L and pistons D E, as
and for the purposes set forth.

Also, the packing L, constructed, arranged and ope-
rating substan^.ially as and for the purpose described.

66,972.—John L. Lay, Buffalo, N. Y., assignor
to himself and H. O. Perry, same place.

—

Steam En-
gine.—July 23, 1867.—This engine belongs to the
same class as the preceding. The cross-head of the
smaller piston rod connects by slide rods with the
larger piston. These rods slide in boxes supported
in arms projecting from the small cylinder head. The
larger cylinder head and idston and the division plate
between the two cylinders have manholes.
Claim.—First, the combination with the abutting

vertical cylinders A B, with the piston rods E G G L,
and cross-head or heads F, arranged and operating
substantially in the manner and tor the purpose set
forth.

Second, forming a manhole in the piston K, sub-
stantially as and for the piu'pose specified.

Third, the arrangement of the manhole P in the
bottom head of the lower cylinder with the manhole
0, substantially in the manner and for the purpose
described.
Fourth, the manhole IT, in the intermediate head

of the vertical abutting cylinders A B, arranged with
reference to the manhole G in the piston head, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Fifth, the guide arms i i. in combination with the
rods G G and cylinders A B, operating substantially
as and for the purpose specilied.

66,973.—John L. Lay, Buffalo, IsT. Y., assignor
to himself and H. O. Perky, same place.

—

Steam En-
gine.—Jnij 23, 1867.—This engine belongs to the
same class as the preceding. The two pistons recip-

rocate in lines at right angles to each other to obviate
dead centers on the shaft to which they are both con-
nected.
Claim.—The arrangement of a high and low pros-

sure cylinder A B, inclined as described and con-
nected by the pipe E, in combination with the double
crank shaft D, connected with and operated by both,
substantially in the manner and for the purpose set

forth.
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gine.—Jnlj 23, 1867.—This engine belongs to the
same class as the preceding. Explained by the claim
and illustration.

Claim.—A frame for supporting the cylinder E F
of vertical compound engines, composed* of the con-
verging stamiards A A and H H, cap or intermediate
plate C, flanges g g and brackets D I), or equivalent,
with the pillars Or G, combined and arranged substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

66,975.—John L. Lay, Buffalo, N. T., assignor
to himself and H. O. Pekry, same place.

—

Steam En-
gine.—July 23, 1867.—This engine belongs to the
same class as the preceding. Explained by the claims
and illustration.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the high-pres-
sure cylinder B, concentrically within the low-pressure
cylinder A, when both are closed by the same heads
C" D, and the pistons actuate rods attached to the same
cross-head below the cylinders.
Second, the valve L, provided with the cavities u u,

recesses v, valve chamber r, and hollow trunnion s, in

combination with the ports m7io p and chamber g,
for operating the two cylinders of a high and low
pressure engine, substantially as set forth.

Thii'd, the valve, constructed as described, in com-
bination with the concentric cylinders A and B, of a
high or low pressure engine.

66,976.—John L. Lay, Buffalo, N. Y., assignor
to himself and H. 0. Perry, same i^lace.—Steam En-
gine.—July 23, 1867.—This engine belongs to the
same class as the preceding. The piston rod of the
smaller cylinder passes through an axial tube of the
larger cylinder and connects by a cross-head to its

two piston rods. It is packed at its outer ends, ren-
dering packing between the cylinders unnecessary.
The piston valves are attached" to a single longitudi.
nally-reciprocating stem.
Claim.—First, the employment of a tube IT, in com-

bination with the piston rod G- and cylinders A B of
a high and low pressure engine, substantially in the
manner and lor the purposes set forth.

Second, the valve K, consisting of the. rod / and
pistons g h i, arranged Avith reference to the ports
abed and chamber «, substantially as specified.

Third, the above-described valve, in combination
with the high and lovp- pressure cylinders A B, pro-
vided with the tube H, the whole arranged and ope-
rating substantially as described.

66,977.—George "W. Leffingwell, Columbus,
yfis.—Beehive.—July 23, 1867.—The honey frames
are swung by eyes to a traverse rod, and connected
in pairs by eyes and bolts ; projecting pins acting to
keep open the alternate spaces.

Claim.—Connecting t-lie swing comb frames to-

gether by means of metallic loops or staples B B,
fixed in alternate sides of the frames A, and a mov-
able wire or rod C, passing perpendicularly through
the same, so arranged as to permit the frames to open
from alternate sides, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

66,978.— John Lippincott, Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Manufacture of Axes.—July 23, 1867.—The cheeks of
the iron blank are scarfed to receive the edges of a
U-shaped steel blank.

Claim-.—The metliod hereinbefore described of se-

curing the steel bit to axe polls and other edged tools
by inserting the bifurcated edges cc a; of the bit into a
slot or scarf on each side of tlie stock or poll so as to
lap the edge of the stock or poll over the bit, and then
welding them together, substantially as and for the
purposes hereinbefore set forth.

66,979.—TV. H. LOTZ and F. Baumann, Chicago,
m., assignors to W. H. IjOTZ..—Brick 2lachine.—JnW
23, 1867.—The clay from tlie bank is ground, screenctl,
elevated, and delivered into the hopper, from wlience
it is taken by the slide, a charge at a time, and deliv-
ered into the mold. A solid portion of the slide forms
a cover for the mold, and is held by a cam while the
plunger is raised bv the double toggle beneath, press-
ing the clay around the pins. The cover being with-
drawn, a further motion of the plunger raises and dis-

charges the brick.
Claim.—First, a double-toggle lever having two or

more sets of legs, arranged to come into operation

successively, for the purpose of first pressing the brick
in the mold and then removing the same therefrom,
substantially as described.
Second, the slide E for delivering the clay to the

molds, and having attached to and moving Avith it a
solid portion or metal block F, to operate as a cover
to the mold during the operation of pressing the brick,
substantially as set forth.

Third, the cam J, when ari'anged to hold the cover
of the mold while the brick is being pressed, substan-
tially as described.
Fourth, the stationary pins e located in the mold,

and having the plunger that presses the brick slide
on or around the pins, as and for the purpose set
forth.

Fifth, the use of the supplementary plunger w, rest-
ing on or supported by a spring and having the plun-
ger I arranged to slide on or around it, for the purpose
of accommodating itself to the quantity of material
in the mold, substantially as described.

Sixth, regulating the amount of material delivered
to the mold by adjusting or limiting the distance that
the pressing block or plunger is withdrawn from the
mold, substantially as described.
Seventh, the screen Z, arranged to operate in com-

bination with the crushing rolls W, and having a
vertical motion imparted to it, substantially in "the
manner shown and described.

66,980.—David J. Martin, Covington, Ohio.—
Animal Trap.— July 23, 1867.—The bait is placed
upon the treadle and the door raised to rest on the
shoulder of the catch. When a weight presses the
treadle, it tilts, drawing the catch from the door by a
cord.
Claim:—First, the employment of the spring trig-

ger or catch F for the purpose of engaging the sliding
door D in the manner specified.

Second, in combination with the above, sliding door
D, cord H, and treadle G, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

66,981.—John Matson, Bridgeport, Conn.—
Carpet Fastener.—July 23, 1867.—The fastener is se^
cured in the corner of the room, and the carpet is se-

cured therein by the screw.
Claim.—The carpet fastener, constructed substan-

tially as herein described, as an article of manufacture,
consisting of the base A, upright B, and lug B, with
the scrcAv C.

66,982.-CaroIvIxVE McCleary, Hollidaysburg,
Pa., administratrix of the estate ofDaviu McCleary,
(deceased,) assignor, as administratrix, to Geo. H.
McCleary, same place.

—

Renovating Harness and
other Articles Made of Leather.—.Inly 23, 1867.—Old
harness is soaked in a solution of sumach, 5 pounds;
wood ashes, H peck ; sal soda, H pound ; and yar-
row, 1^ pound ; then washed and oiled.

Claim.—The composition for cleaning old harness
and other dry and hard leather composed of the in-

gredients in the proportions and prepared and applied »

in the manner substantially as herein described and
set forth.

66,983.— Jacob Miller, Canton, Ohio.—jffar-
vester Rake.—July 23, 1867.—The rack and sour gears
turn the rake upon the driving arm during tiic sweep
of the latter. The arms are extended and contracted
as its roller travels between the segments, tmd this
motion actuates the axis of the rake head.
Claim.—In combiaation with a rake or fork for

clearing the platform of a harvesting machine and
reA'olved horizontally over said platform l)y an arm or
arms driven from the main Avhecls, the cam, and rack
and pinion motions, for projecting and witiidrawing
said rake or fork as well as for turning it ou its arm,
so that it mav properly traverse the platform, enter,
sweep ai'ound, and deliver the cut grain, substantially
as described.
Also, the spring guard e for strengthening the tines

rf, substantially as described.

66,984.—L. H. Miller, Baltimore, 1:1^\.—Burg-
lar and Fire-proof Safe.—July 23, 1867.—I'he bolts
are moved in a plane parallel to the face of the door
from which they project, L-shaped slots receiving the
bolts.

Claim.—^First, so arranging the bolts or fastenings
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of a fire-proof safe door as to avoid spaces or cluvm-
bors about the bolts or lock in which powder or other
explosive substance might be used to open the safe,

said object being effected by means substantially as
described.
Second, applying the bolts & & to a sliding guard

plate E, which'is enclosed within the safe-door so as
to move in a plane parallel, or nearly so, to the plane
of that face of the door from which the said bolts pro-
ject in combination with the slots g in the door frame,
substantially as described.

66,985.— C. E. Mitchell and M. Momarty,
Bangor, Me., assignors to Charles E. Mitchell and
Philander Evans, same place.

—

Moustache Guard.
—July 23, 1867.—To be applied to tlie rim of a drink-
ing cup to keep the moustache from dipping in the
liquid. The studs on the outside of the cup are drawn
into contact therewith by a spring.

Claim.—The said moustache guard, or combination
of the plate A and either one or two auxiliary plates
B C and their studs d e, or the equivalents thereof,

the said auxiliary plate or plates having one or more
springs applied to it or them to operate it or them, as
specified.

66,986.—L. J. l^EWLAX, Barton, N. Y., assignor
to himself and Stephen F. M.a.c^.—Bolt Cutter.—
July 23, 1807.—-The pivoted tool carriers are forced in
by a sweep of the two cam levers to cut the bolts.

Claim.—First, making the frame of a bolt-trimming
tool of the parts B, Gr, and H, for the purpose of sup-
porting and controlling the other parts, substantially
as figured and described.
Second, in combination with the described frame of

my bolt trimmer, the use of two cammed levers A and
A hinged on the transverse pieces B, and of two jaws
or knife holders C and C hinged on the pieces H, when
made and operating as described.

Third, the square, many-sided, or other shaped holes
for the knives F and F, in the jaws C and C, so made
that the knives can be turned or changed so as to suit

the cutting of bolt in various places and positions, in
combination with the other figured and described
parts of my bolt trimmer, as set forth.

Fourth, the described hand-tool made of the several
figured and described parts, as a combined whole,
making a convenient and effective instrument for
trimming off the bolts of carriages and other similar
uses, as described.

66,987.—Thos. W. Nichols, Trout Creek, IS. Y.—(S'oap.—July 23, 1867.—Composed of hard common
soap, 4 pounds ; sal soda, 3 pounds ; starch, i pound

;

beeswax, 1 pound
;
glycerine, 1 pound ; tinct. can-

tharides, i pound ; water, 20 gallons—compounded as
stated.

Claim.—The combination of the above ingredients,
used in the manner and for the purpose described.

Also, the use of cantharides, glycerine, and bees-
wax, in the manner and for the purpose described.

66,988.—G. H. Ober, ISTewbury, Ohio.— Wood-
Planing Machine.—July 23, 1867.—The head has ad-
justable cutters and a serrated edge ; the latter acts
as a rasp to smooth the work done by the cutters.

Claim.—The herein-described cutter head A, pro-
vided with a sen-ated rim D, when used as and for the
purpose set tbrth, in combination with the adjustable
cutters C.

66,989.-Henry Obrecht, Mahanoy City, Pa.—
Meat Chopper.—July 23, 1867.—A vertical reciproca-
ting motion is given to tb3 knives by the ratchet
wheels, lever, and rods, connecting with and actuated
bv the hand-crank.

" Claim.—T\\(i lever F, rod O, wheel K, plate H,
knives G, and swivel L, combined and arranged sub-
stantially as and for the pm-pose specified "and set
forth.

66,990.—Wm. L. Overiiiser, Stockton, Cal.—
Hotj Elevator.—J\\\y 23, 1867.—The derrick is stnyed
by guys and supported in a portable frame. From
it the tncklc of the horse hay fork is suspended.

Claim.—The single rope I, in combination with
the pulleys U and K, and the block L, for the pur-
pose of effecting the simultaneous motion of the

forks M, in opposite directions, substantially as de-
scribed.

66,991.—Abram Reese, Pittsburg, Tn.-Hori^e-
shoe Machine.—July 23, 1867.—A bar consisting of a
series of blanks is fed iutermittiiigly under a tripping
cutter by which the blanks are cut off. The ends are
bent over a former by lugs projecting from the cylin-
drical face of a rotating disk, the guides giving the
proper curvature. The shoe is then automatically
removed from the "former" and pressed.

Claim.—First, a former, either fixed or movable,
and of the shape of the inside of a horseshoe, in
combination with flexible arms o. fitted with lugs o',

attached to and operated by a revolving disk or cyl-

inder, and guides d d, and flange 6', or their mechan-
ical equivalents, for bending horseshoe blanks, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes hereinbefore set
forth.

Second, discharging the shoe when bent around
the fixed and movable' former b, by a roller c', operat-
ing against the lower end of a bent swinging bar h,

to which the former is attached, substantially as and
for the purposes hereinbefore set forth.

66,992.—Aaron P. EiCH, Troj, IS. Y.—Machin-
ery for Fitting up Stove-plate Pattern Boiler-hole
Seats.—Julj 23, 1867.—Tlie plate is clamped to the
table and its circular openings trued by tools on a
rotating head passed through the opening from be-
neath.

Claiin.—The employment of a rotatmgtool holder
J, having a vertical "feed motion, and its shaft H,
passing through its bed plate in manner substantially
as set forth, in combination with circumjacent ad-
justable bearing or "bed" screws g, and a slotted
bed plate D,'with adjustable clamp and stay j)ieces,

substantially in manner as herein described' and for
the purposes set forth.

66,99.3.—G. A. PvIEDel, Philadelphia. Pa., as-
signor to The Automatic Boiler Feeder Company
OF Pennsylvania.—Automatic Boiler Feeder.—July
23, 1867; antedated July 5>, 1867.—Improvement on
his patent July 3, 1866. The reservoirs are supported
on tubular projections from tlie segm.ental, oscillating

slide-valve. Wheu one of the reservoirs descends
with its load of water, it is placed in communicatiou
with the boiler, discharges its water into and takes
steam from the same. The other, meanwhile, re-

ceives water and descends in turn.

Claira.—First, the valve C, and steam opening d, in

combination with a plunger E, which is caused to
bear on the valve by the pressure of the steam, sub
stantially as and for the purpose described.

Second, the cylinder s, and hollow plunger p, in
combination with the reservoir K and rod h, with its

piston 0, tlie whole being constructed and operating
as and for the purpose set forth.

66,994.—T.E. Sexton, Wilmington, Bel.—Rail-
road Hail Coupling.—-Tuly 23, 1867; antedated July
18, 1867.—The fish plates extend beneath the rails

and are lapped together.
Claim.—First, the two plates A and A', lapped to-

gether and adapted and secured to the ends of two
rails, substantially as described for the purpose spe-

cified.

Second, the lips e, on the plate A', aiTangcd to un-
derlap and confine the folds of the plate A, as set

forth.

66,995.—George F. S^nru, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Venetian Blind.—July 23, 1867.—The blind is drawn
up by tapes coiled around a roller which is rotated
by a single cord. The gravitating pawl prevents ro-

tation of the roller to lower the blind. The pawls
may be raised by its bearing lever Avhich operates a
brake.
Claim.—First, the application to a Venetian blind

of the roller A, in combination with the flat take-up
bands B B, arid the suspended operating cord C, the
said parts being constructed and applied to operate
substantially as and for the jiurpose described.

Second, in combination with the subject-matter of
the preceding clause, tlie application of the ratchet

wheel G, the jointed gravitating pawl lever E, the

brake bar F, and the suspended cord n, the same
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being constructed and applied to operate substan-

tially as and lor the purpose described.

66,996.—Oren B. Smith, Palmer, Mass.—Xoom
Picker.—July 23, 1867.—The bolt head and nut which
clamp leather strips hare inturned lips to prevent ro-

tation.
Claim.—The application of the screw bolt and its

nut to the picker and the staff, substantially as de-

scribed, that is, so that when the screw is set up into

the nut, neither of them can turn independently of

the part against which it is borne.

Also, the construction of the screw and nut, viz:

with the ears bbb b arranged on them, as and for

the purpose specified.

66,997.—T. B.Smith, Ansonia, Conn..—Jifac/itne
for Cutting Yencers.—July 23, 1867.—The machine
slits the veueer into narroAv cuts during the process
of shaving, so as to deliver it in strips instead of in

sheets. The revolving cutter cylinder and stationary

cutter ore arranged upon their respective carriages

to move towards or from each other, and act upon
opposite sides of the block, to shave and split respect-

ively.
Claim.—The cylinder H, with its cutters a, upon

a carriage E, with the stationary cutter d, upon its

carriage E, with the mandrel C, Avhen arranged so

that the two carriages are moved to present the cut-

ters upon opposite sides, substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

66.998.-Edwin E. Stillvtell, Davton, Ohio.—
Feed-Wafer Heater.—Jxdj 23, 1867.— The water is

passed over the corrugated bottoms of a vertical

series of shallow trays, and through a filter within a
steam chamber.

Claim.—First, the feed-water purifier, having its

filtering chamber/, and its cap or hood b', arranged
in the relation to corrugated pans or corrugated
plates c, and to inlet and outlet pipes a d, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the filtering chamber constructed and ar-

ranged as shown and described, within the horizontal
chamber A B, which has its outlet d, arranged as
shown.

66,999.—John Stofer, Cleveland, Ohio.—Toilet
Glass.—July 23, 1867.—The bracket is hung to the
top of the large glass, and the smaller glass is sup-
ported by and slicles upon the adjustable arm.

Claim.—The pivoted rest D, hinged anu B, bracket
A, and glass E, combined and arranged in the man-
ner substantially as set forth.

67,000.- John Blake Tarr, Chicago, El.—
Machine for Making Cast-Steel Car Wheels.— July
23, 1867.—Improvement on his patent of August 28,

1866, in respect to the employment of hydrostatic
Sressure for compressing the casting, for raising and
epressing the follower and the core which forms the

eye, and for preserving the parallelism of the mova-
ble and lo\\er sections. The mold is adapted for
castings of diff"erent thicknesses and weight of metal.

Claim.—First, the condensation of cast-steel car
wheels while in a molten state by means of hydrostatic
pressure, applied substantially as described'.

Second, the use of two or more piston rods J J J,
to connec| the movable section N, follower C, with
the piston I, in an apparatus for casting cast-steel

car wheels, for the pm'pose of obtaining uniform
Sressm-e on the metal in the mouth, substantially as
escribed.
Third, the gauge hooks e e, or their equivalents,

applied to the follower C, for regulating the thickness
of the casting, substantially as described.
Fourth, in a machine which is adapted to molding

and pressing cast-steel car wheels, connecting the core
D with a piston moving in its own cvlinder, so that
said core can be raised and depressed by hych'ostatic
pressure, substantially as described.

Fifth, the combination of a cylinder H, piston rods
J J J, and follower C in a machine for casting car
•wheels, substantially as and for the purpose described.

67,001.—Thomas Taylor, ISTew Orleans, La.—
Crank Motion.— Ju\y 23, 1867.—Combined with a
crank are two slotted' arms and a crank slide, -which
so tip and change positions as that one or the other

of the rods wiU always work at an advantageous
angle with regard to the crank, and thus pass it over
the dead point.
Claim.—First, in combination with a single crank

the two slotted connecting rods and single frame,
constructed and operating together, substantially as
and for the purpose described.
Second, in combination with the crank and two

connecting rods, the crank slides and disconnecting
mechanism, substantially su'ch as described, for allow-
ing said rods to pass their dead points or centers, as
set forth.

67,002.—Johann Tietz, Baltimore, MA.—Plow.
—July 23, 1867.—The two draft beams have each a
clevis to which a trace is attached. The standard is

forked and supports two shares to either of which the
point of the mold board may be fixed to form a right
or left hand plow.

Claim.—First, the forked plow standard C, as and
for the purpose described.
Second,the reversible mold board F, in combination

with the standard C and braces D D, subtantially as
and for the purpose specified.
Third, the adjustable clevis 'N, substantially as and

for the purpose described.

67,003.—Charles W. Wailey, New Orleans,
La.

—

Device for Pulling Metal Hoopsfrom the Fin-
ishing liolls of Boiling Machines.—Julj 23, 1867.

—

The chain runs constantly with the I'ollers, and at
double the rate of the passing hoop. The hoop as it

issues touches a trigger, which by certain connec-
tions actuates the tongs, shifts the clutch, and the
carrier runs away with the end of the hoop, which is

dropped at the end of the route, and the carrier re-
turns for another.

Claim..—First, the automatic pulling of hoops from
the finishing rolls of rolling mills by means of a re-
ciprocating carrier, arranged and operated substan-
tially as herein described for the purpose set forth.
Second, the tongs carrier C, with its appliances

herein enumerated, substantially as described for the
purpose set forth.

Third, the combifiation of the tongs carrier C, and
its appliances, with the guide ways B B', as described,
for the purpose set forth.
Fourth, the combination of the tongs carrier C,

and its appliances, the guide ways B B', chain D, and
tooth wheel E, with the adjustable block P, substan-
tially as described for the purpose set foi-th.

Fifth, the combination of the tongs carrier C, and
its appliances, the guide ways B B', the endless chain
D, tooth wheel E, and block P, with the friction cone
y, substantially as described for the purpose set forth.

67,004.^ohn WALiyrsLEY, Buffalo, IS. Y.—Po-
tato Bigger.—Jnlj 23, 1867.—Eiddlers are attached
to the head behind the shovel to separate the dirt
from the potatoes.

Claim.—The arrangement of the riddlers g g and
g' g', in the manner and for the purpose described.

Also, the head h, provided with lugs s and holes i i,

for the insertion of the riddlers, in combination with
the combined point and share F, screw bolts n n', and
end J of the sole, constructed and arranged substan-
tially in the'manner and for the purpose set forth.

67,005.—Hervey "Waters, Boston, Mass.

—

Fagot for Sci/thes.—July 23, 1867.—The iron and steel
are so disposed in a fago't that when welded into a bar,
the latter contains the metal for two scythes, the steel
being at the outer edges.
Claim.—A fagot or pile having an arrangement of

iron and steel for two or more scythes, substantially
as described.

67,006.—P. L. "WEniER, Lebanon, Pa., assignor
to himself, J. A. "Weimer, and L. E. Weimeu, same
place.

—

Hinging Bells.—July 23, 18G7.—The object is

to prevent the continued striking of the clapper in the
same places. As the bell swings on its yoke the pawl
on the weighted lever comes in contact v/ith the
ratchet on the crown and rotates the bell on the axis
a part of a revolution.
Claim.—First, the application of ratchet teeth to the

crown of a bell, which is adapted for being rotated
by a vibrating lever and pawl wlule being rung, sub-
stantially as described.
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Second, an independently-vibrating lever C, pro
vided -with a A\'eigiit and a pawl, or their respective
equivalents, and applied to an oscillating yoke B, hav
ing a rotating bell suspended from it, substantially as
described.

67,007.—J. A. "Welsh, Xenia, Ohio, assignor to

himself, B. D. Anderson, R. S. Finley, Solomon
K. Horner, William H. Wilson, and Chauncey
W. Newton, same place.

—

Brick Machine.—July 23,

1867.—The clay is ground in a conical vei'tical hopper,
is pressed by a screw through the mouth of the said

hopper into molds in a horizontal wheel underneath.
The sui-faces of the bricks in the mold are sheared off

even by revolving disks and then automatically re-

moved from the molds.
Claim.—Fii'st, the conical hopper B having the box

C on its side, with an opening d leading therein, sub
etantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the hopper B, having
its mouth rectangular m form, corresponding to the
shape of the side of the brick, and slightly smaller
than the mold which is to receive and form the brick,

with the rotary table I, having the mold c formed
therein, when arranged to operate substantially as
described.

Third, in combination with a series of movable
molds, the use of one or more rotating disks for cut-

ting off the clay and smoothing or forming the surface
of the brick.

Fourth, in combination with the rotating table L,
having the molds c formed therein, the stationary table

TJ, when arranged to support the clay in the mold
while being passed in from the hopper, as set forth.

Fifrh, so ari-anging the table I and the screw N
that each shall have an intermittent movement alter-

nately, to permit the wheel to remain stationary while
the screwi s pressing the clay into the mold, and the
screw thcLi emain stationary while the table is rota-

ting to remove the filled mold and present an empty
mold, 3 ubstantially as described.

Sixth, the plunger F', when arranged to operate in

connection with the table I, as set forth, for the pur-

pose of removing the bricks from the molds after being
pressed, substantially as set forth.

Seventh, the reservoir J in the interior of the
plunger, having the openings o, for the gradual escape
of th"e oil for saturating the cloth h and oiling the
molds, as described.
Eighth, the combination and arrangement of the

driving wheel D, when constructed as described, with
the wheels E and F, for the purpose of imparting to

the screw N and the table I intermittent motions, as

herein described,

67,008.—William and James Whait, Indepen-
dence, Iowa.

—

Seeder and Cultivator.—July 23, 1867.

—The different sections of the cultivator are raised
and adjusted by levers connecting therewith by cords.

The oscillating shaft in the hopper keeps the seed
from clogging, and a lever reaching back to the driver
regulates the dropping of the seed.

Claim.—The seed box, with oscillating bottom shaft

E, provided with wings, levers d and g g g. cultivator

F, and cords h h h, when all are arranged substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose herein set

forth.

67,009.—William and James Whait, Indepen-
dence, Iowa.

—

Sulky Harrow and Cultivator.—July
23, 1867.—The cultivator is supported by cords run-
ning over pulleys and adjusted by levers.

Claim.—The cultivator B, harrow C, levers h h and
6, and cords i i and m, the whole being combined and
operated as and for the purpose set forth and de-

scribed.

67,010.—K. W. Whitney and Joseph P. Davis,
South Berwick, Me.—Nutmeg Orater.—July 23, 1867.

—The nutmeg in its cell is pressed by the spring fol-

lower agaiurst the roughened face of the rotating disk.

Claim.—The follower D suspended upon the bent
clastic wire E, in combination with the handleA and
rotary grating disk C, all arranged and operating
substantially as described.

67,011.—McClintock Young, Frederick, Md.—Kni/e Sharpener.—Jwly 23, 1867.—Three files are i

adjustably arranged in the handle to form the abrading
siu-iaces.

Claim.—A knife sharpener in which the files are
used for the abrading or reducing surfaces, and which
files are adjustable therein, so as to present new sm--
faces when the others are T\'orn out or become clogged,
substantially as described.

67,012.—Israel Tount, Gettysburg,Pa.—JITedi-
cal Compound.—July 23, 1867.—Remedy for diph-
theria, composed of gunpowder, 7 parts; alum, 3;
sulphur, 2 ; epsom salts, 1 ; rhubarb, 1.

C'Zawn.—The medical compound as above described,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

67,013.—W. W. Adaais, West Derby, Vt.—
Washing Machine.—July 23, 1867.—One end'of a gar-
ment is passed beneath the cord on the reel, and as
the latter is revolved is wound thereon, being pressed
by the fluted roller against the slats of tlie reel.

Claim.—The combination of the reel cylinder C,
fluted roller H, and pivoted frame G with each other
and with the box or tub A, substantially as herein
shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

67,014.—J. A. Ayres, Hartford, Conn., assignor
to ]^ational Screw Company, same place.—<S'crc«;

I)7-iver.—July 23, 1867.—Explained by the claim and
illustration.

Claim.—A screw driver with a dove-tailed edge,
substantially as herein described. >

67,015.—Jackson E. Baker. Jersey City, IST. J. i— Windotv Blind Fastener.—July 23, 1867.—On a i

plate attached to the jamb is a spring-catch, which ;

engages the movable leaf of the open shutter.
'

Claim.—The combination of the fastening C F E I

with the strap D of the hinge and plate G, substan- j

tially as herein shoAvn and described for the purpose
specified.

67,016.—Herman Belmer and C. H. S. Schultz,
Cincinnati, Ohio.—Bog Muzzle.—July 23, 1867.—The '^

loops which attach the basket to the collar are ad-
justable in length and are tied in the required posi-
tion by flexible wire.
Claim.—First, an adjustable dog muzzle construct-

ed substantially as and for the purpose specified.
Second, the combination in a dog muzzle of the

flexible wires A and strap or collai""C, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the provision in a dog muzzle of loops a in
the manner and for the purpose set forth.

67,017.—Isaac Boone. Troy Ohio.—Pence.—
July 23, 1867.—The rails are fastened to battens and
the'panels thus formed are tied by stay wires to the
sills.

Claim.—An adjustable fence consisting of the rails

A. battens B, base pieces C, pins F, and wedges G-,

when used in connection with the brace wire H, as
and for the purpose set forth.

In combination with the elements of the preceding
clause, the serial holes J for the ready adjustment
of braces H to enable a fence to suit any variable sur-
face of ground, as and for the purpose stated.

67,018.—John Briggs, Roxbury, Mass.—Steam
Engine Globe Valve.—July 23, 1867.'—Tlie two ends
of the case are separated by a pocket partftion which
affords two seats for the respective taper plug valves
on the same stem, which are entered from below.
The valve is nearly balanced, the difference in pres-
sure being equal to' the difference between the upper
and lower surfaces exposed to the steam on the re-

ception sides of the pocket partition.

Claim.—The valve constructed and arranged with
the pocket partition between the outlet and inlet and
with the taper plug valve, substantially as described.
Also, in combination therewith, the changeable

fulcrum post and lever for the purpose specified.

67,019.—Alden Brigham, Cold Brook, Mass.—
Dust Pan.—July 23, 1867.—The pan is widest at the
lip, and its converging sides are united by a bridge
piece to which the handle is attached.
Claim.—A dust pan in which the bottom B, con-

veying sides C, and inclined back D, are arranged as
described and shown in the accompanying drawings.
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67,020. —Charles B. BnisTOL, Kew Haven,
Conn.—Snap Hook.—July 23, lR(i7.—The pivoted

tongue is closed by a spiral spring which is sleeved

upon studs on the tongue and the bridge piece of the

hook.
Claim.—The combination of the hook and loop

part (having a bridge b and stud c) with the tongue
part having a stud e and the spiral spring d, when
the parts are constructed, arranged, and fitted to

operate substantially as herein described and set

forth.

67,031.—TV. E. Brock, Kew York, ]^. Y.—
Stand for Displaying Clothing.—July 23, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claim.

Claim.—A dummy for displaying articles of dress

formed of sheet metal struck* up in sections and
secured together in any suitable manner substantially

as described.

67,022.—Lucius Carrier, Providence, E. I.

—

Pasteboard Box.—July 23, IS'67 ; antedated July 19,

1867.—The sides are made of one piece of pasteboard,

being bent round the corners and one end dovetailed

into the other.

Claim.—Making the sides and comers of paste-

board and similar boxes by cutting and bending the

flap a or its equivalent to form the corner and uniting
the said flap with the adjoining side by dovetailing

the two parts substantially as described for the pur-

pose set forth.

67,023.—Victor Charlet, Hobokcn, IST. J.—
Stud and Button Fastening.—July 23, 18G7.—The
knob on tlie end of the plate holds it while the head
and lower plate are being rotated, locking the fasten-

ing open or closed as desired.

Claim.—The head A, having the revolving and
stationary plates provided with the locking device
adapted to be locked open or closed in the manner
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

67,024 James B. Clark, Plantsville, Conn.—
Making Solid Blanks for Wagon Shackles.—July 23,

lSiG7.—The bar- is corrugated in the direction o'f its

width to give its edges a wavy outline ; it is then slit

and divided, so as to form blanks whose arms shall

have their fibers in the direction of their length.
Claim.—The method of making and forming the

solid blanks for wagon shaft shackles of one piece of
metal, the grain thereof running parallel or nearly so

with the direction of each arm, substantiaUy as set

forth.

67,025.— G. F. J. CoLBURN, Newark, K". J.—
Compositionfor Dental Plates.—July 23, 1867.—Com-
posed of gum shellac, 1 oz. ; asbestos, 7 dwts. ; oxide
of zinc, 6 dwts. ; sulphur, 1 dwt., 6 gr. ; chalk, 1 dwt.;
pulverized and fused. It is molded into form while
sottened by heat.

Claim.—A composition for the plates of artificial

teeth, composed of the ingredients Xos. 1 and 2 with
any suitable coloring substances such as Nos. 3 4 5,

substantially as set forth.

67,026.—G. F. J. CoLBURN, Kewark, :N". J.—
Base for Artificial Teeth.—July 23, 1867.—A compo-
sition of gum shellac, 2 parts ; asbestos, 1 part ; oxide
of zinc, 1 part, is combined with a metallic plate as a
base for artificial teeth.

Claim.—Yh-st, a base for artificial teeth, composed
of the composition herein descriljed and a metallic
plate, arranged or combined substantially as set forth.

Second, a base for artificial teeth, having its under
or lingual surface composed of tlie composition set

forth and applied to a metallic plate, substantially ns
shown and described.

Third, the composition herein specified, when used
for attaching one or more teeth and gums to a metal-
lic or other base for artificial teeth.

67,027.—Joseph Collett, WiUiamsburg, :N". Y.,
assignor to himself and I. Smith, same place.

—

Steam
Engine Lubricator.—.July 23, 1867; antedated July
1.5, 1867.—A steam passage opens into the upper part
of the reservoir and the grease has a separate passage.
These passages have independent valves. The upper
valve, when the cap is removed, prevents the escape
of steam.

Claim.—First, the combination of the steam way
or passage c e and gi'case passage or passages ef with
their valves I J, arranged for action in connection with
the reservoir and grease outlet or discharge chamber,
substantially as specified.

Second, the valve J, the steam way or passage that
admits steam to the upper portion of the rcseiToir, iu
combination with the stopper or cover to the lubri-

cator, so arranged iu relation thereto that said cover
being shut uncloses and retains open the valve, essen-
tially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Third, in combination with the grease discharge
valve I, that closes by the action of the steam, the
hand adjustable valve H, for joint or separate action,
as herein set forth.

67,028.—Ezra F. Conner, Greensburg, Ind.—
Wagon Bed.—Jidy 23, 1867.—The side wings of the
extension apron are hinged to the bottom and hooked
to the rear ends of the side boards of the wagon.
Claim.—An adjustable extension of u wagon bed,

consisting of the several parts D E and F, arranged
to operate substantially in the manner and for the
pm'pose set forth.

67,029.—Solomon Davidson, New York, N. Y.—Tongues for Breastpins, <£c.—July 23, 18()7.—The
base plate has two lugs attached to one side and au
eye on the opposite. The tongue is inserted and
riveted in the perforated lugs.

Clai^n.—The base a provided with ears or lugs b and
an eye e', in combination with the tongue B, con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

67,030.—Marcus L. Delayan and Job Dyson,
New Britain, Couu.—Door Bell.—July '23, 1867.—The
rotation of the handle brings a stud on the wiper be-

neath the cam on the slide, and raises the latter,

which returns by the force of the spring as soon as
the stud passes the cam. The hammer is attached to
the slide, and is limited in its motion by a stop.

Claim.—First, making the socket which receives
the end of the tongue solid, with the base a, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination with the slide F, or its

equivalent, carrying or operating the hammer G of
the vibratory or oscillating cam I, controlled by a
stop or stops as described, and wiper J or its equiva-
lent for operation together by the turning or rotation
of the handle Bin either direction to strike the bell,

substantially as specified.

67,031.—Gilbert Auguste Fournier bes Co-
rats, Paris, France.

—

Loading and Unloading Ves-
sels.—July 23, 1867.—The loaded cars are drawn by
the engine on to a tiirnable on the deck of the vessel,

and are lowered into the hold by vertical screws,
actuated by th*^ engine, which connects therewith by
a system of gearing. The vessel is unloaded by the
same means.
Claim.—First, the vertical screws d in the vessel

a, having gear wheels h, provided with nuts e, ope-
rated by means of the endless screws and longitudinal
rods, aiTauged in such a manner that two" or more
tiers of cars may be supported iu said vessel, and
raised or lowcre'd substantially as described for the
purpos'" specified.

Second, the combination of the turn tables j, rails I,

traction chains and pulleys h o, opeoiing boards k,

arranged in relation to the vessel a, and operated as
herein described for the purpose specified.

67,032.—Albert M. Dexter, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to Isaac Townse.vu, same place.

—

Bread
Cutter.—July 23, 1867.—The cutter is attached to the
edge of the table. The gauge is adjusted by a set
screw. Tlie bread is held against the gauge, and the
knife is actuated by the crank handle. The automatic
action of eccentrics in connection with the crank
shaft removes the gauge to let the slice fall, and re-

sets it for the next slice. .

^
Claim.—First, in a bread cutter the use of a gauge

lever, operated by the knife shaft in comlnnation with
tlie gauge shaft, furnished with teeth meshing on the
toothed segment of the lever.

Second, the crank handle C, riveted to the knife
handle at one end, and secured to the knife shaft at
the other, as and for the pm-posc herein specified.
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67,033.—JULirs Elsox, Boston, Mass.

—

Breech-
loading Fire-arm.—July 23, 1867.—The sliding breech
is adjusted to its place tor firing, and removed there-

from after the discharge, and the cartridge shell is

retracted from the rear of the barrel by the action of
the hammer.

Claim.—First, the device for releasing the breech
block from the position required for discharging the
gun, and rctiu'uiug to the same position, and at the
same time retractii3g the cartridge shell, consisting
of the veitical sliding breech block g, to which one
end of a coiled spring h is attached, the hammer H
operating the levers i audK, the latter provided with
a hinged piece K^ and spring K^, Avhich act on the
bell crank lever I, and operating also the plate &, with
the wheel a and pin /, all constructed and arranged
as described.

Second, the combination of the plate 5 with the
wheel a, constructed as described, the springs d and
2?, click c and the bar /, as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

Thii'd.the lever or arm K, constructed as described,
in combination v/ith the levers I m and o and pin n,

the same composing the mechanism for retracting
the cartridge shell.

Fourth, the projections c' c" on the barrel c, and
the hinge B', by means of which the barrel is secured
to the stock as described.

67,034.—EoiiERT FiTTS. Jr., Fitchburg, Mass.,
assignor to Walteu Hevwaud Chair Cojipaxy,
same place.

—

Office Chair.—July 23, 1867.—The bent
legs are secured to the pedestal nut, to which the
pivoted pj)ider frame and cross-head are attached by
the adjustable supporting screw. The follower at-

tached to the spider presses the spiral spring when
the seat is thrown back.

Claim.—First, tlie bent wood legs E E, in combi-
nation with the pedestal nut J), constructed and
secured together substantially as described.
Second, the cross-head C of the screw a, pivoted

to the spider B, in combination with the seat A, con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
jjurpose herein aescribed.

Third, the combination of the cross-head C. the
Bpider B and the spring c, arranged and operating
substantially as herein described.

67,©35.—EiCHARD Foley, New York, N. T., as-

signor to himself and Edwin Ferguson, same place.—Tunnel.—July 23, 1867.—The tube of wrought iron
is made on shore in sections of convenient length

;

these are floated over their intended position, where
they are sunk, and are joined together by folding

collar's packed with rubber to prevent leakage. The
double walls of the tube are united by ribs and angle
irons. A sewer at bottom empties into the space be-

tween the walls.

Claim.—Fii'st, the construction and arrangement
of a tunnel, when composed of an outer and inner
skin or lining of metal supported in position by
means of the angle ii'on ribs, iu the manner and for

the purpose herein descril^ed.

Second, the construction and arrangement of a
tunnel as herein described, when made in sections,

which are united aud held in position by the collar m,
which overlaps the ends of adjoining sections, in the
manner and lor the purpose herein described.

Third, the construction and arrangement of the
gcwor/, Avhen used in combination with a tunnel, in

the manner aud forthe purpose herein described.

67,030.—Daviu Forrest, Eastport, Me., as-

signor to himself aud James Eldridge, same place.—Car Wheel.—July 23, I8()7.—The tire lias pins upon
its inner side, which cuter slots in the rim of the
wheel to liold tlie tire from shiftiug. The flange
piece has a sliouldcr projecting on the inside that tits

in a circular groove iu the body of the m heel to which
it is bolted.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
body A, Iiaving an annular groove, removal annular
flange iiieoe or guard C, liaving llange c, rim B, Iiav-

ing pins fitting into the ti'ansverse slots F, in tlie

peripheiy of the body A, all constructed as described,

whereby the rim B is screwed in place by means of
the guard C, and reversed by removing said guard,
substantially as described for the purpose specified.

67,037—Henry Getty, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Pump.
—July 23, 1867.—The body ofthe pump is divided into
two cylindrical chambers, separated by a stuffing
box partition. The hollow plunger has a piston and
valve at its lower end, working in the lower perforated
chamber. It is a direct acting lift and force pump,
with only two valves, and has a straight passage for
the water.

Claim.—The hollow plunger P, acting in its up
stroke as a solid ram, and in its down stroke as a
water passage, provided with a valve and piston
packing at its lower end, and working in the cylin-
drical chamber A B, provided with an annular collar
at the point of their junction, formuig a stuffing box
through which said j>lungcr P reciprocates, aU ar-

ranged and operating substantiaEy as set forth.

67,038.—Alfred Gifford andEobert L. Feltz,
Milroy, Ind.

—

Saw-mill.—July 23, 1867,—As the saw
is operated through the medium of the crank pulley
and sloted ai'm, the log is fed to it by the pawl, it

being vibrated by the lever with which the puUcy is

connected by a rod. The length of stroke of the pawl
is regulated by adjusting the rod iu the slot of the
lever by the cord, the inner end of the pawl being
kept in position by the spring.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of the driving

puUey O, rod N, slotted lever M, pulleys I L, belt K,
the shafts B J, pawl O and spring P, to operate in the
manner and for the purposes specified.

Second, the adjusting of the inner end of the pawl
0, by means ofthe sjiring P and cord in, and the lever

Q, or its equivalent, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

67,039.—John Golding, New York, 'N. Y.—
Life Preserving Mattrass and Baft—July 23, 1867.—
The boxes may be united by snaps and hooks, aud
are formed with water-tight and provision compart-
ments to serve as floats.

Claim.—The combination of the mattrass bed A,
with the floating box B, the latter having the com-
partments c c, and being constructed of cork as de-
scribed, and provided with snaphooks and eyes or
their equivalents, the whole being constructe"d and
arranged substantially as and for the pm'iDoses speci-
fied.

67,040.—Christian G. Grabo, Detroit. Mich.—
Potato Bigger.—July 23, 1867.—The shovel is ad-
justed by the crank screw to the desired depth for
scooping up the potatos. These arc proJL^cted over the
screen bars by the finger wheel, and pass over the
vibrating screen that silts out the small potatos into
a box below. A bag is attached to the rear of the
screen to receive the potatos.
Claim.—Fii-st, the shovel and catcher H, con-

structed as described, in combination with the finger
wheel il, and with the fraine A of the machine, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described and for the
pm-pose'set forth.

Second, the combination of the receiving andsepa-
X'ating box M, furnished with an upper grate or
screen m^, and lower screen m"^, with the frame of the
machine, substantially as herein shown and described
and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the supporting board N
with the frame A of the machine, and with the re-

ceiving and separating box M, substantially as here-
in shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

67,041.—A. B. Graham, TYaukegan, EL, as-

signor to himself and William B. and Cyrus A.
Worden.—Harvester.—July 23, 1867.—The jointed
wing of the clearer attached to the end of the fiuger-

bar lifts the lodged grain and brings it within the
scope of the sickle. The oblique arms on the fingers
keep the straw frofai clioking between the sickle "and
fingers.

67aim.—First, the clearer V, when attached to
the end of the finger bar I and provided with the
wing "W, substantiiUly as and for the purpose set

forth.

Second, the oblique arms a' a' at the upper parts of
the fingers k, in connection with the arms b' b' at
their under sides, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.
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67,042.—"W. M. Greenwood, Cincinnati, Ohio.

^Training Sopple.—Jxilj 23, 1867.—The pads arc

strapped around the pastern and above the knee re-

spectively, and are connected to each other by a rub-

ber band'rove through a staple on the upper pad, and
regulated as to length by the buckles on the lower
pad.

Claim.—The an-angement of pads A and D, strapB

and buckles B C E F, and elastic band G, as and for

the pui-pose set forth.

67,013.—L. Griswold, Portland, and G. Caul,
Tork, Wis.— C!f(-o/ Valve.—July 23, 1867.—When
the crank of the enjjine is on its center the piston-

valve rod in the middle cylinder is operated by hand
to throw the force of the steam upon either of the

valves in the lower cylinder. The rod in the upper
cylinder is moved by hand to open or close either of

the ports. The pressure of steam is balanced upon
the cut-off valves in the lower cylinder.

Claim.—Fii'st, the cylinders C E and F, with the
piston valves and rods, constructed and arranged
Bubstantially as described, for the purposes set forth.

Second, in combination with the above, the pipe t,

aa herein set forth, for the purpose spccihed.

67,044.—A. W. Hall, New York, N. T.—Door
Fastening and Knife.—July 23, 1867.—The pivoted
gimlet-screw folds down into a recess at the knife

back, and when extended may be screwed into the
door jamb, and form a button to fasten the door.

Claim.—A pocket knife provided with a pivoted
or hinged screw, whereby it is made to subserve the
pm'pose of a door fastener, substantially as specified.

67,045.—Joseph L. Hall, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Safe.—Snlj 23, 1867.—The casing and door have
counter grooves so that their abutting faces when
the door is closed are rabbeted together and prevent
the entrance of a wedge. The free edge and top and
bottom of the door have a groove whicli receives an
outwardly projecting rib of the case. Tlie bolt passes
through the door and the locking of the same does
not remove its reai* end fi'om its recess at the hinge
side.

Claim.—First, the bolt or bolts C, and the casing
A, constructed with mortises i and i' to receive the
bolt or bolts C when thrown in either direction, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein described and
set forth.

Second, constructing one or more of the plates
composing the door, or doors, and jambs, rabbets, or
casings of safes, or other receptacles, with the tenons
and grooves entering and fitting each other when
the doors are closed, for the purpose of obstructing
the entrance to the safes, as herein described.

67,046.-^osEPH L. Hall. Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Connecting Doors and Casings of Safes.—July 23,
1867.—The conical arbors traverse the 'casing, being-
screwed fast in the inner plates, and keyed to'prevent
unscrewing. By their conical form they take firm
hold of each plate in the series. Dovetails on the
plates enter connterpai-t recesses to interlock the
contacting portions.

Claim.—First, constructing the abutting edges of
doors and casings of safes and other secure recepta-
cles with dovetails g, closely fit-ting corresponding
mortises or', substantially as and foi'the pm-pose herein
described and specified".

Second, in the series of plates in the doors of safes,

the plate or plates F, haA'iug their hinged ends pro-
jecting over the plates immediately outside of them,
and so arranged that they shall enter a rabbet in the
body of the safe when the door is closed, and the bolt
plate H, when the same ai'c constructed and operated
substantially as specified.

Third, the conical or tapering arbors 1 in combina-
tion with two or more plates of metal in the doors
and casings of safes and other secm'C receptacles, the
arbors being secured in the plates by keys 2, or in
other substantial manner.
Fourth, the combination in the doors and casings

of safes of one or more sets of dovetailed plates and
angle iron B and C, one or more plates F, and bolt
plates H, and conical or tapering ai-bors 1, secured
by means of keys or rivet heading upon the inside of
the safes, when the same are arranged substantially as
herein described and for the purpose specified.

67,047.—T. C. Hargrave, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to himself, F. F. Bibber, and R. W. Bibber,
same i^lace.—Boat Detaching Tackle.—July 23, 1867.

—A stationary block is hung at each end of the boat
having a swiu^ tumbler with a semi-circular notch
at its lower end into which the tackle hook enters.

The tumblers are locked by sliding longitudinal rods
connected to a lever, by which they are simuita-

neeusly withdrawn and the boat released.

Cl,aiin.—In combination with the sliding rods k
and lever I, the stationary blocks having swing tum-
blers in notches of -which the tackle rings are held,

thcso tumblers being locked in position and operated
to detach the boat, substantially as set forth.

67,048.—John R. Harrington, Brooklyn, ]5T.

Y., assignor to George W. Chii'Mam, same place.—
Manufacture of Carxiet Lining.—-July 23, 1867.—Im
provement on his patent, April 1, 18o6, (ISTo. 14,585.)

The fibrous material is formed into a bat and is re-

ceived between sheets of paper that pass between tho
presser rolls. One of the strips of paper enclosing
the batting is folded over and cemented on the other.

Ciaun.—Combining witli paper rolls from which
the strips to enclose the lap or fibrous material are
fed, the card cylinder and cylinder screen for forming
the lap, the whole being arranged and operating
together substantially as described.

Also, forming or c'onstructing a carpet lining by
inclosing the lap between a wide and a narrow strip

of paper and bending the projecting edges of the
wide strip over upon and cementing- or securing
them io the surface of the narrow strip, substantially

as set forth.

Also, the arrangement of the cement cylinder and
its rolls, in connection with the feed guide and paper
rolls, substantially as described.

Also, the method of folding the lining, substan-
tially as set forth.

67,049.-11. S. Harris, Dubuque, lo^a.—Snow
Plow.—July 23, 1867.—The inclined supporting car
has endless' chains of buckets in the elevator boxes
which carry the snow from the flaring scoop in front

to the guide spouts that discharge outside the track.

Rotating cutters loosen tlie ice.

Claim.—The combination of the inclined support-
ing car A, inclined elevator boxes C, endless chain
of buckets F, flaring scoop B, ice and snow cutters I
J, and guide spouts E, substantially as described for

the purpose specified.

67,050.—C. B. Hartfield, Philadelphia, Pa.,

assignor to Nouman M. Kerr and B. W. Beesley,
same place.

—

Machine for Making Paper Boxes.—
July 23, 1867.—For making paper boxes whose top
and bottom project beyond'the cylmdrical body. By
means of the rotating iixed cluick, a rotating travers-

ing follower, and a vibrating head holder, the sides

and head are united at one operation.
Claim.—First, a chuck or box holder A arranged

to rotate in a fixed position outside of the frame P,
substantially as described.
Second, the combination, substantially as described,

of a slotted chuck i-otating in a fixed position with a
presser-off rotating concentrically with the chuck,
having an end-wise motion on its axis.

Third, a vibrating head holder or disk receiver, ar-

ranged substantially as described, for tho purpose of

holding the disk to 'form tho head of the box against
the ring constituting its sides.

Fourth, the combination, substantially as and for

the puj-pose described, of a vibrating dis'k receiver or
head holder with a vibrating holding frame.

Fifth, the combination of the chuck A, flanged and
grooved former B, and sliding frame C, -wheu ar--

ranged and operating substantially as described.

Sixth, the combination, substantially as described,

of a chuck rotating in a fixed position outside the frame,

a rotating former mounted in a traversing frame, and
a vibrating head holder or disk receiver, for the pur-

pose of uniting the head and sides of the box by a
single continuous operation.

67,051.—Charles B. Hatfield, Philadelphia,

Pa., assignor to Noioian M. Kerr and B. W. Bees-
ley, same place.

—

Machine for Making Paper Boxes.
—July 23, 1867.—For applying and smoothing tho

covers of boxes previously partly made. The box is
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placed on the chuck and the glued cover is placed on
the pad and the two pressed together. The chuck is

revolved whilo a glued strip is -ttound on the box.

•the brushes turning down the projecting edges of the
paper.

Claim..—First, the combination, substantially as

described, of the cover pad or receiver E with the
yielding ring F, for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination, substantially as described,
of the holding chuck, vibrating pad,* and yielding
rings, for the purposes set forth.

Third, the combination, substantially as described,

of the holding chuck A, turning brush J3, and smooth-
ing brush C, for the purposes described.
Fourth, the smoothing brush C, aiTanged on an in-

cliued adjustable shaft, as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
Fifth, the combination, substantially as described,

in a machine for making paper boxes, of a vibrating
pad, a chuck projecting beyond its supporting frame
and rotating in a fixed position, a brush to turn down
the inner edge of the cover, and an auxiliary smooth-
ing brush revolving inside the box, for the purpose of
finishing the covering of the box without removing
it from the machine.

Sixth, a revolving brush for turning down the edge
of the covering paper, substantially in the manner
described.

Seventh, a brush rotating within the box, substan-
tially as described, for the purpose of smoothing the
turned down edge of the paper.

67,052.—Edwakd J. Hill, Milwaukee, Wis.—
Futting xip Matches.—Julj 23, 1867.—The matches
are held between the leaves of a book which are made
of sand paper to ignite the matches on withdrawal.

Claim.—First, the use of india-rubber or gutta-

percha to produce either friction or percussion in the
manufacture and construction of match safe cases,

wrappers, or holders, or for safes, cases, or wrappers
or holders for tapers and for gas, lamp and cigai'

lighters.

Second, the use of folded sand paper or layers or
leaves thereof, or of any other svutable material, in
combination with india-rubber or gutta-percha to pro-

duce friction or concussion in such manufacture.
Third, the book-like form of constructing safes,

cases, wrappers, and holders, matches, tapers, and
cigar, gas. or lamp lighters, substantially as herein
described.
Fourth, the mode of protecting the pasted or dip-

ped ends of matches, tapers, and lighters by a wrap-
per of folded paper or any other suitable material, sub-
stantially as herein described.

Fifth, 'the use of folded paper, cloth, leather, or
any other suitable material, to protect the ends of the
matches, tapers, or lighters, in combination with
leaves, layers, or folds of sand paper or any other
suitable material, substantially as herein described in

tsuch manufacture.
Sixth, the combination of the folded or protection

wrapper with leaves or layers of sand i)aper, or any
other suitable material, and india-rubber or gutta-
percha, or its eciuivaleut, substantially as herein de-
scribed.

66,053.—Charles F. Hitchixgs, !N"ew York, X.
Y.—Boiler for Heating Buildings.—J\ily 23, 1867.

—

The boiler is formed of two cast metal sections with
a vertical joint and internally projecting water-courses
between the fire chamber and the return flue. Tlie
water bridge is attached to one side only of the
boiler by upper and lower branches.

Claim.—First, the fire chamber A and return flue

D of the boiler constructed of two hollow shells or
divisions F F, united by a vertical joint as described,
and having projecting chambers G G', arranged to
form the crown to the fire box and lower surface to

the return flue, substantially as specified.

Second, the water bridge C, connected and com-
municated b}' upper and lower branches with one side

or lialf of tlie body of the boiler, but loose or detached
from the other half or division thereof, essentially as
described.

Third, the water tubes K, aiTanged to cross the
return flue, connected and communicating with but
the one half or division of the water body or case of
the boiler, as herem set forth.

6r,054.—John B. Hoag, Oxford, ja.Sorgs
Eake.—July 23, 1867.—The lock block on the sliding
rod engages the fingers and tilts the rake till the
front fingers catch the ground and rotate it.

Clai7n.—The sliding rod c, in combination with the
staple d in the handle C, the lock block D, and catch
rod e, arranged and operating substantially as and
for the purposes herein described.

67,055—J. HoLZMAN, ]!^ew York, Is^. Y.—Ux-
tension Bedstead.—Jvlj 23, 1867.—The slats and also
the rails are made in two parts, connected by straps
so as to be extensible.
Claim.—Fii'st, constructing a bedstead so that it

can be either lengthened or widened at wiU, or both
lengthenedand widened, substantially as herein shown
and described.
Second, making- the side bars A A on each side of

the bed of two pieces, and connecting the same by
means of loops formed on the slats or independently,
as described.

Third, making the bars or rails E E, which form
the heads of the bedsteads, of two pieces, so that the
bedstead can be widened, as set forth.
Fourth, so constructing a bedstead by securing a

longitudinal and a cross-bar to each of the posts, the
other ends of these bai*s being fi-ee, and arranging the
slats extensibly, tliat the bedstead can be extended or
contracted at will and be folded, as set forth.

67,056. — "William H. Humphrey, Lansing-
burg, ]Sr. Y.—Faucet—Julj 23, 1867.—A thick ring
of rubber smroimds the pivot on which the gate turns
so that the gate can be tightened when worn. An
elastic packing is placed between the disk and the
lever handle ; a wedge-shaped slide binds the gate
more closely, and sto]3s limit the movements.
Claim.—X faucet consisting of the body A, slide

K, with its stops, lever handle D F, detachable disk
c, spring G, and projection M Is", with its stops, all

constructed and arranged as hereinbefore specified
and described.

67,057.—Warren Johnson, Fisherville, X. H.
—Devicefor TetheringAnimals.—Jvdj 23, 1867.-The
pole is connected by a swivel to the collar of the
sleeve on the stake, and is weighted at the far end to
maintain its equilibrium.
Claim.—The swivel for connecting the pole E to

the upright or stake A, the same consisting of a tube
B, with a collar C, permanently attached aiid secured
ou the upright or stake, and a collar D, fitted loosely
on the tube and provided with a hook projection to
bear or rest upon the fi^ed collar C, substantially aa
shown and described.

67,058.—SimonKaufman, Fairbury, Vl\.—Scour-
ing and Scrubbing Machine.— July 23, 1867. — The
rollers have rubber tu-e, and their rotation, caused by
rolling over the floor, gives reciprocation to the brush-
es which are connected to the rollers by a wrist pin
and connecting rod.

Claim.—Fii-st, the brush or scrubber/, or its equi-
valent, set in a block C, in combination with a slot-

ted frame A, and having a recipi'ocatiug motion im-
parted to it by the di-iviug wheel I), or in any equiv-
alent manner, operating in manner and for the pur-
poses substantially as hcreiu shown and described.
Second, the block trame B, carrying the brushes or

scrubbers/, or their equivalents, in combination with
the slotted frame A, in manner substantially as and
for the purposes described.

Third, the slotted frame A, handle H, cross-piece
C, all as set forth, and theii- respective equivalents, in
combination with the driving wheels 1) and axlo E,
block frame B and crank d, and tlieir respective equi-

valents, substantially as herein shown and described.

67,059.—Henry Kewley, PeiTy, Ohio.—Tubing
Clamp.—July 23, 1867.—The jointcd'clamp surrounds
the pipe, the 'lower end of the lever pawl ai.'tiug as a
brake on its descent. The upper end of ihe pawl
comes into action as a fixed support, or assists in
raising the pipe.

Claim.—The collar J, jointed sections A B, pawl
D, lever E, and spring F^ arranged iji relation to each
other in the manner and for the purpose set forth.
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67,060.—G. King, J. Gombeu, andL. T. Shope,
Frederick, ^d.—Sash Fastener.—Julj 23, 18G7.—The
sashes have ratchet racks forced by springs, carrying
anti-friction rollers to engagement with projections

from the strips. The sash may be freely raised, but
"when lowered must be forced from the projections.

Claim.—The an-angement of racks b b fastened on
the sides of the sashes B, behind the molding A, and
held engaging with the metal projections c upon the

inside ot" wooden frame by means of the springs d d,

having rollers, all constructed, described, and an-anged
in such a manner that the sashes shall be pressed out-

wards to raise or lower, as herein set forth.

67,061.—J. F. KOHLER and S. B. Coxover, New
York, N. Y.—Pie Platc.-^nly 23, 1867.—The detach-

able plate which supports the pie is perforated so as

to render it worthless for other purposes aud insure

its return from the retailer.

Claim.—The plate constructed in two portions in

such manner that one portion may be detached to

separately support the pie or like article, substantially

as herein set forth.

67,062.—John F. Little, Lockport, N. Y.—
Barrel Cresset—July 23, 1867.—For forming barrels.

Explained by the cla'im and illustration.

Claim.—The annular base A, in combination with
the perforated fire cylinder B and grate I, constructed,
arranged, and operating substantiaUy as and for the
purpo'se set forth.

67,063.— A. A. McMoRE, Brooklyn, 'N. Y.—
Desk and Table.—July 23, 1867.—The*^slanting top
and the back of the de'sk become the flat top of the
table when the transformation is made.

Claim.—First, the parts of the table top B and C

67,067.—tTAMES H. Orr, Long Island City, X.
Y., assignor bv mesne assignments to himself and
Lewis Graves.—Chamber Pail.—July 23, 1867.—
The flange attachable to the top of the p'ail facilitates
its use. The sliding cover below the flange of the
seat covers the pail to enclose noxious smell before
rising therefrom.
Claim.—First, the top piece or cover E, constructed

as described, its lower edge or flange resting upon the
ring D, upon the inside of the pail, and having its

opening F immediately over the sliding plate H, as
herein described for the purpose specifietl.

Second, in combination with the sliding doors K
and cap or top plate E of a chamber pail, the sliding
plate or cover H, substantially as described for the
pui-pose specified.

67,068.—Jacob D. C. Cutwater, Newark, N.
J.—Potato Digger.—July 23, 1867.—The tines attached
to the rear of the plow curve over to deliver the po-
tatoes to the side of the track. The cam shaft ac-
tuated by an endless band connecting with the roller

vibrates the tines. The coulter is adjusted in front
for opening the ground and gathering the stalks.

Claim.—First, the combination of curved tines with
the share, substantially as described.

Second, the combination of curved tines and geared
mechanism for operating them with the share, sub-
stantially as described.

Third, the combination of curved tines and geared
mechanism with the share and its sole, substantially
as described.
Fourth, the combination of all the last-mentioned

elements with the coulter, substantially as described,
with the pointer roller H.

67,069.—B. R. Platt and J. A. Gray, Holland,
attached to the frame A, arranged and operating sub- -^cli.- Washing Machine.—July 23, 1867.—The con-
stautially as and foMhe purposes described. caved roller frame is supported on a hinged frame

Second, the case D attached to the part C, substan-
tially as described.

67,064.-—James P. Morris. Bloomington, ID.—
Car Coupling.—July 23, 1867.—The jaws of the bump-
er are open at the sides, and have ledges to hold the
link block aud catches to sustain the link laterally.

"When a car leaves the track the coupling connection
is severed.

Claim.—First, a bumper, constructed after the
manner as shown herein, with ledges b b, recess C,
catches D D, spring E, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

Second, the combination of the bumper, link, link
block, and the several parts of each to each other, sub-
stantially as described for the purposes specified.

67,065.—William H. Morris, Cold Spring, N.
Y.—Cartridge Box.—July 23, 1867.—When the cart-
ridges are exhausted from the upper block it is tm-ned
out. and exposes the cartridges in the block beneath.

Ciai/?!.-First, the employment or use in a cartridge
box of two or more blocks B, provided each with one
or more rows of holes to receive the cartridges, and
connected together by hinges or joints, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, having the upper aud lower surfaces, either
or both, of the block rebated or ground longitudinally,
so as to form planes of difi'erent heights, one for each
row of cartridge holes, to admit of the ready with-
drawal of the cartridges from the blocks, substantially
as shown and described.

67,066.—Thomas W. Murray, New York, N.
Y.—Rudder.—July 23, 1867.—The straps by which
the rudder is connected to the post slide in recesses,

to allow vertical movement of the same without un-
sliipping,

C7ai»i.—First, a rudder for vessels, provided with
a cast-iron post A, having a flange or projection a
into a wooden blade B, which is secured to the post
by metal strips e e, substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

Second, the rudder post A, when secured to the
stern posts C by means of the metal straps g in the
recesses i, in such a manner that the said posts are
allowed vertical play without unshipping or becom
ing detached, as herein shown and d!^escribed.

and acts in combination with the rotating fluted roller.

Claim.—The double-concave reversible roller frame
C, constructed as described, in combination with the
hinged frame F and Avith the box or tube A, substan-
tially as and for the pui-pose herein set forth.

67,070.—Wm. Porter. Belleville township. Pa.—Lamp.—July 23, 1867.—Water is placed in the bot-

tom of the lanip, and a safety pipe inserted through
the top reaches nearly to the bottom, so that in case
of an explosion the water is forced up the tube, giving
vent for the oil.

Claim.—First, relieving the internal pressure in a
lamp through the agency of water, or its equivalent,
operating substantially as described.
Second, the tube T aud reservoir K, or their equiva-

lents, placed in connection with a lamp, and operat-
ing substantially in the manner and for the pmposes
herein set forth.

Third, the float F, or its equivalent, attached to

the wick, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

67,071.— Louis Postawka, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to himself and A. J. Woxdra, New York, N.
X.—Railroad Spike.—July 23, 1867.—Exijlained by
the claim.

Claim.—The spike B, its upper part square, and
its lower round part b split longitudinally, forming
prongs d d, beveled upon their inner sides, aud sepa-
rating when driven into the wood in a place coinci-

dent with the axis of said spike, as herein shown and
described.

67,072.—David H. Priest, Watertown, Mass.,
assignor to himself and George Farwell, North
Bridgewater, Mass.

—

Sad Iron.—July 23, 1867.—Tlic

sad iron has a face of iron and one of soapstone;
either maybe placed in position for use as the handle
swivels on its pivots. An air chamber is between
the two faces.

Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement
of the stone A and the iron B, as applied to' a sad
iron, substantially in the manner and for the purpose
above set forth.

Second, the cold-air chamber C, constructed and
arranged and as applied to a sad iron, substantially

in the manner and for the purpose above set forth.
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67,073.—Albert Eeed, Mankato, Mimi.—Lath
Frame.—July 23, 1867.—The laths are placed between
the pins upoii the li-ame, which is then raised to the
Trail and the laths nailed fast.

Claim.—A lath frame, constructed substantially as

and for the purpose described.

67,074.—Thomas Rowe, New York, IN". T.—
Quartz Mill.—Ju\j 23, 1867.—The step of the drive
shaft has numerous radial openings presenting- at the
outside narrow slots, which refuse passage to in-

sufficiently comminuted particles. The openings flare

inward and have central vertical discharge to a con-
veyer beneath. The water is supplied by the buckets
of a wheel rotating in a tank.

Claim.—The arrangement of a central discharge
in the collar E, which forms the step for the vertical

shaft D, carrying the mullers B and the rakes G H,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

67,075.—James A. Sinclair, Woodsfield, Ohio,
assignor to himself and "Wester^j T. Sinclair, same
place.

—

Broom Head.—July 23, 1867.—The straw is

clamped in a wire frame attached to a wooden head
block by sheet metal.

Claim.—The combination with the head block A,
metallic casing G, fenders or stays C C, clamps F ¥',

bars D D', bolt E and handle B, substantially as de-

scribed and for the pm-pose specified.

67,076.—Henry P. Smith, Denton, Mich.—Po-
tato Digger.—J-qIj 23, 1867.—The potatoes are thrown
out by the plows upon a frame attached to the tongue
and liiuged to the wheel frame. They are then raised

by the rotary rake and thrown into the rotary screen,

fi'om whence they pass laterally by a spout.
Claim.—Fii"st,*the fork J and screen K, constructed

and arranged as herein described, in combiuation with
the shaft G-, as and for tlie purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the cog wheel O and
segmentally-toothed cog wheel P with each other and
with the shaft G and axle A, substantially as herein
shown and described, for the purpose of commuui-
cating an intermitting motion to the fork shaft G, as

set forth.

Third, the combination of a cultivator or shovel
plow X with the axle A and tongue Y, substantially

as herein shown and described and for the purpose
set forth.

67,077.— Lewis A. Smith, Cincinnati. Ohio.—
Chair Seat.—3vi\j 23, 1867.—Explained by the claim,

Claim.—A chair seat formed of metallic strips B,

passing continuously around the supporting bars and
woven into two webs, as represented.

67,078.—"Wm. E. Smith, Oquawka, 1\\.—Giilti

vator.—July 23, 1867.—The plow beams are connected
to the axle by joints that admit free lateral and ver
tical oscillation.

Claim.—The couplings G, composed of two part;

d d, connected by a vertical bolt h, and having pack
ing i interposed between tliem and the pin /, and
connected to the axle and plow beams, substantially

as and for the pui'pose set forth.

67,079.— Vm- L. Standish, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Machine for Cutting Btinqs.—Jnlj 23, 1867.— The
strip is fed iutermittingly to the cross-cut saw, and
conveyed in a slide opposite tlie cutter, which with-
di-aws" it from the slide after shaping. The recipro-
cating pin discharges it from the cutter.

Claim.—First, the hollow taper steel cutter c, the
guide pin d, the guide box E, and the die e, con-
structed, combined, and operating substantially as

. and for the purpose herein described.
Second, the combination of the saw G and the

sliding frame 11 and I), constructed and operating
substantially as and for the purpose herein speciiied.

Third, the ratchet wheel A- and pawl k', in combina-
tion \\ith the feed rolls k'^ k'^, and the slide frame 11,

arranged and operating substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

Fourth, the combination of the hollow cutter c, the
guide pin d, the guide bar E, the die c, tlie saw G,
theratchetl-, the feed rolls k"^ k^, and the slides Dand
II. or the equivalents of them, or either of them, when
combined and organized substantially as described,

for cutting the blocks and pointing or tapering the
ends of biings, plugs, or taps in the manner specified.

67,080.—Nathan Stephens, Brooklyn, N. Y—
Tap for Cement Lined Pipes.—July 23,' 1865.—The
branch pipe is radially attached by two flanges to
the interior metallic pipe, which is enclosed by an
inner and outer coat of cement. The branch pipe
has a removable flange at each end.
Claim.—The lead or other like soft metal branch C,

with its stopper or stoppers fitted to project through
the sheet-iron pipe A, and arranged in relation
thereto, and its cement lining and covering B B', for
use in concert or combination therewith, substantitdly
as specified.

67,081.—Francis A. Sterry, Cfanton, Miss.—
Spindle Step.—July 23, 1867.—Either end of the plug
may be screwed into the base of the cup to furnish a
step for the spindle.
Claim.—The cup C, constructed as described, in

combination with the screw-threaded reversible spin-
dle step B, as herein set forth for the purpose speci-
fied.

67,082.—Joseph Strigel, Louisville, "Kj.—Dis-
infecting and Antiseptic Compound.—Jvl\j 23, 1867.—Composed of horn shavings 1 lb., liquor ammonia
succini i oz., juniper berries 56 grains. The com-
pound, well mixed, is burnt on charcoal in a closed
room to disinfect its contents.
Claim.—The discovery of the use and effect of the

horn shavings and drugs mentioned in the prepara-
tion of the said disinfecting and antiseptic compound,
when used in the proportioub and manner mentioned
in the above specification.

67,083.—Isaac P. Tice, NewNork, N. Y.—Toy
Ball Player.—Jvlj 23, 1867.—Cams on the hand crank
engage projections on the vibrating rods, connected
by rods with the ball and shoulders of the figui'es.

Base ball and other games are thus represented.
Claim.—First, the combination with one ormore fig-

ures, substantially such as herein described, of the
ball E mounted on the rod n, substantially as and for
the purpose herein set forth.

Second; the three figures BCD, constructed with
vibrating or impelling arms a, and arranged in rela-

tion with each other, and the ball E mounted upon
the vibrating rod n, substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

67,084.—John Turner, Marshalltown, Iowa.

—

Stove Pipe Shelf.—Ju]j 23, 1867.— The revolving
shelves are supported on shoulders attached to the
pipe.
Claim.—The revolving shelves D, when made and

operating substantially as and for the purpose herein
shown and described, in combination with the rings
or flanges C C on tbe stove pipe A, all made and
operating substantially as herein shown and described.

67,085.-C. VoGT and X. Krapf, Allentown,
Pa.—6'/i«rn.—July 23, 1867.-The barrel has a lid

closed by a cam-shaped clamp and is rotated by clock-
work, the motion being regulated by a brake.
Claim.—The arrangement and combiuation of the

churn barrel C, adjustable hinge (7, cam-shaped clamp
j, adjustable brake D, and driving shaft B, all con-
structed and operating substantially as and lor the
purpose set forth.

67,086.—Hermann Voigt, Buffalo, N. Y.—Cur-
tain Fixture.—July 23, 1867.—The tension pulley of
the roller cord rotates on the semi-cylindrical pin
which is inserted in its yoke with the convex side
.down and raised in slots by which it is confined to
place. The yoke has a cord attached which is coiled
on a pin within a case beneath.

Claim.—Eegulating the tension of the roller cord
by the winding of a cord attached to the lower pulley
or bearing thereof, around a spindle, substantially as
set forth.

Also, the combination of the knob I, spindle h, and
friction bearing I, with the cord j, and pnliey E, ar-

ranged and operating substantially in the' manner
and for the purpose set forth.

Also, the axial pin O of pulley E, constructed as
described, in combination with the frame F, provided
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•vritli slotted openings r r', and stop s, arranged and
operating "\yith the roller cord and pulley 1) C, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose specified.

67,087.—Alois Pour vox Pornhop'f, Brooklyn,

K". T.

—

Apparatus for the Manufacture of Bicarbo-

nate ofSoda.—Jnlj 23, 18G7.—The hot gasses from
the chimney are di'iven by a blower through a washer,
where they become associated with steam, and are

thence conveyed to a chamber charged with hydi'ate

of soda on shelves, for the purpose of converting it

into bicarbonate of soda.

Claim.—The an-angement and combination of

pipes A C E F, blower B, and reservoir D, for the

purpose and substantially as set forth above.

67,OSS.—A. TV. Ward, Fishkill, If. T.—J!fa-

chine for Washing and Drying Dishes.—July 23,

1867.—The paii-s of circular rotating brushes and
sponges are contained in a water trough.
Claim.—Fiist. the combination of the two brushes

D and I, revolving in opposite directions with the
shafts C and II, to Avhich they are removably attached,

with the box A, and gearing, by Avhich they ai-e op-

erated, substantially as herein shown and described
and for the purpose" set forth.

Second, the combination of the sponges P and V,
and disks O and U, revolving in ditferent directions

with each other, with the box A, and with the gear-

ing by which they are operated, substantially as herein
shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

67,0S9.—H. M. "Webb and J. Hermaxn, Xew
York, X. Y.—Scaling Pad-lock.—July 23, 18G7.—
"Within the key-hole and in line therewith is a spin-

dle extending through the lock casing and out at the
opposite side into a casing containing a seal, which
is defaced by the sharp end'of the spindle as the latter

is pushed wlien the lock is tampered with.
Claim.—First, the spring spindle H, with sharp

cutting edge a, operating in combination v>ith the
key Is , against the seal in cap P, substantially as de-

scribed for the purpose specified.

Second, the sleeve L, encircling the spindle H, with
arm M, and notch c, operating in combination with
the spring spindle H. and key X, having projection

g, substantially as described for thepm-pose specified.

67,090.—"Wm. Weddingtox, "V^^interset, Iowa.—
Churn.—July 23, 1867.—As the dasher is revolved,
air passes down the hollow staff and thi'ough the
elbow tubes into the cream.
Claim.— ThQ combination of the hollow staff or

tube C, having one or more elbow tubes E, attached
to the lower end with the body A of the churn, sub-
stantially as herein shown and' described and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, the connection of the horizontal crank,
wheel or pulley G, band j, pulley E, with the tube C,
substantially as herein shown and described and for
the purpose' set forth.

67,091.—HmA:«"WmTXEr, Watertown. Mass.—
Paper Xeck T<"e.—July 23, 1867.—The shield has two
slits for the passage of the ends of the tie and a tag
to turn over in the rear and be looped over the button.

Claim.—The paper necktie constructed as de-

scribed, consisting of the part E, provided with the
parallel transverse slits I, to receive the folded part
or ends of the tie F, the buttonhole piece H, upon
the lower side adapted. to be turned back against the
part E, as herein set forth for the purpose specified.

67,092.-J"OHXW. Wilcox, Xew York, :N". Y.—
Document Envelope.—July 23, 1867.—Explained by
the claim and illustration.

CZrtun.-Constructing a box or document envelope,
with double ends throughout and treble ends in part,
by folding and uniting flaps cut out of one sheet of
paper or other material, su'DStantially as herein de-
scribed.

67,093.— Jacob Wilsox. Somerford, Ohio.—
Cultivator.—July 23. 1867.—The plow beams are se-

cured by bolts to the pendants and work freely thereon,
straps connecting with the beams pass over pulleys,
and are attached to treadles within reach of the dri-

ver's feet. Guides prevent the too free lateral motion
of the plows. The draft is thrown back by attaching

6 c P—Vol. II

the doubletree near the rear end of the tongue, rods
securing the singletrees thereto.

Claim.—Fii'st" the combination and arrangement
of the doubletree U,"- rods c, levers E, and whifflctrees
H, with the frame A, mounted on wheels, substantially
in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the two plows I J, connected together by
the cross arms h, and connected at their front ends
by bolts to the pendants G G, with the pendant guides
O, passing thi-ough loops q at the outer sides of the
beams I. substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Third, the attaching of the plow standards M M to
the cross arms h of the plow beams I J, by means of
the swivel bolts i, in connection with the straps P
passing over the fixed pulleys Q, and the stirrups p,
all arranged to operate in the manner as and for the
pui-pose specified.

Fourth, the raising and lowering of the plow beams
I J through the medium of the levers o, semi-circidar
bai's n. and straps m, aiTanged substantially as shown
and described.

67,094.—E. R Wolfe, Plymouth, Ta.—Gate.—
July 23, 1867.—As the gate opens, the jointed rod
puDs upon the lever and extends the spring, whose
force closes the gate again when it is free to move.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
bent lever D, spiral spring E, and jointed connecting
rod F, or its equivalent,"with each other, and with
the gate C and post B, substantially as herein shown
and described and for the purpose set forth.

67,095.-E. S. Arxall, Wright City, Mo.—
Churn.—July 23, 1867.—The box is suspended by rods
in a frame, and is oscillated by crank and pitman.

Claim.—The an-angement of the churn box B with
the vibrating frame M. connected and used with tho
frame A, asliud for the purpose set forth.

67,096.—E. H. AsHCROFT, Lynn, Mass.—Steam
Gauge Dial.—Jvdj 23, 1867.—The dial has two gTad-
uated circles, one representing the pressm-e, the other
the temperature.
Claim.—In combination with a steam gauge A, the

graduated dial B, as shown and described, whereby
the temperature con-esponding to any prassvu-e is in-

dicated at the same time by the pointer.

67,097.—E. H. BiRT, Xokomo, Ihd.—Tinners'
Folding Machine.—July 23, 1867.—The sheet metal,
cut to the required shape and size, is laid upon tho
bed piece, held by a lever, and bent up against the
"foi-mer" by a folder. The sides of the pan arc ope-
rated upon consecutively.
Claim.—'First, the combination of the bed-plate

and stationary standard B with the adjustable standard
C, and lever JD, and fonner E, and adjustable former
E^, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the parts A B C D E and
E2, constructed and aiTanged substantially as de-

scribed, with the folding door or lever G, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the door or lever G, in combination with the
adjustable springs H, constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as anttfor the purpose set forth.

67,098 E. B. Bishop, ISTew Orleans, La.—Corton
Tie.—Jvl\ 23, 1867.—The lips ai-e cut half way through
at their point of junction with the plate. Each end
of the band is folded arotmd one side of the frame
and the ends turned in. The expansion of the bale

tends to return the lips to their original position.

Claim.—The projecting lips C C, cut as described
at their jimction with the plate, the whole being con-
structed as described for the piu-pose set forth.

67,099.—WiLLLLUiK. Black. Philadelphia, Pa.
—Sewer Pipe Machine.—,l\^l\ 23, 1867.—The clay is

fed into the hopper, and after cutting and mixing by
the radial knives is forced by the spiral flukes through
the annular throat. The throat pieces and their sup-

porting disk are removable for substitution of those
differing from them in size. The hopper is vertically

bisected and one-half liinged to allow access to the
inside.

Claim.—First, the revolving screw shaft BCD,
suspended from its bearings, when leaving a space
between it imd the bottom of the cylinder, as and for

the purpose specified.
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Second, the eonstraction of the shaft B of wronght-
iron and the spii-al flange T> and shaft C of cast-ii'on,

forming- the cutting, tempering, and forcing parts B
C D, substantially as deseribfed, for the purpose spe-

cified.

Third, the suspended core pin I, in combination
with the funnel H, substantially as described, for the
purpose speeifled.

Fourth, the removable ring G, supporting the re-

morable dieH I, substantially as described.
Fifth, in combination with the revolving screw,

the door F of the sectional cylinder extending from
top to bottom thereof, for the 'purpose described and
in the manner specified.

6^,100.—A. W. Brixkerhoff. Upper Sandusky,
Ohio.— Clothes Pi??.—July 23, 1667.— Explained by
the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, constructing a clothes pin out of one
piece of sheet spring metal, possessing in full the
spring, clasp, and levers for expanding the lips, as

and for the purposes set forth.

Second, such manner or form of construction of
Clothes pius. when made out of one piece of sheet
metal, as will secure both the spring and the fulcrum
between ascending levers, and so that by pressing
the levers together at their upper ends thoir inner
Bides shall be l)rought to bear against the fulcrum
and thereby spread the Ups in applying or removing
it from the"^ liae.

ey,101.—Charles L. Browke, Brooklyn, Is. Y.—Jumiiing Hoop.—July 23. 1867 ; antedated July 5,

1867.—The ends of the' bow are attached to a hand
bar, and it is swung like a skipping rope.

Claim.—The inv'ention of a jumping hoop, by the
combination of a wooden cross-inece with a hoop se-

cm-ed thereto by metal connections or by mortise, as

in annexed drawings.

67,102 L. S. Calkixs, El Paso, JR.—Clothes
Dryer.—Jidy 23, 1867.—The posts of the fi-ames su-c

hinged together at theii' upper ends and are connected
by pivoted slats adjusted by wedge blocks.

Claim.—The use of the two frames herein de-

Bcribed, constructed and hinged together at their up-

per ends and provided with the blocks e e, substan-

tially as and for the pm-poso herein set forth.

67,103.—Saml'el J. Clark, Detroit, Mich.—
Lifting Jaci-.—July 23. 1867.—The fulcrum post is

hinged to the lever,' and the latter is held in position

when a weight is upon it by a pawl which rests on top
of the post.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

lever A, the standai-d B, the hinge C C, ratchet D,
pawl E, and hook F, for the pm-poses above described.

67,104.-CHARirEsE. Clarke. George Hadley,
and John \\. Clifford, Buffalo, jST. Y.—Preserving
yi'ood.—July 23.1867.—The timber chamber is charged
with superheated vapor, which is subsequently con-

densed, and the pores of the wood filled with an ole-

aginous preservative material admitted fi'om a reser-

voir.

Claim.—The within described process of treating

•\rood for the purpose of preserving, protecting, solidi-

fying, or coloring the same.

67,105.—Joiix E. Cryer, Green Point, IST. T.—
C/iifr?i.—July 23, 1867.—Projections in the nut tra-

verse grooves in the dasher 'shaft, and osciUate the
dasher in a horizontal plane. The nut is vertically

reciprocated by the lever and link.

Claim.—First, the spiral threaded shaft B &, in

combination with the traversing nut E e, and with
oscillating dashers niTanged to operate substantially

in the manner and for the purpose herein specified.

Second, the fork link H H^ H^, connected to the nut
E c, and an-anged to operate relatively thereto and
to the spiral threaded shaft B h, and to the hand lever

G, or its equivalent, substantially as and for the pur-

pose herein specified.

Thii-d, mounting the within described partially re-

Tolviug shaft B B' between pivots a c in the maimer
[

sheet metal blank is laid on the die, and the plunger
represented, one of the said pivots being fixed on a coming down on the same forces the corners into the

cross-bar C C C^, secured in bearings A^ A^ by means curved grooves and turns tlie fold of the metal aroimd
of the removable wedge D, so as to allow the whole ! to the side of the pan, leaving it ready for wiring,

to be connected and disconnected in the manner an(3

for the pm-poses herein set forth.

67,106—J. CuMMXGS and H. Harkln-gton,
"Woodstock, Canada.

—

Threshing Machine.—July 23,
1867.—The suspended reciprocating toothed bars are
alternately vibrated by a crank shaft actuated by the
gearing. The rock shaft agitates the shoe, and the
straw carrier at the same time and in conjunction
with the reciprocating bars shakes and propels tho
straw. The pendent screen board arrests the progress
of stray grains. A perforated board is substituted
for slats in that part of the straw carrier beneath the
crank shaft.

Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement
of the alternating reciprocating bars H H, having
also a vibrating up and down motion at the front end
with the straw carrier C, having a longitudinal recip-
rocating motion and a vibrating up and down motion
at the rear- end, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

Second, the thin elastic metal tips b on the near end
of the bars H, running in the cross-guide piece I, as
described and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the perforated boardH itnder the crank shaft
J, and forming a pai't of the slatted caiTier C, as and
for the pm'pose specified.

Fourth, the pendent screen or dividing board B,
constructed, arranged, and operating as described,
employed in combination with the bars H and carrier
C, as set forth.

Fifth,^ the construction and arrangement of the
grain canier L, forming- part of the shoe, and pro-
vided with the inclined slatted screen M at the end,
as shown, in combination with the carrier C and re-

ciprocating bars H H, the whole arranged and ope-
rating substantially as described.

Sixth, connecting both the shoe and straw earner
by the rod o, and operating them by the same rock-
shaft A, in the manner described.

67,107.—F. J. Dibble, Chicago, III., assignor to
himself and Marshall E. Hunter, same place.—
Folding Seat and Arm.—July 23, 1867.—The seat and
ai-ms are pivoted so as to fold up against the back,
and have clastic rubber stops at therr points of con-
tact with their supports.

Claim.—First, in combination with a folding seat
C a folding arm L, operating substantially as herein
specified.

Second, the combination of the seat C, arm D, axle
F, slot I, and pin H, with the jointed arm L. arranged
and operating as and for the purposes specified.

Third, thc'combination of the folding arm L with
the seat C, the arm D, axle F, slot I, and pin H, and
rubber J, substantiallv as and for the purposes set
forth.

Fourth, in combination with the last above, the ar-

rangement of the rubbers K K, or their equivalent,
in the manner and for the purposes described.

67,108.-Clark Fisher, Trenton, if. J., assign-
or by mesne assignments to himself.

—

Burning Hy-
drocarbon Liquids.—July 23, 1867.—The ajiparatus
is removed from the effects of the heat, correcting its

tendency to accumulate tar. A jet of steam delivers
the hydrocarbon in spray by which it is atomized,
and mingled with atmospheric aii- introduced partly
by the action of the steam and partly by the grat'e

bar or plates. The nozzle is adjustable'.

Claim.—First, the apparatus substantially as de-
scribed.
Second, the location of the apparatus outside of

the chamber where the combustion is effected, so
that it may not be affected by the heat of the same.

Third, the method of regulating the supply of steam
by the screwing outward or inward of B.
'Fourth, the delivery of liquid hydrocarbon for com-

bustion in the form of spray, by means of a jet of
steam, substantially as herein described.

67,109.—John Goown. Ekastus F. Blair, and
John Lyda, Georgetown, Ohio.

—

Machine for Man-
vfacturing Sheet Metal Pa»6\—Julv 23, 1867.—The
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Claim.—The expansive die H H' H", provided
•with curved coruer grooves h', and coustructcd and
operated substantially in the manner and for the pur-

pose specified.

67,110 G. GUNDERSOX, Chicacro, 111.—SJcate
Fastening.—July 'S3, 1867; antedated Juljai, 1867.—
The plate on the heel of the boot is engaged by sta-

tionary and movable projections from the heel 'plate

of the'skate.
Claim.—The plate D, having the projections aa b,

in combination with the plate c, spring a, lock e, boot
C, and skate A B, when constructed, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

67,111.—W. E. Haskins, New York, IST. Y.—
Envelope.—The trapezoidal projections at the uijper
corners are folded in so as to secure the loose corners
of tlie envelope.
Claim.—The trapezoidal projections D D of the

bos envelope between the fla]) A, ends E E, and the
upper corners of the joint 13, folded in the medium
line b d, and lines a d and d c, whereby the corners
of the envelope are completely closed,' substantially
as described, for the pm-pose specified,

67,11^.—WiLUAM P. Heffron, Chicago, 111.,

assignor to himself and George H. Sayre, same
place.—5oi7er Tube Cleaner.—Jnlj 23, 1867—The
tube is driven longitudinally by the feed wheel pass-
ing between the revolving fools, which are driven by
a bevel ring-gear to which they arc attached.
Claim.—First, the combination of the traveling

or feed wheel G and a series (one or more) of revolv-
ing cutters M, arranged and operating substantitdly
as and for the purposes herein specified.
Second, the combination of the cutter holder, with

its cutters and traveling wheel G, with the gearing
shown, for the purpose of operating the same as and
for the purpose set forth.

Third, in combination with the said traveling-
wheel and revolving cutters, the case A B, pro-
vided with a central opening for the tube, arranged
and operated substantially in the manner and for the
purposes described and set forth.

67,113—Jy. S. HiXES, Brooklyn, X. Y.—Sy-
draidic Crane.—Julj 23, ] 867.—The metallic post is

placed within the cylinder, forming a guide to the
ram when it is imder the strain of a load placed on
the jib, keeping the lower end of the ram in line with
bearings in the neck of tlie cylinder. The mast is

strengthened by a guide above the jib. The lower
end of the mas't is arranged for unlocking and re-

moval of mast and jib for facility in packing.
Claim.—First, the combination of the cylinder and

ram with an internal central support, constructed
substantially as and for the purpose described.
Second, the ai-rangement with the cylinder and

ram of a jib, constructed witli a mast, said mast being
provided with a suitable guide above the jib, substan-
tially as and for the pui-pose described.
Third, the arrangement in the lower part of the

mast of a device for milocking or releasing it from
the ram, substantially as described.
Fourth, the arrangement with the jib of an inter-

mediate brace, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

Fifth, the combination with the carriage running
npon the jib of a vertical friction roUer, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

Sixth, the introduction of air under pressm-e at any
convenient point in the cylinder, for the purpose of
blowing the water out that may remain and in its

connecting pipes after use, substantially as described.

67,114.—HiAL Hodge and Joseph P. Xoyes,
Binghamton, N. Y., assignors by mesne assignments
to Samuel S. White, same place.

—

Automatic Den-
tal Mallet.—Jxdj 23, 1867.—Pressure on the thumb
pin forces back tlie mallet and trips the same to cause
a blow, which is communicated to the plugger.

Claim.—First, the combination, substantially as
shown and described in the drawing and specifica-
tions before referred to, by which the blow is pro-
duced by simply pressing down the finger-piece h.
Second, the graduation of the force of the blow by

the screw, combined with the finger-piece, substan-
tially as sho-aru and described.

Third, the combination, substantially as sliown and
described, by which the point / is held firmly in its

place, and any sliding in the instrument avoided,
thus enabling it to be used as an ordinary hand plug-
ger whenever desired.

67,115.—W. W. HUBBAUD, Edinburg, Ind.—
Corn Planter.—July 23, 1867.—The log is beveled iu
front and has a draft hook attached. It is lioUowed
out to make room for a seed hopper, adjustable slide,

and pivoted elbow luvcr. The pivoted handle, iu
connection with the lever and slide, regulates tlie

dropping of the corn iu the hollow made by tlie pro-
jection below the log. The covering hoe follows iu
the rear.

Claim.—First, the log or di'ag A, provided with a
seed or corn hopper in its rear- end, or used with it,

as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the handles D, lever E, and seed slide C,
aiTanged v^'ith the log with a hole through its center,
and hopper B, as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the hoe or coverer I, connected to the drag
and handles, and operating substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the mole or flange L, on the under side of
the log or drag, used substantially as and for the
pm-pose set forth.

67,116.—George Hubert, Lancaster, Pa.—
Compound Lock for Doors.—July 23, 1867.—When
the door is locked iu the ordinary manner, the smaller
key is introduced and the bolt is again locked.

Claim.—The supplementary lock, consisting of tho
bolt 1 1, Avith its projecting arm K, and the spring
tumbler I, with its curved flange and opening, the
same being constructed and arranged as described,
so as to be operated by an independent key for secur-
ing- the main bolt of the lock, in the manner substan-
tially as set forth.

67,117.—William D. Hunt, Scott, N. Y.—Fence.
—July 23, 1867.—Explained by the claim and illus-

tration.

Claim.—Providing the wires of a wire fence with
a series of spur wheels, substantially as and for tho
pm-pose set forth.

67.118.—A. B. HURD, Watkins, ]^. Y.—Churn
Dasher.—July 23, 1867.—The tubular dasher shaft
slips loosely upon the rod projecting from the bottom
of the chiu-n ; the air below the valve in tho shaft is

driven into the cream at each down stroke. The dasher
arms have spiral, flutter wheels.
Claim.—First, the combiuation of the plug C, at

the bottom of the chm-n, with the tubular rod A
sliding over it, for displacing the au", as herein set

forth.

Second, the combination of the spiral wheels d witii

the dasher wings b, aiTanged and operating in tho
manner and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the special construction and arrangement of
the churn dasher, with all its parts, as herein specified.

67,119.— Joseph Hyde, Ti-oy, :N'. Y.— Foldino
Chair.—July 23, 1867 ; antedated July 18, 1867.—Tho
arms are pivoted to the back aiid the lower portions,
and they to the upper ends of the legs. As the back
is reclined the lower part is lifted, and it assumes a
couch form.
Claim.—The employment of the center arm pieces

C, in combination 'with the back pieces B B, and
with the lower pieces D D, and each being so ar-

ranged and attached as to allow or permit the said
chaii" or couch to be folded or unfolded, in the manner
and for the pm-poses substantially as herein described
and set forth.

67,120.—GusTAV Jedamski, i^ew York, N. Y.,
assignor to William Stachlen, same place. —Fen
Back. — July 23, 1667. — Pau-s of concavo-convex
springs clasp the pens.

Claim.. — The spring B, formed with a recess a
and double springs b e, as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

67,121.—Thomas H. Jenkins, K"yack, 2^. Y.—
Making Steel. — July 24,1867. — Crude cast iron is

thrown, in small pieces, at a cherry-red heat, into a
bath consistiag of water, 28 galls ; oil of vitriol, 8
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11)S. ; sal ammoniac, 44 oz.
;

glauber salts, 20 oz.

;

common salt, 30 oz. ; 5 to 12 parts of this cast iron
are melted in pots with 100 parts wrought iron.

Ciaim.—Melting wrought ii"on in crucibles or pots
in admixture with a percentage of crude cast iron,
after such crude cast iron has been treated, while in a
liiglily heated state, in a bath, substantially as de-
scribed.

67,122.—Horace M. Keith, West Bloomfield,
Mich., assignor to himself and T. A. Flower, Oak-
laud county, Mich.— Combined Fertilizer and Seed
Bower.—Jiily 23, 1867.—The seed slides are recipro-
cated by levers actuated by cams on the axle, ajid

tlie fertilizer cylinders are di-iven by chain gearing
to the axle. Their discharge holes naay be closed by
the surrounding strips.

Claim.—Fii'st, the cylinders H H, revolving in the
box G, and caiTying fertilizing material for distribu-

tion, as herein specified.

Second, the bands e e, with their strips d d, in com-
bination with perforated cylinders H H, as and for

the purpose set forth.

Third, the "nings or flanges J within the perfo-

rated cylinders, as and for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the an-angement of the cyliutlei's H H,
claims L L, divided axle E, levers D D, wheels a a,

and the box E, with its slides, as and for the purpose
set forth.

67,123.—Edward Kretchmer, Pleasant Grove,
Iowa.— Beehive. — July 23, 1867.—The comb fi'ames
are in two vertical sections, removable separately
from the hives, and between the cross-bars ; other
bars are intei'posed to limit tlie queen to the lower
portion, but allow passage to the workers. It oper-
ates to restrict the brood to the lower combs.
Claim. — The comb frames K, provided with the

bar i^ and bars o o i", constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

67,124.—Charles F. Xuhxle, Washington, D.
C.

—

Shelf Bracket.—Jidy 23, 1867.—I.nprovement on
his patent August 15, 1*865. One face rests against
the Avail, another supports the joist or shelf, and the
pj-ojections enter the wall.

Claim.—The bracket A, consistiug of the pieces
a a', at right angles to each other, braced by sup-

ports b, and provided with two or more projections c

and flanges d, substantially as described.

67,125.

—

James Lamb, Hubbardstown, Mass.

—

Washing Machine.—July 23, 1867.—Four operative
pins depend from the crucial frame attached to the
shaft of the cross handle. The shaft passes through
t]i3 lid and has free rotation therein.

Claim.—The said washing machine, as composed
of the tub A, the cover B, the shaft C, the hanille D,
the cross E, and the pins F, combined and arranged
in manner so as to operate substantially as described.

07,126. — George Long, Marlboro' Township,
Ohif/.

—

Yfagon Brake.—July 23, 18()7.—The fore axle
is so connected to the compound brake levers that
backward pressure in descending a hill will put the
brakes into action. This movement of the axle is

prevented, when backing the wagon, by the pendent
part of an oscillating lever upon tlie box, which is

brought in contact w'ith the axle.

Claim. — First, the peculiar combination and ar-

rangement of the front bed piece D, connecting link

K K, and compound levers E I E I, substantially in

the manner and for the iiurpose spccilicd.

Second, tlie peculiar combination and arrangement
of the lever O with the lever P, forming a compound
anti-brake lever, suljstautiaUy in the manner and for

the purpose s])ccilied.

67,127.-— Wm. L. Lowrey, Saratoga Springs,
Is". Y.

—

Manufacture of Illuminating Gas.—July 23,

li-67.—The carbureted hydrogen from the retort is

obtained from the destructive distillation of any car-

bonaceous matter, and is passed successively through
bodies of cliarcoal, the tirst of which is cxposed'to
tlie lieat of the fire.

Claim.—First, the manufacture of gas by roasting
the material in a retort, and passing the gaseous
products throuf?h a chamber partially filled with
charcoal, at a high heat, and then tluough a coudeus-

iiig chamber filled with charcoal, substantially aa
described.
Second, the retort A, in combination with the

decomposing chamber B and the condensing cham-
ber C, when arranged and operated in connection
with a cooking stove, range, or similar heating ajipa-

ratus, substantially as set forth.

67,128.—Warren Mansfield, South Braintree,
Mass. — Spring Wagon. — July 23, 1867. — The bed
rests by springs on the hind 'axle, and the front is

supported by springs on the bolster of the fore axle

;

volute spring braces attach the bed to the bolster.

Claim.—First, the arrangement upon rockers B of
springs C, connected as described with the wagon
body i.

Second, the arrangement of volute spring braces d,

connected as described with wagon body H and
rocker B, when the rocker carries springs C', attached
to the wagon body, substantially as described.

67,129.—Eldridge J. Merrick, Eochester, N.
Y.—Dental Plate.— July 23, 1867.— An elastic base
is attached to the hard portions, and may be removed
and another attached as the mouth changes.

Claim.—Fii'st, the use of an elastic base over the
entire surface of the upper jaw and the back portion
and sides of the palatine arch.
Second, the manner of making the elastic base

smooth on the lingual side by means of its being vul-

canized in contact with polished metal.

67,130.—G. S. Merrill, Chicago, Fd.-Jfac/itne
for Cleaning and Assorting Cranberries. — July 23,

1867.—The cranberries run down an inclined chute,

and are assorted by their comparative momentum,
the perfect and imperfect berries and the trash being
collected in separate trays.

Claim.—First, the arrangement and combination
of the adjustable chute-board B M, partitions D E,
and reverse board C, substantially as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

Second, the combination of the board K and mov-
able stop N, when constructed as and for the purpose
specified.

67,131.—Gn.PiN Moore, Moline, Bl,, assignor to
Decre and Company, same place.

—

JDie for Making
Ploiv Braces.—July 23, 1867.—The dies have suitable

recesses for swaging tiie brace bars to form. These
brace bars are inserted between the mold board and
the land side, at the rear end.

Claim.—The dies A and B, constructed substan-

tially as shown and described, for making plow braces,

as set forth.

67,132.—Joseph Myers, Camden, Ta.—Sleigh
Brake.—Ji^lj 23, 1867.—The motion of the handle,

by means of' levers with pivoted connections, briugs
the claws upon the track to act as a brake.

Claim.—The arrangement of the lever B, connect-
ing rod C, with the levers E G and I, shaft I, and
connecting bars H and F upon the sleigh or slide, as

and for the pm-pose herein specified.

67,133. — Charles W. Packer, Philadelphia.

Pa.—Ice Cream Freezer.—J\\\y 23, 1867.—The can
and the paddles revolve in ditferent directions, their

gears being operated by the bevel wheel on the driving
shaft.

Claim.—First, the cross-bar B, hinged to and re-

tained on the vessel A, and canying a wheel G, hav-
ing a recess adapted to receive the end of the dasher
spindle, substantially as described.

Second, the combination of the cross bar B, its

plate D, bevel wheels G and F, spindle E, and bevel
wheel K on the cover of the vessel I.

Third, the combination of the said cross bar B, its

plate b b, and pins e, with tlie studs // on the vessel A.
Fourth, the strip K arranged to vibrate on a dasher,

substantially as set forth.

67,134.—John H. ParmeLee, Chicopce, Mass.,

assignor to himself and William Ball.—Collar.—
July 23, 1867.—The tongues on the band of the collar

prevent the tie from slipping otY.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a paper
or cloth collar having one or more semicircular, semi-

elliptical, or rcctaugulai- slits or cuts in the baud
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thereof, foiTaing a tongue, made substantially as

herein described and Ibrthe purposes specined.

6y,133.— Eli Pettys, Chestcrtown, IS". T.

—

Gate.—Jn\y 23, 1867.—The gate is opened or shut by
suspended 'rods attached to the transverse lever ac-

tuating the hinged bar, which connects by a segment
•with the pinions attached to the gate.

Claim.—TiT&t, the use of the bar H -n-ith its arm J,

with the segment G, in combination with the rear bar
of the gate aud its pinion, as and for the pui'pose set

forth.

Second, the cross-bar I, provided with its cords or
rods s it, in combination with the bar H, as constructed
and used, substantially as set forth.

Third, the shaft i, provided with the oval collar and
used in connection Avith the loops a as and for the piu--

pose set forth.

Fourth, the arm J", lever K, spring I, and latch M,
arranged and used substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

67,136.—iSTELSOX Pramer, Troy, IST. Y., assignor
to Hicks, TVolf. & Co., same place.

—

Grate.—July
23, 1867 ; antedated July 14, 1867.—The grate has a
central hook which enters a loop in its supporting
bar to allow the tilting of the grate.

Claim.—The combination of a cylindrical or other
shaped gTate A with a stationary horizontal bar or
support D, in the manner and for the piu'poses substan-
tiiily as hereinbefore fully described aud set forth.

Second, the employment of the hook C in combina-
tion with the recess E, by means of which the grate
is operated in the manner and for the purposes sub-
stantially as hereinbefore described and set forth.

67,137.— Thomas M. and Thomas J. Raser,
Philadelphia, Va.—Boat-Betaching Tackle.—Ju\j 23,
1867.—The detent catch of the two jaws is upon a
spring wliich is depressed by the boat-supporting link
so that as the boat touches the water the detent rises
and frees the jaws. The ja-ns may be transfixed by
a pin to prevent detachment.

Claim.—Eii'st, in coml}iuatiou with the two jaws
of the hook pivoted together, as described, the spring
b, latch spring c with its catch c', tongue d with its

catch e, and the groove d', all constructed and oper-
ating substantially as described.

Second, in combination with a hook constructed
and operating as above described, the pin/, as and for
the pm'pose described.

Thii-d, in combination with a hook constructed and
operating as described, the check pin i and groove j,
as and for the pmpose described.
Fourth, in combination with the tongue d and groove

d', the guard plates g on each side of the tongue, ar-
ranged and operating as and for the purpose described.

67,138.—Hexry Eothfelter, ISiew York, N. Y.
—Winding and Setting Watches.—Jn\y 23, 1867.—The
key is in the stem, and may be detached for ordiuaiy
use by turning down the 'ring, a shoulder on which
withdraws the pin which holds the key in place. A
lever is pivotecf inside, and is adjustable by a lever-
catch aud spring. It carries two wheels, which may
respectively be brought into connection with the
winding gear or the setting gear.

Claim.— First, the lever B, lever catch r, stiid s,

and spring m, in combination with the wheels d, e, a,

and q and with the button h, all constructed and ope-
rating substantially as and for the piu-pose set forth.
Second, the cam-shaped shoulder k on the I'ing j, in

combination with the pin i and barrel g, constructed
and operating substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

67,139—William F. Seaa-ey, Portland, Me.—
Brace for Bits.—July 23, 1867.—The sUding plate has
T-projections nan-owing the slot through which the
shank passes. The projections engage notches in the
shank when moved inward.

Claim.— The horizontal sliding slotted plate C,
when moving in the slot in the part 2 of the bit brace
and further secm-ed by the screw d, and having the
three slots 3 4 5, substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth aud described.

67,140.—Balthasar Seegmuller, Xew York,
N"- Y.—Combined Knob, Latch, and Lock.—Jvilj 23,

1867.—The tumbler is pivoted to tlie latch, and may
be connected to or disconnected from the spindle yoke,
or locked while projected by a knob which traverses
a slot m the plate.

Claim.—The hooked tumbler/ pivoted on the bolt
aud provided with a kuob passing through a slot in
the lock case, in combination with the saddle operated
by the handle, substantially as aud for the pm-poses set
forth.

67,141.—Jacob Slauder, Osborn, Ohio, assignor
to himself and Levi C. Smith, same place.—-B/-brtrf-

cast Seeder.—July 23, 1867,—The seed board is revers-
ible to throw the seed to the front or rear of the ploA^'S.

The plows can be removed and drill teeth substituted,
hose being attached to convey the grain. The seed-
box may be adjusted to sow oats. The seed fi-ame is

adjustably connected to the plow and axle frame.
Claim.—First, the reversible seed board E", attached

to the seed-box as above shown, when constructed and
used substantially as and for the pm-pose described.

Second, the adjustable bottom c c' of the seed-box,
which may be elevated or depressed at pleasure, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

Third, the combriiation of the plow beams K K. tlie

plow standards H H, the beam G, aud the lever I,

substantially as and for the purpose described.
Fourth, the arrangement of the alternate short

standards H' on the plow beams K, and the long-

standards H affixed to the beam G, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

67,143.—AbrAHAJi L. Smith, Marengo, Mich.—
Coupling Beach for Bob Sleighs.—July 23, 1807.

—

The extensible coupling- bar consists o'f two pieces
connected by a strap and adjusting bolt. This me-
tallic bar is engaged by the ring bolt, and passes
through ring bolts of the tongue of the rear sled.

Clcdm.—The arrangement and combinotion of the
two metal reach bars C and D with each other and
with a pair of bob sleds, when such bars are con-
structed and connected substantially in the manner
and for the purposes herein set forth.

67,143.—Charles S. Sxead, Louisville, Ky.—
Extension Gate.—July 23, 1867.—The diagonally-lat-
ticed gate is folded back as a lazy tongs, and has a
caster on the moving upright.
Claim.—The peculiar construction of the gate, as

herein described, to allow the expansion or contrac-
tion, the application of the intermediate washer C. to
prevent the inibbing of bars, the slots D, to allow the
extension and limit the same, and the foot roller E,
to prevent the sagging of the gate.

67,144 H. T. Staxard, Wayne, Mich.—Ma-
chine for Applying and Measuring Forces.—July 23,

1867.— For testing the tenacity of metal. Sec. "One
end of the bar to be tested is attached to a hook upon
one of a system of levers connected to an index finger,
the other end is connected to a reciprocating lever
made to climb up its supports by changing the fulcrum
pin. The lever is actuated by reciprocal pawls on a
hand lever. A scale near the bar indicates the elon-
gation of the same.
Claim.—First, the frame F F F, in triple foim, as

described.
Second, the combination of the double lever C C

with the frame F F F, as specified, to obtain a triple
bearing for the fulcrum pin, thereby securing greater
strength.
Third, in combination, the arms jST and R, index

wheel h, pointers 3 and 4, scale o a, chain or cord .5

and 6, spring 7, all combined and operating as speci-
fied.

67,145.—Colin Cree St. Clair, Washington, D.
C—Preserving Dead Bodies.—Jnly 23, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claims.

Claim.—First, the preserving of dead bodies by
encasing them in liquid cement compositions, which
harden by diying, substantially as and lor the ptu-pose
described.
Second, the composition described, composed of

one part plaster of Paris with two paris of hydraulio
cement, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Thii-d, the use of the glass plate D and the tube E,
in connection with the encasing of bodies in the com-
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position or cement, substantially as and for the pui--

pose described.

07,146.—Theophilus Stover, Cambridgeport,
Mass.— Wiridow Blind Fastening.—Julj 23, 1867.

—

The vertically-moving spring has two latch projec-
tions, which engage respectively the sheet and open
holding catches.

C'toim.—First, the construction of two latches a a'

upon the spring ijlate B, for the purpose of being re-

ceived and held by notched catches, substantially as
described.
Second, the pin E, constructed with a head b' and

shoulder or gauge b upon it, for the purpose of being
used in combination with a latch spring B, and suita-

ble catching devices in the construction of a window
fastening, as set forth.

Third, the back shoulder abutments upon the
catches when the same are raised higher than the
forward shoulders and prevent the latches passing
too far back, as herein set forth.

Fourth, a reversible blind catch D, which is adapted
for being driven into vertical or horizontal joints be-
tween the brick of a wall, substantially as explained.

Fifth, the combination of lifting rod g, and double
catch or latch studs a a', with a spring B, which is

applied to the bottom edge of a Avindow and blind
sustained by a pin E, substantially as described.

67,147.—Edward Stuart, Shufordsvillc, Miss.— Cotton Press.—July 23, 1867.—The rack bar has
two plungers and works alternately in a press box at
each end; the teeth are in three longitudinal rows
and in each of the outer rows the teeth stand opposite
to the spaces in the other. An eccentric cam operates
to complete the pressure.

Claim.—The combination of the peculiar construc-
tion of cogs and eccentric wheel, so as to prevent
cogs from breaking with great pressure, as described
in the specification.

67,148.—John M. Wilcox, Albany, ZnT. Y.
Potato Bigger.—July 23, 1867.—A rotating rake acts
upon the potatoes and earth as they are raised by the
plow, and passes them to the reciprocating separator.
A series of fixed knives cut the vines Avhich tangle
on the rake.
Claim.— The revolving raking apparatus t and

standing knives v, in combination with the i)low or
scoop /and separator w, substantially as and for the
pm'poses set forth.

Also, the reciprocating fingers I, actuated in the
manner specified, in combination with the separator
w and plow/, as set forth.

07,149.—Eeuben B. Will, ISTew Market, Va.,
assignor to Wesley H. Colton, Shenandoah county,
Y'd.—WasM7ig ALachine.—Juij 23, 1867.—The bottom
of the suds box is semi-cylindrical and has a seg-

mental series of rollers. The radial arms have pro
jecting knobs and are oscillated by a crank upon
their shaft connected to a rotating crank of somewhat
less length.
Claim.—Yivst, the construction of a washing ma-

chine dasher, of a drum D and studded arms e e, ar-

ranged within a semicircular wash box, having a
concave bed of rollers, substantially as described.

Second, the centrally arranged rib d, in combina-
tion with the removable covers B and the concave
wash box having vibrating heating arms applied
within it, substantially as described and lor the pui'

Ijoses described.

67,151.—David W. Wright, E'ew York, N. Y.,
assignor to Thomas L. Wright, same place.

—

Pule
for Calculating Time and Measures.—July 23, 1867.

—

One side is a time scale graduated duodecimally for
months and has a sliding bar which is graduated for
days. The other side is gTaduated in inches and
fractions. The mode of operation and its uses cannot
be briefly described.

Claim.—The combination of the above-described
slide a, having upon it initial day letters and other-
wise marked and numbered, substantially as above
specified, with stationary part of said scale, con-
structed, marked, and divided substantially as above
described.

67,152.—Henry Zurbrick, Elizabethtown, Ohio.—Cultivator and Seed Sower.—July 23, 1867.—The
seed frame beneath the hopper is divided horizontally
and hinged so that the top can be thrown back to ex-
pose the seed cylinder. The seed frame is hinged to
the main frame and is tilted by a lever to throw the
seeding mechanism out of gear. The coverers are
attached by collars to the standards of the opening
plows.

Claim.—First, the hopper H hinged to the bed
piece I, the bed piece I hinged to the frame J, and
the fi-ame J adjustably bolted or hinged to frame A,
as and for the pur]30se herein speci^ed.
Second, the arrangement of the lever L and its con-

nections with the frame J, for the pm'pose of elevat-

ing its rear, and throwing the seeding apparatus out
of gear, substantially as specified.

Third, the aiTangement of the shanks P with the
covering device attached to the same and with the
adjustable frame J, as and for the pm'pose specified.

67,153.—Egbert Ashe, Somerville, Mass., as-

signor to himself and George W. Eldkedge.—J3a&j/
Jumper and Cradle.—Jvl\j 23, 1867.—The cradle or
seat is supported on bowed springs liko sleigh run-

ners.

Claim.—The combination of the brace A, the seat

or cradle B, and the rods C, with theii- springs a,

when the latter are arranged and secm-ed at such a
distance apart as to prevent the seat or cradle from
tipping to one side, substantially as set forth.

Also, in combination with the above, making the

springs a adjustable, so that they can be advanced or
withdrawn, in order to increase or diminish their

power of resistance, substantially as described, for the

purpose set forth.

Also, making the front portion 5 of the cradle re-

movable, so that the remaining portion may be used
as a chair or seat, substantially as set forth.

67,150.— Granville Wood, Detroit, Mich.—
Melodeon.—Su\Y 23, 1867.-The capacity of the airlju
cliambcr above the reeds is enlarged ; tJie reeds are ]* (

placed further from the swell ; a wind shield over the

reeds checks, diffuses, and oipializes the motion of the

air as it approaches the different reeds. The object

is to establish accord, Avhich is vitiated by the usual

unequal velocity of tlie air upon the different reeds.

Claim.—Tlie employment of an air chamber C over
the reeds F F, when the reeds are placed and ar-

ranged therein in such a manner that they do not re-

ceive the currents of air admitted by the swell direct,

but changed in direction and equalii^ed in force, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes herein specified.

67,154.—H. H. Bryant, Boston, Mass.— Con-
struction of Fire-proof Safes.—Juij 23, 1867.—Be-
tween the inner and outer cases are removable water
vessels, arranged to sm-round the inner safe with
steam, when the structure is subjected to heat.

Claim.—First, the combination with the inner and
outer walls or cases of a safe or other structure of a
similar nature, of water or liquid vessels or tanks,

located between the said walls or case, under an ar-

rangement substantially as herein described.

Second, the combination with the cases a and d of

the removable water or liquid tanks or vessels and
flanges or supports by which the same are held in po-

sition in the space intervening between said cases, as

and for the purposes described.

Third, in a safe or other similar structure, as herein

specified, the construction and arrangement of one or

more sides of the outer wall or case, so that the sanie

may be readily removed without injury to tl\e said

,structm'C, as and for the pm-pose shown and set forth.

67,155.—John N. Ball, Buffalo, N". Y.—Eave
Trough, Bracket, and Cornice.—3\Aj 30, 1867.—The
metallic cave trough and cornice is attached by sheet-

iron straps, and being composed of metal is fire-proof.

Claim.—A combined cornice, eave trough, and
brackets A B D, as a new article of manufacture,

constructed and used in the manner substantially as

described.

67,156 Samuel A. Barr, Pittsbm-g, Pa.—
Clothes-line Fastening.—Jvily 30, 1867.—The clothes-

line passes round the rollers attached in their frames
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at various points. To facilitate the attachment, the
roller slips out of one of its l^earings.

Claim.—Tho within-dcscribecl clothes-line fiistencr,

as a new article of uianufacturc. consisting- of a plate

A with perforalorl lugs B B cast upon it, which re-

ceive a pin C througli theii- perforations, and having,
also, a recess formed between, and perforated ears

outside of said lugs, as and for the pui'pose specified.

67,J 57.—James L. Bkss and Adam Hagney,
Keokuk, Iowa.

—

Flane for (Jutting Blind Slats.—
Jul}' 30, 1867.—A plank is clamped edge up and the
plane driven over it. The slats are cut by two side

cutters, the transverse cutters and the series of split-

ting cutters.

Claim.—The an-angement of the slitting cutters

E E El, edge cutters T> D, and swing cutters C, in a
frame A A^, expansible by means of set screws G G,
all as herein described o-nd for the pui-pose specified.

67,15S.—F. A. Brewster, Springfield, Mass.—
Hoop SJcirt.—July 30, 1867.—Tho springs are not
carried entirely around but connect through a por-

tion of the circuit by tapes, this portion being ex-

tended by a bowed spring.
Claim.—First, tho springs extending from the tape

6, around the skirt to the tape h^. in combination with
the bands a and one or more semi-elliptical springs d,

the whole constructed substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, in a hoop skirt divided wholly or partially
down the front, the auxiliary ribs or tie springs //,
applied and operating substantially as and for the
pui'pose herein set forth.

67,159.—Wm. Brown, New York. '^.Y.—Car-
pet Stretcher and Tack Driver.—3vi\j 30, 1867.-The
carpet is caught by the teeth and stretched to its posi-

tion ; a tack is dropped in the conductor, and the
plunger being raised by the cord, is allowed to fall on
the head of the tack.

Claim.—Fii'st, the combination of the inclined car-

pet stretcher Avith the vertical column and tack driv-
ing apparatus, arranged and operating in the manner
and for the purposes described.
Second, the combination of the tack-conducting

tube and the cord and pulleys, with the inclined shaft
and vertical column, arranged and operating in the
manner and for the purposes described.

67,160.—Walter G. Brownson, Wcllsville,
Ohio.—i2ei«y Marjnet.-Jv^j 30, 1867.—The attraction
of the receiving magnet on the armatute to break the
local circuit is partially counteracted by a second
magnet excited by the same electric current, but act-
ing by less force upon the said armature, cither from
greater relative distance or by employing magnets of
different power.
Claim.—The use of one or more adjusting or coun-

ter-balance magnetsW in combination with the arma-
ture lever K of a telegraphic relay instrument and its

receiving magnet or magnets A. when said adjusting
magnet or magnets are excited simultaneously with
the receiving magnet by the same electrical current,
the whole operating substantially in the manner and
for the purpose herein set forth.

67,161.—Charles Bruso. Jr., Worcester, Mass.
—Gas Pipe J"ofn^.—J idy 30. 1867.—The lower stem is
screwed on the end of tlie pipe, and screws are passed
through the ears that fasten the joint in place. The
pipe to which the burner is attached is scrcAved into
the upper stem and the gas turned on to fill the pipe
attached to the stem. When the gas is to be lighted
the valve spindle is turned up, the gas passing through
the lower stem, the grooves, and the upper stem to
the burner.
Claim.—Fii'st, the combination of the tubular stem

B, and grooved disk or plate A, with the correspond-
ing grooved cap I and its tubular stem O, under the
aiTangement and for operation as set forth.
Second, the combination with the concentrically

gi'ooved plates or disks, applied to each other as de-
scribed, of the valve and its spindle, mounted and
arranged in the joint, in the manner herein shown
and described.

67,162.—Charles O. Buell. Stamford, Conn.—
77w&)-eZto.—July 30, 18G7.—The flange of tho runner

has a groove for the ring of the stretchers which en-
gage in notches in the flange. A grooved washer
covers and secm-es the ring.
Claim.—The combination Avith tho flange of the

runner or crown piece of an umbrella, of a Avasher so
arranged as to enclose between said flange and washer
the rings or wires that hold the folding parts of the
structure, substantitijly as described.

67,163.—A. G. BuzBY, Philadelphia, Va.—Porta-
ble Writing and Copying Case.—July 30, 18G7.—The
copy book has a case in one of the boards for Avriting
material. An inkstand is confined by an elastic

band to a strip attached to the clasps.
Claim.—Fii-st, a copying book haA'ing a case or

receptacle in one of its boards or covers, as and for
the purpose described.

Second, the strip e having a recess and elastic

band g for the confinement of an inkstand and pen,
as set forth.

67,164.—George W. Carpenter, Xorthville,
Mich., assignor to himself and Samuel Williams,
same i^lace.—Sheep Shears.—The narrow hollow-
backed blade with the cm'ved shoulder afibrds a bet-

ter hand-hold in shearing.
Claim.—The combination of the narrow blade A

with the crooked brace B, and the addition of tho
thumb plate C.

67,165.—J. R. Chiles, Tdchmond,Ya.—Car Scat.
—July 30, 1867.—The braces retaining the back in
position are double-jointed at their lower connections

,

so that when extended the back takes the position of
a lounge, and when braced forward becomes a chair.
The adjustable foot rest behind accommodates the rear
seat.

Claim.—First, the brace I in combination with the
double joint L, substantially as and for the purpose
described.
Second, the combination and arrangement of tho

chair back B, the joint S, the cushion seat M, and the
roller m, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
Thu'd, the foot rest P fixed to a ratchet bar, Avhich

slides in a socket beneath the seat, and supported by
resting on the floor of the car, substantially as de-

scribed.

67,166.—C. M. Clinton and L. Moou, Ithaca,

ISr. Y.—Cale7idar Clock.—Jnlj 30, 1867.—By settrng

the clock at the beginning of the month the dates are

indicated to the end of the month. The devices are

explained in the claims.

Claim.—First,the construction and use ofthe clutch

cog wheel E when made of the several parts and in

the manner described, for the purpose of its combined
use with and means of motion of the thirty-one, or

other similar wheel of a calendar clock, thereby pre-

venting the motion of the said wheel or wheels from
being aftccted, or the said wheel or Avheels from being
misplaced by the position of the clock as described.

Second, the specific combination of the cross bar
F, clutch wheel E held in place by its spring I
with beveled teeth, controlled and held by the stud
J, the same making a whole, and acting on the wheel
B or its substantial equivalent as described.
Thud, balancing the cross bar F so that the motive

power of the calendar shall be in the rode, and not in
any use of the cross bar as a weight lever.

Fourth, the specific device of the tumbler M at-

tached to any part of the cross bar F, tuid acting by
an clboAV joint or lifting action of the stop D as de-

scribed.
Fifth, the projection L from tho stop D, for the pur-

pose of a point of action on the stop D by the tumbler
M as described.

Sixth, regulating the action of the tumbler M by
the stud O, when virtually made and acting as de-

scribed.

Seventh, the combination of the wheel B, the stop

D, projection L, tumbler M, stud O, and cross barF,
or equivalents thereunto, the same making a Avholc

and being constructed and operated as descril)cd,

thereby prcA^enting the motion of the wheel B or sim-
ilar Avheel from being afi'ected, or the wheel itself

from being misplaced by the position of the clock as

set forth.
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67,167.—George N. Cumju^gs, Proyidence, E..

l.—Eye Glass.—Jn]j 30, 18G7.—Tlie spring bripge-
piece which spans the nose forms a guide for the loops
on the edges of the bows.

Claim.—The employment or use of the guides E E
when operated iu the manner and for the purposes set
forth.

67,1®8.—Hakmom V. Davis, Amherst, IST. H.,
and George E. Smith, Blakesville, N. H., assignors
to George E. Smith.—Seeding Maclmie.—Jnly 30,

1867.—The wheel has cams on its side which engage
with the vibrating lever and agitate the seed hopper
to keep a regular flow of seed, which discharges
through the spout that makes its own furrow.

Claim.—First, the seed box or hopper D, mounted
upon the vibrating lever C, and operated from wheel
E, in the manner substantially as described.

Second, the vibrating hopper, arranged and operat-
ing as described, in combination with the funnel-
si]aped seed run or discharge opening substantially as
described.
Third, the vibrating hopper, provided with dis-

charge openings of different sizes, and arranged to
turn upon a central pi-\-ot as described.

67,169.—Chester F. Dean, St. Johnsbury,
Vt., assignor to himself and John S. Parker, same
i:ilace.—Knife Cleaner.—Julj 30, 1867.—The box is

clamped to the table and the knife is reciprocated
longitudinally between the india-rubber rollers, which
are covered -nith leather. The box contains the
polishing material.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

presser C and its screw E, with the box A, and its

elastic lips, substantially as described.
Also, the combination of the spring D with the

presser C, its screw E, and the box A, having elastic

lips as described.
Also, the combination of the slide B and the

grooves s s, with the box A, the presser C and its

strip of leather d, applied to an india-rubber cylin-

der c, or its equivalent, thb whole being substantially
as specified.

67,170.—E. DE LA Granga, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to himself and Herman Susmann, same place.—Embalming and Preserving Dead Bodies.—3vly
30, 1867.—A solution of sulphurous acid and the sul-

phites of soda, potash, or lime in water, or alcohol, is

injected into the aorta. The cavities of the body,
head, thorax, and abdomen are filled wdth tannin,
gun cotton, camphor, and rosin dissolved in absolute
alcohol or ether and stiffened with cotton and wax.
Claim.—First, the preparation above described for

injection into the veins and arteries, substantially as
specified.

Second, the preparation above described for filling

the cavities of the head, chest, and abdomen, sub-
stantially as specified.

Third, the process of preserviug dead bodies above
described.

67,171.—Henry Dickinson, Jersey City, IST. J.

—Mold for Casting Ingots.—JmIj 30, 1867.—The
mokHs a single tubular conical piece and the mova-
ble bottom permits the extraction of the ingot. The
object is to obviate the ridges made by a sectional
mold.

Claim.—The above-described construction and ar-

rangement of a mold for casting steel and other in-

gots, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

67,172.—George DiFFENT)ERrER. Lewisbm'g,
Pa.

—

Portable Oven for Drying Fruits.—July 30,

1867.—Tlie chamber has double walls constituting
hot-air flues around it, and it is inserted between the
sections of stove pipe. The chamber is strengthened
by bolts and by the shelves therein.

" Claim.—A double-wall portable fruit drier which
is adapted for application to a stove in place of a
portion of the stove pipe, and which is constructed
and strengthened, substantially as described and
shown.

67,173.—W. A. and C. E. Drypen, Monmouth,
m.— Cultivator.—July 30, 1867.—The split tongue
reaches back to brace the rear of the frame, leaving
an open space for the working of the plow handles.

These are operated by the driver on foot or sittmg
on the seat attached to a pivoted frame, which, when
out of use, is lifted up out of the way.

Claim..—First, the frame a a, in connection with
the extended braces b b, substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the slotted axle, in comMnation with
frame a «, and seat pieces h h, for the purpose set
forth and substantially as described.

Third, the sliding seat piece k, in combination
with pieces h h, for the pui'pose set forth.

Fourth, the vertical adjustment of seat as described.
Fifth, the arrangement of pieces, y y %v w and x,

for giving circular motion, substantially as described.
Sixth, the slotted fulcrum, in combination with the

fi'ame a a, for the purpose set forth and substantially
as described.

67,174 Egbert Dunbar, Buffalo, N. Y.— TF«-
ter Whcel.-Svlj 30. 1867.—The step is supported on
inclined legs attached to an extension of the case.
Immediately below the step is a disk attached to the
bearings, and tiie step is enclosed in a chamber of
which the disk forms the bottom, a horizontal plate
extending cylindrically downward, forming the top
and sides. This chamber communicates by a pipe
odth the head water to partially sustain the wheel by
pressure on the chamber top.

Claim.—First, the rim F, connected with and ex-
tending downwardly from the plate K, on a circle of
less diameter than the hub of tlie wheel, so as to form,
in combination wdth the plate ~K and stationary disk
E, the lesser annular chamber G, and m combination
with the hub the lai'ger annular chamber J, for the
purposes and substantially as described.
Second, the holes j^ in the plate K, opening a com-

munication between the chambers M and IST through
the annular chamber J, substantially as shown and
described.

67,175.—Egbert Dunbar, Buffalo, IST, Y.—Wa-
tsr Wheel.—July 30, 1867.—The hub to which the
buckets are attached is cylindrical in the lower sec-

tion, and outwardly and upwardly inclined in the up-
per section. The upper portions of the buckets are
inclined forward. The water is received at the side
entrance, and has exit beneath.
Claim.—First, a hub made flaring in the upper part

thereof, as represented at A, in combination with the
forward inclination of the bucket, in connection
therewith, for the purposes and substantially as set

forth.

Second, giving a plane surface to the lower part of
the face of the bucket of said wheel, lying between
the cylindrical part of the hub and the anti-friction

band D, substantially as described,

67,176.—W, A. Duncan, Syracuse, N. Y.—Ma-
chine for Palling and Loading Hay.—July 30, 1867;
antedated July 13, 1867.—The teeth projecting through
the opening in the cylinder convev the hay from the
rake of the suspended rake-bar and project it onto the
endlcjss ajiron, which discharges it on the wagon. A
clearihg plate clears the ground in front of the'wheels.

Claim.—First, the rake bar O, suspended by the
standards N from the draw bar J^, hung by the ad-

justable rods K on hooks L, in combination with link
pieces E, pivoted at one end to the projecting arms
T of the di-aw bar J^, and at the other end to the pro-

jecting arms S of the rake bar O, substantially as de-

scribed for the purpose specified.

Second, the cleared- board D^, attached to the ex-

tension arms E^ and gatherer board F^, hung from the
triangular frame G'^, all secured to the frameA, when
arranged to operate together substantially as described
for the purpose specified.

67,177.—Henry V, Edmond, ;Norwich, Conn.—
Apparatus for Exhibiting Hymns, dx.—July 30, 1867.

—The hymns, illustrations, or exercises are inscribed

on a belt or apron of sufBcient length, which runs
over rollers so as to display the requii-ed portion to the

audience.
Claim.—ThQ arrangement of the winding rollers

B C, apron D, and friction rollers I J, substantially

as shown and described for the purpose specified,

67,178.—Henry L. Eshelman, Elizabethtown,
Va.—Harrow.—JxAy 30, 1867,—The side pieces are
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adjustable on theii* segmental cross-bars. The ad-

justable pole sliding- on the cm'ved standard regulates
the height of the draft.

Claim.—The arrangement of the double segments
or ciu"Ted cross-pieces K K^ in combination vrith the
adjustable pole O P and hinged side pieces or beams
B B' and C C^ in the manner and for the purpose
epecified.

67,1^9.—George A. Fairfield, Hartford, Conn.—Thread Controller for >Scwing Machines.—July 30,

1867.—The slack of the thread is taken up by ah os-

cillating lever adjustably pivoted to the nee'dle bar,

and connected to the frame by its inner end, the thread
passing through a hole in its outer end.

Claim.—A thread controller, consisting of a lever
and connectiug-l)ar, arranged substantially as herein
described and for the pm'pose herein set forth.

67,ISO.—Daniel P. Farxham, Janesville, "Wis.

—Broom Head.—Jxilj 30, 1867 ; antedated July 15,

1867.—The broom stra-w is fastened by t'n'o clamps to

the handle, screws piercing the clamps and stravr and
engaging holes in the handle or its flat extension plate.

Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement
of the handle A, cap B, and the clamp D, secm-ed to
the cap, and operated by the screws C C, that have
their threads working into each other, when the whole
are constructed, arranged, and used in connection
with the proceeds of winding or covering the ends of
the corn, substantially as and'for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
handle A, cap B, and clamps D and E, operated by
the screws C and F, when the whole are constructed
and used substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

67,181.—John Farrar and "William Groves.
Providence, R. I.

—

Mold for Casting Metals.—Jnlj
30, 1867.—The flask is divided lon"-itudinally into per-
forated sections, which are hinged together and con-
tain coarse and fine porous material to allow the es-

cape of gases and vapor from the casting. The i^arts

are locked together whUe in use and expand to remove
the casting.

Claim.—The combination, in any flask for casting
the above named articles, of the outer case A, the
flanges a a, the coarse inner lining B, composed of
certain suitable materials, as set forth, and a finer

grained lining C, composed of another combination
of materials, to be mixed and applied substantially as
described.

67, 182.—Harriet M. Fish. Xew York, If. Y.—
Eoiige Pad.—J\x\j 30, 18(i7.—A pad of canton flannel
•with a pile on both sides is treated with a solution
of carmiiie, juice of blood beet, strawberry and holly-

hock root, and extract of sweet clover.
Claim.—First, uniting or combining with a soft

cotton or other snitable'fabric a solution consisting
ofthe afore-mentioned ingredients, without being con-
fined to the proportions thereof as therein given.
Second, the manufacture of a rouge pad by uniting

or combining with a soft cotton or other suitable
fabric a coloring matter, consisting of the above-
mentioned ingredients, or their equivalents for this
pui'pose, substantially as described.

67,183.—:Mart F. Fitch, Lockport, N". Y.—
Buying Attachment for Scicing Machines.—July 30,
1867.—A Aveighted cord is attached by a hook to the
straight piece of cloth to give it the required tension,
which is regulated by a pressure disk, spiral spi'ing
and set screw. A roller separates the strips of cloth.

Claim.—The combination of the weight H, cord E,
bearing g and hook/, or equivalent, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

Also, in combination therewith the roller S, ar-

ranged and operating substantially in the manner and
for the pm'pose specified.

Also, the special combination of the spiral spring
p, washer o, fi-iction rings n, nut and set screw q r
and loose pulley g. with "the weight H, cord E, hook
/, and roller S, the whole aiTanged and operating as
descnbed.

67,184.—Louis Fitzmaier, New York, N. Y.,
assignor to Atwater. Benham & Co., same place.—
Ornamenting Tin, <£-c.—July 30, 1867.—An impres-
sion from the stone is taken on transfer paper, backed

by metallic foil, and transferred to the metallic
plate.

Claim.—First, ironing prepared paper on its back
side by means of a hot plating iron for the purpose
of obtaining a straight and glossy appearance of tho
same, substantially in the manner and for the purpose
described.
Second, tho use of a composition consisting of

lithographic vai'uish and.chrome yellow, substantially
in the manner and for the.purpose described.

Third, rolling over the moist side of the paper by a
wooden, flannel-covered hand roller, whereby a uni-
form impression of the drawing is producecl on the
tin, <fcc., substantially as described,

67,:S 85.—Chas. Fobes, Whitewater, Wis.—Co/ee
Generator.—Jvdy 30, 1867.—To be used in an ordinary
coffee pot. The vessel has perforated sides and bottom,
and a vertical tube terminating in a funnel at top and
a strainer below. The ground cotloe is put in the
chaml)er, and steeped by "hot water poured in through
the tube.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture a coffee
generator, constructed us described.

67,186.—Francis Fraps, Springfield, Mass., as-

signor to himself and B. C. English, same place.

—

Spring for Beds and Lounges.—July 30, 1867.—The
wire spring is wound around a perforated plug, and
twisted in the form of loops ; it passes through the
plug, and is attached to ears on the frame.
Claim.—A spring for beds, lounges, &c., formed

of wire a, wrajiped around a cylinder h, so that a loop
extends out from each side at an angle, the ends of
the wire being inserted in the ends of cylinders, sub-
stantially as described.

67,187.—W. J. Garland andlST. Morgan, Win-
chester, m.

—

Adjusti7ig Tires to Wheels.—July 30,
1867.—The ends of the tire taper, so as to slip on each
other to tighten on the felloe, as the set screw is ro-

tated in the lugs attached near the ends of the tire.

Claim.—The aiTangementofthetier DD', with its

lugs E and F, screw a, bolt b and slot c, substantially
as described, in combination with a continuous felloe

A and its chamber B, constructed substantially as
and for the pmrpose set forth.

67,188.—WiLLiAsr Gilman, Ottowa, la.—Plow
Beam.—Jvdj 30, 1867.—Explained by the claim and
illustration.

Claim.—The emplosTuent for plow beams of a hol-

low and tapering wroiight-iron pipe, substantially as
described in the foregoing specitication.

67,189,—Derrick IST. Goff, Wolcottville, Conn,
—Machinefor Lining Percussion Oops.—July 30, 1867.

—The disk of foil is cut by one punch, and inserted

by an axial sliding rod simultaneously with the disk
being inserted in the cap preceding. The plate hold-

ing the caps is intermittingly fed by a feed roller,

actuated by a rachet wheel and pawl.
Claim.—T\iG punch g to cut out the disk of foil, in

combination with the pressing punch h and mechan-
ism for presenting the percussion caps successively,

substantially as set forth.

67,190.-Derick IsT. Goff, WolcottviUe, Conn.
—Machine for Trimming Percussio7i Caps.—July 30,

1867.—The caps are placed in dies and passed beneath
a rotating cutter disk to trim the edge.
Claim.—A revolving cutter formed with a chisel

edge, in combination with a die to hold a percussion

cap, while the edge thereof is trimmed by the action

of said revolving cutter, as set forth.

67,191.—W. S. Gray, Worcester, Mass.—jRreffci

Cutter.—July 30, 1867.—A loaf is placed on the table

in front of the block ; as the knife descends it makes
a shear cut, the cam strikes the lever, drawing the

feed bar and advancing the loaf the thickness of

another slice.

Claim.—First, the combination, substantially in

the manner described, in a bread-cutting machine, of

a sickle-shaped cutter, rotating in a vertical piano

parallel with a head block moving in a path at right

angles to the cutter, for the purposes specified.

Second, the combination of the cutter, the crank
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handle, and the brace, all arranged and operating as
d'escribed.

Third, the combination, substantially as described,
of the head block, the feed bar, and the working lever
with the cam on the cutter shaft, for the purpose set
forth.

Fourth, th(s combination, as described, of the feed
bar, the retracting spring, and the adjusting screw,
with the pawl on the head block, for the pm-pose of
regidating the thickness of the slice.

67,193.-Edwin L. Hall, Utica, IT. Y.—Loco-
motive Head Light—July 30, 1867.—Currents of cool
air ai'e passed through tubes in the case to reduce the
temperature. These tubes allow the escape of heated
air from the lamp, but no return cm-rent.
Claim:—The tube B, constructed and operating

substantially as described, and for the uses and pm--
poses mentioned.

67,193.— DA\aD B. Hedden, K"ewark, IST. J.—
Step Ladder.—J uly 30, 1867.—The steps ai-e attached
to the side pieces by dowels and rabbets. The brace
and stay are made of bent stuff, are hinged and may
be laid parallel with the side pieces.
Claim.—The strips A B, brace F, and stay G-, made

of bent stuff, substantiaEy in the order and for the
pm'pose named.

67,194—Wm. H. Hexshall, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Tube Hole Cutter.—Julj 30, 1867.—The collar is ad-
justed about the thickness of the sheet from the end
of the annular cutter. The spring center point main-
tains the position and the revolution of the. cutter
makes a circular hole, which is countersunk by the
tool on the collar.

Claim.—First, the improved tool, as a whole, con-
structed and arranged as herein shown and described.
Second, the combination of the cutter D, adjusting

collar F, and the countersink-tool Gr, constructed and
ai'rauged as shown and described.
Third, the combination of the threaded spindle A,

feed-wJaeel or nut C, spiral spring E, collar g, and the
cutter D, constructed and arranged as shown and
described.

67,195—Seth W. Hereick and Charles G.
Gilbert, Jr., Salem, jS'. J.—Machinery for Prepar-
ing Floor Oil Cloth.—Jnlj 30, 1867.—The sized fabric
is drawn from the roller on which it is wound and
passes between heated weighted cylinders. To stretch
out kinks the upper heated cylinder is raised by a
treadle, whicli motion also clamps the tension roller.

Claim.—The described arrangment of the rollers

D and D', the cylinders C and C, the friction pulley
H, with its strap h' and treadle h^, and the weightecl
swinging-frame E, the said parts being combined to-

gether in a suitable frame A B, so as to operate sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

67,196.—tTames L. Broward. iSTew York, In". Y.—
Clothes-line Hook.—July 30, 1867.—Esiilained by the
claim.

Claim.—A clothes-line hook, constituted of a rigid
bracket extending into the form of a hook, between
the jaws of which there is embraced and supported a
roller of non-corrosive material turning on a vertical
or nearly vertical axis, the whole being combined and
applied substantially as described for the purposes
explained.

67,197—Egbert J. Jordan, Elkhart, ln(\.—Belt
Coupling.—July 30, 1867.—The lap of the belt is em-
braced betweeu metallic slotted plates, which are
secured by capped and spear-head rivets.
Claim.—The plates B, provided with inclined de-

pressions or pieces e, formed on the sides of the slots

c and c', and spear-head rivets b, in combination with
the belting A, substantially in the manner and for
the pm-pose as herein set forth.

67,198.—AxsON JUDSOX, Brooklyn, 'N. Y.—
Printing I'ress.—July 30, 1867.—The bed is moved
simultaneously with the cylinder by a straight rack
on the former, and a segmental rack on the latter.

To efl'ect the return of the bed during continued rota-
tion of the cylinder, a pin on the latter engages the
jaws of an oscillating arm having a segmental rack

engaging a spur wheel, whose shaft has a wheel en-
gaging a rack on the bed.

Claim.—First, the combination with the segment
H of the pin G and jaws J, by which the said seg-
ment is rotated interraittingly to produce, by means
of the pinion K, wheelM and rack N, or their equiva-
lents, the backward motion of the bed, substantially
as set forth.

Second, the combination with a cylinder B, having
segments E at each end, which mesh intermittingly
into racks D at each side of the table of the segment
H, driven intermittingly by the pin G, substantially
as and for the pm-pose hereinabove described.

67,199.—CharlEvS S. Kershaw, Sherburne, N.
Y.

—

Suspending Claw for Horse Hay Forks.—July
30, 1867.— The block has self-acting gripping jaws
which embrace the rafter.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture the suspend-
ing claw, the same consisting of the jaw A, pro-
vided with hook a at one end, and the connecting
hook or eye ft, at the other end, and combined at right
angles with the claw C c, by means of pi-\'ot D, sub-
stantially as herein described, and for the purpose
specified.

67,200.—Thomas K. Xnapp, 'Worcester, Mass.,
assignor to John Goulbing, same place.— Knife
Sharpener.—July 30, 1867.—The longiludiually ser-

rated bar is adjusted by a set screw in a slot betAveen
the forks. The edge of the knife to be sharpened isj

di-awn through the acute-angular track thus formed.
Claim. — First, the peculiarly-formed frame with

its four forks C, and a hole through its center to re-

ceive the sharpening bar B, substantially as shown
and set forth.

Second, cutting the teeth a upon the sharpening
bar B, substantially as and for the pui-poses set forth.

Third, the combination with the double-forked
frame A of the sharpening bar B, set on thumb-screw
D, ferrule E, and handle F, constructed and combined
together substantially as and tor the pm-poses set

forth.

67,201.—Daniel Lincoln, Johnsonburg, IT. Y.
— Horse Collar.— July 30, 1867.— The collai- is di-

vided at its lower part, and metallic strap eyes pro-

ject from the ends, which are engaged by a pin.

Claim.—A locking or coui)ling device, as herein
described, inserted into or connected with the lower
parts of a horse collar, for the purpose set forth.

67,202. — Hiram and Charles Littlefield,
Tewksbury, Mass. — Corn Cake Machine. — July 30,

1867.—The stamping follower has a scries of blades
projecting downward with springs, to keep it above
the barred pressing follower, except when under
hard pressure. The cake is placed in a frame and
slid beneath the followers, which xn'ess the same and
mark it so that it is easily divided.

Claim.—First, the pressing follower, when con-
structed as shown and described, viz., with sta-

tionary or unyielding bars B, and arranged to oper-

ate as and for the purpose specified.

Second, and in combination with the pressing fol-

lower, constructed as described, the stamping fol-

lower A, and blades Ic, sijrings C, and pressing frame
G, in the manner and for the pm'poses set forth.

67,203.—William G. McGargy, Kutztown, Pa.
— Water Wheel.— The water is admitted by periph-
eral sliding gates operated by a leve'r and crank.
The inner sides of the scroll buckets have a tan-

gential dii-ection.

Claim.— The slanting scroll buckets A, sliding

gates B, lever C, and crank D, when constructed,
arranged, and operated as herein described, and for

the purposes set forth.

67,204.— Philip C. McManus, Troy, N. Y.—
Steamrcngine Slide Talve.— July 30, 1867.- Tha
tubular post forms an adjustable, upper valve seat to
the cut-olf valve, which slides upon the usual slide

valve. The post is held in a slide socket, and is

adjustable by jam-nuts, having blocks of rubber be-

neath to allow a limited movement and downward
pressure to the post.

Claim.—The steam tube or port A, provided with
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flaugcs D and shoulder X, pressing ou the valve C,

Biibstantially as set Ibrtb.

Also, the 'guide H, substantially as described, to

hold in in-opeily adjusted position on the valve C the

steam tube A. as set forth.

Also, the arrangement of the steam tube A with
the india-rubber springs N IT, for the purpose of giv-

ing to the flange 1) of the steam tube A a constant

yielding pressure upon the valve C, substantially as

herein described.
Also, the arrangement of the collar I, bolts K, and

nuts L, and india-nibber springs K, substantially as

set forth aud described.

67.205. — Fkancis McTarnahan, Santa Clara
county, Cal. — Churn Dasher.—July 30, 1867. — The
circular metallic dasher has diagonal and four eccen-

tric fins. It is rotated by a hand cranli, gearing to

the vertical shaft.

Claim: — A chm'n dasher constructed as liereiu

described.

67.206. — Stewart Miller and Ira J. Chase,
Barrington, 111. — Fanning Mill. — July 30, 1867. —
Explained by the claim and illustration.

Claim. — The lower and the upper floors A and B
of the fan chamber, shaped so as to direct the blast

of the fan upwards under the sieves, and constructed
substantially as lierein. set forth and specified.

67.207. — John O. Miner, Wapello, loAva.—
Hedge Shears.—July 30, 1867.—The hooked edges of

the shears are near- the fulcrum pivot, enabling the
cutting of strong branches. The spring helps to

open the blades, and the adjustable stop prevents its

closing too far.

Claim. — First, constructing shears with cutting
edges b b" and cutting edges a a', substantially in the
manner described, aud for the purposes specified.

Second, the adjustable stop /, applied to one of the
shear arms, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
Third, the supporting strap C, applied to trimming

shears, substantially as described.

67,208.—Francis B. Morse, ISTew Haven, Conn.
—WJiiffletree Coiq)lcr.—Ji\ljdO,1667; antedated June
7, 1867.—The inner cylinder is socketed in the outer
one, and secured by a lug working in a recess of its

sleeve. A spring beneath the head of the bolt pre-

vents rattling.

Claim. — The combination of the elastic presser
•s^ith the necess d and the screw bolt c, when the
whole is constructed, combined, and fitted for use,

substantially as herein described.

67,209.—SmxH O'Blenis, Greensburg, Pa., as-

signor to himself and C. H. Stark, same place.

—

Car
Coupling.—July 30, 1867.—The link entering the
drawhead strikes the inclined edge of the hook, rais-

ing it up sufficiently to allow it to engage, and the
hook is raised to uncouple the link, by lifting on a
lever projecting through a slot in the upper part of
the draw-head.

Claim.—First, the hook E, constnicted, aiTanged,
and operating as described.
Second, the combination substantially as described

with the bell-mouth casing of the slotted yielding
coupling-hook, having both a horizontal and vertical

movement in its bearing, whereby the hook acts as a
bumper, and is also made self-locking.

67,210.—Paul A. Oliver, Elizabeth, If. J
Bayonet Attachment.—July 30, 1867.—The spring
catch of the socket engages a projection on the bar"-

rel immediately under the bayonet shank.
Claim.—A spring catch l) D', aiTanged as repre^

sentcd relatively to the bayonet-socket B b, and
adapted to operate relatively to the barrel A, and
projections a, or its equivalent, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose herein specified.

67,211 .—Henry Pease, Brockport, If. Y.—Ha
tester.—July 30, 1867.—The internal gear di-iving

wheel, secured to the ground wheel, meshes into the
pinion whose shaft turns the bevel wheel that gears
into the bevel pinion whose crank shaft actuates the
pitman.

C'iainj..-Fii-st, the hub D, in combination with th

pitman u, crank 40, bevel wheel y, bevel pinion 41,
rollers 6 b, seat supports c c", arm or arms d d, pit-

man passage II, and ground wheel B, substantially as
described and for tho'purpose set forth.

Second, the hub D, in combination with the arms
d d, pitman it, and pitman passage or opening E, sub-
stantially as described and for the purpose set fortli.

Third, the hul) D, in combination with the rollers

b b, pitman u, hollow bearings r r, and pitman pas-
sage or opening II, substantially as described and for
the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the double or grooved rollers b 6, in coiix-

bination with the hub D, and tread ring o, and mter-
nal gear 46, substantially as described and for the
purpose set forth.

67,212.—Chester Penfield, New Britain, Conn.
—Door Bell.—Jnlj 30, 1867.—The revolving prong
cam is attached to" the spindle, and on being pulled,

one prong braces itself against a plate while the op-
posite prong engages and then releases the hammer.

Claim.—The'revolving prong cam h, in combina-
tion with mechanism for striking a beU, substantially
in the manner as described.

67,213.—If. Petre, Ifew York, N. T., assignor
to himself and Joseph H. Suggett.—iocfc Latch.—
July 30, 1867.—The rear end of the bolt has a projec-
tion, which enters one of a series of rectangular
recesses in the periphery of the hub, and is retained
there by a spring. The eccentric is turned by a key
to raise the bolt-catch from the hub, so that its oscil-

lation will not affect the latch.

Claim.—First, the eccentric baiTcl K, in combina-
tion with the latch bolt F, aud notched hub E, sub-
stantially as described for the purpose specified.

Second, the notched eccentric K, in combination
with the spring latch bolt F, and notched hub B, as
described, Avhereby the latter is prevented fi-om

engaging with the latch F, when locked, substantially
as described for the purpose specified.

67,214.—Wm. H. Pollard, Seneca Falls, If. Y.,
assignor to Downs & Co.'s Manufacturing Com-
pany, same place.— 0^te Off Stop Cock.—Jvdj 30, 1867.

—The discharge spout, and the neck to which it is

coupled, have semi-partitions. "When the spout is

turned up by the clamping nut, the two portions of
the partition close the passage.
Claim.—The valved, swiveled spout C, and clamp-

ing nut D, in combination with the valved outlet pipe
C of a double-discharge pump, the whole ai-ranged
and operating in the manner and for the purpose
herein set forth.

67,215.—Ebenezer Purdy, Ithica, If. Y.—Seal-

ing Fruit Jars.—JMlj 30, 1867.—Esplained by the
claims and illustration.

Claim.—Fii'st, making a tubular orifice in the cover
of a fruit can, with the larger end of the tubular open-
ing on the inside of the jar, for the purpose of closing
tlie opening by a suitable plug or cork drawn or
inserted in the same from the inside of the can, as

described.
Second, making a suitable plug to fit the described

tube or orifice, retractiog and inserting the same from
and into the said orifice or opening from the inside of

the can or jar, for the piu'pose of opening and closing
the same at pleasure, as described.

Third, attaching the described cork or plug to a
cord E, or other suitable instrumentality, for the pur-

pose of bringing the plug from the inside of the jar

tightly into the"opening, as described.
"Foiirth, the combined whole, made of the parts D,

the tube or tubular opening in tlie cover C, the cork
or plug F, inserted from the inside of the jar, string,

wire, or instrument E, holes G, operating together,

substantially as described.

67,216. — Franklin Bansoh, Buffalo, If. Y.,

assignor to T. F. Frank, same jAace.—Carbureting
A2}paratus.—Ju\Y 30, 18G7.—The air is pumped into

the carbureting chamber by means of meter v/heels

revolving in a water chamber. It passes by a pipe

to a chamber supplied by a "fountain" with hydro-

carbon, aud thence passes through a body of fibrous

material, saturated with hydro-carbon, to the holder

above, which consists of an inverted vessel in a
chamber of liquid.
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Claim.—Two or more air Tvlieels B, moniited on
tlie same shal't, and connected by tie concentric
cylinder L, in combination with, the receiver C, and
tub A, arranged substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

Also, in combination with the wheelsB B, the brakes
h h, actuated by the float M and lever v, for regulat-

ing the operation of the apparatus, substantially in

the manner specified.

Also, the regulating vessel J, and tube 17, arranged
within the carbureting vessel E, and operating sub-

Btantially as described.
Also, the shield G, in coinbination with the fibrous

material H, and vessels J E, as and for the purpose
specified.

Also, in combination with the carbureting vessel E,
the reservoir E, for supplying the hydro-carbon liquid

to the former, operating in the manner set forth.

67,217.— J0H]!f T. Rich, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Manufacture of Gas.—July 30, 1867 ; antedated March
25, 1867.—The steam boiler is connected by a super-
heating coil with a vessel containiug hydj.-o-carbon

liquid in a vessel communicating by a pipe with a
retort. The pipe, extending fi'om a super-heated
steam pipe, terminates in front of the funnel-shaped
mouth of a pipe which enters the condenser and ter-

minates near the bottom. The condenser connects
by a pipe with the retort.

Claim.—Fixat, the process for preparing atmos-
pheric air for chemical union with decomposed hydro-
carbons for the purpose of forming a permanent heat-

ing or illuminating gas, substantially in the manner
set forth.

Second, the combination of the steam pipe h, fun-

nel-formed mouth a of the pipe h, and condenser K,
said parts being constructed and arranged substan-
tially as set forth.

Third, mixing a purified pi'oduct of atmospheric air

with hydro-carbon gas for dilution, either before or
after decomposition of the fluid or other hydro-carbon,
substantially as set forth.

67,218.—C. EosENBERRY and T. "Worth, Chi-
cago, 111.

—

Sifter, Egg Beater, and Spice Mixer.—
July 30, 1867.—The beaters are rotated in contrary
directions within the box, which has a shutter beneath
to allow exit to the beaten matter.

Claim.—First, the revolving heads D and D', so
connected by rods that they can be separated for the
insertion of various styles of beaters to adapt the
implement to difl'erent uses -v\'hen said heads are
mounted on a revolving shaft, and placed in a case
A, substantially as described.

Second, the combination of the beaters I, mounted
on the shaft B, having the wheel M attached, and the
beaters E, driven by the tube C and wheel N, when
arranged to be operated by the double wheel K K',

as shown and described.

67,219.—Thomas B. Eussell, Salem, Mass.—
Gear Cutting TVAeeis.—July 30, 1867.—The spindle to

which the wheel is attached passes through two box-
es which have side gudgeons allowing an oscillatory

adjustment in the same by raising the rear one in its

swinging slide when cutting bevel gear. The device
is attached to a lathe.

Claim.—The combination of the spindle M, pivot-

ed boxes F and L, the sliding frame E, and the swing
brace D for the purpose specified.

Second, the improved apparatus when the several
parts arc made and arrangetl substantially as described
and used for the purpose set fortli.

67,220.—EUFUS S. Sanborn, Eipon, Wis.—Fire-
proof Powder Magazine.—3xAy 30, 1867.—The double
walls of the chamber enclose vessels containing wa-
ter, and the inner shell is perforated to allow the pas-
sage of steam to the inside.

Claim.—The application of a bath of steam to the
interior of a magazine or other vessel for the recep-
tion of gunpowder or other explosive materials, in
order to secure the contents from explosion'whcn the
magazine or vessel is exposed to a high degree of
heat.

67,221.—E. E. Seymour and S. J. Taylor,
Eome, N. Y.— Combined Horse Rake and Hay
Spreader.—July 30, 18G7.—The double-headed rake

has a middle section with transverse rods for retain-
ing a larger amount of hay. "When raised and actu-
ated by the endless band connecting the grooved inii-

ley with the grooved driving wheel it becomes a ro-
tating tedder.
Claim.—First, arevolving rake providedwith a driv-

ing band, and with stopsK or their equivalents, so thr.t

the implement may be adjusted to be used as a rake
or as a tedder as may be desired, by sliding the rake
head toward or away from the driving wheel as and
with the eff"ect set forth.

Second, the revolving rake headM mounted in bear-
ings at the ends of the sliding arms B B, so that the
same movement by which the rake head is brought
in contact with the stops wUl loosen the band G and
it will cease to operate the rake.

Thii'd, in combination with the rake head M and
sliding bars B B, the levers F E and L, substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

Fourth, in combination with the arms B B and
guides 1 1, the adjusting screws E E substantially as
and for the puiTJOse set forth.

67,223.—J. H. Sherman, Galesburg, III.—Eoll-
ing Cutter for Plows.—July 30, 1867.—The frame of
the cuttiag wheel is attached by sockets to the stand-
ard ; the cutter follows behind the standard and lias

lateral play.
CZrtMJ?.-—First, the frame B B', separate from the

standard but attached to it by means of sockets or
socket, allowing a lateral play of the fi'ame about the
standard substantially as set fort]].

Second, the form of sockets C C fitting the stand-
ard at its front edge, but sufficiently open at the back
part to allow a lateral swing of the frame, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

67,223.-0. F. Stedman, Eavenna,Ohio.— "H'^flic^.

—July 30, 1867.—The band passes around the works
between the two plates excepting that portion which
is occupied by tlie barrel, and is attached by its ends
to the pillars. The holes leading into the case where
the catches work are packed with india-rubber.

Claim.—First, the band or spring E with its ends
embracing the pillar posts on each side of the barrel

closing the space between the plates C and D of the
movement as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the packing d d in combination with the
band or its equivalent for the pm^-pose of closing the
channel substantially as specified.

67.224e—O. F. Stedman, Eavenna, Ohio.— TTfffc^

Case;.—July 30, 1867; antedated February 23, 1867.—
The diaphragm is interposed between the works and
the interior channel of the case and fm'nishes the
supporting shoulder for the movement plate.

Claim..—The diaphragm G- when arranged in con-
nection with the case in such a manner as to form a
shoulder for the support of the movement plate K,
and so constructed that it is held in position by the
movement screw a or its equivalent, substantially in

the manner and for the purpose described.

67,225.—Frederick Stone, Kew York, K". Y.—
Oiler.-July 30, 1867; antedated July 17, 1867.—

A

diip cup at the base of the nozzle tube connects with
a bent tube which supplies aii" as the oil passes out.

The tube is a channel for the oil in the di-ip cup to
re-enter the can when standing on its base.

Claim.—The benf or folded air tube d, applied to

one oiler, in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Also, the drip cup c, and tube d, in combination
with the oiler, substantially as and for the pm-poses
set forth.

67,226.—Daniel Tainter, "Worcester, Mass.—
Feeding Apparatus for Carding Machines.—July 30,

1867.—The aprons feed two layers of the material

together to produce a thicker and more uniform lap.

Claim.—The combination with a carding machine,
picker or lapper, of two or more feed aprons or creep-

ers, an-anged relatively to each other as herein de-

scribed, so as to deliver the material they carry to a
single set or pair of feed roUs.

67,227.—John Blake Tarr, Chicago, Jll.-Ca.tt

Steel Car Wheel—July 30, 1867.—The steel while in

a semi-liqmd state is subjected to considerable ores-
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sure in a mold, expelling gases from the metal and
condensing the fibers thereof.

Claim.—A cast-steel car wheel which has been con-

densed by high pressm-e when in a molten state after

it has received its general final shape, substantially

as and for the purpose described.

67,228.—TTiLLTAM Templeton, Rockyillc, Pa.—
Milk Pan.—July 30, 18G7.—The pan has an air cham-
ber around its rim to enable it to float in water.

Claim.—The combination of a pan or vessel A,
and an air chamber X, substantially as and for the

purpose described.

67,229.—Joel Tiffany, Albany, 1^. Y.—Treat-

ing Paper Stock to make Pulp.—July 30, 1867.—The
boiling solution is prepared in a sepai-ate vessel and
is forced by pressure into the stock contained in a

boiler exhausted of air.

Claim.— The introduction and use of a highly

heated boiling litiuor into the stock, inclosed in a

close boiler immediately after the air has been ex-

hausted therefrom, in combination with the vacuum
produced within the boiler by such exhaustion of the

air, substantially in the manner and for the pm-pose
above described.

Also, the above process in combination with the

use of atmospheric or pneumatic pressm-e, substan-

tially in the manner and for the purpose above de-

scribed.

67,230.—David R. Torbet, Columbus, Ga.—Cot-

ton Press.—July 30, 1867.—The press box is hung to

swing around on a pivot from under the frame to be
filled, and after swinging back is securely attached.

The lower poi-tion of'the press box opens'to remove
the bale.

Claim.— So constructing and arranging of the
press box and its connected co-operative parts as

that it may be swung clear out from under the platen

or frame to be filled, and swung back and fastened so

that pressure fi-om one or both ends may be applied,

substantiidly in the manner and ibr the purpose de-

scribed.

67,231.—C. Ulmer, Mobile, Ala.—Cotton Bale
Tie.—July 30, 1867.-The looped end of the hoop en-

ters the slot of the buckle and is held by the expan-
sion of the cotton. The teeth at the corners of the
buclde sink into the cotton.

Claim.—The within described buckle or tie pro-

vided with opening D, slot e, and toothed corners
c c c c, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

67,232.—Makcus Yanderiiovex, Utica, K". T.
—Dust Pan.—July 30, 1867.—The floor is attached
to the middle of the side pieces, the pan. being used
on either side ; its edges clinging to the floor obviates
the necessity of holding it in position while using.

Claim.—The mode of connecting the bed or plane
C, with the sides A, and back B, upon their inner
surface, at a line nearly or quite central, as repre-

sented in figm'cs 1 and 2, the whole being an-angcd
as and for the purpose set forth.

67,233.—James E. Van* Horn and J. B. Rob-
erts, Xewtown, Pa.

—

Roofing Composition.—July
30, 1867.—A rock, found on the banks of the Xesha-
mony river, Pennsylvania, and composed of iron,

clay and steatite, is pulverized and mixed to the
proper consistence with coal tar or naptha.

Claim.—The combination with coal tar or naptha
of the mineral above described, as a composition for

roofing.

67,234.-J'AirES D. Van Zaxdt, Brooklyn, N
Y.—Cork Pull—July 30, 18G7.—The prong being in

sertod, the sliding portion is depressed, rotating the
cross piece wliich bears against the end of the cork
^s the latter is withdrawn.

Claim.—The construction of the prong of a cork
drawer in two parts, the one part in the handle, the
other sliding upon the fixed prong, combined with
the pivoted swing bar, the whole arranged and op-
erating in the manner and for the pm'pose described.

67,235. — TiMOTHEUS Vogelm.\xn. Hamilton,
Ohio.—Step Ladder.—Jnlx 30. 1867.—The hinge clasps
connecting the ladders slitle in grooves and are stayed

by double mouthed hooks engaging a round either in
the position of a step or extension ladder.
Claim.—First, tlie ladder A, constructed with the

grooves re n, in combination with the ladder B, con-
structed with the ribs g, arranged and opei-ating in
the manner and for the purpose described.
Second, tlie hinge clasp C, represented in figure 4,

in coml)ination with the rails of ladder A, all con-
structed, arranged, and operating in the manner and
for the purpose described.
Third, the combination of double hooks h, and

brackets i, constructed, arranged, and operating
with hinge clasp C, and ladder B, in the manner and
for the purpose specified.

67,236.—Charles "W. "Wailey, New Orleans,
La.

—

Dies for Forming Cotton Ti'es.-July 30, 1867.

—

The bar of iron being placed over the matrix, the die
striking thereon forms the buckle simultaneously with
the cutting of the bar by the cutter. The beiit arm
engaged with the punch rod projects the buckle from
the matrix.

Claim.—First, the die A A' B, and cutter D, in
combination with the separating bar E, when con-
structed, arranged, and operating in the manner de-
scribed, for the purpose of stamping or cutting out
buckles to be used as cotton tics, from suitable plates
or bars of iron, as set forth.

Second, the combination of the said die audits ap-
pendages with the matrix G-, when the latter is con-
structed as described, and is provided with the mov-
able bar J, or its equivalent, as described, for the
purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the said die and its ap-
pendages, matrix G-, and movable bar J, with the
bent arm F, when these parts are constructed and
arranged relatively to each other substantially as de-
scribed for the pm-pose set forth.

67,237.—Theos Weaver, Han-isburg, Pa.—
Whip) Socket.—July 30, 1867.—Improvement on his
patent, August 13, 1866. Explained by the claims and
illustration.

Claim.—First, a whip socket, in sections, flared or
widened at a place suitable for the insertion of a
locking device or line holder, substantially as herein
set forth.

Second, a whip socket, provided with a set of single
clutches, rigidly attached or removable, to grip the
rod in a dash, in combination with a brace, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

Third, the mode of preventing the revolution of a
socket at its bearings on a rod, by means of the in-

dented arcs 1 2 3 4 in Figs. 1 and 5, for the purpose
specified.

Fourth, the locking fastening, as shown in Figs. 3
and 8, and otherwise described.

Fifth, the combination of the bands B' K' B' K'
with a socket, for the purpose specified.

Sixth, the slides o' o', the holes 9 9 9 9, Fig. 3, in
combination witli the brace. Fig. 5, and the screw E,
for the purpose herein specified.

Seventh, the combination of a tumbler or tumblers
with a locking thimble provided with a flange at the
top, the teeth 12 3 4, kev hole g, key guard 13, the
toothed lock shield 12 3 4, the ledges R V A, liandle
H, stop S', when made to operate by a key, as herein
set forth.

Eiglith, the combination of the subjects of the sev-
enth claim with a circle of notches, as sho'mi in Fig.
4, or Avith two circles, as shown at 12, Fig. 3, for the
piu'pose herein set forth.

Xiuth, the combination of ring A with a hook H',
for the purpose specified.

Tenth, clotliJng or covering the parts of a lock that
come in contact with a whip stock in a socket with a
suitable material, substantially in the manner as and
for the purpose herein shown and described.
Eleventh, inserting a key in a vertical or upright

position in a whip lock, as shown in Fig. 1.

67,238.— P. 'V. Webster and Wm. H. Pres-
COTT, Concord, Jf. H.—Bed Bottom.—July 30, 1867.

—The side pieces have transverse bars, through which
the slats slide. The frame rests on transverse wooden
springs. Transverse wires are interwoven with the

I

slats.

' Claim.—The side pieces a, end pieces b and d,
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slats e, and wires/, when combined to form a rerersi-

ble spring bed, substantially as described.

6r,339.—Cari. Weidlis-g, Xcw York, >ir. T.,
assignor to himself. Alexander Lieder and Chas.
'KiSKE-L.—Fire Esccq^e.—Julj 30, 1867.— The tvro

beams are framed cross-Avays together and support a
torn table. The Tertical post "of the frame has a

windlass and tackle which raise the ladder, the rope
passing over a grooved roller at the junction of the
post and inclined beam. The windlass and tackle at

the foot of the ladder extend the sections, and swing
braces behind and at each side support it in positioiT.

Claim.—First, the upper frame F G H with its

windlass I and chains or ropes K K, all combined
with the ladder, as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, in combination with the upper frame, con-
structed and arranged as described, the lower frame
A B C D with its turn table, as and for the purpose
set forth.

67,240.—Edward Weissenborx, Hudson Citv.

N". J.—Machine for Polishing Wood.—July 30, 1867.—
The pencils ai-e placed on an endless apron, which
runs over a table. The ends of the pencils enter
guide notches in the blocks of an inner endless apron,
running at a different speed to the former apron, so as

to cause rotation in the pencils as they ai'e carried for-

ward beneath the poUshing blocks, which are recip-

rocated transversely as to the machine and lengthwise
of the pencils. The blocks are coated with sand pa-
per of various degrees of fioieness and depressed by
springs.
Claim.—First, the combination of two endless

aprons H E and the grooved guide blocks e' with the
suiDporting table between the aprons, for receiving,
holding, and carrying the pencils under the polishing
blocks and discharging them therefrom , arran ged, con-
structed, and operating in the manner and for the
purposes described.
Second, the combination of the aprons, table, and

guide blocks aforesaid with the j)olishiug blocks J" J,

constructed and arranged and operating in the man-
ner and for the purposes described.

Third, the combination of the bent vertical press-

ure springsM wich the ])olishing l)locks J, the springs
being provided with slots and buttons, for adjustment
as described, constructed, arranged, and operating
in the manner and for the purpose described.

Fourth, the combination of the polishing blocks J
with the side pieces or supports j to guide the polish-

ing blocks and support them at the desired x)oint, so

that the pencils may pass under them with facility as

they are carried along by the aprons and at the same
time receive the required pressui-e for polishing.

67,241 IST. F. Westox, Boston, Mass.— Co?i-

struction of Vessels.—July 30, 1867.—The boxes are
on the outer sides of the bottom and may be filled with
air or water thi'ough suitable openings, or the boxes
mav consist of chambers tm'ned at the sides of the
hol'd.

Claim.—The application to the outer surface of the
hull of a navigable vessel of closed boxes or tanks,
so constructed and an-anged as to answer the purpose
of either buoys or ballast, as well as being productive
of other advantages, substantially as hereinbefore
shown and described.

Also, in combination with the outer tanks A' A',

the inner compartment a' a', essentially in manner
and for the purpose as specified.

67,242.—tlAMES A. "Whitney, Maryland, IT. T.—Magazine Fire-arm.— Jn\j 30, 1867'; antedated
July 18, 18G7.—TVhen the gun is charged the cliam-

ber in the lower part of the breech block is in position

to receive a cartridge. In charging, the upper end
of the operating lever is swung upward and forward,
first raising the breech l^lock and then, while sustain-

ing the same, forcing the cartridge into the barrel.

On return, the upper end of this lever engages the
rear spur of the breach block and depresses the fore

end of the latter to position for firing.

Claim.—First, the breech block E. constructed witli

a carrying chamber g, arranged beloAV and back of
the solid recoil face / thereof, in combination with
the barrel and a suitable cartridge magazine, sub-
stantially as and for the pui'pose specified.

Second, so combining the arm e of the onerating

lever with the breech block E, that the forward move-
ment of the said arm shall not only elevate the breech
block to bring the recoil face thereof away from and
the caiTying chamber in line with the bore of the bar-
rel, but shall also operate to force the cartridge from
such chamber into the said bore, substantially as
herein set forth.

Third, the combination of the downwardly extend-
ing spm- D of the breech block of the arm e of the
operating lever, substantially as herein set forth, for
the purpose specified.

Fourth, a slot, formed in the breech block and ex-
tending through or into the carrying chamber g
thereof, of such, shape and so arranged in relation
with the arm e of the operating lever, that the paid
arm by its forward movement shall simultaneously
hold the breech block in a stationary position and
force the cartridge from the carrying' cliamber into
the barrel, substantially as herein set'forth.

67,243—YouxG F. TTright, Green Hill, Ga.—
Cotton Press.—July 30, 1867.—The sweep and platen,
with the screw, are sustained on a pivoted frame
swinging around on a segmental guide bar when the
press is being charged.
Claim.—In combination with the arch, nut, and

sweeps, operating in connection with the platen screw,
as herein represe'nted, the hinging or pivoting of the
arch, so that it and its several appliances may be run
or swimg around upon a curved horizontal, or nearly
so, way, to clear the top of the press box, to allow it

to be readily filled, substantially as described.

67,244.—John ZnrvmRMAX, Hoyalton Centre, 'N.

Y.

—

Lamp for Destroying Insects.-^uly 30, 1867.

—

The oil chamber has an outer case, and' between the
two the air circulates. The wicks have perforated
flaring nozzles to protect them from wind. The lamp
is suspended on a pole.

Claim.—The lamp constructed, as described, with
a socket to secure it on the top of a pole, double walls
with air orifices, and whose wick tubes are provided
witli perforated flaring nozzles, as described and rep-
resented.

67,245

—

W. H. Alcorn, K'ew York, :N". Y.—
Slate-pencil Sharpener and. Holder.—July 30, 1867.

—

The pencil is held by the spring in the tubular holder
attached to the slate, and is shai'pened on the rough
surface of its concave faces.

Claim.—First, providing a slate frame with a
combined slate-pencil holder and sharpener, for the
purpose set forth.

Second, the semitubular plate B, when provided
with one or more lugs h, or their equivalents, and
with a spring C, and with a corrugated surface c, all

as set forth.

67,246.—J. E. Alger, :N'ew York, Is". Y.—Oyster
Opener.—Julv 30, 1867.—The oyster is placed in the
fixed jaw and the lips of the shell broken ; it is then
placed with the back of the shell in a recess of the
standard and opened by the knife projected against it

by the crank pinion that gears into the rack shaft.
' Claim.—Fii'st, an apparatus for opening oysters,

the arrangement of a fixed jaw G, substantially 'as and
for the purpose herein set forth.

Second, the combination of a reciprocating knife
or opener H, with a suppurt having grooves or
recesses c for adjustment and retention of the oyster
to and against the action of the knife, substantially as
herein set forth.

67,247.—John Ajfes, Lansinburgh, IT. Y., and
N. H. Norton. Xew York, X. Y.—iVu-s-Ti Pack.—
July 30, 1867.—Explained by the claim and illustra-

tion.

Claim.—A rack for exhibiting paint, varnish, and
otlier similar brushes, as specimens, consisting of a
shallow box A provided with one or more cleats B»
or B', an-anged substantially as herein shown and
described.

67,248.-Chancy L. Andrews, Conneaut. Ohio.
—Washing Machine.—July 30, 1867.—The oscillating

ribbed roller reciprocates "over the segmental grate;
the roller frame has radial accommodation by side

grooves.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
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box A, frame B, -vrith parallel grooves B' la the side

pieces, pins C, corrugated roller D, handle E and bars

%\ substantially as set forth.

67,249.—H. A. Barnard, Moline, HI.—Machine
for Packing Flour.—Jnlj 30, 1867.—The barrel is

placed on a platform suspended by a steelyard and
by a weighted cord passing over a pulley. The steel-

yard takes under and clamps another pulley attached

to the former one, driving it against a block above.

On sufficient deposit of flour the steelyard is depressed,

the roller freed from the upper brake, and the barrel

of flour descends.
Claim.—The two pulleys G- and E, and the com-

pound or double brake K M, in combination with the

shaft F, friction wheel J, weight L, and the barrel

support C, substantially as herein shown and described
and for the purpose set forth.

67,250.—Joseph H. Beal, Edward J. Sawyer,
and Glanville S. Webster, Boston, Mass.—Paper
Corsets.—July 30, 1867.—The paper pulp being hard-
ened on the mold, retains its shape when dry, after

which it is perforated.
Claim.—As an improved article of manufacture, a

corset made from paper or paper pulp, or their treat-

ment by a combination with other materials, substan-
tially as explained.

67,251.^ames F. Beckwith, Albion, IsT. Y.—
Stove Pipe jDnan.-Julj 30, 1867.—The drum lias

three longitudinal segmental flues around its axial

air passage, and these flues are connected alternately

at bottom and top, Iprcing the caloric current to tra-

verse all of them except when a damper is moved to

give direct exit. Eadial pipes connect the top and
bottom of the axial air pipe with the open air.

Claim.—The cylinder A provided with vertical

pipe B, beveled flanges C C, air tubes D D D, damper
plate E. and cap I, all being constructed, arranged,
and used in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

67,252 C. BiLLUPS, Norfolk, Ya.—Corn and
Cotton Scraper.—July 30, 1867.—The landside has a
vertical coulter secured thereto, is attached to the
handle behind, and is bolted to tlae longitudinal rab-

bet on the projection of tlie standard. The mold
board is adjusted by screw bolts in elongated slots.

Claim.—Fii'st, the standard C.

Second, the slots c c', when used for the purpose
specified.

Third, the mold board E, having two horizontal
slots e e', for the pm-pose specified.

Fourth, the detachable landside and the method of
attaching it, as described.

Fifth, "the center board or pivot cutter C, working
in connection with the landside, substantially as and
for the purposes described.

Sixth, the slot d, through which the center board
or pivot cutter passes, and the mode of securing and
fastening the same.

Seventh, claims fifth and sixth as applied to all

plows.

67,253.—Ajios S. Blake, Waterbury, Conn.—
Machine for Lining Percussion Caps.—-July 30,

1867.—The caps are held in plates reciprocated
beneath the dies, and the punch moves down through
the die, punching the strip of tinfoil and inserting it

within the cap.
Claim..—First, a slide for carrying the caps to the

die and punch for being acted upon by the latter,

when such slide is arranged to have an intermittent
forward and backward motion, as the punch moves
up and down through tlie die, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

Second, in combination Avith the above a plate or
plates suitably constructed to receive the caps, and
so arranged and operated with regard to the slide

for canTiug them to the punch and die as to feed

and deliver the caps to the slide, substantially as

described.

67,254.—William Bliesxer, St. Louis, Mo.—
Meat Cutting Machine.—Jvdy 30, 1867.—The hand
crank connected by gearing Vith the rack propels
the piston through the box to the eccentrically oper-
ated!^ knives which cut the meat. When filling, the
knives are removed and a funnel attached in fi'ont.

Claim.—First, the combination of the feeding ap-
paratus A, with the meat-cutting machine, all ar-
ranged as specified.

Second, the continual motion of the knives in
three diff'erent directions, as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

Third, the simultaneous motion of the knives 6'

b^, by means of the lever b"^' and the eccentric wheel
c^ as and for the purpose described.
Fourth, the arrangement of the shaft c'3 ivith the

cog wheel c" and the rack c^^, which permits the
drawing back of the piston without affecting the re-
mainder of the machinery.

67,255.-0. T. Boardman, Pawtucket, R. I.—
Steam Generator.—July 30, 1867.—The vertical and
horizontal tubes are surmounted by steam chambers
and are connected with water-feed' pipes below.
Claim.—The arrangement, substantially as herein

shown and described, of the single and double sec-
tions Gr G', constructed of horizontal and vertical
tubes with steam spaces or chambers, and set for
passage of the draft in reverse and retui'u directions
relatively to them, as herein set forth.

67,256.—Hexry Boden, Olney, J\\.—Grain
Dryer.—July 30, 1867.—The grain is placed on the
upper steam-heated disk and conveyed to its peri-

phery, from whence it drops on the disk beneath,
from whose central part it falls to another beneath,
and so passing alternately outward and inward but
always downward. The three upper disks are steam-
heated. The grain is exposed to an air blast.

Claim.—The arrangement and construction of
the steam chambers C C C, with their receiving and
discharge steam pipes E E on the outside, and di'aft

flues G on each side of the coolers D D below, when
arranged, constructed, combined, and operating as
herein described and for the purposes set forth.

67,257.—John C. Bonnell, Fort Madison,
Iowa.—Suspension Turn Table.—July 30, 1867.—Tho
table is raised by the screw-gear wheel and the wheel
then engaged to the frame, so that a continued rota-
tion of its operative screw will rotate the table.

Claim.—The arrangement of the wheel H, shaft
J, bolt G-, and dog I, in combination with the swing-
ing frame, in the manner substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

67,258.—JoHxC. BoNNELL, Fort Madison, Iowa.—Sash Support and Fastener.—July 30, 1867.—The
catch is pivoted in the metallic case by one of the
screws that connect the case to the sash. The beak
engages in a recess in the casing to hold the window
shut, and when raised the disk binds against the
casing.

Claim.—The combined dog and cam D having a
beak upon its outer end and a shoulder on its top
whereby the beak may catch into the opening in tho
sash ancl check thewindow or support the same by its

cam in the desired position, when arranged within a
metal box c formed of one piece of metal and held in
position as well as being pivoted by the screws that
connect the box to the fi-ame as specified.

67,259.-Felix BENOXiBousCATifi, Paris, France
—Watch.—Ji\]y 30, 1867.—The piniou of the scape
wheel is above, instead of below as usual. Theljal-
ance wheel is in a recess of the case, and is visible
beneath a glass set in the same. The regulator pin.s

pass through the balance wheel bridge and the mount-
ing plate to tlie hair spring. The escapement of the
" scape wheel " ^s allowed to advance or recede more
or less as required for regulating the -^vatch.

Claim.—First, the combination with the In'idge of
the escapement of the scape wheel and its pinion under
the arrangement and for operation as herein set forth.

Second, the construction and an-angcraent of tho
disk for supporting tiie balance and escapement sub-
stantially as herein described.

TJiird, the combination with the supporting disk of
the bridge and balance and escapement pivoted on
the same as shown and described.

Fourtli, the combination and ari'augement of tho
regulator with the balance wheel and its hair spring
substantially as and for the purposes hcrei set forth.

Fifth, the' arrangement of the bridge for cai'rying
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the escapement substautially as and for the purposes
described.

67,260.—John J. Bradxer, Pine Creek, E". Y.—Fanning Mill.—July 30, 1867.—A serrated rack is

attached to the upper'^end of the conductor and is ac-

tuated by a spur on the under side of the shoe which
has a quick lateral motion.

Claim.—The toothed rack F and the stud F, or
their respective equivalents attached to the conduct-
or and screen of a fanning mill substantially as and
for the purpose described.

67,261 .—J. D. BURDICK, ITcw Haven, Conn.—
Straw Cutter.—July 30, 1867.—The gearing connect-
ing the hand crank with the feed rollers is regulated
to the length of cut required. The fixed cui"ved cut-

ter is secured to its bed piece by bolts playing in
elongated slots and is adjusted by keys passing ver-

tically through it. The arms of the rotating cutter
are secured by a wedge which admits of the slipping
of the arms, if any serious obstruction be met by the
cutter.

Claim.—Fii'st, the shifting spur gear G- provided
with a concentric pinionH in connection with the pin-

ions d d on the feed roU shafts and the intermediate pin-

ions K L /, all to operate so as to vary the speed of
the feed rollers according to the length of cutrequii'ed,
substantially as shown and described.

Second, the intermediate piniors K L/ placed on
fixed studs or axes in combination with the pinions
d don. the feed roUer shafts arranged substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

Thu'd, seeming the fixed cutter or leger blade M
to its bed-piece by means of bolts h h, the heads of
which are fitted in oblong slotsjj in the cutter or plate
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Foui-th, the adjusting keys O O passing vertically

or nearly so through the fixed cutter or leger blade
and arranged in relation with the frame or head D of

the feed rollers substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

Fifth, constructing the fixed cutter or leger blade
M of ciu-ved form in its transverse section, and hav-
ing the inner edge of the same slotted as shown for

the purpose set forth.

Sixth, securing the arms Q Q of the cutter P to

the shaft J in the manner shown or in an equivalent
way to admit of the slipping of the arms on the shaft

or the turning of the latter within the former in case
the cutter meets with any material obstructionin the
prosecution of its work.

67,262.—D. H. Buzzee, East Hampton, Mass.—
Machine for Laying Rubber Sheets to be Cut into
Threads.—Jnlj 30, 1867.—The brakes are actuated
simultaneously at both ends of the feeding cylinder
so as to adjust the tension on the rubber and secure
its being evenly and tightly rolled around the main
cylinder. The rubber is secured by a split rod in a
jeccss of the feed cylinder.

Claim.—Fii-st, the combination in a machine for

laying rubber sheets of the cylinders B and C and ten-

sion uevice or break arranged to act simultaneouslv
upon both ends ofthe feeding cylinder, the whole being
constructed for operation together substantially as
specified.

Second, the combination with the feeding cylinder
C of the split clamping rod D arranged to occupy a
recess in said cylinder in direction of its length, and
gearing with the same essentially as herein set forth.

67,263.—Augustus C. Carey, Maiden, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Hugh K. Moore, same place.—Knitting Machine.— July 30, 1867.— Rotating and
vibrating, jacquard-iJattern cylinders are used in con-
nection with sliding needles on a straight frame to

knit in-egnlar tubular work. Two cylinders with
their appurtenances operate in combination. TVires
are interposed betweeu the cylinders and needles by
which the latter arc operated. Projections on the
wires operate the needles, so that they are moved
forward by the bars of the jacquard to hold the loops,

but not to knit, and thus avoid making holes. The
pattern wheels and iacquards operate the pawls that
actuate the jacquard cylinders. The yarn tension is

adjustable.
Claim.—First, the combination of revolving and

vibrating jacquard pattern cylinders with sliding

needles on a straight frame, for the purpose ofknitting
irregular tubular -^'ork, substantially as described.
Second, combining and arranging in connection

with two rows of needles, two jacquard cylinders
that are at times both thrown forward together, at
other times thrown forward alternately, first one and
then the other, and at times cease to revolve, as the
style, shape or pattern of the article that is being
kiiit may require, substantially as described.

Third, in combination with vibrating jacquard
cylinders and with needles in straight rows, the wires
interposed between the jacquard and the needles by
«'hich the needles are operated from the jacquard,
substantially as and for the purpose described.
Fom-th, the use of nibs or projections on the wii-es

that are interposed between the jacquard and the
needles, and remote from the ends of said wires, so
that the needles in the line of such nibbed wires may
be moved forward far enough by the jacquard to
catch and hold the yarn, but not to knit, and thus
prevent the making of holes in the knit work substan-
tially as described.

Fifth, the combined use of a pattern wheel having
a toe and heel segment thereon, and the jacquards
for operating the pawls, by which the jacquards are
turned on their axes substantially in the manner and
for the purposes described.

Sixth, a yarn tension, composed of the arm 8, post
7, turning arm 9, guides 12 and suspended weight or
ring 13, arranged to operate in the manner and for
the pm'pose substantially as herein described.

67,264.—Augustus C. Carey, Maiden, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Hugh K. Moore, same place.—Machine Knitted Stocking.—July .30, 1867.—Im-
provement on his patent April 24, 1866.—Explained
by the claim.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture a ma-
chine-made knitted stocking, the toe of which is com-
menced in the center of the two rows of straight
needles, and the heel of which is knit upon one of
the two straight rows of needles of the machine,
whUe the portions are the product of both rows, by
wldch means a heel is closely knit, without holes or
openings, and of better shape and foi-m than hereto-
fore knit by machinery, and bearing a greater simi-
larity with regard to the toe portion to hand-kiiit
stockings, substantially as herein described.

67,265.—S. Hamilton Caughey, Baltimore. Md.
—Deflector for Hot-air Registers.—JviLj 30, 1867.—
The evaporator contains water, and is attached to
the grating or register opening, deflecting the air into
the apartment.
Claim.—T'he box A with its perforated top doors

E d and G- and water tank, aiTanged substantially as
described and represented.

67,266.— C. G-. Chalfaxt, Tlnionville, Pa.—
CT«rw.—July 30. 1867.—Eectangular breakers, secured
to the inner surface of the cylinder, arrest the cream
as the cylinder revolves on its horizontal axis.

Claim:—The right angular buckets E, secured to
the inner circumlerence of the revolving cylinder
ehm-n c in the direction of its length, substantially as
described for the purpose specified.

67,267.—Victor Charlet. Hoboken, jST. J.

—

Button.—Svi\j 30, 1867.—The dovetail locking bar
fits slides in a corresponding groove in the shank of
the button.

Claim.—The combination of a button or stud A,
Vidth a ground or slotted shank B, and sliding spring
plate D, all made and operating substantially as and
for the piu:pose herein shown and described.

67,268.-Erasmus Christiaxson, St. Joseph,
Mo.—Hemp Brake.—J\\\j 30, 1867.—The stalks are
broken between the teeth of the oscillating segment
and those of the reciprocating bed. The proximity
of the serrated portions is regulated by set screws.

Claim..—A hemp brake having frame A, platform
B, cog wheels C, circle H, set screws L L, cog wheels
M and lever IST, constructed, combined, and operating
substantially as specified.

67,269.—F. J. COEFIN, ISTewbnrvport, Mass.—
Slide for Rules, Scales, and Tables.—July 30, 1867.—
Explained by the claim and illustration,

"
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Claim.—The slide A, or its equivalent, in combi-
nation with a rule, scale of tablet, the said slide con-

taining one set of dimensions or factors to lind out

the contents or product iu connection with another
set of dimensions or factors, marked on the rule, scale

or tablet, ^nbstantially as shown for the pm-poses
herein specified.

67,270 Israel A. Cooxs, Middletown, Ohio.—
Clothes Dryer.-^jQ]y 30, 1867.—The rack frames are

jointed to the hinfjed standards, by which tliev are
supported in a horizontal position. The whole may
be folded into small compass.
Claim.—First, the adjustable folding frame A' B',

connected^th the stand on uprights A A, by means
of the links^e or slots M, when constructed, arranged,
and operating in the manner and for the pmpose
described.
Second, the fastenings represented in Fig. 4, in com-

bination with uprights A A, arms 13 B, or their cqui
valeuts, folding frame A' B', w hen the several parts
and arranged, combined, and operated togeth&r, sub-
stantially as and for the pm-pose described.

67,271.—Le Roy Comlle andTV^iLLiAJi Keeler,
Oxford, N. Y.— Washing Machine.—July 30, 1SG7.—
The perforated horizontal frame within the suds-box
has a rectangularly ribbed roller reciprocating upon
it, the said roller being depressed by springs.

Claim.—The reciprocating frame E and roller D,
in combination with the perforated or other wash-
board C, springs J, and rails /, all made and operat-
ing substantially as herein shown and described.

67,272.—H. J. Cox and Wallace Hill, Long
Eddy, N. Y.

—

Applying Windoiv Shades to Windoivs.
—July 30, IBt'il.—The spiral spring keeps the roller

elevated : the shade is wound upon it, and raised by
pulling the cord that is wound around the roller. The
shade is retained at anj' point by winding the cord
round a knob in the casing. The' blind moves later-

ally by moving the grooved bar.
tHaim.—The spring D, pulleys d d, and cords //,

conuectcd with the shade roller E, in combination
with the cord G, and ring j, and tack or hook k. or
their equivalents, for holding or securing the bottom
of the shade when necessary, all arranged substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

67,273—John C. Cox. GreenviUe,K C.—Horse
Pott'er.—July 30, 1867.—The cord, by which motion is

communicated from the reel, lies between the horns on
the cross-pieces at the ends of the radial arms, and
moves around guide rollers to tiie geared wheels.
These cross-pieces are connected by links and an ad-
justing swivel. The cord passes over an idler pullev
having journal bearing in a sliding frame conuecteU
by a cord and ratcliet Avhcel to a weii^hted lever.
The cord is pressed doAvn upon the geared wheel by a
roller upon a weighted, oscillating frame.

» Claim.—Fiv^t, the cross-pieces E, bevelled at their
ends and provided at both ends with horns G and H,
interlocking each within the cross-pieces, in the man-
ner described as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the combination of the pulleys P and E.
gear wheel T, and pulley V, with each other and with
the frame O, and rope F, substantially as described
and for the purposes set forth.

Third, the combination of the weighted lever E',
ratchet wheel D', shaft C, pulley B', and cord A',
with each other, with the frame O, and with the slid-

ing frame S, substantially as described and for the
purpose set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the pulley G', and
weighted frame H, with the frame O, the pulley R,
and rope F. substantially as described and for the
purpose set forth.

67,274.—A. B. Davis, Philadelphia. Va.—Scale
JJenw.—July 30, 1867.—The beam has several indexed
slides which act as weights. Stop nuts on screw
rods act to check them at the desired adjustment.
Claim.—The combination with each bai* or weight

of a stop rendered adjustable in the manner described
or any equivalent to the same.

67,275.—John C.Delavigne, Xew Orleans. La.
—Saw Mill.—July 30, 1867.—The walking beam of the
reciprocating saw is connected with springs which are
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depressed by the ends of the said beam and assist by
their recoil in raising the same.

Claim.—First, the pivoted walking-beam frame F,
having at one end the saw H, its lower cross bar b,

connected to oup end of pitman E, whose outer end is

pivoted concentrically to diskD. on shaft a, when all

are constructed, arra'ngcd, and operating as herein
set forth for the purpose specified.

Second, the spring boards K K, pivoted by link
bars c e to each end of the walking-beam frame F,
as herein set forth for the purpose specified.

67,276.—Warrex B. Doudes, Canton, Ohio.—
Lighting Cigars.—July 30, 18G7.—A piece of match
is imbedded iu the end of the cigar, the friction com-
Sosition protruding. The outer end of tlic cigar is

ipped in a composition of gunpowder andfiour, Avhich
is kindled by the fiame of tiic match.

Claim.—As a new article of manufactm-e, a cigar
bearing the composition .substantially as described,
and provided with the match, iu the maimer and for

the piu'poses specified.

67,277.—Charles "W. Duxcax, Baltimore, Md.,
assignor to himself and H. S. Sauoxi, same place.

—

Vapor Burner for Heating.—July 30, 1867 ; antedated
July 26, 1867.—The fluid reservoir is connected by
pipes with a retort ; the flow of liquid is regulated by
a valve.
Claim.—First, an apparatus for generating heat in

vapor stoves as above describe- 1, regulating the sup-
ply of fluid to the retort or heating chamber, in the
manner and by the means her-jinbeforc specified, that
is to say, by locating the A'alvc which regulates the
floAv of the oil or otlicr fl uid at or near the point wliere
the fluid enters the said retort, substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

Second, in combination with the retort or heating
chamber of a vapor stove, and valve seat located at
or near tlie point of junction of said retort witli the
pipe which connects it witli the fluid reservoir as spe-
citied, the valve constructed and arranged so as to
operate on the axis of said pipe, substaiitially as and
for the purposes herein shown and described.

67,278.-Horace Everett, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Paint Can.—July 30, 1867.—A metallic ring is fast-

ened within the inner edge of the can, and lias a flange
around -VA-Iiich the edge of the covor is l>cnt.

Claim.—A metai "'ug Band its flange b, combined
with the body and cover of a paint can, snbstautiaijy
as set forth for the purpose specified.

'

67,279.—Leoxard Fleckexstixr, Manor town-
ship, Pa., assignor to himself and Peter F.BiXKLEY,
same ])\ace.—Fruit Gatherer.—July 30, 1867.—Tiie
leather sack has hinged fingers that are operated by
tlie hinged jaws to"grasi> the fruit. The jaws arc
operated by cords.

Claim..—First, the arrangement of the hinged fin-

ger supports A, with their pin or pivot a. in combi-
nation with the hinged jaws E. for operating them in
the manner and for'tlic purpose described.
Second, in combination Avith the jaws E, the ratchet

wheel f, click D. spring I, between the supporting lugs
H, arranged in the manner and for the purpose set
forth.

Third, the united double levers K, for operating the
jaws E by means of cords k, in the manner specified.

Fourtli, tlie arrangement of the check pieces L,
hinged above to the jaws E, and attached to the pole,
in the manner and for tlie purpose set forth.

Fifth, the leatlier cap and sack, revolving on its

pivots «, and provided with fixed and rigid fingers F
on their respective supports A B, arranged and ope-
rated in the manner specified.

67,2S0.—"William Foster, Logansport, Ind.

—

Railway Chair.—July 30, 1867.—One side of the rail

ends is held by the curved edge of tlie chair, and tlie

other side by a block bolted to the cliair, a |)lano-con-

cave gib anil a wedge driven between tbe blocks and
gib.

Claim.—First, the wedge F and gib L, ineomlrlna-
tion with the chair D, supporting bar C, and rails A.
sulistantially as herein set forth for the purpose spe-
cified.

Second, the plates C and bolts a, in combination
with the supporting bar C, chair D, wedge F, gib E,
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and rails A, substantially as herein set forth for the
purpose specified.

67,281.—Alcander Fox, Poughkeepsie, l^". T.—
Filter.—July 30, 1867.—The water passes down into

the sponge pocket, and thence follows around the cir-

cuitous chamber charged with filtering material to

the outlet.

Claim.—The combination of a series of labyrin-

thine filtering compartments, substantially as herein
specified and described.

67,282.—Lawrence F. Frazee, South Amboy,
3sr. J.—Ship's Davit—July 30, 1867.—The oscillating

frame has brace pieces which slide on way-bars of
the frame and sill, by which the frame may be sup-
ported over the water or the deck.

Claim.—First, a four-sided frame M, hinged or
pivoted at its lower edge to the vessel, substantially

as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination with the frame M of the
sliding supports E and E, constructed, attached, and
operated substantially as specified.

67,283.—Charles H. Frost, Peekskill, I^T. Y.—
Base Biirning Stove.—Jvij 30, 1867.—The draft,

when the fire is first lighted, passes through the gi'ate

bottom and upward through the fire space to the
chimney. "When fully lighted, the draft is reversed
in the fire space, and ascends the outer vertical flues.

Claim.—So arranging the cylinder a, and the di-

rect and indii-ect draft openings and passages that
the said c}'linder becomes an ascending channel for

the escape of the products of combustion when the
draft is direct, and a descending channel for the sup-
ply of air to the fire when the draft is indirect, sub-
stantially as set forth.

67,284.—A. J. Fullam, Springfield, Yt.—Drill-
i7ig Apparatus.—Jxilj 30, 1867.—The engine and
drill are attached to the platform by a clamp and
set screw. A flexible tube conveys steam from the
boiler to the cylinder. A pitman atttached to the
crank of the fly wheel actuates the drill.

Claim.—The arrangement of the drill stand A,
engine E, securely attached thereto, pitman E', fly

wheel F, pinion a, drill B, and pipe J, substantially

as described and for the purpose specified.

67,285.—William Fuzzard, Chelsea, Mass.—
Jtoiv Lock.—July 30, 1867.—The oar is pivoted in a
row lock and engaged in an elongated curved slot in

the semicircular bar. The row lock has a toothed
segment that gears into a segment attached to the
boat.
Claim.—The application of row blocks to a row

boat in such a manner that the former will, dur-

ing the operation of rowing, be moved automatically
from the motion of the oars for the piu-pose of in-

creasing the length of the sweep of the same, sub-

stantially as set forth.

67,286.—George E. GtARDINER, Westerly, R. I.,

assignor to himself and B. "VV. Bentley, same place.

—

Clamp for Paint Brushes.—Jvij 30, 1867.-The po-

sition of the encircling band around the brush is ad-

justed by means of the perforated plates and the
spring catch pins.

Claivi.—The combination of the band C, adjusted

by means of the slide and pins with the spring fast-

ener F, for vertical adjustment, substantially as de-

scribed for the purpose specified.

67,287.—William N. Gates, Manchester Cen-
ter, N. Y., assignor to Oscar J. Whitney, Hope
well, N. Y.—Corn Harvester.—Jnlj 30, 1867.—The
macliine cuts one row at a time ; the cutter bar is

worked by gearing and pitman from the driviu

wheel. The stalks are gathered by rotating fingers

actuated by the spokes of the supporting wheel. The
gavel is dropped by drawing out the discharging
frame.

Claim.—The arrangement of the gavel discharger

P, provided with teeth O, and resting upon the con-

centric frame e and the reel O, provided with the

points h, gearing directly with the spokes of the sup-

porting wheel when the said parts arc combined in a
corn hai-vester, in the manner and for the pm-poses
specified.

67,288.—J. B. Gayle, Portsmouth, Ya.—Lathe
for Turning JEccentrics.—J\}lj 30, 1867.—The eccen-
tric is turned upon the shaft by a tool in a holding
ring upon an eccentric guide.
Claim.—The combination of the adjustable eccen-

tric support F, carriage E, ways H, and sliding tool
stock I, arranged as described for the purpose spe-
cified.

67,289.— Charles Gibbon, Hicksford, Va.—
Cotton Cultivator.—July 30, 1867.—The rotating axle
connects by gearing with the rotating cutters which
stir the ground about the plants. The lever raises
the hinged frame to which the plows are attached.
Claim.—Yiist, the combination ofthe imnt and rear

plows H H 1 1 with the hinged main frame A and
lever K, substantially as and for the purpose specified.
Second, the rotary cutters G G, in combination with

the scraper plows H H and the rear plows 1 1, all ar-
ranged substantially in the manner as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Third, the pivoted bar M on the frame A, in com-
bination with the rotary cutter shaft F and the lever
K, all arranged substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

67,290.—William Gilfillan, Syracuse, ]Sr. Y.,
assignor to himself and M. L. Van Horn, New York,
N. Y.—Door Spring.— July 30, 1867.—As the door
opens the eccentric swings ai-ound in the opposite
direction, winding up the spring whose reaction
closes the door. The force is greatest when the door
is closed.

Claim.—The hollow drum or casing H, with its ec-
centric arm P and coiled spring K, when connected
with the door frame through a cord R. or its equiva-
lent, and combined and connected together, substan-
tially as and for the pm-pose described.

67,291—C. B. Gill, Pvochester, 1^". Y.—Piston
for Double-acting Pumps.— July 30, 1867.— The
double-headed piston has a central space in which
plays an annular valve plate, which closes the open-
ings in the upper and lower plate of the piston alter-

nately.
Claim.—The piston A, having the passage g and

the webs b b, arranged as described and operating in
the manner herein set forth.

67,292.—John H. Gould, Newburyport, Mass.—
Bottle Stopper.— July 30, 1867.— The wii'e passes
through the elastic ball and, descending on each side
of the neck, is coiled beneath the flange so as by its

elasticity to hold the stopper in position.
Claim.—A stopper for bottles consisting of a rub-

ber or other suitable ball held and attached to the
bottle neck by a coiled spring, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

67,293.—Henry Gransden, Dubuque, Iowa.—
Mangle.—Jvdy 30, 1867.—The upper roller is held to-

wards the two lower ones by sjiring journal-hooks,
and is rotated by a handle on the fly-wheel.

Claim.—The rollers D E F, the hook G, the spring
H, the aprons C, the fly-wheel B, and the braces J,
arranged substantially as herein shown and described,
in combination with the frame A, for the purposes set

forth.

67,294.— Wellington Green, ESnzua, Pa.—
Washing Machine.—July 30, 1867.—The oscillating

box is pivoted on the standards and has transverse
slats across the bottom witli scolloped and angular
slotted pieces on the ends inside. The balance-weight
bar actuates the machine.

Claim.—First, the box C, constructed with a close-

fitting coverE'E^ with slats D upon its bottom, with
scolloped pieces F upon one or both ends and pivoted
to stationary supports B, substantially as herein shown
and described and for tlie purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the balance weight-bar
I with the oscillating box C, substantially as herein
shown and described and for the pm-pose set forth.

67,295.—A. M. Griswold, Momence, Til.—Cul-
tivator.—J\x\y 30, 1867.—The rods attaching the plows
to the cross-bai's are adjustable to regulate the eleva-

tion of the plows ; braces secure them to the longi-

tudinal beams. The lever attached to the cross-bar,
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to -vrhich the cams are secured, connects by rods -with

the plows to raise them out of the ground.
Claim.—First, the adjustable rods o o and the ad-

justable brace rods jj, for the purposes specified.

Second, the joints i i. when combined with the rods

and j j and plow-bearing beams E E, substantially

as and for the purposes set forth.

Third, the cams m m, when combined with the

brices n n, the rods s s, and bar r, and operating in

the manner and for the purposes described.

67,296.—Edward W. Gurxer, Haverstraw, N.
S.—Fndt Picker.—J\x\j 30, 1867.—The basket has on
its upper edge two frames between which the apple is

grasped when the cord is pulled ; the fruit, beiug de-

tached, falls into the basket and, by a conveyer, to

the gi-ound.

Claim.—The basket A, provided with the project-

ing splints c c at one side and the projecting elastic

splints & 6 at the opposite side, the splints— each
pair—being connected at their ends by the stiips d
and having the cores C D applied, and all arranged
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Also, the 'canvas or other material d^ attached to

the splints b b c c, in connection with the projecting
splints c' c', substantially as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

67,297.—Joshua F. Ham^ioxd. Providence. H.
I.—Floor Clamp.^Jn]y 30, 1867.—The clamp being
spiked in position, the lower limb of the pivoted lever

projects the forward truck against the board.
dlaim.—In comlunation with the bod piece A, the

lever C, the pawl D, the steel E, and sliding piece B,
provided with the blocks F and G, either with or with-
out the truck i, substantially as described and for the
purposes set forth.

67,298.—John HaskcxS, Eoxbury, Mass.—Eub-
her Fabric.—July 30, 1867.—To be used as an outer
cover or coating for fabrics or garments.
CZaun.—The'within-described article of perforated

rubber, as an article of manufacture, the same being
used as and for the purpose set forth.

67,299.—J. S. Hawt^ey, Virginia City, ISTevada—Tobacco Pipe.—July 30, 1867.—The cob lining is to
absorb the nicotine.

Claim.—The lining C of the tobacco pipe, when
cut from a corn cob and inserted in the bowl A, as
herein set forth, for the pui-pose. specified.

67,300.—William F. Hayden, Brookfield, Mass
— Heating Top Plates of Wax-thread Sewing Ma
chines.—July 30, 1867.—The plate being fitted to the
post of the sewing machine in the usual manner,
water is turned into the funnel until the chambers
beneath are filled. A lamp is then placed underneath
the top plate to heat the chambers, which are separ-
ated by a perforated partition. The vicinity of the
wax-thread is thus kept warm.

Claim.—First, the combination with the top plate
of a wax-thread sewing machine of a chimney G
whereby the lamp for heating the wax can be placed
under or below the top plate of the machine, substan
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the combination with the top plate B of the
chamber E, substantially as set forth.

Third, the combination, with the top part B, of the
chambers E and H. chimney G, and pipes I and K,
substantially as and for the "pui-poses set forth.

Fourth, the combination, with the front part of the
plate B, of the gage O and thread-knife support p,
substantially as set forth.

Fifth, supporting the tension wheel on the stand L,
the said wheel being arranged with the pipes I K, as
shown and described.

67,301.—H. N. Hill, Pontiac, Mich.—Com
Husker.—July 30, 1867.—The ear is placed between
the knives and the upper end is brought down by the
treadle, cutting the stalk at the butt of the ear and
releasing the husks.

Claim.—First, the knives F and G in combination
with each other and the spring treadle J, substan-
tially as described for the purposes set forth.

Second, the slide C, and the spring treadle J, ar-
ranged and operating substantially as described in

combination with the knives F and G, as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

67,302.—G. H. Hoagland, Port Jervis, 17. T.—
Steam Engine Slide Valve.—July 30, 1867.—The V-
forined valve reciprocates in a suitable open-ended
case within the steam chest. The ports take steam
by the open ends of the case, but have outlet open-
ings, covered by flap valves through the sides of the
case to allow passage of steam when pressure is

greater in the cylinder than the steam chest.
Claim.—The combination with the valve box D,

arranged within the steam chest, of the valves N^
iST^ controlling openings in communication with tho
steam ports, essentially as and for the purpose herein
set forth.

67,303.—Alexander Hoxrath, 'New York, U".

Y.—Cork Receptacle for Bottles.—July 30, 1867.—

A

pocket in the side of the bottle to hold the cork when
removed froiii the neck.

Claim.—The forming or manufacturing of bottles
or other receptacles of glass, earthenware, or other
material desig-ned for holding liquids and provided
with cork stoppers with a cavity 6, in order to hold
a spare cork, substantially as shown and described.

67,304.—Joseph Horner, ITew Brunswick, IST.

J.—Bedstead.—J-aly 30, 1867.—The sacking bottom
is stretched by a windlass having its bearings in the
side rails of the bedstead. The dog engaging in the
ratchet wheel prevents a retrograde movement.
Hooks attached to the side rails engage in and pre-
vent the lateral contraction of the sacking.

Claim.—Attaching the front and rear ends of the
sacking bottom E to cvlinders B B', which are fitted

in bearings a, attached to the side rails b of the bed-
stead at the head and foot portions thereof in combi-
nation with the grooved wheel/, and forked plate C,
ratchets c, and pawls d, all aiTanged and applied
substantially as shown and described.

Also, the 'bent rods or hooks F, attached to the
side rails b of the bedstead and passing through ob-
long slois h in the sacking bottom, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

Also, the combination of the sacking bottom, cyl-

inders, pawls, and ratchets, grooved wheel and fork-
ed plate and the bent rods or hooks, ail arranged
and applied to a bedstead, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

67,305.—Charles Howard, Bearsville, N. Y.—
Horse Bake.—July 30, 1867.—When the rake is in
position the cross-foot rests on the rear rake teeth,

preventing its rotating. When required to rotate,

the upper end of the lever is pushed forward, releasing
the cross-head from the rear rake teeth, and depress-
ing the tongs on the hay. The rake head rises with
the sliding bars and discharges the load.

Claim.—The combination of the lever c, the cross-
foot lever K, and the spring tops g, with the sliding
bars 6 & of the rake head D, and the thills a a of a
horse rake, arranged and operating substantially as
herein described.

67,306.—Alexander Humphries and John
Keethler, Mount Oreb, Ohio.— WJieel-Spoking
Machi7ie.—J\i\y 30, 1867.—The hub is placed on the
axial shaft and the guide set by scale to give the
proper dish to the spoke, which is then driven. The
guide table is raised to allow rotation of the hub for
insertion of another spoke. Adjustable blocks sup-
port the ends of the hubs.

Claim.—A wheel-spoking machine consisting of
the following members, toVit : the axial shaft G,
adjustable pillow blocks I and J, swinging table L,
and sliding rest o, constructed and operating sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

67,307.—WiLLLVM S. Hl-ntington, New York,
X. Y., assignor to Joseph Silliman, same place.

—

Fastening for Lasts.—July 30, 18G7.—Explained by
the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The button fastening for lasts, constructed
as described, consisting of the spindle B revolving
freely in hollow screw plug D, which is screwed into

the last, the lower end of said s^)indle projecting
beyond the said plug, as herein set torth.
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67,308.—F. VT. HuxFORD, Boonsboro, Iowa.—
Fence.—July 30, 1867.—The top boards are secured
to braces which form an angle to the vertical line of
the fence. The boai-ds prevent the drifting of snow
over the fence.
Claim.—The combination of an inclined or angular'

top D F with the vertical part of the fence, substan-
tially as herein shown and described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

67,309.—Julius Ives, Brooklyn, If. Y.—Device
for Snuffing Lamps.—July 30, 1867.—A tray is

slipped down on the ^vick tube and the wick scraped
otf with a sharp metallic plate, the snuff droping into

the tray.
Ctau«.—First, a snuff tray which is adapted for

being applied to the burner of a lamp for the pui-pose

of receiving the snuff during the act of trimming the
lamp wick, substantially as described.
Second, the combination of a snufftray and scraper,

substantially as described.

67,310 Chakles P. Jadwin, Carbondale, Pa.—
Clothes Fost.—Jnlj 30, 1867.—The box base encloses
a dram which is operated by a hand crank-shaft to
Avind the cord that ascends through the hollow post
and over the pulley at the top. The drum may be
held by a dog in the ratchet wheel.
C laim.—The box base with drum crank and ratchet

attached and hollow post with pulley and rope, as
herein described and icv the purposes set forth.

67,311.—"W. E. Jamison, Taylorstown, Pa.—Car
Coupling.—JmIj 30, 18G7.—The forward bumper is

open at top, the link being slipped over its forward
Gild which forms a hook. Should a bridge or U'cstle

work give way beneath, the link disengages itself.

Claim.—The bumpers A and B, coupling link C,
and coupling pin I), constructed substantially as
herein shown and described in combination with each
other, as and for the pm-pose set forth.

67,312.— Edward Jewett, Pdndge, l^". H.—
Manufacturing Veneers.—July 30, 1867.—The veneer,
as it is detached, is compressed between surfaces,

which prevents checking and splitting in the line of
the grain.

Claim.—The mode of manufacturing veneers herein
set forth by compressing the veneer continuously
fi-om the point where it is severed from the bolt to a
distance in the rear of the edge of the cutter, sub-

stantially as set forth.

67,313.—Albert E. Johnson, Oxford, Mass.—
Shacc for Boots and Shoes.—July 30, 1867.—The
knife is secured to a handle, one end of which is

curved to enable it to pass the bulge of the upper.

An adjustable guard lip regulates the inclination of

tlic knife.

Claim.—Firat, a tool or implement for the shaving
of the edges of boot and shoe soles, having one of its

h'ludles so curved, in the direction of its length, as to

allow the shave to be passed about the curve of the
upper at the shank, substantially as described and for

tiie purpose specified.

Second, the guard lip J to the knife in combination
with the adjustable gniard K, substantially as de-

scribed for the purpose specified.

67,314.—Wiley Jones, Norfolk, Ya.—Shoe
Stretching Device.—Jnlj 30, 1867.—The ca,p and heel

plug are driven apart by the action of the screw and
thereby stretch the shoe.

Ciawu.-First, a detachable swivel connection for

securing the cap or shell to the screw rod, substan-

tially as set forth.

Second, the key or lateral projection c, one or more,
on the end. of the.tenon b of the screw rod A, in com-
bination with the circular recess or countersink d in

tlie on'-.er side of the shell or cap D, concentric with
the pole a. and the slot e, one or more, corresjionding

in immber to the keys or projections c iu the side of

liolc a, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

67,315.-T. L. Kenworthv and A. Silvers,

CoHinsville, Ohio.

—

Manual I'oivcr Machine.—July

30, 1807.—The operator stands with his feet on the

two platforms with his right hand on the handle of

the winch. The natural position of the body in turn-

ing the crank throws the weight back and forth on
the treadles, agreeing Avith ami giving a correspond-
ing action to that given by the hand crank.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
treadles D and D', extending in front of the main
frame A B, and operating conjointly with the winch
0, when constructed and applied in the manner and
for the pui'pose described.

67,316.—"William Kester, Cherrwille, Pa.—
Machine for Making Slate Frames.—July 30, 1867.—
The rough boards are sawed, planed, bored, tongued,
grooved, the pieces fitted to form frames for slates.
The piece of board is fed on a bed inclined 45° ; a saw
miters the edges on each end; it is then cut into strips.
These are planed, rounded, and grooved, and are
joined by the tenons and mortises on their respective
ends, which are further secured by dowels.
Claim.—First, the construction of the frame-holding

device N, consisting of the sidewise adjustable bed b',

sliding table c', notched horizontal diskri', spring catch
/', oblong plato c', fitting over the pins on the disk d',

hinged arms g', and horizontal locking bars h', sub-
stantially as described for the purpose specified.
Second, the construction of the slate holder P, con-

sisting of the lid i, in which the plate k' slides, rectan-
gular rest I', against which one corner of the frame fits,

a rectangular rest «t', having hinged ICA'cr 7i' secured
thereto, substantially as described for the pm-pose
specified.

Third, the trough c, arranged in relation with the
cutters D D, saw e, concave cutters E, cutters F,
spring roller m, and rollers g g, when constructed and
operating substantially as described for the pm*pose
specififfd.

Fourth, the construction of the revolving drills K,
crank shafts L, having bearings in the uprights M,
and fitting in the vertical bar t, connected to the ec-
centrics upon the shaft tt, all operating as described
and an-anged in relation with the fi-ame-holding de-
vice IST, substantially as described for the purpose spe-
cified.

67,317.—P. KiLLiN and H. C. Tates. Decatur,
m.—Match Safe.—July 30, 1867.—The match enter-
ing the narrow neck at the bottom of the safe is pro-
pelled by a spring, and passing from the safe is auto-
matically ignited by the serrated spring jaw.
Claim.—The match safe constructed as described,

consisting of the box A, divided into two parts B C
by the partition b, necks c, curved wire spring d, loop
e, grooved strip g, pivoted feeder i, sliding wires h h',

serrated spring jaw m, plato s, and cover a, all ar-

ranged as described for the purpose specified.

67.318. — Philip H. Kimball, Prophetstown,
jm.— Water Flevator.—Jnlj 30, 1867.—The double-
faced cluteh-drum has spline connection with the
winch shaft, and may be thrown into connection with
either loose drum by hand levers or by levers witli

which the buckets come in contact after tipping out
their contents. The spring on the trip bar acts with
the anti-fi-iction roller to hold the clutch-di'um to either
position.

CVcii/u.—First, the combination of the guides W,
levers V, and bar S, all arranged to operate substan-
tially as set forth.

Second, the bar S, in combination with spring R,
friction roller Q, trip lever P, arranged to ship the
di'um D, substantially as set forth.

Third, the di'ums B, in combination with drum D
and gearing & a H H' M, substantially as described.

Fourth, the combination of drum B, wheel M, gear-

ing H H', lever F, toggle J, all an-anged and operat-

ing substantially as described.

67.319. — Philip H. Kimball, Prophetstown,
III—Automatic Molasses Gate.—Jn\j30, 1867.-The
weight is placed at the required point on the graduated
bar ; the jug is placed on the platform, which in de-

scending actuates a trip lever to shut the faucet and
ring a bell.

Claim.—The combination of a weighing or scale

beam J>I, carrying a movable weight C' with a sus-

pended platform F', tripping devices TJ L H, and Avith

an arm or leverW secured to and operating the faucet

or cork S of a l)arrel oi- other vessel, all substantially

in the manner and for the purpose herein sot forth.

Also, the combination of the alarm boll A*, with
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an armW attached to a cock or faucet S, in-hen saitl

arm is made to close said faucet automatical!}-, sub-

stanti.'dly in the manner and for the piu-pose herein
described.

67,320.—Louis Klein, Dansville, N. Y.—Treat-

ing liatan.—July 30, 1867.—The ratan is coudensed
by pressure, and may at the same time be dyed and
bent.

Claim.—The compressing of ratan or calamus, as
and for the purpose specified.

67,321 Mary H. Lelakd, Milbury, Mass.—
Portable Oven.—July 30, 1867.—The oven is open on
the bottom and sits upon a stove. A flue surrounds
the baking chamber and dischju-ges into the flue of
the stove, the current being directed by a damper.

Claim.— First, a portable oven B, "in which are
combined a fire space C, oven or chamber D, and a
valve to drop into the top of the stove to turn the
draft through the space C, substantially as set forth

Second, the combination with the bottom of the
oven of the adjustable dampers d d', substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

Third, the combination of the rib a, tube h with
the damper rods c c', and dampers d d', substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

67,322.—ChaulesH. Litti-efteld, Turner, Me.—Metallic Loop.—July 30, 1867.—The buckles are
attached by mctullic plates, which arc turned around
the pivot bar, are riveted to the strap, and have side
pieces bent over the reinforce strap.

Claim.—The raetallic plate of the described form,
when the part H is bent as described, to receive and
retain the buckle and when the -nings A or B are
turned over so as to lap the harness strap, as and for

the pm-poses described.

67,323.~ElCHARD C. M. Lovell, Covington,
Ky.

—

Mining and Tunnelling Machine.— July 30,
1867.—The engine moves on a track parallel with the
breast of conl or stone and a forward adjustment is

made after each traversing cut. The chisels are
worked alternately by their respective engines, their
stocks being connected to a walking beam and have
weighted pistons sleeved upon them. The steam is

changed as the piston passes a certain point and is

the means of working the valve. The walking beam
actuates the traversing devices.
Claim.—First, the combination of the traverse

track, the traverse platform, and the adjustable car-
riage on which the engine is mounted, substantially
as described.
Second, a mining or stone-cutting machine, ad-

justable longitudinally and latei'ally by means sub-
stantially as described, and having two cylinders
whose niston rods are connected to a working beam.
, Thira, in comliination with the carnage E' upon
which the engine is mounted, the shaft c, the splincd
wheel E. cogged rail A' or B', and rotating devices
d" a a' d*"', or their equivalents, deriving tlieir inter-
mittent motion from the reciprocating motion of the
working beam or its motors—the pistons.
Fourth, the combination of the traverse platform

D, the carriage E', the threaded shaft g e, and clutch
nut g, operating substantially as described.

Fifth, the combination of the carriage E' with its

rack bar d' on the traverse platform, the pawl d.'",

and latch d"", constructed and operating substan-
tially as described.

67,324.—EiciiARD C. M. Lovell, Covington,
"Ky.— Valve for Steam Engines.—July 30, 1867.—As
the pistons move past certain points in their respective
cylinders, they uncover ports which lead to the re-

spective ends of a cvlinder. wherein is a valve-work-
ing piston connectecl to a balanced valve ; the motions
of the latter govern the induction and eduction of
steam to the two single engines, whose piston rods
are connected to a walkingbeam and work altcrnatelj'.

Claim.—The arrangement of the pistons i i. ports
in m, and double-acting, valve-moving piston T, sub-
BtantiaUy as described.

67,325.— John Madden, Clovcland, Ohio.—
Bread C^lttcr.—J\x\J 30, 1867.—The loaf is placed be-
tween the arms of the sliding frame and is driven

towai-d the slicing knives, pushing before it the slice
previously cut.

C7ai»i.—First, chamfering the bottom of the table
immediately under the horizontal knife C, in combina-
tion with said knife, for the purpose and in the man-
ner substantially as set forth.

Second, the horizontal knife C, and table A', in
combination with the sliding frame, constructed and
arranged in relation to each other as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

67,326.—Josefii I. Mabbett, Titusville, Pa.—
Spring Seat.—July 30, 1867.—To the side pieces arc
attached bars, around which endless bands are wound
to support a cloth seat.

Claim.—T\\fi frame AAA, in combination with
the rod C C C C and the elastic bands 1 2 3 4 .") 6 7 8,

when the same are constructed as descril)ed in tho
aforesaid combination, for the purposes set forth.

67,327.— Fones McCautiiy, Orange Springs,
Fla.

—

Cotton (rin.—July 30, 18()7.—Improvement on
liis patent of 1840; extended in 1854. Instead of
feeding the cotton horizontally to the stripper which
removes the seeds, it is fed vertically to the stripping
cylinder through a space between the feed board anil
a vibrating grate, the seeds being kept fi'om rising
by the cotton above them.
Claim.—Yirst, the feeding of the cotton to the

drawing cylinder of the gin in a vertical direction,
substantially in the manner as and for the purpose set
forth.

_
Second, the fixed or stationary tooth bar D, in com-

bination with the reciprocating or vibrating toothed
bar E, when arranged or placed so that their teeth
will be in a space between tho feed box and the draw-
ing cylinder down through which the cotton is fed to
the drawing cylinder, substantially as shown and do-

scribed.

67,328.—Donald McInkoy, New York, N. Y.—
Machine for Drying Sized oi' Dyed Cords, Skirt Wire-
Wcbbing', d-c—July 30, 1867; autedated JulyiO, 1867.

—A series of parallel pipes are placed in slightly in-

clined ranges, the material to be dried passing up
and down, being interlaced between the jiipes. Hol-
low, heated cylinders, around which the fabric passes,
are placed between the ranges.
Claim.—First, a series of steam drying pipes i i,

arranged in ranges in the manner specified, in com-
bination with cylinders Ic placed bet\\-ecn the ranges
of pipes, as and for the purposes set I'orth.

Second, tlie hand hole and cover s, in combination
with the cylinder k, journal box m, packings n and q,
and pipe p, as and for the purposes set forth.

67,329 Wm. J. McLea, Buffalo. :N'. Y., as-
signor to himself and Charles F. Yoi:ng, same
Y>\acc.—Alarm Whistle.—Jwly 30, 1867.—The whistle
is raised vertically to use the speaking tube and re-

turns by gravity. The indicator is blown back when
communication comes from a distance and indicates
the tube used Avhen the room contains screral.
Claim.—First, the alarm Avhistle C, constructed,

arranged, and operating in the manner substantially
as herein described.
Second, so arranging the indicator in reference to

a blank whistle or valve, that when the latter is

raised for speaking through the tube, the indicator
will be closed in the act of raising the valve, substan-
tially as set forth.

67,330.—John B. Meldrum, Paterson, X. J.—
Floor Cloth and Carpeting.—,Iuly 30, 1867. —.Tuto
yarn is bleached, woven into carpet, and then priiited.

Claim.—A carpet, drugget, or floor cloth, com-
posed of bleached or whitened jute cloth, printed upon
in figures, as described.

67,331 .—Walter M. Messick, Louisville, Ky.
— Circular Swinging Cradle and Baby ^yall:cr.—
July 30, 1867.—The cradle, seat, and Avalkcr are at-

tached to a rotating post.

Claim.—A circular swing cradle and walker con-
stinicted substantially as described.

67,332—WiM. A. MiDDLETON, Han-isburg, Pa.—
Fence.—July 30, 1867.—The metallic brace straps are
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bent over the corners of the panels and are bolted to

the sill at the foot.

Claim.—The headed bolts C C passing through the
fence panels and top of the metal straps D, when said
straps are passed from the sill over the top of the
fence and there secnre-d by the nut, in the maimer and
for the purposes specified.

67,333.—Wesley Miller, Kew York, N. T.,
assignor to Francis E. Beal, Granville S. "Web-
ster, Edward J. Sawyer and Paul P. Todd.—
Corsets.—July 30, 1867.—The raw hide is drawn when
in a moist, plastic state over the model and is allowed
to dry and harden thereon.

Claim.—An improved article of manufacture, a
corset, constructed in whole or in sections of raw or
partially tanned hide or parchment, substantially as
before explained.

Also, perforating the said corset, for the purpose of
ventilation and ornament, essentially as set forth and
explained.

67,334.— John F. Milligan, St. Louis, Mo.—
Cotton Bale Tie.—July 30, 1867.—The metallic con-
cavo-convex tie piece has elongated slots through
which the bands engage. The lower corners of the
central piece of the tie have acute angles to bite upon
the band.
Claim.—The tie pieceA provided with the mortiser

6 and h', the corners thereof being acute and shaped
in the crescent form ofcross section as herein described
and when furthermore arranged with a central rail a'

of diminished thickness, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

67,335.—J. K. Moore, Millsville, N". J.—Fertil-
izer.—Julj 30, 1867.—Oyster shells pulverized are used
either with or without sulphm-ic acid and water as a
fertilizer.

Claim.—First, the powdered clam or oyster shells

as a fertilizer, substantially as set forth.

Second, the ground shells, when used with the in-

gredients specified in the manner substantially as and
for the pm-poses set forth.

67,336.—Curtis C. Morgan, Auburn, N. Y.—
Knife Cleaner.—July 30, 1867.—The frame is attach-
ed by a screw to the table, and the rubber roller, cov-
ered with polishing powder, is rotated in contact with
the knife by a wheel and pinion.
C^aim.—The body A constructed os set forth in

combination with box B and roller C, when all are
aiT£inged as described.

67,337.—David G. Morgan, Jordan, ]Sr. Y.—
Window Curtain.— July 30, 1867.—The roller jour-

nals slide in vertical slots, being supported by wires
attached to cords by which the roller is vertically ad-
justed. The roller 'is rotated by a single cord which
passes througli the eye of the dog lever acting on a
ratchet wheel.

Claim.—The arrangement of the plates a a, wires
i i, and cords D D' in combination with the roller C,
ratchet y, and dog m, whereby the curtain is raised
or lowered and secured by the spring rod, in the man-
ner substantially as and for the purposes specified.

67,338.—J. Morss, Philadelphia, :Pa.—Sqriare.—
July 30, 1867.—The adjustable square and bevel has
an elongated slotted blade secured in position by a
set screw.

Claim.—The slotted blade B and thumb screw and
nut or their equivalents, in combination -with the
stock A, iti* parallel edges a a and bottom / of the
slot arranged at right angles with the said edges, the
whole being constructed as and for the purpose here-
in set forth

.

67,330.— IGNATZ MosER, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Wardrobe or Closet.—Jvily 30, 1S67.—Tho rotating
frame witliin the closet or recess may be placed to

have the diiferent sections open into adjoining rooms
and by turning round M'ill present the various sections
and drawers to either room.

Claim.—First, the provision in a closet or ward-
robe of the revolving frame E e e' F J J', as and for

the purpose stated.

Second, in combination with the frame E c c F J J'

the curved guards K.

Third, a closet or wardrobe composed of separable
parts ABC, fastened together by clamps D d and
keys N, or their equivalent, for the purpose set foith.

67,340.—EiCHARD Keedham, Dukinfield, 'Eng-
land.—Steam Boiler.—Jxilj 30, 1867 ; antedated De-
cember 26, 1861.—The mouths of the funnels are so
presented as to collect the scum which is drawn off
by opening the cock of the exit pipe.

Claim.—The combination with a steam boiler of
one or more funnels or open mouthed skimmers, so
constructed and arranged and provided with an exit
pipe as to collect the scum from the surface of the
water, substantially as herein above set forth.

67,341.—Joseph W. Norcross, East Boston,
Mass.—Clothes Line Hoop Block.—Jvdj 30, 1867.—
The frame of the snatch block is made of one bent
metallic piece and encloses the sheave.

Claim.—A clothes line or hook block, the shell of
which is provided with an apai-ture a and loop b, and
made in one continuous piece of iron or other metal
as shown and described.

67,342.—John A. Olmstead, ISTew York, N. Y.
—Boat and Trunk.—Jnlj 30, 1867.—The lockers arc
formed in various sections of the boat, the hinged
lids excluding water. The hinged end sections re-
spectively fold into and over the middle section when
forming a trunk, the rowlocks forming handles there-
to. The sections, when opened out, are fastened by
bolts engaging in eyelet projections from the end
sections.

Claim.—First, the convertible boat and trunk com-
posed of three sections hinged to each other and ar-
ranged to fold together, substantially as herein set
forth.

Second, the lockers d, arranged in relation with
the space e of the central section B, substantially as
and for the purpose herein set forth.

Third, the lockers g arranged in relation with the
space e of the stern section A, substantially as and
for the purpose lierein set forth.

Fourth, the rowJocks «*, coustructed and an-anged
to serve as handles wheii the boat is used as a trimk,
substantially as herein set forth.

67,343.—Solomon Oprenheimer, Peru, Ind.—
Bucksaw Frame.—.July 30, 1867.—The frame engages
in alternate, interlocking, looped straps.

Claim.—The above described attachment to tho
saw frames, or its eqidvalent, when used and applied
for the pm'pose and in the manner shown and ex-
plained.

67,344.—Daniel E. Paris, Troy, :sr. Y.—Cook-
ing Stove.—Jviy 30, 1867.~Improvement on the pat-
ent of Samnel B. Spauldiug, June 22, 1858. The re-

turn flue cliamber imder the reservoir has a revolving
damper that when in a liorizontal position forces the
caloric current round beneath the reservoir, and when
rotated shuts it olf therefrom. The annular top rim
turns down around the reservoir to conduct spilt

water.
Claim.—First, the revolving damper or flue plate

made to operate an the chamber under the reservoir
as follows : when lying horizontally it drives the heat
or products of combustion under *the bottom of the
reservoir ; when turned up vertically it allows it to pass
directly into the exit pipe, and shuts it off from the
reservoir by closing the opening through or under the
back of the stove.

Second, the return flue chamber, or open seat un-
der the reservoir, connected Avith the central rear
flue of the stov(>, by an opening through or under the
back plate of the same, in combination with the re-

volving damper or flue plate within said chamber,
and the reservoir above.

Third, the construction of the annular cap or top
rim N. which shall entirely surround the top of tho
reservoir, with the outer edge of said rim turned both
upward and downward, so as to form at once a fin-

ished molding for its outer edgo and also n water
guard for the purpose of conducting any water spilled
upoiti the top down into the reservoir, substantially
as herein shown and described.
Fourth, the backward and forward motion of the

heat; in other words, a return flue, underneath a res-

ervoir, situated in rear of a driving flue cooking stove,
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in combination -witli a revolving clamper, or a con-

trolling flue plate creating or directing such flue as

it passes out t'l-om the rear flue or flues of the stove

and then back again for the pui-pose of heating the

reservoir.

67,345.—Wm. a. Parmele, New Haven, Conn.

—Blower.—July 30, 1867.—The fans are oscillated in

a semi-cvlindrical case with an upper exit. The
plane side of the case has inner opening valves, and
the fans have valves opening toward each other.

The oscillation forces air through the upper opeuiijg.

Claim.—First, the oscillating fans 1) with valves

E. in combination with the bottom plate A, with

valves B, and case F FS forming an air passage F^,

said parts being respectively constructed aud lu--

ranged substantially as set forth.

Second, the fans D, attached to the shafts C C, in

combination with the arms I 1', connecting rods H
H'. aud pidley G, and aiTanged to operate substan-

tially as set forth.

67,346.—Charles H. Pouter, Albany, N. T.—
Corkitig Bottles.—Ju\j 30, 1867.—The spiral wire has

an eye to receive the snap attached by a chain to the

bottle neck.
Claim.—A screw furnished with an eye or loop at

one end when such screw is inserted in a cork, sub-

stantialljr as and for the purpose described.

Also, in combination with the above, a chain hav-

ing a spring catch, or their respective equivalents,

and hung to the neck of a bottle, substantially as

described, for the pm-poses specified.

67,347.—Jacob Reef, Jr., Olney. 111., assignor

to William H. Williamson, Fuank Powers, and
Hiram W. White, same place.

—

Trestle and Scaffold

Supporter. — July 30, 18ti7. — The legs, connecting
bars and braces are extended by sliding past each
other in their bands, and are seciu-ed by set screws.

Claim.— First, the extensible tie-bar D D', when
used in combination with the sliding bars A A', legs

B B', and diagonal braces E E', as and for the pur-

poses set forth.

Second, the legs B, connected to the bars A A' by
bolts G, aflFordin'g rigid lateral support, and adapted
to fold longitudinally against the bars as represented.

Third, in combination with the sliding legs B B'

of a trestle of tl;e construction described, the two
bands a a, one attached to the upper end of tlie slid-

ing leg B' and enclosing the leg B, the other attached
to the lower end of the leg B aud enclosing the leg

B', as and for the pm'poses set forth.

67,348. — Abraham Eeese, Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Jllachine for Boiling IIorse{>hoeBars.—July 30, 1867.

—The rolls are so grooved and recessed as to form
the bars of iron into a series of horseshoe blanks.

Claim.—First, a pair of cylindrical metallic rolls,

one grooved and the other flanged with a projecting
creaser or creasers i in the bottom of one or more of
the grooves, and one or more prcijecting formers « on
the outer face of the corresponding flanges, in com-
bination with one or more spring guides/, all con-
structed, ai-ranged, and operating substantially as
described.
Second, a pair of cylindrical metallic rolls, one

having one or more creases i on its outer cvlindrical
surface, and the other shouldered or made witk a
recess h and print s', in combination with a vertical

friction roller n, all constructed, arranged, and oper-
ating substantially as and for the purposes above
described.

67,349.—William W. Eeykolds, Brandon, Vt.,
assignor to The Howe Scale Comi'axy, same place.—Weighing Scale. — July 30, 1867. — The lover is ap-
plied in the usual way, aud to prevent either of the
bearings from being thrown out of place tlie supports
are extended downward on opposite sides and under-
neath the lever. A chamber is formed within the
scale-pan supporter for receiving shot to balance the
scales.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
weight holder or disked cap C, with the standard B,
the lever A, and the fulcra.

Also, the combination and arrangement of the
extensions b b and the studs c c, or the equivalents

thereof, with the weight and scale-pan supporters, as

set forth.

67,350. — Wm. Hauen Richardson, Glosgow,
Scotldiid.— 21amifacture of Iron.— July 30, l!567.—

The tabular "raddle" or tuyere afibrds a means for

the introduction of air, steam, water, carbureted
hydrogen, oxide of manganese, &.C., into the body
of irou ; or the matters may be forced into the pud-

dling furnace through a fixed tuyere.

Claim.—First, the process or processes of manu-
facturing or producing improved malleable irou, as

hereinbefore described, or any mere modification

thereof.

Second, the introduction thereof of a blast or blasts

of air or air and steam, cither separately or com-
bined, into the body or mass of metal in the puddling
chamber, facilitating the manulucture, anil for the

purpose of improving the quality of iron, (in contra-

distinctiou to blowing air or steam upon the surface

of the charge,) as hereinbefore described, or any
mei-e modification thereof.

Third, the process of manufacturing iron by first

introducing air or steam into its mass in the puddling
chamber aiid afterward finishing it in the manner of

puddled iron, as hereinbefore described, or any
mere modification thereof.

Fourth, the use and construction of hollow rabbles,

jxissages or openings for the purpose of introducing
a bkist or blasts of air or steam into the mass of

molten metal in the puddling chamber, as liereiube-

fore described, or any mere modification thereof.

Fifth, the introduction of pulverized oxide of man-
ganese (or other substance containing oxygen in

combination) into the mass of molten metal in the

puddling chamber, as hereinbefore described, or any
mere modification thereof,

67,351 . — D. C. PiGGS, St. Joseph, Mo. — Gang
Plotv.—Jnlj 30, 1867. — Horizontal rotating cutters

accompany each plow, to cut the bottom of the suc-

ceediug furrow sHce. The tongue is rertically ad-

justed by a bar lield by a pin traversing its guides at

one end! Tlie plow beams are raised at the fore end
by a rock shaft, -n-Jiich has arms beneath the beams
and a holder arm Avhosc projection enters one of a
series of holes in a fixed segmental plate.

Claim.—Fimt, ill combination with the plows B,
the employment or use of horizontal cutters D G.
arranged and applied to operate in the manner sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Seconil, the lifting or elevated bar K, when ar-

ranged in connection with the axle, draft pole and
plow beams, to operate in the manner substantially

as and for the purpose specified.

Third, the shaft L on the axle H, provided with
the arms k k I. and arranged in relation with the ele-

vating bar and plow beams, to operate in the manner
as and for the purpose set forth.

67,352.—D. D. Robinson, Mies, M.ieh.—Punch
and Shears.—July 30, 18()7.—The punches and dies

are in the peripheries of disks, and vary in size. The
jaws and disks have holes for traverse pins, to hold
them to the proper adjustment. The machine is

operated by spur rollers, which roll in unison upon
inclined racks, one of them having a lever by wliich
they are actuated.

Claim. — First, the wheels D and E, with their

punches and dies, all constructed, arranged, and op-
erating substantially as described.
Second, the stand A, having at one end the die

wheel E, and rack-inclined plane L atthe other, with
the portion b of the shears supported about its mid-
dle, in combination with the spring beam B, v.itli

the punch wheel D at one end, the rack-inclined
plaiyj L' at the other, and bearing the portion a of

the shears, the rollers7Hw being arranged therewith,

and operating substantially as described for the pur-
pose specified.

Third, the set screw R, in combination with tho
adjustable inclined nlauo L and the geared rollers m
m, substantially as described.

67,353. — Prince W. Robinson, Ufew Bedford.
Mass.

—

Dough Kneadcr.—Jnly 30, 1867.-The dough
tray runs on rollers as the corrugated kucader is

rotated by the hlmd crank.
Claim'— The combination of the frame A. roUors
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B, tray C, and adjustable con'ugated roller D, sub-
stantially as described for the pm-'pose specified,

67,354. — "William Eosenkr^vkz and Michael
EscH, St. Paul, Minn. — Water Tank and liefrigera-
tor.^Jvlj 30, 1867.—The water from an ice chamber
is forced by a clock-work pump into the central tank,
which has an overflow pipe, and is surrounded by
bottles on a rotatable perforated disk over an ice
di'awer.

Claim. — The tank E, when an-anged as herein
shown and described, in combination with the drawer
H (perforated.) false bottom D, revolving ring I and
case A of a refrigerator, xiU made substantially as set
forth.

©"TjaSS.—Edwin M. Scott, Auburn, I^. Y.—Ma-
chine for Grinding Heaper Knives.—July 30, 1867.

—

The disk supporting the standards of the rotating
grinder shalt is pivoted near its periphery to the
upper slide plate, and is secured in the elongated slot

of the bench by a loose bolt held by n slide plate be-

low. A lever, by turning the disk, brings the grinder
against the knives.
Claim. — First, in combination with disk C, the

slides B B and thumb screw d, as and for the purpose
set forth.

Second, the disk C, slides B B, loose bolt E, lever
G, all combined substantially as and for the pm-pose
specified.

67,356.—Charles E. Searles, Stamford, Conn.,
assignor to himself, Edwin Hoyt and Lafayette
Eaurington, same place.

—

Tobacco Pipe.—July 30,
1867.—The plug of the socket beneath the bowl has
holes leading from the outside to the bowl and stem,
through which ;n'ater may be forced to clean the same.

Claim.—The combination Avith the bowl and stem
of a tobacco pipe of the socket C and cup D, both pro-
vided with an aperture or apertures in the top, and
the former with the holes or apertures d e on opposite
sides, and tbe latter Avith the holes ij k on opposite
sides, all arranged and operating substantially as
herein specified.

67,357.-Prentiss Selby, San Erancisco, Cal.—
Hanging Stirrups.—July 30, 1867.—Explained by the
claim.
Claim.—Combining with the ordinary stirrup straps

of a saddle an elastic strap that will constantly tend
to keep the stirrup-s to the foot of the rider, while his
weight is taken upon the ordinary leather strap, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose described.

67,358.—Wm. Serviss, Sidney, Ohio.—^.j^pam-
tus for Making iiheet-metal Fans.—July 30, 1867.

—

The sets have two clamping bars with adjustable
gauge strips between, and are used to embrace the
sides of the blank for bending.
Claim.—First, the combination of the two clamp-

ing plates a with the adjustable gauge /, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the arrangement of the gauge / between
the clamping plates a for operation, substantially as
herein set forth.

67,359.—T. W. SnArLEiGii and M. J. Colman,
Boston, Mass.—Spring Bed.—July 30, 1867.—A cross-
bar clasps the base coil of the spring, and is fastened
by a bolt and nut to the slat. The end of tlie base
coil of the spring is bent around the next coil.

Claim.—The aiTangement and combination of the
cross-bar C, the screw D and nut E with the slat, and
the conical spring with the base coil connected witli

the next coil of the spring, substantially as set forth.

67,360.—Leonard Shelters,. Manchester, IvT.

H., assignor to lumseli and John Pattke, same place.— Calipers and Dividers.—July :K), 1867.—Tlie two
sections being united by the pivot can be opened and
adjusted to answer for calipers, pincers or com-
passes. A set screw in the curved slot secures a
given adjustment.

Claim.—The combination of the calipers and arms
B B', together with the points n 11', forming the legs
of the dividers and turning on tbe pivot C, and on
which arms are marked the divisions of a rule or scale,

and the stop D, the thumb screw G in the slot F, or
their eciuivalents, substantially as set forth.

67,361—Vr. P. Slensby, Chicago, 111—Bmler
Cleaner.—July 30, 1867.—The segmental plates fit the
o'atside of the tubes and inner part of the shell, and
serve by the reciprocation of themselves and the
thimbles enclosed between them to cleanse the sm--
face.

Claim.—The arrangement of the circular plates C
C, secured together by rods a, band D, thimble or
rings between said plates, screw rod E, substantially
as herein shown and described, whereby to clean the
interior surfaces of steam generators im"d the exterior
surface of the boiler tubes, and at the same time agi-
tate the water in the boiler.

67,362.—Eleazer Small, Dennisport, Mass.—
Bed Bottom.—July 30, 1867.—The slats have pendent
guide pins sm-rounded by spiral springs, and ti'aversc
holes i]i their supporting bars.

Claim.—The perforated bars C C, with metal plates
D at each end, for securing the pins c c of the bed
bottom as constructed, and to adjust the same to suit
the size of the bedstead, all constructed and used in
the manner as specified.

67,363.—Hiram Smith and Thomas J. Lui.ns,
iS^orwich, Conn.

—

Windoxv Blind.—July 30, 1867.

—

The square ends of the pivoted slats fit closely to the
inner beveled edges of the stiles.

Claim.^-Thii construction of movable blind slats

with square shoulders b b, in combination with stiles

which are constructed with rounded or reduced edges,
substantially m the manner and for the purposes de-
scribed.

67,364.— Joseph Smith, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Escape Pipe for Steam Bngines.—July 30, 1867.

—

The ends of the escape pipe have a nearly uniibrm
area, the middle portion is expanded to allow the
partial condensation of the steam, and thereby prevent
the drumming noise of the escaping steam.

Claim.—A steam-cseape pipe for high-pressure
engines, locomotive or stationary, whose inlet and
exit openings sliall be of uniform or nearly so areas,
and of much less area than a portion at or near the
exit thereof, so that the steam can expand, lose its

force, and become muffled, before its escape into the
air, substantially as and for the purpose described.

67,365.—Wm. Smith, ISTunda, IST. Y.— Ifrtc7nnc

for Pidling Hop Poles.—The pole has a loop secured
to its under side, which tightens the grasp of the jaws
as the lever is depressed.
Claim.—The attaching of the iron-beveled jaws to

the end of a beveled lever and working within a quad-
rangular band, whieli gives the jaws a side dral't upon
the pole, thereby raising it perpendicularly up; tlio

more force applied to the lever, the more firmly the

jaws grasp the pole or anything that is to be di'awn

out oi'the grounil.

67,366.—W. Harrold Smith, Memphis, Tenn.
—Preserving ^Vooden Piles.—3\\\y 30,1867.—The pile

is enclosed by an earthenware pipe, leaving an annular

space to be filled Avith sand, concrete, lime, cement,

coal tar, gravel, or earth.

Claim.—Tlie wooden pile, timbfr, or structure A,
protected substantially in the manner and for the

purposes set forth.

67,367.— P. H. Snelling, "Wartrace, Tenn.,

assignor to liimself and James Nutt, same place.—
Car Coupling.—J\\\y 30, 1867.—The coupling pin is

connected to an oscillating guide stiiTup. In coup-

ling, the entering link ir.rces back tlie spring plunger

and allows the pin to fall. A lip on the plimger holds

down the inner end link.

Claim.— Tlie combination of the spring-pressed

plunger B, within the draw-head, having an upper
projection or lip d, in front, coupling pin D, and
stirrup E, all for operation relatively to and in con-

nection with the coupling link, substantially as

specified.

67,368.-Waltki'v S. Shotwell, Paterson, K. J.

—Draiohead for Itailruad Cars.— J\\\y 30, ]8(;7.—

The draAAheads have similar side liooks for engage-

ment, and springs on the opposite side to force them
together.

Claim.—Yix&t, the shoulders a^ upon the drawheads
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B, constructed as described, whereby the drawheads
are prevented from slipping by each other when
brought together, substantially as herein shown and
described.
Second, in combination with the above, the springs

e c, upon the inner end of the drawhead and upon each
side of the cross bar d, whereby the shock of the
drawhead upon the shoulders a"-*, as they approach
each other, is partially relieved, substantially as de-

scribed for the purpose specified.

67,369.—"VT. E. Stephexsox. Transfer Station,

Pa.

—

Saiv.— July 39. 18ti7.—The teeth are made in

series of three ; two of Avhich score the sides, and the
other cuts out the center.

Claim.—The teeth B B', constructed as described,
provided respectively upon opposite sides with tho
inclined grooves b, and having the cutting lips c d,

and inclined bevel surfaces a, as herein set forth for

the purpose specilied.

67,370.—TV. X. Stev-exs, Waterford, 'N. Y.—
Compound Tool.—July ;W, 1SG7.—The joint plates of
the hinge are formed into a cutter.

Claim.—The compound tool, consisting of pliers

and shears, constructed and arranged substantially
as herein described, as an improved aiticle of manu-
facture.

67,371.-^7. H. Stickel, Knightstown, Ind.—
Pro2) Block for Carriage Tops.—July 30, ] 8(37.—The
bearing surfaces of the prop blocks are of india-

rubber.
Claim.—The prop block A, when provided with

the dovetailed gi-oove e, adapted to receive the cor-

responding dovetailed elastic removable strips D,
operating as described for the purpose specified.

67,372.—Peter B. B. Stiles, Galesburg, El.—
Botary Harrow.—July 30. 1867.—The spindle of the
han-ow wheel is so connected to tho cross bar as to
depress the outer sides of said wheels and cause ro-

tation .

Claim.—Firet, the rotating han-ow wheels A,
formed by the combination ot the lim a*, arms or
spokes «, clamping plates «^, and cutter pins B, Avith

each other, substantially iu the manner herein shown
and described and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the adjustable loops or
clevises F with the cutter pins B and coupling bar
D, substantially as herein shown and described and
for the purpose set forth. •

Third, the combination of tho draft bars C and
short chains c^ Avith the center pins B and axle G of
the sulky, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed and for the purpose set forth.

67,373.—Meuritt L. Stoddakd. Corning, N. Y.—Burning Fluid.—July 30, 16G7.—Benzine, 40 gal-

lons ; sweet spii'its of niter, one i)ound ; and gum
camphor, I pound.
Claim.—The within-named ingredients when

mixed in the proportions herein set foilh for the
purpose describecl.

67,374.—Sedgwick A. Suttox, Pawtacket, B.
I., assignor to himself and Lyj^axdeu Flaog, Smith-
field, B. I.

—

A2rparatu>i for Cutting Files.—.July 30,

1807.—The file is clamped upon the semi-cylindrical
slide rest and fed beneath the tool by the rotation
of the screw. The hammer is operated by a cam
and spring, being raised by the former. As the
blank is moved forward th.e ctlect of the blow is les-

semi-cj-lindrical bed A' for the blank, substantially
as set forth.

67,375.—Samuel Sykes, Chippewa Falls, "Wis.—Dog for Saio Logs.—July 30, 18t)7.—The dog is de-

tached by blows upon its upwardly-extendin;^ prong.
Claim'.—The part F, fonning with the body of the

dojj a bent lever, as and for the purpose herein shown
and described.

67,376.—Charles E. Foley, Brooklyn, X. Y.—
Propeller.—The shaft passes through the side of the
vessel and has radial bars to which propelling wings
are hinged, their range in opening and closing being
determined by stops. The shaft oacillates and the
wings are vibrated back and forth in the water,
closing during their non-eflfective stroke.

Claim.—The arrangement of the shaft B, sleeve
box E, plate D, crank G, ratchet wheel h, spring i,

clutch J, shifting lever k, spring O, and stud w, sub-
stantially as described for the purpose specified.

67,377.—Morris Traver, Poughkeepsie, :S'. Y.—Sjnttoon for Railroad Cars.—July 30, 18G7.—The
spittoon is sunk in the floor and has a conical spring
stopper covered by a concave-convex disk which
hides the contents, which are discharged by pressure
upon the disk.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
convex disk E, to whose under side is secured the
spring rod E, within and supporting the hollow cone
C, workin^f through the braced plate G, and pressing
up the said disk E against the braces M of the box
A, as herein set forth for the purpose specified.

67,378.—Gregor Trixks, New York, IST. Y.—
Folding Chair.—July 30, 1867.—The seat is pivoted
to the back pieces which form also the fore legs, and
is adjustable by its scolloped bars upon the pieces
foi-ming the hind legs and front seat. Flexible strips

connect the upper ends of the parts and form arms.
Claim.—First, the scolloped bars g, or their cquiA'-

alents, iu combination with the seat B, cross-bars/,
and Side pieces A, of a folding chaii' constructed and
operating substantially as and for the purpose de-

scriljed.

Second, the adjustable slides/, in combination Tvith

the flexible arm pieces /i, of a folding chair constnict-
ed and operating substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

67,379.—Seth G. Tufts, Mainevillc, Ohio.—
Harness Hame.—July 30, 18()7.—The strap at the
foot ot the hame has side flanges fitted into grooves
in the side to strengthen it. The tug hook is open at

top and is closed by a stop pivoted to the hame by a
screw.

Claim.—First, the strip B, provided with flanges
b^, overlapping the sides of the hame A, and fitting

witii grooves in the sides tliereof, so that their outer
sides shall be flush AAith the sides of said hame, as
herein set forth for the purpose specified.

Second, the combination of tlie strap piece E with
the open hame tug hook C, and Avith the hame A,
substantially as herein shoAvn and described and for

the purpose" set forth.

67,380.-Armstroxg Tweedy, Collinsville, Ohio.—Hedge Trimming Machine.—Ju\y 30. 18(77.—The
cutter bar. similar to that of a mowing machine, is

adjustable in inclination to trim the hedge sides and
top. An inclined bar runs along tlio ground and

sened from the increasing width of the blank andjraisesthclyinglimbs to the action of the rotary cutter
shortening of the stroke, OAving to the increasing
thickness of the same.

Claim.—First, the adjusting of the cutter T, rela-

tively with the face or surface of the tile blank, by
means of the pivoted bar N, circular plate V, with
cutter arm Y attached, and the arm k of the nut J to
act upon the bar N, substantially as shoAvn and de-

scribed.
vSecond, the regulating of the force of the bloAv of

the hammer by means of the arm U' bearing against
the spring Q and operated by the ann k of the'nut J
and the pivoted bar M, substantially as shown and
described.

Third, the cutter arm Y pivoted in the bearing s of
the bolt W. in combination with the cutter T aud

Claim.—First, the cutter O, in combination Avith

knives K, when constricted, arranged, and operating
in relation to the frame G G', iji the manner and for

the purpose described.
Second, the combination of the cutter E witli bar

L. plate ]SI. post P, and i od J, Avhen arranged to op-
erate conjointly Avitli cutter O and knives 11. in the
manner substantially as and for the purpose specified.

67,381,—David TJtley, 2d, Moscow, X. Y.—
Sad-iron Heatcr.—Ju\y 30, 18(i7.— Tlic shell for re-

ceiving the sad-irons has a series of slides that rotate
and cover the slots iu Avhich the handles slide, and
also cover the o])cnings in the rim for the entrance
of the irons. The ai-ms of the slide have a layer of
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sheet-iron to facilitate the cutting of notches to cor-

respond to the handles.
Claim.—Fii'st, the combination of the sides Bwith

the shell A, so arranged as to slide around and cover
the slots around the handles, as herein set forth.

Second, the employment of the thickness of sheet

metal m, in combination with the slides so arranged
as to be notched to adapt them to different sized han-
dles, as herein set forth.

Third, retaining the slides in position in the shell

ty the grooves i, and projecting rim k, as specified.

67,382.—Hexry Van Ausdall, Keotnk, Iowa.—Apparatus for Kindling Fire.—July 30, 1867.

—

The horizontal cylinder containing oil has vertical
tubes and wicks arising therefrom. The wicks arc
lighted and the vertical tubes entered between the
bars of the grate.

Claim.—The portable fire kindler, constructed as
described, consisting of the hollow metallic cylinder
A, closed at each end, and having supply tube B, the
vertical parallel wick tubes C, four or more, secured
together by means of the cross piece D, bail E, piv-

I oted at each end of the cylinder A, adjusting wire G,
handle H, attached to vertical rod F, all arranged to
operate as herein set forth for the purpose specified.

67,383.—Chakles Van De Mabk, Phelps, ]Sr.

T.

—

Cooking Stove.—July 30, 1867.—A transverse,
hinged valve is seated between the furnace and heat-
ing chamber and is opened or slmt to convey the ca-

loric to the oven, or to the boiler, which has a flue

ascending around its side.

Claim.—The openings b b, in the top plate of the
stove, in combination with tlic cross partition G and
valve or valves «, for the purpose herein specified.

Also, the notches or openings i i, at the sides of
the front boiler openings b b, substantially as and for

the purpose herein specified.

Also, the combination of the boiler or heater D,
and the stove, each constructed substantially as de-

scribed, and both operating together substantially as
and for the pm'pose herein specified.

Also, the division plate h, either with or without
the plate g, on the boiler, for the pm-pose specified.

67,384.—Jean Louis Veugntais, Paris, France.—Dredging Machine.—July 30, 1867.—The perforated
sucker is attached by adjustable tubes to the pumps,
which are actuated by the engine ; the sucker removes
mud from the bottom of rivers and harbors to deepen
the channel.

Claim.—First, the undulating lower face of the
sucker, having perforations on the sides of the un-
dulations, substantially as described.
Second, the combination with the induction and

eduction valves K D, and the pump chambers B, or
the jointed pipe and perforated undulating-faced
sucker, substantially as described.

67,385.—J. P. VixsoNHELLER, Urbaua, Ohio.—
Paint.—July 30, 1867.—Composed of one bushel of
lime, dissolved in water, five pounds of any pigment
not containing lead, and five pounds of dissolved
copperas.
Claim.—The fixing of the color of any pigment

that may be used, by its combination with lime and
copperas, as and for the purpose described.

67,386.—PvIciiaru Walker, Batavia, N. T.—
Lifting Jack.—July 30, 1867.—The pivoted lever
raises the stop block, which is supported by the rack,
resting upon the pin.

Claim.—Tho lever C, stop block D, and serrated
l)late F, when acting in conjunction, as and for the
purpose herein set foi'tli.

67,387.— James Wat,sit, Stark county. III.—
JTarroit).—July 30, 1867.—The transverse bars are
hinged together by hooks and eyes, the forward bars
having perfoiations for the regulation of the draft.

Extension bars attach a supplementary draft when
required.
Claim.—The straps of iron B B and C C, with

tl'.cir hooks e and eyes d, or liinges, ami arranged in

pairs, the jaws ab c on their undersides, also the
jcgulatiug holes i i i, also the attachment or extcn-

Biuu straps D I>, for carrying additional timbers E E,

all for the purposes described, and combined in the
manner above stated.

67,388.—Charles E. Wareham, Sedalia. Mo.—
Mop Wringer.—Jvilj 30, 1867.—One roller is journaled
in the standard and the other in the swinging frame,
which is operated by a handle attached thereto. The
machine runs on casters.

C7«im.—First, the roller D, set in the swinging
frame E, which is journalled in B, all as set forth, in
combrnation with the roller C, also journaled in B,
in manner and for the pm-pose substantially as de-
scribed.
Second, the mop wringer, composed of two rollers

D and C, mounted in the uprights B B, on floor A,
casters a, substantially as described.

67,389.—George Warner, West Liberty, Iowa.—Grain Binder.—July 30, 1867.—The wire is passed
from the reel through the tubular shaft and over
grooved pulleys upon the oscillating bar. This bar
carries at its end an arm which, by the said oscilla-

tion, conveys the wire beneath the platform and
around the gavel, a spring finger serving to drive the
wire along the slot and to contact with the other part
of the same. The double wire is then twisted by a
wheel and cut off.

Claim.—First, the combination with the bar E, arm
F, finger G, and wire H, of the griping, cutting, and
twisting device composed of the wheel K provided
with teeth g, the holder L with knife i, slotted wheel
P, and revolving forked bar e', all arranged to operate
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the shaft S, for giving motion to the grip-
ing, cutting, and twisting device connected with the
shaft B, by the gearing X T, in combination with the
pin u attached to the slide v, the holes b' in the wheel
X, and the barV connected with an arm o on shaft p,
and provided with the slide TJ having the forked b-.ir

e' attached, and also provided with a pendent pin g'

fitted to the grooved hub Y', all arranged to operate
substautiaUy'in the manner as and for the purpose set
forth.

67,390.—Wm. Whitworth, Cleveland. Ohio.—
Table-Leaf Support.—July 30, 1867.—The hinged arm
follows in the slot in the stay ; as the leaf reaches a
horizontal position the side springs are released from
the slot and arrest the downward movement of the
arm.
Claim.—One or more springs E placed upon the

side of the hinged arm D, in combination with the
slotted stay C, in the manner as and for the purpose
substautiaily as set forth.

67,391.—John Wilcox, Springfield, Mass., as-

signor to himself and John Hooker, same place.—
Futting-up and Preserving Batter.—July 30, 1867.

—

The cups are ranged above each other in a jar and
have print covers attached to each. A follower and
elastic cushion are placed on top, and a transverse
bar sliding down an inclined groove in the jar secures
the whole, after which they are covered with brine.

Claim.—First, the combination of the cups a a a
with each other and with the main jar A, substan-
tially as specified, for the purpose set forth.

Second, the elastic cushion c, in combination with
the bar ft, grooves g g', and followers e, as and for the
purpose specified.

Third, a packing k for the protection of the cups
a a a within the main jar A.
Fourth, a butter cup and stamp or marker a, Avhen

made in one and the same piece, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

67,392.—FURMAN E. Wilson, New York, N.
Y.— Valve Gear.—Jn]y 30, 1867.— The lower slide

valves are operated bj' a crank connected to a slido

rod Avhose arms reciprocate on the vidve rod and ac-

tuate the same by collars upon it. The upper valvo
rod is lunged to levers reciprocated by double conical
cams on rods attached to the pistons and traversing
the upper heads of the cylinders.
Claim.— Virst, the combination of the crank Q,

sliding lever M, and valve rod L, in the manner and
for the purpose substantially as set forth.

Second, the combination of the rod K, cam c, lever
r, and lod U, in the manner and for the purpose sub-

stantially as set forth.
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8?, 393.—Abraham M. Wright, Safe Harbor,

Pa., assignor to himself aud F. K. "Witmer, same
f'.3.%-,~-Iiag Faifoicr.—July 30, ie(i7.—The rinc con-

nected to the curved link by a cord is engaged by the

lever hook, which draws through the ring till they

engage in a recess of the hook near its connection

•v?ith the link.

Claim.^ThG arrangement of the ring D, cord C,

link B, in combination with the combined hook and
wedge lever A A', all constructed and operating in

the manner aud for the purpose specified.

67,394.—KoBERT J. Clay, Greenpoint, N. Y.,

assignor to himself, J. T. Husted,#E. G. Burling,
and CouNELiLS Consoy.—Machinefor Bt(7-ting Wool,

tgc—July 30, 1867.— The rotating cylinder has ser-

rated plates on its periphery, the teeth of which have
a tangential position. The clearer-plate partially en-

circles the cylinder and has inwardly aud downwardly
inclined edges. The material is fed by an endless

apron to two rollers, the upper one having an oscillat-

ing comb, in near contact witli it, to loosen up the

wool. The wool passes frorrf these rollers to the main
card cvlindor and the burrs are detached by the clearer.

The wool is cleared fi-om the cards by a rotating

brush.
Claim.—First, the combination with suitable feed-

ing mechanism and knife or clearer J of a rotating

cylinder, provided on its periphery with smooth comb-
like plates or strips, arranged to encircle the cylinder,

and with their teeth in tangential relationship thereto

for operation together, substantially as specified.

Second, in combination therewith, the construc-

tion of the plates or strips F, with their teeth a'

beveled from beneath or on inner faces thereof, and
their rear edges b' inclined from above or outer faces

of the same, essentially as shown and described.

Third, the combination with a cylinder encircled

by comb-like strips of a knife or clearer J, arranged
on its clcarinjr edge or edges to occupy an inclined

position relatively to the strips, or the latter an in-

clined relationship to the clearer, for operation to-

gether, substantially as herein set forth.

Fourth, in combination with the feeding rolls, guid-

ing plate, or tray and laying roller, or their equiva-

lents, the comb or comber H having a curvilinear

travel across or relatively to the feed, essentially as
specified.

67,395.—"W. L. Aldrich, ISTorwich, Conn., and
TVm. EVAN.S, Seymour, Coun.

—

Machine for Twisting
Augers.—August 6, 1867.—The blank is pressed be
tween rolls upon a slide rest, which are drawn together
by a hand-screw. The blank is twisted simultaneously
with the action of the rollers.

Claim.—First, regulating the twist of augers and
bits by means of the rollers g g, or their equivalents
arranged upon a slide rest, aud operating substan
tially as described.

Se'cond, the combination of end supports a' b with
the regulating clamps g g, substantially as described.

Third, the construction of the female back center
h, substantially as described.

67,396. — Walter Ashton, TJtica, X. T., as-

signor to himself and Edward K. Quinx, same place.

—Screio Plate.—Awixust 6, 1867.-Two of the three
segmental chases are in a fixed die aud the other on
a bar projected by the screw handle and sliding in

the adjustable guiclo plates.

C'totm.—In a scvow plate, the chaser C, gibs D aud
E, and set screws D' and E', or tlieir equivalents, in

corabiutttion, construetod and operating Kubatuntiallv

as described unA for the uses and purposes montioueu.

67,397,—Wm. K. Bacall, Boston, Masg,—Z?cd.

stead.—August 6, 1867.— Tho bedstead is folded up
into a case, tlie bottom forming the front of tlio case,

Claim.—Thc. folding bedstead, or combination of
the head frame, the door part B, and tho auxiliary
frame E, airanged and connected together and with
the case A, substantially as specified.

Also, the combination of the legged supporters C
and F, or their equivalent, with tho door part B and
the auxiliary frame E, arranged and connected to-

gether and with the ca.so A, as specified.
Also, the combination of the head frame D, the

door pait B, the auxiliary frame E, and the supporters

C F, arranged and connected together and with the
case A, substantially as described.

67,398.— Leonard Bailey, Boston, Mass.

—

Bench Plane.—August (!, 1867.— The unj)er (iron)

section is adjustable to the lower (wooden) one to

compensate for wear. The plane iron is clamped by
a lever plate fulcrumcd by a screw entering the stock.

The lower end of the plate rests upon the cap iron,

and the upper has a cam lever operating on the same.
The arm of the adjusting lever enters a cavity in the
cap iron, and its bifurcate arm embraces a grooved
nut, by which it is moved to adjust the iron.

Claim.—The arrangemeut of the two parts A B of
the stock together and with slots c d and clamp screws
a b, as described, whereby such parts may be adjusted
with reference to each and clamped together, as and
for the purpose specified.

Also, the combination as well as the arrangement
of the adjusting screw F and nut E, or the equivalent
thereof, and the bent lever with the plane stock.

Also, the arrangement of the hole i- in the cap iron,

to operate with the adjusting lever, combined with
the screw and nut, or the equivalent thereof, and ap-
plied to the stock, as set forth.

67,399.—W. W. Ball, Charlestown, Jll.—Tiq/ere.

—August 6, 1867.—The air chamber has a central hat-

shaped foraminated diaphragm, which is adjastable
vertically by inclines beneath its edges which rest on
projections of the ease, so that a partial rotation of

the diaphragm raises or lowers it to adjust the air-

opening between the diaphragm and the upper plate
of the air chamber. The valve of the lower plate is

closed by the blast, but otherwise swings open and
allows the fall of ashes and a current of air to the fire.

Claim.—First, the combination of the blast tube A.
valve d, and air chamber, all constnicted and anivngcd
as described.
Second, the disk E, having the steps e' e' e', oper-

ating in connection with the projections/// on tho
inner surface of the plate C, and having the series of
holes around its margin, and the square central aper-
tm"e c, substantially as aud for the purpose specified.

67,400.—Thomas L. Baylies and George W.
Wood, Richmond, Ind. — Inking Apparatus for
Printing in Colors.—August 6, 1867.—An o.scillatinff

frame carries a series of rollers which are brought in
contact tvith fountain rollers of a series of fountains,
each carrying different colored ink ; and the ink is

communicated by another series of rollers to the st?g-

mental rollers, which in tarn communicate the ink to
a set of rollers common to all, and by which the type
is inked in strips of various colors.

Claim.— First, two or more separate continuous
inking fountains B B^ B^, in combination with two or
more intermediate adjustable sectional rollers I !• P
and other distributing rollers, by which the ink of dif-

ferent colors is transfeiTcd from the fountains to, and
properly arranged in bands upon, a common roller,

substantially as set forth.

Second, the combination of two or more adjustable
sectional inking cylinders with the soft intermediate
roller K aud the hard roller E, substantially as set
forth.

Third, the arrangemeut of two or more sets of ad-
justable sectional inking cylinders in relation to each
other and to the roller to which they transfer their
colors, substantially as set forth.

Fom-th. the combination of the distributing rollers,

the transfeiTing rollers, and adjustable inking cylin-

ders Avith the roller K, suljstantially as set forth.

Fifth, in combination with an elastic roller, so ar-

ranging the boxes of tho latter that they may bo
locked so as to regulate tho play thereof, substantially

as set forth.

Sixth, the nrrangwraent of tho frame G, rack O',

pinion X, pulleys X', /i,/i', and h"^, and tlio connecting
belts, substantially as and for tho purpose set forth.

67,401.—WiLBOX Bohaxxan, Brooklvn. N. Y
PadlockH. (£-:.—August 6, 1867.—Tho straight edgo of
the safety guard approaclica and recedes from tho
notches in tho sliders in a plane parallel to the edges
thereof, entering tho notches stiuarely, notwitljstand.
ing that the slides and their beariug plate are moved
in a circular path.

C7ai»!.—Fii'st, in combination with on oscillating
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plate C to which the notched slides e are suitably ap-
plied, the ijai-allel moriiig plate or knife/ attached to
said plate or guide, substantially as described.
Second, the combination of 'the plate or knife /,

slides e, and oscillating plate C "vrith a vibrating lever
arm which is guided and controlled by a fixed studj
or its equivalent, substantially as described.

67,402.—C. F. BoswoRTH,Milford, Conn.—Plate
Lifter.—Aiigust 6, 1867.—The jaws turn on the han-
dle to which they are attached until they are expand-
ed sufficiently to grasp tlie warm plate to be lifted.

Claim.—The combination of the two jaws A and
B with their respective levers D ari'anged upon a
handle C, so as to operate in the manner herein de-
scribed.

67,403.—John E.. Bridges, Pittsburg, Pa., as-

signor to himself and G. O. Faucett, same place.

—

Machine for Making NtitSi—August 6, 1867.—The
nuts are made from a heated bar. The points on the
end of the punches spread the iron to make perfect
corners when pressed. The nut bears on the face of
the die, and projections press down the comers of the
nut. A stripping bar checks the back^'ard motion of
the dies, and strips the nut from the punch. The cut-

ters carry the bar from one side of the headers to the
other. The guides direct the iron to the dies, and
form two sides of the nut when punched and pressed.

Claim.—First, the annular semi-cylindrical or semi-
oval recess on the face of the square die E, for form-
ing a raised bead around the eye of the nut, all as de-

scribed and represented in Fig, 5 of the drawings.
Second, the bar Gr, provided with pins a a and c c,

in combination with the die E and standard I, for the
purpose hereinbefore described.

Third, the cutter D D, when so arranged in a double
operating nut machine as to pass the nut bar, from
which the nut blank has been severed, to the proper
position for feeding into the other end of the machine,
substantially as hereinbefore described.
Fourth, the combination of the blocks J J', bottom

plate H, cutter 1), and bar G, for forming a matrix or
nut box to enclose the nut while it is being pressed
and punched, and which shall open to release the nut
on the withdrawal of the pressing die.

67,404.—PiTTMAN Bright, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Bolliyig J/i7Z.—August 6, 1867.—The two shafts have
enlargements and permanent and adjustable collars

forming rolls, that are aiTanged to make hoop or bar
iron of various widths, dispensing with grooved rolls.

Adjustable collars, one of them corrugated, form a
lodgment for water to prevent undue expansion.

Claim.—First, the shaft D, its collar i, enlargement
/, and adjustable collar G, in combination with the
shaft F, its collar i, enlargement /', and adjustable
collar G^, the whole being constructed and arranged
substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Second, the collar G or G*, composed of the ring
m, with its corrugated or notched end, and the ring n,

with its ring q.

67,405.—John Brown, ^q\^ York, N. T., as-

signor to William P. Brown, same place.— Z7»i-

brella.—August 6, 1867.—The fabric is woven by a
loom, witli a jacquard to form the stuff to receive the
ribs and fit the frame.

Claim.—A woven umbrella or parasol cover having
pockets for the ribs woven into or with the web of

which it is formed, essentially as herein set forth.

67,406.—Julia P. Brown, Boston, Mass.

—

Fold-

ing Table.—August 6, 1867.—The legs are hinged to

the metallic shoes, and bolted at their "point of con-
nection. Stretchers connect the legs.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

cammed shoes and the spring catches, the tal)le top,

ami the two sets of legs, arrangetl end applied to-

gether and to tlie table top, substantially as specified,

such shoes being made with holes or recesses in their

sides to receive the hooks of the catches, as set forth.

67,407.— Sarah Frances Brown, Savannah,
Ga., assignor to Charles W. Brujineu, same place.
—Marker for Sewing Machines.—August 6, 1867.—
The width of tuck is marked before scAving by a pen-

cil, which is adjustable in a guide frame.

Claiin.—Yh'it, the adjustable bar A, in combination

with the pin C and tube D, all made and
substantially as and for the purpose herein shown anc
described.
Second, the toothed pin C and spring E, when ar-

ranged as described, for the purpose of holding the
tubular pencil holder D on the adjustable plate A in
any desired angle of inclination, as set forth.

Third, the spring F, when arranged on the side of
the perforated tube D, and provided with a pointed
or shai-pened end, as set forth, for the purpose of hold-
ing the pencil in the tube and for fitting the same tube
to larger and smaller pencils, as set forth.

Fourth, the plate A, pin C, and spring E, in com-
bination with the tube D and spring E, aU made and
operating substantially as and for the purpose herein
shown and described.

67,408.—EiCHARt) Bush, South Brooklyn, N. T.—Soap Holder.—August 6, 1867.—The receptacle is

hung against the wall. Its perforated bottom is oscil-

lated, and suppcrted by a spring.
Claim.—First, the soap holder with the revolving

bottom, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose set forth.

The whole device as an article of manufacture,
when constructed substantially in the manner and
for the purposes set forth and described.

67,409.-L.A.BuTTS,Eipon,Wis.-^6edPZanf2r,
—August 6, 1867.—The elevating seed cups are open
at the top and on one side ; the bottom inclining to the
open side. The cups are rotated with their open
sides against a plate in the seed hopper by a rope
attached to the ground, running over a pulley on the
seed shaft. The open cups, after surmounting the
plate in the seed hopper, discharge the seed through
a tube to the ground.
Claim.-~The hoppers J and L, seed distributers a

and I, seed cups e and o, shaft W, driving wheel Y,
pulleys p p, conductor q, lever U, guide pins r, guides
7t and rope K, in combination with the vertically ad-

justable frame, which carries the seeding devices, all

arranged and operating as set forth.

67,410.—S.G. Cabell, qmncj,J\\.—Telegra2)hic
Instr^iment.—August 6, 1867.—The two helixes are
wound on separate tubes, and enclosed by a common
cylindrical case. The magnets may be connected to
operate in unison, the armature lever ofthe smaller one
which is conected with the local circuit acting as a
striker. This connection of the two magnets is mado
by a sliding plate between them, which has a metallic

ring connecting their two inner tubes when desired.

Claim.—First, operating a telegraph instrument
by means of a magnet, consisting of a helix interposed
between two concentric pieces of soft iron, the inner
forming a central core, and the outer one a covering
for the helix, substantially as described.
Second, the combination of the electro-magnets A

and B, with the connecting piece h, arranged so that

by moving it to and fro, the magnets may be cou-
n'ected or disconnected at will, substantially as de-

scribed.
Third, the combination of the magnet A, with its

vibrating arm I, and the magnet B, with its vibratiug

G, when arran<jed to form one instrument, and to

operate as and for the purposes herein set forth.

67,411.—GouvERNEUR Car, New York. N. Y.—
Itazor.—August 6, 1867.—The gauge passes over the

face before the razor to stretch the skin, and present
the razor at proper inclination.

Claim.—First, the combination of a razor blade
with the guiding gauge, substantially as and for tho

purpose specified.

Second, the combination of the razor blade and
guiding gauge by means of a hinge joint and holding
mechanism, subs'tautially as and for the purpose set

forth.

Third, the combination of the two guiding gauges,
or two-part case, with the razor blade, by means of a
three-part hinge, or the equivalent thereof, substan-

tiallv as and for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the razor blade, tho

stock to which it is hinged, the guiding gauge, the

connecting hinge and tlie holding mechauism, sub-

stantialU-'as and for the pm-pose specified.
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67,412.— Hexry Cash, Newport, Ky.— Sash
Pulley.—Aiif^ust G, 1867.—TJio grooved pulley wheel,

wliich is pivoted in the slotted block, the bosses on
which engage in tie recesses in the back of the casing
to which the Mock is screwed.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture the com-
bination of the flat place €, pivot G and sheave F,
the said plate being provided Avith bosses H, and all

constructed and adapted to operate as and for the
pui-poses described.

67,413.—:N'athax L. Chappell, New York, N-
Y, assignor to The Chappell Patent Steam Valve-
less and Bilge Ejector Maxufactliung and
Fi.'KNisHiNG Company.—New York, N. Y.—Steam
Ejector.—August 6, 18G7.—The steam passes through
rt pipe contained iu a frusto-conical chamber into
which the water is secured, and ends slightly below
its throat, which communicates with a chamber above
from ivhich the exit pipe passes.

Claim.—The inlet chamber, B, constructed with a
contracted throat a, and arranged with reference to
the steam inlet pipe D and chamber C, substantially
as herein set forth for the purpose specified.

67,414.—Aakon W. Cheever, Lynn, Mass.—
Last.—August 6, 1867.—A portion of the draft line

from near the heel to the ball is straight on the out-
side ; the remainder of the line toward the toe and
heel respectively is of a gradual curve. The inten-
tion is to produce a boot that wiU not work on the
foot.

Claim.—The block la,st A B, constructed substan-
tially as above described and for the purpose set forth.

Also, making the draft lino straight on the exterior
surface of the last from a point near the heel to a point
iieai- the ball of the foot, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

Also, forming a projection g on the toe end of the
block of the last, suustantially as and for the purpose
described.

Also, increasing the width and reducing the length
of the groove in the last proper, as and for the pur-
poses specified.

67,415.—Edwin Cox and A. W. Potter, Mon.
roe. Wis.—^'foye Pipe Damper.—Au^mt 6, 1867.—

A

series of adjustatable bell-formed dampers, having
open taps, are adjustably suspended in the pipe above
an annular horizontal plate running around the side.

Claim.—First, the shoulder pieces and pins for
connecting the segments of a damper, substantially
as shown and described.
Second, the collar or shoulder K for supporting the

damper, in combination with a damper in divider.
Third, the thumb latch attached to the end of the

lever for opening and closing the damper without
bringing the hand of the operator in contact with
heated metal, substantially as shown and described.
Fourth, the mode of securing the thumb latch and

lever by means of pin.s, substantiaily as described.
Fifth, combination of parts forming an improved

damper, substantially as shown and described.

67,416—Cancelled.

67,417.—F. A. Cramblitt, Petroleum Centre,
Pa., assignor to himself and Jos. R. Dickey.—Pump
Piston.—August 6, 1867.—The two ehds of the piston
are separate, so that they may have sufficient vertical
play to admit of the outwai-d expansion of the pack-
ing sleeve. Eoom is left between the half pistons,
allowing the oil to pass out, and by its pressure to
slightly expand the flexible sleeve, making it press
snugly against the pump barrel in which it is worked.
Claim.—First, making in separate parts the two

ends of a piston for operating pumps in oil, salt,

artesian, or other deep wells, and attaching such
parts to the piston rod in such a way that one or both
may have sufficient vertical play on the rod to admit
of the outward expansion or bulging of the piston-
packing, substantially as and for the purposes de-
scribed.
Second, filling the contiguous ends of such half-

piston to each other, so as to leave room between
them for the oil or water in the piston to pass out
against and expand or bulge the piston-packing, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes above set forth.

Third, packing a piston for deep well pmnps by a

packing slee»ve of leather or other flexible material,
in such a -way that the ends of such sleeve shall be
securely fastened beneath the outer surface of the
upper and lower ends of such piston, so as to make
therewith tight working joints, substantially in the
manner and for the purposes above specified.

Fourth, making the half-pistons described counter-
parts of each other, so as to secure a reversible piston,
substantially as and for the purposes described.

67,418.—Henry M. Curtis, Ypsilanti, Mich.—
Buggy Top Joint and Fastening.—August 6, 1867.

—

The top is sustained by the usual jointed brace, and
spread by additional braces of similar construction.
Claim.—The main and counter braces A and C,

when combined or joined together, and operating
conjointly with the can-iagc tops, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

67,419.—Wm. a. Devon, Richmond, N. Y.—
Apparatus for liaising and Lorvering Ships' Boats.
—August 6, 1867; antedated July 23, 1867.— Im-
proveinent on his patent, September 11, 1866, (No.
57,877.) The ropes of the end tackles are rove thi-ough
a block connected with an intermediate central
davit, and their ends bite on a rotating barrel to
facilitate raising or lowering boats by the conjoint
connections to the end tackles.
Claim.—The combination of the davit C with its

cross-bar or beam E and blocks D G- G, arranged for
operation together, in connection with the ropes of
the two end tackles and swinging from a common
center, substantially as and for the pm'poses herein
set forth.

67,420.—Henry Doebele, Philo, Ohio, assignor
to himself and Peter Kuier, same place.

—

Bed Bot-
tom.—August 6, 1867.—The slats are fastened in two
long wooden strips, which are placed on springs se-

cm*ed to the side rails.

Claim.—First, securing the ends of the slats A A
between two plates or strips B and E, and connecting
the latter by means of metal elbow pieces F F, and
holding the whole bottom together by means of
screws C, substantially as set forth.

Second, combining the above bed bottom with a
bedstead, in which are rails C and springs D for the
reception of the bottom, so that the latter can be

E
laced upon the springs and be securely held in the
edsteadT without being fastened to the same, as set

forth.

67,421,—George Dunham, TJnionTille, Conn.—
Machine for Making N^uts.—August 6, 1867.—Tm-
Erovement on his patent, June 27, 1865. After the
lank is sheared off it is conducted to the conical

presser. The nut is then carried between the anvil
and the three converging hammers, after which it is

punched. The hwrr Ts cleared by a punch. The nut
is then pressed to even the top and bottom.

Claim.—First, arranging the cams and hammers K
and K ', so that the latter shall act in the double ca-
pacity of hammering the blank and to push it to tho
punch 0, and from thence in front of the pusher S,
substantially as described.
Second, constructing and aiTanging the cams and

the hammers K K' K", so that the latter shall act in
the double capacity to hammer the blank and hold it

until the punch X has entered the same, substantially
in the manner described.

Third, the combination of the lever T* and adjust-
ing screws a b Avith the slide M, substantially as and
for the purpose described.
Fourth, the employment of the yielding cam U, in

combination with the hammer K, substantially as de-
scribed.

Fifth, the employment of the lifter Q for lifting the
hammer K, while it is pushing the nut off from the
die O, substantially as described.

Sixth, the combination of the anvil block J with
hammers K K K", punch X, and die O, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

67,422.—C. Dyer, Jr., and Ellis Drake, Stongh-
ton, Mass.

—

Boot and Shoe Heel.—August 6, 1867.

—

A series of rubber studs arc first secured to a metal-
lic plate with projections below and are then attached
to the treading surface of the heel by a screw engag-
ing in a nut that has been made fast thereto.
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Claim.—The elastic studs F in the perforated plate

C, clamped by their lieads G between such plate and
the treading surface B of the boot heel by means of
the center screw D fitting into the nut E upon the
shank I, all constructed and arranged as herein set

forth for the purpose specified.

67,423.—Peter T. Eltixg, Buffalo, If. T.—
Smut Machine.—August 6, 1867.—The rotating stone
has a stationai'y brush with a central feed opening
for admission of grain and a discharge over the pe-
riphery of the head. The concave screen has a cor-

responding convex brush engaged therewith. The
air is sucked in by the fan through the perforated
outer shell and passes through the falling grain.

Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement
of the revolving stone or iron head C with the sta-

tionary brush 1), substantially as described.
Second, the concave screen /i^ and brush I, arranged

and operating substantially as described.
Thii-d, the air passages O and O', so arranged with

reference to the conical flue n^ and the fan that a
cui'rent of external air will be drawn in by the action
of the fan and pass through the descending sheet of
grain, for the pui*pose and substantially as described.
Fourth, the double offset 1 1' in the annular leg, for

the pm-posc and substantially as herein described.

67,424.—James K. Ely and Egbert Cook,
Franklin, Ohio.

—

Portable Percussion Cap Primer.—
August 6, 16G7.—The caps are placed within a capper
on their closed ends and the cover inserted in the
grooves of the box, covering all the caps except the
lower one, which is retained by the spring. When
the exposed cap is placed upon the nipple the capper
is di-awn lateralh', causing the cap to deflect the
spring and liberate itself.

Claim.—The combination of the spring c, orifice/,

and lip n with the guides or flanges o o and box h in
which the caps are fed forward to the delivery orifice

by their gravity, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

67,425.—Sheldon B. Everitt, Ansonia, Conn.,
assignor by mesne assignments to Frederick G.
jSflEDRiNGHAUS, St. Louis, Mo.—Tea Kettle and other
TcsseU.—August 6, IStiT.—Explained by the claim.
Claim.—A sheet-metal kettle, saucepan, or similar

deep vessel, whose sides and bottom are not only
made seamless of one piece of metal, but which is

also provided with a flanged bottom or pit A whose
depth does not exceed that of the sides of the vessel,
substantially as herein set forth.

67,426.—Friexd P. Fletcher and Yirgil W.
Blanxhard, Bridgeport, Yt.—Convcrtinfj Cast Iron
into Steel and Malleable Iron.—August ii, 18G7.—As
the stream of melted ore leaves the furnace a jet of
steam, or air, or both combined, is brought into con-
tact with it in the bath. The force of the opposing
current reduces the molten metal to globules while
the heat of the metal decomposes the steam or air
into gaseous elements, bringing them in contact with
the globules of melted metal:

Claim.—First, dispersing or reducing the molten
metal to an atomic condition in the presence of the
gaseous element or elements contained in the bath,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.
Second, the forcible dispersion of a stream of molten

metal into a globular or atomic condition when it

comes in contact with a jet or jets of a gaseous ele-

ment or elements, substantially as aoid for the purpose
specified.

Third, the introduction of a secondary jet or jets of
a gaseous element or elements into the bath above,
below or beyond the primary one, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

Fourth, the use of an inclined plane, or its equiva-
lent, within the bath, in combination with said bath,
as and lor the purpose specified.

Fifth, a secondary furnace, or its equivalent, for the
purpose of heating tlie gaseous elements, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

Sixth, a gate or valve in tlie main trough or chan-
nel, in combmation with said trough and the shallow
channel and bath, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

Seventh, the employment or use of the necessary
valves in the pipes leading from the boiler and re-

ceiver to the bath, for the purpose of regulating the
flow of gaseous element or elements into said bath,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.
Eighth, the use of any gaseous element or elements

beside those contained in air or steam, used and ap-
plied substantially as and tor the'pm-pose specified.

67,427.—P. Gaughran and L. Sweeney, San
Francisco, Csxl.—Preserving Eggs.—Avi^w&t 6, 1867.
The eggs are dipped in grease and then rolled in
powdered charcoal.

Claim.—Treating eggs for preservation, substan-
tially in the manner as hereia described.

67,428. — George L. Gerard, New Haven,
Conn.—-BucfcZe.—August 6, 1867.—The rod is bent
into an S-shape. The strap is secured to the middle
portion and its loose end attached by passing it alter-

nately below the outer sections and above the middle
one.

Claim.—The herein described buckle as an article
of manufacture.

67,429.— T. E. Harris, Green Bay, Wis.—
Punching Apparatus.—August 6, 1867.—The sheet is

cut and punched simultaneously by the oscillating
cutter and adjustable punches.

Claim.—The improved punching apparatus, sub-
stantiaUv as herein described and for the purpose set
forth.

67,430.—Samuel L. Heisey, West Donegal, Pa.— Cultivator.—August 6, 1867.—The tongue is pivot-
ed with the hammer but, and when the butt of the
tongue is raised by the lever out of the recess of the
semi-circular slide plate it wiU swing about one-
quarter round before turning the cultivator.

Claim.—The arrangement of the sliding plate B
with its guide c, recess b, in combination with the
lever D, and springs S x, all arranged and operating
substantially in the manner and for the purpose
specified.

67,431.—Theodore P. Hoavell and Charles
P. Oliver, Essex county, jST. J

—

Machine for Stretch-
ing Hides.—August 6, 1867.—The hide is stretched
over the top bar and tacked to the bar below and to
the rear post, the neck being attached to the knee-
jointed brace in front, The set screws passing
through the sill engage and draw doAvn the bottom
bar and brace, stretching the hide.

Claim.—A machine for stretching hides or skins,

having the bar a, posts 6 c and d, bar e, screw / and
/', beam g, and knee h, arranged, combined and ope-
ratijig for the purposes and in the manner herein
above described.

67,432.—S. W. Hitntington, Augusta, Maine.—
Inner Sole for Boots and Shoes.—^August 6, 1867.

—

To the woolen insole is attached a thin layer of lead,

to make it waterproof.
Claim.—The improved inner sole for boots and

shoes as comiioscd of the woolen body a in combina-
tion with the sheet b of lead, in the manner and for

the pm-pose as described.

67,433.—Orrin H. Ingram and Donald Ken-
nedy, West Eau Claii'e, Wis.

—

Lighter for Vessels.—
August 6, 1867.—The lighters are attached to the
boat sides by transverse "braced beams and bolts ex-

tending thro'ugh the sides.

Claim.—Eemovably attaching lighters B to the
hull of a boat A, substantially as herein shown and
described and for the purpose set forth.

67,434.—Insley Jewett, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to himself and John P. Jewett, Hyde Park,
Mass.

—

Knife Cleaner.—August 6, 1867.—The knife
is passed through a slot in tlie face plate and between
leather lips into tlie box containing the abradant.
The leather is backed by rubber, and on one side has
a metallic plate and a set screw to regiflate pressure.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
strips of leather E F, the pieces of india-rubber C,
and the compression screw e, or its equivalent, with
the emery receptacle formed of the plates A B I I,

as described.
Also, the combiaation of the slotted mouth piece
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G with the strips E F, the pieces of rubber C D, and
the plates A B 1 1, arranged as specified.

67,435.—Henry H. Johnson, New Haven, Conn.
—Broiler.—August 6, 1867.—The wire is convoluted

to support the meat, has shoulders at various heights

for supporting it on the stove plate and a handle

above by which it is held.

Claim.—A broiler A, constructed with an arm C,

provided with one or more shoulders a b c, and so as

to operate substantially as herein set forth.

67,436.—Philip Kkahek, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Adjustable Bolster for JIattresses.—Angnst 6, 1867.—

The upper end of the bolster is elevated by a curved,
perforated, adjustable bar, which is engaged by spring

bolts through boxes attached to the frame, which are

operated by ringed cords attached thereto.

Claim.—First, the adjustable bolster B, operating
on hinge I, with the segment or plate C, for the pur-

pose as herein set forth.

Second, the cord G, the pulley F, the pins E, the

staples or frames D, the springs C, aU made and com-
bined that both sides of the bolster may be operated

at the same time.

67,437.—Geo. A. Keene, Xewburvport, Mass.—
Feathering Paddle Wheel.—August 6, 18G7.—Two
horizontal bars connect transversely the radial nnns
of the paddle wheel. The floats having wings un-
equal in ai-ea and weight are pivoted into the bars ; a
stop is attached to limit the rotary motion of the float

upon its pivots.

Claim.—First, the arrangement in a paddle wheel
of independent floats, having each one wing pre-

S)nderating in area and weight, pivoted to cross-bars
and E, so as to allow a reciprocating rotary motion

through a limited arc, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

Second, the further arrangement of stop h, in con-
nection with floats having such a preponderating
side, and pivoted to cross-bars D and E, substantially
as desci'ibed, and for the purpose of limiting such
reciprocating rotaiy motion.

67,438.—Samuel Lemon, Jr., Hoboken, N/J.,
assignor to himself and Charles "Woodruff. Hun
ter's Point, N. Y.—Lubricator.—August 6, 1867.—
The globe is attached to its supporting tube by the
nut. The tube has a seat for a valve upon a stem
sliding in the cap.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
globe A, tube B, nut e, rod c, with valve F and caps
B D', substantially as described for the purpose speci
fled.

67,439.—Wm. O. Leslie, PhOadelphia, Pa.-
Brick Machine.—August 6, 1867.—Tlie molds are in
a frame reciprocated beneath the pug mill by an
eccentric. The plunger bottoms are of iron with felt

covered faces, and are raised by projections on the
track, first to press and then to eject the bricks.

Claim.—First, the mold caiTiage u, constructed
and operating substantially as shown and described.
Second, the pressure plate 1, constructed and ope-

rating substantially as shown and described.
Third, the truck z, constructed and operating sub-

stantially as shown and described.
Fourth, making the under side of the pressure plate

1 convex, and the upper part of the mold carnage ic

correspondingly concave, substantially as shown and
described.

67,440.—Charles Manheim, Xew York, N.T.,
assignor to himself and E. L. Perry, same place.—
Securing Rubber Rolls to their Shafts.—Augnist 6,

1867.—Strips of duck are coated with caoutchouc and
rolled heavily. The strips ai'e then wound spirally on
the shaft. The packing is then coated with rubber
and the whole vulcanized.

Claim.—A rubber roll having its inner packing of
cloth and rubber, wouud spirally upon and vulcanized
to the shaft, together witli its 'coating, as herein set
forth, whereby the rubber is prevented from turning
upon the shaft or packing, substantially as described
and for the pm'pose specified.

67,441.—Albuutis Martin, Oquawka, HI., as-
signor to himself and J. E. Maktls.—Corn Cultiva-

tor.—August 6, 1867; antedated July 27, 1867.—The
shovel-plow beams are attached to a movable frame
that is moved laterally by the lever when the driver
is in his seat, and by the crank when he is Avalking.

Claim.—First, the plow frame C, when supported
by the rollers m and n, and the arrangement with
reference to the frame A, axle B, and the plow beams
D and E, in the manner substantially as described
and for the pm'pose specified.

Second, the semi-circular cog wheel I, shaft Y, lever
K, crank L, and bar P, in combination with the cog
bar H attached to the frame C, substantially as de-
scribed and for the purpose specified.

Third, the connecting piece t, in combination with
the straps attached to the post F and the beam D,
substantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

67,442.—Samuel McDonald, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Bed Bottom.—August 6, 1867.—The slats are sup-
ported on rods which ai'e run through elastic loops
connected to the rails.

Claim.—The supporting rods F and elastic loops
E, sustained by either a firm or a yielding attachment
to the bedstead, and operating substantially in the
manner and for the purpose set forth;.

67,443.—James McLaughlin and Chakles W.
Jones, Duncannon, Pa., assignors to themselves and
"Wm. C. King, same place.

—

Railroad Switch.—Au-
gust 6, 1867.—The elastic rails on the main and side

track are arranged for the wheels of the locomotive
and cars, to spring the rails parallel with each other
and thus connect them.

Claim.—An elastic self-acting railroad switch, ar-

ranged and operating substantially as herein de-

scribed.

67,444.—H. S. Mitchell and C. Search, Hu-
blersburg. Pa.

—

Corn Planter.—August 6, 1867.—Con-
necting with the reciprocating seed slide are remov-
able center plates varied according to the tlistance of

the hills and amount of seed, the ribs on the central
plates engaging in gTOOves in the partition between
the corn and fertilizer hoppers. The reciprocating
rod operated by the slide has a star-shaped burr for

agitating the fertilizer.

Claim.—First, the removable slide plate applied to
and operating in connection with the reciprocating
slide, substantially as and for the purpose described.

Second, the rernovable slide plate I', provided with
the rib or ridge i, arranged to Avork in a coiTCspond-
ing groove foi-med in tlie partition F, in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the arrangement pf the levers N and rack
bar O, in connection with the adjustable followers or
coverers, substantially as described.
Fourth, the reciprocating rod b, provided with the

star-shaped burr or head c, and adapted by the recip-

rocating slide I, in the maimer and for the purpose
described.

67,445.—David Jones O'Harra and Clark
Brown Thompson, Empire City, 'Nevada.—Furnace
for Roasting Ore^.—August 6, 1867.—The lengthened
oven has open ends and a flat top and bottom. It has
furnaces at intervals along the sides. The ore is con-
veyed through it by forwarding blocks attached to an
euUless chain, which returns along a slide over the
oven top.

Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement
of the hinged circular plate E E', with the inclined
oblique hoes a a a a, all constructed as shown and
attached to the endless chain D, substantially as aud
for the purpose specified.

Second, the arrangement of a series of fire cham-
bers G G along the sides of the ore chamber of a de-

sulphurizing furnace, at intervals of about twenty-five
feet, substantially in the manner and for the purpose
set forth.

67,446.— Da\t:d Olta-er, Oxford, Ohio.—Fence
Post.—August 6, 1867.—The two posts thate secure the
rails on each side are attached to an anchor-stone by
a link, to which they are tightly wedged.

Claim.—A fence post, consisting of two uprights
A A firmly attached to a stone B by means of a. link

G, substantially as described.
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67,447.— Alfred Pauaf, Thanu, Fi-ance.—
Manufacture of Ammonia.—August 6, 1867.—The
" ammouiacal liquor " from gas manufacture is dis-

tilled and cooled, and the vapor passed through char-
coal to a condensing worm, from which it flows into
a receiver.

Claim.—The process ofpreparing purified ammonia
from ammoniacal stock by distillation, and treating
the products by charcoal, substantially as hereinbe-
fore set forth.

67,448.—Charles B. Payne, Bloomington, 111.—
Trace Buckle.—August 6, 1867.—The short part of
the trace has rivets whose projecting flanged heads
engage in the slots of the forwai'dly and backwardly
projecting plates. A button prevents detachment.

Claim.—The combination of the buckle A B S,

lock E, trace F G, having headed bolts P, arranged
to pass through slots D C, and operating substantially
as set forth.

67,449.—G. TV. Peabodt, East Hampton, and
O. L. COWLES, TVestfield, Mass.

—

Machine for Dress-
ing and Renovating Feathers.—August 6, 1867.

—

The feathers are renovated by the action of steam
admitted among them and are subsequently dried in
the same machine. The devices have reference to
the regulation and distribution of the supply and re-

moving the condensed steam.
Claim.—First, the use, in combination with a

steam cylinder M, of a feather-dressiug machine, of
one or more similar valve seats, each having several
steam passages radiating therefrom and opening into
the space L, substantially as described.

Second, operating all the steam valves in the cyl-

inder M, by means pf a single valve rod arranged
witliin tlie cylinder, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

Third, the combined valve key and steam plug,
constructed and operating substantially as described.
Fouith, the arrangement of the drip"^ pipes, placed

OS described, in combination with the steam cylinder
and hollow-flanged bearings, substantially as set forth.

67,450.—Henry E. Pond, FrankUn, Mass.—Arti-
ficial Fertilizer.—August 6, 1867.—To meadow muck,
1,800 lbs., add sulphuric acid, 20 lbs.; to which, after
standing, add lime, 15 lbs.: potash, 50 lbs.: salt, 80
lbs.: nitrate of soda, 100 lbs., and superphosphate of
lime, 100 lbs.

Claim.—The new fertilizer, substantially as before
described.

67,451.—Daniel R. Pratt, "Worcester, Mass.,
assignor to Jonx P. Vesree, "Wm. A. Mitchell,
and J. Marcus Eice.—Splicing Railroad Rails.—
August 6, 1867.—The fish jilates are connected by
bolts which pass through a chamber containing
springs against wliich the washer rests.

Claim.—First, the method and arrangement of
joining the ends of two railroad rails by the means
of springs F, cups E, washers D, bolts B, and nuts C,
in combination with two splicing plates A A, made
in the manner substantially as described and for the
purposes heroin set forth.

'

Second, the construction and an'angement of
springs combined with the wooden splicing plates,
as shown in Fig. 2, as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

67,452.—Tof^HUA P. Purdy and D. C. Barger,
Peekskill, X. Y.~jBoi?er.— August 6, 1867.-The
kettle is placed in an open-bottomed shell of similar
sh'ipe, but of size sufficient to allow the caloric cur-
rent circulation between them. A valve in the kettle

lid allows escape of steam beneath the lid of the shell.

Claim.—First, the arrangement and combination
of the outer pot A and the inner pot B, with legs
L L, and projections r r, sub.stantially as set forth.'

Second, the double cover C c, attacked togetiicr by
the hooks or standards s s, and eyes e e, or some
equivalent device.

Tliird, <>hc valve V, placed in the cover of the inner
pot B, for the purpose of idlowing the escape of steam
Qud odor.
Fourth, the arrangement and combination of the

I)Ots A and B, covers G and C, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

67,453.--JoHN F. Biggs and Wm. M. Albin, St.
Joseph, Mo.—Washing Machine—August 6, 1867.—
The power is applied to the crank shaft and com-
municated to the reciprocating plunger, which is ad-
justable to suit the quantity of clothes within the
suds box. "When moving the machine, the lower
sections of the fore legs are folded up and the balance
wheel acts as a moving wheel.
CZaim.—First, operating the plunger E, through

the medium of the pivoted'frame C, connecting rod
D, and crank e, of the shaft d, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.
Second, the wheel B, in combination with the legs

a «, formed of two parts, connected by a joint or
hinge b, substantially as and for the pm'pose specified.

67,454.—S. E. Bobbins, Boston, Mass., assignor
to Elmer Towxsend, same place.—Pta</brm Scale.
:—August 6, 1867.—Improvement on the patent of
E. F. TVolcott, November 1, 1859. The knife-edge
beai'ings upon the concave seats give nice adjust-
ment, while preventing slipping of the parts in con-
tact.

Claim.—The construction of the knife-edge bear-
ings throughout the scale, with concave edges fitting
upon the convex surfaces, as and for the purpose sub-
stantially as set forth.

67,455.—R. M. Russell, New York, N. Y., as-
signor to George W. Norris, Baltimore, Md.—Dis-
integrating Flax, Hemp, and other Fibrous Plants.—
August 6, 1867.—The fibrous material, after treatment
by steam and compressed air or gas, as stated, is

treated in a solution of lime, 4, soda, 5, and salt, 2^.
Claim.—First, the process of disintegTating fibrous

substances, substantially as herein specified, that is

to say, by subjecting the said substances, while in a
boiler or other suitable vessel, to the action of steam
or superheated steam, followed by cold atmospheric
air or carbonic acid gas, or both together, producing
results substantially as herein specified.

Second, treating the substantially disintegrated
mass, while in the disintegrating boiler or other
vessel, with the chemical agents herein specified, or
theii- equivalents, in substantially the manner herein
specified.

67,456.—Elias Seward. Hamilton, Ohio.—Plow.
—August 6, 1867.—The convex shoe, with its broad,
cmwed shank, makes a double mold-board. It is used
in place of a shovel plow with suflicient retention in
the point to steady the plow and with a broad breast
to pulverize the soil.

Claim.—The self-adjusting plow B, made with the
convex shoe C, having the angular horizontal base
d de e, and curved receding shank /i, as a new article

of manufacture, constructed and operating in the
manner and for the purpose substantially as described.

67,457.—JosephSholl, Burlington, N. J.—Fur-
nace.—August 6, 1867.—The fire-box is inclosed in
an air chamber ; heated air from the latter is con-
ducted to those parts of the oven not heated directly
by the caloric current from the fire. A flue conducts
the heated air to the fireplace after its passage,round
the oven.
Claim.—First, the combination of a boiler or oven

with a fire-box inclosed in an air chamber, and a flue

or passage through which heated air from the said
chamber "is caused to traverse in contact with those
parts of the boiler not heated directly by the products
of combustion from the fireplace, all substantially as
and for the purpose described.
Second, the combination of the above and a flue

for conveying the air after its passage round the
boiler or oVen to the fireplace.

67,458.-G. D. SrooNER, Rutland, Yt.. and L.
N. Johnson, Brandon, Vt.— Carpenter's Plane.—
August 6, 1867.—The bit is secured by a set screw to

a cross-head which is adjusted by a thumb-screw in a

slotted plate fastened to the stock.
Claim.—The sliding cross-head C, provided with

shoulders b, which bear ag.-unst the inner surface of
the plate B, said cross-head being made to receive
the set screw c, and the thumb-screw E, which catches
in a forked lug d, proj'ecting from the inner smface
of the fixed plate B. to operate in combination with
the phine iron D, as and for the purpose described.
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67,459. — John D. Stauritt, Chicago, 111.

—

Clothes-line Reel.—August 6, ]867.—The two sections
of the box are hinged in the middle. The inner sec-

tion is attached to the wall and has bearings for the
spool shaft secured thereto, and a pivoted pawl that
engages the ratcliet wheel and arrests the retrograde
motion of the spool.

Claim.—First, the combination of two-part box
A B, with spools F, shaft K, and cord G, substan-
tially as set forth.

Seconi^ the combination of locks r s, shaft K, and
two-part box A B, arranged to hold said shaft K,
when said box A B is shut, and loosen it when open,
as set forth.

Third, the ratchet wheel m, in combination with
pawl P, spools Fj and catch, as described.

67,460.—JOHX Stowell, Charlestown, Mass.—
Safety Cori.—August G, 18G7.—The upper end of the
stem rests against the fusible, metallic plug, which
melts when the heat reaches a certain point.

Claim.—The safety cock, made substantially as
described, viz., of the body A, the valve and its seat,

the fusible plug, the auxiliary stem and its screws, or
the equivalents thereof, the 'whole being £is and for
the pui-pose specified.

67,461.—Samuel Taylor, Boston, Mass.—Dwsf
Bnish.—August 6, 1867.—The bristles of the central
portion of the brush are set in bmiches, but the edge
of the head is rabbeted to receive a continuous line
of bristles attached by melted pitch and a covering
strip.

Claim.—First, as a new article of manufactm*e the
floor brush or duster formed in its interior of knots of
bristles and edged with a continuous sheet of bristles,

substantially as and for the purpose described.
Second, the method, substantially as described, of

edging a brush w ith a continuous sheet of bristles.

6 7,462.— AuGUSTLX Thoma, Augustin F.
TuOMA, and Aluix Tiiojia, Piqua, Ohio.

—

Inst^-u-

mentfor Setting Jewels.—August ti, 18G7.—The points
of the forceps are spread by a wedge-shaped tool ope-
rated by a thumb nut to spread the bezel and extract
the jewel.

Claim.—Fii'st, the spring jaws h h, in combination
with the spreading rod d connected with the handles
«, constructed and operating substiintially as and for
the purpose herein described.
Second, the notch h ou the point of one of the jaws

6 b', formed for the pm-pose herein specified.

67,463.—Charles E. THOMrsox, Xew Haven,
Conn., assignor to himself and Orkix "W. Swift,
same place.

—

Capping and Nicking the Capt: of Screio
i7fffd.s.—August t), 1867.—The screw is clamped in
the lathe and toe cap held iu a suitable end recess of
the holder in contact with the screw head. The screw
and holder are then rotated and the edge of the cap
spun over the screw bead by a burnisher.
Claim.—Tlie method of cappingthe headsof screws

and nicking the caps, BubstantiaUy as herein de-
scribed.

67,464.—R. S. TORREY, Bangor, Me.—Too? Ex-
tractor.—August 6. 18()7.—The rachet rods catch the
tool and the' action of raising presses the rods in-

ward.
Claim.—The worm a, in combination with the

cylinder A and the sliding an-angement B E C, iu
the manner and for the pm-pose described.

67,465.—L. A. TRirp, Middletown, N. Y., as-

signor to himself and S. M. Boyd, same place.

—

Windoiv Shade Fixture.—August 6, 1867.—The roller

end has a tliametric sliding bar which engages a
notch in the ring to hold the roller to any desired ad-
justment, but which win run past the notches when
rotating rapidly.

Claim.—The' combination of the cap E, sliding
bolt F, aad notched ring G with each other, substan-
tially as herein shown and described and for the pur-
pose' set forth.

67,466.-^0HX E. Vax Riper, Dearborn, Mich.—Harroxo.—August 6, 1867.—The frames consist of
bciit bars and are hinged together and attached to a
jointed draw bar.

c P 8—Vol. II

Claim.—First, the folding draft bar II constructed
with hinges or other joints, for the purjiosc described.
Second, the combination and arrangeniont of the

three sections A B C, the link coupling's 1 1 and O O,
&c., and the folding draft bar II, arranged substan-
tially as described for the purpose designed.

67,467.—Manuel J. Vieira, Mendota, 111.—
Shampooing Mixture.—August 6, 1867.—To be used
without succecdiug washing. It is composed of alco-
hol, 7i oz. ; soft water, 7 oz. ; castor oil, 2 drms.

;

aqua ammonia, 2 oz. ; perfume may be added.
Claim.—A composition of a liquid for use in sham-

pooing the hair, compounded of the ingredients
substantially as set forth.

67,468.-Wm. E. Warner, Newark, N. T., and
M. J. Palmer, Syracuse, N. Y., assignors to them-
selves and Arthijr Holmes.—Car CoujAing.—Au-
gust 6, 1867.—The draw head is divided horizontally,

the upper sections being jointed and depressed by'

a

spring. The claw of the coupling bar enters a longi-

tudinal slot and takes over a projection of the low'er

section.

Claim.—The self-locking car coupling, constructed
and operated substantially as described in the forego-
ing specifications.

67,469.—G-. Waters, Cincinnati, Ohio.—iw6ri-
cator.—August 6, 1867.—The stem is screwed into the
cap and sustained by a jam nut. The globe is fitted

hermetically into a socket of the stem by elastic pack-
ing.

Claim.—A lubricator consisting of the gas reser-

voir A attached to the stem D by means of the socket
C and the elastic packing B, all constructed and ar-

ranged to operate as shown and described.

67,470.—Thomas Aldridge "Westox, Birming.
ham, England.—Pitiiey.—August 6, 1867.—The dif-

ferential pulley has projections or wheels above tho
chain to prevent its disengagement from its gear.
Claim.—The aforesaid double chain wheel and

endless chain combined in the manner described and
represented in the drawing.

67,471.—NormAX TV. Wheeler, Brooklyn, N.
Y.

—

Lighted Ventilator for Ships.—August 6, 1867.

—

The ventilator tube has a frame of glass at top to
allow the passage of light.

Claim.—First, the combination of the glass top
C and the hood B, or their eqttivalents, substantially

as described.
Second, the hinged deflecting doors E E iu com-

bination with the hood B provided with a glass top,

substantially as described.

67,472.—Martix V. B. White, Ballston, N. Y.—Sash Fastening.—August 6, 1867.—Improvement
on his patent, June 26, 1866.—The wedge-formed stop
slides in an inclined channel, and has an anti-frietion

roller in its upper end. The pivoted stop has a pro-

jection which engages a shoulder to fasten the win-
dow.

Claim.—The employment of the lock or stop C
operating iu the recess or mortise D, cut in the v.in-

dow sash B, and in combination with the arm L and
roller F, in the manner and for the pur])oses sub-

stantially as hereinbcibrc fully described and set forth.

67,473. —Arram C. Wicker and Loksox W.
Williams, Fairhaven, Yt.

—

Tanety Frame Lathe.
—August 6, J8(i7.—The bed frame carrying the posts
and spindle is reciprocated bv rotating guides coming
in contact with vertical guitles.

C7«i?».—First, the combination of the sliding frame
C witli the standards B and the shaft F. substantially

as herein shown and described and for the purpose set

forth.

Second, the patterns I constructed and secured to

the shaft F. sutJstantially as herein shown and de-

scribed and for tlie purpose set forth.

Tliird, the combinatioit of the upright bearings -J

with the bed plate A and patterns L attached to the
shaft E', substantially as herein shov,-n and described
and for the purpose set forth.

Foiu-th, the combination of the spring K or its

equivalent with the sliding frame C and bed plate or
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frame of the machine, substantially as herein shown
and dcBcribed. and for the pm-pose set forth.

67,-174.—Moses Wiles and Jasper C. 'Wock,
Fort Plain, N. Y.

—

Milk Can Bottom.—August 6,

1SG7.—The bottom re-enforce has radial ribs and up-
per and lower annular flanges.

Claim.—The bottom C formed of either cast or
wrought iron or other material, substantially as shown
and dX'scribed, in combination with a milk can as and
lor the purposes set forth.

67,475.—B. O. Wools and W. S. Tuttle, Bos-
ton, Mass.

—

Printing Press.—August 6, 1867.—The
tympan is pivoted to the short arm of beU cranks
Avhose outer ends ai-o adjusted by set screws pai-allel

to the form.
Claim.—First, adjusting the tympan with refer-

ence to the typo bed by appliances as w, the lower
end of arms d,'without intending to limit ourselTCs to

the particular appliances shown, substantially as de-

scribed.
Second, the aiTangement of the crank arms e, and

screws g, in combination with the tympan and bed
plate, substantially as described,

67,476.—Elias B. Allen, Portland, Me.—Pis-
ton Pacldng.—August 6, 1867.—The steam enters at

one side of the piston on its upward and at the other
at its downward stroke, in each case expanding the
packing against the inside of the cylinder.

Claim.—First, in combination with the part g of

the piston, th-i arrangement of the segments con-

structed sXp and the segTuents, as shown at q r, in

the manner and for the piu-poses herein described.

Second, in combination with the part g of the pis-

ton, the arrangement of the segments p' o', having
the channels t on the pai-t p' and the segments q' r'

having the lips to fit into the said channels t, in the
manner and for the pui-poses described.

67,477.—Michael Anderson, Brooklyn, K". T.—
Chimney Cap.—August 6, 1867.—The inclinedwings
give the impinging aii" a downward course, tending
to attenuate the aii- at the casing top and assist the
draft.

Claim.—Fii'st, the spiral revolving wings E, over-

lapping each other and leaving an open space F be-

tween them, in combination withthe cylindrical casing
B, disk D, and central tube G-, as herein set forth for

the pm-pose specified.

Second, the spiral flanges G, constructed as de-

scribed, causing a downwai'd circular motion to the
atmosphere sm-rounding the central tube G- in such a
manner as to form a vacuum at its top, thereby in-

creasing the di-aft of the chimney, as herein shown
and described.

67,478.—E. H. Ashcroft, Lynn, Mass.—Steam
Cylinder Lubncator.—August 6, 1867.—The lubri-

cating material enters the tube thi'ough the perfora-

tions of the cup in which it is placed. It then escapes
through the valves into the cylinder, but when there

is steam in the cylinder is arrested thereby.
Claim.—Fii-st, the combination of the valve E, cup

A, tube C, and inner valve D, constructed, aiTanged,
iuid operating in the manner substantially as shown
and described and for the pm'pose set forth.

Second, the combination of said pai'ts with outer

cup F, arranged, constructed, and operating in the
manner substantially as shown and described and for

the j)urposes set forth.

67,479.—E. H. Ashcroft, Lynn, Mass.—Steam
Gauge Cock.—August 6, 1867.—A spiral spring as-

sists'the action of the steam upon the valve to press it

upon its seat. Tlie valve stem has a guide near the

vjilve. The handle is partially of wood to lessen the

heat of the same.
Claim.—First, the handle F, constructed in the

manner substantially as shown and described and for

the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of handle F, stem B, disk

n, spring (1, gauge cock A, bearings I I, and valve

(J, constructed, arranged, and operated in the manner
substantially as shown and described.

67,480.-E. C. Atkins, Indianapolis, Ind.—Jfa-
chine /or Grinding Saws.—August 6, 1867.—The

grindstone being set in motion the saw is placed on
the table and secured by the pin in the bed or the lugs
attached to the end thereof The carriage is set in
motion by attaching the belt to the pulleys. The way
frame is raised by the elevating screws in the rear.

Claim.—First, the combination and aiTangement
of the grindstone K and shaft M, coUar X, adjustable
boxes I, with pins K' and set screw O, with the re-
ciprocating bed G, supported upon rods u and springs
t, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, in combination with the bed G, rods u, and
springs t, the carriage F and way frame E, adjustably
supported at one end upon the screws K, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

67,481.—William C. Banks, Como Depot, Miss.—Cotton Seed^ Planter.—August 6, 1867.—The rota-
ting seed box is star form in vertical section and has
adjustable openings at the salient angles. The seed
drops into a hopper and is removed therefrom by
flngers attached to the seed box.

Claim.—The seed box I, having the form herein
described and provided with openings c c, in combi-
nation with the finger g and guiding box or hopper F,
when arranged and operating in the manner and for
the pm-pose specified.

67,48tl.—William G. Barker, Detroit, Mich.—
Spring Balance.—^August 6, 1867.—The supporting
screw of the spring is connected to the latter by a
swivel joint, to allow of the rotation of the screw'in
adjustment.
Claim.—A spring balance having its spring C

connected at one end to an adjusting screw B by
means of a swivel connection, so that said spring can
be more or less extended by turning said screw, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

67,483.—Egbert Baxter, French Camp, Cal.—
Ga7ig Ploiv.—August 6, 1867.—The upper part of the
standard is formed with a flange, which increases its

strength.
Claim.—The head piece or flange, in combination

with and forming part of the standard, in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

67,484.—Edwin Bennett, Oxford, IsliGh.—Thill
and Pole Coupliiig.—August 6, 1867.—The shaft iron
has an oblong- shaped crossbar whose ends enter
cavities in the arms of the bar. which is strapped be-
neath the axle.

Claim.—The bar B, which is passed under the
axle and spread at its forward part to form a spring
for clutching the egg-shaped shaft iron by means of
the bolt and screw E, for the purpose set ibrth.

67,485.— Alanson Bingham, Suny, K". H.—
Chair Seat.—August 6, 1667.—The splints ai'e woven
over a frame and engage round pins beneath. After
removing the frame the loops arc bent round a split

frame, are inserted through a slot therein, and keyed.
Claim.—First, the combination of the splint A,

slotted splint frame D, and strips E, or frame F, for
combining the ends of the splint, substantially as
described.
Second, the combination of the flanged chair seat

frame F and double reversible seat frames, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

67,486.—James Bird, iS'"ew York, X. Y.—Loop
for Bearing Chains.-—August 6, 1867.—The shaft loop
is of metal and conneeted"to the back chain by a ring-

bolt, whose nut is beneath an elastic cushion in the
head so as to form a spring to relieve the animal's
back from jerks.

Claim,—Making bearing chains with a hollow head
E, so as ito receive and hofd an elastic cushion F, sub-
stantially as above shown.

67,487.—Edward Bostock, Albany, N. Y.—
Adjustable Parallel Eulcr.—August 6, "l867.—The
two sections ai-e connected by guide inns, and their
distance is regulated by a transversely-adjustable
slide carrjiug a longitudinal straight edge.

Claim.—Fii-st, the employment in pai-allel rulers of
an adjustable slide having a straight supporting- edge
thereon, as and lor the purpose describeu.
Second, in combination with such adjustable
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straight supporting edge one or more guides or rods,

as and for the purjjose set forth.

Third, in combination -with sueh adjustable straight

supporting edge ouc or more guides or rods having

knobs or heads thereon, as and for the purpose set

forth.

Fourth, such adjustable straight supporting edge,

when provided ivitli a graduated scale thereon, as and

for the purpose set forth.

Fifth, the combination of the laths A and B with

the rods or bars C C, for the purpose set forth.

Sixth, the eombinatioij of the laths A ajid B, rod

or rods C. and the straight supporting edge, as and
for the purpose set forth.

Seventh, providing the guide rods Tvith removable

heads to admit of reversing the ruler relatively to a

bar B. so as to place its beveled edges agaiust or away
from the material to be rided, for the purpose set forth.

67,4SS.—F. G. BOTTXEB, Bridgeport, Conn.—
Slate Pencil Sharpeiicr.—August 6, 1867.—The coni-

cal aperture has longitudinal knives on its surfaces.

Claim.—As an improved article of manufacture, a

slate pencil sharpener, made and operating substan-

tially as and for the purpose herein shown and de-

scribed.

67,489.—Thomas J. Bottomley, Burlington,

'Wis.—Tug Holder.—August C>. 1867.—The strap at-

taching the holder to the crupper passes through a
slot in tlic disk. The tug slips through and is engaged
by the spring jaw.

Claim.—A holder for tugs or traces, of harnesses
constructed and applied to harnesses, substantially as

and for the pm'posc described.

67,490.—Wm. F. Bkabrook. South Hardwick,
Yt.—Harvester.-August 6, 1867.—Two «>ickles are

attached to the frame to allow nearer approach to

stumps or stones, and accommodation to inequalities

in the ground. The fore cutter bar may be raised

by a hand lever, and the rear bar by a foot lever.

Claim.— Tlie construction and arrangement of the

jointed bars E F, sickles K K of unequal length, foot

lever G, chain b. toothed segment I, lever J, pawl e

on the lever shaft /in the bracket c, substantially as

described for the pm-pose specitied.

67,491.—George B. Brayton, Providence, H. I.

—Eyelet.—August 6, 1867.—An alloy four parts tin and
one part zinc is cast into eyelets and rolled into plates

for construction of eyelets'.

Claim.—An eyelet' made from metal composed of

the elements and possessing the chai-acteristics sub-

stantially as described.

67,492.—Jacob BIjhrer, Munich, Bavaria.—
Ap2yaratus for the Combustion of jPiteZ.-August 6,

1867.—Explained by the claims.
Claiiii.—First, the employment of solid fuel in a

fine state of division and ca'nsing it to ignite during
its descent through a suitable combustion chamber to
which it is supplied in a continuous manner by self

acting feeding apparatus, substantially as and for the
purpose hereinbefore described.

Second, the application and use to and in the com-
bustion chambers hereinbefore referred to of stops or
obstructions, for the purpose of checking or retard
ing the descent of the finely divided fuel, through
such chambers and insuring thereby its complete and
perfect combustion.

Third, the substitution of an exhaust fan for the
usual chimney for creating a current or currents of
air through the combustion chamber hereinbefore re

ferrcd to. when sueli fans are worked in concert with
the several fuel feeding apparatus, substantially as
hereinbefore described.

67,493.— John L. Burch, Franklin, Tenn.—
Splint.—August G, 1867.—The splints are of wood,
permanently bent to the fonn of the leg, and are held
to the limb by straps, which pass beneath metallic
plates upon their outsides.

Claim.—First, the mode substantially as herein
described of constructing and arranging' the reversi-

ble splints A' A2, and of attaching the same to the
injured limb.
Second, the combination of splints A A' A'andD,

respectively constnicted substantially as set forth.

Third, in combination with the vertical splints, tho
adjustable sole E attached thereto and to the foot,

substantially as described.

67,494.—D. BURXETT, Bedford Station, N. Y.—
Elevated Bedstead.—August (i, 1867.—The bedstead
is suspended by cords running on pulleys actuated by
a hand crank, \\hich works in the partition and ele-

vates the bedstead into a recess in the ceiling.

Claim.—The combination of a bedstead which can
be raised or lowered by the devices substantially as
described with sliding legs, as herein set forth for the
pm-pose specified.

67,495.—Joseph D. Carter, Thomaston, Conn.
—Apparatiis for Straighteninfi Sheet Metal.—August
6, 1867.— The sheet is subjected to gradually dimin-
ishing bends between rollers or surfaces that act cross-

wise of the bends or '• set " in the plate.

Claim:—The arrangement of a series of rollers in
the manner deseril)ed, by means of which a sheet of
iron may be subjected to a series of gradually dimin-
ishing bondings, as set forth.

67,496.—Thomas Chatterton, Cleveland, Ohio.
—Steam Engine Oil Cup.—August 6. 18()7.—On bring-
ing the handle at right angles with the eduction pipes
the steam will be shut off from the chamber and oil

from tlie cylinder, which will open tlie vents for es-

cape of residual steam from the chamber. It, at the
same time, opens communication with the saucer by
which the chamber is charged with oil.

Claim.—The plug E, provided with ports I J and
e, ports a /, and vent holes g, as ai'rangcd and in com-
bination with the cup a, for the pm-pose and in the
manner set forth.

67,497.—Thomas J. Chubb, Brooklyn, N. T.—
Furnace for Oxidizing Ores.—August 6, 1867.—The
caloric cun-ent from the wood furnace passes around
the air-heating pipes and through tubes traversing
the heating chamber to a flue, and then through tubes
recrossing the chamber to the exit flue, which is con-
nected by damper posts Avith the heating chamber and
chimney. The ore is placed in the hopper containing
water, and communicating- with the lower end of the
heating chamber. It is elevated and discharged into
the rotating ribbed cylinder, having a screen from
which the water runs back into the hopper. The ore
passes through the cylinder to the heating chamber,
encountering in its course the disint«gratftig bath at
the cylinder mouth. The heating chamber is made
hot by the tubes traversing it, and the air pipes pass-
ing through the furnace. Pyroligueous acid may be
collected by passing the smoke into the hea'ting
chamber.
Claim.—First, the combination of a revolving cyl-

inder, whicli is provided with elevating strips or
buckets, Avith a furnace which is constructed with a
receptacle for receiving the ore from said cylinder,
substantially as described.
Second, the construction of the cylinder D with a

contrivance for grinding or crushing the ore as it

flows therefrom, substantially as described.
Third, tlie combination of cylinders E D E, sub-

stantially as described.
Fourtli, the receiving hopper G and furnace cham-

ber B. with an elevator I and a revolving cylinder, in
combination Avith a suitable furnace, airarrauged so
as to operate substantially as described.

Fifth, the construction "of the furnace for heating
the ore of a fire chamber A, flues bed, cliambers A}
A2 and B, damper openings g h, substantially as de-
scribed.

Sixth, providing for conducting the products ofcom-
bustion into or through the ore treating cliambei-s, or
directly off through pipe P, at plcasm-e, substantially
as described.
Seventh, inclining the cylinder D toward the fur-

nace so as to effect the return of the ore aftep each
treatment to the receiving hopper G, substantially as
described.
Eighth, the receiver H, in combination Avith a cylin-

drical screen E, substantially as described.
Ninth, the tilting trough J, in combination with a

return spout L, leading doAvn to the receiver G; sub-
stantially as described.
Tenth' the arrangement of a series of disconueoted

pipes c ed dbb, with relation to the fua-uacc chamber
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A, hot air chamber B, substantially as and for the
purpose described.
Eleventh, so constructing an apparatus for treating

ore, substantially as described, that the operation or
treatment can be repeated as often as desired without
handling the ore, substantially as described.

67,498.—Thos. J. Chubb, Brooklyn, ]Sr. T.—
Amalgamator.—August 6, 1867.—Dry pulverized ore
is conveyed by the hopper and conveyer screw to the
rotating cylinder whose shelves raise it and drop it

among the fumes of mercury. It is carried thence
by a hopper and discharge screw into a water tank.
The mercury is fed through a valve-way into the re-

tort and the fumes pass thence into the- cylinder.
Claim.—First, the employment of a revolving cyl-

inder in combination with lifters, stirrers or agita-

tors for conveying and stirring ore containing pre-
cious metals, which ore is being subjected to the
action of the vapdr of mercm-y, substantially as do-

scribed.
Second, the employment of a revolving shaft with

stirrers or projections on it for stirring, conveying,
and exposing ore containing precious metal, and
while such ore is being exposed to the vapor of mer-
cury, substantially as described.

Third, the arrangement of a condenser in combina-
tion with a mercury still and contrivances for expos-
ing the ore to the action of the vapor of mercury,
substantially as described.
Fourth, producing a partial vacuum in a mercury

retort and appurtenances of an apparatus for amal-
gamating precious motals by means of a pump, chim-
ney, or their equivalents, substantially as described.

Fifth, the outer casing or housing for enclosing an
apparatus in which the vapors of mercury are used
for amalgamating precious metals, substantially as
described.

Sixth, providing for collecting the vapor of mercury
on its way from the amalgamator to the escape-flue
or chimney, substantially as described.

Seventh, heating the amalgamatin.g chamber in
which the vapors of mercury and precious metals are
contained by heat applied upon the outside of the
chambers so as to prevent a too sudden condensation
of the mercury upon the inside of said chambers.

67,499.—James B. Coffin, Ashland, Ohio.—
^Vashing Machine.—August 6, 1867.—A disk with
radial cleats is attached to the bottom of the tub.
The pounder disk has cleats beneath and is attached

~ to a vertical handle that has an upper bearing in a
frame attached to the lid. An operating lever is

pivoted to the frame and secured by the collar to the
vertical handle. A spring connects the lever to the
frame above, forming an assistant retractor.

Claim.—First, the combination of the block D,
board E, posts F, board G, and lever H with each
other and Avith the tub A, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the collar k constructed and shown as de-
scribed in combination with the handle i and side
pieces h' of the lever H, substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

Third, the combination of the rubber or equivalent
spring L with the board G and lever n, substantially
as herein shown and described and for the purpose
set forth.

Fourth, attaching the handles M to the lever H by
means of a rubber or equivalent spring n, substan-
tially as heroin shown and described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

67,500.—Ezra G. Cone, East Hampton, Conn.
—Cant Iron JBeM.—August fi, 1867.—The shank is

inserted in the mold previous to casting to avoid the
difliculty of drilling the cast-iron crowii.

Claim.—A cast-iron bell having its shank B of
malleable cast-iron or other soft metal capable of
l)cing drilled, Avitli the body A of the bell cast around
it, substantially as herein s'hown and described.

67,501 .—Allen P. Covell, San Leandro, Cal.—
Gang Plow.—August 6, 1867.—"Wlien the lever be-
side the driver's seat is pushed forward it depresses
tlie pivoted plow l)eams m front and raises the plows
beliiiid to adjust tlicir depth.

Claim.—First, attaching the beams A A to the
pole B between the reaches a a by the rod C, so that

the plows may be made to move up and down swing-
ing on the axle J and rod by operating the lever G,
when disengaged, substantially as described.
Second, attaching the axle J ' and axle bed J, angu-

larly to the frame, the clips K K, and adjusting blocks
1 1, substantially as described and for the purposes set
forth.

Third, the links D D, attached to the beams or
frame and the rigid arms E E of the roller operating
in them in combination with the beams A A and
pole B, substantially as described.
Fourth, the construction, arrangement and combi-

nation of the beams A A, pole B, reaches a «, rod C,
axle and axle-bed J and J ', temper blocks 1 1, roller F,
and ai-ms E E, together with links D D, substan-
tially as described and for the ptirposes set forth.

67,502.—EiCHARD T. Crane, Chicago, 111.—
Pattern for Canting Steam Pipe Siq)ports.—August 6,

1867.—The hook patterns are pivoted to the main
pattern by pias. By inserting a hook in the small
aperture the hook pattern may be raised from the
mold Avithout displacing the sand.

Claim,.—In combination with the main pattern A
one or more pivoted hook patterns B, arranged and
operating substantially as and for the purposes herein
specified.

67,503.—Eichard T. Crane, Chicago, 111.—
"

Steam Heater.—August 6, 1867.—The steam first

enters the lower header into which the pipes all dis-

charge their water of condensation. The upper
header has a cock to allow air discharge.

Claim..—The combination and arrangement of the
headers B C and pipes P, with a steam inletA at the
bottom, as and for the purposes described.

67,504.—EicHARD T. Crane, Chicago, HI.—
Steam Heater—August 6, 1867.—The pipes commu-
nicate with three headers and are so inclined that the
water of condensation drains to the lower one. The
upper and lower headers communicate with the gen-
erator and the central heater has a cock for exhaust
of air.

Claim.—In combination with a series of coils P,
and the headers BCD, the arrangement of the steam
inlet pipes a b, substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

67,505.-BiCHARD T. Crane, Chicago, El.—
Steam Generator for Heating Purposes.—August 6,

1867.—The solid grate bars have longitudinal agita-

tion by a ribbed rocking bar on which their fore ends
rest. The furnace is lined and the fire space trav-

ersed by horizontal pipes, the current through which
is supplied by vertical pipes and headers. The scrap-
ers traverse the horizontal pipes to free them from
soot. From the receiver in front of the furnace the
condensed steam is barried to the lower part of the
generator.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of movable bars E,

in combination with stationary Avater grate bars, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes specified.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
vertical headers G and the horizontal pipes L, sub-
stantially as specified and shown.

Third, the combination of the water grate bars F
with said headers G and pipes L, arranged and op-

erating substantially as specified and for the purposes
described.
Fourth, the arrangement of the pipe or pipes K

with the pipes J and Iieaders 1 1, substantially as and
for the purposes specified.

Fiftli, the arrangement of the heads M, when con-
structed 60 as to form a water drip for condensed
steam, as set fortli and described.

Sixth, the arrangement of the pipes N with the
receiver O, so as to form a drip for the condensed
steam in said reservoir, and in combination with the
pijie P, substantially as and for the purposes specified.

Scventli, the conibination of the three systems of
pipes F J and L, when connected and arranged in

the manner herein set forth and shown and for the
uses specified.

Eighth, the arrangement of a series of scrapers T,
in combination with a scries of horizontal pipes L,
as and for the purposes specified and shown.
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67,506.—IviCHARU T. Crane, Chicago, IW.—Loiv
Water Alai-m for Steam Generators.—August «,

1867.—The pipe is full of water till the level of that

in the boiler falls to the low-water mark, when steam,

passing into the pipe, opens a valve, causing the

escape of steam to blow a Avhistle.

Claim.—The arrangement of the pipes B B, and
tie I), Avith respect to the valves E, substantially as

and for the purposes specified.

67,507.—Andrew J. Cuonk, Peoria, 111.—Pad
Tree—August t), 1867.—The pad is secm-ed to the

bridge by screws and turrets to increase its solidity.

The D"s*ou the ends of the bridge receive the back
straps instead of attaching them to the pad iron.

Claim.—First, the pad iron as constructed and com-
bined with the bridge, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose as herein set forth.

Second, the bridge constructed with D's and com-
bined with the pad iron, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose as herein set forth.

67,508.—Andrew J. Cronk, Peoria, Jl\.—Horse
Collar.—August 6, 1867.—The wooden collar is pad-
ded inside and is strengthened and secured by metal-
lic bands, nails, and bolts. Key plates with sockets
are attached thereto, and to them are attached the
clips to which the traces are secured.
Claim.—Fivst, constructing a wooden collar, com-

bined with metallic bands, nails, and bolts, substan-
tially in the manner and for the pm*pose herein set

forth.

Second, constructing a wooden collar with sockets
and key plates, combined with trace or tug clips, sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purpose as herein
set forth.

67,509.—Oliver Crook, Dayton, Ohio.—Bridle
Bit.—August 6, 1867.—The front part of e;ich ring
is tubular, and through them pass the straps con
necting the lines to the head stall.

Claim—The bridle bit A, having a stiff bitmouth,
with rings B B rigidly attached at either end, and the
anterior portiou of these rings having orifices through
the center for a strap connecting the driving reins to

the headstall, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

67,510.—James E. Cross, Chicago, W.—Lan-
tern.—August 6, 1867.—The guard wires traverse the
cap diametrically and run from side to side of the
base. The bottom of the lamp has a candle socket,
which is used by inversion of the former. The lamp
flange has peripheral slots which admit the dowuwaru
passage of the holding pins of the base.
Claim.—First, the construction of the oil cup with

the socket, so that it may be used for oil or with a
candle, substantially as herein recited.
Second, the combination of the space i of the flange

h and the catches j for attaching the oil cup to the
bottom of the lantern.

67,511.—Marcellus V. Cummings, Winthrop,
Me.

—

Oscillating Engine.—August 6, 1867.—When
the forward end of the cylinder is depressed the pass-
age will open in the rear for the entrance of steam.
The steam driving the piston forward rotates the
crank and raises the forward end of the cylinder,
reversing the course of the steam.

Claim.—The combination as well as the arrange-
ment of the trunnion passages o p with the cylinder
ports q r and the box B and its induction and eduction
passages or pipes d s.

Also, the combination as well as the arrangement
of the two cocks h i and the conduits /j/ u v with the
conduits d s, the box B, the trunnion a, its passages
o p, and the ports q.r of the cylinder, the whole being
to operate substantially as specified.

67,512.—K. d'Heureuse, San Francisco. Cal.—
Fermenting Liquids for Distillation and other Pur-
po.ses.—August 6, 1867.—A blast of aii- of the required
temperature is passed into the mash.

Claim.—The introduction of air of the proper tem-
perature into tlie fermenting substance from below,
for the pui-pose of more thoroughly fermenting the
whole mass and to control the progress of fermenta-
tation, substantially in the manner described and set
forth.

67,513.—George Dodge. Kalamazoo, Mich.

—

Flow Wheel.—August 6, 1867.—The hub and axle are
cast with a chill and have a cap for the outer end of
the hub and a socket on the arm for the inner end
thereof. A groove extends around the hub and a slot

is made through the socket for the escape of extraue-
ous matters.
Claim.—First, a gauge wheel for a plow, having its

hub B and axle C cast with a chUl, for the purpose set

forth.

Second, the recess d in the exterior of the hub B
of the wheel, in combination with the slit or slot e

in the socket a, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

Third, the combination of the cap h with the socket
a, applied to the hub B of the Avheel, and secured
thereon, substantially in the manner and for the pm"-

pose set forth.

67,514.—Andrew Erkenbrecher, dincinnati,

Ohio.—>Storc/i Elevator.-Awgn's.t 6, 1867.—The boards
loaded with starch arc elevated by an endless apron
and delivered on to a table in the drying room. The
boards slide back by their own gravity, being placed
on their edges in a trough with rollers in the bottom.
Claim.—The arrangement of ascending, endless

apron E, trestle G, and return trough J, as and for

the purpose set forth.

67,515.—Andrew ERKENdreciier, Cincinnati,
Ohio.—Starch-maldng Ap^yaratus.—August 6, 1867.

—The tanks, vessels, gutters, and floors arc made of
masonry or cement to obviate the tlitiiculties arising

from the porosity of wooden vessels.

Claim.—First, a starch-making establishment or
factory, whose containing vessels and floor are com-
posed wholly or chiefly of cement or masonry, having
suitable ducts, gutters, <fec., and being formed and
arranged substantially as and for the pui'pose set forth.

Second, constructing the vaiious receptacles, A-c,

of a starch factory of stone, marble, or cement, or
any two or more of these combined, substantially as
and for the purpose herein described and explained.

67,516.—Andrew Erkenbkecher, Cincinnati,

Ohio.

—

Starch Agitator.—The gravitating bars are
loosely connected by rods and chains to the rotating
cross-heads and vertical shaft. These are dragged
around on the deposited stai"ch, and subside as the
starch is worked up.
Claim.—The starch agitator, composed of gravitat-

ing bars F, loosely connected to a revolving vertical

shaft, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

67,517.—Andrew B. Tales, Troy, ISJ". Y.—Spi-
der or Frying Fan.-r-August 6, 18G7.—The skillet has
two spouts.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a spider,

constructed substantially in the manner and for the
purposes herein described and set forth. •

67,518.—Jerome B. Farmer, Indianapolis, Tnd.—Latch and Catch.—August 6, 1867.—When the piv-

oted, weighted latch strikes the incline of the catch
it slides down it and rises within the shoulder. The
pivoted lock stop, when raised, prevents its unlatching.

Claim.—First, latch bar B, pivoted between two
plates, as shown, in combination with the lock stop
C, when these are used in conjunction, as set forth
and for the purposes declared.
Second, a double-jawed catch, the upperjaw serving

as the catch proper, Avhile the lower jaAV is a tripping
incline, to throw the latch into the recess of the
catch Avhen a gate or door is shut quick, all as set

forth in the foregoing.

67,519.— Jesse Fewkes, Newton. Mass.

—

Threading and Fcgulating Tension of Thread in
Weaving and Braiding Machines.—August 6. 1867.

—

The sleeve is pressed up against the head of tlie hook
by a spiral spring regulated by a screw Jiut. The
strand is conducted Irom the spool over the edge of
the cup, down under the hook and up over the oppo-
site edge to the required point. When the strantl is

knotted tlio edge of the cup agninst which it is drawji is

rocked, aff"ording entrance between the cup and hook.
Claim.—The hook F, in combination with the hol-

low cup H. operated substantially as described, for

the pm-pose set forth.
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67,520 Daxiel Flynx, Hartford, Conn.—Jfa-
chine for Cutting Key Seats.—August 6, 1867.—The
macliine is attached to the inside surface of the hub
and is gauged and regulated by it to cut the key seat
true with the central axis of the hub.

Claim.—Fii'st, the combination of the centering
chucks A A', the tool shaft E, the tool K, the slide

L, and the screws s and &', or theii* equivalents, for the
purposes of a machine for cutting key seats, substan-
tially as herein described.
Second, the slide L, in combination with the screws

s and s' and reciprocating shaft E, for raising and
feeding the tool K, substantially as herein described.

67,521.—Henry A. and Amos Follett, Smith-
field, R. I.—Bed Bottom.—August 6, 1867.—The two
alternating sets of spring bars are respectively at-

tached to the head and foot, one set above the other.
They ars secured together with studs, leaving the
upper and the lower slat alternately free to spring.

Claim.—First, a bed bottom, composed of two sets

of spring bars e e', in alternation, one end of the bars
of each set being held fast and the other end left free

to spring, and arranged so that one-half, or nearly so.

of such bars will have their springing ends at the
head and the residue at the foot of the bedstead, all

of such bars being combined with a transverse rail

B, or other suitable fixed support for the same, the
improvement being substantially as herein described.
Second, a bed bottom, constructed and arranged as

above described, in combination with a slat frame C,
or other proper support for the mattress, substan-
tially as described.

67,522.—John Fraxk, Webster City, Iowa.—
Cultivator.—August 6, 1867.-The outer legs tm-niug
in their bands are adjusted by the transference of the
hooks from one staple to the other to present the
shovel towards or from the plants.

Claim.—A cultivator, or shovel plow, having the
leg A, staple B, strap C, staples D D. hook E, and
staple F, aiTanged, combined, constructed, and oper-
ating substantially as described.

67,523.—Le\t W. Fkedehick, Gosport, Ind.—
Horse Bake.—August 6, 1867.—The axles have their
bearings in the outside hounds and in the swinging
draft bars in which the rake head is pivoted. The
thills are braced by the curved extension of the
hounds.

Claim..—First, the arrangement of the thills A A,
the double cross bar B, and the outside hounds C C,
in combination with the rings a a and the short axles
6 6 of the driving wheels D 1), constructed and form-
ing together a compact, light and strong body for at-

taching a horse hay rake, as herein described.
Second, the adjustable rings a a, in combination

with the axles b b and the hounds C C, arranged and
operating as herein set forth.

Third, the swinging draft bars e e in combination
with the hounds C C, the adjustable guides d d and
the rake head E, arranged and operating as herein
described.

67,524.—H. E. Fuoiilich, Easton Va.—Tlircad
Guide for Sewing Machines.—August 6, 1867.—Im-
provement on the patents of D. AV. G. Humphrey,
October 1, 1862, August 29 1865, and October 3, 18G.5.

—A wire arm is laid over tne spool to hold the thread.
The arm is clamped to the frame and the thread
passes through an eye near the end.
Claim.—Tha wires B E and F, when arranged

substantially as and for tlie purpose herein shown
and described, in combination with the jaws C and
set screw D, all to be applied to the button-hole sew-
ing machine as set forth.

67,525.—Hexry S. Frost, "Watertown, Conn.—
Door Spring.—August 6, 1867.—As tlie door is opened
tlic anti-friction, grooved roller attached thereto
presses against the rod, which in turn bends the
spring. The reaction of the latter closes the door.
Claim.—First, the combination of the .spring C,

bar E and friction roller or pulley G with each other
and wit!) tlie door A and door-frame B, substantially

as herein shown and described, and for the purpose
set forth.

Second, connecting the rear ends of the spring C
and bar E to each other by an eye or link F, sub-

stantially as herein shown and described and for the
purpose set forth.

67,526.-J"0HX Frylixg, Fletcher, Ohio.-^trcam
Fence.—August 6, 1867.—The two sills are placed
across the creek and are united by transverse rails.

Two curved pieces are locked in the frame, and their
cross-keyed ends sunk in the ground up stream.
Claim.—The two sills, thecm'ved timbers or an-

chors, and the slats, as set forth in the drawings and
specifications.

67,527.—Matthias Gabriel, :N'ewark, 1:?. J.—
Botary Steam Bngine.—August 6, 1867.—The piston
revolves on a hub concentric with the cylinder, and
the annular steam space between the hub and the
cylinder side is traversed on each side alternately by
sliding abutments, connected together and operated
by a segmental cam on the piston shaft, which im-
pinges against anti-friction rollers of the frame.

Claim.—The sliding abutments E E*, Avhen con-
nected by the yoke or bar F and operated simulta-
neously by the'cam G on the axis of the rotating pis-
ton D, substantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

67.528.— Peter Gabriel, Seymour, Conn.—
Lead Holder or Fencil.—August 6, 1867.—As the
pencil wears, the lead is projected by screwing the
inside case within the outer.

Claim.—The combination of the outer and inner
tubes A and B, respectively, and stationary center
stem or plug C, substa,ntially as and for the pm-pose
described.

67.529. — John Gardner, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Cocoa-nut Cutter and Grater.—August 6, 1867.—The
perforated cylinder, with corrugated and knife at-

tachments, rotates in a box below the supply hopper.
Claim.—Fii-st, the hollow cylinder D, "provided

with a perforated periphery to form a grater in com-
bination with the knives E and cutters c at one end
of the same, arranged in the manner substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the hoppers G H on the top or cover F of
the box, in combination with the hollow cylinder D
with its knives and cutters at one end and "its perfo-
rated periphery, all arranged substantially as and for
the piu-pose specified.

67,530.—Henry Getty, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Tiibe
Cutter.—August 6, 1867.—The cutter is forced against
the pipe by the action of the screw upon the anti-

friction rollers, and the tool revolved around the pipe
to sever the same.
Claim.—A tube cutting implement provided with

a V-shaped cutter B, operating in combination with
the two supporting rollers E E, all constructed and
arranged substantially as shown and described.

67,531.— Charles Graham, Kingston, Pa.—
Hydrostatic Fress.—August 6, 1867.—The pump has
a solid plunger and its cylinder is flaring at the upper
end. The pump is contained in the press plunger
and is interposed between the cavity of the press
cylinder and tlie reservoir. The water flows oack
into the reservoir through the port of a valve operated
by a hand-crank.
Claim.—First, the combination of the reservoir C,

stationary press ram D and pump E, arranged within
said ram," as described, with a space between it and
the latter for collection of sediment or dirt, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the relief valve d rela-

tively to the pump E, ram D, and ram F, for opera-
tion essentially as described.

67,532.—William A. Gri'ffeth, Boston, Mass,—Mosquito Xet Frame.—August 6, 1867.—The up-
right bow is attached to the head posts of the bed-
stead, and the drop bow is pivoted to and engages
against tho shoulders of the studs screwed to the
head posts.

Claim.—Tho arrangement and combination of the
hinge and wire frame in connection with the wire
frame held by the socket as applied to a bedstead,
substantially "as described.

67,533 S. Z. Hall, Camden, INT. J.—Feeding
Attachment for Cotton Gins.—August 6, 1867; ante-
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dated July 22, 1867.—The feeding cylinder is of wire
cloth, and the dirt falls through the interstices into

the interior. An adjustable pulley insures proper
tension in the belts driving the ginning saws and
feeding cylinder. A lever in connection with the

pawl actuates the rollers conveying the cotton to the

cylinder, so as to simultaneously elevate the breast

and stop the rollers.

Claim.—YiTst, the reticulated toothed feeding cyl-

inder li, constructed and operating as herein set

forth for the purpose specified.

Second, the combination of the adjustable pulley K
with the belt u, which operates the feeding cylinder,

and the belt or band J, which operates the ginning
saws, in such manner that the tension of said belts

may be adjusted or regulated by changing the posi-

tion of the aforesaid pulley, substantially as herein
set forth.

Third, so arranging tte lever D, in relation to the
pawl g and in eounectiou with the breast E, that the
same movement of the lever which raises the '• breast"
shall simultaneously stop the movement of the feeding-

rollers e, substantially as herein set forth.

Fourth, the belts u and J , operating in connection
with the pulley K, and arranged to actuate the feed-

ing-cylinder, g'inning saws and brushing cylinder,

substantially as herein set forth.

67,534.—Joshua F. Hammoxd, Providence, H.
I., assignor to Hexky Staples <fc Co.—Knife Cleaner.
—August 6, 1867.—The operative head has a dredge
bos for the abradant and a cork as a means of appli-

cation.
Claim.—The socket A, the cup B, with its cup

provided with the small openings, and cork C, or its

equivalent, all arranged substantially as described
and for the purposes set forth.

67,535.-Hekry J. Hancock, :N'cw York, :N'. T.—Sewing Machine.—August 6, 1867.—The cloth bed
is adjusted by the wedge-shaped disk jiressing on a
projection of the pivoted arm of the bed in combina-
tion with the stationary foot above.
Claim.—The combination of the wedge-shaped ad-

justable disk K with the raising and lowering cloth
table I and stationary foot or prosser H, for operation
together, substantially as specified and for the pur-
pose or purposes herein set forth.

6r,536.—H. A. M. Harkis, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Needle for Sezving Machines.—August C, 1867.—The
needle has a point at each end, a shield protecting the
point not in use.

Claim.—The new article of manufacture, con-
structed substantially in the manner described, and
constituting a double-eye pointed sewing machine
needle.

Also, the combination with the double-eye pointed
needle of a shield or cap, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

67,537.-J"AMES Harrison, New York, N. Y.—
Ringing Bells.—August 6, 1867.—The oscillation of
the bell or the clapper operates a pawl and ratchet
wheel, connected by a train of geailug to a wheel by
which the bell is slowly rotated.

Claim.—First, the combination of the lever m, and
cam or eccentric k, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.
Second, aiTanging a pin or rest beneath cam k to

support it and give it a firm bearing, and also curv-
ing the under side of the cam, substantially as de-
scribed.
Third, the combination and arrangement of the

movable cam or eccentric k with the pawl lever J,
substantially as described.
Fourth, the combination of the movable cam or

eccentric k, lever m. and clapper o', substantially as
described, for the purpose of rotating the bell.

Fifth, the combination of the movable cam or ec-

centric * and pawl lever J with the gearing H I <7 F c,

worm d, and wheel C, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

Sixth, the arrangement in'yoke B of square hole n
in the center of round hole m', for the purpose of re-
ceiving the squai-e part n" of bolt o n', substantially
as described.

67,538.—Joseph G. Harrison, Xew York, X.
Y.—iileam Safety yaii'c—August 6, 18()7.—The globe
valve has a pendent stem with a weight attached to
its lower eud. The valve head is hollow and contains
removable weights. The cover has segmental lips

which pass through spaces in the top of the case, are
attached to similar lips by a fraction of a tui'ii, and
are secured by a padlock.'
Claim.—First, the combination with a lock-up valve

box or case of a ball or globe-faced valve F, working
in a suitable socket or scat and carrying a pendulum
weight G, for operation substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

Second, the combination of the removable weights I
with a globe-shaped valve F and pendulum weight G,
substantially as and for the j^urpose specified.

67,539.—D. B. Hart, Mentor, Ohio.—Nut and
Washer.—August 6, 1867.—A recess in the Avasher,
nut, or both, contains india-rubber to prevent acci-

dental unscrewing.
Claim.—The within-named device, constnicted and

operating as described, or its equivalent, as a new and
original mode for the purpose set forth, and used in
either or all of the forms herein delineated and de-
scribed.

67,540. — Alfred Hathaway, Charlestown,
Mass.

—

Album.—August 6, 1867.—Beneath the usual
picture opening is a space cut out to hold a slip for an
autograph.
Claim.—First, a photographic album with an ad-

justable index, constructed substantiallj as set forth.

Second, an autographic al!)um with opening C in
its pages, when so constructed that the autographs
may be inserted or removed through the side of the
page, substantially in the manner set forth.

67,541.—P. Hayden, l^ittsharg,'Pa.—Brick Ma-
chine.—August 6, 1867.—The clay is forced into the
molds in the horizontal disk and is carried to the frame
reciprocated by an eccentric, and carrying the pressor
and plunger ; it is first pressed and then forced out by
the plunger and moved on to an endless ajn-on by an
oscillating arm.
Claim.—First, the reciprocating frame L, so com-

bined with the plunger I, sliding bottom i, and mold
K, and so coustrncted that by its downward move-
ment the brick will be compressed in the mold K, as
set forth.

Second, the grooved cam P, in combination with
the levers E and o and spring catch r, all made as de-

scribed and operating so that by revolving the cam P
the lever o will be moved back and forth and the wheel
H be operated.
Third, the device for locking the wheel H, consist-

ing of the spring pawls s andV, the latter being pro-
vided with a projecting pin or lug t', which is" oper-
ated by a single cam, substantially as set forth.

Fourth, the follower O, when secured to the recip-

rocating frame L, in combination with the mold wheel
H, all made and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.

Fifth, the stirrers G' provided with the oblique arms
d, in combination with the knife c' at one end of the
opening c, whereby the amount of clay necessary for

each brick is regulated, as herein shown and described.

67,542.—John C. Henry, Point Douglas, Minn.—Flow.—August 6, 1867.—The stubble turner is at-

tached to the point of the coulter and curves over in

front of the mold-board.
Claim.—The combination of the mold-board C and

the stubble turner B, arranged, constructed, and oper-

ating in the manner as shown and described.

67,543.—Wm. Hit.er, Branehport, 1^. Y.—Strata-

Carrier.—August 6, 1867.— The straw-earner is ad-

justable at a right angle to the carrier and is actuated
by a miter wheel engaging with a similar wheel on
the upper pulley of the thresher.
Claim.—Tiie straw-camer B, when made and ap-

plied to a thresher and cleaner with its adjustable and
reversible devices, by the arrangement of tlie wheels
G, H, J, and K with the axles and grooved pulleys
that actuate the straw-carrier, in combination, sub-

stantially as herein specified and for the purpose set

forth.
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67,544.—A. C. HoiJBS, Bridgeport, Conn.—(Sew-

in!j Machine.—August (5, 18ti7.—The cam has inclined
sides and is inteiposeil betweeii the arm aiid the lace
i:late so as by its oscillation to regulate the promi-
nence of the latter.

Claim.—In combination Tvith the face plate or
needle box bf, the scre^v d and the cam e for adjust-
ing and controlling the proper adjustment of said face
plate or needle-bar box and the needle bar and needle
therein, substantially as described.

67,545.—Samuel Hodgins, St. Louis, Mo., as-

signor by mesne assignments to Samuel B. Tuciceu
and M. James Bauwick, same place.

—

Spiral Fissure
Needle.—August 6, 1867.—The haft screws into the
socket of spiral needles of varying sizes that have eyes
at their points, for sewing up wounds, &c.
Claim.—Pirst, the spiral fissure needle A B, con-

structed substantially as and for the pm-pose herein
specified.

Second, the combination with the above of haft or
shaft F. attached by means of the screw D and socket
C, or in any equivalent manner, substantially as de-

scribed.

67,546.-FraDOLF Hook, San Francisco, Cal.—
Means for Reefing Topsails.—August 6, 1867.— Trav-
eling rollers are placed at intervals along the spar
supported by the loAver topsail yard, strengthening
the spar and keeping the sail in place. A reefing
chain, having sufiicient turns about the rolling spar,

passes in a sheave hole in each end of the yard, and
then beneath to a quarter block, from which it passes
inside the run of the block, the tackle for reefing pass-
ing from thence to the deck.

Claim.—The crutch g attached to the lower topsail

yard and its friction rollers n n, together witli the
segments d d moving on said rollers "and attached to
their sides a a, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

67,547.—Lewis Hover, Chicago, TH.—Boat De-
taching Tackle.—August 6, 1867.—The bolts are pro-
jected into the links by the spiral springs and simul-
taneously detached by the pivoted lever to which they
are connected.

Claim.—The bolts D D, springs e e, bars C C, rods
F F, and lever G, an'anged with the links B B for

attaching or detaching the boat A, substantially as
herein specified.

67,548.—Wm, H. Hovet, Springfield, Mass
Brick Machine.—August 6, 1867.—Improvement on
his patent of February 16, 1866. The clay passes
through the crushing hopper into a larger hopper
-n'here it is worked into a proper consistency, and
drops into the channels, from which the plungers
propel it through the dies to the knives Avhich cut the
mass into brick lengths.

Claim.—First, the combination of the lever beam
J, plungers G G', and connecting rods K K', arranged
and connected substantially as shown.

Second, the combination and automatic aiTange
ment of the parts as follows : the gear wheel M oper-

ating tlie crank arm P and maiji shaft I, the lattei

turning the shaft V, with its pulleys i and j, and chair
gear operating the revolving knives H H H' H' and
crushers C C, the whole constructed as shown.

Third, one or more sweeps, consisting of the arms
& h, having teeth c c c, one of them operating auto-
matically with the plungers so that it fills the!" cham-
bers alternately with clay when the plunger of each
chamber has receded in turn—this or these in combi-
nation with the plunger S and G.

Fourth, the iieculiar shape of the dies g g', so that
they taper from an ellipse to a parallelogram, the
width and thiclcness of the brick desired tapering at

the sides but not at the corners, substantially as .shown.

Fifth, arranging the plungers G G' so that they may
be throv/n out of gear, allowing tlu; clay to be ground
and worked but not pressed into l)rick.

Sixth, the revolving knives H II II' H', in combi-
nation with the troughs n n' having the grooves ooo,
aiTanged substantially as shown.

67,549.-0. D. Hunter, Ten-ysville, Coim.—Bolt.—August 6, 1867.— The clasps embrace the bolt, and
the raised head of the rear-attachment screw secui'es

the bolt from withdrawal.

Claim.—The bolt a, plate c, clasps d, constructed,
arranged, and operating substantially as and foi* the
purpose described.

67,550.—Jacob Jameson, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Device for Cleaning Weeds from Ploivs.—August 6,

1867.—The rotating wheel is pivoted to a sliding stem
that passes through a staple on the beam and is vi-

brated by a spring to which it is attached. Its pur-
pose is to clean weeds and stubble off the breast of
the plow.

Claim.—The wheel A attached to the sliding or
yielding stem and held down by a spring, when ap-
plied to a plow, substantially as and for the pm-pose
set forth.

67,551.—Henry and Charles Jarecki, Erie,
Pa.

—

Steam-Engine Lubricator.—August (i, 1867.

—

The strainer extends from the edge of the cup to a
collar sleeved on the stem of the conical spring valve.

Claim.—The arrangement of the strainer D with
the lubricator, substantially as described.
Also, the valve F, the chamber a, and the plunger

E, arranged substantially as shown and described, for

the purposes set forth.

67,552.— Henry Jeffrey, St. Charles, Mo.

—

Nail Extractor.—August 6, 1867.—The claw head has
two elliptical plates with segmental recesses at their
ends to receive the spike head. This head is attached
by a square bolt to the bent end of the bar.

Claim.—The steel plates b b, provided with double
or single claws e e, in combination with the bent lever
A, constructed and operating as described.

67,553.—ISTiCHOLAS Jenkins, l^'ew York, 1!^. Y.
—Machine for Making Moldings.—August 6, 1867.

—

The adjustable hook supports tlie carriage to any ad-

justment. The cutter turns in an annular guide at-

tached to the caiTiage. The stationary guide comes
in contact with tlie template, which is guided by it to
bring the wood which is clamped above it and brought
in contact with the cutter. The springs of the hooks
supporting the carriages are simultaneously relieved

by a single rod, when desired. The first template is

attached to the table, and the remainder to that one.
Caiw.—First, the adjustable hook I KL, arranged

to operate in connection with a slidiu"- carriage C and
cutting arbors B^ B^, constructed and operating sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purpose above
described.
Second, the round guide V mounted concentric to

the arbor of a cutter supported above, as described,

and rising and sinking therewith without touching
the cutter so as to make any considerable friction

against the same, substantially as and for the pm-pose
herein set fortli.

Third, the employment on a cutting arbor supported
above, as specified, of the stationary guide T, mounted
below the cutter, and adapted to serve as a guide in

a variety molding, substantially in the manner herein
specified.

Fourth, fitting tlie template upon the wood H and
securing it thereon, in combination Avith means for

moving both in every direction, the whole being ar-

ranged relatively to *one or more cutters Q revolved
above, substantiallv as and for the purpose herein set

forth.

Fifth, in a wood-working machine, confining and
releasing the entire series of templates G G' by con-

fining and releasing the outer one alone, substantially

as and for the purpose herein specified.

Sixth, the single head iv carrying tlie two or more
carriages C* C^ and cutting arbors B^ B'^ and their

connections, provided with means for raising and
lowering the whole together, substantially in the man-
ner and for the pmpose herein specified.

67,554.—Samuel C. Jennings, TVautoma, "Wis.

—Bed I?o»om.—August (>, 18()7.—The slats are sup-

ported at the head and foot on fixed cleats and spring

bars, their free ends nearly meeting in the center.

Claim.—The spring bed bottom constructed as

described, consisting of two sets of springs G, their

inncn- ends free and theil- outer ends secured between
the bars H D, the latter resting eith.er upon the side

sjirings F or provided Avith tl;o elastic blocics J, and
resting upon the loops E, secured to the side rails A,
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all arranged to operate as herein set forth and for

the purpose specitiod.

67,555.—Nicholas Joly, Paris, France.

—

2fedi-

cal Compound.— Aujiust (i, 1S()7.—For use as com-
mon cotl-liver oil, composed of white cod-liver oil,

3,500; -wliite suc-ar, 1,500; albumen, 750; alcohol,

300; essential oil of bitter almonds, 5; and oil of
peppermint. 2.

Claim.— The aforesaid albuminous cod-liver oU
paste or cream made by combining cod-liver oil and
sugar Avitli albumen, substantially as herein described,
\vJicn alcoliol is incor])orated thcrcwitli to conserve it.

Also, the coml^iuation of lish albxmicn with cod-
liver oil, substantially as herein described.

e7,556— James Joxett, K"ew York, :N'. T.—
Chair and Couch.—August 0, 18G7.—By different ar-

rangeraeuts and attachments of the apron to the
pivoted frame it is formed into cither a seat or couch
Claim.—Yir^t, in combination with the frame and

shifting apron the flattened cross-bars b^ and c, the
whole arranged iiud operating in the manner and for
the purposes' described.

Second, the cross bar i of the shape described, so
that it Avill lie even with the cross-bar i>i, as shown
and described for the purpose described.

Third, in combination with the reversible frame
and shifting apron, the apron sticks with their mid-
dle portions enlarged, all as and for the purposes de-
scribed.

Eourtli, the employment, in combination with the
reversible frame and removable sticks of a shifting-

apron made witli a series of pockets, substantially as
and for the pm-pose specified.

67,557.— n. N. Kimball, Watertown, K. T.—
Bandage for C7«?ese.— August (5, 1867.— Manila pa-
per is used in place of cotton cloth as a bandage.

Claim. — The application and use of paper as a
bandage in the manufactui'c of cheese, substantially
as herein specified.

67,558.—Jon\ H. Kxapp. K^ew York, ]^. Y.—
Pencil Cfldc-August 6, 1867.-The fluted tubes form
repositories for leads ; the pencil is projected by a
sleeve attached to it through the elongated slot.

"When the cover is unscrewed from the other end a
pen holder can be slid out.

Claim.—First, the plated tube h in combination
with the shell a of a pen and pencil case, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.
Second, making tlie slide v/liich serves to move the

pen clamp or the pencil tube of such a length that it

cntu-ely covers up the .slit / when the pen or pencil
tube is moved back, as described.

Tliird, the arrangement of two removable caps or
nuts h in combination with the fluted ti\be h and shell

«, constructed and operating substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

67,559—A. J. LoisEAU, Philadelphia, Pa.—Jfa-
chine for Cleaning end Bleaching Fibrous Material.
—August G, 18G7.—The rotating shafts within the
ease have radial teeth by which the material is

blended.
Claivi.—The combination of the rollers C C C pro-

vided with the stiaiglit or curved teeth G G en-
closed in the perforated box A, having doors E F,
the whole arranged and operating as and for the pur-
poses herein described.

67,560.—Peter Low. Cleveland, 0\\\o.—CooJcing
iS'^ofc.—August 6, 1867.—The bars are attached be-
low to a perforated convex rim. TJie ends and back
of the fire chamber have perforated ribbed plates,
with a passage between them and the outer plates for
the transmission of air to the fire.

Claim.—First, the grate furnished with the convex
rim t, constructed as and for the purpose herein set
forth.

Second, the adjustable flanged and perforated rib-
bed end pieces g, constructed in the manner herein
describetl.

Third, the combination of the rim t, the end pieces
gr, and rim c, tlie Avliole constructed and operating
substant.ally as herein described.

67,561.—John McDoxalu, IN^ew York, N. Y.—
Brick Machine — August 6, 1867.—The treadle de-
presses the top platen which acts in connection with
the spring bottom of the mold, and the hinged pla-

tens which press the edges and ends of the bnck.
The hinged platens have "upper connection to a fixed
arm, and are pivoted below to the reciprocating slide,

which causes their oscillation.

Claim.—First, iu combination with the platen B
or its equivalent, adapted to press the brick flatwise,

the employment of levers adaj)ted to press the bricics

on their edges, as G' G", with or without the end-
pressing lever H, substantially as herein sjjecified.

Second, in connection with the above the within
described method of operating said levers, that is to
say, mounting the said levers on pivots g h, carried
on the platen, and connecting the upper ends of the
levers of the adjustable piece A^ or its equivalent, all

an-anged for joint operation as herein specified.

67,562.—TT. A. McPvEYNOLDS, Elkton, Kv.—
Table Fan.—August 0, 1867.—The weight is attached
to a pendant on the reciprocating connecting rod to
carry the crank over its centers. The attachment of
the Avrist pin to a radial slide pressed in by a spring
tends to prevent jar, and to regulate the speed by
altering the length of the fan sweep. The actuating
weight is hung alternately to each end of a di-iving

chain.
Claim.—First, the application of a weight H to

the rod E, which drives the oscillating fan frame D
from the crank wheel F of the train of wheels B, for

the purpose of assisting the crank wheel past its

center, substantially as shown and described.
Second, attaching the rotl E to a slide I, placed in

a radial groove e in tlae crank wheel F, with a spring

/, bearing against the side, for the purpose set forth.

Third, attaching the chain or cord b at its center
to the drum c, and having a hook secured to each end
of the chain or cord to admit of the weight C being
suspended to either end of the chain or cord, when
said chain or cord drum and weight are used in com-
bination with a train of wheels B, and a swinging or
oscihating fan frame, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

Fourth, the combination and ai-rangement of tho
train of Avheels B with the weight C, applied as shown,
the oscillating fan frame D connected to the crank
wheel E, and the weighted or loaded connecting rod
E, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

67,563.—John Meehan, ISTewark, N. J.—Tan-
ning.—August 6, 1867.—Hemlock-tanned leather is

handled in the following for 2i hours or more : "Dou-
ble liquor" of oak tan', 260 parts; muriate of tin, 1

part. The double liquor is made by pumping tlie

extract of one leach on fresh bark and boiling down.
Claim.—The within described process of changing

hemlock leather so as to obtain in good part the quid-
ities and appeai-ance of oak-tanned leather, substan-
tially as herein specified.

67,564 Smith Miles, Fabins, IST. Y.—Portable
Fence.—August 6, 1867.—The panels are supported by
braces which engage the upper rail and the connec-
tion posts are attached by a bolt and nut.

Claim.—The peculiar construction and arrange-
ment whereby each length may be supported at one
end by two lateral braces, and at the other by lieing
bolted endvi-ise to the braced cud of the next panel
on level land, as shown in Fig. 1, and connected bv
bolting side\^•ise as shoAvn in Fig. 2, for rolling land,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

67,565.—Philo H. Munsox, Franklin township.
Pa., assignor to himself and Elias Bkechi', Storel-

lonia. Pa.— Washing Machine.—August 6, 18(i7.—The
shaft of the grooved roller is weighted by rods that
hook over it and connect with a weighted lever. The
roller is rotated or oscillated on the sei'ies of rollers

on a segmental removable frame in the suds box.
Claim.—The arrangement of the small rollers r',

with the crank roller A, pressed down by the lever
weight and their connections, all constructed and
operated substantially as described.

67,566 John M. Mvehs, Louisville, Ky.—
Breast Collar and Sirreader for Double Harness.—
August 6, 18G7.—The stretcher bai- has supporting
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loops on whicli it is nearly balanced, and the bar is

traversed by a ring to whicli the neck yoke strap is

hung.
Claim.—Fii'st, construction and arrangement ofthe

looped arms e e upon the collar A, for receivlug the
neck straps as herein described.

Second, the attachment of the pole-strap loop d, so

that it is allowetl to have a free lateral play on the
bar C, substantially as described.

67,567.—Toiix J. l^EWMAN, Middletown, Ohio,
assignor to EInvl^^ Wilson & Co., Middletown, Ohio—Clothes Dryer.—August 0, 18G7.—The striding
frame supx-orts the horizontal frame, and they are so

jointed as to fold into a parallel position.

Claim.—The combination of the hinge J, the arm
r, and pins E and G-, when used in connection with
a clothes-horse rack, substantially as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

67,568.—Isaac C. jSTici-iols, Union, IN". Y.—Beef-
steak Preparer.—Angnst 6, 1667.—The three corru-

gated rollers meshing into each other are actuated by
a hand crank. The sliding side board and apron
convey the steak to and from the rollers.

Claim.—First, the rollers D E F, when constructed
and placed in the relative position to each other, as

and for the pm-pose set forth.

Second, in combination Avith the above the sliding

apron b, and sliding guide board C, as and for the
purpose described.

67.569.— D. P. mcKEnsox, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Windlass.—August 6, ISinl. — The capstan shaft has
two bevel wheels of different diameters, cither of
which may be connected with a horizontal shaft hay-
ing screw*gearing connection with a windlass. This
connection is made by sliding bevel wheels operated
by levers.

Claim.— First, the crown wheel C, wheels HJ,
and lever or shifter P', in combination with the wheel
J', worm L, and windlass M, as and for the purpose
substantially as set forth.

Second, the wheels D I, shifter P', and wheel >T, as

arranged in combination with the wheel Ji, worm L,
and windlass M, for the purpose and in the manner
as herein described.

Third, the herein described windlass when ar-

ranged, so that by shifting the gearing in the manner
as above set forth, the power of the windlass is thei*e-

by increased ; also, by reversing the above rotation
of said gearing the power will be decreased but the
si>eed augmented, thereby adapting the action of the
windlass to moving heavy or light bodies, substan-
tially as specified.

67.570. — W. :N'. l^iVER, Scott, IT. Y. — Sleigh
Brake. — August 6, 18G7. — By turning the crank
attached to the roller the chain operates the double-

action dog break.
Claim.—An improved brake for sleighs, formed by

the combination of the lever dog E, chain H, roller

F, and lever G, with each other, substantially as

herein shown and described, and for the pm-pose set

forth.

67,571.—Aaron B. :N'ott, Fair Haven, Mass.—
Swing.—August (>, 1867.—The platform is suspended
from a beam supported on the posts to Avhich it is

connected by double rockers with pivot hinges and
spring return action. Tlie rods with rincs attached
hang frdm the l)eam, to assist in starting the swing.

Claim.—First, an improved swing, formed by the
combination of the double rockers D F and E G,
v.'ith the supporters A B, and with the frame J, from
wliich tlie platform K is suspended by the timbers L,
sulistantially as herein shown and described.

Second, the combination of the springs o with
the double rockers D F and E G, substantially as

herein shown and described, and for the purpose set

forth.
Third, the hinge I, by means of which the mova-

blt^ rockers F G are pivoted to the stationary rockers
1) E, constructed substantially as herein shown and
desciribed.

Fourtli, tlie combination of the rod N Avith the
Iramo J and cros.s-l)ar II, substantiallj- as iiercin

shov.-n and ilcscrii)ed, and for the purpose set forth.

67,572. — E. H. Olm&tead, Savannah, Ga.—
Railway Car Seat.—August 6, 1867.—When the seats
are turned over in the form of a couch, the arms, rest-

ing on the floor, act as legs.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
arms of the seat, as at c, when said seat is hinged in
the manner and for the purpose herein described.

67,573—T. G. Packer, Mexico, :N". Y.—Broom
Head. — August 6, 1867.— The straw is clamped be-
tween the lunate bars of the head, and enclosed by
the loops, which are held by transverse hooks.
Claim. — The combination of the concavo-convex

crescent-shaped cap A, arms D, binding loops or
bands E, hooks F, screw G, binding bar H, and
thumb nut I, with each other, substantially in the
manner herein shown and described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

67,574. — J. C. Palmer, Tfew York, :n^. Y.—
Rudder.—August 6, 1867.—The rear part of the rud-
der has two metallic side strips hinged to the rudder
by inclined bars. The metallic plates may be raised
by a chain passing upward, when the bars assume
a horizontal position, and the plates are extended
backward, to increase the size of the rudder.

Claim,. —A rudder so constructed that it may bo
extended in the manner and for the purpose substan-
tially as described.

67,575.—K'OYES Palmiter, Scott, ]Sr. Y.—Wash-
ing Machine.—August 6, 1867.—To the bottom slats

are secured a series of ribs. The swing bar of the
movable board is pivoted in the upright, and the sus-

pension bar is a pivoted attachment near the board,
which has conical ribs secm-ed to its under side.

The board is actuated by a hand crank whose shaft
connects by bevel wheels and pivoted rods to the
swing bar.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of the box A, with

its slots z z, and ribs a a a, when used in combination
with board b, with slots and rib a', in the manner
and for the purposes specified.

Second, the arms B B, eonstmcted as described,
and connected to the washboard, when operated by
means of the shaft S, wheels F m, crank p, and pit-

man gr, when combined and used tor the pui'poses set
Ibrth.

67,576. — Francis S. Pease, Buffalo, :N'. Y.—
Apparatus for Carbureting Air—August 6, 1867.

—

Tne carbureting apparatus and the air pump arc
within the holder which contains the compressed air.

The air, condensed by the pump and stored in the
reservoir, passes through the carbureter and a gas
regulator to the bm-ner. The air is injected at the
lower portion of the carbm-eter, and ascends in con-
tact with the under surface of a scries of inclined
planes, with flanged edges and ends, passing from
one incline to another, in a zigzag, upward com'se,
to the chamber from whence it is drawn lor use.
Claim. — First, the combination of the strong-air

reservoir, the air pump, and the carbureter, the latter

two being contained within the former.
Second, the carbureter constructed as described,

with inclined flanged plates, in ascending zigzag
series, with the air following their under sm-faces,
substantially as described.

Third, the regulator, constructed as described, con-
sisting of the membrane J, the adjustable rod L,
valve I, and the valvular opening, constructed and
opei'ating substantiidly as described.
Fourth, the inclined flanged plates E, with ser-

rated edges, operating as described.
Fifth, the arrangement of the series of condensed

air holders, constructed of air-tight casks, and com-
bined with an air pump and carbureter, substantially
as described,

67,577.— T. G.Pelton, Lyons, lovfu.-^Steam-
engine Lubricators.— August 6, 18()7.— The oil duct
has two spring valves, with a chamber between,
through which the oil is passed by reciprocation of
the side plunger.
Claim.—Thv- combination and arrangement of the

valves E and F and springs C and 1), in connection
witli the punipy, arranged to operate substantially as
above stated luid for tlie purpose therein set forth.
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67,578.— John Peppek, Lake V-illaj^e, ^N". H. —
Portable Door Fastener.—Au^w^t 6, 18G7 ; antedated
July 30. 18G7. — The smooth sides of the screws slide

in between the doov and jam. into which the notched
edges enter on turuinfr the screw.

Claim. — A portable door fastener, with tapering

sides and edges, the sides being smooth fo^- its easy
insertion, and the edges uiclicd or toothed for taking-

into the wood when turned ajjainst it, to lirmly hold

the door, the whole made in one piece, small, com-
pact, and easily cai'ricd, as set forth.

67,579.—Olh-eu P. Pettexgill, Topsfield, Mass.
—Sole Finishina Too?.—August 6, 1 867.—The tool

head is a four-sided prism except at its guide, where
it approximates to a frustum of a four-sided pyramid.
A reversible edge block is applied to each face of the

head revolving thereon, and has finishing ends of

different sizes and shapes. The edce block is con-
nected with the head by adjustable clamp screws.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
series of reversible blocks B B B B. each made with
two separate finishing edges of different sizes, with
quadrifacial or prismatic head A, constructed sub-
stantially as described.

Also, the combination and arrangement of the
quadrifacial head A, the series of reversible finishing

blocks B B B B, the metallic shank c, the handle C,
and the couuterbalauco weight D, the whole being as
specified.

67,580.-E. TT. PosTON, Fort TVayne, Ind.—
Sand Ejector.—August 6, 1867 ; antedate'd August 1,

18G7.—The piston is chambered and has inwardly
opening valves in its two disks, so that when moving
in either direction the air is forced through the tubu-
lar piston rod and pipe to the discharge mouth.

Claim.—First, cylinder A and heads B B', in com-
bination with piston E and piston rod F, the whole
being arranged and constructed in the manner and
for the purpose described.

Second, in combination with the above, the bent
tube H, in combination with the distributing plates
L and feeder I, all being constructed and arranged
substantially as described and set forth.

67,581.—M. S. Prentice, Eockford, HI.—Wash-
ing Machine.—August G, 1867.—The plunger is at-

tached to the head and reciprocated by the iiell-crank

levers, whose tops project above the "lid when it is

closed.
Claim.—First, the combination of the bent or bell-

crank levers D with the arms c' of tiic beater C and
with the box or tub A, to which their lower ends are
pivoted, substantially as herein shown and described
and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the self-adjusting cheek
board F with the boater or plunger C and with the
box or tub A, substantially as herein shown and do-
scribed and for the purpose set forth.

67,582.—T. K. Eeed, East Bridgewater, Mass.—
Gathering Device for Sewing Machines.—August 6,

18G7.—The device is attached to the presser foot.

The upper and lower pieces of cloth are separated by
a metallic tongue, so that the feed bar acts first upon
the lower piece and gathers the same. The two
pieces of cloth are Uien forwarded together beneath
the presser.

Claim.—First, a gathering device, having a spring-
bearing point outside the line of feed to deflect the
cloth against a straight edge inside the line of feed.

Second, the combination of snch a spring-bearing
point with a separator, as described.

Third, the combination in a gathering device of a
separator, a spring-bearing point outside the line of
feed, and a straight edge, for the purposes set forth.

Fourth, a gathering mechanism, so constructed as
to be attachable to the presser foot, and provided with
a bearing point outside the line of feed.

67,583.—Edwin Reynolds, Boston, N. T., as-

signor to himself and James A. Woodbury. Win-
chester, Mass.— Valve for Steam Engines.—August
6, 1807.—The frustro-conical valves are actuated by
rods whose anti-friction rollers enter a cam groove
on a horizontal disk upon an outer sleeve having an
inclined guide slot, receiving a stud upon the sleeve
of the governor stem. The oscillation of the disk

from the changing elevation of the governor balls

regulate the cut-off. The valves surround the scat,

their larger and open ends being toward the cylindor.
The stem is attached to the smaller end of the valve
cap, and passes through a stufiing box and a guide
socket, its operating arm being attached between
the two.

Claim.—The construction of a valve in the form of
a hollow cap, provided with suitable recesses and
ports or openings for passages, when arranged to
Avork upon a suitable projecting cap as a seat, also
provided with suitable ports or passages, substan-
tially as described, said caps being preferably made
conical as a provision for wear.

Also, the compound cam, when constructed and
arranged to operate substantially as described.

67,584.—H. C. Eeynolds, Manchester, N. H.—
Machine for Shaving Axes.—August 6, 18G7.—Tho
blade of the axo is placed on a reciprocating block
whose lower surface is concave, resting on a convex
stationary bed. The combined shape of the bed and
rcciproca'ting block in combination with the slightly

vibrating knife determines the shape of the axe.

Claim.—The improved machine for shaving axes,
constructed as described, consisting of the convex
bed A, concave reciprocating slide F, cutters H upon
the handle I, placed between the bars K K, all ope-
rating substantially as herein shown and described.

67,585.—Geo. W. Eobcins, Fond du Lac, Wis.
—Bed Bottom.—Angmt 6, 1867.—The slatted frame
rests on curved springs at the end, and spiral springs
in the middle, the whole resting on board springs
beneath.
Claim.—A bed bottom, consisting of the spiral

springs C, slats D C, springs F, and spring boards G,
when arranged to operate as described and for the
purpose set forth.

67,586.—Leander Rodney, New York, N. T.—
Printing Presn.—August 6, 1867.—Both edges of the
paper are gripped to the cylinder. The cylinder
journals are carried by belts, on pulleys near the ends
of the frame, and pass over the upper and lower series
of forms. The rollers have geai* wheels traversing
longitudinal racks by which their rotation is regu-
lated. Between the forms are spaces for inking rol-

lers, which are automatically carried over the forms
and returned. The rollers may carry various colors.

Claim.—The combination herein described, con-
sisting of the rotating impression cylinders advanc-
ing continuously in one tlirection, counterbalanced
and passing over a series of stationary forms placed
in right lines in two rows, one over the other, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

67,587.-Charles E. Roper, Canton, Ohio.—
Machinery for Cutting Bevel Gears.—^August 6, 18G7.

—The A\heel is supported on the oscillatable pivot
block, and the cutter reciprocated upon its beveled
face. The actuating connections of the cutter are
pivoted to a fixed post and a revolving crank pin.

Claim.—First, the combination of the slide L, tho
sliding platform M, the box X, and the swivel block
O, constructed and used iu the manner and for tho
purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the piston B, box C,
plate D, arm E, provided with the tool E, the bar F,
and standards Gr, constructed and arranged substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

67,588.- H. Rosenthal, Xew York, N. Y.—
Paint ifj-w.s7i.—August 6, 1867.—Before the confining
ring is moved up into place the space between tho
bristles is filled with a mixture of sand, ashes and
chalk. The cement is then applied and the ring
forced up to place.
Claim.—The application of dust or sand to tho

upper ends C of the bristles before cement is applied,
whereby the spaces between said bristles arc com-
pletely tilled, and the end C made solid and prevented
from being compressed and withdrawn from the fer-

rule, as herein set forth for the purpose specified.

67,589.-Abram Eowe. Macomb, 111., assignor
to himself, Charles Chandler, and James Dunc.\n,
same place.—.SYc«?ji. Generator.—August G. 1867.

—

The generator is frustro-conical iu form, and has a
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series of an?anlar coucentric eteam chambers above
the furnace aud surrounding; a central fire space.
The caloric ciu'rents pass up betiveen the steam
chambers, and have horizontal exit with the central
current beneath the crown plate.

Claim.—A steam boiler consisting of a series of
concentric chambers e, opening at their upper end
directly into a steam chamber and provided with the
smoke'llues «, of a constantly increasing area from
the center outward, said chambers being connected
by the lateral tubes or water passages in, all con-
sti'ucted aud arranged substantially as shown and
described.

67,590.—E. Safford and O. H. Masters, Bos-
ton, Mass.

—

Guide for Seiving Machines.—August 6,

lfc'',i7.—The spi'ings are adjustably attached in slotted
plates secured by clamps, and pressing on the fabric,

guide it while traversing the table.

Claim.—One or more'adjustable springs D, with or
without the plate G, in combination with the gauge
B, operating substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

Also, the slotted plates a, in combination with the
gauge B aud the clamping screw C, or its equivalent,
substantially as and for the pui'poso set forth.

67,591.— J. A. Sawyer, Worcester, Mass.—

.

Thread Holder and Cutter for Seiving Machines.—
August 6, 1867.—The wax thread when about to be
cut is tightened, and the knife is actuated by the
spring-adjusting lever.

Claim.—First, the combination with the table of a
wax thread sewing machine of a tlu'ead-liolding de-
vice, to enable the operator to draw up the last stitch,

Kubstantially as set forth.

Second, the combination with the table of a wax
tliroad sewing machine of a thread holder and a knife,

substantialh' as and for the pm'poses set forth.

Tliii'd, the combination with the movable piece C
and knife G of the handle D, substantially as set forth.

Fourth, the combination with the tableA and lever
D of the adjustable block F and siuing/, substantially
us and for the purposes set forth.

Fifth, the combination with lever D of the spring
catch I, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

67,592.—Rudolph Schmidt, l^ew York, IST. T.—Steam Fump.—August 6, 1867.—The piston and
pump plunger are united by one piston rod and ac-
tuated in connection. The vertical rod has collars
attached and is operated by the piston of the cylinder,
opening and closing the ports for the admission and
exhaust of steam. The stuffing box is screwed into
the chamber around the plunger.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the pistons e e

and small piston e' upon the rod sliding in the steam
chest G, the vertical rod h, with collars i i', operated
from the piston D, substantially as shown and de-

scribed, wiiereby the ports for the admission and ex-
liaust of steam are opened and closed, as and for the
purpose specified.

Second, the arrangement of the stuffing box F,
whereby the two cyliiitlers are separated, substantially
as shown aud described.

67,593.— George B. Scribner, Indianapolis,
Ind.

—

Stove Lid it/^er.—August 6, 18G7 ; antedated
August 1, 1867.—A stove lid lifter, nail extractor, and
hammer are combined and attached to one hajidle.

Claim.—The combination of the several parts A
B C D E, arranged and formed substantially as aud
for the purpose set forth.

07,594.—Samuel H. Scribner, Stowe, Yt.—
Combined Churn and Butter Worker.—August G, 1867.

—The hand craidi actuates the dasher, wliicli is se-

cured to the shaft Viith set screws and can be re-

moved for the substitution of tlie butter worker. The
cross-arms of the butter worker have two curved
burs with beater j attached, and liave rollers adjusta-

bly connected in elongated slots at the ends of the
remaining Ijars.

Claim.—First, the churn dasher C, constructed of
the crosses d (?', provided with cross-pieces d^ d^ sot

diagonally to the center, ca(!h four of the same being
in liuc A\rih aud parallel to each other, constructed
and arranged as doscril)ed.

Second," the butter worker dasher d, constructed of

the cross k k', fteaters m m, and adjustable rollers n n,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

67,595.—S. F. Seely, Sylvania, Ohio.—Cultiva-
tor and Plow.—August 6, 1867.—The line of draft is

regidated by the sliding link in combination with the
share and -wings, which are adapted to constitute it

a cultivator or hilling plow.
Claim.—The jointed draft rod I, adjustable link G,

beam A, standard C, with oblong slot d, brace 1),

handles B, share E, wings F, cross rod c, and brace
rods a*, combined, arranged, aud operated substan-
tially as described for the purpose specified.

07,596.—Lyman M. Severance, Dixon, HI.—
Platform Scale.—Avignst 6, 1867.—The levers sup-
porting tlie platform are hung at their outer ends
with clevises and links, and are suspended at the re-

verse end at the rear side of the platform by a rod
connecting with the scale beam.
Claim.—The combination of the four levers D D

E E, when arranged with respect to the platform and
its permanent frame and the rod F, substantially in
the manner and for the pm-pose herein specified.

67,597.— Henry Sidle, Minneapolis, Minn.—
Washing Machine.—August 6, 1867.—The handle
actuating the oscillating bevel wheel gears into the
bevel wheel of the rotating shaft, fi'om which project
the angular arms that stir the clothes.

Claim.—The shaft B, provided with its angular
arras C C and beveled cog Avheel D, and operated by
means of the wheel E betn-eeu the frames G and H,
with its handle F, in the manner and for the pm-poses
set forth.

67,598.—John Thomas Siegert, "Washington,
D. C.

—

Heel Measure.—August 6, 1867.—The meas-
ure has a projection which engages the front of the
heel, and a spring slide that indicates the measure.

Claim.—The measure A, Avith its curved point B,
and its adjustable flat side C, with its flat spring D,
when constructed, combined, and operated as herein
described and for the purposes set forth.

67,599.— AYiLLiAM H. Skerrett, Cincinnati,
Ohio.—Jce Cream Freezer.—August 6, 1867.—The
cream cylinder is secured within the ice cylinder, and
is rotated by the hand-crank wheel, to Avhose shaft it

is attached.
Claim.—Tlha cjdinders B and C, revolving on the

axis y, in combination with the driving wheel or
governor I, substantially as and for the pm'pose de-

scribed.

67,600.— E. Smith, Farmington, HI.— Cherry
Stoner.—August 6, 1867.—As the cherries are fm*-

nished by the supply passage the hollow perforated
needles cut out the stones, Avhich are discharged fi-om

the opening in the top of the needle.
Claim.—The inclined box A, in combination with

slide H carrying needles L and discharge bar M, sub-
stantially as ana for the purpose described.

67,601.— John Stephen, Womelsdorf, Pa.

—

Pastry Cutter.—August 6, 1867.—The projecting
cuttel'S and prints rotate on their ai-ms and cut and
print pastiy in various forms. The fork forms a per-

forator and the corrugated plate a superficial printer.

Claim.—The rod A provided Avith fork B and print

C upon its ends and jn'ovided with four arms aaaa
projecting from its sides, said arms having arranged
Avheels 1) D E F, and cutter G and plain wheel H,
all constructed, arranged, and used as herein set

forth.

67.602. — John Stephen, Womelsdorf, Pa.—
Ladies' Thimble.—August 6. 1867.—The radiating
grooves arrest the needle if it slips from the indenta-
tions and retain it by the groove in the flange.

Claim.—A thimble provided with the radiating
grooves x cc, and at tlieir ends Avith the grooves in the

ring or flange e, substantially as and for the pm-pose
herein specified.

67.603.— John Stephen, Womelsdorf, Pa.

—

Pot Hole Lid for Cooking Stoves.—Aup:nst 6, 18()7.—

The concavo-convex lid has openings that ai'e closed

by a damper pivoted in the center.
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Claim.—The use of the lid A, concave at its top
and convex at the bottom, with its damper phite A'
and circumferontial flange e with the stove G, iu the

manner as specified.

68,604.—"^Vashingtox Stickxey, Lockport, X.
Y.—Bed Bottom.—August (5, 1867.—The slatted bot-

tom is suspended by rubber loops that passing through
slotted brackets engage keys above.

Claim.—The brackets or supports c c c, india-rub-

ber loops e e, keys g g g, rods h h and d d, in combi-
nation with a bod bottom, constructed substantially

in tlie manner and for the purpose herein set forth

and described.

67,'*05.—J'AMES T. Sxn.WELL. Dowagiac, Mich.,
assignor to himself and E. P. TowssK^u.—Faucet.—
August 6. 18U7.—The plunger is pushed to the farend
of the cylinder, which is adjusted by the transverse
lever attached thereto till the openings therein coin-

cide with tliose in the sleeve. When the cylinder is

filled it is returned to its former position, shutting the
openings and opening the valve on the cock when
the plunger is withdrawn. The pointer indicates the
quantity.

Claim.—First, the cylinder B, constructed substan-
tially in the manner described and used with the
plunger G and its rod and the case H, as and for the
purpose specified.

Second, the case H provided with the cock J and
used with the rim weol M and its pointer O, substan-
tially as and foi' the pui'poso set forth.

67,606.—Sexeca E. Strickland, Amboy, EI.—
Stsh Fastener.—August (i, 18G7.—The movable jaw
has slightly projecteil teeth next the casing and is ac-

tuated by a knob sliding iu a slot in the boxing at-

tached to the sash. A follower retains the jaw in

position.
Claim.—A sash fastener formed by the combina-

tion of the parts ABC and D, respectively con-
structed and arranged to operate substantially as set
forth,

67,607.- L. A. SuxDERLAXD, Chagrin Falls,

Ohio.

—

Dairy Can.—August (i, 1867.—The metallic
supplementary bottom has radial arms with wooden
and cla.stic lining and is secured to the bottom of the
can by screws riveted to the cate, which passing
through caps below, arc engaged by nuts.
Claim.—Tho supplementary bottom D with radial

arms E, lining F, a.nd central support or boss F', as
arranged in combination with the can A, for the pur-
pose and in the manner described.

67,608.—David M. Swaix, La Crosse, "Wis.—
Boiler Water Gauge.—August 6, 18()7.—As the float

sinks it operates a pivoted arm, which, opening tlie

l)ort, the steam enters and sounds the whistle. The
shaft of the arm connects by gearing to that of a
pointer which indicates ihe deptli of water.

Claim.—The float A and its arm, the supports D,
rod F, arm G, shaft b, segment d, pinion e, pointer
P, spring S. arm II, and shoulder I, an-anged and
operating substantially in the manner and for the pur-
poses specified.

67,699.—BEX.IAMIX C. Tayi.ou, Dayton, Ohio.—
Horse Italce.—August 6, 1867.—The tootli is hinged
on the tubular projection of a flange which is attached
by an axial bolt to the bracket.
'Claim.—The bracket fastening B' constructed wnth

one ear and a flange or housing extending from said
car in fi-ont and over the (>ye of the tooth in combi-
nation with the washer D',' substantially as and for

the purpose described.

67,610.—NouMAX Teal, Kendallville, Ind.—Jn-
valid Bed Attachment.—August 6, 1867.—The sup-
portinj' sheet is wound on rollers at the head and foot

of the bed and has a slit to allow access to wounds
on the body, or passage for fecal discharges. The
slit is covered by a fly.

Claim.—First', a sick-bed attachment attached to
an ordinary bedstead, substantially as described for
the purpose specified.

Second, the sheet I provided with the slit K and
fly J, in combination with the adjustable rollers d d

and frnine F. substantially is described for tho pur-
pose specified.

Third, the combination of the cross-pieces C, bands
n IP, rollers b b'. frame F, provided with hinged
legs, slit sheet I, witli fly J, and adjustable rollers

d d, substantially as described for the purpose speci-
fied.

67,611.—Isaac P. Tick, New York, N. T.—
Spirit 2lctcr and. llegistcnng Apparatus.—August 6,

1867.—The receiving chamber has an exit pipe fores-
cape of air, and a valve pi'eventing tlie escape or

li(luor. From the fcu'raer receiver the liquor passea
to a transpaj-ent receiver, from which it may bo
directed by cocks to the meter or doubler as high or
low wines may l)e running. When the measuring can
is nearly fillecl, its weight moves the lever on which
it is suspended, and nearly closes the supply by tho
spout by the descent of tlieValvular box, so as to com-
plete the filling by a small stream. A. small amount
of sample liquor is abstracted at each motion of the
measurer. Tlio locked sample cock lias a check valvo
preventing injection of water into the sample cham-
ber to lessen the strength. On flooding the meter for

surreptitious purposes a valve is released and stops
the outflow. Other devices are explained by the claim
and illustration.

C7air/z.-Fii-st, the connection substantially as herein
described of the meter wdth the worm of the still, by
means of a blow-off pipe of close character, and pro-
vided or operating with a valve that admits of expul-
sion of the air without giving motion to the measurer,
but is self-closing on tlie flooding of tho meter to pre-
vent escape of the liquid at or through said pipe, as
specified.

Second, the overflow pipe or spout D, for operation
in connection with valvular box I, or its equivalent, to
limit or regulate tlie finishing supply to the measuring
can or cans, essentially as herein set forth.

Third, tho combination of the beam H, rack I, and
pinion /.-, for action of the sample taker J, as described.

Fourth, the application of a check valve to the sam-
ple can to iirevcnt injection from the extei'ior, sub-
stantially as specified.

Fifth, the combination Avith a meter of a detector
valve M, of suitable description, for operation in the
manner and for the purpose herein sot forth.

Sixth, tlie application to a meter of an index ope-
rated by a float on any undue accumulation of liquid
in the meter.

Seventh, tiic combination of a roller stop Q to the
measurer G of a meter, essentially as and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

Eighth, in the registering apparatus of a meter,
communicating motion to the several indices which
denote the multiples, by means of a shaft S, having
screw threads r of iliffcrent pitch and gearing with
worm wheels T of a corresponding pitch.
Ninth, the application to a meter of a proof tester

for operation iu conuectiou Avith the registering ap-
paratus of quantities, and serving, by'means of a
weighing can, beam, and independent weights, or
their equivalents, to actuate a suitable rcgistellng ap-
paratus of specific gravities, essentially as specified.

Tenth, the attachment to a proof tester, operating
substantially as described, of tlie thevmometric weiglit
adjuster for automatically adjusting said tester to the
variation in weight of a given volume of litiuid by
fluctuations in the temperature of the latter affecting
its specific gravity, substantially as specified.

Eleventh, controlling the registering apparatus of
specific gravities by means of a temi)iet G' operating
in connection with the devices in gear with the regis-
tering apparatus of quantities in a meter, essentially
as herein set forth.

Twelfth, the use of enameled iron or other metal in
the construction of the meter safes and for the rcser-
voii-s and constructing pipes of the same.

67,613.—Mary L. Treadwell, New York, N,
Y.— Frame for MosqxdtG Netis.—August -6, 1867.

—

The frame is'lateially extensible and its parts detaclw
able to admit of use on different-sized bedsteads, to
support the net, or to be carried in a trunk.
Claim.—Tha detachable frame for mosquito nets

constructed as described, consisting of the supporting
rods B B. sockets c c', vertical rods C, haviug sockets
rf, covered rods D. and horizontal rods E. with perfo-

I rated and slotted cuds, upon the tops of the rods C D,
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parallel rods F F', having guides / and hooka h, all

arranged as described for the pm-pose specified.

67,613.—James Trees, Greensburg, 'Pa.—Hose
Nozzle —August (J, 18G7.—The nozzle has a frustro-

eouieal form^ and contains a double conical core con-

centric with it, allowing an annular water-course be-

t^'cen. The cone has thin supports standing out ra-

dially and entering grooves in the pipe.

Claim.—The combination, substantially in the man-
ner described, with a pipe or nozzle of unifonn taper,

of tvso cones arranged base to base concentrically

within the pipe.

67,614.—James Trees, Greensburg, Pa.

—

Water
Pipe.—August 6, 1867.—The object is to increase the

rapidity of flow. The devices are explained in the
claim and illustration.

Claim.—First, u pipe composed of frustra of cones
of alter]iatejy varying inclination, arranged base to

base, substantially in the manner and for the purpose
described.
Second, the combination, substantially in the man-

ner described, Avith a pipe composed of frustra of
cones arranged base to base, of a corresponding series

of cones arranged concentrically within the pipe, for

the purpose set forth.

67,615.—Charles A. Yxs Hork, Chenango, IST.

T.

—

Churn.—August (i, 1867.—The dashers on one
rod are reciprocated beneath a perforated diaphragm
by a crank.

Claim.—The arrangement of the gear frame G G
G in combination with the dashers D and E and per-

forated disk F, all being constructed and arranged
eubstiuitiaily as set forth.

67,616.—Louis Von Froben, "Washington, D.
C.

—

Nutmeg Grater.—August 6, 1867.—The nutmegs
are placed beneath the sin-ing follower which presses

against the grated peripheiy of the rotating grater.

Claiin.—The hollow cylinder G, provided with
openings g g 'm one end thereof, and journalled in

the elongated lugs or legs F F, in combination T\-ith

the said legs F"F, tube A, sliding piston B, finger

jjieces D D, and screen J J, the whole constructed
and an-anged in the manner and for the purpose
specified.

67,617.—D. F. "Wallace and D. T. Cockerill,
Eipley, Ohio.—Churn Dasher.—August 6, 1867.

—

The ciasher is bell-shaped and its projections are

made perpentlicularly through its sides.

Claim.—A chm-n dasher, in form substantially as

set forth, Avheu provided with the openings a a a, so

aiTauged that the several axis of each of the groups
hh h shall converge outwardly, as and for the pur-

poses specified.

67,618.—Joseph "Watrous, Jr., Mystic Kiver,

Coun., assignor to The Mystic River Hardware
Manufacturing Company.— Coffee Mill.—August
6, 1867.—The hopper has a lip on the outer side taking

under a projection on the conical plate of the con-

cave ; the sides of the hopper lie on the same plate.

Its inner side is held down by an outcmwed lip of the

back plate.

OZaim.—Attaching the basin-shaped hopper/ to

the conical case or shell of the mill by the lip i, hookei^

fiauge c, and inclined projection n, as specified.

67,619.—Samuel "Whitaker, Macon, JW.—Bur-
glar AZrtrm.-August 6, 1867.~A detent arm of the

pallet is engaged by a trigger attached to a hinged

plate which has a cord connection to the door handle

bv which the detent is sprung.

"Claim.—The arrangement of the box A, with its

door I, rod J, shaft x, with its rod K, pallet G, and
arm II, bell D, and respective parts for operating the

same, when construcled, arranged and used in the

manner substantially as and for the pm-poses set forth.

67,620.—R. "W. "Whitney, South Berwick, Me.,

and JuDSON "W. Shaw, Concord, N. H.—Hat Hook
for Peius.-Angniit 6, 1867.—The hinged hat-support

is let down for use, its lower corners engaging

notches in the bracket, and when unused it is folded

up to the pew back.
Claim.—First, the flanged bracket in combination

%

with the folding hook, arranged and operating sub-
stantially as described.
Second, the hook C, arranged to turn upon a hori-

zontal pivot in bracket A, and provided with the
stop c, operating in combination with said bracket,
substantially as described.

67,621—S. Lloyd "Wjegand, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Steam Generator.—August 6, 1867.—A series of
vessels are connected together and have double con-
centric tubes descending therefrom into a fire cham-
ber. The lower ends of the pipes are covered and
kept in proper relative position by screw caps. The
inner pipes may be of diflerent metal to the outer, to
cause galvanic action.
Claim.—Fti'Rt, the combination of the external

and internal tubes as described with the vessels into
which they are inserted and the perforated plate or
plates, as described.
Second, the construction of screw caps M, us

shown and described.
Third, the making of the internal and external

tubes of different metals, so as to produce a galvanic
action thereby.

67,622.- Stephen M. "Wirts and F. Swift,
Hudson, Mich.

—

Coinbined Lantern and Foot Warm,-
er.—August 6, 1867.—The case contains a lamp and
has two doors, one of which has a glass frame. The
other door is connected to the opening side of a
metallic, cloth-lined bos above the lamp. The open-
ing of this latter door opens the box and provides
space for the feet.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the box A, with
case I, lining J, plates H and a, and door C, as con-
structed, substantially as and for the pm-pose speci-
fied.

Second, the door B as constructed when aiTanged
in combination with the foregoing, for the purpose
of forming a lantern and foot warmer, substantially
as set forth.

67,623.- George E. Woodbury, East Cam-
bridge, Mass.

—

Planing Macliine.—August 6, 1867.

—

Improvement on the patents of H. Snow, Xoveraber
•21, 1854, and James A. "\7oodbury, June 8, 1858. The
mouth-piece has lugs sliding iii slots of the cutter
fi-ame, so curved as to limit the edge of the mouth-
piece to a course concentric with the cutter axis and
to keep it in immediate proximity to the cutters while
being raised or lowered by thicker or thinner planks.

Claim.—Adjusting the mouth-piece/of a planing
machine in relation to the edges of the cutters by at-

taching the former to a movable frame h, which is

hung or pivoted so as to operate substantially in the
manner and for the pm-pose specified.

67,624.— John E. "Wooten, Cressona, Pa.—
JRivet.—August 6. 1867.—The tubular rivet is made
like a ferrule, the strip of iron being cut lengthwise
of the grain and then welded. It may be riveted by
a spreader.

Claim.—First, a tubular rivet made by coiling a
strip of iron and then welding the same, as set forth.

Second, a tubular rivet in which the grain of the
iron takes a transverse course at right angles or there-

abouts to the axis of the rivet, as described, for the
purpose specified.

67,625.—"William E. Andrews, Cambridge,
Mass.

—

Spice Box.—August 13, 1867.—The drawers
are secured from opening by the projected strips that
engage the prolonged front of the drawer. The check
onthe back of the drawer an-ests its withdrawal.

Claim.—First, as a new article of manufacture a
portable set of spice drawers, made substiintiaUy as
described and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the combination of the extension F of the
front of the drawer Avith the holder H, for the purpose
set forth.

Tiiird, the combination as well as the arrange-
ment of the extension E of the piece forming the
inner end of the draw with the case or box A B, when
the Avhole is made substantially as described and for

the purpose set forth.

67,626.—Joseph Anthony, Greenbush, X. T.—
Joint Splice for liailroad Pails.—August 13, 1867.

—

A piece of double T-shaped railroad ii-on is secured
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to the rails by open link bolts, and the joints are
latei'ally secured by bolted plates.

Claim.—I'irst, the combination of the rails A A,
the splice rail C and the open link bolts E.
Second, the combination of the rails A A, the splice

rail C, the open-link bolts E and the beveled washers o.

Third, the combination of the rails A A, the splice

rail C, the open-link bolts E and the beveled washers
0, and the fish plates F.

67,627.—G. P. Barnum, Marion, lo-^a.—Oint-
ment for Horses.—August 13, 1867.—For euro of ring-

bone : quicksilver, 8 oz. ; nitric acid. 4 oz. ; cantha-
ridcs, 4 drachms ; corrosive sublimate, i oz. ; red pre-

cipitate, ^ OZ; and oil of vitriol, 4 oz., added in small
quantities.
Claim.—The compound, consisting of quicksilver,

nitric acid, pulverized canthavides, corrosive subli-

mate, red precipitate, and oil of vitriol as an ointment
to remove blemishes from horses and other animals,
substantially as herein set forth and described,

67,62S.— IviLET Brattox, Oscaloosa, Iowa.—
Wagon Bed.—August 13, 181J7.—The metallic stand-
ards on the side boards engage with staples on the
bottom bai-s of the bed.

Claim.—An improvement on ordinaiy wagon beds,
as herein described, consisting of metallic standards
with hooked ends fastening in staples, and the pecu-
liar foi-m of standards and location of staples, as an
invention, by which a wagon bed may bo ei^ily and
quickly taken apart and put together.

67,629.-11. H. BuYAXT. Boston, :^ass.—Filling
for *S'a/cjf.—August 13, 1867.—Moistened sponge is

used for tilling to dampen the powder used as an ex-
plosive in attacks on the safe.

Claim..—The use of sponge as a filling for a safe

or other structm-e or a similar natm-e, or any other
porous and absorbent substance that is its substan-
tial equivalent, as and for the purpose herein set forth.

67,630.—J. E. BuRDGE. Cincinnati, Ohio.—Ad-
justahle Restfor Lathes.—August 13. 1867.—The end
of the adjustable tool rest is hinged to the slide rest,

and is regulated by the wedge-shaped block, actuated
by a screw.
'Claim.—Hinging one end of the tool block F to

the transverse sliding hoadC by a bolt c, and raising
and lowering the other end of thetool IjlockF by means
of a wedge I), or an equivalent device, whereby the
cutting edge of the tool H may be raised or lowered
as desired, while the lathe is in motion or otherwise,
and presenting it in a proper position to the material
being turned, substantially as described.

67,631.—John H. Burrell, Jr., Charlestown,
Mass.—C'amaoc Coxipling.—August 13, 181)7.—When
the butting ends are engaged the di-op pin holds them
in position.

Claim.—A coupling made of the three parts A B
and C, substantially as described and for the pm'pose
set forth.

67,632.--J'ony K. Calpwell, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Brick Car.—August 13, 18G7.—The shelves are pivoted
to and removable from the standards of the car, and
may be folded up to the same, in which latter position
theV are held by the spring catch.

Claim.—First, hinging the shelves of a car for

drying brick, fruit, grain, and otlTer articles requiring
such treatment to an upright standard, or to upright
standards, such standard or standards being attached
to and supported by a truck or car frame, substantially
as and for the purposes hereinbefore set forth.

Second, a spring h with a beveled catch i, attached
to a standard d, in combination with a shelf or with
shelves //, which it is designed and adapted to re-

tain in an upright position, substantially in the man-
ner and for the purposes above set forth.

67,633.—Benjamin F. Carleton, Nashua. N. H.—Window Fastening.—August 13. 1867.—The button
has longitudinal motion on its pivot screw, and an
inclined side, which by the gravitation of the button
acts as a friction hold to the sash. A cavity of the
button engages a projection of the sash to lock the
latter.

Claim.—The combination of the button E with the

spring R, when made and arranged substantially as
described and for the purpose set forth.

67,634.—L. Coleman, IsTew Orleans, La., assignor
to Willis P. Coleman, same place.— Harrow.—
August 13, 1867.—The frame is supported on wheels,
and is adjustable thereon. Two rotating shafts carry
serrated disks. The rear disks are cleared by spring
finders projecting forward from a transverse bar.
Claim.—Y'l^-^t, the combination of the two series

of revolving disks B B B and C C C, or their equiva-
lents, when the same are constructed and aiTanged
substantially as described for the pm-pose set forth.

Second, the two series of revolving disks B B B and
C C C. in combination with the sliding standards K,
lever E, arm P, rock shaft X, handles F and frame J,

when these several parts are constructed and arranged
with respect to each other and to the cleai-ers DD D,
as described for the pm-pose set forth.

67,635.—E. H. Craige, Brooklyn, IS. Y.—Cloth
Plate for Sewing Machine.—August 13, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, in the Wheeler & Wilson and other
sewing machines with raised and movable cloth plate,

the combination with the cloth plate A of a throat
piece B that extends over the feeder and furnishes an
opening by which the feeder may be removed and the
running p'arts cleaned and oiled without removing
the cloth plate, as set forth.

Second, in the Wheeler &. Wilson and other sew-
ing machines with a raised and movable cloth plate,

any throat piece which is held in place at one part by
a lip a, or its equivalent, and at the opposite part by
one or more buttons or catches b, substantially as
and for the purpose shown and described.
Third, the arrangement on the under side of the

throat piece B of one or more bnttous or catches iu
combination with screws or rivets passing through
to the upper surface, by means of which, with a
screw driver or key, said' buttons can be tm-ned, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

67,636.

—

Charles Crolet, Dayton, Ohio, as-

signor to American Ladder Co., Hamilton. Ohio.

—

Ladder.—August 13, 1867.—Used as a " step ladder
"

by a gudgeon on each side entering notches in the
brackets, and as a long ladder by sliding down the
hooked cheeks and engaging one of the roimd steps
over the upturned lip of the upper flat step.

Claim.—The combination of the gudgeons I and
notched bracket K A;, constructed and ari'anged as
described, in connection with the troughed step J,

and separable or hinged ladders A B, for the pm-pose
set forth.

67,637.-J'ames M. Dillon, Wheeling, West Vn.
—Steam Generator.- August 13, 1867.—The feed
water is forced through a pipe within the fm*nace
and discharges into the steam space. When suf-

ficient water has been received the circulation is

kept up in the pipe by water from the mud-drum, an
injector being used for this purpose.

Claim..—First, the pipe or pipes F, in combination
with the T-joiui H. hollow plug J, pipes E m, and
mud-drum M, or theii' equivalents, substantially as
described.
Second, the combination of the boiler B, pipes E

F m, and mud-di-um M, as and for the pmpose set

forth.

Third, the cock C, arranged and operating in com-
bination with the pipes F m, and mud-drum M, in
the manner and for the purpose specified.

67,638.—D. H. Dotterer, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Axle Box and Haiiger.-August 13, 1867.—The axle

box has trunnions fitted to sliding boxes adapted to

guides in the hanger to render the box self-adjusting

to allow its accommodation to changing position iu
the axle.

Claim.—First, an axle box provided with a detach-

able beai-ing E, a curved projection m, fitting a re-

cess in an adjustable saddle, and with trunnions d d
fitted for sliding blocks 6, which are adapted to

guides formed in the hanger, all substantially as

described.
Second, the combination of the rounded projection

m on the top of the box, with a saddle G adapted to

the hanger, and having a cavity for receiving the
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said projection, all substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

Third, the bearing E adapted to the journal of the
axle, and having lugs or projectious n titting into re-

cesses in the box, as set forth.

Fourth, the sliding cover/ fitted to the top of the
box for withdrawal from the same, substantially in
the manner described.

67,639.— SeWALL H. Downs, Bangor, Me.—
Traveler for the Jib Boom of Vessels.—August 13,
Ip67.—Explained by the claim and illustration.
Claim.—Providiiag the interior of the cap or box

of the traveler for the jibs' boom witli two or more
rollers above, and tAvo or more rollers below the bar,
and affixed, substantially as set forth, to enable the
traveler to move surely and easily along the bar
without danger of binding and to decrease the fric-

tion upon the several parts, for the purposes and in
the manner substantially as set forth.

67,640.—Thomas G. Estes, Fall Eiver, Mass.—
Eiriking Gongs or Bells.—August 13, 1867.—Clock-
work is aiTanged in the gong to sound the same.
Claim.—Tlie combination of gong A^, stand B^,

knob OS lever E^, dog F^, arm G^, hammer .H=^, and
cam K'* with the clock-wort, as herein set forth and
described.

67,641—Charles E. Felton, Buffalo, N. T.—
Lock for Prison Door, d:c.—August 13, 1867.—The
secondary bolt is supported in the enclosing shell by
brackets and is connected to the main working parts
of the lock by brace bars so that the key gives it a
movement parallel with that of the common bolt.

The enclosing case has a hinged, right-angled cover,
the iimer fastening of which is covered by the door
when closed.
Claim.—First, the shell B having a hinged cover

or door b^, in combination with a wall lock, substan-
tially as set forth.

Second, securing the hinged cover &^ between the
Iron door-frame G and shell i3 by means of the screws
g'^ in such manner that the screw-heads are covered
by the door when closed, substantially as described.

67,64^.—JohnB. Frais^cis, Barnesville, Ohio.—
"Washing Ilachine.—August 13, 1867.—The corruga-
ted board is secured to elastic ])ands and a corruga-
ted roller is rotated above it by a hand-crank.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

adjustable and jointed or liinged concave wash-board
X and application thereof to the cylinder H by means
of self-adjusting rockshatt S, cords, weight, and pul-

ley F, in connection with the adjustable levers O O
uud E E, substantially as and for the pm-pose set

forth.

67,643.-0. P. Garretsox, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Mop Head.—August 13, 1867. — The flanged nut
enters the groove of the loose jaw and screws upon
the handle "till it tightens the jaw*.

Claim.—Making the collar of the loose jaw in two
parts so that the nut d d may bo placed between
them, and when connected togetlier the collar sur-

rounds the nut and retains it in position, for the pur-

pose above set forth.

67,644.—G. Gilbert and A. :N'. Allen, "New
Haven, Conn.

—

Ironing MacJdne.—August 13, 186
—The elastic segmental bed is reciprocTited beneath
the iron holder.

Claim.— The segmentnl bed C arranged upon
clastic bearings, and in combination with a polishing

surface, constructed and arranged so that the said

polishing surface may be heated, substantially as

and for the purpose specified.

67,645.—Harvy Gray, Bristol, Conn., assignor

to Albert J. Sessions, same iilaoe.—Manufacture of
Trunk Hollers.—August 13, 1867.—The frame is cast

in one piece to avoid expense of attachments.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a trunk

roller with the frame b cast around the ends of the

pivot or wire c, substantially as described.

67,646.—J. DuRELL Greene, Cambridge, Mass.,
and John A. Kay, Colurabin, S. C.

—

lieverberatory

and Cupola FMniace.—August 13, 1867.—The func-

tion of the rererberatory furnace is to heat the metal
to a high degree prior to its introduction to the cu-
pola furnace, and by combining the two furnaces to
utilize a large amount of heat which would otherwiso
be lost.

Claim.—First, the combination of an ordinary
cupola for melting iron, or other metal, with a rever-
beratory furnace, substantially as and for the purpose
described.
Second, the utilization of waste heat from the cu-

pola to heat the metal prior to its intxoduction into
the cupola, substantially as described.

Third, in combination with the cupola and a rever-
beratory furnace, a supplemental heating or rever-
beratory chamber, substantially as described.

67,647.—BenjAMIS Griffin, Lawrence, Mass.—
Bed Bottom.—Angnst 13, 1867.—The slats are sus-
pended by hooks from rods on the head and foot
rails.

Claim.—The cross-wire D, when connected with
the concaved bar, for the purpose set forth, and the
swinging hooks, when combined with the slat for the
pm-pose specified.

67,648.—Charles Hamlton, :N'ew York, IST. Y.—Self-supporting Mucilage Brush.—August 13, 1867

;

antedated August 1, 1867.— The brash is attached to
the bottle by a metallic screw sleeve and has a tube
through its center to supply the brush with mucilage.
The cap covering the brush has a wire rod secured
within it that passes thi'ough the tube and prevents
clogging.
Claim.—An attachment to the cap or brush cover

now in use of a piece of wire running from the cen-
ter of the cap, inside, to an inch or so beneath its

base, the wire passing, when the cap is on the bottle,

through the tube or passage in the brush, in the man-
ner and for the purposes herein substantially set forth
and described.

67,649.—A. H. Hart, Stockbridge, "Wis.—5c5-
hive.—August 13, 1867.—The ventilating holes com-
municate with tlie body of the hive and the other hole
into the honey chamber. These holes moy be covered
by a butto^^ one end of which is perforated with holes
too small to admit the moth. The drone trap permits
the exit of drones but does not allow their return.

Claim.—First, the lathed and plastered walls H,
in combination with the filled space I, as and for

the irarpose substantially as set forth.

Second, the special arrangement of the ventilating
holes L L-" and passage-way a, in combijiation with
the honej^ chamber B and body of the hive A, as and
for the purpose described.

Third, the adjustable bee-gauge block O' provided
with the bee doors / /i as arranged in combination
with the drone trap P^ for the purpose and in tho
manner as substantially set forth.

67,650.—Charles H. Helms, Poughkeepsie, If.

Y.—JIeel Press for Boots, c£-c.—August 13, 1867;
antedated April 1, 1867.—The lever and compresser
combine with an articulating joint to make the press
direct acting. A reacting spring elevates the com-
presser. The elastic compensating rod relieves the
articulating joint from the rcpellant force of the com-
pressed leather.

Claim.—First, the combination of the articulating

joint H with the plunger D and lever J, arranged
and operating as hereinbefore set forth, for compress-
ing the heels of boots and shoes.

Second, in combination with the plunger D and
articulating joint H a reacting spring G, for the pur-

poses hereinbefore set forth.

Third, the compensating rod made and operating
substantially as hereinbefore set forth, in combina-
tion with the lever J, for the purposes described.

67,651.— Ben-iamin H. Hibler, McXcesport,
Pa., assignor to himselfand Pittsburgh & McKees-
roiiT Car Company.—Tuyere for Blast Furnaces.—
August .13, 1867.—Tlie blast i's discharged into the

cupola near its center. The tuyere has apertm-cs for

the dissemination of the blast throughout the cupola.

Claim.—Yii-at, a tuyere consisting of a pipe or the

prolongation of the blast pipeof a smelting furnace,

wlieu such tuyere extends into the cupola l)eyond the

inner tace of 'its wall or lining and to or towai'd the
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center of the cupola, substantially iu the manner and
for the purposes above set forth."

Second, a tuyere having an elbowed head with a cap
d projecting outward so as to cover the apertures e e,

constructeil and operating substantially us and for

the purposes described.
Third, one or more apertures c in the lower side or

face of the tuyere or tuyere pipe of the cupola of a
smelting furnace so as to tUscliarge a portion of the
air of the blast against the molten metal in the bot-

tom of tlie cupola, substantially Lu the manner and
for the purposes above set forth.

67,65'2.—James A. and Hexry A. HofSE,
Bridgeport. Conn., assignors to Wheelek &. Wil-
son Manufacti'UIXO CbjiPANY.

—

Feeding Device/or
Sewing Machines.—August 13, 1867.—The interposed,
adjusting, pivoted lever moves to or from the axis of
the cam which gives an increasing movement as it

recedes from its center. The feed is adjusted verti-

cally by a lifting lever in the feed block.
Claim.— First, the vibrating feed-frame I con-

structed, arranged, and operated substantially as and
for the pm-pose described.
Second, the combination of the vibrating feed frame

with the adjusting lever and cam for the purpose of
vaiwing the length of the feed.

Third, the combination of the vibrating feed-block
with the adjusting lever and set screw for the pur.-

pose of adjusting the feed vertically.

67,653.—James A.andHEXKY A. House, Bridge-
port, Conn., assignors to Wheeleu & "Wilson Manu-
FACTUKlXG Qo.-TucJcing Gauge for Scivlng Macldnes.
—August 13. 1867.—The tucking gauge is attached to
the presser foot by fixed hoofs and an eccentric clamp,
permitting its ready removal, adjustment, and re-

placement. The marking blade has a longitudinal
adjustment iu its supports and a short, vertical vi-

bration that varies tho width of the tuck.
Claim.—First, the attachment ofthe tucking gauge

to the presser foot of a sewing machine by the liooks
and eccentric clamp, for the purpose of readily re-

moving and replacing the gauge without distm'biug
tho glass of the presser foot.

Second, the marking blade having a vertical, a
longitudinal, and a lateral adjustment in the presser
foot, suljstantially as described.

Third, the combination, substantially iu the man-
ner described, of the marking blade and its case
spring and set screw.
Fourth, the combination, substantially in the man-

ner described, of a marking blade having a vertical
movement in its case with a buifer pad to deaden the
shock of the head of the needle arm.

67,654.—John C. Huksell, Boston, Mass.—
Dovetail Cu^'er.—August 13, 1867.—The adjustable
cutter plates are couiined in a radially split socket
whose outer screw-thread receives a nut to clamp the
said plates.

Claim.—A cutting tool constructed and arranged
for operation, substantially as and ibr the pui-poses
herein described.

67,655.—Clahk Jillson, Worcester, Mass.—
Screiv-cutting Machine.—August 13, 1867.—The two
corresponding genrs run in opposite directions.
When the lever is depressed the die holder is rotated
and the presented end of the rod is engaged by the
thread which draws it into the die and cuts the thread
on it. When the thread is cut, by raising the lever
the die holder is actuated in an opposite dii'cction and
discharges the screw.
Claim.—First, in a machine for cutting screws,

the combination of the die holder with the mechan-
ism for rotating the same, aiTanged substantially as
and for the pui-poses herein described.
Second, the combination of the die holder and gear

wheel O, or equivalent means for rotating the same,
with the lever L, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

Third, the combination with the lever L of the die
P and tubular shaft or spindle X and gear O, or other
smtable means for impiirting a rotary motion to the
same, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.
Fourth, the combination of the die holder and its

swinging or vibrating lever, with the mechanism for
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revolving said die holder in the manner and for the
purposes herein described.

Fifth, the combination of tho grooved frame M, or
equivalent means, for supporting and holding the
screw under the action of the saw, with the lever L
and saw J, substantially as and for tho purposes set
forth.

Sixth, the combination of the frame M, slotted or
recessed at p, with the lever L and saAv J, as and for
the purposes set forth.

67,656—W. D. Johnson, Raleigh, N. C.—Seed
Tlantcr.—Xwgwst 13, 1867.—The conical hopper has
adjustable apertures iu its flanges for the transmis-
sion of grain and a rotating brush within to prevent
choking. A pendent plow is attached to the frame
in front, forming the seed bed, and haiTows following
cov(>r the seed.

Claim.—The construction of the conical hopper E,
with its stirrers K, and center wheel H, when ar-

ranged and operated with a plow D iu front and har-
row M in the rear, as herein described and for the
purposes set forth.

G7,657.^Carlos Judson, Omro, ^is.—Medical
Compound.—August 13, 1867.—For treatment of
ague. 4 quarts of a decoction from 5 oz. " gaU of tiie

earth '" or Indian ague weed ; loaf sugar. 13 lbs. ; oil of"

sassafras, 1\ oz. ; oil of cloves, 2 drachms ; whiskey,
1 gal. ; tincture capsicum, 2 oz.

Claim.—The use of a medical compound combin-
ing the medicinal properties of the iugiedients spe-
cified, mixed together in about the proportions and.
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

67,658.—0. A. King, Bedford, Ohio.—Cheese
Hoop.—August 13, 1867.—The pivoted hinged lever
attached to one end of the hoop, and connected with
the other end by pivoted levers, draws the ends of
the hoops together and on reversal expands the hoop
for the extraction of the cheese.
Claim.—ThG lever C, links E, and lugs H, aiTanged

in relation to the hoop substantially as and for the:
pui'pose set forth.

67,659.—EUGEN Langen and McoL Aug. Otto, .

Cologne, Prussia.

—

Air Engine.—August 13, 1867.—
The hot gases, iu expanding, instead of acting upon
a separate displacing piston, act directly upon the
working piston, which, while thus actuated, moves

.

independently of the engine shaft, consequently per-
forming no Avork. When it is caused to move in the
contrary direction by the pressure of the atmosphere
against the partial vacuum formed behind it, it is.

connected to the engine shaft and causes it to re-

volve. The connection with the engine shaft and.
the valve gear is so arranged that the number of
strokes of the piston can be varied independently of
the speed of the engine shaft.

Claim.—First, the peculiar mode of communicat-
ing the downward and backwai'd motion of the pis-
ton, under atmospheric pressure only, to the engine
shaft by means of a clutch apparatus, so arranged that

.

the speed of the piston is rendered independent of the-
speed of the engine shaft.

Seeortd, the cams or eccentrics S", aiTanged for-

controlling the valves or slides for the admission of
the combustible gas into and exit of the products of
combustion from the cylinder, when actuated in such

.

a manner from the engine shaft, through the media-
tion of tlie eccentric or cam S', pawl X, ratchet AvJicel

Q, and disengaging catch -jy, that such admission and
exit of gases, and consequently to number of strokes
of the piston, may be varied" independently of tlie

speed of the engine shaft, substantially as and for the
purpose hereinbefore set forth.

Thii-d, the combination of the several parts khV
T U Q S* S'^ i;' vj and x, operating in manner and for-

the purposes substantially as set forth.

67,660.—Sameel K. Lighter, Thomas Hard-
ing, and Joseph Curtis, Hamilton, Ohio.

—

Grain.
Drill Tii6e.—August 13, 1867.—Improvement on the>

patent of Lighter and Harding, November 6, 3866..

The spii-al spring forms an elastic drill tube, and is-

secured by screwing iuside tiie socket.
Claim.—First, the tube, Fig. 1, made with open,

coils in the manner and for the purposes described.

Second, the mode of connecting the tube to the
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socket on the inside instead of the outside, in the
manner substantially and for the purpose set forth.

67,661.—Edward A. Locke, Boston, Mass.—
Tag or Label.—August 13, 1867.—Improvement on
his patent June 26, 1866, (No. 55,877.) A metallic
plate backs and engages the paper tag, and the ex-
tension band doubles back and engages in the eyelet
holes.

Claim.—A tag or label composed of the metal em-
bossing plate a and the inscription or marking plate
h, when these are connected together and to a con-
fining band d by an eyelet c, which at the same time
secures the corners of the metal in bent over position,
substantially as shown and described.
Also, the construction of the band d with an eyelet

e integral therewith and formed therefrom, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

Also, protecting the end of the band when the tag
is applied, by carrying it between the pieces a 6, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

Also, the lead or soft metal safety eyelet i, to be
used substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

67,662.—Alexander Mackey, New York, N".

Y., and Eberhart Muller, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
liaising the Grade of Rato Sugars.—August 13, 1867.

—Water or a weak saccharine solution is passed
through raw sugar in a centrifugal machine.

Claim.—Raising the grade of raw sugar by placing
it in a dry or comparatively dry state in a centrifugal
machine, and therein subjecting it to a washing ope-

. ration, substantially as hereia described.

'^7,603.—Morris Mattson, New York, N. Y.—
^Cuppi7ig Apparatus.—AvLgnst 13, 1867.—The aii* is

forced by pressure from the elastic bulb when the
screw valve closes the entrance, and the bulb regain-
ing its shape a partial vacuum is formed for cupping.

Claim.—The combination with any suitable cup
or vessel A, adapted for cupping and similar purposes,
of an elastic exhausting bulb B, provided or fi'jted

•with a valvular apparatus, constructed substantially
as described and on the principle described in letters

patent granted to me April 4, 1854.

67,664.—Edward McAllister, Plainfield, 111.-

WindmillApplied to Raising Water.—August 13,1867,—The rear edges of the pivoted wings are connected
to the wheel at its' rear. The pump operated by the
mill is pivoted, so that when filled it wUl cb-aw back
the aforesaid wheel and straighten the wings with

-I the directioii of the wind to stop the mill.

Claim.—First, governing the action of a windmill
.by the weight of the water, pumped by an organized
ifnechanism, substantially in the manner described.
.Second, combining the trough /, connecting rod e,

-circular part g, rod x, pulley wheel s, and rod g', or
their equivalents, substantially as and for the pui'-

pose shown.

67,665.—George W. McGill, "Washington, D.
iC.

—

Fress for Attaching Paper Fasteners.—August
13, 1867.—The plunger acts as a hammer and punch
for punching- holes to admit the fasteners and for

separating and hammering down the shanks.
Claim.—A press with plunger, hammer, and punch

constructed, combined, and arranged substantially
as described.

67,666.—J. TV. Merrill and E. H. Lawrence,
Berlin, Mass.—Pi.'vnp.—August 13, 1867.—The boxes
are.made of two plates held by adjustable bolts re-

taining an elastic material between. The lower box
;and valve have a lever operated by the inner edge of
'the upper box to oj)en the lower valve, while at the
same time it passes through and opens the valve in

the upper box and lets back all the water from the
pump.

Claim. — First, the peculiar construction of the
lower valve with its fixed lever or arm B, when con-
structed and operating in the manner and for the
purposes as above set forth and described.

Second, as arranged in relation to the foregoing
the boxes of the two plates A, bolts & & &' b', and rub-
ber D, when constructed and operating in the man-
ner and for the purposes above set forth.

67,667.— Lucius Moxtgomery, Newstead, N".

Y.—Lime ^iZw.—August 13, 1867.—The fire cham-
bers are for wood and have vertical passages of com-
munication with the cupola. The side swells in the
cupola are to prevent jamming of the stone and une-
qual settling.

Claim.—Fvcst, a fire chamber G constructed within
the inner half of the walls of a lime kiln having a
solid bottom without grate bars, and having a front
bridge or wall H with air flue below, for the purposes
and substantially as described.
Second, the swell or rounding out of the inner wall

as shown at 6', continued from the line c d up to the
line e /, for the purpose and substantially as set forth.

67,668.—D. B. Neal, Mount Gilead, Ohio.—
Apparatus for Defecating and Evaporating Sorghum
Jwice.-August 13, 1867.—The juice from the press
runs into a tank and overflows down a pipe, leaving
the earthy parts at the tank bottom. From the cis-

tern the juice is pumped into a similar defecating
tank. The juice passes beneath the scum shelf, and
the inclined side throws the scum on to the said
shelf.

Claim.—First, constructing the sides or ends of
evaporating pans to incline inwardly.
Second, the overflow defecators / with their open-

ings e e, as shown and described for the purpose
specified.

Third, operating a pump by an attachment to the
sweep as shown and described, or its equivalent, for

the purpose specified.

Fouitb, the overflow gravel defecators, as shown
and described.

Fifth, the recesses j j on the edge of the furnace,
for the purpose specitiod.

67,669.—Wm. Orr, Jr., and Geo. F. Wright,
Clinton, Mass.

—

Machine for Making Paper Boxes.
—August 13, 1867.—The segmental box block is ex-
panded by the frusto-pyramidal point of a spring pin,

which is retracted by a treadle. The paper is lorwai'ded
in a continuous strip, which is pasted by passing over
a roller rotating in a paste fountain. "The paper is

wound on the rotating box and spread thereon by
brushes. The paper is cut by a shearing device ope-
rated by the attendant.

Claim.—First, the expansive holder d made of two
or more adjustable sections, in the manner and for

the purpose specified for romid, squai-e, or any other
shaped box.
Second, the combination of treadle a', levers d' m'

i' and p', rack z, and gear y, when used in connec-
tion with the expansive holder d, in the manner and
for the pm'pose specified.

Third, the swinging frame n, when used in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

Fourth, the revolving brush q or its equivalent,
when used in the manner and for the purpose speci-

fied.

Fifth, the pressure rollers 19 and 21, when used in
the manner and for the purpose specified.

Sixth, the segment brush 1, when used in the man-
ner and for the purpose specified.

Seventh, the combination of the treadle a\ the tri-

angular lever d', the levers m' p' and i', the rack z,

and pinion y, and swinging frame n, the revolving
brush q, expansive holder d, segment brush 1, the
continuous strip of paper 10, guide rolls 12 and 17,

paste roll 14, and. rolls 19 and 21, shears 25 and 26,

arranged and constructed as lierein described, and
operating substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

67,670.—Daniel E. Paris, Troy, N. Y.—Cook-
ing Stove.—August 13, 1867.—Improvement on pat-

ents of S. B. Spaulding, J une 22, 1858, and ofJames R.
Hyde, June 10, 1862, and March 24, 1863. The en-

ameled reservoir is attaclied to the back of the stove
and has its covers lunged to the rear side. Its upper
edges are flanged out to give rigidity. Between the
reservoir and the stovepipe is a plate perforated at

top, and having a damper stopped passage at it-s

lower side.

Claim.—Yh-st, the hot air chamber between tho
back plate of the stove and the front side of the resei*-

voir, in combination with the return flue chamber
under the resor\oir, and the damper or fluo plate

operating in said chamber.
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Second, the open crescent-shaped rearward and
upward projecting plate I enclosing and forming the

return flue chamber under the reservoir, covered by
and in combination with the reservoii', which rests

upon its upper and outer top edges.

67,67.1.— Russell Phillips, Gardiner, Maine,
assignor to himself and Nathan WKSXOX.^C'rtr-
pcntcr's P/(T?ie.—August 13, 1667.—The cutter is set

to the desired depth and fastened by pressing the

slide downward. As the cam does not slide but
pushes against the cutter the latter is uot displaced.

The cutters vary in width at each end. changing the

width by reversing the cutters. On the top of the

guide is 'the graduated scale by which to set the cut-

ters.

Claim.—First, the reversible cutters shown in

Fig. .5, as and for the purposes specified.

t^econd, the arrangera»?nt of the two slides p p,
thumb screw q, slot r, plates s s, graduated scale x,

and plate t, as and for the purposes set forth.

67,672.—Henry E. Pond, Franldin, Mass., as-

signor to himself and Amos P. Woodward, same
place.

—

Recex>tacle for Harness.—August 13, 1867.

—

The receptacle has wooden sides and metallic cor-

ners, and is water-proofed with an outer coat to ren-

der it tight.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture a recep-
tacle for harness and other like articles, in which a
wooden or other suitable skeleton frame A is com-
bined with a water-proof covering, the body of which
is saturated with a non-drying oil or compound, as

herein set forth.

67,673.—Daniel Prest, Marlboro', :N". S.—Horse
Fake.—August 13, 1867.—The rake is suspended upon
sliding beams. It is brought into action by pressing
it down by the feet of the driver, and is 'raised by
springs ou being relieved from pressure, permitting
the rotation of "the rake, or allowing it to be cai-ried

along the ground as desired.

Claim.—First, so suspending a revolving rake
from the axle B by sliding beams H that it may be
brought into action by pressure applied directly to

the beams raised automatically, on being relieved
from pressure, by springs which hold it suspended
above the cut grass, substantially as set forth.

Second, the combination of the revolving rake
head E, sliding beams H, springs K, and foot piece
L, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

67,874.—John Preston, Bridgeport, Conn., as-

signor to himself and John B. Atherton, same
place.— Supjygrt for Seioing Machine Operators.—
August 13, 1867.—The elastic spring pad is attached
to the front of the machine to relieve the pressm-e on
the operator's chest on reaching forward.

Claim.—The combination of the pad B and spring
C, constructed so as to be attached to a table and to
operate in the manner and for the purpose substan-
tially as described.

67,675.— Michael Eeillt, Covingi:on, Ky.—
Trace Supporting iToot.-August 13, 1867.—A hook
is pivoted to a plate, which is riveted to the leather.
The hook is llattened transversely and extended, and
the point turned into a recess in'the plate to prevent
accidental detachment of the link.

Claim.— The trace-supporting hook for harness,
consisting of parts A a B and b, substantially as set
forth.

67,676.—John Richards, Cincinnati, Ohio, as-

signor to J. A. Fav & Co., same place.

—

Turning
Lathe.—August 13, 1867.— The tapering spindle is

backed by a heel screw, and retained in place by a
steel plate, whose rear, down-bent end enters a cir-

cumferential groove of the spindle, and whose fore
end is engaged by a set screw, which travei'ses a slot

and enters the head stock.
Claim.—The combination of the taper spindle f/',

the- adjusting screw m, and the .spring catch h, or
equivalent mechanism for retaining the spindle in
the socket, all operatiug in the manner and for the
purposes specified.

67,677.—J. Ridings and J. O. Rorerts, iSTew-
Castle, Del.—Car Coupling.—A\xs\x%t 13, 1867.—The

bar is attached in one of the drawheads ; the swell
enters the bell mouth of the other drawhead and the
inclined lugs force the coupling bar to rise over them
and fall into position behind. The spring and the
inclined shoulder of the swell retain the bar in posi-

tion. To separate the cars the releaser raises the
swell above the lugs.

Claim.—T\iQ combination and arrangement of the
bos A, spring E, coupling C, and reservoii' M, when
constructed substantially as described.

67,678.-Louis S. Robbins, New York, N. Y.—
Strengthening and Preserving Ropes, Cordage, and
other Fabrics.—The rope is placed in a chamber com-
municating with a coal-tar retort, and impregnated
with vapors therefrom.

Claim.—The process herein described for preserv-

ing rope, cordage, and all textile fabrics from mold
and decay by charging and saturating them with hot
and oleaginous vapors and compounds, substantially

as herein described.

67,679. — C. L. Robertson, Providence, R. I.,

assignor to American Enajiel Cojipany, same
place.

—

Manufacture of Enam.eled Wood.— August
13. 1867. — Explained by the claim and reference to

his patent No. 63,428.

Claim. — As a new manufacture, ai-ticles of use or
ornament made of wood aud enameled by means of
the composition substantially described in the letters

patent granted to me April 2, 1867.

67,680. — G-EORGE Slusser, Hillsboro', Ohio.

—

Beehive.—August 13, 1867. — The cross bars of tho
honey frames unite to form the rectangular honey
chamber. The roof is inclined on both sides to form
a feeding chamber.
Claim.—Giving such a shape to the removable honey

frames i j k, that, when the sjime fi-ames are placed
side by side upon the inclined bottom g of the exte-
rior casing, the caps i % and the central bars k k of
said frames will form a horizontal top and bottom to

the honey chamber within the same, while there will

be formed between the said bars and the iucliued
bottom q of the exterior casing an ample air cham-
ber, all substantially as herein set forth.

Also, placing the"feeding box F in the air chamber
above the said frames, and providing suitable open-
ings for connecting said air chamber directly with
the honey chamber and with the external atmos-
phere, aU'substantially as herein set forth.

67.681 . — J. H. Sntder, Rockford, 111. — Hame
Clasp. — August 13, 1867. — The straps are lapped
together and held by a detent pin on the tongue, which
passes through both slats. The tongue is held by a
spring catch.
Claim. — The tongue F, pin H, and spring I, as

arranged in combination with the lugs J and straps
A B, in the manner substantially as described.

67.682. — Joseph W. Strange, Bangor, Me.—
Insertable Sazv Tooth.—August 13, 18G7.—In the re-

cesses cut in the saw plate are fins to receive the
grooved, segmental, elliptical tooth bottoms.

Claim.— The cmwed or rounded bottom to the
tooth, in combination with the recess in the saw
plate, both of the form herein illustrated and de-

scribed, when the same are employed as a method of
wedging the tooth in its plate by "the collision of tho
cutting edges of the tooth with the lumber to be
sawed.

67,683.—William A. Sweet, Syracuse, N. Y.—
Fagot for Rails of Railroads. — August 13, 1867.

—

The flattened bars of varied thickness are placed i7i

a converting furnace and the outer part converted
into steel. They are then piled one upon another,
the thinner at top, and rolled into form by successive
passages between suitable rolls.

Claim.—First, an improved pile, substantially such
as herein described.
Second, a railroad rail made of a pile, substantially

such as that herein described.

67,684.—Le\\7S Syl\i-:ster, Philadcli)hia, Pa.—
Brick Mold Piston. — August 13, 1867. — The piston

expands laterally and endwise, to take up the loss
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resulting from wear and to gire an even surface to

the face that comes in contact with the brick.

Claim.—First, the expanding plate C, constructed
and operating substantially as described.

Second, a solid piston having a recess g filled with
composition metal cast in for making a close fitting

piston, substantially ill the manner described.
Thii-d. the follower E, surrounded by soft metal g.

and secured to the body A, in combination with or
without the plates C, as described.

67,6S5.—Isaac C. Tate, ISTew London, Conn.—
Vise. — August 13, 1867. — The frame is attached to

the bench, and so arranged as to admit of projection

of the jaws therefrom and oscillatory side adjustment
in a horizontal plane.

Claim.—The combination of the slots I and G, and
bolts E F, in a vise, substantially as and for the pur-

pose described.

67,686.—J. P. Teaus and W. J. Brassington,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Steering Apparatus.—August 13,

1867.—The quadrant draws the spring-lock bolt and
actuates the rudder, to which it is connected by rods
and chains. It can be applied to common rudders by
attaching a yoke to the top of the rudder.

Claim. — First, the construction, application, and
arrangement of a movable bolt C, in connection with
the rudder B, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

Second, the sharp edge projection L, or ice breaker
on rudder B, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

Third, the yoke IST, in connection with the crown
piece O and rudder M, substantially as described
-and for the purpose set forth.

67,687.—George A. Townsend, HorneUsville,
Is". Y.

—

Autom,atie Damper.—August 13, 1867.—The
thermostatic damper is connected to levers operated
by the expansion of bars of metal axially situated
in the first section of stove pipe. The said damper
has an index finger showing its position, and a set

nut by_ which it can be fixed to any adjustment.
Claim..—The expansive strip or bars of metal F/.

placed in or near the center of the first or second
joint of the stove pipe when combined with the lev-

ers a and b, plate damper E' constructed and oper-
ating in the manner substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

Also, the thumb nut i, pointer h, in combination
with the plate damper E, compound levers a b and
expansive bars F/, as herein described, for the pur-
poses specified.

67,688.—Thomas J. Turner, Eichland county,
m.— Horse Rake.—^August 13, 1867.— The rotating
head consists of a single rectangulai' frame, each
one of the longitudinal bars of which has teeth.

The frame is mounted on runners. The rake is freed
for rotation by a hand lever.

Claim. — Fii'st, the revoMng rake frame, con-
structed substantially as herein described, and hung
in a frame mounted on nmners, substantially as here-
in described.

Second, in combination with a revolving rake
frame, as herein described, hung in a frame mounted
on runners, as herein described, the lever L, with its

notch or shoulder n, and a driver's seat on the rear
end of the main frame, aU constructed and aiTanged
substantially as herein described.

67,689. — M. Warne and W. H. Pearce, Phila-
delphia, T?a.—Hitching Device for Horses.—August
13, 1867. — The rigid bar has straps at the opposite
ends seeming it to the bridle of the horse and to a
hitching post, the bar maintaining the head of the
horse in such a position that the harness or head gear
cannot be rubbed against the post.

Claim.—First, a hitching device, consisting of a
rod or bar A, to the ends of which are secm-ed straps
C D, or tlieir equivalents, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

Second, the hitching device made in two sections
one sliding into the other, or one hinged to the other,

as set forth.

67,690.-
pet Stretcher.

Ira p. Warner, Marengo, 111.— Car
— August 13, 1867.— The teeth haviug

engaged the carpet, the points of the lever take hold
in the floor. By forcing the lever forward the carpet
is stretched into position, and the brace, engaging in
the notches, retains it till nailed.
Claim.—The combination of the lever A with the

points B and hinged foot C, with hooks D, notches
E and brace F, as and for the pm-pose specified.

67,691.—George M. TVhitb, NewKaven, Conn.
—Shirt Stud.— August 13, 1867.— The stud has an
elongated projection and a button pivoted on its

back. After passing the button hole, the button is

turned 90°, and is thereby engaged.
Claim.—The bar / iu combination with the plates

A and d, constructed and arranged to operate sub-
stantially ia the manner herein set forth.

67,692.—Charles T. Woerd, Waltham, Mass.—Stem-winding and Setting Watch.—August 13,
1867.—The slide operates the movable lever that car-
ries a shifting pinion, and a spring catch holds it in
either of its normal positions, except when designedly
released by the tongue to enable the setting of the
hands or the winding of the watch by the action of
the slide. The tongue indicates when the shitting
pinion is in gear with the time train, preventing in
that case the closing of the cover.
Claim.—T'hQ slide, arranged to operate substan-

tially as set forth.

67,693.—Henry "Wood, Montreal, Canada, as-
signor to George W. ISTorris.—Apparatusfor Treat-
ing Vegetable, Mineral, and Animal Matters with
&'«ea??i.—August 13, 1867.—The matter to be treated
is placed iu the retaiuer, which is run into the boiler,

one end of the latter being removable. The retainer
is a wire-work cylinder supported by a metallic frame,
whose circumferential ribs carry rollers to support
tlie retainer when rotated. Some of these rollers are
fixed in castors, which are turned by a rod and worm
gear to serve as supports when the retainer is run out
onto the truck. A perforated pipe, axially attached
to and removable with the retainer, communicates
with pipes outside the boiler to allow introduction of
chfCmicals. The grate is removable with its support-
ing truck.

Claim.—First, the fixed boiler A, with the remov-
able head a' and Avith the perforated tube C passing
through the head a, and when used for the purposes
herein described.

Second, the retainer B, constructed substantially as
described, with its friction rolls and internal g'ear

wheel for revolving the same and with its central
perforated tube C, as and for the purposes set forth.

Third, in combination with tlie retainer B the truck
0, as and for the purposes described.
Fourth, the removable grate, when used substan-

tially as and for the purposes herein described.
Fifth, the arrangement and combination of the

whole apparatus, as substantially described, for the
purposes hereinbefore stated; that is to say, for the
treatment of ores and minerals by heat or by chemi-
cal action, or for the extraction ot' the metals by heat
or chemical action, for the treatment of vegetable
matter for the manufacture of paper or other pm--
poses, or for bleachiug pm-poses, the whole or any
part of these processes to be performed either under
pressure or in vacuo, as may be desii-ed.

67,694.-^08EPH S. Wood, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Gas Regulator.—August 13, 1867.—The gas-receiving
chamber within the receiver is connected therewith
by the port of a conical valve, whose stem is attached
to the receiver top, so as to close with a certain ele-

vation of tlie same.
Claim.—The combination of the tank A with its

chambers E and E', formed between the two bottoms
ai a"^, and the pipes F and G, valve K, and receiver
C,when constructed and arranged substantially as
described.

67,695.—James R. Woodworth, IS'unda, IT. Y.—Tuyere.—August 13, 1867.—The air chamber from
which the tuyeres proceed has an open end to enable
cleansing. A bar within the air chamber is hinged
to a lever operated from the outside to enter the tuyere
to clean the same from -cinders and stop it when no
blast is required. The smoke pipe is placed over th§
fire to preserve combustion.
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Claim.—First, the lever E, in combination ivith

the bottom F and hiugo G. constructed and iirraugcd

substajitially as described and for the pui'pose set

forth.
Second, the movable smoke pipe, Fig. 6, in com-

bination with the open tewel herein described, sub-

stantially as and for the pui-pose herein specified.

67,696.—Henry "Wurtz, Xew York. X. T.—
Manufacture of Cements. Mastics, and Japans from
Grahamite.—August 13, 1867.— Explained by the

claims.
C7«JTO.—First, the conversion of the mineral above

speciiied. called by the patentee grahamite. into com-
pounds suitable for cements, for mastics, for japanning
and enameling metallic and other surfaces, and for

electrical insulation, by fusion or combination with
any material of a tarry, pitchy, asphaltic, resinous,

or "balsamic nature, subst-mtially as set forth.

Second, the use as cements and mastics and for

japanning, enameling, or coating surfaces, and for

electric insulators, iu any of the special cases above
set forth as examples, or in any cases substantially
similar, of the mineral grahamite, or any compound
made by fusion or combination of grahamite with
any material of a tarry, pitchy, asphaltic, resinous,

or "balsamic nature, all s'ubstautially as above set forth.

67,697.—Hexry Wurtz, :N'ew York, 'N. Y.—
Compositions froi7i Grahamite for Varnishiiig. Coat-
ing and Protecting the Surfaces of Metals, Woods,
and Fibrous Materials.—August 13, 1867.—Explrdjied
by the claims.
'Claim.—First, the conversion of the mineral from
West Yii'ginia, called by me grahamite, into solutions
suitable for varnishes a'nd ii'idescent and other lac-

quers, and for coating porous and other surfaces, by
either of the methods above set forth, or by any others
substantially the same, or fm-nishing products sub-
stantially similar.

Second, the use for the purpose of varnishing, lac-

quering, painting, and coatin"' surfaces generally, and
for stiffening tissues, of liquids or compositions'made
by dissolving or mixing grahamite in any suitable
liquid solvent or vehicle, substantially as set forth.

Third, the use for the pm-poses of printing inks, of
compositions made bv dissolving or mixing grahamite
in any suitable liquid solvent or vehicle, substantially
as set forth.

67,698.—Edward Yeomax, TTaukegan, HI.—
B^d Bottom.—August 13, 1867.—The diagonal and
vertical braces connect the two frames and slide on
rods, being backed by springs. Spiral springs sup-
port the bed bottom.

Claim.—The combination of the braces D D D D,
i'ointed to frame A and arranged to operate on rods
'2. supporting coil springs adjusted between lugs F
und C, tlie \\hole being arranged to support and pre-
vent a lateral motion of frame A, substantially as
herein specified.

07,699.—Hexrt Youxt, Dayton, Ohio.—H^ar-
ness Motion for Looms.—August 13, 1867.—The arms
are connected to the levers, "^vhich have a scries of
holes by which, when attached, they regulate the
movement of the harness frames. In turning the
cams the levers are made to oscillate, tluis communi-
cating to the harness frames the requisite motion.

Claim.—The combination of the arms C and D,
levers K, cams G-, and frame A, constructed and ai--

ranged as and for the purpose set forth.

67,700.-^Jesse Adams, Clarksville, Texas.— Cof-
ton Cultivator.—August 13, 1867.—The adjustable
hoes are rotated by bevel wheel connections with the
axle, and are put out of gear by the hand lever that
raises the rear end of the hinged frame.

Claim.—First, the series <.f adjustable hoes H H
attached It) and working on the shafts E, substantially
as and for the purpose described.
Second, the hi-oged adjustable frame D, in combi-

nation with the revolving shaft E and lever L, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

67,701.—Alex. H. Ali.ex, Hartford, Conn.—
Safety Bridge and Gate for Mailroad Cars.—August
13, 1867.—The extension bridge is attached to the
platform of the cai- by strap hinges. The straps ai-e

permanently attached to the bridge and engage in
hooks on the platform.

CirtiJH.—First, the railroad car bridge, constructed
as described, consisting of the hinged frames b c d e,

riveted to the treads a at each end upon which the
parts d e rest and slide, sliding and SAvinging gate h
k, removably pivoted to the standards n, all arranged,
to operate as described to prevent the coupling and
uncoupling of the cars, as herein shown and described.
Second, the gates pivoted to the standards n, by

means of the arms o and pins p. in such a manner as
to admit of being swung upon the platform of the
cars, as herein described for the purpose specified.

Third, the combination of tlie removablv-piroted
swinging gates with the standards n, sliding hinged
frames abode, and platformsA B of the raiU'oad cars,
as herein set forth for the pm-pose specified.

67,702.—James O. Alter, St. Louis, Mo.—icno
Water In dicator.—August 13. 1867.—The two section s

of the hollow stem are united by a screw nut, and
have packing arranged therein to* arrest the entrance
of steam and moisture.

Claim.—The sharp angular packing edge e, in com-
bination with a soft metal packing F, substantially in
the manner and for the pm-pose herein described "and.

set forth.

Also, the coupling E^ the spring G, and the stem
A', combined and o'perated in the manner herein de-
scribed and set forth.

67,703 Richard S. Arxall, Wright City, Mo.—Car Coupling.—August 13, 1867.—The treadle rod,
connecting T^ith the coupling liolt by the pivoted
Aveighted lever and its attachment rod, raises the
bolt, the -fl-eighted lever reinstating it on being re-

leased.
Claim.—The arrangement of the bar I, lever F,

secm-ed within the keeper H, bar E, connected to the
lever F, as described, arm D, and pivoted draw head
B, all constructed in the manner and for the pui'ijoses

set forth.

67,704.—Thomas Baker, JTew York, K Y.—
Stop rrafc/;.-August 13, 1867.-The arm is pivoted
to the watch plate, and its spur- engages the quarter-
second wheel when the arm is advanced by the ratchet
wheel, which is actuated by the pusher and its con-
nections.
Claim.—A connection betwe6«n the ratchet wheel

and the quarter-second wheel of a watch, which is

arranged so as to operate substantially as and for the
pui'pose described.

67,70.3.

—

Levi B. Ball, Dayton, Ohio, assignor
to himself and Christiax Oldbuook.—Horse Rake.
—August 13, 1867.—The teeth are fitemed from lateral
strain by engaging slots in the housings that are at-

tached to the rocking bar.

Claim.—First, the housing D. provided with the
slot 0, in combination Tiith tlie plate C provided with
projection d and bolt F, substantially as and for the
pm'poses set forth.

Second, providing the housing D with a dovetail
base i to fit into a corresponding groove i in the rook-
ing bar g, substantially as and" for the piu'poses set
forth.

67,706.—P. Baumax-x. Jr., Xew Athens, HI., as-

signor to P. Baumaxx & Bros., sa-ie place.

—

Lini-
ment.—August 13, 1867.—For treatment of sprains,
spavin, (fcc. : Petroleum, oil of spike, spirits of cam-
phor, spii'its of turpentine, ammonia water, Unseed
oil, tar, and oil of lavender.
Claim.—The liniment herein described, composed

of the several ingredients mixed together in about the
proportions set forth.

67,707.—G. IT. Beard, St. Louis, l^o.—Cotton
Bale Ti^.—xVugust 13, 1867.—One end of the band is

passed through a slot in the tie-piece and turned
under. The other end, after passing round the bale,

engages in the otlier slot, and. bending under, is tight-

ened, on the exi)ansiou of the cotton when released
from the press.

Claim.— The tie-piece A, having a countersunk
cavity a"^ and two diverging- mortices a a', when ap-
plied'to and combined with the l)aliug band B E',

substantially as described and set forth.
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67,708.—W. H. Bechtel, W. H. Strahan, and
Tiios. Hardy, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Eeamer.—August
13, 18')7.—The guide strips aud cutter are adjusted in

the grooves of the conical shtuik by the nut, Trhich
also secui'es them in position.

Claim. — First, the three tapering guiding strips

d' d" and d, and cutting strips e, iu combination -v^'ith

the body A of the reamer, all constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as desci'ibed.

Second, the above in combination with the nut B.

67,709.—Herman BEonsR, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Animal Trap.—August 13, 1867.—The hanging door
is raised by the rat on entering. A rat trying to raise
the hanging door fi'om the inside necess'arily stands

- on the supplementary door and holds the other door
down.

Clai')n.^-F\vsit, the doors C and D, when made as

described and when provided with a handle b, all made
as set forth.

Second, the doors C and D in combination with the
covered entrance, aU made as set forth.

67,710.— William TV. Bek>-theisel, TTest
Hempfield township, ~Pix.—Step Ladder.—AugTist 13,

1S67. — The notched pivoted side pieces are braced
together, inclosing the liinged supporting legs and
fotding together for removal.

Claim.—Fu'st, the arrangement of the side braces
A A, with their pivot a and notch h. when united with

* a cross-brace B, in combination with the catch c and
hinged supports of the step, all combined in the man-
ner shown and described.

Second, in combination with the combined bracesABA and steps, the platform P with its clasp
hook h, made in the manner and for the purpose shown
and specified.

67,711.—C. C. Blodgett, Watertown, IS". T.—
Horse Hay Fork.—August 13, 1867.—The claws are
hinged within the sheath when it is extended in posi-

tion for entering the hay, and when the sheath de-

scends the claws project" therefrom. The sheath is

secm'cd in either position by a bolt that is projected
into the slots by a spring-propelled lever. The bolt is

withdrawn by a cord running over a pulley attached
to the lever.

Claim.—First, a hay fork having a center bar eom-
Lined with an inclosing sheath, substantially as herein
described, in which the mechanism for holding the
claws in position is earned by or contained within
the bar or rod by which the said claws ai-e operated
or earned.
Second, the combination with the center bar and

its inclosing sheath of the locking bolt and mechanism
for operating the same, under such an arrangement
that the said bolt aaid mechanism shall be contained
within the center bar, as set forth.

Third, the combination with the bar or rod for op-
erating or carrying the claws of the locking bolt and
its actuating lever and spring, an-anged for operation
as herein described.
Fourth, the combination with the locking mechanism

of the pulley and rope or cord for operating the said
mechanism, arranged within the handle of the fork,

as herein sho-n-n and for the purposes set forth.

Fifth, the method of connecting the slotted center
bar with its inclosing sheatli by means of a pin, or
equivalent device, passing through both sheath and
center bar, and forming the means whereby the mo-
tion of the center bar within the sheath is limited and
stopped, substantially in the manner herein specified.

Sixth, the combination with the sheath and center
bar of the claws elongated above their pivoted point,

so that when the same are projected from the sheath
their upper ends shall bear against the sides of the
said sheath, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

Seventh, the combination with the locking bolt and
IcAcr of a spring arranged nithin the center bar or
handle in such manner that tlie recoil of the said

spring shall force the bolt forward into iilace, as set

forth.

67,712.—William Briohton, Arcannon, Ohio,
as.signor to himself and Xoaii H. Tilman, Darke
county, OXiio.— Meat <Sof/e.—August 13, 1867.— The
rotating sliaft has transverse ai-ms with hooks attached
for suspending the meat.

Claim.—The vertical revolving shaft with two or
more series of horizontal arms D D, when said arms
are provided with hooks e e, the whole being arranged
within the case A in the manner specified.

67,713.—Jacob Briskerhoff, Auburn. jST. T.—
Corn-Sheller.—August 13, 1867.—The ribbed metallic
plates attached to the faces of the spring-adjusted
blocks press the ears against the cylinder.
Claim.—The ribbed plates d. in "combination with

blocks g, when operating as and for the purpose herein
set forth. *

67,714. — Hexrt BiJCHKER and Frederick
Ebertz, ]S'ew York, N. Y.—Fidminating Powderfor
Needle Guns.—August 13, 1867.—Composed of chlo-
ride of potassium, sulphur, charcoal, saltpetre, chlo-
rate potash, antimony, and mucilage.

Claim.—A fukninate for needle guns composed of
the ingredients and about in the proportions as herein
specified.

67,715.—Canceled.

67,716.—SiLVANUS Burgess, Providence, E. I.—Holling or Wind'ing Paper in the Manv/acturc of
Paper Cop Tubes.—August 13, 1867 ; antedated Au-
gust 6, 1867.—The paper is passed freely through tho
trough beneath the sponge, which is supplied with
water from the reservoir above.

Claim.— Moistening the paper to be rolled up,
wound substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

67,717—K C. BURXAP, Argosville, X. Y.—2Iilk
Cooler.—August 13, 1867.—The tubidar cooler is con-
fined between the braces in the middle of the can and
has a pipe in the cover for insertion or withdi-avval of
cold water.

Claim.— First, the cooler B, when in position
within the can A by means of the horizontal radial
arms b, substantially as described, for the pm-pose
specified.

Second, the cover c supported upon the cooler B,
having the tube e extending within such cooler, and
with its flanges d fitting tightly within the can, sub
stantially as described, for the pm-pose specified.

67,718.—Charles Burnhaji, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Paint CVni.—August 13, 1867.—The rim filled with flat

wii'e presents a broad surface to the flange of the cover.
The cover has a double flange fitting the rim of the can
inside and out.

Claim.—Wiring or hemming the top edge of the
can with a flat wire, so as to present a broad smface
to the edge of the cover.
Also, in combination with the above-claimed im-

provement, a cover with the rim bent double, fonning
a groove, so as to shut against both the inside and out-
side of the can, at the top edge.
Also, in combination with the improvements above

claimed, the clips to hold on the cover.
Also, a sunken cover, either corrugated or flat.

67,719.—John T. Burr, Brooklyn, X. Y.—Hy-
draulic Press.—August 13, 1867.—The water forced
into the cylinder by the usual pump acts against a
small portion of the surface of the ram until it meets
with considerable resistance. As the ram moves,
water flows from the reservoir into the cylinder till

the pressiu-e of water lifts a weighted valve" that oiiens
the communication between the pump and the cylin-

der, enabling the water to act against the whole sui'-

face of the ram.
Claim.—The standing pipe packed in the central

bore of the ram and connected with the pump, in
combination with the pipe connecting the cylinder
with any suitable reservoir or head of water, and the
M-eighte"d valve an-anged as shown, in connection
witii the pump and cylinder, the whole being sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

67,720.—J. S. Charles, Omaha, Kebraska.-
Fountain Pen.—August 13, 1867.—The ink is drawn
in by immersing the upper end and using the inner
sliding portion as a plunger to draw it in. The feed
of ink to the pen is regulated by the pressure of the
set screw upon the small duct which forces the inner
mouth of tlic duct from the case.

Claim.—The inner aud outer tube B and C, ink
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passage or tube c, in combination with each other,

when all constructed so as to operate substantially as

and for the puipose described.

67,721.—S. E. CiiUBBUCK, Eoxbury Mass., as-

signor to JosEi'H H. Chadwick, same place.

—

Ap-
paratus for Molding Plates of ieod.—August 13,

lg67.—The mold tray has a steam chamber beneath

to prevent chilling of the molten metal, and is sup-

ported on gudgeons connected to gearing to admit of

mTcrsion.
Claim.—ThQ improved machine herein described

for the purpose set forth.

67,722.-0. B. Clark, Buflfalo, N. Y., assignor

to himself and Edwin L. Ferguson.—Mop Head.—
August 13. 1SU7.—The handle and its cross-bar are
moved forward to clamp the cloth by revolution of

the bisected nut.

Claim.—First, forming the nut in segments E E
to enable it to be inserted within tlie collar D, sub-

stantially in the jnanner and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the bent or inclined arms /, in which the
ends g g of the jaw fi-ame arc sccui-ed, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

67,723.—Thomas Collier, Springfield, Ohio.—
Farm Gate.—August 13, 1867.—The hinge pintles

are united in a long bar, and the gate is suspended
on an anti-friction roller, which traA^erses a semi-cir-

cular bar inclined by a lever to cause the swing of
the gate, either open or shut. A spring catch holds
the bar while the gate is moving, and is automatically
released on the gate reaching either fixed position.

Claim.—First, the curved and pivoted bar D, lo-

cated below the top of the gate A, and operated by
the ball crank (j- and levers H I, in combination with
their connecting rods, substantially as set fortli.

Second, the double-acting latch K to hold the bar
D, inclined as desired, in combination with the guai'ds
L M, for tiie purpose set forth.

Tliii'd, the counterweight E, in combination with
the hinge bolt B and pivoted bar X>, for the pm-pose
of reducing friction upon said hinge bolt, when the
gate is being elevated as set forth.

67,724.—Emory B. Cook, Is'orth Bellingham,
Mass.— Shingle Macldne.— August 13, 1857.—The
blocks are clamped to slides on a rotating frame.
The slides are moved forward to a circular saw by
racks upon them, which engage screws having ratchet
wheels engaged once in each rotation of the frame
by a click. The machine may be thrown out of gear
with its driving wheel by a lever.
Claim.—yij improved shingle-making machine, as

composed of the single click P, the rotary series of
ratchets K, worm wlieel M, racks 1 1 and 'block car-
riers, .'irranged together, and with a circular saw and
its operative mechanism, and provided with mechan-
ism for supporting and operating thera, substantially
as specified.

67,725.—tJoHN Cooper, Dublin, lTiii..—WasMng
.afac/n'ji^.—August 13, 18G7.—The rotating shaft is sup-
ported between a ceuter screw and an arbor, into
whose rectangular socket its end enters. The shaft
has radial, staple-shaped bows to operate on the
clothes.

Claim.—A washing machine having the shaft D
provided with the bows E, when arranged to operate
substantially as described and for the pui-poses set
forth.

67,726.—J. S. COSTELLO, St. Louis, Mo.—Stencil
JBruf:]!.—August 13, 1867.—The bristles are held in a
metallic riuc:, and tighteued with a central wedge
block. The^ljutt of the brush, after cementing, is in-

serted in a cylindrical cavity of the handle.
Claim.—The method of forming tlie handle of a

stencil brush in one piece, with a recess, so con-
structed as to cover not only the end of the band and
bristles, but also. to completely encircle the same,
substantially as shown and described.

67,727.—Wm. Cotton, Lougborough, England,
assignor by mesne assignments to Dudley Hosiery
Company.—£'?n«??jr/ Jrflc/!i?ie.—August 13, 1867.—
Improvement on his patent, November 20, 1866. The
yarn passes in contact with a sponge in an oil box,

supported on a guide rod, oscillated ])y a cam lever
to take up the slack at each selvedge. Tlie "'jiick

sinkers "' form loops around pairs of the needles. The
dividers are subsequently moved forward by tlie

'•catch bar," while tlie jack sinkers are moved back-
ward in a body, and force the yarn between each tA\ o
needles of each pair-, which action loops the yarn c;u

the needles. The grooved needles take loops from
some of the bearded needles, and transfer them to

others for narrowing or widening the work.
Claim.—The arrangement as well as the combina-

tion of the oiliUj; box i a. and the perforated guide l:p

tc, with the horizontal rod t b, i)rovided with mechan-
ism for operating it, as set forth.

Also, the combination of the guide lip i c and its

supporting rod tb, provided with mechanism for ope-
rating it as described, with the main needles, their

knocking-over comb and presser, and their sinkers,

the said guide lip and rod, and their operative mechan-
ism being for taking up the slack of the yarn, as and
for the pm-pose hereinbefore set forth.

67,728.—J W. Crary, Pensacola, Fla.—J?ricfc
Machine.— August 13, 1867.—Improvement on his

patent, August 17, 1858. This relates to a point of
construction in the frame in relation to the mold
wheel, as stated.

Claim.—Constructing the frame A with a semicir-
cular top a, when said frame is used in connection
M'ith a molding wheel B, arranged concentric with
the upper semicircular part of'the frame, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

67,729.—John W. Craav, Xorwalk, Conn., and
Abel S. Eandolph, Plainfield, X. J., assignors to
themselves and E. E. Pope, Plainfield, IST. J.

—

Mos-
quito and Fly lYct^August 13, 1867.—The net is

wound on a spi'ing roller at bottom, audits ui^per end
is attached to the lower sash bar.

Claim.—T\ni bar g, in combination with the slides

i k and spring roller e, when the cuds of the bar <; are
formed to enter and slide in the slides i k, and said

slides i k are partially removed at their lower ends to

allow the bar g to be'removed from the pins 2, for the
pm-poses and as set forth.

67,730.—Louis Curdts, Xew York, N. Y.—
Mechanism for Applying Poiver to Machinery.—Au-
gust 13, 1867.—Clock gearing is applied to a sewing
machine. The counterpoise is attached to the pallet

shaft in lieu of a pendulum. The oscillation of the
pallet is limited by the concave at the end of a slender
arm extending from the counterpoise. The motion is

stopped by bringing a spring in contact with the coun-
terpoise. The brake bar is connected to a spring
treadle.

Claim.—First, the arm or counterpoise b and arm
b', provided with the curved bar or fork c', in combi-
nation with the pallets a a', and the clock movement
applied to a sewing machine, for the purpose of ope-
rating the same, substantially as shown and described.

Second, the stop mechanism, composed of the levers

d d' and the link e, with the arm g on the cud of the
lever d', all arranged in connection with the pallets

a a', to operate in the manner substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

Third, the brake F, composed of an elastic or spring
bar, arranged in relation with the shaft i and con-
nected with the treadle j, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

67,731.—EoLAif Daily, Canal Township, Pa.—
Washing Machine.—August 13, 1867.—Two semicir-
cular series of rotating ribbed rollers comlnne to ope-
rate on the clothes.

Claim.—The box A A, in combination with the
corrugated rollers 1 12, the frame BE, in combiuatiou
with the rollers 13 19, and the wheels D E, when tiio

the same ai-e constructed as described, in the aforesaid
combination, for the pm-poses set forth.

67,732 G. B. Davis, Chicago, 111., assignor to
M. A. Thayer and W. H. Boomer, same place.—
Hot Air Furnace.—August 13, 1867.—Tlio circular
grate bottom has veitical oscillation or horizontal ro-

tation on the pivot loop. Tlie vertical au" pipes sur-

rounding the fire space have foi-aminous segmental
shields toward the furnace, and a lower opening com-
municating with the lunate chamber between the pipe
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and sLield. These pipes connect an air chamber in

the base and an annular space around the upper pai-t

of the fire space.
Claim.—f'irst, the round grate o in combination

with the grate bar P and swivel loop s, all arranged
and operating as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the air tubes L L, in combination with the
shields I I, arranged and constructed substantially as

herein described and for the purpose specified.

Third, the combination of the air chamber k with
the shielded au- tubes L L, substantially as set forth.

67,733.-11. E, E. de Beion, London, England.
—Coinpound for Coating Iron, Wood, and Other
Materials.—AMgVLBt 13, 1867 ; antedated February 8,

186G.—Explained by tlie claims.

Claim.—First, the preparing compositions by com-
pounding vulcanized india-rubber rendered liquid by
heat with vegetable pitch and resin, either together
or separately, substantially as above described.
Second, the combining of bisulphide of carbon with

compositions such as the above or similar preparations
made with mineral pitch, so as to obtain a paint-like

composition vshich can be applied without the aid of

heat, substantially as herein described.

Third, the combining with such paint-like compo-
sitions the poisonous ingredients, hereinbefore speci-

fied, substantitdly as herein described.

67,734.—Henry Disston, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Hardening and Straightening Steel Blades.—August
13, 1867.—The plates after heating are clamped be-

tween a vertically moving plate and a sectional hinged
plate carried on a track by anti-friction rollers ; the

plate is immersed, while clamped, in the hardening
liquid.

Claim.—The mode, substantially as herein de-

scribed, of simultaneously hardening and straighten-

ing saw or other blades of steel ; that is to say, sub-

jecting the blades while in a heated state to a gradual
pressure between the plates, simultaneously with the

(lipping of the latter and the blades into a hardening
composition or fluid.

67,735.—William A. Donnell, Greensburg,
Ind.

—

Corn Planter.—August 13, 1867.—Au upright
lever is attached to the rear end of the tongue and
braced thereto, so that by a forward movement of the
lever the planter frame will be raised from the ground,
the machine then being supported on the Avheels and
fore end of the tongue. The seed cavities ai-e ad-

justed in size by a removable metallic plate, which is

changed for another of different size through a box
in the hopper.

Claim.—First, the arrangement in a corn planter

of the rigid triangular frame, consisting of the tongue
G, lever bar H, and brace bar I, in combination with
the rack M 7n, or its equivalent, for the purpose of

raising the shares F F from the ground, as stated,

and retaining them in that position.

Second, the angle-ended plate Y v v of varying
sizes, to simultaneously increase or diminish the size

of the seed cavities 1 1, as set forth.

Third, in combination with tlie plate Y vv the box
Y y, atlraitting of changing the said plates by merely
removing the lid y, as stated.

Fourth, tbe combination of the cam P, lever Q q
K r, and levers 1 and 2, substantially as described, to

admit of working the seed-dropping apparatus, either

by hand or by the rotation of the cam P and its ac-

cessories.

67,736.—George D. Dudley, Lowell, Mass.,
assignor to Woods, Sherwood & Co., same place.—
Corn Fopper.—August 13, 1867.—The corn is placed
in a gauze case, reciprocated iu a gauze tray by a crank
upon the staff.

Claim.—First, the combination of the popper A
witli the parallel rods /; b and handle B, constructed
and operating substantially as descriljed.

Second, the crank C, connecting rods c d, in com-
bination with the popper A and parallel rods b 6, the

whole constructed and operating substantially as de-

scribed and specified.

67,737 A. T. Dunbar and A. Mr:N"AUGnT,
Alba. Va.—Device to Attach to Firkins, Barrels, d-c.

—August 13, 1867.~The hole to admit the trycr is

closed by the gutta-percha covered, convex portion
of a plate attached to the barrel head by screws.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the plate
herein described, when appbed to packages contain-
ing butter, kegs or barrels containing liquids of any
or "all kinds, and barrels containing flom-, salt, and
sugar.

67,738.—Lewis R. Dye, Cranberry. N. J., as-
signor to himself and Philip S. Scovel, Bordentown,
N. J.—Stump Fztractor.—A-agust 13, 1867.— The
chain is passed from the stump on one side of tbe
machine to the anchor on the other, and the ends
brought back to a frusto-conical drum upon which
they are simultaneously wound by rotation of the rope
di'um, whose shaft has a small spur wheel engaging
a larger wheel on the drum shaft.

Claim.—First, the tapering drum K, in combina-
tion with the operating devices herein described, or
any equivalent to the same, and with the chain T,
when the latter is attached to the said drum, in the
manner and for the pui'poses specified.

Second, the shal't I with its drum K and cog wheel
H, in combination with the shal't C, its pinion j,
ratchet wheels E and F, and the loose drum D, the
whole being constructed, arranged, and operating sub-
stantially in the manner described, for the purpose
herein set forth.

Third, the combination of the shaft C, its loose
drum D, pawl /, and the ratchet wheel E, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.
Fourth, the above, in combination -nith the lever g

and pin h of the ratchet wheel E.
Fifth, the pulley q, arranged in respect to the drum

D, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

67,739.—.L A. Elston, Elston Station, Mo.—
Aerial Machine.—August 13, 1867.—The wings are
pivoted to a vertical post, to the top of which tho
balloon is connected. The wingj are operated by
levers, llof^es from the stem and stern posts connect
with the balloon to balance the car boat.

Clai^n.—Fixst, the combination of one or more
pairs of wings C, connecting rods E, sliding block F,
connecting rod G, and lever H Avitli each other and
with the post B and frame of the car, substantially as
herein shown and described and lor the purpose' set
forth.

Second, the combination of the eye block J and
ropes K and L with the post B and front and stern
posts of the car, for the purpose of changing the level
of said car, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

67,740.—MiTCHEL EssELEN, Eoxbury, Mass.,
assignor to J. D. Guyer & Co., same place.

—

Ma^-
chine for Raising and Drying the Yap of Hats.—
August 13, 1867.—A series of blocks are arranged
around the rim of the wheel, so as to give the hats a
rotary motion with the block spindles and a revolving
motion around a common center to raise the nap.

Claim.—The machine constructed substantially in
the manner and for the purpose set forth, that is, as
composed not merely of the series of scrcu^ spindles
D D, and hat blocks' or holders E E, the wlieel A, and
mechanism for revolving the wlieel and series of
spindles, and hat blocks on holders about a common
axis, but also of mechanism for revolving each spin-
dle with its hat block or holder, in the mean time, on
the axis thereof.

67,741.—John Evans, Jr., Milbridge, Me.—
Means for Casting Anchor.—August 13, 1867.—The
ends of tho anchor are supported by the cat head and
a pivoted shoe respectively, and it is freed by the dis-

engagement of the cords' by the simultaneous with-
drawal of the sliding rods, by which one end of each
of them is engaged.
Claim.—The hinged shoe and the cyebolts in po-

sition, with tho ringed cat and shank stopper, and
the sliding rods or bolts g g. the pin and hole I in lever
i, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

67,743.—Francis Farquhar and Robert E.
DOAN, AVilmington, Ohio.—Ap2)aratus for Heating
and Evaporating.—August 13, 1867.—The flues ex-
tend ovo^- the fire box, which is surmounted by a
defecating pan and partially surrounded by the evapo-
rating spaces wherein the liquid is boiled.
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Claim.—First, ancvaporatin.i^orlipating apparatus

having one or more flues mounted directly over the

fire box, substantially as described.

Second, tlic projecting pan A', to be heated by one
or more flues, suHstautially in the manner and for the

purpose specified.

Third, the combination n'ith the flues B E E' of the

damper I, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

Fourth, the defecating pan C. in combination with
the boiling or evaporating space b^, and tire box D,
substantially as and for the puipose set forth.

67,743.—Edvtin Fault., Maldon, Australia.

—

Lubricalor.—August 13, 1867.—The glass oil reservoii-

has a glass conduit pipe with a snpply cock whereby
to regulate the supply of oil, it having a nut at one
extremity for permanent adjustment. The effects of

the unequal expansion of the glass and metal are
counteracted by the elastic coupling.
Claim.—The" combiiiatioii of the transparent res-

ervoir and conduit B, metal tube D, elastic washer e,

supply cock c, and tlie second cock d, substantially as

described, for the purpose specified.

67,744.—B. G. Fitzhugh, Lykensville, Md.—
Tethering Stake.—August 13, 1867.—The upper sec-

tion of the stake, divided into equal parts, is secured
in a tubular rubber socket at its connection below.
The elastic socket allows the parts to expand, and
then, contracting on the approach of the animal,
prevents the sagging of the cord.

Claim.—A tefhering stake or post, made in two
parts and united by a piece of rubber, as and for the
pm'pose substantially as hei-ein described and repre-
sented.

67,745.—William H. Forker, Meadville, Pa.—
Brush.—August 13, 1867.—The bristles are confined
in a cap in which a hollow bar is swaged, and are
secured by a screw fi-om the socket of the handle
drawing an inverted cone into the elastic cylinder in
the center thereof. A rubber band next the caj) in-

creases the rigidity of the bristles.

Claim.—The head B, with the hollow bead C, in
combination with the screw G H. the cylinder M M,
and the cup s s, and the rubl^cr band 5 3, when the
same are constructed as described in the aforesaid
combination, for the pm-poses set forth.

.

67,74Q.—Walter S. Fuulow, Genesee, HI.—
Snap Hook.—August 13, 1867.—Pressm'C on the
beveled ends at the rear portion opeiis the hook and
an elastic band round the neck re-engages it.

Claim.—An improved snap hook, formed by the
combination of the parts A and B, constructed sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, and rubber
or equivalent band D with each other, as and for the
pui-pose set forth.

67,747.—Chauncey Goodrich, Plainville, Conn.
—Butt Hinge.—August 13, 1867.—The central pro-
jections of the socket are formed with a bevel, the
middle part of the sockets working loosely in tlie

other loaf except at the point wher; the swinging is

to be stopped, at which point the bevels bind each
other.

Claim.—A stop butt, in which is made or cut the
central parts or portions of the eye or socket, bev-
eled or inclined so as to cause the stopping at the de-
sired angle by the binding of the inclined planes or
beveled surfaces, while the portions or parts at the
ends parallel to the ends of the leaves are cut or made
to keep the two leaves in their proper relative posi-

tions, when the whole is constructed and fitted to
operate substantially as herein described and set

forth.

67,748.—Stephen- Greexe, Philadelphia, Pa.,
and Walter II. Foubush, Buffalo. X. Y., a,ssignors

to Hexuy G. Leisexking, Philadelphia, Ta.—Bail-
road Ticket Printing Press.—August 13, 18G7.—The
card tube is below the grooved guides and has a ris-

ing bottom operated by springs and weights, so that
as the top card of the pile is pushed forward the next
card takes its place. The front end of the card tube
is hinged to its sides to allow throwing back to open
the tube. The pusher arm extends beyond its push-
ing shoulder and is hinged with a downward spring

I
pressure to a vibrating lever. The extension, by

I
resting on the moving card, causes the pushing shoul-
der to move parallel to the grooved guides. The
lever carrying the pusher arm is adjustable on its

shaft to suit tiie length of the cards and cousequei^t
movement required."
Claim.—First, the spring pusher arm II^ with its

extension beyond the pushing shoulder hinged to tho
vibrating lever n, and operating in the manner and
for the purpose set forth.

Second, making the lever II' adjustable on its shaft
so that the point reached by the pusher arm in its

forward movement may be changed as roquir-ed for
the purpose set forth.

Third, the spring pressure double roller N, com-
bined with the guides, for tho pm-pose described.

67,749.—Axsox D. Grifctx, Titas\-ille, Pa.—
Packing for Deep Wells.—August 13. 1867.—A leather
bag is attached to the casing and projected by tht^

springs that are attaclied to the loose ring above

;

the springs take the place of seed filling.

Claim.—The bag B, the springs D, the thimble E,
and the collar F, and the loose ring C, constructed
and arranged in combination with tlie casing A A',
substantially as shown and described for the purposes
set forth.

67,750.—Seth Griffith, Aurora, HI.—CoT/ipo-
sition for Granulating Sorghum Sirup.—AvLgu^t 13,

1867.—To 50 gallons sorghum sirup add beef tallow
1 pound, saleratus 1 ounce, alnm 1 ounce.
Claim.—The application and use of the herein-de-

scribed ingredients, combined with sorghum sii-up,

substantially in the manner and for the purpose as
herein set forth.

67,751.—W. D. Grimshaw, l^ewark, X. J.—
Machine for iTanufacturing Chain Cable.—August
13, 1867.—The quaclrangularly arranged sliding dies
operate in pairs at intervals, first to hold a ready-
made link while threading, and afterward constitute
a mandrel within the partially formed link and bend
it for closing. The obliquely operating hammers
close the blank. The spring and clrop lever automat-
ically engage and disengage the grip.

Claims—First, the combination of the dies E E and
E' E', aiTanged for action togetlier or relatively to
each other as described, the one set of dies E' E' oeiug
provided with mandrel formations c c, and the otlicr

pair of dies E E with grooves m vi', or other equiv-
alent guides to the blank, substantially as specified.

Second, the combination, with the sliding dies E
E and E' E'. of the obliquely operating hammers nt

m' for operation together, 'in the manufacture of
chain or chain cable, essentially as herein set fortli.

Third, in combination with' tho sliding dies E E
and E' E', the eccentrics F F and F' F' linked to-

gether in pairs, and either pair operated at intervals
as described, also the one set of eccentrics being con-
trolled in theii" action by a spring h and drop iover
G, or the equivalents of'such devices, substantially as
specified.

67,752.—Horace W. Hadley, Winchendon,
Mass., assignor to Jo fix G. Fol^om, same place.

—

Sewing Machine.—August 13, 1867.—The elliptical

movement of the lower end of the eccentric rod is

communicated to the feeding dog by the vibrating
lever. Tlie lever is connected by ball joints at its

ends to the rod communicating w'ith the dog, and by
a universal joint at its center to the stationary stud
which forms its fulcrum.

Claim.—First, the adjustable fulcrum block X in
coml)ination with the lever F and tlie feeding dog D,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the feeding dog in combination with, and
operated by, the lever E and slotted rod F, eccentric
G, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the pi'voted oscillating groove cam S, with
the oscillating looper-shaft Qand thelooperaii-anged
and operating substantially as described.

67,753.—James R. HaptGERTY', Hillsdale, Mich.—Hemmer for Sciving Machin.es.—August 13, 1867.

—

The hinged edge of the turner is held to its work by
a cnrvcd spring in the rear.

Claim.—A hemmer provided with hinged edge
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and for the purpose dtturners, substantially as

scribed.

67,754.—Joel Haixes, West Middlcburg, Ohio.
—Fruit Can.—August 13, 1867.—The rubber cover
screws into the mouth of the cau, -which has a flange

oi'ouud its mouth to prevent the contact of the fruit

•with the rubber. An inverted frustum on the top
of the can serves as a funnel and as a base for the bai'

that engages under its rim.
Claim.—First, corrugating the metal around the

mouth of the can, to render the packing tight with
small pressure.

Second, a flaring flange, or inverted frustum, around
the mouth of the can, to serve as a tunnel in facilitat-

ing the filling of the can, and to hold the cover in

place.
Third, the wire around the top of the frustum, to

hold the bar tliat fastens down the cover
Fom-th, in combination -n'ith the wire around the

top, the bai' H hinged to the wire at one end, so that
it can be slid back and raised to remove the cover
substantially as described.

67,755.—B. M. Hall, South Bend, Ind.—Grai?i
ing Machine.—August 13, 18G7.—The design on the
endless apron is, alter properly coating with paint,

transferred to the bucket or other article by rotating
them in contact. The ends are extensible to tighten
t]ie apron.

Claim.—First, the rollers C D E, and apron G, as

aiTanged, in combination with the frame A provided
with the adjustc'ible ends I', in the manner and for

the pm-pose substantially as described.
Second, the arrangement of the gearing B B', and

rollers L, in combination -nith tlie rollers C D E, and
apron G, as and for the purpose set forth.

67,756.—William E, Haedixg, Boi^-ling Green,
Mo.

—

Plou'.—August 13, 1867.—The wheel rotating
at the heel of the j)low is used to lighten the draft by
instituting a rolling in tlie place of a sliding motion.

Claim.—The wheel c, Avhen combined with a plow
A B in the manner and for the pm-posc set forth.

67,757.—S. L. Hart, Milwaukee, 'Wis.—Wood
Turning Lathe.—August 13, 1867.—The cutter is held
and fed to its work by a double slide, and its lateral

movement is regulated by the adjustable stop attached
to the cross-head of the double slide.

Claim.—The double slide, consisting of the dove-
tail, longitudinal arm /i\ having beveled cross-head
h''^, carrying the adjustable stop 0, and dovetail slid-

ing bar h^, and operating levers K and M, when
constructed substantially as represented and de-

scribed.

67,758.—Pierre J. Hardy, ISTew York, ]S^. T.—Chair and Lounge.—August 13, 1867.—The double
bottom unfolding on its hinges, the arms serve as

legs resting on the floor. The back also unfolds till

it assumes the position of a lounge.
Claim.—A folding chair in which the back can be

turned down in combination with a double seat frame
lunged at the front end, supported by the arms when
turned over to form a lounge, as set forth.

Also, the padding of the back formed double, at K,
BO as to be turned over for the pillow, in combina-
tion with the folding chair, back and double seat

hinged, and fitted as set forth.

67,759.-PiEURT. J. Hardy, l^ew York, IST. Y.—Folding Chair.—August 13, 1867.—When the piv-

oted legs are stretched out the hinged back maintains
a vertical position by the contact of the shoulders,

which are engaged by the pressiu'c of the elastic back-
band.

Claim.—The hinges formed as caps for the tops of

the legs, as specified, and introduced between tlie fold-

ing cross-legs and the side-rails of the tu-ms, as set

forth.

67,760.—John Haseltixe, Wan-en, N". H.—
Composition for Stuffing Leather Belts.—.Ang^'^st 13,

1867.—For application to tlie inner side of belts. Soft

soap, 1 gallon; grease, 2 lbs.; pine tar, 1 lb.; salt i
pint.

Claim.—The combination of the ingredients above
mentioned, in about the iiroportions specified, using

as a base for the composition the first named ingre-
dient.

67,761—Peter A. Haxse, Catonsville, Md.—
Trace Coupler.—Aug;uiit 13, 1867.—The flat-headed
bolt has a bent shoulder to preserve the continuity of
the direction of the strap. The flattened edge enter-
ing the slot the head turns and engages in its position.

Claim.—First, the construction of the flat button
head C, upon the bent end 6 of a tongue portion D,
substantially as described and for the purpose ex-
plained.
Second, the combination of a staple B, having an

oil-set or groove g formed in it with t Jie button headed
connecting device C D, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

67,762.-^onN Heatox, Langley Mill, England.— Converting Cast Iron into Bar Iron and Steel.—
August 13, 1867.—The pig iron in a molten state is

placed in a rotating cylinder having radial extensions
for the reception ot'perforated tubes containing nitrate
or chlorate of potash or soda to convert the cast iron
into steel or wrought iron. The iron is conveyed from
the cupola to the converting cylinder in a receiver
mounted upon wheels and having a pertbrated false

bottom, beneath which is contained one of the chlo-
rates or nitrates mentioned.
Claim.—'First, the use of nitrate of soda or nitrate

of potash or chlorate of soda or chlorate of potash, to
act from the underside upwards upon cast or pig iron,
when such iron is in a molten state, for the purpose
of converting the same into steel and into wrought
iron, substantially as described for the purpose speci-
fied.

Second, the removable chamber containing nitrate
of soda or potash or chlorate of soda or potash in-

serted in recesses of a revolving cylinder containing
molten cast or pig iron for the purpose of forming
steel or wrought or soft iron, substantially as described
for the purpose specified.

Third, the revolving cylinder a, with a solid or
hollow axis a', and with or without the semicircular
end plates made in one piece or two parts, 1 and 2,

and adapted to receive the removable perforated
chamber d, substantially as described for the j)urpose
specified.

Fourth, the converter A, constructed as described,
having a lower chamber A^, containing nitrate of
aoda and nitrate of potash or chlorate of soda and
chlorate of potash covered by a perforated plate upon
which molten cast or pig iron is placed, substantially
as described for the purpose specified.

Fifth, a receiver for conveying molten cast or pig
iron fi'om the melting furnace to'the molds containing
nitrate of soda and nitrate of potassh or chlorate or
soda and chlorate of potash, acting from the under
side of such molten metal upwards, substantially as
described for the pm-pose specified.

67,763.—Charles F. Hoeing, Hudson City, N".

J., assignor to himself and Daxiel Gilciier, same
place.

—

Medicine for the Cure of Fever.—August 13,

1867.—For treatment of fever and ague. Amorphous
quinine, 4 ; extract of yellow poplar bark, 1; alcohol,

24 parts.
Claim..—A composition fonned of the ingi-edients

and in the proportions herein described for the pm--
fc forth.

67,764.—Woodbury Storer How, Cincinnati,
Ohio.—Toilet Stand.—August 13, 18(i7.— The sdnn has
pins for hanging clothing and is supported by expand-
ing legs. A seat is attached, fmd the whole appara-
tus folds together for moving.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of central stem A,
pivoted legs B B' B", stops E. pegs H, and hooks D
and I, the Avliole forming a mo\^able stand for the
toilet purposes stated in the specification.

Second, in combination with the elements of the
preceding clause, the brace or step F, ai-ranged and
attached'as set forth.

67,765.—John J. Hutsox, South Solon, Ohio.—
Uog lling.—August 13, 1867.—The pivoted extensions
of the ring penetrate the hog's snout, and turning
back clinch round the ring.

Claim.—ThQ hog ring li D C B C D' d', composed
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of a single piece of Avire, formed aud adapted for

applicatiou and operation as described aud sliown.

67,766.—LEOXAno L. Jacksox, Paterson, 'N.

J"., assignor to himself and John Fkame, Middle-
town, N. Y.—Bedstead Fastening.—Angust 13, 18G7.

—The forked ends of the side rails are placed in dove-
tail slots, aud extended by screws till the joints ai-e

tightened.
Claim.—Fastening a bedstead rail in place bv plac-

ing its forked ends in slots and forcing them' apart

by set screws or -wedges, as aud for the purpose
specified.

67,767 James H. Jones, Williamsport, Pa.—
Car Coupling.—August 13, 1867.—Tlie hooks being
thrown back when the cars come together, the promi-
nent curved springs collide aud throw the hooks over
onto the bolts which they engage.

Claim.—The drawheads A A, having their upper
sides open when used in combination t^ ith tlie hooks
B B, bolts D D, aud the cuiTod metallic plates C C,
arranged and operating as and for the purposes set

forth.

67,768.-Phixeas Joxes. Xcwai-k, ]Sr. J.—Driv-
ing Fein.—August 13, 1867.—The bar engages in one
of the slots of the rein, and is intended to assist the
handhold.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a rein
holder, consisting of the bar A, having its ends h
flattened, its center a rounded, and the whole cov-
ered with leatlicr aud inserted in the button hole c of
the rein B, substantially as herein showu aud de-
scribed.

67,769.—Citakles Kalbfuss, I^ew Eichmond,
Ohio.—Warming Apparatus for Fire-places.—Au-
gust 13, 1867.—The chamber and drum over the fire

basket retain, till used, the heated air that is carried
by pipes over the building. The air is let into the
chamber by an adjustable pipe, and is retained at the
bottom of the cliamber next to the furnace by a dia-
phragm running longitudinally in the chamber. The
araft"is regulated by dampers 'in the flues.

Claim.—First, the combination, substantially as
described, of the heating chamber B, internal flue C,
induction pipe E, drum L, branch pipes M M', aud
exit pipe O. the whole being arranged and operating
as herein described and set forth.

Second, in combination with the elements B C E LM M' and O of the preceding clause, the diaphragm
P aud the damper K k, for the purpose specified.

67,770.—TT. G. Kexdrick, TTilming-ton, Del.—
Bailroad Car Heater.—Xuguni 13, 1867.—The heat-
ing apparatus is suspended under the center of a car
floor ; it has pipes extending through the car to the
open air above, and registers to receive the aii- en-
tering under the car doors.
Cicnn.—First, the registers I, placed just within

the car doors and suitably connected with the heatiu"-
apparatus, for the purpose of conductiug all the colu
air passing in imder the doors to the heating appa-
ratus, that it may re-enter the car warmed, Instead
of spreading over its bottom in a cold stratum, sub-
stantially as described.
Second, the casings K, perforated at their bottom

and opening into the outer ail- at their tops, as and
for the purposes set forth.

Third, the heating apparatus, constructed with an
intermediate casing B, for tlie purpose of helping to
keep the heat in aud the cold out, as explained.

67,771.—Hexry Kimmel, Wayncsburg. Ohio.—
Hay Bake and Loader.—August 13, 1867.—Each
wheel acts as an independent driver, and rotates out-
side the frame, so that a longer dram and ralie can
be attached. The rake teeth form also the covering
shield for the apron. The pivoted tongue is adjusta-
bly attached through a slot at the point of engage-
ment with a pendant bar regulating the height of the
loader.

Claim.—First, the peculiarly constructed hay rake
teeth X, in eorabination with the rake head M' lever
P, and head L of the covering shield, consti'ucted
and arranged in the manner and for the purposes
herein set forth.

Second, the peculiar arrangement of the tongue E

with the frame A aud foot piece F with pin g therein,
the several parts being used as aud for the pm-poses
before specified.

Third, the spring Q and Q with the bends t, in
combination with the upright z, in the manner aud
for the pm-poses specified.

67,772.—.James T). Kixcaid, Bowling Green,
Mo.—Piow.-August 13, 1867.—The loo6ely-attach(;d
plow beams are adjusted laterally by the lever boside
the seat which connects through the rods, rock shal'ts,

and chains Avith the beams. The plows are elevated
by the treadle lever that is retained by a spring catch
when depressed iu front.

Claim.—First, the rock shafts or rollers C C aud
their cranks or elbows c c', the lever C, and the
chains c^, when combined Avith the post D of the
plow, as and for the purposes herein set forth and
described.
Second, the combination and arrangement of the

levers E, the chaius or rods E', the fulcrum arms e e,

and the spring catch, substantially as described and
set forth.

Third, the attachment of the plow beams to the
frame A by means of the device d d^ d^, substantially
as described and set forth.

67,773.—J. W. EiOKEiiULLER, Bluff'ton. S. C—
Cotton Gin.—Aug-ust 13, 1867.—The cotton is fed to
the bite between the belts of the ordinary feed bands.
The rod in the angle of the bite serves'as a stripper
in detaching the "seed fi-om the cotton, Avhich is

draAvn through between the belts, while the seed
di'ops through the grating.
Claim.—First, the driving rollers C C and working

or ginning rollers E E, in comi)iuatiou with the in-

termediate rollers D D, or equivalent wheels, to servo
as bearings for the rollers E, and to transmit poAver
to the same from the driving- rollers C, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

Secoud, iu combination with the rollers al.>ovo

specified the belts G G, applied substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

67,774.—J. M. Krider, Madison Court House,
Ya.

—

Tailor's Measuring Instrument.—August 13,
1867.—The elastic metallic strip encircles the 1)ody
under the arm-pits. Upon the bar is a cross-piece
ranging vertically in front of the left arm. A stud
slips upon the m'etaUic strip, and a secoud metallic
strip is adjustable upon the stud. The instrument
being detached is laid out on the cloth and the dis-

tances obtained ai-e measured fr^m the four points of
departm-e.

Claim.—The measuring apparatus above described
consisting of the shoulder spring M, the breast
spring L, the bai- Is", the plate K, having the grooves
and thumb scrcAV described, and the studs 12 3 and 4,

all constructed, combined, and an-anged substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose specified.

67,775.-!-J. D. Leach, Penobscot, Me.—Ship's
Block and Warping C7ioci-.—August 13, 1867.—The
warp is detained when desired by the oscillating
paAvl ; being pressed between the concave face of tiie

latter and the sheave Avhich is pivoted on the stand-
ards of the base piece.
Claim.—The concave faced pawl C, an-anged to

vibrate upon pivot a provided A\ith spring d, or its

equivalent, and the stop pin b, and lever c, and com-
bined to operate in conjunction with sheave B, or its

equivalent, in the manner substantially as aud for
the purposes specified.

67,776.—Mattheav Le Page, TToodhaven, IST.

T., assignor to himself and WiixiAii Amhekman,
Jamaica, N. T.

—

Spring Bed Bottom.—Angust 13,
1867.—The transverse and longitudinal slats are sup-
ported on combined elliptic spriugSk
Claim.—The arrangement of the elliptic springs

C J), iu tiers, in combination with the longitudinal
and transverse braces E F, constructcd and operat-
ing substantially as shown and described.

67,777.—L. LiTTLE.JOTix, Xew York, X. Y.—
Cotton-hale Tjc—August 13, 1867.—The stirrup yoke
has an eyelet at one end through which a headed" bolt
is passed, and a hook at the other end engages the
pin after it passes through the loop of the hoop
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Claim.—The double headed pin F, worliing longi-

tudinally through tiie eye D iu the arm 1> of the
yoke, supported in position to receive the bands by
rneaus of the inner lower edge of the eye and its

outer upper edge, and adapted to fit into tlie loop
E of the yoke, as herein set forth for the pui-pose
specified.

67, "^-yS.—John B. Luce, Earlville, m.—Horse
Hake.—August 13, 1S'J7.—The rake is adjusted and
restrained from turning by the pendant holder at-

tached to the hand lever. A stretcher between the
di'aw bai'S retains them in position.

Claim.—First, tlie invoted pendant or standard K,
applied to a single handle revolving raice and operated
by means of lever M, imd conned ing rod O, substan-
tially as and lor the pm-pose herein set forth.

Second, the lever M, couneclion (), pivoted pen-
dant or standard K, pawl J, and steps or projections
Y and Z, in combination with a single handle revolv-
ing rake, substantial!}^ as and for the purpose herein
set forth.

67,779—J. A. Marvin, Eed Wing, Minn.—
Stove-pipe Drum.—August 13, 18(i7.—A long extent
of flues are confined in the drum to retard the escape
of the heated aii-.

Claim.—The arrangement of the flues B B', con-
nected at top and bottom, and separate within the
case A, so that the products of cpmbustion divide at

the neck C, and pass to D, through separate chan-
nels, as herein set forth for the purpose specified.

67,780.—S. E. Mason and E, Downe, Bangor,
M.Q.—Folding 67; rtir.—August 13, 1867.—The pillars

of the back are hinged to the seat and are secured
by self-acting catches when expanded. The chair
legs are pivoted at theii- centers, one pair is hinged
to the rear of the seat and the other pair has catches
which engage the front part of tbe seat when ex-

tended.
Claim..—The folding chair as constructed with seat

A and pivoted legs C C and C C, and the hinged
back B B, all arranged to operate relatively to each
other, substantially in manner as described and shown.

67,781.—John Mathews, Jr., New York, Is'.

T.

—

Bottle Stop2)er.—August 13, 18G7.—Improvement
on patent of J. X. Mclntyre, assignee of A. Albert-
eon, October 11, 1864. The valvular rubber cap is

attached to the inner end of the rigid stem to act as
•a bufi'er.

Claim.—First, a bottle stopper operating as de-

scribed, composed of a stem C and valvular cap D,
at its inner end, said stem and cap being made of
different materials and the latter being shaped and
arranged to act in the threefold caj)acity of valve
proper, bnffer, and to prevent percolation through
or round the stem, substantially as specified.

Second, a bottle stopper having a stem of a rigid
character with flexible caps D and E, to or over its

opposite ends, essentially as herein set forth.

67,782.—E. P. McCarthy, San Francisco, Cal.—Wagon Spring.—August 13, 1867.—The metallic
bell caps are attached to the bolt that secures the
elastic ball between them for strengthening the
sirring.

Claim,.—The metal cups B B, for receiving the
ball and supporting the spring in combination with
the elastic l3all C, suspended or held in place by the
rod D, between the upper and lower portion of the
spring, substantially as described.

67,783.—John McDonald, Saratoga Springs,
N. Y.

—

Brick Dryer.—August 13, 1867.—The warm
air is conveyed from the hollow walls and passages
of the kiln "to the chamber in which the bricks, are
dried.

Claim.—The kiln A, having hollow walls h, iu

combination with tlic dryer cliafuber B, substantially

as described for the purpose specified.

67,784.—Daniel McHugh, Mainville, Ohio.—
Frame for Moaquito Bars.—August 13, 1867.—The
folding frame is retained in its elevated position by
hinged braces adjusted in notches to the height de'-

sired.

Claim.—The combination of the two hinged half
frames dee' with the central frame piece a, to which
the fan mechanism is connected, and the serrated
post b and pawls/ /, when the parts are adjustably
connected and arranged to operate iu the manner de-
scribed.

67,785.—W. H. McMillan and Stephen De-
VOE, New York, N. Y.—Center i?i«.—August 13,
1867.—The bit is formed with various shaped cutters
according to the form of the block to be cut.
Claim.—A center bit or tool, constructed and pro-

vided with a cutting edge, substantially as and for
the pm-pose described.

67,786.—A. Mendenhall, Cerro Gordo, Ind.—
Calculating Machine.—August 13, 1867.—Intended
as a ready means of adding, subtracting, multiplying,
and dividing. The operations cannot be briefly ex-
plained.

Claim.—The combination of the box A, graduated
cylinder 6, graduated wheel c, fixed graduated plate
d, slotted and graduated plate forming the end of .box
a, small grooved wheel g, pin h in the cylinder b, and
the arm/, all constructed and arranged'to operate as
herein set forth for the purpose specified.

67,787.-Alfred S. Miles, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Combination of Brush and Rubber.—August 13, 1867.
—The bristles are enclosed in a block of india-rub-
ber that is expanded for their admittance, and being
relieved retains them.

Claim.—The brush B, in combination witli the
block A, of india-rubber, substantially as herein set
forth for the purpose specified.

67,788.-Francis Mills, Mount Vernon, Ind.—
Machine for Bendiyig Tires.—August 13, 1867.-The
tire passes between two longitudinally-adjustable
rollers, and then iieneath the power roller and over
another roller. The main roller is vertically adjust-
able by a lever to which its boxes are connected, and
which ii* held by a pawl.
Claim—The arrangement of the adjustable rollers

C C, hung in either one of the fixed bearings B JV,

the roller E, hung in the horizontally- sliding head D,
the crank roller (?, hung in the vertically-sliding bear-
ings F, in combination with the lever H suspended
on the stirrup c?, and provided with the rack g, to be
held in place by the dog c, the whole mounted on the
bench. A, and operating as herein described.

67,78©.-M. F. MiTCHEL and "W. B. Chapman,
Waukau, Wis.—^?2«;> iTooA;.—August 13, 1867.—The
pivoted arm connecting the shank to the hook is kept
locked by a spring attached to the opposite side.

Claim.—A spring or snap hook, constructed sub-
stantially as described.

67,790.—George O. Momeny, Locust Point,
Ohio.—i>o6 Sleigh.—A.-a^w.st 13. 1867.—'The knees and
braces are loosely attached to the beams and the rave
to the nose of the runner, to facilitate its accommo-
dation to inequalities in the ground and to enable its

being detached for storage.
Claim:—First, attaching the knees E to the beams

by means of the slotted braces G, when constructed
and arranged as described, to allow lateral and verti-

cal movement to the runners, enabling them to adapt
themselves to the ii-regularities of the ground, as
herein set forth.

Second, the combination of the hook H and eye I
with the forward ends of the raves D and runners A,
substantially as herein shown and described.

67,791.—George E. Mooke. Lyons, Iowa.—ZZ-

luminafing Door for Heating i!:ytorc<i.—Aug'ust 13,

1867.—The inner doors have perforated plates,through
which the fire slunes when the close outer door is

opened.
Claiiv .—First, the doors for stoves and heaters,

made of three plates, the outer close and the others

perforated, substantially as and for the purposes spc
cifiod.

Second, the stove door, composed of perforated
plate C, cast-iron plate B v.'itli a]->]ierturos os shown,
and close-hinged plate A, constructed and arranged
as described.
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67,792.—Chas. C. Wolfkum Mullei:, New Or-
leaus, La.

—

Breech-loading Ordnance.—August 13,

1807. — Wlieu iuserted the rectangularly recessed
neck of the breech piece is straddled by the key block,

•which preveuts retraction or rotation! The forward
portion is detachable to allow substitution when
heated by quick firing. An axial spring piston ex-

plodes the cap.
Claim.—First, the breech plug A, provided with

shoulders o o, leaving an angular neck straddled by
the key C and receiviug the spring plunger b, and
having its inner end grooved, or a shoulder to lock
with cartridge plug D, when coustructed and operat-
ing substantially as described.

i^econd, in combination with the above, the key C
stradtUiug the neck B of the plug A between its

shoulders o, to the base thereof, and operating sub-
stantially as described for the pui'pose specified.

67,793.—Milton V. Nobles, Elmira, N. T., and
JuDSON HoLCOMB, Towanda, Pa., assignors to them-
selves and Joiix C. Nobles, Eushford, iS". Y.—Broom
Head.—August 13, 1867.—Explained by the claim
and illustration.

Claim.—A broom head, composed of the straps or

folates and the divided bands, the whole held together
)y means of the clamping buttons and screws, and
aiijustable, as well as removable and replacable, sub-
stantially as herein described and represented.

67,794.—Christian Oyster, Chambersbm-g, Pa.—Securinfj Wheels of Yehiclcs on their Axles.—Au-
gust 13, 18G7.—Eacjiof the tv>-o sections of the washer
has an elongated opening similarly shaped to the
cross-pin of the spindle, but standing rectangularly
in respect to each other. In applying, one is run
over the pin and turned 90° ; the other occupies the
pin, and the hinge prevents rotation of the uiner
one. A nut keeps the outer one to place.

Claim. — The immovable key and the hinged
washer, constructed substantially as described for
the purpose specified.

67,795— George H. Palmer,- New Bedford,
Mass.—Mortise Kncb ia?c/i.—August 13, 18G7.—By
the retention of the latch with a spiral spring it will
spring back and engage when it strikes, though the
handle be held rigid.

Claim.—The cylindrical lock case A, constructed
as described, consisting of the longitudinal sections
a. secured together by means of the rings b, ashereui
set forth, for the purpose specified.

Second, the latch B, having upon its upper and
lower sides the guiding plates d d, sliding in grooves
c e of the case A, arranged in relation with the dove-
tailed, pivoted link C, slotted, pivoted link D, springs

j j upon opposite sides of the link C, and the slotted
hub E, as herein set forth, for the purpose specified.

Third, the latch B, when provided A^itli the guiding
plates d sliding in the grooves e e of the lock case A,
as and for the pm-pose specified.

67,706.—John C. Pedrick, "Washington, D. C.—Treating Petroleum.—August 13, 16G7.—The com-
bined apparatus, composed of a steam generator, an
oil reservoii-, a hydro-carbureter and a. condensing
chamber, is intended for vaporizing or generating

fas from the heavier coal oils or hydrocarbons
loist atmospheric air is combined with snch vapors

or gas for illuminating and other purposes. The at
mospheric air is carried forward into and distributed
through the oil or hydrocai'bon by a cuiTcnt of steam.

Claim.—Treating petroleum or other hydrocarbons
by passing through the oil or hydrocarbon a cuiTent
or cmTCuts of steam and air, substantially as and for

the pm-poses set forth.

67,797 J. F. C. PiCKHARDT, New York, N. Y.
—Wardrobe Bedstead.—Ans:ustl3,lS67.—Thchin^eA
sections of the bedstead fold together and then re-

semble the front of a seeretaiy.
GZawn.—First, the securing or hinging of the bed-

stead B to a support C, which is hinged'to the base
of the case A, and all aiTanged in such a manner
that the bedstead may be turned or folded up within
the case when not required for use, and let down and
drawn out from the same when designed to be used,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
Second, the bearings m, at the inner sides of the

doors a a, in combination -nith the hinged bedstead
support C, and bedstead B, all arranged in connec-
tion with the case A, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

Third, the jointed supplemental foot board a, and
hinged head board c', applied to the bedstead, sul>-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the case A, with doors
a a, bedstead B, support C, bearings m, on the dooi-s

a a, supplemental foot b.oard g, the hinged head
l:)oard c', and the pivoted leg 1), all arranged substan-
tially as and for the puii)ose specified.

67,798.—Charles H. Post, Guilford, Conn.—
Ox rote.-August 13, 1867.—The hingCd metallic

plate engaging in a notch in the bow retains the
same and obviates the use of a key.

Claim.—The metallic plate C, constructed and oi>
crating substantially as shown and described, in com-
bination with tlic yoke A, and the bow B, as and for

the purposes set forth.

67,799.—John W. Post, Castile, N. Y.—Skate.

—August 13, 1867.—The under side of the skate has
an eccentric spring latch. The clamps which hold
the fore part ot tlie'boot have screw threads which
fit into lateral socfcet*? beneath the foot plate.

Claim.—First, the foot plate a, constructed as ar-

ranged and shown, with the inclined screw sockets
D, cast on its under side, into which sockets the
screw clamps E fit, substantially as descril^ed.

Second, the eccentric spring latch F, constructed
and operated substauti'ally as described, pivoted to

theimder side of the plate A, for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination with the eccentric spring
latch F, the blunt pin H, cast in one piece with the
plate A, substantially as and for the purposes de-

scribed.

67,800.— Virgil Price, New York, N. Y.—
Hanging Swords.—Augaist 13, 1867.—The plate of
the seaboard is secured to chains in connection with
the sword straps, making a flexible attachment.

Claim.—The chain B', in comlnnation with the
plate &, for the purpose of suspending swords fi'om

belts, substantially as herein shown and described.

67,801.—Stephen Eawdon and L. T. Ether-
idge. Darlington, Wis.— Washing Machine.—August
13, 1867.—The suds box has a segmental bottom witli

inner transverse ribs. It is support(!d on gudgeons
and is oscillated by a lever.

Claim.—The machine or tub consisting of the
semicircular ends or heads A, connected together
i)y means of the ties or rubber B and bottom C, and
provided with the removable cover E, and handle or
lever G, in combination with upright frame 11, all

arranged and operating in the manner and for the
purpose described.

67,802.—Edward Eobinsox, Greenbush. Wis.-
Wagon.—August 13, 1867.—The tongue-hounds have
a segmental laek attached to their rear ends, which
engages a sliding catch to prevent the lateral oscilla-

tion of the tongue on a rough road. When turning
the wagon, the neck yoke acts on a pivoted bar be-

neath the tongue to draw back the catch and disen-
gage the rack.

Claim.—First, the combination of the segmental
rack F, the catch c, pivoted Avith a spiral spring to

operate it, the lever a, the tongue E. and the axle B,
arranged and operating sul)stantially as and for the
purpose herein described.

Second, the detached frame G, combined with the
loon d on the lever a, and the tongaie E. an-anged
and oi)erating substantially as and for the pui-pose
specified.

67,803.—George Eobin.son. Detroit. Mich.—
Feed Jiegulator for Seivinn Machines.—Awa^wst 13,

1867.—The length of the stitch is regulated in ac-

cordance with the length of the radius of the cam
presented to the feed bar.

Claim.—The combination of the screw D, on shaft

B, witVi the worm wheel E, and cam F, on the stud
G, all being applied to the cloth plate A of a sewing
machine, to operate in the maimer substantially as

and for the purpose set forth.
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67,804.—Jackson Robison, Cur\\insTille, Pa.,
assignor to Eeuben Hoover, Boonsboro', Iowa.

—

Oar CoHar.—August 13, 1867.—The oar lias both a
rocking- and a lateral motion. The center of the
semicircular collar agTeeing with the center of the
piu, the oai' is sujDported and mores on the metallic
surfaces of the two parts of the eoUar.

Claim.—The oar collar formed of the parts A and
B, when constructed and applied substantially as
herein shown aud described for the purposes set forth.

67,S@5.—L. EouENHAUSEN, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Street Sprinkling Cart.—August 13, 1867.—In filling

the cart the water passes through a strainer within
the same. Devices explained by the claims and illus-

tration.

Claim.—First, a sprinkling cart constructed with
the following characteristics, viz: a closed body A,
an inclined bottom &, the hose rack E,-and strainer
D, arranged and o])erating substantially as described.

Second, in combination with the body A, the valve
F, placed at the junction of the eduction pipe and
sprinkler, substantially as specified.

67,80®.-Andross Rogers. Freeport, J\\.~-Tire
Shrinker.—August 13, ISf//.—Each of the two sec-

tions has a clamping serrated cam for the tire and a
shear blade, and the moving one is reciprocated by a
lever and connecting rod. At the outer side of the
sliding portion is a punch, which acts in combination
with a die fixed to the bed.

Claim.—First, the shear blades D D, when con-
structed and operated in the manner herein set forth.

Second, the combination of the lever C, the side
B', the punch F, and the shear blades D D, the whole
constructed, ai-ranged, and operating as herein speci-

fied.

67,807.—Isaac Roraback, South Bend, Ind.—
Breast Strap Slide.—August 13, 1867.—The plate has
sliding attachment to the breast strap, with a spring
catch to prevent the disengagement of the neck-yoke
ring.
Claim:—The curved slide A, when provided with

its arm B, jaws c c, and tongue d, Avith its spring, as
and for the purpose specified.

67,808.—Isaac Boraback, South Bend, Ind.—
Btickle.—August 13, 1867.—The under buckle plate
has two " keepers," and is riveted to the strap, which
has a slot to I'cceive a lug on the upper plate. This
latter plate has a pin to engage the adjustable holes,

which pin slides beneath one of the keepers when the
buckle is secured.

Claim.—The plate C with its upper and lower lugs
w and z, and formed thicker at its rear end when
used m combination with the casting B, having side
bars, keepers D D, and central plate a, above which
is a narrow gi-oove d for the sliding plate C to ope-
rate, when constructed and used in the manner and
for the pm-pose herein specified.

67,809.— Henry Sciiultz, Chicago, 111.—/So/a
and Bed.—August 13, 1867.—The seat of the sofa
has an indeiDendent rotating action, one side being-

used as a sofa and the other as a bed. The folding
back turns down and is secured to the sofa bottom.

Claim..—The re-^'olving frame upholstered as a sofa
cushion on one side and as a l^etl on the other side,

with a folding back as described, the whole con-
structed and operating substantially in the manner
herein described and specified.

67,810.—Frederick Shaller, Hudson, N. T.—
Turning Lathe.—August 13, 1867.— The face plate
has two pivoted bars which are adjusted in distance
to clamp the blank that is centered by sliding rever-
sible male and female centering rods.

Claim.—First, the chuck E with its clamping bars
F F, pivoted aud arranged for operation substantially
as described.
Second, the combination with the puppet H of the

gauge bar J, with its tool guide aud gauge g and re-

versible male aud female centering rod I, essentially
as specified.

67,811.—James Siiepard and JosEni Sigour-
KEY, Bristol, Conu.—7va«c/i.—August 13, 1867.—The
bolt aud arm are hung to the reai- of a plate that has

an aperture in it through which to insert the
to actuate the bolt.

Claim.—Fh^t, the bolt a with its beveled or slanted
end &, and its long or weighted end a h pivoted or
hung by its arm c, aud operating substantially as set
forth.

Second, in combination with the foregoing, or its

equivalent, the pull plate 7i, the whole 'constructed
and operated substantially as set forth.

67,812.—Thomas Simons, New York, N. Y.—
Steam Piimp.-August 13, 1867.—The vessel has a
perfora.ted, horizontal, diametric diaphragm and an
induction valve above and eduction valve below the
same. The air is forced from the vessel by steam,
which, by condensation, forms a vacuum to fill the
vessel -with water. The steam is then admitted to
force the water out, and the same repeated.

Claim.— First, the arrangement of cylinder A,
perforated plate a, and box C, substantially as herein
set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the cylinder A, steam
inlet G-, chaml^er H, valve I, and lever J, in the man-
ner and for the purposes set forth.

67,813.—John T. S. Smith, New York, N. Y.—
Machine for Cutting and Punching Paper.—August
13, 1867.—The paper is fed to the cutter by a spring
foot and ratchet plate actuated by a spiral rib on the
cutter shaft. The feed device is retracted by a spring
and its movement regulated by a set screw.

Claim.—The combination with the continuously
revolving cutter C, constructed to cut only at inter-
vals in each rotation, and stationary cutter d with
the feeding foot F and holder E, having an intermit-
tently reciprocating action as described, by means of
the partial spiral/, incline or stud (/, and spring k,

with its rod I, or equivalent of these devices, and
regulating screw m to the slide i, of the holder and
feeding foot, substantially as and for the purpose or
purposes herein set forth.

67,814.—H. P. Stafford, Decatur, HI., assignor
to himself and M. C. "Wykel, same place.

—

Gang
Plow.—August 13, 1867.—The tongue is connected to
the main plow beam by a swivel guide before aud
through a lever fulcrumed on the axle, and by which
the beam may be raised. The double tree is connected
to the plow beam. A secondary plow beam is hinged
to the side of the main one.

Claim.—First, the attaching of the plow beams to

the carriage through the medium of the pendent
swivel guicleM secured to the draft pole D, aud the
pins a in the sides of the beam H, between which pins
the guide is fitted, substantially as aud lor the pm-pose
specified.

Second, the attaching of the plow beam H' to the
beam H by means of"the pivot b and the guide N,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, in combination with the mode of attaching
the plo^' beams to the carriage, as shown, the appli-

cation of the draft power direct to the plow betmis,

substantially as set t^rth as aud for the pm-pose spe-

cified.

Fourth, the lever P, having its fulcrum pin/ fitted

in a swivel Q on the axleA and its rear, and connected
by a link e with a grooved roller d, which works under
an oblong loop or'staple O on beam H, substantially

as and for the pm-pose specified.

67,815.—Robert B. Stanton, Oxford, Ohio.—
Reversible Feed for Setving Machines.—August 13,

1867.—On the usual feed cylinder of a "Wheeler and
Wilson machine two additional cams are placed, per-

forming functions similar to those of the usual com-
pound cam, but in a contrarv direction. An additional

pendant is added to the sliiling frame of the feed bar,

whicli is adjustable by a screw to regulate the length
of stitch. The feed bar has vertical movement by the
cams through the medium of a block on a spring' bar,

which is adjustable to communicate the said motion
from either cam, to cause a right or left feed. A bev-
eled hook holds tlie thread wli'en the cloth is fed in,

reverse to the usual direction, allowing the thread to

draw up without friction.

Claim..—Fh'st, the two cams G- H, in combination
with the cam I) and the adjustable elastic bar J, all

arranged to operate in connection with the feed plate
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E and toothed bar F, substantially as and for the pur-

pose specilied.

Second, the screTr c, connected with pendant a', in

combination with the revolving socket I, as and for

the purpose set forth.

Third, the beveled hook-shaped plate L, when used
in connection with a reversible feed inechauism, as

and for the purpose set forth.

67,816.—.John Stock, El Paso, T[\.—Bureau and
Bedntead.—August 13, 1867.—Explained by the claim
and illustration.

Claim.—The combined bureau and bedstead con-
structed as described, consisting of the bottom B,
having raised pieces D hinged to the boards E F, hav-
ing end pieces G aud side pieces I, adapted to form a
bedsteacf when opened aud a bureau when folded up,

as herein showa aud described.

67,817.—Enoch E. Stubbs, West Elkton, Ohio.—Cultivator.—August 13, IStiT.—The roller and liar-

row are adjustable vertically by levers. The harrow
teeth pass through a board 'through which they may
be retracted to clean them from grass or weeds'.

Claim.—The combiuatiou of the knives d, roller

D, and harrow E, with the levers g h and s, perfo-

rated harrow box and main frame, the parts being
arranged, connected, and operating together in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

67,818.-George C. Taft. Worcester, Mass,
TTz-cnc/i.—August 13, 1867.—The head of the rosette
is attached to the stationaryjaw by a swivel, the screw
turning in the sliding jaw by which it is actuated

Claim.—A wrench provid'ed with a swivel attached
to the end of the rosette and fitted in the stationary
jaw, substantially as set forth.

67,819.—Wahrex A. Thompson, West Winsted,
Conn.

—

Ox Yoke.—August 13, 1867.—The gear wheel
in the center block, actuating the racks, causes the
recession or approach of the neck blocks that slide in
the slotted yoke, regulating its working length.
Claim.—The top caps d' of the neck block D, slid-

ing longitudinally in the channels formed in the upper
sides of the slots'of the body A, in combination with
the devices as shown, when constructed and operat-
ing as herein set forth and for the purposes specified.

67,820.—Horace Tupper, Bay City, Mich.—
Window Sash.—August 13, 1667.—The top and hori-
zontal bars are slotted, and the vertical bars grooved
to allow the introduction of all glass from the top.
Side strips of rubber prevent shaking.

Claim.—The head piece A, when provided with a
slot for the admission of the glass, in combination
with the continuous grooves in the vertical bars and
the slots in the horizontal bars, as and for the purpose
described.

67,821.—E. P. Underwood, Brooklvn, :N". Y.—
Lubricator for Spindles.— August 13, 1867.— The
conical oil cup is attached concentrically on the
spindle, and has a core fixed to the frame, with upper
perforations through which the oil passes to the
spindle and lower holes for its return to the cup. The
tipper perforations have extensions to draw in the oil.

Claim.—The oU cup B attached to spindle A, and
statiouai-y center plug or core E, having inlet pas-
sages G, provided witu extensions I and outlet pas-
sages L for the oil, substantially as and tor the pm*-
pose described.

67.822.—Henry Holten Verb, l^ew York, X.
Y.,assigiiortoJoHNE.FisHLEY, same place.

—

Sprimj
Mattress.—August 13, 1867.—The springs at both
ends are connected by strips of steel similar to watch
springs. There is also an outer frame of similar
strips.

Claim.—A spring mattress, composed of the spiral

springs A, flat steel spring top and bottom B, and
flat steel spring frame C, and suitable covering, all

made and operating substantially as herein shown
and described,

67,823.—Arthur Wadsworth, Newark, N. J.
—Stem Windi7ig Watch.—Aus;ust 13, 1867.—By the
aiTangement of the bar carrying the gears, Ihe maiu
spring can be wotmd, whether the case is open or

closed, by turning the pendant. To set the hands, tho
bar is first pressed inward to establish the necessary
connection between them and the pcnaa.nt, and dis-
connect the pendant and maiu spruig, aud then, by
turning, regulate the hands.

Clai7n.—First, the bar J, carrying wheels I P, in-

terposed between the pendant and the mainspring,
axis and hand arbor, respectively, of a watch move-
ment, substantially as and for the purpose described.
Second, the combination of a turning pendant and

pusher, when connected together in a watch, substan-
tially as described, for the purpose specilied.

Third, the packing ring s, or its equivalent, be
tween the pendant and pusher of a watch case, sub-
stantially as and for the pui'pose described.

67,824.— JAAfES C. Walker, Waco Village,
Texas.— Extracting Essences.—August 13, 1867.

—

The boiler is traversed by a single flue, and discharges
by a curved pipe into the condenser within a tank.
The portion of the pipe within the condenser is per-
forated by smaJ? holes.

Otoim.-First, the apparatus above described, con-
sisting of the furnace A, boiler B, having tube a,

tube b, with perforated extremity, chamber c wi'ah
perforated bottom, pipe D and surrounding tank K,
all combined and arranged substantially as and f(»r

the purpose specified.

Second, the detachable receiver G, fastened by the
air-tight joint g to the tube D, and acting in combi-
nation with the parts above described, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

67,825.—Daniel Warner, Port Clinton, Ohio.
Drill.—August 13, 1867.—Each side is beveled oppo-
site each other, and after forming the cutting point
it is also beveled on each side in a transverse manner.

Claim.—The rod A, with its grooved sides B, cut-
ting edges c' guides e, beveled points x'^ x^ and z z,

in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

67,828.-Daniel Warner, W. F. Peiffer, and
A. F. Leper, Port Clinton, Ohio.

—

Drilling Machine.
—August 13, 1867.—The drill is actuated 'by turning
the crank balance wheels that connect by gearing
with the shaft to which the drill is attached. The
eccentric upon the axle of the balance wlieel causes
the lever to oscillate and to feed the drill to its work.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of shaft z z', bevel
wheels D D and bevel wheel E, with shaft F and box
M, as and for the purpose specified.

Second, in combination with the subject-matter of
the first claim, the hand wheel K, pinion L, rack J
and box M, all constructed and arranged substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

Third, the lever K, constructed and used as specified,

with the wheel JST, and shaft I, as aud for the purpose
set forth.

67,827.-J"oseph P. White, Savannah, Ga.—
Sivitch.—August 13, 1867.—A lever is secured to both
ends of each rail of the switch whicli fits against
the outside of one of the four outer rails, so that tho
switch is moved by inserting a wedge from tho loco-

motive between one of these levers and a rail. The
switch may be locked by a bolt.

Claim.—FiTst, the switch c when provided with tho
levers D, and when combined with the hinged lev-

ers F and H, bar G, springs c c, or their eqiuvalents,
bolt E and inclined i:)lanes O, all made and operating
substantially as herein shown and described.
Second, the above, in combination with the lever

K K, wedges M M, and lever X, that arc arranged
on the engine or car, substantially as aud for the pur-
pose terein shown and described.

67,828.—William jST. Whiteley, Springfield,

Ohio.— Harvester.— August 13, 1867.—The flexible

tongue is 8tifi"ened at any desired ]wint by the adjust-

able strap connecting with the driver's foot-board.

The bearing wheels and the main bevel driving gear
may be thrown out of gear independently of each
other by clutches. The arm which has one of its

ends centered upon the axis of the crank shaft which
operates the cutters, aud the other cud centered upon
the axis of the drag-bar, is rendered rigid by the
brace that is secured to the middle of the arm and to

the shoe at the inner end of the cutting apparatus,
thereby regulating its height from the ground. When
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used as a mower, the brace l)eing removed from the
arm, it becomes flexible, allowing the apparatus to

rise and fall ou the drag-bar as a center, the shoe
resting upoo. the gromid.

Claim.—First, the construction and arrangement
of the coupliug arm M, the brace O, or its equivalent,

in connectionVith the inner shoe of a harvester, cut-

ting apparatus, and the cutter's crank shait, so that
the cutting apparatus may rise and fall upon a center
at the inner or outer end of said coupling arm or be
made rigid as desired, and substantially as described.

Second, the coupling plates 6- s connected together
by the cross-bars T U, in combination -^-ith the main
frame A and standard a, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

Third, the driver's seatW located npon the cross-

bar T so that the weight of the driver "will rest di-

rectly upon the bearing -wheels and not upon the main
ti'ame, substanttally as and for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, forming the joint of the pitman and cutter
bar by the use of a loose conical plug which is kept
in place by guide way 7, or its equivalent for that pur-

liose, and may be removed Avithout the aid of tools

when the head of the cutter bar is withdrawn from
said guide, substantially as and for the pm-pose set

forth.

Filth, the plug e, set screwy, and jam nut h, in

combination with the guide way/, pitman j, and the
sickle eve, substantiallv as and "for the purpose set

forth.

Sixth, the rake arm Y*, in combination with the in-

dependent guide u\ so that said rake way be raised
and held up during its entire revolution by the rais-

ing of said guide and without changing the path of
the reel arms, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

Seventh, the pendejit ai-m D' with its friction roll-

er, in combination with the rake arm F and the inde-

pendent guide w, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

67,829.—Wm. IST. Whitley, Jr., Jerome Fass-
LER, and Oliver S. Kelly, Springfield, Ohio.

—

Har-
vester Cutter.—August 13, 1867.—The nail rod has a
narrow flange connection reducing the surface con-
nection and the liability to choke by gumming np.

Claim..—The nail rod E provided with the right
angled flange F, substantially as and for the purpoce
set forth.

67,830.—F. E. "Wilke, Brooklyn, IT. Y.—Photo-
graphic Camera Stand.—August 13, 1867.—The head
of the vertical screw supports the sliding part of the
frame and the scre-w engages a nut in tlie lower sta-

tionary part thereof. By turning the screw the camera
is adjusted for height and a horizontal swivel screw
with its attachments regulates the inclination.

Claim.—First, the device for raising and lowering
the sliding frame of a camera stand, which consists

of a vertical screw G which is held between the cross

heads E and a, which are part of the stationary and
sliding frames, respectively, said screw being oper-

ated by means of gear "wheels H and I and by a
handle'& or shaft J, all as set forth.

Secoud, the device for placing the plate IT and the
camera, which is supported by it, into an inclined
position, said device consisting of the arrangement
and combination -nith each other of the screw K,
sliding nut L, pivoting arms I^I, and hinged plate N,
all madf and operating substantially as herein shown
and described.

Third, the raising and lo'\\».*ring device of a camera
stand, in combination with the device for inclining

the camera when the same are made substantially as

herein shown and described, and when operated by
means of the screws G and K, respectively, as set

forth.

67,831.-'William B. Williams, Warrenton, IST.

C— Cotton Ploiv.—Augmt 13, 1867.—The elongated
winged points are intended for cultivating the cotton
when the plant is young.

Claim.—The extension of the wing or wings of the

point, also the curve of the point or points.

67,832.—John M. Winslow, Rochester, N. Y.—
Eye C'«p.—Angust 13, 1867.—Explained by the claim
and illustration. The object is to increase the con-
vexity of the eye ball, which lessens with age.

Claim.— TtiB instrument herein described, con-
sisting of two cups to which rubber tubing is attached,
connecting with a mouth piece, having an openingin
the tube thereof for the purpose of exhausting the air
by means of suction with the mouth, thereby pro-
ducing a vacuum between the^yes and the cups, in
the manner and for the purposes substantially as set
forth.

63,833.—J. r. Zacharias, Lcesburgh, Ya.—Ma-
chine for Attaching Labels.—August 13, 1867.—

A

roller distributes the mucilage over the bands that
carry the printed paper, which in turn distribute it on
the under side of the paper. When the paper has
projected the required distance, the knife descending
cuts it off, and dropping on the paper it is firmly
pressed thereon by the gate.
Claim.—First, knife D provided with indentures

a, in combination with the gate C provided with the
pin S, as and for the purjKise set forth.

Second, the adjustable projecting plate F provided
with set screws bb, in. combination with the lever G,
link I, and swinging plate H, as and for the purpose
set forth.

Third, the combination of rollers L and M, bands
N and O, and supply roller H, arranged and operating
in the manner substantially as shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

67,834.—P. J. Steer, Washington, D. C—Check
for Trunks.—Anguat 13, 1867.—The double pivoted
checks fold inside the box as the lid shuts.
Claim.—The check a b when constructed and ap-

plied as and for the purpose set forth.

67,835.—John N. Fordyce, Cambridge, Ohio.—
5^f< rrovj.—August 13, 1867.—Thefurrower is adjusted
by a lever and a second lever operates the jack that
elevates the harrow.

Claim.—First, the combination of an adjustable
furrower with a harrow, substantially in the manner
and for the purposes as herein described.
Second, the arrangement of the rods g h, roller i,

clasps d d, staples e e and o, in combination with th'j

furrowers and with the seat, substautiallyiu the man-
ner and for the purposes as herein described.

Third, the jack I) D operated by lever F, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purposes herein de
scribed.

67,836.—E. H. Ales -der, Plato, Ohio.—Flow
Bolt.—August 20, 1867.—The wciihts slip on the
radial arms and jar the bolt, or are bccui-ed from ope-
rating by hooks attached to the shaft. The central
perforated cylinder forms the shaft of the bolt, through
which the flour enters, being partially separated
thereby.

Claim.—First, constructing a bolting reel with a
hollow perforated shaft, such shaft being furnished
with a hollow open end journal, all substantially in
the manner and for the purposes described.
Second, the construction of the lever G G G*, so

that it will operate upon the sliding hook rods h h
fti h^, and cause the hooks i t to either stop or free all

the knockers g g, or a portion of them, as may be
desired, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

67,837.—Wm. D. Andrews, New York, N. Y.—
Bridle Rein.—August 20, 1867.—The curb rein rises

from the bit and "passing through the gag loop de-
scends to the check hook. An extension line is at-

tached to the rein and connects with the hand of the
driver as a supplementaiy rein.

Claim.—The safety riding or driving rein E, whether
the same be made sepai-ately from,"or arc inclosed,
and move freely within and through the ordinary
driving reins A, or whether with or without check
rein attached, as described, when the said reins are
combined with, arranged and attached to, the reins
E, in the maimer and an-anged so as to operate as
described for the jjurpose specified.

67,838.—John Ast, Maquoketa, lov^a,.—Sleigh
Brake.—August 20, 1867.—The pulley cord actuates
the lever antt brake.
Claim.—The combination of the cranks E and rod

B and lever L with the slotted levers C, so as ti
operate substantially as above described.
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67,839.—N'atiian Eartlett, Birraingbain, Pa.,

and George T. Lewis, Philadelphia, Va.—Manufac-
ture of White Paint from. Zinc Ores.—August 20,

1867.—The products of combustion arising from the

furnace come in intimate contact Tvith the water as

tliey pass from the furnace to the settling room. The
steam mixes with the gaseous vapors before they

come in contact with the water.
Claim.—The employment of steam, in combination

vrith water, in the manufacture of white paint from
zinc ores, the water being so arranged that the pro-

ducts of combustion arising from the furnace shall

bo caused to pass through or come in intimate con-

tact with tlie water on their way from the furnace to

the bags or settling chamber, and tlio steam being
caused to mix with such products before they pass

through or come into such contact with the water,

substantially as set forth.

67,840.—tToitn- H. Beacher, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Valve for Gas Generators.—August 20, 1867.—The
valved regulator operates in combination with and
forms a part of a gas generator, keeping up an even
pressure.

Claim.—Pirst, a valved regulator, constructed and
opei'ating substantially as set forth, in combination
with andtbrming a part of a gas generating apparatus,
as specified.

Second, the thi'ottle valve composed of two disks

"vrith intervening strips of leather, as set forth.

67,841.—Louis Bauhoefer, Philadelphia, Pa.,

(Henry Hauer, executor.)—Jf!<jf.—August 20, 1867.

—The'sheets of woolen material have a layer of cork
in their several compartments ; the cork acts as a
non-conductor to increase the wai'mth of the muff.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a muflf

consisting of two or more sheets of suitable material,

cut, folded and stretched so as to form a number of
compartments, each of which contains a body of cork,
as set forth.

67,842.—John B. Beers, San Francisco, Cal.—
Amalgamating Prccums Metals.—August 20, 1867.

—

The batteries are lined with amalgamated copi)er
wire gauze. The stem of each stump is wound with
the same, with a strip of cloth underneath, and is

placed on the platform in front of the battery with
copper plates underlying-. The sluices from the bat-
teries are lined with'a short amalgamated section of
the same material, on wJt' '^^ water >3 sluiced if it does
not keep free :fl«m th« lodgement of sand and sul-

phurets.
Claim.—The use of amalgamated woven wire gauze

or amalgamated perforated sheet metal.
Also, in combination with amalgamated wire gauze

or perforated sheet metal, the canvas or cloth arranged
nnder the wire gauze or perforated metal.

Also, in combination with the amalgamated wire
gauze or perforated metal, the use of corrugated amal-
gamated sheet loctal, plates either with or without
the canvas or cloth.

Also, in combination -nith amalgamated plates, the
use of iron wire gauze or screens, arranged on or
above the plates, substantially as described for the
pui'pose set forth.

67,483.— A:n-dreav Ca>tteld, Lyons, Iowa.—
Corn Plon\—August 20, 1867.—The two side beams
are jointed to back-ward projections from the central
beam to which the single-tree is connected, and are
adjustable transversly upon lateral stays of the beams
and liandles.

Claim.—The adjustable beams A A, with ioint at
B, and the open Link C, also, the slotted bar D, with
the clamps E E, -when constructed, aiTangcd and
operating substantially as and for the i^m-poscs above
set forth and described.

6^7,844.- Andrew Canfield, Lvons, Iowa.

—

Corn PZotf.-August 20, 1867.—Tlie side beams are
so hinged by the doubly bolted clevises to the central
frame as to be adjustable laterally or removable
therefi'om.

Claim.—First, the double-bolted clevis B, for the
purpose described.
Second, the adjustable stay bar D, for the purpose

above described.
Third, the combination and arrangement of a one-
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horse corn plow that may be readily changed to any
required width, also changed to any number of shov-
els from one to three, making a single, double, or
three-shovel plow.

67,845.—Jou\ M. Cayce, Franldin, Tenn.—
Portable Forge.—August 20, 1867.—The treadle com-
municating with the fans forces a draft through the
flues into the fire pot.

Claim.—The arrangement in a portable forge of
the fire-pot D, the side tubes K K, discharging cur-

rents of air that meet at the center of the fire pot
with the fans F F, the treadle H, and the tool shelf

L, substantially as and for the pm-poses specified.

67,846.— Jonx M. Cayce, Franklin, Tenn,—
Sporting Life Boat.—August 20, 1867.—The light,

foldablc frauie has water-tight cloth stretched over it,

and has projecting side arms with outriggers at their

extremities.
Claim.—First, the braces G G, in combination with

the frame B^ B^, rods H, keys g a, and reel A, sub-

stantially as and for the pm-pose described.

Second, the floats K K, m combination with the
arms 1 1, attached to them and to the boat, substan-
tially as described,

67,847 S. B. Cox, Buffalo, :N". Y.—Lid for
Kettles, Pails, d-c-August 20, 1867.—The flange of
the lid rests on an inside rubber ring above the rim of
the kettle. A thumb screw fastens the lid in its place,

and the conducting pipe is attached thereto by a
coupling.
Claim.—The combination with the grooved india-

rubber ring, the fasteners, and the vessel and its cover
or lid, the whole arranged and combined substantially

as herein set forth, of the flexible conductor pipe C,
secured to the said cover or lid by the screw joint D.

67,848.—David Davenport, Albany, ]Sr. T,,
assignor to Henry C. Wilkins, same place.

—

Corn
Candy Cutter.—August 26, 1867.—The thin slabs are
placed under the cutter within a reces.s on the top of
the beam, made with sides formed by blocks support-
ing a metallic plate, the blades of the cutter passing
through slots therein. The beam is supported by
springs.

Claim.— The traversing block E, canwing the
knives K K crossing each other and operated by the
spring S S and treadle T, to cut the cakes of candy en-

tirely across, in each du'ection, at one operation.
Also, the combination of the subject-matter of the

above claim with the slotted plate &, the recess a be-

neath it, as described.

67,849.—Joseph Dixon, Few York, IT. Y.—
Tunnel.—August 20, 1867.—The pipes ;u'e segmental,
the edges resting on masonry, and are formed of sub-
segments bolted together by outturned flanges on their

edge.
Claim.—A subterranean or submarine tunnel, the

walls and roof of which are constructed of rcctan-
giflar metallic plates, each one of which has a lip or
flange turned up around its four edges, the plates
being bolted together through the flanges, an-anged
so as to break joints, and packed tightly at the s«ams,
substantially in the manner and for the purpose speci-

fied.

67,850.- Joror A. Dodge, Auburn, X. Y.—
Harvester Pake.—Angust 20, 1867.—The rake and
reel arms are so arranged that though following tlie

same track and continuously revolving, the reel bars
win be raised from the grain after iirescnting tlie

same, whUe the rake Avill sweep the grain from the
platform.
Claim.—First, the combination, substantially in

the manner described, of the continuously-revolving
rake and reel arms, all traversing the same track and
controlled by the same guide, with a guide which lifts

the beaters or reel vanes suddenly after pressing the
grain back upon the platform to avoid disturbing the
gavel while tlie rake passes over the platform to take
off the grain without being lifted.

Second, the combination, as described, of the arch
/ with removable block i, for the purjiose of adapting
the beater arm to be changed to a rake arm, and vice
versa.
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Third, tlie arch or bend / in the rake arm, as and
for the purpose described.

67,851.—JOHX A. DoDGK, Auburn, N. Y.—Sar-
vester Rake.—August 20, 18G7.—The rake and reel

arms travel the same cam track, but the rake arms
are bent up rectangularly to allow a continued sweep
on the platform, and are so arranged as to be kept
down by a cam ijlate, while the reel ai-ms are carried
above the grain.

Claim.—First, the combination, substantially as
described, of a cam plate and locking washer with a
fixed spindle,. for the pm-pose set forth.

Second, the combination, substantiallv in the man-
ner described, of a series of rising anu falling rake
andreel arms revolving around a iixed spindle or axis,

•with a cam guide to control theii' vertical movements,
a cam plate to Tiold the rake down when raking off

and lockiug washer to hold tho cam plate firmly in

position.

6r,S52.—JoHX A. Dodge, Auburn, iST. Y.—Har-
vester.—August '20, 1867.—The rake is operated by a
chain passing over the sprocket wheel and over a
corresponding pulley connected with the train of
geai-ing by which it is driven.
-Clauti.—First, the combination of the driving axle,

flanged thimble, and sprocket wheel, arranged for

joint operation, substantially as described.
Second, the combination, substantially as described,

of the loose driving wheel, the diiving axle, the
flanged thimble, the sprocket wheel, and the retaining
coilai- E, for the piu-poses set fortli.

67,853.—John A. Dodge, William BE. Steven-
son, and HowAUD S. Stevenson, Auburn, N. T.

—

Harvester Hake.—August 20, 1867.—The rake bars
are pivoted to a revolving sleeve, and the operating
cam of the same is attached to a fixed sleeve on the
same tubular post. By the removal of the cam sleeve
the arms are treed on theii- pivots, or their sleeve may
be slipped off.

Claim.—First, the combination, substantially as
described, of the combined rake and reel arms with
the collar, the cam groove, and the fixed rake post.

^second, the combination, substantially in the man-
ner desci'ibed, of the cam guide and rake post,

whereby the flanged collar, to which the raking and
reeling mechanism is attaclied, can be removed by
detaching the cam guide from the rake post.

67,854.—Augustus F. Dokbert, Lancaster, N".

Y.

—

Meat Chopper.—August 20, 1867.—The vertical
bars that carry the knives are adjusted by set screws
with rubber stops to break the concussion. The ro-

tating block xJreseuts fresh surfaces to the cutters.

<]laihi.—First, the combination and arrangement
of the set screws K K aud rubber cushions L L with
the timbers E E, currying the knives D D, for the
purpose aud substantially as set forth.

Second, the revolving chopping block B, having an
intermittent revolving movement and a ratchet wheel
I connected therewith, in combination with the pawl
J and crank il", for tlie pai'pose and substantially as
herein described.

67,855.—itATTiiEW M. Donnelly, Cincinnati,
Ohio.

—

]\lolclers' Flask.—August 20, 1867; antedated
August 11, 1867.—The bolts connecting the side bars
pass through slots in the adjustable end plates. To
compensate for wear of the plates the nuts are loos-

ened and the guide pins forced down on the notches.
Claim.—An improved molders' flask, with adjust-

able QJids, constructed in the manner substantially

as and for tlie purpose set forth.

67,850.—Matitiew^ M. Donnelly, Cincinnati,
Oino.-^Molders' Flask.—August 20, 1867 ; antedated
August 11, 1867.—When tho guidiug surfaces are
worn the guide pins are set inward by using a diift

on the surface of the soft metal around the pins.

ClaiiP..—The combination of the lug F with its

countersunk hole /, in combination with the pin E,
with its waist e, when the two are united and held

together by soft metal, in the manner described.

67,857— JosTAH W. Ells, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Forming a Uteel Surface on Sheet and Bar Iron.—

August 20, 1867.—The wrought bar is raised to a

welding heat, placed in a flask, and molten steel

poured in upon the bar.

Claim.—The herein-described method of forming
a cast-steel surface on bars or sheets of wrought iron.

67,858.—F. Ernst, San Francisco, Cah—Clothes
TTa-s/ter.-August 20, 1867.—The clothes are placed
in the suds between the fixed and movable foi'am-

iuous disks and then boiled ; the water is drawn o£f

at the bottom and fresh water added.
Claim.—Placing the fabrics to be washed between

perforated plates or sieves E and D, in a closed ves-
sel of any suitable construction, so that a A"acuum F
may be created beneath the lower plate, substantially
as described.

67,859.—Horace Everett, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Metal Can for Putting up Alkalies.—August 20,

1867.—A cylinder is first formed, its edges are turned
down, flattened, and flared outward. The covers ai'e

placed over the ends and their edges bent in so as to
clasp the flaring edges of the cylinder.

Claim..—The within described can composed of a
sheet-iron cylinder with folded and compressed ends',

and cover, and bottom, adapted to the said ends, all aa
set forth for the purpose specified.

67,860.—James B. Ewell, Baltimore, Md.

—

Seeding Cultivator.—August 20, 1867.—Each plow
opens a furrow and covers the seed dropped in the
furrow ahead. The roller following smooths the
surface. For broadcast sowing the plows are lifted

from the ground by the lever connecting therewith
and an apron placed in front of them on T^'hich the
seeds fall from the cylinder and are scattered thereby.
Claim.—First, the detachable swiveling front

truck constructed and combined with the li'ame, as
described.
Second, the combination, substantially as described,

with the main frame of the diagouaUy-arranged plows,
having drag bars of varying length.

Third, the combination, substantially as described,

of the diagonally-arranged rocking lever and cams
with the vertically moving plow beam L.

Fourth, the combination, as described, of the diag-

onally-arranged hopper and feed cylinder with the
frame.

Fifth, the combination of the diagonal seeding cyl-

inder, the driving gear, and the shipping mechanism,
with the main frame and driver's seat, as and lor the
purpose described.

Sixth, the combination, substantially in the man-
ner described, in a seeding cultivator, of a seed hop-
per, a feeding cylinder, aud a series of plows all . as-

ranged diagonally to the path of tho machine.
Seventh, the combination, substantially in the man-

ner described, of the leading truck, the cultivating

mechanism, and the seeding mechanism and the roller.

67,861.—Wm. E. Ferguson, Marseilles, Dl.—
Hooks and Terretts.—August 20, 1867.-The terrets

and hook are secured by rivets to the outer layer of

the back pad.
Claim.—A hook F, and terrets G- G, having bases

D C C, made to fit the outer layer A of the back pad,

and secured to it by means of rivets h h h h and
washers J J J J, substantially as and for the purpose
herein specified.

67,862 George B. Field, ISTew York, IJT. Y.—
Ore-roasting Furnace.—August 20, 1867.—The vari-

ous parts of the agitating apparatus arc made tubular

for the admission of steam and water to prevent their

destruction from heat.

Claim.—First, the tube G, in connection with the

agitating appai'atus, substantially as and for the pur-

pose described.
Second, the eduction pipe H, having its extremity

bent upward, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

Third, the introduction of water or steam inside of

hoUow shelves, rakes, or agitators for the stirring or

manipulating of ores in ore-roasting furnaces, sub-

stantially as and for the pm'pose specified.

Fourth, the introduction of steam generators in

the inside of roasting furnaces for the pm-poses spe-

cified.
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67,863.—Andr4 Foubert, 'Sew York, N. T.—
Apparatus for Distilling and RectifyiiKj Spirits.—
August 20, 1867.—Watery particles condense in the

upper part and run back and the spii-it running dovra
the pipe into the etill is vaporized before reaching the

bottom. The vapor next passes into the agitating
condenser, the rectifying coUimn, the condensing
worm, and to the snpplementaiy condenser below,
from which the spii-it is di-awn.

Claim.—First, the agit-ating condenser, formed
with the diaphragms h, the vapor pipes i, the caps k
and pipe o, supplying water for cooling the liquid on
the diaphragms, as aftd for the purpose specified.

Second, the arrangement of the stiil d, the agitat-

ing condenser n, the rectifying column p, and the

condensers a and f, as aud for the purposes specified.

67,864.—Ani)r6 Foubert, New York, IST. Y.—
Apparaftis for Distilling Spirits.—August 20, 1867.

—The tubes rise through the condensing liquid upon
a series of diaphragms" and have caps to direct the
vapors into tlie liquid.

Claim.—The still a. into which tlie diaphragms g
h I, pipes it, and caps I, are introduced, the water
being returned to the still by the pipes m n, and the
tempei-ature of the liquid on the diaphragms being
regulated by water flowing through the pipes o o, as
set forth.

67,863.—Merwin Fowler, WolcotvUle, Conn.,
assignor to Tuuxer, Seymour and Judds, same
place.

—

Machine for Making Bucldes.—August 20,

1867.—The dies stand radiallv around a central for-

mer and act progressively to bend the wire into the
desired shape, providing" for the double bend in the
sides of the buckle frame. The former is divided
ajid forced tog«ther to crimp the wire.

Claim.—The series of dies, constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as specified, aud acting succes-
sively to bend up a piece of •^:uo into a buckle bow
or frame, substantially as set forth.

67,866.—John French, Newport, 'Kj.—Boiler
Gange Cock.—August 20. 1867.—The spiral valve
stem rotates as it rises and falls, and thereby keeps
the body of the cock free from deposits.

Claim.—First, the spiral valve stem A, in combi-
nation with the body of the cock C.

Second, the spiral valve stem A, the button or cap
B, in combination with the body of the cock C, sub-
stantially as described.

67,867.—F. H. FuRTass, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Steam Engine Oil Cwp.—August 20, 1867.—The cup
is screwed to the cross-head and the weighted vibrat-
ing rod actuates the plug througli the ratchet wheel
attached thereto, periodically opening the ports and
discharging oil down the stem.

Claim.—First, in combination with an oil cup, a
pawl and ratchet, so arranged as to operate the key
or plug of said oil cup, substantially as set forth.

Second, the pendulum F, ratchet wheel J and pawl
K, in combination with the plug D, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

Third, tlic gauge or regulating screw F and plug
D, in combination with the oil cup, substantially as
aud for the purpose described.

67,868.- G. G. Gariboldi, Buffalo, N. Y.—
Marble Cement.—Aug. 20, 1807.—A polished cement
facing for stone or bifck buildings. The wall is cov-
ered with mortar, which is allowed to dry. A sec-

ond coat is applied, consisting of fine sand, marble
dust and white lime, in equal proportions. The
third coat consists of lime, 3 parts ; marljle dust, .3

;

soap, 1 ; coloring matter being added. The wall is

then painted in imitation of marble, and polished
with a hot trowel.

Claim.—A marble cement, made, applied, and used
in the manner substantially as herein described.

67,869. — Joseph Gatlev, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Cooler for Liquors on Draught.—August 20, 1867.

—

The cooler haugs fi-om the faucet, the nozzle of which
enters the pipe that conveys the liquor tlu-ough the
ice.

Claim.—The cooler A, suspended fi-om beneath the
faucet B, or tap hole, or othct opening through which

liquors are drawn from their containing vessels, sub-
etautially aa shown aud described.

67,870.—H. C. Goodrich, Chicago, HI.—Twc/fc

Marker for Sewing Machines. — August 20, 1867. —
The cloth gauge has three projections extending
over the material, keeping it in place, and mai-king
and forming the tucks in accordance with the Avidth
required.

Claim.—First, providing a tuck marker, to be used
upon a sewing machine, with a flange or lip ft, ar-

ranged in relation to the creasing devices, and oper-
ating substantiallv as aud for the purposes set forth.

Second, in comoination with a tucK marker pro-
vided with a flaugo or lip b, the arrangement of a
gauge D, provided with the projections E F, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purposes described.

Ttird, the combination of the tucker A, provided
with the lip 6, and measuring scale B, and with the
spur c, with the gage D, provided with the projec-
tions E F, when arranged and operating substantially
in the manner and for the purposes described.

67,871.—"W. P. GooLMAN, Dublin, Ind., assigiior

to Davis, Lawrence & Co., same -pleLce.-Platform
Scale.—August 20, 1867.—By the suspension of Ica^-

ers below the platform inaccui'acy from uneven load-
ing is avoided. The balance weight upon the end of
the steel-yard is placed above the level of the fulcrum
and secured by its cap.
Claim.—First, the balance weight upon the end of

the st€el-yard beam, above the level of the fulcrum,
when constructed with a cup B, for piercing such
weights as may be necessary in the adjustment of
the steel-yard beam and cap B, substantially as de-
scribed.

Second, the combination of the cup B and cap B',

when the latter is constructed with its sides of une-
qual weight, substantially as and for the i^urpose set
forth.

Third, the corner irons K, supporting the hooked
and notclied hanger K', in combination with the
notched blocks K', supporting the platform levers,

substantially as set forth.

Fourth, the levers F G H and I, constructed with
an eye in the end, and knife-edged beaiing H', in
combination with the rocker block K* on wluch they
are suspended, substantially as described.

Fifth, the combination of the rocker-block In 2, ball

blocks jST, baU N^, and check blocks L^, substantially
as set forth.

Sixth, the combination of the frame L, check
block L\ and rods M, substantitdly as and for the
purpose set forth.

Seventh, the combination of the shears with fins
0' aud the notched pivots P, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

67,872.—G. B. Griffin, Madison, Wis.— OZof/ies

Line i??e?.— August 20, 1867.— The line extends
around pulleys from post to post, and is tightened on
tlie reel by a'hand crank. The dog engaging in the
ratchet wheel arrests reaction.
Claim.—The frame A, the reel B B^ B^, the line C,

and tlic ))locks E E, when combined and arranged as
desci'ibed.

67,873—H. M. Guild, Springfield, Mass.—Jfop
Head. — August 20, 1867. — Tlie clawed jaws retain
their hold on the mop Ijy the engagement of the nut
on the corrugated shanks of tlie jaw.
Claim.—The aiTangcment of the jaws A B, hinged

at C, and having the "threads a a, &.C., of the screw
cut thereon, in combination with tlie nut E, arranged
so as to tit said screw tlireads a a, and to bring to-

gether tlie jaws A B, by turning the end holding the
mop, substantially as shown and described.

67,874.—David Hale, Boston, Mass., assignor
to himself aud Alfred Hale, same pbice.

—

Appa-
ratus for Attaching Weights to Submarine Armor.—
August 20. 18()7. — The weighted box has a series of
vertical pockets and eyelet flanges, for attachment to
the helmet and dress, of the diver.

Claim.—A weiglit-holdiug and attaching device
for submarine armor, the same consisting of the box,
divided into weight pockets or compartments, and
having eyeletted flanges for securing it in place,
substantially as shown aud described.
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6?',S75.—H. M. Hamilton, IsTew York, IST. T.—
Miners Pick.—August 20, 1887 ; antedated, August 1,

1867.—The pick eye Lias two opposite sides parallel,

so as to hold the handle from shaking, the flaring
sides preventing" withdrawl.

Claim.—A pick or mattock, constructed -with an
eve open at each end, and whose sides are partly par-
allel and partly flaring, and adapted to the introduc-
tion of a handle whose sides are of counterpai't form,
and whose flaring sides are adapted to wedge in said
eye, substantially as described and represented.

67,8'?'6.—C. F. Hereick, Independence, Iowa.— Curtain Fixture.—August 20, 18b7.—The cord is

run on the pulley when raising or lowering the blind,

and is passed oyer the cam when used as a support-
ing cord.

Claim.—The cam E provided with a groove in

combination with the cord I, yoke C, and rail A, sub-
stantially as and for the pm'pose set forth.

67,877.—Egbert Hitchcock. Springfield, Mass.—Car Yentilator.—August 20_, 1867.— The pivoted
valve is blown back throwing its top forvv'ard. The
air rushes through the upper jiassage while the cin-

ders and ashes are deflected beFfew.

Claim.—The combination of the valve E having
the cap c, with the case A, liaving pieces C and C,
and rent hole F, the whole being constructed and
arranged substantially as herein described.

67,878.— Hiram A. Hurd, Seymour. Conn.—
Shaft Coupling.—A\-igust 20, 1867.—The dovetailed
coupling is locked by a bolt that is secm-ed by a
thi;mb screw.

Claim.—A coupling on the face of each part, of
which are formed projections E E and recesses D D,
one side a of each of the projections of a dovetail
ibrm, tlie other side d at right angles, ihe two parts
set together and secured by key G- inserted between
the ri'ght angles or parallel sides, substantially as
herein set forth.

67,879.—W. G. Hyndman, Cincinnati. Ohio, as-

signor to himself and Hekry MAivny.—Brick Ma-
chine.—August 20, 1867— The clay is forced alter-

nately through two outlets in a continuous web to

the required length and cut ofl" by a taut wire frame.
Claim.—The "wiper"' D, with its flange d, con-

ducted and operating substantially as and for the
purpose herein specified.

Also, the construction of the outlets G G-, with the
rounded or chamfered corners g g, and abrujit corjiers

h h, substantially as and for the pm'pose herein set

forth.

Also, the conical or tapering die rollers n n, for

the purpose herein set fortli.

Also, the arrangement of the rollers n n so as to be
adjustable out and in between the rollers m m, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose herein specified.

Also, the device for fastening the cloth covering
around the die rollers, consisting of the longitudinal
and annular grooves r t t and fastening strips of
%\-ood, or equivalents, substantial^ as set forth.

67,880.—Samuel H..Joxes, Sandy Spring, Md.,
assignor to liimself and Charles "W. J3HEAi)y, same
place.

—

Cement for Lining Oil Barrels.—August 20,

1867.—Composed of glue, 1 pomad ; chalk, i pound

;

alcohol, 1 pint; turpentine, i gill; water, ^ pint;

put into a 40 gallon barrel, which is coated by mov-
ing the same.
Claim.—Tho mixture and cement of glue, chalk,

alcohol, turpentine, and water, in tlicir several pro-

portions, as herein described and for the purposes
act forth.

67,881.—George F. Kendall, Fitchbnrg, Mass.,
assignor to E. M. Dickinson & Co., same place.

—

Thread Waxer for Sewing Machines. — August 20,

1S67.—The tliread enters the side of tlie semicircu-

lar trough, through the tension aperture under the

depressor, thence passes o\er the shaft and between
the two elastic expressor disks.

Claim.—The arrangeineiit and combination of the

rotary elastic disks g h with the shouldered sliaft or
p-.n, the collar, the nut, and the screw of the pin, tlie

whole being applied to or ai-ranged with the trougli

and tho depressor, as set fortli.

Also, the construction of the trough with the
shoulder a at its bottom, and with the rotary de-
pressor applied to the trough, so as to operate with
such shoulder as set forth.

67,882.- L. G. EjsIffen, "Worcester, Mass.—
Harvester.—AMgust 20, 1867.—The axle has an inside
gear wheel, which is so connected to it by a spring
pawl as to prevent back but insure forward rota-
tion. The ratchet may be unclutched by a lever,
which traverses a diagonal slot of a sleeve on the
axle. The driving wheels of the cutter are so con-
nectable to this driving gear wheel as to insure faster
or slower movement of the cutter for mowing or
reaping respectively.

C'Zaim.— First, the combination substantially as
described, with the main axle, of the main gear wheel
C, the spring ratchet c, the eccentrically slotted tubu-
lar bed piece D, and the shipping lever C, for the
purpose of throwing the mechanism into and out of
geai-.

Second, the combination, as described, of the main
gear Avheel, the counter-shaft, cari-ying gears of dif-

ferent sizes, and a shipping lever, with the crank
shaft and its pinions, all the axles being arranged
with their axes parallel to each other, for the purpose
of changing the speed to adapt the machine to either
reaping or mowing.

67,883.- L. G. Kniffen, Worcester, Mass.—
.

Harvester.—August 20, 1867.—The shoe has two bear-

'

ings. one of which forms a socket matching a corre-

sponding pivot in the coupling arm ; the other form-
ing a clasp, embracing the hanger through which the
pitman vibrates. It is convertible into a front or rear-

cuttin,^ machine.
Claim.—'First, the shoe L, constructed and ar-

ranged to operate as and for the purposes described.
Second, tlie combination with the hollow vibrating

coupling arm, through which the pitman vibrates end-
wise, ot'tlie shoe clasiiing and oscillating around the
coupling arm, all the parts being constructed and ar-

ranged for joint operation, in the manner described.
Third, the combinaiiou, as described, of the finger

beam, the detachable hinged shoes, the coupling arm,
and the brace rod, Avith the tubular bed piece, for the
purpose of clianging simultaneously from a front to a
rear-cut machine, and from a mower to a reaper, or
vice versa,

67,884.— L. G. Kniffen, "Worcester, Mass.—
Harvester.-A\\g\\s,t 20, 1867.-The rear seat is at-

tached to the free end of an oscillatable spring arm.
The divider side of the platform is sustained by the
usual grain wheel. The gearing side is upheld by a
spring catch on the frame which engages a detent pin
on the coupling arm. Both wheel and detent are
adjustable to set the platform nt any elevation.

Clai/iii.—First, the arrangement, as described, in a
two-wheeled hinged-jointed harvester, of the swing-
ing raker's seat, with respect to' the tubular main
frame, driving wheels, and reversible couplings, aa
set forth.

Second, the combination of the main frame and
coupling arm with tlie adjusting^ spring catch V, as

and for the purpose described.
Third, the driver's or raker's seat, constructed of

independent springs, as described.

67,885.- L. G. Kniffen, Worcester, Mass.—
Harvester.—Anguat 20, 1867.—The swinging ratchet

sustains tlie cutting apparatus when swung up by the

right-angled lifting lever. The liftingand tilting lever

are so combined that the driver can by a single move-
ment lift the finger beam horizoutaUy or tm-n it up
vertically.

Claim.—'First, the socket plate O, constrmted to

act both as a support for the lifting and tilting me-
chanism and as a detent to hold the finger beam ver-

tical when folded for transportation, substantially

as described.
Second, the combination of the lifting lever with

the sA\ingiiig ratchet, arranged and operating as de-

scribed.
Third, the combination and arrangement, substan-

tially as described, of the socket, the lifting lever, and
the swinging ratchet with the main fi-ame and cutting

apparatus.
Fourth, the combination, substantially as described,
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of the lifting lever, the tilting lever, and the hand
lever, for the pm-pose of either lifting or tilting the^,

cutting apparatus.

67,SS6.—George S. Knight, Syracuse, N. Y.—
Machine for Turning Axles.—August 20, 1867.—The
spindles ai-e tui'ned to ibrm bj" a suitably shaped cut-

ter secured to one of two jaws which approach each
other by the rotation of a right and left hand screw
in a lixed rest.

Claim.—An improved machine for turning axles

and shafting, composed of the movable jaws B and C,

cutters or "clamp mills " F and G, and screw D, or

their respective equivalents, all made, lU'ranged, and
operating substantially as and for the pui-pose herein

shown and described.

67,887.— W. Kramer, Milwaukee, Wis., and
Joseph Wise, New York, X. Y.

—

Clga^- Machinery.
—August 20, 1867.—The bed has a receptacle for the
filling. An apron lying on the bed, and a roller mov-
ing along it, cause the rotation of the tilling and the
wi'apping around it of the binder Avhile held in a bight
of the apron and di'awn along by the roUer.

Claim.—Fii'st, the table c, ajn'on «, and mold d, in

combination vrith the roller i, substantially as and for

the pui-poses set forth.

Second, a removable mold for the reception of the
filling tobacco, in combination with an apron passing

. into such mold, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

Third, the arrangement of the roller i, stock h,

table c, mold d, audtightenina- roller g for the apron
e, as and for the purposes set forth.

Fourth, the roller I, fitted and actuated substan-
tially as specified, in combination with the cloth o and
roller p, as and for the purposes set forth.

67,888.-Israel Lancaster, Baltimore, Md.—
Harvester Rake.—August 20, 1867.—The rake strikes

the gi'cxin pai'allel with the cntting bar and carries it

back and drops it against the adjustable fender on the
binder platform.

Clavin.—The application to reapers -with grain-
binding attachment, having the platform in the reai-

of the reaper platform and parallel to it, of rake and
fender, constructed and operated substantially as
described and for the pm-posc mentioned.

67,889.-George W. Lane, Plantsville, Conn.—
Hinge.—August 20, 1867.—The hooks clasp the bolt
and engage in the slots of the adjoining plate.

Claim.—The two parts of thf» hinge A and B, con-
structed so as to be attached together and operate in
the manner described.

67,890.-W. E. Levoy, Cincinnati, Ohio.—P^o^o.—August 20, 1S67.—Ti)e draw-bar of the plow passes
through a riug bolt at the clevis, by which the depth
of furrow is adjusted. The adjustable shackle bar
enables an adjustment of the rear pivot of the mold-
board to incliue the latter to the slope of the hill.

Claim.—First, the mode of adjusting the laud of
the plow, substantially as set forth and described.

Second, the peculiar form and cm-ves of the mold-
boai'd B, substantially as set forth and described.

Third, the particular form and construction of tlie

upright or sheath G with the brace I, the socket T,
and the draft rod J, in connection with the adjustable
bar K K', with the nut L and pin O, as set forth and
described.
Fourth, adjusting the angle of the plow to any re-

quired slope of ground or to level land, by means of
the adjusted shackle bar H, or its equivalent, substan-
tially as set forth and described.

67,891.—Jonathan Luther and Alexander
Marsh, AVorcester, 'iiLas,?,.— Window-Blind Fasten-
ing.—August 20, 1867.—The spring vibrating catch
attached to the sash engages in a staple on the casing.
Claim.—The peculiar formation of a base or main

piece with shoulders and lips a a, as shown in Figs. 1

and 3, in combination with spring F, lever C C C, and
pi]i E, as shown in Fig. 2, for the purpose as above
aescribed,

67,892. — John H. Lynch, Baltimore, Md.

—

mght C«?-«.—August 20, 1867.—The shutters are lx)th
at the rear part of the box. The upper shutter is held

down by levers and holding chains. The discharge
shutter is pivoted at the upper edge and is operated
by segmental racks and pinions turned by a hand
lever. The joints are packed to prevent leakage.

Claim.—First, the box A, provided at the rear with
a tight-fitting shutter I, operated by means su])stan-

tially as described.
Second, the door C, with packing membrane and

rounded corners, and secmred substantiedly as de-

scribed.

67,893 H. Mansfield, Warsaw, lm\.— Animal
Trap.—August 20, 18G7.—The post rising from tiie

center of the circular rabbeted base has a pidley on
top from T^'hich is suspended the baited cord. A
slight pull on the cord trips the loop, thereby detach-
ing the dome, which descends on the platform.
Claim.—Tha combination of thimble D, cup C, cord

I, pulley J, hooks o, loop H, and standard B, wlicn
constructed substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

67,894.-A. J. Marshall, Warrenton, Ya.—
Ventilating and Warming Failroad Car-s.—August
20, 1867.—The air from the blower upon tlic locomo-
tive traverses the space in the double roof of the ciir

and circulates in the chamber containing the stove,

from whence it is distributed through pipes and regis-

ters to various parts of the car.

Claim.—First, in combination -nith a pneumatic
engine, which is arranged in front of a locomotive,
and adapted for being tlrivea by means of an engine
operating independently of the locoiuotive-driving
engine, the arrangement of a jjrimary conduit, con-
structed as described, with flexible connections, and
forming the passenger coach, and adapted also to

serve as a medium through which to supply and con-
dense air in such coach, substantially as described.
Second, in combination with a jnimary conduit C''

for conducting air and forming the roof of a railway
coach, as described, the secondary conduit E, ar-

ranged within the ear and communicating wini the
said nrimary conduit for the purpose of abundantly
distriouting'piu-e air to service pipea b b, which are
provided with registers c and arranged substantially
as described.
Third, in combination with a railway coach having

a double roof or air conduit communicating with and
receiving air from a forciiig engine an'augod upon
the locomotive, means, substantially as descvibeil, for

warming said air and distributing it throughout the
coach, substantially as described.
Fourth, the Avarm air distnbutiug conduits or foot

rests g g, applied beneath or between the seats of a
railway coach, provided with registers and commu-
nicating M ith air- heating apparatus, substantially as
described.

67,893.—John W. McGill, AVashington, D. C.—Paper Fastener.—August 20, 1867.-The ends of
the flexible brass plate turning round ])a33 through
the slot in the middle, and beudiuff over secure the
fastening.
Claim.—The within described fastener, made of a

single piece or strip of sheet brass or other flexible

material, bent into 'a Tshapo by liaving the ends
which form the legs or shanks turned over or under
and run through a hole in the enlarged center of the
head of the fastener to secure said legs or shanks
tightly togetlier, so that wiieu said legs or shanks ai-e

run through the papej' or other material designed to
be bound and turned down on tho other side tliey

will not enlarge the iiole in tlie paper, but will lie

enugiy together aud make a close joint, substantially
9A herein set forth and described.

67,896.—Alexander Mh.laic, Roxburv, ]Mass.,
a-ssignorto himself and Alfred Odiorne, "Medford,
Mass.— Oi7er and Filler.— August 20, 1867.-Im-
provement on the patent of John King. July jO, lSt)6.—

'^^le oiler has a false bottom, the chambeV bcneaiu
communicating with the spout, and acylinder having
a spring piston whose rod is connected to a eliding
strip passing along the handle staff. The false bot-
tom has an inwardly opening valve.

Claim-.—lu combination with the reservoir ejecting
pipe, cylinder, and piston the false bottom c, shallow
chamber d, and valve/, consti'ucted and arranged to
oi>erate substantially us set forth.
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66,897.—John S. Miller, Springfield, Mass.,
assignor to himself and L. L. DaVjs, same place.—

,

Car Spring.—Auy;ust 20, ]867; antedated Augusts,
18(i7.—Explained by the claim.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
spring for cars, &.c., foi'racd of a cushion of air in-

closed in a case C of rubber, or similarly elastic ma-
terial, placed within a cylinder A operated upon by a
piston B, the whole constructed and operating sub-
stantially as described.

6r.S9S.—Anson Mills. U. S. A., Tort Bridger,
Ytah.—Cartridge BcU.—A\\i:mt 20, 18G7.—TJie ex-
tensible leather belt has leather sockets for metallic
cartridges and a flap to cover them.

Claim.—The combina.tiou and arrangement of a
series of receptacles a a for metallic cartridges -nith

a pliable baud or belt A formed and fitted to be worn
about the body, substantially as herein set forth.

67,899—Wm. a. Mouse, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor by mesne assignments to himself.

—

Pen Holder
and Eraser.—August 20, 1867.—The eraser is at-

tached to the tip or to a shield on the top end of the
holder.

Claim.—First, the combination of the eraser D
vrith the tip B and the handle A of a pen holder, as
shown and specified, and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the eraser D, Fig. 2,

cap or shield H, and handle s of a penholder, as
shown and for the pui-pose specified.

67,900.-0. B. Olmsteat), Beloit, Win.—Adjust-
able Stove Pipe Shelf.—August 20. 1867.—The per-
forated plate fitting round the pipe is supported on
the ribs bj' brackets attached to the pipe.

Claim-—First, an improved stove pipe shelf A A,
constructed of a perforated disk, in two parts.

Second, in comhiuation with the foregoing, the
colltir K with the projections D D, as and for the pur-
poses specified.

Third, the ribs C C, when the whole is constructed
substantially as herein set forth, for the purpose spe-

cified.

67,901.—S. P. Pakkhurst, Bloomfield. K". J., as-

signor to Emily P. PARKHUiiSX.

—

Machine/or Glean-
ing Wool.—August 20, 1867.—Improvement on his

patent, July 24, 1866. A carding mechanism is com-
bined with"the picker, covered by previous patent, to

deliver the material in slivers or bats.

Claim.—First, the carding cylinder a^, in coml)ina-
tion with the cylinder/ or £f, stripper k or i, and picker
cylinder d, substantially as and for the pui'poses spe-

cified.

Second, the doffer e^ in combination with the me-
chanism, substantially as specified, for opening and
cleaning wool or other fiber, whereby the said fiber is

delivered from the picking or cleaning mechanism in

the form of a sliver or bat, substantially as set forth.

67,90'^. — William Pettixgell, Painesville,

Ohio.

—

Fence.—August 20, 1867.—The two angular
dovetailed half tenons of the base fit into correspond-
ing angular dovetailed mortises in the bottom of the
post, and are secured by the clip ring and screw bolt.

Claim.—First, the base herein described and con-
structed as shown m Figs. 2. 5, 3. 6. and 7, viz.: the
the skeleton or open halves 1) D, angular dovetailed
tenons F F, lugs H H, rim G, broad fiat riug I, pro-

vided with notches J J, combined, arranged, and
operating as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the said described base, in combination
with the halves of the post iierein described, provided
\nth angular dovetailed mortises K K, Fig. 8, and
the bolt shown in Fig. 1, as and for the purpose set

forth.

67,903.— A. PuiLUTi, Elizabethport, N. J.—
Railroad JFVo^.— August 20, J8t)7.—The cast-h-on

chair is grooved for the reeei)tion of the frog ^nd
railp. Strips of wood, tlie grain of which runs cross-

ways, are interposed beiKvntli tlie rails. The rails and
frog are secured to tlie cliair by bolts.

Claim.—Tlie construction aud arrangement of the

frog-point A and side rails B B', secured to the chair

C Ijy means of bolts e e passing through the body of

the Vails and frog-point and countersink in the same,
in combination with the Avooden beds 1), placed in

the chair C, and upon which the frog-point A and
side rails rest, the grain of the wood running cross-
Tvise, in the manner and for the purpose specified.

67,904.—James G. Ealph, Aurora, m.—Ad-
jvstable Einge.—August 20, 1867.—The leaves of the
hinge slide on plates attached to the shutter and
frame, and liave slots traversed by screws -vA'hich en-
gage the plates and woodwork.

l)laim.—The arrangement and combination of the
hinge A A, and plates 13, when constructed substan
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

67,905.—Louis Eansom, Lansingbnrg, 2sr. T.—
Travelling Trunk.—August 20, 1867.—The cyltadiical
trunk has longitudinal division into isectiohs, which
are hinged together; it has raised circumferential
hoops to act as wheels in moving.

Claim.—Fii'st, a travelling trunk, which when
closed, as in Fig. 1 of the drawings, shall have the
foi'm of a cylinder.

Second, in combination with a cylindrical travelling
trunk, two or more raised hoops or bands around the
circumference thereof, to serA-e as wheels upon which
the trunk may be rolled, while they protect the body
of it from contact wdth the grounct.

67,906.—T. K. Peed, East Bridgewater, Mass.,
assignor to David TVhittemore, North Bridge
water. Mass.

—

Sexoing Machine.—August 20. 1867.—
The crotchet formed needle works in combination
with a perforated foot. The said foot is brought
down upou the leather while the needle is j)iercing

the same.
Claim.—In combination with hook, needle, and

cast-off, the supplemental pressor foot, constructed
aud operating substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

67,907.—M. B. Penslow, Sprinfield, Mass., as-

signor to himself and Flavius Searle, same place.—A])paratus for Making Nitro\i.s Oxide, die.—August
20, 1867.—The gas produced is passed through a re-

ceiver having a stop cock, whicli may be set to allow
the escape of any amount desired, the receiver has
an elastic top, and a convex plate resting thereon,
which, being raised by an increased supply of gas,

depresses the lamp tlirough connections therewith
aud decreases the production.

C'Zaim.—First, controlling the amount of heat used
in generating uitrous oxide or other gases, by means
of a regulating or changeable outlet p\ applied to a
gas receiver having a variable capacity, when used
m combination with a device for regulating the flame
beneath the generiiting retort, substantially as de-

scribed and herein set forth.

Second, the variable receiver a, having a change-
able outlet j>', in combination Avith the rod e aud the
lever/', all constructed and operating substantially as
described aud for tlie purposes herein set forth.

Third, the variable receiver a, having a changeable
outlet 2'', ill combination with the rod e, the bar d' and
lever d'. all constructed and operating substantially
as described and for the purpose specified.

Fourth, in combination Avith the lever/', the spring
y. and piece/, having the pin y', all constructed and
operating substantially as described and for the pur-

pose herein specified.

67,908.-TTiLLlAM W. Peynolds, Brandon, Yt.,

assignor to Howe Scale CoMrANY, same place.

—

Platform Scale.—Au^^u^t 20, 1867.—The links on
Avhieh the weighing levers are suspended are sus-

tained by pins in slots of the bed ; bearing pieces are

laid in the links to receive the impact of the kuife-

edged ends of said levers.

Claim.—The ari'augement of the liuks H, as shown
and described, to AvitT having the links fitted in slats

i in the bed or framing A, and resting on pins j, as

shown in Figs. 3, 4, aud 5, of the draAvings.

67,909.—John Richardson, Xew Haven, Conn.
—Apparatus for the Manufacture of Vinegar.—Au-
gust 20, 1867.—The liquor runs into a tilting box,
"wiiich empties the same in suflicient quantity to flood

the perforated bottom for equal distribution on the
same.
Claim.—Tho ai-raugement of the self-dumping
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bucket, so as to operate to empty into the generator,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

67,910.—A. J. RoBF.UTS, Boston, Mass., assignor
to himself and B. F. BroWX, Dorchester, Mass.

—

Maddnejor the 2lani(/acture af UorsesUoes.—August
20, 1867.—The bar is automatically fed into the ma-
chine; each blank is in turn cut from tlic bar, bent
around the former, the nail holes punched, the heel

corks bent up, and the sh.oes discliarged.

Claim.—In combination with a series of movable
formers or patern blocks, tlic swinging tlie-block e\
when arranged to operate as set forth.

Also, in combination witli the swinging die-block,

the auxiliary presser rolls d'\ actuated l;v the levers

R'hich carry the roEs V, substantially as Jesoribcd.
Also, in combination with revolving formers and

the bending rolls, the calk benders, operating sub-
stantially as set forth.

Also, in combination with the movable formers and
bending mechanism, the dischargers q\ operated sub-
stantially as described.
Also, the arrangement of the formers around the

periphciT ofawheel grooved centrally of its periphery,
as and for the purpose substantially as described.
Also, the sUdiug feed-carriage with its spring pawls,

when arranged in connection with the cutting and
bending mechanism, and when operated by the cam
on the main shaft, substantially as dcsci-ibeil.

Also, in qpmbiaation with the bending meclianism,
tlie gripping jaw q, for holding the bar while ])eiug

cut, and the tooth r, for holding tlie blank at its cen-
ter to prevent it from sbdiug endwise as the bending
rolls begin to act, substantially as set forth.

Also, the cutting blade o wlien arranged to operate
in combination with tlie feeding mechanism, movable
former blocks, and bending rolls, and when operated
by the cam on the main shaft, substantially as de-
scribed.

^

" '
.

Also, in a horsesho'e machine, the described ar-

rangement of the feeding, cuttiiig, "ripping, and bend-
ing mechanism, to be ;dl operated directly from the
main di-iving shaft, suljstantitUly as described.

Also, the aiTangemeut around the periphery of a
•wheel of a series of formers or pattern blocks, ope-
rating in succession, with the described bending me-
chanism, substantially as set forth.

67,911.—Lloyd Boberts, '^^est Haverford, Pa.—Truss.—August 20, 1867.—The pad is adjusted on
the bar by a set screw that engages in a socket in the
pud.

Claim.—The pad B, rendered adjustable to or from
the bar A, substantially as and for the piu'pose de-
scribed.

67,912.—August Boos, Xew York, X. T.—
Apparatusfor Rectifying Spirits.—August 20, 1867.

—

The vapors pass from the column througli a pipe into
the double case or space between the cylinders. The
space is divided by segmental rings placed alternately
to check and more thoroughly condense the vapors.
The temperatm-e is maintained by the water bath so
that spirituous vapors alone will pass by the pipe
into the refrigerator.

Claim.—The I'ectifying condenser formed of the
case h i, with the segmental rings placed alternately
to arrest the vapors as they pass up through said
condenser, as and for the purposes set forth.

67,913.—T. J. and R. L. Boot, Andover, Ohio,
assignors to Thomas J. Boot, same place.

—

Trip
Hammer.—August 20, 1867.—The hammer is pivoted
to a vertically moving head having such connections
to the treadle that a downward movement of the lat-

ter causes a simultaneous, general, and oscillatory
descent of the hammer.

Cldim.—First, the vibrating head E. grooved ver-
tical shaft F' and vibrating rod G. in combination
with the rock head B and treadle F^, as and for the
purpose specified.

Second, the lever T constructed as described,
gi'ooved shaft F', toothed plate XT', recess in head A
as described, and plate T^, in combination with the
vibrating rod G, ball H'. set screw I', and bearing S,
arranged so as to operate as and for the puipose
specified.

Third, the ball H^ and set screw J', (applied to
the rod H,) bearings B, and treadle F^ in combina-

tion with the subject-matter of the second claim, aa
herein stated.

Fourth, the combination of the adjustable bearings
B B and S S, vibrating rod G, and rod 11, witli the
rock shaft and treadle F^ so as to operate substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose specified.

67,914.—Isaac S. and Henry B. Busski.l, K'ew
Market, Md.—i/rtri-(?*7<?r.—August 20, 18G7.—The
outer extremity of the hub is fixed to an introverted
siiaft lliat lotatcs with the wheel aiulhas its motions
and is siii)p()i-iediu an elongated hollow socket. The
socket is held in position and moves on two pins as
on a pivot with a motion coincident witli that of the
machine.

Claim-.—First, the viln-atiug support IT, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

Second, the wheel A, having its axle operating in

the pivoted socket C, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

67,9] 5.—John "W. Sanford, Bath, N. Y.— Com-
bined Gate and Fence.—August 20. 1867.—The frame
of the gate is hung to the upper bar and consists of
two other bars and pickets, all pivoted so ;is to fold

up on the upward and back-^\ard swing of the top bar,

which is suspended on a horL^outal pivot and coun-
terbalanced for that purpose.

Claim.—The manner of putting together these
double gates and posts with fence in combination,
with sills to be set iu the ground.

67,916.-JoilN W. Sanfofj), Bath, X. Y.-Broo^m
Head.—August 20. ] 867.—The screw rod has a cross
bai-and a conoidal block of wood within the head and
the handle has a conical clip of metal at the end, to
embrace the end of the head, when the screw rod
engag-es the liandlo.

Claim.—The combination of the rod c, screwed
into the handle, the adjustable nut c, cap piece d, and
band Ji. fastened to the rod c, all as and for the pur-
poses specified.

67,917.—Geoiige W. Sawin, jSTashua, iST. H.—
Horse Hoe.—August 20, 1867.—The frame is extensi-
ble at the roar eiid, its side beams being pivoted in
front ; and it has a detachable rake hinged to the
rear.

Claim.—First, the combination as well as the ar-

rangement of the rake I with the bhules D D' A and
A', made substantially as described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Second, the combination and airangement of the
gathering iu blades A A' witli the blades D and D',

made substantially as described and for the purpose
set forth.

Third, the combination of the movable blade B with
the adjustable burs C and C', made substantially as
described and for the purpose set forth.

67,918

—

Jacob B. Shannon. Philadelphia, Pa

—

Speaking i'»6e.—August 20, 1867.—The plate which
closes the central opening of the mouth-piece is

hinged at bottom and so lightly supported as to fall

with a breatli of air from the pipe.
Claim.—The flap or plate I> hinged to and ar-

ranged on the corner of the mouth-piece A iu respect
to the opening d in the said cover, aa and for the
purpose set forth.

67,919.—Chahlhs G. Smith, l^orth Bridgewater,
Mass., assignor to himself and Ai.exandek Turner,
same ])\i\CG. — Reflector for irmdoii,'^.—August 20,
1867.—The box is in form of the truncated sector of a
cylinder, and its two plane, inclined surfaces have re-
flecting mirrors. The su))porting bars project per-
pendicularly fi-om the sill and are adjustable verti-
cally. The box has oscillatory adjustment in a hori-
zontal plaue.
Claim.—'HhG duplex adjustable reflector substan-

tially as described, that is, as composed of the box A,
or its ei]uivalent. the two miiTors B B, the arm C,
and its clamp screw b.

Also, the combination of the duplex reflector, made
as described, (viz: of tiic box A, its mirrors B B, arm
C. and clamp screw h.) with the supp/orter composed
of the screw F and «, bar or bars I) E ajiplicd to-
gether and to the arm C, subatantiaUy as specified.
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67,9'i©.—Bexjamin F. Sparkow, Eoston, Mass.
—Metallic Tip.—August 20, 18(J7.—The metallic tip is

estejided to protect the sole, to which it is screwed.
Claim.—The metallic upper and sole tips or guard,

as made without auy central flange, and with holes
through it to receive screws, and arranged so that
such screws may enter the outer edge of the sole
when covered by such tips.

67,921.—Lewis H. Spear, Braintree, Yt—Pre-
serving Animal and Vegetable Sxibstances.—August
20, 1867 ; antedated August 15, 1867.—Explained by
the claims.

Claim.—First, subjecting animal or vegetable mat-
ter to the action of a solution of a mixture of boras
(biborate of soda) or any other compound of boracic
acid, in connection with sulphite of soda or any other
compound of sulphuric acid, in the manner substan-
tially as herein described, for the purpose specified.

Second, subjecting animal or vegetable matter to
the action of' a solution of sulphite of soda or any
other compound of sulphurous acid, in the manner
substantially as herein described, for the piu"i)ose

herein specified.

Third, subjecting animal or vegetable matter to the
action of a solution of boras (biborate of soda) or any
other compound of boracic acid, in the manner sub-
stantially as herein described, for the purpose herein
specified.

Fom'th, subjecting animal or vegetable matter to
the action of a solution of boracic acid, in the manner
substantially as herein described, for the purpose
sgecified.

67,922.-E. Spencer, Lambertville, IT. J.—Pen
dl Sharpener.—August 20, 1867.—The points are
filled in with plaster or metal to foi-m a rest for the
pencil.

Claim.—First, the arraugeinent of the gripe d for

preventing the points of the pencil sharpener from
spreading, substantially as herein described.
Second, the filling c in the points of the pencil

Btarpener, for the purposes herein specified.

67,923.—Charles Spofford and Charles H.
Hersey, Boston, Mass.

—

Cotton Gin.—August 20.

1867.—The clearers are serrated fixed plates, and the
upper one is braced to the stripper. The feed rolls

are made v/ith spiral courses of radial wires, or with
gauze disks, to support the rubber, which is vulcan-
iijad alter attachmejit. The bearing of the breast
beam upon the rolls is adjusted by set screws.

Claim..—First, the clearers TJ V, substantially as
and for the purpose described.
Second, the yoke Q, or its equivalent, for connect-

ing the clearers U V and the stripper T, to secure
their simultaneous action, substantially as set forth.

Third, ])racing the stripper T to the upper clearer

XI to stiflen and retain the former in place, sub-

stantially as and for the pm"])ose specified.

Fourth, the l)reast beam L with its groove / and
apron M, in combination with the grating N, con-
sisting of the slotted bar O, and pins 7, operated by
screws h, or otherwise, for regulating the pressure of
fhe breast beam against the periphery of the upper
feed roll H, substantially as described.

Fifth, the upper feed roll H constructed substan-
tially as described and for the purpose set Ibrth.

Sixth, a feed roll H, in M-hich spiral metallic strips

y, ai-e employed as and for the pm-pose set forth.

67,924.—Richard T. Spraoue, Boston, Mass.—
Liquoring Sugar in Centrifugal Machines.—August
20, 1867.— The liquor is introduced to the tank
through a strainer, and is deli\'ered by a force pump,
each stroke of which measures a uniform quantity.

Claim.—The use, Avitli a centrifugal sugar bleach-

ing machine, of a portable liquoring tank, constructed
and operating as described.

67,925.—F. P. Stiker, Bufiiilo, N. Y. — Faucet.
—^August 20, 1867.—The beer is forced out of the

faucet by a segment, which turns in a groove witliiu

it when closing the plug, thereby foaming the beer.

Claim.—Tlie plug B, in combination Avith the

moval^le segment G and groove E, operating sub-

stantially as described and for the purpose herein sot

forth.

67,926.—Louis Stroever, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Medicine.—August 20, 1867.—Composed of Jamaica
rum, 1 quart ; Green Mountain tea, i ounce ; cream
of tartar, 5 ounces

;
quinine, 4 grains ; and elixir of

vitriol, 2 drachms.
Claim.—A medicine for the cure of fevers, when

the said medicine is made of the ingredients herein
described and about in the proportions specified.

67,927—T. J. Sullivan, Pochester, :N". Y.—
Perm-utation Lock for Doors, d-c.—August 20, 1867,

—The knob shaft passes through the lock plate and
is secured by a collar within the plate. The collar

has notches, which engage projections on a ring con-
nected to the shaft ».nd 'held to the collar by a nut.

The combination disks are moved by this collar.

The disks are on a hollow bearing attached to a
plate at the rear side of the lock. The combination
is found by introducing a pin through a hole in the
disks from the rear. The dog is connected to a ver-
tically-sliding plate, and traverses a longitudinal slot

in the bolt lever, by which the lock bolt is wiihdi-awn
to free the door bolts, a notch in the lever engaging
a pin on the hub to operate the bolt. The door bolts

are operated by u somewhat similar device.
Claim.—Yh'st, connecting the shaft B with the

head C by the collar D and jaw nut E, as herein set

forth.

Second, connecting the combination wheels to the
frame G, which is secured within the lock, in the
manner set forth, so as to avoid extending the shaft

through it or removing them with the back plate, as
specified.

Third, combining the lever H with the dog plate

K by the dog q in buch a manner that while tliey are
bound together each is allowed a free action, as set

forth.

Fourth, the combination of the slide L with the
dog plate k and lever II, as and for the pui'pose speci-

fied.

Fifth, the combination of the cam disk J with the
lever H, slide L, and dog plate k, as specified.

Sixth, disconnecting the heavy bolt work of a safe

door from its operating shaft v»'hen the door is locked,

as specified.

Seventh, the combination of the bent arm B with
the lever H' and the bolt of the Jock, for the purpose
set forth.

Eig-hth, the segment Q. in combination with tlie

dog q', the wheels F' F' F', as and for the purpose
set forth.

67,928.—James D. Sumner, Lexington, Mass.—
Water Meter.—August 20, 1867.—The rotating disk
is hung eccentrically in the cylinder, which has a
shallow, lunate cavity at its upper side, concentric
with the disk, to give longer packing sm'face to the
pivoted Avings, Avhich bear against the side all around.

Claim.—The combination of the disk B, flanged or
tongued at or near its periphery and carrying the
vanes or floats e, with the cas'e A, reces'sed and
grooved in its interior, substantially in the manner
and for the pm-poses herein set forth.

67,929.—Daniel W. Swartz, Lewisburg, Pa.
—Dumping Platforin for Harvesters.—August 20,

1867.—The supporting platform behind the cutter
bar has an iutermittent rotating movemeut on its

upper surface in the opposite (.lirection to the motion
of the harvester. It lias rake teeth that carry the
grain and deposit it in bmaches on the ground.

Claim.—A dumning platform B, revolving inter-

mittingly backwaru from the motion of the harvester
anil provided with one oV more rows of teeth C C,
substantially as and for the purpose herein specified.

Also, the cog and ratchet wheel H, provided with
the holes h h and groove i, in combination with the
spring pawl I and operating lever L, substantially aa
and for the purpose herein described.

Also, the combination of the revolving platform B,
ratchet wheel 11, spring pawl I, and lever L, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein specified.

67,930.—Charles B. Tucker and L. S. Bab-
bitt, Chicago, 111., assig«iors to L. S. Bauwtt.—Hed
Buttom.—August 20, 1867.—The pivoted arms have
spring connections and rollers which bear upward
beneath the longitudinal slats.

Claim.—Tha arrangement of the rollers D D, in
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combination with Iftvers F F, rods E E, and springs

C C C, coustructod to operate under slats I, Bubstau-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

67,931.—John C. TTndeuvvood and Peter Joiin-

80N, ^Richmond, Ind., assignors to themselves, Chas.
A. Vaile, and David Noiidyke, same place.

—

De-
vice for Soldcriyig (7a?JS.—August 20, 1867.—Tlie
springs are connected by liingos to the bands that
press against the inner surface of the cam, adjusting
themselves to the size required. Wheels distribute

rosin from the box to the joints to be soldered.

Claim.—First, the spring's a, in combination with
the expander shaft D', bands E, and hinges, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the frame F, disk d, and adjustable spring
g:uide k, (jonstructcd and arranged as described for

centering the can. substantially as herein set forth.

Third, the combination and arrangement of the
expaud(^r D, frame P, and rosin box G', substantially
as described for the purpose specified.

Fourth, the compartments G', and wheels H, with
the pan G, for distributing the rosin, constructed and
arranged to operate substantially as aud for the pur-
pose set forth.

67,932.— James C. Walker, Waco Village,
Texas.

—

Coffee Pot.—August 20, 18(J7.—The steam" is

introduced Irom a boiler by a tube into the vessel
containing the coflfee. The essence of the coffee is

extracted by the joint action of the hot water and
steam,
Claim.—The coffee pot above described, consisting

of the boiler A, tube D, perforated at e c c, aud box
E, having the perforated bottom E", and tube G, all

arrangedi and combined in connection Mith the pot B,
substantially as and for the pui'pose described.

67,933.—Stephen S. Whaley, Tidioute, Pa.—
Fruit Ladder.—Au'^uat 20, 18G7.—The ladder is sup-
ported on a trundling frame that has a loot board
aud shoulder straps attached to support the picker.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the ladder upon
the trundling frame in combination with the platform
A, arranged so as to be adjustable and fixed thereon,
substantially as herein set forth.

Second, the receptacle formed by combination of
the trundling frame B and platform A, in combina-
tion with an adjustable ladder, substantially as set
forth.

Third, the harness c, combined with a ladder so as
to support the person thereon, substantially as set
foilh.

67,934.—H. F. Willson, Fort Wayne, Ind., as-
signor to himself and George Esmoku, same place.

—

Breast Strap Shield.—August 20, 1867.—The rotating
hook permits attacliment of the ring when standing
m one position, but when turned half around tlie

flange prevents accidental detachment. The breast
strap passes around the roller.

Claim.—The revolving hook A, in combination
•with the flange B. the same being constructed in the
manner and for the purpose subatautially as described.

Also, hook A, flange B, frame C, and roller D, the
"whole being combined, arranged and constructed in
the manner and for the purpose substantially as de-
scribed.

67,935.—Charles O. Winegar, Diytown, Cal.—Steam Generator.—August 20, 1867.—Each series

of tubes connects with independent water chambers
at the end to decrease the danger from explosions.

67ai?«,.—Connecting each series of tubes to sepa-
rate and independent chests at both ends so that each
series of tubes can expand and contract without
straining the others or being strained tliemselves.
Also, arranging the tubes in each tic so as to form

a connection between all the chests and all the tubes
uaed, substantially as described.

67,936—J. H. Wooster, Sti-ykersvillc, N. T.,
assignor to himself and Eobeut Duxbak, Buffalo,
N. Y.

—

Steam Engine Governor.—August 20, 1867.

—

The rods that betir the governor balls radiate from
the driving shaft and connect with the eccentric that
operates the cut-off valve. The eccentric is loosely
^jjanged on the driviiig shaft in connection with the

governor which holds the eccentric, changing and
controlling its lead.

Claim.—First, the aiTangement of the goveraor
balls A, sliding on rods B B, radiating from the di'iv-

ing shaft of a steam engine and held by coiled springs
C, their arms h' conuecting with the eccentric which
operates the cut-off valve in such manner that the
outward movement of tlie balls will be communicated
to the eccentric and thereby control the cut-off, sub-
stantially as described.
Second, tiie connection of the rod h' to the eccen-

trics, consisting of tlie iiub d\ collar G, with crank-
like extensions h, connected to the hub d' by the set
screw g', constructed and arranged as set forth.

67,937.—Williasi C. Ai$he, Petroleum Centre,
Pa.—Pipe Wre?io/t. — August 20, 1867. — The two-
jointed, segmental jaws arc connected to a single
hand lever and opeii to receive between their con-
cave, serrated edges pipes of various sizes, on which
they close by depressing the lever.

Claim.—The segmental ja^vs B C. in combination
with tlic lever A, constructed and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purpose descriljed.

67,938.-E. G. F. Akxdt and C. E. L. Moeuius,
Xew Yoriv, N. Y.

—

Combined Lock and Knob Latch.
—August 20, 1867.—Improvement on tlie patent of
E. G. F. Arndt aud A. lliihne, ^S'overaber 11, 1862.
The spring bolt is so arranged as to operate as a com-
mon lock bolt by use of a key, and can be locked to
render the key inoperative by a plate moved from the
iniside.

CVrtim.—First, the square or polygonal hub D,
when arranged l)etween the arms c aiid d of the bolt,
in tlic recess c, which is narrow at the ends, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein shown and de-
scribed.
Second: the stem H, when made partly square (or

polygoual) and partly round, in combination with the
guard plate M and spring O, all made aud operating
substantially as and for the purpose sliown aud de-
scribed.

Third, the vibrating tumblers E and F, w'hen piv-
oted together and arranged substantially as licrein
shown and described, in combination with the bolt G,
spring G, and squai'e or polygonal hub 1), all mado
and operating substantially as herein shown and do-
scribed.
Fourth, tlio guard plates L and M, in combination

with each other aud with the stem H aud pin K, all

made and operating snbstantialiv as and for the pur-
pose herein sliown and dcseribett.

Fifth, a spring bolt lock which is so constructed that
it can be operated by a stem II and key J, or by the
latter and a night key iST, or by all three, or by tho
key J only, substantially as aud for the pui'pose herein
shown and described.

67,939. — John Bal'meister, Detroit, Mich.—
J?oi7c;-.—August 20, 1867.—The strainers are arranged
to fit on the boiler aud on each other. Within each
strainer is a truncated, conical, bottomless basket,
formed of perforated metallic plates.

Claim.—The stj-ainer C, constructed andarrangec^
substantially as described, in combination witii tho
vessel B aud the boiler A, ibr the purpose set forth.

67,940.—Leju'el Beokelshymer, Leavenworth,
Kan., assignor to himself and Gran dehson T. Deeij-
L\G.—iia/Tot«.—August 20, 1867.—The harrows aro
suspended from a fi'ame mounted on wheels that givo
a reciprocating traus^•er6e movement to tho harrows
through the gearing by which they are connected.

67a t'yn.—First, the harrow shoes K' orK, to which
the teeth k' are attached, in combination with the
connecting bai's L, levers M, connecting bars N, aud
crank wheel O, by which motion is communicated
from the gearing to the said shoes or shoe, substan-
tially as herein shown aud described.
Second, the combination of the lever G with the

stationary frame C, or tongue D, and with the mov-
able frame F, substantially in the manner herein
shown and described aud for the ptirpose set forth.

67,941.— Jean Bernard Biron, Carpentraa,
France.

—

Disintegrating and Bleeddng Wood and
other Materials toform Paper Pidp.—August 20, 1867.

—The wood is divided into cubes oftwo or more inches,
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aud macerated in lime water until sufficiently satu-

rated to sink. It is then crushed heneath a rolling

stone revolving in a troujdi containing lime water,
then drained and washed. It is then treated in a
vat with a solution oi'sulphuret of potassium or penta-
sulphuret of lime. After thorough impregnation a
solution of hydro-chlorate of alumina is added. The
acid combines with the alkaline base, and frees the
sulphur to combine with the hydrogen of the coloring
matter in the wood, aud passes oflf in the form of
sulphureted hydrogen.

Claim.—The employment as a bleaching agent of
alkaline sulphurets, m the manner and for the pur-

poses substantially as above set forth and described.

67,942.—Fkank S. Bissell, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Doors for Stoves and Furnaces.—August 20, 1867.

—

The doors are closed by springs for safety, in case of

the stove being upset.
Claim.—A. stove or furnace door, which is closed

by springs, substantially in the manner herein shown
and described and for the purposes set forth.

67,943.—Samuei- Boone, Le Gros, Ind.—J.n-
choriiig Staiionary Machinery.—August 20, 1867.

—

Single blocks of \\'ood are sunk in the ground at right

angles to the direction of the draft, and of length and
face in proi)ortion to the force to be resisted. An
iion rod is run through each anchor, and is connected
across and above one^ sill of the stationary power and
through the other sill.

6'^aim.—The anchors A B, secured to the power
H I by means of the swivcled screw rods A C and
B F, all constructed as described, whereljy the force

of the dj-aft is resisted, substantially as described for

the purposes specitied.

67,944 L. H. EowLUS, Knoxville, Tenn.—
J'cjice.—August 20, 1867.—The lower ends of the
center posts arc hinged to the short post, and em-
braced by books pivoted to the top of tbe short post.

The'pHnels are connected by sliding bolts. The fehce
is let down in the winter to prevent the collection

of drifts.

C'Zaiwi.—First, pivoting or liinging the lower end
of the central cross-bar 6-^ to the lower part of the short
post A, substantially as herein shown and described
and for the purpose set forth.

Second, securing the panels B when in an erect
position by hooks or catches C, pivoted to the upper
parts of the posts A, and taking hold of the central
cross bars b^ of the said panels, substantially as lierein

shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

67,945.—Thomas S. Bowman, St. Louis, Mo.—
Veniilaiing Atiactutnent for Stoves.—Augyrnt 20, lij67.

—The stove pipe is surrounded ^\ith an air drum, ths
bottom of which is connected with abasecoutaiuin_
water that is evaporated and discharged into the
room.

Claim.—The base B aud the drum C, arranged
and operating as herein shown and described, in com-
bination with a stove and stoveiiipe, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

67,946.—Hugh Buaoy, Factoryville, N. Y.—
Axle jKox.—August 20, J867.—The box turns on anti-

friction x-ollejs, pivoted to annular bearings, and re-

volving on the spindle. The sets of rollers are sepa-
rated and kept in position longitudinally by rings
secured to the box by radial screws.

Claim.—The friction rollers e e, hung in the disk
bearings (7 (7, in combination with the partitions d d,

enclosed in the axle box a, constructed, arranged,
and operating substantially as aud for the purpose
herein described.

67,947.—WiLUAM R. Buee, Pottsville, Pa.—
Lining for Oil Barrels.—A nguat 20, 1807.—Glue 1

lb., dissolved in water; molasses, i i)int; lime water
of thickuess of milk, 1 quart.

Claim.—Tijc composition above described, when
made and used substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

67,948.—Parcel Brinkeriioff, Chillicothe, Mo.—Measurefor lAipvids.—A ugnst 20, 1867.—The semi
cylindrical measuring vessel "has radial divisions, sep-

arating it into segments of cylinders of certain gradu-
ated capacities. The tube may be turned so as to
connect cither of these segments with tlie discharge
spout, the index finger showing the position required.
The spout has a tm-ning head with the radial nozzles
of various sizes.

Claim.—First, the combination of the vessel A
with the cylinder B, tube C, p-oove h and apertures
dl V, all arranged and operating substantially as do-
scribed.
Second, the nozzle /, combined with tlie cylinder g

and the cylinder B, substantially as described.
Third, the lever J, stop guide ???, in combination

with vessel A and supply pipe G, all arranged and
operating substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

67,949.—P. F. Brittain, Geneseo, l\\.—Com
Cultivator.—August 20, 1767.—The plow beams have
a double action swivel connection to the jicndent bars
in front, and are adjusted laterally and vertically by
the supporting chain and lever attached. The marker
is adjusted by a lever at the rear end of the frame.
Claim.—ThQ marking device, consisting of the

bars h h, beam G, aud standards H, in combination
with the frame A of a corn plow, substantially as set
forth.

67,950.—Hak\'ey Brown, New York, IT. Y.—
Clothes Dryer.—August 20. 1867.—The hinged sides
and top of the box are opened as requii'cd, and movur
ble bars fitting in their sockets are braced by bearers
beneath. Heated air is conveyed thereto as required.

Claim.—The combination of the compartment A^
removable bars C and cleats D, substantially as de-
scribed aud for the purpose specified,

67,951.—W. Buckley, New York, N. Y.—Basc
Ball Table. — August 20, 1867. — The ball follows a
track from the pitcher stand to the bat, ^\'hich, after
drawing back, is oscillated by the spring to strike
the ball during its passage. The catclier forks are
disposed on the table to arrest the ball. This arrest
puts the batter out. The runs are made by raising
one end of the tracks on Avhich the ball stands, aud
causing its passage from one base to another. These
tracks are raised by keys. The pitclicr has a cue to
direct the course of the ball.

Claim.—Yn-it, the base-ball table, constructed as
described, consisting of the table A, bases B C D E,
bat F, lever G, runners K, keys M N O P S, fielders

T, movable line U, aud balls W V, all operating as
described, for the purpose specified.

Second, the pivoted runners E. K U, operated by
levers aud keys, substautiaily as and for the purpose
shown and described.

Third, the V-shaped catchers T T, constructed
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

67,952.—John Butts, Evansville, Wis.—Attacli-
ment for Freveniing Hogs from Rooting. — August
20, 1867.—The roller is attached to the front of the
ring, to increase the efficiency of the latter.

Claim.—The roller attachment A, substantially as
and for the purpose described,

67,953.— E. C. Cleveland, AYorcester, Mass.

—

Centrifugal Machine or Hydro Extractor.—August
20, J 867.—The basket is so hung as to lotate at great
speed, and to have a limited side movement.
Weights upon the basket shaft are so encased as to
counterbalance the material in the basket.

CVauJi.-^Fu'st, the hydro extractors, the basket
when hung for operation, substautiaily as aud ibr the
purpose described.
Second, iu combination with the above, the coun-

ter weights applied to the basket shaft, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

67,954. —James B. Cleveland, Hackensack,
N. J. — Freparing Flates for S2n-ings.— August 20,

1867. — The dies reduce the heated plates to proper
thickuess previous to rolling, acting upon one end at
a time.

Claim.—The combination of the dies C C, blocks
G, fixed dies d d' in the block E. slotted lever D,
wheel C, and roller A A, as herein set forth for tho
purpose specified.
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67,955.—E. H. Clinton, TV. Pratheu, and H.
O. Hutchinson, Iowa City, Iowa. — Corn and Cane
Harvester.—Auixust 20, 18t>7.—The circular saws are

rotated bv cudlc'ss bands In connection with gearing

from the (lri\ing wheels. The arms throw the stalks

upon the discharging frames, which, actuated by
levers, deliver them in bunches upon the ground.

Claim.—Yh'nt, the discharging frames I I, applied

to the frame A, and actuated through the medium of

lever J, substautiiUly as described.

Secoud, the combination of the circular saws or cut-

ters H. arms Is' N, connected with the shafts M, pro-

vided with the arms u, at their upper ends, and dis-

charging frames 1 1, all arranged in connection with
the mounted frame A, to operate substantially in

the manner and tor the purpose set forth.

67,956.—Francis J. Coates, Cincinnati, Ohio.
—Chair.—August 20, 1867. — The seat is hinged on
the leg frame, and has a quadrant rack whose teeth

engage a spur upon a spring lever.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

seat F, pivoted centrally to the sides C, and having
upon its under side the quadrant-shaped sector I,

provided with teeth a upon its circular edge, and the

spring lever J, having the prong b, and hinged to the

forward rail I), substantially as described for the

purpose specified.

67,957.—Edward R. Cole, PaAvtucket, R. I.—
Crank Connection. — August 20, 1867. — The crank
piu hangs in a box that slides in a groove on the
shaft, having a reciprocating rectilinear motion.
The sides of the groove are susceptible of adjust-

ment laterally to compensate for wear.
Claim. — i'irst, in combination with the sliding

box E and grooved guide of the shaft A, the adjusta-

ble sides Im- the groove or way of the sliding box,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the adjustable sides for the groove or way
of the sliding box, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

67,958. —WnxTAir T. Cole. IS'ew York, IS". Y.,
assignor to Jacob F. Hunter and Peter P. Kel-
LEursame place.

—

Die for Cutting Threads on Tubes.
—Augr.st 20, 1867.—The dies are jointed to the base
plate ; they are drawn together by the lever and held
by the spring clamp.
'Claim.—First, the combination of the base plate

A, pivoted die plate B, spring C, lever H, and liuk I,

arranged substantially as described.
Secoud, the combination with the above of the

clutch C, applied and operating in the manner and
for the pm-pose specified.

67,959.—Isaac aST. Con^^ell, Spencer's Station,
Ohio.

—

Animal Trap.—August 20,1867.—When either
end of the trigger plate is depressed the bolt is ope-
rated to release the corresponding end of the pivoted
platform, depositing t^e rat in the box beneath.

Claim.—I'irst, the combination and arrangement
of the trigger plate K, anu M, supporting bar or bolt

I, with each other and with the pivoted platform H
and box A of the trap, substantially as herein shown
and described and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the spring 2s' with the
pivoted platform H and bar or bolt I, substantially as
herein shown and described and for the purpose' set

forth.

Third, the removable pivoted partition and weight
P, arranged in relation with tlie trigger plate K, piv-

oted platform H, bar I, and trigger L, as herein set

forth for the purpose specified.

67,960—GuRNSEY Crandell, Rhinebeck, N. Y,—Churning Machine.—August 20, 1867.—The treadle
connects by a rod with the crank shaft that connects
by a pitman with the dasher and operates the churn
Claim.—T\\Q combination of the sliding bar E, con

necting rod or rods F, crankshaft G, fly wheel 11, and
operating rod I with each other and with the frame
A, substantially as herein shown and described and
for the purpose' set forth.

67,961.—James G. Cummixgs, Columbus, Miss,
—Cotton Press.—August 20, 1867.—The cotton is con
fined in a long rectangular chest that revolves on a
vertical axis engaging a screw that di'ives the follower

C^aim.—First, the bevel wheel C, provided with the
projecting rim forming an annular track resting on
rollers h h, and having the hub i for the passage of
the screw F, step K, which bears the bevel wheel C,
and is secured to tlie frame C and trunk A, when all

are constructed and arranged as herein set forth for

the purpose specified.

Secoud, the shifting head block B, in combination
witli the rollers d d, the rail track e e, aud the trunk
A, arranged aud operating substantially as and for

the purposes herein described.

67,962.—John" Davis, Allegheny City. 'Pa.—Car
^rate.—August 20, 18G7.—The "sliiling draw head to

which the hor.ses are hitched acts tlirougli an adjust-

able cord to unbrake the wheels. On the slacking up
of the horses the springs di'aw the brakes to the
wheels.
Claim.—First, the sliding frame o, clevis 13, and

pawl 11, when used in combination with the hand
lever 14, provided with ratchet 10, chain u, and shaft

g, provided with arms p 7 aud 8, coustructed, ar-

ranged, combined, aud operating in the manner sub-

stantially as herein described.
Secoud, the shaft g, provided with arms 7 8 and p,

when used in combination witli the springs/and c, rods
t and 7/1, and brakes,/, constructed, arranged, combined,
and operating in the manner substantially as herein
described anil for the purjjose set forth.

67,963.—Thomas R.DRUMMOND,Hartford,Conn.—Slate Cutter.—Angust 20, 1867.—The knife frame is

suspended by elliptic spiungs from side blocks that
traverse the guide rods ajid bring the knives in con-
tact wath the slate that lies on the elastic block be-

neath.
Claim.—First, the four-sided box knife F, the clas-

tic block G, and the cushion ivithin the cutters on the
block D, aiTauged aud operating sul)stantially as de-
scribed and for the purposes set forth.

Second, in combiuation with the cutter box knife
F the springs a a, or their eiiuivalents, and the use
of springs under the cushion of the block D, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

67,964.—C. L. Eggert, Lawrence. Kansas.—
Churn.—August 20, 1867.—The hand crank connect-
ing by a train of gearing Avith the opposing rotating
dashers forces the two cm'reuts of cream against
each other.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

gearwheels G H I aud shafts CUE with each other,
with the dashers J K and witli the frame E and
body A of the churn, in combination with tlie double
dashers J and K, coustructed, arranged, and operated
substantially as herein shown and described.

67,965.—George Elmes, Chestertown, ]^. Y.,
assignor to himself and F. B. Wells. Canaan, N. H.—Sewing Machine.—August 20, 1867.—The motive
wheel has an inclined rib which operates a spring
rod carrying a diagonally slotted plate, which by its

reciprocation operates the needle.
Claim.—The recipi'ocatiug rod A in*ovided with

the incline e on the head a, the pin d, and the spiral
spring g, in combination -with the driving wheel C
and presser foot of a aaux thread sewing machine,
arranged and operating substautially as and for the
purposes herein shown and described.

67,966.—W. M. Elrod. St. Louis, Mo., assignor
to himself and George L. AVilliams. same plaoc.

—

Oscillating Piston Engine.—Anguat^iO. 1867.—The
oscillating steam valve is in the hub of the sectoral
pistons, tliiough which the steam is received into and
exhausted from the cylinder. An oscillating lever
is pivoteil to tlie disk plato and has a pin on its end
that works in the slot of a lever attached to the valve
stem. The oscillating lever strikes studs as the
valve oscillates to cause the reverse action of the
piston.

C'toim.—First, the oscillating piston C, the hollovr
shaft E, the oscillating valve 1) with its hollow valve
stem F, combined and arranged substantially as
shown aud descril)ed, for the pin-pose of forming an
oscillating piston steam enu-ine. as set forth.

Second, the lever ?». the disk J, the arm h, thelevei
e, and the pins or studs i i aud A; k, arranged substan-
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tiallj as described, for the purpose. of reversing the
motion of the piston, as set forth.

Third, the chamber G, on the side of the cylinder,
Bubstantially as shown and described.

67,967.—G. "W. Fink, Pleasant Plains, HI.—
Trace Fastener.—August 20, 1867.—The pi'olongation
of the trace presses the eccentric groove of the cock-
eye and holds the loop in Tvhich the trace tongue is

arranged against the neck of the button attached to
the ferrule.

Claim.—First, the cock eye or biitton C, fm-nished
vith the eccentric groove c, substantially as de-
scribed.

Second, the metallic loop B, constructed to carry
the prolongation of the trace A, -R-ith the eye h, fitted

to I'eceive the button C, substantially as described.
Third, the combination of the trace tongue A -with

the eccentric groove of the cock eye, substantially as
described.

67,968.—Wm. FI^^f, Poughkeepsie, jS^. Y.—Car-
riage Prop.—August 20, 1867.—The stajidai'd has a
dovetail tenon that fits in the groove in the plate that
is secured to the bow. The edges of the covering are
clamped by the tenon in the gi-oove.

Claim.—The standard C, when provided with a
dovetailed wedge-shaped tenon d, in combination
with the plate B, which has a wedge-shaped dove-
tailed groove c in a cii'cular projection &, as set fortli.

67,969.—Charles and George Fisher, Te-
cumseh, Mich.

—

Apparatus for Soldering Eaves
Troughs.—Awgnst 20, 18G7.—The beaded edge of the
gutter enters a groove in the wooden clamping box,
and its other edge is held by catches connected to

levers whose tree ends are engaged by the ratchet bars.

Claim.—First, the coustnictionandaiTangement of
the right angular clasps D, provided upon the inner end
with a flange b, and pintle pivoted to the lever o, and
adjusted by means ot the ratchet bars F, substantially
as' described and for the purpose specified.

Second, the cam washers n n n, so as to throw or
cany the levers o o o, and clasps D D D, out from
over the edge of the trough or box A, when the said
levers are raised up so that the gutter can be removed,
substantially as shown and described and for the pur-

poses set forth.

67,970.—Joseph Foster, Beverlv, ^Mass.—Fish
Flake.—AugUBt 20, 1867.—The flake is adjustable
according to the intensity or direction of the sun's

rays, and has a screen that is used for a shade, when
necessai-y.

Claim.—The aiTangement of a sun screen C, iu

combination w,ith the frame of a fish flake suspended
on posts a a, and operating substantially as and for

the pm-poses described.

67,971.—E. J. Eraser, Erie, Ta.—Carbureting
Apparatus.—August 20, 1867.—The air is forced into

the cai-bureting "chamber by a pump, aud is passed
over inclined surfaces imd through perforated i-etard-

iug plates when in contact with the vapor of th«
volatile liquids.

Claim.—Fii-st, the vesselsA and B, the water cylin-

der C, the ijlate coil D, and the retarding curtains D',
when the same are constructed, arranged, and com-
bined substantially as shown and described for the
purposes set forth.

Second, in combination therewith the air pipe G
find the space L, substantially as and for the pm-poses
described.^

67,972.—John Freelaxd and Daxtel "Ward,
Kow York, N. Y.— Volute Spring.-August 20, 1867.

^^Improvement on his patent March 7, 1865. The
metallic strip is slit longitudinally nearly its whole
lens^th but closed at both ends instead of being open
at one eud as in the patent referred to.

Claim.—The improved volute spring formed of a
single metal plate slit longitudinally nearly its whole
longtli with both ends uncut and the divided parts
spread apart in the middle, coUed substantially as

heroin shown and described.

67,973.—M. A. Glynn, Havana, Cuba,—Treat-
ing Water to Prevent Incrxtstation in Steam Boilers.

jp-August 20, 1867.—Explained by the claims.

Claim.—First, the process of treating water for
steam generat6rs with bark of the rhizophera mangle,
in manner and for the purposes substantially as
above described.
Second, the process of treating water for steam

generators with said bark of the rhizophera mangle
in combination with chloride of sodium, or its equiva-
lent, in manner and for the purposes substantially as
above described.

67,974.—J. H. Godwin, Scotland K"eck, IJ". C.
-OiZer.—August 20, 1867.—The sides of the flat can
are distended'by spiral springs, and when pressed in,

the oil ie discharged through the nozzle.

Claim.—An oil can constructed with a *shallow
cylindrical body and an inclined nozzle in combina-
tion with the spring or springs A. placed within the
body of the said oil can, substantially as and for the
pm-pose set forth.

67,975.^Alexander Goodhart, S'ewville, Pa,—Machine for Cutting and Grinding Cora Fodder.—
August 20, 1867.—The fodder is fed to the rotating
cutters by the rollers. After being cut it falls among
and is ground by the teeth of the drum and cylinder,
and is discharged from the port below.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

cutters E E and teeth I I I upon the vertical drum D,
working in an upright cylinder A, provided with
teeth c c, substantially as and for the pm'pose speci-

fied.

66,976.—C. W. Grant, lona Island, IST. T.—
Plow.—August 20. 1867.—The shares, mold boai'ds,

landsides, and coulters of a common plow have sup-

Elementary transformations and sectional additions

y which the plow is turned into a subsoil and trench-
ing plow.

Claim.—First, the supplemental share G and land-
side F, when used in connection with or applied to
an ordinaiy tillage plow, substantially in the manner
as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the supplemental or auxiliary share K ap-

plied to the share and mold board, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

Third, the two coultersH H' applied to the beam and
used in connection with the supplemental share G
and laudside F, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

Fourth, the supplemental strips L for the mold
board C, when used in combination with the supple-

mental share and land side, substantially as and for

the pm'pose specified.

67,977.—James Grimes, Portsmouth, Ohio.—
Top of Cooking Stoves.—Avignst 20, 1867.—The en-

larged rim of the top plate is used to allow room in
its connections for the expansion and contraction of
the side plates.

Claim.—The rim B, constructed in one or more
pieces, secured to the lugs 6 6 of the plateA by means
of screw bolts passing through the lugs, said holes be-

ing enlarged to admit of the expansion and contraction
of the plate A, independently of the rim B, as herein
shown and described.

66,978.—MelancthonHanforb, Boston, Mass.
—notary Engine.— AngwsX, 20, 1867.—The steam
bearing and propelling surface of the pistons is

increased by projections thereon that mesh into re-

cesses in the other piston. The projections partially

rotate the pistons whUe in contact. The pistons are

farther connected by a quadrangular series of sec-

tional gears upon them.
Claim.—The herein-described arrangement of the

smaller piston B' and large piston B, provided with
projections/, as and for the purposes set forth.

67,979.—C. C. Hare, Louisville. Ky.—Sad Iron.
—August 20, 1867.—Explained by the claims and il-

lustration.
Claim.—First, the handle B, provided with the

curved shank C and pivoted brace 1). in combination
with the curved socket E upon the iron A, substan-

tiallv as described for the purpose specified.

Se'cond, the iron A and handle B, fitted together by
means of the shank C, upon the latter, fitting into the
socket E of the former on the shank C upon the

former fitting iuto tho socket E of the latter, and.re-
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tained in position or released by means of the pivoted
brace D, substantially as described for the pui-pose

specified.

67,9S0.—George W. Havermale, La Harpe,
m.— Washing Machine.—Auu:nst 20, 18()7.--T]ie hand
crank projects the beater against the vibrating press
board behind.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
crank shaft F, gear ^heel H, pinion I, upon the shaft

J, and the balance vrheol k, and press board B, and
beater D, as herein set forth for the purpose spcoilied.

67,981.—David H. Houston, Cambria, Wis.—
Photographic Apparatus.— August 20, 18G7.—The
case contains a number of sensitive plates, each of
whioh is excluded from the light until the moment of
taking the impression and again excluded thereafter

;

the plate being automatically adjusted in the camera
and again returned to the carrying bos.

Claim.—First, the secm-ing the groimd glass F by
the S-spring G. movable by means of the lever H, sub-
stantiallv as described.

Secoutl, seeming the sensitive plate K in place,
when exposed in front of the ground glass F, in the
manner and by the means substantially as described.

Third, the grooved and numbered scale carried on
the lid of the camera, substantially as described.

Fourth, the employment of orange or yellow-col-
ored glass, on which to focus the object in view, in
manner and for the purposes substantially as de-
scribed.

Fifth, the construction of the diaphragm D, as
herein set forth for the purpose specified.

Sixth, the employment of the keys to secure the
sensitive plate in place, in the carrying frame, with
or without the slips R, substantially as described.

Seventh, the application of the* spring G, for se-

curing the sensitive plate in the camera, substantially
as described.
Eighth, thefl^mployment of an adjustable spring, at

one or both eOcls of the sensitive plate, whereby the
same is secured or loosened at pleasure, in the carry-
ing frame, substantially as described.
Kinth. the application of the spring P and lever O,

as attached to the carrying box, substantially as and
for the objects desired.'

Tenth, the cai-rying frame B, constructed as de-
scribed, when combined with the camera A, as and
for the purpose specified.

67,982.—EiCHARD Harvey Hudson, Glasgow,
Scotland.

—

Means to Prevent Popes Fouling Ships'
Propellers.—August 20, 1867.—The screw shaft has
a cutting disk btforo and one behind the screw, which
cut any rope fouling on the screw.
Claiyn.-The disk D, of steel, or steel sheathed,

attached to the stern post or rudder post of a vessel,
in manner and for the pm-pose substantially as de-
scribed.

67,983.—E. C. Hurlbut, Middle Haddam, Conn.,
and E. H. Sxow, Hartford, Conn.—Boat Detaching
Tackle.—August 20, 1867.—The bights of the rope
loops, on which the boat is suspended, are engaged
by the block hooks and projections on sectoral plates
which are oscillated by a common lever to fi'eo the
boat.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement upon
the bottom of the l)oat, of the standards C C, to
which the hooks F F are pivoted, the points of the
latter passing through the perforations in the pro-
jecting lips G G', thereby securing the looped ends
of the chains c' c', and operated by means of the piv-
oted rods E, and lever 1), pivoted" to the standard C,
in the center of the boat, substantially as described
for the purpose specified.

67,984.—John "William Jarboe, Greenpoint,
N. Y.

—

Manufacturing Water Pails and other House-
hold Vessels.—August 20, 1867.—The pail is formed
of paper in layers or pulp dipped in alkali, dried,
dipped in linseed oil, and hardened bv subjecting to
a temperature of 12.5=" Fahr. "Wlien 'hardened it is

coated' with vegetable varnish. The bottom may be
metallic. The cylindrical part is shaped and pressed
between rollers.

Claim.—The manufacture of pails and other arti-
cles of household furniture, for holding water, &c.,

made of paper, in the manner substantially as herein
shown and described.

67,985.—E. Jewell, Louisville, "Kj.—Watch.—
August 20, 18G7.—A ring is sprung on, extending
from plate to plate, to prevent ingress of dust to the
works.

Claim..—The divided spring band D, encircling
the works of a watch situated between the enclosing
plates, its ends notched to fit over the main spring
bar C, substantially as described, for the pmpose
specified.

67,986.—F.B. JoHnson, De Witt, lov^a.—Seeder
and Cultivator.—August 20, 1867.—The machine is

convertible into a seeder or cultivator. The seed-
hopper cut-off is operated by a lever in reach of tlie

driver, and a set screw in the keeper determines the
degree of openness to suit quantity of seed desired.
The plows are attached to pivoted draw bars which
are vertically adjustable and cm'ved dowmvard to
form the staudai-ds.

Claim.—First, operating the slide cut-off F, by a
bent lever H, pivoted to a support h', attached to the
seed box D, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

Second, adjusting the movement of the slide cut-off

F, by means of a set or gauge screw I, acting upon
the lever H, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination ofthe stirrer K, constructed
as described, with the seed box D, caps J, and zigzag
or waved wheel L, attached to one of the wheels A,
substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the movable inclined
seed board E, with the bottom of the seed box D,
substantially as herein shown and described and for
the purpose set forth.

Fifth, attaching the plow beams m' to each other,
and to the clevises ^, bolted to the axle B, substan-
tially as herein shown and described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Sixth, the combination of the barR, and bent lever
. U, with the support and guide rod Y, and with the

Slow beams m', substantially as herein shown and
escribed and for the purpose set forth.

Seventh, the combination of the Lifting foot lever

W with the bent guide lever TJ, and with the tongue
C, of the machine, substantially as herein shown and
described and for the purpose set forth.

Eighth, the combination of the lifting and guide
bar O with the plow beams m', substantially as herein
shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

]Srinth, attaching a catch P to the lifting and guide
bar O, substantially as herein shown and described
and for the purpose set forth.

67,987.-^0HN S.Kalb, Fostoria, Ohio.—Wrench
and Pruning Shears Combined.—August 20, 1867.

—

The jaws are distended by a spu-al spring and are
adjusted by a stirrup that engages on a curved rack.
When used as shears knives are attached to the jaws.
Claim.—First, the jaws A B, rack D, in combina-

tion with the spring I and stirrup C, coiubined and
operating conjointly, substantially as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

Second, combining the pivoted jaws A B and spring
I with one or more movable blades or cutters, arranged
as and for the purpose set forth.

67,988.—E. G. Kelley, New York, IT. Y.—Pe-
troleum Still—August 20, 1867.—The petroleum is

furnished in small jets from a transverse pipe and falls

on the upper one of a vertical series of inclined for-

aminons diaphragms contained in an upwardly-in-
clined semi cylindi-ieal extension fi'om the rear of the
main part of the retort. Pipes are arranged at dif-

ferent elevations for drawing off the heavier and
lighter distillates respectively.
C7aim.—First, providing a still for petroleum or

other hydro-carbon liquids with two pipes F and I
for carrying off and separating the products of dis-

tillation, substantiallv as set forth.

Second, the cylindrical boiler B, in combination
with the incUnecf vessel C, in which ai-e inclined dia-

phragms D, or their equivalents, substantially as and
for the purpose herein shown and described.

Third, the above in combination with the inclined

pipe F, when the same is arranged as set forth, and
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veith the pipe I, all made and operating substantially

as and for tlie purpose herein shown and described.

67,989.—Geobge H. Kempton, Hudson, N. J.—
^oat-Detaching Tackle. — August 20, 1867.— The
hooked ends are kept together by the suspending
chain, and are opened by their weighted arms as the
boat touches the water.

Claim.— The application of the double-weighted
hook to the ring and chains C C D, all combined and
operating for the purposes specihed.

67,990.—D. H. Kraxser and G. K. Bowman,
l*ottsville, Pa.

—

Washing Machine.—August 20, 1867.

—The oscillating frame has ribs wMch enter the
spaces between the fixed ribs of the side.

Claim.—Fixat, the legs H attached to the sides of

the box A, in an inclined position, the longer legs

having pivoted in their upper ends the cm-ved 03cil-

latiug arms B, as herein set forth, for the purpose
specified.

Second, the oscUlating arms B, constructed as de-

fecribed, tlie lower convex side having parallel convex
Blats C, and its bottom edge board D, inclined to form
an acute angle with the convex sides, its upper end
curved in the arc of a cLrclo in such a manner that in

its oscillations it shall completely fill the slot in the
cover E, preventing the escape of Uquid, as herein set

forth, for the purpose specified.

Third, the cm-ved false bottom J, arranged in rela-

tion Avith the inclined board D and convex slats C,

"upon the oscillating arm B, as herein set forth, for the
^purpose specified.

67,991.—James Leeeber, Cambridge City, Ind.

«—lf«ai Ifas/ier.-August 20, 1867.—The corrugated
J.'oUer is hung in a hinged frame over a toothed sliding

^late, with which it engages.
Claim.—The toothed sliding plate a, in combina-

lion with the corrugated roller C and the hinged
frame B, arranged and operating substantially as and
for the purpose herein described.

-67,992.-George T. Levas, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Treating Frecipitated Lead to Destroy its Crystalline

'Character.—August 20, 1867.—The precipitates of
carbonate of lead obtained by bringing carbonic acid
in contact with a basic acetate of lead are subjected
to friction and pressm-e when diy.

Cilatm.-Subjecting the precipitates of lead to the
Combined action of friction and pressm-e, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein described.

67,993.—B. T. LoOMis, ISTew York, IST. Y.—Ex-
panding Die.—August 20, 1867.—The cutter seat has
inclined dovetailed grooves for the reception of the
flanged dovetailed heads of the cutters. The bodies
of the cutters fit in slots in the interior tube. The
cutters are adjusted in the inclined grooves to the size

of the bolt on which the screw is to be cut.

Claim.—First, the combination of the dovetailed
teutters B, interior slotted tube C, and cutter seat A
"with each other, substantially as herein shown and
described and for the j)urpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the band or nut D with
the cutter seat A and interior slotted tube C, substan-
tially as herein shown and described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

67,994.-0. W. Ludlow, Dayton, Ohio.—TFa^cr
lPr7ieeL—August 20, 1867.—The wheel has inward flow
iand bottom discharge. The bucket axes extend above
Ihe top plate and have radial arms connected by rods
to a collar sliding on the main sliaft and operated by
a lever. This device turns the buckets into operative
position. The discharge chute has a pix^e connecting
ft with the air above and the water level, and has a
regulating valve.

Claim.—First, the construction and arrangement
of the arms b attached to the pivoted rods a of the
buckets G, their inner ends connected by the rods C
*to the sliding collar H, operated by means of the
rods K and lever L, as herein set forth, for the pur-
pose specified.

Second, tlie vent tube, or ventilating pipe P, applied
to the draft tube and pi'ovidcd with a valve, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

67,995.— Ephraim Maguire, Kewanee, 111.—
Coal Chute.—August 20, 1867.—The chute has hinged
doors to conduct the coal to the tender and to guard
the chute at its mouth. The conducting door, on
being turned into position, releases the door, permit-
ting the coal to discharge.
Claim.—The hinged bar E, rod E, and rope H, ar-

ranged and employed as described, in combination
with the doors B C, notched anns D^, and catches G,
all arranged and operating in the manner and for the
purpose specified.

67,996.—Augustus Marsh, ISTcwark, N. J., as-

signor to himself and "Wm. Hogg, Meli-ose, N. Y.

—

Apparatus for Stretching Skins.—AugTist 20, 1867.

—

The pivoted nippers are tightened on the hide by the
straps that suspend it within the frame. The latter

is expanded by screws at the corners.
Claim.—The frame A, with the double sockets &,

screws c, v.^hen constructed and operated substan-
tially as described, for the purpose of stretching raw
or tanned hides or skins.

Also, the nippers and straps, in combination with
frame A, for attaching the skins or hides thereto for
the purpose of stretching the same.

67,997.— Henri Messmer, Newark, ]^. J., as-

signor to himself and Isaac Hey, jr., same place.

—

Preparing Vegetable Fibres for Textile and other
Fabrics.—August 20, 1867.—^Explained by the claim.

Claiin.—The process herein described of treating
fibrous plants for the purpose of separating or extract-
ing the fiber therefrom, substantially as set forth.

67,998.—Alfred H. Mott, Daniel Winer, and
Lawrence Brink, Lockport, N. Y.—Boofing Com-
pound.—August 20, 1867.—Pulverized fish shell, forge
cinders, coal ashes and coal cinders, coal tar, and
molder's sand from iron castings.

Claim.—A roofing or sizing compoimd, substan-
tially as described.

67,999.—W. W. S. Orbeton, Haverhill, Mass.—
Hinge and Blind Supporter.—August 20, 1867.—An
elongated plate which may carry the hinge socket has
a screw to enter the shutter and a slot to receive the
screw-driver.

Claim-.—The said blind supporter, made substan-
tially as described, as a new article of manufacture.

68,0©0.— J". W. Pettengill, Eockford, HI.—
Churn Dasher.—August 20, 1867.

—

A moving disk
slides between two fixed disks. The perforated wings
hinged to the center piece stand rectangularly to each
other and oscillate Avith the movement of the dasher.

Claim.—A dasher for churns, &c., consisting of
three or more perforated dishes or plates C, D, and
E, arranged together substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.
Also, the center piece to the stem or handle, carry-

ing angular perforated vrings, substantially as and
for the pm-pose described, and whether used in com-
bination with the three or more disks to such stem or
not.

68,001.—C. Potter, Jr., Westerly, P. 1.—Print-
ing Press.—August 20, 1867.—The projections beneath
the form table take under anti-frictioi; rollers in oscil-

lating spring levers, to hold the ends dI the table down
and prevent jar at the ends of the movement.

Claim.— First, tlie hook projections E E at the
under side of form bed 0, in combination with the

levers G G, when the latter are arranged in such a
manner as to admit of being adjusted relatively with
the former by the screws or pins c, or theii- equiva-
lents, for the purjiose specified.

Second, the pivoted luits e in the lower part of the

levers G G, in connection with the screws/, arranged
as shown-^^gir in an equivalent way, for the purpose
of regulating the tension of the springs I, as set forth.

68,002— H. A. Potter, Providence, R. I.—
Wheel for Vehicles.—Aw^ust 20, 1867.—The edges of

the tire have inturned beveled flanges. The ends of
the tire lie on a metallic plate let in1o the felloes, and
are held by bolts traversing the rim and liaving an
eccentric part within the plate, Mhieh, when the bolt

is turned, acts to tighten the tii-e. These traversing
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bolts may pass through slots in the plate and be moved
by wedges.

Claim.—First, the beveled felloes A, in combina-
tion with the plate C, tiro B, bolt D, provided with
com E, snbsluutially herein shown and described and
for the purpose specified.

*

Second, the sliding blocks F H, in combination with
the tii'e B. plate C, and bolts D, substantially as herein
set forth and for the purpose specified.

68,003 R. B. PurNDLE, Norwich, N.Y.— Wotgon
Jack.—August 20, 18G7.—The connecting rod of the
gate is pivoted to the crooked end of the lever, which
projects back sufficiently to retain its position.
Claim.—Tlie an'angement and combination of the

slotted post A, sliding gate B, with its hooks c e, con-
necting rod E, and crooked fulcrum lever D, whereby
the weiglit is raised and held by the lever without the
aid of other fixtures, as herein described.
Also, the adjustable slide frame h h attached to the

gate B, in the manner described, operating substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

68,004.—Christophek T. Provost, New York,
N. Y.—Anti-dy.'ipeptic Bitters.—Angufit 20, 1867.—
For treatment of dyspepsia. Hard cider, 1,600 ; Vir-
ginia snakeroot, 12; gentian root, 24; oi-ange peel,

15 ; calamus root, 4 ; and cardamou seeds, 3 parts.
Claim.—First, the combination of hard cider with

other ingredients for anti-dyspeptic compounds.
Second, an anti-dyspeptic stomach bitters, com-

posed of the ingredients in the manner set forth.

68,005.—Charles Eowlanb and Joseph G.
Rowland, Quincy, 111.

—

Condensed Leather Peg.—
August 20, 1867.—The leather is compressed between
dies to hai'den it in the form of a corrugated plate
with sharpened points, making a substitute for wooden
shoe pegs.

Claim..—A peg made of condensed leather, whether
the same is made in the form of single pegs or in the
form of a comigated or plain strip from which the
pegs may be cut, substantially as described.

68,006.— Charles Eowland and Joseph G.
EowLAND, Quincy, Jl\.—Machine for Making Con-
densed Leather Per/s.-August 20, 1867.—The metallic
rollers v\-ith corrugated faces impress the leather into
shape and consistency for shoe pegs.

Claim.—First, the "process of making pegs by com-
pressing or condensing leather, substantially as de-
Bcribed, whether the pegs be severed at the'time of
compression or the strips be fu'St condensed and then
cut into separate pegs.
Second, two or more rolls having recesses or dies

formed on their i^eriphery, and arranged to operate as
described, for the purpose of comj^ressing leather or
other material to form pegs, substantially as set forth.

68,007.—Joseph Schexker, Brownsville, Minn.— Windmill.—Awrn&t 20, 1867.—Water is pumped by
a windmill into an elevated reservoir, and its head
used to turn machinery by means of an arrangement
similar to bellow.s. but" actuated by water instead of
£dr, the moving flai) of the same being connected to
a crank. The water ports are alternately opened and
closed automatically.
Claim.—T\m self-acting shut-off of the bellows G,

operated h\ tlie M'cighted rod I, pins q q', arm r and
r', on rod S and rod L, and by the aid of the spring/
and weighted lever u, all substantially as and for the
ptirpose herein shown and described.

68,008.-Chalmers Scott and William H.
MORTOX, Hamilton, Ohio.

—

lievolving Cylinder En-
gines.—Aiv^uat 20, 1867.—Tbe end of the piston rod
is connected to a wrist-pin on the rim of the fly-wheel.
The cylinder rotates with, but eccentrically to, the
fly-wheel, and its rotation opens and closes the steam
ports.
Claim.—The arrangement of the hollow revolving

D. having the stationaiy bar passing through
which is secured the arm a. cvlinder A , flv-wlieelit, to

E, and stand C, substantially as described for the pur-
pose specified.

68,009.—C. Stebbis-s, Pike, S. Y.—Sewing Ma-
cfciftc.-August 20. 1867.—When the eve of the needle
is entering the cloth the thread is fi-ecd from tlie catch

by the cast-off, which is connected to the prcsser foot

so as to give more slack when sewing thick cloth.

The shuttle thread passes out and in through holes in

the shuttle side beneath a tension spring and under
the thread to cause proper tension. The thread when
carried down by the needle escapes through a cm-ved
passage to form the shuttle loop. Said passage is

carved in such manner as to prevent the shuttle col-

liding with the needle. The feed dog is actuated by
a cam by which it is raised in its forward stroke and
depressed in its return.
Claim.—First, the combination of the cloth preaser

Q, the thread lifting lever C, the tension device B, the
catch A, the cast-oif D, and the lever E, the said com-
bination being organized substantially as described,

so that by its mode of operation slack shall be given
to the tliread according to thickness of the work when
the eye of the needle reaches the surface of the cloth,

as and for the purposes specified.

Second, interlocking the shuttle thread with itself

in its passage from the bobbin to the work after pass-

ing in and out through the holes 1 2 3 in the shell,

substantially as and for the purposes herein described.

Third, the curved passage formed by the lip h in
the needle throat, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

Foiu'th, the combination of the eccentric h, sliding

rod m, stirrup p, and dog k, substantially as herein
shown and described for the purpose specified.

68,010.—Abraham Steers, New York, N. Y.,
assignor to himself, Hexry L. Elder, and S. H. Ken-
nedy, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Leaching Tan Bark.—Au-
gust 20, 1867.—The bark is contained between two
perforated horizontal partitions in the leach, the lower
one having a coiled steam pipe for heating the con-
tents. The menstruum may be forced through the
bark in either direction by means of pipes furnished
with valves to determine the said current.

Claim.—First, passing the mcnstrimm through the
bark contained in the leach or leaches in an upward
instead of a downward direction, substantially as and
for the purpose described.
Second, heating the bark with live or exhaust steam

after the same has been partially extracted by the cold
menstruum, and then washing it out with water or
weak tan liquor, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

Third, the use of the perforated false top or perfor-

ated guard channel h, in combination with the still

to prevent the bark from passing into the pipes with
the liquor, substantially as described.
Fourth, the use of a forced current of liciuid or fluid

through the matter operated on, and the adjustment
of the second connecting pipes and valves for that
purpose wliereby the force of the pump can be used
to clear out obstructions in the piping, as set forth.

'

Fifth, forcing the liquor through a scries of leaches
by the action of a pump or by meams of steam, or
both combined.

68,011.-ALBERt Stroxg and Jos. A. Dadmux,
South Boston, Mass.

—

Fruit Stem Cutter.—August
20, 1867.—The blade is secured in a recess on a pro-
jection attached to the ring. A curved recess on the
front of the ring prevents its turning on the finger.

Claim.—Said fruit stem cutter, constructed sub-
stantially in the manner as represented, and to be
used as described, viz : of the blade and tube con-
i.ected and arranged as set forth, and the notch formed
in the latter, the v^hole being as and for the purpose
specified.

67,012.—James Swax. Scvmour. Conn.—2[anu-
facture of Augers.—Angwat 20, 1867.-The bits are
pressed to form by subjection to a series of suitaldy
shaped dies, shown in the illustration. The lip is

formed by a rotating cutter.

Claim.—T\\G method of constructing auger-bits by
means substantially as herein shown and described.

68,013.—Esau Tarrant, Muskegon, Mich.—
Satving Machine.—August 20, 1 8(i7.—The feed rollers

are serrated and below'the board, the pressure roller

being hung on a pivoted frame and drawn down by
elastic bands.

Claim.—The roller E hun^ in the pivoted frame S,

made adjustable by means of the elastic H, in combi-
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nation with the rollersD having sharp points or teeth
d', substantially as described for the pui-pose specified.

68,014.—C. Verniand and D. J. Lucie, Quiney,
3;il.—P'tt?«^.—August 20, 1867.—At the cylinder ends
ai'e chambers communicating with other chambers
•qbove and below the said cylinder. These commu-
nicatiug passages are governed by clock valves in
such manner that the reciprocation of the piston
di'aws water thi'ough the lower and discharges it

through the upper chamber.
Claim.—The cylinder heads D, constructed as de-

scribed, provided with the projecting inclined flange

g, upon their upper sides, fitting over the upper sides
of the cylinder A, the latter provided with corres-
ponding inclined projecting inclined flange/ upon its

lower side, fitting into the lower part of the heads D,
all arranged as described, whereby the said IieadsD are
'prevented fi*om having any vertical movement inde-
pendent of the cylinders, as herein shown and de-
scribed.

68,015.-Elijah Ware, Bayonne, IST. J.—Ma-
chinery for Propellirig Steam Carriages.—August 20,

1867.—The train of gearing is so aiTanged that the
purchase may be doubled or the direction reversed.
The devices are enumerated in the claims.
Claim.—First, the combination of the gear wheels

C E F G-, arranged substantially as herein described
for the pm-pOse specified.

Second, the running wheel D, the brake wheel K,
the pulley B, and the double ratchet P, in combina-
tion with the gear wheels, substantially as described.

Tliii'd, the brake wheel K, in combination with the
gear* wheels, as described.

68,016.—Joshua "Webster, Maiden, Mass.—
Apparatus for Preparing Peat for Fuel.—August 20,

1867.—The reciprocating scrapers and pressure roUs
work upon the incline in connection vrith a hopper
for receiving the peat therefrom. The peat in the
hopper is forced by the follower into a series of pock-
ets in the intermittingly rotating wheel and is fol-

lowed by compressing and expelling pistons.

Claim.—In combination with the incline and its

system of feeding scrapers and pressor rolls, the fill-

ing, compressing, and discliarging jplungers, arranged
to operate substantially as set forth.

Also, the arrangement of the mechanism for inter-

mittently bringing the respective filled and empty
molds into position under the respective filling, com-
pressing, and discharging plungers, substantially as
shown and described.

68,017.—S. B. Welton, "Waterbuiy, Conn.—
Wagon TF/ieeL—August 20, 1867.—The chamber of
the metallic hub is cylindrical and the outside of the
box is similarly formed to suit. The latter is shorter
than the former, so as to have end movement in it

to compensate for wear by moving inward on the
tapering axle.

kJlaim. —The axle box B, provided with a spiral

gi'oove upon the outer side and adjustably secured in

place in the hub E by the set screws C and D, sub-

stantially as herein shown and described and for the
piu'poses set forth.

68,018.—ISTathan "Weston, Jr., "West Nevrton,
Mass.

—

Mosqtdto and Fly Net.—August 20, 1867.

—

The lace insect-exluding curtain is secured to the
fi'ame by the knobs and weighted or elastic cords.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
cord and the series of buttons or knobs, or their

equivalents, with the window frame and the ciu-tain

applied thereto, substantially as specified.

68,019.—James White, Cleveland, 0\no.—Fruit
JKoo;.—August 20, 1867.—The can is placed upside
down for tilling ; tlie movable bottom is placed on the
shoulder, and the metallic springs close in and hold
it in position.

Claim.—The movable bottom B, in combination
with the strips D and box, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

68,020.—J. Wilson and R. Huohes, Boston,
Mass.— TFoocZ Turning i«</ifi.—August 20, 1867.—
The height of the pressor roll, the surface of the table,

and the position of the gauge are adjusted to center

the stock in accordance with its thickness and in
reference to the cutters. The stock having been fed
in by the feed' rolls and the clutch thrown back, when
the point of the cam strikes the finger, the cam in its

rotation forces the finger forward, carrying with it

the cutter into the stock to the depth required to be
cut.

Claim.—The feeding stock automatically and in-
termittently forward into position for the action of
the cutter or cutters, and holding the same stationaiy
during the cutting operation, by mechanism substan-
tially as set forth.

Also, in combination with automatic intermittent
feed mechanism, substantially as described, mechan-
ism substantially as described for automatically bring-
ing up the cutters into operation upon the stock and
for carrying them back after each operation.
Also, the feed mechanism, cutting mechanism and

sawing-otf mechanism, when arranged substantially!
as set forth, to operate automatically and in succes-
sion.

68,021.—Daniel Witt, Hubbardstown, Mass.

—

Rocking Chair.—August 20, 1867.—The seat is piv-
oted to the lower frame at midlength and steadied by
springs. The back of the seat is supported on a block
drawn up by a lever when desired to permit its tilt-

ing backward. The back is pivoted, and is adjust-
ably supported by a ratchet and pawl.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the seat B, the
side pieces h b, pivoted on the base A, and the spiral
springs c c, to give the seat a regular rocking or oscil-

lating motion, substantially as herein described.
Second, the segment racks e e and spring dogs g g,

in combination with the back C, seat B, shifting lever
K, and block H, substantially as described for the
purpose specified.

Third, tne shifting lever k and block h, in combina-
tion with the seat B, arranged and operating as and
for the purpose specified.

68,022.—James B. Wood, Lansingburg. N". Y.—
Sash Brush.—August 20, 1867.—The bristles are in-

serted in a tapering metallic ferrule, a piece fitting

across their butts. The hollow metallic handle is in-

serted in and soldered to the ferrule.

Claim.—The metallic packing C, in combination
Avith the feiTule B, bristles A, tapering metallic handle
D, with its open end E resting upon back C in the
ferrule B, as herein set forth for the purpose specified.

68,023.~B. F. WOODSIDE, Atlanta, G-a.—Bed-
stead.—August 20, 18G7.—The side raik are folded
inward to admit the near approach of the head and
foot frames. The bottom is in two sections, which
rest upon hinged ledges of the head and foot, and
upon pins on the side rails.

Claim.—First, the slat frames G, hinged to the end
rails F in such a manner as to bo each folded verti-

cally aa-ainst the head and foot boards, and when
turned down to rest upon the pins H in the hinged
side rails E, thereby holding them spread and the
bedstead in position, as herein set forth for the pur-
pose specified.

Second, the sections e> and e* of the side rails E,
provided with holes for the reception of the pins H
uppn the sections c? e^, when folded together, whereby
the bedstead is folded more compactly and vertical

movement of the sections permitted, as herein set

forth for the purpose specified.

68,024.—John H. Yates, Batavia, "N.Y.—Flat-
iron Heater.—August 20, 1867.—The cast-iron sup-

port for setting on a stove encloses a conical deflector,

which directs the heat against the bottom of mclined
planes on which the irons are placed.

Claim.—First, the construction and arrangement
of the base A, with or without the grate B, upper
pyramidal section C restiu^ upon the base A, and
provided with slotted swinging doors b and partition

a, the hollow deflector D within the base A and sec-

tion C, forming flues between the ribs a a, and in-

clined bottoms of the flat iron compartments, as here-

in set forth for the purpose specified.

Second, the close flat iron heater, when constructed

as described, for being adapted to fit into the pot
holes of a stove, substantially as described for the

purpose specified.

Third, the combination and arrangement of the
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base A, whose upper edge is adapted to support the

flat iron, iu combiuatiou with tlie inclined Hat iron

compartments formed in the section C, and provided

with the slotted swinj?ing cover b, as herein set forth

for the purpose specitied.

68,025.—R. TT. TocxG. Richmond, Yn.—Liquid
Meter.—August 20, 1867.—The flouts and their valves

occupy two'chambers, and are suspended to opposite

ends of the oscillating beam. The valve stems have
a limited sliding motion in the floats, so that the float

will rise to a sufllcient height without raising the

valve to permit the emptying of the chamber. At
the point of discharge the weighted rod is thrown

East the vertical, and closing the valve to this cham-
er opens the induction pipe to the other chamber,

depressing that float sufiicieutly to close the escape

valve.
Claim.—First, the weighted rod I and arm K, in

combination v.ith the valve C, beam E, and floats G
G'. substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the connections h h' between the valves

H H' and float rods F F', to actuate the former by
the latter but permit independent motion.

68,026.-Jesse Adams, ClarksTille, Texas.—
Combined Planter and Cultivator.—August 20, 1867.

—The plow frame is supported on a wheel at the rear,

and is raised by the upright lever. The seed hopper
has a perforated bottom with a valve periodically

opened by a lever that is actuated by pins on the iu-

Bide of one of the wheels.
CZoi»n.—First, the agitating and distributing at-

tachment above described, consisting of the perfor-

ated bottom of the box G, in combination with the
valve a, lever c, and pins 1 1 on the wheel "W, all con-

structed and opei-atiug in combination with each
other, substantially iu the manner and for the pur-

poses specified.

Second, the combined phiuter and cultivator above
described, constructed and operated substantially as

set forth.

68,027.—FRANgois Axgilard, Royan, France.
—Fish IZooi:.—August 27. 1867.—When the fish is

caught on the hnver hook the tightening of the line

suddenly draws down the suspended harpoon hook
and impales the fish.

Claim.—First, in fish hooks, the aiTangement of
the line I and holes e o, relatively to the two branches
a/, jointed together at tlie point b, above the hole o,

substantially as and for the purpose herein specified.

Second, in connection with the above, the spring
catch c, arranged as specified, adapted to hold up the
hinged branch / of a double-branched fish hook, and
to release it with a very slight pull on the line I, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein specified.

68,028.-PiEKRE Joseph Badoux, New York,
Js". Y.

—

Compound for Purifying Spirits and other
Liquids.—August 27, 18G7.—For purification and dis
coloration of liquids. Quick lime, 100 lbs.; water, 2.50

lbs.; flour of sulphur, .50 lbs.; sulphate of zinc, 100 lbs.;

sulphate of baiyta, 100 lbs.; neutralized with nitric,

8ulphui-ic or muriatic acid.

C7aim.—First, the composition herein described,
for purjifying and discoloring spii-its and other hquide,
substantially as described.

vSecond, the combination of sulphur, lime, sulphate
of zinc or iron, sidphatc of baryta, and any acid or
acids, as nitric, miu'iatic, or other mixture.

Third, the combination of bisulphate of lime, sul-

phate of zinc, and sulphate of bismuth or ii"on, for the
pui-ification of spirits.

68,029.—Charles J. Ball, Keokuk, Iowa.—
Singing Covers to Tops of Cooking Stoves.—August
27, 1867.—The covers are hinged to pivoted plates so
as to be thrown back or rotated from their seats.

Claim-.— The application to cooking stoves of
, covers or lids turning or revolving horizontally about
a center outside of the apertures, and constructed
substantially as specified.

68,030.—A. T. Barxes, Tiffin, Ohio, assignor
to himself and N. M. Barnes, same place.

—

Fruit
Picter.-August 27, 1867.—The bag is attached to
the fixed jaw. and the movable spring jaw grasps the
Eniit when released by the cord.

U c p—Vol. II

Claim.—First, the combination of the spring E,
fixed and movable jaws, and sack or fruit receiver D,
all arranged and operating substantially iu the man-
ner and lor the purpose described.
Second, the use of the spring E, which is applied

to the fixed and movable jaws, substantially in the
manner and for the purposes described.

Third, the mauner herein shown and described of
guarding the spring E, when arranged within a re-

cess, formed substantially as explained.

68,031 .—J. A. Bautlett and F. Wallman, Or-
fordville. Wis.

—

Propelling Sleds by Hand.—August
27, 18(i7.—The double action pivoted levers arc at-

tached to spiral springs, and are used either as pro-
pellers or as brakes.
Claim.—A hand sled, when constructed with a sys-

tem of levers attached thereto to be operated by hand
for propelling and steering the same, substantially as
set forth.

68,032.—Alfred C. Belt, GoresviUc, Va.—
Plow.—August 27, 1867.—The curved edge at the
junction of the mold board and landside is extended
to the beam to prevent choking. The reversible
share and cutter are adjustable in different positions,
and enable its application to a variety t)f work.
Claim.—First, the mold board C, ruade in the form

shown and described, and iirovided with a cutting
edge extending to or nearly to the plow beam, in the
manner and for the puri30se set forth.

Second, the gi-ooved reversible share G, constructed
and operating substantially as described.
Third, the extension double-reversible cutter F,

aiTanged and operating as described.
Fourth, the round, adjustable, self-sharpening ex--

tension point H, operating as described.
Fifth, the false sliare for securing the removable

-

cutter, share, and point in place, as described.
Sixth, the combination of the reversible cutter, re-

versible shai-e, and adjustable extension point with
the false share and moidboard, in the manner and for
the purpose substantially as described.

68,033.—William E. Bird, West Bridgewater,

,

Mass.

—

Making Cores for Pipe Casting.—August 27,
1867.—The core sand is placed on the platen and run
beneath the striker bar and the core spindle. In its

.

passage the sand is taken up by the cole spindle and
forms a coat on the outside.

Claim.—First, the method of fonniug a sand core
by making on a platen a sheet of core material of the
desired shape and size, and then transfemng it to
the core spindle by causing the said spindle to roll,

over said sheet of core material, substantially as de-
scribed and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the-
plateu with the adjustable revolving core spindle and.
chain, or its meelianieal equivalent, made substan-
tially as described and for the piu'pose set forth.

Third, the platen F, in combination with the striker •

K, made substantially as described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

68,034.—Thomas Bogax, Lacon, JW.—Ohxvm.—
August 27, 1867.—The box of the churn has two con-
necting compartments. In one a horizontal paddlo
wheel works and drives the cream through the com-
partments in a continuous current. A gatherer is

placed iu one section, on which the butter is collected.
Claim.—First, the comlnnation of the treadle H,

rod I, and gear wheels J K, or theii- equivalent, with
the paddle wheel E, arranged and operating substan-
tially as herein specified and shown.

Se'cond, the combination of the partition B, pro-
vided with openings a b, the slide L, paddle wlieel E,
and treadle H, with intermediate gearing, arranged
and operating as herein specified and shown.

68,035.—John B. Brackett and W. Dearborx,
Boston. Mass.

—

Cotton Gin and Picker.—August 27.
1867.—Dirty, unginned cotton is fed over the feed
table and is passed over foraminated plates by the
toothed cylinder; it is blown forward l)y the rotating
fans to the clearers, is caught by the' teeth of tlio

shark skin and drawn past the pressure bar, where
it is cleaned of seed. It is then brushed off by the
doffer and falls in front of the gin.

Claim.—First, tlic employment of shark skin, dog
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fish sldn, or shagreen dressed hides, as a covering

for rollers for cotton gins, substantially as and for

the purpose described.

Second, the method of adjusting pressure bar D by
thumb scrcAv d and set screw/, an-tmged and operat-

ing substantially as described.

Third, the arrangement, described and shoTvn, for

adjusting and operatiug clearers E, consisting of

pivot pin a, fixed in a slot of the frame by screw n
and slotted side plate h of the clearer, and eccentric

pin i, revolved as described, all operating together

in the manner set forth.

Foui-th. the dofler F, consisting of slotted cross-

bars with their rubber brushy), sustained by wings n
and clamping screws o upon shaft m, the whole
driven and o]perating substantially as described, and
also when arranged with slotted 'brachets g, as and
for the purpose described.

Fifth, the arrangement, as a feed table to a cotton

gin, or in combination with the feed table to a cotton

gin, of the cleaning and feeding apparatus, consisting

of sieves, covers, toothed cylinders, and fans, as and
for the purpose described.

Sixth, the arrangement of fansM or IST with toothed

cylinders in a cotton cleaner, all operating substan-

tially as described.

68,036.—William Bradley, Lynn, Mass.—
Wash Basin.—AugMSt 27, 1867.—The basin has a

projecting scap box, which also answers for a handle.

Claim.—The combination of the wash basin and
soap box or receptacle, attached together, as speci-

fied.

68,037.-George E. Bridger, Milwaukee, "Wis.

—Egg Beatej-.-August 27, 18G7.—The cylinder has a
sliding cover, and within one end is a rapidly rotating

disk, having a series of longitudinal pins reachiug

nearly to the other end.

Oiffim.—Cvlinder B, with support I and post K,
beater C, shaft D, pinion E, shaft E, cog-wheel G-,

.and crank H, arranged and combined substantially

. as and for the purpose described.

68,038.—Augustus P. Browx, Xew York. N.
T.—Steam Generator Water Gauge.—August 21, 1867;

:antedated June 11, 1867.—The two self-acting valves

.are placed between the ends of the transparent tube

of the water gauge, and are arranged with springs

in connection'with the tube and boiler, so that when
.the tube breaks the valves shut off the steam.

Claim.—First, the an-angement of self-acting valves

E El, betAN-een the ends of the glass tube B of a water
gauge, and the steam boiler to which said gauge is

attached, substantially as and for the purpose de-

. scribed.
Second,, the springs b b^, in combination with the

valves EFS seats a a^ and tube B, constructed and
.operating substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

The disks c c^ on those ends of the valve stems

which face the ends of the glass tube B, substantially

as and for the pm'pose described.

Fourth, the rod d and handle e, in combination

with the valve F, seat a and tube B, constructed and
operating substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

68,039.—"Wm. F. Browne and A. J. BEoyt,

Washington. D. C-Water TWieei.-August 27, 1867.—

The wheel has an upward central induction and out-

ward and then downward flow, the latter through a

supplementary wJieel surrouuding the other. An in-

ward opening valve of the induction pipe prevents

collapse.

Claim.—The combination of an inner centrifugal

or reaction wheel H and outer wheel I, which dis-

charges downward and below the inner wheel through

buckets s s that curve downward and backward,

and the discharge apertiu'cs of wliich are of such size

as to keep the wheel filled with water, substantially

as and for tlie purpose herein specified.

Also, a valve N. arranged in the induction pipe D.

between the valve or gate and the wheel, and operat-

iug substantially as and for the pm-posc herein set

forth.

68,040.—David W. Bush, Clarence, 'M:o.—TooI

for Clinddng Nails in Horse-shoeing.—August 27,

1867.—The lower jaw being placed against the head
of the nail, the lip of the upper jaw engages and
clinches the point.
Claim.—The combination of the arms A^, the jaw

B, jaw C, lip e, springs D and stops d\ as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

68,041.—S. G. Cabell, Quincy, JW.—JElectrical
Apparatus for Preventing Incrustation of Steam
Boilers.—August 27, 1867.—A series of magnetized
points are attached to a pennanent magnet, a simple
conductor, or a rod composed of dissimilar metals.
They are arranged within a chamber attached to the
boiler, and connecting therev.ith by a stop cock. They
are adjustable to regulate the action.
Claim.—First, the external chamber C attached to

the steam boiler, when provided n'ith a stop cock to
cut off or regulate its communication thereAvith, for
the purpose specified.

Second, in combination wirh the said chamber C,
a rod F, constructed with points G, arranged within
the chamber, and insulated therefrom, in the manner
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, in combination with the chamber C and rod
F, constructed with points G, arranged within the
chamber and insulated therefrom, said rod being a
simple conductor, a permanent magnet, or composed
of two dissimilar metals, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

68,042—E. A. Cajierox, Valparaiso, Ind.—
Hemorrhoidian.—August 27, i867.—The nipple on
the bulb enters the rectum, and a stream of cold
water is passed through the bull), which circulates
within the closed portion within the rectum.

Claim.—The ellipsoidal bulb A, having the protu-
berance B, when constructed and operated substan-
tially as and for the piu-pose set forth.

68,943.—C. L. Carter, Union City, JuA.—Attach-
ment for Clothes Wringers.—August 27, 1867.—The
tub containing water or suds is attached to the top
of the wringer, and has pipes projecting from its

bottom that comey the liquid for saturating the
clothes.

Claim.—The arrangement of the satiu-ator a with
the wringer as herein described, for the purpose set
forth.

68,044.—Samuel Chapman. Newark, ZST. J.—
Kiln for Drying and Preparing Peat.—August 27,
1867.—The peat is placed on the fbraminated top ofthe
truck, and run into the au'-tight chamber, where it is

subjected to heat from a stove beneath. The moistui-e
is converted into steam, which compresses the peat,
and which is condensed on the inclines of the metallic
roof and conveyed by troughs to the water space in
the walls. The oleaginous vapors ai'c condensed on
the walls, and caught in ti'oughs.

Claim.—First, the mode of desiccating, compress-
ing, and extracting the oleaginous, bituminous, re-

sinous, or otlier similai" constituents, from peat and
other substances, by the continued application of heat
only in a tiglit chamber, substantially as set forth.

Second, the combination within an air-tight cham-
ber of a heating apparatus, suitable supports for the
material to be desiccated, and condenser for collecting
and carrying off water CA'aporated, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the roof D, troughs D',
well E and pipe F, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth."

Fom-th, the combination of the stove or furnace H
and pipes I, arranged in relation to the air-tight

chamber and one another, substantially as set forth.

Fifth, the combination of the stov-e' or furnace H
and pipes K. arranged in relation to the air-tight

chamber and one another, substantially as set forth.

Sixth, the combination and arrangement of drying
fi'arae C, troughsC and well M, substantially as'and
for the purpose set forth.

Seventh, the process of diying and compressing
peat bv the contuiued applicatiou of heat alone in an
air-tight chamber, substantially as set forth.

68,045.—S. Childs, Jr., and E. A. Copeland,
Baltimore, Md., assignors to Samuel Childs, Jr.,

same place.

—

Vapor Burners for Heating.—August
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27, 1867.—The tubes conduct the fluid to the vapor-
izing chambers, and the valves regulate the supply.

CLaim.—First, in apparatus, as herein described, the
method of regulating the supply of fluid to the retort,

by locating the opening tlirough which the oil enters
the retort, so that it shall be above the level, both of
the valves for regulating the flow of the oil from the
reservoir, and of that portion of the supply pipe be-

tween the said valve and the retort, substantially as
described.
Second, in combination with one or more supply

pipes, communicating with the retorts or vaporizing
chaml)ers through openings arranged as described, a
regulating valve, or cock, or equivalent device, placed
atany point between the said supply pipes and the
main or reservoir pipe, but so that it shall be below
the level of the said openings, whereby the flow of
oil to each and every retort may be simultaneously
regulated, substantially as shown and set forth.

Third, in combination with the pipes and main
valve or cock, ai-ranged relatively to each other, as de-
scribed, the check valves, located in the respective
openings through which the oil enters the retorts, so
that by the movement of the main valves the said
check'valves shall operate automatically to open or
close the entrances to the retorts, substantially as
herein shown and set forth.

Fourth, enclosing the supply pipe within a tubular
jacket which carries the retorts, or itself constitutes
the chaml)er in which the oil is vaporized, the said
pipe and jacket being disconnected and sei)arate, so
as to form between them a continuous annular space
in which the vaporized fluid is held, substantially at
and for the purposes shown and set forth.

68,046.—Gkeville E. Clarke, Eacine, Wis.—
Animal Trap.—August 27, 1867.—The baited plat-

form is connected with the catch that holds up the
door. The pivoted platform, leading into the interior
chamber, has coimectious with the door so that as it

is turned by the weight of the animal it resets the
trap.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
pivoted platform H. the piece F, the strips or rods E
and D, and the door B, when constructed and operat-
ing substantially as set forth.

68,047.—Eleazer M. Coxklixg, Parma. X. T.—Weeding jffoe.—August 27, 1867.—The steel plate
is let into the iron head-piece, at such an angle and
so formed as to act as an ordinary hoe or a scuffle
hoe.

Claim.—First, the combination of the coulter and
keel, formed in one piece, with the blade B. all con-
structed and an-anged substantially as described.

Second, the blade B having its front edges ar-
ranged so as to foi-m, if produced, a salient angle,
and its rear edges so as to form re-entrant angle, sub-
stantially as described.

69,048.—Matthew F. Coxxett, Ladoga, Ind.—
Cutter Head for Planing Machines.—August 27, 1867.
—The cutters are adjusted to the revolving head so
as to leave a central space between the knives, which
are placed on the opposite sides of the head, leaving
a ridge that escapes the cutters and constitutes a
gauge. The rim left uncut on the outer edge forms a
guide.

Claim.—A cutter head for turning plow handles,
when constructed with the knives B B, which are so
an-anged as to leave a central space to limit the j)euc-

tratioii of the cutters and guides at the edges of the
cutter head, as and for the pm-pose specified.

68,049.—Jacob J. Cummixgs. Independence,
Mo.

—

Churn Dasher.—August 27, 1867.—The dasher
is concave below, and has apertures through it in va-
rious directions tlu'ough which the cream is forced on
its descent.

Claim.—A churn dasher combining in its construc-
tion the following elements : The concave or dished
bottom, the vertical openings D, the diagonal open-
kigs E. the lower flange G, and the upper downwardly
cm-ved flange F, said pai-ts being arranged substan-
tially as set forth.

68,050.—H. V. Davis. Amherst. X. H., assignor
to Benjamin Whiting, Hollis, X. B..—JIand Seed
PZante?-—August 27, 1867.—The shaft of the wheel

rotates to the outlet of the hopper and has recesses
therein tiiat carry the seed to the guide trough, at the
foot of which the furrow plow works. The plow luid
the covering hoe that foUows are adjusted by the
lever.

Claim.—First, the combination with the v/heel E
and shaft P of the staple C and pin d, substantially
as set forth.

Second, the combination with the seed box C and
handle A of the grooved guide-piece I, plow J, lever
K, and covering device M </ gf and h h, substantiidly
as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, a hand seed planter, all the parts of which
are constructed and combined together for operation,
substantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

68,051.—Jeremiah Dean, Freeport, HI.—Medi-
cine.—August 27, 1867.—For treatment of pulmonary
diseases. A decoction of the buds or roots of Indiaa
gum, or rosin weed, mixed with sugar for its preser-
vation.

Claim.—The medicine prepared substantially as
herein described.

68.052. — TOYMAN Dearborn, Boston, Mass. —
Construction of Rubber Rollers for Cotton Gins.—
August 27, 1867.—Alternate disks of metal and rub-
ber are placed on the spindle and clamped by nuts.

Claim. — The washers d, fixed on spindle a, and
rotating with it by tongue t, fitting in groove /, ar-

ranged alternately with elastic disks c on said'spiudle,

and clamped together to substantially form a solid

roll by clamping plates b and g, as shown, and fui'-

ther held by wires e parallel to said spindle, substan-
tially as described.

68.053. — Benjamin K. Dorwart, Lancaster,
Pa., assignor to himself and Frank Stahl, same
place.— Shutter Fastening.—August 27, 1867. — The
pivoted bolt is secured within the shutter and its

catch projected into the sill by a spring against its

rear arm. The latter has a trigger attached for

withdrawing the catch.
Claim. — The curved bolt C, secured within the

shutter lugs B, on a base plate A, one end of the
bolt to pass through an open slot in the bed plat«,

and the other end provided with a trigger D, in com-
bination with the slotted stop plate F and shouldered
wall staple H, aU arranged and operated in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

68,054.—John H. Doughty, New York, X. Y.
—Clothes i)>-!/e>-.—August 27, 1867.—The round bai
frames are connected above by double socket plates
attached by screws on which they turn.
Claim .—^Fu-st.the metallic thimble c, in combination

with the uprights a of a clothes-horse composed of two
or more sections, substantially as and for the pui'pose
described.
Second, the caps e and screw pivots /, in combina-

tion with the uprights a of a clothes-horse, con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
pm-pose set foith.

68,055.

—

Jabez B. Dowse, Lockport. 111.—A^-
paratus for Exploding by Electricity.—August 27,

1867.—Explained by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, the mode of firing simultaneously
by electricity two ormore charges ofexplosive material
by the application of two or more inductors, so ar-

ranged that one shock or current of electricity in pass-
ing simifltaneously through the primary coils of such
inductors induces 'in the secondary coils of such induc-
tors, simultaneously, separate secondary shocks or
currents of electricity, each of which saicl secondary
shocks or cmTents is made to fire sepai-ate ehai-ges

of explosive materials simvdtaneously.
Second, the explosive compound, copper amalgam,

consisting of finely divided copper and fulmiur.te of
mercury intimately mixed together with a liquid such
as wate'r.

68,056.—EeubenN. Eby, Upper Leacock Town-
ship, ^a.—Cultivator.—August 27, 1867.—The plow
frames ai-e pivoted to the main frame and are operated
laterally and simultaneously by connected levers.

Opening spouts may be attached communicating with
seed hoppers, whose slides are actuated by cranks on
a shaft rotated by a belt from one of the ground wheels.
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Claim.—First, the combined levers H r r as eon-

sti-ucted and arranged for shifting tivo cultivators in

nnison, for the purpose and substantially in the man-
ner specified.

Second, in combination -with combined shifting

levers Err the application of two separate cultiva-

tors attached to adjustable brackets D beneath a two-
"wheeled truck, substantially in the manner and for

the purpose specified.

Third, in combination -with adjustable brackets D
the arrangement of the combined adjustable scorers

X X on the frame z i, when constructed and applied in

the manner and for the purpose specified, together
•with the use of the hoppers, crank and pulleys, all

combined substantially in the manner shown and
set forth.

_ 68,05y.—James G. Edgell, Brooklyn, ]^. Y.—
Ijubricator for Shafting.—August 27, 18b7.—The ro-

tating plug has a side opening communicating alter-

nately with the oil pipe leading to the close oil cup
and with the jom-nal. An axial opening connects
the side opening with an air supply pipe.

Claim.—First, the plug C provided with an open-
ing in its end to communicate with pipeF and a cup a
to receive and dischai-ge oil, as and for the purpose
specified.

Second, the arrangement of the shaft G, with its

screw thread E and pulley F, with the wheel D upon
plug C, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

' 68,058.—Geokge B. Field, Ifew York, 'N. T.—
Ore Boasting Furnace.—August 27, 1867.—The in-

clined ledge is made hollow for the introduction of
steam or water and an opening is constructed through
which the cavity of the ledge may be cleared from
the outside of the rotating cylinder.

Claim.—The plate or shelf B made hollow for the
admission of water or steam and composed of two
pai-ts h h' connected by the pipes c c', when con-
structed and used substantially as and for the pui'pose
specified.

Second, the orifices E E in hollow shelves used in

the inside of revolving ore roasting furnaces, for the
purpose of cleaning the internal chambers of the
shelves, substantially as described.

68,059.—John TJ. Fiester, "Winchester, Ohio.—
Shoe Fastener.—August 27, 18()7.— The clasp is

fonned of three plates so hinged together as to be
held in a closed position by the strain upon the fas-

tening.
Claim.—The double revolving concave hinge A A'

and B, constructed and operating as described and
for the purposes set forth.

68,060.—G. "W. Fowler, Jenner's Cross Eoads
Pa.

—

Churn.—August 27, 1867.—The simultaneous
reversed motions of the dashers enforce a reaction
ary movement in the cream.
Claim.—A churn having two horizontal parallel

dasher shafts provided with radial arms, arranged
to strike in paii's alternately in the same plane,

said shafts being provided with pinions operated
by the gear wheel G, having teeth arranged on it

bothinternally and externally, as shown and described.

68,061.—Aaron M. Freeland, New York, 1^.

Y.—Belt Shifting Device.—August 27, 1867.—The
pivoted levers, connejcting by jointed rods with the
rocking bar, simultaneously lift and shift the belts.

Claim.—The two belt shifting forks connected and
pivoted to a swinging arm or sector for simultaneous
joint operation, substantially as described, whereby,
wliile the one belt is being moved on or oif the fast

puUy, the belt controlled by the other fork has but a
slight motion, and is retained to its run on the loose

pulley, essentially as herein set forth.

68,062.—George B. Garlinghouse, Korth
Madison, Ind.

—

Baling Press.—August 27, 1867.—The
abutment head of the press box is adjustable. When
operating as a beater the follower is operated by tog-

gle arms. The arms are drawn up by a cord, Avliich

IS tripped from its pulley to allow the said arms to

descend. For completing the pressiu-e, additional

toggle arms are brought in operation. Both. pairs

of toggle arms are operated by a single rope in this

latter operation. The lids of the box are balanced

by weights to assist in their opening. The passages
in the heads for introduction of the hoops are recessed
beneath to permit the passage of the arm of the ope-
rator, and the box bottom is grooved to guide the
hoops from side to side beneath the bale.
Claim.—First, the abutment F, capable of being

set forward in the box, and supported by strut X, in
the desired combination with the beater E, and its
described or equivalent accessories.
Second, the arrangement of gravitating.toggleH H',

1 1' i, J K with the windlass Q U V W, and horizon-
tally or nearly horizontally moving beater E, sub-
stantially as set forth.

Thii-d, in combination with the elements of the 2d
clause, the auxiliai-y toggleW i JK L L', and sheaves
M N, ibr the purpose explained.
Fourth, constructing the pressing heads of a bail-

ing press with passages ef, of size large enough to
admit either or both hands and arms to the bottom of
said '-passages." for the object stated.

Fifth, the provision of the beam 4, in combination
with the hinged doors 1 and 2, and catch 5, and spring
latch 7.

68,063.—Luther Gibbs, Fremont, Ohio.—Lime
Kiln.—August 27, 1867.—The con^espouding furnaces
on opposite sides of the kiln are connected by a cen-
tral tire chamber. An adjustable damper regulates
the flue below.

Claim.—A kUn for burning lime, when constructed
with two furnaces B B, and a central fire chamber D,
in continuous line across the kiln, and with flues D'
in the corners of the fire chamber, and with a kettle
F of greater longitudinal measurement than the di-

ameter of the cupola E, and furnished with three
draw flues G G^ G^, said parts being constructed and
arranged for use in the manner set forth.

68,064.—A. TV. Gifford, TTorcester, Mass., as-

signor to E. A. Bagley and Moses Bagley, same
\)\ace.—2nili7ig TooL—August 27, 1867.—The milling
tool is attache'd to the tail stock of the lathe and
forced upon the end of the rod to be milled. The
gauge plate can be moved to support difl'erent sizes

of screws, the centres of the circular openings in the
plate being at the same distance from the center of
the gauge plate, give central support to arms of vary-
ing sizes. The cutting tool is adjusted by screws to
cut a chip of the required size.

Claim.—First, a milling tool, constructed and op-
erating substantially as set forth.

Second, the combination with the hollow shank A
and head B of the gauge plate D, substantially as
and for the purposes described.
Third, the combination with the head B of the

swivel arm F and,cutter E, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the combination with the cutter E of the
adjustiug screw 4, arranged substantially as and for
the purposes set forth.

Fifth, the combination with the cutter E and pro-
jections H' and J of the head B of the adjusting
screws H and I I, substantially as and for the pur-

set forth.

68,065.-S. I. and G. M. Gillham, Carlisle. HI.—Gang Plovj.—August 27, 1867.—The lever, operat-
ing on its pivoted pendant fulcrum, adjusts and raises
the plows.

Claim.—The bars H H, embracing the beams D
D, and operated by the lever G, arranged in combi-
nation with the frame A, in the manner substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

68,066.-H. B. GiLLMAN and H, S. Beamish,
Millbrd Mass.—Par/) « Brush.—AugU9,t 27, 1867.—
The bristles are confined in a conical case and aie
distended and tightened by the conical head projected
by the screw on the handle.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

conical case a Avith the head b fastened in it, and
handle A. screwing through it, and carrying the
cone e, fastened to the handle, all as herein describecf.

68,067.—Henry Grass, Oluey, J\\.—Ch\irn
Dasher.—August 27, 1867.—The inclined tubes on
the outer side of the conical dasher convey air and
cream to the central, downwai-dly-opening socket,
and cause a jet therefrom.
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Claim.—First, the combination of the fornminous
conical dasher A with the tubes C C, substantially

as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the tubes C C, extending from the bottom
of the daslicr to the socket B, and connected with
the latter through the passages c c, substantially as

described.

68,068 John C. Haefkle, New York, N. Y.—
Meat Cutter.—August 27, 1867.—The meat is cut by
rocking knives that are actuated by a system of piv-

oted levers connecting with gearing that is operated
by a hand crank.

' Claim.—First, in a meat cutter, such as described,

the method of pivoting or hinging the system of levers

to the knives, at a point vertically above the said

knives, and equidistant or thereabouts from the ends
of the same, as and for the purposes described.

Second, the combination with one or more segmen-
tal knifes of a system of levers pivoted to the said

knives, at a central point vertically above the same,
and hung in the frame of the machine in such man-
ner that the levers immediately connected with the
knives shall be parallel, or nearly so, with the smface
of the block over which they move, as and for the
purposes herein shown and set forth.

Third, the combination with the vibratory and
rocking cutters of the lateral guides for maintaining
the said cutters in the said plane, while in operation,
as herein shown and described.

Fourth, the combination ^^'ith the vibratory cutters,

their actuating mechanism and lateral guides, ar-

ranged and operating as herein described, of a tub or
block, revolving on its center, substantially in the
manner and for the purposes sliown and specified.

Fifth, the combination with the vibratory cutters
of the guides provided with recesses forming the
pivotal points upon which the cutters turn at the end
of each stroke, as and for the purposes set forth.

Sixth, in a meat cutter in which tlie cutters are of
segmental form, and operate as described, the com-
binatioji Avith the cutters and tub or block of mechan-
ism, for vibrating the said cutters, and rotating the
said block, in the manner described, so that the tub
shall be rotated during the interval between the vi-

brations or strokes of the cutters, as and for the pui'-

poses set forth.

Seventh, the combination of the jawed reciprocat-
ing plate, and vibrating arm upon which it is mounted,
witli the shaft and cam for actuating the said plate,

substantially in the manner and for the purposes spe-
cified.

Eighth, the combination of the reciprocating plate
and pawls, and the ratcliet and pinion operating to-

gether as described, with the meat tub or block,
under the arrangement herein shown and specified.

67,069.—Smith T. Hardixg, Morrison, 111.—
Compound for Preserving Wood.—August 127, 1867.

—

Composed of calckied lime, 12 parts ; arsenious acid,
4 : chloride of sodium, 6 ; sulphate of lime, 12. Dis-
solve 1 pound of the alwvc in 8 gallons of water, and
immerse the Avood for 10 days.

Claim.—A compound composed of the within-
named ingredients, in or about the proportions as set
forth, forthe purpose, of kyauizing wood, substantially
as herein described.

68,070.—S.VJIUEL HAursTi- R, Center Hall, Pa.—
Corn Planter.—Ai\i;nst 27, 18()7.—Tlie side flanges,
in connection with the bristles, form an enclosed
chamber under the brush head, out of which the grain
caujiot be forced, as the bristles move the excess of
graiu from the seed cells, which move under and past
the bristles to receive their charge and deliver to tlic

seed duct, which delivers into the furrow behind the
share.

Claim.—In combination with the brushes and
flanged brush head, the slide n, having a central and
side holes counter sunk to prevent the grains from
wedging thereiu, substantially as described.

Also, in combination with the brush head and seed
slide, as described, the fm-row openers M N N and
seed duet K, and coverers O O, arranged and ope-
rating as and for the purpose described and repre-
sented.

68,071.—D. Frank Hartford, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Edmuxd Taebell, South

Boston, Mass.—Bow Drill iS'^ocfr.-August 27, 1867.—
The spindle of the bow drill stock combines with two
string pulleys, inducing the reciprocating motion of
tlie bow, and causing the drill to rotate in one dii-ec-

tion only.
Claim.—The combination of the cord pulleys A A',

pawls B B, ratchet C, with the mandrel 1) antl handle
H, when the Avholc is constructed as described and
for the purpose set forth.

68,072.-L. "W. Hauwood, Troy, X. Y., assignor
to Fuller Warren & Co., same' place.— CooH;;*;
(S'^oue.—August 27, 1867.—Beneath the suspended and
movable fire basket £Uid dumping grate is au ash
drawer.

Claim.—The suspended fire box, having an open
front space, and with the oven space extending be-
neath and up behind it, in combination with the dump-
ing grate and ash pit, the whole arranged to operate
as specified for the pm'pose set forth.

68,073.—J. R. Haynes, Newport, Ky., and A.
F. WORTHINGTON, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignors to
Smith & Worthington, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Medicine
Case.—August 27, 1867.—The bottles are attached by
loops to slips Avhich slide within the case ; two slips

are hiuged together, and hinged flaps support the
bottles in each row.
Claim.—First, the provision in a medicine case of

one or more sliding and folding vial racks, substan-
tially as set forth.

Second, the provision upon such racks of the ledges
F F', for the pm'pose set forth.

68,074. — Edward Heata', Chicago, J\\.—Me-
chanical Movement for Working Saivs, d-c.—August
27, 1S()7.—Tlie system of jointed levers transmit in-

creased velocity to the saw shaft and are extended
by a rock shaft and contracted by springs.

Claim.—First, the combination of a system of
levers H with a flexible connection J, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the arrtyigement of the levers H, rock
shaft I, flexible connections J, and springs K, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

68,075.—JosiAH D. Heehner, Norrittonvillc,

Pa., assignor to himself, D. S. Heebxer, and I. S.

Heebner, same place.—i?or6^e /i'aAre-August 27,

1867.—The teeth are raised by the forward movement
of a lever, which brings tlie point of a tripping l}ir

against the ground to still further raise the teeth and
discharge the hay. A backward movement of tlio

lever frees the tripping pole and restores the teeth
to raking position.

Claim.—First, the combination and aiTangement
of the tripping-pole F, pivoted ))etween the extremi-
ties, with the arm G, and the horizontal rod I, sub-

stantially as herein shown and described.

Second, the lever M, having a shoulder engaging
at the proper time, with the carriage K, or the rod I,

substantially as and for the purpose specLticd.

68,076.—"WiLLfAM Pitt Hoffman, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.— Windoiv JBlind.—August 27, 18(57.—The
blind is composed of angular trouglis attached one
above the other and partly filled A\ith water, for ar-

resting the dust as it enters the Avindow.
Claim.—The Avindow blind and anti-duster, com-

posed of frame A, V-shaped troughs B B, wit!i

straight or concave sides, and having the openings
a a. the partitions b h, and tubes E G, the latter lor

tlie purpose of filling and emptying the trqughs, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

68,077.-Samuel Hoke, Mount Pleasant Town-
ship, Md.—Machine for Distributing Fertilizers.—

August 27, J 867.—The rotary disks liave upAvaruly

projecting claws, which operate to dischai-gc the fer-

tilizer from the hopper.
Claim..—The shape and construction of the stirrers

H, with their lower wheels G, opei-ating in eccentric

apertures B, when arranged and operated as herein

described and for the pm-poscs set forth.

68,078.— Zadok Howe, Lowell, Mich.— iVrf

Bottom.—August 27, 1867.—Explained by the claim
and illustration.

Ciar/«.—Suspending the slats C C, at each end, in
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the swings e e, wMch. are secured to the foot and
head rails of the bed, as and for the purpose set forth.

68,079.—Benjamin F. HugHson, Cold Spring,
N. Y.—Knife and Fork Cleaner.—August 27, 1867.—
Tlie disks are of felt or other proper material and
are rotated within a box containing an abradant,
Tvhich enters between the disks through transverse
holes.

Claim.— Pirst, the several series of transverse
holes d, formed in the disks D, for the reception of
the scouring material, substantially as herein set

forth.

Second, the two central disks g g, having their pe-

ripheries extended beyond the circumference of the
main portion of the scouring wheel, substantially as

herein set forth for the purpose specified.

Thii'd, the combination with the scouring wheel
constructed as set forth of the trougb A, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

68,080.—EiJAS S. Hutchinson, Baltimore, Md.—Check Valve for Liquid Metres.—August 27, 1867.

—A thermo-dynamic valve, governed by an expansi-
ble rod, is applied to the pump pipe, which closes the
pipe when the apparatus is in its cold and inopera-
tive condition.
Claim.—The application to a pump pipe of a ther-

mo-dynamic valve, substantially as described.

68,081.—Elias S. Hutchinson, Baltimore, Md.—Liquid and Spirit Meter.—August 27, 1867.—The
discharge valves of the measuring vessels are ope-
rated by an oscillating lever actuated by a double-
ended tilting trough, into which the said vessels over-

flow. The hydrometer acts on a disk to move it ver-

tically on an inclined plate to regulate the movement
of a register disk, each time one of the measuring
chambers is discharged. An expansible metallic rod
within the liquor, when expanded by heat, operates
another inclined plate, through whicli the aforesaid
disk is operated to compensate on the register for

difference of temperature.
Claim.—First, the provision in a liquid meter of

the plate H^, and disk I', or their equivalents, the
same forming a means for compensating for varia-
tions in density, substantially as described.

Second, the provision in a liquid meter of the plate
H^, and expansible rod H^, or their equivalents, the
same forming a means for compensation for varia-
tions in temperatm'e, substantially as set forth.

Third, the combination of the oscillating valve A,
support H H'_, compensating plate H^, and disk I',

plate h^, pin j, wheels or disks J J', shaft J^, and
clutch K, or their equivalents, all substantially as
herein described and represented.
Fourth, the combination with the valve B^ B*, of

the levers b b, and oscillating arm A', substantially
as described and for the purpose specified.

Fifth, the combination with the oscillating valve
A, and chambers B B', of the tilting trough F F', ar-

ranged and operating substantially as described.
Sixth, in spirit meters, a filter or screen to permit

the passage of mash, beer, or solid matter into the
meter, substantially as described.

68,082.—J. P. E-. James, Pepin, Minn.Sand
Catch.—August 27, 1867.—Intended as a connection
between portions of a broken chain or for various
other purposes. The catch is pivoted to one end of
the projections and one corner enters a detent notch
in the other. A spring holds it to position.

Claiin.—The body A, constructed as described,
and provided with the catches B B and spring C,
substantialty as and for the purpose specified.

68,083.—F. A. Jameson and Cyrus W. Eipley,
Kingston, Mass.

—

Lever for Windlass.—August 27,

j3!)7.—The sliding saddles are made to rest on the
upper curved surface of the rocking beam, to vary
the leverage of the paAvl boxes. Upper and lower
luds niid sliding connections run in grooved ways,
inid by means of the lower rods transmit motion to
the pawl boxes, giving a more direct application of
the power.

Claitn.—First, the combination of the curved beam
I), adjustable or sliding saddles F, and screw O, hav-
iii;;- right and left handed threads, all for operation to-

gether, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the combination with the beam D, sliding
saddle F, and screw G, of the wheel K, crank m,
and double pawl I, with the reversible tail w, or the
equivalent of these devices, for operation of the sad-
dles, without unshipping the brakes, essentially as
specified.

Third, in combination witli the beam D, and slid-

ing saddles F, the traveler H or H', and upper and
lower rods/ g, substantially as herein set forth.

68,084.—Cornelius Kark, Huntingdon, Ohio.—Gate.—August 27, 1867.—The gate is mounted on
rollers and slides endways. It is actuated by a
weighted bar, which is raised by a hand lever, and
engages on a catch of tie carrier which is connected
by a chain to the pulley to which the operating levers
of the gate are jointed. The weighted lever acts by
gravity to open or close the gate.
Claim.—First, the carriers E E', provided with

cams G- G', and shoulders H H', in combination with
the rope J, and pulley I, as and for the purpose set
forth.

Second, the pulley I, arm K, and link K', as ar-

ranged in combination with the gate B, for the pur-
pose and in the manner as described.

Third, the levers L' and M, weighted lever N'. and
rod a, arranged in combination with the carriers E E',

and pulley I, when operated in the manner and for

the purpose set forth.

68,085.—Silas E. Kenton, Greenvillo, E. I.,

assignor to himself and Milton C. Jeffers, Is'ew
York, N. Y.—Machine for Ficking and Husking
Corn.—August 27, 1867.—The rollers grasp the stalks
and strip tliem from the ears that fall into a hopper,
shaped so as to dii-cct the ears upon the husking rol-

lers, over which they travel endwise as the husk is

stripped ofi".

Claim.—First, forming the hopper with an inclined
bottom, having a central elevated portion that forms
two troughs, on line with the pairs of husking rollers

/ and z, h and i, so as to insare the delivery of the
ears endwise to such paii's of husking rollers, as speci-

fied.

Second, placing the rollers/ and h higher than th
rollers g and -i, so as to insure the rotation of the ear
as they pass endwise along such paii-s of rollers aa

set forth.

Third, the revolving bar K, applied above the rol-

lers / and /i, to prevent ears of corn passing down
the space between these rollers and escaping un-
husked. as set forth.

Fourth, a series of inclined husking rollers, ar-

ranged substantially as shown, and formed with
elastic groo^^ed surfaces to one or both rollers of
each pair, for the purposes set forth.

Fifth, tlie adjustable detaining strips n, applied in

the manner specified, in combination with the pairs

of inclined huskino- rollers, for the purposes set forth.

Sixth, the stripping bars or knives q, fitted adjust-

ably as set forth, in combination with the pairs of
husking rollers, arranged as set forth.

Seventh, the combination of the guards o, inclined
husking rollers, hopper boards m, and bar ky to in-

sure the proper position of the ear in passing end-
wise down upon the inclined husking rollers, as set

forth.

68,086.—John H. Keyser, New York, N". Y.—
Foot Rest for /Stoves.-August 27, 1867.—The foot

rest has a horizontal annular net work which passes
between the upper and under sections of the stove,

and has a short supporting cylinder within the stove,

serving to strengthen it and'brcak the joint between
the sections.

Claim.—An open work foot rest, which is con-

structed with annular tapering flanges, as a new and
improved article of manufacture.

68,087.—Edward E. Kilbourn, l^cw Bruns-
wick, N. J.

—

Uniting Edges of Hosiery Goods.—Au-
gust 27, 1867.—The selvedge edges of hosiery goods
are uuited by a chain, alternating, loop-attachment
stitch.

Claim.—The improved connection of hosiery goods,
consisting of the combination of the loops of the ad-

jacent abutting edges of the article, by means of the

chain stitch hereinbefore described.
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68,088 TnoMAS W. Kxox, ITew York, X. T.—Transmitting Plans of Battle Fields by Telegraph.
—August 27, 1867.—Blanks are ready prepared, of
rectaugiilar form, and divided rcetangularly into

numbered spaces. On the blanks the topography of
the country may be mapped out, and the disposition

and movements of the troops noted.
Claim.—Transmitting or giving plans of battle

fields, positions of troops, and topographical and
other features of a country bv means of rectangular
or other divisions marked on blanks of paper or other
material, and numbered in any agreed order only, as

above set forth.

68,089.—Philippe Koch, New Haven, Conn.—
Wooden Pavement.—August 27, 1867.—The blocks
of vood are cut across the grain and beveled at the
bottom to iacilitate drainage. They have channels
iu the top, leaving rectangiilar projections. The
channels fu-e tilled Avith line gravel.
Claim.—The construction and arrangement of

"n'ooden paving blocks, in the manner and for the
purpose described and set forth.

68,090.-C. J. KOMAU, "Willoughby, Ohio.—Step
and Extension Ladder.—August 27, 1867.—The ex-

tension sides run iu grooves in the side pieces of the
step-ladder, and are raised by a windlass formed
with the bottom round of the ladder, which, passing
round the pulleys, connects with the sides of the ex-
tension ladder below.

Claim.—First, the side rails A of the lower section,

E'ovided with longitudinal grooves B B', pulleys D
', opening C, and tongue T', and the side rails K of

the upper section, provided « ith longitudinal gTooves
L L', roller N, openings M, tongue T, and hole O,
all arranged and operating in combination with the
cord S and v.indlass F, in the manner and for the
purpose specified.

Second, the bars H H', located and secured in the
braces G, iu combination with the notches P, of the
side rails K, operating as and for the purpose set
forth.

68,091.—Lewis Larchar, Utica, K. Y.—Corn
Planter.—Augmt 27, 1867.—The opener teeth have a
lower portion forming the seed fuiTow, and an upper
part to turn aside the clods. These openers are
followed by curved covering tcetli. The seed slide is

actuated by a cam bar, which is moved in one direc-
tion by pins on a drum upon the axle, and retracted
by a spring.
Claim.—First, the tooth I, constructed and opera-

ting substantially as described, for the uses and pur-
poses mentioned.

Second, the said tooth I, and the teeth K K, one or
more, iu combination, for the uses and pm-poses men-
tioned.

Third, the adjustment of the wheels C C, and the
hoppers D D, itlative to each other, as described, by
means of which the rows will be at equal distances
apart, as described.
Fourth, the slide D*, and the lever E, and spring

D", and cam lever F, constructed and operating in
combination, substantially as described, and for the
uses and pm-poses mentioned.

Fifth, the lever H in combination with the pin or
pins H^ on the drum C^, substantially as described,
and for the uses and purposes mentioned.

68,092.—Thomas C. Ln'PixcoTT, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Cord Tightener for Curtains.—August 27, 18(i7.

—The cord hook is pivoted in the slide bar, and has
a projection engaging a rack on the bracket plate.

Claim.—The combination of the sliding bar A,
constructed substantially as described, with the rack
B, by means of the tooth h of the bar, and the recess
teeth c of the rack, substantially as described, and
for the pm-pose specified.

68,093.—C. L. LocHMAX, CarUsle, Pa.— Cor^•
P/-e6^s.—August 27, 1867.—The cork is placed bet^'cen
the serrated surfaces of the concave and the eccen-
tric cam. and pressed to a less or gi-eater extent by a
partial rotation of the latter.

Claim.—A cork press with one or both jaws made
to vibrate, either straight or curved, so that a rotai-v
and squeezing cficct is given to a bottle cork at the
same time, substantially as specified. I

68,091. — lUA Maxxing, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Channeling and Beveling Machine.— August 27,
1867.—The sole rests upon the roller and its edge
against the guide ; it is then pressed forward
against the knives. One of the latter is presented
obliquely upon the surface of the sole and cuts
the channel ; the other has an oblique (nearly oppo-
site) presentation and slices off the upper edge of the
sole,, leaving it beveled.
Claiin.—First,the combination and arrangement of a

channeling knife and a beveling knife in the same
machine, whereby a sole is channeled and beveled at
the same time, as' shown.
Second, arranging the channeling and beveling

knives so that either can be removed, whereby a sole
can either be channeled or beveled, as shown.

Third, the barrel I, when constructed, arranged,
and operating substantially as shown and described.
Fourth, the adjusting plate C, the friction roller B.

and the guide e, as shown and described.
Fii'th, the knife-holder D and arc G, as shown and

described,

68,095.-Hugh "W. Matthews, Chicago, EL—
Threshing Machine and Separator.—August 27, 1867.

—The straw and grain fall from the threshing con-
cave on to the longitudinally slatted floor. The rake
toctli are presented upwardly and their heads are
attached to" cranks on revolving shafts so that they
protrude between the slats to give a forward motion
to the straw and then recede below the rack, giving
intermittent impulses to the straw. The descending
grain is forwarded to the dischai-ge by a screw con-
veyor.

Claim.—The combination of the rack G- G G,
rakes E, and conveyor I, when constructed substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

68,096.—Morris Mattsox, New York, N. Y.—
Vaginal Irrigator.—August 27, 1867.—Explained
by the claim and illustration.

Claim

.

—An instrument for washing and cleansing
the vagina and for treating diseases oflthat organ and
of the womb, and having an outlet perforatedor open
cylinder, and within such cylinder an injecting tube
for a spray or jet, substantially as and for the i)ur-

poses set forth.

68,097.—John McKexzie, Portland, Maine—
Chwm.—August 27, 1867.—The shaft engages in and
actuates the hollow drum to which the inclined fingers
and roller are attached. Ventilators open into the
supplementaiy chamber that attaches to the top of
the churn.

Claim.—Fii'st, the dasher when composed ot the
hollow dnim m, inclined fingers n, and adjustable
washing roller o, all operated by the removable shaft a,

as and for the purposes specified.

Second, the curved ventilating cover E, constructed
with the parts and applied as herein described find

for the pm-poses set torth.

68,098.—iS. T>. Merriam and S. Aldrich, La
Grange, Ohio.

—

Bed BotUnn Sp)ring. — August 27,
1867.—The slats are hinged to the elastic bands that
are secured with rods to the staples in the rails of the
bedstead.

Claim.—The clamp B, attached to the slat A, and
enclosing the rod C, in combination with the looped
hinge D, elastic band E, rod H, and staples G, fast-

ened to the rail F, when said several parts are respect-
ively constructed and arranged for use substantially
as £uid for the purpose set forth.

68,099.—TVxVi. H. and George W. Miller,
"West Meriden, Conn.

—

Cartridge Ejector for Breech-
Loading Fire-arms.—August 27, 1867.—Tiio ejector i.s

placed loosely on the invot pin of the swinging breoch
block, and receives a quick blow from a rocking lever
after the carriage case is started, so as to throw the
latter clear of the arm.

Claim.—In combination with a hinged and
swinging breech-block, the accelerating lever m, on
said breech block, the ejector d, on the pivot pin of
the hinge, for the purpose of giving a quick im-
pulse to the ejector, and through it to the cartridge
case, to throw the latter out of the gun, substantially
as described.
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68,100.—Mortimer B. Mills, East Mendon, N.
Y.

—

Churn.— August 27, 1867.—The dashers bang
pivoted uear the sides of the box and engage with the
pendent rods of the double action lever by vehich they
are actuated.

Claim.—The dashers D E, Fig. 2, when made so as
to be actuated by the levers C C, Fig. 1, and connec-
tions, E E, when arranged within the box A, as and
lor the pm-pose set forth,

68,101.—Simeon Mills, Madison, Wis.— Ifa-

chinefor Grinding Peat.—August 27, 1867.—The feed

rollers in the bottom of the hopper furnish the peat
to the spirally-fluted conical cylinders that grind it.

Claim.—First, the spirally-fluted cylinders of rol-

lers E, whether conical or straight, so constructed
aud arranged that both are propelled in rotary man-
ner by the application of power to one without gear-

ing, substantially as described and for the purposes
Bet forth.

Second, the grooved feed roller a b, in combination
with the fluted rollers E, when constructed aud
arranged to operate as described and for the purposes
set forth.

Third, the spu-ally-fluted rollers E, in combina-
tion with each other and with the gxooved feed
rollers a b, and mandrel d, when arranged to operate
in a close-fitting case substantially as described and
tor the purposes set forth.

68,102.-GriLPiN Moore, Moline,IlL, assignor to

himself and Deere & Co., same place.

—

Plow.—Au-
gust 27, 1867.—The shape of the mold board is deter-

mined by the relative angle of the cutting edge of
the share to the land-side, in connection witli the
angle of the land-side to the bottom of the plow, so as

to correspond to the convexity of the imder surface of
the furrow slice.

Claim.—Fii'st, the plan or method herein described
of constructing the mold-boards of plows.
Second, a plow having its mold board constructed

of a form corresponding with the form of the under
surface of the fm-row slice at the instant it is severed
from the earth, substantially as described.

68,103.—William H. I^ash, Reading, Mass.—
Frame for Window Screens.—August 27, 1867.—The
metallic corners attach the side bars of the frame.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a frame
for a window screen, when constructed of the barsD
D' D" D'", and the corner pieces A, made substan-
tially as described.

68,104.—Edwarp ]N"ewlon, Monmouth, HI.—
Cultivator.—August 27, 1867.—The tongue is attached
to the horizontal portions of two arched strips, v\'hose

pendent ends give vertically adjustable attachment
for the sides of the frame. The plow beams are con-
nected to the frame by universal joints.

Claim..—The vertical adjustment of beams y y, in

combination with the frame, construc^d as described
and for the purpose set forth, in connection with the
mode of attaching the draft.

68,105.—GrEORGE W. IfOYES, l^orwich, Conn.—
Car Coupling.—August 27, 18()7.—When the cars
come together the link strikes tlie spring-head aud
the bolt drops into engagement. Tlie cars are un-
coupled by raising the angular lever that by its con-
nections throA^'S up the coupling bolt.

Claim.—The adjustable head C and pin E, with its

devices L and M, for operating the same, all con-
structed and arranged as herein described and for the
purposes set forth.

68,106.—J. T>. Numax, J. T, Wilkinson, and
E. W. Cook, Lockport, N. T., assignors to J. D.
NuMAN, James T. Wilkinson, James T. Wilkin-
son, Jr., N. B. Chase, and J. L. Ashley.—Cement
for Hoofing.—Awgnst 27, 1867.—Composed of ground
coke, 2 barrels ; clay, 1 barrel ; alum, 10 pounds

;

ground anthracite coal, i barrel ; sulphur, 1 pound

;

coal tar, 1 barrel.

Claim.—The aforesaid cement for roofing or other
purposes, composed of the aforesaid substances or
materials, or substantially the same, and which will

produce the same intended eflfect.

68,107—John PEPrER, Lake Yillage, N. H.—
Knitting Jl/ac/iine.—August 27, 1867.—The slide reg-
ulates an interior cam, which, when loAvcrcd, depresses
the needles and prevents the casting ofl'of the loops,
so that with one thread so arranged common ribbed
v.'ork is knit. When the cam is raised and another
thread thrown in, plaited ribbed work is knit. Tho
spur wheel actuates a cam for regulating the length
aud tension of stitch.

Claim.—First, in combination with an interior piv-
oted cam or switch, a slide or its mechanical equiva-
lent, for raising or lowering said cam or switch, and
tlms changing the cam groove and lowering or raising
the needles, for changing the machine from common
ribbed to plaited ribbed work, or vice versa, substan-
tially as described.

Second, the revolving pin wheel m,, in combination
with a stationary pin or pins, for tlie purpose of moy-
ing an interior cam or switch, and changing the tra-
verse of the needles at that point for changing the
machine from tighter to looser knitting, or vice versa^
substantially as herein described.

68,108.-Frank J. Plummer, Worcester, Mass.,
assignor to R. Ball, same place.—C'ZwfcA Shipper.—
August 27, 1867.—A tongue on the clasp of the mov-
ing clutch hub enters an inclined slot in the sliding
piece to move the hub by means of the lever.
Claim.—First, the combination with the projcct-

tion E of the box B and tongue c of the slotted slide F
and cap e, substantially as and for the purposes as set
forth.

Second, the combination with frame A, double
slotted or grooved slide piece F, clasp G, clutch hub
L of the box B having a flange D and j)rojections E
and 4 4, arranged and combined together for use sub-
stantially as set forth.

68,109,—Roger W. Porter, Nastua, N. H.—
Pruning Knife, Hook, and Saw.—August 27, 1867.

—

The steel plate is formed into a pruning hook, knife,
and chisel at one end and a saw at the other and turns
on a pivot in the handle to which it is secm-ed by a set
screw.

Claim-.—Pruning hook, knife, chisel, and saw, con-
structed and arranged as shown, in combination.

68,110.—John Prutzman, Hancock county. 111.—Machine for Pulverizing the Earth Preparatory to
Planting).—August 27, 1867.—The knives and various
shaped teeth are regulated by the lever and divide the
clods, the roller following pulverizing the same.
Claim.—The combination of knives, shovels, and

teeth, substantially as set forth, and secured in an
inner frame which can be raised or depressed together
with a large shovel or marker for laying oiF the gTOund
and detent o, substantially as aud for the purpose set
forth.

68,111.—J. C. Ramsey, Le Roy, Ohio, assignor
to himself and S. M. England, same -place.—Feeding
Backs for Stock.—August 27, 1867.—The frame of the
hinged cover has slats attaelied transversely across
it. The loose bottom is raised by spiral spi'ings as
the rack empties or is fastened by the rotation of the
pivoted bar whose bolt engages in a staple secured to
the bottom.
Claim.—The combination and an'angement of the

box A, rack B, springs E, slide I, adjustable bottom
D', and loop or staple H, for the purpose and in the
manner herein set forth.

68,112.-^0HN H. Rhodes. Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Adjustable Pipe-joints.—August 27, 1867.—The zonal
enlargement of tlie spigot corresponds with the bell

mouth of the adjoining section in which a recess is

formed for packing.
Claim.—A pipe joint constructed of a hard-metal

spigot B and hard-metal bell D, both of shape corre-

sponding to the segment of a sphere, in combination
with the soft metal packing E, arranged as a fixture in

the mouth of the bell and resting at its inner end or
edge against a projection or stop S, substantially aa
and for the purpose" or purposes as herein set forth.

68,113.—W. T. Richards, Bridgeport, Conn.—
Making the Eye of Elliptic Springs.—August 27,

1867.—A pair of dies are fitted to receive the heated
end of the steel bar when by the operation of the cam
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on the lever the end of the bar is bent and cut at an
incline leavini^ the scarped ed^ in a condition to be
inserted into the other dies. When reinserted and
held in position by a cam, another cam actuates the

forward movement of the ram which finishes the
formation of the eye.

Claim.—First, the combination of the dies g i and
j with the lever D, or its equivalent, when thcv are

constructed, arranged, and fitted to scarf the end and
partially form the eye, substantially as herein de-

scribed.
Second, the combination of the dies n and r with

the head of the ramp when the head is provided with
a tongue o, and the die n has a slot or recess m, to re-

ceive the tongue and the whole is fitted to produce
the result of finishing the eye, substantially as herein
described.

68,114.—Anton Romann and John Pkteuka,
"Wilton, Iowa.

—

Combined Plow and Cultivator.—
August 27, 18G7.—The draft is adjusted by the coup-
ling bolt and by the supporting rods that connect
with the wheels which run between the shovels in

the rear gang.
Claim.—The form and construction of the culti-

vator and harrow combined, when arranged, adjusted,

and operated with the bolt F, beam C, and axle M,
as attached to the frame or bars G-, with the regulat-

ing wheels L, as herein described and for the pur-
poses set forth.

68,115.—John S. Ross, Hamilton county, Iowa.—Steam Sled.—August 27, 1867.—The sled is moved
by point ended radial arms on a rotating wlieel and has
two pairs of runners with guide knives beneath. The
forward runner frame admits of oscillation to guide
the sled.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
adjustable knives I witli the runners A when oper-
ated by the wlieel P, as herein described and for the
purposes set forth.

68,116.-FuANgois Louis Eoux, Toulon, France.—Sheathing of Ship's Bottoms.—August 27, 1SG7 ; an-

tedated January 23, 18C6.—The portions of the hull

to be heated are cleaned of all traces of oxide of
iron. A covering is next put on of a suitable insu-

lating plastic adherent and elastic material that is

unalterable under the influence of salt water. The
copper sheeting is then attached with copi^er bolts

and fastenings.
Claim.—Tiie application of copper sheatliing to

ships or vessels constructed or plated with iron, in

combination with interposed layers of insulating ma-
terial, in manner and for the purposes substantially
as herein set forth and represented in Figs. 17 to 24
of the annexed drawings.

68,117. -Christopher E. Rvmes, Somerville,
Mass.—Pre**.—August 27, 1867.—The head of the
piston has a projection in the form of a frusto-conal
pin extending up in the centralizing socket formed in
tlie bottom of the shallow pan. The pan has projec-
tions that engage with the drum case above, central-
izing it, and insuring a clear channel beneath. The
plunger is supported by an arm to turn on its center,
enabling it to turn directlv back from the drum as cLr-

cumstauces may require, by which it is removed from
the drum to facilitate the handling of the material to
be pressed.

Claim.—First, the improved hydraulic press con
structed with the plunger so aflixed to its frame as
to be capable of being moved laterally with respec':

to its drum and piston, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

Second, the combination of the centralizing pin
and cavity, or the equivalent thereof Avith the piston
and discharging pan of the hydraulic press.

Third, the discharging pan as made with the abut-
ments arranged within it, as and for the purpose
specified.

68,118.—S. C. Salisbury. New York, N. T.—
Converting Iron into Steel.—Angust 27, 1867.—The
fluid metal from the furnace is fir.st subjected to the
action of steam or oxygen and hydrogen very highly
heated and under pressure, anJi afterwai'd" tothc
same in combination with hydrocarbon.
Ciaim.—Converting iron' into steel, while the for-

mer is in a liquid state, and it is delivered from the
furnace in which the ores are reduced by the u.se and
application to or passing through such"li(iuid iron a
blast of steam or hydrogen and oxygen lieated to a
temperature of from 700° to 80(3 Fahrenheit, or
thereabout, in combination first Avith an air blast and
afterward with carbon gas free from or obtained
from hydrocarbons free from sulj)hur. pliosphorns,
ammonia, &c., and either with or without manganese.

68,119.—S. C. Salisbury, New York, N. Y.—
Apparatus for Supplying Gases to Furnaces.—Au-
gust 27, 1867.—The steam or water is admitted to the
generator and heated to 800°, passing thence it is

associated with hydrocarbon vapor for use in acting
upon a mass of fluid iron.

Claim.—The combination of the generator A and
exhaust chamber or mixer C, with the tuyere E, or its

equivalent, for generating and heating, mixing, and
supplying to blast or otlier furnaces, hydrogen and
oxygen gases or their equivalent, and carbon gas or
other gases' in connection with tlic air blast, for the
purposes set forth.

68,120.—P. H. SciiUYLEK, Lyme, Ohio.—Car
Coupling.—August 27, 1667.—The' spring coupling
pin oscillates on a shaft, and is raised by the contact
of the entering link springing down again into coup-
ling position. The pin may be held raised by the de-

tent dog, which is released by pulling on the cord.
Claim.—First, the lever C, dog E. spring a, and

shaft D', arranged and operating as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Second, the ann I. shaft D', spx'iug a, in combina-
tion with the link F, as and for the purpose set forth.

68,121.- C. E. ScHWiND, New York, N. Y.—
Carriage Hinge.—Awgust 27, 1867.—The elbow of the
moving leaf moves freely in the opening of the other
portion and by springing down clear of a shoulder on
the latter the door and movable leaf may be detached
from the casing.

Claim.—The detachable piece or slide B in combi-
nation with the two parts A C, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

67,122.—Benjamin Scott, New Brighton, Pa—
Railroad Rail Joint.—August 27, 1867.—Explained
by the claims and illustration.

CZai/n.—First, the combination of the two rigid
parts B B of a divided clamp joint, constructed with
jaws b b fitting closely aroiuid the base and neck of
the rails and downwardly projecting flanges a a,

meeting at their loAver edges D and beveled upward
to forru a space i betAveeu tliem, when used in con-
nection with bolts g passed tlirough the flanges a a,

above the fulcrum point D, all as herein siiowu and de-

scribed and for the purposes specified.

Second, in combination with the above the block of
hard AA'ood E fitting the angle between the flange and
body of the clamps to facilitate the working of the
nuts from above, and to obviate the jar and thereby
prevent the unscrewing of the nuts.

68,123.- M. SCRANNAGE, W. SCUAN-XAGE, and
Vf. H. Bate, Boston, Mass. — Sivitig Nose liasiii

Faucet. — August 27, 1867.—The tube answers the
four-fold purpose of handle, plug, cap, and outlet.

The huli is screwed and packed upon the stand pipe,

upon whose top its valve is compressed to close tlie

outlet.

Claim.—A swing-nose basin faucet, when the sev-

eral parts A B E 6'F and 11 thereof are constructed
and arranged substantially as described and for the
purpose set forth.

68,124.— W. A. SissON, Sheflfield, 111.— Wheel
Cultivator.—A\iguiit2'7, 1867.—Explained by the claims
and illustration.

Claim.—Fii'St, a wheel cultivator, constructed so
that the draft power shall be applied direct to the

shovel frame, and the driver's seat mounted upon the
carriage frame, which is attached to the shovel frame
at its forward end by a loose connection, which per-

mits said cari'iage frame to rise and fall with tlic un-

dulations of the ground in any direction without
aff'ecting the operation of tlie shovel frame.

Second, the friction rollers x x at the forward ends
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of the carriap;c fi-ame, in combtnation with the loops

n H, substantially as and for the pui-pose set forth.

Third, the perforated plates P P, in combination
vrith the legs k k of the tlriver's seat, fitted so as to

be iuserted'into said perforations for the purpose of

adjustment, as set forth.

Fourth, the handles O O at the sides of the shovel
fi-ame to enable the driver to raise said frame and
free the shovels from the ground.

68,125.—A. B. Smith, Clinton, Fa.—Sorghum
Sitgar Evaporator.—August 27, 1867.—Over each of
the furnaces are two pans, those of one furnace being
higher than those of the other, and one pan of each
set being higlier than its fellow. Connecting pipes
bring them all into n series.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the transferring
pipes ab c, in connection with the evaporating pans,

so as to draw the sirup from the middle thereof, or
where the greater ebullition takes place therein, for

the purpose herein specified.

Second, the adjustable transferring pipe b, arranged
substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Third, the "valves / ft, applied to the pipes a c, for

the pm'poso herein set forth.

Fomlh. the combination and arrangement of the
filtering pan E and pipe 6, substantially as herein
epecified.

68,126.—John Snively, "Williamsburg, Pa.—
Chimney Top.—August 27, 1867.—The curved deflect-

ing guard ijlate is presented toward the wind by the
action of the wind on tlie vane.
Claim.—The combination of the slightly convex

cover A, when fixed within the top of a chimney, with
the vertical shaft or spindle G, the arm D, vane F
and the screen E, all constructed, combined, and
ai-rauged substantially as and for the pm'pose speci-

fied.

68,127.—Elihu Spencer, Elizabeth, IST. J.—
Combined Water and Force Pump.—August 27, IS'67.

—The .water meter, the subject of letters patent to

Spencer and Meyer, June 12, 18C6, jSTo. 55,547 is com-
bined with a force pump to indicate the amount of

water elevated by the latter.

Claim.—The attachment of the force pumps « a to

the water meter, acting and operating in combination
with each other, substantially as and for the purpose
specified and set forth.

68,128.—Joseph A. Talpey, Somerville, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Mellex Beay, Boston, Mass.
:~Wrench.—August 27, 1867.—The wrench has a rec-

tangular and an inclined pair of jaws tor ready appli-

cation to nuts in various positions.

Claim.—The wrench herein described, provided
with two sets of jaws, the one rectangular with re-

spect to the shank of the said A^'rench, the otlier slop-

ing or at an inclination to the same, as and for the

purpose herein shown and set forth,

68,129 Henry K. Taylor, London, England.
Indicator for Water OZosctb\—August 27, 1867 ; ante-

dated April 20, 1865.—The indicator is so connected
to the tasteuiug that when the door is fastened the

appropriate notice shall appear, but when the place

is unoccupied a difl"erent notice shall be seen.

Claim.—The combination with the latch bolt or

fastening to the door of an indicator made visible

from the exterior by the action of the fastening, sub-

stantially as a]id for the purpose or pm-poses herein

sot forth.

68,130.—Henry T. Tichenor, Fort Branch, Ind.

—Axle.—August 27, 1867.—The wearing surfaces of

tlie axle are protected by the skeins, bands, and plate

on the tip to which the cap fits.

Claim.—Tlxe combination of the skeins a a, plate

z, bands b b, collar E and cap D with pin d, when
arranged and used with axle and hub in the manner
and for the purposes specified.

68,13J.—MiHON G. TousLEY, Fulton, HI., as-

signor to Andrevv^ and John P. Cuaiseu, Cordova,

jil.—Snout Ring for ^winc—August 27, 1867.—The
angularly bent bolt is inserted in the snout secured

by a nut.
. .

Claim.—Tao hook or angle combmiug the lever C,

with its means of attachment A, when constructed
and used substantially in the manner and for the pur-
poses set forth.

68,132.—Samuel "W. Tyler, Troy, IST. T.—Ifa-
chine for Pulling Flax.—Angmt 27, 1867.—The flax
passes between a series of dividing points and is

seized by the endless rubber belts Avhich are so in-
clined from the horizontal as to draw the flax from
the ground and deposit it on the platform.

Claim.—For harvesting flax and otlier crops which
require pulling from the ground, pullers which have
traveling movement of their own and are made elas-
tic and pliable, or yielding, on their imping-ing or
grasping surfaces, by the use of india-rubber, gutta-
percha, or other suitably elastic material, for the pur-
poses substantially as set forth.

68,133

—

Bichard Vose, :N"ew York, N. T.—
Car Spring.—August 27, 1867.—The spring bar has
straight edges, but is coiTugated between the edges.
It is formed into a spii'al volute.

Claim.—A volute or spii'ally coiled spring formed
of a metallic bar or strip, transversely crimped or
corrugated, substantially in the manner herein set
forth.

68,134.—EichaRd Vose, :N"ew York, IST. Y.—
Car Spring.—August 27, 1867.—The bar has thick
edges and is formed into a volute on which the strain
acts in the direction of its axis.

Claim.—Fii'st, a volute spring so constructed as
that its top and base shall be in horizontal or paral-
lel planes, and its inner coU be uniform in width with
those succeeding it, substantially as herein described.

Sftcond, a volute spring constructed of a metallic
bar gradually increasing in thickness outwardly from
its center to its edges throughout its length, substan-
tially in the manner herein set forth.

68,135.—Oscar "Wassermann, Call, Prussia.—
Befining iead.—August 27, 1867.—The desilvered
lead is melted in iron pans. The surface is covered
with chloride of lead and the temperature increased.
The protochloride of zinc resulting is skimmed off
and more chloride of lead added, which results in the
same Avay, and is removed. The antimony is removed
by treatment with caustic soda, which results in pro-
duction of antimoniate of soda.
Claim.—First, treating work lead which has been

desilvered by the aid of zinc with chloride of lead,
substantially as and for the purpose described.
Second, treating work lead which has been de-

silvered, by the aid of zinc Avith chloride of lead and
alkalies such as soda or potash, substautiaUy as and
for the purpose set forth.

68,136.—H. "Weston, Towanda, 'Pa.—Lamp.—
August 27,1867.—Explained by the claim and illus-

tration.
Claim.—Yovmmg a recess or groove in the top of

the lamp body around the opening which receives the
lamp top with its wick tube, said groove having per-
forations from its bottom into the lamp, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

68,137.—Ealph V. Whiting, Abington, Mass.,
assignor to D. V. Gurney, same place.

—

Circular
Sawing Machine—August 27, 1867.—The weights
that actuate the back inotion of the carriage, at start-

ing pull in accordance, but eventually pull iu con-
tr;iry directions and stop the carriage.

Claim.— So arranging the Aveights which draw
back the slide or carriage of a board-sawing machine
that when the carriage first starts to rctm-u. the com-
bined Aveights pull iu one. direction and iu aid of each
other, but when the carriage has passed a certain
distance and has with its load acquired quite a mo-
mentum, the weights will act in opposition to each
other and thus cease to give additional velocity to the
carriage, substantially as described and for the piu"-

posc set forth.

68,138.—xVndrew H. Whitney, Portland, Me.—Lock Clasp for Umbrellas.—August 27, 1867.—One
end of the band has a chambered head and the other
has backwurdlv-incliued side slits whose acute cor-

ners are turned, up to form catches which enter and
engage in the chamber, and can only be withdrawn
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by use of the key with which they are depressed.

The band Kurroiiiids the umbrella at the place of the

usual holduip: tape.

Claim.—The lock clasp for umbrellas combining
the chamber band and spring as described.

68,139.—William A. Wilson and Jajies Smith,
Liverpool, 'Enghmd.—Grate for Furnaces.—August
27, 16(i7.—The" bars have pivoted extensions at the

front end which are engaged by tappets on two rotary

drums. The di-ums are geared together causing con-

trary rotation, and the tappets are so disposed as to

cause opposite movement to contiguous bars to pre-

vent lodgment of ashes between them.
Claim.—Fhat, causing two or more of the bars of

which a furnace iire grate is composed to move to-

gether in one direction and then causing them to

move back a less number at a time, substantially as

and for the purpose herein set forth.

Second, in connection with the above, the combi-
nation of parts herein described, consisting of bars

a, drums n r, and their attachments and operating
mechanism i j A: ?«, or their respective equivalents,

adapted for causing bars to move in the manner sub-

stantially as herein set forth.

68,140.—John Zimmerman, Powhatan, Md.—
JEorsc i^flAr.—August 27, 18G7.—The head has shod
blocks beneath which act as runners and by which
means the points of the teeth are kept clear of the
ground. The shafts are arched over the rake at such
elevation as to admit a considerable charge of hay
which is drawn to the stack. A removable hand lever

is used to raise the teeth points over obstructions.
Claim.—The reversible head A, provided with the

teeth C, handle h, and socket e, journaled to the
curved shafts B, and having the runners a attached,
all constructed and ai-ranged to operate as set forth.

68,141.—Davis L. Adair, Hawesville, Ky.—
Beehive.—August 27, 1867.—The chambers and honey
boxes are composed of a series of vertical sections
fitted to form close boxes. To each section a comb
guide is attached that is made by dipping cords in
melted bees^v ax and rosin, which when wai'm are at-

tached to the wood by pressm-e.
Claim.—First, the' honey box constructed as de-

scribed consisting of the sections D, provided with
the pi'pjecting top and bottom pieces F G, fitting over
the tops and bottoms of the vertical pieces secured
together by the strii)S E, whereby A"ertical movement
of separate sections is avoided, as herein set forth for
the pm-pose specified.

Second, the sections of the brood chamber con-
structed as described consisting of the removable
frames P P, blind frames X X P, sides Z, and sec-
tions y, all aiTanged and described and sliding over
the bottom guides S, and between the triaugidar side
stripes E, as herein set forth for the pm-pose specified.

68,142.—,!. B. Alexander, Washington, D. C.—Attaching Chimneys to Lamps.—August 27, 1867.
—The raised rim of the deflector has a curved circu-
lar headed pawl, pivoted near its outer edge. The
weight of the long end of the pawl will by gravita-
tion tm"n its cam-shaped head inward, rising above
the base rim of the chimney and holding it in place.

Claim.—The S-shaped lever A, with its cii'cular
head working eccentrically upon the axle D, and fit-

ting exactly into the contraction of the chimney
above the base of the rim I. substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

68,143.— F. F. Allyn, Is'yack, X. Y. — Car
Spring.—X\ig\\?>i 27, 1867.-The aperture in the rub-
ber spring is tilled with compressed wool to increase
the sustaining power of the spring.

Claim.—A^car spring constructed of wool and rub-
ber combined as described and set forth in the speci-
fication.

68,144.—Emery Andrews and Wm. Tucker,
Portland, Me.—Afachine for Making Match SpWits.
—August 27. 1867.-The rack has slats strung on
wires with washers between them, and the match
splints are clamped between the slats. The wires are
tightened and the rack fed down by a compensating
bar that is moved, against the action of springs, by
cams ou the driving shaft, and moves the rack the

thickness of a slat each stroke of the head, which
pushes the card against the knives.

Claim.—First, the compensating feed which is so
constructed that tlie rack is fed do\\n by the thick-
ness of the card, the wave or feed bar being slotted

so that the rack slides through it, the slats b, being
opened by the wedges Jc, which are secured to the
reciprocating head E, substantially as desciibcd.
Second, the construction and arrangement upou

the reciprocating head E, of the feed i^late D, whose
forward end pushes the cards through between the
knives C, and between the slats b, of the rack F, as
herein set forth for the purpose specified.

Third, so an-anging the knives C on the bars a,

that their cutting edges will be in a zigzag line for
the purpose of decreasing the compression of the
splint substantially as set forth.

Fourth, providing the knives with concave cuttiug
edges substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

68,145.-Eobert C. Archibald, Lafavette, Ind.
—Cider Mill.—August 27, 1867.—The throat is ad-
justed to the size of thefi-uit, which, passiug between
the corrugated faces is crushed. The pomace and
juice fall upon the apron, the juice passing- through
into the trough and the pomace, earned by the end-
less apron, passes between the pressure rollers.

Claim.—The double endless apron L L', in combi-
nation with the rollers X K', constructed and ar-

ranged to operate substantially as set forth.

68,146.—Edwin F. Bailey, Holderness, IST. H.—
Card-board Dryer.—August 27, 1867.—The vertical
frames support the card-board carriers, and valve-
adjusted flues regulate the draft.

Claim.—The an-angement of the foraminous cham-
ber or channels, the heating pipe or pipes, the carrier-

supporting frame or frame provided with inclined
guides with each other and the air chamber at either
end, and the box A, constructed and provided with
doors and a ventilator and a valve thereto, substua-
tially as described and for the pm-pose specified,

68,147.—K. J. Baker, Madison, Wis.—Trace
Buckle.—Augu&t 27, 1867.—Explained by the claim
and illustration.

Claim.—The trace buckle, when constructed and
an-anged as described, consisting of the curved sides
a a, having pivoted at their centers upon the upper
side by means of the crank arm i the bar k, to the un-
der side of which the pins n n are secured, said bar k
adjusted to be raised or lowered by means of the crank
ai-m, and Avhen placed in the trace secm-ely held in
position by its rear end catching under the bar h, and
the pin n against the bars e, as herein shown and de-
scribed.

68,148.—Arthur Barbarin, New Orleans, La.—Cotton-bale Tie.—August 27, 1867.—The metallic
ball has two cii-cumforeutial grooves crossing at riglit

angles to receive the bight of the rope ends, which
are bent around and have one or two turns under the
body of the rope.

Claim.—The ball A, when provided with the two
encircling grooves a and b, substantially as herein
described for the pm-pose set forth.

68,149.—Arthur Barbarin, Xew Orleans. La.
—Bale Tic-August 27, 1867.—One end of the rope
is bent around the gi-ooved periphery of the cylin-

di-ical block and the other end passed through its

axial bore.
Claim.—The ring A, when constructed as herein

described and shown upon the drawings, and used to
fasten the end of wu-e rope or wire, in banding cotton
or other bales, substantially in the manner herein set

forth.

68,150.—B. F. Barker, San Francisco, Cal.—
Butt Hinge.—August 27, 1867.—The outer leaves fold

into depressions of the middle leaf; two of the leaves
placed together form a single hinge, and work alter-

nately as the door swings upon its center.

Claim.— 'First, the three-leaf folding butt, con
structed substantially as herein shown and described,
the two forming a reversible hinge and acting alter-

nately, substantially as set forth.

Second, the plate A, in combination with the butt,

substantially as described.
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Third, the muffer, substantially as described, in

combination -with the butt, as and for the puriJoses

specified.

68,151.—J. S. Eeals, Alabama Center, N. Y.—
Sheep Hack.—August 27, 1867.—ImproA^'ment on his

patent, October 24, 1865. The doors are hinged and
cleated to mate a transferable open or covered rack
for feed.

Claim.—First, so hinging the boards D and E to-

gether and combining them with hinged cleats d d
that a sheep rack can be formed with either an open
or covered hopper, or one that is provided with a
cover for the sheep and with an open feed rack, or

which can be closed for the sheep if desired, as set

forth.

Second, extending the cleats d d so as to form sup-

forts for the boards E E, and connecting the boards
) and E at their edges, substantially as set forth.

Thii'd, the boards D and E, cleats d d, revolving
standards B and pieces A, rails a and pins c, in com-
bination with each other, all made and operating sub-

stantially as herein shown and described.

. 68,152.—J. S. Beals, Alabama Centre,]^. Y.—
Plow.—August 27, 1867.—The u]>per share is attached
to a standard secured to the beam in the place of an
ordinary coulter; the coulter being also secured to

I the same standard. The share is reversible.

Claim.—Eirst, making the opposite ends of the
share D equal to each other so as to provide the same
with double cutting edges a a, substantially as and
for the purpose herein shown and described.
Second, securiug the share D to the lower portion

of a bar E Avhich is adjustable on standard F by
means of set screw c, substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein shown and described.
Third, securing the coulter G on the lower end of

the same standard on which the supplementary share
D is arranged, substantially as and for the purpose
herein shown and described.

68,153.-Wm. F. Beaton, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Combined Pen and Eraser.—August 27, 1867.—The
back end of the pen is sharpened to act as an eraser
and the holder is so arranged as to hold it in either
position, as pen or eraser.

Claim.—A combined reversible or invertible pen
and eraser, constructed substantially as described.
Also, the combination, substantially as described,

of a combined pen and eraser, with a reversible
holder.

Also, the combination, substantially as described,
of a combined pen and eraser, a reversible holtler,

and a shield, tor the purposes set forth.

68,154.—William F. Beaton, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Frame for the Glasses of Carriage Curtains.—
August 27, 1867.—Metallic strips pass through the
frame and the curtains beyond and are secured to

washers and clamped tightly agaiust the curtain.

Claim.—First, as a new article of manufacture, the

glass and cmtain holder, consisting of the concave
convex plate A, washer D, and clips B, constructed
and arranged as described for the purpose set forth

Second, fastening glass in carriage curtains by clips

secured to the frame and bent upon a washer, sub
stantially in the manner described.

68,155.—E. Beckwith, South Pass, Jn.—Wash-
ing Machine.—August 27, 1867.—Rollers are wound
in the midtUe of tlic clothes to be washed and oper-

ated by the rotating ribbed cylinder against the
movable rollers and the ribbed concave bed.

Claim.—First, the manner herein shown and de-

scribed of hanging the i-oller E, in sliding bearings a,

betwecji which it is lield by the thimbles e e and rub-

ber washes / / substantially as herein shown and
described.
Second, the cyliudiical or partly cylindrical wash-

tub A, A\hen provided with slotted head piece C and
perforated pai'titions F in combination with the up
and down adjustal)le oscillating or revolving roller

E, all made and operating substantially as herein

shown and described.

68,156.—Hiram H. Beers, Toulon, HI—Fad
Crimp iVcoS.-August 27, 1867.—The projecting

mold on the hinged lever iramc enters the corres-

ponding recess for crimping the leather into the shape
of the pad.

Claim.—A crimp or break for pads having an ad-
justable die B, all made substantially as described.

68,157.-Richard W. Bender, New York, JJ".

Y.

—

Filter for Refining Sugar.—August 27, 1867.

—

The sirup vessel has a supply pipe for steam and the
saccharine solution and escape pipes, with a lower
pipe leading to the filter which is filled with fine
animal charcoal. "When the sirup chamber has been
filled the sirup is forced by live steam through the
charcoal.
Claim.—The arrangement herein described for

forcing the liquid through the animal coal by means
of live steam, acting on the said liquid in a monte-
jus, connected and combined with the filter or filters,

substantially as set forth.

68,158.—George W. Bennett, Brooklyn, N". Y.,
assignor to self, George W. Peek, and Charles S.

Bird.—Paint Caw.—August 27, 1867.

The bar is secured across the top of the can, and
the lid has a thumbscrew that secures it to the bar.

Claim.—First, the combination of the cross bar B,
having a screw hole formed through its central part
with the upper part of the can A, stantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the cover C, having a
groove formed m its lower side near its edge, and
having a screw, D, attached to its central part with
the cross bar B, and can A, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the purpose set forth.

68,159.-0. W. Blanchard, Delevan, Wi».—
Medical Compound.—August 27, 1867.—For treat-

ment of consumption. Morphia, 1 drachm; water,
14 drachms ; alcohol 2 drachms ; sulphuric acid, 60
drops ; hydrocyanic acid, 65 drops ; tinctm'C of lupu-
lin, 60 di'ops.

Claim.—The medical compound made of the ingre-
dients and mixed together in or about the proportions,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

68,160.—Charles D. Blinn, Port Huron, Mich.—Horse Hay Fork.—August 27, 1867.—A rope from
the toggle extends to the middle of the prong, and
one from the small end of the loop to the rear end of
the same. The prong is thrust by the detachable staff

into the hay ; the staff is then drawn out and the hay
raised by the toggle rope. In discharging the hay
the toggle is freed by a rope which passes to the ope-
rator.

Claim.—First, the prong A, constructed with a
socket for the reception of the removable handle B,
substantially herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
loop or ring F, toggle D, and ropes C E G H, with
each other and with the prong A, substantially as
herein shown and described, and for the purpose set

forth.

68,161.—HiLAND T. Boutell, Springfield, Vt.—
Clothes Pt«.—August 27, 1867.—Thejaws are pivoted
within the slot in the stock, and are projected towards
each other by springs behind.
Claim.—ThQ two clamps B, and the spring C a,

arranged and operating in the stock A, as herein set

forth for the iDm'pose specified.

68,162—Thomas S. Bowman, St. Louis, Mo.—
Closing Bottles.-A\xgViSi 27, 1867.—The neck of the
bottle is marked so as to break easily below the stop-

per to avoid the danger of its being rciillcd.

Claim.—First, the method of stopping bottles, sub-

stantially as described.
Second, the special construction and combination

of the bottle neck and stopple B, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

68,163.—William Burnet, New York, N. Y.—
Brush and Top of Mucilage Bottles.-August 27, 1867.

—The brush is secured inside the cap by a spring that

also keeps it suspended in the bottle except when
pressed down into the mucilage.
Oiaim.—First, the use of a spring collai' or washer

on the handle of a mucilage brush.
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Second, the use of the same in combination -with a
spring and the cap of a mucilapre bottle.

Third, the use of a tubular rubber spring in combi-
nation with a mucilage bottle, all made and opera-

ting as described, or their mechanical equivalents.

68,164.—S. BuTTEXHEiM, New Tork, N. Y.—
Nursery Lounge.—August 27, 1867.—Explained by
the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, a combined lounge and night chair
Tvlien made and operating substantially as herein
specified and described.
Second, a combined lounge, night chair, and fold-

ing table, -when made and operating- substantially as

herein specified and described.
Tliird. a combined lounge, night chair, folding ta-

ble and bureau, when made and operating substan-
tially as herein specified and described.
Fourth, a combined lounge, night chair, folding

table, bureau and writing desk, when made, and ope-
rating substantially as herein specified and described.

Fifth, a combined lounge, night chair, folding ta-

ble, bureau and miiTor, when made and operating
substantially as herein specified and described.

Sixth, a combined lounge and folding table, the lat-

ter being so an*anged as to be concealed in a drawer
K, expanded or altogether removed from the lounge,
as set forth.

Seventh, a combined lounge and mirror when made
and onejating substantially as herein specified and
descriljed.

Eighth, a combined lounge and ^\Tituig desk, when
made and operating substantially as herein specified
and described.
Ninth, a nursery lounge when made and operating

substantially as herein specified and described.

6S,165.—Andrew Canfield, Lyons City, Iowa.—Corn Cultivator.—August 27, 1867.—The adjustable
guard regulates the application of the earth to the
corn. The plows are elevated by levers pivoted in
bands on the axle. The seat is raised or lowered by
adjusting its jointed support.
Claim.—First, the adjustable extension guard to

regulate the amount of earth applied to yoiuig corn.
Second, the raising levers G G, iu combination with

the double stirrups a a, for the purpose above set forth.

Third, the principle of raising and lowering a seat
by means of a joint in the support of the seat, when
used substantially as and for the pm-poses above set
forth.

68,166.-Peter Chandler, Olney, 111.—Portable
Fence.—August 27. 1867.—The panels" are attached to
their respective posts by keys and braces that are se-

cured in the sills.

Claim.—The combination of the keys or gibs C,
constructed as described, with the slotted posts A A'
and double battened panels B B' of a portable fence,
as and for the purpose described.

68,167.—M. D. Cheek, Clarendon, Ark.—Cotton-
hale rj«.—August 27, 1867.—Tlie ends of the hoop are
passed up through thin slots and bent around pins in
the two portions of the clasp, which ai-e then hooked
together.

Claim.—First, a cotton-bale tie constructed in two
parts with lapping ends, provided with perforations
in the one side and hooks on the other, substantially
as shown and described.
Second, the bars G H, cylindrical upon the surface,

around which the hoop passes, in combination witli

the parts of a cotton-bale tie, as shown and described.
Thii'd, a cotton-bale tie constructed with lapping

ends, fitted as shown and provided with bars G 11^

slits 1 1, perforations F F, and hoops E E, for the pur-
pose set forth.

68,168.—Theodore D. Christopher, Madison,
Ind.

—

Wrench.—August 27, 1867.—A short screw is

used for nice adjustinent ; the said screw is connected
to a sliding thimble engaging with the ratchet bar by
a spring catch.

C7au?2.—First, the combination of the sliding thim-
ble D, the plate E, the catch bar F. and the spring a
with a ratchet wrench, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

Second, the same in combination with the screw G
and nut H, arranged, substantially as shown and de-

scribed, on bar e of a ratchet wrench, for the pur-
poses set forth.

68,169.—Jacob Click, Springfield, Ohio.—ilar-
roio.—August 27, 1867.—Explained by the claims and
illustration.

Claim.—First, constructing a harrow with a series
of long curved and sharp-edged teeth or knives secured
to a rotating shaft, so that they may be depressed to
cut deeply into the ground when desired, substantiaUr
as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, a haiTow constri»ctcd with the curved sharp-
edged teeth D D and a series of long knife-shaped
teeth E, secured to the rotating shaft F provided with
the levers G G by which said knives E may be de-
pressed to cut deeply into the ground when desired,
substantially as set forth.

Third, in combination with the shaft F and levers
G G, the pawls J J and ratchets 1 1, substantially as
and for the pui'pose set forth.

Fourth, in combination with the harrow A and the
long seat M mounted thereon, the levers G G, joined
at their upper ends by the long connecting rod X, as
and for the purpose set forth.

Fifth, in combination with the harrow A , the ad-
justable wheels OOP, for the parposc of limiting the
depth to which the teeth or knives may cut.

68,170.—]Robert B. Coab, Jersey Citv, N. J.—
Filter Faucet—August 27, 1867.—The cock has a hol-
low plug with a filtering diaphragm that can be in-

serted or removed when the cap is off. The filter is

cleaned by reversing the plug and turning on the
water.

Claim.—The handle/ attached directly to one side
of the larger end of the tapering hollow plug d, iu
combination with the removalile cap e and filtering

diaphragm h, all arranged as and for the purposes set
forth.

68,171.—Charles Colby, South Pass, HI.—Jftv
chine for Cutting Berry Boxes.—August 27, 1867

;

antedated August 18, 1867.— The strips are cut by
longitudinal movement of the sliding box and simul-
tojieously scored where they will be required to bend
in making the box.

Claim.—Fii'st, the cutting of strips for berry Iwxes
liy means of reciprocating frame B, provided witli the
knife C, the slitting or gi-ooving cutters c, bed D, and
tlie spur or trimming cutter d, with tlie stop or trans-
verse bar E or the fi-ame A in which the frame B
works, all combined and arranged to operate substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the bars G G, fitting loosely on the shaft F,
and spiral springs e, when constructed and arranged
in such a manner that the said bars G G shall press
the strips being cut against the under side of the knife,
as herein set forth.

68,172.—McDowell Darrow, Gates, N. Y., as-
signor to himself and O. "W. Hart, £»ime place.

—

Check-Rein Holder.—August 27, 1867.—The cii'cular

hole receives the cheek hook, and the fore bar of the
triangular loop has a spur to engage one of a series of
holes in the rein, which passes "through the loop.

Claim.—In connection with tlie ordinary check
rein and hook of harness, the rein-holder, constructed
and operating substantially in the manner and for the
purpose herein shown and 'described.

68,173.—Hermon Y. DA\^s, Amherst, N. H.,
assignor to Charles Eichakdsox, same place.—^tjed
Brill.—August 27, 1867.—The planter \:-ss at its lower
end an opener and a coverer. The sec- 1 hopper is at
the end of a handle which is pivoted to the body of
the implement, and acts by its oscillation to drop the
seeds through cavities in its side and the disk pivoted
to the side of the chute. The disk has graduated liole-s

to suit diflfercnt sized seed.
Claim.—The several parts marked a b c / g n k,

when the several parts are connected, arranged, and
operated as specified.

6S,174.—L. De Golta, Batchellerville, N. Y.—
Wash-Board.—August 27, 1867.—The opposite cor-

rugated surfaces of the board are of wood and metal
reflectively.
Ciaim.—A wash-board provided with a wooden and
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a inetaliic corrugated surface, substantially as and for

the purpose lierein shown and described.

68,175.—George B. Field, New York, IsT. Y.—
Amalgamator.—August 27, 1867.—The rollers have
reciprocating oscillatory motion in the segmental
chambers containing the ore, to comminute the same
sutficieutly to allow its passage through the small
tubes into the setting chambers.
OZaim.—Pirst, the arrangement and combination

of the rollers H H with the 'segment amalgam cham-
bers AA so that the former shall work back and forth

in the latter, to produce at the same time a crushing
and grinding of the ores, in the manner and for the
purpose substantially as above set forth.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
vertical shaft D, arms G G, and hoppers K K, and
rollers H H working in chambers A A, substantially

as and for the purposes described.
Third, the arrangement of the amalgam chambers

A A and setting chambers B B, connected by the
conduits C C, substantially as described.

Fourth, the arrangement of the chambersA A with
the chambers B B, shaft D, arms G G, agitators F F,

hoppers K K, and rollers H H, substantially as speci
fied.

68,176.-Thomas G.U. Fisk, Macon City, Mo.—
Washing Machine.—August 27, 1867.—The inner ves-

sel is cylindrical and has a closely-fitting plunger,
winch is depressed by a lever and raised by a spiral

spring. The vessels communicate through holes in
the bottom of the inner one.

Claim.—The piston C, lever D, and spring E, in

combination with the vessels A B, the whole being
arranged and operated as described and set forth.

68,177.- Ben.taiiin Force, Mount Pleasant,
Iowa.

—

Fence.—August 27, 1867.—The cross-posts of
the fence are connected by parallel bars that separate
the boards of the fence, which are kept in position
laterally by verticil posts. The fence is locked by a
rider.

Claim.—^First, the diagonal braces F, in combina-
tion with the stakes A, riders C, parallel bars E and
B, all arranged substantially as set forth.

Second, the battens H, in combination with the
stakes, riders and bars, aE arranged as shown and
described.

68,178.—John Frasr, Dowagiac, Mich.->S'moo«7i-

ing Iron.—August 27, 1867.—A copper plate is riv-

eted to the face of the iron.

'Jlaim.—The copper plate B, in combination with
a smoothing iron, in manner and for the jDui-poses

substantially as described.

68,179.-James M. Freeman, Belleville, N. Y,
— Hiding Attachment for Harrows.—August 27,

1867.—The tongue is bolted to an arched, elastic bar
that is secured to the harrow frame. A spring run-
ning back from the front end of the tongue bears a
seat for the driver over the wheels.
Claim.—The connecting of a riding attachment

to a harrow through the medium of the elastic bar B,
bolt &, chain d, and draft hook c, all arranged sub-
stantially as and for the pm-pose specified.

68,180.-Frederick Gesswein, Fond du Lac,
"Wis.— Windoiv Shade.—August 27, 1867.—The slats

are lozenge-shaped in cross section, and so woven
with warp thrc^ads as to make a flexible blind.

Claim.—A blind or shade composed of slats with
beveled edges, arranged substantially as above de-

scribed, witli notches in the edges of each slat where
crossed by threads, thereby wea-\ang the slats closely
together and narrowing the opening between them,
and allowing the bevels of the edges to connect
closely.

68,181.—Samuel Gibbons, Binghamton, IST. Y.,
assig-uor to himself and J. E. Palmer, same place.

—

Drgim Barrels.—August 27, 1867.—The barrels are
dried T^ steam-heated pipes that pass into and around
them.
Claim.— First, the within-described method of

drying barrels by the heat radiating from pipes or
. equivaleiit means introduced into the barrels, sub-
stantially in the manner set forth.

Second, an apparatus for drying barrels, composed
of a series of pipes A, with branch pipes C, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described\

68,182.—J. H. Godwin, Scotland Xeck. N. C—
Baling Press.—August 27, 1867.—The platen is sup-
ported on legs and is raised by toggle levers which
are hung to the upper beams of the frame and pivoted
to the platen.
Claim.—First, the levers E G, connected with the

slioulders/, and platen H, in combination with the
drop doors I, springs J, and buttons k, substantially
as described for the purpose specified.

Second, the sides h h' h", hung to one post and
door m, in combination with the bar g, cross bars o o,

drop catches h, bars n n, guide bars r r, hinged bars
i i, and head block c, substantially as described for
the purpose specified.

Thii'd, the screw nut in combination with the upper
hinge to prevent the dragging of the doors, as herein
set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the head block C, sup-
plemental door s, and button t, substantially as de-
scribed for the purpose specified.

Fifth, the combination and arrangement of the
fi-ame A, having stout plates b, levers E G, connected
by shoulders/, doors, k h' h" and m, and supplemental
door s, catches h, cross bars O 0, bars n n c, button t,

head block C, drop doors I, springs J, and buttons K,
bar g, guide bars r r, and hinged bars i i, substan-
tially as described for the purpose specified.

68,183.— James Gray, :N"ewark, N". J.—Sad-
iron.—August 27, 1867.—The solid iron has project-
ing lugs to which the suspended, slotted shield of the
handle is secured by pivoted bolts.

Claim.—First, the solid iron A, when provided
with a lug or lugs a, in combination with the shield
B, having a bolt or bolts C, and fitted to the handle
supports D, as described.
Second, the flanges 6 and c, or either, formed re-

spectively on the surface of the solid iron A, and on
the under side of the shield B, form an air chamber,
as set forth.

68,184.—Victor Hagmann, Washington, D. C.
—Yegetahle Ow^er.—August 27, 1867.—The knife is

attached to a screw shaft and makes incisions in the
root which is attached to the base piece. As the
screw shaft travels on its bearings, the distance be-
tween its cuts is equal to the pitch of the thread.

Claim.—First, adevicefor cutting vegetables, &c.,
having one or more knives attached to a screw adapted
to receive a rotary and progressive motion, substan-
tially as described.

Se'cond, the combination with a screw A, bearing
one or more knives, of the spring jaw D, for holding
said screw to its threaded bearing and permitting its

ready retraction, substantially as described.

68,185.-Henry G. Hall, FayetteviUe, K". C—
Ring for Spinning.—August 27, 1867.—Explained
by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The rings B C, constructed as described,
the former provided with the eccentric flange a, fit-

ting into the rail, and the latter with a similar eccen-
tric flange fitting Avithiu the ring B, when both Jiro

eonstrncfed to operate as set forth and held in posi-

tion by means of the set screws 6 c, substantially as

described for the pm-pose specified.

68,186.—Samuel G. Hall, Norwich, Conn.—
Rotary Steam Engine.—^August 27, 1867.—One piston
is formed in L-shaped sections, the diametric ai'ms of

which occupy the recesses of the other piston. The
pistons reciprocate in an eccentric hub and have
jointed feet packing to the inside of the cylinder.

Claim.—TheL-shapcd pieces of the piston B, pro-

vided with grooves d, and tongues c, operating in

combination Avith the piston B', provided with re-

cesses b, when applied to the piston wheel C, and
irregular cylinder A, all constructed as and for the

purpose dc'scribed.

68, J 87.—Henry M. Hamilton, New York, IST.

Y.—Dic for Forming the Eyes of PicA'S.-August 27,

1867.—As the taper punch descends into the heated
blank v,-hich is enclosed in the dies, it pushes tlic

metal before it so as to perfectly fill the chamber in
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the dies, and the surplus metal is cut off between the

shoulder of the punch and the cutter ring-, whose up-

per sui'f'ace determines the length of the elongated
eye.
Claim.—The combination of the improved jaws A

A', a divided cutter ring G, (cither at the upper or

lower side,) and shouldered punch E, operating sub-

stantially a,s described.

6S,18S.—rJoxATiiAN R. Hasiiltox, Portland, Or-

egon.

—

Fu.nigator for Destroying Vermin.—August
27, 1867.—The chamber in which the smudge is gene-

rated is lined with non-combustible material, and the

ail- is driven through it by the contraction of the elas-

tic bulb, which is provided with valves.

Claim.—First, the cup or bowl A, with its insulated

chamber H and pipe I), as constructed with stopper
E, in combination with the apparatus E, or its equiv-

alent, for operating substantially as and for the ^uv-

poses herein specified.

Second, the pipe D, as constnicted with the end
closed and side openings e e for the escape of tlie

fumes when said pipe is constructed with a chamber
having an inside coating of calcined plaster or other
suitable material as a non-conductor of heat, as de-

scribed and for the purposes herein set forth.

68,189.—Oscar Hanks, Cincinnati. Ohio.—Cwr-
tain Fixture.—August 27, 1867.—The longitudinally
elastic pulley and collar sUow the adjustment of the
roller to brackets set at various distances.

Claim.—The elastic adjustable grooved pulley E,
in combination with elastic collar F as applied to cer-

tain rollers C, substantially as described.

68,190.—Richard Hardexbrook, Bath, K". Y.—Grape Flow.—August 27, 1867.—By the construc-
tion of the clevis the adjustment of the line of draft
is made automatic when the plow is reversed. The
depth of furrow is regulated by the engagement of
the lip on the clevis with one of the notches on the
nose of the beam, and is secured in its adjustment by
a bolt. The plow is reversible.

Claim.—The clevis H, provided with the elongated
slot h, perforated arms or fork h' h', and lip e, when
connected to the notched beam A by means of the
single pivotal bolt, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

Also, the curved form of the slot Ji, or the equiva-
lent thereof, whereby a forward inclination is given
to the draft-bearing surface of the clevis from the
center to the ends thereof, substantially as described.

Also, the flanged extension or tail piece A' formed
on the beam A, as a means of attachment of the
handles B B, as described.

68,191.—JoHX Harmax, McConnellsville, Ohio.—SItecp Hack and Mow Combined.—August 27, 18G7.

—The rack has a mow over it for holding hay, to refill

the rack as the sheep remove it.

Clai7n.—The construction and combination of the
rack A and mow B and opening C, as herein described
and for the purposes set forth.

68,192,—Saxdy Harris, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to himself and David Bevax, same place.

—

Sash Weight—August 27, 1867.—The groove in tlie

"weight receives the cord, and is deep enough to allow
the cord to occupy a central position.

Claim.—The mode or modes, substantially as herein
described, of attaching the sasli cord to the -weight.

68,193.-William H. Hawley, Utica, X. Y.—
Elevating Block.—August 27, 1867.—The chain is par-
tially imbedded in the grooves of the; pulley so as not
to slip thereon, and the pulley is restrainetl from ro-

tation, when required, by dropping the pawl into en-
gagement with the teeth on the periphery of the pulley.

Claim.—The pulley D, substantially as described,
in combination with the chain E and "stop G. for the
uses and purposes mentioned.

68,194.—Hexry M. Haywaed, Boston, Mass.—
Bucksaio Frame.—August 27, 1867.—The straining
bar is attached by links to a toothed cam, whose ro-
tation on the toothed bearing plate draAvs upon tlie

link and strains the saw.
Claim.—The improved saw straining mechanism.

,

as described, or, in other words, the combination and I

an-angement of the teeth a b with the cam E and its

bearing plate C, when combined with the lever F and
its connecting rods, or the eqiuvaleat thereof, the
whole to be applied together and to a saw frame, as
specified.

68,195.—J. S. Hexry and A. H. Reist, Man-
heim, Va.—Horse Ray Fork.—Auguat 27, 1867.—The
coi^iecting rod is pivoted to the tine and to the ojie-

rating levei', and these two latter to the shaft. "When
the tine is projected at right angles, the operating
lever is locked" by a trigger, and the releasee of the
latter allows the weight of the hay to straigliten the
point, and the hay is discharged.

Claim.—The arrangement of the notched lever G,
in combination with tlie spring bolt K H, for operat-
ing the point E by a connecting lever D between tlie

p.'irallel bars A A', all combined and operating iu the
manner and for the purpose specified.

68,3 96.—Warrex S. Hill, Manchester, IST. H.—
Seiving Machine.—Auguat 27, 1867.—Improvement
on the chain stitch or single thread machine. As the
crank is rotated the bent needle bar is reciprocated,
forcing the needle through the opening in the presser
foot, through the cloth, and then returning it. The
looper performs its office, and is operated by connec-
tions fiom the needle rod. A projection on the
needle rod traverses a slot in a cam plate, and thi'ows
the needle forward to feed the cloth.

Claim.—First, the combination of the needle arm
E, constructed as described, with the sliding pin d'
and cam k, substantially as and for the purpose spe-
cified.

Second, the needle rod E and its grooved cam plate
J, for operating the looper, substantially as described.

68,197.—W. L. Hopper, Monmouth, III.—Device
for Catching Animals.—August 27, 1867.—The two
curved arms are pivoted together. The claws close
when the spring is tripped by an animal.

Claim.—The sliding bar C'in combination with the
parts A B and spiral spring s, substantially as de-
scribed for the pm-pose specified.

68,198.—J. Carroll House, Lowville, :N'. Y.—
A^iparatus for Agitation of Milk in Cheese Vats.—
August 27, 1867.—The milk pan is surrounded by a
water jacket, and is kept constantly stirred by the
revolving paddles on the sleeve shaft'and the vibrat-
ing paddles on the central shaft, the motor being a
falling Aveight or otlier power.
Claim.—The use of the compound vibrating rotary

dasher D 6 F C E with the pulley G, crank e, together
with the crank pulley H, and their connections, as
and for the object herein specified.

68,199.—Edward Howell, Ashtabula, Ohio.—
Carriage Curtain Button.—August 27, 1867.— The
thumb piece is raised and the curtain placed between
the ears and the front plate : the thumb piece is then
brouglit down, which presses the cam against the rib
and holds the curtain securely.
Claitn.—The cam c and thumb piece E, pivoted to

the cam and arranged in relation to the rib d and cur-
tain, substantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

68,200.—Haxkord Lnoraiiam, IKaples, N. Y.—
PZoiy 67ei-j.s.—August 27, 1867.—TJie slotted reversi-
ble draft clevis is elongaled sutticientiy to allow the
horse to walk clear of the furrow in side iiill plowing.
Claim.—The clevis as constructed substantially in

the manner and for the i)urpose as herein set forth.

68,201 .—D. W. Jacoky. Shelbyville, HI.—C'om-
Maed Corn Planter and Cultivator.—Aw^nst 21 , 1867.

—The seed slide in the bottom of tlie hopper is actu-
ated by the crooked lever between the handles, to
which it is connected by a rod ; it is reached by a
spring.
Claim.—V'lvst, the stationary plate P, substanti-

ally as described.
Second, the combination of the stationary plate P,

having a mortise or groove in which a slide plate O
is macfe to operate by means of a spring/t, rods v m,
and crooked lever n in combination with pipe R, sub-
stantially as set forth.

Third," the combination of the shovels F' F, pipe
R, plates O P, spring /t, lever n, rods m v, arranged
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to operate substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

68,202.—Edwin A. Jeffery, Trappe, Md., as-

signor to himself and G. M. Clark, same place.

—

Griddle.—August 27, 1867.—Intended to fit over the
double pot hole of a stove. Explained by the claim
and illustration. ,

Claim.—TJie combination of the rim C, fixed plate

B, hinged plate A, having recesses D, constructed
substantially as described for the purpose specified.

68,203.-Edward Jewett, Rindge, :N'. B:.— Ve-
neer Cutter.—August 27, 1867.—The lateral pressure
of the friction plate in conjunction "O'ith the forward
motion of the bevel knife has an edgevrise bearing on
tlie grain of the block in the direction of the cut,

thereby preserving the integrity of the fiber. The
bevel edge of the knife leaves a polished edge on the
surface of the lumber.

Claim.—The face beveled knife C, when combined
with the liead block B, and arranged with relation to

the friction plate D, as and for the pm'poses set forth.

68,204.—William B. Johnson, Bowling Green,
Ky.

—

Buckle.—August 27, 1867.—The tong-ue is held
down by a double-lipped spring and is projected,

when released, by a spring attached to the middle
bar.

Claim.—An improved buckle having its tongue held
by means of a spring, substantially as and for the pm--

pbse described.

68,205.—Julius Jonson, Baltimore, Md., as-

signor to GusTAVus Jonson and H. L. Frank, same
place.

—

Magnetic Machine for Separating Iron from
Mrass Turnings and Filings.—August 27, 1867.—The
central shaft of the hollow cylinder lias sets of elec-

tric helices attached that connect with parallel rows
of magnets on the sm'face of the cylinder. The hel-

ices of each set ai-e connected by wire and the mag-
nets are connected by the bar on which they are sup-

ported. The brass and iron turnings are precipitated

from the hopper on to the apron. The magnets be-

come active as they meet the turnings moving toAvards

the cylinder on the apron. As they become magnet-
ized the iron among the mass on the apron adheres
to them, and is carried around almost to the brush,
;where, as the magnets lose theii" power by the stop-

page of the electric cm-rent, the turnings di'op into

the spout and are discharged.
Claim.—Eirst, the arrangement of the helices G

G, magnets H H, wires g g, and rod i' K', in connec-
tion with the pU'.te O and the plate P, substantially as

and for the pm-pose described.
Second, the arrangement of the magnets H H, with

theu- faces in a position inclined obliquely across
their dii'eetion of revolution, substantially as and for

the pm-pose specified.

68,206.—Andrew Jusberg, Galva, III.— Cast-

ing Bells.—August 27, 1867.—The bell metal is com-
posed of five parts copper and one of block tin, to

forty pounds of which mixture four pennyweights of

United States silver coin of 1860 is added. The
lower portions of the globular bells are cut into six

lobes.
Claim.—Forming sleigh-bells of copper, tin, and

silver, in the proportion substantially as described.

68,207.—William J. Keeney, Florence, Ind.—
harvester Fitman.—August 27, 1867.—The pitman
is coupled to the sickle bar of the reaper with an ad-

justable knuckle joint formed by a movable box fitted

against the end of the sickle bar.

Claim.—The dotted adjustable box C, constructed
as described, its outer coucave end fitting and work-
ing against the outer convex side of the hook b of the

sickle bar, its inner end secured to the pitman A, as

herein set forth for the purpose specified.

68,208.-0. P. Ejngman, Bridgeport, Conn.—
Watch Key.—August 27, 1867.—The key is swiveled

so as to turn axiallyiu a collar turning on trunnions in

a half link. The key is turned at right angles to the

link on its trunnions and placed upon the arbor and
turned to wind the watch. The opening near the

foot of the barrel is used to clean it out.

C'iaim.—First, a watch key rotating axially in a

collar oscillating on trunnions, substantially in the
manner described for the purposes set forth.

Second, the combination of the axially rotating
key, the swinging collar, the half link or loop, and
the swivel C, for the purpose of winding up the watch
with the key attached to the watch itself by a short
link and of protecting the key when not in use.

Third, the notch i, in the barrel for the removal of
obstructions, as set forth.

68,209.—Isaac Kohn, Edgerton, Ohio.—Broom
Head.—August 27, 1867.—The hinged leaves of the
metallic head have spikes inside to retain the brush,
and hooks beneath to secure the leaves in position.
Claim.—The leaf A, flange C, and loop c', arranged

in relation to the hooks D, teeth E, and case, as and
for the purpose substantially as specified.

68,210.—A. KOMP, 'New York, N". T.
Heating Apparatus for Brewers and Others.—Au-
gust 27, 1867.—The central steam chamber has a num-
ber of small radial pipes ejecting the steam into the
mash in small jets at many points.

Claim,.—The arrangement of a series of small noz-
zles a, in combination with the steam heating drum or
pipe A, substantially as and for the purpose described.

68,211 .--Adolph F. Kuhlmann, Dubuque, Iowa.—Washing Machine.—August 27, 1867.—Improve-
ment on liis patent August 7, 1866. The suds box
bottom is lined with a sheet of corrugated metal and
has a sectoral rubber oscillating in combination with
it. The stuffers are pivoted to the frame beside the
axis of the rubber so as to receive reciprocating move-
ment and to stuft' the clothes through the opening ia
the rubber.

Claim.—First, the combination of the smooth rub-
bers D and inclined rubbing and feed boards E, with
the vibrating arms or plates C and shaft B, substan-
tially as herein shown and described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Second, the pivoted stuffers F, in combination with
the inclined feed boards E, vibrating arms or plates
C, and tub A, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed and for the purpose set forth.

Thii-d, the combination of the pivoted guard board
G, or equivalent, with the stuffers E and vibrating
arms or plates C, substantially as herein shown and
described and for the purpose'set forth.

68,212.—Clark M. Langley, Lowell, Mass.

—

Driving Frinting Fresses.—August 27, 1867.—The
larger end of one frusto-conical drum is opposite the
smaller end of the other one, and the belt is shifted

along the drums to vary the speed.
Claim.—The spring B, Avhich retains the shipper

bar and driving belt in any required position, in com-
bination with the cord L, the shipper bar O P, and
the double cones, substantially as herein described.

68,213.—James A. Lawson, Troy, IST. Y.—Coal
JBTod.-August 27, 1867.—The body of thie scuttle is in
the form of the frustum of a hollow cone. It has a
hopper at top to retain the coal while being discharged
from the spout in front.

Claim.—A coal hod or scuttle, having its body in
the general foi-m of a frustum of a cone, and provided
with a hopper, all substantially as and for the pm-pose
specified.

Also, the bale, when combined with the body of the
scuttle by means of hinged joints and stops, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

68,214.—N. H. Lebby, Charleston, S. C—Cen-
trifugal Fump.—August 27, 1867.—The wheel shaft

extends through a hollow shaft cari-ying a pulley.

The hollow shaft timis in bearings in uprights. When
the wheel is in position within its casing the shaft is

engaged at its end by the clutch. By turning the
head plate to relieve it of the catches upon the casing
and sliding the Avheel outward, the shaft can be im-

hitched from the drum and the wheel cleared if choked.
Claim.—The head plate B, provided with lugs D,

in combination with the catches E, shaft C, drum F,
and clutches H I, substantially as described for the
purpose specified.

68,215.—John Lee, New London, Conn., as-

signor to Isaac C. Tate, same place.— Fice.—August
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27. 1867.—The stationary jaw of the metallic vice is

mortised in even with the top of the bench and is fur-

ther secured by flanges. The movable jaAV engages
Mith the statio'nai-y jaw and is secured to it by the
hand screws.

Claim.—First, the stationary jaw A, when pro-

vided with a flange o, as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

Second, in combination with the above a sliding

jaw when the same has a tongned shank fitting in

grooves arranged on the arms of the stationary jaw,
wild arms being titled to the under side of the bench,
substantially as described for the purpose specified.

6S,216.—Amos Leitner, Hopewell township,
Ohio.—Portable Crane for Loading Wagons.—Awgn^i
27, 18(i7.—The loading is raised in the scoop by" the
cord running round friction pulleys attached to the

crane, and round the drum connecting by the bevel
wheels with the sweep. The draft rope is tightened
by the lever brake connecting with the drum.

' Claim.—First, the combination of the lever E. con-
necting bars O and X and sliding bar P with each
other and with the hinged bearing M of the pinion
shaft or axle G, substantially as herein shown and
described and for the purpose' set forth.

Second, the combination of the lever S, connecting
bars T. and cross-bar TT. with each other, with the
sliding bar P. and with the slotted end of the arm or
beam a^. substantially as herein shown and described.

Third, attaching the tines «i to the cross-bar v"^ of
the fork head, substantially in the manner herein
shown and described.

Fourth, the combination of the scoop "W with the
tines I'l and cross-bar v'^ of the fork V, substantially
in the manner herein shown and described and for

the purpose set forth.

6S,*217.—Edwaud C. Lewis, Auburn, X. Y.

—

Elliptic Spnng.—August 27, 1867.—The nibs on the
lower sides of the upper leaf fit in grooves in the
lower leaf to keep them in position.

Claim.—The nibs formed upon the inner sides of
the ends of the leaf B, fitting into tlie gi'ooves upon
the npper side of the leaf A" in such a manner as to

keep the leaves in line with eacli other and prevent-
ing their lateral displacement, said nibs and grooves
formed without having any corresponding depressien
or projection upon their opposite sides of the leaves,

as herein described for the pui'pose specified.

6S,'218.—Henry Little, Middletown, X. T.—
Elevating Ice.—August 27, 1867.—The horizontal
radial arms are inserted in the shaft in a spiral line,

and have a cuiwed platform attached thereto. The
bars attached to the upright frame facilitate the laud-
ing of the ice on the plationn.

Claim.—First, the ciu'ved platfonn E applied to the
screw elevator, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

Second, the movable bar G applied to the ti-time of
the device when used in connection with the screw
elevator, substantially as andforthepm'pose specified.

6S,iil9.—CAL\nN L. Lucas, Plymouth, Mass.—
Permutation Lock.—August 27, 1867.—When drawn
out of engagement the arbors are revolved, setting
their indexes to any of the numbers on their resi^ect-

ive circles, after which tliey may be pressed back into
gear and the gears be revolved so as to tlirow the
I'adial slits out of parallelism with the end of the ease.

In this position the bolt is prevented fi-om being
thrown back. "When the indexes of the knobs are
set to the gauge-marks to enable the bolt to be moved,
the said bolt shoidd be half way out. When the bolt

is shot either fully backward or forward the knobs are
rotated and actuate the slit wheels to carry tlieii- slits

out of pm-allolism with the end of the case'.

Claim.—In combination Avith the tumbler and the
superposed bolt plate, when guided by the arbors of
the pennutation gear as described, of tho crank or
locking pin k, under the arrangement and for opera-
lion as herein shoAvn and specified.

68,220.- George B. Markham, Plymouth,
Mich.

—

Bed Spring.—August 27, 1867.—Used to sup-
port the slats. Explained' by the claim and illustra-

tion.

Claim,.—The spring composed of two wires A A
12 c p—Vol. II

having springs B coiled upon theii* length, each pass-
ing through an eye a in the other, and finished otF by
the loop or eye C, in manner and for the purpose sub-
stantially as above set forth and described.

68,221.-T. F. McCaffeuty, Forest, Ohio.—
Compound to he nscdinJieeldves.—August 27, 1867.

—

To free beehives from moths. Oil of sassafras, 1

grain; benzoic acid, i grain; whiskey, 1 oz.

Claim.—The compouud made of the ingredients
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

68,222.—EouERT G. McKay, Cleveland, Ohio.—Machine for Making Spikes.—August 27, 1867.

—

The heated rod is di'awu in by the rollers imtil it

strikes the gauge. The cutter descends, cuts off the
blank, whose sides ai'C swaged to a tajjer form by the
bevels on tlie moving die and the bed die. The head-
ing die is tlien advance^l upon the olank by the sli-

ding cam and shapes the head. The header and
clamps are released and the spike is di'opxied from
the machine.
Claim.—First, the cutting, pointing, and griping

die D, bed die D', header K, and spring P, all con-
structed and arranged as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the sliding cam H, header J, and springs ^P e, in combination Avith the dies, as and for the pur- ^
pose described.
Third, the described aiTangement of the rollers R,

lever W, cam V. spring a, pawl and ratchet, for the
purpose specified.

68,223.—Charles Miller, Buffalo, X. T., as-

signor to himself, T. W. Toye, and E. L. Cook,
same place.

—

Snap Hook.—August 27, 1867. —The
tongue of the snap hook is extended across the ring,
forming, in conjunction with the ring, a buckle ; the
action of the strap causes the tongue to remain closed
without the aid of a spring.

Claim-.—First, the tongue C extended beloAV its

fulcrum bearings to form the buckle tongue D, in
combination with the loop B, thereby forming a snap •

hook and buckle, substantially as described.
Second, hinging the tongue of a snap hook to the-

shank thereof by means of the pin c^, and the brace
or bearing a'^, both constructed and combined sub--
stantially as herein set forth.

68,224.-^0HN W. Mimor and David P. Wasd, .

Xew Bedford, Mass.

—

Machine for Filling Ruts and
Levelling Eoads.—August 27, 1867.— The shares,
scrapers and roller are attached to the fram.e for
levelling roads.

Claim.—First, the combination arid arrangement,

.

substantially as described, of the guide wheel. B, the
counters or" shares a a, the scrapers b b, the lever i,

and the roller F, substantially as and for the purpose
herein shown and described.
Second, tlie scrapers b b, in combination with the

roller F, arranged substantially as described, with or
without the guide wheel B, and the coulters or
shares a a.

68,225.—S. J. Mitchell, St. Louis, Mo.—Cot^wt
Bale Tie.—August 27, 1867.—The loops of the hoop
engage in the slot in the plate, and the bolt secui'es
them from withdrawal.

Claim.—A cotton bale tie foi-med of a metid plate
A having a slot a nearly across it. and the pins c'c' on
the wino-s d d', constructed and operating as herein
specified.

68,226—H. F. Morton, West Sumner, Me.—
Sleigh Brake.—Auu:nst 27, 1867.—The guides mounted

j
upon cm-veil springs are secured to the frame so as to
direct the sleigh by hojid.

Claim.—Tlic; guides D mounted upon a spring on
either side of the sled, having botli ends fi'ee, the
lower arm being sufficiently long to reach the ground,
and kept off it by the elasticity' of a spring C, sub-
stantially as shown and described,

68,227.-Earl Paljier, Solon, X. Y.— Grain
Rake.—August 27, 1867.—The hand rake moves on
wheels and'has fingers attached to the axle by which
the gavel is raised ready for binding.

C'^oi'm.—First, the axle B constructed as described in

combination with the clasp H and spring K, substan-
tially as and for the pm'pose set forth.
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Second, the clasp or binder H Tvith the spring K
and hasp L attached to the axlo and working- in con-
juEction therewith and the fingers///, as described.
Third, the axle B bent at its center as described in

combination with the rake sections D D independent
of each other and arranged to operate substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

68,228.—Isaac H. Palmer, Lodi, 'Wis.—Stump
Uxtractor.—August 27, 1867.—The lifting chain is

attached to the stump and the pivoted top of the
standards. The lower ends of the latter are made to
approach each other by draft of the horse. This ac-
tion raises the apex, and with it the stump.

Claim.—First, the combination of the iHvoted
standards A C, wheels B E. arranged and operating
substantially as herein described.
Second, the pivoted standards A C, wheels B E,

and chains G e, ai-ranged substantially as described
for the purpose specified.

68,229.-^. C. Palmer, L^ew York, IS". T.—
Plate Warmer.—August 27, 1867.—The wire frame
to support the plate stand is placed over a register in
the fioor or is hung to one in the wall.

Claim.—A plate warmer so constructed and oper-
ating as to present the plate edgewise to the heater
register substantially as and for the purposes de-

scribed.
Also, so constructing a i)late warmer that it can be

applied either to a register in the floor or one in the
wall by merely shifting its position, substantially as

described.

68,230.—J. 1S\ Parker, Darlington, Wis.—Lift-
ing Jack.—August 27, 1867.—The standard is raised
on a graduated^base according to the height of the
axle Avhich it raises by the elevation of the projected
end of its pivoted lever.

Claim.—The standardA to which the lever B, pro-

vided with the head B' covered with a roughened iron
band d, is pivoted by a knuclde joint a. all construct-

ed and arranged as clescribed and adapted to be sup-

ported upon the graduated block C, as herein shown
and represented.

68,231.—George H. Peacock, Eairport, IN". Y.—Carbureting Apparatus. — August 27, 1867.—^By

automatic devices the liquid is so supplied from the
reservoir to the carbureting chamber as to maintain
a regulated level therein and expose the air to an un-
varying amount of contact with the liquid. This
level is adjustable for varying qualities of liquids.

The liquids supplied are taken from the upper and
lower i)ortions of the cokmin in the reservoir to main-
tain a uniform density in the carbureter.

Claim.—First, a reservoir or tank for liquid hydro-
carbons in combination with a vessel through which
air or gas, <S:c., is forced or passed in any suitable

-manner, when the two are so connected as to enable

-a uniform or even height or nearly so of liquid to be
maintained in the latter or air or gas vessel, substan-
tially as described for the purpose specified.

' ^econd, in combination with the above, iso arrang-

ing the supply tank or reservoir that it can be ad-

justed for maintaining a greater or less height or
nearly so of liquid within the generator vessel, sub-

staiitialJy as and for the purpose described.
Third, so arranging a pipe or tube or tubes within

the supply tank, which pipe or pipes connect with
the tube or other combination between the said tank
and the generator vessel, as to take the liquid in the

tank both from a point at or near its surface, and at

or near its bottom, substantially as and for the pur-

pose specified.
' F'ourth, the combination of the tank A, vessel H,
and coil of pipe G, connecting the two, substantially

as and for the purpose described.

Fifth, the arrangement of the air pipe within the

generator H in corabLuation with the cliamber com-
mnnicating with such generator, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

68,232.—John Pitcher, Mount Vernon, Ind.—
Floating Fence.—August 27, 1867.— The posts arc

inserted into the ground, and hoops connect the

panels to each other and to the posts.
". Claim.—First, the combination of the panels A,
hoops B, and stakes C, or their equivalents, with each

other, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

Second, in combination with the above, the cables
E, posts D, substantially as described, for tho pur-
pose specified.

68,233.—Samuel L. Potter. Wyandotte, Mich.—Foils for Boiling Railroad Fails.—August 27, 1867.
—The steel bar is so built into the rail pile as to pro-
tect it by the surrounding iron from the intensity of
the heat. The steel is placed to occupy the whole
tread of the wheel. The rail is passed through a suc-
cession of openings formed by counterpart grooves,
modifying it by each transit.

Claim..—The fillets or shoulders h h, formed in one
or more of the rolls, and in any desired number of
grooves therein, so as by pressure upon the rail to
cause the steel to become' prominent, substantially as
and for the purpose deseri))ed.

68,234.-0. T. Provost, l<^ew York, N. Y.—
Barrel or Cask.—August 27, 1867.—The barrel is di-

vided by a central diaphragm, intended to preserve
the freshness of beer by limiting the capacity of the
chamber drawn from.

Claim.—Dividing the interior of a barrel, keg, or
cask, into two or more compartments by means of
partitions arranged within the barrel, substantially
as and for the pm'pose herein shown and described.

68,235.—Emmett Qud^n, Washington, D. C—
Water Gauge for Steam Generator.—August 27, 1867;
antedated August 1, 1867.—The glass plates are se-

cm'cd in the metallic frame of the gauge to make the
contents visible.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a water
gauge, consisting of the metal frame, with the glass
plates B secured thereto on opposite sides, as herein
shown and described.

68,230.—Wai. p. Head, Longmeadow, Mass.—
Paper Finding.—August 27, 1S67.—The narrow strip

of metallic plate is bent around the back edges of the
papers, binding them into position.
Claim.—A paper fastener, composed of the strip

A, arranged and constructed substantially as and for

the purpose described.

68,23'?'.—Martin Ryerson, Huntsville, Ala.—
Sivingle Tree.—August 27, 1867.—Explained by the
claim and illustration.

Claim.—A swingle tree, constructed of iron rods
a a, in a barrel form, bound together and supported
by disks b and 5' b\ and arranged and applied sub-

stantially as herein described.

68,238.—William S. PcYerson, Philadelphia, Pa.
—JSoop Skirt.—August 27, 1867.—Tlie vertical sup-

porters of the hoops are adjusted longitudinally by
buckles attached to the waistband.

Claim.—A hoop or skeleton skirt, having its tapes
secured to the waist band or belt in combination with
buckles at such point of attachment through Avhich

the said tapes pass, substantia''ly as and for the pur-

liose described.

68,239.—William Eyner, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to himself and John C. Hopewell, Fleming-
ton, N. J.

—

Steam Frying Apparatus.—August 27,

1867.—The drying houses are heated by superheated
steam conveyed into them by pipes.

Claim.—First, the center pipe C P, steam cocks S
C, and openings H, the whole constructed and opera-

ting in tlie manner and for the purpose above set

forth and described.
Second, the sets of steam pipes IT S, and CT' S',

with escape steam pipe T Y, and discharge holes H
H H H, connected witli fire house A by pipe P M,
the Avhole constructed and operating in *the manner
and for the pm-posc above set forth and described.

68,240.— Absalom Saeger, Meadville, Pa.—
Wool PacZrcr.—August 27, 1867.—Improvement on
his patent February 20, 1866. The Mool sack is

drawn over the rack cylinder and held by the rubber
band. The wool is driven by racks, gears, and a fol-

lower from the cylinder, which is turned into a dis-

charging position for that purpose. As the cylinder
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returns for a charge the wool is retaiued by a hoop
inside.

Claim.—The construction of the rack cylinder, Fig.

5, in combination witli the hoop W, constructed with
its outer end leveled, and hu-ger than its inner end.

in combination Avith the packing cylinder A, the fol-

lower X, the pin S, the racks B, and the gear wheels
D and E, the rollers 6 7 8 9, when the same are con-

structed as described in the aforesaid combination,
and for the pui-poses set forth.

68,241.—Charles H. Sawyer, Saco, Me.—Jack
Screw.—August 27, 1867.—The central screw trav-

erses vertically as the cap is rotated. The rotation

is obtained by'the bevel gear, which is moved rapidly,

with small clJective force, by means of the crank, or
is moved forcibly and at a slower rate by means of
the oscillating lever and spring dog.

Claim.—The jack screw, combining the diflferent

parts herein described, an-anged and to operate as set

forth.

68,242.—C. SciiENCK, llanhcim, Baden.—Jlfas7i
and Beer CooZer.—August 27, 1867.—The beer is re-

ceived on a revolving disk and thrown against a re-

volving cylinder from whence it passes to an annular
pan. It is subjected to a central air blast on its pas-
sage.
Claim.—First, a liquid cooler, so constructed that

by centrifugal power the li(juid is thrown from a re-

volving distt against the inside of a revolving cylin-
der, where it is cooled by a current of air created by
a fan on the inside of the cylinder, substantially as
herein shown and described.

Second, the cylinder F, in combination with the disk
L on the shaft J, and with the fan M, all made and op-
erating substantially as herein shown and described.

Third, the above. 'ui combination with the annular
vessel P, the same being made as set forth.

68,243.—W. SCHRECK, Des Moines, Iowa.

—

Straw Cutter.—August 27, 1867; antedated August
23, 1867.—The feed bos has a reciprocating, vertical
movement at the cutter end and works upon a hinge
at the rear end, bringing the ends of the straw down
upon the edge of a straight, flat, and stationary knife
set obliquely on the front side of the frame. Under
the feed box is a spring which throws up a flap for
compressing the straw as the knife cuts. The ad-
justable feeder operates upon the straw when it is

loose, after the spring ceases to act upon it.

Claim. — First, the sliding ft-amc F, working in
the vertical standards C C, in combination with the
pitman /, the reciprocating feed box H, the spring
rodp, and the feeder s, arranged and operating as
and for the purposes herein described.

Second, the flap m, in the bottom of the feed box
H, in coml)ination with the spring n, arranged and
operating as and for the pm'pose specified.

68,244.—Oran W. Seely, Buff^alo, N. Y.—Press-
ing Brick.—Angnat 27, 1867.—By the pressure of the
two perforated pistons the brick receives the same
porous condition on each side.

Claim.—The pressing of bricks by means of two
perforated pistons, acting simultaneously on. both
sides, substantially as described.

68,245.-Thornton A. Shixx. Baden, Pa.—
Instrument for Measuring Dry Gooris.—August 27,
1867.— The cloth travels between two rollers; the
upper one has a periphery of definite circuit, and its

revolutions are registered by a traveling index hand
and graduated disk.
Claim.—Tha large wheel with the fractions of the

yard or foot marked thereon, in combination with
the ratchet wheel L, carrying the hand N. which re-
gisters the number of yards or feet on the dial M,
together with the spring and slide, carrying the small
friction wheel F, constructed substautiallv as and lor
the pm-pose set forth.

68,246.-Thornton A. Shinn, Baden. Va.-Cider-
miiZ.-August 27, 1867.—The disk is rotated bv the I

engagement of a driving wheel with a circular rack.
and the apples pass between the shelving face of the
disk and the surfaces of the toothed and smooth roll-
ers, which cut the fruit and express the juice.
Claim.—The disk E, constructed and arranged

substantially as described, in combination with tho
rollers J K'L and M, when arranged and operating
as described and for the purpose set forth.

68,247.-L. L. Sloss, near South Union, Ky.—
Double Shovel Ploiv.-August 27, 1867.—Explained
by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—Connecting tlie plow fi-ames to each other
by the three adjustable bars D E F, not in the same
horizontal plane, and pivoted or connected at end to
plow frames by double jointed, hinged or equivalent
connections, so as to have both a lateral and vertical
movement, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed and for the purpose set forth.

68,248.—John K. Smith, Connellsville, Pa, as-

signor to himself and Wm. H. Denniston, Pitts-
burg, Pa.

—

Machine for Crushing and Washing
Sand.—Axignst 27, 1867.—The axis of the whegl is

attached to a vertical shaft, which rotetes in the
central opening of the pan, while the wheels traverse
in the annular trough, the water assisting in commi-
nuting the mass and washing off the earthy particles.

Claim.—Fii'st, the introduction of a stream or flow
of water into the crushing pan of a revolving sand,
rock, or sandstone crusher to aid the crusher or
crushers in disintegrating the rock, and to cleanse
and discharge the pulverized sand, substantially in the
manner and for the purposes hereinbefore set forth.

Second, the rotating and revolving crushing wheels
& in a sand-rock crusher, in combination with a
crushing pan a, provided with a discharge gate s and a
water supply pipe A, or its equivalent, aU constructed
and operated substantially as and for the purposes
above set forth.

68,249.—W. Smith, San Francisco, Ca\.—Valve
for Water Closets.—August 27, 1867.—To limit the
amount of water which passes to the pan by a single
motion of the liandle, and to adjust tlie length of time
the valve remains open, according to the pressm-e of
tiie water. As tlie handle is pulled the water above
the valve is displaced, and the valve then remains up
until the water has gradually passed by the longitu-
dinal openings to the space above.
Claim.—The valve H working through the annular

elastic washer i,whereby in opening the valve thewater
in the chamber J is allowed to pass freely, said washer
preventing the return of the water, excepting through
the channel h, as herein set forth for the purpose
specified.

68,250.—William S. Smoot, Washington, D. C,
assignor to Windsor Manufacturing Company,
Windsor, Vt.

—

Cartridge Retractor for Breech-load-
ing Fire-arms.—August 27, 1867.—The positive move-
ment of the notched extractor plate loosens the shell

from the bore, and after passing a certain point a
spring comes into jilay, and gives a sudden impulse
to the shell, which throws it clear of the fire-arm.

Claim.—A cartridge extractor swinging loosely on
a common center with that of the carrier or bi'cech

block, when said extractor, after being gradually op-
erated by swinging the said block, is made to take on
by any means a suddenly accelerated movement to
extract the shell, without accelerating the movement
of the block itself by which the extractor is operated.

68,251.—William Sniffin, Sing Sing, N. Y.—
Sunvel Ship Fender.—August 27, 1867.—As the ship
moves relatively to tlie wharf the fender rotates on
the SAvivel joint"by which it is attached to the rope.

Claim.—The c'jrabinatiou of the swivel a with the
fenders A, substantially as and for the purpose herein
shown and described.

68,252.— J. M. Spitler, Clinton, Kansas^—
Wagon Jack.—August 27, 1867.—As the lever is oscil-

lated, its catch loops alteraately act as lifters beneath
the teeth on the edges of the lifting bar.

Claim.—The lifting bar B, provided with ratchet
teeth a a, in combination with forked handle C and
catch loops c c, the springs d d and the slide D, ar-

ranged and operating as and for the pm-pose de-

scribed.

68,253.—William T. Sprouse, Chandlerville,

111.—Piojy.—August 27, 1867.—Tiie landside is curved
to the shape of the front edge of the mold board, and
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then descends to bear against the ground near the
heel of the plow, leaving an open arched space, and
lessening the I'rictional sui'face.

Claim.—The laadside b, when constructed in the
manner herein shown and described.

68,254.—TVm. E. Stage and H. M. Baker, Eo-
Chester, iN". Y., assignors to themselves, John A.
Morrison, Sev/ard E. Gould, and Joseph East-
wood.—Frocens to be tised in the Manufactuve of
Glass, Soluble Silicates, Hydrochloric Acid, and
Bleaching Powders.—August 27, 1867.—The retorts

are made of fire clay, and have bottom outlets and
steam passages near their bottoms. To form glass,

salt and sand are used. To make a soluble silicate,

sand and salt are mixed in such proportions as to

form a mouo-silicate. After passing through a mix-
ing mill the ingredients are placed in the heated re-

torts, and luted quickly ; when heated steam is forced
thi'ough, and the fumes escape to the condensing ap-

pai'atus. The result is soda, silicate of soda, and
hydrochloric acid, which latter is carried to the con-
denser. "WJien forming chlorine gas, air is used in-

stead of steam. The chlorine and nitrogen are passed
through the condensmg and washing apparatus, over
trays loaded with hydrated lime, to form chloride of
lim'e.

Claim.—The application to the manufacture of
glass, soluble silicate of soda, bleaching powders, and
hydrochloric acid, of the processes herein described,
for the decomposition of chloride of sodium with
silicic acid and oxygen gas at elevated temperatures,
whether said oxygen gas be fm'uished in the manner
herein described, (from steam or air,) or from chlorate
of potash, peroxide of manganese, caustic baryta, or
any other of the usual modes.

• 68,255.—W. B. Stewart, Brooklyn, K". T.—
Bedstead.—August 27, 1867.—The rollers are jouT'

naled in the frame, and have sacking secured to

them, which is drawn taut by rotating the rollers.

Claim.—The bars / and g, fitted as specified, in

combination with the rollers ddi and k, caiTying the
sacking or webbing e and m' as and for the pm-poses
setforth.

68,256.-Henry Stone, Williamsburg, ]Sr. T.—
Grater.—August 27, 1867.—The cake of blacking is

placed in the box with one side resting upon the
cylindrical grater. The comminuted fragments fall

into the drawer.
Claim.—A. grater consisting of box A, grating

cylinder and oi-aAver, all constructed and combined
. together substantially as described.

68,257.—Charles Scott, San Erancisco, Cal.—
Apparatus for Distilling and liectifying Petroleum.
—August 27, 1867 ; antedated August 19, 1867.—Af-
ter the crude oil is introduced into the still the tem-
perature is slightly raised, but not to the boiling

point. Steam is then let in through jets from a pipe
near the bottom of the still, and the oil is vaporized
and j)asses into a rectifier. It is again subjected to

jets of steam till the steam has thorougldy commi-
nuted the vapor, whicli rises till it strikes a refriger-

ating coil of pipe. The cold pipe condenses and
throws down the heavier portion that passes through
the rectifier into a worm, where it is still farther con-
densed and then runs back into the still to be again
treated.

Claim.—Eirst, an apparatus for distilling and rec-

tifying petroleum, iu which steam is used in tlie still,

or retort and rectifier, substantially as and for the
purpose described.
Second, the rectifier E, together with the endless

coil G, the coils H and M, and the returning pipe T,
substantially as and for tlie purpose described.

6S,258.—Anthony B. Sweetland, Eitchburg,
Mass., assignor to himself and James Daley, same
place.

—

Refrigerator.—August 27, 1867.—The cylin-

drical metalUc case is enclosed iu an octag'onal

wooden one. The ice chamber is in the lower part,

and the air circulates around this part Avhen entering
from beneath and through passages leading to the
perforations in the inner case, through Avhich it

passes to the inner chamber.
Claim.—Eirst, the ice bottom D, when provided

with l«g8 d', projecting through the inclined lining

C, and resting upon the bottom of the case A, as
herein set forth for the purpose specified.
Second, the air passages a, formed upon the sides

of the metallic lining B, whereby the aii- entering the
bottom at b passes through the perforations d to the
revolving shelves g, as herein shown and described.

Third, the construction and arrangement of the
perforated metallic lining B, having inclined bottom
C, and provided with side air tubes a and central
cross-bar /; supporting the movable shelves g g and
removable perforated bottom D, all incased by the
wooden casing A, as herein set forth for the pm-pose
specified.

68,259.—Ellis Thayer, Worcester, Mass., as-

signors to himself and George W. Thayer, same
place.—jDttsi JBrMsft.—August 27, 1867.—The attach-
ment plate of the brash engages in a groove in the
back, and is secured in position by an elastic band.
Claim.—Eirst, the reversible sliding block B of a

dust brush, when arranged on the grooved or tongued
handle A, in the manner set forth, and when itself

tongued or grooved, substantially as herein shown
and described.
Second, the reversible sliding block B of a dust

brush, in combination with the handle A and spring
D, all made and operating substantially as and for
the purpose herein shown and described.

68,260.—Stephen E. Thayer, Manchester, Vt.—Remedy for Spavin in Sorses.—August 27, 1867.

—

Eor treatment of ringbone, &c. Quicksilver, 2 oz.

;

nitric acid, 1 oz. ; sulphmdc acid, 1 oz. ,- tincture of
cantharides, 1 drachm ; spirits turpentine, 1 oz.

;

boiled linseed od, 1 oz. ; tincture of asafoetida, 1 oz.

;

tincture of iodine, i oz.

Claim.—A medicine compounded of the ingredi-
ents in the manner and for the purposes herein speci-
fied.

68,261.—Joel Tiffany, Albany, N". Y.—Pre-
paring Paper Pulpfrom Straw and other Materials.
—August 27, 1867.—The stock is placed in a large
bin, where it is steamed, and from this bin is trans-
ferred to the boiler, from which the air is exhausted.
The stock is then treated with the caustic Avashing
liquor. Erom the boiler it is blown into the washing
vessel, from which it is passed to the boiler, to be
treated by the bleaching fluid by exhaustion, followed
by pressure. The waste steam is forced into the bin
containing the stock.

Claim:—Eirst, the above described process, con-
sisting in preparing the stock, charging the boiler,

exl>austing the air therefrom, letting in the boiling
liquor, using pneumatic pressure, and boiling the
stock, in combination with the use of any caustic
boiling liquor, substantially in the manner and for
the pm-pose described.
Second, the use of the within-described bleaching

process, in combination Avith the above-described
process of preparing the stock for bleaching, substan-
tially in the manner and for the above-described pur-
pose.

68,262.—J. C. Tobias, Helena, Ar\i.—Cotton
Seed Planter.—August 27, 1867.—The seed box is

hinged to the frame at its fore end, and its rear has a
spring, connecting it to the spreader of the handles.
The seed is raked out by teeth on oppositely-rotating
rollers. The coverer bar is pivoted to the hopper
frame and depressed by springs.

Claim.—Eirst, the revolving toothed wheel D and
revoh'ing toothed shaft E', placed Avithin the hopper
A, in combination Avith the adjustable elastic plate

E, underneath the base plate of the hopper, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the beam G, in combination with the hop-
per A, mounted on Avheels B B, and connected to-

gether, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Third, the pressure or covering bar I, in combina-
tion Avith the liarroAV G and the hopper A, provided
Avith the seed-distributing device, all constructed
and arranged to operate in the manner substantially

as and for the pm-pose set forth.

68,263.—Charles T. Umfried, Stuttgart, Wur-
temhm'g.—Grindmg Mill—August 27, 1867.—The
runner rotates A\'ith a horizontal shaft passing through
boxes in the adjustable standards, by whose move-
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ment the other stones are adjusted. The grain passes

from the hopper through two spouts, and passes
through ways iii the standards and the side stones.

(Jlaim.—First, the adjustable standards *•, to which
the open bed stones are secured, having channels t

and funnels g. supporting the traverse h, for the pur-

pose descx'ibed, substantially as specified.

Second, conveying the grain to the stones by means
of the channels "( in the adjustable standards s, sub-
stantially as described.

Third.' the grinding mill, tlie parts of which con-
sist of the bed stones a, runner 6, adjustable stand-
ards s, traverse /t, and vibrating conveyor /.-, wlien
constructed, arranged, and operating substantially as
represented and described.

68,264 WiLUAM Van Dyke and W. TT. East-
wick, Keokuk, Iowa.

—

Roofing Composition.—Au-
gust 27, ISGT.—One part eacli of the following: lime,
sand, bullock's blood, white lead, Roman cement,
hair.

Claim.—A fire and water-proof paint, which is

composed of the .several substances mixed together
in al)out the proportions described.

6S,265.-^Tames C. TTalker, Waco Village, Tex-
as.

—

Ship Tiameter.—August 27, 1807.—The water
passes by the motion of the vessel through a pipe and
water wheel, which is connected with an index fin-

ger to indicate the speed by the rotation of the wheel.
Claim.—The combination in a viameter of the

pipes A and C, wheel C. cii-cular box or sheath D,
and indicating apparatus, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

68.266—George Walters and Thomas Shaf-
fer. Plu-enixville. Pa.

—

Pilefor Wrought-Iron Beami^
or Girdcr.i.—August 27, 1867.—Two bars are laid side
by side to form the web. and additional naiTOw strips
riveted to the same to form the flanges. The whole
is brought to a welding heat and passed between the
rolls.

Claim.—A pile or fagot for wrought-iron beams or
girders, composed of one or more bars for the web,
and an}- appropriate number of bars for the flange or
flanges, when the said bars are arranged and perma-
nently secured together by bolts or rivets, as and for
the purpose herein set forth.

68,267—George Walters and Thomas Shaf-
fer. Phccnixville. Va..—Pilefor Wrought-Iron Beams
or Girdern.—August 27. 1867.—Similar to the prece-
ding, except that the flange strips are riveted togeth-
er and then attached to the web by tlieir edges.

Claim.—A pile or fagot for wrought-iron beams or
girders, &e., composed of one or more bars for the
web, and three or more bars for each flange, when
the said bars are arranged and permauentlv secured
together by bolts or rivets, as and for the purpose
described.

68,268—Otis H. Weed, Charlestown. Mass.—
Spring Bed Bottom.—August 27, 18G7.—The slats
are attached to metallic springs that engage in straps
on the bed rails.

Claim.—Tha slats C, so lengthened as to rest upon
the springs b or c. and extending the whole length of
the bedstead, in combination with the springs b or c,

passing over tlie rail and supported by the same, to
which they are attaclied by means of "the removable
and detached plates a, all 'substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

Also, attaching the springs of the bed bottoms to
the rails by means of the removable and detached
plates a, substantially as described.

68,269—.John De Witt Wemple. Albany, X.
Y.—Iiefrigerator.—Anpnst 27, 1867.—The rese'rvoir
is in the upner part and has a filter and faucet. The
ice is placed in a trough between the upper and lower
refrigerating chambers, and has a drip trough be-
neath, conveying the condensed water from the bot-
tom of the ice trough to a receptacle.

Claim.—The combination and aixangement of res-
ervoir W, filter H. ice chest I. trough O, and faucet
F, as and for the pui'pose specified.

68,270.—JAiiES WniTN-EY, Bristol, Yt.— Wasih-
xng and Wringing Machine.—Xn^w^t 27, 1867.—The

clothes are passed backward and forward betweca
two ribbed rollers matching and turning together by
a winch connected to the shaft of the upper one. Th'o
lower roller has its bearing in a frame pressed up-
ward by rubber springs.
Claim.—The combination of the tub A, sliding

frame E, rubber springs F, fluted cylinders B 0,
wringer G, constructed as described, 'and the table
leaf X K O and P, as herein set forth for the purpose
specified.

68,271.-WiLLLTAM W. Wilcox, Middletown,
Qoim.—Straicbcrrji Trellis.—Xu^wat 27, 1867.—The
upper end of an ii-on stake has horizontal arms to sup-
port the plants.

Claim.—The strawberry trellis a, made substan-
tially as above described, with an upright post or
posts e, and brandling anns c.

68,272.—D.A>siEL WiLLiA^MS, Saginaw City, Mich.—Corn Husker.—August 27, 1867.—The pivoted bar
carries a convex-edged knife, and the frame a notch
for the reception of the ear. By pressure on the
treadle the knife removes the butt of the ear, which
may then be slipped out of the husk.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
cutting plate G, upon the pivoted bar C, notched and
flanged plate H, upon the interior stationary frame
D E A, constructed and operating as herein shown,
and described.

68,273—Samuel C. Wilsox, Olney. B].—Churn.
—August 27, 1867.—The dasher has two concavo-
convex disks on the same rod. The lower and longerv
disk has openings through wliich the cream is thrown
up to strike against the upper disk. The dasher
staff is adjustably connected to a cross-head which
traverses guide rods and is reciprocated by rod con-
nections to crank wrist pins on rotating disks.

C'Zrti»i.—First, the arrangement of the dash rod
B', cross-bar E, sliaft J, crau>: wheels 11 H, connect-
ing rods I I, pulleys L M. and band K, substantially
a-s ajid for the purpose explained.
Second, the dasher consisting of the annulus W

and convex-concave defl.ector JJ, substantially as de-

scribed.

68,274.—Thomas H. Wood, Monroeville, Ohio.—Carriage Shaft Coiqoling.—August 27, 1867.—The
larger arm of the reach is of iron and the smaller of
steel, the latter acting as a spring. The pivot pin
has nibs which traverse notches in the lugs when the
points of the thills rest on the ground, but prevent
the withdrawal of the pin when the thills are raised.

Claim.—The spring D^, section of the reach D,
and pivots C. pivoteil with nibs E, as ai'ranged in
combination with the lugs B and clip A, for the pur-
pose and in the manner set forth.

68,275.—John Wordex, :S'ormal, 1\\.— Washing
Machine.—August 27, 1867.—The beater oscillates

within the suds box by motion communicated to a
bar between its uxiwartUy extending arms.
Claim.—The combination of the beater G, having

tiie bars r/' a"^, lever F, tub A, with vertical ends a^,

inclined sides a^, curved bottom fl^ and discharge
orifice I, sliding, wedge-shaped gate D, having rub-
btT or equivalent plate attached to its inner svle, all

constructed and operating substantially as herein set

forth for the purpose specified.

68,276.—HexryTerty, Covington, 0\no.—Milk
Hoxisc.—August 27, 1867.—A vertically extended box
is let down into the cellar or a dry cistern and has a
windlass whose rope carries at "one end a milk pan
frame and at the other a counterbalance box for the
reception of weights. The frame has a vertical se-

ries of shelves, which are exposed by opening doors
in the box sides when the frame is elevated.

Claim.—The within described milk house, con-

structed substantially as and for the purpose specified.

68,277.—G. C. Avery, Conn's Creek, Ind.—
Gang Pirnc-August 27, 1867.—The horizontal lever

is connected to the plow beams by ropes which nm
over pidlevs, and raises the plows, which are sus-

pended, when required, by loops from the frame.

C7ai??j.—The hinged levers U D, vertical bars G G,
loops a a. cords g g, and lever H, the whole combined
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and operated substantially as and for the purpose
herein set forth and described.

68,278.-1). W. Bashoee, Palmyra, Ta.—Lamp
Shade.—August 27, 1867.—The shade fits to the bulb

of the chimney and has a reflective inner surface.

It comes sufficiently low to allow rays of light to ex-

pand above it.

Claim.—The narrow shade B, with reflecting inner
surface so constructed as to rest upon and closely

surround the bulb of a lamp chimney, with its upper
opening large enough to not materially obstruct the
ascending rays of light.

68,279.—"W. A. Bemis, Spencer, Mass.—C/ieese-

Curd Cutter.—August 27, 1867.—The cui-d is placed
in the box and forced through its wire work bottom

;

;the linife frame being reciprocated, slices the curd.
Claim.—First, the employment of the double-edged

knife G, in combination with the sUding frame A, as

and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the employment of the boards E E, in com-
bination with frame D and knife G, all arranged to

operate in connection with box A, as and for the
purpose specified.

68,280.—rKEDERiCK Binder, Baltimore, Md.,
assignor to himself and "Wm. Richardson, same
place.— Hedge Trimmer.—August 27, 1867.— The
single blade engages in the slotted blade, which has
two bearings for steadying the twigs as they are cut.

Claim.—The straight-edged single blade A operat-
ing in combination with the straight-edged double or
slotted blade B, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

68,281.—Edward W. Beettell, l^ewark, E". J.
—.Termutation iocA;.—August 27, 1867.—After throw-
ing out the bolt a flat wire is passed into the recesses
of the circular springs, thereby spreading them apart
and bringing them opposite to the check on the lever,

The knob is pulled out and turned to any figui-es de-

sired. Th'^, wire being removed the cii-cular springs
will resume their position, holding each disk to the
number or letter to which it has been set. The bolt

is nest thrown out and the knob turned round three
or four times and it is locked, and can be opened only
by the figures or letters by which it has been set.

Clai'in.—Eirst, the wheel W, the stumps s'* and s^,

the recess E^, and cap K, wit^ji its stumps s^ and s"^,

as shown in Eig. 1, plate 2, and Eig. 3, plate 1, when
arranged in the manner and for the purpose herein
set forth.

Second, the lever L, with recess E^ and check c^, as
shown in Figs. 1, 7, plate 2, substantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose herein set forth.

Third, the cross-bar I, with its stump s^, also the
tumbler T, as shown in Eigs. 1 and 2, plate 1, in the
manner and for the purpose herein set forth.

Eouith, the swiveling dog G- and the claw socket
L, as shown in Eigs. 1 and 2, plate 1, and Eige. 5 and
6, plate 2, when arranged in the manner and for the
purpose herein set forth.

68,282.—Charles BrOwn, Buffalo, N. Y.—Bal-
i7ig Short-Cut Say, dtc.—August 27, 1867.—Straw is

used as a binder for enclosing short hay in baling.
Claim.—Eirst, pressing and binding short-cut hay

and straw into compact bales as a new article of
manufacture, trade, and commerce, substantially as
described.
Second, the application and use of straw or hay as

a binder on the top and bottom of the bale, substan-
tially as set forth.

'68,283.—E. W. BuLLARD, Baj-ro, Mass., assignor
to himself and J. W. Jenkins, Jr., same place.

—

Hor.se Hake.—August 27, 1867.—The double-kneed
pivoted lever rotates the teeth till they fall over by
their own gravity.
Claim.—Eii'st, the combination with the anns I

and ji of the guide piece J, hook K, and holding and
revolving piece 9, substantially as and for the pm-pose
set forth.

Second, the combination with tlie arm I and flanged
hub M of one or more forks 10, substantially as and
for tlie purposes set forth.

Thircl, the combination with tho hooks K, and suit-

able mechanism for operating the same, of the flanged

hubM and the folding piece 9, mounted upon the axle
or rake head, substantially as set forth.
Eom-th, the combination with the arms I and p of

lever H, with one or two forks m, and one or two
arms .5, under the arrangement and for operation sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Eifth, the combination with leverH and anns I and
p of the spring L, arranged and operating substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

Siith, the combination with the axle or rake head
of one or more rake teeth G, attached to the rake head
as described, and provided each with a rear curve
fi'om c to d, a front curve from e to c, and a shank /,
substantially as and for the purposes herein shown
and set forth.

68,284.—Cornelius Burlew, Lock Haven, Pa.,
assignor to himself and Thornton Smith, "Washing-
ton, D. C.

—

Concrete and Tile Paving.—August 27,
1867.—Composed of gravel, 35 ; coal ashes, 10 ; hard
cinders, 10 ; coarse sand, 20 ; water cement, 2 ; coal
tar, 5 ; salt, 2 ; iron filings, 2 ;

pine tar, 5 ; rosin, 4

;

glue, 1 ;
quicklime, 4 parts.

Otaim.—Eirst, the mode. Substantially as set forth,
of compounding and preparing concrete blocks for
paving.
Second, the mode of laying pavements by the use of

concrete blocks imbedded andT united substantially as
set forth.

68,285.—MiLO S. Burr, Boston, Mass.—iVttrsinsr
Bottle.—August 27, 1867.—The tubular stopper has a
flexible leather tube extending up from the bottom of
the bottle, so that it may nearly empty the bottle
without drawing air. A nipple is attached to the
projected end.

Claim.—The mouth guard, the tube and nipple con-
nection combined or made of one piece of wood or
other material, as set forth.

Also, the tube and nipple connection E, provided
with the auxiliary shoulder d, as and for the purpose
set forth.

68,286.- C. M. Carleton, Forester, Mich.—
Washing Machine.—August 27, 1867.—The vertical
roller frame is reciprocated by gearing and cranks
between a yielding surface and an endless apron
stretched on rollers, and backed by a series of smaller
rollers.

Claim..—Eii-st, the combination of the rubber E and
rollers C C and d d, and belfcE, with the bars G I and
y, with their set screws and springs, as and for the
pui'pose set forth.

Second, arrangement of clutch pulley E, bandT, and
shaft "W with its pulley, with the endless belt E, or
its equivalent, and rubber F, as and for the purpose
set forth.

68,287.-"William E. Catlin, "Wayne township,
Ta.—Musical /Sca^e.—August 27, 1867.—The wrapper
encloses the e-dges of the sliding piece. The musical
scale is placed on both sides of the wrapper, so as to
represent all the half steps of the staff. Near the left

end and in the right end of the wrapper are cut ob-
long places. On one side of the sctile the flats are
placed neai" the left ; near the right the syllables ai'e

used in transposition by the flats. The "teacher,"
when closed, represents' the natural key or scale of
C natural. By drawing the slide to the right, one
side shows 1, 2, <fcc., fiats through the oblong opening
of the wrapper, and the corresponding changes in tho
key note syllables appear at the end opening.
Claim.—The construction and use of my transpo-

sition teacher, as and for the purpose set forth.

68,288.—A. W. COATES, Alliance, Ohio.—ITorse
EaJcc.—August 27, 1867.—The rake teeth are operated
by the toggle in connection with tho crooked pivoted
lever.

Claim.—Tho toggle H, constructed as described,
whereby the rake teeth ai-e held down, when the arms
d d' ar-e in line, or nearly so, with each other, and lifted

by drawing up the handle c, which raises the inner
end of the arms d d', the weight of the driver assist-

ing, substantially as herein shown and described.

68,289.—Charles J. Corlett, "Warren D.
Sherman, Nicholas A. "Wolfe, and Charles Hus-
ton, Clarkston, Mich.

—

Sheep Shearing Table.—Au-
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gust 27, 1867.—The sheep being laid on the table, the

cords attached to the rotating -wheel fasten the hind
legs. The curved spring hook holds its neck, and the

cord and snap secure the front legs to the eye bolts

on the table.

Claim.—The combination and an-angement of the

revolving wheel A, the cords B B, the snap C, the
cord D, the eye bolts E, the hook E F, tlie hooked
lever H, with the adjustable table K, all arranged
substantially as described and for the purpose de-

signed.

68,290.—Charles C. Creek, Liberty, Ind.—
Cultivator.—August 27, 1867.—In the hind plows the
mold boai'd and ground bar are in one piece. Beside
these plows run the cutter wheels, having radial bars
to prevent clods from rolling on young plants. The
two side sections are hinged together so as to allow
of lateral adjustment, and of a certain independent
play. The tongue is vertically adjustable.

Claim.—First, the provision, in a corn plow or cul-

tivator, of a sifter wheel D. constructed and attached
substantially as shown and described.
Second, the plow irons B B', having the element &

&' b", an-anged as shown and described.
Third, the arrangement in a corn ploAV or cultivator

of the adjustable bar G, with its bolt and nuts F /,
substantially as set forth for the purpose specified.

Fourth, in combination Avith the adjusting barGF/,
the adjusting arrangement AV Y ?/ of the tongue on
the beam.

Fifth, the frame E, consisting of the elements S s t
in combination -nith the racks 17 U and chains V V,
admitting of a slight forward or retrograde movement
in the plows B B' in respect to each other and the
beam H.

68,291. -FOLSOM DORSETT, Chicago, HI.—C(tr-

ing and Preserving Gram.—August 27, 1867.—The
grain is ricked in an open upwardly flaring frame,
and is traversed by smaU lattice work fi-ames, whose
ends are closable by doors. The roof is made in sec-

tions attached together by hooks and staples.

Claim.—Fh-st. a systeni of ventilating framesA A',
used in stacks of hay, grain, &:c., said frames being
adjustably closed by doors B, and arranged to operate
substantially as set" forth.

Second, the combination of such a system of adjust-
able ventilating frames and an adjustable sectional
roof in stacks, &c., of hay, grain, &c., substantially
as set forth.

68,292.—TV^illiamH. Elliot, Is^ew York, :N'. Y.—Hammer for Breech-loading Fire-arms.—Augnst
27, 1867.—The pivot of the hammer is set so high that
the force of the discharge will not raise it, and'it acts
as a combined hammer and breech piece. The face
of the hammer is so formed that the lower edge will
adjust the cartridge, if necessary, before the firing
point comes in contact.

Claim.—First, in those arms in which the hammer
receives the force of the charge as a breech plate, and
is pivoted to the arm in a rearward dii-ection from the
chamber, projecting the lower portion of the face for-

ward, substantially as and for the purpose herein de-
scribed.

Second, so arranging and constructing the face of
such hammer and the firing point and hammer pivot
in relation to each other that the cartridge will be
adjusted to its place in the chamber, as herein set
forth.

68,293.—AxDREW Ebkexbrecher, Cincinnati,
Ohio.—Corn Elevator.—August 27, 1867.—The stand-
ards have journal bearings for a hollow trtmnion that
supports the adjustable oscillating carrier. The trun-

nion affords journal bearing for a driving shaft that
actuates the corn elevating endless apron.

Claim.—The arrangement of adjustable carrier
C, having an endless apron I, and having its driving
shaft D enclosed within the hollow trunnion B, which
upholds the said carrier, and about which it oscillates,

substantially as set forth.

68,294.-Andrew Erkexbrecher, Cincinnati,
Ohio.

—

Apparatus for Drying Starch.—August 27,
1867.—The trucks have a series of shelves floored
with unglazed tiles to receive the blocks of starch,
and are moved on tracks fi-om the loading to the diy-

ing room, which has chambers containing steam
heaters.
Claim.—First, the provision, in a starch drying

apparatus, of a series of racks K, formed to run on
tracks F and J, within and without the drying room,
and which communicate, by a similar track, upon a
truck n, wliich occupies a depressed track or rail-

way J, substantially as set forth.
Second, tho arrangement of diying room or rooms

A B, ventilators C D, steam heating pipes E, ele-

vated tracks F and J, depressed track I, truck H,
and racks K, for the pm-pose set forth.

68,295.—Joseph Taxdler, Grand Eapids, Mich.—Trip Hammer.—August 27, 1867.—The hollow on
the grooved wheel runs out on the side so that when
the draft cord has reached that part it sUps off and
the hammer falls to its work.

Claim.—First, the combination of the hammer C
with its several parts, with the adjustable spreader
F, substantially as described for the purpose specified.

Second, the adjustable spreader /, arranged and
connected as described.
Third, the griping aiTangement, substantially as

sliown in Fig. 3, combined with the hammer, as and
for the purposes set forth.

Foiuth, the upsetting wheel J, and the pulley r
connected to the frame A, and operated in the man-
ner described.

68,296.—T. T. Fleming, Kemphis, Tenn.—Cot-

ton Scraper.—Angnst 27, 1867.—The supporting bars
facilitate the vertical adjustment and the projecting
knife the lateral regulation of the scraper.

Claim.—Fii-st, the combination of the blade or
share a, standard B, bar D, and plate or shoulder C,
all arranged substantially as and for the pm-pose set

forth.

Second, the knife E applied to the rear of the blade
or share, substantially as and for tho purpose speci-

fied.

68,297.-DA^^D A. Freeman, Belleville, Mich.
—Corn Markerfor Plajiting.-August 27, 1867.—Tho
axle carries four marking wheels which are adjust-

able laterally by collars on the axle, which is hinged
to allow accommodation to rough ground or passage
through gates.

Claim.—Tlie combination and an-angement of the
axle A, provided with joints B B, tlie fr-ame C, the
seat D, the wheels E E E E, collars a a a, &c., and tho

set screws g g g, &c., and the beveled lugs H H H,
(fee, all arranged substantially as described for the

pm'pose designed.

68,298.—D. L. Gibbs, Worcester, Mass., assignor

to E. Ball & Co., same place.

—

Mortising Machine.
—August 27, 1867.—The table is adjustable vertically

and laterally by hand wheels and screws and admits
of any required inclination to give the dish to the

spoke's. Two stop pieces have sliding attachment to

the front of the table, and are vertically adjusted by
a lever whose end has a pin entering any one of a
series of holes in a curved bar, to depress either one
of these stop pieces, and cause its contact with a set

nut, when the hub is in position for cutting the fore

or rear ends of the mortises respectively. Further
devices are mentioned in the claims.

Claim.—First, the combination with the sliding

frame 18 and rod L of levers K' L' and weight L",
said parts being arranged to operate in relation to

each other, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

Second, the combination with the sliding frame 18
ofthe adjustable piecesM M, slotted cross pieces N N,
adjusting bolts 29, as and for the purposes set forth.

Third, the combination with the weighted sliding

frame and levers and connecting rod for actuating
the same, of a spring attached to said connecting
rod, under the an-angement and for operation as
herein described.

Fourth, the combination of stand d, stationary screw
e. gears a b, shaft D with the sliding piece B, sub-

stantiallv as and for tlie purpose set forth.

Fifth, the combination with the sliding plate B of
the bed E, carrying the bearing C and stay brace 7,

in the manner and for the purpose herein described.

Sixth, the combination with the table of a mortis-
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irxg machine of the rertical sliding pieces j and lever

G, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Seventh, the combination with the table F of the
vertically sliding pieces j, provided with projections

k, and screws m', and the lever G, or its equivalent,

and perforated plate or stand o, under the arrange-
ment and for operation as herein shown and described.
Eighth, the combination in a machine as described,

with the sliding piece j and lever G- of the stationary
screw in, and adjusting or stop nuts 1 1', the whole
being arranged and operated as herein specified so

that mortises may be cut either in or out of line as
desired.
Ninth, the combination with the catch wheel H"

provided with beveled recesses of the spring lever A'
and beveled pin o", arranged for operation in a hub
mortising machine, as and for the purposes stated.

Tenth, the combination with the sliding piece B
and bed E of the lever I', in the manner herein de-

scribed, so that the lever will be raised and lowered
with the bed, substantially as and for the pm'pose set

forth.

Eleventh, the combination vrith the bed E and the
lever I' of the flat half-twisted spring I'", substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

Twelfth, the combination of slotted stop pieces 22,

or their etiuivalent, with slotted piece K, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

Thirteenth, the combination of the slotted piece K
and adjustable catch pieces 2 2 with fi-ame A and
lever I', for the purposes set forth.

68,299.—John Grossixs, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Heating Stove.—August 27, 1867.—A cold air cham-
ber runs athwart the middle of the stove and com-
municates with the au' at the sides thereof. It pro-

vides a draft of fresh aii* for the better consumption
of fuel and smoke.
Claim.—The arrangement in a heating stove of the

plates C D E r, ax)ertm'es e g, and exit pipe J, as
and for the purpose herein described and illustrated.

68,300.—Thomas F. Hall and George Eckel,
Kichmond, Ind.

—

Cover for Cooking-stove Boilers.—
August 27, 1867.—The boiler cover has a water cham-
ber which is supplied through a funnel. Another
funnel passes through both plates of the cover and
conducts water to the boiler.

Claim.—In combination with the cover A A', the
water chamber formed over the plate A', and con-
structed with two fmuiels, one, C, opening tlirough the
uj)per chamber into the boiler below the cover, the
other, D, opening into the upper chamber,and with the
eduction pipes E, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

68,301.—Martik Huxkley, Rochester, N. T.,
assignor to himself and M. 11. Ballintlne.—Poiver
Hammer.—August 27, 1867.—The hammer is raised

by a convolute spring and depressed by the treadle,

Avhich is hinged to the side of the frame and attached
to the hammer shaft by a lever, connecting rod, and
screw coupling.

Claim:—First, the set screw s, adjustable hammer
bar B, in combination with the straight indented
hammer shaft S, all constructed and arranged as and
for the purposes set forth.

Second, in connection with the hammer shaft S,

the arrangement herein described of the convolute
spring C, screw coupling c, connecting rod /, and
lever 6, as and for the purposes specified.

Third, the arrangement of the adjustable stop r
and guide plate n, in connection with the coupling
plate w, as and for the pui-poses specified.

68,302.—RALrn S. JExXmngs, Philadelphia, Pa.,

assignor to himself and Charles D. Macquekx,
same place.

—

Flaying-Card Board.—August 27, 1867.

—The board has a central space for playing the cards,

four spaces into which to deal the cards for the play-

ers, and fom' tally indices.

Claim.—A playing-card board constructed in sec-

tions, as described, and liaving compartments E, with
tinirer holes therein, for taking up the cards, and disks

anci pointers G G and H H, all arranged and combined
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

68,303.-L. J. Knowles, "Warren, Mass.—Har-
ness Motion for ioo;^*'.—August 27, 1867.—Tho two

sets of disk cams are arranged on two shafts. The
edges of the disks are cam-shaped, and each heddle
lever has its pin or roller acted on by and between,
each of two opposite disks, making a co-operative
pair. Tlie heddle levers may thus be located in a space
that is determined by the thickness of the levers plus
that of the projections of the heddle-lever pins.
Claim.—The combination with the heddle levers of

a loom, the arrangement of disk or plate cams in
pairs with respect to each heddle lever and the pins
thereof, so that both disks may act continuously upon
the pins, substantially as described.

68,304.—William Morse, Boston, Mass.—Line
Holder.—August 27, 1867.—The pivoted jaw is closed
on the line by the pivoted cam lever raising the rear
arm of the jaw.

Claim.— First, in combination with the piece a,

serpentine or corrugated holding pieces b d, substan-
tially as and for the pm'pose set forth.

Second, in combination with such holding pieces
and with the piece a, a movable device arranged to
operate substantially as described.

68,305.-GiLJiAN MouLTOX, Cambridge, Mass.—
Bill Holder.—AvLgnst 27, 1867.—The spring attached
covers automatically close and the loose cover opens
back for convenience of examination.

Claim.—The hinged and spring connection of the
two parts of a bill-holder cover, substantially as de-
scribed.
Also, in combination with the two covers a and &

of a bill holder, of pockets and a flap K, substantially
as described.

68,306.—J. ISTasox and J. F. "Wilsox, Boston,
Mass.

—

Gate for Railroad Crossings.— August 27,
1867.—The gates are secured to rotating posts and
simultaneously opened by the action of a rope on the
grooved pulleys that surround the posts.

Claim.—Tlie combination of the rotary gates sup-
porting shafts or sleeves and their puUeys and con-
necting band or chain with refercn ee to the stationary
posts and relatively to each o{'.,'r, the pulleys anci

their operating mechanism being arranged below the
track or road bed and operating together to simul-

taneously open or close the gates, substantially as set

forth.

68,307.—Peter Xeff, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Table
Knife.—August 27, 1867.—The shoulder washer is

slotted for passage of the tang and is slipped on, pre-
viously to attachment of the handle.
C'^arm.—The combination of the blade a and tang

B, cut out of a single piece of steel and having shoul-

ders a a', the handle C having a slot or recess c, and
the slotted bolster E e secured upon the tang B be-

tween the shoulders a a' and the end of the handle, all

as herein described.

68,308.-DA^^EL I^ewtox, Southington, Conn.—
Hitching Posts for Animals.—August 27, 1867.—The
inclined arm to which the rope is secured rotates on
its pivoted connection as the animal moves rouud.

Claim.—The several parts shown at A, B, C, D,
and E, when constructed and arranged as set forth.

68,309.—IKathax S. iSToYES, Plymouth, Mich.—
Potato Bigger.-Axigwst 27, 1867.—The potatoes are
turned up by the plow and, in passing over the shaker,

are subjected to the action of raking pins on an end-
less belt.

Claim.—First, the perpendicular motive given to
the grating C, for the purpose described.

Second, "the combination and arrangement of the
frame a, seat B, grating C, endless belt D, connecting
rod E, pulley F, eccentric wheel H, plow K, collar I,

shaft L, driving Avhccl M, drum N, spring O, wheels
P P, wheel R, lever S, bail T, frame U, belts V W,
arranged substantially as described, for the purpose
designed.

68,31 0.—Halbert E. Paixe, Milwaukee, "Wis.—
Steam Plow.—August 27, 1867.—The draft ropes from
the actuating drums of the engines at opposite sides

of the field are connected to tlie gang plow so that
both engines operate to di-aw the plow at the same
time.
Claim.—First, the device for operating a gang-plow
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spader or digger, -with or without an accompanying
han-ow or seeder, by means of two stationary engines
located on opposite' sides of the section to be plowed
and connected by ropes passing around drums and
wound upon and ii-om them in the manner and to the
effect set forth.

Second, the construction and combination of the
drums L M L M, actuated by separate engines but
connected and co-operating in the manner sot forth.

Third, the aiTangemeut on one shaft of the winding
drums L M and the hoisting drum X. substantially in

the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the arrangement, substantially as set forth

and described, of the gear wheels J and'K and their

shafts so that power to move the engine from place
to place may be transmitted to the bearing wheels
through the same mechanism which operates the plow.
Fifth, the derrick E, with its fall rope Q, constructed

substantially as shown, and operating substantially in

the manner'aud for the purpose set forth.

Sixth, the anchor T, constructed and operating as

set forth and described.
Seventh, the rectangular gang of plows used to plow

without ridging, and constructed and operating as
shown and described.
Eighth, the triangular gang of plows used for ridg-

ing, and constructed and operating as shown and de-

scribed.

6S,311.-^0XATHAN Peacock, Eockford, 111.—
Barrel- Washing Machine.— August 27, 1867.— Im-
provement on his patent of March 13, 1866. The bar-
rels are clamped in the frames that turn on pivots in
jomTials in an iron frame. The barrels are arranged
at an angle to their line of rotation by a clamp with
a corrugated surface that curves to suit the btilge of
the barrel. To vary the angle to the plane of rotation
of all the barrels simultaneously, the clasps are mounted
in cu-cular guide ways on the clamping raUs so that
they mav vibrate in arcs of which the axis of rotation
of the frame forms the center.

Claim.—First, the combination with the reservoir
or trough of the discharge valves, the rocking lever,

and thecatch, all arranged and operating as described.
Second, the combination with the trough of the

pipes, the lifting frame, and the catch, all constructed,
an-anged, and operating as described.

Third, the combination with the water trough of
the balance valve P, constructed and aiTanged as de-
scribed.

Fourth, the combination with the clamping rails e'

of the serrated fixed clamps G, for holding the barrel
at an angle to the plane of rotation, as described.

Fifth, the combination with the clamping rails of
the vibrating clamps h, arranged and operating as
described.

Sixth, the combination, substantially as described,
of the holding rails, the vibrating clamps, the slide
bars, and the balauce lever.

Seventh, the combination of the latch lever or de-
tent t with the driving shaft, as described.

68,312.— E. J. Piper and J. C. Marshall,
Springfield, Mass.— Steam-Engine Slide Valve.—
August 27, 1867 ; antedated August 15, 1867.—An ad-
justable gib fits against the valve chest and is regu-
lated by set screws, to decrease the friction and wear
on the Valve.

Claim.—In combination with the valve B, the gib a,

arranged substantially as described and adjustable
from the outside of the valve chest, as herein set forth.

68,313.—BURDET C. Rouse, Morris, JM.—Plow.
—August 27. 1867.—The round rotary steel cutter is

attached to the shear bar and moves "horizontally by
the forward motion of the plow.

Claim.—The rotary lands ide cutter, in combination
with the shear bar at' its point B, and arranged in the
manner and for the pm^iose above set forth.

68,314.—L. V!'. Sapp, Cleveland, Ohio.—Mechan-
ical Poi'ser applied to Seicing Machines.—August 27,
1867.—The power is derived from a coiled spring and
communicated by a train of gearing to the machine.
It is controlled by a governor and stopped by a brake
which brings a 'pressure on the periphery of the
wheel.

Claim.—The driving mechanism provided with
controlling and regidating devices, constructed, ar-

ranged and combined with a sewing machine, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

68,315.—W. F. Serjeant, St. Louis, Mo.—i?at7-

way Sivitch.—August 27, 1867.—The raih'oad switch
is operated by devices upon the train under the con-
trol of the engineer in going ahead and operatablo
by the brakeman in the rear when backing. Shoes
on the train come in contact with levers projecting
from the switch rail sections to move the latter into
continuity with the rail on which the cars are ap-
proaching.
Claim.—First, a double locking automatic railroad

switch, which is constructed in the manner andupon
the principles substantially as herein set forth.

Second, the longitudinal levers D D, arrangetl on
both sides of the track, and extended alongside of
the siding or turnout, said levers being provided
with segment levers H, and constructed so as to be
acted upon by keys G-2, upon a moving train, and
caused to change the switch at the pleasm-e of the
engineer, substantially as described.

Thii-d, the expansi'ble keys G^. constructed sub-
stantially as and for the purposes described.
Fomth, the anti-filction roller /', applied to the

key G'\ substantially as and for the purpose described.
Fifth, the combi'uation of segment levers H, the

switch levers D D, and the connection of such seg-
ment levers, with locking devices, so that the switch
rails shall be automatically locked and imlocked, as
well as changed from right to left, by means substan-
tially as described.

Si'xth, the locking levers 2^ IST, applied to a rock
shaft K', and connected by means of chains and rods
with devices applied to the switch rail levers, sub-
stantially as described.

68,316—C. L. Sheldon, Lowville, :N'. Y.—Ap-
paratus for Cooling Milk.—August 27, 1867.—The
water runs into the hinged receiver and empties in-

termittingly into the trough. As it falls the plunger
in the vat is raised, disturbing the milk, and the
plunger falls again as the receiver raises.

Claini.—The use of a water receiver a d, so con-
structed that it shall receive the water at one ex-

tremity, and, when whoUy or partly filled, empty its

contents at its opposite extremity, and in this ac't of
descent and discharging impart motion to the plunger
k; also the use of the plunger k, when the same is

used as an attachment for agitating milk in cheese
vats.

68,317.-George P. Sisson, Florence, Mass.—
Clothes Dryer.—August 27, 1867.—The adjustable
radial aims are raised for compactness or depressed
for use. Thefr inner ends are connected by links to
a nut which traverses on the central screws to adjust
the arms.

Claim.—A clothes' drying reel, in which the arms
are operated by means of a screw arranged in the
center.

68,318.—Jacob D. Spang, Dayton, Ohio.—Gas
Heating Apparatus for Sadirons.—August 27, 1867.

—The gasoline passes from the upper^reservoii-, is

heated in the pipes, escapes at the burner and heats
the inner perforated chamber within the outer casing,
which has cells for the sadirons.
Claim.—First, the burners C, having the slits c c,

and the central button x, combined and an-anged
together, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.
Second, the screen D, having clusters of apertures

d d d. as and for the purpose described.
Tliird, the aiTangement and combination of the

burner C, screen D, and chamber E, having the heat-

ing compartments e e e, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

68,319.—Charles F. Spencer. Rochester, X. Y.
—Fruit Jar.—August 27, 1867.—Explained by the
claim.
Claim.—A ready-formed cover or stopper for fruit,

jelly and other jar's or cans, made of paper, cloth, or
other easily penetrable material, prepared so as to be
air-tight and having its surface provided with gmn
or other adhesive substance so as to be solf-attaching,

self-sealing, and self-retaining, substantially as and
for the purpose herein specified.
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68,320.—David Stapleton, Iowa City, Iowa.—
Sheep l^rtcfc.—August 27, 1867.—The outer rack is
iuteuded to prevent crowding and waste. The hay
is pk^ced beneath the pivoted rack, which settles down
oai the hay as it decreases.

Claim.—First, the loose rackGH I, and its bearings
h and c, in a sheep rack, substantially as and for the
purpose described.
Second, the sheep rack, constructed with the loose

rack, the vertical pieces I of which fit between its

yertical pieces or boards D, substantially in the man-
nei- and for the pui'poses described.

68,321.—Simon Stevens, Ifew York, N. T.—
Production, Manufacture and Application of Car-
bonic Acid.—August 27, 1867.—A jet of hydrocarbon
liquid, in combination with air, steam, or both, is in-

jected into a combustion chamber.
Claim.—First, the process of preparing carbonic

acid herein described.
Second, the use of carbonic acid prepared in the

manner herein described, for the improvement of the
several processes and manufactures herein specified.

Third, the compound formed by mixing hydrocar-
bon spray with air or air and steam for producing
motive power in gas and other engiues, substantially
as herein set forth.

68,322.—George St. George, Jr., aSTew York,
N. Y.

—

Construction of Barrels.—August 27, 1867.

—

A raised portion is left on the head to receive the
brand and may be chipped olf when desired to re-

move the said brand.
Claim.—Constructing a barrel with raised surfaces

made on the head or heads or other suitable part
thereof, substantially as and for the pm'pose herein
set forth.

68,323.—Andrew Thompson, Ottumwa, Iowa.—
Trace Attachment.—August 27, 1867.—Attached to
the trace is a metallic point with ratchet teeth which
engage the clamp for fastening the trace.

Claim.—A metal harness trace point B, having
ratchet teeth b b, or their equivalents, in combination
with a spring clamp d, for fastening the trace, con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
and for the purpose herein described.

68,324.—W. B. Tucker, Hillsboro, Ohio.—
Watch Eegulator.—Angnst 27, 1867.— The spiral
screw connecting with the regulator of the watch has
an indicator and stem for the watch key which actu-
ates the regulator.

Claim.—Operating the regulator of a watch or oth-
er timekeeper by means of an attachment thereto
composed of the scale base plate a, supporting knobs
b b', horizontal screw shaft c, toothed wheels d and e,

winding arbor /, and the attaching and indicating
nut g, all arranged and operating substantially in the
manner herein set forth.

68,325.—Thomas Welham, Philadelphia, Pa.—
T^ater Wheel.—August 27, 1867.—The water follows
a spiral course within the concave, and acts by fric-

tion upon the periphery of the enclosed wheel.
Claim.—The friction water wheel C, constructed

and inclosed in a case, as herein described.
Also, the flanges A, of the water-tight casing B,

*aid flanges forming a passage entirely around the
circumference of the wheel C, as herein shown and
described.

68,326.— Alcibiades J. "Whittier, Eoxbury,
Mass,

—

Mosquito Bar and Window Screen.—August
27, 1867.—The lower end of the netting is secured to
the sill by a bar which is bolted to the stiles. The
upper edge is wound on a spring roller within a case
beneath the lower sash bar.

Claim.—The hook d, and the bolts a, or their
equivalent, when ai)plied and arranged for operation
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

68,327.—Henry S. Wilcox, West Meriden,
Conn.- C'«r PZa(/brm.—August 27, 1867.—The plat-

• form and rail consist of broad metallic plates secured
by clasp joints. They expand and contract to con-
form to the motions of the cars, and oppose the tran-
£it of passengers while the cars are in motion.

Claim.—The car platform constructed with plates

a a', railing /jC, supported by the posts e e, and se-
cured to the cars by bolts or screws, all constructed
and arranged substantially as described and for the
pm-pose set forth.

68,328.—Henry A. Williams, St. Louis, Mo*
assignor to himself and Benjamin H. Chadbourne.
—Refining Sugar and Sirup.—August 27, 1867.—To
100 gallons of cane juice, neutralized by milk of lime,
is added the following : Tannic acid, i ounce

; pow.
dered slippery elm bark, i ounce ; sulphite of lime, 4
ounces; alumina, 4 ounces. It is then raised 'to a
boiling heat, skimmed, filtered, and boiled down for
sugar or molasses.
Claim.—A combination of the ingredients used in

preparing said compound, in about the proportions
herein named, and for the purpose set forth.

68,329.—A. J. Combs, Olney, HI.—Cora Coverer.
—August 27, 1867.—The plows throwing up the two
sides of the ridge are followed by a loosely pivoted
roller that adjusts itself to the inequalities of the
ground.
Claim.—The combination of the frames A and E,

handles C, roller E, and shovels B, aD arranged and
operating in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

6^,330.-WnxiAM Duchemin and Albert Jef-
FERS, Lynn, Mass.—Manufacture ofBoots and Shoes.
—August 27, 1867.—The leather is closed down upon
the stitching, compressing it till it is buried therein.
The leather is also compressed to make the joint im-
perceptible from the outside. The gauged gouge
forms the channel for the stitching.

Claim.—The peculiar construction of the tool for
forming the above mentioned channel and turning its

edges, consisting of the bar A, formed at its lower
end into the cutter A, the beak or plowshare 6, and
the mold board or boards c, substantially in manner
and to operate as specified.

68,331.—Andrew O'ITeill, Portsmouth, Ohio.—
Sheet Copper Plates for Culinary Vessels.—August
27, 1867.—The sheet is coated on the outside Avith the
following : Best enamel varnish, 1 gallon ; demai- var-
nish, 21- pints ; spirits turpentine, 2i pints ; Venetian
red, 4i pounds. This varnish is applied with a brush.
After di-ying, the sheets are passed between cylindri-

cal rolls of polished steel.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture a sheet
of copper tinned, varnished, and cold rolled, in the
manner set forth.

68,332.—Thaddeus Hyatt, New York, IT. Y.,
assignor to ElizabethAdelaide Lake, sameplace.--
Illuminatiag Poofs and Poof Pavements.—August
27, 1867.—Sections of glass are eecm-ed in iron frames
to make a pavement that will keep out the weather
but allow the ingress of light. The devices are cited
in the claims.

Claim.—First, forming the approaches over an
areawav to the doorways of a building from the side-

walk by means of a solid translucent bridging of
iron and glass, which serves the double purpose of
stoop and roof, substantially as herein described.

Second, uniting the "areaway"to the basement
of a building by a water-tight roof of iron and glass

so combined as to form a generally flush surface fit

for walking upon and laid in the plane of the sidewalk,

substantially as described.
Thii'd, uniting the basement of a building to the

space under the street by means of a translucent

water-tight roofed areaway when the glass and iron

which compose the roof are so combined as to form
a generally flush siuface fit for walking upon and are

laid in or nearly in the plane of the sidewalk, sub-

stantially as herein set forth.

fourth, combining an area light with the sidewalk
and a building by means of a double cemented joint

made with putty or its equivalent and fusible cement'
substantially as herein set forth.

Fifth, combining the glass of a roof light with the

iron framing of the same by menus of a double ce-

mented joint, substantially as heroin described.

Sixth, an illuminating roof of iron and glass where
the iron which supports the glasses in position forms

the general strength of the roof the combination

being such as to secm-e the two-fold object of equal-
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izing and distributing tlic streng-tli of the iron Trhile 6S,33S.—Asahel G-. Batchelder, Lowell, Mass.
distributing and equalizing the fight of the glasses. —Key for Locks.—September 3, 18G7.—The key has an
Seventh, an illmniuating step roof composed of elongated notch in the rear of its shank to corl-esp'^ud

glass and iron ; that is to say where the iron and glass

ai-e composed into illuminating sills and illuminating

risers, and these are again combined to form an
illuminating roof, substantially in the maomer andfor
the pui'poscs herein set forth.

68,333.—A. W. WASiinuRxV, Tazoo City, Miss.—
Ya^inal Si/nnge.—August 27, 1807.— The head of
the syringe has a concave convex flange and central

discharge. The flange is made with a rounded edge
and of non-oxidizable metal.
Claim.—The enlargement of the immediate enter-

ing head of a syringe to such an extent as to produce
an annular flange radiating the desired distance be-

yond the barrel or conducting tube of tlie same and
thereby producing the improved vagina syringe
herein'represented and described or any other which
shall be substantially the same.

68,334.-E. Allen and J. Brapy, Norwich,
Conn.

—

Door Lock.—September 3, 1867.— The two
opposite sets of tumblers are connected by spiral

springs, and when in position arc operated by the
one key.

Claim.—First, the combination of the two opposite
sets of tumblers, the key I, notched on both sides or
edges, and the cam D applied to operate simultane-
ously on both sets of tumblers, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

Second, the cam D constructed with teeth g, the
sliding frame furnished with bolts G and spurs ft, and
the two opposite sets of tumblers, arranged to oper-

ate in relation with each other and with the key I,

springs c, and stop n, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

68,335.—Alexander Appleby, Brownfield, Me.—Preparing Tan Bark for Use.—September 3, 1867.

—The bark is steamed to render it flexible ; the outer
portion is rossed ofl" in a planing raaclilne and the
remainder baled under pressure and bound for trans-
portation.

Claim.—Bark prepared by being rendered flexible

and flattened and reduced by means substantially as
described.
Also, the process as hereinbefore specified for prepar-

ing bark for transportation and use as explaiueu, such
consisting in rendering the bark soft and flexible by
moisture or steam, and next flattening it and remov-
ing from it the ross, by means as set forth or the
equivalent thereof.

68,336.— John Atwood, Jr., Provincetown.
Mass.

—

liig for Sloops and Schooners.—September
3, 1867.—When the additional mast is lowered, its

lower end enters an aperture in the deck, to which it

is secured.
Claim.—First, in combination with the stationary

mastA the secondary or additional mast B when the
latter is so arranged as to be capable of being firmly
fixed to the deck and form a support to the station-

ary mast, or of being raised so as to form, a continu-
ation of the said stationary mast, as and for the pur-
pose specified.

Second, in combination with the secondary mast
B, the guides a a, the eyes b, and crosstree c, as de-
scribed.

68,337.—William Atwood, Cape Elizabeth,
Maine.

—

Rotary Engine.—September 3, 1867.—The
chamber has inclined and horizontal parts on the
inner side of the cylinder head, the highest parts on
one head corresponding to the lowest parts on the
other. The rotaiy piston has slots and alternating
wings vibrating in the slots.

Claim.—First, the construction of the chamber,
having inclined and horizontal portions on the inte-
rior faces of the cylinder heads, as and for the purposes
described.

Second, the rotary piston D, with its slots and alter-

nating wings E. as and for the purposes described.
Third, in combination with the cylinder chamber,

the rotary piston and alternating wings, the arrange-
ment of the four ports of the evliuder, substantially
as and for the pm-poses described.

to a key hole of an unusual shape.
Claim.—The key A, as made with the notch a

arranged in its shank, and Avith respect to its bit c,

substantially in manner and for the purpose as spe-
cified.

68,339.- De Witt C. Beamer, Philadelphia,
Pa., assignor to himself and James M^vukland,
same place. — Business Card and Pin-cushion.—
September 3, 1867.—The folded business card con-
tains a pin-cushion that lias within it an aperture
filled with perfumed material.
O^aim.—First, a combined, hermetically sealed,

scented, perfumed business card and pin-cushion, con-
structed substantially as above described and for the
purposes set forth.

Second, the combination of the piece of lapping B,
with the board A, and strips E E, the lapping having
a hole a' for the reception of a perfume material, and
arranged substantially as described and for the pur-
poses set forth.

68,340.-L. H. Beckwith, Port Jervis, IT. Y.,
assignor to himself, M. Colgan, same place, and M.
M. Livingston, Xew York, N. Y.

—

Bending Machine.
—September 3, 1867 ; antedated August 19, 1867.—
The cam clamps the bar in the hokliug box in con-
nection with the former and lever, to bend it to the
required shape. An adjustable set screw regulates
the distance in inserting the bar into the box.

Claim.—First, a forming lever in combination with
a holdiu"- box and former, the whole constructed and
arranged substantially as described, and having a
mode of operation substantially as set forth.

Second, the combination of the set screws D and I
and stops F s with the holding boxes, substantially as
and for the purpose herein specified.

Third, the cam-shaped clamp C, in combination
with the holding box B and an adjustable stop s,

substantially as specified, for holding the bar or rod
in the holding box while being operated upon.

68,341.—Alma Bedford, Coldwater, Mich.—
Strap Attachment.— September 3, 1867 ; antedated
August 25, 1867.—The end of the strap is clamped
between concave disks, which are drawn together by
a set screw.
Claim.—An improved fastening device consisting

of a clamping plate made concave or with an uptui'uecl

edge, combined by means of a central independent
screw with an opposite plate of smaller diameter or
dimension, the whole arranged and operating sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose herein
set forth.

68,342.—Jacob Bentz, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Ma-
chinefor Framing Match Splints.—September 2, 1867;
improvement on his patent, June 26, 1866.—The cam-
bar, plunger frame has cams on each side, and doublo
acting levers are connected with the feeding device,
whereby an automatic feed of the splint-clamps into
the maehiae is obtained. Broken splints and splints
lying across the grooves of the bed are discharged
through an opening under the hopper.

Claim.—Fii'St, the employment of a splint clamp
feeding device arranged to work in connection with
the machine for framing and filing the splint clamp
with splints, substantially as and for the pm-pose
herein shown.
Second, the employment of the cams S S, the levers

II E, and connecting rods T T, for the purpose of
automatically operating the said feeding device with
the operation of framing and filling of the splint
frames, substantially as herein shown.

Third, the employment of the slot TJ in connection
with the grooved bed C, and hopper B, and plungers
or comb E, substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.

68,343.—Montgomery Blair, Barry, Jll.—Straw
Scattcrer.—September 3, 1867.—The straw carrier
with spiked slats delivers the straw Avhile the wagon
is moving.
Claim.—The foregoing described machine with its

combination of pulleys, rollers, and revolving rakes,
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and stop rakes, all moved by means of bands and
pulley attached to commou wagons.

6S,344.—Glaucus H. Bonnaffon.—Allegheny
City, ¥a.—Marmfacture of Rose.—September 3, 1867.

—Corresponding metallic straj)s inside and outside of
the junctm'e of the hose strengthen the joint.

Claim.—Strengthening hose or belting by plates or
straps of met.'d, or other suitable matertal, connected
with the riveting in the folded edges, which plates or
strains are also riveted to the hose or belting at points
laterally back from the main riveting, substantially
as and for the pm'poses above set forth.

68,345.—Chakles Brown, Buffalo, IST. Y.—Pre-
paring Short Cut Straw for Feed.—September 3, 1867.

—The hay after being cut is crushed between rollers

and winnowed to expel the dust.

Claim.—Prej)aring short cut hay and straw by
crushing and winnowing to produce an improved ar-

ticle of food for cattle and horses, substantially as

described.

6S,346.—James D. Brown, Preble County, Ohio.—Machine for Removing the Seedfrom Brootn Corn.
—September 3, 1867.—The treadle actuates the spiked
wheel AvMch cleans the seed from the broom corn
when it is placed in the chute.

Claim. — The wheel B, provided vrtth teeth or
spikes h b, and the chute D, arranged ajid in combi-
nation with the whole, substantially as herein, set

forth and for the pm-pose specified.

08,347.—Justus A. Brown, Bath, Me.—Rail-
vjay Car Seat—September 3, 1867.—The back is piv-

oted to and swings in grooves in the arms when the
back is swung over to face the seat to the other side.

Claim.—Eirst, the reciprocating arm C C pivoted
to the seat A, with the bar g connected to their lower
ends, and having the back B pivoted to theii- upper
ends, which is provided with pin c playing in the
slot d of the back, as represented and described.
Second, the pin c, in combination with the back B,

operating with the slotted arms C, pivoted to the
seat frame, substantially as described, for the pm-pose
specified.

68,348.^OHN R. Buchanan, Chicago, 111.—
Hose Coupling.—September 3, 1867.—The hose is

stretched over a barrel-shaped thimble aud is held in
position by a nut which has a conical end corre-
sponding to the enlargement of the thimble.

Claim.—The combmation and arrangement of nut
D, barrel thimble B, and hose C, arranged to operate
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

68,349 F. C. BuissON, l^antiat, Yrancc—Buoy
Safe.—September 3, 18(i7.—The metallic buoy is di-

vided into compartments by which it is braced, and
has Avater-tight doors opening to the inside. The
buoy has an encircling armor of cork.

Claim.—A buoy safe composed of a metallic buoy
made up of separate compartments provided with
lids or doors and outside cork armor, substantially as

specified.

68,350.- T. Burr, and T. Wakelee, Battle
Creek, Mich.

—

Apparatus for Testing Deep Wells.—
September 3, 1867.—The tube has a fixed and a mova-
ble collar wlien it is desired to pack it, and between
the collars is placed an annular rubber block. The
moving disks are connected to a lever, by whose os-

cillation they are forced to tlie rubber, to expand it

radiidl}^, and jiack the well. A pii^e for escape of
gas passes tln-ough the collars.

O/am.—First, the packing boxes B B C C C^ C^,

constructed and operating substantially as described,
and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the gas pipe D in connection with the
packing band, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

Third, the lever r, in combination with the con-
necting rods G G, brake E, extension rods F F, and
packing ba)ids B B C C C^ C^, substantiidly as de-

scribed and for the purpose set forth.

68,351.- H. W. BuTTERWORTii, Philadelphia,
Tn.—Apparatus for Coating Metal Plates with Tin
_a7ul qtlier ITefftZs.—September 3, 1867.—The sheet

ii-on is passed down, the guide plate toward the rollers
by which the plate is drawn forward and withdrawn,
the rollers imparting an even coating of tin to the
plate.

Claim..—First, rollers a and a', combined with a
pan for containing molten lead, substantially as and
for the purpose herein set forth.

Second, the pan B, in combination with the rollers
a and a' and & and h' geared together so as to operate
simultaneously as described for the pm-pose specified.

Thii'd, the an-angement of the curved apron h^ in.

the bottom of the pan B in. respect to the rollers a afid
a' and h and 6'.

68,352.-Abram Clow, Port Byi-on, N, T., as-
signor to himself and Charles Clow, same place.

—

Grain ^ort. —September 3, 1867.—The tines and
handle arc inserted in the metallic head. The wire
guard is braced by a hook secured in the handle.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the sockets a' C
placed in line so that in seating the center tooth B' it

must be di-iven through both sockets, as herein do-
scribed and for the purpose specified.

Second, the elevated rests or supports// for steady-
ing and stiffening the bow D, substantially as and
for the pm'pose specified.

68,353.—Samuel Darling, Bangor, Mo,.—Win-
dow Ventilator.—September 3, 1867.—The tubular
ventilators that pass through the casing have adjust-
able perforated plates by which they can be opened
or shut.
Claim.—First, the combining with an ordinary

window sash a ventilating device inserted in the sash
itself, substantially as described.
Second, in combination with a ventilating device

substantially such as described, openings or perfora-
tions in the sash inclining downward and outward.
Third, in combination with double sashes, one or

more ventilating tubes inserted therein and provided
with a valve, substantially as described.

68,354.-George H. Dow, Freeport, la.—Chum
Dasher.—September 3, 1867.—As the dasher is lifted

the valve opens, allowing a cuiTent of air to enter, and
as it is depressed the valve closes.

Cteim.-The valve seat D and valve D', in combi-
nation with the dasher B and shaft A, when con-
structed as and for the purpose set forth.

68,355.—W. H. Earnest, Parkersbm-g, "West
Va..—ClothesDryer and <S<«?itZ.—September 3, 1867.—
The stand top has a series of bars so pivoted that they
may depend from the periphery or be elevated into a
horizontal radial position to support the clothing.

Claim.—The revolving head C, flat at ita top and
with a circumferential groove on its edge, around
which is passed the wire E, having a scries of arms D
suspended by means of narrow slots at ther inner ends,

said arms being grooved at their sides aud beveled on
their iipper edges, the whole supported by the stand
A, as specified. *

68.356.— George E. Evans, Boston, Mass.—
Centrifugal Machine for Washing (Siifl^ar.-Septem-
ber 3, 1867.—The removable cone has at the apex a
swivel hook by which it may be di-awn up while the
machine is rotating.
Claim.—Fhst, a removable cone for forming a wall

of sugar in centrifugal machines, constructed and
operated substantially as described.

Second, in centrifugal machine for washing sugars
operating a removable coue placed within such cen-

trifugals by lifting it while the centrifugal is being
revolved for tlie purpose of forming a wall of sugar,

in the manner and for the purpose substantially as

described.

68.357. — Herbert E. Fowler, Wolcotville,

Conn.

—

Machine for Separating Tinned and Galvan-
ized Articles o/'lTefaL— September 3, 1867.— The
small articles, immediately after immersion in the

bath of molten coating metal, are placed in a hopper,

aud descending upon an oscillating segmental plate

are throAvn to both sides and fall into a water hath.

Claim.—Tha vibrating separator, fitted substan-

tially as specified, in combination with the supply hop-

per, as and for the purposes set forth.
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68,358.— George H. Gardner, Philadelphia,

Pa., assignor to himself auil A. B. Cooley, same
place.—Cuw JJiiZter.—September 3, 1867.—The teat

cups are placed over the teats and the air exhausted
from the cylinder to cause the milk to flow. The
milk is discharg-od from the cylinder through a spout
at bottom. All the openings into the cylinder have
clack valves.

Claim.—First, the combination with the vessel A
of a piston B, its rod d, and the operating lever C,
the whole being constructed, arranged, and operating
substantially as set forth for the purpose specified.

Second, the branch pipes D, rendered adjustable on
the vessel A, substantially as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

Third, the adjustable teat cups G strengthened by
the rings v v^ and v% substantially in the manner de-

scribed.
Pourth, the manner substantially as described of

securing teat cups G to the branch pipes D.

68,359.—Henry A. Gaston, Nevada City, Cal.—Amalgamator.—September 3, 1867.—The spirally-

formed mullers have a planetary revolution around
the central shaft, and are rotated on their axis by the
riug gearing which engages their pinions. The an-
nular pan has a sectional false bottom of incline-

topped die plates, whose salient parts act as guides to
dii-cct the ore to the center.
Claim.—First, the dies E in the bottom of the pan,

constructed and operating in combination with mul-
lers A, essentially as described.

Second, the mullers A when constructed of a spiral

form, whereby they are made to spread or grind the
pulp when rotated one direction and to loosen it fi'om

tlie bottom when }-otated in the opposite direction,
substantially as described.

68,360.-John Gibson, Jr., Albany, IT, Y.—
Method of Holding 17/irps.—September 3,1867.—The
end of the whip handle has a socket to receive the
standard pin attached to the dash board. A rubber
collar on the pin prevents accidental dislodgment.

Claim.—First, constructing whips with a hollow
butt or handle end, for the pm-pose substantially as
set forth and described.
Second, the standard C with or without the elastic

washer e, or its eqmvalent, attached to the body,
dickey seat, dash, or any other part of the carnage
or sleigh, for the purposes set forth and described.

Third, the hollow or bore a of the whip handle, in
combination with the standard C for holding the
whip, substantially as set Ibrth and described.

68,361.—John F. Goldthwait. Boston, Mass.— Buttoner for Shoes. — September 3, 1867.— Ex-
plained by the claim and illustration.

Claim-.—A buttoner, substantially as described,
consisting of a continuous loop, enlarged at C, for the
puri)ose of receiving the button, and narrowed at d
to suit the eye of the button.

68,362.—"William D. Grimshaw, Newark, N. J.
—Brilling Ifacftine.—September 3, 1867; antedated
August 18, 1867.—A belt from the driving cone passes
over the sheaves and to a cone on the stock spindle.
The drill is depressed by a lever and elevated by a
spring connected to the said lever.

Claim.—First, the slides t clamped to the standard
fc and receiving the bed u, constructed and aiTauged
in the manner and for the purposes specified.

Second, the pulleys d r and s, arranged as set forth,
in combination with the drill stock k, treadle g, and
crank 2, as and for the purposes specified.

68,363.—Charles Heaton, New York, N. Y.—
Preparing and Treating Vegetable i^ifters.-Septem-
ber 3, 1867.—Crude bamboo is softened by steeping
in an alkaline solution so as to enable it to be baled
more solidly, and to destroy the insect life therein.

Claim.—First, subjecting crude vegetable fibrous
material to any chemical treatment which softens and
shrinks its bulk without disintegrating the same, for
the purpose set forth and described.

Second, preparing bamboo or other crude vegetable
fibrous matter for transportation and subsequent dis-
integration as a fiber-producing material, by means
erf an alkaUne or a caustic alkaline solution.

Third, softening and preparing bamboo, or other

crude vegetable fibrous matter, by means of an alka-
line solution, when so applied as not to disintegrate
the material, but simply to prepai-e it for mechanical
reduction, as fully set forth.

Fourth, the process of disintegrating bamboo, or
other like crude vegetable fibrous matter by means of
the beating or rag engine, or its mechanical equiva-
lent, when such bamboo or other fibrous matter has
not been reduced to a pulpy mass by chemical action,
or when the material has not been previously sub-
jected to a treatment which destroys its woody con-
formation, but has been prepared for the mechanical
disintegration ,by being softened in an alkaline solu-

tion.

68,364.—John Hubbell, BuflFalo, N. Y.—Boot
B'ecL—September 3, 1867 ; antedated August 25, 1867.
—The metallic casing plate encloses the top of the
heel, and its shape in front coiTcsponds to the rounded
fonn of the shank.

Claim.—Extending the metallic heel plateupwardly
sufiicient to meet the upper leather, as represented at
a^, and making the front part concave, as shown at
a'*, for the purpose and as described.

68,365.—David C. Hull, Chelsea, Mass.—i?oZZ-

ing Ii libber into Sheets and Applying same to Fabrics.
—September 3, 1867.—Explained by the claims and
illustration.

Claim.—The improvement in the manufacture of
sheets of mbber by means of roUers, the same con-
sisting in the foi'mation of two separate sheets, by
two pairs of reducing rollers, and subsequently bring-
ing together and uniting the two sheets so made by
means of two rollers and by the pressure of such
sheets between such rollers, as specified.
Also, the new manufactm'e or compound rubber

sheet as made by such process or means.
Also, the duplex or compound rubber sheet making

machine, as composed of the two pairs of reducing
rollers B C and D E and one or more compressing
rollers F, the whole being to operate substantially as
and for the pui'pose described.
Also, the above described improvement in the ap-

plication of rubber to cloth by means of rollers, the
same consisting in the formation of two separate
sheets of rubber by two separate sets of reducing
roUers and applying and pressing by means of two
rollers such two sheets together and upon a single
piece of cloth or upon two pieces of cloth, so as to
unite the sheets and cloth in manner as specified, t
Also, the new manufactm-e, or compound rubber-

coated cloth, or its equivalent, made by means and in
the manner specified.

68,366.—M. C. Hull, New York, N. Y.— Cook-
ing Eange.—Se-ptember 3, 1867.—The fire is in the
lower part; the caloric current passes through de-
scending flues and heats the lower portion, and, thence
ascending, heats the elevated oven and passes to the
chimney. A cuiTcnt of air traverses passages in the
lower part and, j)roceeding upward, is conducted to a
room above.

Claim..—First, in a range or stove provided with
an elevated oven, a descending flue in the lower por-
tion of the range, for the pm-pose and substantially
as set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the air pipe k, smoke
flue 71, and elevated ovens o o', in combination with a
range or stove having a descending flue, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, a conical register introduced in the hot-air
flue around the smoke flue, in the manner and for the
purposes specified.

Fomth, forming a chamber for non-conducting ma-
terial above the top oven flue, for the purposes and as
set forth.

Fifth, inclining the upper plate of the top oven flue

so as to deflect the products of combustion down upon
the top of the oven, as set forth.

Sixth, the air flue k within the smoke flue n, in
combination with an air-heating range or stove, sub-
stantially as set forth.

68,367.—Fleury Huot, New York, N. Y.—
Manufacture of Drying Oil for Pai?jt.—September
3, 1867 ; antedated August 18, 1867.—Nitric or arscn-
ious acid, 1 pound, and water, 2 pounds, is mixed with
pounds of resin oil and heated until the reaction
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between the oil and acid ceases ; after subsidence the

oil ife decanted.
Claim.—The mannfacture of diying oils having a

body adapted to paint, <fcc., by the acid reaction, in

the manner specified.

68,368.—Isaac W. Lamb, Salem, Mich.—Car
Seat and Coi(c/i.—September 3, 1867.—The facing

seats have hinged backs that combine with the seats

to form the couch. The pivoted supporting bars at-

tached to the backs allow the simultaneous depression
of the upper berth in conjunction with the backs of

the seats.

Claim.—The backs B, hinged to the seats and con-

nected by rods to upper movable berths, constructed
and arranged as described.

Second, the arms b b', in combination with the
movable backs, as and for the purpose set forth.

Thii'd, in combination with the arms b b' and backs,

the arrangement of cords, rollers, and pulleys, for the
purpose set forth.

Fourth, the stops o o', in combination with the seat

frame and arms b b'.

Fifth, the upper couches D D', attached to the seat

backs by long and short rods, all constructed and ar-

ranged as described and for the purpose set forth.

Sixth, in combination with the upper couches, sup-

ported and operated as described, curtains ee,as and
for the purpose set forth.

68,369.— "William Leonard, Boston, Mass.—
Horse Collar.—September 3, 1867.—The bearing sur-

face is covered with rubber cloth, and at the point
where it is sewn to the other portions of the collar

cover it is reinforced with leather. It is lined with
cloth against the filling.

Claim.—A horse collar the bearing surface ofwhich
is made of rubber or rubber compound, when the
edges of such rubber are reinforced to enable the
rubber to be secured in position, substantially as set

forth.

Also, in combination with the above, interposing
between the rubber and the stuffing c the cloth h, sub-

stantially as and for the pm-pose described.

68,370.—Herman S. Lucas, Chester, Mass.—
Paper /Stoct.-September 3, 1867.—The fiber is treat-

ed with alkaU to remove the siles ; is bleached with
chlorine, and broken up by the ordinary means of re-

ducing fiber to stock.
Claim.—The application of the fibers of the stalks

and leaves of the plant Spartina Juncea (or low
rush salt grass) to the manufacture of paper stock.

68,371.—C. C. Lyman, Edinboro', Pa.—PZaZ/orm
Scale.—September 3, 1867.—The i)latform is elevated

by the cams on the parallel shafts, to allow freighted

cars to pass over it without touching the scale bear-

ing, unless reciuired.

Claim.—The cams G, shaft D, and pulleys H, as

arranged in combination with the platform B, for the
purpose and in the manner set forth.

68,373.—Charles H. Mann, Fairlee, Yt.— Cattle

Stanchion.—September 3, 1867.—The stationary and
hinged bars are attached to upper and lower pieces,

which are pivoted into tlie frame to form a rotary
stanchion. The movable bar has a drop latch.

Claim.—The rotary stanchion, as well as its ar-

rangement and combination with a holding frame or
its equivalent, the whole being substantially as de-

sciibed.

68,373.—Charlls F. Martine, Boston, Mass.—
Sofa bedstead.—September 3, 1867.—The anns divide,

and the outer portions swing round on theii* hinges
to foi-m ends for that portion of the bed which is

afi'orded by the back, when that is laid prostrate.
Claim.—First, the spring catch a and pin e in the

stationary section D, and the notched opening in the
liinged section C of the arm for securing said sections
together, as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the latches G G pivoted to the back L, and
used in combination with the staples or loops 1 1, and
cord J for disengaging both ends of the back simulta-

neously, substantially as specified.

68,374.—PuRDY Mason and James "W. Brant,
Oswego, N. Y.—Machine for Stirring Starch.—Sep-

tember 3, 1867.—A glass stave permits the condition
of the contents of the vat to be observed. The gates
are raised or lowered by cords and rollers, and when
in working position the weights cause the gates to
press upon the surface of the starch.

Claim.—First, the tank A with its glass stave or
window, as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the use of the adjustable gates G G with
their weights and cords for regulating them, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

Thii-d, the combination ood arrangement of the
tank A and shaft D, with its arms with the sleeves
H H, cords J J and gates G G, as and for the purpose
specified.

68,375.—John Matthews, Jr., lIsTew York, N T.—Apparatus for the Manufacture of Soda Water,
and for Aerating iigrwds.-September 3, 1867.—The
pump feed and agitator to the condenser are connected
without joints to the latter above the average level
of water therein by operating the feed and agitator
through the lower portion of the condenser. The
charging pump has a lower stationary hollow plun^r
and reciprocating cylinder with valves and pipes.
Claim.—First, a soda water or other aerating ap-

paratus, having its pump feed and agitator or mixer,
so arranged in relation to its condenser or reservoir
as that all joints in the latter above its average water
level may be dispensed with as herein specified.

Second, in soda water or other aerating apparatus
the combination with the reservoir or condenser C,
a reciprocating discharge pipe or tube J to the pump,
substantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

Third, the combination of the stationary hollow
plunger D, reciprocating pump cylinder F, recipro-
cating discharge pipe J connected therewith, receiv-
ing and delivery valves and reservoir or condenser C,
essentially as specified.

Fourth, the volutes L M, or their equivalents, act-
ing as agitators or mixers, arranged on the recipro-
cating pump discharge pipe, where it projects into
the reservoir C, or otherwise similarly driven for
action therein as set forth.

Fifth, the combination with the pump for direct
action thereby of an agitator or agitators within the
condenser.

68,376.—Isaac H. McOmber, El Paso, HI.—
Gate—September 3, 1867.—As the gate is opened the
roller below the heel stUe rises on the incline and
the gravity of the gate, aided by the spring on the
hinge rod, causes the gate to close when it is free to
move.

Claim.—The block G, roller H, staple C and bolt
D, shaft E and spring F, constructed and arranged
to operate as and lor the purpose set forth.

68,377 Cyrus H. Merrick, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Steam ^ngrmc—September 3, 1867.— Explained by
the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, so constructing the steam valves
and ports of the cylinder of a reciprocating engine as
to open a communication for exhaust steam between
the two ends of the cylinder at or about the time
when the live steam is cut off and before the comple-
tion of either stroke, substantially as and for the pur-
poses above set forth.

Second, balancing the piston of a reciprocating
engine by the use of exhaust steam or other fluid

motor employed while the crank is approaching to,

passing and receding from, the dead points or centers,
during any desirabfe portion of the stroke, substan-
tiaSy as and for the pm'posc above described.

Third, so constructing and arranging the steam
valve and ports of a steam engine as to admit steam
to the cylinder during the middle of each stroke, and
for a greater or less proportion of such stroke, in
combination with one or more openings or commu-
nicating passages from end to end of the cylinder,

fitted with a valve or valves or other suitable device
for permitting or preventing the flow of steam, in
order to balance the piston, substantially in the man-
ner and for the purposes hereinbefore set forth.

68,378.-Lewis Merrifield, Lagrange Center,
lud.— Washing Jfrtc/iuie.-September 3, 1867.—The
inclined roller frame is adjusted in the tub, and the
washboard is reciprocated beneath it.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
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frame D, gi-oovcd rollers B B, rubber K, tub H, with
the springs and catches E, all as aud lor the purposes
spocitied.

68,379.— Jekeshah Miller, Pittsburg, Pa.—
C(£r6i'«r7.—September 3. 1867.—The cast irou curbing
has a cap piece connected by a web to a base flange,

and when made without the gutter will answer as a
base piece for metallic railings.

Claim.—A metalltc curbing or metallic base for

railings, fences, and similar purposes, consisting of a
cap or crown piece, web, flange, and gutter, con-
structed substantially as and for the purposes de-

scribed.

6S,3S0.—Peter H. Xiles, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to himself and Augustus Kuss, Cambridge,
Mass.

—

Hose Coupling.—September 3, 18(i7.—A rub-
ber ring on one section is expanded between a nut
and flange into the recessed socket of the other sec-

tion.

Claim.—first, the construction of a self-packing
coupling composed of an elastic ring expanded into
a recess in the opposite section of the coupling by
means substantially as described.
Second, the expanding ring D, in conformation

with the recess Cr, forming a self-packing coupling,
substautially as above described.

Third, the ring D. nut B, washer C, and flange E,
acting in combination, substantially as above de-
scribed.

68,381.-PacHARD J. Xl^-x, Savannah, Ga.—
Wood Screw.—September 3, 18^7.—The sides of the
head are notched for the engagement of a suitable
driver, and brads are driven through these notches.
The brads may be connected by an ornamental cap
covering the head of the screw.

First, the nails or locking brads &, in com.bination
with the screw having its head constructed with
nicks or notches a', substantially as and for the pui--

pose herein set forth.

Second, the supplemental head c, in combination
with the locking brads 6, and the notched head of
the screw, substantiallv as aud for the pui-pose herein
set forth.

68,382.—Frederick Ortlieb, TTilliarasbnrg, ^S".

T.

—

Condenser.—September 3, 1867.—The water from
the condenser passes throngh a vertical pipe, which
encloses another pipe communicating with the top of
the condenser. This pipe is vertically adjustable to
regulate its discharge end in relation to the contracted
nozzle of the water pipe. The air is drawn through
the pipe by the partial vacuum formed at the moutli.
CVrtim.-First, the outer siphonic pipe tlirough

which the Avater from the condenser flows for ex-
tracting the air and gases from the steam-condensing
spaces through a pipe or pipes communicating there-
with, essentially as set forth.

Second, the combination of the water-circulating
or siphonic pipe C with the pipe D, or its extension
D', made adjustable so as to regulate the outflow
through the pipe C, for operation in connection with
the condenser, substantially as specified.

68,383.-Austin- Pacicvrd, Brooklyn, K T.—
Securing Linings in Stoves.—September 3, 1867.

—

The fire bricks are connected together and to their
supporting flange by tongues and grooves.
Claim.—Fastening or seeming fire brick or soap

stone lining in the fire boxes or fire pots of stoves,
ranges, cabooses, or in other places where such lin-

ings are or may be used, substantially as hereinbefore
set forth.

68,384—Clestox -T. Patxe, Tonng America.
HI.—Canning -FritiY.—September 3, 1807.—Steam is

conveyed by a pipe to near the bottom of the can and
expels the air.

Claim.—First, the improved mode herein described
for camiing fruit, <fcc.. by means of steam introduced
into the body of the fruit, &c.. while the same is in a
cold state, substantially as set forth.
Second, tlie special use of the pipe C. provided with

the perforations E, and operating in the manner and
for the purpose substantially as specified.

Third, the filler or funnefD, provided with the col-
lar D', in combination with the pipe C, and operating

so as to be adjusted to any height can or jar, in the
manner substantially as herein set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the pipe C, filler D, pro-
vided with the collar D', and boiler A, aiTanged and
operating as and for the purpose specified.

68,385.-Harvey and Alvah Piielps, Albany,
X. Y.

—

Apparatus for Slabbing Soap.—September
3, 1807.—The transverse wires of the frame are drawn
through the soap block horizontally by a windlass
attached to the frame.
Claim.—First, the employment or use of the at-

tachable and detachable frames F, constructed as de-
scribed, and the same secured to the movable frame
E by means of the clamps H H, or their equivalents,
for the purpose specified.

Second, in combination with the frames E F and
and clamps H the windlass A, frame B, guide bars
d d, and sliding bars c c, the whole being arranged
to operate in the manner and for the purpose shown
and described.

68,386.—TTm. Potter and Ebexezer Crane,
Lowell, Mass.

—

Cotton Elevator.—September 3, 1867.
—The cotton is received between endless aprons
armed Avith points and supported at the backs by
rollers. It is conveyed between them in vertical or
inclined directions.

'

Claim.—First, the employment of the endless
aprons, in the manner and for the pm-posc substan-
tially as set forth.

Second, the employment of points o projecting from
the aprou slats, as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the binder rolls c, combined with the apron
B or C, as and for the purpose specified.

68,387.—Ralph Eeed, Pittsburg, Pa.— TFincZow
Shutter Fastening.—September 3, 1867.—The catch
is pivoted to the front face of the sill and is turned
up to engage the inner edge of the shutter.

Claim.—The bar C, constructed aud used with the
window shutter aud sill, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

68,388.^0HX H. Ehodes, Brooklvn, X. T.—
Pipe J"o!'nf.—September 3, 1867.—A sleeve of soft

metal or rubber is slipped over the joint and clamped
by two inclined collars drawn together by bolts.

Claim.—The combination of "the slip sleeve B,
made by an arched or bulging form between its ends
of soft metal, or other suitable compressible material,
with a compressing jacket or clamping rings C C, of
a harder or less jSliable character, for operation in
connection with the ends of separate lengths or seo-

tions of pipe A A', substantially as specified.

68,389.—L. SCHAEFER, Cleveland, Ohio.—5'o/a
i i?ec/.?fmc?.—September 3. 1867.—The seat is in two
sections, which are unfolded to form a bedstead. The
dowel pins by which the arms are attached form the
legs. The ai-ms are attached when in tlie bed form
by tenons which enter mortises in the bedstead.
Claim.—Tlie adjustable arms F, dowel puis G, and

movable back H, when constructed and arranged in
combination with the sections A B in the manner
substantially as described.

68.390.—William J. Sloan, Bloom, Hh—Thresh-
ing^ Machine.—September 3, 1867.—Explained by the
claim and illustration.

Claim.—A feeder, having frame A, guards E, and
endless apron B, in combination with cylinder H,
havin.^ curved arms 1, when consinicted substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

68,391.—Learuuy Sowle, New Albany, Ind.—
Staging.—SoptcmbcT 3, 1867.—The landing stage has
longitudinal sides and top pieces and transverse tics.

The ends are protected by metallic plates.

Claim.—Tlie within-described skid, constructed
and used substantially in the manner and for the \}Vii-

pose set forth.

68,392.—James P. St.^'ton. Pcdricktown, X, J,
—l*otato P^otr.—September 3. 1867.—Sido plows turn
the earth and the double mold-board plow turns the
potatoes out. The side-plow beams are conuected by-

bars to the central beam, and the bai-s ai*e inclinco,
more or less, for lateral adjustment.
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Claim.—First, tlie employment of a Land lever for
shifting- laterally the side plows, substantially as de-
scribed.

Second, such lever combined with devices for lock-
ing the same in diflerent positions.

Third, such lever combined with a slide connected
with the side-plow beams.
Fourth, such lever combined with a side spring,

operating as a self-acting locking device.

68,393

—

Wm. H. Startzman, Big Lick, Va.—
Cultivator Plotu.—Septembers, 1867.—The reversible
shares are adjusted by their clamping bolts and a set
screw passing thi'ough the standard and impinging
against the upper encl.

Claiin.—The arrangement with the beam A, and
sLank B, of the stirrup C, set screw E, brace F, bolt
li', and the teeth G, made reversible with the same
or dilferent-shaped ends, as and for the purpose set
forth.

6S,394.—William B. Stephens, Stephens' Mills.
]Sr. Y.—Mill Pici-.—September 3, 1867.—The pick bar
is flanked by metallic side bars, which are held to-

gether by a set screw at midlength, which passes
through a slot in the pick bar. The plates are also
clamped by a handle, into which the pick is inserted
for use.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
bars A A', steel plate B, and set screw C, when con-
Btracted and used for the purposes specified.

68,305.— Oscar B. Sutton, Kensico, l!^". Y.—
Carriage Jack.—September 3, 1867 ; antedated Au-
gust, 30, 1867.—Explained by the claim and illustra-

tion.

Claim. — The notched locking bar D. pivoted to
the leg B, its upper surface bearing against the staple
E, secured to leg A, and retaining on its lower face
the link E, attached to the lifting bar C, which is

pivoted to the two legs A and B, operating substan
tially as described for the pui'pose specified.

68,396.—Lewis Sylvester, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Brick Machine.—September 3, 1867.—Erom the pug
mill the clay enters a box into which a jet of steam
has been admitted, and from this it is forced by a
plunger into the mold, the bottom plunger giving way
before it. The molds are then raised, and the brick
ejected upon the ofif-bearing belt. Several molds and
their concomitants are combined in one machine.
Claim.—Eirst, the combination of the reciprocating

mold box, its compartments and followers, the box G
and its partitions h, and the reciprocating ram with
its recesses for the reception of the said partition, the
whole being constructed and aiTanged substantially
as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Second, the combination of the above with the hop-
per Gr.

Third, the pin or key d, for connecting the ram E
to the rod E, in combination with the devices herein
described, or their equivalents to the same, whereby
the ram and rod may be made a fixed part of each
other, or may be made to move to a limited extent
independently of eacJi other, for the purpose specified.

Fourth, the mold box, follower r, their rods r', and
plate L, in combination witli the arms P and the ap
pliances lierein described, or their equivalents, where
by the said arms are caused to yield on foi'cing the
clay into the compartments of the said box, are car-

ried upwards with the box, and are made the medium
of forcing the bricks from the box, all substantially
as set forth.

Fifth, the bcaring-ofF boards i', constructed and ap-

plied to a brick machine, substantially as described,

so as to serve as a medium for stripping the bricks
from the followers, as set forth.

Sixth, a steam pine I, communicating with the com-
partments X of the Dox G, substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

68,397.—Benjamin F. Taft, Groton Junction,
Mass., assignor to Ames Plow Comi'anv, Boston,
Mass.— Jr//eci ITmZj.-September 3, 1867.—Tlie hub
consists of two annular parts, one of wliich lias re-

cesses to receive the spokes, which are held therein

by the other part. Tliis latter part has lips taking
over the former. The plates are bolted togetlier.

C7aim.—Tl>e combination as well as the arrange-

ment of the series of lips or bridges c c, the cap plate
C, and the hub part A, provided with the sleeve B
and the spoke receiving cavities or mortises arranged
within it and with respect to the said lips substan-
tially in manner as heretofore specified, and as repre-
sented in the accompanying drawings.

68,398.—Henry G. Tyler, Andover, Mass.—
OverA'Aoe.— September 3, 1867. —Explained by the
claim.

Claim.—The new process described of making a
vulcanized shoe with an elastic gore, the same con-
sisting in the insertion within the shoe during the
construction of it and prior to vulcanization of it, of
muslin, stocking net, or other equivalent fabric, (how-
ever such fabric may have been prepared,) in con-
nection with vulcanizable india-rubber or india-rub-
ber compounds, placed on or between layers of the
said fabric, and to a removal of part of the shoe lining,
the whole being substantially as hereinbefore set forth.

* 68,399.—Calvin Wadsworth, Madison, Ohio.—
Self-relieving Grape Gatherer.—September 3, 1867.

—

The two halves of the basket secured together by
hooks discharge their load when the hooks are dis-

engaged.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the divi-

ded basket or receptacle herein described, consisting
of the hinged halves A A' and hasp D, arranged so as
to operate in the manner and for the purposes speci-

fied.

68,400.—David N. West, Smithsburg, Md., as-

signor to himself and J. Mong Sughes, Greencastle,
Pa.

—

Milk Bucket and Strainer.—September 3, 1867.

—The iuvertible cover has a strainer in the middle.
Claim.—In combination with a bucket, can, or any

other vessel for holding and transporting milk, an
invertible cover, which is a cover and strainer both,
so that the same vessel may be used to milk into, to
strain the milk, and convey it to market or elsewhere,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

68,401.—John F. and Oliver B. "Whitney, Mil-
ton, N. Y.—Fruit -Boa;.—September 3, 1867.—The
ends of the top and bottom boards are so nearly sawn
through that there is only sufficient fiber left to act
as hinges, the pieces thus turned over making the
ends of tho box and lid.

Claim.—T]ie, box, constructed with hinged mova-
ble upper and lower sides df, substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

68,402.—Charles Barton "Whittemore, Boston,
Mass.

—

Recovering Lost Anchors.—September 3, 1867.

—A small supplemental line runs through the ring of
the anchor and is attached to the cable in a few places
and at its upper end engages round a buoy. If the
cable pai-ts in a storm the cord round the buoy enables
the recovery of the cable, by which means the anchor
mav be raised.

Claim.—Eii'st, the supplemental lifting line in com-
bination with an anchor cable, said line being passed
through the anchor ring, or its equivalent, and so
arranged as to be paid out with the anchor cable, sub-

stantially as described.
Second, the buoy, in combination with the supple-

mental lifting line applied to the anchor and its cable,

substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Thii-d, the combination of the lifting line g. anchor
cable B and loop t, or its equivalent, substantially as

and for the purposes set forth.

68,403.—Carman Wilson, Stamford, Conn., as-

signor to William L. Smith, same place.—JJari/t
Pidvcrizer and Seeder Combined.—September 3, 1867.

—The clod crusher rotates in the front of the frame
and connecting by an endless band with the perfor-

ated seed cylinder rotates the same. The rcai- of the

frame is pierced with teeth.

Claim.—First, the combination of the toothed
I'oller and harrow frame, wlioi arranged that when-
ever the machine is in position to operatq upon the
ground the roller sJiall be in advance of the harrow,
substantially as herein specified.

Second, in combination with such earth pulveriz-

ing device, the revolving seed-sowing cylinder F,
constructed and operating substantially as herein
specified.
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68,404 M. W. Woodruff. Belle Isle, N. Y.—
Wind Wheel.—Scptemher 3, 18t.7.—The sails are ad-

justed by the governor at suck iucliuatious as to suit

the force of the wind and in accordance to the dis-

tances from their center of motion. The hollow main
Shalt by its connected gearing actuates a pitman that

is attachable to work a churn, washing machine, Sec.

Claim.—First, the sails J. constructed with several

flat surfaces arranged at different angles, for equal-

izing their pitch in proportion to their velocity and
distance from the center of motion substantially as

herein shown imd described and for the pui-pose spe-

cified.

Second, the hollow main shaft C, sliding shaft k,

carrying toothed racks i and pinions g, in connection
with the pivoted sails J and governor K, all con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

Third, the anti-fi'iction carriage R S with horizontal
steadying rollers t t, supporting the bed plate B, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpsse set forth.

Fourth, the collar Q. having an ai-m or steadying
projection q, worldng in the bifra'cated lower arm of
governor lever r in connection with the sliding shaft
k and pivoted sails J, as herein set forth and for the
purpose described.

Fifth, the gimbid connection T w and ring W, in
combination with t!ie lever P, pitman D, and revolv-
ing bed plate B, as herein shown and for the pui-pose
set forth.

68,405.—Edwix Yaxct, Utica, X. Y.—Horse
Hay Fork.—September 3, 1867.—The point is brought
iu line with the siiaft for insertion into hay, the hook
of the curved lever being depressed ; after insertion
it is projected forward by the reverse motion of the
said lever.

Claim.—The curved lever E, provided with the
rest L, and pivoted to the arm 1), in combination
with the hook H, link F, point B. and shank A, ar-

ranged as and for the puipose substantiallv as set
forth.

68,406.—John- Agrell and John* Klepzig, San
Francisco. Cal.

—

Furnace for Roasting Ore*.—Sep-
tember 3, 1867.—The hearth rotates horizontally while
V. series of stationai-y stirrers expose the ore to the
action of the heat.
Claim.—First, a furnace for roasting ores, &c.,

provided with a rotating hearth with the fire acting
on its upper surface as described ; also, providing a
rotai-y hearth with a door to dischai-ge the ores or
contents acted on by the fire.

Second, mounting'the rotating hearth of a reverber-
atory furnace on rollers, substantially as described.

Thii'd, providing the revolving hearth with parti-
tions to hold the brick lining in place.

Fourth, iu combination with the rotating hearth
the stationaj-y stirrers.

Fifth, making the shaft which holds the stln-ers
hollow, for the purpose of supplying steam to the
ores roasted on the hearth.

68,407.—Arthur Baruarix, Xew Orleans. La.
—Lightnivg Arrester.—i=iepiemheT 2, 18G7.—The elec-
tric current from the main circuit is conducted bv a
fine wire through an axial perforation of a magnetic
bar, but not iu contact therewitli. The magnet is
supported on metallic pillars connected by wires to
the ground. The wires are connected to disks hav-
ing points presented to the ends of the magnet bar.
The object is to convey to the ground any atmospheric
electricity that may be attracted by either pole of tlie

magnet from the points before reaching the office,
magnet or cable.
Claim.—First, the application and use in connec-

tion with a paratonneiTe, or lightning arrester for
telegragh wires, cables, &c., of one or" more perma-
nent magnets or electro-magnets, as and for the pur-'
poses herein described.

Second, a lightning arrester in which one or more
permanent or electromagnets are combined with the
telegraph wii-e or cable, and other parts of said ar-
rester in the manner shown and described, or in any
other form of mechanical aiTangement substantially
equivalent to the same, as set forth.

68,408—Louis Bauhoefer, (Henry Hauer, exec-
utor,) Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Compound of 'Cork, Rubber,
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c£c.—September 3. 1867.—Improvement on his patent
November 6, 1866. The cork, after preparation by
charring, is ground and sifted and mixed with india-
rubber, subjected to heated rolls until the rubber is

reduced to a pasty condition. Gutta-percha may be
used in place of rubber. The composition is used as
a substitute for pure rubber.
Claim.—A composition consisting of a combina-

tion of india-rubber or gutta-percha with particles of
baked or charred cork, as set forth.

68,409.—Gustave Bequet, Sox, Xew York, >f.

Y., assignor to himself and Mokitz Pixxeu, same
place.

—

Apparatus for Rectifying and Distilling.—
September 3, 1867.—The interior of the column is

divided into sections by perforated plates and is iso-

lated at certain points, making distinct series of
chambers unconnected with each other, having sep-
arate pipes for communication.
Claim.—First, an apparatus adapted to make rum,

whiskey, alcohol, French spirits and kindred arti-

cles, when constructed substantially as described.
Second, constructing a rectifying or distilling

column in such a war as to enable the passing
thi'ough difi"erent chaniiels or chambers within the
same column of articles or vapors of different quality
or degree, all substantially as described and for the
pm-poses set forth.

Third, dividing the interior of a rectifying or dis-

tilling column into parts in such a maimer that either
part could be used for a specific purpose -nilhout in-

terfering with the functions or operations of the other
part or parts, all substantially as herein described.
Fourth, using within the interior of one and the

same rectifying or distilling column sections, divis-

ions, or passages of a variety of constructions, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

Fifth, using the cap c. the stop cocks D' and D^,
the passages E^ and E^, the pipes F^ F2 G H I, the
passages i and k, or either of these parts, in combi-
nation with a rectifying or distilling column, where
the latter is divided into compartments, substantially
as herein described.

68,410.—E. T. BussELL, Indianapolis, Ind., as-

signor to himself, "W. H. Canpee and Jacojj El-
DiiEBGE.—Rotary Pio«'.— September 3, 1867.— The-
segmental driving cog wheels connect with supple-
mentary yielding cogs attached with springs. The
segmental wheels rotate the earth augers only when
in contact with the earth. The yielding cogs insure
the meshing of the auger pinions'with the rigid cogs
of the segmental gears.

Claim.—First, segment driving wheels S, compass-
ing less than half a circle, when used in combination
with pinions p, for the purpose of rotating each auger
upon its own axis at the proper point for most efi"ect-

ually breaking and pulverizing the earth, substan-
tially as shown.
Second, supplementary yielding cogs b b. when the

same are attached to flat springs, as shown, and
these, in conuectiou with, the segments S, as and for

the purpose stated.

Third, dirt shield /, and its adjunct e, when these
are made and used substantially as shown and for

the pui-pose specified.

Fourth, castor wheel p'^ and roller m, or their
equivalents, when the same are used for graduating
the depth of this rotary plow, and for transporting
the same from place to place.

68,411.—TV. H. Butler, Chicago, HI.—Ifac/irm;
for Loosening Earth to be Excavated or Removed.—
September 3, 1867.—The rotation of the drum winds
tlie cord that elevates the chisel, which is connected
by pivoted clamps. The shanks of the clamps engage
at the end of the stroke between two inclines, releas-

ing the hold on the chisel shaft, which, descending
di-ivcs the chisel into the ground.

Claim.—First, the combination of the frame B, hav-
ing the chisels T arranged therein as described, with
the frame A. provided with the mechanism for mov-
ing the frame B thereon, substantially as set forth.

Second, one or more chisels T, arranged to be ope-
rated as set forth for loosening or digging up the earth
preparatory to removing the same," substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.
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68,412.—A. P. CHAriN, Chicopee Falls, Mass.—
Feed and Straiu CM«er.—September 3, 1867.—The
eemicircular knite is secured in the sliding gate, bites

against the cutter bar, and is actuated by the hand
crank.

Claim.—The semicircular knife K, in combination
with the knife bar operating in the gate frame or
standards A A, as set forth and for the purposes de-

scribed.

68,413.—"William ]^. Clark, Chester, Conn.,
assignor to himself, James B. Clakk, and Henry
VEMBER.—Hangi'ng i^^jdders.-September 3, 1867.—
The boat stem has a dovetail grooved plate to receive

a tongue to -which the rudder is hinged. The tongue
may have extensions for hanging a balance rudder.

Claim.—The plate P and tongue T, in combination
with the hinged rudder R, subi^tantiaHy as herein de-

scribed and for the purpose specified.

68,414.—"William T. Clement and Edward V.
Foster, Northampton, Mass.

—

Machinery for Man-
vfaeturing Hoes.—September 3, 1867.—The blade be-

ing extended and the eye formed by hand, the heated
blank is placed on the anvil and secured with the pin

;

the drop being released falls thereon, shainng and
finishing the face of the hoe.
Claim.—First, the within described bed for the drop

K, composed of the amal I and pin J, the latter be-

ing- full on the side t forwards the throat or edge of the
hoe, and contracted on the opposite side, and arranged
relatively to the drop K A; fc' so as to act on the mate-
rial D d of a hoc, substantially in the manner and for

the purpose herein set forth.

Second, in connection with the above, making the
inclination of the pin J adjustable by means of the
screws jij2^ or their equivalents, so as to vary the
inclination of the eye of the hoe at will within mode-
rate limits, substantially as herein specified.

68,415.—Charles J. Clifford, New Hampton.
N. J.

—

Apparatus for Turning Crank Fins on Loco-
-tlve Driving Tr/ieeis.— September 3, 1867.—The pin is

hung on its original center at its outer extremity, and
-also by the collar on the inner extrem'ty near the
wheel, which, having been clear of friction, remains
;as originally turned. Original unaltered points for

attachment tu-e thus to.ken as guides and base in re-

:storing the pin to its original bearing.
Claim.—The frame A, constructed as described,

in combination with the screws i ajid k, frame C, and
the operating mechanism, all constructed and ar-

iranged as set forth.

68,416.—M. H. Collins, Chelsea, Mass.—Glass
Lamp Chimney.—September 3, 1867.—The skeleton
frame is attached to a disk, and is used as a gauge to
make chimneys of a cylindiical form, with uniform
diameter at the base.
Claim.—First, the combination and aiTangement

of the skeleton frame or series of wires C with the rod
A, or such rod and the disk B, such being for use in

manner as set forth.

Second, the combination and arrangement of piercer
D' Avith the rod A and skeleton frame or wires C, or
such and the disk B.

Thii-d, the combination and ari'angement of one or
more springs D and prongs F with the rodA and the
skeleton frame or series of wires C.
Fourth, the combination of the piercer D', the rod

A, and one or more springs D and prongs F.
Fifth, the combination of the springs F with each

of the prongs D, the Avhole being arranged substan-
tially as specified.

68,417.—MUNSON C. Cronk, Auburn, N. Y.—
Bung for Casks and J?arreZs.—September 3, 1867.—
The flanged head of the bung is tightened into the
groove in the stave by the screw that connects it to

the cross bar below.
Claim.—A bung with the parts B T and n, made

and operated substantially as and for the purposes
described.

68,418.—John Darling, Stane, Scotland.—i2e-
servoir Fen Jloider.—September 3, 1867.— The ink is

retained in the flexible diaphragm, which is protected
by the shield. The ink is discharged by pressing on
the plunger.

CloAm.—First, the tubular slide or shield F, in com-
bination with the tubular holder and its elastic reser-
voir tube D, as described.
Second, the flexible diaphragm or pad a and sliding

head or plunger E, arranged in respect to the reser-
voir A, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

68,419.—J. "W. DiLLY, Pvoseville, J[\.—ComUned
Roller, Stalk Cutter, «ndlifi7-ter.—September 3, 1867.
—The longitudinal cutters are secured to the rollers
for cutting stalks, and a marker is attached for laying
out the ground.

Claim.—Pollers L L, c^ltters P P. journal S, and
frame A, combined in the manner described, and ar-

ranged substantially as described for the purposes set
forth.

68,42©.-ArnoldDoll, Cleveland, Ohio.—Oper-
ating Feed Wheel in Sewing Machines.—September 3,

1867.—The feed wheel has intermitting motion by a
hanging L-formed cam which is oscillated by an arm
adjustably connected to a pivoted arm, which re-
ceives motion from a rotating cam.
Claim.—First, the cam G- and arm D, provided with

a shoulder E, the whole constructed and arranged in
combination with the wheel B for the purpose and in
the manner substantially at set forth.

Second, cam wheel N", arm O, slotted arm I, and
link L, in combination with the cam G, arm D, and
spring P, arranged and operating as and for the pm'-
pose substantially as described.

68,421.—Zekina Eastman, Chicago, HI.—J?ai7-
toay.-September 3, 1867.— The rails have grooves
corresponding to the convexity of the Avhecls travers-
ing therein and have strengthening ribs beneath
which rest in the ties. The upper edges of the rails
arc notched to keep the horses from slipping thereon.
Claim.—The rail a having a longitudinal groove

or concavity in its upper surface adapted for the re-

ception of the convex rims of wheels of cars and
other vehicles and formed v/ith a downwardly pro-
jecting rim 6 for securing thf^ rail in position upon
the ties, when the upper edge of the rail on each side
of the groove is notched in the manner and for
the purpose described.

68,422.—August Eikerenkotter and Frank
Silver, Searsville, Cal.

—

Freserving Coffee.—Septem-
ber 3, 1867.—The cofi"ce is roasted, ground, and
mixed with an equal quantity of sugar roasted to
the same color. The two are boiled together, desic-
cated, and made into cakes.
Claim.—The process herein described for preserv-

ing cofi'ee.

Also, the product as herein described as a new
article of manufactm-e.

68,423.—JosiAH W. Ells, Pittsburg, Pa., as-
signor to himself and Isaiaii C. Breed, of same
place.

—

Making Axe Blanks.—September 3, 1867.

—

The bar is run between rolls, and is so formed that
it can be cut transversely iuto blanks to receive the
steel.

Claim.—A bar of iron formed substantially in the
manner and to the shape herein described, to the end
that the same may be divided by cutting transversely
into sections of which each shall constitute an axe
blank as described as an improved article of manu-
facture.

68,424.—Elizur R. Ensign, East Hartford,
Comi.—Machine for Making Holes for Flanting.—
September 3, 1867.—The weight of the rear is par-
tially comitcrbalanced by the forwar;l project ;(»!i.

The blade is denrcssed into the ground by the opei'a-

tor and in withclrawing scoops out the earth.
Claim.—The combination of the blade B with the

beam A, the handles H H, and the wheel "W, sub-
stantially as specified, the whole forming a machine
for making holes for planting as herein described.

68,425.—S. V. EssicK, Mansfield, Ohio.—^?u«-
ting Jlctc/a'nc—September 3, 1867.—The needle has
an eye in the point and carries the thread over the
cogs and through the stitch formed on said cogs.
The point of the lever strikes the inside of the cogs
and by a backward movement of the lever the stitch

is drawn oft' and at the same time a new stitch formed
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on the cog. A spring strikes between the thread and
the needle and holds the ibrmer Avhile the latter is

withdrawn.
Claim.—The neetUe L constructed as described,

the spring- J), the main sliding piece B, the lever A,
the wheerund rim J and II, the thread holder E, the

ratchet F, the spring P, and the cornered wheel H,
all iu-ranged and operating substantially as described
and for the piu'pose set forth.

68,426.—Hiram B. Everest, Ptochester, X. T.,

assignor to The Vacuum Oil Company, ofsame place.
— Apparatus for Distilling Petroleum.— September
3, lbi)7.— Two vacuum-petroleum stills are so com-
bined, that whUe the lighter distillates are passing
olf from the crude petroleum in one still, the heavier
ones lire ixissing from the other. The oil passes from
the former to the latter. The steam pipes pass first

through the heavy-oil still and then thi-ough the other
one, which reqiures less heat.

Claim..— First, the combination of two or more
vacuum-petroleum stills, so arnmged that the oil is fed

ii-om one retort into the other as it increases in speci-

fic graAity during the distillation, and economizing
the use of steam used in the vaporization of the oil iu

the retorts, by passing it first through the heating
pipes iu the retort containing the heavier oils, and
alierwards conducting it through the heating pipes
in the retort or retorts containing the oils of lighter

specific gravity, as herein set forth.

Second, the construction of a horizontai, elongated,
cylinth-ical or elliptical vacuum retort for petroleum,
aiTangetl and operating iu the manner and for the
purpose herein set forth.

Thii-d, connecting the retorts of a vacuum still with
the condenser or condensers by two or more goose-
necks, so as to distribute the exhaust in the'retort or
retorts, and thus prevent drawing the oil over, at the
same time facilitating the escape of the vapor, as
herein set forth.

Fourth, so combining the capacious condenser or
condensers Avith the retort or retorts and the condens-
ing coil or coils that said capacious condenser or con-
densers will serve as a check to diminish the direct
action of the exhaust-pump upon the oil in the re-

torts, as set forth.

Fifth, placing the receiving vessels F F' in such a
position as to iillow the distilled oil to be dischra'ged
by its own gi-avity and without passing tkrough the
pump, as set forth.

Sixth, surrounding the upper portion of the retort
or retoiis by a jacket, or its equivalent, for the recep-
tion of steam or hot air to prevent condensation, as
described.
Seventh, the use, in combination with a vacuum

still or stills for petroleum and a steam generator, of
au independent superheating fmrnace for heating the
steam, as specified.

Eighth, the constraction of said superheating fur-

nace in combination with a steam boiler, substantially
as and for the pm'poses set forth when and in connec-
tion with a vacuum petroleum still.

Xiuth, the construction of a superheating furnace
for distilling purposes, for ntimerous sections of small
Btraight pipes, for advantage of heating surface, with
facility of building and repairs, as shown.

Tenth, connecting the main induction and eduction
steam pipes L 1)', leading from the superheating to
the stdl, with the sections of small heating pipes within
the retorts, by means of a steam chest K', bolted to

the head of a still, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

Eleventh, placing the small sections of heating
pipes in the retort in upright position, substantially
in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Twelfth, the application of an oil gauge to fi vacu-
um petroleum stUl, arranged and oi)erating sul)stan-

tialiy as set forth.

Thirteenth, the combination of a steam generator,
superheating furnace, and vacuum apparatus, as a
whole, constructed and operating substantially in the
manner set forth.

Fourteenth, the separation ofpetroleum into tlie con-
stituent parts specified and in about the proportions
named, by means of au apparatus, as herein described.

68,427. — Green Fenton, Streetsboro'. Ohio.—
Sheep Table.—SeptemhQv 3, 1867.—The tabic has re-
movable sides and straps to secure the animal.

Claim.—The herein-dcecribcd sheep table, provided
with adjustable sides D, foot block C, and pillow i),

when constructed and arranged in the manner ixnd
for the pui-pose substantially as set forth.

68,428.-Thomas St. Clair Ferris, jSTashvillo,

TQnn.—Triiss Fad.—September 3, iSGT.—A metallic
truss pad is cast over a wooden core, and is perforated
with fine holes for the reception of medicinal agents.

C7rtf,'«.— Providing a truss botton or pad Avith a
perforated wooden core, as and for the pm'pose speci-
fied.

68,429.—Traddeus Fowler, Seymour, Conn.—
Machine for Making Scvjing-Machine Needles.—Sep-
tembcr 3, 18G7.—The blank is automatically fed up,
turned, grooved, drilled, pointed, and polished. The
devices are sliov/n by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—Firi;t, in combination witli an intermit-
tently revolving feed wheel carrying a scries of man-
drels, a dog or pawl for moving said feed wheel when
said dog or pawl rakes against the mandi'els them-
selves as a ratchet to tm-n the wheel by, substantially
as described.
Second, in combination with a feed wheel and a scries

of mandrels therein, and with the milling and drilling-

mechanism, a mechanism for stopping and holding
the blank under the drill at a quarter revolution, or
the position it occupied at the mills, substautijdly as
and for tlie purpose set forth.

Third, in machine-diilled needles, the drilling of the
hole througli the blank, from the bottom of one groove
to the bottom of the opposite grove, bv a mechanism
arranged and automatically operatetl, substantially
as herein described and represented.

68,430.- Thaddeus Fowler, Seymour, Conn.—Machine for Reducing Wirea for Needle Blanks.—
September 3. 18u7. — In reducing, the Avire has a
tm-jiing motion imparted while it is being acted on
by a series of bloAvs between a stationary and mov-
able die.

Claim.—First, in combination with the turning
ratchets, raandi-el, and blank holder, the dies F and
E, for reducing and alloAving the blanks to elongate
under the i-eduction, substantially as described.
Second, in combination Avitli the tm-ning ratchets,

mandrel, blank ]K)lder, and dies, tappet wheel C, Avith

its tappets so arranged as to strike tlie die whUe the
feed is at rest, substantially as described.

68,431.-James :N'. Freestone, "William sbui-g,

N. Y.—TFrmc/i.— September 3, 1867.—The pivoted
jaw is connected to a sleeve, which is adjustable on
the bar, whose end is beveled and seiTated.

Claim.—The sliding piece S, with its tooth O, han-
dle H, jaw C, and spring X, all constructed and ar-

ranged' to operate substantially as described.

68,432.—Edwin "W. French, South Scituate,

Mass.—Engine ^ose.—September 3, 1867.—Explained
by the claims and illustration.

~ Claim.—First, a hose scAved through the lapped
edges, from inside to outside, when the ends of the
pieces of which the hose is formed are joined togetlit r

by a diagonal roAv or rows of stitches at one contin-

uous opel-ation, as described.
Second, in combination with the rows of stitches,

formed as above described, a welt or covering, as an<l

for the purpose specified.

68,433.-J. G. GOESEL, St. Louis, Mo.—Ff^cZ

Water Heater.—Sei^tcmhor 3, 1867.—Explained ly
the claims and illustration.

C7aim.—First, the combination of a vertical steam
drum, receiving steam either from the exhaust of a

steam engine or directlv from a steam generator, and
an insidc'hot-watcr tank, s-ubstantially as described.

Second, the combination of said steam drum witli

a series of vertical pipes, being connected at both
ends, substantially as described.
Third, the combination of the inside water tank D,

and pipe C, connected at its upper end ivith a scries

of pipes B, and discharging the akeady liot water
near funnel/, substantially as described and for the

purpose specified.

Fourth, the combination of inside water tank B,
Avith pipe E, connected to the upper part of water
tank D, and conducting the water through steam
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space of steam drum, either dii'ectly or by means of

force pumps, to boilers.

68,434.—D. H. Gould, Troy, IST. Y.—Gate Hinge.
—September 3, 1867.—The moving leaf has a bar,

lying between two plates between the jaws, the under
plate being pivoted to the lower lug of one jaAV at one
end, and to the bar at the other ; and the upper plate

being pivoted to the upper lug of the other jaw, and
to the other end of the bar. The hinge may be opened
in either direction.

Claim.—The employment of the bar p, in combi-
nation with the jaws d d', serving as a guide and
support to the parts folding within the jaA\^s, sub-

stantially as set forth.

68,435.—D. M. Graham, Evansville, lad.—Oas
Apparatus.—September 3, 1867.—This is a portable
gas machine for domestic use. The gas is deodorized
and refined in three cylinders having chambers con-
taining water and water impregnated with lime.

Claim.—First, the construction of a portable gas
appai"atus with refining and deodorizing chambers,
substantially in the manner and for the purpose herein
set forth.

Second, the introduction of air into the deodorizing
chamber E, by means of the stop cock G^, substan-
tially in the manner and for the pm-pose as herein set

forth.

Third, the combination of the tank A, generator B,
and burner M, with tlie refining and deodorizing
chamber, substantially in the manner and lor the pur-
pose as herein set forth.

Fourth, the arrangement of the tank A, generator
B, chambers E and F, stop cocks G^ and G, pipe &,

pipe d, inner cylinder c, chamber H, pipe e, gasome-
ter I, main pipe L, and bm'ner M, substantially in the
inanner and for the purpose as herein described.

68,436.—E. Hambugjer, Detroit, Mich..—Lock
for Car Scats.—September 3, 1867.—As the arm falls

into place the spring bolt engages a notch therein
and may be withcli-awn by a socket screw which en-
gages the screw shank of the bolt.

Claim.—The lock for car seats, consisting of the
spring bolt ab c, catching in the recess of the arm
H, and operated by the screw key, as herein repre-
sented and described.

68,437.-E. Hambugjer, Detroit, Mich.—Stove
Pipe.—September 3, 1867.—The fine is divided at its

lower end by an oblique diaphragm so as to form a
chamber, open at the lower end into the fii'e space.
The external air is admitted into the chamber, by
which the direct escape of the caloric cm'rent is re-

tarded.
Claim.—The construction of the flue or pipe of

fuel-bm-ning apparatus by dividing the same by an
oblique diaphragm A, forming a cold air chamber,
open at the bottom, into the throat of the stove or
furnace, into which chamber the external air is ad-
mitted by one or more pipes or openings, retarding
the escape of smoke and partially consumed gases
from the fire, and securing a more perfect combus-
tion and economy of fuel, substantially as and for

the pm'pose shown.

68,438.-Almore Haskell, Harrison, Maine.—
Swift.—September 3, 1867.—The swifts are supported
on sliding extension bars that are secured by bands
and a set screw. A clamp and thumb screw secui'es

the attachment to the back of a chair.

Claim.—The swifts, as herein described, combin-
ing the various devices set forth, in the manner and
for the purpose specified.

68,439.—George Hardy Henfield, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

—

Car Coupling.—Sc-ptemher 3, 1867.—The
hook-headed link bar is grasped by two pivoted hook
bai-s winch are locked shut upon the link by a spreader
cam, or opened by a rod and coiiicidently acting links.

Claim.—First, the cam F, operated by the bar m,
in combination with the jaws D, closed as herein de-

scribed.
Second, the sides A, jaws D, spring E, cams D and

F, and levers M and N, together with the bar I, the
whole operating as a coupling, substantially as herein
described.

68,440.—Benjamin F. Hisert, IS'orton Hill, IS".

Y., assignor to himself and George W. King, Scho-
harie, N. Y.—Cultivator Tooi/i.-September 3, 1867.—
The horizontal shank of the tooth is sleeved upon a
bolt which permits horizontal play.

Claim.—A cultivator tooth or plow attached by a
vertical joint to the beam so as to swing horizontally,
as and for the purposes set forth.

68,441.—Frederick "W. Hoffman, Morrisania,
JJ". T.

—

Machine for Cutting of the Ends of Cigars.—
September 3, 18()7.—Improvement on his patent No.
59,606, IvTovember 13, 1866. The knife which cuts off

the ends of cigars has another blade attached at right
angles which cuts the cut-off ends into two parts
ready to be used for fillings.

Claim.—First) the arrangement of the knife J,
attached to the knife G, in combination with the
spring bearing m, in the manner and for the puipose
substantially as described.
Second, the arrangement and use of the spring v,

to guide the end of the knife G, substantially as set
forth.

68,442.—Joseph Hyde, Troy, N. Y.—Springfor
Beds, d-e.—September 3, 1867.—The slats rest upon
blocks which are attached to spring pieces beneath.
The outer ends of the said pieces rest in the rabbets
on the bedstead rail, and the inner end of each is con-
nected to the block of the adjacent spring.

Claim.—A spring composed of the slat A, or its

equivalent, the spring D, with the fulcra c, construct-
ed, arranged, and operating substantially in manner
and for the purposes herein shown and described.

68,443 ^D. W. Jacoby, Shelbyville, HI.—Corn
Planter.—September 3, 1867.—The roUers of the cut-

off plate preserve the seed from injury. The ring
governs the size of the apertures in the circular plate.

Claim.—First, the metallic cut-off with the rollers

R E, to prevent the cutting of corn, substantially as
described.
Second, the manner of regulating the size of the

hole in the dropping plate by a semicircular ring in
the circular plate, in the manner described.

Third, the combination of the cut-off D, with the
rollers ER, the top plate C, and the semicircular rinjj

B, in the circular plate A, substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

68,444.—Charles Kennedy, Philadelphia, Pa,
—Loom Heddle.—September 3, 1867.—The strip is

split and bent open to form a loop.

Claim.—A heddle wire, composed of flat wire or
metal strip, in which an eye is formed by cutting or
splitting the wire and bending the several parts away
from each other, as herein set forth.

68,445.—M. Klein andH. "W, Wynne, Keokuk,
Iowa.

—

Fountain Pen.—September 3, 1867.—The hcd-

low handle forms an ink chamber. The air is admit-
ted above by a valved opening and permits a small
stream to pass to the pen ; the supply is ai-rested as
soon as the valve is replaced.
Claim.—First, the air opening C, with the spring

valve B D, at the top of the ink chamber A, as and
for the pm-pose specified.

Second, the rod F E, to raise the air valve B, with
its enclosed passage way G, substantially as specified.

68,446.— Christian Konold, Snowden, Pa.—
Die for Swaging Mattocks, Hoes, t£-c.—September 3,

1867.—Explained by the claim.

Claim.—A die for forging mattocks, grub hoes,and
similar implements having two faces, one of which
extends across the die at one end, and is shaped so as

to form the blade with thin sides, leaving a longitudi-

nal-curved ridge down to its centre, and making the
other part of the die with a concave face tenninating
at one end in an incline for giving the cutting edge
its proper bevel and rounding the face of the blade

some distance tlierefrom towai-ds the eye, as herein-

before shown and set forth.

68,447.-Eli H. Lord, Homer, IST. T., and Eg-
bert Hlnman, Svracuse, N. Y. — Mop Pail and
IFz-ijir/er.—Scptem'ber 3, 1867.—The rollers arc in

bearings on the summits of springs whose lower ends
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are attached to clasps on the side of the pail. The
bail, when depressed, spreads the rollers apart for

the introduction of the mop cloth.

Claim.—YirSt, the combination of the mop pail

C C, the adjustable rollers B B, the bail d, the screw
h, the whole constructed and operated in the manner
described.
Second, the bail d, both for the purpose of a bail,

and also for a lever for the purpose of separating the

rollers, in the manner described.

68,448.—Albon Man, Brooklyn, IST. Y.—Banic
C/i«cA-.—September 3, 18G7.—As a guard ajyainst

changes on the face of the draft, the end has columns
of figures which ai'e so punched as to act as a check
upon the written values.

Claiyn.—First, the tabular arrangement of the sev-

eral series of figures and of ciphers, substantially as

and for the purpose herein specified.

Second, making each column in a different style

from any of the other columns, substantially as and
for the piu'pose herein set forth.

Third, the increasing strength or blackness from
one side of the table to the other, substantially as and
for the purpose herein set forth.

Fourth, varying the blackness of the background
in the reverse order from that in which the blackness
of the figures is varied, substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

Fifth, continuing the columnar aiTangemcnt be-

yond the series of figures so as to provide spaces for

the figures to be written therein, substantially as and
for the purpose herein set forth,

68,449.—George D. Matcham, Pittsfield, Ohio.
—Sheep Chair and Trtf.—September 3, 1807.—The
sheep is held in the chair while the feet are pared,
and is then placed standing in the trough of heated
liquid until the preparation has acted upon the feet

sufficiently.

Claim.—The adjustable chairs G, table I, and fur-

nace K, in combination with the vat A, in the man-
ner and for the purpose substantially as set forth.

68,450.—Exos H. McArthur, Hillsdale, X. Y.—2Iachiiiefor Cutting and Folding Paper.—Septem-
ber 3, 1867.—The machine cuts the paper from an end-
less roll, either singly or by the quire, and folds the
same in the middle. The paper is cut by a draw mo-
tion ; a thin folding plate covers the half sheet, while
the motion of the table folds over the other portion,
and the motion of the table removes the slicet or the
bunch, as the case may be. Devices regulate the ap-

plication of the folder in relation to the length of the
paper to be cut.

Claim.—Fivst, the application of a folding appara-
tus to a paper-cutting machine, substantially as and
for the purposes herein set fortli.

Second, the movable part H of a folding table, in
combination with the stationary part H' of the same,
and folding plate L, operating substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

Third, in combination with a folding machine, the
folding plate L, substantially as and for the purpose
herein specified.

Foui'th, in a folding apparatus, the folding plate L,
in combination with tappet L', cam wheel (^. spring
L^ operating substantially as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

Fifth, in a paper cutter, the knife G, in combina-
tion with the angle levers/*/", slot y, and pin. oper-
ating substantially as and for the purpose herein set

forth.

Sixth, the provisions for adjusting the folding table
to the different widths of paper to be folded, substan-
tially as and for the parpose herein specified.

68,451.—Jasper P. Moore, Boston, Mass.—
Carrwf^/e J^rtft.—September 3, lfer)7.—The slider fits

loosely on tbe standard and is lifted by the lever
whose fulcrum pin is placed in either of the holes in
the standard.
OZaim.—Improved caiTiagejack made as described,

\\z: with the slider to encompass and slide on tlie

standard, and with a series of holes a a a an-aiiged
in the latter in manner and for the purpose specified.

Also, the slider as made with the three cars b c d,

arranged so as to project from it and with respect to
each other, as explained.

68,452.—Thomas W. Murray, ISTew York, N"
Y.

—

Car Brake and Starting Apparatus.—Sept!?mber
3, 1867.—An eccentric on the axle works the pawl
box, which is restrained from acting on the brakes by
a weighted lever. When the lever is lifted the pawls
are placed in operation and rotate the drum which is

connected to the brake bar.
C^^aii/i.—First, tbe partial ratchet wheels 2 and 4,

pawls 3 and 8, weighted lever 9, and lever 1, all con-
structed and combined as described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Second, in combination with the above, the arm 0,

and cam fixed on the wheel, as and for the purpose
set #orth.

68,453.—John L. iSTETTLExoN, iSTcw Haven,
Conn.

—

Tool.—September 3, 18G7.—The dog has two
parallel rack bai's on v.'hich the adjustable slide

moves.
Claim.—The combination of the sliding bar D and

its movable ratchet teeth a with the parallel rack
bars B and C and cross-bar A, when all the parts are
constructed, connected, and fitted for use, substan-
tially as herein described and set forth.

68,454.

—

Joseph Palmer, Concord, X. H.—Dics
for Making lleads for Elliptic Springs.—September
3, 1807.—The plates are stamped out right and left,

ready for welding, with a flange to lie upon the outer
cui've of the sprin • plate, and a projection to lap over
the inside of the spring plate.
Claim.—'First, the right and left dies, constrncted

substantially as and for the purpose herein described.
Second, the application of the cars 5 to the ends of

the main leaf of an elliptic spring, substantially as
and for the purpose herein described and set forth.

68,455.—Albert M. PLUffTOX, Hornellsville,
X. Y.—Detachable Buggy Top.—September 3, 1807.

—Tlie rail to wliich the top is attached has depend-
ing studs, which enter holes in the strap attached to
the seat. The studs have side notches to engage the
side of the hole and a back key for insertion behind
the stud to prevent disengagement. The key is at-

tached to a spring.
Claim.—Fir'it, the keys j j attached to the spring

holders k k, oj^crating substantially in the manner
herein described.
Second, the combination of the metal straps cc and

d d with their openings e e e e, the vertical studs h h
and i i, with their notches//, and the keysj j on the
spring holders k k, for the purposes set forth.

68,456.—XOAH Prescott, Dorchester, Mass.

—

Closing .Bodies.—September 3, 1807.—The top has
two inclined projections engaging projections of the
collar, and which, when the former is turned, drav.'

it firmly to the latter. The collar is hinged and em-
braces the neck below the enlargement. The top
has a curved slit, the convex side of which may be
bent down for chta-ging, and rises against the cap to
form a valve.

Claim.—The bottle stopper for bottles, cans, and
other similar vessels, constructed and applied sub-
stantially as described.
Also, the bottb stopper b with the curved slit n,

constructed and operating substantially as described.

68,457.—H. C. Putnam and B. F. Johnson,
Squaw Grove, 111.— Washing Compound.—September
3, 1867.—Composed of soft water, 2 qts. ; sal soda, (>

ozs. ; lime, 4 ozs. ; bar soap, 8 ozs. ; and benzole, 1 ox.

Claim.—The washing compound, consisting of the
herein stated ingredients, taken in quantities and
proportions set forth, the whole prepared in the man-
ner herein described and specified.

68,458.—Samuel A. Eankin, Fairhavcn. Ohio.—Machine for Stri-pping Sorghum.—September 3,

1807.—The rocker shaft has tAvo arms connected to
the slides by whicli tliey are dra-mi back to receive
the stalks. The end of the operating lever of the
rock shaft carries a knife. Tlio descent of the latter

severs the heads and allows the weight to draw the
slides togetlier to grasp the stalks.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the slidesX and
O operated by weights and cords, in combination
with the plate'P, or "an equivalent of the latter, all

substantially as described and for the purpose set forth.
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Second, the combination of the plate P, slides IN"

ao(i O, aad knife B, substantially as described and for

the purpose set forth.

Tiiird, a combination of the Tvhole, substantially as
bereiu set forth and for tlie purposes specified.

68,459.

—

Dp::>\is Rice, Shelburne Falls, Mass.

—

Machine for Drying Fruit.—September 3, 1867.

—

'ihe box has perforated shelves, and a glass door to

admit rays of heat and intercept their return. The
box is inclined in position and has apertui-es above
and below to permit passage of air.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
box a a a with the glass door bbb, and the apertures
c cc, and the cupola d d d, and the shelves e ee, sub-
stantially as and lor the purposes described.

68,460.—Hamilton Eichakdson, Janesville,

"Wis.

—

Axle-hearing for Wagons.—September 3, 18G7.

—Ferrules iwe secured upon the inner and outer ends
of the spindle ; the box rests thereon. The inwai-dly
projecting fiange on the outer end of the box abuts
against a shoulder of the spindle, and its inner end
abuts beneath a flange ou the arm.

Claivii.—First, the axle A, having its arm or jour-

nal composed of the si)igle solid piece, vrith the fric-

tion rings or fenniles a applied thereto at its opposite
ends, as herein shown and described.

Second, the axle A, provided with the flange n
projecting over the inner cjid of the box, when used
in combination with the box B, having the collar t

arranged to shut over the shoulder on the outer end
of the axle, as shown t,nd described.

68,461.—E. P. Russell, Manlius, N. T.—Dump-
ing Red for Harvesters.— September 3, 1887.— Im-
provement on his patent, jSTq. 55,910, June 2(5, 1866.

—

The grain is received ou the cradle, wliich is raised
clear of obstacles when rotating to discharge the
same.

Claim.—First, raising the cradle shaft at both ends
at the same time that the cradles are revol-.'ed and
carried backward by means of cam G, plate H, and
crank L, substantially as and fortho piu'poses set forth.

Second, cams G-, plate H, lever I, arms J, and crank
L, combiued and operatiug substantially as described.

68,462.—J. S. SCHOFIELD, Macon, Ga.—Hay and
Cotton Press.—September 3, 1867.—The press screw
is operated by -a nut tui'uing in an arched i)late

attached to an iron beam, and when pressing has a
bearing against the lower side of the plate by means
of auti-friction balls.

Claim.—A hay or cotton press, constructed as
above described, and having the screw Gr, arms 1 1,

ring H, box D, platform K, and frames A and L. all

combined and arranged in connection with each other
to form a press which may rest, in working, either ou
the frame A, or in an inverted position on the frame
L, substantially as and for the purpose described.

68,463 A. S. SiviLLix and G-. W. Rked, Port-
land, Maine, assignors to themselves, Hexky L.
Hanson, and J. L. Butler, same place.

—

Nutmeg
Grater.—September 3, 1867.—The nutmeg is placed
in the recess of the back and pressed by the spring
against the rotating grater disk.

Claim.—The arrangement of the handle or stock a,

the rotary grater b, spring arm c, thimble d, and head
(?, for a rotary nutmeg gratei-, as herein set forth and
described.

68,464.—Edwin Stafford, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Operating Condensing Rollers in Carding Machines.
—September 3, 1867.—The rubber rollers of condenser
carding engines have a reciprocating longitudinal
motion, presenting all parts of the rollers to the
action of the sliver during the process of rubbing.
This prevents formation of inequalities ou the surface.

Claim.—Giviug to the rubber or condensing rollers

of a carding machine a double reciprocating motion,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

eS,465.—T. G. Stanstjeuhy, Medora, IW.—Belt
Tigldener.—September 3, 1867.—The claws engage
some of the lace holes, and the strap to which the
claws are attached is Avound around the crank shaft
to draw together the ends of the belt.

Claim.—The slotted shaft B, provided with a

crank and ratchet wheel, in combination with the
strap A, having fined hooks at its ends, arranged to
operate substantially as shown and described.

68,466.—]^. A. Swett, Westbrook, Maine.—
Heeling Plate.—September 3, 1867.—The plate is

applied to the heel of the last as a clincher to the
nails used in the construction of the heel.

Claim.—The heeling plate A, when it has the lip

b, the hoUo-VT projection «, and when the same is

secured to a last, m the manner described, and then
employed as set forth for the purposes specified.

68,467.—"WILL1A3I Tanner, New York,:N". T.—
Theatrical Scenery.—September 3, 1867.—Glittering
metallic strips are stretched vertically fi-om a roller

to a slat, and arranged in a light to throw a bright
reflection from theii- smface when they are made to
quiver.

OiftMJi. — The manufacture of theatrical water
scenes, by arranging strips of thin polished or lus-

trous metal in respect to each other, substantially as
described, upon the stage of a theater, and in' the
light thereof, as set forth.

68,468.- William McK. Thornton. Clinton,
Wis.—Buclde.—September 3, 1867.—Improvement on
his patent, July 24, 1866.—The buckle sides are wide
to give support to the trace. The stud is attached to
the bow of the buckle, and passing through the trace
enters the tug and engages the metallic plate therein.

Claim.—First, the "combination of the front posi-

tions b b of the curved side bars A A of such width
as to receive between them and afford side supports
for the hametugs, substantially as described.
Second, a trace buckle constructed and operating

substantially in the manner described.

68,469.-Hans H. Tietjens, Lyons, lovfa.—Cul-
tivator.— September 3, 1867.— Tlie plow is formed
similarly to a horse plow, but reduced in size. It is

operated by a long staff with a cross bar at its end.
Claim.—A hand plow, when constructed and ope-

rating substantially as described.

68,470.—John Teagesek and Ignatz Illofsky,
'New York, IST. Y.

—

Apparatus for Distilling.—Sep-
tember 3, 1867—The clidtillate is subjected to alter-

nate condensing and boiling operation" at gradually
decreasing temperatm-es. The spirituous vapor passes
to the condenser, and the low wine and water are re-

turned to the doublor or still. The fusel oil is washed
out in the operation.

Claim.—A series of condensing and boiling appa-
ratus, arranged alternately and fitted in, substantially
in tho manner specified and for the pirrposes set forth.

68,471.—L. T. Verney, Paris, France.—PWn«-
i?ig Press.—September 3, 1867.

—
"Water is discharged

on the water roller and is equally distributed by a felt

covered bar reciprocating endwise on the printin"-

cylinder. The ink is deposited by the rollers, and
tliat upon the surface is removed by another roller.

The paper is jilaced on the sliding plate in contact
with tho adjustable guides and perforated by the
guide pins. The plate is then automatically brought
to the printing and pressiu'e cylinders and run through
between them. A blanket is carried forward by the
pressure cylinder upon its surface when the sheet is

])rinting, which blanket is wound back on a spring-
actuated di'um at the discharge of the sheet.

Claim.—First, the plate K, its projections p, lev-

ers L, and connecting rods L', in combination with
the shaft E, cylinder E^, projections p"^ and q, the
whole being constructed, aiTanged, and operating
substantially as set forth.

Second, the adjustable guides r, pins t and t', plates

N, and levers O, arranged on tho plate K, and ope-
rating in connection with the cylinder E', substan-
tially as and for the purposes specified.

Third, tho traversing ink reservoir H, its rollers I

l^ P, in combination with the inldng rollers /, sub-
stantially as described.
Fourth, tiie combination of the above, the sliding

roller./"' and levers n n, the whole being arranged and
operating substantially as specified.

I'^ifih, the vibratuig bar I operating in combination
with tho cylinder E' and its plate E=, substantially as
set ibrth.
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Sixth, the travprsinf^ reservoir m', in combination
vdth the cylinder E', its plate E^, and the roller p.

6S,472.—James C. "Walker, TToco Villasre,

Texas. — Gram J/etcr.- September 3, 18G7.— The
gi*ain is poured into a circular chute of known sec

tional diameter, falling through -u-hieh it rotates e

"wheel, the revolutions being recorded on an indica-

tor.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

wheel B, annular chute A, and brush C, in a grain
meter, substautially is and for the purpose specified.

6S,473.—J. V. "Weitz, Cleveland. Ohio.—Low
Water Detector for Steam Generators.—Scptombov 3,

1867.—The governor is attached to the eccentric to

which the cam is connected. As the eccentric is

turned the pendent kig of the cam is more or less de-

pressed according totiie radiiil throw of the eccentric.
When the lever and arm are brought to a vertical po-

sition the valve tc whicli the lever is attached by a
Bhaft closes tlie p(rt, thereby shutting oflF the steam.
To induct steam into the cylinder the valves are
moved by an arm connected 'to the eccentric of the
engine, which causes its oscillation.

Claim.—First tne arm H, stays k, weighted rods
L L', as arranged, in combination with the sleeve F
and valve C, I'orthe purpose and in the manner set

forth.

Second, the vertical arm M, crank M', and cam ^N",

in combinatioi vith the valve C, as and for the pur-
pose desciibec.

Third, the 3ver X' when operated conjointly by
the crank Mand weighted rods L, in combination
Avith the valvcB, as and for the purpose set forth.

Eourth. till eccenti ic Q, cam Q', and lug h, as ar-

ranged in coibination with the cam X, for tlie pur-
pose and iu tie manner substantially aa described.

6S,474,-riM0TnT TTiiitbt. Lambeth, England.— Armor fo. Ships of War.— September 3, 1867;
antedated A gust 2^), 180(5, iu England.—The chain
armor of chi! cast, curved plates, attached by headed
bolts, is I'oJt'd to the sides of the vessel and cased
with iror sh;eting.
Claim~7hc protecting those parts of vessels and

other stnctures that are required to be rendered shot
proof bythe combination of an exterior casing of
chill cas metal blocks and wrought plating, the plat-
ing bcflg employed to inclose and retain the chill

cast pice.s as herein described.

68,^5.—Levi H. Whitxey, Vallejo, Ca\.—Yine
Jreliw.-September 3, 18G7.—The supporting wires
esteBjfrom standard to standard, turning at regular
distaifes around the thimbles to which the vertical
and iferal wires are secured.
dim. — First, the combination of the bearing

wireB, lateral wires C, and vertical wires D, for the
purpse of forming a treUis, as described.

Sejud, the thimbled loop b shown in Fig. 3, sub-
stanally as and for the purpose described.

Th-d. the perforated tag G shown in Fig. (5, in
com nation with the trellis wires B, substautially as
shou and described.

Firth, the vertical wires D D equally spaced and
sprel apart at theii- upper ends, and' grouped to-

gettr at their lower ends so as to be secured at a
sing stake at the hill, substantiaiiv as shown and
destbed.

6.476.— J. H. WiNTERBOTTOM and J. Lord,
Phidelphia, Pa.— Sjnnning ./nc^•.— September 3,

IStj—Ttie friction roller beneath the carnage bear-
iugm the projecting slides on the pivoted lever
rais or lowers the lever which connects with the
di-jng belt and adjusts it to the fast or loose pulley,
sVing or stopping the jack.

ai?«..—First, the lever U, adjustable slides X and
T'ar 8. curved projection T and wheel R, in com-
bjition with a spinning jack, in the manner and for
tlpurpose substantially as shotvn and described.
3cond, the bar S. curved projection T and wheel

Jin combination with the starting bar of a spin-
ng jack, substantially as described.

S,477.-CoxRADWm and Akdrus Sixa, Daven-
rt, lovra..—Hemp lfr«A;c.—September 3, 18G7—The
Dik knives on the cylinders mesh into each other.

The hemp is carried into the machine in its raw
state, and taken from the machine after breaking by
the canvas apron that runs on rollers, connected b'y

an endless baud with the gearing of the machine.
Claim.—First, the manner in which the flax or

hemp is carried into and taken from the machine by
canvas platform/, running upon rollers e c^ e^ e^ e'*,

Fig. 2.

Second, the form of the construction of the cylinder
break rollers c c' c", with knives d, meshing into eacSi

other, and as regulated by slide journal I, Fig 4.

Third, the cleaners j f, shown iu Fig 2.

68,478.-Albert F. Allen, Providence, R. I.

—

Escape Valve Hose Coupling.—September 3, 1867.

—

The perforated sleeve is fitted round the perforated
cylindrical portion of the hose coupling, so that the
holes in the coupling are closed by the sleeve. When
it is desired to interrupt the flow of water without
stopping the engine, the sleeve is tm-ned till the holes
correspond.
Claim.—First, so arranging a hose coupling that

the flow of water toward the nozzle can be instantly
stopped or resumed without interrupting the workin'g
of the engine, substantially as and for the pm-pose
herein shown and described.
Second, the perforated sleeve C, in combination with

the perforated cylinder A and nuts a and b, all made
and operating substantially as and for the pnrpose
herein shov»'u and described.

68,479.—E. L. Allen, Xew York, X. Y.—Wajon
Seat and Spring.—September 3, 1867.—The springs
are hinged to the support posts, so tliat the seat can
be turned forward out of the way when required.
Claim. — First, hinging the' springs to eyes a,

formed above and in front of the posts B, so tluit the
springs will have their fulcra upon the outer ends of
the posts B, and securing the seat D upon the said
springs, substantially as and for the purpose herein
shown and described.
Second, the posts B, springs C and seat D, in com-

bination with the staples E, all made and operating
substantially as and for the purpose herein shown
and described.

68,480.— Thomas D. Arkle and Harry C.
Greer, Bridgeport. Ohio.

—

Automatic Measuring
Can.—September 3, 1867.—The measure is contained
in a lower chamber of the can, and commr.nicates b,y

a faucet with an upper part containing the oil. The
index finger connected to the float indicates the
fullness of the measure. The drip cup is extended
by the spiral spring to catch the drip when the re-

ceiving vessel is removed.
Claim.—Fii'st, the construction and aiTangeraent

within the can A of the measuring vessel C, provided
with the float C, to one side of Avhich the index a is

secured, as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the drip can G, connected with the inclined
tube in the can A, near its bottom, provided with tlvo

spiral spring, all arranged as described, for the pui--

pose specified.

Third, the combination and arrangement of the
can A, having bottom B, provided with downward
projecting disehai'ge tubes, measuring vessel C, float

C, index'fignre a, pLate F, sliding drip pan G and in-

clined tube, containing the spiral spring and the
pump H, as herein set forth for the pm-pose specified.

68,481.-Pierre Audauin, Xew York, X. Y.—
Washboard.—September 3, 1867.—The two series of
inclined ribs meet angularly at the center.

Claim.—The washboard' when constructed of the
two boards B, having inclined grooves D, and fitting

together in the center of the frame A, in such a man-
ner that the grooves D incline downward upon each
side from the center, wl;ereby the water expressed
from the clothes is allowed to run olF freely, and
without accumulating in the grooves, as and for tlic

purpose specified.

68,482.—"Wm. BicKXELL, Hartford, Me.,,as.si.^nor

to himself and Aleued Bicknell, South ReadJug,
Mass.— Crank Motion.— September, .3, 18(i7.—Tno
auxiliary connecting rods assist in starting thcengine,
and enable the piston to use its power more advan-
tageously in passing the dead centers.

Claim.—Tha employment of two or more auxiliary
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rods D D', in combination with the pitman and crank
of a reciprocating engine, arranged and operating
substantiallj as and for the purpose herein described.

68,483.—Julius Eloom, 'Nevr Brunswick, IST. J".,

and August Bloom, New York, IST. Y.

—

House Fan.
—September 3, 18G7.—The coiled spring actuates the
gearing, and rotates the shaft to which the fans are
attached.

Claim.—First, the combination of the fan wheel D,
constructed as described, and the up and down swing-
ing fan frame, arranged in front of said fan wheel, as
herein set forth for the purpose speeiliGd.

Second, the construction and arrangement of the
common fan holders K L, upright M, rod IsT, ope-
rated by the gearing B, as herein set forth for the
purpose specified.

Third, in combination with the running gearing,
the hook-shaped arm J*, fixed to rock shaft K^ and
L^, cross-bar M^ on spindle Is*, whereby tlie upward
and dowm\'ard swinging fan frame is operated, as
and for the pm-pose specified.

68,484.—Horace S. Car-.ey, Cambridgeport,
Mans.— Bottle Stopper.—Sa^tembeT 3, 1867.— The
slotted cork-holder can be moved up to release the
cork, or sIii)XDed down to retain it, being held in posi-

tion by the pin that engages in the slotted holder and
the catch which embraces it below,

Claim.—First, the slotted cork-holder E, in com-
bination with the pin G on the ring F, all made and
operating substantially as and for the pm-pose herein
shown and described.
Second, the above, in combination with the cam

H, the same tmming on the pin G, as and for the
purpose described.

68,485.— Horace S. Carlet, Cambridgeport,
Msxs!,.—Bottle Stopper.—September 3, 1667.—The rods
are secured to the sto^iper, and projecting down en-
gage both the inside and outside of the neck.
Claim.—A bottle stopper, consisting of the cord A,

made of india-rubber or other suitable material, and
provided with one or more spring wires B B, which
project downward from the cork, and which are
made and operating substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein shov.n and described.

68,486.

—

James Carlisle, Mount Gilead, Ohio.
—Hail for Buggy ^Seat.-September 3, 1867.— The
shifting rail is attached to the fixed rail by hooks
which engage notched side projections of the fixed
rail by pins, which enter vertical holes in the latter

rail, and by catch notches in the depending back bars
of the shifting rail.

Claim.—The bearing bar C, to a buggy or other
seat, in combination with the rail E, when' both are
constructed so that the one will fasten to and upon
the other, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

68,487.—Jesse J. Cassidey, WUmington, IST. C.— Adjustable Ship Builders'' Mold.— September 3,

1867.—The fiexible strips are united by screw bolts,

and having been brought to assume the required
curve according to the lines drawn on the floor of the
shop, are then made rigid by the screws and trans-

ferred to the timber to'be scribed.
Claim.—The adjustable parallel ship builders' mold,

constructed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose herein shown anti described.

68,488.-E. S. Ciiapell, Milton, Mass.—i?ori7!f7

Bar for Boring and Screw Cutting.—September 3,

1867.—For cutting threads in nuts or internal screw
cutting. The round bar has eccentric turning points
in the ends and the head slides and turns freely there-

on. A cutter is attached to one end of the head and
at the other is a lover by which the cutter is thrown
in and out.

Claim.—T\iC eccentric sliding boring bar A, in

combination with the worm and gear g g', and lever

q, constructed, arranged, and operating substantially

as and for the purposes herein described.

68,489.- Daniel W. Colburn, Loami, HI.-
Combined Blow and ifoe.-September 3, 1867.—Tliel

f^hanlc of tlie hoe is connected by a screw nut to the

socket of the handle, so as to be exposed iu an iu-

1

clined position and in a direction to act as an ordi-
nary or a scuffle hoe.
Claim.—A hoe. having its blade C constructed of

curved form, similar to the mold board of a plow, in
order to cast or throw the earth at one side, substan-
tially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

68,490.-Elisha P. Grain, New York, N. Y.—
Scale i?ea?n.—September 3, 1867.— The contractile
rod is applied to the beam to rig'idifr the same.
Claim.—The tie rod C, arranged above a scale

beam between the stud and froat part/, substantially
as and for tlw pm-poses herein shown and described.

68,493—TuiiTULLUS S. BiBLiN, New York, N.
Y.—Fire ^scffpe.—September ?, 1867.—The flexible
ladder unwinds from the windluss, which is secured
to the bed-sill of the window frame by spurs and set
screws.

Claim.—The combination of the fire escape, com-
posed of a frame with its cross rods, spurs, screws,
and windlass, and rope ladder, fiG whole arranged
substantially as and for the pm-pcse set forth.

68,492.— J. L. Dickinson, Dubuque, Iowa.

—

Variable Cut-off Yalve Gear.—feptember 3, 1867.

—

The stem of the oscillating valve las an arm that is

operated by two eccentric rods tc which it is con-
nected by an adjusting slide. Tie governor con-
ti-olling the slide regulates the periodic action of the
cut-off and adjusts the throw of the cut-off valve.

Claim.—First, in combination "vvlth the sliding
block C, formed of the parts 1 and 2,iiud actuated by
the governor, s-dbstantially as sho inland described,
the eccentric rods E and F, acting tpon the bar D,
or its equivalent, and upon the oajllating valve,
thereby imparting to the arm the mition of either
eccentric rod as the speed of the engin; requires, sub-
stantially as shown and described.
Second, the arm G, and bar D, in coifbination with

the valve stem A, to support and maitain eccentric
rods E and F at a uniform distance ^om the valve
stem, or its equivalent, substantially a, described.

Third, the two eccentric rods E anl F, arranged
with reference to the governor and iXmG-, for the
purpose herein set forth.

68,493.- Andrew Do^vner, Hamnindsville,
Ohio.— Wagon ioc/t.—September 3, 1867.—i£he draft
being connected with the brake bar relievest^e brake
except when the wagon presses forward on tie team.

Claim..—First, the combination of the .sjtem of
levers F G J K with the jointed and slottcl rod C,
and with the brake bar M, substantially ai herein
shown and described and for the purpose scticfth.

Second, Attaching the brake shoes R to tbc Drake
bar M by the ears r' and curved staples S, silptan-

tially as herein shown and described, andfor thpui--

pose set forth.
j

63,494.—W. L. Drake, Sturgis, Miehiin.—
Brick Press.-September 3, 1867.—The plungl has
its bearing in the side groove of the eccentr: cam
wheel which actuates its forward and retnrada
movements. A cam secured to tlio main sha
rating the lever elevates the slide stop thf

formed a backing for the brick and thereby opc^ i

passage for its projection.
Claim.—The box F, and plunger E, in coiiina-

tiou Avith the slide or stop G, arranged to opere in
the manner substantially as and ibr the purpoj i

forth.

ope-
has
the

set

68,495.

—

John Eddy, Barnesville, Ohio.—4*''«'

Engine Governors.—September 3, 1867.—One ei', of
the lower lever is connected to tlie moving sleel of
the governor and its longer end to the shorter eilof

the upper lever. Another chain passes fromhe
lower lover over a sheave to the throttle valve al a
chain from the longer end of the upper lever pabs
to the same place. '

1

Claim.—The combination of the pillar A, lc-»s

B C, connecting rod D, chains E F J, pulley G. U
Avcight U, substantially as described, for tho pm-]

speeiied.

68,496.- E. L. Gaylord, Terryville, Conn.
Piano iocfc.-September 3, 1867.— The lock is
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tended for piano fortes, &c. It has two bolts which
move in the arc of one or more circles.

Claim.—The two bolts E E, working on separate
or on a common center or pivot g, in combination
with a vertically moving slide B, connected with the
bolts and all aa-ranged substajitially as shown and de-

scribed.

68,497.— E. L. GaylorD, Terryville, Conn.

—

Piano Lock.—September 3, 1867.—For similar use to

the preceding lock. The bolts oscillate on one pivot,

and have guide points traversing inclined slots in a
horizontally moving plate, which is acted on by the

key.
Claim.—The two bolts B B, arranged so as to work

on a sin^rle pivot or centre c, or different pivots or
centres, in combination with a horizontally moving
slide connected with the bolts, as shown, and all ar-

ranged to operate in the manner substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

68,498.—Henry Gill, Mansfield, Ohio.—<Sfcre?«-

Flate/or Cutting Screws.— September 3, 1867.—The
dies have segmental or circular faces, and are so ar-

ranged as to bring a fi-csh part to bear when a portion
is worn.

Claim.—The circular dies C C, with plane surfaces
e e, arranged, adjusted, and held in position, in the
manner substantially as and for the purpose specified.

68,499.—J. S. Grant, Sidney Center, Me.—Bed
Bottom.—September 3, 1867.—The ends of the trans-

verse slats rest on spiral springs oflongitudinal wires
attached to the side rails. The wires are connected
at the head to vertically adjustable bars.

Claim.—Fii'st, the combination of the coiled-wire
springs E, or their equivalent, the hooks or su^jports

D, with each other. Avith the side and end rails B and
C, and with the ends of the cross slats F, of the bed-
stead, substantially as herein shown and described
and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the adjustable supports
G, with the springs E, and side rails B, of the bed-
stead, substantially as hereiii shown and described
and for the purpose set forth.

68,500.^. S. Grant, Sidney Center, Me.—Horse
Rake.—September 3, 1867.—The rake is held to work-
ing position by a spring bolt wbich engages a seg-
mental rack, and on withdrawal of the bolt, the rake
rolls up on the segmental rockers and discharges the
hay. The rake teeth are kept up by a cord which is

attached to the teeth, and passes over the rake head
to a turning hand-knob.

Claim.—First, the shoes or rockers b b, in combi-
nation with the rake head A, arranged and operating
as and for the purpose herein described.
Second, the forlccd handle D, having its prongs

pivoted to the arms E E' on the rake head A, in
combination with the segment rack c, the spring dog
h, the levers d g, the cord k, provided with knob han-
dle ni, and the lifting brace i, constructed. aiTangod,
and operating as and for the purposes herein set forth.

68,501.-R. W. Hallett, Hudson City, IT. J.—
Apparatus for Raising Sunken Vessels.—September
3, 1867.—Chains are slung beneath the bottom of the
ship and upon them caissons are lowered; stoppers
running upon the chains hold dov/n the caissoris when
the water is pumped out. The flotative power of the
air chambers raises the vessel.

Claim.—First, the air chambers C, constructed sub-
stantially as herein described in combination with
the chains B, flexible tubes D, and air chamber E, as
and for the purpose herein shown and set forth.

Second, the combination of the clutches F, or their
equivalent, with tiie chains B, and air chambers C,
substantially as herein shown and described and for
the purpose set forth.

68,50^.—Stewart Hartshorn, Xew York, X.T.—Shade Fjxfurc—September 3, 1867—Improvement
on bis patent October 11,1864. The roller has a spring
which automaticallv winds up the shade and main-
tains its tension intlependently of its position in its

bearings in the brackets. One journal is square and is

fastened to the bracket, the other is fast to the head,
which is actuated by the enclosed coiled spring.

. Claim.—The attaching of a pawl and ratchet or

notched hub to a window-shade roller, provided with
a spring, or to parts connected with said roller, in
such a manner that the tension of the spring will,
without any manipulation or adjustment of parts
whatever, always be preserved, whether the roller be
fitted in the brackets or bearings or removed there-
from, substantially as set forth.

68.503.—George Hatch, Pomeroy, Ohio.— OiZ
Oaji.—September 3, 1867.—The oil can from which
the oiler is filled is placed in the tray, whose floor has
an opening for the stock of the pump, which is stead-
ied by a sleeve, and held down by a hook, which en-
gages a flange on the sleeve.

Claim.—Placing the pump in the recess B, and at-
taching and holding it in place by the pipe a, flange
c, and hook d, substantiaDy as described.

68,504.—Eeuben HAV^^ORTH, SouthNew Market,
X. 11. — Centering Tooi.— September 3, 1867.—The
spincTle, with the drill in its end, is attached to the
lathe, and around it is a sleeve supporting a centering
cup which is driven forward by a coiled spring.
Claim.—The spindle A, and sleeve B, the cup C,

the spring E, and the drill D, constructed, arranged,
and combined and operating substantially as herein
shown and described for the purposes set forth.

68,505.— Charles Hayden, Newark, N. T.

—

Traci Fastener. — September 3, 18()7.— The pivoted
plate attached to the pm of the whiflle-tree is brought
into line with the latter while the trace is slipped
upon it and is then rotated 90°, so as to oppose the
withdrawal of the trace.

Claim.—The pin A, when provided with the shoul-
der a, and ears 6, in combination with the slotted
plate B, and pin c, all made and operating substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein shovvu and de-
scribed.

68,506.—Carl Otto Heyl, Berlin, Prussia, as-

signor to PtUDOLi'H SiEG, New York, X. Y.—Appa-
ratus for Extracting oilfrotn Animal and Vegetable
Substances.—September 3, 1867.—The crushed seed
is placed in a vase and subjected to the action of sul-

phuret of carbon ; the products are then passed
through a distilling apparatus and then through a
purifier and a condenser. The remainder is purged
from the sulphuret of carbon to render it suitable for
cattle feed.

Claim.—First, the construction and arrangement
of the basis A, sulphuret of carbon vessel B, distilling

vessel C, connecting pipes a, purifying vessel F, ba-
sins G and H, connected by space /, desiccating ap-
paratus J, condenser P, and reservoir S, as herein set
forth for the purpose specified.

Second, the construction and arrangement of the
desiccating apparatus J, provided with screw con-
veyor K, revolving vertical shaft N, having arm L,
provided with teeth or buckets and blowers M, as
lierein shown and described for the purpose specified.

Third, the construction of the suspended vase, pro-
vided with a removable perforated bottom having
central conical projection and a removable perforated
partition near the top, whereby the seed chamber A
is formed, as herein shown and "described for the pur-
pose specified.

Fourth, the combination of the basins G H, when
connected together by the space /, having the down-
ward, projections g, as herein set forth for the pur-
pose specified.

68,507—J. D. Hill, Fort Scott, Kansas.— G«</i-

ering and Husking Corn,—September 3, 1867.—The
forked guides collect tlie stalks and guide them to
the knife, which cuts off the ears ; these fall into the
spout, and passing through the cylinder are husked
by the hooked teeth.
Claim.—First, removing the husks from the ears

of corn, substantially in the manner herein shown
and described; that'is to say, by means of hooked
teeth with cutting edges attached' to an endless apron
or belt.

Second, the combination of the belt or endless
apron K, having hooked teeth S and buckets T at-

tached to it, the shafts J and L, and receptacle K,
with each other and with the frame C, substantially

as herein shown and described and for the pui'pose

set forth.
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Third, the combination of the pulley D, band E,
paUey F, shaft G, and bevel gear wheels H and I
with feach other and with the wheel A, frame C and
shaft J, for the purpose of imparting motion to the
endless apron K, substantially as herein shown and
described and for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the guides M, con-
structed as described, knife O, and spout P with each
other, ^ith the frame C, and receptacle E, substan-
tially as lierein shown and described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Fifth, the combination of the fans TJ, shaft V, pul-

leys Y and Z, and belt X with each other and with
the shaft L, frame C, and endless ajwon K, substan-
tially as herein shown and described and Ibr the pur-

pose set forth.

G8,508.—G. F. Hipp and J. B. Fast, IsTova, Ohio.—Hay Elevator. — September 3, 1867.—The rope
passes over guide pulleys to the skeleton drum, wliich
jotates in a cavity beneath the floor, and is rotated
by a sv/eep when the latter is hooked thereto, or in-

dependently of the sweep in running out the yo]}q

without backing the horse.

Claim.—The wheoi D and sweep J, in combination
with each other, when said "n'heel and sweep are con-
structed, arranged, and operated substantiaEy as

herein shown and described and for the pmpose set

forth.

68,509.—T. IT. H0RNS15Y, Simpsonville, Ky.—
Manxifacture of Cannon.—September 3, 18G7.—The
sheet is coiled around the central tube, the serrated
edge bciug lap];)ed over the conical end which en-

closes the breech ^^in. The sheet is also notched to

receive the muzzle band. The trunruon brace is

shrunk on and the breech strengthened by a block
and circumferential bands.
Claim.—Constructing cannon in the manner de-

scribed and of the several parts specified, consisting of
the tube B, having notches g h, notched sheet^A,
bands d F, breech piece D, trunnion brace G, breech
band H, and breech J, as herein set forth.

68,510.—J. P. E,. James, Ptcad's Landing, Minn.—Clothes Pin.—September 3, 18G7.—The arms of the
spring are secured by staples to the shanks of the
jaws.
Claim.—The spring C, when secured to the jaws A

by having its long arms C fitted in dovetail grooves
upon the inner face of the jaws A, and held in posi-

tion by means of the staples a, whereby all lateral

movement of said jaw is prevented, as "and for the
purpose specified.

68,511.

—

William Joiinsox, Shirleysburg, Pa.—Tanning Composition.—September 3, 1867.—Take
of bark, 1 cord; terra japcnica, 100 lbs.; saltpeter,

10 oz. ; ammonia, 10 oz. ; urine, 20 galls. : salt, (i qts.

;

glauber salt, 10 oz. This amount suffices to tan 1,000
pounds of green calf skins in 10 days.

Claim-.—An improved tanning composition, formed
by the combination of the above-mentioned ingredi-

ents with each other, substantially in the proportions
herein set forth.

68,53.2.—Columbus Johnston, Clarksville, Mo.
—Charger for Shot Pouches.—September 3, 18G7.

—

By forcing down the plunger the communication
with the pouch is closed, and the charge is allowed
to pass to the tube, Avhich conducts it to the gun.
The piston head is adjustable to vary the capacity of
the charge chamber.

Claim.—First, the combination of the inner and
outer tubes A and B, having side ports and discharge
tubes I, when all are arranged together substantially

as and for the purpose descrilxid.

Second, the adjustable plunger or piston head N to

the inner tube A, substantially as described for the
purpose specified.

68,513.—Obadiaii Joxes, South Englewood, IST.

J.— Leather-backed Horse Brush. — September 3,

] 867.—The brush with a flexible back is bent upon
the handle whose convexity is obtained by fastening
to it pieces of leather of diminishing size.

Claim. — The round-faced leather-backed horse
brush, constructed as described, consisting of the
strips of leather D of unequal length glued together

and to the back A, composed of strips of leather a,
the bristle plate B, secured to the sm:iller pieces of
the core D bent around said core and secured to the
back A as herein set forth for the purpose specified.

68,514—E.C. Kellogg, Eome, N. Y.—Cattle
Pw9n:p.—September 3, 18G7.—The weight of the cat-
tle on the platform depresses the hollow piston rod
and the piston, and causes water to ascend in the
former and run into the trough. When the cattle
retire, the weight restores the former position and
water flows into the cylinder.

Claim.—The platform A bearing the rocker beam
G, arranged in relation with the oscillating cylinder,
as herein set forth for the piu'pose specified.

68,515.—John Knox, Mount Gilead, Ohio.—
Thill Coupling.—The eye on the end of the thill-iron

is slotted so as to allow the passage of the spring bar,
which protrudes through the socket and into a cir-

cumferential groove in the pintle, which is thereby
restrained from worldng out.

Claim.—The spring c combined with the slotted
eye bolt e and grooved coupling pin g, an'anged and
operating substantially as described.

68,51@.—S. B. Lane, Waterbury, Conn.—ilfa-
chine for Making Button Pings.—September 3, 1867.
—The wii'e is wound spirally around the rotating pin
and is cut at the necessary intervals to form the
button ring by a knife attached to the rotating shaft.

Claim.—First, an improved machine for making
button rings, made and operating substantially as
hei'ein shown and described.
Second, the revolving pin B', in combination with

the knife D and roller F, all made and operating sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

68,53 7.—G. C. Lathuop, Danville, ^M.\ch.—Sa^o-
ing Machine.—September 3, 1867.—The pitman is

pivoted to the lower end of the oscillating fi-ame and
is attached to the horizontal saw. By setting the
frame in motion, reciprocating motion is imparted to
the saw to which springs are attached to balance tho
action.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the oscillating

frame G, pivoted at its center upon its cross heads X,
spring L, weight T, pivoted spring scat Q, guide M,
and sav/ K, as herein" set forth for the purpose speci-

fied.

Second, the adjustable toothed supports E, passing
through the frame A and the pawls F, constructed
and arrange 'l as described, whereby the level of the
machine is regulated as herein shov/n and described.

68,538.—LuTHEB B. and Geotige W. Lee, Jeru-
salem, N. Y.—Fly i\''c"t—September 3, 18(i7.—Each
strand passes several times througli the strap so as to
prevent its displacement by being pulled through by
accident or carelessness, marring the symraetry oi*

the arrangement.
Claim.—A leather fly net having its horizontal or

longitudinal strijjs A. placed edgewise with the
strands B, passing directly through the same a plu-

rality of times, in the raahner of a lacing and iu a
vertical direction, substantially and in the manner
as and for the purpose herein set forth.

68,519.-11. E. Long, Plymouth, In^.—Wond
Vice for Joiner's ^e?ic/t.—September 3, 1867.—The
face plate on the movable jaw adjusts itself to tlio

shape and thickness of the object to be clamped.
The movable face plate is backed by a pivoted but-

ton and head, the latter being adjustable on the
movable jaw.

Claim.—The combination of the pivoted head E
having the pivoted buttou II and provided with tiis

holes for the passage of the arms I pivoted to the face

plate G. said face plate having the plate g', con-

structed as herein set forth for the purpose specified.

68,52©.-E. F. Mallory, West Springfield, Pa.
—Burglar Alarm.—ScinembeY 3, 1867.—The screw-

is inserted into the door casing; the hook loop is

drawn forward until its shoulder abuts upon the

head of flic screw, when it is secured by its hook to

the door. If the door bo opened the end of the sjiring

is raised, the hooks arc detached, and the hammer
falls, exploding the cap.
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Claim.—The coiEbin:ition of tliG spring- A provided

with anvil licad in conibiiu-.tioa v.ith hook loop when
both are constructed and arranged to^^cther lor oucr-

fuion substantially as and for the purpose described.

6S,521.—S. B. Manley, Cottj, 'Pa..—ObstetHcal

jS'(i2>i3orfer.— September 3, 18n7.—The india-rubber

air cushion which forms the back pud is connected

by non-clastic aide straps to the elastic knee and foot

siraos.

claim.~ThQ elastic or air cushion B provided witJi

side straps F and elastic knee and foot bauds or

straps, sirostantially as and for the pui-posc described.

6S,52'2.—Edward Masters. Cleveland, Ohio.—
Tard for ^7n:».—September 3, 18G7.—The arms unite

in a wooden hub, and are strengthened by brace rods

and metallic ring- plates.

Claim.—The improved vard made in throe parts

ABB. and strengthened by brace rods I) and ring-

plates c' G F, sulwtuuiinl!y a's herein shown and de-

scribed and for the purpose set foi-th.

68,523.—D. C. McNeil, De "Witt, Iowa.—C/mrn.
—September 3, ^S(u.—The dashers are rotated by
means of a treadle, lever, and connecting rod, and
have their bearings in suspended bars.

Claim.—First, the churn, consisting of the churn
l)osA and paddle dashers C C, all as set forth, in com-
bination with the treadle F, connecting rod. working
beam, and crank, or their respective equivalents, in

manner substantially as above set forth and described.

Second, the paddle dashers C C, having their axis

D journaied in the movable uprights b in manner
and for the purposes substantially as described.

68,524.—Martix J. Mellyn. Eoxbmy, Mass.—
Adjustinc] Xfdlld to Carriaijes.—September 3, 1807.

—

By mean's of the lever clamp the rubber, which is

placed in contact with the thills to prevent rattling,

is compressed, so that the thills may ])e easily attached.

Claim.-^ThQ lever A and the clamp B.'foi'med of

the parts C and D, arranged and comuined substan-

tiaJiy as described lor the pui-poses specified.

68,525.—"W. A. Moody, Montezuma, Iowa.—
Cultivator.—September 3, ]8i)7.—The boams are con-

nected so as to work coincidently ; they are suspended
in front by links from the carriage frame, and ai'e ver-

tically adjusted by chains which pass over cams on
the axis of levers.

C7ai»i.—The fitting of the front ends of the plow
beams G G on pendent rods F, and counecting the
beams by chains M to eccentrics L on a shaft K, the
beams being connected by a bow-shaped rod or bar
H, all arranged to operate'in the manner substantially
as and for the puipose set forth.

68,526.—HOBERT if. MORIELL, Plymouth, Ind.— Clotiieis Dryer.—September 3, 18()7.—Tiie skeleton
frame is supported on feet, and has radial pivoted
wings which collapse for storage but expand and i-cst

upon the floor lor the purpose of supporting clothes.

Claim.—First, the posts/' of the wings F, pivotc;d

to the cap C and base A, and slotted to receive the
ends of the bars p, as herein set forth, whereby the
wings F ai-e operated independently of each other, as

and for the purpose specified.

Second, the combination and aiTangcment of the
pivoted and slotted posts /, removable capC, remov-
able base A. and standai-d 1), as herein described for

the purpose specified.

68,527.—Wm. H. Murphy, Versailles, Ohio.—
Padioct.—September 3, ] 867.—The lever is attached
to the lx>lt. and the pails are operated l)y a peculiar

seiies of motions, which cannot be practiced by those
unfamiliar with the construction.
Claim.—The lever F, in combination with bolt D,

when both are constructed, an-anged, and huu"- to-

gether substantiaUy as and for the purpose described.

68,528.—Setii W. Perkixs, Gcneseo, 111.— Wire
Snap Hook.—September 3, lS(i7.—The rebcnt ends of
the wire form a mousing snap hook, and the tongue
in connection with the coll loop forms a buckle.

Claim.—An improved snap hook formed of a sin-

gle piece of wire bent into substantially the form
shown and described, that is to say. with a ring loop

a' to receive the strap, and with its hooked ends a'
overlapping each other, in combination with the sin-

gle or double buckle tongue, as and for the pm-pos9
set forth.

6S,529.—Adrian Eais, TVatcrbury, Conn., as-

signor to the ScoviLLE Maxufactuki.nc; Company,
same place.

—

Machine for Making Butt Uinges.—
September 3, 1867.—The riglit and left match blanks
that form the hinge are automatically conveyed IVoia
the feed boxes upon the periphery of the rotating dial

plates, wliich first present the blanks to die;) for bead-
ing the knuckles. The blanks are next presented to
the mills, and after being milled the match blanks are
riveted and discharged from the macliino.

Claim.—First, the rotary carrying disks D D, with
raditil slides foV receiving the riglit and left hiugo
blanks from the feed boxes C C, and conveying thoiu
successivelj- to the bending, milling, and nailing de-
vices, constructed and operating substantially as
herein shown and described.
Second, the pawls a a, connected with the slides E

E, in combination with the rotai-y carrying disks D
D, all constructed, arranged, and'operatiiig substan-
tially as and for tlie purpose herein described.

Third, the spring dogs a^ a'^, in combination with
the rotary carrying disks D D, fill constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating substantially as and for tho
purpose herein described.
Fourth, the slides E' E', provided with the arms e e',

in combination with the rotary carrying disks D D,
arranged and operating substantially as and for tho
purpose herein described.

Filth, the combination of the rotary carrying disks
D D. with the devices described, for bending, milling,
and nailing the hinge blanks, the said coinliinatiou

jjcing organized and operating substaiitially as herein
shown and described.

68,530.- PvOBEUT PacE, Mineral, 111.—FZ;/ or
Balance TT/iccL—September 3, 18G7.-The fly wheel
has slotted apertures for holding water. /

Claivi.—A fly or balance wheel, provided inter:ially

witli compartments of the form substantially as sliown,

and partly filled with water or other suitable fluid, to

operate in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

68,531.- IraPobbixs, Hughesville,Pa.—AZa?*m
Money Draioer.^—September 3ri8;)7.—On the under
side of the drawer is a series of spring keys, which
cause the bolts to fall and allow the opening of tlie

drawer by turning and pulling the handle. Pins ope-
rate through the slotted bottom of tlie drawer to pull

forward inclines on Avhich the bolts rest, whereby they
drop, and let fall tlie spring to clear the bell hammer.
Claim.—Fii-st, the sliding keys a, the inclined rest

d, and bolts e, acting in the mcjincr and for the jiur-

pose substantially as shovv^u and described.
Second, tho collar r, as attached to the handle of

the drawer, operating in the manner and lor the pur-
pose substantially as described.

G8,5S2 TV.S. PooxEY, Albany, ]S\Y.—Ilolasaes
(/!'/).—Sei-tember 3. 18(;7.—The spout is covered I)y

tho lid, so that flies cannot reach it, and the drip is

secured Avithin the vessel.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
semicircular plate I), secured to one side of t'.ie pitcher
A in an inward inclined position, and provided at its

center and lower edge with the inclined spout C, as
herein set forth, for the pm-posc specified.

68,533.—Eli S. Seoar and Samuel L. Salitu,
Yonkers, N. Y.

—

Clamp for ij'ijuyt'.s-.-Scptemlier 3,

lfcti7.—The clamp plate is put over the protruding part
of the butt hinge and is held by the cam.

Claim.—A clamp for liinges, (fcc, consisting of
frame A and eccentrit; or cam C. substantially as and
for tlic purpose described.

68,534.—Jacou Sha.\ber, Heading, Va.—Sled.—
September 3, 1867.—The runners support a iVamc sim-
ilar to an extension stool, crossing diagonally from
each rave to the opposite runner, and having a bind-
ing floor and top.

Claim.—A sled, constructed substantially as and
j
for the purpose described.
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68,535.—James L. Short, Gosportjowa.—Trace
Fastener.—September 3, 1867.—The trace link enters

the case, wliich is attached to the singletree or
thill, and it is engaged by the spring catch. The
catch may be raised by a cord in reach of the driver,

to detach the trace.

Claim.—First, the metal box A, attached to the
shaft or singletree, substantially as described.
Second, the catch B, held down by the spring C,

combined with the trace tug E, or their respective

equivalents, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
Third, the singletree attachment formed of the box

A, catch B, and spring C, or their respective equiva-
lents, substantially as described.

Fourth, the conibination with the above-described
singletree attachment of the guai'd D, or its equiva-

lent, substantially as described.
Fifth, the employment of the safety cord d, with

the singletree attached, with or witliout tlie guard D,
substantially as herein specified and described.

68,536.—Harmox M. Smith, Kalamazoo, Mich.
^Hay ir?ii/e.—September 3, 1867.—The knife is off-

set from tbe staff, is serrated on the edge, and its

shank is bent iuto a foot rest.

Claim.—The blade A, in combination with the
shank B, curved or bent to a form, a semicirculaj
foot-piece h, and fitted in a handle C, all arranged
substantially in the manner as and for the pm'poses
specified.

68,537.—James M. Sjiith, Seymour, Conn.—
O/iMcA;.-September 3, 1867.—The jaws are adjusted
longitudinally by a screw collar having a groove
receiving projections at theii* inner ends. The points
are clamped upon the tool by the conical screw-nut
at the point.

Ciaim.—First the screw collar D* fitting over the
tube B, and provided with the groove /i, for receiving
the right angidar arm a* of the jaws C, and with the
flange/ fitting into the groove e of right angular arm
of said jaw, as herein set forth for the pui-pose spec-

ified.

Second, the jaws C, when provided with the
flanges d, and having their inner right angular ends
connected to the screw collar D*, aiTauged in rela-

tion with the tube B, having the circular plate A,
whereby articles of any length are held, passing
thi-ough said tubes and plate as herein shown and

...described.

Third, the construction and arrangement of the
annular plate A, double screw-threaded tube B, col-

lars D' and 1"), and flanged jaws C, as herein shown
and for the pm-pose specified.

68,538.—B. F. Southgate, Bridgewater, Yt.—
Diamond Key.—September 3, 1867.—The spline key
is diamond-shaped in cross section, and fits into the
groove in the shaft and bearings, to lock them to-

gether.
Claim.—ThQ diamond key C, fitting in v A-shaped

grooves in shaft and bearing, or their respective
equivalents, in manner and for the pm'poses substan-
tially as described.

68,539.—C. N". Taylor, Cookstown, IT. J.—
Grinding Mill.—September 3, 1867.—The grain befu's

upon a hinged plate, to which is attached a cord
which passes through the hopper and is so connected
to the striking mechanism that when the cord is

freed the projection upon the top of the stone oper-

ates the alarm hammer.
Claim.—The combination of the plate a in the

hopper with the cord or chain C, swinging bell B,

elbow clapper e, and pin or stud /, substantially as

and for the pui'pose herein shown and described.

68,540.—William "Welch, Bridgeport, Conn.—
Locking Device for Oaten in Prc.vses.—September 3,

1SG7.—The rotating hooks are secured to tlie cover-

ing plate and catch into recesses in the gate so that

the plate can be quickly secured or removed from the

front of the gate. The sliding bos is made in halves

to facilitate getting at the bearing of the shaft.

Claim.—First, the plate C, secured to the gate of

a power press by means of the pins e, having cranks

/ and slotted plates h, as herein shown and described.

Second, the box B, when made of two pieces in

combination with the plates d d, for the purpose of
permitting the easy removal of the box, substantially
as herein shown and described.

Third, the arrangement of the removable box B,
between the plates d and pins c, on the plate C, as
herein set forth for the purpose specified.

68,541.—A. B. "Woodbury, Ashuelot, 2T. H.—
Spinning Jack.—September 3, 1867.—The spring pin
on the twist-gear wheel regulates the traverse move-
ment of the jack by tripping a catch that holds the slide
bar and thereby shifting the driving pulley and revers-
ing the motion of the jack. The action of the spring
enforces the drawing out of the jack to the full dis-
tance and consequent production of an evener twist.

Claim.—Fii'st, the movable pin n, provided with a
spring in combination with the twist-gear wheel h,
arranged and operating substantially as and for the
purposes herein described.
Second, the cap cover q, connected with the lever

I, in combination with the movable pin n, the twist
gear h, the stop k on the cord j, and the jack C,
arranged and operating substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

68,542.—Anton Zvtiebel, Burlington, "Wis.—
Universal Joinf.—September 3, 1867.—The elongated
shanks for attachment of the axles to the knuckles
have renewable wooden pins which turn in bearings

'

in the ring.
Claim.—The combination of the ring A, having

semicircular flanges a b, wooden pin B, I'ps d on
knuckles c, and shank C, all constructed as described.

68,543.—C. K Abbott, Elmira, N. Y.—Safety
Car Platform.—September 3, 1867.—The telescopic
platform with sockets packed with rubber is attached
between the locomotive and the cars, or between the
cars, for the greater safety of passengers and brakes-
men.

Claim.—The safety way herein described, when
composed of the sliding tubes or bars e and/, socket
joints .f/ and cross head a b,, substantially as and for
the pui-poses set forth.

68,544.—J. K. Andrews and J. Deloss Green,
Antrim, Ohio.— Oor/i Planter.—September 3, 1867.—
The plow and hopper frame is hinged to the maia
frame. The rear end of the main frame and tho
fore end of the plow frame are supported on rollers.

One of the latter is concave on the periphery, and
compacts the ground on the seed. The lower por-
tion of the spout has rollers by which it is accommo-
dated to the ground surface. The plow may be raised
trom the ground by a lever when moving li'om the
field.

Claim.—First, the two frames A and B, hinged
together, as seen, and provided with tho wheels F E
and G, when used and operating as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Second, the hopper J, bar K, and roller L L,
arranged and used with the frame A, as and for tho
purpose set forth.

Third, the arrangement of the lever a, bar d, with
the frames A and B, and bar K, as and for the pur-
pose specified.

Fourth, the rollers L L, or their equivalents, used
in the manner substantially as and for the pui-poses
set forth.

68,545.-Harrison W. Austin andWm. Schaw,
Kalamazoo, Mich.

—

Flow Clevis.—September 3, 1867.
—The vertical bar of the clevis has a supplemeutiiry
hook on its upper arm for the attachment of a whiffle-
tree for a third horse.
Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the

vertical bar A, double tree D, single tree E E and F,
as herein described lor the pui-pose specified.

68,546.—John G. Baker, Philadelphia, Pa., and
Wm. Harbster, Keading, Pa., assignors to Thk En-
terprise Manufacturing Company of Pennsyl-
vania.— Rotary Measuring Faucet.— Septembers,
1867.—Improvement on the patents of Ira Kinmau,
May 13, 1859, and of John G. Baker, July 10, 1866.
The strainer is inserted in the inlet pipe, and is a
guard to the faucet. The liquid passing through the
strainer is, by a revolution of the rotating slide,

forced up to the valve and runs iuto the vessel placed
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to receive it. A spring throws the valvo back and
cuts oflF the flow of liquid.

Claim.—The valve c', constructed and operating
substantially as described, in combination with the

rotary measuring faucet.

68,547.—Hexry A. Bartlett, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Machine for Connecting Strips of Metal.—Septem-
ber 3, 1867.—The strips of metal arc placed on the

former with the ends lapped over the dies. The
clutch being then thrown into gear, motion is given
to the machinery driving the punches and the rivet-

ing dies.

Claim.—Yirst, the former D and D', dies g g', and
p". when constructed and operating substantially in

the manner and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the combination of the clutch, as described,

"With the former D', by means of levers e e'f o i i' j' I

in, and the whole operating substantially as described
and for the purposes set forth.

68,548.—James B. Bean, Baltimore, Md., as-

signor to himself and A. H. Balderstox, same place.
— Casting Aluminum.— Sept^imber 3, 1867.— The
metal is cast into fine molds, under pressure of a high
column of the metal contained in a conduit of soap-

stone, heated to about the melting point. The molds
and conduit at the moment of casting are filled with
hydrogen gas.

'Claim.—Fii-st, the flavSk B B'. in combination with
the frame or holder A, having the posts a a a a, and
the set screw a' a', constructed as and for the purpose
specified.

Second, the flask B B', having the vents C C and
the gate d, all constructed and arranged substantially

as described.
Third, stopping the vents C C witli the small rods

ee e, as and for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the conduit D, composed of soapstone or
other similar material, in combination with the gate
d, as described.

Fifth, supplying fluid metal to compensate for the
contraction of the metal iu the mold, as well as to
secure a denser casting by means of the detachable
reservoir D, heated previous to pom-ing the metal,
substantially as described.

Sixth, expelling the atmospheric air from the mold
by means of, ajid substiiutiug therefor, a gas which
is destitute of oxygen, in the inanner and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Seventh, the flasks B B', constructed, gated, and
rented, substantially as described, in combination
with an interior lining composed of pumice stone and
plaster of paris, in proportions substantially as set
forth.

68,549.—Joseph Bensox, Sajiuel Benson, and
"Wm. Benson, Lebanon, Pa.— Oititvyafor.—Septem-
ber 3, 1867.-The shovel standards are laterally ad-
justed on their pivots by washers, and elevated by
the lever. The rotating markers define the lands.

Claim.—First, the use of the blocks g g', more or
less in number, and the blocks z z, more or less in
number, arranged upon the rods i, and so combined
with the standai-ds / as to allow the aiTangeraent of
either standards or blocks on either side of the bars
s s when desii-ed, and for the purposes specified.

Second, the guides h h, when aiTanged, combined
and used substantialUy in the manner described and
for the purposes sot forth.

68,550.— E. L. Bergstresser, Hublersbnrg,
Pa.—PiOTo.—September 3, 1867.—The slotted angle
iron is attached to the beam and standard so that the
rear end of the beam may be adjusted vertically for

varying the depth of furrow or laterally for regulating
its width.

CZai???.—First, the slotted plate or plates whereby
the angle of presentation of the plow, both vertical
and horizontal, is adjusted, iu the manner described.
Second, the block standard or plate, to which the

handles are connected, adapted to fit and to be ad-
justed upon the adjacent face of the plate, or angle
iron attached to the plow beams, substantially as ue-
Bcribed.

Third, the angle iron, constructed as described, or
its equivalent, provided with the vertical antl hori-

zontal slots, and adapted to be used in concction with

the plow beams and handles, or handle blocks, sub-
stantially as and for tho purpose set forth.

68,551.—B. R. BOYNTON, Keesevillo, K Y.—Iicd
^o«ojJt.—September 3, 1867.—The slats are support^^d
on spiral springs, and attached by straps that connect
them to the bearers.

Claim.— Providing the slats with slots and the
springs with loops, upon their upper ends, said loops
being pressed through the slots and confined by
means of straps, substautiiilly as specified.

68,552.—Edward T. Briggs, Boston, Mass.—
Curtain jpixfwrc—September 3, 18G7; antedated Au-
gust 26, 1867.—One end of the cord is secured to tho
rod around which the roll rotates, and to which the
spring is attached. The other end of the cord is

secured to a block that is fitted into the roll, moving
simultaneously therewith. The curtain, when rolled
up by the recoil of the spring, winds the rope around
the rod and prevents the fui'ther action of the spring.

Claim.— The tape L, or its equivalent, for con-
necting the rod or spindle D to the block K or to the
casing A, operating substantially in the manner and
for the purpose set forth.

Also. th<3 bracket H, with its bearings, and the
lever M, with its notch or recess L, in combination
with the plate G, or its equivalent, with its arbor 3
and projections d e, constructed, arranged, and ope-
rated substantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

68,553.—jS'icholasBurch, ^S'orth Fairfield, Ohio.—Fence Gate.—September 3, 1867.—The gate is hung
to the post between the rotating guides, the bars en-
gaging against anti-fi'iction rollers.

Claim.—First, the rotating guide F and eye G, in
combination with the gate, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

Second, the rotating guide F, roller L, guide rollers
K, bracket G, in combination with the gate, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

68,554.-0. C. BURDICT, Xew Haven, Conn.—
Carriage .^oZi.-September 3, 1867.—The bolts have
ribs formed on them next to the heads to keep them
from turning.

Claim.—A bolt having formed upon one or more
sides of its neck a rib a, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose as set forth.

68,555.-0. C. BuRDiCT, Xew Haven, Conn.—

-

Machine for Heading Bolts.— September 3, 1867.

—

The continued movement of the driving shaft forces
the upsetting die against the end of the blank, upset-
ting it sufficiently to form the head ; the four side
dies are then forced against tho upset portion of the
blank and compress it into a four-sided head.
Claim.—The combination of the dies a a and & b,

acting simultaneously and moved in guides radially to
a common center, by'means of the levers X and cams
P, in combination with holding dies E and E' and
upsetting die M, all constructed and arranged to ope-
rate substantially in the manner as herein set forth.

68,556.-0. C. BuRDiCT, Few Haven, Conn.—
Nut Machine.—September 3, 1867.—The punch moves
in the slides by the action of an eccentric on the driv-
ing shaft. The levers, corresponding to the number
of sides to the nut, are hung in a pivoted head so that
the shorter arm of the levers operates on slides that
carry the sides of the die and close them together,
making the die in which the nut is formed.

Claim.—First, the levers L, arranged so as to ope-
rate the several sides of the die, in combination with
the crowner i and the punch F, all arranged to operate
substantially in the manner described.
Second, the combination of the weight "W with tho

crowner i, arranged so as to make the said crowner
self-adjusting, substantially in the manner described.

Third, the auxiliary swaging dies 2 2, when arranged
to operate with the two parts of the die e e, substan-
tially as and for the piu"pose specified.

68,557.—JA^rEs A. Burns, New Haven, Conn.,
assignor to himself and T. B. Carpenter, same place.

—Plate Z/i/fer.-September 3, 1867.—The swing lifter

suspended fi-om the handle embraces the dish with its

hooks.
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Claim.—The two clasps B and C, in combination
Tvitli the handle A, when the said clasps are both
hinged to the handle, and constructed and arranged
so as to operate substantially as described.

C8,558.—Egbert Caemichael, l^Tewark, IvT. J.,

assignor to Fuedekicic Stevens, Essex county, N.
J.—>Sl-a«£s.—September 3, 18G7.—By the rotation of
the screw rod the segment racks are mored and the
clamp pins on the latter ai-e brought against the heel
and sole of the boot.
Claim.—The combination of the clamp F F, as

constructed with the screw shaft E, as and for the
purpose set foi'th.

68,559.—Erxest Deshng, Middletown, Conn.—
Check Soc/^.—September 3, 1867.—The screw shank
of the hook fastens to the gig-tree and the spring
tongue opens to admit or detacli the rein.

Claim.—The check hook A, formed with a screw
shank Z and nut C and combined with a tongue D,
substantially as described, as an improved ailicle of
manufacture.

68,560.—John E. Finley, Memphis, Tenn.—
C/iwrM.—September 3, 1867.—As the dasher is de-

pressed the chps carry down aii", and the flanged
dashers are rotated in dilfcrent directions.

Claim.—The combination of the flanged wheels C
C C F F with the air cups D D, the thimble B, and
middle thimble E and thumb-screw E, the nut II, and
key I, for the purpose herein set forth.

68,561 .—William F. Goodwin, EastNewYork,
N. Y., and Charles E. Squires, IS^ew York, N. Y.—
Process for Disintegrating and Desulphurizing Ores
and Minerals.—Septembers, 1867.—Explained by the
claims.

Claim.—First, the use of oyster, clam, or other
shells or bone for the purpose of desulphurizing, dis-

integrating, dissolving, and separatinc: rocks and ores,

in the manner substantially as descriljed.

Second, burning oysier, clam, or otlier shells or
bone, or limestone, in furnaces or retorts, with rock
or ore, for the purpose of disintegrating or desulphur-
izing such ore or rock preparatory to extracting the
gold or other precious metals, substantially as de-

scribed.
Third, burning oyster, clam, or other shells, or lime-

stone or bone, in retorts, and securing the gases ob-
tained therefrom in bags or vessels, to be used as and
for the purpose substantially as described.
Fom'th, heating rock or ore in a retort, for the pur-

pose of disintegrating and desulphurizing the same,
and also for the purpose of securing and retaining the
particles of the precious metals, which may be driven
off from the ore and deposited in a vessel, substan-
tially as described.

68,562 E. H. Guilford, West Cheshire, Conn.
—i?t(«on.—September 3, 1867.—The button from a
continuous piece of wire is bent so aa to form eyes
for attachment.

Claim.—A button formed of wii'e, as a new article

of manufactui'e, substantially as herein set forth.

68,563.—Patrick Hackett, New Genesee, 111.—

Seed Sower and Ploiv.— September 3, 18G7.— The
shovel-plow frame and the broad-cast seeding cylin-

der are supported by wheels, guided by Iniudles, and
drawn by th(i team attached to the tongue. The cylbi-

der is rotated by a band from a drum on the axis of

one of the wheels, and its openings are adjustable or

closable.

Claim.—First, the combination of the seeding cyl-

inder D and the fixed plow IE and removable plow II'

so that the machine may be used for seedin}::. culti-

vating, or plowing corn, substantially as described.

Second, the combination of the frame B vrith arms
W, beams G, and shovel standards II and H', and rod
I, arranged substantially as set forth.

Third, the combination of the tongue A, frame B,

and plows with the rod I, constructed and arranged
to operate substantially as described.

Fourth, the combination of the wheels C, pulleys

E and F, and seeding cylinder I), constructed with
adjustable slides D', and arranged to operate substan-

tially as set forth.

68,564. — William H. Henderson, Franklin,
Ind.—Boilers for Culinary Purposes.—September 3,
1867.—The flange extends down into the pot so as to
confine the steam and prevent its escape between tho
steamer and its containing vessel.

Claim.—The steamer B, provided with a flange C
extending down into a pot or vessel A, as and for the
purpose specified.

68,565.—David W. Hexdrickson and James P.
McLean, New York, N. Y., assignors to David W.
Hendrickson, same place.—iJJast Furnace for Mak-
ing Iron.— September 3, 1867.— The annular boiler
sui-mounts the ore chamber of the furnace, and its

steam passes by a pipe to a tube where it is associated
with a hot blast from an air pump, and the combined
fluids are driven through the tuyeres into the furnace.

Claim.—First, the use of the air pump C, to produce
and keep up a uniform blast.

Second, commingling the superheated steam and
hot air in the same tuyere or tuyeres E E', which are
suitably arranged through the walls of the furnace A
and operated by means of an air pump, or its equiva-
lent power, substantially as above set forth.

68,566.—David W. Hendrickson and James P.
McLean, New York, N. Y., assignors to David W-
Hendrickson, same place.

—

Furnace for Making
Iron.—September 3, 1867.—The jacket boiler sur-
mounts the ore chamber, forming the tunnel head of
the furnace. An inclined chute passes through the
boiler and is the means of supplying the ore and coal.

The pipes conducting the steam are laid in cement.
Claim.—First, the vertical flue D through the cen-

ter of the boiler, and forming a part of the same, with
shoot s, which passes transversely through the boiler
B, at any suitable angle for the pm'pose, set forth and
shown in the drawings.
Second, the non-conducting plastic coating P P P",

P" P'" P'", prepared and applied in the manner and
for the purpose substantially as described.

68,567.— John Koyt., Eockford, J^. — NaU
Clincher.—September 3, 1867.—The steel faces of the
clincher are adjustable, being hinged to the jaws so
as to conform to the various forms of hoofs, one face
resting below the shoe and the other clinching the
nail.

Claim..—A clincher, when constructed with adjust-
able heads A^ or Bi, substantially as set forth.

68,568.—Moses McElroy, Springfield, 111.—
Hay and Cotton Press.—September 3, 1867.—As the
shaft is rotated the right and left worms rotate the
spm* wheels, and these rotate the right and left screws,
which simultaneously advance or recede the platens.

Claim.—The hereinbefore described arrangement
of a double-platen power press consisting of the
double screws upon the rods A, the double endless
screws D D^, spurs B, platens C C, and plates F F,
forming bearings for the endless screw D, supported
by shoulders upon the rod A, which pass through
them, substantially as described.

68,569.—John D. Miller, Eussclville, Pa.—
Hitching Strap.—September 3, 1867.—A part- of the
strap is of elastic material so as to yield when a horse
pulls back, thus avoiding the breaking of the strap.

Claim.—As on article of manufacture, a halter or
hitching strap composed pra-tly of elastic and partly
of rigid material, as herein described.

68,570.—F. B. Morse, New Haven. Conn.—
Whiffletree Iron.—September 3, 18(57.—The lower
plate is fitted to the cross-bar and has a hole for the
bolt, the other plate is fitted to the wliiffletree ; the
parts being placed together the tree is turned half
round, causiug the lip of one to catch in the dovetail
groove of the other.

Claim.—The herein described whifflctreo iron aa
an aitielc of manufactm-c.

68,571.-William B. Pollock, Holyoke, MasG.—Paper Puling^ J/ac/i/ne.—September 3,' 1867.—The
clamp tiiat confines the iiens is divided in two piu'ts

having independent lateral adjustments that may be
actuated witliout removing tlie clamp from its bear-
ing. The pens are separately attached and are gi-ad-

uated by the pendant lever to'which they £irc attached
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by pivoted rods. The adjustable counterpoise attached

to the clamp regulates the pressure of the pens on the

paper.
Claim.—First, the combination of the middle bear

in<^ /i, end bearings n n, and rod e with the sti'ip A.
Bixbstantiallv as described.
Second, the simple clamp B or C, constructed as de

scribed, with the projection D", in combination with
the nut g bearing n rod c and its register wheel d.

Third, the clamp for using detached pens when
constructed and operating substantially as described.

Fourth, the combination of two sim'ple clamps, or
of two clamps for using detached pens, or of one clamp
of each kind, with the strip A. the whole and each
part thereof constructed and operating substantially

a5 described.
Fifth, the use, in a paper ruling machine, of two

elrmps or scries of pens, each clamp or series having
i:n independent lateral adjustment in combination with
a supporting strip.

68,572.—Parker C. Porter, Augusta, Me., as-

signor to himself and E. M. Mansur, same place.

—

(Janiage Jack.—September 3, 1867.—The bar has
ratchet notches to engage the axle and a pivoted leg

to act as a stay.

Claim.—The notched or stepped bar or lever, in

combination with the pivoted leg or pendan<t, con-
structed and operating in the manner and for the pur-

pose set forth.

68,573.—Ambrose Powell, Coxsackie, N. T.—
Tra*/ifH(7Jfac/itne.—September 3, 1867.—The sides of

the suds box have vertical ribs. The dasher has deep
horizontal grooves, and widens downward. It is hung
to the box ends, and has vertical mortises to receive
the bifm'cate end of the operating lever.

Claim.—First, the combination of the vertical ribs

C and the dasher, constructed of the pieces e^ e^ e^ e*,

substantially as described.
Second, in combination with the above, the detach-

able handle Gr, constructed with forked end straddling
tlie piece e^ of the dasher, substantially as described.

68,574.—C. C. Ee^->-olds, Xew York, X. T.—
Threshing A[achine.—SeY)temheT 3, 1S67.—The teeth
of the concave are fastened to shafts that are secured
to the concave and adjusted by hand cranks.
Claim.—Hanging the teeth to the concave of grain-

threshing and other machines, that they can be swung
ui and out of position, substantially as described.

68,575.—JoHX R. PicHAKDSON, Newcastle, Pa.—Hame Fastener.—September 3, 1867.—The hooks
are coupled by the catch on the pivoted tongue en-
gaging in one of the slots in the snppiementaiy ad-
justable hook.

Claim.—The bar B with its groove and opening D,
and with its ears c e, between which is pivoted" the
tongue C, constructed as described, for seearing the
slotted bar A, in the manner and for the ptirposes
specified.

68,576.-Warren Eowell, Xew York, N. Y.,
assignor to the Metropolitan Washing Machine
Co.,"Middlefield, Conn.

—

Clothes Wringer.—Septem-
ber 3, 18(J7.—Improvement on patent of James X.
Pease, May 15, 1SG6. Explaiued by the claims and
iilustration.

Claim.—First, in the gearing of the clothes-wring-
ing machines having two or more sets of teeth ar-

ranged to present the teeth of one set opposite the
spaces in the other set, on the same shaft, as herein
specified, reducing the number of the teeth and in-

creasing the pitch thereof, substantially in the pro-
portion and so as to accomphsh the purposes herein
set forth.

Second, the manufacture of step gear, cast in pairs,

the formation of a connection or support between the
teeth to strengthen them, substantially as herein set
forth.

Third, a ring D, between the gears A B, arranged
substantially as described so as to prevent them from
meshing deeper than is desired, as herein set forth.

Fourth, in the manufacture of step gears, Avhen
cast double, so constructing the ring D by casting it

in one with the goais, that it shall at the same time
strongly support the teeth and prevent the gears fi-om

working deeper than desired at the neiu'cst approach

of the rolls, all substantially as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

Fifth, beveling the faces d' d^ of the ring D, and
the corresponding faces of the teeth which come ia
contact therewith, substautiidly as and for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

68,577.-C. H. Ex:dd and George W. Shawk,
Cleveland, Ohio.

—

Electro Magnetic Pumps.— Sejv
tember 3. 1867.—A pair of helices are constructed
with insulated coiled wire upon spools and insulated
core magnets, and connccte(l to the battery by nega-
tive and positive poles and conductors. A pair of
these helices are placed at each end of the table and
work armatures attached to the piston rod of a pomp
that is placed between them.

Claim.—First, the mnguets A A', as arranged in
combination with the armature J J', piston F, and
rods a c, in the manner and for the purpose substan-
tially as set forth.

Se"cond, the application of the electro-mngnetic ap-
paratus to the pump, when constructed and arranged
to operate conjointly, as and for the purx)o.5e substan-
tially as specified.

68,578.- George C. Smith and Boswell S.

JuDSON. Matteawan. X. Y.—.Si)rm,gr.—September 3,

1867.—The metallic plate has* a sectional woodeii
cover, and between the ends of the wooden pieces
are interposed blocks of rubber to act as springs.
The blocks are covered by metallic keepers.
Claim—The wooden plates B B', the rubber plugs

C C, and the metallic springs A A, connected and
used substantially as and for the pm-posc set forth.

68,579.— .Ta:mes L. Smith. Tuscola, 111.- Oar
i?r«A:c.—September 3, 1867.~The ratchet wheel on
the crown of the shaft is operated by the hinged lever
which has its axis of rotation on the said shaft. The
position of the shaft is secured by the usual dog, and
the oscillating lever is detachecl by lifting it out of
engagement with the teeth of the ciowu ratchet.

Claim.—The arrangement of tlie wheel C, with its

shoulders x x, lever I), hinged as shov/n, and with its

shoulder 2, in combination with the brake shaft F,
dog H, and ratchet G, ia the manner and for the pur-
poses specified-

68,5S0.—A. M. Southard, Savannah, Mo., as-

signor to himself and W. J. Hobson.—Stone Drill-
ing Machine.—September 3, 1867.—The scries of drill

rods are adjustable vertically on the frame and aro
operated consecutively by levers on a rotating hori-

zontal shaft.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the shaft F and
its pinions and lever P, with the plates G and G>,
and their shaft H, arms o o, and gear wheels I and J,
as and for the purpose herein specified.

Second, the disks X X, constructed as described,
and used in combination with the bars L L, shaft F,
plates G G^ shaft H, arms o o, and gear wheels I and
J, the whole arranged and operating as specified.

Third, The arrangement of thvT bars L L in and
with the adjustable eyes e e, as and for the purpose
set forth.

68,581.—George L. Squier, Buffalo, X. Y.—
Harvester Pitinan.—September 3, 1867.—The conical
wrist pins are drawn tightly into the sockets by rub-
ber washers beneath the nuts.
Claim.—The connecting rod A, provided with a

conical wrist pin A^, in combination Vvith a compen-
sating rubber, or spii-al spring C, and screw nut d,

for the purpose and substantially as described.

68,582.— William H. Tate, Orleans, Ind.—
Medical Compound.—September 3, 1867.—For treat-

ment of fever and ague. Strong decoction of bur-
dock burs, 6 qts. ; spirits of lavender, 1 oz. : and alco-

hol, 1 qt.

Claim.—A medicine composed of the extract of
arctium burs, combined with the spirits of lavender
and alcohol, substantially as herein specified.

68,583.—Thojlvs G. Thojip-son and Barclay
Ballard, Richmond, Ind.— i>ooj«. — September 3,

1667.—The lathe is supported on oscillating arms piv-
oted in brackets on tlie lower frame bars. Tlie wai-p
roller has a spur wheel engaged by the let-otT lever,
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which is held under a detent in front of the loom.
The cloth roller is turned by a pawl upon the take-up
lever, which engages a ratchet wheel upon it. A
catch pawl prevents back rotation.

Clai^n.—First, the brackets K K, in combination
with the bottom ports F F, pivots j, and the side
rails A A, all constructed and arranged as herein
described.
Second, the combination of the warp beam L, spur

wheel J, pivoted let-olf lever I, rack i, stop T, cloth
ream D, ratchet wheel d. take-up lever H, and pawls
5 and 6, when constructed, aiTanged, and operating as
and for the purposes herein set forth and described.

68,584.—Alfred Weed, Boston, Mass.—JPiZc—
September 3, 1867.—The teeth cut In but one direc-

tion and the file is formed to fit in the jaws of the
handle, where it is secured by a set screw.

Claim...—As a new article of manufacture, a file,

when made substantially sis described.

68,585.

—

Alfred Weed, Boston, Mass.— File
Handle.— September 3, 1867. — Projections on the
jaws fit into recesses in the tool, to which they are
tightly clamped by a set screw.

Claim.—A tool holding handle as made with jaws
arranged to have an adjustment with respect to each
other, one or both of which are pi'ovided with a
transverse rib or ribs and a longitudinal groove or
grooves, constructed substantially as described.

68,586.—C. E. Wilcox, Milwaukee, ^i^.—Bil-
liard Table Cushion —September 3, 1867.—The steel

spring is inserted in the rubber and a slot is cut near
the rear side of the rubber to steady the action and

,
make the rebound more effective.

Claim.—A billiard table cushion, when made with
slot C in its top, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

68,587.—MiLO Webb, Chenango Forks, IST. T.—
Say Rake and Loader.—September 3, 1867.—The
swathers and rakes gather the hay and the teeth on
the endless band raise it and discharge it into the
wagon. The band is driven by gearing and belts and
the hay is detached from the curved teeth of the ele-

vator *by means of clearing fingers, the conducting
fingers giving it a direction toward the wagon bed.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of pulleys M O Q
K S T, endless cords U, and rakes V W, in the de-
scribed combination with the clearing finger or rake
7, as set forth.

Second, the combination of the endless series of
rakes W, the guards or directors 1, and conducting
fingers 8, all constructed and arranged substantially
OS and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination with an endless series of
rakes of the rocking beam Y, for enabling the bot-
tom rake to skim without tearing up the ground, in
the manner set forth.

Fourth, the adjustable bracketed bearings Z, in
combination with the rocking beam Y, for the pur-
pose explained.

Fiftii, the combination of th-e pulley Q, and carrier
X, with the endless rakes to tighten them, as de-

scribed.

68,588.-Samuel Darling, Bangor, 'M.e.—Inlc-
stand.—September 3, 1867.—The top has a central,
downward depression, with a hole admitting the pen
to a certain depth, as an ink gauge. A soft-metal
nut is cemented inside the glass vessel at its top.

Claim.—An ink reservoir, having a central recess
or depresaion, in combination with a follower, having
a gauge cup projecting so much below the body of
the follower as to admit of being inserted sufficiently

into the ink while the body of the follower is always
above the iuk;.

Also, the ribK, as aiTanged in cavity D, in combi-
nation with the cover C, substantially as and for the
purposes described.
Also, the opaque belt or band on the interior of the

reservoir, in combination with the plaster of Paris
or its equivalent, as and for the purposes specified.

L 68,589.—'lAMEB Alree, Boston, Mass.—Hot Air
[^ Furnace.—September 10, 1867.—The caloric current

passes down from the corrugated, hemispherical crown
through outer fiues to the base, aucl from thence i

along a horizontal passage to the exit flue. The
diving flues are formed by the fire lining and the
corrugations of the outer shell.

C/aM?i.—Arranging the lining ar fire-pot in relation
to the corrugations of the casing, in such a manner
that the descending draft flues C C C", &c., aa-a

formed, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose set forth.

68,590.—M. Anton, Huntington, X. Y., assignor
to himself and C. F. Von der LiJHE, same place.

—

Coating and Waterproofing Whips.—SeptemTjer 10,
1867.—A composition as follows is rubbed into the
meshes of the whipstock cover: Doubly boiled lin-

seed oil and coloring matter (as yeUow ochre) in
equal proportions.

Claim.—The process or method of rendering water-
proof whips by coating or coveriiig the same with a
suitable composition or compositions, substantially
sijch as herein set forth and in the manner herein

68,591.—A. D. Atwood, Saybrook, 111.—Sheep
C'7i«ir.—September 10, 1867.—The seat is rotatable
on the stand. The backs have sliding cm-ved arms
and are sustained by springs. The fleece table may
be folded when disused.

Claim.—First, the revolving seat C, in combination
with tlie flexible back F or G-, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

Second, the fleece tables D, in combination with
the seat C, and backs F G, substantially as described.

Third, the movable ribs M M, in combination with
the back bar F or G, substantially as set forth and
described.
Fourth, the spring J, and back F, in combination

with the seat of a sheep chair.
Fifth, a sheep chair constructed with the pedestal

A, crosshead B, seat C, and table plate N, fitted to
each other, substantially in the manner shown, so
that the whole may be taken apart without the re-
moval of any fasteiiing.

Sixth, the fleece table D, constructed as described,
so that by the removal of the rim wire said tablemay
be folded like a fan.

68,592.—J. A. Aykes, Hartford, Conn., assignor
to National Screw Company, same ^l&ce.—Device
for Nicking Screws.—September 10, 1867.—Explained
by the claim.

y Claim.—The use of two or more saws situated in
l^^ffercnt planes aud operating successively upon the
'^eads of screws or screw blanks to form a dovetailed
nick or slot, substantially as set forth.

68,593.— Richard T. Barton, ITew Haven,
Conn., assignor to liimself and William H. Fisk,
West Meriden, Conn.

—

Machiiie for Making Needles.
—September 10, 1867.—The wire is automatically fed
from the roll and cut to length. The blank is received
upon a groove of the bed piece and moved forward
by the rack, which is raised up by the cams to lift

the blank from the groove. When the blank reaches
the next groove the rack drops back. When the
blanks are deposited in the grooves the rotating cut-

ters are advanced by the lever and sharpen the point.

The eye is then recessed and pnuched, after which
the head is trimmed and the needle thrown off.

Claim.—First, the combination of the cams Cl C2
C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9, and the levers L2 L3 L4 L5, N
NET and U, the feeding mechnvnism F, the cutter
H, the feeding rack M, the bar K, the sharpening
tools Q Ql, the punch V, the sheai'ing ju-ess X, and
the milling tool Y, all coustructed and arranged sub-

stantially as specified, the whole forming a machine
for making needles, as herein set forth.

Second, the sharpening tool Q Ql, constructed sub-

stantially as herein described.

68,594.-Augustus Beale, Stamford, Conn.

—

Carriage TF/iceL—September 10, 1867.—The spokes
have screw sleeves at their outer ends with pins
which pass through the felloes. The shoulders of the
sleeves may be set out to the rim by turning the
former.
Claim.—In combination with a spoke and felloe of

the wheel of a vehicle, the socket D, and screw cap
C, when both parts are constructed, arranged, ana
operating iu substantially the manner horein specified.
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6S,5!)5.

—

DaxaBickfori), Boston, Mass.

—

Knit-

ting Jl/«c/(j"nc.—September 10, 18G7.—The rotating

cylinder carries u pivotoil cfim -wbicli M-orlis the

neecUcs. Tliis cam is atljustably secureil by a set

screw to vary the Icnj^-th of stitch, and has au index
finger to denote said adjustment.
Claim.—I'ir&t, the combination of the pivoted cam

G, indicator D, and set screw C, as and lor the pm--

poses set forth.

Second, the clasp E, in combination with the cyl-

inder A, as and for the purposes set forth.

68,506.—Lafayette Blair, Paiucsville, Ohio.—
Carriage Axle and iT;/?).—September 10, 18G7.—The
spindle rotates in bearings within a tube which con-

nects with another tube to form the carriage axle.

Au annular chamber is left betv\-ecn the spindle and
tube, to hold oil. A wooden hub is clamped between
a fixed and removable disk on the outer end of the

spindle.
Claim.—First, enclosing within a hollow tube H

an elongated spindle constructed as shown in Fig. 5,

and secured therein by the nut I, the said tube H
being provided with beai'ings h A', annular flanges

a &, notch g, lubricating holes c d, and the said nut I
with the broad annular flange 1' and screw hole d\
all operating as and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the hollow tube J, provided with the sleeve

K, screw hole t, and plug L, in combination and op-
erating in connection with the subject of claim first,

Fubstantially as and for the purpose stated.

Third, the arrangement of the annular rim G- of
disk D, and annular flanges a b of tube H, whereby
an annular recess k is inclosed for the purpose of
allowing water or dirt to escape through the hole g,
substantially as herein set forth.

68,597.—Nicholas IT. Borgfelut, :N"ew York,
!N". Y.— Ajjparatus for Breaking the Stems and
Leaves of 2'o6acco.—September 10, 1867. Tv/o roljcrs

have cii'cumferentiaJ, serrated ribs, each entering the
groove in the fellow roller. The gi-ooves arc cle^ared

by scrapers. The material is placed in the hopper and
run between the rollers.

Claim.—The scolloped, shai'p-edged, circular ribs

h b', on the rollers C C, in combination with the
comb-shaped scrapers D 1)

', substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

68,598.—.ToHN F. Boyntox, Syracuse, X. T.—
Steam Genemtor.—September 10, "iSb'?; antedated
July 19, 1867.—The steam passes to the heater from
the steam space of the generator and the resulting
water of condensation is conducted to either the feed
pipe or to the water space near the generator ])ottom.
The feed water passes from the heater to a pipe trav-
ersing the generator near its bottom. The pipe
passes longitudinally backward and forward to near
the top of the generator, Avhere it discharges by per-
forations into the steam space.

Claim.—First, the perforated tube B, within the
boiler, or its equivalent, for equalizing the tempera-
ture of the steam in the boiler, as described.
Second, in combination with a steam boiler, the

automatic heater and feeder, when constructed, ax-

ranged and operating substantially as described.
Third, in combination with a steam boiler, a double

registering thermometer, to indicate the temperature
and thereby sliow the pressure of the steam in the
boiler, substantially as described.
Fourth, in combination with a steam boiler, a ther-

mometer of metal, suspended in the boiler, as shown
at T', in the drawing, and mounted with a glass tube
to exhibit the column of mercury, as described.

68,599.—Thojias Bhowx, Hoseburg, Oregon.

—

Washing Machine.—September 10, 1867.—The boater
is pivoted to a hinged frame and is oscillated by a
cross-bar at its upper end. The suds box bottom a'nd

lower side of the beater have inwardly presenting
ratchet-formed ribs.

Claim.—The combination of the frame B, jointed
at d, with the beater C, and ribs inclined towards the
center, and the rubbers at the bottom of tlie tub, also

similarly inclined, all arranged and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purposes herein described.

68,600.—Edward E. Burnham and George
Brown, Gloucester, Mass.

—

Preventing a Horsefrom

]4 cp—Vol. II

Rxmning Aioay vnth a Carriage.—September 10,

18'o7.—The reins arc attached to an elastic band v/hich
is passed thioagh the rear Avh-eel and connected to
the body. Tiie back rotation of the wheel is pre-
vented by its con]iection to the body by a strap.

Claim.—The employment or combination of the
clastic band or connection Avith the carriage v/heol
and the reins of the harness, under circumstances and
for the pm^pose speciiicd.

Also, the application of the elastic band or con-
nection to the carriage body, the wheel and the driv-
ing rein or reins, substantially in manner as si)ecificd.

Also, the combination of tfie safety strap E with
the band D, applied to or to be applied to the car-

riage Avheel and rein or reins of the harness as speci-
fied.

68,691 George E. Burt and Edwin A. Hil-
DRRTii, Harvard, Mass.

—

Car Brake for Sto])ping
and Starting Cars.—September 10, 1867.—For stop-

ping, the longitudinal lever is swung around, which
connects its ratchet with a pin projecting radially
from the axle. This operates to Avind up the spring
and store the momentum of the car. to be used iu
starting, by contrary motion of the lever, which brings
the opposite ratchet and pawl into action ; the power
thus conserved is expended in propelling the car.

Claim.—First, the spring case a a' constructed in
such a manner with pins p p' and supporting flanges,
that the spring may be wound in either direction,

substantially as described.
Second, the extension c" upon the disk a fitted into

the case a on the axle, as described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Third, the double case a a', constructed as described
and arranged to slide upon the axle and catch in stops
d d, sul>stantially as described and for the purpose
set forth.

Fourth, the lever B, with secondary lever P, in
combination with the case a a' in operating the same.

Fifth, iu combination with lever B, and case a a',

the pawls e e\ springs//', and stops g g', constructed
and arranged substantially as described and for the
purposes set forth.

Sixth, the construction of a car brake with mechan-
ism substantially as described and so arranged that
the friction of the wheel on the brake pad H shall

tend to draw on the brakes and clamp the wheel be-
tween the brakes G ajid H, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

Seventh, in combination with the above, the opera-
ting devices consisting of the lever C, shaft E, arma
j j, lever I, and treadles y y, substantially as described.

68,602.—Luman Carpenter, Oswego, K". T.—
Rotary Steam Engine.—September 10, i8(>7.—When
the crank mtates, the miter surface of the piston
comes in contact with the inner surface of the cylin-

der. The ends of the wings of the piston slide on tho
plate towards the crank, letting the steam into the
space between the piston and "the point v/hero the
piston comes in contact with the inner surface of tho
cylinder. As the crank rotates, part of the outer sur-

face of the piston is constantly in contact with the
inner surface of the cylinder until it moves round to
the starting point. As the crank commences its sec-

ond revolution the sliding wings open the exhaust
pipe and let the steam escape ; tkus the pressure of
steam on the piston causes a continuous rotary mo-
tion of the crank.
Claim.—The combination of the piston P with tlio

plate G, crank C, and cylintler H, so as to produce a
rottu'y motion, substantially tuj herein set forth.

68,603.-Samuel K. Chapin and Augustus
Stanley, Xew Britain, Conn.— Adjusting Spirit

Level.—September 10, 1867.—The glasses are adjusted
iu rubber bedding by the set screws by which they
are attached.

Claim:—First, a bed of vulcanized rubber M, or
eouivalent elastic material, arranged relatively to the
adjusting screw c and to the adjustable leveling do-

vice B or D, substantially as and lor the purpose
herein specifled.

Second, constructing the case E, which caiTics tho
short glass D, with a part E', or its equivalent, stand-
ing at right angles to the glass D, in combination
wilh metms for luljustiug the same, operated at tho
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edge of the body A, substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein specified.

68,004.—Samuel F. Clark, Middleto-wn, Conn.—Safety Stirrup.—September 10, 1867.—The bars in

front of the stirrup prevent the toes projeeting too
far, and the pivoted solo allows its adjustment to the
position of the foot.

Claim.—First, the combination of the bars a -with

th-e horizontal band d, and the upright part e, sub-
etantially as described.
Second, the combination of the pivoted sole 6 with

the band d and sides e, substantially as described.
Third, the combination of the bars «, the band d,

the sole b, and the upright sides e, the whole forming
a safety stii-rup, substantially as herein described.

68,605.—Daniel "Webster Clegg, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

—

Counting House liuler.—September 10,

1867.—The ruler has rectangular slots used to indi-

cate places for the vertical, ruled lines.

Claim.—A ruler A having a concave bottom with
graduated holes or openings B B, substantially as
specified and for the purposes set forth.

68,606..—Samuel M. Cooper, Fairfax county,
Va.

—

Apparatus for Stopping Runaway Horses.—
September 10, 1867.—The hopples encircle the horse's
hind legs above the hough ; it is tightened and drawn
back by the pivoted lever, a dog trom which, engaging
in the rack beneath, holds it in position.

Claim.—The binding of the legs of the horses by
the means of the above invention and the application
of straps in combination with chairs and levers, ope-
rating substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

68,607.—Charles W. Cotton and Edmond L.
Staples, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Corn Dropping Attach-
ment to ^065-.-September 10, 1867.—TJie sliding re-

ceptacle is attached to the hoe handle for a seeder.
The gauge in the pocket regulates the discharge.
Claim.—Fu'st, a seeding attachment to a hoc, con-

sisting of the sliding receptacle or hopper B, pocket
D', and brush H, substantially as described and rep-
resented.

Second, the combination of the hoe A, receptacle
or hopper B, tube D, brush H, pocket D', adjustable
gauge I, and spring L, all arranged and operating in
the manner and for the purpose s^pecified.

68,608.-S. B. Cox, Buffalo. :N'. Y.—Dinner Pail
—September 10, 1867.—The pail has arrangements
for holding the food and its accessories, and a lamp
for heating purposes.
Claim-—i'irst, the combination with the cover C

and the cup D of the grooved India rubber ring K,
the adjustable hinge j, and spring catch Ic, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination with the pail A and cup
B of the lugs or projections e and g, the socket/, and
spring catch h, substantially as herein above set forth.

Third, the combination of the cup D and lamp E,
of the fender F, supports G G, and sockets n n, sub-
stantially as set forth.

Fourth, the combination with the box I of the cover
6, and spring c, substantially as and for the x^urpose
set forth.

6S,609.-^AMES M. Crockett, :N'ewbern, Va.—Graduating Accelerating Cartridge for Ordnance,
&c.—September 10, 1867; antedated September 1,

1867.—The cartridge has a series of chambers, the
powder in which explodes successively so as to cause
an accelerating motion in the shot. The small inner
chamber contains powder to clear the gun of the cart-

ridge wrapper.
Claim.—The construction of the chambered cart-

ridge in separate sections as fitted together aX ah c

and cZ, when arranged and cora!)ined as herein de-

scribed and for the purposes set forth.

68,610.-11. L. Currier, Oregon, JW.— 'Land
Holler.—September 10, 18(57.—The detachable tongue
Is confined with bands to the frame to whicli it is

bolted. The rear rollers are adjusted and loosely at-

tached to the elongated rear bar of the forward frame.
Claim.—First, the combination of the front roller

with the independent ajul loosely hinged hind rollers,

UTangcd and operating as described.

Second, the combination with the front roller of
the driver's seat and detachable tongue, all arranged
and operating as described.
Third, the arrangement of the series of rollers, one

behind the other, as described, for the purpose of suc-
cessively rolling the same surface by a single passage
of the machine.

68,61J.—Emory B. Cushing, Boston, Mass., as-
signor to himself and Albers E. Cusiiing, same
place.

—

Machine for Burnishing the Edges of the
Soles of Boots and ^S/i ocs.—September 10, 1867.—The
edges of the sole of the eccentrically attached boot
are rotated against the burnisher by the action of the
treadle.

Claim.—Fhst, the standard fc, and the combina-
tion and arrangement of the machinery connected
therevrith, namely, the treadle e, the shafts F o and s,

and theii' gearing, whereby the hand and foot move-
ments are secured, so that the boot or shoe will follow
the burnisher, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose above set forth.

Second, the cross head t, in combination with the
screw X, the rest u, and the sliding arm v, whereby
any sized boot or shoe is held, and also whereby the
motion following the burnisher is secured substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose above set
forth.

Tliird, the combination and arrangement of the
clutches//'/" with pulleys f/gf', wherebv is secured
the change motion of the'cross head so that the boot
or shoe can turn fi'om one shank to the othe^, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose above
set forth.

Fomth, the combination and arrangement of the
gauges or guides e to the burnishing tool d. which do
not revolve with the burnishing tools combined and in
connection with the cam movements in sliding box c,

whereby the guides are adjusted to the edges of the
soles, substantia) ly as set forth.

Fifth, the combinat»:on and arrangement of the cam
groove a and the bent arm b, working- in the cam
groove in the face of the pulley D, whereby is secured
the thrust or hand-like motion, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose above set forth.

68,612—E. H. Cutter, Cleveland, Ohio.—-Bed
Bottom.—September 10, 1867.—The springs are se-

cured by webbing interwoven into their ends, and
can be used on both sides for bed or lounge bottoms.
Claim.—The above described bed bottom as a new

article of manufacture.

68,613.-William Decixg, Louisville, 'Kj.— Cot-
ton and Hay Press.—September 10, 1867; antedated
August 26, 1867.—The doors being secured, and the
upper platen removed, t>ie box is filled and the platen
replaced. The lower platen is raised, compressing the
material by the levers that actuate the shaft, around
whose fusee barrel the pulley ropes are Avound,
Claim.—Fh-?,t, the shaft S, with the fusee barrel K,

in combination with the rope P, sheaves e and/ and
the lower platen H, arranged and proportioned in the
manner and for the purpose described.
Second, the screw terminal S'^, upon the shaft S,

fitted into a female screw within B, in the manner
and for the purpose described.

Third, the arrangement of tlie platens by which,
when operating, the upper one is stationery and the
loAver one movable, in the manner and for tlie purpose
described.
Fourth, the combination of the lever ^I, with its

ratchets and pawls, shaft S, fusee barrel K, screw S'^

rope P, sheaves e and/, upper and lower platens and
box A, in the manner and for the pm-pose described.

68,614.—C. H. Ecclestox, Oxford, N. Y.—At-
omizing Tube.—September 10, 1867.—The liquid and
air tubes have each a rectangularly projecting tube,

which may be scrcAved on the cap tube, thus acting
inte]'chan.geably as the air or liquid tube. A cap, in

each case, screws on tlir unconnected end.
Claim.—An atouiij^ing instrument in which the

contiguous air and fluid tubes are conuected to the
vertical or cup tube so as to be reversible with rela-

tion thereto, substantially as set forth.

68,615.-Daniel L. Emersox, llockford. III.—
Harvester—September 10, 18()7.—The frame droops
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behiud the axle to pennit a positiou of the platform
near to the ground. The grain wheel is connected to

the frame by an arm so arranged as to permit a hori-

zontal rotation of the wheel in order that it may oc-

cupy a proper position when the machine is running-

forward, and assume a position allowing the machine
to turn freely when necessary. The rake teeth are
adjustable in their sockets by set screws. The linger

beam is raised by a lever to pass obstacles. When
. the linger beam is raised a certain distance the lifting

? mechanism is locked witiiout catches. The hooked
lever is combined with a perforated standard, by
which the finger beam is secured to any required po-

sition. The foot supports of the driver are adjustable

iu size.

Claim.—First, the drooping harvester frame, here-

inbefore described, the droop at the grain wheel be-

ing produced by the bend of the bar of the frame and
at the driving wheel by the branching of the frame,
substantially as above set forth.

Second, the combination of the grain wheel with
the frame of the machine by means of an arm, so ar-

ranged as to permit the said wheel to turn horizon-
tally a limited distance, substantially as set forth.

Third, the combination with a rake head of. the
"tooth sockets rigidly secured thereto, through which
sockets the rake teeth project and move endwise
transversely to the rake head and held by pinch
screws, as described.
Fourth, the combination of the frame of the har-

vester and the draft bar thereof by a hinge hooked
lifting lever, swinging standard and arm, substan-
tially as set forth.

Fifth, the arrangement of the arm of the draft bar,

the hooked lifting lever and swinging fulcrum stand-
ard, in such relative positions that the strain upon
the lever tends to lock the members in their positions

when the finger beam is raised beyond a certain dis-

tance.
Sixth, the combination of the frame of the hai'vester,

draft bar, hooked lifting lever, perforated swinging-
standard, arm and pin, substantially as set forth.

Seventh, the combination of the frame of the ma-
chine and driver's seat with adjustable hanging stir-

rups, substantially as set forth.

68,616.—F. M. EvERlNGHAM, Collingwood, IST.

T.

—

Clothes and Picture Hanger.— September 10,

1867.—The bracket frame is formed of diagonal pieces
and slotted uprights and is extensible in the manner
of lazy tougs.

Claim.—The extension bar A, the hook B, the
upright bar C, and the dovetailed slot D, in the up-
right bar, when the same are constructed, combined,
and used in the manner as substantially set forth and
described.

68,617.—Patrick J. FLA^^i:DY, San Francisco,
Cal.

—

Ironing Machine.—September 10, 1867.—Above
the polishing wheel is suspended a horizontal frame
to Avhich the polishing iron is connected. The iron
slides back and forth on cross pins and is actuated by
a spiral spriui^ attached to a foot bar that is connected
to an upright bar by which it is suspended.

Claim.—In combination with the lever frame I, the
cross head K. the ways J J, straps K' K^, and frame
L, substantially as and for the purposes described.

Also, the lever M, iu combination with the slotted
arm N, shaft O, pedal d, and spring c, substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

68,618.—Bexjamin S. Fletcher, Cornish, IST.

H., assignor to himself and David W. Kavvsox.—
Ilcin ifoWe?-.—September 10, 1867.—A single serrated
jaw folds in between two serrated ribs. Tlie jaw
has a projection entering a cam groove by which it

is moved.
Claim.—The combination of the plate A with its

serrated ridges e e and the lever D with the i-evolving
cam C, either surrounding a hub B or inclosed within
a case B as set forth, and arranged and operating
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

68,619.—John Foremax, Pottstown, Va.—Rail-
way Car.—September 10, 18()7.—The frames of the
car sides have diagonal stay rods.
Claim.—The combinatio'n described of the diago-

nal tie bolts e e and / with the longitudinal beams.

posts, and diagonal braces of the body of a car, for
the purpose specified.

68,620.—Henry C. Freeman, South Pass, Hi-
Box for Transporting Strawberries.—September 10,

1867; antedated August 27, 1867.—One side of the
drawer is hinged and is held up by spring catches.
The shorter divisions ai'e parallel with the hinged
side and are removable.
Claim.—First, the subdivisions of the drawer, as

formed and described in the specification.
Second, the mode of opening each subdivision by

a movable slide b.

Third, tho gate, as formed and described in tho
specification, also the mode of securing it by a spring
catch d.

Fourth, the whole in combination as above de-
scribed and claimed in its parts.

68,621.—S. C. and E. O. Frink, Indianapolis,
Ind.— Wood Bending Machine.—September 10, 1807.

—The end of the handle is clamped to the strap and
bent over the "former," the segments binding tho
wood and preventing slivering. A hook rod keeps
the parts iu position.
Claim.—First, the bed plate P and former U "U,

when constructed as set forth.

Second, the pin g, the eccentric E, shoe N, and
clamp X d W, when used for taking up the slack of
the spine.

Third, the base pieccE, the back plate k, the clamp
X dW,m combination with the strap L, substantially
as described and set forth.

Fourth, the segments Y Z, when constructed as
described in combination -n-ith the strap L, substan-
tially as set forth.

Fifth, the shoe N and clamp a, in combination with
the rod b, substantially as set forth and described
when used to hold the materitd in a bent position.

68,622.—H. R. Gillingham, Baltimore, Md.,
assignor to himself, Christopher R. Gillingham,
and AHI3R0SE L. Huggins, same place.

—

Door Lock.
—September 10, 1867.—The vertical tumblers arc
operated by the key through the spring levers to en-
able the moving of the bolt. A spring having a pin
entering an aperture in the bolt is moved back by ii

projection of the key when operating the bolt.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of tho
vertical sliding tumblers P P, operated by the spring-

levers L L, pivoted between the side bolt plates G
and H. the latter being held and secured by the spring
pin D in both the locked and unlocked position of tho
Ijolt, substantially in the manner herein shown and
described.

68,623.—David Hale, Boston, Mass.

—

Driving
^iL—September 10, 1867.—The rod is covered witli

a removable tube of rubber. One bit ring is secured
by the head of a i-emovable screw.
Claim.—A driving bit having a bar covered with

a removable tube of"rubber or rubber compound, tho
bar being provided with a screw cap which permits
application or removal of the tube, substantially as
set forth.

68,624.-Joseph Hale, Somervillc, Mass.

—

TFfts/iCJ-.-September 10, 1867.-Tiie strip of wood is

bent into a helix, and, being divided obliquely, tho
sections form annular washers.
Claim.—For employment with wheels and axles,

or similarly, washers of wood with the grain, sul)-

stantially as described, when formed by softening-,

bending, and drying.
Also, the process described for forming washers of

wood by bending a strip into a helix and then subdi-

viding it, substantially as described.

68,625.-^Tajies M. Hawley. Holton, Ind.—
Belt Tighte7ier.—S(2\^t(imhGv 10, 1807.—The sliiling-

rollers are drawn together to tighten the belt.

Claim.—A licit tiglitener, consisting of tlie sliding

rollers C C, roller frames B, windlass D, and cords
or chains gg applied to a frame A, and operating

substantially as described.

68,626.—John Higihjarger, Sharpslnirg, Md.—
Washing Machine.—September 10, 1867.—Tiie inn^r

surface of the tub is covered by corrugated plates.
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Tlic pivoted rocker is balanced by -weighted cords
ruuniiig over anti-friction pulleys, and has a seat

above for a child to sit aiid work the machine. Cor-
iT.gated ribs are secured transversely to the bottom
of the rocker, and rollers work in the lower corners.

Claim.—First, the rocker B, having the side pieces
B' E', slats h h, rollers R R, and seat S, in combina-
tion with the corrugated wash chamber A, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the combination of the rocker B with the
cords C, weights W, and pulleys P P, substantially

as and for the purpose specified'.

68,627.—Richard Hoffmakn, ISTew Tork, IST.

T.—Hocking C/iair.—September 10, 1867.—The flexi-

ble metallic side pieces arc united by cross-bars that
are removable to facilitate packing. The cushion
and the hanging back are fastened to the rods.
Claim.—ilrst, constructing the side frames of a

rocking chaii- of elastic strips hh' c c', substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the combination of removable cross-bars

a «i a^ with the elastic side pieces B C of a rocking
chair, substantially as and for the purpose described.

Third, the flexible back E, in combination with the
seat D, top cross-bar «', and side pieces B C, con-

structed and operating substantially as and for the
pm'pose set forth.

Eourth, the yielding stops c, in combination with
the runners of a rocking chair, constructed and ope-

rating substantially as and for the purpose described,

68,628.—AzAEiAH HuTCHixsoN, Monterey, Ohio,—Stove-pipe Thimble.— September 10, 18(57.—The
ring is supported by hooks from the joists and sup-

ports the thimble, which receives the stove-x:)ipe.

Claiin.-—A fire-proof base for stove flues, consist-

ing of a bed plate A, having a central aperture B and
riidisd arms C D E e, (fcc, when used in connection
with the cylinder H h H', for the reception of a stove-

pipe, the whole being arranged and operating sub
stantially as herein explained and for the purpose set

forth.

68,629.—Thomas Lewis, Maiden, M.ass.—Syr
inge.—September 10, 1867.—The perforated disk is

screwed into the socket above the valve to prevent
the latter falling out when the pieces are detached.

Claim.—The removable perforated disk c with the
male screw thread on its outer edge, adjusted to fit

the female screw thread b, substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

68,630.—Edward J. Leyburn, Lexington, Va—Cu2)ping Instrument.—September 10, 1867.—The
glass has at the mouth an adjustable, perforated
plate to irritate the skin without puncturing it.

Claim,.—First, the application to a cupping glass
of a sxjurred disk E, substantially as described.
Second, the use of an adjustable device for irritat

ing the skin, in combination with a cupping glass,

substantially as described.
Third, an irritator E, constructed substantially as

described and adapted for use in a cupping glass
substantially as described.

68,631.-George L Loveridge, Bury Bank
Cottages, England.

—

Tanning.—September 10, 1867.

—After liming, fleshing, and unhairing, the hides are
placed in a solution of catechu and pearlash, and af-

terwards successively in stronger solutions of the
same, Avith frequent handling.

Claim.—Subjecting hides to the action of the with-
in-described ingredients, iu the manner set forth.

68,632.-^WiLLTAM S. Lyon, Tranquility, Ohio.—
Medical Compound.—Septeml)cr 10, 1867.—For the
cure of felons, piles, &c. Composed of gum ammo-
niac, 4 pails ; English rosin, 4

; beeswax, 4 ; Venice
turijcntiuc, 4 ; hog's lard, 4 ;

gum myiTh, 1 ; made
into an ointment.

Claim,.—The combination of the above-mentioned
ingredients, substantially as described.

68,633.— JosErii Magoun, East Cambridge,
Mass.

—

Mold for Making Glass Goblets, Glasses, &c.

September 10, 1867.—Explained by the claims and
illustration.

Claiin.—First, the combination of the sepai'ate body

matrix L, (in one piece as described,) and its holding
mechanism, or the equivalent thereof, with the series
of stem mokl sections G G Gr, arranged together and
applied to the supporting frame, so as to be movable
in radial directions, as specified.
Second, the combination and arrangement 'of the

foot mold or matrix B, with the separate body matrix
L, (in one piece as described,) and the stem mold
sections G G G, arranged so as to be movable in
radial directions, as specified.

Third, the foot mold or matrix B, as made in one
piece without any vertical joint, when arranged and
combined with a series of stem mold sections G to
open apart over the said foot mold, as specified.
Fourth, the combination for holding the body matrix

L down to the mold sections directly underneath it,

such combination consisting of the annular clamp T
and its projections op, the stationary recessed posts
q and the cams 7n, such posts being supported by the
platform U, and the cams being applied to the body
matrix, as specified.

Fifth, the combination and arrangement of the
cammed annulus o with the mold frame, the series of
stemmed sections G G G, the body matrix L and its

holding mechanism, substantially as described.
Sixth, the combination of the lower plunger C and

its supporting footD, with the raising plate or device
E, so as to render the latter capable of being revolved
independently of the said plunger and fo'ot, as ex-
plained.

Seventh, the combination of the edge forming an-
nulus or cap M, with the body matrix L and its hold-
ing mechanism, whether the latter be applied directly
to the matrix, or to the said annulus placed on the
said matrix.
Eighth, the combination of the finger y and notched

projection Z, with the mold frame and the body matrix
L, when the latter is combined and arranged with a
series of stem mold sections G G G to operate or move
in radial dii-ectious, as described.

68,634.—J. M. March, "Washington, D. C—
Baggage Label.—September 10, 1867.—The label is

enclosed by a glass plate, and is reached from the
inside.

Claim.—Securing the label of baggage or freight

cars, trunks, or other baggage parcels, which can be
shifted only by the proper person, when applied to

baggage or freight cars, and from the inside, when
applied to trunks and other baggage parcels.

68,635.—Thomas March. Dallas. Mich.—PZow.
— September 10, 1867.—The mold board and landside
are of cast iron, and have edge ribs, between which
are let in plates of steel, so as as to cover nearly the
whole surface.

Claim.—The method herein described of construct-
ing the mold board and landside of a plow, substan-
tially as described.

68,636.—Wm. C. Marshall, :N"ew Tork, N. Y.—Ojyerativg ^Yindo^v >S/ii(«ers.—September 10, 1867.

—The open-holding catches of the shutters arc self-

attaching, and are detachable by a tappet rod inside

the wall, which operates the catches simultaneously
on dilfcrent stories.

CZaim.—The pivoted latches D, extending through
the wall, one end operated by the tappet rod E, the
other e]id holding the self-closing shutter C, substan-
tially as show n and described.

68,637.—Augustus H. Masox, Binghamton,
jST. Y.—Baby jT(7?3i?cr.—September 10, 1867.—The
rotary standard has a horizontal arm, at whose end
is a depending cord supporting a hoop and harness
to sustain a child.

Claim.—The combination of the standard B and
arm E, Avith the sockets C C and D, the swivel F,
hoop O, saddle H and Avaistcoat I, all constructed
substantially us described for the purpose set forth.

68,638. — Samuel McCkay, Woodstock, 111.—

Post Hole yl»5f(!r.—September 10, 1867.—Explained
by the claim and illustration.

' Claim.—The shaping the cross plate so as to re-

ceive the Avings in a position inclining about 11°

from a right angle to the rod, also the projections

upon tho Ibrwai'd outer points of tho wings.
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68,639.—Mrs. D. H. McGkegorv, Detroit, Micb.
—Making iJu^i^r.—September 10, 18li7.—A pint of
milk and two eggs are beaten up Avith a pound of

butter to make two pounds of a compound resembling-

butter.
Claim.—The bereiu described way of making butter

by the employment of the muteriulii above specilied,

producing thereby a new article of manufacture.

68,640.—Louis Mexdel, Albany IST. Y.—Safety
Attachment, for Watch CViains.—September 10, 1864.

—The spring hook has a point to prevent the hasty
removal of the A\atch from the pocket.

Claim.—A projecting point or pin applied to a
watch chain as a safely attachment, in tlie manner
described and for the purposes herein set forth.

68,641 .-Charles F. "W. Meyer, Oconomonock,
Wis.—LeafAerlfosc—September 10, I8U7.—The strip

of leather is folded and stitched through at one edge
and near the other, leaving a flap of the latter which
is brought around over the seam and stitched to the
side of the pipe.

Claim.—Uniting the pieces constituting a leathern
hose pipe, by a lapped seam sewed Avith leather thongs,
in the manner herein described.

68,642.-^7. K. Miller, Canton, Oliio, assignor
to C. AULTMAN <fc Co., same place.

—

Harvester.—
September 10, 1867.—The bail is elevated to catch and
momentarily detain the falling grain, to keep it sep-
arate from that which is to be slipped ofi" the plat-

form on to the ground. At other times the bail lies

on the platform and starts the gavel as it rises.

Claim.—In combination Avith the grain table or
platform, the bail I, Avorking in connection thercAvith,
for the purpose and in the manner substantially as
herein set forth and described.

68,643.—G ILPix Moore, Moline, HI., assignor to
John Deere, C. H. Deere, S. H. Velie, and G. W.
YiXTON, same place.-OuZiiyafo?-.-September 10, 1867.
—The tongue and hounds are attached to a cross-bar,
which gives beai-ing to plates having spindles for the
wheels, and slots for adjustable attachment to blocks
to which the beams are pivoted.

Claim.—First, the axles B, constructed substan-
tially as herein shown and described, for the attach-
ment of tUe ploAvs and wheels of a cultivator, as set
forth.

Second, the double-acting clevis or device for at-

taching the plows to the axle, said device consisting
of the plates 7i c and m, and bolt o, all constructed
and ai-ranged to operate substantially as described.

Third, the plate h, Avheu constructed and used in
connection with the standai-d G and brace d, sub-
stantially as described.
Fourth, the cultivator, having its several parts con-

structed and arranged for joint operation, substan-
tially in the maimer and for the pui'pose herein set
forth.

68,644.—James A. Mourell, Chicago, 111.—
ffijigre.-September 10, 1867; antedated August 26,
1867.—One wing of the hinge is held by a strap and
has adjustment by an eccentric at its outer edge.
Claim.—The eccentric B, in combination with

the wing of the hinge in, substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

68,645.—Robert B. Xea'EXS, Lowell, Mass., as-
signor to himself and Stillman Bushee, same place.
—Bed JBotfom.—September 10, 1867.—The longitud-
inal bearers are supported by hooks hung on the side
rails and steadied by knees, 'that, projecting from the
side rails, engage the middk; of the bearer. Trans-
verse bars at each end support L*ae elastic slats.

Claim.—First, the adjustable sliding stirrups D, or
their equivalent, applied to the side rails E, and spring
bars A, and arranged for action and effect, substan-
tially in the manner and for the pm-pose set forth.
Second, in combination with the btirrups.D, the

knees F. or the equivalent thereof, when applied and
aa-ranged substantially as and for the pm-pose set
forth.

Third, in combination with the stirrupsD and knee«,
or equivalent, the spring bars A, applied and arranged
in the manner and for the pm-pose substantially as
specified-

Fourth, in combination AAith the stirrups D, a;ul

knees F, and spring- bars A, the employment of trans-
verse bars B, and a series of slats C, in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

68,646 B. F. P.une, Eoseville, II].— lluiming
Gear for Fe/udrs.—September 10, 1867.—Trnn sver.se

bars are secured to the Avagou bed, and to them are
attach(!d boxes iu Avhich are pivoted the vertic:il

standards that sustain the axles. The front bar and
tongue are pivoted to the bed, and turn Avith the con-
necting rods and wheels iu rounding a corner.

Claim.—Fii-st, the bed plate g, in combination with
the arm H, axle N, and spindle X, constructed as
described and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the jointed tongue B pivoted to the bed, as
described.

Third, the rod M, in combination with the rods II,

tongue B, and axle ]S , substantially as described and
for the puripose set forth.

68,647.-George IST. Palmer, Greene, N. Y.

—

Instrument for Opening the Lacteal Ducts.—Sejitem-
bcr 10, 1867.—The tube is introduced into the lacteal
duct, and, as it is Avithdrawn, the lancets are projected
by draAA-ing on the rod, and the end of the teat is cut
by the blades to remove the stricture.

Claim:—The sheath or cone- pointed tube A, slidiug
rod D, knob E, and guide pin e, as constructed and
arraugetl in combination Avith the pivoted blades or
lancet points//, for operating in the manner as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

68,648

—

Wm. H. Paklix, Canton, IW.— Corn
Cultivator. —September ] 0, 1867.—The frame is braced
by the curved arms that support the axles, to the lugs
of which the adjustable beams are pivoted.

Claim.—Fii'st, the strong, durable, and economical
frame of attachment between the tongue and axle or
Avheels, as secured by the simple bars A, in manner
and/orm as shown, or in any similar form, upon tUo
same principle.
Also, the extension hooks kk in the beam holder

C, substantially as above described, and as in draAV-
ing shoAvn, or any similar hook in similar' connections,
and for the uses herein described.

68,649.—Wm. S. Paixe. Petroleum Center, Pa.— Automatic, Self-Closing Barrel-Filling Appara-
tus.—Sci^tevabcv 10, 1867.—As the float rises in tho
bai-rel the Aalve closes, and, at the same time, trips tho
detent and closes the spigot valve. As the projecting
portion is lightened by the absence of the liquid the
counterpoise Aveight lifts it clear of the buug-hole.
Claim.—Yivst, the combination of the tubes A and

B, jointed at D, Avith the vertical tubes E and G, tho
valve E', valve rod e, handle F, rod g, stop H, spring
I, and trigger P, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

Second, the combination of the float K, rod L, lever
M, pitman I^, lever O, trigger P, cord li, and weight
T, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

68,650.— D. T. Perktxs and C. F. Hovev,
Sprii'igfield, Mass.— Husc Coupling.— September 10,
1867.—The two corresponding sections of the coup-
ling are fitted, interlocked, ami keyed together Avitli

elastic packing in the joiirt.

Claim.—First, the tixed ears or inclined lugs E E,
formed upon the parts of a hose coupling, for inter-
locking or holding such parts iu contact, substantial!}'
as described.
Second, a hose coupling formed of the part A, and

duplicate part A\ each having tAvo ears or inclined
lugs thereon, as described, in combination wiih
the slotted keys K, pins e, and key seats, the whole
constructed and operating sulibtantially as set forth.

Third, the method of applying packing to a hose
coupling by means of the cluuinels/«/, and packiug
p, inserted therein, substantially as set forth.

68,651.— Samuel S. Eaix, Lowville, IS". Y.

—

Animal Trap.—September 10, 1667.—The bell-shaped
ca-ge is suspended vertically above the platfonu ; it

rests upon a toggle-jointed bar, and is released by the
baited trigger, which alloAvs the toggle to double up.
Claim.—The use of the suspended cage I, attached

to the cross-bar C, togetlier vith the pendant F, aud
the lock 1 2 3 4 5 K, as herein described.
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68,652.— Andreav Jacob Eice and Andrew
James IvICE, Salem, Mass., assicrnor to Andrew
Jacob Eice, same place.— Boot and Shoe Shank.—
September 10,"18G7.—The tliin plate of steel, ofa spring
temper, is riTCted to the leather portion of the shant
to keep it in shape.

Claim.— As an article of maniifacture, a shank
made of leather and steel, secured together by rivets,

all substantially as described.

6S,653.—Edward T. Eobbixs, Cincinnati, Ohio.
-Fireplace.—September 10, 1867.—Explained by the

claims and illustration.

Claim.—Eirst, making the general front of the
grate concave throughout its hight so as to form a
highly heated channel of dralt for smoke and the dust of

ashes' eutirely within the fireplace and up through
the entire hight of the grate, and also to secure cross
radiation for'the purpose of keeping the front of the
£re bright, substantially as set forth.

Second, a grate composed of or containing a series

of two or more such concavities or recesses.

Third, in certain cases constructing the grate con-
cave in the front lines of its veilicid as well as of its

horizontal sections, for the purpose of securing a
greater amount of cross radiation, i. e., up and down,
as well as from side to side, thus increasing the bril-

liancy and incandescence of the front of the fire and
causing it to radiate more heat into the room, sub-
stantially as above set forth.

Eom'th, in combination with a grate with its main
front shaped into such a recess or recesses, making
the fire-back parallel, or nearly parallel with the gen-
eral front of the gTate, substantially as above set

forth.

Eifth, in combination with a grate of the above
shape and set as above described, Avith shallow coal

space from the front bars backward to the brick fire-

back, the use of a canopy, either horizontal or arched,
over the back part of the fire, and coming forward
to within a few inches of the arch of the fireplace or
mantel.

68,654.—J. G, EOMES-OER, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

sio-nor to himself and J. E. JoHXSOX. same place.

—

slide Restfor iaf/je-i-.-September 10. 1867.-Combined
with the lower plate and bed of a slide rest is a wonn
wheel on the latter and a spindie with a worm on the
former, so that the point of the tool can be made to

traverse in a line at any desired angle.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

plate A, the worm wheel b, confined therein and se-

cured to the short spindle a^ of the bed B of a slide

rest, and the worm spindle c, all as set forth for the
purpose specified.

68,655.—H. D. Eumsey, Homer, IST. Y.—Churn.
—September 10, 1867.—The air is projected into the
cream through the perforated arms of the hollow
pipe which connects with the bellows.

Claim.—The bellows B in combination with the
pipe D and arms F. the latter being provided with
the orifices d, in the manner and for the purpose de-

scribed.

68,656.— Olia-er Salgee, Xew York, IST. T.—
Hose Coupling.—Seiytemher 10, 1867.—Explained by
tl:o claim and illustration.

Claim.—A hose coupling formed with inclined or
cam flanges upon one part of the coupling, in combi-
nation with a movable ring surrounding the other
part of the coupling, and provided with lugs, taking
ever said inclined flanges iu the manner specified to

bi'ing the surfaces of the coui)lings together, as set

forth.

68,657.—Hexry Saylor and Jeremiah Bair,
St. Paris, Ohio.

—

Fire-box for Forges.—September 10,

1867.—The passage of cold water in the water jacket

of the pan prevents the overheating thereof and the

consequent adhesion of clinkers.

Claim.—Fust, the fire pan A having the double
walls, and otherwise constructed as herein shown aral

described.
Second, in corabinntion with the pan A, mnde as

described, the pipes C and D, connecting it with the

reservoir B, when arranged to operate as set forth.

68,658.—Calvin Shepard, Binghamton, N. Y.— Gate.—September 10, 1867.—The gate rests on the
pin to which it is locked by the pivoted lever that is

retained in position by the clevis from the bar below.
Claim.—'The lever catch letter B and the ready

fastener letter C, as shown in the combination.

68,659.—C. B. Sherman, Troy, IN". Y.—Chair
and -DesA-.—September 10, 1667.—The folded table is

hung on the chair arm by a socket joint, which per-

mits its turning forward' in which position it is sus-

tained horizontally ; by tm-uing to the side it may be
folded down.

Claim.—The combination of the chair A, desk or
table B with the arm C and ball and socket joint D E,
each being constructed, ari'anged, and combined
substantially in the manner and lor the purposes
herein fully described and set forth.

68,660. — Henry M. Sherwood, Chicago, HI.

—School Desk and ^Seaf.-September 10, 1867.—The
arm that supports the seat is pivoted to the front legs,

from which project stops that engage in recesses of
the arm and support it in its horizontal position when
let down.

Clai7n.—The ai-rn C provided with the socket m
and the shoulders n and n', in combination with the
arm a provided with the stud/ and stop g, when con-

structed and ai-ranged for joint operation substantially

as described.

68,661.—C. D. Smth, Chicago, IU.—Paint for
Wood, Metal, and Woveri Fabrics. — Sc^temhev 10,

1867.—Composed of rosin, 300 pounds; Kentucky
cement, * 5 ; iron mineral, 100

;
glue, 6 ; india-rubber,

8: lead, 3; linseed oil, 3 gallons; benzine, 40; paraf-

fin e oil, 10 ; castor oil, 5.

Claim.—The paint prepared out of ingredients and
iu the manner herein described, and of any color, to

be applied to wood, metals, and woven fabrics, sub-

stantially as herein set forth.

68,662.-Perry W. SiHTH. Abingdon, I\l.—Ctd-

fu'afor.-September 10, 1867.—The tongue is bolted

into the two transverse bai'S that ai-e connected by
the flanged, curved feet below. The sliding knuckles,

in conjunction with the sliding bai-, regulate the ver-

tical adjustment of the beam.
CZaiw.—First, the combination of frame pieces A

A, bars D D D D, knuckles E, and adjusting bars O
O, sabstantiallv as described and for the purpose set

forth.

Second, the vertical adjustment devices, bars O,

and knuckles E E E E, substantially as described and
for the purpose set forth.

Third, the metallic uprights D D D D, arranged as

described and ibr the pm-pose set forth.

68,663.— J. 2^. Snowtjen and H. TVilkins,

Brownsville, Va.—Steam Generator.—September 10,

1867.—The feed water pipes pass in a zigzag course

through the chamber at the back of the boiler.

Cldijn.—The an-angcment of a series of zigzag or

coiled feed water pipes in the heating chamber y of

the rear end of a steam boiler, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

68,664.—Peinhard Speidel, ISTew York, X. Y.,

assignor to the Clinton Wire Cloth Company, of Clin-

ton, Mass.—Material for Malt Kiln Floors.—Sep-
tember 10, 1867.—Explained by the claims and illus-

tration.

Claim.—YiTSt, the pressing and rolling of wire-

cloth, in the manner and for the purpose described.

Second, the application of rolled or pressed wire

cloth as a bottom to malt kilns, iu the manner and
for the purpose described.

68,665.— Ebenezer Sperry. Miami Village,

Kansas.

—

Sorghum i'rfl/jom^or.-SeptcmbcrlO, 1867.

— The pans are placed in an upwardly extending
scries, and pipes with conical openiHg.s presenting

toward the bottom of a lower pan connoct with an
upper ono to convoy the juice to the latter.

^
Depres-

sions arc arranged "iu the cooler portions of the pan
bottoms to collect the settlings ; said depressions have
outward discharge. Perforated receivers are ar-

ranged to catch the acura, allow the return of clear

juice to the pans, and discharge the scum outside.
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A drying chamlicr is placed bcr.cnth the furnace

;

the crude iuioe is piivsscd throuii'h a cviinder having a
steam jacKct, previous to boiling.

Claim.—Yivst, the boiler A v.hen its bottom a n'

is constructed as herein described and set forth.

Second, the combination and firrangcineiit of the

boiler A, the elevators 15 IV and troughs B-, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

Tiiii-d, the arrangement of the cleanser D D^ D-,

substantiallv as and for the purjiosc set forth.

Fourth, the sinks E with or v.ithout the sub-sinks
E-, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Fifth, the arrangement and combination of the
stand pipe B^ and elevator B^, substautitdly as set

forth.

Sixth, the combination of the pipes f^ and f^ with
the cooler F F^ F^ substantiHlly as set forth.

Seventh, the arrangement and combination of the
conugated cylinders g* with the exterior casing g^

and the pipes G g, as set forth.

Eighth, tlie combination of the hot air chamber h^

with the tinishing chamber /*" aud drying chamber H,
airanged substantially as set forth.

6S,6fi6.—Levi Stevkxs, Fitchburg. Mans.—Ap-
paratus/or Carhxireting Air.—September 10. 1867.

—

Improvement on his patents, April 9, and June 11,

18()7. The shaft of the meter wheel has bearing be-

low the center of the partition dividing the meter
and regulation chambers, and gears with a wheel on
the regulator shaft which has bearing at the center
of the partition. Both chambers are partially filled

with carbureting liquid. Air is introduced to the
top of the meter chamber. As the nir is carburated
it is conducted to the regulating apparatus.
C7ai»i.—The combination of the cups g g with th

tubular arms g^ g\ attached to the revolving shaft
D, so as to rotate with it, aiul bent at their inner ex-

tremity so as to discharge their fluid contents into
the chamber A', all constructed, combined, and ar-

ranged substantially in the manner and for the pur-
poses set forth.

68,667.—Henry T. Stith, Stanton, Kansas, as-

signor to himself and Myrox Dicksox.—Anti-fric-
tion Journal Box.—September 10, 18G7.—Tlie annu-
lar plate and anti-friction rollers are used to decrease
the friction on the axle.

Claim.—The box A and ring B, in combination
with rollers C, all constructed, arranged and applied
in the manner aud for the pm'poses substantially as
set forth.

68,668.—Alfred Storm, Eutland, Yt.—Bed
Clotheii Clamp.—SeptQmpcT 10, 18f)7.—The clamp fits

over the top of the bed rail, and the clamp is actuated
by a set screw iu its roftr arm.

Claim.—First, the clasp constructed with a frame
B aud jaws C D, operated substantially as described.

Second, the jaws D, arranged so as to be adjust-
able to varying si^es of bed rails, substantially as
described.

68,669.—FoRDTCE Syl\T5:ster, :S'ew York,!^. Y.
—Refining Pc?rofc»n(.—September 10, 18G7.—By the
action of the jiump and the communication afforded
by the connecting pities,* the petroleum is passed
repeatedly and alternately through hot water and
through bone black.

Claim.—First, refining and purifying petroleum
oil by passing it through hot water, substantiidiy as
described.
Second, refining and purifying petroleum by wash-

ing it iu hot water and macerating with bone black,
or its equivalent, substantially as clcscribed.

Third, the devices herein shown, whereby the water
is heated and circulated, and the oil forced through
the hot water, substantially as described.

68,670.—John E. Thomas, Mifflintown, Pa.—
Corn Pio?<j.— September 10, 18(>7. — The pivoted
standards fold up under the fraime when the plow is

moved froniplace to place.
Claim.—First, the plow points d d, having the form

above described, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

Second, the method of adjusting the direction of
the plows, above described, by means of the bolts G
G, the braces F F, and the holes i i\ passing iu dilTcr-

ent directions through the side beams B B, substan-
tially as and for tlie "purpose described.
Third, the washers II H, substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

68,671.—D. B. TooT.Y, Albion, :N'. Y.—Cement.—
September 10, 18G7.—Composed of white glue, 2 lbs.;

water, 3 pints; shellac, 1 ox.; alcohol, 1 pint; ammo- '

nia, 1 oz.
;
plaster of Paris, 2 oz. ; white lead, 1 lb.; and

gum arable, i oz.

Claim.—A cement composed of the ingredients
above mentioned, in about the proportions set forth.

68,673—H. Fhry, New York, X. Y.—Yalve
Gear for Steam Engines.—September 10, 16(57.—Tho
prolongation of the eccentric rod is passed through
the tubular valve stems in their respective steam
chests and the rod receives a continuous motion.
Collars ai'e mounted on the rod and have teeth pro-
jecting towards each other, springs tending to close
them. Their position and the consequent" action of
the valve is regulated by the governor.

Claiyn.-Fiv&t. the collars e g, in combination with
the rod / and tubidar valve stem b, substantially as
and for the purpose described.
Second, the cam slide i, in combination with the

collars g e, rod/, and tubular valve stem b, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the roller j connected to the governor spindle
I, iu combination with the cam slide t, collars g e, rod
/, and tubular valve stem b, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

68,673 H. J. Wattles, Eoekford, J\\.—Gang
Piow'.—September 10, 1867.—The front of the plow
beams is attached to the frame, which is adjustable
vertically on the wheels and further adjusted by the
oaster wheel in the rear and by crank and chain
which raise it from the ground.

C7ai»i.— First, the combination and aiTangement
of the plowing frame B B, Avheels H H', caster wheel
F, frame support E, chains I J J', with crank/, ope-
rating substantially as described and for the purpose
set forth.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
wheel H' Avith the sliding support K, groove piece L,
segment lever M, spring stop h, with stationary seg-
ment k, when coustructed and operating as describeu.

Third, in combination with the chain support IJ J',

the arrangement of spring pawl e, crank/, and ratcliet
wheel i, operating substantially as described.
Fourth, the combination of'the stubble turner IN"

with a plowing mechanism, as described.
Fifth, attaching the team to the plowing mechan-

ism by the evener O, and the chains P P being of un-
equal length, the whole arranged to draw directly
upon the plows in such manner as to avoid all side
draft, substantially as described.

68,674.—L. H. Wheeler, Beloit, YTis.—Wind
TF/iccL-September 10, 1867,—The tail vano is hiuged,
its flexibility enabling it to yield to lateral pressure
and preventing the wabbling motion of the top frcAwe
iu w'hieh the vane shaft is jourualed. "Weighted cords
pass through the hollow axis on Avhich the top frame
oscillates and restore the tail vane to its central posi-
tion.

Claim.—First, the flexible regulating vano J ope-
rated by the weights, cords, and pulleys substantially
as described, in combination with the side vane O,
for the purpose set forth.

Second, the vane J constructed with braces K K',
stops Y', and strap Y, as and for the pm-pose set forth.

Third, the hollow shaft D, in combination with tho
flexible vane J, cords H H, and connecting rod S, so
that said cords and connecting rod may not influeL'ce

the action of the vane Q and the supporting frame,
as set forth and described.

68,675.—Wm. n. Wiley. Frcdonia, N. Y.—
J^itcrs.-September 10, 18()7.—The filtering material
is contained in a porous cylinder, the ujiper portion
of which is covered by a metallic cap of larger tliam-

cter, admitting the water but excluding the air. Tho
pump tuljo communicates with a central water
chamber.
Claim.—A water filter having a hollow porous cyl-

inder A in arraijgement -with the inverted cap B, for.-

the purpose and substantially as described.
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68,676.—A. T. Williamson, La Cross-e, Wis.—
Washing Machine.—September 10, 1867.—The sleere
elbows cciin«ct the levers with the movable perforated
washer. The perforated back l)oard has wiiigs at-

tached to hold the clotlies in position.

Claim.—First, the combination of the sleeve elbows
r having- recesses confonning to the shape of levers
B and washers i J; h. arranged substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of back board L having
Tvmgs m, in combination with the recessed washer
i k ft, sleeve elljows F, levers B, and the double lids

E D, arranged substantially as and lor the pui'pose
set forth.

68,677.-SamuelE. Wilmot, Bridgeport, Conn.,
assignor to The COLitY Skirt Company.—Clasp for
Hoop Skirts.—September 10, 18()7.—The jointed clasps
connecting the horizontal and diagonal hoops are at-

tached to each other by hinged joints, allowing the
hoops to be moved independently of each other.

Claim.—The combination in hoop skirts of the fol-

lowing parts or devices for connecting the ends of
diagonal hoops B to the edges of horizontal hoops A,
to wit, a metallic or other strap C attached to a hori-

zontal hoop, and perforated where the strap projects
beyond the edge of the hooii, and a strap E attached
to the end of a diagonal hoop and jointed to the strap
C, when the said straps are so constructed and ar-

ranged that the end of joint G of strap E, after it is

attached to strap C, is permanently secured to the
diagonal hoop by being confined beneath the flanges
E E of strap E, substantially as above set forth.

68,678.-Maiuiaduke "Wilson, Marquette, Wis.— Cor7i Cultivator.—September 10, 1867.—The frame
is attached to standards on the tooth beams at suffi-

cient elevation to pass over the young corn. The
beams are elevated or depressed by levers.

Claim.—First, the levers II and I used in combina-
tion with the tongue G and cross-bars B B' of a cul-

tivator frame, arranged and operating substantially
as and for the purpose set fortli.

Second, the combination of the standards C C C C
with the frame A A B B' and braces E E, as and for

the pm-pose set forth.

Thii'd, the clevis o attached to the cross-bar B, in
combination wdth the adjustable tongue G and levers
H I, substantially as and for the pui-pose set fca'tlu

68,679.—Wm. B. Young, Chicago, Ti\.— Culti-
vator.—September 10, 1867.—The axles bend round
and are secured to the vertical sides of the frame.
The split tongue braces the frame.
Claim.—First, the combination in a straddle-row^

cidtivator of the main frame, split tongue, jointed
plow beams, and wheels.
Second, the combination of wheels and jointed

plow beams in a straddle-row cultivator, the beam
on each side having its joint or point of attachment
out of the line of motion of its set of plows.

Third, the comlnnation in a straddle-row cultivator

of wheels, doubletrees, whifiietrees, jointed plow
beams, and frame when the plow beams are jointed

forwai'd of the whiffletrees.

68,680.—John Aut, Walcottville, Cowa.—Rivet-
ing Machine.—September 10, 1867.—Intended for

heading castor and hinge pintles, 6cq,. The spring
hammers strike the opposite ends of the pintles simul-

taneously. The working parts are adjustable to suit

rivets of varying lengths.

Claim.—First, the two hammers D so combined
and operated as to simultaneously strike the two ends
of the rivet in heading the same, by meaijs substan-

tially as lierein set forth.

Second, the combination with the reciprocating

hammers 1) of sleeves C and springs c* g*, the whole
arranged to operate substantially as and for the pui--

poise herein set fortli.

Third, the combination of the wheels C* and car-

riages B with the reciprocating hammers D, con-

structed and operating substantially as and for the

purpose herein set forth.

Fourth, the adjustable stop plates F, in combina-
tion with the carriages carrying the riveting ham-
mers, Bubstautially as and for the pm'poso herein set

forth-

68,681.—llARTiN Ames, New Ipswich, N. H.—
Self-registering Thermometer.—September 10, 1867.

—

The thermometer needle is attached to a coiled me-
tallic ribbon, whose expansion and contraction by
change of temperature oscillates the needle. The in-

dependent needles are actuated by this one, and de-
note the extremes reached. These independent nee-
dles have thumb burs by which they may be turned.

Claim.—Fii'St, the independent needles r iv, in com-
bination with the thermometer needle n, an-anged and
operating as and for the purpose described.
Second, the combination of the hollow shaft b, the

pin s, the needle n, and the metallic ribbon coils d d^
dr^ constructed, arranged, and operating as herein
shown and described.

68,683.—E. B. Armstrong, Columbus, Ohio.—
Cut-off for Water Co?id«cfor5.—September 10, 1867.—
The cut-off pipe has side discharge, and may be semi-
rotated to convey the water into either of two pipes.
The cut-off is held in position by a spring.
Claim.—First, the revolving cut-off C C, in com-

bination w^ith the external casing A and extension
pipes B and B', substantially as and for the purpose
set forth. ^

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
casing A, pipes B and B', internal intermediate par-
tition A', cut-off C C, and internal pipe D, substan-
tially as described.

Third, the combination of the casing A, pipes B
and B', cut-off C C, handle C^, and spring E, sub-
stantially as described.

68,683.—T. H. Arnold, Troy, V&.—Borse Bay
Fork.—September 10, 1867.—The hoisting rope is at-

tached to the sliding tooth, which, when the two fixed

teeth are inserted in the hay, is forced down, being
gmided by a projection on one tooth, and passing
through an eye near the point of the other. A notch
in the sliding tooth is forced by a cam to engage a
pin. To discharge the hay the cam bar is raised by
a small cord.

Claim.—First, the sliding tine C and locking catch
D, in combination with the main tines A B, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the guard d, in combination with the tines

A B, and sliding tines C, substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

Thii'd, the recess s and stud c' of the sliding tine,

arranged in relation with the strap c and locking
catch D, substantially as and for the pm'pose speci-

fied.

68,684.—H. F. Balschmiter, Davenport, Iowa.
—Gate.—September 10, 1867.—The top rail (9f the gate
is tubular, and contains spherical rolling w^eights.

This rail is pivoted to the rear post, and is swung
u]^on its pivot when opening. The extension at the
rear end of the bar acts as a counterbalance, and the
rolling shot makes a balance of weight to open the
gate or keep it closed.

Claim.—The gate C, when provided with the roll-

ing weights E, in the manner and for the purpose
specified.

68,685.-Henry Bascii, Chicago, III—Pernm-
tation Trunk ioc/:.—September 10, 1867.—The bolt

plate has projections which pass through notches in

the sliding bars, which are adjusted to permit tho

passage of the projections by scale on the lock face.

The bolt and the tumbler bars have studs passing

through slots in the lock face by which they are ope-

rated.
Claim.—TlxQ combination of the grooved slats a a

and d d, grooved rails F F, and liinged plate K, with
sliding T-shaped notched bars B and G G, and slots

D and H H, constructed as described, the whole ar-

ranged and operating substantially as and in the

manner herein set forth and for the pui'poso specified.

68,686.—John A. Basseit, Salom, Mass.—Pro-
cess of Vaporizing Hydro-carbon iimtids.-Septem-
ber 10, 1867.—Tho hyiiro-carbon liquid is injected onto
or into the fused rac'tal.

Claim.—Vaporizing hydrocarbon oils for heating
purposes bv a bath of melted metal, iu tho manner
Bubstantialfy as set forth,
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68;687.—Jacob Bicck, Philnddpbia, Ta.—Con-
ductor's Ticket' runch.— September 10, 18l)7.—The

I

joiut flanges arc recessed ou the inner face to lorin

an annulai- chamber for reception of a spiral spring-

to hold the jaws apart. The punch, when uaed, passes

through a circular plate attaclied to an elastic cushion,

and has beneath it a spiral spring to bring the plate

in contact ^vith the socket jaw in advance ot the

punch, and clear the ticket for the latter.

Ciau*.— First, the concentric bearing rings or
flanges / g of the joint F, substantially as described

for the purpose specilied.

Second, the enclosed .coiled spring G of the joint F,

substantially as described for the purpose specilied.

Third, the seat E, in combination with the spring

C, substantially as described, for the purpose speci-

fied.

Fourth, the spii'al spring encircling the stripper a,

substantially as and for tho purpose clescribed.

Fifth, the construction of tho joint consistinfj- of
the circular parts d and corresponding parts d' of the
jaws and handles, substantially as described.

Sixth, the combination of the flexible cushion D and
spring C, applied to the stripper a, substantially as

described for the pui'pose specified.

68,688.—John Aarox Belvix, Jr., Baltimore,
Md.

—

Catamenial Guard and Supporter.—September
10, 1867.—The rear portion of the supporter of the
absorbent is sustained by two straps, which may be
unhooked to allow the descent of the same.

Claim.—First, the cominuation of the front, back,
and middle parts ABC, the elastic straps D and E,
aad the sponge F, when constructed and arran<^ed
substantially as described for the purpose specified.

Second, the absorbent, consisting of the flat pieces
of sponge F, jointed together and conforming to the
shape of the middle part B, ia combination therewith
and with the front and back pieces A and C, substan
tially as described for the pm-pose specified.

68,689.—HexryBeRkstresser, Quaker Bottom,
Ohio.

—

Rotary Piow.—September 10, 1867.—The plow
wheel is rotated by gear connection to the axle, and
the frame is adjustable in respect to the tongue to
regulate the depth.
Ciaim.—First, the plows e e, fitted upon the periph-

ery of the wheel E, constructed and arranged as
shown and described, as aud for the purpose specified.

Second, the combination of the wheel E with the
tilting fi-ame A, the di-aft polo F, and the lever d, ar-

ranged and operating substautially as aud for the
pm-poses set forth.

68,690.—M. D. BiRGE, Grand Rapids, Mich.—
• Horse Hay jPor/j.—September 10, 1867.—The spiral
fork is inserted by rotation of the winch, which sim-
idtaneously winds up the hoisting rope. The rope is

prevented from unwinding by a catch lever. This
catch is connected to a cord by which it may be fi'eed.

The rope running oS unscrews the fork and releases
the hay.

Claim.—The spiral fork A, when fitted in a frame
or plate B, and when connected by means of gear
wheels, or their equivalents, with a drum D, in com-
bination Avith the catch P", all made and operating
substantially as and for tho pui'poses herein shown
and described.

68,691.— Jacob Bish, Dayton, Ohio.— Horse
Power.— September 10, 1867.— The master-wheel
shaft is stepped in the lower plate, which is bolted to

the mud-sills. This plate has circular recesses to

ceive the bosses of tho upper frame giving bearing
to the pinion wheels.
Claim.—The boss o of the frame A, and the cor-

responding cavity of the frame B, and the relation of
the bolt D to the same, in the manner substantially
a^ described and for the purpose specified.

68,692.-Chai;les D. Blakeslee, Grand Eap-
ids, Michigan.

—

Gate for Water W/icc^a'.—September
10, 1867.—Tho valves aro connected together by
gearing, so as to rotc-to simultaneously in opposite
directions. A common ball governor is connected
to one of the valves.

Claim.—First, the cylindrical valves D revolving
against each other anil having apertures G G, sub-
staatialJ^ ^ an4 for tho jjurjjoses described.

Second, in combination with the above the curb A
provided with the apertures B andC, substantially as
aua lor the purpose specified.

68,693.-Isaac W. Boatman, Seven Mile. Ohio.
Horse Rake.—September 10, 1867.—The rake is

used for hay or cornstalks and has pins traversing
the head when raking tho latter, to assist it in rolling

over the collected mass. The end teetli have shoes
to sustain the head in the proper position and to do-

crease the friction upon the ground.
Claim.—The frame e f g, A\ith its handle 7i pro-

vided with hinged links o o, in combination with the
fixed pins k k and removable pi ts m in, whereby the
rake is made convertible for the purpose of raking
stalks or hay, in the manner described.

68,694.—S. E. Bright, Elkhorn, Wisconsin.—
Door for Grain Cars.—September 10, 1867; ante-

dated August 2S, 1867.—Tlie doors are constructed
in sections, one above the other, so that access can
be had to a car nearly filled with grain in bulk.

Claim.—The sliding door for grain cars, put on the
outside or inside of a car, consisting of two sections

B and C, in combination with tracks 1 1', said sections
constructed and operating substantially as herein
described and specified.

68,695.—F. H. Brown, Chicago, DL, assignor to

himself, Edward F. Peugeot, and Lemuel H.
Flersheim.—Ifrtc/»i7?e for Weaving Baskets.—Sep-
tember 10, 1867; antedated March 10, 1867.-^The
frame is clamped to a rotating disk which is auto*-

matically moved back as the work progresses, and
which is supported on an oscillating frame. The
plate, in rotating, brings the ribs in connection with
the filling devices by which the willow twigs are
woven in.

Claim.—First, the coil spring O, in combination
with the shaft C, nut P, and spring v. or their equiva-
lents, for the purpose of moving the form I) back-
ward regularly and for adjustment substantially as
set forth.

Second, the oseillating frame A, in combination
with the basket form D and weaving devices, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the yoke B, in combination with the shafts

C C, for the nurpose of holding or clamping the form
D as specifieu.

Fourth, the feed bar M, in combination wdth the
separator I P, substantially as described and set forth.

Fifth, the guide H H' H", substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

Sixth, the fork I P, as and for the purpose specified.

Seventh, the weaving wheel L, in combination with
the separator I P when constructed to separate and
keep the uprights E E, &c., in position to receive
the filling Y as set forth.

Eighth, the controlling band F, constructed as do-

scribed as and for the purpose set forth.

Niq^h, the peculiar construction of the shant 7 and
8, forming the openiiig K, as and for the purposes set

forth.

Tenth, the frame TJ, carrying the weaving devices,

and pivoted so as to turn about a center, as and^or
the purposes set forth.

68,696.—John Buckley, Baltimore, Md., as-

signor to Thomas J. Logan, Washington, D. C.

—

Milk and Oyster Can.- September 10, 1867.— The
tube is for reception of ice to preserve tho contents
of the can in a cool condition.

Claim.—The tube F resting on the concave bottom
B of the can A and extending to the top of the can,

being held in position bv means of the pressure of tho

cover D and prevented from moving laterally by
means of the downward extending rim E ou the cover
D, substantially as described.

68,697.—W. R. Clark, Indianola, HI.—Ditching
Plow.— Se-ptember 10, 1867.— The forked conc.avo

shares and curved side elevators raise the earth and
project it to tho side of the track.

Claim.—Tho foot piece B, having its forward end
made forked to incline the dii't and other obstruction

toward the center, in combination with the brace bai-s

E F C and D, side elevators G H, and side wings J"
K, substantially as described, foi' the purpose speoi*

fied.
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68,698.—Charles Coester, Jr., and A. B. Law-
TTIER, Eridgeport, Conn.

—

Mackme for Grinding
Lathe J. r&ors.— September 10, 18G7. — The frame is

attached to the lathe so as to take motion by friction

of one of its pulleys on the cone, and to transmit mo-
tion to a rotary cutter which may be brought to bear
on the head center or other object.

Claim.—The extension plate I and supporting plate

P, pivoted together, in combination with the adjust-

able supports S C and spring V, tool holder A, grooved
bed D having shank B, sliding carriage E, Ixiction

pulleys L H F, and grinding wheel R, whereby the
angle at which the grinding wheel is applied to the
mandrel is adjusted, substantially as described, for the
purpose specified.

68,699.—Ambrose B. Coleman, Lyndonville, InT.

Y.—Draft Neck To/ce.—September 10, 1867.—The in-

clined levers aj'e attached to the hames at top, and at

the bottom are pivoted to the bands in which the hori-

zontal levers slide. The outer ends of the lower levers

are attached to the hames below. The neck yoke is

used as a mode of attachment without the use of
whilfletrees.

Claim.—The whole of the improved draft neck
yoke, as herein described in this specification, as and
for the purpose set forth.

68,700.-Thomas B. Comins, Jr., Lowell, Mass.
.w-Car iJraJte.—September 10, 1867.— The eccentric
cams that are pivoted to the shoe bars are weighted
to swing clear of the wheels when the chain is slack-

ened. When the brake is applied the cams are pressed
against the periphery of the wheels.
Claim.—First, the eccentrics G attached to the ends

.of the shoe bars, substantially in tlie mannei' and for the
purpose herein shown and described, the said eccen-

ti'ics being free to turn on their pivots and weighted,
substantially as and for the purpose herein shown and
'described.

Second, the spring F, in combination with the shoe
bars E E' and eccentrics G, all made and operated
substantially as and for the purpose herein shown and
described.

68,70J .—Thomas B. Comixs, Jr., Lowell, Mass.
—^Car I?rfl!A;c.—September 10, 1867.—The wheel acts

upon the eccentric and, turning it, throws out the

lower end of the shoe and causes the upper end to

beiu- with increased power against the wheel.
Claim.— First, the eccentric G, when secured to

the ends of the shoes F, substantially as herein shown
and described.
Second, the construction and arrangement of the

vertical springs a supportiug the shoe bar E, hori-

Eontal bar e e, lever d, and spring g between the outer

head of the bolt/ and shoe bar E, as herein sQt forth,

igv the purpose specified.

68,702.-Frederic Cook, ISTew Tork, liT. Y.—
Apparatus for Vaporizing and Burning Liquid
Hydrocarbon. — September 10, 1867.— The oil and
steam pipes are regulated by stop-valves. The oil is

discharged on an inclined expansion plate, and that

;not consumed or vaporized falls on the projection from
the pendent deflector. Steam and air tubes discharge
their jets into the retort.

Claim.—First, the steam and oil p?pes L and N,
having the connecting valve V, for the purpose speci-

fipd.

Second, a combustion chamber for burning liquid

hydrocar.l)ons, made of fire-clay, or its ecinivalent, in

sections or staves, in the manner and for the pm-pose
as sliov/u and described.

Third, the inverted chamber or hood k, when ai-.

ranged lor the purpose and in the manner shown.
Fourth, in the apparatus for burning liciuid hydro-

carbons, the arrangement respectively of tlio wteara

pipe L and oil pipe n, for the purpose of volatilizing

tJic ligliter portions of tko oil by the heat of steam.

68,703.—Fkudeuic Cook, Now Tork, N". T—
Vaporizing and Burning Liquid ^Ilydrocarbon. —
Beptemljcr 10, 1867.—The v.-ater legs are attached to

tiie boiler and the l)ottoro of tho metallic retort is ex-

posed to tho direct heat of the fiu-naco, so as to vapor-

ize and decompose the liydrocarl^on. Tlio bottom,

beijig highly heated, is arninged to be easily renewed.

Clavrn.—Fmt, a retort or vaporiiiiiig chauibcv for

oil-burning furnaces, the upright portions ofwhich are
made of water legs or pipes communicating with the
boiler, and the bottom of iron, fire-clay, or other suit-
able material as a vaporizing sm*face, substantially aa
shown and described.
Second, in an apparatus for vaporizing and burning

hydrocarloon liquids, a retort or chamber having a re-
movable bottom plate, as set forth.

Third, the retort or vaporizing chamber suspended
from the boilers, substantially in the manner specified
and shown.

68,704.-Frederic Cook, New York, N. Y.—
Apparatus for Burning Petroleuyn and Fluid made
?/iere/rom.—September 10, 1867.—The oil, in its pas-
sage from the reservoir, is heated by passing thi'ough
a steam chamber and is regulated by a tap, i^revious
to entering the drip chamber where it is ignited.
Apertures on each side of the drip chamber turnish
air from the chambers adjoining. The products of
combustion are retarded in theii' ascent by deflectors,
thereby providing time for their mixture with the cur-
rents of air and steam that are discharged from the
central vertical tube.
CJaim.—The use of plates and deflectors, or either

of them, within the retort, thereby forming compart-
ments therein for the purpose of retarding the flame
and producing a more perfect combustion.
Also, the use of retorts having perforations for the

admission of air, in combination with the flats or com-
partments, substantially as described, for the purposes
set forth.

Also, the constniction and arrangement of tlie oil-

supply pipe H, with its connections; the cooler H'
and the regulating A'alves J Y, substantially as de-
scribed.
Also, protecting the oU-feeding pipes and apparatus

from the heat of the turnace by the fire-clay, tile, or
other suitable material, substantially as described.
Also, the g>eneral construction of the apparatus de-

scribed and shown.

68,705.—Frederic Cook, New York, N. Y.—
Method of Using Liquid Hydrocarbons- as Fuel.—
September 10, 1867.—The oil used as fuel m the furnace
is forcibly injected through the feed jet, to equalize its

distribution through the fire box.
Claim.—First, producing the requisite pressure in

the oil tank by means of the steam pressure in the
boiler, substantially as described.
Second, in an apparatus for burning petroleum or

other inflammable oils, forcing the oil into the furnace
by means of artificial pressure in a supply tank sub-
stantially such as is herein described, said pressure
being created in any of the modes herein mentioned.

68,706.—Frederic Cook, New York, N. Y.—
Apparatus for Burning Bctrolcum as Fuel.—Septem-
ber»10, 1867.—The supply pipe has two valves, one of
which regulates and the other shuts oif the supply.
The petroleum drips on to the inclined plate at the
mouth of the fui'uace, and, passing over another in-

cline, the unconsumed remainder as caught and con-
sumed in the trough below. Water passing through
the perforated plate is finely divided and mixed with
the falling petroleum. A water pipe supplies water,
if necessary, to tho oil pipe. A cock is used to let off

gas that may gather in the oil pipe.
Claim.—First, in a furnace for burning petroleum

or other liquid hydrocarbons as fuel, tho feeding ap-
paratus connected Avith, and aiTanged as a part of,

the furnace door.
Second, the employment of a cutter or cleaner for

the purpose of cleaning the oil pipe, substantially aa
set forth.

Third, tho arrangement of the deflecting tile "W,
when used for the purpose and in the manner substan-
tially as described and shown.
Fourth, the air-distributing tiles, when perforated

and arranged substantially in the manner as described.

68,707.—Frederic Cook, New York, N. Y.—
Method of Burning Hydrocarbon Oils as Fuel.—
September 10, 1867,—The water evaporators arc ar-

ranged in the furnace. The vapor is intended to dis-

seminate tlio air among the gases and the flame,
bringing tho air into intimate contact with them.
Air is forced through the oil to enable tho bm-niug of
tho light portions first.
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Claim.—First, the arrangement substantially as

described by whieh water is applied and evaporated
by the plates Q Q. or otlier etiuivalents Avheu used
lor this purpose, substantially as set forth.

Second, the cap I^I, arranged within the cupG, and
peribrat«d as described so that air may bo forced

throucrh it for the purpose aud in the manner specified.

Third, the pipe X, arranged as aud for the purpose
described, in combination Avith its two connections,

one with the steam space and the other with the wa-
ter space of the boiler.

Fomth, in combination with the air chamber J,

the air pipes K, through the water legs of the boiler,

for the purpose of iutroducing air into the furnace,

substantially as described.

6S,70S.—Fredekic Cook, New York, IST. T.,
and John A. Eassett, Salem, Mass.

—

Process of Ya-
porizing and Decomposing Hijdrocarhon Liquids in
the presence of sfcrt/U.—September 10, 1867.—Tho
steam is decomposed upon red hot carbon, and the
vapors of the oil, being eliminated simultaneously
with the decomposition of tlie steam, are passed
through the red hot carbon. The resultant gases are
used ibr the production of heat and light.

Claim.—First, in an apparatus for decomposing
hydrocarbon oils with steam, the arrangement an'd

construction of the apparatus shown, having the sev-

eral parts or their equivalents arranged and operating
togetiier in the manner antl for the purpose specified.

Second, the jjrocess herein described, whereby hy-
drocarbon oils aud steam are decomposed simulta-
neously into gases and used in the production of
heat, as set forth.

68,709.—IsAiAiT Copley, Jr., Allegheny City,
Pa.

—

Machine for Making Chains.—September 10,

1867; antedated August 12, 1867.—The jaAvs place
the iron in the recess of the collar. As the shaft
wheel ami disk rotate, the pin comes in contact with
the spring that draws back the rod, the head of which
carries forward the spring clamp and feed guide.
The guide thrusts the iron into the recess of tho col-

lar that is held out toward the end of the mandrel,
round which it is formed. The scarf cut is next
made, giving the i-equired overlap for welding.

Claim.—First, an improved machine for forming
links for chains tliat shall grasp tlie iron supplied to
it, form the link, cut the scarf, and give the desired
overlap for welding, and continue to feed up the iron
until it is entirely expended in forming links, con-
structed, arranged and operating sulistantially iu tho
manner herein "described and set forth.

Second, the combination of the collar o, mandrel c,

rib s, constructed, arranged and operating substan
tially as herein dcscribed'and for the purpose set forth,

Also, the support y, or its equivalent, when used
for supporting tlie mandrel, operated by means and
in the manner substantially as herein described and
Bet forth.

Also, the combination and arrangement of the
springs Bi and B^, i-od w, spring clamp J, feed guide
X, aud piece k, constructed, arranged, combined and
operating substantially in the manner herein de-
scribed and for the purpose set forth.

Also, the combination of the shrouds C, cross
piece J', and latch R^ when used in connection with
the wheels D and D', as herein described and for the
purpose set forth.

68,710.—Enoch Covert, Farmer Village, N. T.—Snap Hook.—September 10, 1867.—The closing bar
is projected into position by the spring that engages
the foot.

Claim.—The spring C, applied to the top of the
closing bar B, and secured in position by means of
the lips b, whereby the introduction of dirt beneath
the spring is prevented and said spring adapted to

be removed from the hook A without removing tho
closing bar, as herein shown aud described.

68,711.-^0HN W. Crannell, Yorkville, Mich.
—Water J^Jiera tor.—September 10, 1867.—The bucket
is raised by the rope that winds upon the perforated
drum ; the forked shape of the rope next tho bucket
brings one of the hooks into position to engage tho
rod that tilts the bucket. When the lever is uuhooked
and pressed aside, tho drum is uuclutchcd from its

shaft uud tho bucket descends to the water.

Claim.— The combination of the loose flanged
drum D, and attached rope and bucket v.ith the ci auk
shaft S, clutches o o', shifting brake lever L, pivot
stud G, and hook II, arranged, constructed and ope-
rated substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

68,712.- Charles Crook, Tonkers, N". T.—
Uxjmnsible Hose Nozzles.—September 10, 1867 ; ante-
dated September 4, 1867.—The leaves of the outer
nozzle are contracted to the desired size by the nut.
The duplex inner tube breaks the joints between the
leaves.

Claim.—The combination of the duplex inner tube
with the split nozzle, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.
Also, in combination therewith the means of ad-

justment, substantially as shown and described.

68,713.—Wayne Curry, Springfield, Mass.—
Stccun Engine Slide Valve.—September 10, 1867.

—

Q^he valve being inserted in its case and the rod at-

tached, the top of the case is secured. The valve
case is placed in the steam chest and the apertures
and the port being in a direct line one above the
other, steam is admitted through the port, while the
exhaust steam fi-om tlie other end of the cylinder
passes into the chamber through the apertm-e and
exhaust port.

Claim.—The valve D, having the vertical ports
F aud F', in combination with ttie valve case A, the
packing ports a aud a', and a spring n, all constructed
and operating substantially as described and for the
pui'poses herein specified.

68,714.-P. W. Dalton, Jersey City, N. J.—
Chain Clasp for Handling Hogs in Slaughtenng.—
September 10, 1867.—The chain is attached to ono
end of tlie plate and the key on the end of the chain
engages in the slot to form a bight for looping around
the leg of the animal.
Cla\m.—Tho slotted plate A, the key B, the rings

f g, and the chain c, constructed and'arranged sub-

stantially as herein shown and described for the pur-
pose specified:

68,715.—Samuel Banks, Cincinnati,Ohio.—iin-
ing or ' Fix'" for Fuddling and Boiling Furnaces.—
September 10, 1867.—Lime, salt or other alkali is

mixed with the cinder or ore used to fix the puddling
furnace.

Claim.—The use of puddlers' or boilers' tapping
cinder, squeezer, cinder or hammer cinder, and pul-

verized iion ore, when mixed with an alkali or alka-

lies, such as lime, common salt, soda or potassa, sep-

arately or combined, for lining or fixing puddling or

boUiug furnaces.

68,716.—John Dimelow, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to himself, T. P: Stuard, and J. Stuard,
same place.

—

Kiln for Burning Clay Pipes.—Sep-
tember 10, 1867.—The caloric current from the fire-

places in tho side circulates within the kiln and pass-

es down through pipes to find exit through a cen-

tral chimney. The domed kiln top has openings for

passage of the caloric current when tho covers are

removed.
Claim.—First, a kiln having fire-places a, a chim-

ney C, and rings i, or their equivalents, tho whole
being so arranged that the products of combustion
in their passage from the fire-places to the chimney
must pass bo'th through and around the pipes m,
resting on the said rings for the purpose specified.

Second, the ril)s /t h, rings i i, and bridge /, ar-

ranged v.-ithin a kiln in respect to the tire-places and
chimney, substantially as and for tho purpose set

forth.

68,717,—Casper Disser, West Union, Ohio.—
Shifting liail for Buggy <S'eafi'.—September 10, 1867.

—Tho supplementary rail is attached by coupling

straps behind and by a return catch spring in front of

the arms.
Claim.—Tha combination of a carriage seat and

rail wJien constructed and provided with hooks and
catches, substantially as aud for tho purpose speci-

fied.
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6S,ri8.—Lorenzo Domixg, Ottowa, 111. — J?i-

ding Attachment for Gang Plows.—September 10,

18t)7.—The plow is attached in front and regulated by
its connection with the bell crank that is operated by
the treadle lever. The stiiTup that attaches the plow-

behind is secured to the pivoted bar that is regulated
by the suspended rack.
'Claim.—First, the attaching of the plow to the

di'aft pole A of the riding attachment through the
medium of the bell crank J, rods I K, and lever M,
or their equivalents for raising the front end of the
beam, in connection with the suspended rack R, and
the bar P jointed or hinged to the draft sole A, and
connected with the ploAV beam by the stirrup O, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the cam S, on the axis or liilcrum pin of
the lever L, in combination with the suspended rack
K and fixed pawl b, all arranged substantially as and
for the purpcoC set forth.

Third, the axle B B', projecting from opposite sides

of the draft pole A at dilferent points, and braced by
the diagonal bai- C, Avhen said parts are used as a
riding attachment for a tillage plow, substantially

as and for the purpose specified.

68,719.—Clark W. Doten, East Boston, l^ass.—Steam Engine Lubricator.—September 10, 1867.

—

The valve stem is tubular, and the oil passes from the
cup at its head to the bulb when in its depressed po-
sition, but communication is cut off wlien the stem is

raised, which is done by tm-nin^ the said stem by
means oi the cup acting as a hana wheel. The rais-

ing of the stem opens a valve at the lower part of the
bulb, and alloM'S the oil to escape therefrom. The
steam passes up the lower portion of the vtdve stem
into the upper part of the bulb, and equalizes the
pressure above and below the oil, when it flows down
by gravity to lubricate the cylinder.

Claim.—The valve stem B, with its valves C and
d, the tubular sj)indle C, with its apertures o and h
connected with the valve stem as shown, the whole
constructed, arranged and operating substantially as

set forth, in combination with the shell A.

68,720.—John Fairchild, Eagleville, Ohio.—
Cement Compound.—September 10, 1867.—Composed
of water lime, silicious sand, and coal tar equal parts.

To give tenacity and flexibility one pound of sulphm-
is added to 20 gallons of the tar, or to confer hardness
an equal portion of sulphate of lime is added.

Claim.—The composition herein described, com-
jDonnded in the manner and for the pm-pose set forth.

68,721.—JoHX rAiRCLOUGii, St. Joseph, Mo.—
Steam JJuf/inc—September 10, 1867.—Steam is in-

ducted and exhausted through the tubular piston rods
and through passages in the piston. The steam
chest is contained in the piston and operated by the
impingement of the ends of the stem against the cyl-

inder ends.
Claim.—Y\YSt, the valve B, constructed as de-

scribed and operated by means of the cylinder heads
through the rods D, as' herein set forth, for the pur-

pos(^ specified.

Second, the steam chest C, and the steam and ex-

haust ports a a and h, within the piston, substan-
tially as desci'ibed.

Third, the piston A, having the slide valve steam
chest and steam ports arranged within it substan-
tially as described, in combination with u steam cyl-

inder, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

68,722.—H. T. riRLB, Worcester, Mass.—Prai<
^nr/e.—Septcmber 10, 1867.—The trays ai-e formed of
thin slats halved together and have notches to allow
passage to air. The trays ai'c i)laced in a box with
one latticed side to admit air.

Claim.—T\\(i fruit safe composed of the peculiarly

constructtcd trays in connection with th« cases us

shown, the whole constructed and operating in the

manner and for the i)urposes as above set forth and
described.

6S,723.~J. B. M. FlFiELP, Philadelphia, Pa.~
Side-board and Refrigerator.—September 10, 1867.^
The lower portion of the side-board contains a refrig-

erator, and its ])oint has a hinged flap which may be
raised as a tabh' leaf,

Claim.~A side-board having a refrigerator or

water cooler or both combined with it, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

Also, the combination of a side-board, refrigerator
and table, as herein shown and described.

68,724.—John R. Fish, Fort Wayne, Ind.—
Yalve Gear for Steam Engine.—September 10, 1867.
—The link is pivoted to a block having horizontal sli-

ding motion upon another block having vertical sli-

ding motion. The sustaining and shifting hanger is

connected to the latter block.
Claim.—First, the guide A, placed in an upright

position and perpendicular to the line of motion from
the driving shaft, upon which guide the link is raised
and lowered, substantially as shown and described.
Second, the combination and arrangement of the

guide A, horizontal guide C, and blocks B D, sub-
stantially as described for the purpose sijecified.

68,725.—Andrew J. French, Waterbury, Conn.,
assignor to "Waterbury Brass Company.—"lf«c7n"n«
for Lining Percussion Caps.—September 10, 1867.—
The caps are placed in the perforations of the hori-
zontal sliding plate. The punch moves on a station-
ary guide across the plate, and entering each liolo,

lines the caps in succession with the tin foU, the
plate being moved as each row is completed.
Claim.—Fii'st, the reversible worm G, with its

sleeve e, working upon the grooved shaft D, and pro-
vided with an oscillating dog g, substantisilly as set
forth.

Second, the device for feeding the frame F, con-
sisting of the sleeve e, worm G, ratchet bar /, shaft
D, all made and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.

Third, the sliding toothed bar/, in combination with
the reversible worm Gr and stops o o', for the purpose of
retaining the punch in position, so as to line the first

cap in a new row, all as set forth.

Fourth, the device for feeding the plate B, consist-
ing of the recessed disk L on shaft M. and of the pawl
r on swinging frame I, all made and operating sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

68,726.-Daniel Fuller, Oakwood, Mich.—
Gate.—September 10, 1867.—The rails of the gate are
all pivoted to the rear post and uprights, and tho
upper rail carries a sufficient counterbalance weight
to raise the gate when the latch is drawn back. The
gate is operated by levers in reach of an equestrian.
Claim.—The levers D and F and H I. with their

cords E G and J K, when arranged with the gate
I>osts and their pulleys, and the gate with its shafts
pivoted to the rear post, the whole operating as and
for the purpose specified.

68,727.—Peter Gabriel, Seymour, Conn.

—

Fountain Pen Holder.—September 10, 1867.—The pen
end of the holder is immersed in the ink, which is

drawn iii-to it by suction from the mouth : the float
being drawn up to the mouth-piece to stop the orifice,

and prevent the passage of ink.
Claim.—Fii'st. the float M, constructed <is described,

sliding nearly the entire length of tho case A, and
ai-ranged in relation with the plug B, as herein set
forth for the purpose specified.
Second, the construction of the stopper C D E,

substantially as herein described, and so as to be
used for the"^ purpose, and to be susceptible of the ad-
justmei]tB herein specified.

68,728 C. E. Gage, Eond du Lac, ^\s.— Weigh-
ing Scale.—September 10, 1867.—The scale is hung
on a beam and connected to a frame by Lia.ks, so as to
have free vertical movement.
Claim.—First, arranging a bag-holder D, in con-

nection with the suppcnsion rods of the scale, as and
for the purpose specified.

Second, balancing the scale Avith an adjustable
weiglit d in a vertical mortise in the rear of the beam,
as described,

68,729. — Merritt Gally, Marion, N. Y., as-

signor to Orris Potter and Frederick Grandin,
^Valworth, N. Y.—Evenerfor Whijjietrees.ScpiQva.-
ber 10, 1867.--Improvement on his patent March 2(5,

1867. The hook straps ai'o attached to clevises in tho
lever projections,

C'iftim.—The curved projectious of the body of tho
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ercner E' E', the pivoted clevises for the attachment

of straps or chains, in combination with the lever

projections C C, and constructed as herein set forth.

68,730.-0. L. Gaudxer, New York, l<f. T.—
Mirror iVa/ne.—September 10, 1867.—The sides of

th(f frame are rabbeted to receive the glass, and are

adjustable so as to be moved in to clamp the same to

place.
Claim.—YiTSt a frame for miiTors, &c. in which

the side-pif'ces are arranged to be adjusted with re-

gard to eacli other, substantially as and for the pur-

poses described.
Second, the groove or rabbet a having beveled side

pieces, arranged for adjustment of a frame formiiTors,

&c., substantially as and for the pm-pose described.

68,731.—E. Oilman, Minneapolis, Minn.—OoaZ
iStove.—September 10, 1867 ; antedated September 4,

1867.—The stove is so constructed that a series of

vertical, open-ended air pipes completely suiTound
the fire chamber.

Claim.—Eirst, constructing the side and end plates

of a stove, in two parts each, iu such a manner that

when the parts are put together air tubes or apertures
shall be found between them substantially as herein
described.
Second, the construction and arrangement of the

perforated top and bottom plates, and channeled or
corrugated side plates as herein set forth for the pm--

pose specified.

Third, the sunken ash-pit and the grate, in combi-
nation with a heating stove, constructed and arranged
substantially as shown and described.

68,73":J.—Eraxklin A. Gleason, Brooklyn, IST.

T.

—

Clothes Wringer.—September 10, 1867 ; antedated
August 31, 1867.—The opposite ends of the rollers

have cranks standing angularly in respect to each
other, and at each end the two rollers have eonnect-
ing links to a single oscillating bar to insure equal
rotation, while allowing vertical variation in dis-

tance.
Claim.—The particular construction and operation

of the cranks a a and their couplings b &, as connected
with the perpendicular bar c, and in combination
therewith the lever C and its cam D, all substantially

as herein specified.

68,733.—G. L. Grant, Rockville, Conn.—Sfmm
Engine Valve.—September 10, 1867.—The valve stem
is constructed in two pieces. The inner section is

screwed into the outer conical section. The pressure
of steam forces the conical stem against the sheU, and
obviates the use of packing.
Claim.—T\iG ari'angement of the lugs a and h. when

the i^ame are made and operating substantially as
and for the purpose herein shown and described."

68,734.— John Gray, Milwaukee, Wis.— Jce
Cream Freezer.—September 10, 1867.—The horizontal
cylinder rotates in an ico box, and the cream is

pressed against the side by a roller on a frame,
pivoted at its midlength to a bar, which is hinged at
the further end, and supix)rted by an adjustable spring.
The bar passes througli the eucl of the cylinder and
box. The gatherer has staples, which are placed on
guide pins, so as to allow free vertical motion to the
said gatherer, which enters the aperture through the
cylinder end.

Claim.—Eirst, the combination with tlie rotating
cylinder B and outer box or case, containing frigo-

rlfic mixture, of a roller E. arranged for operation
within the cylinder, substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

Second, suspending the roller E ^n a free or adjust-

able manner by a socketed support of the same for ad-

justment of tlie latt?r relativelj^ to the interior of the
rotrttiug cylinder B, essentially as specified.

Third, the combination of the roller E and its

frame with the bar 11, supported by a spring, the
tension of which may be regulated by a screw for op-
eration in connection with a rotating freezingcylinder,
substantially as herein set forth.

Eonrth, the gatherer L, constructed and applied for
action within cylinder B by means of outside guides,
on or down which said gatherer is allowed to freely
slide, essentially as and for the pm'pose specified.

68,735.-James Greenhalgii, Jr., Glendalo, R.
1.—Clothes Pn/er.—September 10, 1867.—The wings
project radially from a central post and their horizon-
tal bars are jointed so as to bo self-supporting ai.d

admit of folding in to reduce the horse to within a
small compass.

Claim.—Making the horizontal bars B of the di-y-

ing frames in twopieces, hinged at the center, aiid

hiiiged at their cnd^ to the central post A, and verti-

cal bars C of the said frames, substantially as herein
shown and described and for the puiposo set forth.

68,736.-Edwin F. Gunn, Charleston, S. C—
Breech-loading Fire-arm.— September 10, 1867.

—

The breech block is hinged so us to swing out side-

ways and is operated by a lever whose projection en-

ters into an aperture ot the case to act as a detent
when the gun is charged. Another projection on the
lever slides the shell extractor. The hammer acts

through a spring needle pin.

Claim.—The lever E and sliding retractor d, ar-

ranged in combination with the laterally swinging
chambered breech block D, all constructccl and opera-
ting substantially as herein described for the pm-po»e
set forth.

68,737.—John Haogerty, East Springfield. Pa.—Cock l/'ye.—September 10, 1867.—After the frame
is placed over the trace pin the spring bolt closes and
maintains the engagement.

Claim.—Eirst, the spring bolt B, set in the bed A,
and in combination with it in manner and for the
purposes as above set forth and described.

Second, the bed A, bolt B, spring b, and plato C, or
its equivalent, formiu"- together a spring cock eye,

all substantially as and for the purposes above set

forth and described.

68,738.—W. Hailes and P. Einkle, Albany, JJ".

Y., assignors to Pkteh FiSKi.v..—Dam2}ers for Stove
Pipes.—September 10, 1867.—The draft is regulated
by the oblique Mings of the damper, the counteract-
ing currents through which act as a coimterpoisc to

each other.
Claim-.— The construction and application of a

damper iu the form of u wind wheel, with oblique
wings fitted to revolve within the pipe fine or chim-
ney of a stove or fui'nace, substantially as described
and for the purposes set forth.

68,739.—HoitACE Harris, jSTewark, X. ,J.—Mos-
quito Guard.—September 10, 1867; antedated Sep-
tember 7, 1867.

—

One circle of the wire fits upon the
head and is secured by a chin strap. The other por-

tion of the frame elevates the gauze covering.
Claim,.—Erame A. made of wire or other equiva-

lent material, secureil to the top of the head by the
strings B B or otlierwise, and the projection C in
trout in combination with the netting 1), siibstan-

tially in the manner and for the purpose specitied.

68,740—Thos. B. Harrison, Maqnoketa. Iowa.
—Power Hammer.—September 10, 1867.—When mo-
tion is communicated to the crank the connecting rod
raises the spring box and compresses the lower spring
against the piston and thereby lifts the piston rod
and hammer and forces the piston to the top of the
air cylinder. The force of the blow is adjusted by
the cut-off valve that regulates the escape of the air.

Claim.—Eirst, the cut-off valve D, consisting of

the plug H, shell U, and casing J, in combination
with the air cylinder Y, arranged and operating as
described.
Second, the combination of the spring box S, spi-

ral springs, piston T, and rubl^er springs C C, ar-

ranged and operating as described.
Third, the combination of the fixed air cylinder

Y, with the piston rod A. spring box S, forked con-
necting rod and crank P, constructed and operated
substantitdly as described.

68,741.—Christopher Hf.rrschaft. Brooklyn,
X. Y.— Feed Regulator for Spinning 2lachincs.—
September 10. 1867.—A cliiteh mechanism, under con-

trol of the drawing rolls, is combined with wheels of

different diameters on a primary and secondary shaft

to varv the velocity of tlm gill bars to suit variations

iu the thickness of' the sliver.

Claim.—Eii-st, the combination, with a clutch of:
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other mechanism, controlled by the drawing rolls,

and serving to throw in or out of gear w.ith the driv-

ing shaft C, wheels or pinions F F' of the secondary
or gill bar operating shaft H, having gear G G', the

one of which is connected with its shaft by pawl and
ratchet L K, for operation in connection with the
gear of tlie driving shaft C, to give a fast or slow
motion to the gill bars, substantially as specified.

Second, the combination of the fast vvheel G and
loose wheel G', with its pawl and ratchet L K, loose

wheel and pinion F F', with their clutches E E', D
D', and clutch arms, or levers 1 1', so arranged and
operated by mechanism connected with the drawing-
rolls as tha't the one lever may be acted upon in ad-

vance of the other, or both, simulttmeously, essen-

tially as herein set forth.

68,742.—GiBBOXS G. Hickman, Coatesville, Pa.
— Washer for Bolts.—Se-ptemhev 10, 1807; antedated
September 7, 1867.—Imbedded in the face of the
washer is a spring hook, which by engagement with
the edge of the nut prevents its becoming unscrewed
tmtil the spring is depressed-.

Claim.—The washer B, provided with a spring re-

cessed in its face, and operating substantially as de-

scribed.
A metal washer, made in two separate pieces, the

lower one provided with a spring, as described, and
the upper one turning with the nut and retained l^y

the spring, as described and x'cpreseuted.

68,743.—George Hilgak, Brownington, Pa.—
Sheep Shears.— September 10, 1867.— The central
blade is pivoted to one of the main blades, and its

slotted shank is pivoted to an oscillating lever, which
has its fulcrum on a stud from the side bar, and has a
slotted connection to a pivot on the other main blade.
Claim.—The manner lierein shown and described

of attaching the central cutter I to and connecting it

with the ordinary cutters D and E by means of the
pin d, lever G, and stud F, or its equivalent, all made
as. set forth.

68,744.—J. P. HoAGLAXD and Geokge E. Mo-
SER, Centralia, Pa.— Combined Corn Sheller and
Fanning Mill.— September 10, 1867.— The ear is

pressed by the inclined hopper against the rotating
ribbed disk and falls into the hopper of the fan miU.
The cobs and grain are delivered separately.
Claim.—First, the sheller formed by the' combina-

tion and arrangement of the stationary sheller plate

I, sheller wheel H, and hopper or shute J, with each
other, substantially as liereiu shown and described
and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combinotion of the sheller wheel H,
shaft F, fly Avhcel G, cog wheel E, cog wlieel D, shaft

E, drive or crank wheel A, band P, pulley II, and
fan shaft S, with each other, for the purpose of ope-

rating the sheller and fan by the same power, sub-

stantially as herein shown and described.

68,745. —George "W. and Elisita Hopkins,
Brooklyn, ISI". T.

—

Valve for Steam Engines.—Sep-
tember 10, 1837.—Improvement on their potent Au-
gust 28, 1866. The engine piston acts directly upon
a shifter which operates in connection with a balance
Talve and suitable ports to alternate the induetion of
spent steam from the engine cylinder to opposite sides

of a supplementary piston that serves to work inde-
pendent slides Avhich govern the main ports.

Claim.—First, the combindtion with a shifter F,
operated as described, of a valve H, in gear with the
shifter for coutrolling the throw of the main valve or

valves, as herein set forth.

Second, tlie shifter F, driven as specified, valve H,
operated thereby, piston J, or its equivalent, and in-

diipendent main valves Iv K', with their several ports
or passages, all for operation together, essentially as

described.

68,746.-1. C. HORTOX, Kcw Ycn-k, N. Y., and
S. K. Hawkins, Lansingburg, N. Y.

—

Meters and
Me'cr Yalces.—Septeinljcr 10. 1867.—Im))roveniont on
their piitont April il, 1867. Each er.d of tlie cylinder
has a conical valve whose arms, stiinding rectangu-
larly to the stems, are connected by a bin-. Tlie
valves have openings connecting with the induction
and eduction ])ipcs and the cylinder. The connecTing
bar has a stud traversing alternately side grooves iu

a plate reciprocated by the piston rod. The arms are
transferred at the ends of tlie strokes from one groove
to the other by spring arms, and operate to alter-
nately receive and exhaust from each end of the cyl-
inder. The reciprocations are registered on a dial.

ClaiTn.—First, in combination with a measuring
cylinder and reciprocating piston, the hollow oscilla-

ting valves BO constructed as to operate alternately
as induction and eduction valves, substantially as
described.
Second, the reciprocating grooved plate F, in com-

bination with the oscillating valve, arms J.barK,
stud K', and the levers and spring l>y which said stud
is thrown from one groove to the other, substantially
as described.

Third, the reciprocating grooved plate F, in com-
bination with the stud K', and the levers and spring
by which said stud is thrown from one groove to the
other, substantially as described, as a means of ope-
rating oscillating A'alves.

Fourth, the hollow oscillating valve V, with its

single port V', so constructed as to operate alter-

nately as an induction or eduction valve, to regulate
the flow of any kind of liquids or fluids, substantially
as described.

68,747.-Samuel W. Hudson, Packer township,
Pa.

—

Steam Engine.—September 10, 1867.—The steam
porta in the cylinder expand longitudinally toward the
ends of the cylinder, so as to allow a gradually increas-
ing opening as the piston leaves the end, and a grad-
ually decreasing passage as the piston approaches the
end ; iu the former case causing a gradually accel-

erating motion, and in the latter cushioning the pis-

ton at the end of the stroke. The pressure of steam
on the side of the piston from the jiort is balanced by
a similar cavity on the opposite side. The packing
rings are sprung into the grooves and retained by the
inward flanges of the rings in the grooves. The per-

ipheries of the rings extend the vrhole length of the
I>iston to avail the whole extent of the steam ports.

Claim.—First, the cylinder, provided with tapering
steam openings, for the purpose and substantially as
described.
Second, the cylinder provided with the depression

in the side opposite to the triangular steam opening,
substantially as and for the purpose deseriljcd.

Third, the piston, provided with the rings F, hav-
ing flanges imbedded in grooves of the piston head,

and with their peripheries extending to the ends of
the piston, as and for the purpose described.

68,748.-Samuel "W. Huuso-n^ Beaver Meadow,
Va.—Sieam Engine.—September 10, 18(i7.—The steam
ports are lengthened on the inner side, so that the
piston will gradually close the port and form a limited
steam cushion, though permitting free escape to the
steam through nearly the entire stroke.

Claim.—First, the narrow steam openings E E,
arranged lengthwise on the interior surface of the
cylinder, so as to be gradually uncovered by the mo-
tion of the steam piston, as herein described.

Second, a vertically oblique wall or side c, to the
steam port, to adapt the steam passage, to enlarge in

an increasing ratio as said passage is opened by the
piston for the admission of steam to the cylinder, sub-

stantially as described.

68,749.~Almon Hunt, Macomb, 1\\.— Corn-
stalk C'jfi^er.—September 10, 1867.—The horizontal

knife cuts or breaks down the cornstalks ; tliesc are

gathered by the rake teeth into a position transverse

to the line «f motion and are cut by the spirally-set

knives.
Claim.—First, the frame A, provided with the plato

H, arranged sulistantiully as described, tor the pur-

pose of cutting, breaking, or bending down the stalks

us set Ibrtli.

Second, the combination of the stationary cnrved
liooks or lilades E with tlie movable blades a. the lat-

ter being operated liy the motion of the machine, said

parts be'i 11 g constructed and arranged for joint opera-

tion, substauiially as described.

6S,7.'50.—Albert Jackson, Clifton Springs, K,
T.—X? /Ywr; .7«cA-.—September 10, 1867.—The lever is

journnled in the standard and its eccentric raises the

movable bar, wliicli it sustains when the lever is de-

pressed to the full extent.
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Claim.—A lifting; jack, composed of the uprights
A A, base B, slide E, aud the lever C, provided with
the eccentric D, ali being combined aud aiTanged to

operate in the manner substaiitially as and lor the
purpose set forth.

68,751—T. B. James, Muscatine City, Iowa.—
Windoiv 6'/i«rfe.—September 10, 1§67.—The square
prisms are woven with a warp of threads which form
the cords of suspension.

CZni?n.—Constructing window shades with quad-
rilateral prismatic sticks A, arranged and woven to-

gether, substantially as set forth.

68,752.—W. Kimble, Salem, Ohio.—Gate Fast-
ening.—St'i^temhcr 10, 18U7.—The metallic latch ex-

tends across the upper part of the gate aud is pivoted
to the upper cross-bar of the frame. It latches into

a catch at the back end when the gate is closed and
is held by a spring. The gate may be opened oo turn-

ing the latch knob.
Clai7n.—Tho arrangement of the long latch 6, in

combiuatiou with the handles c e, and the spring h,

for fastening a gate by catching in the hook g placed
on the heel post B, substantially as herein described.

68,753.—A. H. Knapp, Xewton Center, Mass.—
Water Elevator.—September 10, 1867.—The buckets
are raised from the well on endless chains that engage
with the sprocket wheels above, which are actuated
by the crank.

Claim.—First, the two sprocket wheels, or pairs
of sprocket wheels C D, situated on diflFerent shafts

at equal heights, and at sufucient distance apart
to allow the water to be discharged between them
into the reservoir or spout beneath, when arranged
in relation to the buckets or cups in clusters, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein specified.

Second, the arrangement of the buckets or cups in

two clusters or groups, on opposite parts of the chain,
the remaining portions of the chain being without
buckets or cups, substantially as aud for the i^m'pose
herein set forth.

Third, the arrangement of the side gearing p r s t

at the main shaft E, in combination with tlie coupling
n aud shifting device I m, or the equivalents thereof,
lor the purpose herein set forth.

Fourth, the chain guidesj k o separately or together
as arranged in relation to the chain and buckets or
cups, substantially as and for the purposes herein
speciiied.

F'ifth, the chain A, the wheels C D, and the cross-
bars ofthe link extending across aud resting in notches
V V of the wheels, all arranged as set forth.

Sixth, the buckets or cups held by the bent links c

c, aud so arranged that their centers arc nearly op-
posite to the joints between the links, substantially
as and for tiie purpose herein specified.

Seventh, the buckles or cups, with notches or in-

dentations in the bottoms, in combination with the
bent links, for the purpose set forth.

Eighth, the guide wires or rods g g, which pass
around and wive one-half of the edges of the several
buckets or cups, and clasp the middles of tlie support-
iu": links, the links being bent at the joints therewith,
Bub.stantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Kiuth, the open spaces w iv in the edges ofthe Avheels,

intermediate l^etween tiie chain-bearing wjtches v v,

for the purpose herein set forth.

Tenth, the suspended buckets or cups, with flat-

tened inner edges, as arranged upon the wheel or
wheels, substantially as and for the purpose herein
set forth.

68,754.—George H. KMonx, Cincinnati. Ohio.—Mechanical 2Iovement or Substitutefor Cog Wheels.
—September 10, 18o7.—The object is to produce
equal and opposite rotation of two shafts witiiout
noise. Each shaft has a crauk, aiul also at right an-
gles thereto anotlier crank. There arc two eciual

arras united by pivots to the frame, aiul by other
pivots to a link, whose middle is connected by equal
pitraeu to the cranks. The above movement is du-
plicated for the other two cranks.

Claim.—First, the mode of producing correspond-
ing opposite rotations of two shafts, pistons, or roll-

ers, by equal connection, to a stud or link restricted
to a rectilinear path, substantially as set forth.

Sceond, securing coiTCspondiug opposite rotation

of two shafts or other objects by eccentric wrists B
B', connected by pitmen 11' ii' to studs H /i, guided
to vertical paths by links G g and arms C C c c', sub-
stantially as set forth.

68,755.—HiNRiCK Kniphals, Davenport, Iowa.
—Flow Poinf.-September 10, 1807.—The point is

placed on the broken part and fixed by screws.
Claim*—Fii-st, the application of a hollow iron or

steel point C to a plow from which the point is worn
away by use, to restore the proper form.
Second, the hollow point C applied to a plow which

is broken or breaking apart at the point uot only to
restore its true form, but also to bind the parts' to-

gether firmly, at the same time covering the break
and presenting a smooth sm-face to the earth, which,
slides over it.

68,756.—E. F. Lacy, Danville, 111., assignor to
himself and S. D. Tiiojipsok, same place.—Trace
Buckle.—September 10, 1867.—Improvement on the
patent of A. H. Cole, October 10, 16f)5.—The wedge
has a clasp and spring to prevent its sep.iration from
the buckle and prevent tlic working forward of the
trace strap when it is slack.

Claim.—Tlie clasp, iii combination with the wedgo
having a tongue, substantially as and for the purpose
described.
Also, the spring, or its equivalent, in combination

with the above, substantially as aud for the purpose
specified.

68,757.—Cook C. Lawrence, Homer, Mich.—
Thill Coupling.—ScYitomhcT 10, 1807.-The two plvtes
of the thill iron, when bolted together, form a socket
for engagiug the pin at the end of the axle clip.

Claim.—The plates g g', provided with disk seg-
ments e e', in combination Avith the slotted clip plato
b, constructed and operating substantially as herein
described.

68,758.-Leoxhard Legrax, Allegheny City,
'Pa.—Artificial iejr.—September 10, 1867.—The flaps
and pads adapt tlie log to tlie varied conditions of
the stump. By a series of spring bands and cords
the required tension and flexion is given to the leg
aud foot.

Claim.—The arrange of the toe springs I m and n,

hinge 14, elastic bands 5 and fi, cords lo and y, cross-

pieces 8 and 9, and check cord 11, when used in con-
nection with tlie leg A aud foot C, the whole being
constructed, arranged, aud operating substantially
as herein described'aud for the purpose specified.

68,759.—Volxey Leonard, Springfield, Pa.—
^ee/iu-e.-September 10, 1867.—The trap has a glass

top for observation and a hinged supplementary cov-
er. The trap is set at the eu'trance to the hive, and
notched slides regulate the passage of the bees. The
entrance slide allows the queen aud workers to enter,

but under the escape slide the workers alone can pass.

When the queen enters the slide is dropped behind
her.

Claim.—A trap for catching queen bees during the
time of swarming, composed of a shallow box pro-

vided with slides'find a glass in the top, all arranged
substantially as herein set forth.

68,760.—CiiAHLES E. LiPE, Fort Plain, N. T.—
Corn Dropper.—Sei^temher 10, 1867.—The slide tliat

regulates tlie discharge of seed from the pocket is

vibrated by a spring or secm-ed in position by a set

scrcM'.

Claim.—The strap H and roller I, in combination
with the handle F and seed slide B, all being ar-

ranged and applied to a box or seed receptacle A,
provided with a cut-off brush D. or its equivalents,

to operate in the manner substantially as aud for the

purpose set forth.

68,761.—^N". M. LURTON, INewbern, 111.—Gram
Measure.—So\)temhcr 10. 1867.—The bos into which
the gTain is delivered has a rotating wheel aud indi-

cator at top aud a slide below with a measme at-

tached.
Claim.—Yh-st, the receiving box or hopper A and

the measm-ing l)ox B. arranged substantially as de-

scribed, in combination with the revolving wheel C,
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the pointer /, and the screen E, when used for the
purposes specified.

Second, the indicating wheel C and pointer /, as
and lor the purposes described, in comLination with
the boxes A auu B.

6S,762.—Justus E.Luther, Berlin, Wis.—ifa-
cMncfor liolling Whips.—September 10, 1867.—The
whip or lashes are laid lengthwise on the table paral-
lel to each other, at riglit angles with and beiieath
the rolling block, and attached by cords and hooks to
the large and small pulleys. The rolling block is ac-

tuated by the pitman, the said block acting to press
on and roll the whips. The whips are paid out by the
lai'ge rollers and taken up by the smaller rollers,

Claim.—First, the application of a pitman, driven
by steam or other power to a block for rolling whip
lashes, moving at right angles with the lash, substan-
tially as specified.

Second, the application of inclined planes at each
end of the block for rolling whip lashes to the eleva-
ting rollers n ?i, or any equivalent device, so as to lift

the block and allow the lashes to slide substantially
as specified.

Third, the combination of the pitman v, rolling
block m, rollers n n, driving post p, main lever ii,

hand bai* i, hands x x, ratchet wheels s s, and small
pulleys e e, so as to roll the lashes and slide them un-
aer the roUmg block.

68,763.—J. C. Lyons, ISTew York, K". Y.—Fdg
Alarm.—September 10, 1867.—A double action air

pump is connected through a flexible pipe and expan-
sible chamber with a whistle.

Claiin.—In combination Avith an air pump and
whistle, as set forth, a flexible and elastic air cham-
ber or reservoir for the purposes set forth.

Also, the reservoir constructed with the head
blocks F G, rods H H, and covering C, in combina-
tion with the whistle A and pump B, substantially
as set fortli.

Also, covering tho flexible tube connection with
short sections of metallic tubing, as and for the pm"-
pose set forth.

68,764.—Charles Mahax, Grand Island, Cab-
Hoe.—September 10, 1867.—The blade and shank are
of one piece, bent nearly rectangularly, and shai'p-

ened at both edges and the end.
Claim.—A hoe constructed as herein described as

a new article of manufactm-e.

68,765.—John Marshall, Hartland, Mich.

—

Eaves Trough Bracket.—September 10,-1867.—The
vertical and horizontal bars are riveted together ajid

to the trough, and arc attached to the wall of the
house. A strap from the roof engages the rim of the
trough.

Claim.—The brackets D and E, combination with
the strap H and the strap K, folding over the trough
and securing it to the roof, substantially as and for

the purpose described.

68,766.—Cheltox Mathexy, Greensburg, Ind.—Convertible ^yagon Seat, Manger, and Tail Board.
—September 10, 1867.—The seat has side pieces and
to these are attached a back piece, which is adjustable
for the purposes stated.

Claim.—The wagon scat convertible into a man-
ger or into a tail-hoard, substantially as set forth.

68,767.- C. B. McKixxEY, Houston, Ohio.—
Flood Gale.—September 10, 1867.—The posts are at-

tached to sills buried in the ground parallel to the
current, aiul form guides for the gate, which is raised

by pressure of thc'stream against the oblique-faced
lower bar.

Claim.—A flood gate having the float d, composed
of the flat platform d', and tlie'inclined side pieced",
firmly fixed to each other, and the float thus con-

structed being firmly bolted to the bottom of the gate,

substantially as and"for the purpose specified.

68,768.-William S. McKixxey, Cincinnati.
Ohio.—AS/m/« Covj)Ung.—^G\>icmhcY 10, l«(i7.—The
collars have counterpart scgmeutal projections and
cavities, and are held together by a sleeve, which
screws on one collar and engages the other l)y an in-

clined flange.

Claim.—The combination of the screw threaded
and limped sleeve D with the screw threaded clutch
B, and plain clutch C, as and for the purpose herein
described and represented.

68,769.—JosiAH F. Melcher, Bloomington, HI.
Washing Machine.—September 10, 1867.—The rub-
ber has four radial wings. It is geared by a spur pin-
ion with the outside or inside gear of the motiva
wheel, whose arbor is inserted into either one of two
sockets in the lid to bring cither gear into connection.

Claim.—First, the double spurred wheel D, con-
structed with arched spokes for receiving the pinion
G, and also Avith radial ai-ms or handles 1)', substan-
tially as described.

Second, the combination of the batten C, provided
with holes a a^ a'^, with the cover B, and A\-ith double
spm-red master Avheel D, pinion G, and a vertical ro-
tary rubbing device, substantially as described.

Third, the construction of the 'rotary rubbing de-
vice of bars d d, blades g g, and a U-shaped device J,

substantially as described.

68,770.—George H. Mellex, Alexandria, Ta.—Composition for Elastic Hand Stamps Septem-
ber 10, 1867.—Composed of glue, 4 pounds

;
glycerine,

2 pounds ; fixed oil, 1 pound ; barytes, 1 pound : chlo-
ride of calcium, 4 ounces; plumbago, 1 pound; plas-

ter of paris, 6 ounces. The composition is poured
while hot into plaster of paris molds, which have been
previously dried, oiled, and heated.

Claim.~—First, the combination ofthe above named
ingredients to form, Avhen boiled, a new and useful
composition of matter for the purpose above specified,

substantially as described.
Second, the method of casting said composition

when boilod, substantially as described.

68,771.—Charles Meaimert, GeorgetoAvn, D.
C— Wardrobe Tnt?iA-.—September 10, 1867.—The lid

is raised upon the sectional pieces which rest upon
the body of the trunk. The doors swing on their
hinges, and the A^-hole forms a wardrobe. The parts
are"detachable, and pack within the trunk for trans-

portation.
Clai7n.—First, the pieces D and E, in combination

with a trunk, applied and operating substantially as
described.
Second, the wardrobe tnmk, consisting of the body

A, lid B, rim C, pieces D E, tray/, and cover a, all

applied and operating substantially as described.

Third, in combination with the above the metal
rim C, forming the bearing for the pieces D E, and
doors /(/, substantially as described.

68,772. -Saaiuel W. Meredith and David
Mulligax, Greensburg, Ind.

—

Eostension Bed for
Farm irflv707is.—September 10, 1867.—An extension
is liinged to the box bottom behind the tail board.
It is arranged to fold up to the box and has side
boards hinged to it, Avhich are folded to the extension
Avhen in its elevated position.

Claim.—In combination with a wagon bed A a
folding tail piece C, perraauputly attached thereto by
lunges C, and the side boards 13 L*inged to the tail

piece C, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination and arrangement of tho
bed A, hinged tail piece C, with sides D hinged
thereto, segment E, and staples F, substantially as
and ior the purposes set forth.

Thiid, the combination and arrangement of tho
tail piece Avith hinged sides, the wagon bed and the
spring catches I, substantially as and for tho pm-pose
set forth.

68,773.—G. W. Miles, Miehigan City, Ind.,

assignor to Hoslek, Miles & Co., same place.

—

Machine for Driving Spokes in Wagon Wheel.-.—
September 10, 1867.—The revolving hammer has its

axis on an oscillating frame, which is moved by a
cam on the said axis. The oliject is to throw the
hammer forward to deliver its blow and retract it to

clear the spoke, during which clearance tho pinion
runs back on the driving Avheel.

Claim.—TiiC combination of the rotating shaft P,

having the hammer attachetl thereto, Avith the vibrat-

ing frame N, eccentiic Q, and post T, or its eciuiva-

lent, Avheu ai-ranged to operate substantiidly as

described.
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68,774.-11. E. Miles, Louisville, Ky.—Attach-
ment for Breast CoHars.—September 10, 'l867.—The
cm-vccl plate is attached to the breast collar and has
loops for attachment of the supporting straps and
martingale, and a triangular link for the breast

strap.
Claim.—A plate provided with the loops and ap-

plied to a breast collar, substantially in the manner
and for tlie purpose set forth.

68,775.—Charles G. Miller, Springfield, Ohio.

—Harvester.—September 10, 1867.—The crajik shaft,

driving pinion, and cutting apparatus ai'c so attached
to a plate centered on the end of the main axle that

the cutter bar can be set to cut at different eleva-

tions, or accommodate itself to inequalities of tlie

GTOund without changing the inclination of tlie

frame. The rake is connected alternately to the
upper and under sides of the transverse endless chain
to cause its reciprocation. Tlie tongue is pivoted to

the frame and may be rendered rigid by a key and
stop. The gavel is delivered behind the di-iver by
a fly.

Claim.—First, the combination of the plate M,
block S, and arm Q, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Second, mounting the cutters, crank shaft, and
driving pinion upon the coupling plate M, as and for

the purpose set forth.

Third, the carriage p, in combination, with the
rod K, bar I, and endless chain L, all constructed
as set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the rake arm o, shifter

g, weighted lever r, and latch w, to change the con-
nection from one part of the chain L to tlie opposite,

and thereby reverse the motion of the rake, substan-
tially as set forth.

Fifth, the combination of the rake arm o with the
curved arm v, the notched bar I, rod K, carriage p,
and the spring bar w, all constructed as and for the
purpose set forth.

Sixth, tlie open head reel N, constructed with
jointed arms and adjustable jointed blades, in the
manner set forth, so as to permit the attendant to
expand the same, for the purpose of making it sweep
nearer to or further from the platform and cutters, as
set forth.

Seventh, the movable head h, connected to the reel

arms by short arms i, and moved bac!c and forth by
the pinion k and rack I, as and for the piirposc set
forth.

Eighth, the bolt e', with the nut g', in combination
with the hinged tongue C and pin h', substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

]^inth, making the nut g' with an angular portion
and a cylindrical portion, so that the wrench jfc' may
be shifted thereon without removing it entirely from
the nut.

68,776.—Israel Miller, Bryan, Ohio.—Device
for Setting A7iimal Traps.—September 10, 1867.—The
inverted box rests with one edge on the ground and
the other standard on the beveled edge of the bait rod,
on the point of which the bait is attached.
Claim.—YiTSt, the shaft A, furnished with the

flange a, or its equivalent, in combination with the
baiting rod B, substantially as described.
Second, the cap D, in combination with a flanged

shaft A, or its equivalent, substantially as shown
and described.

68,777.-Horatio Mrs'CSE. Milan, Ohio.—Car-
riagc Flow.—September 10, 18G7.—The plow is ad-
justably attached to the Avheel frame, and tlic depth
of furrow is regulated by levers and connections.
Claim.—The special aiTangement and combination

of the herein described plow and carnage, when
operated in the maaner and for the pm-posc substan-
tially as set forth.

68,778.-Foster ISTevergold and David Bro-
SEY, Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Shaft Coupling.—Septemhev
10, 1867.—The boxes on tlie shafting are clutched by
the motion of one lever and unclutched by the motion
of either of four levers, or by an automa"tic arrange-
ment.

Claim..—First, the combination of boxes C C,
when both are constructed and arranged as and for
the purpose set forth.
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Second, the combination of sliding block d wjth
levers h k, substantially in the manner set forth.

Third, the lever k in combination with coupling
block (V, as and for the purpose described.
Fourth, coupling box C C, sliding block d, levers h

k and /, all combined as and for the pm'pose specified.

68,779.-G. TV. ISTiciiOLS, Chicago, Jll—Total
Insulation of Telegraph Lines and Apparatus.—
September 10, 1867.—The leading wires, the magnet,
the battery, the vibrating armature, &c., &c., are sur-

rounded by gutta-percha to isolate them from atmos-
pheric influences.
Claim.—First, surrounding or covering the various

parts of telegraph ai)paratus, as specified and set
forth, with an insidating substance, as and for tlie

purposes specified.

Second, the insulation of the interior of the battery
cup A, substantially as described and set forth. -

Third, the covering of the outer surface of the
battery, when not made of an insulating substance,
with gutta-percha, or other suitable insulating jna-
terial.

Fourth, the total insulation of the entire telegraph
circuit, for the purposes specified and set fortli.

Fifth, the insulation of tlie relay magnet, substgjl-
tially in the manner sijccified.

68,780. — Richard Nickson, Akron, Ohio.'

—

Carriage Joint.—September 10, 1867.—The pressure
of the spring friction block upon the fixed iiortiou of

the carriage joint balances the downward tendency
of the top when throv/n back.
Claim.—Yirst, the combination of the spring f[-io-

tion block C with the joint, substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

Second, the hinged piece a and spring catch 6 in
combination with the spring friction block C and the
fixed friction piece B and the bai- A, sabstantiaU(y jjs

and for the pm'pose specified.

68,781.—Henry S. ISTorth, Middletown, Conn,,
assignor to himself and W. and B. Douglas, same
ITilace.-Snap iToo^-.—September 10, 1867.—The ex-
tended shank of the movable jaw is locked shut by a
spring bolt, the spring bearing upon a shoulder xjfl.

the jaw to assist in closing.
Claim.—First a snap hook having the rear end of

the movable jaw extended beyond the axis or jointin
combinationVith a bolt, substantially as aud'for tlje

purpose described.
Second, in snap hooks a movable jaw so constructed

as to form a bearing lor a spring arranged within the
fixed jaAv, substantially as described and for the pj^?-

pose specified.

Third, a snap hook provided with a bolt for locking
its movable arm or jaw when such hook is so coi>
structcd and a spring is so arranged as to both thrpw
said bolt and to close the movable jaw.
Fourth, a bolt so arranged in combination with ^

constructing a snap hook that it can be either s(}-

cured in a position out of action or fastened Avhen
locked in the movable jaw or botli, substantially ^q^
described.

68,782.—H. Olds, Syracuse, N. Y.—Slide far
Extension Tables.—September 10, 1867.—The wing?
of the cruciform slide project into the adjacent bars.
A stop bolt in connectiou with inclined planes limi:^
the motion in either direction.

Claim.—First, the combination of the stay pins C,
the cross-shaped slides A and slide bars B, subst^fuv-

tially as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the combination of the stop bolt D, coiled

spring E, and inclined groove or gi-ooves F with tlfc

sliding bars B, sub.5tanfially as herein shown an^
described and for the purjiose set forth.

^

Third, the combination of the key G with the stop
bolt D, coiled spring E and groove F, substantially

as herein shown and described and for the purptoae

set forth.

68,783.— Charles E. and Nortox P. Otis,

Yonkers, N. Y.— Valve for Steam Engines.—Sep-
tember 10, 1867.—The two steam cyliudei-s Avork cp-

incidently the chambers in which the piston valves
reciprocate, being connected by a steam pipe, a branch
from Avhich leads to the chamber -^eio the ^-cycrsing

valve is situated.
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Claim.—The yalvcs and passages essentially as

herein sliown and described, consisting of the main
piston valves F F' with their passages //' e h i, and
induction and ednction passages a and h within the
valve chest D, in combination with an outside revers-

ing valve H, arranged lor operation together sub-

stantially as specified.

6S,yS4.—Tra a. Palmer, Monmouth, 111.—C«?-

tivator. — September 10^ 1867. — The double shovel
plows are attached by a universal joint to the wheeled
carriage, which stra'ddles the row. The plows are
sustained in a position clear of the ground by hooks
which engage a bar on the carriage.
Claim .—Fii'st, the construction of the frame A D

C B, substantially as described and for the purpose
set forth.

Second, the adjustable hook z, as arranged and for

the purpose described.
Tliird, the jaws P P, knuckle r" p", adjustable pin

a" I", and plates T, constructed and arranged as de-

scribed and for the purpose set forth.

68,^85.—Henry Peterson, Chicago, III.—Cigar
Gauge and Butt Cutter.—September 10, 1867.—The
adjustable gauge determines the length of the cigar
and the knife butts it off at the same time, cutting in

two the piece removed.
Claim.— First, the double knife H, arranged and

constructed as described, in combination with the
lever G , staudaitls E and K, and spring L, the whole
arranged and operating substantially as and in the
manner herein set forth.

Second, tlie combination of the double knife H
with the slotted trough C and the slide D, the whole
arranged substantially as and in the manner herein
descrrbed and for the purpose specified.

68,786.—Martial Pidault and G. Elieze dit
Lagieze, Paris, France, assignors to tliemselves and
J. F. Gevelot, same place. — Breech-loading Fire
Arm.—September iU, 1867.—The chamber slides b?»ek

longitudinally along the barrel to leave an open space
for the insertion of the cartridge, the hammer being
cocked by the same motion and retained until the
breech is closed. The oscillating key has a slot

which acts upon a stud on the breech to give the rec-

tilinear motions thereto.

Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement
of the stationary socket D, sliding chamber A, with
pin a and the hinged lever E, substantially as de-

scribed for the purpose specified.

Second, the stationary tube or socket D, arranged
within the sliding chamber A to serve as a breech
piece, substantially as herein shown and descriljed.

Third, the combination of the hammer G with the
catch K on the trigger, and with the springs R and
E.', all made and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.
Fourth, the combination and arrangement of the

slotted sliding rod K, pin I, socket D, and sliding

chamber A, substantially as described for the purpose
specified.

68,787.—C. T. Poulton, Danboro', Ta.—Wrench.
—September 10, 1867.—The crank, connecting by the
bevel wheel to the pinion of the sleeve, actuates the
t©ngs of the wrench.
Claim.—The combination of the wrench E, revolv-

ing sleeve D, spindle A, all constructed and arranged
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

68,788.—E. L. Pratt, Boston, Mass. — ^jppa-

ra tun for Aerating Liqxiids.—Hciitcmhcr 10, 1867.-
The concave solid plunger works in a cylinder that

is perforated near the bottom, and the liquid in the

vessel is aerated thereby.

Claim.— Ill combination with the concave plunger
and the convex bottom, the apertures through the

vessel, arranged and operating as air passages, sub-

stantially as described.

68,789.— W, F. QuiNUY, "Wilmington, Del.—
Fhjing -'l2?;)aran«s.—September 10, 1867.-Tliewings
are hinged to the back plate and operated by the arms
and luuids, with the assistance of the legs and feet,

the latter being connected by guys.
Claim.—F\\':it. tlic lateral or side and dorsal wings,

applied to th') person in such u manner as to admit

of said wings being operated by the combined action
of the arms and legs, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.
Second, the means of connecting the lateral or side

wings to the person, consisting of the frames and
joints, constructed and arranged substantiaDy as
shown and described.

68,790.— Thomas D. Pead, Aberdeen, Ind.—
i^e?ifes.— September 10, 1807.— The slotted post is

wedged in a dovetailed notch in the bed piece, and
the panels are coupled by pins that pass through the
post into the bars.

Claim.—the pins D D, which connect the panels
A A at the top, as described, used in combinatioa
with the bed pieces B, with theii- wedges C, in the
manner set forth.

68,791.- John Richards and "William H.
DOANE, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignors to J. H. Fay &
Company, same place. — Mortising Machine. — Sep-
tember 10, 1867.—The chisel is reversed automatically,
while in motion, by means of an eccentric yoke, cam
hook, and pawl, which act upon the reversing gear
to move it in alternate directions. The stroke of the
treadle is adjusted by a ratchet and pawl. The work
is fed by a frictional roller of gum.
Claim.—First, the pawl w, for adjusting the treadle,

ari-anged and operating substantially as described.
Second, the yoke d, and devices g mr and i, for

reversing the chisel, as herein set forth and described.
Third, the roller K, for feeding the stuff to the

chisel, operating in the manner and for the pm'pose
described.

68,792.— EuFUS D. Rogers, Cape Elizabeth,
Maine.— Winch.—September 10, 1867.—By three dif-

ferent arrangements of the gearing the winch is

adapted to the weight of the load by gaining power
as it loses speed.

Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement
of the shaft /, pawl p, ratchet g, ratchet h, lever k,

truck j, pawl m, and gear i, with the gear c, shaft b,

and barrel a, all as and designed to operate in the
manner and for the purposes hereinbefore set forth.

Second, in combination with the shaft /, the latch
n, and its groove on the said shaft, as and for the pm--
poses set forth.

Third, in combination with the shaft h, and groove
c, the latch d, as and for the purposes set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the arms r s, head t,

and adjustable bolt w, as and for the purposes speci-

fied.

68,793.—William F. Rossman, Hudsoni, IST. Y.—
Milk Strainer.—September 10, 1867.—The band clasps
the upper edge of the bucket and has an attached
strainer.

Claim.—A strainer of cloth, wire gauze, or any
other material attached to an adjustable band A, with
breast piece B, and spout C, and all constructed and
combined substantially in the manner and for the
purpose herein set forth.

68,794. — William Rung, New York, :&7. Y.—
Hoisting Apparatus.— September 10, 1867.— The
endless chain imparts motion to a shaft whose endless
screw meshes into a worm wheel mounted on the
second shaft. The latter is connected, by differential

gearing, with tl'.e two shafts of the drums, over which
the endless hoisting chain passes.

Claim.—First, so arranging the lioisting chain and
the device for operating it that two loops are suspended
from the latter, in one of which the hook pulley is

arranged, the arms of this loop being laid over pulleys

on two shafts D and F, which are both revolved with
exactly equal velocity and in the same direction, as
set forth.

Second, the worm i, and worm wheel j', in combina-
tion with the shafts D E and F, and gear wheels /=• I

and m, all made and operating substantially as herein
sliown and described.

Third, providing the caseA with folding lids cand
d, substantially as and for the purpose herein shown
and described.
Fourth, the guards rand 5, in combination with the

grooved pulleys h and n o, respectively, for the pur-
poses herein shown and described.

Fifth, the projecting lugs L L, when arranged on
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the case A of a hoisting apparatus, substantially as
and for the purpose herein shown and described.

6S,795.—Charles Schilling, Auburn, "N". T.—
Harness Motion for Looms. — September 10, 1867.

—

The reverse cranks upon the driving shaft operate
the jacks. The large cranks and their connections
are "substituted for a larger number of small ones,

thereby decreasing the friction.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
sliding plate g, adjusting screws/, cranks a a', adjust-

able pitman rods b b', piston rods c c', and standard C,

substantially as described for the purpose specified.

68,796.—C. ScHEWANER, Keokuk, Iowa.—Trace
Buckle.—September 10, 1867.—The strap is depressed
by the pivoted clamps that maintain its engagement
w'ith the stud on tlie plate.

Claim.— The manner substantially as herein de
scribed and shown of constructing and arranging the
two covered, hinged frames, constituting the buckle,
in combination with clamp g and holding tongue e.

68,797.—Thomas Scott, Madison Mills, and
John Clarridge, Pancoastburg, Ohio.- Power Hain-
mer.—September 10, 1867.—The hammer is elevated
by a spring and depressed by a treadle. It has ca-
pacity for side adjustment and is reversible on the
handle.
C^aim.—First, the combination, substantially as

shoAvn and described, of the clevis/, disk c, spring g,
and sleeve d, whereby the hammer may be reversed,
substantially in the manner set forth.

Second, the arrangenieut of the several devices for

f)roducing the downward and upward stroke and the
ateral movement, substantially as herein shown and
described.

68,798.-Lewis TV. Shaeffer, "West Milton,
Ohio.—C7iM?-n.— September 10, 1867.—One set of
wings is placed inside the other, and they rotate in
opposite aii'cctions.

Claim.—The arrangement of the several wings B
and C on the anns r and s with reference to the'ves-
sel A, in the manner substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

68,799.—Joseph Shickel, Han-isonburg, Va.—
Mill Gearing.— September 10, 1867.— The pinions
have a planetary motion around the central axis
meshing into the cogs of the inner circle of the sta-

tionary master-'nheel and dri^'e the spur wheels upon
the pinion of the attaching head shaft, which acceler-
ates the speed of the trundle liead.

Claim.—The combination of the stationary mas-
ter-wheel E, the pinions D D D D and F, the spur
wheels B B C C, the arms H H, and the w])ole sub-
stantially as above described, for the purpose of in-

creasing the speed of the trundle head in mills and
the velocity of buiTS,

68,800.—William H. Shurtleff, Providence,
E. I.— ^o«es/ioe.— September 10, 1867.—The calk
fits into a dovetailed socket, which is protected by the
shoulders of the calk.

Claim.— The combination with a socket in the
shoe body of a removable calk, the parts being formed
respectively so that the said calk shall lap over and
protect tlie' said socket, substantially in the manner
herein shown and specified.

68,801 .--Sylvester Sotth, Pvockford, HI., and A.
Persels. Beloit, Wis.—G«(c.—September 10, 1867.—
A lever frame gives upper hinge bearing for the gate
and swings on tv^o radially corrugated disks wliich
retain the frame in any position in which it may be
swung around, by cords extending up and down the
road and operated by passers. The swinging of the
frame unlatches and"^opens the gate.

Claim. — The gate D, lever E, with bearing e,

spring s, strip o, yoke h, pulley i, chain /.-, ropes I,

pulleys b\ and handles m, when 'constructed and ar-
ranged as described.

68,802.-Caroline A. Staples, Boston, Mass.
—Dressing Case and Bath I'wb.—September 10, 1867.
—The bath tub has a dressing case above and a
commode and wash stand on each side.

Claim..—A dressing case and bath tub combined,
constructed substantiallj as set forth,

68,803.— MoRDECAi Sweet, Richland, lud.

—

Cxdtivator.—September 10, 1867.—The pivoted shanks
are held and elevated by the arms of the rotating
shaft, which is actuated by the levers ; cross toug
levers adjust the lateral movement.

Claim.—The arrangement of the shanks K with
the shaft F with its arms, liandle and connecting
rods, and with the levers M M, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

68,804—John M. Swift, Shelbyville, Til.—Gate.
—September 10, 1867.—The gate slides on anti-frictiou
rollers on the frame, and is sustained by cords con-
necting with off-set posts. The frame and its ap-
proaches are graded to allow the passage of Avagons.
Claim.—First, a combination of road boards 1 1',

cross-tic 7, bed pieces 3 3, wheel guides 5 5' 6 6'. gi'ound
boards 2 2', which I have called passover combination.
Second, the combination witli the slide 11 11, the

Eosts 8, 9, and 10, the upper and lower channel guide
oards, the channel in which the slide moves, and the

upper surface of the cross-tie 7, which I have called
the slide and channel combination.

Third, a combination of the two short and two long
bulk posts with the two sliding bars 21 21, and the
blocks E / E /, which form the orifice for end of slide,

which I have called the bulk combination.
Fourth, the combination of the cord 15, the tie

knots 16, the cord bed C C, the cord pins d d', the cord
block 13, the two eyelets 14 14, the ground posts 17
17', the tie blocks with the slips 20 20'.

Fifth, the gate combined and constructed as set
forth in the specification, description, and drawing.

68,805.—John G. Taylor, East Bethlehem, Pa.
—C/iwrji.-September 10, 1867.-The dashers rotate
in diff'crent dii-ections, being driven by the central
axis and the screw shaft respectively. The gearing
is secured to a removable frame.
Claim.—In a churn, the combination of the adjust-

able frame K and movable bar A with the detachable
dasher E G, having the screw and nut L at the foot
of the shaft, tlie whole being constructed and ar-
ranged as herein described.

68,806.-A. D. TiNGLEY, Adrian, Mich.—Brakes
for Horse Powier.-September 10, 1867.—The shaft
descends through the driving wheel, and connects
with the levers and shoes to press the latter against
the periphery of the wheel.
Claim.—Fivst. operating the brakes by a shaft pass-

ing down through the center of the drive wliecl, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.
Second, tiie combination of one or more shoes C,

arms or levers D, ropes or chains E, and shaft F,
with each other and with the drive wheel B, substan-
tially as herein shown and described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

68,807.-0. S. Trexler, :N'aperville, IW.—Yen-
tilating Device for Ceilings and Walls.—September
10, 1867.—The tube is placed in the ceiling, has a per-
forated cone inside, and its aperture is closed by a
door when required.
Ciaim.-First, the cone B, in combination with the

tube A, arranged substantially as shown and described
for the purpose set forth.

Second, the adjustable door C, in combination with
the tuljc A and cone B, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

68,808. — Welcome C. Tucker, Richmond
Switch. R. 1.—Wagon JT^fZ*.—September TO. 1867.—
The hollow hub has a stationary and a movable flaugo
between which tlie spokes are clamped. At tlie outer
and inner ends of the hub are annular depressions,

which respectively project circular flanges on the arm
of the axle and on the nut.
Claim.—Yirat, the cup flanges c c on the back and

front ends of tlie wagon hub B, upon whicli are fitted

the corresponding flanges a on tlie axle A, and n on
the nut d, as herein shown and described.

Second, in combination with the above, the station-

ary collar m and the adjustable collar m' on tlic hub
B, combined and arranged as and for the purpose
specified.
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6S,S09.—G. L. TuRXEY, London, England, as-

signor to S. A. Wakshaw, New York, N. Y.—Pa-
pering rins.—September 10, 1867.—The pins are in-

serted in rows in the folding leaves, which are en-
closed by the cover.
Claim.—A-^ a new article of mannfactui'e, a pin

book, constructed as described, consisting of the sep-
ai"ate leaves B, secured together at one edge C, their
outer edges bent over to receive the pins, all enclosed
in the cover D, as herein set forth for the purpose
specified.

6S,810.—Hiram Tyler, Gaines, N. Y.—Pump.
—September 10, 1867.—The pump has two single-act-
ing pistons, wliich are effective in thcii- up stroke, al-

ternately forcing the water into a chamber, ft-om
whence it passes by a stand pipe to another chamber,
which has two valved exit openings.

Claim.—First, the construction and an-angement
of the receptacle Q^, having separate openings R S
supported upon the chamber I) by the tube P, the
double bent valve plate V, swinging upon tlic support
V2, and connected by the wire X passing through the
tube P, Avith the operating knob W, as herein set

forth for the purpose specitied.

Second, the plunger E, constructed as described,
consisting of the central elastic packing G, clamped
between the prong-shaped plate H and the perforated
disk E, as herein set forth for the purpose specitied.

68,811.—Erancis Van Doren, Adrian, Mich.—
Skid and Friction Holler.—September 10, 1867.—The
skid traverses on rollers which have their bearings in

the runners.
Claim.—As an improved article of manufacture,

a combined skid and friction roller, made and operat-
ing substantially as herein shown and described.

68,81'^.—C. Philip Wagner, New York, N. Y.—Press.—September 10, 1867.—Tlie followers are con-
nected to oscillating plates, whose segmental screw
gears are engaged by a screw to bring the followers
together. The upper follower is adjustable by screws,
traversing the beam to which its working rods are
connected.

Claim.—Eirst, the combination of the screw H,
toothed segments 1 1, toggle joints J J', and platens
K L, all being arranged for operation together essen-
tially as herein set forth.

Second, the inner pressingboard or plate/, arranged
adjustable with relation to the body of tlie platen, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

68,813.—J. B. Walker, Elizabeth, Ta.—Flexi-
ble Rammer for Turret Guns.—September 10, 1867.

—

The rammer is attached to the monitor turret by a
hinge, so as to be lowered into serviceable position
when required. It is flexible, so as to recurve and
follow the bore when operated by the gearing or
chain through a slide working in a slot in the side of
the tube.

Claim.—Eirst, constructing a rammer with a flex-

ible rod or staff D, when the same is formed and ope-
rates substantially as described.
Second, the combination of the tube B, curved

grooved jjlates C C, and rammer rod or staff D, when
the same are constructed and combined substantially

as above set foith and for the purpose specified.

Third, the tube B, curved gi-ooved plates C C, and
rollers e e, when the same are'combined and arranged
substantially as set forth for the pui-pose specified.

Eourth, the method sliovvn of operating the rammer
rod or staft", whetlicr tlie same l)e accomplished by
means of hand and pulley wheels, roller and chain or
screw, spur and pinion wheels and crank, substan-

tially as described and for the purposes set forth.

Eifth, hinging the rammer to the turret, substan-

tially as described and for the purposes specified.

Sixth, imiting the sections for the rammer rod at

the point d^ by a ball and socket joint, substantially

as described and for the purposes set forth.

68,814.—]Sr. B. Wallace, Eoud du Lac, Wis.—
TTatc/i.—September 10, 18()7.—One section of the cup
is fastened to the buck plate of the watch movement
around the center or winding post, and the other sec-

tion is pressed by the spring against the inside of the

back plate of the watch. The object is to exclude
dust.

Claim.—The two-part cup E for the winding post
or otlier axis of a watch movement, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

68,815.—Samuel Walton, Ballardvale, Mass.—
Machine for Cutting jPi7«s.—September 10, 1867.—The
carriage frame is attached to the bed plate in an in-
clined position, the carriage with the blank being
automatically moved by a feed screw. The hammer
is raised by a cam and projected toward the blank by
a spring whose tension is regulated by a screw to vary
the strength of stroke. Special devices are mentioned
in the claims.

Claim:— Eirst, the head block A, constructed as
shown and described, with one or more sockets 9 9
and grooves 37 and .3, arranged in the manner and for
the purpose set forth.

Second, the lialf-hemisphere ball or balls H, or the
equivalent thereof, in combination with the head
bU)ek A, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
po.^e set forth.

Third, the shield G, constructed as shown and de-
scribed, and applied to the carriage, and arranged to
slide in the groove made in the half ball H, as and for
the purx^ose specified.

Eourth, the adjustable gibbed inclines S, in combi-
nation with and applied to the top of the front stand
M, in the manner and for the purpose substantially as
described.

Eifth, in combination with the adjustable gibbed
inclines, as above described, the hammer k and'cutter
e, constructed and arranged to operate for the purpose
and substantially as desciibed.

Sixth, the combination of the shaft 35 and arms 34,

the short rod 33, the adjusting devices E"* and E^, with
the lever v and the former W, all arranged to operate
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Seventh, in combination with the parts last abore
claimed, the cam Y, or a series of like or similar cams,
acting against the springs J, in the manner substan-
tially as described, for the purposes specified.
Eighth, in combination with the movable carriage

A, and applied to tlie lever v, the formerW and tlie

guide plate x x on the moving carriage, arranged sub-
stantially as described.
Ninth, in connection with the head block A, the

tongs E and the eccentric shaft y^, constructed and
arranged for operation substantially as and for the
puT'poso set forth.

Tenth, in combination with the tongs and eccentric
shaft, the parallel bars/ and the elastic or spring sub-
stance d, the nuts g, and rods 9, arranged for opera-
tion substantially as and for the pm'pose specified.

Eleventh, in combination with the pai'ts last abpve
claimed, the double face plate E, in the manner and
for the purpose described.

Twelfth, the springs C, bed B, plate F, and rods 9,

when combined and arrajigod as and for the purpose
set forth.

Thirteenth, the combination of all the operative
parts specified, arranged to operate substantially as
and for the purpose or purposes shown and described.

68,816.—J. H. Weaver, Columbus, Ohio.—Lock
and Alarm Attachment for Money Drawers.—Hod-
tember 10, 1867.—The handle in the secret recess be-

low I'clieves the spring catch at the rear of the tlrawer.

The forcible withdrawal of the drawer strikes the
alarm bell.

Claim.—Eirst, the lock, consisting of the spring b,

lever d, string / and Iv, and handle i, all made and
operating substantially as herein shown and described.
Second, the combination of the lock, when made as

herein shown and described, with the bell C or otker
alarm, substantially as set forth.

Third, the swinging lid I and catches n and o, in

combination with "the aforesaid lock, and made and
operating substantially as herein shown and described.

68,817.—Moses D. Webber, Woodbury, Yt.—
Washing il/ac/iine.-September 10, 1867.— The two
oscillating plungers are connected to opposite ends
of the operating' lever so that they alternate in forcing
the clotlies against the ribbed side of the suds box.

Claim.—The combination of the lever 1), connect-
ing bars E, and pivoted beaters E with each other
and with the box or tub A, substantially as herein
shown and described and for the purposes set forth.
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68,818.—Dextkr P. "Webster, Upper Gilman-
ton, N. H., and IIermon W. Ladd, Philadelphia, Pa.—tipring Bed iJof^oin.—September 10, 18«7.—The
bottom is composed of a series of slats and spiral

springs hooked together to form mutual lateral sup-

port.
C'toim.—First, the hooks C, separate and independ-

<>nt, provided with flaring mouths, in combination
•with the coils of the springs, substantially as and for

the purpose described.
Second, the springs with an auxiliary fastening

formed by turning up one end of the spring so as to

pierce the slat, whcu otherwise secured by the single

wire clamp «, substantially as described.
Third, the mode of packing by interlocking: the

springs and slats, as herein represented and described.

68,819.—Edward AVeissenborn, Hudson City,

N. J., assignor to American Lead Penxil Company,
!New York, N. Y.

—

Machine for Making Lead Pen-
cils.—September 10, 18(57.— The blanks are placed
between the guides, and, settling down on the recipro-

cating catch plates, arc earned forward one at a time
to form a continued series, which is passed between
the upper and under rotary cutters. The cutters con-
vert the blanks into hexagonal or cylindi'ical pencils.

Claim.—First, the sliding bars I) carrying tiie piv-

oted catches E, arraugetl iji relation with the frame a,

guides C, and cutters, substantially as herein set forth,

tor the purpose specified.

Second, the sliding bars D, pivoted catches E, and
levers F, combined with suitable cams H and spring
retractors I, operating substantially as herein set forth,

for the pm-pose specified.

Thircl, tlie arrangement of the two cutter heads N
and T and their blank supporting beds with reference
to each other and to the feeding" devices, so that one
cutter shall first groove the whole length of one side
of the blank and then the other, the whole length of
the other side, to separate it into pencils, as described.

Fourth, the cutters C, constructed with a flat por-
tion a^ and curved or semicircular portion b\ and ap-
plied to the cutter head, substantially as herein set
forth, for the purpose specified.

68,820.—John F. Welch, Hingham, Mass.—
Wheel and Axle Connexiion.—September 10, 1807.

—

The spindle and its butting ring enter the boxing,
and a washer is held agiunst the inner face of the
ring by means of a collar whose bars are drawn by a
nut which traverses on the screw attached to the
outer plate.

C7aii>i.—The above described device for locking a
carriage wheel to its axle, consisting of the plate i

with its screw j, the nut b, and the jaw bars a a a,

combined together and operating in connection with
the ring e applied to the axle, substantially as shown
and explained.

68,821.—Xathan Willey, South Windsor, Conn.—Evaporating Fan.—September 10, 18ii7.—The pan
has inclined sides and partitions, forming a sinuous,
angular trough.

Claim.—An evaporating pan whose transverse par-
titions, formed from its bottom, meets at an angle at
their bottom, substantially as described.

Also, in combination with a bottom so constructed,
the iuclined sides, as and for the purpose described.

Also, the combination of such a bottom and inclined
sides with side troughs, substantially as set forth.

68,822.—Edmond W. Woodruff, Washington,
D. C, assignor to himself and B. H. Camp, same
place.

—

Over Hole for Boots and Shoes.— September
10. 1807.—The over sole is attached to the boot by
means of an elastic strap, a spring clasp, and a toe
piece.

Claiin.—Making the rear end of an over sole of
elastic rubber, to which is attached a spring clasp,
operating substantially in the manner and for the
purposes specified.

68,823

—

John N. WooDVirARD, Aurora, HI., as-
signor to himself and Walter Scott, same place.

—

S'andfor Supporting Wagon and other Wheels ivhen
being Pai?i«cd.—September 10, 1807.—The spindle to
which the wheel is clamped is attached to a seg-
mental, oscillatory block, wliich is fixed to the re-
quii-ed inclination" by a pin.

Claim.—The adjustable plate C, supporting the
spindle D, in combination with the standard B, and
a suitable detent F F', for retaining the spindle ia
any required position, sul)stantiiilly in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

The adju.stable plate C, supporting the spindle D,
in combination with the revolving standard B, plate
A, and detent F F', for retaining the spindle and
wheel placed thereon in any required position, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

68,824.— C. D. Wrightinoton, Fairhaven,
Mass., and B. P. Rn)ER. Chelsea, Mass.

—

Horse Shoe
Nail Machine.—September 10, 18G7.—The hammers
ai'e connected to the pistons of the steam cylinders
and are operated directly by the action of the steam
introducetfinto the cylinder. The alternating move--
ments of the hammers tind pistons are effected by
segmental gears that engage in toothed racks at-

tached to the pistons.
Claim.—First, the combination of the four ham-

mers D D', attached to or forming a part of the pis-

tons of steam cylinders, with the gears E, arranged
sustantially as tlescribed, whereby the forward mo-
tion of the two opposing hammers D D, actuated by
the direct action of the steam, will operate to retract
the opposing hammers D' D', substantially as de-

scribed.
Second, the arrangement of the hammers D' D',

on the inclined sides' of the bed plate A, as and for
the imrpose described.

68,825.—Benjamin Yeakel, Allentown, Pa.—
Threshing Jlf«c/ime.—September 10, 1867.—The ad-

justable detaining boards regulate the exit of the
straw and back it up on the grain passing through
the cylinder when necessary. The straw carrier is

perforated to let through the grain.
Claim.—First, the detaining apparatus, consisting

of the boards e and /, when the same are arranged
and operating substantially as and for the purpose
herein shown and described.
Second, the springs c on the frame B, in (mbina-

tion with the bars d and shaking table F. I made
and operating substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed,

68,826.—James Yocum, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa.—
Hanger for ^/la/iwigr.- September 10, 1807.— Tlie

protruding lugs of the hanger afford sockets for the
bearing blocks. In these cast iron lugs arc imbedded
wrought iron nuts, through which pass the scrcAvs by
which the vertical position of the shaft bearing is

adjusted.
Claim.—A hanger, which is constructed of cast

metal with wrought metal screw tapped nuts, for re-

ceiving the adju"sting screws, the cast metal being
made to surround the wrought nuts, substantially as
described.

68,827.-E. S. Young, Worcester, Mass., and
A. WHiPPr,E, Whitinsville, Mass., assignors to Ed-
ward S. Young, Worcester, Mass. — i)nZi.— Sep-
tember 10, 1807.—The drill shaft, with the head sup-

porting it, has adjustment in a vertical plane, and the
drill is adjusted therein to operate at any angle from
the horizontal plane passing through the axis of the
driving shaft.

Claim.—The combination as well as the arrange-
ment of the slider G, the cylindrical tubular shaft H,
and the clamp screws c d, with the cylindrical stand-

ard A, the head I, and the drill driving and feeding
mechanism, substantially as described, the standard
A being provided with the screw a', the jaws B C,

and theip operative mechanism, or theii- equivalent.

68,828.—Agur Judson, Newark, oST. J.—ife-
chanism for Sewing Oval -ScrtHis.— September 10,

1807.—Tlie points of the top piece pass thi'ough the

fabric into the cork in the sockets, thereby insuring

the turning of the plates about and upon the disk in

their oval iiath of travel as the feed motion can-ios

the material along. The circuhir shears ai-e sup-

ported by a frame that is secured to the platform and
are operated, when required, by the crank and bevel

gears.
Claim..—First, the combination with devices for

stitching oval or elliptic forms of an apparatus for

cutting the material into similar forms.
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Second, the frame or bed piece A, with its adjusta
ble devices for describing ovals or ellipses when so
applied to a sewing machine table that it may present
the fabric cither to the needle or to the cutters.

Third, the revolving plato r, constructed and ope-
rating substantially as described.

Foui'th, the radiaDy slotted disk s, applied and op-
erating as and for the piu'posc set forth.

Fifth, the combination of plate r and slotted disk
s, for joint action, substantially as set forth.

Sixth, the combination of the adjustable slide V,
"with the disk s, as and for the purpose set forth.

Seventh, the plate B, provided with sockets for the
reception of cork or other substance, as and for the
pm-pose set forth.

Eighth, the combination of plate B, constructed as
described, with the top plate or piece D, as and for

the purpose set forth.

Ninth, the combination with frame A of a scale

for indicating the size of the oval to be described.
Tenth, the combination with such frame of a scale

for indicating the change in the form of the oval to

be described.

"•^ 68,829.—Hiram Aldkidge, Goshen. Ind.—Porf-
' able Horse Poii-cr.—September 17, 1867.— The de-

vices are applicable to horse powers which arc oper-
ated without dismounting, and are for the purpose of
locking the wheels and staking the machine to the
ground.

Claim.—First, the movable hounds or braces O P.
applied to the front and rear ends of a portable horse
power in such manner as to secure these ends do-n-n

to the ground upon their wheels, substantially as de-

scribed.
Second, the combination of diagonal braces or ties

E K, with the inclined braces P, and a portable
horse power which is moimted upon four wheels, sub-
stantially as described.

Third,* locking devices applied to the transporting
wheels of a four-wheel horse power, substantially as
and for the purx^oses described.

For.v ?. locking devices applied to the front axle of
a four -^iieel portable horse power, substantially as
descri.^td.

Fifth, the construction of the cast iron ring E, for

the purposes and substantially as described.
Sixth, the arrangement of the coupling shaft J, or

its equivalent, so as to admit of the attachment of
tumbling shafts to both ends of it, substantially as

described.
Seventh, the auxiliary removable, suppoi-tiug frame

S, applied to the portable horse power frame, sub-

stantially in the manner and for the pm-pose de-

scribed.
Eighth, combining sweep or lever horse powers

with a permaiient four-wheel carnage for transport-

ing the same and which is arranged with means that
wSl admit of the locking of its wheels and the secur-

ing of the machine down upon the ground upon its

wheels for operation, substantially as described.
Xinth, the permanent hound or brace O P, ap-

plied to the front axle of a portable horse power in

such manner as to prevent said axle from moving-
right or left on its wheels when said power is oper-

ated, substantially as described.
Tenth, the diagonal braces or ties E E, applied to

a portable horse power which is mounted upon and
adapted for being operated upon four wheels, sub-

stantially as described.

68,830.—EiciiARD H. Atwell, Baltimore, Md.
—Liquid Meter.— September 17, 1867.—A water
wheel within a pipe is coniiectcd to a register to in-

dicate the flow of water. Tlie flow is regulated by
a sliding valve.

Claim.—First, the valve K. constructed and ope-

rating in combination with the wheels D, substan-

tially as described for tlie puii^ose sot forth.

Second, the helix H, in combination with the shaft

C. water wheels D. and registering device, substan-

tially as and for the purpose specified.

Third, the arrangement of the lims or partitions

a a\ water wheels D, and valve K, substantially as

described.

68,831.—F. A. Balch, Hinghara, Wis.—Feel.—
September 17, 1867.—The arras have parallel bars so

that as the head of each ai-m is carried to a point, 1

more or less near to the central shaft, the said head
will always contiuue parallel to said central shaft.

Claim.—First, the parallel bars C D, to connect
the head B and winding blade E of a reel, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the head B and blade E, connected by the
parallel bar C and D, substantially as set forth, in com-
bination with the sliding head F.'and connecting rods
G, for the purpose of retaining the winding blades
more or less distended, as desii-ed.

68,832.—Augustus E. Bigelow, Lawrence,
Mass., assignor to John and Joseph H. Kexdrick,
Providence. E. I.

—

Machine for Dressing Weavers''
Harness.—September 17, 1867.—The endless, tenter-
hook belt sustains and carries the harness while the
operations of sizing and varnishing are carried on.
This is perfoi-med by brushes which act upon the sides
at once and in the direction of the twine, so as to lay
the fibres flat and render the twines smooth.

Claivi.—First, the combination of an endless ten-
ter-hook belt C C with the revolving brushes F F,
substantially as described for the purposes specified.
Second, the combination in one machine of the end-

less tenter-hook belts C C', or equivalent means for sup-
porting and conveying the harnesses, an apparatus for
sizing and an apparatus for varnishing a weaver's har-
ness, substantially as described for the purposes spe-
cified.

Third, reciprocating brushes k k', when arranged
to act upon the harness, in the manner and by the
means snbstantiaEy as described.
Fourth, the combination of the endless tenter-hook

belts with the reciprocating brushes Tc k', substantially
as described.

68,833.—Martin Bishop, Putnam, Ohio.—Canal
Lock.—September 17, 1867.—The gate, with its shaft
arms and supporting attachments, forms a lock when
raised, and when lowered it retreats into a corres-
ponding chamber in the bed of the canal and offers
no obstruction to the channel.

Claim.—First, the construction of the gate operat-
ing on its shaft L with its arms M. fitting between
the divisions X, and having bracing P P, and resting
below the bottom of the canal in the correspondingly
shaped chamber E, as herein described and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, the chamber E, constructed as described
with sxibdivisions K" IsT, located beneath the bottom
of the canal, as herein described and for the pui-pose
set forth.

Third, in combination with such chamber and gate,
the adjustable wickets, operated as described and for
the purpose set forth.

Fourth, in combination with the gate, the movable
device or apparatus S, as herein described and for
the pm-pose set forth.

68,834.-L. H. Boole, New York, N. Y.—Pre-
serving Eggs.—September 17, 1867.—The gases and
water contatued in the fresh eggs ai-e expelled by a
blast of au- and pressure, and the eggs are brought
to a solid state and compact form by compressiorT.

Claim.—First, the process of preserving eggs by
desiccation and compression substantially as herein,

described.
Second, as an article of manufacture eggs desic-

cated without heat, substantially as described.
Thii-d, as an article of manufactm-e eggs desiccated

and comj)ressed, substantially as herein described.

68,835.-CharlesF. Bosvs^orth, Milford, Conn.—Seiving J/ac/imc—September 17, 1867.—The needle
stai'ts slowly to rise from its lowest point and rising
in advance of the velocity of the machine passes over
its upper dead center and down to its lowest point,

where it pauses while the shuttle passes through the
loop. By tlie peculiar formation of the cam and the
take-up, working rigidly thereon, a positive and fixed
tension is secured. The tongue forms a fulcrum un-
der which the shuttle bears when the thread is drav.n
taut to prevent the lifting of the heel of the shuttle.

Claim.—First, the combination of the slot I iri the
one plate and the slot H in the other with a connect-
ing rod K, constructed with its two bearings a and h,

so as to operate substantiallv in the maimer herein set

forth.

Second, the ai-rangement of the positive take-up Q
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"with its cam S, formed relatiroly to the movement
of the ueedle and in combination "with the thread eye
d' on the needle slide, so as to operate iu the manner
specified.

Tliird, the arrang:ement of the tongue m upon the
shuttle carrier in the position relative to the return
tongue i, so as to operate as described.

68,830.—Map.garet D. Boyd, Buffalo, X. T.—
Ladder.—September 17, 1867.—The sections of the
ladder are hidvcd together -with sleeves which form
sockets, and the bolt Avhich secures them forms a
round of the ladder.

Claim.—Tlie employment of the sockets B for the

reception of the euds'of sections when so arranged
that the bolt which fastens them and the sections to-

gether acts at the same time as a step or round for

the ladder.

68,837.—A. C.Brincer, Middletown, Va.—Lift-
ing JaoA-.—September 17, 1867.

—
"When the lever is

brought to a horizout^al position the elevation is main-
tained by throwing the link into contact with the
standard.

Claim.—The square reversible link H, with its rope
J, when arranged and combined with the movable
lever E, audpoot B, with its stationary pins or riveted
bolts C, as herein described and for the purposes set

forth.

68,838.—J. MiLTOX Brown, Auburn, IST. T.—
Telegraph Apjjaratus.—September 17, 1867.—When
the circuit is closed around the receiving magnet the
armature is drawn against the contact point and con-
nection is made through tlie other magnet. "Wlieu
the circuit is broken on the receiving magnet the act-

ing magnetism of the magnet excited by the local

circuit overcomes tlic residual magnetism of the re-

ceiving magnet and draws back the armature.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

electromagnets B B, excited by the current of the
main line with the electro-magnets A A, excited by
a local current traversing the armature lever D, con-
tact point E, and pillai- 1, as and for the pui'posc set

forth.

68,839.—Lewis Budd Bruex, Xew York, IN". T.,
assignor to The Bruex Maxufactlrixg Company,
same place.

—

Sewing Machine.—September 17, 1867.

—The object is to adapt the machine to making sev-

eral different stitches with addition of special parts.
The lock stitch is formed by tlie needle and bobbin,
the double loop by the needle and thread carrier; the
two-threaded stitch by the needle, bobbin and thread
carrier, and many-threaded stitch by multiplying the
threads on the carriers.

Claim.— First, the combination of eye-pointed
needle h, thread canier !M, cam C, feed bar H, and
hook L, operating together to form seams, as de-
scribed.
Second, the combination of eye-pointed needle b,

thread carrier M, cam C, feed bar II, rotating hook
L, and bobbin Y, operating together to form seams,
as described.

Third, cam C, pin S, and thread carrier M, acting
in combination, substantially as and for the purposes
explained.
Fourth, cam C, slide E, and thread can'ier M, act-

ing in combination, substantially as and for the pur-
poses explained.

Fifth, spool guard O, removable or permanent and
with or without spool holder P, and tension X.

68,840.—JOHX H. BURGIX, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to himself, Geo. II. Burgix, Jr., Charles F.
BuuGix, and "\Vm. M. BuJiGix, same place.

—

Process
of Producing Gan for Fi<ci.—September 17, 1867.—
Steam is introduced into the oven in such quantity
as to retard tlie combustion of the fuel and cause the
mutual decomposition of the steam, the fuel and the
atmosphci-ic air. Tlie devices ai-c explained by the
claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, introducing steam into gas-produc-
ing ovens in quantity sufficient to prevent the rapid
combustion of the fuel, although the fuel is exposed
to a full supply of atmospheric air, by maintaining the
larger, to wit' the upper portion of "the fuel at a dull

cheiTy-rcd heat, while the lower portion is kept in a

state of incandescence, in the manner and for the
purpose substantially as set forth.

Second, introducing steam into gas-producing ovens
above the gi'ate bars' or bottom thereof directly into
the body of incandescent fuel in fine jets or iu a con-
tinuous thin sheet or in sevei'al such sheets, in quan-
tity aforesaid and for the purpose aforesaid.
Third, introducing steam into said ovens below the

grate bars or bottom thereof through the body of in-

candescent fuel, in the quantity and for the purpose
aforesaid.

Fourth, introducing steam into gas-producing ovens
above the grate bars or bottom thereof directly into
the body of incandescent fuel, iu quantity afor"esaid,

in combination with an aititicial blast o'f air below
the body of fuel.

Fifth) the employment of anthracite coal as a fuel
in gas-producing o"vens, in combination with an arti-

ficial blast of air and with steam, the air and steam
being admitted in quantity sufficient to maintain the
lower portion of the fuel in a state of incandescence,
and the upper and larger portion of the fuel at or
about a dull cheiTy-redheat, substantially as set forth.

Sixth, the pipe H, conetructed and ai-ranged sub-
stantially as described for introducing steam into the
oven.
Seventh, the pipe H, constructed and arranged sub-

stantially as described, in combination with the aper-
ture E and pipe F, or other device for producing an
artificial blast of air, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

Eighth, the pipe F, or other device for producing
an artificial blast, in combination with the pipe H
and valve R, in the exit flue of a gas-producing oven,
substantially as shown and descrioed.

68,841.—TlOBERT and Joseph L. Cassady, Har-
dingsville, N. J.

—

Corn Planter.—September 17, 1867.

—FuiTows are made bj' the blades, and a reciprocat-
ing vertical motion is imparted to the bars by the
ratchet wliecl acting through the medium of tlie

levers, arm and cross-piece by which the seed is car-
ried from the hopper and deposited. To transtbrm to a
horse rake, the boxes, frame and guides are detaelied,
and the rake head and its teeth are attached to the
staples.

Claim.—First, the boxes F F, hoppers K K, bars
Cf G, cross-piece H and arm I, in combination with
the ratchet wheel d and the levers J K', or their equiva-
lent, the whole being constracted and gperating sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.
Second, the frame S, with its arms t and plates iv,

hung to the frame A, substantially as specified.

Thii'd, the adjustable bars P P and their plates /,
in combination with the shaft R and its pinions i, or
their equivalents, the whole being arranged on the
frame, substantially as and for the puiqjosc set forth.

68,842.—EobertH. Champlix, Colchester, Conn.—Truss.—September 17, 1867.—The body belt is se-

cured by straps that are attached to the back and
front and pass over the hips. The patl is attached
to the lower edge of the baud so as to cover the rup-
ture, and is secured by a strap.

Claim.—The herein-described truss, consisting of
the band A, straps C C and E, and pad D, all con-
structed and arranged as specified.

68,843.-Patrick G. Claxcy, Augusta, Me.—
Shifting Pail for Carriage To^s.—September 17, 18t;7.

—The short liooked projections on the rail catch in
eyes in the plates attached to the sheet, and are held
in position in the eyes by shortening the rail. The
rail is extended by an iiulependent section screwed
into its center l)y right and left screws.
Claim.—First, the anns h b', having the gain C,

decreasing in width from its outer to its inner side,

luul having the short shoulder x, the long shoulder x',

and the rounded or beveled corner s, substantially as

and for the purposes specified.

Second, the wedge-shaped socket plates a a', sub-
stantially as and lor tlie purjiose specified.

Third, the combination of the bent arms h^ b^ with
the notched arms b b', substantially as and for the

pmpose specified.

68,844.—Lyman C. Clark, Davenport, Iowa.—
T7iiU Coupling.—September 17, 1867.—The bolt socket
iu the thill iron opens upwai-d, and may be attached
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when the thills are held vertically, but the engage-
ment is secure Awhile the thills are in the -working
position. The pad beneath prevents rattling.

Claim.—The thill iron B, constructed as described,
in combination with the clip A, having the packing
a arranged between the ears A'" on the plate A", all

uzTanged to operate as and for the purpose set forth.

68,845.—Henuy H. Clemoxs, Oshkosh, Wis.—
Snow Plow for liailroads.—September 17, 18G7.—The
plow has vertical longitudinal cutter plates, and an
inclined bottom platfonn which remove the snow from
the track m(?rcly, leaving perpendicular sides to the
cutting. The snow is raised by the inclined part,

and thrown out by the mold boards.
Claim.—A snow plow for railroads, composed of

an inclined platform A, a plow B, and the cutters C,
constructed, arranged and operating substantially as

hexein set forth and described.

68,846.—Wm. H. Cocks, Pdchmond, Ind.—^ar-
ness Buckles.—September 17, 1867.—The pin passes
through both straps and acts as a tongue in a buckle.
The pin (one or more) is held in place by the sleeve,

and the sleeve is locked by a spring catch.
Claim.—The loop or slide C, sprii'.g P, and one or

both of the pins d and e, in combination with the
strap A and B, all arranged and operated substan-
tially as set forth, and for the purpose described.

68,847.—Pearce K. Curll, Elkridgo Landing,
M.a.— Water Elevator.—Sc]}temhev 17, 1867.— The
buckets are attached to an endless chain whoso links
embrace the axle of the flanged rollers that run on
tlio tracks attached to the frame. The rollers engage
in raised bearings on the sprocket wheels. On the
upper wheel a grooved pulley is attached, round which
runs the endless chain that operates the elevator.

Claim.—A water elevator, consisting of a series of
buckets E, having journals attached as described, and
connected by the detachable links I, with the flanged
rollers n applied to the journals, the whole mounted
in a suitable frame, having tracks A and B for guid-
ing and supporting the series of buckets, all con-
structed and aiTanged to operate substantially as do-
scribed.

68,848.—Elliott Davies, Jr., Carthage, HI.—
Cultivator.—.September 17, 1867.—The tongue is piv-
oted in the frame, and extends back in form of a foot
rest, by which 4he longitudinal inclination of the
frame may be regulated. The inner ploughs are
moved laterally by a hand lever, which slides the bar
to which they are attached.

Claim.—First, the lever S, in combination with the
sliding cross head M, mounted on side pieces C C,
and bearing pieces O O', connected by stay rods P P'
to main axle A, and bearing the two Inside plows H
R', all substantially as specified.

Second, the stationary back plows E F'. connected
to the cross piece D, in combination with the side
pieces C C, the sliding cross head M, with its jdIows

E, Pv.', the wheels B B', seat K, and the tongue H,
hinged to ends of pieces C C, all substantially as
specified.

68,849.—George M. Davis, Chicago, m.—Steam
Gauge.—September 17, 1867.—The parts are all on
one foundation or plate, so as to bo readily removed
and replaced. The flexible plate is held by the annu-
lar flange to the projections, which are raised up to
form a steam chamber at the back of the diaphragm
which supports the moving devices.

Claim.—The diaphragm A, arranged to support the
devices 1) B C U, and having rims P P for clamp-
ing plate N to projection M M on back K, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

68,85l0.—E. Dk La Granja, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to self and Ukuman Susmaxn, same place.—
Preservina Meats, d:c.—September 17, 18()7.—A solu-

tion of red, sweet pimento and some viuegar is in-

jected into the aorta of the animal, and an impermea-
ble coating of paraitine or wax applied to the outside.

Claim.—The process of preserving meats, by ap-
plying the injection or saturating mixture above de-

scVil)('d, in combination with the impermeable cover-
iuij, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

68,851.-Albert Denison. Stillwater, 1^. T.—
Washing Machine.—September 17, 1867.—The slat-

ted cylinder containing the clothes rotates in the suds
box. The clothes are subjected to the pounding ac-
tion of the balls which roll in the cylinder.

Claim.— The revolving box li, constructed of
wooden bars or slabs h and end pieces D, in the form
of a polygonal prism, v.'ith a hinged section extending
its entire length, and having journals attached to it

as described, in combination with the jom-nals E E',

journal boxes F F', and balls I, open tank A, when
arranged to operate in the manner and for the pur.
pose specified.

68,852.—William E.,Derrick, Jordan, N. T.—
assignor to himself and Aaron Peck, same place.

—

Pump Piston.—September 17, 1867.—This is intended
for submerged pumps, and the vertical or inclined
position of the valve seats prevents lodgment of sedi-

ment upon them, or between them and the valves.
Claim.—The pump piston, having two sets of in-

duction and eduction ports E and F, and a valve G,
with two flat wings w, connected together by a shank
which is held in position by the solid pivot a upoa
the lower half D of the piston head, all the parts being
constructed and arranged in the manner shown and
described and for the purposes set forth.

68,853.—Edward !N". Dickerson, l^'ew York,
N. Y.

—

Steam Engine.—September 17, 1867.—The
objects to bo secured by the devices described, are, to
open the valve slowly at first, and rapidly as the crank
has advanced in its revolution ; to shut'quickly when
the cut-off point is rea6hed ; to secure accuracy of
movement of the cut-off irrespective of the degree of
pressure or lubrication and unaflected by the spring
of the parts ; to open the exhaust at such period that
the time necessary for condensation shall be taken
while the piston is moving the least in proportion to

the circular motion of the crank.
Claim.—First, the combination of the two lifters

on the same lifting rod, one being fixed to it and the
other sliding upon it, for the purpose of eff"ecting the
reduction of the initial motion of opening steam
valves, substantially as described.

Second, the combination of the lever for opening
the steam valve gradually, with the fixed and mova-
ble lifters, the one being'moved by the motion of the
lifting rod, and the otlier supporting a separate dis-

engaging apparatus, substantially as described.

Third, a lever, one end of which is raised by the
fixed lifter on the lifting rod, and by which the steam
valve is pried open gradually, and so arranged that it

can be adjusted to vary the speed of lifting, without
changing the position of the point on the lifter, rela-

tively to the valve stem to which the lifting power is

applied, substantially as described.
Fourth, the vibrating tripper, centered upon the

lifter itself, which opens the valve, as distinguished
from a tripper which is centered, or some other part
of the machine, substantiallir as described.

Fifth, the vibrating die for engaging and disen-

gaging the valve stem to cflTect a cut-off, so arranged
that it will vibrate in an arc whose concave side is

presented to the valve stem, substantially as de-

scribed.

Sixth, the collar which surrounds the valve stem,

having one or more radial ribs upon it, for the purpose
of co-operating with a movable die to effect a cut-off,

substantially as described.
Seventh, a "dash pot," whose plunger is composed of

two cylindersofuneciual diameters,the smaller ofwhich
is the" arresting plunger, forming the bottom of the
larger one, and whose exterior chamber is composed
of a cup or secondary reservoir, to receive the arresting

plunger, and above it a confining vessel to guide the

larger cylinder of the plunger, and to exclude the air,

substantially as described.

Eighth, the combination in a rock shaft of one false

exhaust toe, and one fixed one by which it is sup-

ported, with a stud or prop between them, so ar-

ranged that it can be dropped or elevated at pleasure,

substantially as described.

68,854.-Mexxo Aliiertus Dietuicks and Jo-
hakx llEXiticus Dietuicks, Baltimore, M.i\..—Grind-
ing and Polishing Metals.—September 17, 1867.—The
tool is held in a clamp on the upper surface of a re-

ciprocating sliding frame that receives its motiou
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tbi-ou!!;]i n system of miter whoels from the shaft of
the grinclstone. The motion is reversed by the dri-

"viug wheel beinj^ thrown iu and out of gear with the
respective bevel wheels, or a stationary screw shaft

on the sliding- frame. The pivoted frame is adjusted
•with respect to the stone by a screw shaft set at right

angles to that on the sliding frame, and having its

bearing in a swiveled box, hung in a stationary arm
attached to the water reservoir of the stone.

Claim.—First, the sliding frame in, in combination
with flanges or tracks N N' X^, adjustable strip N^,

and set screw N-*, when constructed and operating iu

the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the pivoted frame J, in combination with
the weighted lever L, slotted cross piece V, dogs W
"W', curved notched arm Y, and spring plate c, con-
structed and operating as and for the purpose set

forth.

Third, the adjustable stop pins /, heads /, and rib

M', in combination with the lever L and pivoted
frame J, constructed and operating as and for the
purpose set forth.

Fourth, the lever L, provided A^dth hook 6, in com-
bination with the hinged dogs "W" W, arm Z Z', and
chain a, constructed and operating as and for the

,
purpose specified.

Fifth, the frame O, provided with arms O' O', in

combination with the slotted adjustable bed plate i

and bolts i i', constructed and operating as and for

the purpose set forth.

Sixth, the combination of the adjustable racks g g',

having set screws j/^, screw shaft (, pinion o, pawl n,

fixed ratchet m, upright arm j, pivoted box k, and
pivoted frame O, substaatially as described, for the
purpose specified.

68,855.—Martin A. Dilley, Mendon, Mich.—
Eay Loader.—September 17. 1867.—The machine is

attached to the wagon and drawn with it about the
field. The fork gathers the hay in the windrow or
passes beneath the hay cock, an'd the ground wheel
being thrown into engagement with the pulley, the
rope is wound on the drum, the rake lifted and its

load thrown onto the wagon.
Claim.—First, the arrangement and combination

of the hinged tilting bars A a Jib, and guide rod I,

with the hay fork, and with its lifting bar L, auto-
matic stop k, and derrick frame, substantially in the
manner described.

Second, connecting the fork tines t to the head bar
J', by threaded bifurcated ends e, short clamps c, and
uuts 71, substantially as set forth.

Third, the driver's seat W, placed over the driving
wheel, the axle of which cai'ries a winding drum N,
in combination with an oscillating foot "treadle TJ,

connected and arranged so that the driver with his
foot mar control the ascent and descent of the fork
in the manner substantially as herein specified.

Fourth, the guard points P, in combination with
the fork tines t, substantially as and for the purpose
herein described.

68,856.—John B. Dougherty. Rochester, IS". T.—Barrel Head Machine.—September 17, 1867; ante-
dated September 4, 18G7.—Tlie blank is clamped be-
tween a plain and serrated disk, and I'otated in con-
tact with a circular saw.

Claim.—First, an automatic barrel head turning
machine, wlien the automatic movements or adjust-

ments are produced by suitable cams P C and C",
and their necessary connecting rods, substantially
as lierein shown ancl described.
Second, in comlnnatiou with the sliding or clamping

shaft Y, the feathered pinion P", spiral springs J,

collar c'", lever L', and cam C, they being arranged
and operating conjointly in the manner and for the
purposes shown and de'scribed.

Third, the arrangement of the set bc. "iw fc, pivoted
nut ?!, and the lever L', in connection with the clamp-
ing heads M and N, substantially as shown and de-

scribed and for the pm-poses set forth.

68,857.-Charles A. Eatox. Minneapolis, Minn.—Burglar Alarm.—Septemlier 17, 1867.—The plate

is attached to the casing, and as the door opens the
trigger is tripped and the match sprung, lighting the
fuse of the torpedo.

C'toim.—First, the combination of the perforated

plate e with the cock C, as and for the pm-pose speci-
fied.

Second, the combination of cock and trigger C D
with block holder and slide A B F, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

68,858.— Elijah Eaton, Hartford, Conn.—
Thread Pointer.—September ]7, 1867.—The end of
the thread is drawn between the spring jaws, one
face of which has teeth and the other a file surface.
Claim.—A thread pointer, consisting of the hinged

plates A and D, the ends of which are provided witli
projections B E, the faces of which arc corrugated,
serrated, or provided with a file surface, substantiaUj
as and for the purpose speciiied.

68,859.—Nathaniel T. Edson, New Orleans,
'La.—Cotton Bale Tie.-September 17, 1867.— The
hoop is bent over the bars, and the serrations on the
latter increase the tenacity of its frictioual bito
thereon.

Claim.—So constructing and providing with sharp
projecting points the bar A, that it will grasp and
hold the hoop, substantially as and for the pm-poses
specified.

Also, so constructing and providing with sharp
projecting points the bars B, substantially as and for
the purposes specified.

6S,860.-J"onN Ellis, New York, N. Y., and E.
C. Kattell, Biughamton, N. Y.

—

Apparatus for
Distilling, Evaporating, and liefining Oils, <C-c.—
September 17, 1867.—The liquid is divided into a
lighter and heavier portion by the direct injection of
superheated steam into the same. The lighter por-
tion passes in vapor to the condenser, and the heavier
flows off through a pipe.

Claim.—First, tlie above described process for
desiccating or evaporating saccliarine saline alkaline,
or other aqueous solutions, by the use of superheated
steam, as described.
Second, the construction of a retort, or a part of a

retort, of a pipe or pipes, so arranged that when
either steam or superheated steam and oil or other
liquids are passed or forced through it or tliem in the
same or in opposite directions, the fluid will, natur-
ally, from its superior gravity, repeatedly pass through
the current of steam, thus thoroughly mixing it Avith
tlie steam in a comparatively confiaed space, heat-
ing it uniformly and vaporizing it, as occurs in the
tubular portion of our apparatus, and as will result
if a spiral pipe is i^laced in a horizontal position or
approaching that position, and steam and oil passed
througli it.

Third, the forcing or driving of petroleum, or other
liquids, by tlie use of steam or superheated steam,
applied directly to the liciuid, either in a pipe or a
retort upwards, either vertically or at any inclination,
or in any direction, upwards, in such a manner that
the same oil or fluid will not return to pass through
the same part of the pipe or retort again, until it

leaves the retort.

Fourth, the constructing of a retort, or a part of a
retort, either of a single pipe or of pipes, so bent or
connected by retm-n bends that portions lie parallel,

or nearly so, with each other, as sliown in the draAV-
iugs autl described in the specifications.

Fifth, a horizontal flat-liottoraed chamber, con.
necting Avith a vertical chamber, and receiving the
loAver end of a pipe from a tubular retort.

Sixtli, so constructing a retort, Avlicre cither steam
or superheated steam is to be used in direct contact
Avith the oil or other fluids, that there shall lie no
chance for water from condensed steam to collect in
the retort, OAving to the escape pijie for tlie unvapor-
ized portion of the oil or fluid being cither on a level

or lower, better lower than the loAvest part of tlie

retort, Avliich is so far free from ])ressure as not to bo
forcibly cleared by the cun-eut of steam or vapor.
Seventh, tlic forcing of oil tlirougli a rose into a

retort, into contact with a current of superheated
steam.
Eighth, the water pipe K, passing back and forth,

in combination Avitli a horizontal condenser, substan-
tially as represented in the draAvings.

68,861.—Leavis C. England, Philadelphia, Pa.—
ran»cn/.—September 17, 1867.—The hides are sus-

pended from hanging bai-s, Avithin the vats of li([Uor
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"wMcli is supplied and remored by pipes in rej^nlar

order, the stronger liquor being applied to the oldest
stock and the -vveaker to the green hides.

Claim.—First, hanging bars I B, with center and
end lugs, constructed and operating in the manner
herein set forth and described.

Second, the arrangement of conveying off the
weak or spent liquors from the tan va'ts either by a
hollow beam H B, with openings 1' 2' 3' 4' 5' 6'. placed
near the top and running through the center or on
the side of the yats, or any other arrangement sub-
stantially the same to accomplish the desired purpose.

Third, troughs T T' and T", supply tubes S T,
perforated distributing tubes D T, tube K T, junk
No. 1, with pump junk No. 2, and connecting tube
C T, all constructed and combined in the maimer and
for the pm-pose above set forth and described.
Fourth, a tanneiy constructed and arranged in the

manner herein described.

68,862.—John Evaxs, Davenport, Iowa.—^rici
JlfoJcZ.-September 17, 1867.—Each compartment of
the mold has a sliding bottom and these jire fastened
together by bars at their ends. On the inside of the
bai-s are guides which fill corresponding grooves in

the partition pieces of the molds.
Claim.—A brick mold having sliding bottoms A,

and side bars B, the movements of which are regu-
lated by guides C, and grooves D, substantially as
described,

68,863.—Mahlox E^t:rett. Kalamazoo, MJch.,
assignor to himself and Hexry F. Cock, same place.
— Hydraulic Engine.— September 17, 1867.— Two
force and lift pumps, arranged side by side, are so
connected that the pistod rod of one pump works the
supply valve of the other pump, and vice versa.

Claim.—The valves P and P', the valve arras L L,
and the arms H^ H^ H^ H^, in combination Avith tlie

arm rods G G-, and piston rod M, all arranged and
operated as and for the purposes herein set Ibrth.

68,864.—OscAii FixcH. Owego, N. Y.—Trace
Buckle.—September 17, 3807.—The curved pivoted
lever presses the trace against tlie cross bars and
thereby reduces the strain on tlie tongue.

Claim.—A trace buckle v.-itli a curved lever press-

ing the trace outward against two cross bars, there-

by preventing the trace; from tearing or breaking and
preventing injury to the horse, as set forth.

68,865.—John Folf.y, Cleveland, Ohio.—Bal-
ancing Aim iSfojies.—September 17.1867.—The bal-

ancing weights are attached at opposite sides of the
stone to the set screws by whicli they are adjusted.

Claim.—The employrnent of the "solid and cham-
bered weights c g, Avith their respective devices for

adjusting them, applied externally to tlie loop F. the
whole arranged and operating in the manner and for

the purpose described.

68,866.—Ambrose J. Foster, Lake Mills, TVis.—Hame JPcts^ener.—September 17, 1867.-The link
' on the one liame engages in the corrugated bar at-

tached to the other.
Claim.—In combination with the hames A the

metallic strap or bar B, provided with teeth or cor-
rugations b b and the link c, ai-ranged and operating
Eubstantialiy as and for the purposes specified.

68,867.-S.A.MUEL Galuratth, Pine Grove Plan-
tation, La.

—

Comjyound for Destroying Insects.—Sep-
tember 17, 1867.—A finely pulverized composition of
quicklime and salt is sifted over the plants.

Claim.—The composition above described, when
compounded and used in the manner and for the pur-
pose specified.

68,868.-0. S. Garretsox, Buffalo, N. Y.—
Windoto Pulley.—September J 7, 1867.—The heiglit

of the core is reduced by casting tlie cap so that a

Eart of its sides form a part of the face plate. The
earings for the axis of the pulley are made in the

face jilatc.

Claim.—Dividing the box or cap C into equal, or
nearly equal, parts by the segmental line m, Avhen
the convex portions ^"form a part of the outer plate </

and enclose the axle bearings i, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

68,869.—Joseph Gecmex, Chicago, lU.~Malt
Kiln.—September 17, 1867.—The plows consist of
perforated strips, which may be tilted by levers on
the outside, and when tilted the grain falls into a
chute. The floors are irt a vertical series, and the
heat flues have dampers by which the heat may be
regulated among them.

C'Zaijn.—First, constructing the perforated floors
in separate sections b, arranged and operating sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purposes set
forth.

Second, in combination with the series of floors in
a malt kiln the arrangement of the space R, provided
with one or more openings e f, substantially in the
manner and for the purposes described.

68,870.—Samuel Gissixger, Lawrenceville, Pa.—Tool Holder for Turning i«f/ies.—September 17,
1867.—The tool is secured by clamps and nuts, and
the holder adjusted by the endless screw that operates
the cog wheels of the supporting rods.

Claim..—The pivoted leaf B, when used in combi-
nation with the nuts y, screws c, armed with -Rheels
m, said wheels, scrcAvs, and nuts being operated
through the medium of the endless screw n, the whole
being arranged, coinbinod, and operating sub3tan-<>
tially in the manner and for the purpose herein do-
scribed and set forth.

68,871.—Seth Greex, Eochester, N. T.—De-
vice for Hatching Fish S2'>awn.—September 17, 1867.

—The rectangular box is attached to the floats at an
obliquity suited to the rapidity of the stream. An
opening at one end is covered by a Avire screen, and
is protected by a slide door Avhen required. The
open bottom ivs'also covered with a fine wire screen.

Claim.—The employment of the fish propagator,
or spaAvn hatcher, constructed and arranged substan-
tially in the manner and for the pui'iiToses herein
sho\vn and described.

68.872.—J. Hart, S. Hart, and J. Eeesmax,
Farmington, loAva.

—

Spinning Machine.— Septem-
ber 17, 1867.—The carriage carrying the I'opin^

clamps is moved during the opei-ation of druAving and
.spinning, and is automatically stoppeil to discontinue
the draAving. The clamp holds the roping during tlie

operation, each roping being held between two semi-
circular JHAVS.

6'(!at?n..—First, the arrangement of,the combined
clutch and drum r for coutrolling the motion of the
carriage with the spindle driving shaft and its pul-

leys, substantially as described.
"Second, the tripping lever T, cord v)', lever P,

latch pin t, and spring rod M, carrying arras s ;,•, in
combination with a drumr, which is i)rovided Avith a
clutching device, all being arranged and constructed
in such manner that Avhen the carriage presses
against the lever T the drum r avIU be made loose

upon its shaft, and this carriage caused to stop
further backward movement.

Third, the roping clamp K constructed of plates

1 1, and an intermediate sliding plate hi, notched and
perforated, substantially as described.
Fourth, providing for unAvindiug the roping from

its spool G during a portion of the backward move-
ment of the carriage E, by means of a friction roller

F, and vertically and endA\'lse movable bars J J, which
latter are actuated by the arms J' on the carriage,

substantially as described.

68,873.— Lea^i Haa'erstick. Manor Township,
Pa.

—

Horse Hay J'o/-^•.—September 17, 1867.—Tlie

heel of the tine embraces the hoisting arm, whereby it

isrigidified for iusertion, and it is secured in its lifting

position by the hinged brace, which is tripped by the

elboAv latch to deposit the hay.

Claim.—The arrangement of the hoisting arm A
with its eye a, pulley L, Avith or without the spur
tooth B. together with the elbowed latch C D and
notched click F, in combination with the tine or tines

G and ratcheted terminus and eye g, held together by
rivets, and operated substantially in the manner and
for the pm-pose specified.

68,874.—Wm. H. Hawlet, Utica, X. T.—J5:ie-

vating Block.—^GiitQmhcr 17, 1867.—The track ropo
passes through the case under the locomotive pulleys.

The drait; rope leading from the hay fork to the team
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passes between the lo-n-er pulley ami the stop. Tlie

cord runnint,^ over the pulley in the rem- operates the

stop that rigidly connecting the draft to the track

rope above arrests its progress in either direction.

Claim.—Fhsi, the arrangement of the pulleys B
and B' and D in the same plane, with the two first

above the other, substantially as described.

Second, the mode substantially as herein described

of governing the motion of the apparatus and the

di-aft rope bv means of the stops C and F.

Third, the track rope pulley.s B and B', and the

Btop C, in combination substantially as described and
for the uses and purposes mentioned.
Fourth, the draft rope stop F and pulley D, in com-

bination substantially as described and for the uses

and purposes mentioued.

68,875.—KOHERT Hexeage, Buffalo, IST. Y.—Oar
Brake and S'forfer.—September 17, J 867.—Pressure
is applied to the foot piece, which, through tlio me-
dium of the levers, brings the rear l>rako wheels in

contact -with the friction wheels, setting the gearing
in motion and compressing the spring colled aroiuut

the shaft and arresting the car. By the retlex action

of the spring through" the gearing the car is assisted

in starting. The propelling power is proportioned
to the strength of the spi'iug.

Claim.—First, the brake Avheels E E' in combina-
tion with the coiled spring ?, gearing j k k' s, levers

H H' I I', and connecting bars m m', arranged and
operating substantially in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, in combination therewith the springs q,
aiTanged and operated substantially as specified.

Third, the standards F Avith their lower ends at-

tached to and resting upon the axle I), while their

upper ends are held by guides G secured to the bot-

tom of the car which slide up and down tliereon with
the springing of the latter, an-auged and operating
substautiallv in the mauuer and for the purpose set

forth.

68,876.—David B. Hehbintox, Detroit, Mich.
-Hanging Grindatones.— September 17, 1867.—The

plates which pass through the grindstone socket and
on which it is sustained are adjusted on the shaft by
set screws, which bear upon the square sides of the
shaft.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
plates D D, &c., and the set screws C C, &c., with
the grindstone or pulley A and the shaft B, or any
other device, substantially the same for the pm'poso
designed.

68,877—T. G. HoFEii, St. Louis, M.O.— Vege-
table Slicer and Grater.—September 17, 1867.—The
vegetable in the hopper is exposed to the action of
the knives on the inner rotary cone ; the knives are
adjusted to regulate the thickness of the slices. A
gi-ating cone may be substituted for the cutting cone.
Claim.—The outside conical cylinder A, the re-

volving conical cylinder E, tlie adjustable knives
pp'p" 2>"', the removable rim E Avitli its eccentric
and regular slots, the grating cone L, and the vise V,
all in combination, when constructed and arranged
substantially as shown and described.

68,878.—Joel A. Howe, Bangor, Maine.—Cant
Hook.—September 17, 1867.—The pick handspike of
the cant hook has a lip to prevent its slipping on the
log. A stop in front of the lugs prevents the dog
closing doAvn on the spike.

Claim.—Thii lip i in combination with dog d, sub-
stantially as set forth.

68,879.—Samuel W. Hudsox, Beaver Meadow,
Pa.— Steam Engine Slide Valve.— September 17,

1867.—The steam exhausts through segmental pass-
ages in the valve, and the exhaust steam acts on the
wing of the slide valve, which reciprocates in a cavity
communicating with the exhaust pipe. The induc-
tion steam passes through a passage in the valve
perpendicular to the face.

Claim.—Fiist, the wing B' projecting from a slide
valve to move it by the action of steam, substantially
as described.
Second, the arrangement of the steam passages b

fti &2 b^, substantially as and for the pui-pose specified.

68,880.— Abel Hunt and SrENCER Meuo, Jr.,

Camden, Maino. — Carriage Curtain Fastener. —
September 17, 1867. — Tlie curtain at the point of
attachment has an oblong hole to admit the knob.
The hole is strengthened by an inner and outer plate

similarly perforated and riveted together through the
curtain. The head of the knob fits the opening, and
it is somewhat reduced below. The knob has a base
piece to hold the attaching screws.

Claim.—The construction, arrangement, and com-
bination of the parts B C D F G and H, as repre-

sented in the several figures on the drawing.

68,881.—Bor.EUT Hutchison, ^Newark, N". J.—
Shoe A;prA:e.—September 17, 1867.—The spike screws
into the base plate, and is extracted by a socket key
fitting its angular shank.

Claim.—A screw-spike formed with a point 2, a
screw portion 1 and a polygonal base 3 for the recep-
tion of the key /, in combination AA'ith the metallic
socket secured to the sole of the boot or shoe, as and
for the purposes set forth.

68,882.—Geoiige W. Ives, North Haven, Conn.,
assignor to himself and Alfued Ives, same place.—Brick Machine.— September 17, 1867.—A second
lever is combined with the mold lever on whicli the
power operates. "When obstruction occurs from a
stone in the clay the additional lever gives Avay to
prevent breakage.

Claim.—The arrangement of the lever F in com-
bination with the lever E and crank or cam C, so as
to operate substantially in the manner herein set

forth.

68,883.- Edward Jewett, Bindge, IST. H.—
Cant ifooi-.—September 17, 1867.—The lower end of
the staff has a ratchet rack to engage the log.

Claim.—The combination in a cant hook of the
hook B and seri-ated piate D, constructed and ope-
rating substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

68,884.—Job Johnson and Elijah D. Davis,
Brooklyn, N. Y.— Building.— September 17, 18()7.

—

Strips of sheet metal with the edges secured in
grooves near the edges of the planks are corrugated
so that the planks may contract or expand in their
width. The corrugatrons of the strip allow the va-
riation to take place Avithout displacement of the
attachment.
Claim.—The buttons or plates to secure the edges

but allow the boards to expand or coiitract, in com-
bination with a strip of metal or similar material so-

cured to the edges and covering the joints, substan-
tially as set forth.

68,885.— JosiAH Jones, Brooklyn, N. Y., as-

signorto Thomas Kennedy, Branford, Conn,

—

Manu-
facture of Mineral Knobs.— September 17, 1867.

—

The clays of different colors to form a mottled knob
are ground separately, dried, mixed, and re-ground,
pressed when partially diy into the molds, and then
turned and baked. The object is to avoid unequal
shrinkage of the clays and consequent cracking.
Claim.— Tiio process herein described for the

manufacture of mineral knobs.

68,886.—Edwin King, Fredonia, K". Y.—Clamp-
ing Device.—September 17, 1867.—The clamp has two
angle plates, Avhose vertical portions have slide

flanges to lap around the corners of the stake, and
a horizontal rib which enters a groove in tlie same.
The horizontal i)art of the clamp plate is bolted to a
foundation stone.

Claim.—The improved clamp A, provided with the
return edges D D, knife edge projection E, slot B,
bolt-hole C and bolt D', in combination with fence

liosts and trellis poles, so as to operate in the manner
substantially as herein specified and for the pui'pose

set forth.

68,887.—ISToRMAX S. Kinyon and Benjamin F.
Smith, Chenango Forks. JSI. Y.-Uay Baker and
Loader.—September 17, 1867.—The hay is gathered
and elevated by hooked teeth on a series of bars
upon an endless cord running on sheaves. When
near the highest elevation the teeth are reversed, and
the hay falls on a set of guide teeth, which deflect it

'

to the wagon, to which the wheel fi-ame is couuected. '
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Claim.—The inclined guide teeth L L and the wire
guards R R, in combination with the rake and ele-

vating teeth and the endless carrier, all being con-
strncted and aiTanged substantially as set forth.

68,888.—Ebenezer G. LamsOn, Shclburne Falls,

'Mass.

—

Operating Drill.—September 17, 1867.—Im-
Erovement on his patent, October 2, 1866, in which a
ow spring of steel is interposed between the driving

and striking portion of the mechanism. In this a
pneumatic spring is introduced to isolate the driving
mechanism from the drill or gang of drills, and avoid
xioncussion on the operatiug machinery. The edges
of the drills cut independently, one-half cutting when
the machine moves forward, and the other half when
dt moves backward. The serrated face of the clamp
binds against the serrations of the outside drills.

Claim.—First, the air spring substantially as and
for the purpose described.
Second, the device wliereby is regulated at pleasure

the momentum of the blow struck by regulating the
speed of the driving machinery, the greater the speed
the harder tlie blow, substantially as and for the pm'-

poses described.
Third, the device whereby the piston head caiTying

the striking mechanism is made to operate in a dii'ffer-

ent dii'ection from the piston head attached to the
driving mechanism, substantially as described.
Fourth, the mechanism for swinging' out the drills

Jougitudinally, substantially as and for the purpose
described.
Fifth, the mechanism for swinging out the drills

laterally, substantially as and for the purposes de-
Bcribed,
"Sixth, the mechanism for confining the drills in

gangs, substantially as and for the pro-poses described.
Seventh, the form and disposition of the cutting

edges of the drills, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

68,889.—John C. Love, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to W. H. Love, same place.—iarnp Burner.
—September 17, 1867.—The burner has two wicks,
and a dome having a single opening. The air passes
up an opening between the two flames.

Claim.—First, the wick tubes B B, arranged ad-
jacent to each other, in combination with a casing,
and with a dome or plate having a single opening
through which the flames from both wicks may pass,
and the edges of -uhich are parallel to the sides of
the wick tubes, the whole being constructed and
arranged as and for the purpose described.

Second, the case C with its partitions a a, in com-
bination with the tubes B B and dome d, the whole
being arranged substantially as and for the piu-pose
specified.

Tliird, the combination of the above and the plate
c and its lips i i, arranged in respect to the openings
e, substantially as set iorth.

68,890.—Wm. Lucas, New Haven, Conn., as-

signor to Oliveu Downing, same place.

—

Fan.—
September 17, 1867.—The folding pai-t of the fan is

pivoted to the ends, and its edges attached to two
plates, which when folded form the edges of the
case, and which have slots traversed by plus in the
case, so as to cause them to remain either in the
open or closed position, when so placed. The handle
of the case is traversed axially hj a cord, which is

attached to the pivot pin, to draw it down into the
case when the fan is folded.

Claim.—The two edges D, slotted and pivoted be-

ttv,-eon tlie plates B, and arranged so as to operate
{Substantially in the manner herein set forth.

68,891.

—

Enos L. Marsh, Greenwich, Ohio.

—

Lifting «7aci".—September 17, 1867.—On depressing
the major arm of the lever the fence is lifted, aud is

held by the check rod at the heiglit desired.

Claim.—The lever E, check yoke G and trapeze or
swing D, when constructed and arranged in combi-
nation with the standards B and l»ase A, in the man-

i ner aa and for the purpose set forth.

68,892.—John Massey, New York, N. T., as-

signor to himself and Peter M. Stagg, same place.-
Invalid iJeds^ead.—September 17, 1867; antedated
September 7, 1867.—The swinging arms aud slings

axe detachably connectedjo the bedstead to facilitate

obstetric and other surgical operations. The foot
board may be oscillated into position to form a table.

Claim.—First, the combination with a bedstead
of swinging arms or slings G, provided with stirrups
or rests m, for operation substantiallv as specified.
Second, the hinged portion F of" the foot board,

constructed as described to form a table to the bed-
stead, substantially as set forth.

68,893.—J. M. McMaster, Rochester, N. Y—
Clothes Wringer.—8cptcm\)eT 17, 1867.—Tlie friction
wheel of the upper roller is actuated by the driving
wheel, and is hung on a short shaft that is adjusted
by a stirrup and set screw to regulate the pressure
of the rollers.

Claim.—YiTst, the employment or use ofthe friction
or traction pulleys, cither v.ith or without a roughened
periphery, aiTanged and operating substantially in the
manner and for the purposes herein shown and de-
scribed.

Second, the adjustable shaft S, arranged and ope-
rating in connection with the driving shaft G ar.d
rollers R and R', and coupling h and d. substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

Third, the relative arrangement of the two separate
side clamps C, provided with a suitable dowel p and
suspending strap q, and when they are so made as to
have each two separate bearings horizontally as and
for the purposes specified.

68,894. —John M. Mover, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Brick Machine.—SeptcmhcT 17, 1867v—The molds
being placed in the slots are carried around by the
wheel to the open end of the plunger box, and when
filled, and under pressure, the knife passes down be-
tween the mouth of the mold and the end of the
plunger and cuts the brick. The rotating Avheel for-
wards the brick to the table, where the projecting
arms discharge it.

Claim.—The sickle or shear spuds F and lower
knife or drag H in liopper A, in combination with
the raised bowl, constructed, arranged and operated
in manner set forth.

Also, the knife L and plunger M, constructed and
applied in manner and form suljstantially as described.

Also, the brick wheel N with slots and grooves to
admit molds, operated substantially as set forth.

Also, the arrangement of the stop cam U, in con-
nection with knifo q and arm R, arranged and ope-
rating in manner described.
Also, the mold with hinged base, constructed and

used as described, to and for the purpose intended.

68,895.—A. Odell, New York, N. Y., assignor
to himself and David Granger, Collinsville, Conn.—
Attaching Thills to Carriages.—Sevtcmbcr 17, 1867.
—An aperture is formed in the sides of the cavity
in the eye of the shaft ii'ou which pei-mits it in one
position to slip over and upon the conical ear pieces
ou the insides of the jaws of the jack. It supersedes
the use of hinged jaws.

Claim.—Tbc combination of a shaft iron made as
hereinbefore described with an aperture E in it with
the non-movable jaws of a jack, substantially as de-
scribed and for the pui-poses hereinbefore set forth.

68,896.—C. D. Page, Rochester, N. Y.—Brick
Press.—September 17, 1867.—The molds receive clay
from a segmental hopper having a reciprocating
stamp, before passing beneath the pug mill. A hori-

zontal passage extends from the pug mill over the
molds to convey a ribbon of clay to make the final

addition. The mold plungers are operated by a cam-
way beneath, to first press, and then eject the bricks
from the molds.

Claim.—First, the combination with the hopper G,
of the rack cc c and stamp H, for filling the molds
and giving the initial pressure, operating su])stantially

in the manner and for the purpose specified.

Second, the thin passage k leading from the pug
mill, combined with the roller K, in the manner and
for the purpose herem set forth.

Third, giving the followers an upward pressure
under the pug mill, as and for the purpose specified.

68,897.—B. F. Perkins, Holyoko, Mass.—.S'^cam

Tmp.—September 17, 1867.—When the plates arc
cool the valve remains open to dischai-ge, so that the
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water of condensation may pass. Tho presence of

steam expands the plates which close the yalve.

Claim.—First, a steam trap operated^ by two or

more compound plates so arranged that tho expan-

sion or contraction of one is conveyed to the second,

and of those two to tho third, and fast, and valve D,
as represented at Fig. 1 and 3 E 1 2 3 4.

Second, the spindle G and imts F and H, tlio whole
aiTanged and combined as herein described and for

the pm'posc specified.

68,898.—GusTAVUs Perkins, Burlinprton, Vt.—
Cooking ^<ore.— September 17, 18(i7.—A boiler is

placed behind tho oven around which the caloric

current passes, and the boiler is traversed vertically

by u divint^ line regulated by a damper. The hot air

chamber is between two fire-places and has a regis-

ter in its lower, and air exit in its upper part. A
long ash-drawer extends beneath the flue passages.
Claim.—Fii'st, tho elevated oven d and boiler g,

when ai'ranged as described, in combination with
yoke y, substantially as set forth.

Second, the hot air chamber I formed by tho bevel
of the two fire pots H H, register V, and aperture
W, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the supplenientary pan L, for cleaning the
flues of a cooking stove, substantially as shown and
described.
Fourth, a cooking stove consisting of fire pots H H,

ovens E/ and d, boiler g connected with d by yoke y,
flues J, dampers M N O PQ R, all arranged and com-
bined as herein set fortli and described.

68,899 TV. H. Pluiib, New York, IsT. Y., as-

signor to Henry de Tavala, same place.

—

Hat.—
September 17, 1867; antedated September 4, 18fi7.—

A metallic plate is locked to the sweat band to pre-

yent tha hat being worn by any but the owner.
Claim.—A locking obstruction applied to the in-

terior of the hat, operating, till unlocked and dis-

placed or removed, to impede or prevent the wearing
of the hat, substantially as specified.

68,900.—tTa^ies and "Wiieelock "W. Porter,
TVauconda, 111.

—

Reverse Lever Pitman.—September
17, 1867.—The pins on the rotating diak come in con-
tact with levers pivoted to a fixed frame and entering
recesses in the piston. The oscillation of tho levers
causes the reciprocation of the pitman in its guide
boxes upon the frame.
Claim.—The combination of a wheel A, provided

with pins H or their equivalents, levers F, and pit-

man E. arranged and operating substantially as and
for the purposes specified.

68,901 .—"William RiCHARDSox,Hookstown,Md.—Plow.—September 17, 1867.—The rear plow stand-
ards slide vertically in boxes which slide laterally

along a transverse rear bai- of the frame.
Claim.—F'n-at, tlie boxes F F, substantially as and

for the purpose described.
Second, the graduated beam C, for tho purpose

specified.

Third, the graduated plow shanks or plow stand-
ards G' G', for the purpose specified.

Fourth, tlie arrangement of the removable plow' E
with the adjustable and removable plows G G, sub-
stantially as and for tho purpose specified.

Fifth, 'tlie combination of the plow shanks G' G',
the boxes F F, the set screws Jl H, and the cross
beam C, substantially as and for the purpose specified,

68,902.— Joseph Ronnixs, Amlierst, Ohio.—
Fence Post Pedestal.—September 17, 1867. — The
standards have flanged edges to take around the cor-

ners of the post, an upright pin. enters tlie foot of
the post, and the latter rests upon two angular
ribs to keep the said post from contact with the
metal and thereby prevent rotting.

C7ar/n.. —The herein described pedestal when con-
structed with standards B, ribs D, and pin E, in

combination with the post G, in the manner as and
for the purpose set forth.

68,903.— Matthew L. Eobekts, Smithville,
Canada.—5^ad« for Digging Post IToie*.-Septem-
ber 17, 1867; antedated September 8,'l867.—Tlie seg-
mental spades have handles with radial hand-liokls
by which they may be turned or oscillated to cut a

cylinder of earth which is withdrawn with tho spade.
They are so pivoted as to admit of flai-ing to form an
undercut hole.

Claim.—Tho construction and arrangement of the
blades A A, hinged together at their upper ends by
means of the ring segments C C, and having the han-
dles B B united to them at points equidistant from
tho joints thereof, the said handles not crossing, sub-
stantially in tho manner and for the pm-pose« herein
specified.

68,904.— James Eock, Hastings, England.—
'

Carriage.— Sopttivaher 17, 1867.—Explained by tho
claims and illustration.

Claim.—The employment of springs or weights,
substantially as hereinbefore described, to counter-
balance tho movabio parts of folding carriage or
wagon heads or coverings, in order to raise or close,
or to assist in raising or closing such heads or cover-
ings.

Also, the combination as well as the arrangement
of the bent levers b b^, the connecting rods ci d' and
tho springs a a^ also their combination with tho
jointed prop bars 1 1, the carriage body and tho mov-
able back or part e hinged thereto.
Also, in combination with the carriage body, its

joint bars 1 1, movable back e e\ and the top piece

/ /', a means or mechanism, substantially as de-
scribed, or tho equivalent thereof, foratfecting tho
movement of tho joint birs so as to close their joints
by turning the part / /' down into a horizontai posi-
tion, such means being the angular teeth or leather
k k of the prop pin and the elongated eye of the upper
joint rod I. tlie whole beiu"^ as shown in Figs. 4 and
5, and as hereinbefore specified, the prop pin g'^ being
fixed or applied to tho part / /^ so as to turn or be
movable therewith.

68,905.—B. ROEZL, Santo-Comapam, Mexico.—
Machine for Cleaning He7np, Ramie, tCc—Septem-
ber 17, 1867.—The stalks are submitted to the action
of variously edged plates on a rotating cylinder in
combination with the concave and convex abutting
faces of a fixed block.

Claim.—First, the alternate concave and convex
metallic cnr\ed table edges B and C, constructed and
applied substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the manner of securing the removable
table edges B and C, whereby they are made rigid or
immovable when the machine is in operation.

Third, the revolving cylinder A, armed with knives
projecting from its perimeter for breaking up and
extracting the wood, &c., from the fiber of ramie and
other like plants, in combination with the removable
table edges, applied and operating substantially as
described.
Fourth, the method or process herein described of

extracting the fiber from ramie and other like plants,

consisting in first subjecting the plants to the action
of the machine herein described, then soaking them
in water, again subjecting them to the action of the
machine, and finally placing them in a hot solution,

as described.

68,906—Walter S. Sargent and Frederick
Flanders, Franklin, N. 'K.-Animal Tef/ter.—Septem-
ber 17, 1867.—The shorter end oftheoscillatablerodto
which the tether cord is attached is connected to the
piston rod, so that the pressure of the atmosphere
tends to keep the longer end of the rod elevated.
Claim.—T\\(i combination of the cvlinder E and

])iston d with the base block A, standard B, socket
C, and tethering pole D, substantially as described.

68,907.-Henry C. Sargeant, Columbus, Ohio.
— Brick Machine. — September 17, 1867. — The clay
passes from the pug-mill into the molds, Avhich are
then caiTicd under the striker. To compensate for

the extra thickness of l!ie brick, owing to the friction

drawing the clav to tlie back part of the molds, an
adjustable plate "is i)!aced on tlic cam track, so that
when th(? mold is partially covered by the striker

plate, the roller on the bottom of the follower rolls up
on the plate and presses a portion of the clay into the
mold, while the other portion discharges its surplus.

The bricks are ejected by the plungers, actuated by
the raised part of the track.

Claim.— First, raising the follower, so as to press a
portion of the clay in the mold, and the expelling of
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the surplus from the mold, in tbe manner and for the

purpose specified.

Second, regulating the prcssm-e by means of the

eliding plate, as sliown and described.

Third, regulating the thickness of the brick, by
raising or lowering a section of a continuous track,

by means of wedges and screw, or their cfiuivalents,

as slioAvu and described.
Fourth, the construction of a propeller that the re-

ceiving and the discharging edges will operate on the

clay, as shown and described and for the pm-pose
specified.

68,908.— Daniel E. Somes, Washington, D. C.
—Manvfacturing Ice, Cooling Air, d;c. — September
17, 1867.—Coolness and refrigeration are effected in

an apartment by the use of liquid, atomized in the

form of spray or mist, produced by forcing the licjuid,

by a blast of air, through small apertures. The ciiflfu-

siou of the liquid in the form of vapor causes much of

the sensible heat present to become latent and cools

the surrounding atmosphere.
Claim.—First, cooling and refrigerating and warm-

ing, substantially as herein described.

Second, the process of cooling and warming, as

herein described, consisting in forcing or drawing
sprny into a vacuum, or partial vacuum, substantially

as set forth.

Third, cooling, condensing, heating, and refrigera-

ting by means of the apparatus, substantially as de-

scribed.
Fourth, the apparatus herein described, constitut-

ing a vacuum, and devices for producing spray, sub-

stantially as set forth.

Fifth, a fly-wheel or balance-wheel, revolving in a
vacuum or partial vacuum.

68,909.—A. B. Sprout, Picture Eocks, Pa.—
Derrick.—September 17, 1867.^The upper end of the

derrick is hinged to the lever portion, and is balanced
by a weighted rope, which passes over a pulley, and
tends to restore the pivoted part to the vertical

position.
Claim.—First, a derrick provided with a pivoted

shaft F, made operative through the medium of the

rope n, substantially as herein described and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, in combination with the above, the pulleys

P and i, and guide g, constructed, arranged, and
operating substantially as herein described and for

the pm'pose set forth.

Third, the combination of the weight m, pulley E,
and rope X, with the pivoted shaft F, constructed,

arranged, and operating substantially in the manner
herein described and for the purpose set forth.

68,910.—Eliza Stafford, Decatur, HI., admin-
istratrix of the estate of D. S. Stafford, deceased

:

assignor as administratrix to herself, Sullivan Bur-
gess and Joseph Stafford.— Cultivator.—Septem-
ber 17, 1867 ; antedated August 20, 1867.—The stand-

ards are pivoted at their upper ends, and have a
double curve, from the most prominent part of which
a chain connects adjustably with the frame.
Claim.—Tho pivoted curved plow standards H,

connected by the chains J, substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

68,911.—Thomas B. Stevensox, Dayton, Ohio.
—Instrument for Measuring Ltimber.— September
17, 1867.—Superficial measurements are obtained by
traversing the surface to be measured by a reyolviug
wheel, which transfers movements to registering

mechanism indicating upon dials the quantity meas-
ured.

Claim.—First, registering the quantity of material

measured by a traversing rotary wheel upon rotary

and fixed dials, by an organization of mechanism,
substantially as described.

Second, the combination of the shipping mechan-
ism witli an udjustajjle series of different sized piuious

for changing speed, substantially as specified.

Third,' tiie combination of the adjusting screw H,
arm K, retracting spring 14. and segmental notched
plate N, or tlieir cqui\alents, operating conjointly in

the manner and for the purpose described.

Fourth, the measuring wlieel A, in combination
with the thumli spring m and detent q, operating in

the manner and for the pm'posc specified.

Fifth, the disk S, in combination with arm a and
rotary dials RTF I", for recording the quantity
measured, substantially as described.

Sixtl], the shipping and adjustable mechanism repre-
sented in figures 6 and 7, iu combination with the
recording mechanism represented in figures 2 and 3,

operating iu the manner substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

68,912.—W. Stickney, Lockport, IST. Y., assignor
to Sarah E. Stickkey, Waterville, N. Y.—Bed Bot-
tom.—September 17, 1867.—The cross-pieces to which
the ends of the slats are secured are in sections
hinged together. They are supported on spiral
springs and have vertical guides.
Claim.—A bed bottom consisting of slats A A,

rigidly secured to the hinged sections B B, in com-
bination with the spiral springs d d and vertical
guides c c, arranged and operating substantially in
the manner described.

68,913.—David H. Sumner, South Boston, Mass.
—Measuring Can.—September 17, 18G7.—Two meas-
ures of different capacities are connected together
and have horizontal plates extending half way across
and acting as half measure indicators.
Claim.—The duplex measuring can, composed of

the two vessels A B, the orifice d, and the partitions

/ g, arranged substantially as' described, such can
being provided with discharging spouts and a handle,
as set forth, when such may be essential or necessary
thereto.

68,914.— SeWall Tucker, "Worcester, Mass.—
Piston Packing.—September 17, 1867.—The sections
of the riugs lap upon each other and are also tongued
and grooved together, so as to expand or contract
without opening joints to permit the passage of steam.
Claim.—The improved piston-ring section as fur-

cated and recessed at and near one end and with re-

cesses a tongue E, and a lapping piece F at and near
its other end, the whole being in manner substantially
as represented in the accompanying drawings and as
hereinbefore described.

68,915.—D. H. Turner, New York, N. Y.—
Cooling and Purifying Animal Charcoal.—Septem-
ber 17, 1867.—The charcoal is placed in a hopper com-
municating with one end of a rotating gauze cylinder,

having oblique lifting scrips to agitate tlie material
in its passage. A current of air is passed through
the cylinder to carry off the noxious gases.

Claim.—First, the process, substantially as herein
described, of cooling and purifying animal charcoal,
by agitating or giving it a series of successive or re-

peated lifts as it is passed throngh or aloug a reticu-

lated cylinder or vessel through which a current of
cold or cooling air is made to ascend, essentially as
herein set tbrth.

Second, the combination for the purpose or purposes
specified of a revolving reticolated cylinder or ves-
sel provided with lifting strips or otherwise equiv-
alently constructed, upper trunk or flue for escape of
the noxious gases and finer dust, serving also for the
establishment of the draft, and suitable delivery shutes
or devices for separate discharge of the coal and
coarser dust, substantially as described.

68,916.—BENJAmN Van Deusen, Troy, N. Y.—
Spittoon for Railroad Car*?.—September 17, 1867.

—

Explained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The combitiation of a tunnel or open-ended
cup B, with an open-ended spittoon or spout A, as
provided with a movable or swinging cover, and ar-

ranged and secured to and in the car floor in conve-
nient positions to the seats thereof, substantially as
and for the purposes herein set forth,

68,917.—Stephen Watte, ITew Bedford, Mass.
—Driven Pumps.-September 17. 1867.—The wings
on the pointed shoe enables it to cut through obsta-

cles instead of glancing from them. The rod with
spiral wings rests loosely in the upper end of the shoe,

and being rotated by the action of the water as the
drill is operated tends to keep the tube clear of sedi-

ment.
OZaim.-First, the within-described perforated drill-

shaped point or shoe h- applied to a perforated tube a,
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and arranged in connection with a pump, substan-

tially as and for the purposes set forth.

Se'cond, the withiu-described arrangement and com-
bination of the rotating apparatus, the perforated

shoe b, and perforated tube a, when applied to a pump,
all being cousti-ucted and operated substantially as

and for the purposes set forth.

68,91S.—Charles "Waxdel, Milton, Iowa.—
Hand ioom.—September 17, 1867; antedated Sep-

tember 4, 18(i7.—As the latho is moved toward the

treadles, the lever pushes the pin with which it may be
in contact and revolves the drum, operating the trea-

dles. As the lathe moves forward, the spring raises

the lever into position to take hold of the next pin

and again revolve the drum at the next backwai'd
movement.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
shaft L, drum K, arms or pins J M, ratchet wheel K^,
pawl II. lu-m or leverX. spring P, treadles II, and lathe

E, as herein set forth for tho purpose specified.

68,919.—Lesley G. Ward, Steuben county, N.
Y.—Devicefor Hitching jETwr.vciJ.-September 17, 1867.

—The strap is passed thro'igh the eyes in the base
piece, and the movable lever and tensio'u thereupon ele-

vates the tail piece of the lever and pushes the strap
between the said tail piece and the bridge.

Claim.—The combination of the handles A and B,
with the holes H H. and the bridge E, all being con-
structed and arranged substantially as and for thepm'-
poses set forth.

68,920.-Jonx Q. "Welch, Oswego, Oregon.—
Hofary Steain Engine.—September 17, 1867.—As the
shaft revolves, the sliding piston slips so as to main-
tain its edge in contact with the interior perimeter
of the oblong chamber, passing the spring abutment
which is placed between the induction and eduction
ports.

Claim.—The arrangement of the oblong circle C,
slot P in the shaft S, slide D, spring "W, aperture y,
and the escape at g, substantially upon the principle
and in the manner as herein set iorth.

68,921.—J. TV. "Wetmore, Erie, 'Pa.—Washiyig
Machine.—September 17, 1667; antedated Septem-
ber 7, 1867.—The articles to be washed are held on
the under side of the rocking pounder that idternately
8resses them on the l}ottom of the wash box and
fts them from it. The clothes are loosely confined

in the frame by the pressure on the slats of' the spiral
spring.

Claim.—First, the slats i j, faced with flexible
strips k I, and the movable slats ^n n, Fig. 3, con-
structed and operated as described.
Second, the combination in the potmder B of the

slats faced with strips k I, movable slats m «,

hook IV. Fig. 3, weight box g' f", lever R, and springs
p r, Fig. 2, arranged as and for the purposes set
forth.

Third, the combination of the separator I m, Fig.
2, with the pounder B, as and for the ptirposes de-
Bcribed.

68,922.-Setii Wheeler, Albany, K". Y.—Per-
mutation Lock.—September 17, 1867.-^The two spur
disks which are pivoted on the bolt are connected
respectively to an operating knob and index plate, by
which they are adjusted to admit the passage of
lugs on the lock plate, to allow the retraction of the
bolt. The spur disks have segmental slots to receive
the lugs when the bolt is retracted, and allow slight
rotary'movement in the disks. When changing the
combination the projecting tooth of the spider is

pressed out from between the teeth of the disk by a

Sin inserted through the lock plate and the inclex
isk tm-ned. The bolt is drawn back by direct

movement of the hub in the slotted lock plate.
Claim.—Fu-st, the application to a sliding bolt of

the toothed and notched wheels C D, having suitable
indices applied to their shafts so that said wheels and
indices siiall move with this bolt, substantially as
described.
Second, providing a concentric slot in the toothed

wheel or wheels within which the lugs b &' may be
received, for the pm-pose of allowing said wheels to
be turned when the bolt is unlocked, substantially as
described.

Third, the adjustable toothed spiders F G, or their
equivalents, applied to the toothed and slotted wheels
C D, in combination with the lugs b 6', and devices
for indicating the positions of the said slots i i' in
said wheels, when in line with said lugs, substantially
as described,

68,923.—A. J. White, Ballston Spa, N. Y.—
Lighting Factories and other Buildings.—September
17, 1867.—A close reservoir of oil is placed in an ele-

vated position, and by means of permanent pipes
supplies the burners in*various parts of the establish-
ment.

Claim.—In combination with an air-tight reservoir
and a series of conductors therefrom, with burners
attached, the cocks h and i, to operate substantially
as and for the purpose described.

68,924.—Levi Wilkixsox, New Haven, Conn.,
assignor to Oliver F. Case, same place.

—

Carriage
-SViacAie.-September 17, 1867.— The socket for the
pin on the end of the thill iron is formed by a piece
projecting forward from the axle clip, and a piece
above wliich is secured to tlie other portion by a bolt
and nut.

Claim.—The combination of the detachable block
c and the bar 6, when the said block itself forms a
part of the bearing of the coupling, and when the
whole is constructed and aiTanged so as to operate
substantially as and for the pm-pose specified.

68,925.—Amaxdus Woeber, Davenport, Iowa,—Carriage Curtain Fastener.—September 17, 1867.

—

The metallic stud of the curtain flap slips over tho
stud and is retained by the elastic flap which slips on
the stud behmd it.

Claim.—First, providing a rubber flap, with eyelet
hole attached outside and over metallic eyelet, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose as herein
describecl.

Second, the rtibber flap, with hole, as attached and
arranged, in combination with metallic eyelet and
curtain knob or button, substantially in the manner
and for the pm-pose as herein described.

68,926.—Jajies F. Wood 2d, Cohocton, N. Y.
—Self-acting Wagon Brake.—September 17, 1867.

—

Improvement on his patent, March 1, 1867.—The belt-

crauk lever is connected by a link to the tongue and
by a rod to the brake bar, so as to push the brake
against the wheels when the wagon pushes forward
in descending a hill, and relieve it as draft is applied
to the tongue.
Claim.—First, the forked, right-angle lever A, as

constructed and connected with the tongue or poleD
and the rod Q to operate the brake bar N , substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the slotted metal plate F, as constructed
and attached to the pole D by the pin or bolt C to
prevent the lateral movement'of the pole while it al-

lows it to move freely endways.

68,927.—Arthur Woods, Liverpool, England.—Hammock.—September 17, 1867.—Explained by the
claim and illustration.

Claim.—The hammock herein described, having
the body a 6 of a rectangular section sustained trans-
versely by the cross-pieces/, or their equivalents, and
supported by the jib ends c, so as to receive the sev-
eral strains' and hold in shape the contents of tho
hammock, all substantially as and for the pm-pose set
forth.

68,928.—B. F. Wymax, Lancaster, Mass., and
B. H. IIartshoux, Ashland. 'Mass.—Knitting Ma-
chine Register.—September 17, 1867 : antedated Sep-
tember 4, 1867.—The woi-m wheel is placed on the
crank shaft of the machine and operates upon tho
teeth of the dial wheel, which, in connection with
the index finger, shows the number of times that the
machine has knit round the stocking. .

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
shaft/, the worm i. the dial r, the hand s, and the
stand p, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

68,929.—Hiram Youxg, Carey, 0\\\o.—File—
September 17, 1867.—Explained by the chiim.

Claim.—A single-cut. right-and-left file, with the
lines of its tecth^on both sides of the blade, ail in-
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cllning in the same direction, substantially in the
miinner and. for the purpose described.

68,930.—William Youngblood, New York, N.
Y.— Waff071 /Sie^.—September 17, 1867.—To the nut
which screws on the end of the spindle and abuts
against the hub is attached a plate, which is bent
above the hub and forms a step for mounting into the
wa^on.

Claim.—First, the emiDloyment of a step or steps,

secured upon the axle outside of the wheel or wheels
of a wagon, and located immediately over the hub or
iubs of said wheels, substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein described.
Second, the construction and arrangement of the

step D with the nut C and guard E, substantially as
ai;;i for the purpose set forth.

68,931.—Joseph L. Abbott, North Providence,
E. I., assignor to Charles Piiait, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Measure for Liquids.—September 17, 1867.— The
measuring vessel has communication with the tiink

QT exit nozzle by a three-way cock, and may be varied
in size to suit the varying measure of different coun-
tries. The air escape is closed by a float valve when
fhe vessel is fuU.

Claim.—The arrangement of the measure A, pipe

I, two-way cocks J, tube K, adjustable bar D, valve
H, and chamber G, as and for the purpose specified.

68,933.—Thomas Adams and George John
Parson, London, England.

—

Slide Valve.—Septem-
ber 17, 1867; English patent, Eebruary 15, 1866.—
In the central part of the valve is a ring with an
overhanging flange whose upper surface forms a fillet

to work against the cover of the valve box, and has
an area equal to the lower sm-face to balance the up-
ward and downward pressures of steam on the ring.

Claim.—The slide valve constructed in such a man-
ner that, by the aid of a ring or rings H, provided
•with a fillet IST and recess O, the pressure of tlie steam
on the different parts of the surfaces will be balanced,
all being made and operating as herein shown and
described.

68,933.—Jacob K. Andrews, New Providence,
Ta.—Window Sash /Siojp.-September 17, 1867.—The
beading is jointed and secured by bolts. Its detach-
ment permits the removal of the sash.

Claim.—Window stops, when made in two parts,

and arranged, connected, and operated substantially

as described and for the purpose specified.

68,934.—Peter Atherton, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Steam Generator.-September 17, 1867.—The bent
boiler flues present their down-turned bell mouths to

^e fire and the caloric current passes upward into

them ; is deflected rearward and traverses through
them to the chamber in the rear of the boiler, when
.it is deflected downward ; is divided and passes in

two streams beneath the boiler to a wall in the rear
of the fire chamber, and thence follows a transverse
flue which leads to the chimney.

Claim.—The arrangement of the bell-mounted flues

B C D E F, bearing wall H, and chambers J L M,
Slaving openings N O, for the purpose of creating an
increased amount of heating sm'face, as herein shown
aniJ described.

68,935.—S. J. Austin, Freeport, Me.—Baling
Press.—September 17, 1867.—The side being drawn
outwai-d and the platen lowered, the hay or other sub-

stance to be compressed is thrown into the upper end
of the press box and the pulley and side operated to

cdmpress and bale the material between the platen
and head block. The shaft is then turned and the

arms are made to raise the platen, which, when it

reaches its culminating point, completes the opera-

tion.

Claim.—First, the operating of the side C through
the medium of the arms E applied at one end to the

side C, and having their opposite cuds fitted in or

between suitable guides with conls or chains F at-

tached, which are connected to a shaft or windlass G,
substantially as shown and described.

Second, providing one of the jom-nals o of the shaft

N with an external screw thread p to work an internal

screw in its bearings, or with an equivalent device,

to give the shaft N a longitudinal movement while

being rotated, and thereby keep the chains or cords
m in line with the arms li K K', substantially as set
forth.

Third, the lips III' I' on the bevel block J and plat-
en I, substantially as and for the pm-pose herein set
forth.

Fourth, the securing of the head block J in the
framing B by means of the dovetail cleat k on the
framing, fltting in the dovetail groove j in the upper
surface of the head block, substantially as set forth.

Fifth, the metal apron P attached to the platen I,

substantially as and for the purpose specified.
Sixth, the door O in the side of the press box A

when used in combination with the sliding or expand-
ing side C and the platen I, arranged substantially as,

shown and described.

68,936.—Hugh Baines, Manchester, England.—
Apparatus for Boiling Bails.—September 17, 1867.

—

Improvement on his patent December 11, 1866. The
rollers act respectively upon the top, bottom, and
sides of the railroad rail and have faces of such con-
tour as to confer the required shape upon the iron
passing through.

Claim.—The rollers P Q R and S, in combination
with each other, when constructed and arranged to-

gether substantially as and for the purpose described.

68,937.-Wilson M. Baker and John Hisner,
TTrbana, Ohio.

—

Portable Sheep Shed.—September 17,
1867.—The shed is mounted on wheels. The middle
portion of the roof is removable to admit hay into the
rack. The feed trough is raised to the store irough
and the grain allowed to flo-^v from the latter by
bringing together the holes in a sliding and a fixed
bottom. A part of the side boards are pivoted for
the purpose of ventilation.

Claim.—First, the combination of the overlapping
boards G G G and catches g"^ g^, arranged as de-
scribed, and forming a detachable roof for a porta-
ble sheep shed, as set forth.

Second, the arrangement in a portable sheep shed
of the pivoted side boards K and closing bars S, as
and for the purpose explained.

Third, the rack H, constructed as herein described,
and extending longitudinally through the central part
of the shed, in combination with the slied, substan-
tially as and for the purpose hereki set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the arms X.. cords M,
and shafts N, with each other and with the feeding-

troughs K and frame ofthe shed, substantially as here-
in shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

68,938.—William H. Bancroft and William
L. Ward, Portland, Wis.—>S7eam Engine.—Septem-
ber 17, 1867.—Steam is admitted alternately on each
side of the partition in the double cylinder, and when
the pistons, acting therein, uncover the ports leading
to the single cylinder, steam is admitted thereto at
one end from one of the twin cylinders and exhausted
from the other end of the same through the other
twin cylinder.

Claim.—The combination of the first cylinder B
having a central partition B' and the main cylinder
C with their respective pistons, said cylinders being
constructed as to their ports and arranged in relation
to one another and to said pistons, substantially as
described.

68,939.—John Bayliss, New York, N. Y.—
Tuyere forFurnaces.—^G-^tembQT 17. 1867.—Improve-
ment on his patent August 7, 1866. The air blast

passing to the tuyere is warmed in passing through
the chamber. The tuyere is surrounded by a water
jacket, which connects with the reservoir by two
pipes, through which a circulation is establishc'd.

Claim.—The chambered tuyere A, in combination
with a water reservoir and air chamber and suitable

water and blast pipes, all constructed and arranged
substantially as described.

68,940.—John F. Boynton, Syracuse, N. Y.—
Fire Fxtinguishcr.—SQ\ncmhcT 17, 1867.—The reser-

voir is charged with a saline solution and compressed
air, and the portable vessel is charged therefrom.
The saline matter is such as will incrust upon burning
matter, and produce in the tire gases unfavorable to

combustion.
Claim.— First, the method hereiu described of
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chfirging portablo vessels Avith saline water and com-
pressed air or gas, for use in extinguishing fires, sub-

stantially as set forth.

Second, the portable vessel B, charged with saline

water and compressed air or gas, substantially as de-

scribed, for the purpose of extinguishing fires, as set

forth.

Third, in combination with the cylinder A, porta-

ble receiver B, tlie connecting pipes C and D, cocks

1, 2, 3, and 4, and any suitable pump for charging said

cylinder A with compressed air or gas, all constructed
and aiTauged substantially as described.

68,941.—Christian H. Brady, Mount Joy, Pa.,

assignor to himself and Wilijam Brady.—Corn
»S7(fHer.—September 17, 18G7; antedated September
10, 18()7.—The case is fastened to a tabic or bench,
and has a spout on its lower edge. Witliin it revolves

a frame of two rim wheels, which shell the corn from
the cob Avhile the ear is passing: through.
Claim.—The combination of the revolving frame

B, as constructed and provided with the spring plates

H H with the stationary case A, provided Avith spout
a and projection &, as and for the purpose set forth.

68,942.-Edwix L. Brady, New Orleans, La.—
Lubricating Oil.—September 17, 1867.—Fish oil is

mixed with an equal quantity of water, which holds
in solution sulphur, quick lime, borax, and carbonate
of soda, Avith the adduiou of a little ammonia.
Claim.—A combination of the various substances,

to wit, oil, wat«*, spirits of ammonia, carbonate of
soda, quick lime, and sulphur, used to make the com-
pound clarified and saponified lubricating oil known
as Brady's oil.

68,943.—Israel F. Browx, New London, Conn.,
assignor to E. F. Brown, same place.—!"')•?«« Box.—
September 17. 18C7.—The blanks are scored with a
saw bent around at the kerfs to form the corners ; the
ends, being made to lap past each other, are fastened
by pieces of sheet metal somewhat similar to a paper
clip.

Claim.—First, the fastening B, in combination
with the bottom G and sides H, as herein set forth
for the purpose specified.

Second, the bottom G to the box, applied thereto
suostantially as and for the purpose described.

68,944.-N. H. Bruce, Forge Valley, Westford,
Mass.— Foot Warmer,— September 17,' 1867.—The
base piece lias a socket for the lamp, which is placed
or removed while the hinged top piece is oscillated

on its hinges. The flame'heats the plates on which
the fei;t of the person are placed.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
perforated base A, having the socket B, lamp C, hinged
casing D, inclined covered plate F, with central open-
ing H, in which are secured the sheet metal plates I.

as herein shown and described, for the purpose spe-
cified.

68,945—JAJres D. Bryson, Newcastle, Pa.—
Water TF/iec?.—September 17, 1867.—When the annu
lus is turned to project the arms, the gates are opened
simultaneously and the inlet spacs enlarged. The
contrary motion withdraws the pi t^asure and allows
the gates to close by the pressure of water in the sur-

rounding casing.
CVfUOT.—First, the combination in a turbine water

wheel of the adjustable gates or shutes U and adjust
able buckets or issues B', Avhereby the area of the issues
may be varied to correspond with the regulated capa
city of the inlets or shutes.
Second, in combination with the above, the slotted

adjusting arms I I, applied so as to open the gates
simultaneously and permit them to close independ
ently, so as to prevent the obstruction of one or more
gates from interfering with the operation of the re
mainder.

Third, the combination with the adjustable buckets
B' of the adjusting staif or screw L L' and swivel V.

applied and operating substantially as described.
Fourth, the combination of the staff or screw L L

and swivel I', hollow slotted spindle E, jointed ai-mf
N, and ring or collar M, an-anged as described, and
operating so as to permit the buckets to be adjusted
while the wheel is in motion, as set forth.
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68,946.-Edward Bucklin, Jr., North Provi-
dence, K. I., assignor to FiiKDKRiCK A. SouLE, Dixon,
Ohio.

—

File Catting Jihuihine.—September 17^ 18G7.

—

The hammer and chisel stock are lifted by cams, while
the spring maintains tlie holder in contact with the
blank, which is fed beneath it. The chisel descends
into place before the hammer falls, the blow being
given by the ibrce of a spring.

Claim.—First, tlie combination of the bent arm D,
hammer G, and set screw F, ai-ranged substantially
as described.
Second, the combination of the bent hammer G,

provided with downwardly bent arms G' G-, spring
11, bent arm I, set screw H^, having a handle I' Avith
the bent arm D secured on the adjustable plate C,
substaix'ially as described.

Third, the adjustable hollow block J, provided with
a metal cap J^ on one side, forming the bearing for
the chisel stock K and holder K^ substantially as de-
scribed.

Fourth, the chisel stock K, with a round top part k,

a shoulder Z.-^, and hollow three-sided part A;', in com-
bination with the holding device K', substantially as
described.

Fifth, the combination of devices substantially as
herein described, by which the chisel is elevated and
brought down upon the file blank previous to the
descent of the hammer upon the end of the chisel
stock.

Sixth, the device for elevating and releasing the
chisel and for holding the blank upon its bed, consist-
ing of the toothed wheels L^ M' cam M^, lever I,

shoulder k"^ on the chisel stock K, and springs n and
/i, and holder K^, substantially as desci'ibed.

Seventh, the device for operating the feed screw,
consisting of the tappet O^, adjustable slide a, pro-
jection a' on the square rod a^, pin h^. inclined slot h'^

in the loose plate Jj^, pawl c- and c^, and ratchet Avheel
c^, secured to the shaft o, substantially as described. .

Eighth, the device for moving the tile bed, consist-
ing of the handle e^ on shaft d, provided with the
square part<?', set screw e^ lugs/^ pivoted arm/, one
end of which is provided with a cap/^, having a female
scrcAV thread on its inner face, the other end being-

forked and holding the pivoted swinging piece /3, sub-
stantially as described.

68,947.—Daniel Bull, Araboy, HI., assignor
to himself and J. B. Booker.—Boor and Blind F'ast-

ening.—September 17, 1867.— The bolt fastening is

applied to one door, and when the other door closes
upon it the bolt cannot be dislodged.

Claim.—First, the construction of the spring door
fastening, for the purpose described, with the self-

adjusting latching nose having a lip or locking pro-
jection formed on it, substantially as described.
Second, the spring door fastening for double doors,

which, when both doors are shut, Avill be locked and
held firmly in place by one of the doors, substantially
as described.

68,948.—Daniel Bull, Amboy, J\\.—Table At-
tachment for Bedsteads.—September 17, 1667.—The
frame swings in a horizontal plane and may support
a table for sick-bed accessories or a reading desk
whose inclination is adjustable.

Claim.—First, the combination of an adjustable
table B with a swinging support A, constructed and
adapted to operate substantially as and for the pur-
poses described.
Second, pivoting the table B to the bar c of the sup-

port A so that said table can be adjusted and set in a
horizontal plane, and also inclined at pleasure, sub-

stantially as described.
Third, in combination with the support A, coii-

structed as described, the pivoting of the table B to a
pivoted bar g at one end and to the curved portion t>

at the other end, substantially as described.

68,949.—C. K. BuRKiiOLDER and Henry Lerew,
York Springs, Va.—Machine for Hounding Fly-Net
/S^rajjs.-September 17, ] 867.—The thong passes be-

tween notched guide bars and is exposed to two
gouge-shaped cutters which round off the corners as

the thong is drawn through.
Claim.—The combination of the notched knives D

J and guides E I, arranged and operating substan-

tially as described.
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68,950.— George E. Burt, Harvard, Mass.—
Horse Bake.—September 17, 1867.—The draft of the

horse in propelliug the rake, in conjunction with the
weight of the operator, holds down the teeth of the
rake -n'ith a gradually increasing force as the hay ac-

cumulates in front of the teeth. The operator is able

to adjust the pressure on the teeth to heavy or light

crops.
Claim.—First, in combination with the teeth m,

axle O, and arm J, a toggle joint formed by the levers

C and B, acted upon by the weight of the driver ridiug
•upon a seat resting upon the joint in such manner that

as the teeth are drawn back the toggle joint shall be
straightened and the weight of the driver be made to

act upon the teeth, with a correspondingly increased
downward pressure, substantially as set forth.

Second, the combination of the shafts D, arm F,
levers H E B and C, arm J, and axle O, substan-

tially as set forth.

Third, the combination of the teeth m, axle O, and
clamp I, when respectively constructed and aiTauged
substantially as set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the shafts D, arm F,
axle O, and teeth m, substantially as set forth.

-f^ifth, the arm J on one side of the axle, in combi-
nation with the arm F on the other side thereof, when
connected with the shafts D, one directly and the

other through intermediate levers EL and E or C and
B, so arranged that the draft upon one and pressure

against the other arm shall unite to turn the axle

towards and hold down the teeth, substantially as set

forth.

68,951.—George J. Capewell, "^est Cheshire,

Conn.

—

Carriage Attachment.—September 17, 1867.

—

The roller fenders are adjusted by set screws that en-

gage in the curved slots of the plates in which the

fenders have their bearings.

Claim.—First, a holder or plate B for the fender

rollers A, made of such a form as to act as a step to

the wagon or other vehicle, substantially as described.

Second, securing the fender-roller holders B to the

vehicle in such manner that the rollers can be adjusted

without detaching the holders, substantially as de-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

Third, the washers F at the ends of the rollers A,
for the purpose described.

68,952.—HeiTRY Carter, Taunton, Mass.—Com-
pcsition for Imitation Wood.—September 17, 1867.

—

Composed of saw-dust and glue, with the addition, if

desired, of filings or turnings of metal.

Claim.—First, making imitation wood by com-
bining saw-dust and glue, substantially as herein

sho^^'U and described.
Second, the above in combination with metal dust

and shavings, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.

68,953.—.TOHX M. Cayce, Franklin. Tenn.—Jn-
valid Spittoon.—September 17, 1867.—The top is dia-

metrically hinged, and the lid is raised by a lever

within a radially projecting case ; the lever is de-

pressed for that purpose by a hand knob.
Claim.—A spittoon having the lid B, in combina-

tion with the lever D Avorking in the handle C and
operated by the button d", substantially as and for the

puj'posc specified.

68,954.—Edward M. Ckaffee, Providence, R,

I., assignor to Geo. L. Porter, Washington, D. C—
JBcd Fart.—September 17, 1867.—The pan is formed of

rubber and is inflated by a flexible mouth tube. It

has a cavity and a closable passage for the exci'ement.

Claivi.—ThG pipe A, with supplemental chamber
a, outlet pipe B, tube C with mouth piece and valve

(/. when arranged and operating in the manner sub-

stantially as and for the purposes specified.

68,955.—JoiiN OsRORXE Christian, Manchester,
England, and John and Henry Charlton, Strange-

ways, England.

—

Manvfacture of Magnesium.—Sep-

tember 17, 1867 ; antedated September 15, 186G.—In-

stead of treating carbonate of lime with sulphuric

acid to obtain carbonic acid for aerating water, car-

boimte of magnesia is used, which gives, as a valuable

residuum, sulphate of magnesia. Magnesia is also

substituted for lime in the process of distilling tar

water and the manufacture of ammonia. Dolomite

is also treated with sulphureted hydrogen to obtain
a result producing sulphate of magnesia.

Claim.—First, producing sulphate of magnesia or
other salts of magnesia during the process of gener-
ating carbonic acid gas, or of distilling tar water, or
of manufacturing ammonia or its salts, substantially
as herein set forth.

Second, treating dolomite or other magnesian com-
pounds with sulphureted hydrogen, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

68,956—T>. B. Cobb, Jersey City, :N". J.—Attach-
ing Boor Knobs.—September 17, 1867.—The neck of
the knob fits into a socket of the shank, and the end
of the latter is secured by a screw nut on the bulb of
the knob.

Claim.—The metallic shank B provided with the
socket C, in connection with the nut E, or its equiv-
alent, and the knob D, all arranged substantially in
the manner as and for the purpose set forth.

68,957.- S. Coin, Cazenovia, N". Y.—Sorse
Power.—September 17, 1867.—The links for the recep-
tion of the track rest by rollers upon and under pro-
jections on the flange of the horn wheel. The said
j)rojections enter socket in the periphery of the wheel.

Claim.—The flange C to the horn wheel A, sub-
stantially as and for the pm*pose described.
Also, the links F, constructed substantially as and

for the pm-pose described.

68,958.-Isaac Cook, Haynesville, Mo.—Com-
bined Hoe and Rake.—September 17, 1867.—The hoe
and rake are attached separately or together in the
cap that is secured by a screw bolt.

Claim.—The cap a, secured by the screw bolt h to
the handle A, through the side strips a' a', for attach-
ing a hoe and rake, together or separately, with the
screw bolt c' and the pins d d, substantially as hereia
described.

68,959.—A. TV. Cramer, Bethany, Pa., assignor
to himself and William D. Brooks, same place.

—

Adjustable Track for Conveying Loads by Gravity
only.—September 17, 1867.—The track rope is ad-
,\U.stably secured at each end of the route and its in-

clination varied according to the direction the load is

required to travel.

Claim.—First, the track H in combination with
the track B, formed by a wire or rope adjustably sus-

pended at one end, that its inclination may be reversed
substantially in the manner set forth.

Second, the combiucmon of the track B formed by
a wire or rope, the sheave C, axle D, eye F, and cord
G, arranged to reverse the inclination of the track,
snbstantiallj as described.

68,960.—tTames F. Cranston, Springfield. Mass.—Priming Metallic Cartridges.—Septemoer 17, 1867.

—The anvil abutment is braced against a circumfer-
ential contraction of the side. The fulminate is

placed between the anvil and back plate.

Claim.—A center fire cartridge in which the anvil
is constructed with a square face A, and spring bra-
cers C C, fastened in by the flange or groove e e, and
lu'idging over the cavity b, in such a manner as to
form the openings afgh, substantially as set forth.

68,961.—L. L. DAvas, Springfield, Mass.—Ad-
justable Spirit Level.—September 17, 1867.—A bro-
ken " bubble ' map be readily replaced. The inclina-

tion from the horizontal may be read in degrees or
in linear measm'ements. The ring is adjusted for
plumbing vertical surfaces, or leveling surfaces, by
the movable ring and its set screw. Inclination from
these positions is indicated by a cii'cular scale and
index.

Claim.—First, the semi-circnlar bubble case c,

R'hen constructed or cast in one piece, and having
the aperture or space I for the insertion of the bubble
glass k, and the space c', substantially as herein de-

scribed and set forth.

Second, the ring C, having a dovetail flange around
its periphery and working in the dovetail socket A',
when made substantially as herein described and set

forth.

Third, the ring C in combination with the dovetail
socket A', the set screw g, the frictional screw g',
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and the bubble case c, when made substantially as

herein described aud set forth.

Fourth, the elevating screw j and index i, in com-
bination with the base A, socket A', ring C, and
bubble case c, whea made substantiqjly as herein de-

scribed and set foTth.

68,962.—W. H. Davis and R. H. "Wagor, Do-
wagiac, 'Miich.—Sheet Metal Pan i=\)rm€r.—Septem-
ber 17, 1867.—The sheet of metal is placed ou the

table beneath the die, which is then forced down by
means of the lever, and the sheet is forced into the

box top of the table, until the bottom of the plate

rests upon the bed.
Claim.—First, the lever H, brace D, shaft I, former

F, and guide rods P P, in combination with the box
A, as described and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the arms M M, rod L, and spring a, in

combination with the box A, as described and for the
pm-poses specified.

68,963.—EphrAIM and Zedekiah Dawsox, and
Brice Hiltox, Brunersburg, Ohio.—Balancing JlfiH-

i-fonc,s-.—September 17, 1867,—T-headed bolts enter
recessed vertical slots in the stone, and serve for at-

tachment of the longitudinally-slotted balance plates.

Claim.—The above described aiTangement of the
balances B and D, and the horizontal and perpendic-
ular adjustment thereof, as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

68,964.—Hexry 0. Demarest. Xew York, N.
Y.—Boiler Feeder.—Septemher 17, 1867.—When the
water has sunk iu the generator beneath the mouth
of the steam pipe, steam passes into the chamber
which is depressed. Simidtaaeously with the open-
ing of the cock of the water pipe the Avater enters the
upper chamber. Tlie communications are through
the hollow, oscillating lever to which the chambers
are connected, and the trunnion heads in which it

works, and the ports are adjusted in connection by
the oscillation of the lever, caused by the gravity of
water in the chamber which may be'^at the time' ele-

vated.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of the lever D,

heads E E', and washer e'. substantially upon the
principle and iu the manner herein set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the cliambers A and
A', lever D, heads E E' and E", nut e, screws and
wa.sher e', discharge pipe steam pipe C, and the in-

jector pipe B, constructed and combined substan-
tially as hereinabove set forth.

68,965.-Friedrich Dexzler and Jacob Mit.-
LER, Brooklyn, N. T.— Jfonf/c?-.— September 17,
1867.—The mangers and feed boxes are arranged to
be opened automatically by clock-work at the re-

quired times, not requiring attention after having
been filled and closed in advance of feeding time.
Claim.—Yirst, connecting the trap dolors of the

mangers, feed boxes or troughs with clock-work in
such a nWnner that the said doors can be simultane-
ously opened at any desu-ed time substantially as
and "for the purpose herein shown and described.
Second, the disk i on the arbor of the clock-work

C, in combination with the lever D k I and F, the lat-

ter being connected with the door or doors of the
mangers, troughs or feed boxes, substantially in the
manner herein shown and described.

Third, the hinged bottom r of the feed Iwx H, in

combination with the catch s and swinging hook t,

the latter being connected with the clock-work C,
substantially as herein shown and described.
Fourth, the weighted cover a of tlie trough or

manger A, in combination with the catch lever B
which is connected with the clock-work C, substan-
tially as aud for the purpose herein shown and de-
scribed.

68,966.— Thomas De Witt, Detroit, Mich.—
Carriage <S>n'ngr.—September 17, 1867.—Short springs
with upper coils rise from tlie axle, and to their ends
is attached the curved spring plate whose downward
motion is limited by the studs on the axle.
Claim.—A carriage spring composed of the parts

BBC, connected together and used in connection
with the studs d d, arranged in relation with said
parts, substantially as herein shown and described.

68,967.—George H. Dlmoxd, Bridgeport^ Conn.—Spring for Fastening Blind Slats.—September 17,

1867.—The flexible cup is slipped over the tenon of
the slat, and binding l)etween the shoulder of tlie slat

aud the side of the stile, holds the blinds in position.

Claim.—A slotted concavo-convex discoidal-shaped
spring, constructed substantially as described, for the
purpose of locking turning slats in position, as set
forth.

68,968.-Francis H. Due, Charleston, S. C—
Ice Cream Freezer.—September 17, 1867.—The creara
cylinder has conical ends ; one, to wliich the handle is

attached, is removed when filling, the other end has
a hollow journal for traverse of a fixed shaft, having
a wing acting on the cream as the cylinder rotates.

The wing shaft admits of turning by a cross handle
to feel the state of the cream.

Claim.—First, the revolving cylinder D when pro-
vided with the removable head E, shaft F and wing
G on the latter, the said shaft and wing serving as
an indicator for ascertaining the state of the contents,
substantially as herein sliown and described.
Second, the above in combination with the box A,

having a hinged cover C, in which another central
cover K is arranged, substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein showii and described.

68,969.—Tho.mas A. Duguale, Richmond, Ind.—Hand ioo?«,.—September 17, 1867 ; antedated Sep-
tember 7, 1867.—When the lay is drawn toward the
operator a catch on a spring Tever engages a ratchet
on the harness-operating w^heel, and wheu the lay is

moved away the Avheel Is turned. An incline upon
the wiieel throws out one of the picker staffs. Other
inclines on tlie same wheel operate the treadle.

Claim.—First, the wlieel K, for operating the
picking and harness mechanism, the said wheel be-
ing formed of the flanges U UW and ratchets T.
Second, the combination of the wheel K, hook L,

and pieces M M with the lay B.
Third, tlic combination of'the wheel K and sliding

pieces P P, and shafts A^ and A^ and springs S S,

when arranged, coustructed, and operated substan-
tially as auditor the purposes described.

68,970.—-TosEPii F. Ejimert, Quincy, Va.—Car-
riage Jack.—September 17, 1867.—The step is raised
on the ratcliet bar till it touclies the axle, the lever
being in its lower position. The oscillation of the
lever raises the rack and step, and when the handle
is vertical the parts arc locked in elevated position.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
slotted stand A, in which the tootiied sliding lift bar
B, lu-ovided with the slide piece D, Avorks the lever
C, pivoted to the lug h at the bottom of the standard
A, and to the lower end of the link rf, whose u])per

end is pivoted to the lug e of the left bar B, working
in the slot g of standard A, substantially as described
for the pm-pose specified.

68,971.—Francis B. Fanciier, Lansingburg, IST.

Y.

—

Gardening Tile for i?or(7eri?i(7.—September 17,

1867.—The vertical border has a horizontal foot and
is secured by a tongue and groove attachment at its

points of connection.
Claim.—Constructing garden tile for borders with

right angled Avings united by lap joints or tongue and
groove, substanti'ally as and for the pm'pose herein
shown and described.

68,972.—L. B. Gates. Bane Centre, Is^. Y.—De-
vice for Rounding ii»es.—September 17^ 1867.—The
rolls liave graduated circular apertures between, and
the ui)per one is carried in a frame pivoted so as to

be adjustable in distance from the other roller.

Claim.—The sjn-ing H H in the frame A, for sc-

ouring the swinging tViune D, when constructed with
its rollers G and J and combined with the roller E,
the whole operating iu the mauner and for the pur-

poses specified.

68,973.—Joseph Gerdom, Jr.. West Albany,
N. Y.—Chair, Lounge, and Step iadder.—Septem-
ber 17, 1867.—The upper section of the ladder doubles

at its hinged connection over the lower, and the rear

legs with tlieir braces form the back and elbows of

the chair. By an extension of the frame a lounge s

foimed.
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Claim.—In the chair and step ladder combined, as

described, the arrangement of the additional piece h'

Tvith its leg h", forming a lounge,, and the fastening

wires 1 1, substantially as described for the purpose
specified.

68,974.—Samuel Gibbons, Bing;hamton, 1^. Y.—Still for Refining and Distilling Oils.—September
17, 1867.—The oil is introduced into the still through
the pipe, and rising in the chambers floods the bottom
of the still. Heat is applied ta the under side of the
still and the chambers, and the superheated steam is

introduced through the pipe, and iets through the
perforations of the cross-pipes. The steam being
forced through the oil in small jets agitates and as-

sists in vaporizing it and regulates the temperature.
Claim.—First, the still or retort A, in combination

with the chambers B B, constructed and aiTanged in
the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the use of the pipe C, provided with a se-

ries of cross-pipes, or their equivalents, in combina-
tion with the still A, as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the arrangement of the pipe D, chambers B
B, and still A with the steam pipe, constructed and
used as and for the purpose specified.

68,975»—Alfred Gifford and Isaac Seright,
Milroy, Ind.

—

Ditching Machine.—September 17.

1867.—The depth to which the knives penetrate is

regulated by the set screws. The earth is taken up
by the.shovel after being cut by the knives, is depos-
ited on and carried off by the shield, and discharged
alongside the ditch.

Claim.—The ai-rangement of the knife K, wheel C,

with its circular knife scraper b, and horizontal adjust-

able frame, regulated by the screws g g, and provided
with the plate D, when used in the manner and for the
purposes herein specified.

68,976.—E. C. GODDARD, Fnionville, Ohio, as-

signor to himself and A. Bailex, same place.

—

Port-
able Field Fence.—September 17, 1867.—The panels
are attached longitudinally by the extension bars
that engage with the posts of the adjoining panel.
The fence is braced laterally by inclined stakes ; a
transverse bar connecting the feet of the stakes sup-
ports the panel.

Claim.— The herein-described construction and
arrangement of fence to form water-locking sec-

tions, straight and itregular lines and. gateways, by
the combination of the oblique slats C C with 'inter-

locking panels A' B' and posts conjointly.

68,977.—ISr. TV. Godfrey, Locust Yalley, N.T.—Dumping Cart.—September 17, 1867.—The sections
of the drop bottom are pivoted to transverse bars,

and are closed by the crank shaft to which they are
attached by chains. The bolt arresting the retro-

gi"ade motion of the crank being removed, the load
automatically dimips itself. The movable screen is

braced against the ends of the box.
Claim.—A cart or wagon having its bottom made

in sections and hung thereto with the rod, or equiva-
lent, to which each section is connected, in combina-
tion with the screen and frame, when all. constructed
and arranged together, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

68,978.—Lewis Goodwin and S. A. West, San
Fraucisco, Cal.

—

Ore Concentrator.—September 17,

1867.—The circular, concave, grooved disk has a con-
tinuous rotary motion. The ore and Avatcr is re-

ceived at the center and is carried by centrifugal
force to the periphery of the disk, the heavier parti-

cles settling in tlie riffles. The debris is separated
by the current and constant agitation, and is carried
out by the sluice transversely across the disk to the
center, and is discharged through openings into the
statioilary, circular sluice below, and the sulpliurets

are discharged by a plow at the periphery of the disk
into another stationary, circular sluice below.

Claim.—First, the concave rotary pan A A with
circular riffles g g g g g g g, having aii elevation to-

ward the periphery of the pan, substantially as and
for the purposes described.

Second, the discharge box E, receiving the dis-

charge at the periphery, and discharging toward the
center, having teeth or agitators attached to it for

operating in the riffles ana movable bar L, to act on

the pulp and water and the gate F, for cutting off the
discharge, substantially as described.

Third, the plow O, valve 4, spring 5, cams K and J,
or their equivalents, substantially as described for
the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the stationary circular troughs R, for re-
ceiving the sand and debris, and G, for receiving the
sulphurets, and the scrapers N, attached to the rotary
pan, and working within the troughs E and G-, sub-
stantially as described.

Fifth, the above-described parts, when employed
separately or in combination, for the purposes speci-
fied.

68,979.—James Gordon and John Archbald,
San Francisco, Cal.

—

Barometric Vacuum Exhaust-
er.—September 17, 1867.—A vacuum is obtained on
the Torricellian principle by charging a tube and
receiver with water fi'om which the air has been
eliminated and allowing the water to flow from the
lower exit of the pipe. The chamber thus exhausted
is connected with fruit cans, &c., to remove the air
therefrom.

Claim.—The combination of the closed water-
purifying and supply cistern H with one or more air-

exhaustiug chambers A A, which are combined with
one or more tubes or barometric columns B B, all

substantially in the manner herein represented and
described.

68,980.-Simon P. Graham, Eichland Center,
Ind.

—

Construction of Carriage Bodies.—September
17, 1867.—The sides, back, and seat are made sepa-
rately, of sheet metal, struck up or pressed by dies,
and united by flanges and rivets.

Claim.—A carriage-body made of sheet metal,
formed in parts or sections connected together in
the manner shown and described, as a new article of
manufacture.

68,981.—Da^^d Hanna, Hornellsville, IST. Y.—
Washing Jfac/ime.—September 17, 1867.—The heads
of the slatted cylinder are perforated, and the clothes,
having been revolved in the cylinder the requisite
time, are squeezed between the follower and one end
of the cylinder, the follo-\ver being operated by an
axial screw.
Claim.—The cylinder B, covered with slats e e e e,

constructed in the manner described, when com-
bined with a movable head or follower D, and an
adjustable screw E, nut journal E, thumb screw /,
and operated by a crank c, in the manner herein de-
scribed, for the purposes set forth.

68,982.-W. K. Harmon, TJnion Port, Ohio.—
Shovel PZow.—September 17, 1867.—The shovel is

preceded by an adjustable shoe, to open the furrow
and reduce the strain on the shovel. The elongated
clevis is attached at the foot of the handles and is

adjusted on the vertical end of the beam. The com-
bination is formed by removing the inside handles
and securing the frame together by rods.

Claim.—First, the combination of the sllbe E and
shovel F, when the saine are so arranged that the
shoe E presents its entire face to the ground and
projects sufficiently far beyond the point of the
shovel, not only to protect and guard the same, but
also to free the shovel from all labor and strain in
opening the furrow, substantially as shown.
Second, the combination of the rods C C, guide

plate D, and bolt c, for regulating the depth of cut of
shoe, substantially as described.

Third, the arrangement of the rods C C, guide
plate D, and bolt C, so that the same can be applied
to a single or double plovc, substantially as described.
Fourth, the combination of tlie cmwed beam A,

shoe E, and shovel F, when the same ara connected
and arranged substantially as described.

Fifth, the combination of the beam A, shoe E,
shovel F, rods C C, and guide plate D, when the
same arc arranged and operated substantially as de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

Sixth, the self-adjusting clevis G, secured to tlie

rods C C, substantially as described, and for the pur-

pose set forth.

68,983.—L. D. Harvey, Harvey, Mich.r-Wagon,
—September 17, 1867.—The frame of tlio tongu©
hounds, with the tongue mortise and step socket.

Ji
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consists of one piece of cast iron ; the socket of the

real' hounds on the coupling pole is also a single

casting.
Claim.—Making the tongue hounds A A, with

the cross bar a and tubular head b, all out of one
solid piece, substantially as and for the purpose de-

Bcribed.

6S,9S4.—Clifton IIellex, AVashington, D.C—
Egg Cup and Tongs.—September 17, 1867.—The two
leaves formed to grasp au egg are connected by
springs to the stand, and have perforations for re-

ception of the teeth of the tongs by which the cup is

raised.

Claim.—The adjustable metallic egg cup A, with
its spring point B and base C, combined with the
tongs 1>, as herein described and for the purposes
set lorth-

6S,985.—William D. Hooper, liberty. Va.—
Cupping Apparatus.—September 17, 1867.—Tlie tu-

bular blades remain in the flesh while the cupping is

being performed-, to form a channel for the passage
of the blood.

Claim.—First, cupping device, having a series of
tubidar blades an-anged'to operate substantially as
shoAvn and described.
Second, in combination with the cnp A, the de-

tachable mouthpiece E, having holes for the blades
to operate through as set forth.

Third, the cornbination of the monthpiece E, plate
D having the blades/ attached thereto, and screw b,

when aiTanged for joint operation as described.

6S,9S6.—-James Hotchkiss and Ezra Buss,
Springfield. Ohio.

—

Brick and Tile 2r«c7ifnc.—Sep-
tember 17, 18G7.—The reciprocating plunger moves
in a close box, and at every forward movement drives
the clay out througii a die, in a form to cut up into
proper lengths as bricks or tiles. The clay is fed
from the pug mill to the plunger bos.

Claim.—The extension of the pug-mill shaft C down
through the plunger box, and providing it witli a
crank G, or its equivalent below, so as ito drive the
plunger thereof substantially as herein specified.

Also, the solid division strip Q. separating the plun-
ger box into the compartments 21 M. and iu connec-
tion therewith the division of the plunger L into two
parts striding the said division strip and the puc:-mill
shaft, substantiallv as herein set forth.

Also, the extended plunger beam I and connecting
rod H, pivoted to the outer end of the said plunger
beam, airanged and operating together substantially
as and for the purpose herein'"specified.

6S,9Sr.—Hexrt Howard, Springfield, Mass.—
Apparatusfor Heating Water and Generating Steam.
—September 17, 18G7.—The reservoir forms a fire

bridge or partial division wall, the tubes commu-
nicate with the reservoir, and are so disposed as to
form the grate, the sides of the fire box, and the fines.

Claim.—First, an apparatus for heating water or
generating steam, consisting of one or more double
tubes A aad B, constructed'as described, and com-
bined Avith a water reservou-, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

Second, arranging these tubes in such a manner as
to form a grate and fire box, and flues for the passage
of the flames and heated air.

6S,9SS.—TiLGHMAX A. HuFFER. Indianapolis,
Ind., assignor to himself and Jomn F. Durfeld, same
place.-i?ei?2 Uolder.—September 17, 1867.—The plate
is attached to the dash-board, and tlic rein is held by
winding it between the interlocking springs.

Claim.—The combination of the plate A, interlock-
ing springs a a a a, or their equivalent, and the
screws b b. in the manner substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth-

6S,9S9.—Xateiax Hl-\t. Salem, Ohio.—Engine
Pi.iton.—September 17. 1867.—The peripheries of the
piston head and the follower are beveled to leave an
annular space inside the rings, which are expanded
by the steam on the upper and lower sides of the
piston alternately as it moves back and forth in the
cyiinder.
Claim.—The consti-nction and arrangement of the

L-shaped packing rings D, whoso inner projections

rest against each other, and are inserted in the space
between the piston head A and follower C, holding the
packing rings E in position, said piston head and
follower, provided with incliued recesses e upon theii*

peripheries to admit the steam behind the rings B and
E, alternately at each upward and downward stroke
of the piston, as herein shown and described.

68,990.—.James H. Jones, Williamsport, Pa.—
Check JToot—September 17. 1867.—The check rein
passes around a concave roller on the shank, and
above the roller is a backwardly-turned horn-shaped
hook.
Claim.—The smooth concave roller C, placed upon

the hook A, with its screw B. in the manner herein
described aud for the purposes set forth.

68,991.-DanielKaufman. Boiling Springs, Pa.—Fence.—September 17, 1867.—The fence is supported
on inclined braces, whose ends are bolted to shoe
plates, and which may be attached to foundation
pieces.

Claim.—The shoes D, constructed substantially
as herein shown and described, in combination with
the lower ends of the inclined braces or suppoi'ts B,
as and for the purpose set forth.

68,992.—G. B. Keeler, Port Chester, X. Y.—
Hoisting Apparatus.—September 17, 1867.—The mo-
tive shaft has a pulley connected by a belt to a loose
puUy on another shaft, which has a barrel fixed to it

and a loose conical drum. A belt connects the drum
to a barrel of the former shaft. The loose pulley has
a pinion arbored eccentrically upon it, which engages
crown gear on the end of the loose drum, and acts as
a planet wheel to another fixed to the shaft.

Claim.—The combination of the shafts D and F,
having drums, i)ul!eys and pinions, and constructed
substautiaUy as aud for the pm'pose described.

68,993 John Kerns, Xew York, X. Y.—Hose
Coupling.—September 17, 1867.—Two semi-cylindri-
cal jaws are pivoted to the end of one section of hose,
and these jaws have each an inner semi-annular pro-
jection, taking over an annidai- rib upon the collar
of the other end. The jaws are expanded by the en-
tering rib and drawn in by springs.

I
Claim.—First, the combination of the tube A, jaws

a a, with hooks b h. springs d, tube B, with shoulders
c, as and for the pui-pose specified.

Second, the jaws a a on the tube A, provided with
hooks 6 b, fitting into a gi-oove in the tube D, and
forced together" by a spring or springs d, arranged
between the jaws'^a a and tube A, as'herein shown
and described.

68,994.—John C. King, Xew York. X. Y., as-

signor to himself and George il, TToodward, of
same place.

—

2Iechanism for Operating the Valves
of Force Pumj^s.—September ]7, 1867.—The steam
and pump cylinders have diaphragms at midlength,
are connected together and move on theii' respective
heads, through which the steam and water respect-
ively are admitted. Attached to the moving cylin-

ders are rods which actuate the steam and w'ater
valves respectively.
Claim.—The ro'ds J J, by which the cylinders H

H' are connected, in combination with the cross bar
K, rock shaft M. oscillating bar L, box g h i, and
crauk shaft X, all made and operating substantially
as and tor the purpose herein shown aud described.

68,995.—MoRiTZ Koppe, Xew York, X. Y.—
Injector for Insect Powder.—September 17, 1867.

—

The lower part of the receptacle contains insect pow-
der, which is ejected bv i)ressure on the thumb pin
which forces down the fiexible diaphragm.
Claim.—An injector for insect pov.'der, composed

of a vessel A, with elastic diapliragm c, spout b,

spring d, and thumb piece e, substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

68,99 6.- Elijah Lake. Davisburg, Mich.

—

Grain Drill.—September 17, 1867.—The seed actu-
ating mechanism is driven by gear wheels Avhich nre
clutched to the axle by movement of a lever. \ff\\c
openers have wings which cover the seed and rollers

to press the earthlto the same.
Claim.—First, providing the drill teeth L witli
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Things P, substantially as aud for the purpose set

forth.

Second, the use of a series of rollers C C, in com-
bination with the winged drill teeth for packing the
earth after the wings, substantially as set forth.

Tliird, the arrangement of the collar K, upon the
shaft B, with the wheel D, and lever q, whereby the
seed shafts are thrown in and out of gear, as and for
the piirpose set forth.

68,997.—George T. Lape, Summit, IT. Y., as-

signor to himself and Jeptha Leathe, New York,
N. Y.

—

Eailroad Station Indicator.—September 17,

1867.—An endless apron has upon it the names and
distances of the stations, and is turned by connec-
tion with an oscillating rod which comes in contact
with a projection of the track at each station. The
names are exposed within the car.

Claim.—First, the slides d d, attached to the india-

rubber springs e c, in combination with the apron B,
arranged and operating substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

Second, the arrangement of the polygonal disk C,
spiral springs s s'. tubes p p', chains q q, rock wheel
E, cam L, and apron B, as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

68,998.—S. S. Lavey, Plymouth, 1ut.—Chuclc
for Watchmakers' Lathes.—Sep'tember 17, 1867.—The
cbnck is adjustable in the cavity of a recessed face
plate and secured ia position by set screws. The in-

clined slide plates have matching half holes for en-
gagement of the arbors of wheels to be turned, and
fit m dovetail grooves for the chuck.

Claim.—The combination of the movable chuck
H, with its slides J J, disk F, and hollow head, com
l)osed of cups C and D, and spring e, constructed and
used as herein set forth.

68,999.—James W. Lawrence, New York, N,
Y., assignor to Brewster & Co., same place.

—

Se-

curing Felloe Joints.—September 17, 1867.—A bolt
traverses the joint of the felloe radially in respect to
the wheel. The bolt serves also to attach metallic
plates on the inner and outer side of the felloe.

Claim.—The T-headed bolt e, constructed as de-
scribed, for securing felloe joints laterally and ra-

dially, substantiaDy as and for the purposes herein
described.

69,000.—E. T. LiGON, Demopolis, Ala.—.S'Mbma-
rine PZow.—September 17. 1867.—The plow is drawn
through the bar by a steamboat and a cm-rent of wa-
ter forced by a pump through the center of the plow
to throw up the mud and sand and induce its removal
by the current.

Claim..—A submarine plow, constructed and ope-
rating substantially as shown aud described.

69,001 .—E. T. LiGOX, Deraopolis, Ala.—Uniting
Steel or Iron icith Copper.'—The surface of the steel

or iron is roughened and coated with borax. A plate
of copper is laid upon it. The plates are then laid on
an iron bed heatetl to about the melting point of cop-
per and are pressed together.
C7aim.—TJniting steel or ii'on and copper, substan-

tially as described.

69,002 rToHN Lazier, Bellville, Canada.—Spin-
ning Machine.—September 17,,, 1867.—The spool is

placed in position on a carriage. The ends of the
slivers are passed through between the feed and pres-

sure rollers and made fast to the points of the spin-

dles. The carriage is then run back, turning the
sliver-feeding wheel, until a small Avheel strikes a
projection and stops the feed mechanism. After this

the further movement of the carriage draws out the
thread. A sufiiciency of twist is indicated by the

click. The carriage is then run forward, allowing
the thread to wind on the spindles. The immediate
motive power of the twisting mechanism is a weighted
cord passing from the carriage to the said mechan-
ism. Sbort rolls may be used by removing the spool

and substituting rollers carrying endless aprons.

Claiin.—Firat, mounting the carriage M on three

whul'ls, arranged to run on the rails C and C, sub-

stantially as shown and described.

Second, providing the spinning frame with a regis-

ter for determining the number of twists when said

register is arranged to reset itself automatically as
the carriage is ran forward, substantially as set forth.

Third, arranging the mechanism herein described
that feeds the roving or sliver in combination with
the carriage in such a manner that as the latter is
run back the former will be automatically thrown out
of operation, substantially as described.
Fourth, so an-anging the devices herein described

for throwing the feeding mechanism out of gear that
they may be adjusted to stop the feeding sooner or
later, substantially as described.

Fifth, the spiraf springs e, arranged to operate upon
the pressure roUs b, as described.

Sixth, providing the feeding frame with the reel G-,

and the two series of eyes m and n, when arranged
for joint action, substantially as described.
Seventh, operating the feeding mechanism by means

of its being so connected with the carriage that the
moving of the carriage shall set it in motion by the
unwinding of'the cord p from the pulleys R, said pul-
lejs being rotated in the opposite direction by means
ot the weight i, or its equivalent, when the carriage
is returned, substantially as described.

69,003.—Isaac B. Mahon, Dunkirk, Ohio.—
Cultivator.—September 17, 1867.—The two sections
of the frame are secured together by bolts, are con-
nected to the under side of the axle by clips, and are
supported by braces at the front and rear sides of the
axle. The lateral movement of the plows is effected
by pressure on the stirrup, and they are elevated by
the crooked lever, to the elbow of which the beams
are attached by chains.
Claim.—First, constructing the metallic frame of

the machine in two parts C C, connected together
and braced, in the manner substantially as shown and
described.
Second, suspending the frame to the axle A, by

clips D, arranged in connection with the braces E
and the pendants j, to which the outer plow beams
are attached, all bein^ arranged substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

Third, the doubletree U, pivoted to the draft pole
T, in connection with the whiffletrees V V, pivoted
to the frame of the machine and connected to the
ends of the doubletree by links r, aU arranged sub-
stantially as set forth.

Fourth, the attaching of the inner plow beams J J
to the front of the frame by means of universal joints
e e, substantially as described.

Fifth, the fender bars L L, connected with the in-

ner plow beams J J, and universal joints e e, and ar-

ranged in the manner shown so that the fenders M
may be set at any desii'ed height and at a greater or
less distance from the plows and have an independ-
ent up and down motion and at the same time retain
their relative position with the jilows, substantially
as shown and described.

Sixth, the open or skeleton fenders M, when ap-
plied to the fender bars L L so as to admit of being
adjusted further forward or backward on said bars,
substantially as and for the piu'pose specified.

Seventh, the pulleys or segments c, on the shaft I,

connected by chains d to the plow beams J J K K,
in combination with the lever S, connected by a
chain n, with a pulley o, on shaft I, all being arranged
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Eighth, the guides G G, on the shaft F, in connec-
tion with the uprights N, passing through said guides
and the stirrups O, attached to said U])rights, all ar-

ranged to operate substantially as described.

Ninth, the fixed guides E, attached to the frame of

the machine, with the uprights Q, of the outer beams
K, passing thi'ough the same, substantially as and
for the purpose sel forth.

69,004.—Samuet. Maxnixg, San Jos6, Cal.—Fin-
gers for Lifting Lodged C?rain.—September 17, 1867.

—The curved hinged finger accommodates itself to

the surface of the "ground and lifts the lodged grain
to the cutters.

Claim.—The spring A, bars C and G, with the joint

D and link B, all arranged and applied to operate in

the manner substantially as and for the purpose herein
set forth.

69,005.—Albert Marcetxus, Pittsford, N. Y.
Potato Digger.—Se-piemhoT 17, 1867.—Improvement

on his patent February 6, 1866, The plow divides
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tie ridges in tlie micldlo and opens them each way.
The vibrating shakers ai-e hung to the wings of the
©old board.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the nose plate

P, with its dividing lines vertieal or nearlj' so and
rounded, substantially in the manner and for the pur-

poses herein shown and described.
Second, the arrangement of the wings 7v and w', in

combination with the uprights S, to \^'hich they arc

connected suitably, as and for the purposes herein
specified.

Third, the detachable mold boards B B', in combi-
nation with the nose plate P, and the wings w w',

when the said mold boards are arranged with their

faces or flat sides vertical or nearly so, as shown.
Eourth, hinging the shakers G and Gr' to the mold

boards substantially as described, and vibrating them
vertically, for the purposes set forth.

Eifth, the arrangement of the toothed upright S
and toothed headed lever T with the friction roller r,

ratchet d and its lever/, substantially as shown and
described for the pui'poso of gauging and adjusting
the elevation of the plow.

Sixth, the detachable point p, constructed and con-
nected substantially in the manner and for the pui--

poses herein shown*and described.

69,006.—Casper Mautixo, Trenton, N. J.—Sofa
and Bed Bottom.—September 17, 1867.—The spiral

springs are secured in position by metallic straps
that have loops struck up for the reception of the end
coils of the springs. The head is raised or lowered
by the combined action of the ratchet, pawls, and
spring.

Claim.—First, securing one or both the ends of the
spiral springs B, in proper position by metallic straps
C, having loops struck up out of their solid bodies for

the reception of the end coil of the springs, substan-
tially as herein shown and described and for the piu'-

pose set forth.

Second, the combination of the ratchets P, pawls E,
rod Gr, and spring H, with the movable part D, and
with the fi-ame A, substantially as herein shown and
described and for the purpose set forth.

Third, securing the back I to the movable part D
and to the frame A, substantially in th(3 manner
herein shown and described.

69,007.—Joshua Mason, Paterson, :N'. J.—Li-
quid and Gas Meters.—September 17, 1867.—The
plunger is actuated by pressure of the liquid, and is

connected to the valve by a rod sliding asially through
it. The course of the liciuid is directed alternately to
the two ends of the cylinder, and finds exit through
a stop cock. The plunger, in its reciprocation, op-
crates a segmental rack engaging a j)inion, whose
shaft has a crank connected to a spiral spring. The
spring tends to keep the segment to the extremes of its

movement. The pinion shaft is also connected to a
rock shaft operating a pawl and ratchet wheel to
move the index finger.

Claim.—First, the sliding valve E, composed of
the circular disks b b' and the perforated plate F, and
fitted within the circular chamber D provided with
ports d d' d", extending circumferentially all around
the interior of the chamber and placed or arranged
in relation with the supply and dischai-ge pipes G I,

passage H, extension chamber C, and cylinder A, to
operate in the manner substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, the operating of the valve E, from the
plunger B, through the medium of the rods K, plates
L, rod M, segment IST, pinion 0. and spiing S, con-
nected with the crank k of the shaft of the pinion O,
all arranged substantially as shown and described.

Third, the coEi])ination and arrangement of the
rods K, screw nut g, plates L, rod M, and bar J, as
herein described for the purpose specified.

Fourth, the combination and arrangement of the
clutch consisting of the fixed pin a* in the shaft of
the pinion O, ami the slot b* in said pinion with the
ci-ank h, spring S, slotted segment X, and plunger B,
^s herein described for the purpose specified.

69,008.—Francis McLaughlin, Boston, Mass.
-^Brush.—September 17, 1867.—The vulcanized rub-
ber ferrule makes an elastic binding for the bristles.

Claim.—A brush made with a feriule of vulcan-

ized rubber or its compounds,
scribed.

substantially as de-

69,009 Wm. S. Mead, New York, N. Y.—Me-
chanical Movement.—^(^YitambGV 17. 1867.—The crank
shaft on which the fly Avheel is mounted has its bciu--

ings in two rockers, the crank pins connecting by
links with the fixed frame. By imparting a rotating
motion to the crank shaft a double motion is imparted
to the fly wheel which actuates the saw.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
wheel C, frame A, handles D, rocking arms G, fly

wheel, or other equivalent body I, links b, pitman
rods d, pendulum frame J, and saws K, all constructed
and operated substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

69,010.—J. H. Miller, Milwaukee, "Wis.—
Weather Strip for Doors.—September 17, 18(57.—The
spring hinge elevates the weather strip until its con-
tact with the plate on the door jamb closes it against
the threshold.

Claim.—The combination of the weather strip D,
hung to a swinging door plate H upon hinge E and
projecting plate L of the door jamb, substantially as
and for the puri)ose described.

69,011.—W. H. Miller, Brandenburg, Ky.—
Combined Rake and Spade.—September 17, 1867.

—

The tines are duplicated and the position of the mov-
able ones relatively to the stationary ones is adjusted
by the handle of the frame. The' tool may form a
spade or a rake according to the adjustment.

Claim.—First, the handle fastened to frame E, car-
rying tines, substantially as described.

Second, tlie triangular tines A in cross section,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

69,012.—John W. Minor and DA\aD P. Ward,
New Bedford, Mass.

—

Three-ivheeled <Vehicle.—Sep-
tember 17, 1867.—The platform is supported on a bent
rear axle and a cast Avhcel in front that has its bearings
in a swiveling cylinder to enable the car to make short
turns.

Claim.—First, the sections of cylinders C and E,
one revolving Avithin the other, substantially as and
for the purposes herein shown and described.
Second, the flange D, projecting from the rim of

the cylinder for fastening on the outside and forming
a lip on its inner side, &u"bstantially as described.

Third, the wheel F, attached to a three-wheeled
vehicle when the said wheel is attached to a horizon-
tal section of a cylinder wliich has free horizontal
motion, substantially as described.

69,013.—Henry Mittendorf, York, Va,.—Ap-
paratxis for Drawing arid Preserving Malt Liquors.
—September 17, 1867.—The aii- pump is connected to
an air reservou- which communicates witli the beer
barrel. Air pressure on the liquid forces it through
the faucet, but docs not allow the escape of gases
through the bung hole.

Claim.—First, the herein-described mode of draw-
ing and preserving malt liquors, cider, &c., by means
of an air reservoir, substantially as set forth.

Second, the apparatus for drawing and preserving
malt liquors, cider, &c., consisting of the air reser-

voir B, air i)ump C, pipes a b and d, provided with
stop cocks c and c, substantially as described.

69,014.— E. J. Moore, East Boston, Mass.—
Tube ii'a-^fmder.- September 17, 1867.—The rollers

are placed in a stock whose end is inserted in the
tube. An annular cavity of the stock receives the

projecting end of the tube. The tube is expanded on
each side of the plate by beads upon the rollers. The
rollers are rotated and forced out by the rotation and
progression of a frustro-conical screw pin turned by
a cross lever.

Claim.—The construction of the expanding rollers

C, provided with beads siu-rounding their peripluTies,

the lower one of less diameter than the upper, sub-

stantially as described for the purpose specified.

69,015.—F. W. Neubert, Pittsburg, Va.—Trnsn.
—September 17, 1667.—The double pad is pivoted in

the center to a link that is attached to a spring wliich

permits it to turn freely ; it may be raised or lowered
by the link. The thigh strap Is covered with india-
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rubber, Trliicli adapts itself to the size of the body
and does not absorb perspiration.

Claim.—First, the pad C, when made in the shape
herein shown and described and for the purposes set

forth.

Second, the truss straps D and E, when covered
with india-rubber cloth, substantially as described,

for the purpose specified.

Third, in combination with the truss strap E cov-

ered with india-rubber cloth, the elastic portion g,

substantially as described, for the purpose specified.

Fourth, the double straps D and e at the end of A,
in combination with the knob a on pad C and with
the knob i on spring A, as set forth.

Fifth, the strap E, in combination with the loops
7t h and knob a on the pad C, all made and operating
substantially as herein shown and described.

69,016.—ElfamioM. Xoyes, Binghamton, Is"". T.—Curry Comb.—September 17, 1867.—The vulcan-
ized rubber teeth are secured in the metallic casing.

Claim.—The construction and use of the non-
metallic teeth A A, attached to the metallic casing B,
in combination with the curry comb on back C, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

69,01^.—Philajn-derPerrt, Charlestown, Mass.— Coffee Pot.—September 17, 1867.—A movable dia-

phragm rests on an interior bead of the coffee pot
and "supiDorts the perforated cup which holds the
ground coliee, and also supports the funnel which
directs the water into the said cup.

Claim.—The combination and aiTangement in a

coffee pot of the movable perforated tank G- and the
tunnel H H^' with the close concave radiator or dia-

phragm support J, when the latter is removable, all

subst'antially as and for the pm'pose described.

69,018.—G. M. Peters, Jr., Granville, Ohio.—
Harvester.—September 17, 1867.—The supplementary
endless apron receives the grain fi-om the main end-
less apron and deposits it on the ground. The plat-

form is supported by a wheel at each end, and to the
fi'ont end a finger bar is attached with fingers through
which a reciprocating toothed sickle works, being
driven by a rod ti'om the crank wheel. In cutting
standing' corn guides are attached to the fi'ont edge
of the frame to guide the stalks from the hills to the
teeth of the sickle.

Claim.—The combination'ofthe two endless aprons
or cai'iiers I J, constructed and operating as de-

scribed, trames H C, asle A, and sickle O'with or
without the guides P, all arranged to operate sub-
stantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

69,019.—"William J.Phelps, Springfield, Mass.—Conductorts' Ticket Punch.—September 17, 1867.—
The jaws are pivoted together at theii* ends, and one
of them i§ forked : the inner fork acts as a guide to

the punch, which is pivoted to the other jaw, and the
outer fork is recessed and perforated to receive the
die plate and allow passage to the punchings. One
lever is looped to receive the finger when not op-
erating.
Claim

.

—First, the combination of the lever B and
die spindle h, pivoted thereto, with the slotted lever
A, guide p, and female die in, the whole arranged
and o])erating substantially as set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the slotted lever A and
female die «?, lever B and male die /;, in combination
with the spiral spring C, substantially as described.

69,020.—WILLI.A.M POMEROY, Brooklyn, IST. T.—
Truss.-September 17, 1867.—The spring is jointed
midway between the ends, and has a milled eccentric
on one side of the hinge, which operates on an abut-

ment at the other side to regulate tlie tension of the
spring. The pad is adjustably connected to a round
slide, which may be partially rotated iu its socket
and is hold by a set screw.

Claim.—First, the block or shoulder D and eccen-
tric E, constructed as described, for the pm-pose
specified.

Second, the rotating arm or slide I, attached to one
end of the body spring A, and secured in position,

when adjusted, 'by a set screw, constructed and oper-
ating substantially as and for the purposes herein
described.
Thirdj the slotted end of the rotating arm I, used

in connection with a pad spring and a screw K, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

69,021.-Silas S. Putxaji, Dorchester, Mass.—
Clothes Hook.—September 17, 1867.—Improvement
on the patent of Putnam and "Whitmarsh, January
29, 1867. Explained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The bracket A, in combination with the
hook C, constructed and operating substantially as
described and for the purpose set forth,

69,022 Silas S. Putxam, Dorchester, Mass.—
Stall for Animals.—September 17, 1867.—A bar is

piloted to the rear end of the stall which will raise
with the animal in case it should get beneath the bar
while lying down.
Claim.—The bar B, or its equivalent in combination

with the stall A, the bar being so constructed and
applied that it will yield in an upward direction and
drop to its original position when released, substan-
tially as and for the pm-pose described.

69,023.—D. B. Eandall and A. A. Williams,
Glover, Vt.

—

Clothes Dryer.—September 17, 1867.

—

The frame is slid in its guideway by the rope and
pulley by which it hangs. The frame" that bears the
arms' is adjusted to the required position by the per-
forated brace by which it is supported.

Claim.—First, tlie combination of the guideway B,
or its equivalent guide C, and frame D, with each
other, substantially as herein shown and described
and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the jointed central bar of the frame D. in
combination with the guide C and guideway B, sub-

stantially as herein shown and described and for the
purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the adjustable brace bar
E viith the guide C, and central bar d' of the frame
D, substantially as herein shown and described and
for the purpose' set forth.

69,024.—Edwen- Eey-nolds, Metomen, "Wis.—
Gate.—September 17, 1867.—The gate traverses on
and below roUers on the respective posts, and slips

alongside a panel of the fence. It may be adjusted a
panel higher during deep snows.
Claim.—T\\Q combination of fence panel A with

gate B, when the same are provided with an elonga-
ted bar or upright a, adjustable pieces h m, and pul-

leys c g, all constructed, arranged, and operated in the
m'anner and for the purpose set forth and described,

69,025.—A. H. EicHAKDSOX, Denver, Colorado.—Furnace for Smelting Silver Ore.—September 17,

1867.—A blast from a bellows is directed from a char-
coal fire into a pot containing silver. The slag is

blown off through a groove in the apron. The object
is to separate the lead and desulphurize the antimony.
The lead runs through a duet li'om a lower cavity.
Claim.—A smelting turnace having the blast sup-

plied upon the ores in a fm-nace bos, provided with
an apron iu manner as above set forth, and furnished
with three apertures at different levels, in manner
and lor the purposes substantially as above set forth

and described.

69,026.—E. Kichmoxd, Brooklvu, X. Y.—Rack
for Brooms, Billiard Cues, tC-c-September 17, 1867.

—The rubber sheet admits of the introduction of the
article from the side of the rack, the slits being lined

with rubber and communicating with the perfora-

tions in which the whips, brooms, or billiard cues
stand, their butts resting on the base piece.

Claim.—First, in a rack for holding or suspending
brooms, cues, and other articles as described, the
?lits, lined or provided with a suitable elastic or bindr-

iug device, and formed in the side or edge of the rack
soas to communicate with the perforations or recesses
in said rack as and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the combination with a rack in which arti-

cles are- held or suspended by means of rubber or
equivalent elastic body, of a plate or equivalent means
of supporting the butts or lower ends of said articles,

as set forth.

69,027.—Dakiel C. Robie, Springfield, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Moses Goldtuwaite, same
T^lacQ.-r-IIiichiug Post— September 17, 1867.—The
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weighted tie-chain trayels in the hollow post. The
weight forms ii stop to arrest the extraction of the
chain from the post.

Claim.—The hitching post con^tructecl of a closed

top and an opening e on its side, commnnicatcd with
the annular space a, for the purpose and in the man-
ner substantially as described.

69,0-28.—Jonx L. Eowe, Xew York, X. T.—
Tr»6S.—September 17, 1867 ; antedated September 7,

lfiG7.—The springs mentioned are attached to a plate

to which the pad is hinged. The pad is adjusted by
a set screw.
Claim.—The springs c, connected with and extend-

ing from the spi'ings a, in the manner specified, in

coVnbiuation with the pad plate g, to which they are

united by one bolt in the manner and for the polyposes

set forth.

69,029.—M. V. B. Eowley, "Worcester, N. T.—
C/u«7J.—September 17, 18G7.—Accelerated action to
the working beam that operates the dasher is ob-
tained by a system of gearing. The motion of the
working' beam is regulated by'the pendulum.

Claim.—First, the -working beam L, securely at-

tached to the pendulum rod O, -whereby the pitman K
is carried past its center, as herein set forth for the
purpose specified.

Second, the combination of the -working lever L,
pendulum and rod O P, pitman K, and crank wheel J,

substantially as described for the purpose specified.

69,030.—Xewel S. Eyder, Greenland, Mich.—
Apparatus for Washing O/'e*'.-September 17, 1867.

—The buddle receives a double motion—a rocking
motion on its axis, and an oscillation by reason of
the attachment of its tail end to a lever oscillating in

a vertical path. The effect is to roll and agitate "the

contents, the heavier part, -which passes by a pipe
from the tail of the buddle, having been assorted by
gra^ ity and tlie lighter rejected.
Claim.—First, a buddle A, so suspended and ope-

rated that -while it has a lateral rocking motion it

shall at the same time have a longitudinal oscillation,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, a buddle -nheu constructed and arranged
so that the floor is higher at the tail than at the head,
so suspending it that'in rocking laterally the axis of
oscillation shall be higher at one end 'than at the
othei-, substantially in the manner set fortli.

Third, the arrangement of the seivc B, box A, and
pipes I and K, substantially as set forth.

69,031.—Ed-ward Schixdler and Charles H.
Metzoeu, Easton, Pa.—Piwic/i.—September 17, 1867.
—The punches are in one end of a compound lever,
and operate on a plate of softer metal. The outer
punch is held in position by a set screw, and may be
placed either longitudinally or laterally in respect
to the fixed punch. An adjustable guide indicates
the distance for the holes.

Claim.—First, the levers C D connected by the
straps h, the former provided with the set screw
K, the latter provided vv-itli the removable punches k,

aiTanged in relation -with the longitudinal adjusting
plates E F, substantially as described for the purpose
specified.

Second, the adjusting plates E F, when provided
with flanges upon their upper ends whereby the
leather is taken from the punches when the larter are
raised, as herein shown and described.

Third, the gauge h, when arranged in relation with
the bed plate g, Avhereby the distance apart of tlie

holes to be punched is governed substantially as de-
scribed for the purpose specified.
Fourth, the an-angement of the flanged adjustable

gTiides E F, gauge /i, plate g, and punches k, substan-
tially as described for the purpose specified.

69,032.—Wir.LTAM SciiiiiTT, New York, X. Y.—Coat and Hat B'oot.—September 17, 18{i7 ; ante
dated September 8, 1867.—The coat is hung on the
lower hook and the hat clasped between the points
of the t^AO hooks, whicli may be locked to prevent
suiTcptitious removal of the articles.

Claim.—First, the hinged hook jaws BC, in com-
bination with a spring latch or other locking device
constructed and operating substaniially as and for
the pm-pose described.

Second, in combination with the hook jaws B C,
the elastic tip d, substantially as and for the purpose
described.
Third, the clamp F, in combination -with the hook

jaws B C and with a suitable locking device con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose described.

69,033.—Andrew H. Sherwccd, Southport,
Conn.—Door i/oZ(.—September 17, 1867; antedated
September 7, 1807.—The upper and lower bolts aro
attached to a pivoted lever so as to be operated simul-
taneously, and to the latter is connected a catch
which engages a pin in the barn siding to hold tlio

door -wide open.
Claim.—The above catch G, in combination with

the bolt D E F, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

69,034.— George TV. Slater, jSTew Haven,
Conn.

—

Boio Iron for Vehicles.—September 17, 1867.

—The iron thimbles for reception of the bows have
extensions on one side which are riveted to the bows,
and the thimbles are pivoted to the bed plate so as to
allow the necessary oscillation.

Claim.—First, the bed plate A, constructed of one
piece as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the slats g, so formed as to be attached to
the bed plate A by means of knuckles d, in the man-
ner herein described.

Third, tlie ears s on slats 'g, used in forming thim-
bles to receive the bows as herein set forth.

Fourth, the bed plate A, in combination with slats

g and bows c, the whole constructed and operating
substantially as herein set forth.

69,035.

—

Andre-\v P. Smtit, Greensburg, Pa.,
assignor to himself and George Bicnnett.— Wagon
Brake.—September 17, 1867.—Pressure is applied to
the wheels by the sliding of the wagon body on its

bolsters in going down hill. The ordinary hand
brake is converted into an automatic oue by connect-
ing the rock shaft, which operates the rubbers, with
the wagon body.

Claim.—The combination with the running gear
of the wagon, of the sliding bed, the friction rollers,

the inclined slots, the draw bars, the rock siiaft, and
the brake lever, the whole being constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating as described for the purpose
set fortli.

69,036.—George W. Snyder, Kalamazoo, Mich.,
assignor to himselfand James Aiken, Mendota, 111.

—

Horse Jl«^c.—September 17, 1867.—The lakc turns
in strap sockets of arms pivoted to the thills and is

adjusted vertically l)y chains attached to the thill

arms and to tlie arms of a rock shaft operated by a
lever and retained by a pawl. The rake is restrained
from rotating by a pawl which takes over the end of

a detent plate on the rake bar.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the rake C with
its plates g g, pawl m, bar I, shield t, and lever e with
the swinging frame G, in the manner and for the
inirposes specified.

Second, the combination of the axle A with its

wheels and thills A', provided Avitli shaft b, with
lever and ratchet rake shaft c. with teeth a a, framo
G. chains H H and pawl m, with lever c, all ar-

ranged and used in the manner set forth.

69,037.—JAJffis F. Spence, Brooklyn, X. Y.

—

Hydrocarbon Vapor Machine.—September 17, 1867.

—

Two chambers containing hydrocarbon liquid com-
municate by pipes with the air and with two rotating

chambered drums partially immersed in light hydro-

carbon, -whale, and lard oil. so that the air is drawn
through the drums and expelled througli pipes at their

periphery, issuing beneath the surface of the liquid.

From the upper part of this chamber the carbureted
ail' passes to the gas burners.

Claim.—First, the combination and an-angcraent

of the thi'ce chambers ]i C E with tlie reservoirs D
D' and supply pipes d d r, substantially as and for the

purpose set forth.

Second, the two rotating drams n provided with
chambers b. in combination -\\ ith the tubes o, sub-

stantiallv as and for the purpose specified.

Third.' in a hydrocarbon vapor machine the em-
1 ployment or use ofa plm'ality ofhydrocarbons of differ-
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ent grades placed in one or more chambers of the
machiae, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

fourth, the Talves F, constructed of cork or other
similar light material when used in connection -with

a hydrocarbon vapor machine, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

69,038.—James C. Spencer, Phelps, :N'. Y., as-

signor to himself and Archibald B. Vandermakk,
same place.

—

Odometer.—September 17, 1867.—A pin
on the hub comes in contact with the yoke arms to
rock the shaft and turn the ratchet wheel a single
tooth to each rotation of the ground wheel. This
gives motion to the screw gear and moves the index
wheels.

Claim.—The combination of the cog wheels D and
E in the box C, the worm gear a, the ratchet wheel c,

operated by the spring pawl d, on the rock shaft c
and the hub A, provided with the pin h for giving
motion to the rock shaft by the arms g g, arranged
and operating substantially as herein described.

69,039.—Joseph B. Stearns, Boston, Mass.—
Fire Alarm Telegraph.— September 17, 1867.—Both
the bell-tower machine and signal boxes are worked
in one cii-cuit by arranging a steel armature so that
it will act on the detent in two different ways by
twice reversing the circuit. The armature has two
ai-ms witli rests for the detent.

Claim.—First, the employment of reverse cuiTcnts
for operating the bell-striking mechanism, in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

Second, successively engaging and disengaging the
arms b b' of a bent lever attached to the weighted
shaft of the belt-striking mechanism by the move-
ment of a magnetized armature, which by means of
reverse currents is caused to oscillate between two
electro-magnets in the manner set forth.

69.040.— Henry C. Stone, Brookfield, Mass.,
assignor to himself and John C. Gibbs, same place.
~-Pegging Machine.—September 17, 1867.—The ma-
chine is made adjustable to feed pegs of varying
lengths. At each vibration of the arm the carriage
is swung tOAvard the stationary knife, a peg is split

from the sheet, and on the reverse motion the rolls

feed the sheet along the thickness of a peg. The

Eeg is conducted by the peg-guide to the driver tube
;y the movement of a lever the actuating feed pawl

is changed and the switch is moved to conduct
another size of peg to the operative parts.

Claim.—First, the combination with the peg-wood
carriage or tal)le B, having two or more grooves a a^,

•or their equivalents, of a switch J, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the combination of the switch J with the
peg wood carriage B and peg guides E E', substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

Third, the combination with the peg guide E of the
adjustable guide o, substantially as and for the pm--
poses set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the lever H with the
switch J, substantially as and for the purposes set
fortii.

Fifth, the combination with bar G and pawls 1

and £r of the connections h and i, and slotted lever H,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Sixth, the combination in a pegging machine of
mechanism substantially such as above described,
whereby the operator can change from one length of
peg to another without stopping the macliine, as
stated.

69.041.— Joseph M. Stone, ISTorth Andover,
Mass., assignor to Davis <fc Furber, same place.—Ranger.— September 17, 18()7. — 1'he box is sup-
ported by a gimbal joint within a horizontally bi-

sected ring of the hanger frame.
Claim.—In a hanger so constructed and arranged

as to allow free motion of the shalt-supporting box
automatically on both of two axes, provision for

hanging the box by adjustable entering pivots within
a frame, which frame is also held or suspended by
adjustable entering pivots.

Also, the construction of the hanger in two parts,
arrajiged with respect to each other and to the shaft-

bearing box, substantially as described.

Also, the combination of the shaft box with the
pivoted hoop.

69,042.—M. A. Strouvelle, St. Louis, Mo.—
Belting for Driving Machinery.— September 17,

1867.— The unsalted hide is dried, soaked in rain
water, unhaired, stretched, dried in the shade, oiled,

cut up into strips, and made into belting.
Claim.—Raw hide belting for machinery as a new

article of manufactm-e, prepared substantially as
herein described.

69,043.—Ernst SiJVERN, Halle, Prussia.—Dmn-
fecting Compound.— September 17, 1867.—For the
disinfection of waste water of beet-root sugar and
starch factories, sewers, &c. Composed of a solu-

tion of quick lime, 100 parts ; coal tar, 8 ; chloride of
magnesium, 10 to 25 ; water, 1,000.

Claim.—A disinfecting compound composed of
the ingredients herein described and mixed together,
substantially as and about in the proportion set forth.

69,044.—J. W. Taylor, Oshkosh, 'Wis.—Shaft
Coupling.— September 17, 1867.— One end of the
shafting has a cylindrical projection with a diametric
pin near the mouth and carrying two anti-friction

rollers, forming together a spool-shaped compound
roller. On the end of the other shaft is a V-formed
cylindrical piece, which enters the cylinder more or
less, to make a rigid or a gimbal coupling.

Claim.—The hollow cylinder a provided with fric-

tion rollers e e, substantially as described, when used
in combination with the dual pronged head c, as and
for the purposes set forth.

69,045.—Clark M. Terrell, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
Hay ^/lOf;^-e7•.— September 17, 1867,— The rotating
cylinder is carried on a wheeled frame, and curved
teeth are alternately projected and withdrawn to
gather and raise the hay or to pass beneath the plat-

form. The teeth are actuated by compound crank
bars which are operated by a cam. The hay is de-

posited on a frame, from which it is dumped in the
form of a cock if desired.

Claim.—First, the mode of retracting the teeth F
by means of the crank shafts H, in combination with
the cam I, substantially as set forth.

Second, in combination with the cylindrical shellA
and teeth F a receiving platform for sustaining the
operator in forming a shock upon the hinged platform
K, substantially as set forth.

Third, in combination with a hay elevating cylin-

der A and receiving platform G, ai-rauged to operate
substantially as described.
Fourth, the platform K hinged to the machine and

supi)orte(l by a spring so arranged as to discharge
the shock by the action of gravity merely, substan-
tially as set forth.

Fifth, the combination of the hinged platfoi*m K
with curved teeth K\ and the supporting spring IS",

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Sixth, in combination with the revolving cylindri-

cal shell A the band O, arranged to operate substan-

tially in the manner and for tlie pui-pose set forth.

Seventh, so attaching the platforms G and K that

they may be detached, and the machine be converted
into a tedder, substantially as set forth.

69,046.—-Robert Thomas, Parkersburg, "West
Virginia.

—

Windoxv Sash.—September 17, 1867.—The
sash is attached to strips connected to the weight
cords and sliding in the frame grooves. The con-

nection is made between the sash and sliding strips

by metallic catches of the sash, which enter holes in

the metallic plates of the sliding strips.

Claim.—First, the short bars E hinged to the bars E^
of the lower sash, adapted to catch into notched plates

F, secured in tlie window frame, whereby the bars C
C are held in position so that they will not be drawn
up by the weight when the sash D is removed, sub-

stantiallv as described for the purpose specified.

Second, the sash D. when provided upon one sido

with the hooks d, fitting into notches of plate/ upon
the short bars C and upon the opposite sido with re-

versed hooks g fitting into the notched plate i upon
the long bars C, as herein set forth for the purpose
specified.
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69,047.—T. G. Thompson, Richmond, Ind., and
A. F. Fox, Greensboro','Ind., assignors to Thompson,
Ballaud & Co., Kichmond, Ind.

—

Hand Loom.—
September 17, 1867.—A latch bar is operated by the
batten, and passes through the slide box attached to

the upper longitudinal rail of the frame. The front

end of the latch bar is rectangularly turned inward,
and a pin projects from the bar at such a distance

from the end as to permit proper motion in the bat-

ten. A hook on the bar engages the ratchet cam,
and a carrier on the finger bar bears on the ratchet
surfaces of the cam. The finger bar presses on the

ends of the treadles alternately and Avorks the har-

nesses. An adjustable carrier attached to a longitudi-
nal rail is slotted to give lateral motion to the canier.
On the under side of the batten is the trigger spring,

to return the triggers after they have been disengaged
from the picker staff's.

Claim.—First, the sliding latch bar C having pro-

jections q and^, in combination with the posts a of
the batten B and the ratchet cam s, arranged and
operating in the manner set forth.

Second, the combination and an-augement of the
spring I, constructed as described, with the lay trig-

gers and their operating straps, as and for the pur-
pose described.

Third, the handle H combined with the batten top,

in the manner described and for the purpose specified.

69,04S.-J". B. Thornton, Madison, Wis.—JSo^se
JJi<c/i.—September 17, 18(i7.—A strap for connection
to the lines is attached to the spiral spring on the
hub. The strap is restrained from revolving by a
pawl, when it is connected to the reins, and the wheel
turned forward, but turns freely on a backwardly ro-

tating wheel. The outer end of the strap when un-
tiscd is engaged on pins fixed in the hub.

Claim.—A device for hitching horses, constructed
and applied to wheel hubs, substantially as and for

the pm-pose described.

69,049—Benjamin F. Turner, Bridgeton, :N'.

J.—Fruit Xadder.—September 17, 18G7.—The ladder
is sustained on a diagonally braced adjustable fi-ame,

and is extensible vertically.

Claim..—Fii'st, the hooks E, when applied to or used
in combination with an extension ladder, substantially
in the manner as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Second, the base G, constructed with the pivoted
braces h h, when applied to or used in combination
with an extension ladder, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

Third, in combination with the above, the adjust-
able platform H*, as herein set forth for the pm-pose
specified.

69,050.—E. W. Yaill, Worcester. Mass.—-FoW-
ijig Chair.— September 17, 1867. — The arms are
piAOted to the front legs by intermediate blocks, which
allow them to assume a more compact position against
the l)ack when the chair is folded.

Claim.—First, the blocks G G', hinged to the legs
and arras of the folding chair, and constructed and
operating substantially as and for the pm-pose de-
scribed.
Second, the folding chair above described, consist-

ing of the standards A A', legs B B', ti'averses T T,
cross-bars C C, pivots a a', rounds 11 E, curved slotted
arms D D^ and hinged blocks G G', all constructed,
combined, and operating substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

69,051.—BOBERT Yaxdevort, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Boot ifec^— September 17, 1867.—The heel is secured
by an intermediate plate to the boot sole ; the plate
has a forward projection to which tiie lip of the heel
is secm-ed by a screw, and the heel socket has an in-

terior rabbet against which the plate fits.

Claim.—The metallic heel C, with the front pro-
jecting lip 71, and internal recess or shoulder t, held
in place by means of the plate A, secured firmly to
the sole, and screws b and c, as herein set forth.

69,052.—A. K. P. Walker, Bichmond. Me.—
Fastening for Breastpins.—September 17, 1867.—In-
stead of riveting, the pin is hinged by being passed
through the eye, and taking a round turn is then pro-
longed to engagement with the hook.

Claim.—The pin A, constructed as described, con-

sisting of the head a, twisted through the undivided
eye b of the plate B, and provided with the lateral
turn C, the end of the head a resting upon the plate,
all operating as described for the purpose specified.

69,053.—Andrew Warren, Waltham, Mass.—
Regulating Devicefor Watches.—September 17, 1867.

—The disk wheel has a spiral groove on its upper
face in which traverse the pins projecting from the
indicating lever. The object is a means of operating
with certainty for minute adjustment.

Claim.—In combination with the indicating regu-
lating lever or wheel having a spiral formation, and
arranged to both hold and move said lever, substan-
tially as described.

Also, in the said combination, the employment of
two or more pins in the lever and gearing into tlio

spiral, when the relation between the spii-al and the
pins is substantially that specified.

69,054.—George Watkins, Brooklyn, K. Y.—
Device for 2Iixing Liquids.—September 17, 1867.

—

The beaters are suspended by a collar on the cross-

bar, and when the latter is raised they are lifted out
of the vessel.

Claim.—The adjustable beaters C C, connected
with the shaft E, and suspended from the adjustable
cross-bar c', all constructed, arranged and operating
as herein shown and described.

69,055.—Titus Whitmore, Dubuque, Iowa.—
Head Block for Saiu-Mills.—SeptembeT 17, 1867.—
The lateral movement of the log to the saw is accom-
Slished by gearing which is acted on by a rotating
og which engages the ratchet teeth on a disk. A
cam on the disk disconnects the mechanism when the
log has been moved to the proper extent, and the
position of the disk upon its shaft, to insure the right
movement, is effected by a pin upon a spring arm
which is attached to the shaft. The pin enters one
of a series of holes in the face of the disk. The re-

turn of the disk is caused by a spring.
Claim-.—The combination and arrangement of the

index wheel T, having cam AY, spring A^, slotted

arm n, carrying pin y, spring pawl lever c"^, arm Y,
dog A2 upon shaft I, pinion K, clutch L, gear wheel
O, and band wheel O, and feed screw S', whereby the
log is set to the saw as herein set forth for the pur-
pose specified.

69,056.—LE-i\7S R. Wiggin, Farmington. N. H,—Thread Waxing Device for Seioing Machines.—
September 17, 1867.—The tank contains wax, tar or
other material, which is heated by a steam pipe and
a lamp whose chimney passes through the tank. The
thread passes through a rubber presser, then through
the contents of the tank and another presser, thence
to the needle-bar and another tank.

Claim.—First, the tank A, water chamber B, and
steam worm or tube D, combined and arranged sub-

stantially as and for the purposes above set forth and
described.
Second, the supplementary tank A' and prolonga-

tion D' of the worm or steam tube D and rubber
presser I, in combination with the tank A, steam gen-
erator C, and Avorm D, substantially as and lor the
pm-poses above set forth and described.

69,057.—C. A. Wilson, Cincinnati, Ohw.-Steam
Pressure GrtMjres.-September 17, 1867.—A combined
stop and blow-off cock and Avater trap has two pas-

sages which communicate respectively with the boiler,

and with the diapliragm chamber of the pressure
gauge, and an intermediate passage. The cock
serves, in one position, to confine the water to trans-

mit the steam pressure, and in the other position to

discharge the Avater externally, to prevent its freezing

when the steam is shut off from the gauge.
Claim.—The an-angemcnt of the three vertical

tubes BCD, horizontal duct E, and four-Avay cock I,

with passages F and G and ventage H, substantially

as and for the purpose described.

69,058.-E. B. WiNSLOAV, Chatham, J\\.—Trace

and Fad Bjickle.—September 17, 1867.—Tlie Iraco

and pad strap are fastened l)y a single buckle which
has two side plates connected by cross-bars, and hav-

ing pivoted tongues which engage the holes of the

straps.
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Claim. —A combiuation trace and pad buckle,

formed of the sides a a, connected by the bars b b' m
and q, and having- a trace tongue '71 attached to a
swivel bar p, constructed, arranged, and operating
substantiallj' as herein described.

69,059.-^. T^. Woodruff, Watson, m.— Wash-
ing Machine.—September 17, 1867.—The box rocks
upon its axis, each end being connected by a strap to

a spring beneath. The handles are drawn out or in

to increase or diminish the leverage according to the
quantitj" of the contents, which are acted upon by
the beater and the corrugations of the interior.

Claim.—The sliding handles B B, box A, spring a,'

and beater E, all being combined and operated as
and for the purpose set forth.

69,060.—J. IST. "Woodward, Aurora, Jn.—Bend-
ing Machine.—September 17, 1867.— Por bending
sheet-metal plates for covering the exposed pAlions
of green-house and skylight sash. The rib determines
the inside form, and the cap and adjustable side

plates the outside form ; the outer die is brought down
by the lever and the springs release the swaged strip

from each portion of the die.

Claim.—Fii'st, the rib C, on the bed plate A, in

combination with the cap D, and adjustable bars a a,

said parts being arranged to operate substantially in

the manner as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the springs F E, respectively, in bedplates
A, and cap D, arranged in connection with the rib

C, and adjustable bars a a, to insure the ready re-

moval of the swaged sheet-metal strip, substantially
as described.

Third, the combination of the cap D, provided with
the adjustable bars a a, and placed on the rods B B,
having si>rings e, upon them, the rib C, on the bed
plate A, and the lever G, all arranged for joint opera-
tion substantially as and for the piirpose set forth.

60,©61.—Arthur Adatr, Buffalo, X. Y.—Wash-
ing Machine.—September 24, 1867.—The oscillating

presser passes OA'cr segmental ribbed surfaces, and is

attached by cords to hinged pendants, which act
alternately "as abutments "ibr the presser, and to

lighten up and toi'n the clothes.

Claim.—First, the false ends B B, combined with
the pounder P, through the connecting cords s s,

and operating substantially as herein specified.

Second, the false ends B'B, combined witli the rub-
ber springs r r, and operating substantially as herein
set forth.

69,062.—Charles L. Alexander and Victoria
A. OsBOKX, Washington, D. C.

—

Book-Cover Pro-
tector.—September 24, 1867.—The expansive book
cover is contracted by rubber bands and expands to

adjust itself to the size of the book on whleh it is

placed.
Claim.—^First, the elastic bands or straps a a, &c.,

to form an expansible connection for the two Imlves
of the cover protector, substantially as described.

Second, the elastic bands or straps b b, &c., in com-
bination with the flap c c, of center piece C, and the
folds D D and G G, substantially as described and
for the purpose set forth.

Third, such a book-cover protector or mode of
covering bound books as by reason of its expansi
bility and extensibility may be adjusted to books of

'various sizes, substantially as described.

69,063.—William Batty, Lawrencebiu'g, Pa.

—

Boshes of Heating and Puddling Fiirnaces.—Sep-
tember 24, 1867.—The bosh is cast upon wrought-iron
pipes which will afford circulation for water to cool

and preserve the bosh. The -water chamber beneath
has the same effect. The front plate is attached by
tongues and grooves to the bosh and tlio fore plate

siuularly attached in tlie front plates.

C'i«t>/t.—First, the bosh of a inuldling or heating
furnace cast upon a \\rought metal water circulating

tube or ttbes, substantially as and for tlie purpose
described.
Second, the water chamber of a puddling or lieat-

iug furnace arranged on rails or ledges under the
liottom of the puddling or heating chamber, substan-
tially as and for tlie purpose described.

Third, the removable front plate of the bosh con-

nected by tongues and grooves to the bosh, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose described.
Fourth, the removable five-plate D, fitted in a re-

cess in the top of the fi-ont plate and held in place by
tongues and grooves, substantially as and for the
pui'pose described.

69,064—William D. Baughn, Milford, Mich.—
Metal Sleigh JT^zees.-September 24, 1867.—The kneo
is cast-iron and has a longitudinal hole through it as
well as a slot in the tenon. A bolt through the bot-
tom of the runner traverses the knee and is secured
by a nut above the rave.

Claim.—The tenon D, Avith the slot F, thi'ough
which passes the bolt, above described.

69,065.—Samuel and Marion Bear, Versailles,
Ohio.—0/no-H.—September 24, 1867.-The slats of the
revolving dasher are attached to curved arms, and
the inside of the churn has vertical breaker bars to
ai-rest the vertical motion of the cream.
Claim.—The slats or uprights placed substantially

in the churn as shown in combination with the curved
dasher, as set forth in the specification.

69,066.—C. W. Bliss and O. A. Adajis, MHford,
Mass.—Shank iff&fer.- September 24, 1867.— Tho
claw is pivoted eccentrically on the head, and oper-
ated by the handle.
Claim.—The said boot-shank laster composed of

the cam A, the handle B, and shanked claw C, ar-

ranged and appUed together, as specified.

69,067.—William Bonner, St. Louis, Mo., as-

signor to H. M. Bayless, same place.

—

Extension
Nozzle and Ventilating Oil C'aJi.—September 24,
1867.—The nozzle has a lip with a sliding extension
so as to enable the oil to run clear of the side and the
small pipe admits air above the oil, so as to prevent
gurgling and irregular flow.

Claim.—The lip b, slide c, and .tube d, when con-
structed and ai-ranged substantially as shown and
specified.

69,06S.— Charles Brada, l^Tewton, Mass.—
Drawer for Furniture.'-Sc-ptemher 24, 1867.— The.,
di'awer is supported at each side upon ways attached
at each end to the casing or frame, in combination
with a projecting strip secured to the under side of
the drawer. The object is to render the drawer fi-ee

to move when force is applied other than at its mid-
length.

Claim.—First, the combination of the bearing d e

in the frame or casing, and the projection g on the
drawer, as and for the pm'pose specified.

Second, the strip /, as and for the pm-pose set forth.-

69,069.—John M. Brooke, Lexington, Va.—
Boat Detaching TacA-^c-September 24, 1867.-—To
stand jiosts in the boat are pivoted hooks, whose slots

traverse on the pivoted pins as the cords are pulled,
to rotate the liooks out of engagement with the eyes
on the davit fall blocks.

Claim.—First, the hook A, with a curved slot &,

substantially as and for the purpose described.
Second, the combination of the slotted loaded hook

A b, stand bolt G of a boat, and tackle block strap &,

constructed substantially aslierein described.

69,070.—Felix R. Biiunot, Allegheny, Pa.—
Sluice Gate for Dams or Locks.—September 24, 1867.

—Explained' by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—First, in a sluiceway in a dam, dock, lock,

or other hydraulic structures, a hollow sluice gate,

liirnished with a valve or valves for the admission or
exit of water, and so placed in a chamber or recess
in the sluiceway, lock, or other structure furnished
witii apparatus ior admitting the head of water into
tlie chamber under the gate or emptying the chamber
of water as to raise or lower the gate at pleasure, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes hereinbefore de-

scribed. ' •

Second, the standing pipe, open at any required
height for the admission of water into the sluice gate,
in combination with the hollow sluice gate or lloat into

which the pijie opens, constructed and operatiug sub-
stantially as described, for the i^urpose of closing or
lowering the sluice gate automatically at the required
stage of water, as hereinbefore set forth.
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Third, the gates for sluices, docks, locks, and other
hydraulic structures, iu combination Avith hollow flouts

so constructed with valves for the admission or exit

of v.'ater as to raise and lower or open and close the
gates at pleasure, in the manner suBstautially as here-

inbefore described and for the purposes set forth.

69,071.—M. C. BUFFIXGTON, La Harpe, 111.—

Corn i7o?('.—September 24, 1867.—The plow beams
are pivoted at the tore end, and may be raised and
supported on hooks to keep the plows from contact
with tiie ground. The axle .is bent upward, and at-

tached to the tongue.
Claim.—First, the bent axle A, with the wheel

arms C and draft pole 13 attached, as shown, in con-
nection with the pulleys dde and draft chain or cord
E, all combined and arranged to operate iu the man-
ner substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the attaching of the plow beams F to the
axle A, by means of the tubes h g, the latter being
fitted on rods / attached to the parts c of the axle,

and the former secured by pins j between plates i i,

at the Iront ends of the iilow beams.
Third, tlic brace rods or bars k, connected with the

ends of the rods / and the rear end of the draft pole
B, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Fourth, the combination of the axle A, draft pole
B, brace rods or bars k, and the universal joints which
connect the plow beams with the axle, all being ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purpose specified.

69,072.— P. L. Butler, Utica, :N". Y.— Bein
(Snffjp-—September 24, 1867.—Ono spring retains the
ring in the hook, and the other forms a mousing to
keep anything from accidental engagement with "the
point of the hook.

Claim.—A rein snap having two springs c d, or
their respective equivalents, applied to it, so as to
operate substantiaUy as specified.

69,073.—Hiram Ciiamberlaix, Calais, Me.—
Macliine for Chopping 2Ieat.—September 24, 1867.

—

The meat is placed in a hopper so inclined as to bring
it in contact with a cutting and slicing rotating disk.

From the disk the meat passes to a cylindrical rotat-
ing box, having a wooden bottom and metallic sides,

where it is subjected to the action of a vertically re-

ciprocating cutter.

Claim.—The combination as well as the arrange-
ment of the slicing and mincing or chopping mechan-
isms, substantially as specified, the slicing mechan-
ism, consisting of the rotary wheel with its slicing
and cross-cut knives, the hopper and the wheel case,
and the means of revolving the wheel and the mincing
mechanism, consisting of the rotary mincing tub, its

reciprocating knife, and the mechanism for o'peratiug
the two, as specified.

Also, the combination of the adjustable shoeK with
the hopper, and the slicing wheel, provided with the
slicing and cross-cut knives, as described.

Also, the combination and arrangement of the studs

q q and the retainer or arched bar s with the frame A
and the slicing wheel case C, made in two parts and
applied to tiie slicing wheel, as specified.

Also, the combination and arrangement of the slider
u and its guides v v with the rnincing mechanism,
when connected with a slicing mechanism, and so as
to operate therewith, as set forth.

69,074.—W. B. Chapman, Waukau, TTis.-iV^ccit

roAc.-Septembcr 24, 18G7.—Hinged plates are clasped
around tlie neck yoke, and the central clasp has plates
perforated to receive the end of the tongue. Leather
is inclosed between the two plates. The end straps
are secured to the neck yoke by metallic straps.

Claim.—First, the hinged metallic clasp. Fig. 2,

when used in combination with the leather or other
filling b', substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

Second, the use of the hinged metallic clasps C and
D, or either, as and for the purposes set forth.

Third, the use of the clasps B, C, and D, in combi-
nation with the neck yoke A, as described, for the
purposes set forth.

69,075.—George R. Clark, Livonia, N. Y.—
Dumping Wagon Box.—September 24, 18f)7.—The
Avaran box is hinged along the middle of the bottom,
and the bottom may bo let down at the sides. The

flaps are held up by hooks on the sides of the box,
which engage transverse pieces beneath the bottom.
Claim.-~ThG construction and relative arrange-

ment of the several parts a, d, n,f, h, and D, consti-
tuting a dumping wagon box, substantially iu tho
manner and for the purposes herein shown and de-
scribed.

69,076.—ISTiCHOLAS Clute, Schenectady, N". T.,
and Oliver W. Marshall, Columbus, Ohio.—Seed
Planter. — September 24, 1867.— The upper part is

strapped to the thigh and the lower end secured to
the ankle.

Claim.—First, a seed planter so constructed that
when applied to the leg of a person the viijration of
tho leg or the bending of the knee iu the act of walk-
ing will work the lever and operate the segment slides
or valves and deliver the seed to be planted.
Second, a hollow lever Avorkiug on a pivot and car-

rying a perforated segment or slide to receive and
deliver the seed into and thi-ough the lever, substan-
tially as described.

Third, in combination with tho segment above
claimed, the perforated loose segment P between the
segment L and the box.
Fourth, in combination with the delivering seg-

ment L, the stationary segment Q, substantially as
described.

Fifth, in combination with delivering se'gment L,
the sliding segment S, retaining and holding the seed
when it is desirable to stop planting.

69,077.— JosiAH Copley, Jr., Allegheny City,
Pa., assignor to Josiah Copley, Sr., same place.

—

Balanced Heave-up for Rolling Iro??,.—September 24,

la67 ; antedated August 17, 1867.—The platfonns are
connected to levers and balanced by an adjustable
weight. The platform is lield down by a catch, and
when raised may be depressed by the foot. It is used
to present iron bars or plates to the rolls.

Claim.—First, combined Avith rolls for rolling iron,

an improved balanced heave-up, constructed and coun-
terpoised substantially as herein described and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the platforms C and C,
frames D, levers i, arms c, and counterpoise h with
rolls for rolling iroTi, substantially as herein described
and for fne j)urpose set forth.

69,078.—E. M. Craxdal, Alton, HI., assignor to

LOKETTA M. Cranual and E. T. Hollister, same
place.— Self-acting Vent for Cans. — September 24,

1867.—The air hole in the oil can is opened and closed
by the action of opening the nozzle.

" Claim.—The vent or air duct C, when applied to
the can A, in the manner and for the purpose de-

scribed and shown.

69,079.—Edward S. Dawsox, Syracuse, N. T.—
Driving iiiY.—September 24, 1867.—Explained by the

claim and illustration.

Claim.—A bit having a stifi" mouth piece con-
structed of twisted wire with a soft rubber covering,
as herein represented and described, as an ai'ticle of
manufacture.

69,080.—Thomas B. De Forest, Birmingham,
Conn.

—

Forging Ajjparatus.—September 24, 1867.—
The slide valves are operated by eccentrics on a shaft

beneath the anvil. The cut-otf valves- are operated
by a treadle. The courses of the two hammers are
rectangular to each other, and tlie anvil oscillates to

bring the faces to the proper inclination. One of the
treadle connections to the cut-olf valve may be short-

ened to operate that valve alone. The iron is clamped
to a sliding plate upon a frame connected to the main
frame. A gauge attached to the slide releases the

iron when suflicient has been fed in. After the object

is formed it is cut olF bv the cutter heads.

Claim.— Yirst, the hammer E and E', projected

from the pistons and operated through the medium of

the steam cvliudcrs C and D, an-anged as described,

in combination with a vibrating or receding anvil,

constructed and an-anged so as to present a face to

each hammer, substantially iu the manner herein set

forth.

Second, the an-angement described for operating
the cut-off valvo rods H* and H^, so as to adjust the
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operation of tho hammer or hammers, substantially as
set forth.

Third, the bar J, in combination with and carrying
the feeding and cuttiug-off apparatus described,
hinged to the frame so as to be turned from the anvil
I, substantially as herein set forth.

Fourth, the gage L^, in combination with the feed-

ing device, all consti'ucted and operated substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

Fifth, in combination with the slide L and clamp-
ing lever L', the gage L^, arranged so as to be oper-
ated by the movement of the lever L^, substantially
as described.

Sixth, the combination of the two cutter heads P^
and P2 with the slide E.' and the stud E.2 and cam K,
constructed and arranged so as to opei-ate substan-
tially as set forth.

69,081.—E. F. D'Hast, Swan Creek, Hi— Culti-

vator.—September 24, 1867.—The axle is connected to

a rectangular frame, to which the front ends of the

Elow beams are hinged. Tlie rear ends of the plow
cams are vertically adjusted by a lever.

Claim.—First, the frame A B G F, beams D D D D,
cross-piece M, rods o o s s, connecting bar r", and
levers v" v", constructed as described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Seconci, the levers n" n", in combination with the
main frame and beams D, substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the cross-piece M, in combination with the
rods s s and beams D, substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

69,083.—Alfred B. Ely, ITewton, Mass.—Boot
and Shoe I'i^?*'.—September 24, 18G7.—The rubber is

mixed with paper pulp to make a cheaper composi-
tion.

Claim.—A molded shoe tip made of rubber mixed
with gri»nnd rags or other suitable fibrous material,
substantially as described.

69,083.—J. D. Evans, Pleasant Hill, Ga.—Plow.
—September 24, 1867.—The shovel plow is secured to
the adjustable standard, whose position is regulated
by the perforated brace bar.

Claim:—The foot A and regulator B, as pivoted
with bolts at C and clamped on both sides of the beam
D, at E and E', when arranged and combined as
herein described and for the purposes set forth.

69,084.—Owen Evans, Alliance, Ohio.—Horse
Say Fork.—Sei)tember 24, 1867.—The catch point is

pivoted to two bars, one of which has a socket for at-

tachment of the hoisting rope. The point is forced
into the hay when in a vertical position, and is turned
up by the relative movement of the bars, by means of
an oscillating T lever. The point is triijped by a
slight movement of the said lever.

Claim.—The lip I, link E, and T-shaped lever F E',

as arranged in combination with the shaft B, provided
with notch or mortise H and foot C, for the iiurpose

and in the manner as set forth.

69,085.—David Eynon, Richmond, Ya., assignor

to TiiEDEGAR CoMrANY, same place.

—

Rolling Appa-
ratus for Rolling Chairs for Railroads.—September
24, 1867.— Tlie chairs arc rolled out by a series of
operations between rolls.

Claim.—First, the rolls, grooved as described and
shown in the drawings.

Second, the flattening rollers ai-ranged in rear of
the fifth groove, as described, for the purpose set

forth.

69,086.—James B. Fellows, Concord, N. H.,
assignor to C. C. Jones, Portland, Me.

—

Brace for
Boring Bits.—September 24, 1867.—Tlie bit is en-

gaged below its shoulder by a pivoted hook at tho

mouth of the socket, and is tightened in place by ro-

tation of the nut.
Claim.—The combination of the hook B, bolt and

nut d, when the bolt is set vertically in the part A
of a bit stock, and the hook B, rigidly attached to

tho suid bolt d, is employed to embrace and hold the
borer c in the part A, or release it therefrom, sub-
stantially as herein set forth and described.

69,087.—Kasson Frazer, Syracuse, IST, Y.

—

Snap iTooA;.-September 24, 1867.—The claws of the
keeper are hooked around the loop, and the keeper is
maintained in position by a spring which bears
against the shank of the hook.

Claim.—The constructing of a snap, by a combina-
tion of the parts ABC and D, or their equivalents,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

69,088.—Jacob "W. G-ault, Pleasant township,
Ohio.

—

Churn.—September 24, 1867.— The rocking
treadle connects with the crank that moves the shaft
of the fly wheel. The other end of the axle of the
fly wheel is attached to the crank of the pitman that
actuates the dasher.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

balance wheel, treadle, adjustable connecting rod,
churn body, and dasher, when the several parts are
constructed and operated as herein set forth.

69,089.—Joseph H^DDLETON, Eochester, IST. T.,
assignor to himself and John Snow, same place.

—

Animal Tra^?-—September 24, 1867.—When the door
drops the bail engages and is secured by the catches
attached to its transverse bar.
Claim.—The hinged strap or bail 5, in combina-

tion with the door D of animal traps, for the purpose
of automatically locking the same when closed, in
the manner herein shown and described.

69,090.—H. M. Hamh^ton, New York, N. Y.—
Machine for Forming the Byes of Picks, d-c.—Sep-
tember 24, 1867.—The blank is held between jaw dies
by a cam whije the punch descends and forms the eye
by displacing the metal. In making elongated eyes
a lower rest, corresponding in shape to the end of the
elongated socket, bears against the under side of the
blank and retreats before the punch. The punch is

operated by the interposition of the sliding block be-
tween the punch stock and a continuously rotating
cam.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the block K,
lever K^, and bolt K^ with the frame H* and cam J,
operating substantially as described.
Second, the follower E., acting upon the lower sur-

face of the blank, in opposition to the descending
punch and operated by the Aveighted lever, substan-
tially as described. '

Third, the detaching and detaining devices for the
lever D', consisting of connecting rods O O- and
lever M^, which unclutch the chain dram and a pawl
or latch l<r, acting as a detaining trigger.

69,091,—Henry L. Hanson, Portland, Me.—
Lamp.—September 24, 1867.—The metallic cone has
projections entering cavities on the upper surface of
the glass cylinder.

Claim.—The arrangement of the removable me-
tallic cone of the glass cylinder, in the manner and
for the pm'poses set forth.

69,092.—H. A. M. Harris, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Pump.—September 24, 1867.—The tubular piston rod
passes through both ends of the cylinder, and is re-

ciprocated by a pitman, connected to it below the
cylinder by shackles. The piston has lower cham-
bers having ball valves, and connecting through the
upper chamber with side ports having a rolling ball

valve. The pump is double-acting. The upper end
of the piston rod discharges into the nozzle pipe, be-

neath the air chamber.
Claim.—First, a double-acting piston, constructed

substantially in the manner described, whereby a
continuous current is produced through the piston by
its reciprocation.
Second, the combination of the double-acting pis-

ton, constructed substantially in the manner tlescribed,

with the tubular piston rod, the pump cylinder, and
air chamber, for the purposes set forth.

Third, the combination, substantially in the man-
ner described, of the double-acting piston head with
the tubular piston rods and cylinder, for tho purpose
set forth.

69,093.— John Harward, Cobbleskill, N. Y.,

assignor to himself and C. L. G. Blessing, Albany,
N. Y.—Rotary C7n(rvi,.—September 24, 1867.—The
weighted box connects by gear wheels and pulleys

with the shaft of the rotary chm'n.
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Claim.—First, the employment of a weighted box
B, in combination with a i-otary churn dash, as shown
and described.
Second, the combination of a weighted box B with

a churn dash, in combination with the adjustable
frame W, substantially as and for the purpose shown
and described.

69,094.—B. Hekshev, Erie, Va.— Wagon Spri7ig.

—September 24, 1867.—The slat spring attached to

the bolster is elevated on metallic springs to increase

its elasticity.

C7ai?H.—Theuse of the tortion spring, with its at-

tachments above described, as applied to freight

wagons or carriages of whatever kind to which they
may be properly attached.

69,095,-C. J. Hoi.coMB, Macon, Mo.-Hemming
Guide for Sewing Machines.—September 24, 1867.

—

The plate is attached by set screA\s to the cloth plate.

The hemmer is placed the proper distance fi'om the
end of the lower plate to suit the width of the hem
desired. The cloth is then placed in the hemmer.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
slotted adjustable plate xV, tongue B, set screws C,
folder D I)', hemmer E, slide F, and screw G, all con-
structed and operating in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

69,096.—J. L. HusBAN-D, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Preventing Incrvstation of Steam Boilers.—Septem-
ber 24, 1867.—Magnetic points are affixed into the
generator shell ; one or more points extend through
the shell and terminate in a point, on which is placed
an insulating cap to be removed when the boiler is

free from scale, so as to allow escape of surplus elec-

tricity.

Claim.—The affixing absorbing or magnetic points
or bai's into and through the boiler shells with insu-

lated cap. all as hereinbefore described and substan-
tially as set forth.

69,097.—AxtpiontIske, Lancaster,Pa., assignor
to himself and Chaules Jos. Walser, same place.—Holder for Whitewash Brushes.— September 24,

1667.—The perforated or toothed segment is adjust-
ably engaged with the stationary pin on the lug, and
is secured by the central set screw.
Claim.—The combination of the disk A, provided

with stationary pin P, the notched or perforated disk
B, and the tightening screw C, when constructed,
applied, and operating substantially as described.

69,098.—Alexander Jack, Milton, ]Sr. H., as-

Dignor to himself and Edward Brierley, same
place.— Dyeing and Embossing Table and Piano
Coi-ers.-Septem1)er 24, 1867.—The fabric is clamped
between blocks, whose adjacent, ornamental, project-
ing portions compress portions of the cloth and pre-
vent the coloring liquid from entering such portions.
After removal the cloth is embossed or printed.

Claim.—The improvement in the manufacture of
printed table cloths or other articles of like character,
the same consisting in the combination of the process
of dyeing by frames, as described, with that of era-

bossing or printing the material so dyed, or those of
embossing or printing at one and the same time as
set forth.

Also, the combination and arrangement of medallion
or separate-color resisting blocks hbb with the com-
mon plaid or stripe dyeing frames a a a. as described,
whereby the stripe or plaid dye frames may be used, as
occasion may require, for dyeing cloths with grounds
having undyed medallions, as set forth.

69,099.—M. H. JOXES, Bradford, ^'is.—Subsoil
Plow.—September 24, 1867.—The subsoil plow is at-

tached by slotted rods and bolts to the side of the
common plow, so that the subsoil is lifted directly be-

hind the horse that travels in the preceding furrow
of the common plow. The change from a rear to a
parallel attachment leaves the tread intact for the
furrow-horse and plowman.
Claim.—First, a subsoil plow combined with a com-

mon plow so that the bottom of the preceding furrow
may be plowed by the subsoil plow immediately for-

ward of the furrow slice that is being turned by the
common plow, substantially as and for the purposes
described.

Second, subsoil plow I, shank K, with countersinks
therein substantially as described, thumb screw p,
bar L, draft rod C, and beam H, when the whole are
constructed together and used substantially as and
for the purposes described.

Third, beams C and H, in combination with the
devices L k and u and M d and e, and the equalizing
bar G, for the purpose of adjusting the distance be-
tween C and H, substantially as and for the purposes
described.
Fourth, a general arrangement and combination of

the parts PDGHKCIM and O, when the whole
are connected together and used substantially as and
for the purposes described.

69,100.—William P. Kellogg, Lansingburg,
N. T., and Miles Sweet, Troy, N. Y.—Curry Comb.
-September 24, 1867.—Explained by the claims and
illustration.

Claim.—In a curry comb, a series of single comb-
strips A, having a base 6, turned on only one side of
each comb strip, when the bases of the comb sti'ips

are arranged with their longitudinal edges e f close
together and fastened by rivets c to a back plate
D, substantially as herein set forth.

Also, in a curry comb, a series of comb strips hav-
ing bases fastened by rivets c to a back plate formed
with corrugations fc along the longitudinal edges of
the bases of the comb strips, substantially as herein
set forth.

69,101.—Egbert Kershaw, ^orristown, Pa.

—

Means for Winding or DeliveHng Yarnfrom Spools.
—September 24, 1867.—The spool is placed upon the
spindle, and the beveled cap rests on the shoulder
and eases the delivery of the thread from the spool.

Claim.—The combination of the cap J) Avitli a
conical-headed stationary spool, as and for the pur-
poses described.

69,102.—Charles Kimball, Portland, Me.—
Jump Seats for Carriages.—September 24, 1867.

—

The seats are supported on hinge bars and are ad-
justed at the height required by "pivoted stops.

Claim.—First, suppci'ting a jump seat, such as is

shown at d, when the same is in use, as the forward
seat of a vehicle, by adjustable stops attached to the
seat itself, the carriage body and operating against
the posts of a carriage the supports of the seat, sub-
stantially as herein set forth and described.

Second, in combination with the pivoted supports
e of the carriage seat and the adjustable stops, as de-

scribed, shortening the seat d, so that it is capable
of being placed in either of the three positions shown
in Fig. 1, substantially as described.

69,103 E. M. Kimball, Toledo, Ohio.— WatcJi
^cy.—September 24, 1867.—The blade is formed on
the handle to facilitate opening the case of the watch.
Claim.—A watch key constructed with a sharp

edge or blade b', substantially as herein set forth for

the purpose specified.

69,104.—Bexjamin Kxapp, Bloomvillc, Ohio.

—

Cast-iron Knee for Sleighs.—September 24, 1867.

—

The metallic knee is secured by bolts or clips be-

tween the runner and the frame, to avoid the neces-
sity of making mortises and tenons.
Claim.—The knee or brace D of cast or wrought

metal secured to and combined with the frame and
runner of a sled or sleigh by means of clips or bolts

fitting in grooves along each side of the knee, sub-

stantially as set forth.

69,105.—John "W. Larmore, Harrison, Ohio.—
Tr//(/^efrcc.—September 24, 1867.—The ends of the

rod bend forward, and, passing through the apertures

in the stretcher, terminate in the attachment hooks.

The adjustable draft hook is secured by the set screw
and regulated to the relative strength of the horses.

Claim.—Tho arrangement of the perforated

stretcher A o a', hooked rod B b b', adjustable loop

or hook C c. and set screw D, for the purpose set forth.

69,106.—Elies TT. Lindeman, Manor Town-
ship, Pa., assignor to himself and M. S. and H. H.
Harnish, same place.— -S'ff/c^?/ iJridie.-September
24, 1867.—The check straps run through the rings of

the bit and connect with the rein, and thence passing
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through the ring again form a martingale and con-

nect with tbe girth. "When the rein is dra^vn both
the check strap and the martingale are shortened, the

bit raises in the mouth, and the head is drawn down
toward the girth.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
washer D D', the sliding loop E, Avhon formed out of
the coutinxious strap C C', forming the head stall and
martingale of the bridle, and passing twice through
the same ring A of the bit, all applied in the manner
shown and for the purpose specified.

69,107.—William Louden, Fairfield, Iowa.—
Elevating and Conveying Device.— September 24,

18(57.—The pulley track can be suspended at any ele-

vation and inclination. The pulley frame is' con-
nected to a weighted cord passing over a sheave, to

insure the eleTation of the material before the trav-

eling pulley traverses the track, to convey the mat-
ter fn a horizontal direction ; the latter action dra'\rs

up the weight, whose descent draws back the pulley.

Claim.—First, an elevated track or railway a,

when suspended by means of ropes, chains, or other
similar fastenings in combination with the traveling
pulley D and hoisting tackle H, all arranged to ope-

rate substantially in the manner shown and described.
Second, the arrangement of the uprights B B, in

combination with the bar «, and ropes or chains C C,

substantially in the manner as and for the purpose set

forth.

Third, the pulley M, independently of the track or
railway A, in a xwsition elevated to such an extent
that the counterpoise weight W will act as a sup-

port to ihc track, substantially as set forth and de-

scribed.
Fourth, the stop S on the rope I, substantially for

•the purpose set forth.

Fifth, attaching the pulley block E to the bar A,
in the manner shown and described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Sixth, the stop or block L, having its inner end
concaved, placed upon the bar A, and used for the
purpose specified.

69,108.—H. Mansfield, Warsaw, Ind.—(?«fe.—
September 24, 1867.—The cam that is attached to the
bottom of the gate turns on conical rollers restiiig on
a bed piece, and admits of the gate being hung in the
center and swung in either direction.

Claim.—The cam D, having sharp projections P P,
for carrying a gate shut, and the short curves K K,
for holding it closed, in combination with conical
I'oliers E E, arranged to turn in the projections 1 1,

substantially as set forth.

69,109.—John Maksh, Seneca, VH.—Ccrn Plow.
—September 24, 1867.—The plow beams are hung and
adjusted in the slotted timbers. The horses are
hitclied to the clevises on the frame. The elongated
tops of the shovels allow the engagement through
them of the braces.

Claim.—First, the slotted timbers F F, with their

holes 1 1 1 1, and their trunnions G- G, substantially

as and for the purpose- described in the foregoing
BpeeiJication.

Second, the iron straps or loops H H, at the ends of

the plow beams E E, in combination with the frame
A, substantially as and for the jiurpose described.

Third, the shovels K K K K, with their upwardly
projecting tail ends, substantially as and for the pur-

pose described in the foregoing specification.

69,110.—ilDRRis Mattson, Xew York, N. T.—
Syringe.—September 24, 1867 ;

antedated September
fi, 1867.—The fiexible pipe connecting the bulb to the
nozzle adapts itself to the changes in the relative po-

sition of the bulb and nozzle.

Claim.—The combination and use in syringes, con-

sisting of an elastic bulb and discharge pipe merelv
"without tbe combination of valves to regulate the ad-

mission and discharge of any lluid, of a flexible tube
between the elastic bulb and discharge pipe, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

69,1 1 1.—William C. McGill, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Household r^fiji.n^-September 24, 18«7.—The knife

has a l)arb crossed by a hilt mid mounted on a han-
dle and forms a can opener, knifo shai'pener, and
plate lifter.

Claim.—First, the curved cross plate or hilt E, in
combination with the knife A and handle D, made
and constructed substantially as and for the purpose
of a can opener and plate or pan lifter, as herein set
forth.

Second, the crossed steel plates G G, in combina-
tion with knife A, hilt E, and handle D, the whole
forming a combined can opener, plate lifter, and
knife sharpener, as herein stated.

69,112.—Henry J. Miller, Nashua, I^. H.—
Boot Jack and Blacking Brush.—September 24, 1SG7

;

antedated September 5, 1867.-The hinged blacking
brush when opened out is transformed into a boot
jack.

Claim.—The metallic frames composed of the arms
A A, sides I) D, flanges B B, and handles C C, con-
structed and hinged together as herein represented,
when used in combination with the brushes F audF,
as and for the purpose specified.

69,113.—John F. Milligan, St. Louis, Mo,, as-

signor to himself and J". W. Buanch, same place.

—

Cotton Bale 2'ie.—September 24, 1867.—Each end of
the tie piece is pierced with a mortise for the recep-
tion of the baling band.

Claim.—The fie piece formed of the parts A and
A', having the mortise a and a', respectively, and
being joined by a centj'al rail a^, in the manner set
forth, when combined with and acting upon the band
ends B and B', substantially as and for the purpose
tlescribed.

69,114.—Ossiax C. Mont.oe, Poultney, Yt.—ilfa-
cMne for lienovating (ind Cleaning Feathers.—Sep-
tember 24, 1867.—The polygonal vessel has hollow
bearings, and is hung in a stationary frame. The
inner, hollow, cylindrical vessels are secured in a
position concentric with each other, and with tho
outer vessel. An annular space is thus formed be-
tween the inner and central vessels for the passage
of steam, and one between the central ana outer
vessel for holding feathers.

Claim.—'First, the vessel^A B and C, when arranged
concentric with each other, and when provided Avith

tubes D and steam pipes e and /, all made and ope-
rating substantially as and for the purpose herein
shown and described.
Second, the manner herein shown and described of

arranging the tubes T> to prevent the water flowing
from an inner revolving vessel into an outer vessel, by
extending the inner end of the tubes to or near to the
axis of the inner vessel by arranging tube h within
its outer end, and by closing the" outer end around
the tube h, as set forth.

Third, tlie arrangement of tho tubes e and/, hollow
axles d and faucet or valve g, all being made so that
the steam can be at wiU conducted to or discharged
from the vessels B or C, substantially as setforlthfor
the purpose herein shOAtn and described.

69,115.—NiLES Nakd, Havre de Grace, Md.—
Trunk iocA".—September 24, 1867.—The bolt has a
pivoted attachment through which the key acts, and a
spring catch holds this attachment in place.

Claim.—First, the vibrating dog or piece c, pivoted
or hinged to the bolt plate for the "purpose of retract-

ing the same, substantially as described.

Second, the combination of the vibrating dog or
piece c, spring catch m and spring lever d, substan-
tially as and operating in the manner set forth.

Third, the combination of the pipe stem h with
the spring G, carrying the stud m and dog c, substan-
tially as and for the purposes specified.

69,1.16.—A. M. ISTicnoL. Granville, Ohio.—i^mcc.
—September 24, 1867.—The panels are secured at

foot with base blocks, and braced by stakes that en-

gage in the slotted catches of the panels, aiid in the
slotted head of the post.

Claim.—The locking and supporting the panels, as

shoAvn, in position by means of the base block C.

together with the post F, brace E and clamps D and
L, substantially as described.

69,117.—William D. Nichols and Nelson W.
Clakk, Chicago, 111.—Pio?().—September 24, 1867.—
The u'pi'ight standard of the subsoil plow is connected
to tho beam by the clasp, and to the inside of tho
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landside by the strap. The coulter connects the

point of the subsoil plow to the landside, and is bolted

thereto.
Claim.—First, attaching the subsoil plow C to the

landside and beam of a plow, as described.

Second, the coulter D, as described.

69,118.—Chaules B. Orvis, St. Louis, Mo., as-

signor to John B. Davidson, same place.

—

Treating
Jione Blackfor Fil'^crijig Sugar.—September 2i, 1867

;

anrednted September 13, 18()8.—The bone black is

saturated with a dilute solution of sulphuric acid.

Claim.—The defecating composition, prepared sub-

stantiidJy as herein set forth.

69,119.—Peter OwEXS, Chicago, TM—Carriage
To^J.-September 24, lStJ7.—The bow iron is attached
by a metallic strap, screws to the head of the seat

iron, and dispenses with the usual bolts and nuts.
Claim.—First, the bow iron of a carriage top and

seat iron B, when constructed substantially as de-

scribed, and connected or jointed together by means
of the strap C and screws 1), substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

Second, providing the bow iron A with the piece
F, when constructed and operatiug substautially as
and for the purposes described.

69,120.—Clinton J. Paine, Painesville, Ohio.—
Cotto7i Bale Tif.-September 24, 18<;7.—The ends of
the hoop pass through and are clinched around the
edges of the apertiu-es, which the projections enter
and wedge the hoop tightly.

Claim.—The deviceTFig. 1, constructed with the
wedge-shaped projection C and wedge-shaped aper-
ture B. substantially as shown and employed as a tie

by using two of such devices inverted and reversed
to each other, as explained, in combination with the
Loop or baud D, as and for the purpose specified.

69,121.—Alfred Paraf, New York, :N'. Y.—
Producing Black in Dyeing and Printing.—Septem-
ber 24, 18(J7.—The asphaltum is dissolved in a neutral
solvent and the albumen in water. The two are
mixed, and the cloth printed therewith, and then ex-
posed to steam heat, which coagulates the albumen,
and drives off the solvent of the asphaltum.

Claim.—The process of producing black in dyeing
and printing operations by means of asphaltum and
albumen, suGstantially as before described.

69,122—Darius Parkhurst, St. Louis. Mo.—
Saw-mill Head Block.—Seincmhcv 24, 1S()7.—The log
is secured by dogs to the sliding frame, which is

moved by pa'wl levers, and gearing by a rack on its

lower .side.

C^onn.-First, the combination of the levers E E^,
pawls /' /i', spur gearings G G', shafts D"^. bevel gear-
ings D D' and head blocks C C, arranged in the man-
ner described.
Second, the lever L, the cam L^, with its crank l^

and the wheel G, when combined and arranged in
the manner and for the f a-pose set forth.

69,123.—Henry C. Payson, naydeuville, Mass.— Car Coupling.—September 24, 1807.— Tlie draw
head has a vertical series of link openings with a
pivoted, gravitating catch plate, having a catch hook
lor eacli opening.

Claim.—The shackle B having three or more hooks
a a a, and operated by the lever D, in combination
with the bunter A, havingthe correspondingeutrances
ccc, arranged substantially as and for the piu'pose
described.

69,124.—John Phelps. Owego. X. Y.—Faucets.
—September 24, 1867.—A circumferential recess on
the small end of the spigot communicates with the
inside and is covered by gauze. To the rear ])lug is

a pin hole to let in air to supply the place of liquor
withdrawn from the baiTcl.

C7ai7«.—First, the recessed chamber A, strainer
B, and openings C C, all constructed and arrauged
as and for the purpose specified.

Second, in combination with the ei-.ii::ents of the
first claim the air chamber D, as and for the purpose
set forth.
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69,125.—Eugene J. Post, Vienna, N. J.—
Spring for Vehicles.— September 24, 1807.— Two
pairs of springs ai-e twistecl so as to incline together,
and their ends are adjustably connected by bolts.

The spring blocks arc suitably recessed to receive
inclined plates.

Claim.—First, constructing elliptic steel springs
by twisting the leaves or blades right and left, so
that the center portion is at an angle with the plane
of the ends, thereby obtaining greater strength and
elasticity, substantially as herein described.
Second, the metal seat or sjulng blocks d d, con-

structed as and for the purposes specified.

Third, so securing the ends of duplex, contra twist
springs together as to prevent them from spreading
apart under the pressureof a load, as lierein described.
Fourth, connecting the joints at the ends of double

springs, so that they may be adjusted to bear more
or less weight, and also may be made to be more or
less elastic by apparatus, constructed and operating
substantially'in the manner herein described.

69,126.—John T. Price. Arrow Rock, Mo.—
Pen and Pencil Holder.—September 24, 1S67.—The
pen is held in a socket placed upon the finger.

Claim.—An improved mode of adjusting pens and
pencils to their holders by means of the spring repre-
sented in Fig. 3 by the letter x, and an improved
mode of adjusting holders on the fore finger by means
of steel or gutta-percha castings, with grooves and
notches, for the pens and pencils, represented in Fig.
2 by the letter y, and Avith sectional springs repre-
sented in Fig. 1 by the letter o, to clasp the linger, as
also to permit two holders to be firmly united to-

gether as in Fig. B.

69,127.—Julius Reinsch, New York, N. Y.—
Fan Attachment to Childre)is' Carnages.—Septem-
ber 24, 1867.—The fan is worked by a crank on the
fore axle.

Claim.—The combination with a child's carriage
of a fan, so connected to tke running gear of the car-

riage that the required motion will be imparted to it

during the progressive motion of the carriage, sub-
stantially as herein specified.

69,128.—Peter Righter, Newark, N. J.

—

Magnetic J/efoZ.—September 24, 18f)7.—The periphery
of the cylinder has alternate sections of metal aaa.
wood, aiid a spiral rib formed in the same manner;

.

The cylinder rotates in the mass containing motal,

,

and the connection is made with the battery tocaiiee •

the attachment of metal to the plates, which are
raised up by the rotation, and the current broken, to ,

allow the metal to drop from the cylinder into, a
trough.
Claim.—The cylinder A, hellices b, magnets a,

segments c, connecting plates g and h, springs J,,
when combined, arranged, and operated substantially
in the manner and for the purposes set fortJi ancl.

shown.

69,129.—William H. Rodgers, Brooklyn^ N.
Y.

—

Measuring Funnel.—September 24, 1^67.—The
covered funnel is attached to the faucet by a clamp,
and has a stop valve for closing the outlet, and an
indicator for measuring the contents.
Claim.—First, the cover and clamp to attach to a

faucet, in combination with the measure and funnel,
provided with a valve, as and for the pux-po&e speci-
fied.

Second, in combination with said measure and
valve I, the lever K, connected to the cock for raising
the valve, as set forth.

69,130.— John B. Seymour. Pittsburg, Pa.—
Seed PZa7i/cr.—September 24, 1867; antedated Sep-
tember 7, 1867.—The corn is contained in the upper
box and is alloAved to fall in proper (i-tantity into the
lower one. from which it is ejected by pressiu'c on
the plunger rod.
Claim.—A. .seed planter, consisting of the boxes A

and B, plunger a, rod b. spring gr, and ^cut-off ri,'all

made ai i operating substantially as here-in showu
and described.

69,1 31 X. Mendal Siiafer, New York, N. Y.—Blotter i7o?(Zcr. —September 24, 1867; antedated
September 12, 1867.—The blotter siieet is di:awai into
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the strip which is bent iu V-form to receive it, and
is held therein by a i)lain strip connected to an elastic

cord at the back of the book.
Claim.—First, the mode of securing a blotter to a

fi-ame and the latter to a book, substantially as and
for the purpose herein set forth.

Second, the coinbijiation of bent plate A, plate B,
hole 0, Tviro Y, hook D, and bend E, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

Thii-d, the employment of the elastic cord H, or its

equivalent, substantially as-and for the purpose herein
get forth.

69,132—John W. Sheaffer, Lockport, HI.—
/StcMir/.—September 24, 1867.—The handle is adjust-
ably connected to the svring-bars and is the means
of enforcing a swinging action.

Claim.—The adjustable handle I, with its connect-
ing bars J J", when used in combination with the
swing bars 0^0', and the seat F, as and for the
purpose set forth.

69,133.—George Small, Clayton, Mich., as-

signor to Harvey Willlois, Otsego, ]S". Y.

—

Feed
Cutter.—Se^temhev 24, 1S67.—The cutter-wheel shaft
has a bevel pinion, which may be engaged with either
of two concentric gears on a wheel"connected to the
feed rollers to regulate the rate of the feed.

Claim.— The combination of the several parts
eompiising this machine, when arranged as described
and set forth for the purpose specified.

69,134.—George L. Smith, Brooklyn, X. Y.—
Circular Grate for F^iniaccs.—September 24, 1867.

—

Arched, concentric bars unite the radial bars of the
segments ; the latter rest on the circumjacent walls
and upon a central, circular section which is supported
by a post.

Claim.—First, the construction of a circular grate
of a series of segments or sections B, surrounding a
central section A, substantially as described.
Second, the construction of the segments B with

concentric and arched cross-bars B^, substantially
as described.

Third, an independent central support for the sec-

tion A and segments B of a circular grate, coustruct-
ee substantially as described.

69,135.—Henry Snoavden, Baltimore, Md.—
Head Jiest for C/jai>-A\— September 24, 1867. —A
cushion attached to the chair has adjustments to any
distance, position and inclination.
Claim.—The head rest above described, composed

of the rods A and E, fiarae C, movable block D, and
set screw F, having the cushion supported by the
arms B B, all constructed and an-anged substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

69,136.—Slmon Soules, Crcsco, Iowa.—Pofrtio
J>if7gr<'r.—September 24, 1867.—The shovels are at-

tached to the adjustable vibrating frame and termi-
nate at their rear ends iu a gr;;ting, on which tlie

potatoes are cleaned by tlie action of the curved arras.

Claiv*.—First, the combination witli tlie vibrating
shovel-carrying beams Y) D and the dcvi.' s G G' /
and G^ of a screen and revolving separator, the lat-

ter receiving its motion from the driving and trans-
porting wheels, substantially as described.

Second, the construction of tlie screen F F^ in
combination with the I'urved separating arms ee, ap-
plied to a revolving she ft C. said screen and shaft be-
ing supported upon a vibrating shovel-carrying
frame, substantially as described.

Third, adapting the grooved drum C, carrying
arms e, to serve as a support for, and a means of
keeping in place the rods composing the screen, sub-
stantially as described.

Fourtii, arranging tlic drum C, with its curved
arms «, in such manner that these arms serve as ele-

vators for transfeiTing tlie potatoes from the front to

the rear portions of the screen F. and at the same
time serve as separators for freeing the potatoes from
earth, substantially as described.

69,137 M. E. Stanger, Wheeling J\\.—Shovel
P/o?t'.—September 24, 1867.—The share is laterally

extensible by its pivoted wings.
Claim.—A shovel plow having wings C C jointed

to it and arranged, by means of a series of holes 12 3

4, &c.. for turning a wide or narrow furrow, substan-
tially as set forth.

69,138—G. W. States and A. T7. Lutts, :^3"o^-

walk, Ohio.

—

Farm Gate.—September 24, 1867.—The
gate is raised by the pivoted lever which is kept iu
position by the self-acting dog.
Claim.—The means of applying a lever in combi-

nation with self-adjusting dog, to raise farm gates
with greater ease, and the device of the notch F and
the hinges C, whereby we secure greater strength
and durability.

69,139.—John S. Stockham, Eed Dog, CaL—
Hock Dn7Z. — September 24, 1867.— The revolving
cams retract the drill rod and the recoil of the spring
drives the drill against the rock.

Claivi:—T\\Q drill constructed with the drill rod E,
the tappet F, spring G, and cam I, operating within
the swinging frame D, supported by standard B, for
giving universal motion, substantially as described,

69,140—Wesley H. Stroup, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Co?>ef.—September 24, 1867.—The corset has a series
of studs entering elongated slats to allow of expan-
sion when required. A tighter fastening has a series
of studs entering open ended slots and confined by
pivoted segmental plates which may be simultane-
ously retracted by a common cord to release the studs
and allow the corset to expand.
Claim.—Yh-^t. a corset fastening, the female part of

which is provided with a movable guard k, actuated
by cords C, the whole constructed and o))eratiug sub-
stantially as described, in combination with a corset
provided with a detachable fastening, as hereinbefore
described.
Second, tlie button attachment B, aiTanged to op-

erate substantially as set forth.

69,3 41.—Henry Thompson, Wyocena, Wis.—
Washing Ifrtc/inic—September 24, 1867.-The oscil-

lating lever is pivoted to blocks which traverse on
rollers in the suds box, their corrugated faces pound-
ing the clothes against the corrugated surface inside
the box.
Claim.—The combination of lever C, cross bar G,

blocks H H, and toothed lining L, arranged, con-
structed, and operating in the manner substantially

as shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

69,142.—Xathan Thompson, London, England.
—Ptpe t'ot(pZt»(7.—September 24, 1867; English pat-
ent March l.j, 1867.—Each portion of the coupling-
has flanges and a segment of a cap, which, when the
part-6 are together, form a cylinder around the pack-
ing ring. The parts arc slipped together laterally,

and pivoted cams on one engage the flange of the
other to press the parts together and make a tight
joint.

Claim.—First, the general combination and ar-

rangement of parts for'counecting together the ends
of pipes or tubes, substantially as herein shown and
described.
Second, the application of cams, eccentrics, or

locking pieces e e. or equivalents therefor, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein sliown and de-

scribed.
Third, the mode, herein shown and described, of

operating upon such cams, eccentrics, or locking
pieces e e, by means of levers /, substantially as and
for the purpose herem shown and described.

69,143.—IfATHAN Thompson, London, England.
—Closing the Mouths of Bottles, Jars, rf-c—Septem-
ber 24, 1867; English patent March 28, 1867.—The
ring is cemented to the neck, and the cam pivoted
thereto is made by oscillation t» press down the cover
upon the lip of the bottle.

C7aim.—First, the combination and arrangement
of means or apparatus for closing the mouths o*' bot-

tles, jars, and other vessels, substantially in the man-
ner licrein shown and described.
Second, the employment of cams, eccentrics, or

pressing pieces d, acting to press the stopper c firmly

to the neck of the bottle, jar, or other vessel, so as to
close the mouth thereof, substantially in the manner
herein shown.
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69,144.—Ibrook'Toweu, Milford, Mich.—Fruit
.Picker.—September 24, 18(i7.—TUc cushioned arm ar-

' rests the fruit as it ftdls throutrh the conveyer, and
breaking the violence of the fail prevents bruising.

Claim.—First, the cushioned arm I^, or its equiva-

lent, for the purpose designed.
Second, the combination and arrangement of the

cushioned arm N with the other parts of a fruit

picker, ai-rauged substantially as described for the

piu'pose designed.

69,145.—E. W. Vailt., Worcester, 'Masfi.—Fold-
ing Chair.—September 24, 1867.—The back is hinged
to the rear legs and the slotted anas arc pivoted to

the back and'to the upper portion of the front legs,

taking outside positions when the other portions are
folded parallel, or nearly so.

Claim.—First, the curved hinge H H' in combina-
tion with the legs B B', arms E E', and the stand-
ards S S, of a folding chair, substantially as and for

the purpose described.
Second, the chaii- above described, consisting of

the curved legs A A' B B', rounds R R R,', curved
and slotted arms E E', curved hinges H H^, cross

bars C C, traverses T' T', and standards S S, all con-
structed, combined, aiTauged, and operated substan-
tially iu the manner and for the purposes specified.

69,146 Albekt S. Wilkinson, Pawtucket, R.
I.

—

Horseshoe.—^September 24, 1867.—The horseshoe
has a continuous sole of india-rubber, serving to re-

lieve the concussion.
Claim.—First, the combination of the metallic plate

«, either jointed or other«ise, with a casingB of elas-

tic material, extending continuously around it, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the secondai'v plate A, in combination with
the plate a and casing B, substantially as specified.

Third, the combination of the meta'llic too piece e

with the plate «, or A, and rubber sole B, substan-
tially as and for the pm-poses set forth.

69,147—J. B. Wilson, May's Landing, X. J.,

assignor to Eleanor Wilson aucl Allen T. AVilson,
same place.

—

Axle for Vehicles.—September 24, 1867.

—The end of the axle is socketed in the scoop-shaped
arm of the hub spindle. Tlie spindle is hollow, has a
flange for a butting ring, and a nut whose margin
comes against a shouldei'in the boxing of the hub.

Claim.—First, an axle, consisting of a central
wooden shaft A and metal ends B B having hollow
ai-ms c, constructed for the reception of the ends of
the said shaft, substantially as described.

Second, the metal end B, consisting of a hollow
journal a, collar h, and an arm c, when the said parts
are constmcted and arranged in respect to each othei",

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

69,148.—.John Wood, Lowell, Mass.—Ladies'
Work I'afeic—September 24, 1867.—The lid being
raised exposes the tray and the tray being lifted shows
a capacious chamber 'beneath.
Claim.-^A work table with tray c, and box d, ar-

ranged substantially as described and for the purpose
fully set forth.

69,149—A. B. Woodbury, Ashuelot, iST. H.—
Jack Spinning Machine.—September 24, 1867.—The
purpose is to eff'cct the even winding of the yarn
upon the spindles while the carriage is'being run in

from time to time. The hollow post on the carriage
has a slot in its front side, and within it is a rack bar
and a lifter arm, which extends beneath the taller

wire, which is arranged in the ordinary manner with
respect to the spindles and bobbins.

Claim.—In combination with the jack carnage and
the faller or wire mechanism, substantially as de-

scribed, for intermittently raising tlie faller or wire
in oi-dcr to regulate the laying of'thc yarns upon the
bobbins, while the carriage is being run in from time
to time.

Also, the combination, substantially as described,
applied to the jack carnage, faller or wii-e, and ft-ame,

for regulating the laying of the yarn upon the bob-
bins, such consisting' of the lifter c', the S])ur gear
and ratcliet, the lever and its pawl or pawls, and the
tripper, the whole being applied togetlier and to the
carriage and frame, and with respect to the faller or
wire, as hereinbefore explained.

69,150.—Carey Worden, Biughamton, N. Y
Nutmeg Grater.—September 24, 18(i7.—The nutmeg
is placed beneath the follower, and the grater recip-
rocated by means of the crank and connections.
Claim.— The construction and arrangement of tho

frame A, grater B, slotted plate G, slide holder H,
spring and follower J, substantially as described and
represented for the purpose set forth.

69,151.—HoJiER Wright, Pittsburg, Ta.—Jug
To2>.—September 24, 18()7.—The hinge piece protrudes
through the lid, which is a swaged piece of sheet metal
and is fastened to the hinge i)iece.

Claim.—First, combining the hinge and knob of a
jug top iu one piece, as substantially specified.

Second, the opening H in the lid, when used in com-
bination with the hinge and knol) piece, as set forth.

Third, the convex bulge P on the lid, when used iu
combination with the hinge and knob piece, and open-
ing H iu the lid, as substantially set forth.

69,152.—George W. Young, San Francisco,
Cal., assignor to George W. Saiith, same place-
Carpet Cic««,cr.—September 24, 1867.—The carpet is

wound upon oiie roller and passes to another, being
subjected on its passage to revolving beaters and re-

ciprocating diagonal brushes.
Claim.—The wlups, in combination with the beaters,

as shown and set forth.

Also, the combination of the combined whip beaters
with the brushes D D, according to arrangements
above described, and for the purposes above specified.

69,153.—Robert Allison, Port Carbon, Pa.—
Steam Fngine.—September 24, 1867.—The piston im-
pinges against rods packed and sliding in the cylinder
heads. These rods are attached to a sliding bar, and
a block, sliding in the slot of the bar, operates the
conical steam valve of the supplementary cylinder.
The piston rod of this cylinder forms the valve stem
of the main cylinder, operating the slide valve of tho
same. The action of the piston iii)on the pump is

direct.

Claim.—First, the supplementaiy cylinder B with
its piston F and valve o, the rod I^, 'the" bai- G, and the
rods J and K, arranged and operating substantially
as shown and described for the piu-pose set forth.

Second, in combination with the supplementary
cylinder, the sliding block a, and the stop plate c,

substantially as and for the pui-poses set forth.

69,154.—Andrew D. Armstrong, Pittsburg,
Pa.—C'aii.—September 24, 1867.—The flange of the
lid engages between the double rim to insure a tiglit

joint.

Claim.—The can A, provided with the internal rim
B, in manner and for the pm'pose substantially as set

forth and described.

69,155.—John W. Baker, Parkcrsburg, W.
Va.

—

Hydrant.—September 24, 1867.—The lever and
connecting rod turn the cock at the point where the
branch unites with the main. When turned oflF a
small opening leads through the spigot to the waste
pipe, to employ the service i)ipe.

Claim.—First, the arrangement, as described, of
the shut-ofl' cock and waste way immediately at the
main, for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination, substantially as described,
of the shut-off cock and waste way at tlie main, with
the hand lever and connecting rod, for the purpose
set forth.

Thii-d, the combination with the inclined supply
pipe of the shut-off cock and waste ways i I immedi-
ately at the main, for the piu'pose set forth.

69,156.—John W. Baker, Parkersburg, W. Va.
—Fire Pi «<;.— September 24, 18(i7.—At the point

wher(? the branch pipe is coupled to the main, the

stop cock is placed, and it is operated by gearing and
connecting shafts from a hand v\'heel in the vicinity

of the plug.
C7rt!m.— The combination, substantially as de-

scribed, of a shut-off valve or stop cock and waste-
way immediately ut the main, with a train of gearing
operated from the plug.

69,157.—Jonathan Baldwin, Northampton,
Mass.

—

Cutlery.—September 24, 1867.—The scales are
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secured to the tang by melted metal that is poured
into the slots in the scales and tang..

Claim.—First, the method of attaching the scales

of a knife-handle to the tang, by means of dovetailed
grooves cut into the former, into which metal is run
Sirou.^-h the tang, substantially as herein described.
Second, the method, herein described, of attaching

the shoulders F F to the tang by means of the dove-
tailed grooves a a, and metal cast in, substantially as

shown.

69,158.—Cancelled.

69,159.—Samuel Barbour, Lisburn, Ireland.—
Machine for Finishing Thread.—September 24, 1867;
English patent, May 14 ,1806".—The hanks are laid

over tension pulleys which are can-ied by short cranked
hooks that are mounted on a longitudinal raising bar.

The longitudinal iixed frame constitutes a portion of
the main frame. The bar is free to move up and
down to permit the hanks being held at tension and
to allow of contraction when twisted. To the shank
of each bottom hook a helical spring is applied so

that as the hook is lifted by the thread the spring is

compressed until the bottom movable rail is equally
,
sustained by each hank.

' Claim.—^J&^irst, the bottom hooks h, revolving upon
their asles, each adjoining pair connected by toothed
wheels h^ to equalize the tensional strain on the hanks,
as herein shown and described.
Second, the combination of the hooks &, ratchet

wheel e^ catch e^, spindle e^, weighted lever e^, and
weighted cord e^, all operating as described to equal
ize the iinish on the thread, as herein set forth.

Thiixl, the weights /I, levers/, pulleys /2, and ropes
or chaijis g g'^, in combination with the bar h and its

hooks b, for regulating the tension on all the hanks
simultaneously, as herein shown and described.

69,160.—Silas Barker, Hartford, Conn.—Axle
Box.—September 24, 1867.—A sleeve is fitted in the
box of the hub so as to I'un upon the spindle and it

may be removed as it is worn.
Claim.—The combination of the bushing d with

the axle box C, when constructed so as to be replaced,
substantially in tlie manner herein set forth.

«59,161.— J. H. Barley, Sedalia, Mo.— Cane
Strip2^er.—September 24, 1867.—The instrument has
a bhule for topping and a pair of curved jaws which
are draAVU together by pressure on the spring handle,

Claim.—Tiie implement A, consisting of blade B
and jaws C and Y, constructed together substantially
as and for the piu'poso specified.

69,162.-^. H. Barley, Sedalia, Mo.—Cultiva-
tor.— September 24, 1867. — The central plows are
raised by a treadle and sustained by a rack. Handles
are connected to these plows by which they may be
moved laterally by tlie driver

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
loop or boit hook J, bent lever I, connecting rod or

cliain K, ar,d lover pawl L with each otlicr, and with
t'le frames I) and E of the cultivator, substantially
as herein shown and described and for the purpose
set forth.

Second; the combination of the rack M with the
standard of the frame E, and with the lever pawl L, to
operate in connection A\ith the loop or bent hook J
and bent lever I, substantiidly as herein shown and
descril)ed and for tlie purpose set forth.

Third, the comlhnation of the pivoted seat bars IST,

and adjustable holdcs-s O, with tho side bars of the
cultivator frame C, substantially as herein shown and
described and for the purpose set forth.

Eourth, the shield E confr;tructed Avith flanges /^

and wings/2, q^([ connected to the frames E andD
by the bar G and chains U, substantially as herein
shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

69,163.—J. E. Barrett, Concord, Mass.—J2?i&-

her Boot Heel.—September 24, 18G7.—Tlie nails are
driven downward through the sole into tlie rubber
boot lieel and meet with a plate imbedded tlierein

wJiich deflects their points and turns tliem into a
clinching position.

Claim.—The employment of a clinching plate of
metal or other material for the purpose of turning the

surface to which they are to be attached, substantially
as sot forth.

69,164,—George Beatty, Carrollton, Ohio.—
Sheep Shed and J?aci'.—September 24, 1867.—The
trough is fixed to oscillate on bearings. In one posi-
tion it is conveniently exposed to receive the feed,
and in the other it is presented to the sheep. The
rack above holds hay.

Claim..—The vibrating feed trough E, and rack D
a 6 &i c, arranged and operating substantially as de-
scribed, in combination with a sheep shed as set forth.

69,165.—John E. Ber^tard, Leominster, Mass.— Composition for Filling the Pores of Wood.—Sep-
tember 24, 1867.—For filling the pores of wood pre-
vious to polishing. Com^wsed of asphaltum varuish,
1 pint ; boiled linseed oil, 1 quart ; spirits of turpen-
tine, 1 quart ; French yellow, 1 pound ; whiting, 10
pounds

;
plaster of paris, 2 pounds ; vandyke brown,

J pound ;
pumice stone, li pound.

Claim.—The within described composition made
of the ingredients set forth, and mixed together sub-
stantially in the manner and for the pxirpose speci-
fied.

69,166.—John Blackadder, ITew Orleans, La.—City Car and Ommibus Fare Box.—September 24,
1867.—By miiTors suitably placed the pussenger or
driver can see the contents of the pocket in the wheel
which temporarily receives the fai-e.

Claim.—First, the reflectors C, combined with a
money-receiving box of a car or carnage, aiT&nged
substantially as and for tho purposes set forth, or so
that the deposited ticket or mouey, or a representa-
tion thereof, can be seen by both driver and passenger.

Second, in combination with the above, the glass
window B, glass guides D and D^ and the wheel C\
arranged as described for the pm'pose specified.

69,167.—John Blackwood and Theodore C.
Wilson, Cincinnati, Ohio.— Hand-spinning Ma-
chine.—September 24, 1867.—The spindles stand in
the are of a circle, and are rotated by a single cord.

The pinion of the feed rolls is brought in contact
with a rack by a lever, so that the reciprocation of
the carriage causes rotation of the rolls when the
lever is depressed. This lever works another lever
connected to two ratchet-sided pulleys which run
loose on their vertical motive shaft, but may be raised

or lowered to bring either one in connection with a
lun. These pulleys cause respectively forward and
backward movement of the carriage by means of
cords.

Claim-.—Fii-st, the loose pulleys s s' on the shaft ^.,

in combination with the slotted lever p., the long lever

C, the pulleys u u, bands w w, and the carriage B,
arranged and operating substantially as and for the
purposes described.

Second, the combination of the feed rolls b h', the
pinion c, the rack d, the slotted lever p, the pulleys

s s', and the carnage B, arranged and operating sub-

stantially as set forth.

69,168.—JoHAN Blomgren and Carle Ander-
sen, Galesburg, J\l.—Fainter's ^c«/oM.—September
24, 1867. — The frames are telescopic, one slipping

within the other ; each has its ladder and floors, and
the vertical adjustment is obtained by rope-winding
drums and pulleys.

Claim.—The extension scaffold above described,

composed of frames 12 3, (fcc, containing the floors

1 1 1", and the ladders e e' e", elevated or lowered by
the rollers D and M, and the cords K K', and stopped
by the pawls p p^ p'^, all constructed and operated
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

69,169.— Luke W. and Eobert A. Blood,
Springfield, N. B:.— Water TF/i cci.- September 24,

IS61.—Tlie periphery of the wheel is fornieil of an
angularly-corrugated plate, giving it a star shape,

the disks forming the lieads of tlie v\'heel being per-

forated obliiiuely between the angular projections to

aflbrd escape for the water. The ends of the pro-

jections have lips to receive the percussive force of
the water as it leaves the chutes.
Claim.—The star-pointed bucket E, formed by the

points of nails used in scciu'ing elastic parts to the I intersections of the side§/gr, as shown and described,
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in combination witli tlie air or vent holes i, the Avhole

coiistruetecl sul)stantially as set forth.

Also, in combination Avith the above, the pieces h,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

69.170.— Thomas Bradley, Preble, IST. T.—
Hand Seeder—Sep'--mber 24, 1867.—Tiic seed box
has pipes that con: cct with intersecting apertures
in the roller through which the seed is di'oppcd -when
the roller is oscillated by the cord.

Claim.—The arrangement with the hoc of the roller

C, with the cavities "cc, operated by l\:c cord g, in

conjunction A\-ith tlic elastic spring I), to receive the

seeds from the bos B tlirougli the holes a a, in the
plank piece A, and discharge them tlu'ough the holes

b b, substantially as described.

69.171.— Joseph Braum, JJridgcwater, Pa.—
Dryer }or Scoured Clothes.—September 24, 1867.

—

Explained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The use of a hollow metallic core, the form
of Avhich corresponds to the form of the human Iwdy
and its avearing apparel, said metallic core being used
with steam, substantially as hereiu described and lor

the pur[>ose set forth.

69,17'-J.—.TAME.S B. Broavn. Middletown, N. T..
assignor to himself and Joshua Draper.— Hat
iJiocA:.—September 24, 1667.—Explained by the claim.
Claim.—A» an article of manufacture, an emery or

sand covered cone for the purpose described, substan-
tially as specified.

69,173.—Chari.es Buckley, Jr., Rochester, N.
Y.—Nut Fastener.—September 24, 1867.—The nut
Laving lieen rotated into the required position it is

locked by the key piece, Avldch is dropped in between
one sipiarc side of the washer and t'.ie shoiddey which
rises ft-(im the upper face of the Avashcr.
Ciffini.—Thecornbirjationofthecoucentricsboulder

c cJ of the fixed washer ( Avith ihe key d, nut B, and
bolt A, aixaiiged and operataig substantially as and
for the ])nrposes set forth.

69,174.—J. BURXS. Xew York, N". Y.—Grinding
Mill.—September 24, ]8f)'7.—Tlie inverted frustro-

couical grinder has spiral inclines Avith a short ribbed
portion at its loAvcr end. The concave is sharply
ribbed. It is intended to granulate the coffee Avith-

out making it dusty.
Claim.—The construction of the crusher d, the

same bciug provided with spiral tapering shoulders
d', whic:!i are made and operating substantially as
herein shOAvu and described.

69,175.—Gkorge R. Burt, Perry, li^.Y.—Land
JdoJi^r.—September 24, 1867.—The iron hoops or bands
secure the staves whicii form the cylindrical rollers.

The break-.slioes rest on the bands'when pressed by
the feet in descending a hill. The caster wheel loUs
what is left untouched betAveeii the other two lollers.

Claim.—First, the rollers C, when provided Avith
the flanges or bands I), upon the inner ones of which
the brakes J beiu- as herein set forth lor the purpose
specified.

Second, the caster roller E, in combination Avith

the roller C, flanges or pins D, and brakes J, as here-
in shown and described.

Third, the combination of the spring brake IT I J
with the seat frame F and cylinders (3, substantially
as herein shoAvn and described and for the purpose
set forth.

Fourth, the rollers C C, Avhen suspended from the
same shaft B, beneath the frame A, constructed as
herein described.

69,176.—William Campbell, Xew York, N. Y.—Windoio Shade Fixfttre.—September 24, 1867.-
One end of the roller turns in its bracket and the
other on a tixed rod to which it is connected by a
3i)ring. Tiie roller has detent pins Avhich slide nearly
radially in the roller and engage the flattened part of
the rod. When turning fast, the centrifugal force
slides out the pins ; otherwise the upper pin graA i-

tates to the engaging position.
Claim.—The combination of the loose or sliding

pins or bolts F, having heads formed upon them Avith

the flattened or notched shaft D, suostautially as

herein shown and described, and for tho purpose set
forth.

69,177.—H. S. Carley, Cambridgeport, Mass.—Bottle.—September 24. 1867.—For tho purpose of
retaining the cork, but allowing the contents of t'lie

bottle to be withdrawn. The cork is pierced by and
slips upon a stirrup-shaped wire whoso ends catch
u]){)n a shoidder insitle the neck of the bottle.

Claim.—A bottle provided Avith n shoulder C, on the
inside lof its neck, near to its mouth, substantially- as
and for the purpose herein shown and described.

69,J7S.—Joseph Chase, Worcester, Mass.—
J^fachine for Making Clouded Yarn.—September 24,
lt67.—Explained by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, the combination in a machine as
described, Avith the yarn feed rolls of the roviiig feed
rolls or their equivalent, in such manner that 'while
the yarn or main thread is fed forward witli a con-
tinuous motion the feed of the roving to the said
thread shall be intermittent, as and for the purpose
spccitied.

Second, the combination of the yarn feed rolls Avith

the rolls for producing the intermittent feed of the
roving arranged aiurmounted in the machine rela-

tively to the said yarn feed rolls, as and for the piu'-

poses lierein described.
Third, the combination with the feed rolls G G'

and F F', of the yarn guide H, whereby tlie yarn is

fed down upon the back of the roll F, while the end
of the roving is left in close proximity to the latter,

as shown and described.
Fourth, the combination with a machine for wind-

ing and tAvisting threads of yarn of an intermittent
roving feeding mechanism for clouding the yarn, sub-
stantially as set forth.

69,179.—J. C. Clixe, Philadelphia, Pa.—Tcacft-

ing 3fvsic.—September 24, 1867 ; antedated Septem-
ber II, 18(i7.—Diagrams are constructed so that tho
sounds Avhich combine to form chords may be ascer-
tancd and the proper keys of a piano iridicated to a,

pupd.
Claim. —First, a diagram consisting of tho repve-

seritation of a key board, and a series of lines so ar-

ranged as to form spaces opposite to the keys repre-
sented in the key board, tlic said si)ace containing
signs or marks indicating the keys to be struck to-

getlier, all substantially as and for the j)urpose de-
scribed,
Second, a diagram representing a key board in

which a mark or sign is placed on each black key to
be struck as set forth.

69,180 Philip Cohen, St. Joseph, Mo.— Coat.
—September 24, 1867.—The tails are made to fold

around as a dress coat, or to be extended as a frock
coat.
Claim.—A coat, the skirt portion of Aviiich is made

adjustable in size substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

69,181

—

Ezra Cole, Fairfield, lidich.—BncJde.
—September 24, 1667.-The frame has at one end a
loop and at the other a plate; on its under side is a
tongue pin, engaging the strap Avhich passes forward
under the plate.

Claim.— The buckle cousti-ucted as described, con-
sisting of the curved frame A, having at one eiul the
plate C, provided Avith a doAvnward projection or lug
D, iji combination with the bail E, Avhose pins F rcs^t

and slide upon the upper edges of the curved frame *

A as hereiu described, as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

69,182.-Ezra Cole, Fairfield, Mich.—-7>«cWc.
—September 24, 1867.—Tho trace or strap passes l;e-

ncath tAvo bars, and under a plate Avhosc stud enters
the holes of said trace. The plate is held doAvn by
the upward pressure of the trace on one of the bai-s,

Avhich is connected by hinged side pieces to said

plate.

Claim.—A buckle, consisting of the plate B and
frame F, having swiveled tongue plate E, A\hen all

constructed substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
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69,183.—Gilbert M. Cole, Eolsom City, Cal.—
Pump.—September 24, 1867.—The plun§-er lias two
pistons with an intervoniug space. Fixed in the
cylindei', and between the induction and ednCtion
openings, is a double diaphragm with four valves.

Glaiiti.—The combination of the valves abed,
valve seats I, pistons C D, bar H, chamber E, and
cylinder A, substantially as described, for the pur-
pose specified.

69,184.—William T. Cole, New York, X. T.,
assignor to himself, Jacob Hunter and Peter P.
Keller, same place.

—

Chuck.—September 24, 1867.

—

The object is received in an axial opening of the
chuck, and engaged by the pawls which are pivoted
to the annular plate, and whose outer, rounded ends
enter cavities of the outer ring, so that a partial ro-

tation of the latter upon the former will tighten the
pawls upon the object.

Claim.—The combination of the pawls B, oscil-

lating plate C, and revolving box A, all constructed
and operating substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.

69,185.—Henry E. Colton, N'ew York, N. Y.,
assignor to himself and C. T. Kaynolds <fc Co., same
^Idicc.—Metallic Paint.- September 24, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claim.

Claim.—The use of the oxide of zinc, and the ox-
ide of lead, &c., combined Avith mineral and animal
oils, in a paint or pigment for covering the bottoms
of iron vessels and other iron surfaces, substantially

as described.

69,186.—J. TT. Conts'ELY, Charleston, IW.—Cul-
tivator.—September 24, 1867.— Improvement on his

I>atent, Eebruary 19, 1867. The wheels are adjusted
on the crank-shaped spindles of the axles to regulate
the working length o" the axle. The plows are pro-
jected forward and raised by the lever which con-
nects with them by chains.

Claim.—Eii-st, the slotted adjustable crank spindles
33 in combination with the axle A and wheels C, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, pivoting the fonrard ends of the beams K
to the longitudinal bars D by means of bent or elbow
i-olts S, substantially as herein shown aud described.
Third, pivoting the forward ends of the beams K

to the tongue G by means of the bent or elbow bolts U,
substantially as herein shown and described.
Eourth, pivoting- the forward ends of the beams K

to the front ci'oss-bar E by means of elbow or bent
swinging bolts T, substantially as herein shown and
described. '

,

Eifth, pivoting the forward ends of the beams K to

the front cross-bar E, by means of the strap or band
X passing around the said cross-bar E, and secm'ed to

the ends of the said beams K, substantially as herein
shown and described.

69,187.—L. D. Copeland, Chenango Eorks, iST.

Y.

—

Hay Raker and Loader.—September 24, 1867.—
The rake bai's are carried on endless chains. The
upper pulley shaft has a segmental gear which inter-

mittingly rotates the clearer, which removes the hay
from the rakes.

Claim.—First, the movable and adjustable bearing
of the driving-wheel slialt for adapting the machine
to the different kinds of work, and for allowing the
machine to be moved M'hen not at work, as recited.

Second, the toothed wheel y and ])inions z witli the
pawl x^ for operating and controlling the pitcher, or
the equivalents of those means for that pm'pose.

69,188.—Horace Crossman, Providence, R. I.,

assignor to himself and Alheut Byuggs.—Self-acting
JLr!f?c.— September 24, 1867.—The " relief lever " is

connected with the locking mechanism of the •' faller
"

by an intennediate lover. After the faller has been
locked the chain which depresses the faller to posi-

tion is not subject to change Avith the changing posi-

tion of the locking mechanism.
67ai7rt.—First, connecting the faller locking mech-

anism with the relief lever in a self-acting mule by
an intermediate lever connection, operating substan-
tially as described for the purposes specified.

Second, imparting a sIoav movement to the delivery
rollers in a self-acting mule during tho time that the

carriage is running in, by the means substantially as
described.
Third, the combination and arrangement of t/ie

catch wheel I, holding dog I, and lever L, with the
mule carriage, substantially as described for the pur-
pose specified.

Fourth, combining the main cam shaft in a self-

acting mule with a chain gear, as arranged and
shown, to give motion to the same, substantially as
described."

Fifth, the combination of the escapement plate P,
whose periphery is formed with ratchet teeth, as
shown, with a spring brake and stop Q, substantially
as described.

Sixth, combiniag a mule carriage with its source
of motion by means of the peculiar friction clutch B,
substantially as described.

69,189.—Jacob David, l^Tew York, IST. Y.—
Curtain Fixture.—September 24, 1867.—-The roller is

tubular and contains a rod fixod in one bracket,
around which is a spiral spring by which the bbnd is
di'awn up.
Claim.—First, the arm or detent K arranged upon

tho roller in sueh a manner that it moves toward aud
away from the center or axis of the roller a by the
action of gravity and centrifugal force, substantially
as described.
Second, the combination and arrangement at the

same end of a shade roller of the spring c, rod d, and
arm or detent k, or their mechanical equivalents, sub-
stantially as described.

69.190.— Lyman Derby, New York, N. Y.—
Thill Co?<pZingr.—September 24, 1867.—The thills are
lifted considerably above their working position, aud
the curved ends of the thill irons inserted between
the lugs at '-he front of the clips and the rubber-cov-
ered metallic rollers. Deing lowered into working
position, the curve opposes retraction.
Claim.—The curved thill iron E in combination

with the roller C, covered with india-rubber or other
suitable material and fitted between lugs or ears a, a
at tlie front side of the clip B, and the bottom plate a
of the lugs or ears curved at its upper surface, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

,

69.191.— BEN.JAMIN K. Dorwort, Lancaster.
Pa., ajid Washington J. Hines, Frederick, Md.—Fence.—September 24, 1867.—The fence panels are
set in worm form and connected by a eatch Ixir with
a piece extending through between the panels aud
held by a key, which traverses a slot in the same.

OZai'm.—The brace board A with its notches a a cut
out in the manner shoAvn, with its attached central
cross piece C slotted, in combination with the wedge
or key W, arranged in all its parts, and applied in the
manner and for the pm-pose specified.

69.192.— EiCHARD B. Douglass, Cleveland,
Ohio.

—

Apparatus for Filtering Petroleum. — Sep-
tember 24, 1867; antedated September 12, 1867.—The
petroleum is placed in a filtering cylinder and forced
through by a descending piston.
Claim.—The drum filterE in combination with the

cylinder A, the inlet and eduction cocks C K, aud
dii-t dischai-ge P, substantially as described.

69,193.—Julius Dreusike, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Bed Po«07n.—September 24, 1867.—The spiral wires
run longitudinally, interlocking with those on each
side. Tlie ends of the wires are enveloped in strips

of felt, smeared with Avhite lead, and metallic strips

secured over. The interstices at the attachment ai'c

filled in with cement.
Claim.—The bed bottom having the interlocked

spiral wires B secured to the grooved head and foot

rails by the devices C D tZ E, substantially as and for

the purpose set fortli.

69,194.—Thomas A. EpmsoN, Lakeport, Mich.
—Turning Plate for Carria.7c.9.—September 24, 1867.

—The fifth wheel is connected to the spring l)olster.

It rests upon anti-friction rollers over the axle, and
runs around between rollers over the central reach.

Claim.—T\\B plate C, with its rollers, in combina-
tion with the turning plate or ring of a vehicle, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose described.
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€9,195.—Webster ELLYSox.AVestBrauchJovra.
—Sheep-aheay-ing Table.—September 24, 18(37.—Ex-
plained by the claim and illnstralion.

Claim.—An iraprovcd device for holding sheep

wMle being shorn, formed by the combination of the

platform A, having hinged ends, hinged adjustable

side boards C, adjustable supporting racks E, straps

D and F, lever pavrh G, catches H, and brace blocks

J, with each other, substantially as herein shown and
described.

69,106.—George B. Ely, St. Johnsbury, Vt.—
Ma n ufarture ofHay an d 0th er i^orArs.—September 24,

ie(j7._lThe segment dies have grooves of the necessary
foiTu to shape^ the tines, and are operated by the hand
crank and connecting gearing.

Claim.— Fii'st, the combination of the dies E,
wheels D, shafts B, plates F, all constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as described and for the purpose
specified.

Second, the dies E, shaft B, having plate F and set

screws G, wheels D, with the groove and tongue gear
wheels C and standards A, all constructed and ar-

ranged as described, wherebv hay and manure fork
tines are drawn and bent, substantially as described
for the purpose specified.

69,197.—"W. H. English, Macon, Ga.—Carriage
Spring.—September 24, 1867.—The narrow strips are
clamped to the jilates by screws and straps.

Claim.—An elliptic or semi-elliptic spring for ve-

hicles, constructed of cui'ved elastic steel plates with
u narrow or thin rib of steel applied to tlieir exterior
surfaces, substantially as shown and described.

69,198.-Eltsha E. E^'ERETT, Philadelphia, Pa.—Spring Bed l>'ottf)?n.—September 24, 18(J7.—The
ends of the slats are sustained on compound spring
hooks, which run under and engage side pins on the
slats. The hooks are attached toeross-bars.

Claim.—First, the transverse bars D, having one or
more gi-ooves, in combination with tlie pin E, ar-

ranged to receive the coils of the spring, and to fit

the said groove, all substantially as set forth.

Second, the within-described' spring, having ends
el d fitting into the transverse bars D, and being bent
and aiTanged for the reception of the slats -and pins
i t, substantially as set forth.

Third, the slats connected at one end to the within

-

described springs on tlie transverse bar D, and rest-

ing at the opposite end on the transverse bar D', to
wliich it is confined by a pin y, all as set forth.

69,199.—Smith Ferris. ISTew York, N. T.—
Horse Blinder.—Septemher 24, 1867.—The blinders
to cover the eyes in case of fire ai'C attached by straps
and hooks, so as to be readily secured to the horse's
bead.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a fire

blinder for horses and cattle, constructed as de-
scribed, consisting of the cap A, to be placed over
the eyes and the space between the eyes, having the
elastic strips a a, connected by loops b 6, the metal
bars B C, hooks d d, and strips e, substantially as
described for the purpose specified.

69,200 H. W. FisiiER, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Cooler and Filterer.—September 24, 1867.—The upper
partition is perforated for tlie passage of water to
the second compartment, from which it passes
through a filter pipe to the ice compartment. The
ice is contained in a covered drawer, so that the
water does not come in contact -n'ith it.

Claim.—The case A, fonned with tlirce compart-
ments a b c, and a filtering medium c, in combination
with the ice chamber F and pipe C E, all aiTanged
substantially in the manner as and for the purpose
set forth.

69,201.—tTames Forbes, Plainwell, Mich.—
Ilode of Attaching Calks to Koraeshoes.—September
24, 1867.—The detachable calks have beaks on their
inner surface that engage in recesses in the shoe, and
are further sccm'cd by set screws.

C?a»?r.—Attaching tlie calks to horseshoes, by
means of the hook or beak e and screw/, in the man-
ner and for the pm'pose set forth.

69,20-2.—H. C. Freeman, Lcwisville, Ind.—
Saxoing J/ac/twe.—September 24, 1867.—Tho wood
is cut by the circulai- sa\\'s attached to the shaft of
the oscillating frame, while one saw is movable, so
as to be adjusted relatively to the other saw, to regu-
late the length of wood.

Claim.—In a wood-sawing machine the semi-cir-

cular saws 1 1, attached to the shaft K in such man-
ner that while one is fixed in position the other may
be adjusted according to the lengtli into which the
wood is to be cut, arranged to operate substantially
as set forth.

Second, so arranging the shaft K and frame L
that the semi-circular saws I I may bo attached
either to the two frame pieces L, one fixed and the
other adjustable, or one of them only be aftached lo

the intermediate piecp L', and the frame bo actuated
directly by hand, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

Third, so an-anging the beam Q as to act upon the
oscillating frame L, when raised by the rods N, sub-
stantially as set forth.

69,203.—-Teannette Garrison, l^ew York, IS.

Y.

—

Attachment for Cook Stoves.—September 24,
1867.—The screen is placed at the throat of the fur-

nace, to arrest the passage of cinders.

Claim.—A screen apphed to a cook stove a the
top of the fire chamber between it and the top flue,

substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

69,204.—F. Gearing, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor
to himself and Henry Millingau, same place.

—

Market /iox.—September 24, 1867.—The sides of the
box have coinciding eyes, through which a rod is

slipped to hold the parts in positio"n.

Claim.—A market box, having its sides connected
or seeujcd together by means of the eyes d e, rods D,
and battens b, substantially as and for the pm-pose
specilied.

69,205.—William Germain, Eock Bottom,
Mass.— Condensing Tube for Carding Machines—
Sci)tembcr24, 1867.—The cup-shaped head is attached
to the body of the table by connecting arms, and
is cast in one piece tlierewitii.

Claim.—A condensing tube, in wool-carding ma-
chine, Ibrmed with a couoidal or cup-shaped head e,

substantially in the manner and for the pu:ppose spe-

cified.

69,206 .TosEPn Goldmark, BrooMyn, N. T.—
Fulminating Com])ound.—September 24, 1867.—The
sulpho-cyanite of lead, copper, zinc, or quicksilver,
(lead preferably,) two parts, is mixed with chlorate
of potash, five'parts, and of saltpeter or prussiate ot

potash, one part, to form a fulminating compound
which ignites by percussion or friction, but does not
corrode metals ov have a deleterious efl'ect upon those
compounding or handling it.

Claim.—A fulminating compound, in which the
sulpho-eyauite of a metal or other base is employed,
in combination with chlorate of potash, either with
or without other substances, substantially as herein
specified.

69,207.—C. A . Harper andJohn A. Paktridge,
Eahway, IST. J.

—

Seed Dropper.—September 24, 1867.

—The long central tube secures the planter to the
hoc handle. The rotating wheel connects with the
outlet of the seed cylinder, and has recesses in it for
measuring the seed?
Claim.—First, the case A, when constructed with

an internal cylinder B, and a curved spout C, acting in

combination with the oscillating wheel D, to deposit
the grain in the hill, substautiaily as set forth.

Second, the oscillating Avheel D, when constructed
with a plurality of chambers D^ D^, and so arranged
that either chamber may be used, substautiaily as
set forth.

Third, in combination with the wheel D, having
a plurality of chambers, the adjustable spring 'il. eyes
F and F','a«d rods I and I', substantially as set forth.

69,208.—C. P. Hawley, Mosherville, N..Y.—
Wagon Spring.—September 24, 1867.—Tlie wootlen
frames are hinged to lugs projecting from the bottom
of the wagon box. Th'e frames nearly meet at theu'

inner ends, and the outer ends are hinged to the re-
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spcctivc axles. The inner ends are connected by
elastic links.

Claim.—First, the arrangement and combination
of tlic frames E E, with the lugs b, pins a, staples c,

links d, or their respective equivalents, with the
spring F, all made and operating substantially as
herein sliown and described.
,Second, the slotted hinged frames E, when so ar-

ranged that the bearings will b« brought nearer to the
axles the heavier the load, as set forth.

69,209.—Isaac D. Hazen and Jonathan Hitch-
cock, Grand Kapids, Mich.

—

Stump Extractor.—
September 24, 1867.—The stump is made fast by
cliains to the shaft. The rope is connected with the
pnlleys and a horse is attached to one end of the rope,
while the operator holds on to the other end to pay it

out. As the pulleys are rotated the shaft is elevated
by the thi-ead upon it, and the stump gradually ex-
tracted.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of shaft E and
collar J', with its pulleys and bos, with the rim wheel
I aud its rollers, ball 'K, box G, and cord d, as and
for the purpose set foi'th.

Second, the arrangement of the frame K, with its

pulleys and block and tackle, with the main frame,
for canting or removing the stump after it has been
pulled, sub'stantially as set forth.

69,210.—J. G. Hester, Ealeigh, IST. C—Burn-
ing Fluid.—September 24, 1867.—Composed of naph-
tha, 40 galls. ; sweet spirits of nitre, 10 oz.

;
potash,

If lbs.
;
gum camphor, 6 oz ; alum. Of oz. ; salt, 2|- lbs.

;

chloride of lime, 4 oz. ; oil of sassafras, 3i oz. ; sul-

phm-, 3 oz. ; charcoal, 2 oz.

Claim..—The improved bmming fluid, prepared of
the materials substantially as herein described.

69,211.—George Hoover and Artemus N.
Hadley, liichmond, Ind.

—

Spinning Machine.—Sep-
tember 24, 1867.—Explained by the claims and illus-

tration.
Claim.—First, tlie adjustable inclined bearing aims

G G', for use with roving spools of diverse lengths
and diameters, in the described combination with the
roving delivery cylinder E and gravitating doffer
roller I.

Second, in the described combination the roving
delivery cylinder E, the automatically opening and
closing clove sash, and the roving delivery belt or
cord F, having permanent connection with said cyl-

inder and intermittent connection with said sash,

substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Third, the roving cord clasp S, combined in one
sa^h with the clove, and being closed and opened by
the opposite actions of the latter, whereby an amount
of roving is automatically delivered, ex'actly corre-

sponding to that reciuiretl for the ensuing stretch,

whether the same be more or less.

Fourth , tlie loop or cord clasp S, Avhose stem s is

drawn through the friction pad K, and operated by
the movable jaw M of the clove, in manner substan-
tially as set forth.

Fifth, the arrangement of vertically guided aud
balanced clove sash Avhose movable aud self-closing

jaw M has a tongue W A^hich, impinging against a
tappet X. is made to engage behind a notch o, or de-

vices substantially equivalent, in the described com-
bination with an adjustable releasing pin X', for the
automatic opening and closure of the clove for any
desired length or stretch of roving, as set forth.

Sixth, the provision on a verticalh' balanced and
recii)rocating clove sash of the rearwardly and up-
wardly curved finger T, for retraction of the faller

wire, in the manner explained.
Seventh, in the desciibed combination the vibrating

faller wire 6, adjustable retracting spring 8, spur 11,

spring dent 13, and releasing mechanism 14, 15, Ki,

wher(!l)y said faller wire is automatically operated by
the ascent and descent of the clove-sash, in the man-
ner explained.

Eighth, the spiral spring 8 and arm 7*, applied so

as to impart a downward movement to the faller wire
and adapted to exert the greatest leverage when the
faller wire is in its depressed position, as described.

Kinth, the arrangement of the adjustable driving
pulley 1, band Z, spindles Y, whorls y, and interme-
diate pressure pulleys or rollers D, as aud for the pur-
pose herein described.

Tenth, the provision in the plane of the spindles of
the driving pulley 4, armed with rundles 32, and jour-
naled at rear in the swiveled bearing 29, and at front
in the open bearing 30, for convenient winding off
and removal of the hanks, in the manner explained.

69,212.—tTames p. Howell, Kew York, IST, Y.
—Hitching i^ingr.—September 24, 1867.—The shank
is attached with a screw ; a lip is protruded on one
part of the ring that, when it engages in the eye,
holds the ring rigid in an elevated position.

Claim.—Fii'st, a ring, so constructed and combined
with a suitable screw shank that when such shank is
placed at one portion of the ring it will be rigidly
fixed thereon, and when placed at other portions
thereof will permit the said ring to hang loosely, sub-
stantially as herein set forth for the pui*pose specified.
Second, the construction of the ring A, with an

enlarged portion «, wedge-shaped in its cross section
and operating in connection with the eye h, of cor-
responding shape, formed in the head of the screw
shank, substantially as herein set forth for the pur-
pose specified.

69,213.—Henry TV. Howland, Calhoun, 111.—
C/it/m.—September 24, 1867.—The obliquely-perfo-
rated dasher rotates in the contrary direction to the
chwrn. The valves allow the ingress of air to the
cream. The crank shaft and belts impart motion to
the dasher and churn.

Claim.—First, the holes 7i, flaring caps h^, valves
or slides /i', and dischargo pipe h'^, in combination
with a rotating churn, substantially as and fcr the
purpose set forth.

Second, the dasher L, constructed with oblique
perforations I and double oblique serrated periphery
i\ in combination with the revolving vessel H, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

Third, the arrangement of the upright shafts B F I,

crank wheel C, pulleys D F^ J, belts or bands E K,
and vessel H, substantiaUy as described.
Fourth, the dovetailed slide h^, in combination with

the ;li->vetailed slitted lid H^ and vessel H, substan-
tially OS and for the purx^ose set forth.

69,21 4.—.Joseph C. Hughes, Robinson, HI.—
Portable i^cnce.—September 24, 1867.—The feet of the
uprights are engaged in rectangular notches of the
lower bar, and their upper portions with the apex of
a triangular frame.

Claim.—The combination of the straight panels B,
and triangular supporting frame A, when respect-
ively constructed substantially as set forth, with the
combination of the corner panels D, and supporting
frame C, when respectively consL'ucted substantially
as set forth.

69,215.—George G. Hunt, Bridgeport, Conn.—
Steam. Generator.—Soptevaber 24, 1867.—The gen'-ra-

tor has a segmental series of vertical tubes. The an-
nular water space surrounding the fire box has t. bu-
lar stay bolts. The caloric current ascends to the
crown plate and is reverberated to escape by the
tubes.

CZaim.—First, the reverberating chamber E, and
ascending flues T, within the water space of a steam
boiler, when said chamber and pipes cominunicato
directly with the fire chamber A, and are so arranged
as to cause the gases which accumulate above the
coal in said chamber R to descend aud pass through
or over the incandescent coal below pipes T, sub-
stantially as described.

Second, the arrangement of the reverberating
chamber R, and ascending flues T, directly over a
grate surface G, which extends beueath 'the said
chamber and flues, and allows of a direct upward
draft through it at points below the lower ends of the
flues, substantially as described.

Third, the gas reverberating chamber R, arranged
within the water spac' "u combination with a fire

chamber A ana the fluf»: T, arranged so as to cft'ect

the combustion of the gases, which are caused to es-

cape from chamber R,"at points below the level of the
coal in this latter chamber, substantially as described.

69,216.—S. W. HuNTLNGTON, Augusta, Me.—
Vent.—September 24, 1867.—The elasticitv of the gor-
ing attached to each side of the vest enables the gar-

ment to conform to the shape of tlio wearer.
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Claim.—A. vest provided on one or both sides with

an elastic goring or strip which partially encircles or

sun-ounds the armholes of said vest, substautiuUy as

and for the pm-pose set forth.

69,2ir.-^AMEs J. Johnston, Allegheny City,

Pa. assitrnor to The Peovles Bkick Machine Com-
pany, Pittsburg, Fa.—Brick 7>rj/er.—September 24,

lgtj7._The flues, conducting pipes, and suction fans

of the dry house arc so arranged in relation to each

other that pure air is drawn into and heated in its

passace through the pipes and forced into the dry

house^by the fan. The off-bearing cars are arranged

to allow ventilation between them for the drying of

the bricks.
CirtiJ".—First, the coniformed diy honse, m com-

bination with tho car, (when viewed iu cross section,)

provided with flues connected with the boiler furnace

and its stack, substantially as herein described and
set forth.

Secoud. the car or truck for bearing off the brick,

when constructed as herein described and repre-

eeuted and used for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combiuatiou of the pipes h i m and n,

with boiler furuaco and the flues / g. constructed,

arranged, and operating substantially as herein de-

scribed and for the purpose set fortl).

Fourth, the use of a fan in combiimtion with the

pipes h i m and n, for forcing heated air into and
through the dry house, in the manner and for the pui*-

pose set forth.

69,218 K. J. -Jordan, Elkhart, Ind., assignor

to himself and E. Daiimxg, same place.—iJoiicr Wa-
ter i?<7i^?afo>-,—September •.24, 1867.—The float is con-

tained in a frusto-couical water chamber communi-
cating with tlie boiler, and acts immediately upon a

rotarv valve in the supply pipe.

Claim.—First, the an-angement of tho reservoir B,

float C, rod a, valve g. level-s d h. with reference to

the steam generator, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.
Second, tho combination of the reservoir B with

the turret K and wire coil, substantially as described.

69,219.—William C. JosLiN, West Thompson,
Com\.—Machi7ie for Redxicing Holler Leather to a
U7ii/orm Thickn^s.—September 24, 1867.—Motion
being communicated to the rolls and reducing cylin-

der, tlie material is fed througli under the cylinder

and reduced to the right thickness. The bed is ad-

justed by set screws to the thickness of the material
required.
L'laim.—Ymi. the combination in a machine for

reducing calfskins, sheep skins, and lamb skins to a
uniform thickness, the reducing cylinder D. receiving
and delivering rolls B B C (', and adjustable bed F,
sub.-^tautially as and for the purposes set forth.

Second, a machine for stretching and reducing
leather to a uniform thickness, the parts of which are

constructed and arranged for joint operation as and
for the purpose liereiu set forth.

69,2*20.-MAfRiCE Joyce, "Washington, D. C—
Boat Lowering and Detaching Apparatus.—^o^icva-
ber 24. 1867.—The boat may be hoisted or lowered by
screw gearing in reach of tiie boats crew. Pivoted
divaiicated catches liave links connected to the ends
of the boat. The forked ends of the catches are held

up by a longitudinal shaft, whose partial rotation

free?i'the .saicTeuds by allowing their passage through
the notches of the sliaft an<l releases the links.

Claim.—First, the combination of frames b b. spools

or windlasses d. shaft c. frame G, wheels II and I, or

their o([uivalents. and worm i, arranged, constructed,

and operating in the manner substantially as shown
and described and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of brake n, wheels I and
H, shaft c, worm i, and cam lever I. arranged, con-

structed, and operating in the manner substantially

a.s shown and describe'd and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of frames b, having the ears

c e. with shaft/, and bifurcated arms D D, arranged,
constructed, and operating in the manner substan-
tially as shown and described and for the purpose set

forth.

69,221.— Daniel Kipder, Franklin, X. H.—
Spring Fishhook.—September 24, 1867.—The spring

hooks are looselv clasped together so that when drawn
by the fish thev' slide through the clasp and expand.
Claim.—Thii fishhook consuucted as described,

consisting of the single piece of wire B, bent at its

centre to form the eye 1), sliding upon the stem G-,

its bent shanks E, 'provided at each end with tho
hooks C, crossing ».>acli other and held in position by-

means of the clasp F upon the end of the stem G, all

operating as herein set forth for the pm-pose specified.

69,222.—Blanchard Y. Ejrk, Philadelphia,
Pa., assignor to himself and H. A. Musselman, same
T^lacc—Ski. t iJic'i'tttor.-September 24, 1867; ante-

dated September 11, 1867.—The rubber waist ring is

covered with a woven fabric, and is secured by me-
tallic clasps. . Tho elevators arc adjusted to eyelets

in the band.
Claim.—The- combination of the india-rubber tube

A, covered with a woven fabric m, provided with tu-

bular clasps C C having openings h h. through which
pass the cords K, the whole constructed and opera-

ting substantially as described.

69,223.—Le Grand Kniffen, Worcester, Mass.
—Refrigerator Car.—September 24, 1867.—Explained
by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—First, a refrigerator car, constructed sub-

stantially in the mannei-" described, for the purpose of

transporting meats and other perishable articles.

Second, liniu"- an ordinary box car with fibrous or
textile non-conuucting material, for the purpose set

forth.

Third, converting an ordinary freight car into a
refrigerator by lining it with successive sheets or
layers of thick paper, substantially in the manner de-

scribed.
Fourth, the combination, substantially in the man-

ner described, with a bos car of removable sections

or linings of non-conducting material, whereby I can
in a few moments convert from an ordinary car into
a refi-igerator.

Fifth, lining a box car with elastic non-conducting
mat-erial which will yield to the working of the car
or eveu allow it to be broken without rupturing tho
non-conducting- envelope.

Sixth, the arrangement in a refrigerator car of both
the articles to bo kept cool and the ice, or refrigerat-

ing apparatus inside the non-conducting envelope,
whereby the refrigerating apparatus is protected fro'U

the external heat without additional protection.
Seventh, tlie arrangement as described of the hinged

door iu the lining with the sliding door of the ear,

whereby direct access can be had to the refrigerating
chamber.
Eighth, the arrangement as descnbed of removable

ice racks with The lining sections nearest the doors,

or those in which the doors are placed, whereby tho
ice is placed in the last, and is thus more convenient
of access and space economized.
Ninth, in combination with a refrigerator car, a

removable ice rack, which can be taken out when not
required, and its room occupied by other things.
Tenth, the arrangement in a refrigerator car of a

refrigerating appai-atus to produce cold without using
ice, when desired.
Eleventh, the arrangement within a refrigerator

car of quicklime or other absorbent of moisture, to
maintain a dry as well as a cold atmosphere.

T-welfth, the arrangement as described of the re-

movable side props and top beams, whereby the sec-

tions are held in place and the distance between tho
beams can be varied to suit carcasses of dift'erent sizes.

Thirteenth, the arrangement as described on tho
top or cross beams of the sliding swiveling hooks,

whereby the spaces between the hooks can be varied
and the* carcasses conveniently swung.

69,224.— Charles Kuers, Chieopee, Mass.

—

Adjustable Hailing for rr/ii'Wc.<t.—September 24. 18e'.7.

—The double hooks' engage the notclied plates on the

ends of the seat, and the straps behind are secm-ed
in the sockets by the pivoted latches.

Claim.—An adjustable lailing for the soats of ve-

hicles, which is attached by means of the notched
pieces a a and b b on the rail, and the pieces//, hav-
ing the latches i i upon the seat, the parts being ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purpose described.
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09,225.—B. P. Laadson, Milton, :B&.—Axle Box.
—September 24, 1867.—The one end of the elliptic

cap is permanently screwed into the box car, and turns
npon the bolt. The other end, which is fastened by
a clamp attached thereto, is left free to shut or open,
as requii-ed.

Claim.—The car axle box lid A, provided with the
clamp 6, in combination with the eai* d, applied to the
cai- axle box.

69,226.— B. P. Lamison and S. TV. Murray,
Milton. Pa.

—

Brake Block and Shoefor JRailroads.—
September 24, 1867.—The shoe has a T-shaped lug,

which slips into a suitable groore in the brake block,

the flanges of the T head catching behind shoulders
in the block ; the lower end of the shoe engages a
hook.

Claim.—First, the brake shoe E, provided with
circular lug A with flanges o o, in combination with
the shoe D with its opening B, of construction cor-

responding to the lug, the shoe and block being ar-

ranged to tui'u and to be held in place by pin/, as
and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the lug A', with its flanges o' o', in com-
bination with the block D' and pin K, all constructed
and operating as described and for the purpose set

forth.

69,227.-0. LAPHA^r, El Paso, HI — Wagon
Tongue Support.—Seiitemher 24, 1867.—A spring is

attached to the rear of the tongue and engages with
the transverse spring that connects the hounds, to
a-elieve the horses of the weight of the tongue.

Claim.—The combination of tlie spring E with the
rear end of the tongue D, and with the hoimds C, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described and for the
purpose set forth.

69#22S.—Herrmann Liebmaxn. Mascoutah, HI.
—Vegetable )S7icer.—September 24, 1867.—The varied
actions of the lateral and vertical knives combined
Avith the rotating disk subdivide the vegetables into
jfilaments.

Claim.—A vegetable slicer, having fixed lateral

knives and vertical knives that may be remored at-

tached to a revolving horizontal "disk, when con-
structed and ai-ranged substantially as shown and
epecified.

69,229.—WiLLiAii Mannheim, ISTew York. X. T.—Machine for Tapering Leather.— September 24,

1867.—The cutter is hinged at one end to a stationary
frame, and is vertically adjustable at the other end.
The axis of the friction roller connected with the
vertically-adjustable frame is directly under the cut-

tin<j edge of tlie knife. The roller is supported on a
sliding frame that gradually raises towards the knife,

for tapering the ends of leather belts.

Claim.—JFirst, a machine in which leather straps
can be shaved or beveled or their ends tapered, which
is arranged so as to bo adapted to every width and
thickness of leather, and which will operate substan-
tially in the manner liereln sliown and described.

Second, the jointed and hinged kn;fe or cutter C,
when arranged on the stationary frame so as to be
adjusted in position by the screw D, substantially as

and for the purpose herein shown and described.
Third, the removable rod I, when provided with the

adjustable sliding block J, in combination witli tlie

roller G and cutter C, all made and operating sub-

stantially as herein shown and described.

Fourth, the sliding frame L, wlien provided with a
handle 2>, in combination with tlie frame r, set screws
s, fi-ames E and E, roller G, and cutter S, all made
and operating substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.
Fifth, the hinged, jointed cutter C, in combination

with the roller G, all made and operating substantially

as set forth.

69,230.— E. J. Manville, "Waterbnry, Conn.,
and E. M. JUDD, "Wolcottville, Conu.—Machine for
Capping Screw iTcrtrfs.—September 24, ] 867.- The
dieliolding disk receives the screws and carries tiieni

round successively beneath tlic cutter ; it is actuated
by the ratchet wheel, whose teeth correspond in num-
ber to the dies on the disk. The screw driver de-

scending and slightly rotating places the notch in the

head of the screw in position to coiTcspand with the
cutter towards which it is moving.
Claim.—First, the combination of a series of pro-

gressively-moving dies for holding the screw, dies for
pressing a cap of sheet metal over the head, and
mechanism for nicking the sheet metal cap to corre-
spond with the previously-cut nick in the screw head,
all constructed and opera1<ing substantially as set
forth.

Second, the combination of mechanism, substan-
tially as specified, for effecting the following success-
ive operations, viz; first, placing the nicked screw
head in the proper position ; second, holding the same;
third, pressing a sheet metal cap upon the head;
fourth, nicking the sheet metal cap in a position to cor-
respond with the previously-nicked head.

69,231—C. K. Marshall, Vicksburg, Miss.—
Windov) i'Hnd.—September 24. ]867.—The metallic
slats axe pivoted in the hollow metallic frame.
Wooden filling secures the attachment of screws of
the hinges.

Claim.^-Yh'&t, as a new article of manufacture,
window blinds, formed of slats of metal set in a me-
tallic frame, in manner and for the purposes substan-
tially as described.

Second, the hollow metal frame A, having the
wooden blocks C to receive the screws d securing
the hinges D, in manner and for the purposes sul>
stantially as herein shown and described.

69,232.—JpsEPH McConnell, Iowa City, Iowa.— Valve for Steam i'vir/incs.-September 24, 1867.

—

The i)orts of the cylinder are governed by inner and
outer valves at each end of the cylinder. Tlie iuner
valves are variable cut-offs and are controlled by the
governor, whose movements depend upon the speed
of the engine.

Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement
of tlie arm u, secured to the end of the rock shaft T,
between the cyliixlers H, and in the slots of which
the wrist pins x work, connecting the arm u to the
valves j>, the position of said pins x in the slots being
couti'olled by means of the governor, whereby tiie

tlirow of the A'alves p is regulated, as herein shown
and desci'ibed.

Second, the valves p, constructed as described,
formed in a semicircle, with the pressure of steam ap-
plied upon one side, as and for the purpose specified.

Third, the arrangement of the cylinders H, main
valves and cut-off valves p, transverse shaft T, slotted
arm u, connecting arms v, and cranks s, as and for
the purpose specified.

69,233.—Joseph E. McGuire, Warren, Ohio.—
Carnage Oircie.—September 24, 1867.— The dowel
pin engages in the corresponding groove on the upper
side of the lower sections of the circle, and obviates
the necessity of piercing the axle for a heavy king-
bolt. The reach is stayed on its imder side by lugs
that embrace tlie circle.

Claim.—First, the dowel pin D and groove F. when
constructed and arranged in relation to each other, iu
the manner and for the pui'pose substantially as de-
scribed.
Second, section C, when constructed Avith clips H,

in combination with section B, constructed with
clips J O, in the manner us and for the purpose sub-
stantially as set forth.

Thii-d, the reach M, when constructed with stays
X, in combination with the cross I'ail I and king Dolt

L, when constructed and arranged iu the manner and
for the purpose set forth.

69,234.—James W. McKek, Brooklvn, oS^. T.—
Strap for School J5ooA-a\—September 20,*1867.—Tho
two longitudinally-adjustable side pieces are connect-
ed by straps. A' carrying cord is attached to the
rings on the side pieces.

Claim.—First, two longitudinally-adjustable side
pieces A, in combination with the straps B. sub-
stairfially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Second, the combination of the suspending cord
C, with the longitudinally-adjustable side pieces A,
and straps B, substantially as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

Third, the stems c, in combination with the slotted

lips d of the side pieces A, and the straps B. sul>

stantially as and for the pui-pose herein set forth.
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Fourth, the supjilcmental kuobs a*, in combination
with the longituaiually-adjustable side pieces A, and
the straps B, substantiidly as and for the pui'posc

herein set forth.

69,235.—WiltJAM A. Messlkr, Eureka, EL—
Door TJoidfr.—September 24, 18()7.—Tlic latch gives

•way to the catcli of the lock, and then springing into

engagement Tvitii it, holds the door.

Claim

.

—The catch B, constructed substantially as

tlescribed, attached to a wall or other ssitable place,

in combinntion Avith the lock A on door D, in man-
ner and for the pmposes herein set forth and de-

scribed.

69,'236.—G. M. MiiXER and H. MuxD, Chicago,
HI.

—

Burtjlar Window and Door Grate.—September
24, 1867.—The vertical bar on one side of the grate
engages with jaws on the casing. A lock with the
attached latch secures it on the other side.

Claim.—In combination with the window or door,

the grate A, plates F F, lock E, latch D, the whole
arranged substajitially as and for the purpose set

forth.^

69,237.—"WYATr W. Mflt-ER, Safe Harbor, Pa.—Fagot for Beamn.—September 24, ]867.—The pile

of bars approximating to the .shape of the intended
beam are secured by the hook-headed bolts or rivets.

The pile is then heated in the furnace and rolled into

a beam.
Claim.— The pile constructed as described and

shown, consisting of the bars a having flanges 6,

bars d having flanges d', hooked bolts e, and the flat

bars f, as ani for the purpose specified.

69,238.—.J. D. XiETSCKE, Somerset, Ohio.-Co#;i.
—September 24, 18f)7.—The joints are all sealed with
wax, and enclosed inside by strips of wood. The
pipes lead through the lid antl are tightly jointed to

it by collars thafscrew to the lid above and below
The gas is inserted through the pipes, after which it

is hermetically sealed.

Claim.—The apparatus for filling the coffin with
gas, consisting of the tube G having the perforations
A-, in combination with the tube I having the perfoi-a-

tions I, and with the collars h h', and the cap O, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

69,239.— Henry ^V. Ostrom, Grand Eapids,
Mich.

—

Harrow Cultivator.—September 24, 1867.

—

The teeth are secured to the rear ends of the bars that
are hung upon a frame supported by wheels in front.

The teeth rise and fall with the inequalities of the
ground and are adjusted by the levers above.

Claim.—The combination of the frame A mounted
on guide A^heels B B, the bai"s a a suspended on the
cross-rod h, the movable cross-bar d, and the cross-
bar ?», attached to the handles A; A:, arranged and ope-
rating as and for the pm-pose herein described.

69,240.—I. X. Paddock, Oswego, 'S.Y.—Dish
and Vegetable T7a67ier.—September 24, 1867.—One
end of the cylinder is journaled on a hinged bar. The
lid is hing'ed to the side. The winch is fixed to the
head, and rests in a journal socket of the standard.
A network surrounds the inner concave side of the
cylinder.
' Claim.—First, the dish and vegetable washer con-

sisting of the tub or cylinder A, and elastic grating E
fixed therein, journaled in appropriate bearings, and
operated in mannner and for the purposes substan-
tially as described.

Second, the hinged plate D, in combination with
the standard B, tub or cylinder A, in manner sub-
stantially as and for the purposes above set forth and
describecl.

Third, the spur lever F engaging in and in combi-
nation with the hook / and a lid or door A', in man-
ner substantially as herein shown and described.

69,241.- George Palmer, Littlestown, Pa.—
Joint and Railroad J?aiis.—September 24, 1867.

—

The ends of the rails are beveled off to receive an
inclined plate of steel. The plate is secured by bolts
•pei-pendicular to the inclined face, and in elongated
holes to allow extension by heat.

Claim.—The connecting bar H, constructed as
described, with the bottom of the recesses m m par-

allel to the inclined faces of the connecting bar, in
combination with the rails and diagonal bolts b b,

when the bolts are at right angles to such inclined
laces, as herein describecl, for the purposes set forth.
In combination with the above, the chair B provided
with a slotted base, as and for the purposes specified.

69,242.—Calvin Pepper, Norfolk, Ya., assignor
to Sidney S^nvm.—Coal Stove.—SeptGvahev 24, 1867.

—The perforated top plate admits aii- to the finely-

perforated diaphragm to facilitate the combustion of
gases evolved from the coal in the stove.

Claim.—The use of the finely-perforated diaphragm
D, placed at a distance above'aud covering the fire,

su])stantially as shown and described, for tiie purpose
and effect set forth. As a new article of manufacture
a cap or cover for a heating stove, eonstructed with a
diaphragm D, to be applied to stoves ali-eady con-
structed and in use.

69,243.—Stuart Perry, Newport, N. Y.—Chain
Wheel for Chain Horse i'ower.—September 24, 1867.

—The chain wheel is cast in two parts, each having
a series of radial recesses to receive the loose cogs
that move inside the rim of the wheel to accommo-
date themselves to the irregular links. The cogs are
set against elastic rubber backing.

Claim.—A chain wheel having sliding or yielding
cogs or teeth, so that a chain made up of links of im-
equal lengths can be run thereon, and some of .the

links always find a tooth or cog that will receive and
hold them, and those not so receiving and holding are
moved out of the Avay, as and for the pm-pose sub-
stantially as described.

69,244.—D. J. Powers, Madison, Wis., and
Henry B. Stevens, Buffalo, N. Y., assignors to The
Buffalo Agricultural Machine 'Wouks.—Sugar
Cane ilfiZ^.-September 24, 1867.—The driving wheel
is hung under a bridge tree that is secured to the
housings of the mill, outside of and immediately over
the wheel. The bridge ti'ce has bearings that receive
the driving shaft that extends up through it, and has
the driving wheel attached at its lower end, and the
sweeps secured to it above the bearing. The sweep
socket rests and rides upon the bearings of the bridge
tree.

Claim.—First, locating the driving wheel A- be-
neath the bridge tree L, and between the housings
or side frames M M, substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein specified.

Second, m combination with the location of the
driving wheel under the bridge tree as above, the
location of the pinion B, outside of the housing* or
side frame M, for the purpose set forth.

Third, the arrangement of the wed.^es T T and
saddle pieces U U for adjusting the springs Q Q, and
bearings or journal boxes E. H of the lower or minor
rollers, substantially as herein set forth.

Fourth, the scraper or ttu-u plate Y, constructed
and arranged so as to self-admst itself to the position
or positions of the lower feed roller H, substantially
as herein specified.

69,245.—Julius A. Preston, New Haven, Conn.—Coal Barge.—September 24, 1867.—The false bottom
inclines to the wells in which the water is collected,

and from which it can be pumped. In unloading the
barge, the well cover being removed, buckets below
receive the coal.

Claim.—First, the combination in a coal barge or
other similar vessel with a freight receptacle or com-
partment having an inclined or sloping bottom, as
described, of a well, and suitable means for opening
and closing the same, substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

Second, the combination in a compartment as de-

scribed of the well or opening, with its suiTounding
frame and valves or gates for regulating the flow of
coal or other freight into the said well, substantially

as herein shown and specified.

Third, the combination with the freight compart-
ment or receptacle, and its inclined bottom of one
or more channels for drawing off the water of said
compartment, substantially as herein set forth.

Fonrth, a barge for transporting coal an<l other
freight, in which the compartment for receiving such

I freight is combined with the bodjr or hull of the barge^
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substantially as herein shown and for the pui-poses

set forth.

69,246.—J. H. QuACKENBUSH, East Saginaw,
Mich.— '\Vashi7ig Machine.— September 24, 1867.

—

The clothes arc- simultaneously subjected to a nibbing
and sciueezing motion by the corrugated, rotating,

and longitudinally moving rollers.

Claim.—First, the roller E, having a longitudinal
motion, substantially as described, in combination
with rollers or otheV moving portion of a washing
machine, for the purposes set forth.

Second, the rollers D D, operated substantially as
described, in combination with the roller E.

69,247.—J. B. Rains and W. S. Owen, Oska-
loosa, Iowa.

—

Tuyere.—September 23jfl8G7.—The part
of the tuyere beneath the fire has an annular w£itc)-

cliamber.' An oscillating plate at the bottom allows
the escape of cinders. Tlie air pipe has a damper.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
box, provided with tlie tube as constructed v(ith water
space around it, chamber A, bottom slide H and
damper 1), Avhen formed in the manner herein set

forth ajid for the pm'poses specified.

69,248.—Fkanklin Kansoji, Buffalo, Is^. Y.—
Churn Da)iher.— Sei>tomber 24, ]8()7.— The lower
dashers are intended to form a partial vacuum to
di'aw ail' down through the tubular dasher rod.

Claim.—Eii'st, forming the dasher with a series of
wings in the form of spouts or troughs with the sides
couAerging outward, in the manner and for the pur-
pose set forth, said wings being capable of standing
in different angles, as described.

Second, the combination and arrangement with
wings thus formed of the tubular rod with the outlets

//, opening directly in the rear- of wings, as hereiu
set forth.

69,249.—J. Wyatt Reid, ISTew York, K". Y.—
Manufacture of Sugar.—September 24, 1867.—The
sirup is placed in the receiver, which has a water
jacket, and is agitated by stirrers on a rotating shaft.

Claim.—First, the process substantially as herein
described of effecting the crystallization of sugar by
subjecting it to the action of beaters or stirrers within
a receiver having a stream or streams of cold water or
ail" made to play on or around it, and between it and
an outer jacket,'or its equivalent, substantially as ^md
for the purpose or pm-poses specified.

Second, the combination with a sugar-mixing ap-
paratus, consisting of a receiver A, stirrers B and
jacket E of the cold air or water pipe F, arranged
below and upper opposite discharge pipes G-, botli

connecting -n ith the interior of the jacket, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

69,250.—Andrew J. Reynolds, Sturgis, Mich.—Pump.—September 24, 18(37.—The cylinder is hung
on trimnions. The piston is hollow, and the piston
rod is tubular, and communicates with the piston
chamber. The water enters alternately through each
end of the cylinder, and enters the piston to pass up
the piston I'od to the exit nozzle at its top.

Claim.—Fi]'St, the arrangement in a hollow piston
of the valve O and guide pin X, as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Second, the construction of the upper cylinder head
with tlie induction port e and valve seat (x g g', as and
for the purpose specified.

Third, the arrangement in a submerged pump of

the ports b e 2il, valves F 1 O and hollow piston and
rod L K, as herein described and represented.

69,251.—Uel Reynolds, New York, N. Y.—
Attaching Yokes to Polea for Carriages.—September
24, li^tu.—Tlic neck yoke is secm'cd in a ring at the
upper side of the tongue socket.

Claim.—Tlic eye c and notch d upon the socket 6,

in combination with the yoke/and stop horns h audi,
substantiaily as and for the purposes set forth.

69,252 A. RuLLM.v>N, New York, K Y.- Med-
ical Compound.—Hc-ptiimher 24, 18()7.—A stomachic
and anti-spasmodic, comjjosed of orange peel, cloves,

cinnamon, Peruvian balsam, spirits of wine and
ether.

Claim.—Tho medical compound hereiu described,

made of the ingredients and in the proportions herein
specified.

69,253.—Charles Saffray, New York, N. Y.—ApjMratus for Burning Crude Petroleum.—Sep^
tember 24, 1667.—The petroleum passes through a
pipe beneath the furnace to its position in>tlie hollow
grate bars, and the steam and water pass through the
fire space in two concentric tubes. The petroleum
is actuated by gravity, the steam by pressure in the
boiler, and the air i)y a fan blower. 'A reservoir fur-
nishes a store of condensed air for use when the
machinery is not operating.

Claim.—First, the use of hollow grate bars divi-
ded in three superposed compartments, the middle
compartment containing petroleum and the two
others receiving, by means of the arrangement of stop
cocks above described, either steam alone or hot air
alone, or a mixture of both, said grate bars being per-
forated as represented in tlie drawing, so as to allow
either steam alone or hot air alone, or a mixture of
both, to escape inside or outside of the flame.

Second, the use of the safety pipe above described.

69,254.—M. ScHALL, New York. N. Y.—Candle
Holder.—September 24, 18(i7. — The candle-holding
socket has a spike by which it is secured in a limb of
the Christmas tree or other object.

Claim.—The combination Avith the socket B or its

equivalent, of a sharp pointed needle or pin, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

69,255.—John Schroder, Kickapoo, Ilh—Culti-
vator.—September 24, 1867.—The plow beams are
pivoted to, and the draft rods are hinged to the per-
forated, adjustable pendent bars by which the draft
is lowered and regulated.

Claim.—First, the manner herein shown and de-
scribed of securing the plow beams to the frame A,
by means of pendants G and a movable cross bar F,
the latter being pivoted to the tongue D, substan-
tiallj as set forth.

Second, the above in combination with the swing-
ing draft bars N, made us described.

69,256.—Adam Schwebel, New Haven, Conn.—Nut Machine.—September 24, 1867.—The bar of
iron from which the nuts are formed is supported on
a rest ; on each side of the center bar are movable die-

holders, the dies in which alternately form dies and
punches. The series of operations cannot be briefly
described

Claim.—First, the combination of the two series
of cutting dies c c, with the moving frames D D,
when arranged and made to operate as described.
Second, the combination of tlie two series of cutting

dies, the series of punches, and the semi-rotating shafts
arranged as described, with any suitable means for
rotating said shafts, in the manner and for the pur-
poses set forth.

Third, the combination of the sliding frame D,
semi-rolating shaftE, and series of punches, arranged
and operating substantially as described.

Fourtli, the combination of the series of punches
d d, with the series of spindles / /, and means sub-
stantially as herein described fortransfemng the nuts
from the punches to the spindles.

Fifth, the combination of the crowning die plate F,
made as described, with recesses in its upper edges
for the reception of the punches for the sliding frame
K, and spindles//, substantially as set forth.

Sixth, the combination of the rock shaft Y and
frame y y, with the rest a, and means for causing said
frame y y to descend and hold the bar from "which the
nuts are to be cut, substantially as described.
Seventh, the combination of the oscillating and

vertically sliding plates R IV, operated substantially
as described \\iththe series of spindles//, as and for
the purposes set forth.

Eigiith, the combination of the cam rock shaft con-
verting bar «, loose cams iv ty, pulleys v v, and chains
V V, or cords, with the semi-rotating shafts E E,
for operating the same alternately right and left, in

the manner herein described for the"purposes specified.

69,257.—E. U. ScoviLLE, Manlius, N. Y., and
L. ScovH.LE, West Bloonifield, IN. Y.^Hoisting Ap-
paratus.—September 24, 18(i7.—The object is to raise

n loadj couAcy it to the required spot, lower it and
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return ibe hoisting mechanism to the first position.

Tlie devices are explained in the claims and illustra-

tion.

Claim.—Fh-st, the frame b attached to the platform

a, so tliat it can bo turned around, in combination
with the legs e c', and beam g, sustaining the hoist-

ing apparatus, substantially as set forth.

Second, the hook m and* rope or chain h, in com-
bination with the pulley /i' and rope n, as and for the
purposes set forth.

Tliird, the latch «' applied to the rope n, in com-
bination with the notches 7 of the pulley ft' and the

disengaging levers o, as and for the purposes set

forth.

Fourth, the disengaging frame o' attached to the
rope h, in combination with the levers o and pulleys

hK for the purposes and as specified.

Fifth, the barrel r, clutcli and shaft 10, in combina-
tion with the beam or lever ( and inclines t\ as and
for the purposes set forth.

Sixth, the lever 2v upon the beam t, in combination
with the link fulcrum w^ and stationary ring f^ to

operate the brake to the barrel r, as and for the pur-

poses set forth.

69,258.—Joseph Sechrist. Connellsville, Pa.—
Corn Husker.—September 24, 18b7.—The thimbles
attached to the fingers of the glove have claws to

assist in tearing the husk.
Claim.—The combination of the gloves A and

tubular claws B for huskiug corn, arranged to oper-
ate substantially as set forth.

69,259.—H. Seehausex, Memphis, Tcnn.—I\m-
ing Attachment for Guitars.—Soptomber 24, 1867.

—

The ordinary tuning mechanism is in a frame wliich
is movable by a screw to slacken all the strings at
once and strain them again.
Claim.—The ordinary tuning mechanism of a gnii-

tar, banjo, or other similar string instrument, in an
adjasiable frame B fitted in the head of the instru-

ment, and all arranged substantially in the manner as
and for the purpose set forth.

69,260 Charles A. Seelv, Xew York. ]JT. Y.
— Impregnating Wood tvith Oleaginous and Saline
Jra«(?r.s'.—September 24, 18(i7.—The wood is treated
Buccessively m a bath of heated liquid (say carbolic
acid) raised above the boiling point of water, and
then in an impregnating liquid below the boiling
point of water.

Claim.—First, the process of impregnating wood,
Bubstantially as described.
Second, the use, in conjunction, of the hot and cold

baths, for the piu'poso described.

69,261.—Henkv F. Sehxdeus, Buffiilo, X. Y.,
assignor to himself and Bakboua ^YACKEUMA^^ same
place. — Wasfdng J/ac/auc—September 24, 1867.

—

The movable rubber is operated by xiio crank and
pitman and reciprocates upon the stationary corru-
gated board. The feed rollers arc operated by a
ilouble pawl and feed the garments in either direction.
Soap suds are continiiously supplied by a fiexible
pipe from a reservoir during the operation.

67au/t.—First, the comI)inntion of tlie reciprocat-
ing rnbl)er C, stationary board B, springs c, with the
connecting rod I, rock shaft and arm J 6, arranged
and operated substantially in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, the receptacle s provided with stop cock </,

and flr'xible pipe p, in combination with rubber C,
substantially as and for the pur^Hise described.

Third, the feed rollers D E. in combination with
the ratchet wheel k, double acting pawl m, arm I, and
pitman n, operating in the manner and for the pur-
pose sot forth.

Fourth, the cams K K, connected by rod /, in
combination witli the hook i, spiral springs c, and
rubber C, for elevating the latter, an-auged and oper-
ating substantiidly as specified.

69,262.—"Walters. Shotwell, Paterson, X. J.—Car Brake.—September 24. 18G7.—When the steam
is cut off the draw heads are forced inward, their
shoulders forcing against the rods that actuate the
levers which a]^)ly the brakes.

Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement
of the rods E E', levers F, spring rods II, arms d and

g, rods h, cranks r, shaft I, ann j, and cords J, sub-
stantiallv as described for the pm'pose specified.

Seconcl, the rodsH, in combination with the cords
J, connect»ed with the bell rope O, the shafts I, shafts
e, having arms d attached on whicli the rods H rest,

all arrangedsubstantially as shown and described.
Third, in combination Avith the brake herein de-

scribed, the bars L and lever M, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

69,263.—John B. Slawson, Now Orleans, La.—
Car and Omnibus Fare Box.—September 24, 1867.

—

Alongside the fare box is a lamp chamber with a re-

flector for directing the light onto the tabic which
tomporai'ily receives money until it is dumped by the
driver.

C7ai7n.~First, the apartmentE, when provided with
an opening for the passage of light toward the fare box,
and with a reflector I on the opposite wall, the lamp
II being arranged between, substantially as described.
Second, providing the apartment E with openings

F and G for idlowing the passage of light towards the
fare box and towards the front or rear, substantially
as and for the purpose herein shown and described.

69,264.—D. A. Sxhth. Pomeroy, Ohio.—Straw
Cutter.—September 24, 1867.—The cutter wheel and
feed roller have simultauoous motion by cog gearing.

Claim.—The wheel C provided with the knives or
cnttersD, in combination with the feed roller J, fitted

within sliding uprights 1 1 in the feed box A and ope-
rated from the cutter-wheel shaft B through the me-
dium of tlie gearing E, F, e, G, and K, all arranged
substantially iu the manner as and for the purpose set
forth.

69,265.—Levi S. Smith, Gorsuch's Mills, Md.,
assignortohimself and Joseph V. Winemiller, same
place.—Pec; Cither.—September 24, 1867.—Explained
by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—Making the eulting teeth of a peg cutter
on two or more plates, to permit of filing or sharpen-
ing the teeth when made at different angles on the
different plates, substantially as described.
Also, the lugs on the plates, iu combination with,

the plate, constructed and arranged substantially as
described.

Also, making the floats or cutting edges to incline
ackward from the sides towards the center, so as tob
cut the pegs with a drawing cut and crowd tJie cutcer
towards the side of the shoe.

69,266.—Seth H. Smith, Venice Center, X. Y.—
Car Coupling.—Heiitemhcv 24, 1867.—The tumbler is

pivoted on the crank bar and is tripped by the enter-
ing link, which it tlien engages. Weights pivoted to
the same bar rest on the Imk and maintain it iu hori-
zontal position ready for coupling.

Claim.—The lock piece C, the weight pieces F F",

and the crank shaft 1), arranged and combined sul>
staiitialiv as described, in combination with the link
B and the draw head of a railroad cai', for the pur-
poses set forth.

69,267.—D. Spooxer, Lowell, Ohio.—Extinguish-
ing Fire in Steamships.—September 24, 1867.—The
steam generator has a pipe descending to. and rebent
at. the bottom of the hold, from which it passes up-
ward, and has cocks communicating with each space
between decks. The water is received through a ver-
tical pipe communicating with the U bend, and is

forced by the steam to issue from either cock desired.
Claim.— Tha steam fire extinguisher above de-

scribed, consisting of the pipe A having several out-
let cocks d efg, the steam drum C, the throttle valve
I{, and the short pipe B, when used for the purpose
and constructed iu the manner specified.

69,268—William H. Squires, ]Srew York, l!^.

Y.—Steam- Generator ^Zoi(;er.—September 24, 1867.

—

The draft is increased by a steam jet AVithin a truu-
cato-conical nozzle in the smoke box.

Claim.—The arrangement of the boiler A, furnace
B, chamber C, steam pipe D, stop cock G, and conical
chamber E, as herein set forth, for the purpose speci-
fied.

69,269.-Ira Staxrery, St. Louis. Mo.—Safety
^ein.—September 24, 1867.—The safety reiua are at-
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tached to the full, overhead, check rein, and pass
through the elevated terret, over the back band, and
through keepers that loosely unite them to the driving
reins, the loops of the safety reins hanging in reach
of the driver's hands.

Claim.—First, the attaching of safety reins to the
Kimball Jackson overliead check or any other check
back of the top of the horse's head and forward of
the water hook, as represented, for the use and pur
pose as herein specified and set forth.

Second, the passing of the lines or safety reins, as

attached, through the elevated terret or dee on the
double harness and through the subdivisions of the
terrets or dees on the single harness, for the use and
purpose as specified and herein set forth.

Third, the small terret or dee elevated above the
water hook, with or without divi^on post o, and the
subdivisions e e in the dees F F, for lines or single

harness, all .for these safety reins or any other safety

reins, for the use and purpose as specified and herein
set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the attachment of the
safety reins to the checks at B and E, passing them
through elevated terret H or subdivided terrets F F
to the driver's hands, by inclosing them within the
di-iving reins, thus using "the line within a line," for

the use and pm-pose as specified and herein set forth.

69,270.—Austin E. Thayer, Plymouth, Conn.,
assignor to M. B. Bkyant, Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Third
Seat for Carriages.—September 24, 1867.—A supple-
mentary seat is pivoted beneath the ordinary carriage
seat, and inhen swung round in front is sup'ported by
a hinged leg.

Claim.—The seat B provided with a hinged leg C
and hinged to the seat A, and constructed in the
manner described, so as to be folded beneath the seat
A, as herein set forth.

69,271.—C. E. Thompson andWilliam"Walker,
New Haven, Conn.

—

Machinefor Nicking Screw Caps.
—September 24, 1867.— The revolving center has a
spiral spring, against the end of which the point of
the screw rests while the cap on the head is being
nicked, and the spring throws it out when finished.

The cutting die in the sliding center, when forced
forward by the jointed lever, cuts the nick in the cap.
Claim.—The combination of the revolving center

a b and spring c with the sliding center B and punch
i, when they are constructed, arranged, and fitted to
produce the result, substantially as kerein described
and set forth.

69,272.— James S. Tibbals, Milford, Conn.—
Lunch Box.—September 24, 1867.—The inner vessel
•is suspended by trunnions from ears within the outer
pail and has a cover; the outer pail lias a bail and
cover.

Claim.—The vessels A and D, constructed and ar-

ranged the one within the other, the pail D being
suspended by the hooks a and trunnions /, and pro-

vided with a cover so as to form a space entirely

around the inner vessel, and so that the said inner ves-

sel may be removed, as described, and the outer vessel

provided with a bailB, the whole constructed and ar-

ranged in the manner described.

69,273.—William H. Toavksexu, Camden, Ohio.—Attaching IIo7-ses to Carriages.—September 24, 1867.

—Tiie thill has an outwardly-projecting pin engaged
by a plate, which is connected to the belly-band and
clasps the thill.

Claim.— Fivst, the clasp d, in combination witli

framework h and pin c, substantially as and for the
purpose described.
Second, the clasp d, provided at its outer end with

strap m and at its inner end with back bands k, in
manner and for pm-pose set forth.

69,274.—James W. Truman, Macon, Ga..— Cot-
ton-Bale Tie.—September 24, 1867.—The wire is bent
(luadrUaterally. being duplicated on one side and a
part of two others. The respective ends of the band
are wonnd over the single side and the opposite one,

which is duplicated.
Claim.—The flexible tic A. constructed as described,

its ends a a extending the entire width of one side,

overlapping each other, and forming a side of double
thickness, their points d turned at right angles with

the sides a, the latter adapted to be pressed together
by the strap B, as hereia shown and described, for the
purpose specified.

69,275.—Reuben D. Turner, New York, N. Y.—Apparatus for Ageing and Refining Wines and
Liquors.—September 24, 1867.—The wine passes into
the "rose " bowl, from which it runs in small streams
on the rotating arms to break it into spray, after which
it flows into the upper inclined trough of a vertical
series, through which it flows. The aeration is con-
ducted in a vacuum to aid in the escape of noxious
gases. The apparatus has a steam jacket.
Claim.—First, the process, substantially as herein

described, of treating wine or other liquor in vacuo
and under the influence of heat by agitating it in a
distributed form so as to convert it into spray, and
afterward circulating the same in a more compact or
liquid state in thin layers or streams, essentially as
and for the purpose or purp'oses herein set forth.

Second, the combination with the vacuum chamber
C of one or more perforated vessels B, having per-
forated receiving distributors at or near their top and
agitators operating within them, substantially as
specified.

Third, in combination with the vacuum chamber
C and vessel or vessels B, having agitators operating
within them, of a series of reversely inclined trays
or surface distributors, arranged for operation in con-
nection with the agitators, essentially as herein set
forth.

69,276.—Charles S. TviaxcHELL, New Haven,
Conn., assignor to James G. English and Edwin F.
Mersick, same place.

—

Folding C/ioir.—September
24, 1867.—Below the point on the back at which it is

pivoted to the back legs is a transverse bar, v\'hich is

secured by a strap to the front pait of the seat and
keeps the^back elevated.

Claim.—A folding chair in which the back is

hinged to the front legs, as described, and connected
with the front part of the chair by a baud which,
Avhether it constitute the seat or not, forms the means
whereby the back is maintained upright when the
chair is unfolded.

69,277.—P. W. Vail, Newark, N. J.—Machine
for Pouncing iTctfe.—September 24, 1867.—Improve-
ment on the patent of Emile Nougaret, September
18, 1866. The blocks and rollers are so arranged that
both'sides of the brim are pounced in a single pas-
sage.

6'tat7n..—The an-angement of the pouncing rollers

G- and G', supporting beds H H', and feed rollers I
1', all being made adjustable, substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

69,278.—Peter A. Vogt, Bufi'alo, N. Y.—Re-
frigtrator.—September 24, 1867.—External air is ad-
mitted through the drip pipe, where it is cooled in the
chamber beneath the ice box before being admitted
to tliC food compartment, without coming in contact
with the ice.

Claim.—T.\\(i refrigerating air chamber D, provided
witli eduction apertures g g, when so arranged under
the ice box and combined with the drip and induction
air pipe F, and final escape ijassage t, that the air

entering the refrigerator will pass directly into the
said air chamber tlu'oagh the drip pipe and thence
into the food compartment, witiiout coming in con-
tact with tiie ice, substantially in the manner and for

the purposes set forth.

69,279.—Silas Ward, Eichmond HI—Animal
Tmp.—September 24, 1867.—The weight of the rat
on either of tlie tilting platforms closes the doors and
lifts the shutter, exposing the entrance to the other
compartment. The rat passing through this opening
the platforms rise and restore the pai-ts to their nor-

fd positions.

Claim.—The combination of the pivoted platforms
B, connecting bars D, pivoted doors C, connecting
rod G, lever E, connecting rod H, and weigiit J, with
each other and with the compartments of the trap,

substantially as herein shown and described.

69,280 C. P. S. Wardwell, Lake Village, N.
H.

—

Machine for Making Needles,— September 24,

1867.—The reciprocating carriage moves horizontally
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in the machine and in connection with other parts

fiiliils the following functions : of feeding or drawing
the Avires of needle lengths into the machine ; of u

stationary die in punching the eyes of the needles

;

of a supp'ort for the needles in slabbing or forming
the barbs ; of a guide to determine the form of the

barbs ; of a stationary shear blade in cutting off the
needles from the wii'cs, and of throwing the slabbing
cutters out of action.

Claim. — First, the reciprocating table H, con-

structed as described, operating with other mechan-
ism to feed the wire forward to punch the eyes of the
needles, to slab the ends, to determine the' forms of
the barbs, and to cut the needles from the wires, sub-
stantiidly as herein specified.

Second, the wedge clamp T, constructed, arranged,
and oi)eratcd substantially as and for the purpose
herein specified.

Thh-d, the guide or guides 16 on the top of the bed
block X, operating substantially as and for the pm*-
pose herein specified.

Fourth, the spring pressor plate or plates r r, ar-

ranged and operating in combination with the cut-
ting off blades and eye punches, substantially as and
for the purposes herein specified.

Filth, the deflector or deflectors 15, operating in

combination with the reciprocating bed block X and
eye punch or punches arranged substantially as and
for the pui-pose herein set forth.

Sixth, the combined arrangement of the bed block
X, adjusted obliciuely to the line of its motion recip-
rocating table H, and cutters s s, adjustable toward
and from the table, substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein specified.

Seventh, the mechanism substantially as herein
specified for raising the cutters oat of action and re-

turning and retaining them in position for action, sub-
stantialh- as herein set forth.

69,281—C. P. S. Wardwell, Lake Tillage, X.
H.

—

ilachinery for Making Xeedles.—September 24,
lS(i7.—The devices are for letting the needle .slabbing
bur cutters out of action as soon as the slabbing is

completed, and again bringing the cutters down into
position for action to slat the succeeding needles.
The cutter frame vibrates on a fixed point projecting
from a flange of the frame. The flange is adjusted
by set screws.

Claim. — The mechanism herein described, ar-
ranged and operating substantially as set fortli for
the purixjsc of raising the cutters out of action, and
retm-ning and retaining them in action, successivelv
as herein specified.

69,2S2.—Geouge J. "Waruwell. Rutland, Vt.—
Machine for Quarryinj Stone.—September 24, 1867.—Improvement on his patents X'os. 40,.584, 51,271,
and 51,272, and reissues 2.087 and 2,088, designed for
cutting vertical or inclined channels in the beds of
quaiTies preparatory to cutting under and separating
the blocks.

C7aiMi.—An-anging the steam boiler, the steam en-
gine, the feeding mechanism, and the channeling de-
vices, all upon a single caiTiage B, substantially as
described.

69,283.—George J. Wardweu., Paitland, Yt.—
Machine for Quarrying .S'iojic—September 24, 1867.—This is an improvement on the patents cited in the
last preceding number. The claims in this refer to
the devices employed. The toothed rails are placed
on the vertical sid'es of the sleepers. Tiic motor, the
driving, cutting, and feeding mechanisms are upon
one frame. A reversible pawl upon a rotating feed
arm affords means for revei-sing the carriage without
reversing the engine. A friction brake limits the
motion of the carriage to the positive distance fed.
The chisels are attaclied to solid stocks which are
moved l)y vibratorv segment levers. The standard
guides, betT\een which the chisel stocks work, mav
be reversed, end for end, to receive eciuality of wear.
The feeding spur wheels arc arranged on the outside
of the carriage, in the rear of the chisel stocks, in
<ionjunction with the outer toothed rails.

Claim.—First, the toothed rails a a', and the spur
wheels a^, arranged outside of the carriage B. in
combination with the devices which control the feed
end operate the chisels, substantially as described
iind sho\vii.

Second, the combination of the chisel carrying
stocks I, feed shaft C, and engine shaft E, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose described.

Third, the combination reversible pawl h, vibrating
arm y^, feed wheel a, friction brake, chisel caiTying
stocks I, racks a a', and pinions a'^, substantially iu
the manner and for the purpose described.
Fourth, the adjustable weight S, applied to tho

brake rod S', iu combination with the feeding mech-
anism and Avith the chisel carrying stocks, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

Fifth, the chisel carrying stocks, either sectional or
solid, stepped on their lower ends and constructed so
as to receive removable chisels, substantially as de-
scribed and shown.

Sixth, the friction brake applied to a stone chan-
neling machine, in the manner substantially as do-
scribed.
Seventh, communicating a rectilinear reciprocating,

motion to a chisel stock of a stone channeling ma-
chine by means of vibrating segmental levers H,
cams / /, and flexible connections c' c', substantially
as described.
Eighth, the combination of reversible standard

guides J J', with yoke K^, hinged bar K'*, imd the os-
cillating box K'-^, s'ubstaiitiaily as described.
Xinth, the arrangement of the balance wheel P

upon the crank shaft E, on the inside of the camago
B, substantially as described.
Tenth, the arrangement of the engine shaft E, and

feed shaft C, upon the carriage B,"at intermediate
points between the fire box^G' and the standai'd
guides -J J', substantially as described.

69,284.—Ezra J. Warner, X^ewark, X. J.—
Eyeleting Machine for Attaching Buttons to Gar-
ments.—September 24, 1867.—The press has an ad-
justable die through which passes a spring slide bar
for holding the tubular shank of the button or eyelet
in proper position to be pressed on the garment.

Claim.—The combination of the sliding bar h, tho
die 71, the sliding guide d, and the plunger C, all ar-
ranged and operating substantially as and for the
pui'poses herein described.

69,285.—William C. Watsox, Paterson, X. J.—Clamp for School Books.—September 24, 1867.—

•

The cords pass through the plates which are tight-
ened against the top and bottom of the pile by tho
revolution of the handle. The latter is fixed by u
set nut iu position to retain the books.

Claim.—The combination of the tightening nut c,

and screw b', with the roller handle B, frame A, and
binding cord C, substantially as and for the pm-pose
specified.

69,286.—FRA^-CLS J.Weber, Carey, Ohio.—Ifa-
chine for Making Wagon Wheels.— September 24,
1867.—The mandrel has conical sleeves which abut
upon the ends of the boxing and hold the hub true
while the gauge pin in the staff tests the distance of
the spokes.

Claim.—The combination of perforated rod e and
key r with the staff n and its gauge pin t, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purposes described-

69,287

—

Walter S. Weed, Auburn, X. Y.—
Reversible Butt iZiuf/c- September 24, 1867.— Ono
joint piece has the socket and the other the pintle, and
the Avings of the joint pieces fit into the seats of the
stock piece in such position as to serve for a right or
a left hinge.
Claim.—Tho combination of the convertible stock

pieces A and A' with the joint pieces B and C and
wing pieces E and D, when all are constructed, ope-
rated, and used, substantially in the manner and for

the piu'pose above specified.

69,288—W. H. Wells and Joseph Haavse,
X'cAvport Center, Vt.

—

Clothes Fin.—September 24,
1807.—The Avirc is bent into a coil to form a spring,
and its ends are bent and furnished A\-ith rollers,

Avhich part as it slips over the clothes and cord.
Claim.—The clothes pin constructed as described,

having its ends b bent at right angles to the body to
receive the rollers C, Avhich press against each other
beneath the clothes line, the latter being placed at D,
between the arms a a, as herein shoAvn and described^
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60,289.—Jos. P. White, Sayannah, Ga.—MarJc-
cr, Hemmer, &o., for Seioing Machines.— Septem-
ber 24, 1867.—The cloth is pressed clown, gauged,
tucked, or hcmii:ed and marked. The adjustable

slotted gauge is screwed to the cloth plate and the

spring pressor adjusted to the thickness of the cloth.

Tlie slotted and graduated plate is connected to the
gauge and carries a hammer and a pencil.

Claim.—The combination of the adjustable gauge
B B' with the adjustable presser C, both made and
operating substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.
Second, the gauge B B' and presser C, in combina-

tion with tlie adjustable ijlate d and marker E, all

made and operating substantially as and for the pui"-

pose herein shown and described.
Third, the above in combination with the adjusta-

ble hemmer F, when made as described.

69,390.— F. K. "WiixsON, Columbus, Ohio.—
Harrow Teet/i.—September 24, 1867.— The plate is

attached so as to range backward, and being split at

anid-leugth the wings are tiuuied in reverse directions.

Claim.—Making a harrow tooth of a single steel

plate split part of the way across with independent
wings a a, placed one ahead of the other, substan-
tially as shown and described.

69,291.—Frederick"Wood, Bridgeport, Conn.—
Semiring JMiip Sockets to Carriages.—September 24,

1867.—Each piece has a horn at each end, and when
tlie two parts are united one clasp attaches the de-

vice to the rail of a carriage seat, and the other pre-

sents a socket to receive tlie whip.
Claim.—The herein-described clasp for securing

whip sockets, constructed so as to be attached and
united in the manner set forth, as an improved article

of manufactm-e.

69,292.—Edward Wright, "Worcester, Mass
Caliiyers and Dividers.— September 24, 1867.— The
ends of the spring are curved to form eyes tln'ough
which pass the pins in the legs. The adjusting screw
opens and closes the legs.

Claim.—First, the combination with the arms or
legs of a iDaii" of calipers or dividers of the spring B,
substantial!}' as and for tlie purposes set forth.

Second, the combination with the arms or legs of a
pair of calipers or dividers of theswiveled eyes C C,
thumb screw D, and spring B, substantially as and
tor the purposes set forth.

69,293.—Sylvester J. Wright, Ellsworth, N.
Y.

—

Stretcher for Hosiery, -i- September 24, 1867.

—

The three portions which form the tree are united 1)y

pivoted dowel plates and driven apart by screw pins.

Claim.—An improved stretcher for drying liose,

formed by the combination of the parts A B and C
with each other, substantially in the manner hereiu
shown and described.

69,294.—Legrand D. Wyxkoop, Owasso, Mich.—Water Wheel.—September 24, 1S()7.— Tlie semicir-

cular chutes deliver the current at tangents upon the
buckets, which project inward from tlie face of tlie

cylinder ; alter acting xipon these the water is de-

livered to a turbine below.
Claim.—The upper wheel D consisting of a hollow

cylinder a, provided with buckets / at its inner side

aud bottom, in combination with the chute C and
loAvcr wheel F, all arranged to operate in the manner
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

69.295.— WilliAJ[ Zeller, Lebanon county.

Pa., and E,. Lechner, Berks county. Pa.—i^ar; Fasten-
er.—Hciiicmhcr 24, 1867; antedated September 18, 1867.

—The tapering strap clasps the neck of the bag, the
smaller end passing through a slot in the larger, and
being retained by a screw nut.

Claim.—The conical thre'Aded button C, when used
in combination with the tapering strap A, in the
manner and for the purposes set forth.

69.296.— Edavin L. Bergstresser, ITublers-

burgh. Pa. — Corn Planter.—September 24, 1867.

—

The fcedei's arc oscillated by connection to a crank
on the axle. Devices explained by claims and illus-

tration.

Claim.—First, the feed wheel provided with sec-

tional feeders, each giving a different number of
grains and a quantity of plaster con-eKponding to the
amount of corn dropped, constructed and operated
substantially as described.
Second, the shifting sections pro-vided with circu-

lar rises or ribs fitting into corresponding grooves iu
the bottom of the box.

Third, the circular grooved lid or top incasing tho
sections, and to which the hopper is attached, con-
stnicted and applied substantially as described.
Fourth, the slotted lever having nprights in the bar

operated by means of the movable pin, so that it can
be used for each section, substantially as described.

Fifth, the slotted or perforated arms or ears on
each section for shifting the sections and affording an
attachment for the end of the pitman, as described.

Sixth, the V-shaped bottom or division under the
sections, in connection with the slide or cut-off, ope-
rating as described.

69,297.— C. W. Stafford, Saybrook, Conn.—
Pavement.—September 24, 1867 ; antedated May 16,
1867.—The blocks are united by double dovetailed
keys and rest on sleepers.

'Claim.—First, wooden paving blocks secured td-

fether in sections by double dovetailed strips op
ouble headed keys B inserted in their sides, substan-

tially as set forth.

Second, the stringers F arranged transversely of
the street, in combination with sectional paving
blocks, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Thii-d, wooden paving blocks connected in sections
and grooved transversely, as described and for the
purposes set forth.

^69,298.—Calvin Adams, Pittsburg, Va.—Foot-
rest.—October 1, 1867.—The cuiwed foot-rest has a
large base to keep it steady in the bath tub.

Claim.—Constructing a loot-rest with the base A
of suitable diameter for its support, and the rest B of
convenient shape to form a rest for the foot connected
by one or more columns C C, substantially as g own
and described.

69,299.— G. W. Adams, Rochester, N. Y.—
Fence.—October 1, 1867.—The rail ends overlap in a
vertical series and are held between two angularly
bent metallic rods secured to the base piece. The
corners have diagonal brace wires passing from the
top to the ends of the base piece.

Claim.—The arrangement of the metallic stakes
P, double bracing Avire/, in connection with the bed
plate C and the rails R of the fence, substantially in

the manner heroin shown and described and for the
purposes set forth.

69,300.—E. a. Alexander and H. C. Ejdllogg,
Buchanan county, Iowa.

—

liroom Head.—October 1,

1867.—The brush is constructed on a metallic frame
with an axial scrcAv bolt connecting it with the handle.
The handle has a metallic socket embracing the con-
ical end of tlie brush.

Claim.—The employment of slotted bar ft when ar-

ranged in combination Avith hooks d d, loop o, and-
handle or screw rod a, in the manner and for the pur-

pose set forth.

69,301.—Thomas Allen, Arrow Eock, Mo., as-

signor to himself, Joseph Xicholsox, same place,

and A. B. Garrisox, St. Louis, Mo.—Corn Planter.—
October 1, 18()7.—The triangular frame has at its ver-

tex a pendent furrOAv plow and a seed hopper above.
As the plow opens the earth the slide valve is thrown
forAvartl by the lever till it empties the corn into tho
conductor. The coverer and roller following 'com-
pletes the operation.

Claim.—The arrangement of the fuiTOw plow B,
coA'crers k k^, side boards O O', rolling wheel D, slide

valve d, worked Avith a lever E, or automatically, the
adjustable cams or pins 2) on the rolling wheel, all in

combination, when constructed and arranged sub-

stantially as shown aud specified.

69,302.—Israel B. Arnold, Providence. -.-^^1.,

assignor to Charles P. Dunham, same place.

—

Clothes Dryer.—October 1, 1867.—The ciuadrilateral

frame has pivoted joints so that it Avill fold together
into a small compass.
Claim.—Theimproved folding clothes-horse as com-
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posed of a central post A, the series of posts B B B B,

tlieir several eoniioetiou bm-s C C C, the catch plates

D, tuul screws c, arrang-ed and applied tog'^tlier sub-

Btantially in manner and so as to operate as set forth.

09,303.—Chaules Austin. Concord, N. H.—
Machine for Making Socketed Jlccd Plates.—Octoher
1, ]8(i7.—A pack of blanks with the reed slot pre-

viously mude is intnxhiecd into the hopper and the
pieces' are successively recessed, reduced to proper
A^i(ltll and thickness, smoothed and finished ready for

reception of the j'ceds.

Claim.—Tlie combination as well as the arrange-
ment of tlie i!-ui(lcs 1)' 1)1, the endless carrier B, the
liressci' I, the lotary cutter F, the vibratory frame G,
and the adjustable cam H, as described, tlie said cut-

ter F, the carrier ii, and cam II being provided with
mechanism for operating them, substantially as de-

scribed.
Also, the combination as well as the aiTangement

of the hopper E, the guides D' D', the eudicssV'arricr
B, the presser I, the rotary cutter F, the vibratory
frame G, and the adjustable cam H, as described,
they being provided with mechanism for operating
the carrier, the cutter, and the cam, as explained.

^Iso, the adjustable cam H, made substantially as
described.

Also, the combination as well as the arrangement
of two or any otlier suitable number of edge cutters
L L and one or more pressers I K with the endless
carriei' B, the guides 1)' I)\ the rotary cutter F, the
vibratory frame G, and the adjustable'cam H, or the
same and the hopper E, the -whole being to operate
together and provided Avith mechanism for actuating
the carrier, the cutter, and the cam, substantially as
herein before explained.

Also, the combination as well as tlie arrangement
of the two endless carriers B M, one or more side
trimmers or plane irons U, the guides D' D' II R, the
reverser S, the cutter F, the vibratory irame G, and
the adjustable cam H, the carriers, cutter, and cam
beip'^ provided with operative mechiuiism, substan-
tial!., as described.

Also, the combination as well as the arrangement
of one or more smoothers V, one or more finishers W,
the plane iron IT. the reverser S. the endless caiTiers
B M, the guides D' D' R R, tlie cutter F, the vibra-
tory frame G, and the adjustable cam II, the whole
being provided with mechanism for operating the
carriers, the cutter, and cam, substantially as de-
scribed.

Also, the combination as well as the an'angement
of the hopper E, the guides D' D^, the carrier B, one
or more ])ressers I K, the rotary cutter F, the vibra^
tory frame G, tlie edge cutters L*L, the reverser S, the
guides R R, the carrier M, the face cutter U, or the
latter and the presser T, also their combination as
well as their arrangement with one or more smoothers
V, or one or more finishers W, the caniers and cam
and rotary cutter being provided with mechanism
for operating them, substantially as hereinbefore
specified.

69,301

—

Wm. R. Bagxatx. Chelsea, Mass.—
Wardrobe Bedstead.—October 1, 18(i7.—The bedstead
is hinged so as to let down laterally from one end of
the cupboard. The hinged head aiid foot boards fold

down before entering the cupl)oard.
Claim.— First, a hinged oblong bed frame, ar-

ranged to swing laterally from a case, as and for the
purpose described.
Second, a SA\inging bed frame, combined with a

surmounted wardrobe or bureau, or both, substan-
tially as described.

Third, a wardrobe or bureau, or both combine*!,
with a swinging bed frame having head and foot
pieces SAnnging inwards, as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

69,305.—Jesse P. BAitRiCK, Massillon, Ohio.—
Carriage Shaft Coupling.—Octohar 1, 18(57.—The thill

iron is pivoted between the cheeks of the stay by the
projected spi-ing bolt. *

Claim.—Tht' pivoted or hinged stop J and spring
I, arranged in relation to the coupling, in the manner
and for the purpose substantially as set forth.

69,306.—TV jr. P. Batemax, Barrington, R. I.,

assignor to himself and Nathan F. Matthewson,

18 c p—Vol. II

.

same place.

—

Carriage Button.—October 1, 1SG7.

—

The eccentric head has a pin passing axially through
the shank on which it turns.
Claim.—A carriage button, as constructed, with

the head eccentric to the body, and with a journal to
project from the head, and with a scrcAV and ;i pris-
matic base to its body, as described.

Also, the carriage 'button, as not only made with
the head eccentric to the body, and applied thereto
by means of a journal so as to be capable of lieing

revolved relatively to it as specified, but as liaving a
prismatic base, and a screw to project therefromj as
explained.

69,307.—Alonzo Beswick, Pakis Riciiakdsox,
and John "W. Buovvx, Kelly, 111.

—

Machine for Mak-
ing Wagon Wheels.—October 1, 18(57.—Bars support
rests, and are attached to the. end of the liidj as guiiles

for the auger while boring luid for the spokesWhile
being driven.

Claim..—The combination and arrangement of the
cross-bar C and movable bar E, Avith the guide bars
H n, operating in the manner and for the purposes
set forth.

Also, the auger fi-ame "W, in combination with the
screw M and guide ])ar H, operating substantially as
described and for the purposes stated.

69,308.-Peter E. Blaxp, St. Louis, Mo.—
Brick Machine.—October 1, 18(57.—The mold wheel
rotates intermittingl}^ in a vertical plane, and each
mold receives a charge from the cylinder above on
arriving at the smnrait. The posts of the followers
come in contact with a cam belore the exterior press-
ing plunger condenses the clay in the mold. Passing
this poiiit, the cam di'ivcs the followers, which drop
the bricks onto the carriage beneath, Avhich is inter-

mittingly advanced. A second exterior plunger re-

turns tiie follower so as to open the mold for the
reception of another charge.
Claim.—Y'lYSt, the combination of movable plat-

tens or followers h in a mold-bearing cylinder B re-

volving about a fixed central shaft H, with one or
more fixed cams k upon said shaft, all substantially

in the manner and lor the purpose herein set forth.

Second, Die combination of compressing plates, or
plungers G. Avilh a revolving mold-bearing cylinder
B, when said comprcs,sing plungers have the within-
described reciprocating movements, and operate in
unison with an intermittent movement of said cylin-

der, substantially as and for the purpose herein set

forth.

Third, the combination of pistons g, or their equiva-
lents, with a revolving mold-Iiearing cylinder B and
radial cam-actuated followers h in tlie molds thereof,

wlien said pistons g have substantially tlie within-
described reciprocating movements, for the purpose
herein specified.

Fourth, the combination of a ratchet wheel "W, or
other equivalent device, Avith the hollow shaft of a
mold-bearing cylinder, encircling a fixed central shaft

H, all substantially in the manner and for the pur-

pose herein set forth.

Fifth, the combination of a rocking shaft j and
pawl levers w w, Avitli pins or catches i i on the re-

volving mold-bearing cylinder of a brick machine and
with ratchet hars I I on a receiving car running be-

neath said cylinder for the purpose of impartiHg an
intermitting' forward movement to the car in unison
Avith the intermittent revolution of the cylinder, all

sulistantiany in the manner and for the purjiose here-

in set forth.'

Si.xth, the combination of inclined bars r, with the
frame of the iinprovetl brick machine, and Avith the
coupling hooksorcatchesoofthe cars rnnningthrough
the same, lor the purpose of automatically disconnect-
ing the cars in their forward movement, substantially

as herein set forth.

Seventh, the combination of a stationary transverse
sweep liar n, Avith a revolving mold-bearing cylinder

Band moA-able foUoAveis 6 therein, toelfecta detach-

ment of the molded material from the face of said

folloAvers after its discharge from the mold, substan-
tially in the manner herein specified.

Eighth, the combination of detachable mold frames
F with a grooved or suitably framed revolving mold-
bearing cylinder B, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose herein set forth.

Ninth, the combination of any suitable packing
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TTiatenal Avitli tlie readjustine: pins or pistons fir^ of a
rotary CTliuder brick machine, for the purpose of

lubricatine: or dampening the sides of the mold there-

in, suhstantiaJly as herein set forth.

Tenth, the combination of an adjusting plate J
vrith the end of a fixed central cam shaft H, passing
ecutraUy thronffh the mold-bearing cylinder B of a
revolving cyliutlcr brick macMue, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose herein set forth.

69,309.—FKA2CKLIX H. Browx, Chicago, 111., as-

signor to himself, E. F. Peugeot and Lemuel H.
Flersheiji. of same place.

—

Machine for Weaving
Baskets.—Octohev 1, 18.67.—The skeleton being placed
in position the ja-n-s feed in the filling as the cam
Tvheel oscillates the ribs while the basket is rotating.

Claim.—Fii'st, a skeleton basket form, as and for

the purposes set forth.

Second, the packing and forming device P, or its

equivalent, as and for the pm-poses specified.

Third, the guide pieces M, constructed and operat-

ing as and for the purposes specified.

Fourth, cam Z. in combination with the band X,
as and for the purposes specified.

Fifth, the flexible teeth T of the controlling band,
as and for the purposes set forth.

Sixth, the holder 3, in combination with rod 1 and
cam Z, as and for the purposes set forth.

Seventh, the cam G, in combination with the screw
C. as shown, and for the purposes specified.

Eighth, the slide, <S:c., in combination with the

packing and forming device F, as and for the pur-

poses set tbrth.

IS'inth. in a basket machine, the oscillating standard

4, in combination with tlie weaving device, as and
for the purposes specified.

69,310.—JoHK C. Browx. Crawfordsvillo, Ind.—
Cane ,S'f;i2'i:*er.—October 1, 1867.—The cane is topped
by the knife, and stripped by passing one of t'

sockets down the stem. The sockets are opened by
drawing open the spring jaw with the cord.

Claim.—The cane stripper and cane cutter herein

described, when the same is considered as a wliole

device, and constructed in its said several parts as

aforesaid, and used for the purpose and in the manner
substantially as set forth.

69,311.—T. W. Browx, Xew York, IST. Y.—Hat
and Coat JiacA-.-October 1, 1867.—Explained by the
claims and illustration.

Claim.—The arrangement of the lower curved or

coat prong so as to stand obliquely with the larger,

upper, or hat prong, and the fastening plate, substan-

tially in manner as described.

Also, the tri-prouged hook, as made with the hat
prong and the two coat prongs, and with these latter

arranged obliquely with respect to the fastening plate

and such hat proug, and to project in opposite direc-

tions relatively to the latter, the whole being substan-

tially as described and represented.

69,312.— L. Bruxetti, Eovigno, Italy.

—

Em-
balming and Frcserving Animal Siwsta7ices.—Octo-

ber 1, 181)7.—The blood and excretory matter is washed
out by injection of water. Tlie tatty matter is re-

moved by'the injection of alcoliol and sulphuric ether.

The ethe'r is removed bv injection of alcohol lbllo-\\ed

by water. Tannic aci(l mingled A\ith lukewarm dis-

tilled water is injected into the arteries, veins or ex-

cretory canals. To tie up tlie vessels woolen strings

should* be used, as vegetable fibre stains and silk cuts

them. In desiccation the piece is placed in an oven
kept to a temperature of M~>''- centigrade by a hot water
jacket. Compressed air is passed through a chamber
containing a desiccating compound, as cliloride of

calcium, and through an o\en, and brought in eon-

tact with the piece."^ The piece may be cut in slices,

which are AArapped in blotting paper and surrounded

by dry plaster, which is changed from time to time.

Claim.—The method of ana means for embalming
or preserving animal substances from decay, substaii"-

tially as herein set forth and described.

69,313.—D. CATcnrOT.E, Geneva, 17. Y., and J.

Havens, Auburn, X. Y.-Wood-bending Machine.—
October 1, 1867.-The sliding bed is adjusted in con-

junction with the curved block when actuated by the

attached gearing for bending timber.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the sliding bed
D^, lever j, rod r, presser head e, former block B and
its clamps, and the wheel W, substantially in the
manner and for the purposes shown and described.
Second, the levers G, former H, rotating head Q, and

former F, arranged and operating substantially in
the manner shown and described, for the pm-poso
of giving the vertical and lateral bends at the same
time, as set forth.

Third, the arrangement of the levers G, pivoted to
the sliding bed D", in combination with the rollers R
attached to the bed D, as and for the pm'poses speci-
fied.

69,314.—j^Tathax A. Cates, Thorndike, Me.—
Cultivator.-Octohei' 1, 18G7.—The colter guides the
front of the machine and stirs the ground, while the
scraper clears the space between the furrows made
by the plows, which throw the earth outwards to form
a ridge that is smoothed by theii- overlying wings.
Claim.—First, the combination of the central beam,

cra-rying the adjustable roller, the colter and the
scraper, with the laterally adjustable beams, carry-
ing the ridging and smoothing plows, the combina-
tion being and operating substantially as described
for the purposes set forth.

Second, the combination with the scrapers of the
laterally adjustable plows, all constructed and ar-

ranged'for joint operation, as described.
Third, the laterally adjustable fun'ow-turning and

ridge-smoothing plows, constructed and operating as
described.
Fourth, the combination with the central beam iind

colter of the clevis bracket and adjustable yoke carry-
ing the leading roller, all constructed, arranged and
operating as described.

69,315—'STaldrox J. Cheyxet. T\"allingford,
Pa., andE. F. Dietericks, Philadelphia. Pa.—J. rc/u-
t.ectural Porcctarn.-October 1, 1867 : antedated Sep-
tember 20, 1867.—Sand, 50 lbs.; cryolite, 20 lbs.; -Rhito
oxide of zinc, 5 lbs., are fused and cast in molds to
from cornices, balusters, ttc.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, archi-
tectural porcelain, com-posed of cryolite, or its chemi-
cal cqtuvalents, in combination 'with silica and a
metallic oxide, or an alkali, or both, pressed and cast
in molds, and pressed or rolled as above set forth.

69,316

—

Waldrox J. Cheyxey, WalbuGford,
Pa., and E. F. DiETERiCKS, Pliiladelphia, ^a.-^Plate
Porcelain.—October 1, 1867 ; antedated September 20,
1867.—Matter similarly composed to that in the pre-
ceding patent is manipulated similarly to opaque glass
and used for analogous purposes.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, plate

porcelain, composed of cryolite or its chemical equiv-
alents, and silica alone, or cryolite, or its chemical
equivalents, in combination with silica and a metal-
lic oxide, or an alkali, or both, fused and cast on a
table, and roUed or blown into cylinders, and cut and
flattened, as above described.

69,3J7.—TValdrox J. Cheyxey, TVallingford,
Pa., andE. F. Dietericks, Philadelphia, Pa.—J/a/i-
I'facturc of Dress Trimmings.—October 1, 1867.

—

Powdered cryolite, 2.5 pounds, and sand, 50 pounds,
are fu^ed together to form bugles, beads, <fcc., tor di'oss

trimming.
Claini.—As a new manufactiu'C, bugles, beads, or

buttons, made of cryolite, or its chemical equivalents,
fused with silica, worked substantially in the manner
and for the purpose described.

69,318 TTAuntox J. Cheyxey, TVallingford,
Pa., and E. F. DiETERiCKS, Philadelphia, Va.—En-
amel to be Applied to Mctah, Earthenware, Artificial
/Stones, and other Materials.—October 1, 1867 ; ante-
dated September 19, 18(i7.—Sand, .50 iiounds, and cry-
olite, 25 pounds, are fused together. Metallic oxides
may be added.

Claim.—As a new manufacture, an enamel com-
posed of cryolite, or its chemical equivalents, and
silica fused "together, substantially as above set forth.

69,319.—EiCHARD Collins, Chicopee, Mass.—
Picker Stajf'for ioo»)-s.—October 1, 1867 ; antedatecl'

1 September 14, 18()7.—When the upper end of the lever
lis thrown from right to Iclt, the cam graduates its
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motion so that it moves in a. horizontal line when re-

quired. By loosening- the screw and moving- the in-

dicator, the upper end of the lever Avill move from a

fiven point in a diverging line. The spring throws
ack the lever to its resting place.

Claim.—Tha combination of the cam c with the

lever a aiid plate d, substantially as and for the pm--

pose described.

3 69,320.—Jesse D. Cottkell and Geokoe Dra-
•PEK, Milford, ilass.—ioojii.—October 1, 18G7.—The
two main heads of the yarn beams are brought close

together to avoid hiatus and couseciuent divergence
of the wai-p threads ut the point of junction. The
equalizing apparatus causes them to "let off" yarn
at equal speeds and consequent even tension, notwith-
standing variation in the sizes of the masses of yarn
on the x-espectivc rollers.

Claim.—First, the combination of the "let off"
mechanism two yarn beams, and a friction and equali-

zing apparatus, substantially as described.
Second, the "let off" mechanism, made and ar-

ranged with the friction equalizing appai'atus, sub-
stantially as described.

Third, an improved arrangement of the two yarn
beams, and the equalizing anil friction apparatus, sub-
stantially as described, the two beams under such an
ai'rangement being placed close together, and the
cqualizmg and friction apparatus being arranged out-

side of. rather than between them, as explained.
Pourth, an improved friction and equalizing aj)pa-

ratus or mechanism, substantially as described.
Fifth, the arrangement of the gears o r r m and I,

constituting the " compound motion."

69,.321.—H. W. Covert, Rochester, N. Y.—Step
and Extension iodrie/-.—October 1, 1867.—The step
ladder has rear and lateral braces lunged to it, and
which, when the ladder is transformed into an exten-
sion ladder, are secured to the side pieces. The inner
section of the ladder slides up, and is engaged with
clamjjs and hooks to form the extension ladder.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the com-

bined step, and extension ladder A B,. having com-
bined and arranged tlierewith both lateral and rear
braces D C in such a manner as to expand and brace
when used as a step ladder, but fold compactly when
used as an extension ladder, as hereiJQ set forth.

69,322.—M. Grossman, Marengo, Mich., and P.
A. Spicer, Marfan, Mich.

—

Harvester lial-c.—Octo-
ber 1, 18G7.—As the rake descends the end of the
abuting pin comes iu contact with the cud face of the
particular abutment that may be presented wlien slid-

ing over the short anu of the guide lever. The rake
is suspended horizontally till tripped by the sloping
under side of the hinged abutment passing over the
upward projection of the set cam that lifts the abut-
ment from its contact with the abutting pin. The
rake arm ftUling, the rake di'ops with rigid parallelism
on the platfoi-m and sweeps off the cut grain.

Claim.—First, the mode of suspending and tripping
a series of revolving rakes or reels, and attached vi-
brating arms, by the use of an inclined track-M'ay H
in combination with the traversing roller II, abutting
pins P, hinged abutments J, and tripping cam K, con-
nected, arranged, and operated substantially as herein
described.
Second, changing the height of the plane of rota-

tion, iu rakes or reels, Avheu so suspended by the
employment of stepped faces I on the hinged abut-
ment J, in combination with the guide lever L, as set
forth.

Third, preserving the parallelism of the rake with
the vibrating arm and with the platform of the ma-
chine, by overbalancing and stopping said rake, and
connecting it with its revolving central cap by the
combined arrangement of the bracket arm M, rod
X, link O, and stop eai-s S, substantirdly in the man-
ner herein specified.

69,323.—Marshall S. Cuutiss, Bradford, El.—
Coupling Ploivs to Wheeled Carriages.—October 1,

1867.—The plow beam is adjustably secm-ed in the
curved slotted arm attached to the axle, and to the
pendent clevis attached at the rear of the tongue.

Claim.—First, the cm-ved and slotted arm C, its

form and manner of adjustment between the eai's I,

combined with the plow beam B, substantially as and
for the imrpose set forth.

Second, the forward guide Q, combined with the arm
sockets X, arranged to alloAv the forward end of the
plow beam B to have a lateral and vertical motion,
substantially as set forth.

Third, the arrangement of the seat F in front of
the crank axle E, combined with IcTcr D, the whole
being arranged to set plow B in the ground, or lift it

out of the gromid, as described and set forth.

69,324.—"WILLLA.M Davis, Arrow Eock, Mo.

—

Churn.—October 1, 18G7.—The dasher revolves in a
vertical plane, and its angular beaters divide the
cream in each dii-ection. The operating power may
be a spring or weight. The upper portion of the case
is hinged and removable.
Claim.—The disks D, shaft a, diamond shaped

beaters D', gears a' b', and spring B, in coml)ination
with the case A A^, all the parts being constructed,
combined, and iu-ranged as and for the purpose spe-

cified.

69,325.—Hiram Dillaway, Sandwich, Mass.—
Glassivare Press.—October 1, 18G7.—During the first

part of the downward movement of the iilunger the
segment on the driving shaft meshes, into the piuiou
on'the plunger shaft, and effects a corresponding rapid
descent of the plunger. As the plunger reaches the
mold, and its descent is resisted by the conteiits, the
di-iviug- segment runs out of connection with its pin-
ion, and the pinion on the di'iving shaft simultaneously
runs into connection with the segment on tlie plunger
shaft. The same power effecting the descent of the
plunger at a slower speed; the segment gears upon
the plunger shaft being adjustable in reference to the
position, so that the change maybe regulated from
quick speed and light pressure to slow speed at the
point where resistance increases.

Clai7n.—Tlie combination of the driving segment
gear and pinion -sAith the respective pinion and seg-
ment gear with which each alternately connects wlion
arranged to operate to produce the descent of the
plunger or piston, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.
Also, combining the follower with mechanism which

not only effects its descent, but holds it stationary
upon the mold dm'iug the continued descent of the
plunge]-, substantially as described.

69,326—William Dixon and Luman Heath.
Adams, N. Y., assignors to themselves and T. P.
Sanders, same -placQ.—CliitcJi for Sus2)ending Hay
Forks.—October 1, 1867.—The arms liave inwardly
projecting claws and are drawn in l)y the ends of t':'-

rope to which the pulley is attached.' A ratchet bar
is pivoted to oue arm and engages a catch on the
other to hold the claws engaged.

Claim.—Fii'st. combination ofthe armsA A', spurs
J J, stock or frame D d, pulleys B b, cord or flexible

connection C, and springs L L, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

Second, the combination with the above of the clasp
I, staff" /i, latch or ratchet bar F, catch il. and spring
G, arranged and operating in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the arms A A^, pulleys
B b K, stock D d, cord C, ring E, latch F, spring (>,

staff /i, and clasp I, the whole constructed and operat-
ing in the manner and for the purpose explained.

69,327.—William Dunn. Xewark, X. J.~Ad-
jmtablcFramefor Stretch ing Hides.—October 1, 18fi7.

—The hide is hung over the central bar and is secured
to the movable bars that slide in the slots of the ratchet
frames when forced down by tlie lever. Tht-y are re-

tained in position by the dogs'that engage iji the ratchet
bar.

Claim.—The application of movable planks to a
stationary frame, in the manner set forth, and wor]<ed
by levers as shown, the planks di\ ided in the middle,
and connected by hinge or each plank in one con-
tinuous piece, and working independently of each
other, thus adjusting itself to the formation of tlio

hide, and stretching each part to its fullest capacity.

69,328.-George E. Evans, Boston, Mass.—
Centrifugal Apparatusfor Wa.'^hingSnnar.—OctoY.r-r
1, 1867.—The circular partitiou is placed within and
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concentric with the rotating- cylinder and is composed
like it of Trire cloth, and rcta'ins the sugar near the
periphery of tlic cylinder so as to be subjected to the
ceutrifngal force generated by the rapid rotation.

Claim.—First, tlie movable inner circular cylinder
or partition B in centiifugal sugar machines, either

Tvith or without foraminations, the same being capa-
ble of being attached without alteration of the cen-
trifugal tub by means of a conical or cylindrical

socket, fitting upon a central conical or cylindrical

shaft, substantially as described.
Second, constructing the inner cylindrical partition

B in centrifugal sugar machines of sheet metal, or
any etiuivalent material, without foraminations or in-

terstices, substantially as described.
Third, operating the inner cylindrical partition B,

when made without foraminations, to make a wall of
sugar by lifting tlie saiiie after the rotation of the
centrifugal has commenced.

69,329.—Charles T. Faber, ISTew York, N. Y.—Self-adjiisting Lid Sux>i)ortfor Pianos, Desks, d'C.

—October 1, 1867.—The prop is projected by a spiral

spring so as to automatically j)lace itself in position
for bracing the lid.

Claim.—The adjuster for bridging the notch or
stop which holds the prop or support for the lids of
pianos, desks, and other similar articles of furniture,

made automatic in its action by means substantially
as described.

69,330.—Henry B. Feknald, Dedham, Mass.—
Eailway Truck.—October 1, 18G7 ; antedated Septem-
ber 2.5, 18G?.—Till arriving at a cm-ve the axles re-

main parallel. "When turning a curve, the front
Avheels cause the truck to move round on its guides,
and sway the pivoted bar, which causes a correspond-
ing motion in the rear truck, bringing the wheels into
po'sition coiTesponding to those ot'the forward truck.

Claim.—First, the circular truck T, constructed as
described, with hangers cast or fitted upon it, and
extending above and below, substantially as set forth.

Second, in combination with the above, the guides
1 1, the convex wheel E, and the drive wheel D, con-
structed and arranged as set forth.

Third, the truck V, with the hangers extending
above and below, and provided Avith slotted openings
for the Avheels O O, a traverse opening to admit the
axle, and a central circular opening, in combination
with the guides L L, substantially as described and
set forth.

69,331.—Samuel T. Fowler, Brooklyn, IS^. Y.—Composition of Matter for Filling Safes and for
Other Purposes.—Oct®ber 1, 1867.—Saw-dust is mixed
with mortar, either common or hydraulic, and used
as concrete in the walls of safes, ice houses, &c.

Claim.—The use of saw-dust, or its substitute, for

this purpose, in combination with any one or more of
the plastic materials herein described, for the i^urpose
specified.

69,332.—SamuelFreet, Upper Sti'asburg, Pa.—
Horse Rake.—October 1, 1867.—The spring- hooks
hold the head down in position. The double-acting-
lever reverses the motion.

Claim.—The combination of the double-actinglever
A, and the roller B, with hooks c c, the lever'being
attached to the roller B, which is attached or fixed
on the ends of tlie shaft B', having in it two hooks c c,

to hold down the teeth when raking heavy hay. or
heaping the same. ^

69,333.—Samuel Frisbie and An-drew S. Up-
son, Farming-ton, Conn.

—

Making Carriage Bolts.—
October 1, 18()7.—Tlic heated bolt is struck up by dies
and headers, into sutticiently near its required shape
to be readily finished by the single heat.

Claim,.—The methocl, substantially as herein de-

scribed, of making bolts with heads and square necks,
such method consisting in enlarging or swelling that
part of th(i rod which is to form the neck, and at tlie

same operation forming a rndiraentary or preliminary
head tliereon, and subsequently forming the square
neck by sciueeziug, and tlie finished head by compres-
sion, the whole mode of munufactiu-e being substan-
tially as described.

69,334.—Benedict Gantner, Tell City, Ind., as-

signor to himself and John Spomn^.—Slloemaker's

Bench.—OetobcT 1, 1867.—By pressing on the treadlo
the drum is rotated and the straps which are attacbed
to the head are wound on it, the spring is compressed
and the strap that holds the work is tightened. To
unloose the work the treadle is pi-essed" which, con-
necting with the pawl, withdraws it from the ratchet
and the spring retui-ns the various parts to their for-

mer positions.
Claim.—First, the combination of the treadle C,

strap D, drum a, and straps e h, substantially as and
for the purpose described.
Second, the combination of the treadle C, strap T>',

pawl b, and ratchet a', or their equivalents, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

Third, in combination with the elements of the
above claims, the clamp E, constructed as described,
for the pui-pose set forth.

Fourth, the spring c, in combination with the bar
d, cross head/, and straps e h, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

Fifth, the friction device k k' I, in combination with
the groove j, arranged and operating substantially as
described.

Sixth, the dovetailed key i, in combination with
the groove j, and shoulder B^, substantially as and
for the purpose set foi-th.

Seventh, the rollers m, in combination with the
shoulder B^, for the purpose specified.

Eighth, the removable cushion G, and anvil F,
adapted to be applied substantially as described, for
the purpose specified.

69,335.—John Gehr, Mercersburg, Pa.—T7;rce
Wheel Carriage.—October 1, 18G7.—The journals of
the forward axle work in boxes attached to a hori-
zontal fixed Avheel that supports a rotating ring to
which are attached the couplings that connect the
axles.

Claim.—First, the ring B, working in the groove
a" of the wheel A, and having the projections b^ b^,

substantially as and for the pm-pose specified.

Second, tLe spring D, bent in the form shown, at-

tached to the wheel A by the bolts d d, and baring
the carriage at rf\ substantially as and for the pm-pose
described.

Third, the metallic guard, substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

69,336.

—

Riley James Gilbert, Hanover, Wis.
—Gate—October 1, 1867.—The gate is balanced by
the weighted cords running over the.anti-frictiou roll-

ers. Tlie rollers that carry the suspension ropes on
the inclines over the gate, run down the incline and
carry the gate clear of the track.

Claim.—First, the inclined ways G and H, when
constructed with ascending and descending inclines,
and used to guide and support separately the ends of
a gate, substantially as described.
Second, operating a gate, having its ends separately

supported on two parallel double inclined ways by
means of the handles E and cord D, the latter being-
provided with a stop /, in such a manner that the
gate is operated by the cord, together with its own
momentum and gravity, substantially as described.

69,337.-ISTewtonJ. Glover, Wavelaud, Ind.—
Farm Gate.—October 1, 1867.

—
'ihe gate runs sus-

pended on the double-flanged roller till it attains its

equilibrium, when it swings at right angles to its

former position.
Claim.—The double-flanged roller B, the pieces A

E H I P, and the brace N,"in combination, substan-
tially as described and set forth.

69,338.—George B. Gruman, Ridgefield, Conn.—Machine for Cutting Ice into Blocks for Storing.—
October 1, 1867.—The endless band connecting with
the pulley on the driving shaft actuat(!s the saw that
has its bearings in the vibrating fi-ame, which is low-
ered as the ice is cut.

Claim.—The arrangement of the revolving circu-
lar saw C, adjusting "frame B, lever D, in combina-
tion with the other attachments, in the manner herein
described as and for the purpose set forth.

69,339.—George W. Hall, Triangle, IS". Y.—
Potato Bigger and Weeder.—October 1, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the chiiras and illustration.

Claim.'—First, a spade or spading fork, having a
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pivoted fulcrum or rest provided with a swivel joint

subistantitilly as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, a"^ spade or spading- fork, having a pivoted
fulcrum or rest Avhere the said fulcrum is adjustable

on the handle of the spade or fork, and of adjustable

length, substantially as described.
Third, a spade or spading fork, constructed as de

scribed, \iz : -witli an adjustable, pivoted swiveUng
fulcrum, as and for the purposes set forth.

69,340 Geouge "W. Hall, New Haven, Mich.
—Double Rotary Harroiv.—Oetohcr 1, 1867.—The
bent rim and the spokes have teeth and their axial

pin is jom-naled in bearing sleeves attached to the
draft bars. The cranks of the rotary harrows ai-e at-

tached by a connecting bar.

Claim.—The combination of the bent rim a, hav-
ing teeth therein, sleeves s s and x x. center pin c,

and cross-bar i, all constructed and aiTanged as and
for the pm'poses described.

69,341.—G. G. HiCKiiAX, Coatsvillc, Pa., as-

signor to himself, Fkakcis H. Wkight and John
Ckiswell.—Devicefor Preventing Horsesfrom Crib-
bincj.—October 1, 1SG7.—The throat band has an elas-

tic tubular pad and a prong. The swelling of the
throat incident to " cribbing" compresses the load and
exposes the prong which pierces the throat.

(Jlaim.—The combination of the rubber part or
sliield A, with the prong B, substantially as and for

the pm-pose specified.

69,342.—AxTiioxY Hilts, Jr., Springdale, Ohio.—Harvester.—October 1, 1867.—The tongue is piv-
oted to a bar on the frame and is laterally adjustable,
to vary the angle of di-aft, by means of a Cj[uadi'antal

plate and set i)in.

Claim.—The quadrantal plate C, when provided
with stop s, and perforations i i, m combination with
bar E jind tongue A, all operating in the manner and
for the purpose described.

69,343.—Augustine E. Hortox, North Leomin-
ster, Mass.

—

Mosquito Frames for Windoivs.-Octo-
ber 1, 1867.—The main and the smaller frames are
covered with netting ; the latter is hinged to a cross-
bar so as to be capable of opening.
Claim.—The mosquito shade as composed of the

main and auxiliary rectangular mosquito netting-
covered frames A C, and the cross-bai" 13, arranged
and hinged together as specified.

69,344.—Arthur T. Hubbell, Elmira, N. T.—
Sad Iron.—October 1, 18G7.—The upper plate and the
smoothing plate are separated by a layer of non-con-
ducting material.
Claim.—The employment of a non-conducting sub-

stance, in combination with the parts A B, con-
structed and arranged substantially in the manner
and for the pui-pose set forth.

69,345.—"William Jeffries, "West Bromwich,
Euirland.

—

Puddling and other Furnaces.—October
1, 1867 ; antedated January 22, 1866.—Explained by
tiie claims and illustration'

Claim.—First, the improvements in puddling fur-

naces and heating furnaces, and other reverberating
furnaces used in the manjafacture of iron and steel

hereinbefore descrilw^TSnd illustrated in the accom-
panying drawing; that is to say, constiucting the
beds of the said furnaces substantially in the manner
hereinbefore described and illustrated, whereby the
whole or nearly the whole of the plates used in'ordi-
nary furnaces are dis])ensed witli. and great economy,
botii in the cost of keeping the furnaces in repair and
in the saving of time consecjuent upon the furnaces
working a long time Avithout requiring repaii*, is ob-
tained.

Second, manufacturing a fettling for lining fettling,

or repairing revcrberatory furnaces, by tapping or
running liquid mill or other cinder into molds, so as
thereby to form bricks or blocks, which bricks or
blocks are used to line fettle, or repair the bottoms of
reverberatoiT furnaces, instead of fettling the said
fui'naces Avith red ore, pottery mine, and tap cinder,
calcined and ground as is usual.

69,346.—C. Gillson, Worcester, Mass.—5'«mM>-
berry iJfpeyjgr.—October 1, 1867.—The plant grows

through the perforation in the crown of the glass

dome whose edges rest upon the ground.
Claim.—First, a strawberry ripener made of glass,

to be used substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

Second, a straAvberry ripener for supporting the
fruit, and preventing the runners taking root about
the stem of the plant, substantially as set forth.

69,347.—James G. Joiixstox.—Allegheny City,
Pa.

—

Sad Iron Heater.—The handle and cap are re-

movable for the insertion of the grated heater whose
bars fit into the indented bottom plate of the base
piece.

Claim.—The grated heater/, when the bottom of
same is corrugated, and used in combination Avith the
box or body A of a box iron, whose inner face is cor-

rugated, substantially as herein described, and for

the purpose set forth.

69,348.—PvUBOLPH Keck, Clintonville. N. Y.—
Treating Slags and Cinders for the Manufacture of
Iron.—October 1, 1867.—The slags and cinders of the
iron furnace are pulverized, and the greater portion
of the silicates and oxide of iron received in a SL']ia-

rating fumacc, after which the remainder is puddled
and converted into wrought iron.

Claim.—The within described process of reducing
slags and cinders directly into wrought iron by sub-
jecting them, after they have been pulverized, to the
action of a separating apparatus and reducing the
residuum in a puddling furnace or blooming fire, as
set forth.

69,349.—Hexry N. Kixg and Austix Z. Mason,
Adrian, Mich.

—

Clothes Dryer.—October 1, 1867.

—

The four bents ai-e connected by slats, and ax-e ex-
panded for use and collapsed for'stowage.
Claim.—The construction and use of tlie four bents

a e, bf, c g, and d h, the four slats S S S S, and the
brace B, the whole constructed and operating sub-
stantially in the manner and for the pm-pose set forth.

69,350.—S. T>. Littlefield. Burlington, Wis.,
assignor to himself and Horatio D. Kxight, same
I)lace.

—

Axle.—October 1, 1867.—The flanged collars

are attached on the skeins to arrest the entrance of
grit.

Claim.'—First, the beveled flanges e e^, for covering
the collar E and the nut D, and protecting them from
grit and sand, substantially as specified.

Second, the projections or lugs x x^, for stationing
the collars d d temporarily upon the skein, substan-
tially as set forth.

69,351.—George H. Lomax, Somerville, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Eichard D. Blim, Lexing-
ton, Mass.

—

Poidtry Drinking Fountain.—October 1,

1867.—As soon as the water falls below the level of
the top of the orifice, the air entering the reservoir
enforces the passage of the Avater to the trough till

the orifice is again'covered.
Claim.—The combination and an-angement of the

filling opening e and the recess d, with the reservoir
B and the trough A, such reservoir beisg provided
with a discharge opening &, arranged as specified.

Also, the construction'of the poultry drinking foun-
tain with flat top to the reservoir, in combination Avith

the filling orifice c, or the same and the recess d, ar-

ranged in its bottom, as set forth.

69,352.—JoHX LOA'E, Lebanon Ind.—OZoi^ Fend-
er.—Octohev 1, 1867.—The fender wards off the clods
from the hills while the fine earth passes between the
bars.

Claim.—The device herein described, when the
same is constructed in its said several parts in man-
ner and form as aforesaid, and used for tlie purpose
and in the manner and form substantially as set forrh.

69,353.—Joshua M. Mansfield, Watertown,
N. Y.— Horse Hay For^•.—October 1, 1867.—Tiie
point is bisected axi'ally. The sectious are jiinged to
the case and connected to the central sliding bar to
which the hoisting cord is attached. The bar is de-
pi-essed to throw out the sections of the point, and is

kept down by a spring pin Avhich euters a cavity in
it. The prong and the hay are released by retraction
of the pitu
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Claim.—First, tLe separately piroted curved lints

C, ill combination "with the sliding bar D, and hinged
tines B B, arranged and operating substantially as
and for the purpose described.

Second, the eccentrically pivoted cam lever F, in
combination Avitli the spring catch E e and rope G,
arrr>nged and operating substantially as and for the
pnrpose specified.

Third, the arrangement of the ann A' a, rope G-,

and cam lever F, substantially as set forth.

09,3->4.

—

James McDuffie. Hellers Corners,
J\vl.— V,"aaon Spring.—Octoher 1, 1867.—The steel

spniis: is s-HC-ired to ilie under side of the supporter
iiiuito bolsters beloTv. The loops below elevate the
s[iring, and the gibs and keys that attach the spring
to vhc supporter give it tension.
Ckdvi.—Tho spring A, in combination -with the

gibs and keys B, and the bar C, said springs and bar
being constructed in the manner and for the pm-poses
herein described and set forth. *

69,353.— Matthias Mead, Lowell, Mass.—
Cooking Stoves.—October 1, 1867.—The air is heated
in flues'that pass around the furnace, and diving be-

low, ascends through the perforated bottom plate of
the oven.
Claim.—The arrangement of the ducts//, for con-

veying heated air through the bottom of the oven and
distributing it through the discharge pipes prr/, sub-

stantially tor the pm-pose described'and set forth.

69,35G.—Christian K. Mellixgek, Millersville,

Pa.

—

Carnage Pole.—October 1, 1867.—The adjust-

able shackle plates are attached to the bow by set

screws that engage in the elongated slots regulating
the attachment to'the spread ol'the clips

Claim.—The plate A, with its slots b and eye a,

forming the adjustable shackle for carriage poles,

when aiTauged, constructed, and applied in the man-
ner and for the purpose specified.

69,357.—Jos. H. MooiiE, Chicago, Ta.—Venti-

lator for Railroad Cars.—October 1, ] 867.—Tlie pad-
dles on the rotating shaft dip into a water bath at the
bottom of the ventilator when actuated by the draft

on the fans. The dust iu the entering air is collected

in the water.
Claim.—Jtirst, the shaft C, when provided with

rods or tbislicrs a a, attached spirally, as described,
in comi:)ip.;;ti()n Avith wind fans D, located inside of
th.:- ea:^iug, substantially as and for the purposes de-

scribed.
Second, the shaft C, provided with the rods a a and

fans I), located and operating as described, in com-
bination with the doors G- and bath B, substantially

as specified.

Third, the perforated diaphragm or partition E, in

combination Avith tlie shaft C, provided with rods or
dashers a a and water bath B, tke whole constructed
and operating substantially as specitied.

69,358 MoxKOE and Charles H. Morse,
Franklin. Mass.

—

Machine for Pressing Hats.—Octo-
ber 1, 1867.—Steam is passed through the tubular
iournals into the chest. The various molds are
'l:)roitght in connection with the block by rotation of
thii chest.

Claim.—A series of dies or molds, combined with
a movable or revolving steam chest tohrat the same,
so that by the movement of the steam chest eitlier of

said molds may be bi-ought to tlie proper place to co-

operate with tlie otiier parts of tlie machine without
disconnecting the molds from the steam chest, sub-

stantially as described.

69,359.—Hexry W. Mosiier, Atirora, HI., as-

signor to liimself and Edwauu C. Dudley, same
]'i\Acc.—Cut-of for Water Sjunits.—October 1, 1867.—
TJie cistern pipe and Avaste-water pipe are coupled
alongside, and the connecting link is deflected to one
oi- the other in accordance witli the retiuiremeut of

tiic cistern.

C;«i/;(.—First, the shifting pipe B and the flange'

OY collar c of tlie horizontal, pivoted plate C, arranged
in lehition to the conducting spout A, in sucli manner
tliiit the lower end of the shifting pipe may be moved
horizontally in the arc of ti circle, substantially as

described.

Second, the combination of the fixed base plate D,
having two openings, with the horizontal piA-oted
plate C which carries the shifting pipe, when con-
structed and arranged so that the siu'faces of these
two plates shall remain in contact while changing
the pivoted plate from the cistern pipe to the escape
opening, and Aice versa, substantially as described. .

Third, the shifting pipe B, sustaine'd so that it will
maintain its proper connection with the conducting
spout A, and the pivoted flanged plate C by means of
an annular seat h on the loAver end thereof, and the
fixed ears or projections a a on the fixed conducting
spout, as herein "described.

Fourth, the pivoted flanged plate C, provided with
an annular groove s in the bottom thereof, in such
manner as to maintain the relation AA'ith the influx
opening of the base i)late, as herein described and for
the purpose set forth.

Fifth, the filter G, seated in the influx opening of
the base plate D, the shifting pipe B, and the pivoted
plate C, all arranged substantially as herein described.

69,360.—John Mumma, Middletown, Ohio.—
Water Wheels.—Octoher 1, 1SG7; antedated Septem-
ber 23, 1867.—The cylindrical gate is adjusted to ad-
mit the desired quantity of water, and the gate is

submerged to the required exteut by the action of the
rigid suspending roEs. The water flows through the
screen guard, fills the space over the disk, and by ro-

tating the shaft elevates the spider, causing the' ball
gates to be raised from their seats on the mouths of the
chutes. The chutes being open and the floAv gradu-
ated as required by the elevation of the ball'gates
the Avater is deflected by the inclined chutes against
the inclined buckets of the turbine Avheel.

Claim.—First, the elongated concave buckets S,

terminating at their upper ends with the cap V, con-
structed, arranged, and operating in the manner and
for the purpose'described.
Second, the floating cylindrical gate C, in combina-

tion v/ith t!ie floats in, lever B. and rods D, arranged
and operating suljstautially as described.
Third, the 'cylindrical rack or screen H, in com-

bination with chutes d and gate C, arranged as de-
scribed for the purpose specified.

Fourth, tlio combination of the ball gates a with
chutes d, operating substantially as specified for the
purpose set forth.

Fifth, the liugs h h, arms i, chains b, guide rods/,
and roller E, arranged in relation to the ball gates a,

all substantially as'and for the purpose specified.

Sixth, the chute disk I, with its packing ring r, iu
combination Avith chutes d and annular diaphragm
K, arranged above the wheel and its curb J, all con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purposes described.

69,361 .—J. Howard Murray, Trenton, 1^. J„
assignor to himself, T. S. Murray, and A. Jamesox.
— F/se.—October 1, 1867.—The front jaw has a hol-

low arm thiit fits snugly but slides freely in the rear
jaw. The nut that sec'ures the screw is removable
Avhen the set scrcAV is withdrawn.

Claim.—The stationary jaw of the vise, with its

shoulders s s', in combina'tion with the scrcAv D and
nut E, the whole being constructed as and for the
pm"poso described.

69,362.— TTeijster Xea'ins, Falmouth, Me.—
Axle.—October 1, 1867.—The rock bolster is pivoted
to the metallic bar that is connected to the axle by a
king bolt.

C'ki?)!.—First, the combination of the part d, ears

c e', joints/, and metallic rocker plate 6, as and for

the purposes hereinbefore described.

Second, the combination of the metallic rocker
plate b, Avith its bolt c, worked into and forming a
part of said rocker plate, Avith the forAvard axle «,

substantially as and for the pm'posos described.

69,363.—Maria A. Obeu, Chazv, l^.Y.—Churn
Da.v/io-.—October 1, 18()7.— The ends of the creara-

Avhipping Avires are soldered between narroAv strips

of doubled tin Avhich are attached to the arms of the
dasher.
Claim.—A churn dasher, constructed as shown and

described.
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69,364.—Charles PAUKEn and William Vog-
LEU, Canterbury. X. H.—Carriage Ste2).—Oiitohev 1,

18(i~.—The vibratin.a: steps arc actuated by their con-

nection with the axle to recede from either wheel as

it approaches.
Claim.—First, a vibrating cnniajre step, operated

by uiechauism, connected with the forward axle, sub-

stantially as described.
Second, the vibratinfj step a, in combination with

the fan-shaped ai-rn d, levers ft b', and cross-bar c, snb-

stiintinlly as described.

Tliird," the step a, provided with fan-shaped ann d,

substantially as described.

Gi),365.—Maksiiall Perhy. Xew Tovk, X. T.,

a^^sifrnor to himself and Geo. W. Guegokv, Water-
town. X. Y.

—

Loose Joint Butt Hinge.—OctohcT 1,

lt;(;7.—The leaf that engaires on the pintle has a

socket on each side to enable its adjustment for a

riirht or left hand hinge.
Claim.—A right of left-hand hinge, composed of

two ])lates, one having a single pintle-carrying

knuckle, and the other having two socketed pintle

receiving knuckles, one pi<)iectiug from the top and
the other from the bottom of said'plate, 1)Ut at oppo
site edges, substantiallv as and for tlie pui-pose set

forth.

69,366.—Thomas Easer, Genesee, Hh—Bed
Bottom.—October 1, 1867.—The bearers that support
the slats ai'c suspended by rubber bands.

Claim.—The boxing or castings C and poles B B,

in combination with the rubber" bands and slats D
and E, as desci-ibed.

69,367 Charles H. TvEXO. Barrington. X. Y.
—Device for Heating Tires.—October 1, 18(i7.—The
induction pipe furnishes a di'aft from the bellows to

the central chamber and through the hollow radial

arras and segmental tubes to the circular lire that

heats the tire.

Claim.—ThQ chamber A, pipes C and D, and
branch pipe E, when made and used as and for the
pm-pose herein specified.

69,368.—George TV. Saxders, Springfield, Yt.
—Mop Hcad.—Octohcv 1, 1867.—The vertical cam
screw is turned, to close or release the upper jaAV.

Claim.—The screw cam c and slide d, or its

equivalent, in combination with the j awe. constructed
and operating substantially in the manner described
and for the purpose specified.

69,369.—Hexry and James M. Sauxpers, Ox-
ford, Ohio.

—

Hitching Device for Whiffletrees.—Oc-
tober 1, 1807.—The traces are hitched over the rear
guards of the stops, and secured by the spring bolts

behind.
Claim.—The application to the whlflletree A of

the arms or stops B, the cases D, with the spring
bolts C incased therein, with the cords c, and pulleys
d, when the same are arranged to operate as herein
shown, and described.

69,370.—A. M. Saavter, Athol, Mass.—J/acftinc
for Brcparing Peat for Fuel.—October 1, 18G7.—

A

horizontal endless apron of canvas receives the peat
from the grinder and carries it between a pair cf

squeezing rollers, which remove a portion of the
water. A scraper keeps the apron clean. The fol-

lowers of the molds ai"e operated by cams, as the
mold wheel revolves.
Claim.—First, the combination of an apparatus for

grinding or disintegrating the peat, the endless apron
ft and the squeezing rollers C and C, aiTanged sub-

stantiallv as described.
Second, the combination of the endless apron ft,

the squeezing rollers C and C, and the scraper F,
substantially as described.

Third, the scrapers h h, within the hopper R, in

combination with the series of molds, substantially
as described.
Fourth, aiTanging the cams that work the pistons

in and out so as to be adjustable, as described, so
that the movement of the pistons in the direction of
the diameter of the mold wheel may be varied, and
thereby the compressing capacity of' the mold Ik; in-

creased or diminibhed. substantiaJlv as describe<L

69,371.^ULius SnELT)OK, Xew York, X. Y.—
Hat-Blocking Machine.—October 1, 18(i7.—To ob-

viate the uneven stretching of the periphery by the

expansible bars, an elastic india-rubber cap is placed

over the ends of these bars, forming a continuous
circumference and preventing the felt drawinj^ in be-

tween the burs, which would give a corrugated shape ,

to the edge.
Claim.—In combination with a hat-stretching or

blocking machine, the continuous iiibber cap a, ap-

plied substantially as and for the pm-pose set foo^th.

69,37i5.—George P. Sissox, Florence, Mass..—
Fla.sk for Casting.—October 1, 18{;7.—Tlie metallic

bands form the corresponding edges of the snap flask,

and, projecting in, foim a shoulder for the retcution

of the sand.
Claim.—T\io bands G and H, or either of them, in

combination with a snap flask, and arranged to op-

erate therewith, substantially in the manner and for

the pm'pose herein specified.

69,373.—Le Eoy M. Taylor and W. D. Fow-
ler, Washington, D. C—Journal I?oa:.—October 1,

1807.—The two parts of the journal box are lunged
together, and have a turn-button and latch for hold-

ing the fi-ee end of the cap in place.

Clciim.—The manner herein described of construct-

ing the box A B in two halves, with the hinge a e,

and the turning pin d, and locking devices g 7i, the

said construction admitting of a ready removal of

the shaft, as well as giving ready access thereto, all

as set forth.

69,374.—John S. Thorxton, Port Gibson, N".

Y.— TruKZm?7?.—October 1, 1867.—The fans are

placed at diflTerent angles on their shafts, and theii

positions ai-e so governed that three of them are al-

ways effective. As they successively occupy certain

positions relatively to 'the wheel, Ihev assume the

same angle of presentation.
C7ai7>i.—First, the fan wheels E E, fans C C, and

arms D D, constructed and combined substantially

as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the fan G, in combination with fans C C,

arranged in relation to each other, substantially in

th« manner and for the purpose specified.

Third, the shaft H, combined and arranged "with

wheels F F and E E, substantially as and foi:;.the

purpose described.

69,375.—Isaac Yan Yoorhis, HiUsboro, Pa.—
Hay X>or?-icA-.—October 1, 1867.—The standard is

adjustable to the height required, and is secured by
bands and set screws. The hinged arms are con-

nected by a rope that engages over the ftulley above.

One arm' is drawn down as the other is elevated with
the load.

Claim.—A portable self-balancing derrick, consist-

ing of one or more upright posts, with arms hinged
on opposite sides, such arms connected -witli each
other in the manner described, and the whole oper-

ating substantiallv as luid for the purposes abov;.e set

fortli.

69,376 B. F. Walto:^, Philadelphia, Va.—Mat-
tress.—Octohor 1, 1867.—The curled-hair cushion has
a body of red cedar shavings in the middle to xepel
insects and to lessen the cost of manufacture.

Claim.—A mattress or cushion containing cmled
hair or other equivalent elastic stutfing material,

combined with shavings or chips of cedar, fox. tho
purpose specified.

69,377.—Isaac P. We:ndell, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Car-Brake Shoe.—October 1, 1867.—The face of

the brake block has imbedded blocks of -nood and
rubber. The block is piloted to its sup])orting stock
and secured by sockets and a transverse key.

Claim.—First, the combination with a cast-iron

brake shoe for railroad cars, of pieces of v.ood, india-

rubber, or other suitable material, softer than tho
iron, substantially in the manner hereinbefore do-

scribed and for tlie ]mrpose above specified.

Second, the combination of the shoe A and stock
D, bv means of the groove e. tongue/, and cross key
E, substantially in the manner described and far the
purpose set forth.

Third, the combiuaticm.of the lug i and cum fi with
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tlie keys E and E', substantially as described and for

the iDul'posc specified.

69,378 E. H. "VTilliams, Grand Meadow, Iowa,
and I). E. "W". Williajis, "Werner, "Wis.

—

Excavating
Machine.—October 1, 18(!7.—As the plow casts the
furrow the bands raise it to the slide, which co)iyeys
it to the box. When the box is filled, the lever being
elevated throws the earth from the bands, and the
load is driven ofi:' and dumped.

Claim.—First, the construction and arrangement
in an excavator of the pressure belt Y, when the
same is tiriven by friction caused by the ascending
fan ow ^lice, in the manner and for the pm-pose herein
described.
Second, the construction and arrangement of the

two shafts S S, with their pulleys, in combination
with the pressure belt V, as herein described.

Third, the combination of the tightening pulley L',

frame L>, and i)ressure belt Y, in the manner and for

the purpose herein set forth.

69,379 A. H. WiRZ, Philadelphia, Ta.—PiU
Machine.—October 1, 1867.—The metallic frame ob-

viates the difficulties arising from shrinkage incident
to wood.
Claim.—So constructing the metallic or enclosing

frame of piU machines that the central wooden part
thereof shall be attached or fixed to only the end
pieces of such frame, so that the sides thereof, which
form the bearings or ways of the movable part of the
machine, will be disconnected from such central part,

and will not be deflected or changed in parallelism

by the shrinking of the central wooden part, lor the
purposes set forth.

69,3S0.—Edward "Wright. "Worcester, Mass.—
Picker for Looms.—October 1, 3807; antedated Sep-
tember 16, 1867.—The shell contaiuing the filling

which forms the face of tlic picker cla'sps and sur-

rounds the staff, and is held in place by the spring
that compensates the wear of the material.
Claim.—The combination of the metal shell C,

filling D. and spring E, or its equivalent, with the
top of the picker stdff A, substantially as and for the
pm-poses set forth.

69,381.—Henry L. and EdWxVKD J. Zahm, Lan-
caster, Pa.— Watch Regulator.—October 1, 1867.

—

By turning the screw delicate adjustment is given to

the arm of the regulator, whose outer end has a fin-

ger resting on the graduated scale.

Claim.—The regulator A, having an angular base
resting on the operating screw D, substantially as
desQribed.

69,382.—"William C. Abbott, ^STilcs, :N'. Y.—
Treadle for Propelling Machinery.—October 1, 1867.

—The free ends of the treadles arc connected by belts

to a roller so that the reciprocations of the treadles

cause the oscillation of a crank upon the roller shaft,

and this may be connected to a shorter crank to cause
rotation of tlie latter.

Claim.—The combination of the treadles L M, the
straps O P, the roller Q, and crank E, when said

l)arts are constructed and arranged in relation to one
another, substantially as set fortli,

69,383.—Moses L. Andrew, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Rotary Emjine.—October 1, 1867.—The piston ends
admit of radial movement in the wiugs, and arc
thrust out by springs to keep them packed to the cyl-

inder and to each other. A plate at one end of tho
cylinder is kept in contact with the pistons by set

screws and springs. To compensate for wear on one
side of the .iournal of the sliaft, the boxes are made
conical on the outside and held to place by a nut on
theii" smaller end, so as, by slacking up and partial

rotatioji, to bring a fresli part to l)ear.

Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement
of the lipped and chambered wings D D', grooved
segmental pistons E, and springs F, for the purpose
set forth.

Second, the combination of the set screws H and
springs I, whereby to hold the follower G to the end
of the piston C, with a variable and clastic presgui-e.

Thii'tl, tlie arrangement of the conical boxes M.
bearings IST, and pinch nuts 0, for the purpose set

fortli.

69,384.-"Wm. D. Andrews, ^g\^ York, IST. Y.—
Hoisting Apparatus.—Octoher 1, 1867.—The adjusta-
ble gearing to the windlass is arranged to gain either
speed or po-ner in accordance to the weight requii'ed
to be hoisted.

Claim.—The use of two plain or grooved friction
wheels of ditterent diameters upon one shaft, when
the same are operated and di-iven by two similar
friction wheels of diflerent diameters on one dri^ ing
shaft placed nearly parallel thereto, and so arranged
that the speed and power may be varied by bringing
into contact the lai'ger wheel and smaller pinion, or
the smaller wheel and larger pinion, by means of the
eccentric bearing, as shown and described, or other
eqtiivalent device, for the pm-pose and object as
stated.

69,385.-Frederick Ashley, Xew York, If. Y,—Letter i^i7e.—October 1. 18()7 ; antedated June 1,

1807.—The upper section of the hook covers the piv-
oted lower section while at rest, and turning with the
thumb plate opens the file.

Claim.—Securing the upper portion C of the hook
or thumb plate h, to which it is attached by a pivot c,

to the frame A, for operation, in combination Avith a
spring e, to admit of the lateral play of said portion
C, relatively to the lower portion B of the hook
through a slot or opening / in the former, substan-
tially as specified.

69,386.—M. Baker, Humphrey, IST. Y.—Elliptic
Spring Brace.—October 1, 1867.—The braces arc con-
nected on a pivoted wheel that accommodates its ac-
tion to the irregular pressure on the springs.

Claim.—The arrangement of the brace rods C D,
their outer ends secured to the center of the lower
part of tlie springs A B, their inner ends pivoted to
the vertical wheel E, pivoted to the bottom of the
wagon box, as herein described for the purpose spe-
cified.

69,387.-Turner Barn-es. Greensburg, Ind.—
Hand Sjnnning Machine.—Oetohev 1, 1867.—The
wool spindle is carried on an oscillating head of a
swinging anu, which is swung out by a treadle to
drav.' the roll. The head is arranged to turn so as to
preserve the spindle at the same angle to the operator.

Claim.—First, the aiTangement of spindle J, main-
tained in a given direction or bearing within the
movable arm H, by means of sliding rod 1 and pit-

man 2 3 and stem 1.

Second, in combination with elements of claim
first the arm H, adapted for being advanced and re-

tracted by weight x and treadle Y, and their described
or eqiuvalent accessories, substantially as set forth.

69,388.-George C. Barney, Philadelphia, Pa.—Eraser and Letter Opener.—October 1, 1867.—The
steel blade has two curvilinear-shaped edges inter-
secting each other at one end of the blade, making a
claw-pointed concave cutter on one side for opening
letters, and a converse eraser on the other.

Claim.—The blade B. having convex and concave
sharpened or cutting edges intersecting in a sharp-
ened point, substantially as described, forming a
combined eraser and letter opener.

69,389.—James E. Beardsley, Augustus P.
Boyle, Enoch M. Lewis, and Michael A. Clancy,
Washington, D. C.

—

Apjxiratns for Tiecording Yotcs.

—October 1, 1867.—The metallic disks have circular
series of numbered sections and are placed in a con-
spicuous place in the hall. One disk records the ayes
and the other the noes. "Wires pass from each ap-
paratus to the desk of each voter, who thereby indi-

cates his vote, which is printed on a i)aper passing
around rollers inside. Cannot be briefly described.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the bars P with
jacket and typo z, bars O, A^•ith indicators X, con-
nected to bars P by the short bar s^, rods b'. and
springs with angular bars ft, Avhen used Avith the disks
C and D, and lever X, in the manner and for the pur-
poses herein specified.

Second, the dial plato A, with its flange A' and
hands 1 2, when arranged in combination with the
drum E, as constructed in the manner and for the
purposes herein set forth.

Third, the metallic disk C with its spnngs WW
and slots, and provided with the radiating flat springs
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E on its back, in the manner and for the purposes
specified.

Fouith, the disk B, provided with its narrow paired
slots 1/ y, for guiding the U-shaped bars O and plate

IT, as constructed and arranged lus set forth.

Fifth, the circular disk G, with point i, pin m, and
spring- j on its rear face, and witW bar h, spring /i',

pin ?-'^, and pin 9 on the front face, in combinatiou
Avith the hollow shaft /^ and ratchet k, as and for the
purposes herein full}- described.

Sixth, the arrangement of the clutch K with cones

q and pawls o o, in combination Avith the ratchets p
J}', spring shaft and spring H, plates tn} m^, and cogs
i- s', in the maimer substantially as and for the pur-

pose.i herein specified.

Seventh, the drum E, with its rollers//, band f/, and
double catch d'^, when arranged and used in the
manner and for the purposes herein specified.

Eighth, the disks A B C D and G, with drum E.
when constructed as specified with the voting devices
and gearing for taking, counting, and printing the
voters' names, in the manner and by the operation
substantially as herein fully set forth.

69,390.—"Wir. F. Bearxs, Mount Pleasant, IST.

T.

—

Apparatus for Filtering and Furifying Spirits.
— Octoberl,18G7": antedated September"w, 1867.-Thc
liquor from a vessel above fiovi s into the lower part
of the filter, and passes up through the filtering com-
pound contained between two perforated diaphragms.
The upper diaphragm is made in sections so as to
be removable.
Claim.— First, the rectifying rossel h provided

with the over-flow pipe p, supply pipe c', perforated
false bottom m, and perforated head n, betn'oen which
the filtering material is retained, as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

Second, the perforated head n, formed with the
movable sections 1 and 2, held in place by the cross-
bar i fitted in the manner and for the pm-poses set
forth.

69,391.—E. O. Bexxett, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa.—
C^urn.-October 1, 18G7.—The wings are attached
to an inclined shaft giving them a reactionary pro-
jectile force on the cream. The perforated diapbs'agm
on one side increases the friction.

Claim.—The combination of the floats G G, the
inclined shaft F, the perforated diaphragm IT, with
the di'iving machinery of a rotary churn dasher, sub-
stantially as described.

69,392.—C. W. Blackmax, Bridgeport, Conn.—
ILeiis Xest.—The entrance ofthe hen places the doors
in such position as to prevent the entrance of another
hen, but to allow her own exit.

Claim.—A nest for hens composed of a box A, pro-
vided with two doors B B, hung on pivots c c and
constructed each of two parts b b' at right angles
with each other, and connected by cross-rods C C, all

arranged to operate in the maimer substantially as
shown and described.

69,393.—Charles E. Blake, San Francisco,
California.

—

Tooth Poivder Lozenge.—October 1, 18tJ7.

—Composed of chalk or cliarcoal, ratanv bark and
soap, sugar, licorice, finely powdered cuttle-fish bone,
and gum arable.

Claim.—The making of tooth powder in the form
of lozenges.

69,394.—Samuel S. Bliss, I^ew Bedford, Mass.
—Attaching Thills to Carriages.—Octohcr 1, 18(i7.—

The conical projections on the side plates of the thill

have a pivoted connection with the clip iron.

Claim.—First, securing the side irons B B when
the same are constructed with solid conical bearings
or centers F F to the thill A by means of clamp bolts

D D. or in any equivalent manner, substantially us
described.
Second, the combination of the thill A, side irons

B B. having solid conical bearings F F and clip ii'on

C with its conical socket or seats.E E, when the same
are constructed. aiTanged, and operated substantially
as described and for the purposes set forth.

69,395.— Chaules K. Bradfield, Linnficld,
yiass.—Lasting Atvl.— October 1, 1667.— The eye-

pointed awl carries its thread and is fed from a pivoted
spool concealed within its hollow handle.

Claim.—Combining with the stock or handle a an
eye-pointed awl b, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

Also, in combination with such stock and eye-
pointed awl, the spool chamber within the handle,
substantially as set forth.

69,396.—Egbert Braytox and Samuel Curtis,
Fremont, Ohio.—J^c.s^Jiraior.—October 1, 18t)7.—The
sponge containing the matter to be inhaled is placed
over a foraminous plate in a box, Avhich has an open-
ing to the air below the plate, and a pipe leading to
the valve chamber above the plate. The valve cham-
ber has tubes communicating with the mouth and
nosti-ils, and valves allowing induction from the box,
and eduction to the open air.

Claim.—First, the nostril tubes bb, chamber F and
mouth-piece c, in combination with the tubes a a' and
valves d d', substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

Second, the box A and tube E, in combination with
the air chamber F, substantially as set forth.

Third, a respirator so constructed that it may be
connected to either the mouth or nose, and so provided
with inhaling and exhaling pipes and valves that in
breathing the valves will alternately open and close,

when used in tlie manner and for the jim-poses sub-
stantially as set forth.

69,397.—EiCHARD F. Briggs, Amesbury, Mass.—Folding Seat for Carriage Bodies.—October 1, 1867.

—The fore end of the additional seat is hinged by
bars to the frame, and it is so arranged as to form a
seat in front of the other one or to lie in a recess be-
neath it.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
support b, slotted friction plate d and slotted upright
support c, substantially as described for the pm'pose
herein set forth.

69,398.—E. G. Brittox, Springfield, Yt.-Clothes
Pi?i.—October 1, 1867.—The curved projections of
tlie jaws have a tongue and groove joint that is

pivoted in the middle. They are closed in front by
the projectile force of the spiral spring.

Claim.—A clothes pin, formed of the two wooden
pieces A B, united by the pin b through the grooved
circular projection a and the tongue c. and provided
with a spiral h between the ends c' e' to close the ends
e e, an-auged and operating as described.

69,399

—

^7m. Browx, Hoboken, ]Sr. J.—Ratchet
Brace.—October 1, 1867.—The spherical ratchet is

operated by a stock and pawl, whereby it is turned
with the handle at any required angle to the spindle
of the brace.
Claim.—The spherical ratchet A, in combination

with the socket c and pawl g, substantially as- de-

scribed.

69,400 William Grbex, Holly, Mich.—Lifting
Jack.—Octohcv 1, 1867.—The lever l^ears on the dogs
that engage in the sides of the ratchet bar. The
front and side dogs alternately hold while the lever
is elevated.

Claim.—First, the combination of the lever L, up-
right post A. grooves e e lip c' and guides v v, with the
dogs b', each having the short projecting tooth i,

and arranged and operating substantially as and for
the purpose described.
Second, the lifting jack above described, consisting

of the post A, having the series of teeth a a', the
grooves e e, lip e' and guides v i\ in corabination with
the lever L, having the dogs b b' held in place by
the springs s s', and provided with tlio teetli i i, all

the parts being constructed, arranged and combined
sul)stantially in' the manner and for the pm-pose speci-

fied.

69,401.—George Busiixell, Sciiodack. X. T.
—Bellows.—Octohevl, 1867; antedated September 26,

1867.-A series of bellows is arranged betvreen tA\-o

disks. Motion is imparted to the lower disk by means
of a rotating wheel and the connecting rod, bv which
the several beUows are alternately distended and
compressed.
CTaim.—First, the combination of the several
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smaller bello'ws •with the rod L, operating substan-
tially in the manner hereinbefore described.
Second, the combination of the bello^n-s E with the

chamber F, A'alve O and lever P, as hereinbefore set

forth and described.

69,40'2.—Edwa]?i) M. Butler, Croton Falls, iS3".

Y.—Attaching Thills to Yehicles.—Octohor 1, 1867.—
T]ie center pin is composed of two sections, the one
a stationary projection from one check, and the other
n set screw that passes tbrough the other check.
Ilubber spring-s are attached to prevent vibration.
Claim.—The rubber cushion I, or its equivalent,

applied to the center pin of shaft couplings, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

69,403.—John G. Buzzell, Lynn, Mass.—Oar-
riage Wheel.—Octohev 1, 1867.—The wire spokes coil

around a ring near tlieir central attachment to give
elasticity to the wheel.

Claim.— First, the s-niveled spokes B', wlien
crimped to give them elasticity with tlie coils b', sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.
Second, the single spokes B, their oiiter end

swiveled to the rini C, and their ends screwing into
the Imb, and adapted to be turned to regulate tlie

strain of the wheel, as herein set forth for the iJtu'poses

specified.

Third, the single spokes B or B', their inner ends
secured to the hub A out of the same liorizontal lines

with tlie coils b', as herein set forth for the inu-pose
si)eeitied.

Fourth, the combination and arrangement of the
removable ring 1), coiled swiveled spokes B B'. Ai'here-

by the strain and elasticity of tiie ^\ileel are adjusted,
as herein set forth for the purpose specified.

69,404.—Vosco M. Chafee. Xenia, JW.—Wagon.
—October 1, 18.57.—Tlie tongue is hinged directly to
the axle, against which it is also braced. The heavy
metallic phite on the axle supplies the place of a sand
board.
Claim.—First, liinging the tongue or shafts of a

wagon or other vehicle to the front axle, so as to
obtain a direct center draft, sul^stantially as set forth.

Second, the combination of the tongue C, with a
center hinge at G, and the side braces H attached,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the' plate F, forming the sand board, axle plate
and reach receiver combined in one piece, substan-
tially as described.
Fourth, the combination of the bolster A, plates E

and F, reach D, In-ace I and kbig bolt X, substan-
tially as set forth.

69,405.—Ciiaut.es H. Chai^max, Shirley, Mass.—Tag or Label.—October 1, 18()7.—The spring is

entered through the perforated end of tlje double card,

and is held by the riveted spangle attached to the
tag.
Claim.—The spangle B, in combinatioii with the

string C C' and card A, made substantially as de-

scribed aud for the purpose set forth.

69,406.—George ^Y. Clauk, Frankfort, Ohio.—
Device for Ringing Hoga.—Octol)er 1, 1867.—The awl
passes the wire through the hogs snout aud the key
twists and h)cks it therein.

Claim.— First, the within described apparatus,
consisting of tiie awl or ])iereing instrument A B C
and the key or twisting instrument E FG, constructed
and operated substautiallv as and for the purpose set

fortli.

Second, the awl A B C, when provided with a groove
& and socket h', substantially as aud for tlio purpose
cxjilained.

Third, the key or twisting instrument E F G ^^ and
liook II, eorabiiied and operating in tlio manner and
for the purpose explained.

69,40r,—ITkn-uv C. Ci.auk and Eoiseut B. Lit-

tle. J'rovideneo, K. J.—Coal Elevator and BlMribu-
for.—October 1, 1867.—Tiu) bucket is- snsiioiulod from
a truck wliicli travels on a track ; the latter has a fold-

ing ami braced extension by which it is projected over
the hold of a l)oat. and the main track leails to a clujto

wliieh may be rotated on its vertical axis to discharge
tlie coal to any point within its range.

f/fa«i.— Firat, a coal eleviitor wliicli is aiTiingcd

substantially as herein sho^Ti and described, so that
coal or other material can be raised fi'om the hold of
a vessel and discharged into any desired one of a
number of temporary compai'tmeiits or pockqts and
be discharged from the latter into ears or carts, ready
for delivery to families, all without requiring any man-
ual labor, except what is required for raising or"lower-
ing the necessary doors or traps, as set forth.

Second, the extension rails G, when hinged to the
ends of the rails F, so that they can be folded out of
the way, substantially as set forth.

Thirtl, the adjustable bolsters o o, when aiTanged
as set forth, for the purpose specified.

Fourth, the revolving trough J, when arranged in
combination vrith the rails F F of au elevator and
with the chambers B B, substantially as herein shown
aud described.

Fifth, the revolving trough J, when provided with
trap-doors p, substantially' as and for the pm-pose
herein shown and describe'd.

Sixth, the device for regulating the dischai'ge of the
coal or other material from the pockets or chambers
B, consisting of the screen or board a, in combina-
tion with the hinged plate d and with the cord e, all

made and operating substantially as and for the pm--
pose herein shown and described.

Seventh, the folding extension G, when made as set
forth, arranged in relation with the adjustable bolsters
0, stationary track F, aud flexible revolving trough J,
all made and operating substantially as and for the
purpose herein shown and described.

69,40S George P. Clarke, :N"cw York. X. Y.—'Terrestrial Globe.—October 1, 1867.—The globes are
arranged in separate sections or zones, witli illustra-

tions of the animal, vegetable, and mineral kingdoms.
They are exhibited in the frames to which they are
attached by the pivoted trunnions and are steadied
by the springs.

Claim.— First, the division of a sphere or globe
into sections or zones, substantially as described and
for the purposes set forth.

Second, the construction and application of the
spring I, in combination with the spindle E E, the
trunnions F F, and the center zone D, substantially
as and for the piu-poses set forth.

69,409.—Joseph P. Cook, Eockville, Ind., as-

signor to himself and Joiix T. Campbell, same place.
—Hand Reaper and Mower.—October 1, 1867.—The
sickles work in front of a bar to which the grain plat-

form is attached. The operator rakes the cut grain
from the jilatform with his left hand, while with the
right hand he turns the wheel.

Claim.—A hand reaper, or one designed for manual
operation, com})osed of a framing A having two re-

ciprocating sickles F F attached and operated by
eccentrics, or their equivalents, and suitable gearing,
simultaneously ?ii opposite tlii'eetions, substantially as
show ]i and described.
Also, the adjustable yoke B in the framing A, for

the purpose specified.

69,410.— William Cooper, Hancock, Md.—
Water Wheel.—October 1, 1867.—By turning the shaft
^ho plate is turned through the medium of the pinion
and segment. The anus, in consequence of being
connected with the gates, open them when the plate

is moved in the required dii-ection aud shut them
when moved in the opposite direction.

C7a!'»i.—First, the gates G operated through the
medium of the circular plate I, pi^•oted arms H, and
springs J, all arranged substantially as and for the
pui'pose specified.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
slotted arms H. springs J, plate I, as and for the
purpose specified.

69,41 1.—Leefeut 11. Cornell, Flatbush, ]N". Y.—Steam Superheater.—OctohQr 1, 1867.—The barriers

are constructed to oppose the passage of tlie steam,
and the alternate aiTangement of thb pipe causes tho
fluid to strike against the sides and its particles to Ijo

deflected and separated.
Clai)n:—The superheater, constructed as described,

consisting of the p;irallel cylinders A, divided into

chambers B'-^ by heads B and supported by means of
tho uprights A^ said chambers connected alternatoly

by mcttiis of tho curved pipes C, aud councctiug with
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tlie parallel condensing- pipes E. beneath caeh cylin-

der, by means of the short pipes D, as herein shown
and set forth, lor the purpose specified.

69,412.—»Tames C. Coveut, Townsendville, X.
Y.—Hold-bad:.—October 1, 1867.—The metallic hold-

back is attached with strai)s to the liames, and is

formed of a V sliajie, to prevent the travelling of the
rinn- of the neck yoke.
Claim.—The niotallic hold- back, constructed as de-

scribed, consisting- of the V-sliaped strap B attached
at its angle by a ring- c to the neck yoke and at its

ends by the snap hooks b to tlie rings a of the har-

ness, as herein shown and described.

69,4 J 3.—J. M. CuiiUAX and J. C. Baxter, "Wash-
ington, D. C.

—

Metallic Hame Tug.—October 1. 18t)7.

—The mctullic tug is attached by an eye to the hame,
and terminates at the rear end "in a buckle to attach
the strap.

Claim.—A hame tug having its body A formed of
a single strap of metal with the eye B, having the
hiuge'cl or detachable piece b, and its rear end formed
for attaching the buckle F, substantially as shown
and described.

69,414 T. M. D.VNiEL, Athens, Ga.—Ague Medi-
cine.—October 1, 1867.—Composed of an infusion of
stem, leaves, and bloom of "life everlasting," J ounce

;

sage, 1 grain ; spring water, 1 quart.

Claim.—A composition or medicine composed of
the ingredients in about the proportions herein set

forth and for the jjm'pose specifietl.

69,415.—Otis De.o^', Eichmoud, Va., assignor to
Eor.EUT W. ToirxG, same place.— Mucilage^Pot.—
October 1, 1867.—The Avatcr tank forms a receptaclo
for the brush. The lid is attached to a rod which
swings back with it and Ibrms a wiper for the brush.

Claim.—Fii'st, the provision, in combination with
the reservoir A for mucilage, varnish, or other ma-
terial, of a brush receptacle I), to contain a suitable
material to keci^ the brush moist, as explained.

Second, in combination with a pot for mucilage or
other material, tlie bar F, for the purpose specified.

Third, the bar F applied to the lid, in the manjier
and for the purpose set forth.

69,41 6.—SrEXCER B. Driggs, IS'ew York, IS^. T.—Dykes and Levees to Bivers.—October 1, 1867.—^Im-

provement on his patent, June 27, 1852. The earthen
embankments are strengthened by east iron angular
and curved plates, which, slipping past each other,
allow for expansion and contraction.

Claim.—First, the metallic wall or core, when ar-

ranged in a curved, corrugated, or zig-zag form, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the metallic wall or core, constructed with
lap joints at the junction of the plates fo compensate
for expansion and contraction, and aiTanged at an
angle to the horizon in combination with the braces
D,"substantiaUy as specified.

69,417.—Francis Ellerhausex, Ottawa, Can-
ada.

—

Manufacture of Cast Steel.—October 1. 1867;
antedated September 14, 1867.—The upper furnace
has a hearth plate and forms a retort that is heated
by charcoal, and by the lower fm-uaco, which is

heated to a high tem'peraturo. Combustion is main-
tained in both furnaces by blast pipes. After both
furnaces are heated the molten carbonized iron is in-

troduced into the ui)per furnace in quantity suitable
for union with the wrought iron.

Claim.—First, the furnace above described, con-
sisting of the retort B, hearth plate D, and lower fire

chamber A, when the parts are constructed, com-
bined, and arranged in the manner above set forth
and for the purpose specified.

Second, the hearth plate D. in a furnace containing
the retort B and fire chamber A, substantially as anil

for the purpose set forth.

Third, the process of obtaining cast steel directly

from iron ore, or from iron ore in connection with
wrought iron, substantially as above described.

69,418.-D. F. Elmer, Springfield, Mass.—Jn-
dex Gauge and Calipers.—October 1, 1867.—The body
to be measured is placed between the jaws, which are

brought in contact with the opposite sides of the

body. The thirty-seconds of an inch arc indicated
by the jaw on the* scale on the cylinder, and the hun-
dredths of a thirty-second are indicated by the hand
on the dial.

C7aim.—First, the cylinder g, slotted and gradu-
ated as specified, in combination with the jaws a a',

dial plate B, hand c, and bolt H, substantially as de-
scribed.
Second, the combination of the graduated dial plate

B with the cylinder g, in the manner and for the pur-
])ose set forth.

Third, the jaws a a', in combination with the slotted
and graduated cylinder g and bolt H.
Fourth, the combination of the bolt H with tho

graduated cylinder g, as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

69,419.—TiiOJiAsB. ESTEP, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Coffin.—October 1, 1867.—The rubber strips are ce-
mented over the jomts and are covered and secured
by metallic strips.

Claim.—First, a cofiin whose joints are hermeti-
cally closed by means of cemented rubber strips D,
and sheet metal strips E, the same being applied and
secured substantially as herein describeu and set
forth.

Second, in combination with the rubber strips D
and metal strips E, the angle ii'on D d d', as and for
the puri)ose exijlained.

69,420—Thomas B. Estep and "William C.
IlEFFERirAX, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignors to Thomas
B. EsTEP.— Cq/7in.—October 1, 1867.—The corrugated
edges of the coffin are firmly engaged by the rubber
packing in the groove round" thelid.

Claim.—A coffin whose upper edges of the body
A are provided Avith coiTugatious a, when used in
connection with grooved lid B b, cleat C, and india-
rubber gasket E, the wholg being arranged and oper-
ating sub.stantially as herein described and set forth.

69,421.-James "W. Evans, IS'ew York, X. Y.—
Machine for Coiling Springs.—October 1, 1867.—The
wire is wound on a revolving mandi-el, the end being
held by a sliding sleeve andlocking dog.—The wire
is coiled upon the mandrel as it rotates by a spirally
grooved cylinder. The coil is stripped from the man-
drel by the longitudinal movement of the latter.

Claim.—First, the revolving mandrel I. made ca-
pable of a sliding motion in the direction of its

length in combination with the spirally grooved roll

K, and serving to detach the spring when formed es-

sentially as herein set forth.

Second, in combination with the sliding and re-

volving mandrel I, the griping dog b, and sj>iral

guiding collar cZ, for operation on tlie wire of which
the spring is formed, substantially as specified.

Third, the sliding and revolving mandrel I. with its

locking dog b and band wheel or its equivalent H, in
combination with the spirally grooved rotating roll

K. having formed in it a recess or notch s, essentially
as herein set forth.

69,422.—DA-\aD K. Fretz, Cono, Iowa.—ioom,
—October 1, 1867.—A flat spring on the imder side of
the lower rail of the lay operates the pickers when
they are released from the catches on the shuttle raco
nea"r the swords of the lay.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of tho
spring P, and hinge Z, with the lay and picker stafl",

substantially as described.

69,423.—Hexry Gettv, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Air
Pj««;;.—October 1, 1867.—Tho gauge, in connection
with tho cyliuder, indicates tho pressure of air gen-
erated by the pump so as to discover a leak by tho
fall of the indicator.
Claim.—The gauge K L M, cup O P, coupling I,

having recess Q. all arranged to operate in connec-
tion with an air pump, as herein shown and de-

scribed.

69,424. — EnsuA Gray, Oberlin, Oh\o.— Tele-

graph Apj^aratux.— October 1, 1867.—The self-ad-

justing relay is introduced in order to obviate the dif-

ficult)- arisi"ug from tho variation in the force of tho
residual magnetism, which* requires corresponding
variation in tho strength of the rceoil spring of the
avmatuvo.
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Claim.—First, the commutator or pole changer re-

lay and key, aj-ranged to operate conjointly with the
main and local circuits so that the opera'tor at any
point on the line can reverse the current over the
same from the main battery, in the manner substan-
tially as set forth.

Second, the peculiar construction of the commuta-
tor when arranged with tlie line and local cii'cuits for

the purpose of obtaining the attraction and repulsion
of the dii-ect and reverse cmTeuts by means substan-
tially as specified.

Third, the commutator with an electro-magnet or
vibrating core armature so arranged that its poles are
between the poles of the electro-magnets, and so con-
nected with the line and local circuits that when both
are closed one magnet is attracting the armature and
the other is repelling, in the manner substantially as

described.
Fourth, the arrangement of the magnet J, electro-

magnets C I), lever 'H, and spring K, combined aaul

operating conjointly in the manner and for the pur-
pose substantially as set forth.

69,4S5.—L. C. Fisher and A. D. Holliday, El
Paso, 111.

—

Weighing Attachment to Faucets.—Octo-
ber 1, 1867.—The vessel is placed upon the platform
which is suspended by rods. As the liquid flows into

the vessel the bai- is drawn down, the springs de-

pressed, and the v>-eight is indicated on the scale.

Claim.—The bar L, with clutch D, plate E, bars
H and F, rods c c, with springs G- G-, and plate A,
the vaiious parts coustructed and operating in the
manner substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

69,426.

—

Jonathan Haley, Cambridge. Mass.—Glasstvare Press.—October 1, 1867.—The 'movable
plunger and movable bed are comiected to cranks
which are in horizontal iiosition when the bed and
plunger are at their greatest distance apart. Rota-
tion of the crank-shaft di'aws them towards each
other with a gradually decreasing speed and increas-
ing poAver.

Claim.—A press organized substantially as de-

scribed, so that the bed and plunger have simultaneous
movements relative to each other in approaching and
receding.

Also, the combination as arranged of the cranks,
connecting rods, movable bed, and ijlunger-cariying
cross-head for the purpose specified.

69,42?'.—J. A. Harmanx, 'New York, K". T.—
TF«^c/i.—October 1, 1867.—The watch key screws
into the pendant of the watch, the ST^iveled pusher
pin passing through and beyond the key and rotating
there-n'ith as the key is scrcAved in or out.

Claim.—First, the key C, constructed as described
and adapted to screw into the pendant E, substan-
tially as described for the purpose specified.

Second, the construction and arrangement of the
pendant B, spbidle F, and hollow screw key C, as
herein set forth for the purpose specified.

69,428.—Edward Harrison, Springfield, Ohio.—Beehive.—Octoihev 1, 18(57.—Tlie feed is placed in
the upper portion of a cup and oozes through the
strainer, from which it Is gathered by the bees below

;

the bees pass through the open bottom and the feed
is renewed above.
Claim.—First, the open-bottomed cup A, in com-

bination witli a removable strainer D, substantially

as and for tlie purpose set forth.

Second, in combination with the open-bottomed
cup A, the rmg B, for the purpose of readily ajiply-

ing or removing the strainer 1), substantially as and
for the purpose set forth and described.

Third, a bee-feeding apparatus which can be filled

through the top, and from which the feed can only lie

obtained through tlic bottom, so tliat it may be placed
to cover an orifice in the top of tlie liivc and the bees
ena))led to feed Avhile observing tlicir natural inelina-

tion to cluster together, and so that it may be replen.

ished with feed Avithout removal or disturbance of
the bees, as set forth.

69,429.— James G, Haymaker, Salem Cross
Roads, Pa.—JTorse CoWar,—October 1, 1867.—The
respective lower ends of the collar have studs and
spring catches by which the parts wc locked together.

CZafm.—First, the catch B, secured to plate D, on
one end of the collar and spring 6', in the opposite
end, with or without the pin or entering piece C and
hole C, applied to the lower portions of a divided
horse collar and locking them together, substantially
as described.
Second, the pin or entering piece C and hole C, Avith

or without the catch B, and spring h'. applied in like
manner and for like purpose, substantially as de-
scribed.

69,430.—George Heesen, Teeumseh, Mich.—
Chair Seat.—October 1, 1867.—The paper twine is

substituted for rushes or fiags and is wound upon the
seat frame in the usual manner.
Claim.—As an improved article of manufacture a

chair seat formed or constructed of paper tAvine,
substantially as set forth.

69,431.—John H. Hexdrick, Clinton, HI., as-
sigiior to himself and James O. Donald.—JBechivs.
—October 1, 1867.—The transverse bars of the sus-
pended eomh frames in the brood section of the hive
are perforated for the passage of bees ; the suspended
comb frames in the upper"section are adapted for
holding surplus store.

Claim.—Fii-st, the comb frames E E'. with their
cross-bars //', perforated as and for the purpose de-
scribed, in combination Avith the lower division A of
the hive, and the door C and its adjuncts, substan-
tially as set forth.

Second, the surplus honey boxes or drawers H, con-
structed substantially as and for the pm'pose set
forth.

Third, the combination of the surplus honey boxes
H, when constructed and arranged substantially as
described, with the upper division F.

69,432.—J"ames "W. Henry, Pecatonica. HI.—
Hay Raker and Loader.—October 1, 1867.—The hay
is collected by the teeth, is carried up between the
slatted, endless aprons and the rods, and discharged
at the termination of the latter. The upper section
of the fr-ame may be inclined, its position being sus-
tained by segment racks and pawls.

Claim.—The upper and lower frames composed of
the uprights E E and D D, with their endless aprons
and shafts and di'ums, arranged with the rake E and
rods il M, in such a manner that hay is carried up
and emptied forward of the machine, as and for the
purpose set forth,

69,433.—Foster Henshaw, AYasMugton, D. C.
—Filter—Octohev 1, 1867.—The body of the filter is

made of cast iron with partitions and with caps on
each end provided with strainer plates. It is intend-
ed to be attached to the hydraiit pipe. The Avater
rises through the sand in one compartment and de-
scends through the charcoal in the other.
Claim.—First, the alternate sand and cone cham-

bers either with or Avithout the removable coal cham-
bers g g, when arranged and combined with the head
pieces and the perforated plates e e and //, one or
both, substantially as described and for the purposes
set forth.

Second, the said filter when proA'ided with the ex-
tension pipe h, as a syphon in connection with the
jvater-holder or tank, when ai-rauged and combined
as set forth.

69,434.— Edaa'ard Hicks, Xorth Hampstead,
]^. Y.

—

Suspension Hook for Horse Hay Forks.—
October 1. 1867.—The hook is so bent as to engage
over the rafter between strips of lathing.

Claim.—Fii-st, the hook constructed with its prong
e, situated at an angle to its shank A, substantiidly
as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the eye A* of the hook constructed with
the angles or corners a* b* c*, substantially as and
for the pui'pose herein set forth.

69,435.—G. H. Hoagland, Port Jervis. X. Y.—
Chair.—October 1, 1867.—The seat frame and back
are united to the sides by metallic fastenings of a
dovetail shape, and which allow of taking apart for
transportation.

Claim.'—The seat frame and back, or cither, se-

ciu'ed to the side frames of the chaii- by means of me-
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tallic fastenings c d forming mortise and tenon locks,

of dovetail shape, substantially as specified.

69,436.—Peter Hoffmaxx. Constahleville, IST.

T.

—

Lamp.—Octolicr 1, 16t)7.—Oil is pumped from
the lower to the upper reservoir b}- depressing the
upper portion of tlie lump, -which is agaiu elevated
by tlie coiled spring.

' Claim.—Yirst, the reservoir B provided with the
tube C, adapted to slide in or over the tube a, for the
purpose of pumping the oil from the reservoir A, as

hcrciu set fortli for the purpose specified.

Second, the combination of the reservoir A. sliding

reservoir B. tube a, sliding tube C, carrying the tubes
e 0, spring I, and valves i and k, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

69,437.—THOitAS and Hatfield Hopper, New-
ark, IN". J.—Steam Car Brakes.— October 1. 1867.

—

The brakes arc connected through the whole train,

and are operated by steam under the control of the
engineer. Tlie upper brake rods of adjacent cars are
coupled together, and the lower ones abut upon each
other, and motion commiuiicatcd to one is imparted
to the others by chain connections, the pulleys on the
upper rods taking up the lost motion.

Claim.—First," the combination of the sliding rods
A and D Avith the pulleys C^ and C^ chains B and
rope G-, when arranged to operate t.he1:)rake levers F,
in the manner and for the pm'pose herein described.
Second, the sliding rods 1) and adjustable pulleys C\

Tvhen constructed and arranged iu the manner and
for the purjiose herein set forth.

69,43S. -Francis E. Howe and Leonard
"Washbuun, Staftbrd, Conn. —Cam- for Looms. —
October 1, 18(i7.—Tlie cams on the sliaft operate the
levers working the harnesses, giving an alternate
down aud up motion with pauses between each.
The fiaiiges on the cam operate upon the projections
of the lever to give the motion thereto.

Claim.—The combination of the cam wheel B. hav-
ing the guide b, guide c, guide e, and guide/, with the
lever A, having the projections a d and g, the parts
and the whole being arranged and operating substan-
tially as aud for the pm'pose described.

69,439.—James P. Howell, iS'ew York. X. T.—
Lamp Chimney Cleaner.— October 1, 18t)7.— The
cloth is lapped and tied upon a stick, whose joints
render it flexible.

Claim.—The lamp chimney cleaner with a flexible
jointed handle that will yield to the curves of the
glass, and covered with cloth or other suitalile ma-
terial, in such manner that such cloth may be readily
applied or detached, substantially as shown and de"-

scribed for the purpose set forth.

69,440.—PiCHAKD Hubbard. Cadiz, Indiaua.—
Washing 2Iachine.—October 1, 1867.—The cylinder
has buckets on its pc^ripheiy which lift water aud
pour it upon the clothes ; the scrubbing surfaces act
against the slats of the yielding washboard, which is

pivoted at bottom au<l d'rawn against the cylinder by
an elastic band above.

Claim. — First, in combination with a revolving
rubbing cylinder E the adjustable washboard C ancl
bands of elastic webbing D, arranged to operate sub-
stantially as set fortii.

Second, the revolving cylinder E, when constructed
with buckets E* and rubbing surfaces E^, substan-
tially as set forth.

69,441.—H. L. IsHAM, Plattsburg, X. Y.—Bed
Bottom.—October 1, 1867.—The slats are suspended
by studs at their ends by means of elastic loops from
the bedstead rails, and "the slats are also bound to-

gether by interwoven belts.

Clairii.— The combination of the slats C C with
the narrow slots at each end for securing the bands
a a that connect the slats to the cross pieces B, and
additionally connecting the slats, one with the other,
by the belts D D, whereby the slats are prevented
from tm-ning, as lierein specified.

69,442.—C. M. Jen-n-e, Young America, El.—
Cultivator.—October 1, 1867.—The plow beams work
upon universal joints at the sides of the frame. The
share vibrates laterally by handles, which extend up

through the slotted guides and are adjusted for the
depth'by wedges driven between the oblique bars and
the elevated axle.

Claim.—First, the arrangement with reference to
the seat ?i of the beam i, working upon universal
joints, and provided with suitable shares and handles,
substantially as and for tiic purpose specified.

Second, the share stocks n pivoted to tlie beams ?,

and furnished with stems x, extending tiirough the
slotted guides c, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

Thii'd, the wedges (7 in combination with the inclined
bars /, rods h, and beams i, whereby the said beams
with the shares attached thereto may be raised or
lowered, substautiully as herein set forth.

Fourth, the wedges d in combination with the
oblique bars c, in such manner that the position of
the said bars may be changed to adjust tlie position
of the beams, substantially as herein set forth.

69,443.—Hans J. Johnson, St. Peters. Minn.—
G^rtfe.—October 1, 1867.—The double gate is jointed
in the middle, and is hinged to the post at any eleva-
tion. Tlie sections are maintained in their relation
and adjustment by double-jointed hiuges, cogged seg-
ments, aud a spring.

Claim.—Fii'st, the combination of the spring G,
toothed plate F, bent lever H, plate E. rod D, "and
loops or eyes B and C. with each other and with the
post A and rear eud of the part I of tlie gate, sub-
stantially as herein shown aud described and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the double-jointed
hinges K, toothed segments L and spring M, with
each other and with the adjacent edges of' the parts
I aud J of the gate, substantially as herein shown
and described and for the purpose'set forth.

Third, the combination of the adjustable catch V
with the lower edge of the part I of the gate, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described and for the
purpose set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the catch plates P,
lever plates S, spring T, and lever U witli each other
and with the post li and plate or bar O attached to
the forward edge of the part J of the gate, substau-
tially as herein shown and described and for the pur-
pose' set forth.

69,444. — ^STelson Johnson, Jasper, X. Y.

—

Fence.—October 1, 1867.—The ends of the boai'ds are
secured iu metallic sockets, which are hung eceou-
trically on pivots in the iiosts so as to swing with the
Avind.' The pivots slip into inclined gains iu the
posts and are secured by pins.

Claim.—First, the skeleton metallic sockets having
either hollow or solid gudgeons, aud otherwise con-
structed and operating substantially as described for
the purpose set forth.

Second, the boards C C C^ having bevelled upper
edges c', substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Third, the combination of the battens A'-^ A^ strips
a^, post or stake A-*, pin a*, and brace D, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

Fourtli. the combination of the socket B, wedges
c c, and board C, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

Fifth, the slots a a^, gudgeons b, ani pins a' a^,

combined and arranged substantially as described.

69.445.— XEL.SON JoTiNSON, Jasper, X. Y.—
Fence.—Oetohcr 1, 1867.—The panels are pivoted in
the posts so as to swing on a balance in a vertical
plane when not detained"by the battens on the posts.
Claim.—First, the pins a in combination with the

fence panels B, the said pins constituting the sup-
porting pivots of the panels and part or all of them
being removable to facilitate the withdrawal of the
panels, substantially as set forth.

Second, iu combination with the posts A A' A- A'
and panels B, the buttons C, constructed and applied
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

69.446.— Enos a. Keasey, Ligonier, Ind.—
King Bolt.—October 1, 1867.—Instead of passing
through the axle, the king bolt is swiveled to the up-
per end of a clip which encircles the axle. The two
portions at their junction have circular surfaces.

Claim.—A kiiig bolt made with a shoulder piece b
and a projection d at the lower end, forming a swivel
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joint, v,'il!i the clip B, constructed and operating as
herein described.

69,447»—Mixer K. Kellogg, Baltimore, Md.—
Stretcher for Painters' Canvas.—October 1, 18(J7.

—

The angle piece is inserted at the re-entering- angle
of the I'rame, and its sections are driven apart by the
temper screw so as to stretch the canvas thereon.

claim.—The application of a knee and screw to
stretchers by which canvas can 1)e readily ke])t tight
upon its surface, bubstfmtially as hereiJi described
and represented;

69,448.—E. KoH\ and J. L. I^atchek, Sidnev.
Ohio.—Ladd.er and C/mi;-.—October 1, 1867.—The
portion with the steps is doubly jointed so as to be
capable of forming a back, seat, and front portion
when assuming the shape of a chair. Stays and
hooks secure it in either position.

Claim.—The combined step ladder and chair, con-
sisting of the upright A and string or diagonal piece
B, comi^osed of the hinged sections C I) £, together
•with the brace F, all combined and arranged as
shown and described.

69,449.—-TosEPH Krebs and August Johns,
Massillon, Ohio.

—

Corn Planter.—October 1, 1867.

—

The furrow is made by the forward plow, in whose
immediate rear is the tube through which the seed
drops from the horizontally-rotating feed wheel above.
The latter is driven by gearing from the axle, and is

thrown in or out of gear by a lever and clutch. Cov-
ering plows and a roller follow in the rear.

Claim.—An improved corn plan.ter formed by the
combination of tlie marliing plow T, adjustable cov-
ering plow A', roller E'," lever 'D', and dropping
wheel T, with each other, said parts l)eing con-
structed, arranged, and operated substanlially as
herein shown and described and for tlie purpose set

forth.

69,450.

—

William Kuebler andE. Seelkoxet,
Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Telescope.—October 1, 18()7.—The
eye or object glass is adjusted and protected by a
ring which screws upon the tube and to which "the

cap is attached.
Claim.— The adjusting ring C, when applied to

telescopes and to all optical instruments of u similar
nature, substantially a^ and for the purposes herein
shown and described.

69,451.-TTm. Lawto^\ Green Point, IS^. T.—
Propeller.—October 1, 1S(;7.—By the combination of
a series of stationary and movable gear wheels with
each other and with the driving and working shafts,

a rapid rotation is given to the'screw.
Claim.—The eemhination of the arras F, pivoted

gear wheels C, stationary internally toothed gear
wheel H and gear wheel 1>, Avith each other and with
the driving siiaft E and v,-orkiug shaft C, substan-
tially as herein shown and described aiid for the pur-
pose set forth.

69,452.—Cyrus Little and Joel L. Little,
Van Wert County, Ohio, and Eeuken M. Dalby,
Springlield, Ohio, assignors to themselves and Doty
& Eawlixs, Springlield, Oiiio. — Z>ir« Scraper.
—October 1. 18()7.—Tlie sciapcr is pivoted in the
frame and retained in posuion by tlie spring bolt,

which when ('r;r>^-n back allov.s the scraper to 'I'otatc.

Claitn.—i'iist, the plates G G, constructed as de-
scribed in combination with the springs e c, on tlie

bar C, in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the rod D, bar C, and spiings e c, ariainred
in combination with tlie scraper A, as constructed
and for the purposes specified.

69,453.—Cr. A. Lloyd and S. Fetlow, San Fran-
cisco, Cixl.—>Scvjinc/ Needle.—October ], 1867.—Ex-
plained by tile claims and illustration.

C7«M)?.— Fii'st, making the eye so tar from the rear
end of the shaft that it will carry t!ic bight of the
thread or t^'ine througli the clolh sewed when the
needle is puslied tlirough the cloth by the thimble or
palm, substantially as described.

Second, diminishing tlie shaft of the needle from a
little l)eliin(l the eye gradually to the rear end, both
in width and thickness, substantially as described.

69,454.—JoimsoN LoiiBARD, Springfield, Me.—
Machine for Folding Leather.—Octobei- 1, 1867.

—

The rollers and straps combine witii tiie table and
main rolling shaft to roll the leather tightly for pack-
ing.

Claim.—First, the table B hinged to the horizontal
frame A, as and for the purpose described.
Second, the combination of rollers c c^ hung in the

hinged side pieces D D, the rollers c^ c^ hung in the
double standard E, the roller c^ hung in the slide g on
tlie table B, the main shaft F hung in the posts C C^,
and the belt n passing over all the rollers, the whole
being arranged and operating substantially as and for
the purpose herein described.

Third, the slide g and the brake m, in combination
with the roller c^, arranged and opera.ting as described.

69,455.—Christiaiv Mack, Leipsic, Ohio.—Gate.
—October 1, 18G7.—By depressing the rear end of the
lever the arm is disengaged from the catch. The
gate is then sUd over the rollers and j)asses through
the slots in the upright till having gained its equili-

brium it is swung round.
Claim.—The combination of post B, latch and

lever"H I, gate «, triangular swinging and support-
ing frame E F D, and post C, constructed, arranged,
and operating in the manner as shown and described
and for the pui'pose set foi'th.

69,456.—Donald D. Mackay. Whitestone, IST.

Y.— Sash Lode and .Stop.—October 1, 1867.-The
spring catch that engages in a recess in the frame is

WLtJidrawn hj the laterally projecting- knob. The
slixxing friction bars, with rollers'on their outer ends,
either lock down the sash or fasten it at any desired
height.
Claim.—First, the spring catch e pivoted at its

lov\-cr end, sliding rod/ and knob c*, arranged in re-

lation with the spring rollers a' a' and the sash A, for

operation substantially as set forth, the Avhole form-
ing a combined sash stop and lock, as described.
Second, the sliding bars h Ihrnibhed with rollers a'

and operated by spiral springs c' as arranged and ope-
raiing in relation with the sash A, substantially as
tuid for the pai-pose specilied.

69,457.—S. H. Mapes, Almond, '^.Y.—Folding
Bedstead.— October i, 1867.— The side rails of the
bedstead arc made to fold in so as to allow of its fold-

ing within the case. The slats are connected to
elastic straps that properly space them when in use
and will draw them together when disconnected at

ihe center.
Claim.—First, attaching the slats h of each sec-

tion to the rubber or elastic bands r wliich Avill be
more or less stretched vrhen the sections of the slats

are to be connected together in the center, that being
done by suitable -hooks ?, substantially in the manner
and for the iiurposes set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the folding bedstead
with the enclosing case, composed of the hiuged or
swinging sections s' and D and tho hinged top E,
substantially as described.

69,458.—Thomas B. McConaughey, Newark,
jyol.—Governor.— October 1. 1867.— When the fly

wheel to which the goA-ernor is attached rotates

rapidly, the arms are tiirown outward by centrifugal

force so that the shoulders pressing against the fla'ige

cause the governor to rotate and wind the cord at-

tached to the brake lever. The center of the brake
being elevated liy the windhig cord brings the brake
in contact with' the balance wheel and checks its

motion.
Claim.—First, the combination of notched levers

g g with spiral spring A, constructed as and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, th.e looped lever L when combined Avith

brake S, in the manner and for the purpose described.

Third, the governor B. in combination Avith arras

e e, notched levers g g, the spring /(, and lever L, the

wliole constructed and operating in the manner and
for the piu'pose substantially as herein set forth.

69,459.-11. McEr,D0AVNEY, Di?on, JW.-Ymtil-
ating Mill -SYo?ie,-,>.—October 1. 1867.—The spiral flange

in the insid(> of the cuili ventilates the stones, keeping
theniirom heating and the flour from SAveating.

Claim.—The spu-al flange C at the inner side of the
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curb B, in combination with the openings D E at the

upper and lower parts of the curb, all arranged sub-

stantially as and tor the purpose set forth.

69,460.-^AMES McFeely, North "Woburn, Mass.
^Windotv Screen.—OetohsT 1, 1667.—The water
passes through small openings in the trough bottom
and runs down both surfaces of the screen into the catch

trough be]ieath. The screen being kept moist arrests

dust and cools the air passing into the room.
Claim.—The perforated or slotted tank D, reservoir

E, and spout Gr, in combination with the frameA and
screen B, substantially as described for the purpose

Bpecified.

69,461.—.John McISTeill, ^STew Tork, N. T.—
Tucking Attachment for Sewing Machi7ies.—October
1, 1867.—Explained by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, the combination of the creasing
device I, the pressure plate E, the lolding plate F, the

guide plate G, and the forming plate H, constructed
as described, that by its mode of operation the plaits

or tucks of shirt bosoms or other garments shall be
creased, folded and finished by sewing, when attached
to a sewing machine.

Second, in combination with the above the fold-

ing plate K, having the end ni doubled and turned in

upon itself for forming the first or outside one of a
set of plaits or tucks constructed and operating sub-

stantially as described.

69,463.—M. D. Messler, 'New Lebanon, Ohio.—
Fence.—October 1, 1867.—The panels are connected
together by pivoted cleats and braced by spiral-pointed

rods that screw into the ground and are attached to

the fence.

Claim.—First, the rods F, having spirally shaped
lower ends, their upper ends bent and secured to the
upright of a fence, snbstantially as described.

Second, the wire&tZ, forming the connectionbetween
the panels of a fence, constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as described.

Third, in combination with the above the pivoted
cleats a a', secured and arranged substantially as de-

scribed.

69,463.—Thomas C. Michexer, St. Louis, Mo.—Needle Setter Jor Serving Machines.—October 1,

1867.—The vertical slotted bars are adjusted by a set

screw to the necessary projections of the needle,

which is embraced in the spring holders attached to
the bar.

Claim.—The combination of the spring arms B B'
with the adjustable arm A A' and the pointed needle
guide c, all arranged in the manner and for the pur-
pose described.

69,464.— Daxiel TV. Miller and Michael
Buestle, Jr., Middletown, Pa.

—

Car Coupling.—
October 10, 1867.—The link swings the bolt in the
elongated slot till the bolt slipping over the end of the
link engages it on its return.

Claim.—First, the sliding block C, provided with
pin or bolt e, and constructed with recesses o, (one or
more,) when said recesses are arranged at an angle
to the horizontal plane, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

Second, the sliding block C and its pin d, combined
with the link G and sheath A, all constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating substantially as herein set forth.

69,465.—Edward Miller, IMilwaukee, Wis.—
Shifting Step for Vehicle.^.—October 1, 1867.—The
movable step is hung by a hook that embraces the
upper edge of the side bo'ard.

C'Zaiwi.—First, an improved shifting step A, formed
with a hook or flange a' upon its upper end, substan-
tially as herein shown and described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Second, the combination of the hinged handle or
top piece B with the step A, substantially as herein
shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

69,466 L. B. Miller, Jersev Citv, N. J.—Ma-
chine for Milling Twist DHlls.—October 1, 1867.—
The combination spindle rotates the drill which is

adjustable to be presented for another cut in a new
line, without detaching the gearing. The reversing
caiTier returns the traveling clutches, when reversing

the work, to the same position as at the commence-
ment of the cut.
Claim.—Fir&t, the spindles D and E, one within

the other revolving in a common head and locked
together by the spring bolt h, in combination with
a longitudinal feeding device having a diagonal ad-
justment, to a rotary milling tool or cutter, substaa-
tially as specified.

Second, the arrangement and combination of the
vertical slide I, adjustable slide T, intermediate slid-

ing bar U, and slotted eccentric R, for regulating
the depth of cut, substantially as sot forth.

Third, in combination with said vertically adjusta-
ble sliding carriage, the adjustable cam or eccentric
V, elbow lever AV, and clutch A', operated by the
screw &', for giving an irregular depth of cut through-
out the line or length thereof, substantially as speci-
fied.

Fourth, the reversing carrier or spring-borne clutch
D', in combination with the clutches g' A', nuts e' c',

and screws d' b', for operation together as herein set

forth.

Fifth, the arrangement of the driving; shaft J, the
work-holding caiTiage having a longitudinal and
swivelling motion, as described, and the biuT or mill-

ing tool A, substantially as specified.

69,467.—W. B. MoRRisox, Muskegon, Mich.—
Dough Kneader.—October 1, 1867.—The plungers
are attached to a crank shaft, and are alternately
forced on the dough in the concave bottom of the
dough box.
Claim.—The box A, provided with a concave siu'-

face B in its bottom, in combination with the arms
or rods E, having shoes G- attached and operated
from a crank shaft D, substantially as and for the,
purpose specified.

69,468.—J". Madison Morse, Sandwich, HI.—
Cultivator.—October 1, 1867.—The plow beams are
attached to the tongue. The seat frame has for-

wardly and inwardly projecting arms connected to
the tongue before the plow beams.

Claim.—The com])ination of the cart and frame B
C D E F G H, constructed and arranged substan-
tially as described, with an ordinary corn cultivator,

as and for the purpose herein set forth.

69,469.—E. M. IsTaramore. K'orth Underbill,
Yt., assignor to himself and W. M. Naramore,
same place.

—

Thill Coupling.—October 1, 1867.—Tlie
clip bar has a socket for the knuckle of the thill,

which oscillates on conical pivots and is secured by
a spring catch.
Claim.—First, the bed piece A, constructed sub-

stantially as described for the purposes set forth.

Second, the knuckle B, formed of the parts a b c,

in combination with the bed piece, substantially as
described.
Third, in combination with the bed A and knuckle

B, the spring catch C, with its link /' and spring J,

substantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

69,470.—J. B. ISTewbrough and E. Fagan, 'New
York, jST. Y.—Composition for Imitation Ituhbcr.—
October 1, 1867.—Sulphur is melted, and, Avhile at a
low temperature, is mixed with half its weight of
stearine or margarine, maintained at a Ioav melted
temperature, antt stirred until well mixed. It is used
as a substitute for vulcanite. When not subject to
the action of acids or alkalies, gum copal may be
substituted for sulphur, and plaster of Paris, asbes-
tos, (fcc, may be added.
Claim.—Ah a new composition, stearine or marga-

rine, and sulphur, gum copal, or other suitable mate-
rial, so combined and in sucli proportions as to form
a compound of the nature herein described.

69,471 .—Ambrose J. Xiciiols, Xorth Provi-
dence, K. I.— Warper and Dresser Plate.—October
1, 1867.—The eyelets are loosely attached in the cop-
per plates, so that they may freely turn with the
thread.
Claim.—The eyelets B, when placed in the holes

in the copper A in such a manner as to turn loosely

therein and allow the thread to wear equally upon
all sides and prevent the formation of channels, as
herein shown and described.
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69,472.—Bradword W. jSTichols, Phoenix Vil-

lage, E. 1.—Picker for Looms.—OeXoher 1, 1867.—
The casing and binding of the picker are made of
raw hide, and are secured to the staif by flanges on
each side, to prevent its slipping out of place when
in running oi'eler.

Claim.—The combination of the picker stajff, and
binder b, with a rawhide case a, the case liaTinglaps
h projecting over the sides of the stalf and a shoulder
i in the hide, to hold the filling g in place, substan-
tially as described.

69,473.—C. C. Parso?js, Boston, Mass.—Pipe
and Bolt Cutter.—Octohev 1, 1867 : antedated Sep-
tember IS, 1867.—The two rotary disk cutters work
in conjunction in the cutter stock. Each cutter has
an angular cutting edge, their inclination being op-
posite" and the cutting edge being on the outer face
of each.

Claim.—A pipe or bolt cutter having two rotary
disk cutters, arranged to operate substantially as set

forth.

69,474.—BuEL D. Pease, Madison, Ta.—Rein
Holder.— Octoher 1, 1867.—The spring cam is pivoted
in tlie frame that is attached to the dash board, and
engages the reins when required.

Claim.—An improved rein holder formed by the
combination of the frame A, cam B, and spring D,
with each other, substantially as herein shown and
described and for the purpose set forth.

69,475.—W. C. Peck, TVTieeling, W. Va.—
Churn.—October 1, 1867.—The cream box fits in the
rocking frame and has slotted dashers tlirough which
the cream rushes as the churn is rocked by the hinged
arm above.

Claim.—The detachable cream box D, dashers Gr,

bar B, cross bar I, and uprights H, all constructed
and arranged as herein shown and described.

69,476.—G. M. Peters, Granville, Ohio.—Har
vester Bake.—October 1, 1867.—The rake discharges
the grain at the side of the platform, behind the main
frame of the machine. The rake reciprocates in
guides arranged in rear of the platform and in a path
parallel with the cutters.

Claim.—The reciprocating rake carriage I P, in
combination with the reciprocating slide K and
chain M, substantially as described.
Second, the rake head J, pivoted to the recipro-

cating carriage I P, in combination with the reeip-
rocatdug slide K, operating as described.

Third, the arrangement of the ways or guides H
L in relation to the platform and in combination
with the rake carriage and lifting slide, substantially

as described.
Fourth, the combination of the reciprocating and

lifting rake J, and carnage I, ways or guides H L,
and endless chain M, with the platform G, substan-
tially as described.

69,477.—He?;ryJ. Phale\, Plantersville, Texas.—Apparatus for Heating Water and Condensing
Steam.—October 1, 1867.—The water is forced in the
same direction as the cuiTcnt of steam by wliicli it is

overtaken and with which it mingles in a spray-like

condition, causing both condensation of steam and
heating of the water.

Claim.—The arrangement of the pipes D G for

the passage of the steam of the water or other liquor,

whereby the water or liquor is forced in the same di-

rection as the current of steam, by which it is over-
taken and with wliicli it mingles in a spray-like or
other divided condition, substantially as and for the
purpose herein specified.

69,478.—Mason Prexttss, Cambridge, l^T. Y.—
Plow.—OciohGV 1, 1867.—The shoe is adjusted on the
rear foot of the i^low beam, to regulate the dip of the
plow.
Claim.—The adjustable shoe D, applied to the

curved rear part of the plow beam A, substantially

in the manner as and for the pm-pose set forth.

69,479.—A. J. Purviaxce, Kcosauqua, Iowa.—
Mode of Operating Horse Hay Foris.—October 1,

1867.—Wlicn the fork is loaded tljc horse is started
and tlie load elevated, the operator lidding the cord

to prevent the conveyor being moved. As the fork
reaches its culminating point'the head is caught and
retained in the conveyor by the cam. The operator
by releasing the cord allows the convevor and loaded
fork to be drawn on the line to a position above the
stack, and the fork being tripped the hay is dumped.
Claim.—Pirst, the conveyor D, provided with the

horizontal ribs C C, having circular holes d, roller a g,
cam F, and crank G, constructed as described for
the purpose specified.

Second, the projection J, in combination with the
crank G, and cam F, substantially as described for
the purpose specified.

Third, the fork head E, provided with the shoulders
e, whereby it is held in position by means of the cam
F, as it enters the conveyor D, substantially as de-
scribed for the purpose specified.

Fourth, the combination of the fork head E, con-
veyor D, cam F, crank G, and projection J, substan-
tially as described.

69,480.—Adam Reid, Bufi"alo, 1^. Y.— Potato
Baker.—October 1, 1867.—The hot air is conveyed up
the hollow casing of the portable baker. A perfor-
ated shelf holds the potatoes and allows free vent for
the hot air tlirough and around it.

Claim.—A potato baker, made to sit upon or in the
pot-hole of a cooking stove, having an inner shelf D,
for the support of the articles to be baked, and a
double wall forming an annular hot air chamber A,
with apertures C, made through the inner wall, sub-
stantially as described.

69,481.—C. H. Pemtngton, Dubuque, Iowa.—
Bidlet Machine.—October 1, 1867.—The short lengths
of lead wire are fed and cut off successively, and
pushed into dies that are forced together by slides

worked by cams whose pressure swages the lead into »
bullets.

Claim.—First, the combination of the slides 6 b',

actuated by the cams a a', the moving die c, and the
stationary die c', the punch d, and the feeding slide g,
arranged and operating substantially as and for the
purposes herein described.

Second, the head block ^^ the clamping jaw k^, the
sliding arm P, and slide piece k^, actuated by the side
cam m, combined and operating substantially as and
for the pm'pose herein described.

69,482.—Charles Pichardson and J. Gr^me,
Jr., New York, N. Y.—Logotrope.—OetoheT 1, 1867.

—The words printed on the peripherics of a number
of disks are tr.insposed to form different sentences,
and when arranged may be secured and rotated to
bring each sentence consecutively in view.

Claim.—The supporting rods b, sleeve c, and nut
6*, arranged in relation with each other and with the
disks, furnished with suitable words at their periph-
eries, substantially as and for the piu-pose specified.

69,483.—M. S. EicHARDSOX and E, A. Pond,
Eutland, Vt.

—

Generating Gas from Hydro-Carbon
Liquids.—October 1, 1867.—The gas, from the air
pump enters through the pipes and central chamber
and passes out in a fine stream through the small
tubes, from which it is discharged into and passes
through the body of the hydro-carbon liquid. It is

driven into the next compartment, passing again into

and tlirough the liquid, and again it passes through
the last series of pipes, being discharged as before
into the liciuid that surrouncls the fioat, whence it

rises thoroughly carbureted to the upper part of the
tank.

Claim.—First, in the manufacture of gas from hy-
dro-carbon fluids, the method herein indicated of dis-

charging air in a divid(!d state into the body of the
carbureting fluid in such manner that the discharge
of the said'air may at all times take place at the same
depth below the surface of the fluid, for the purposes
set forth.

Second, the combination with the carbureter or
tank for containing the hydro-carbon, of a float pro-

vided with concentric compartments under the ar-

rangement described, so that the air in passing from
one compartment to another shall be forced in a divi-

ded state into and through tlie body of the carbui-et-

ing fluid, as set forth.

Third, the float herein described, the same consist-

ing of a series of open bottomed concentric chambers,
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commanicatinc: one with the other by means of tubes
or pipes, and connected with the air supplying appa-
ratus, substantially as set forth.

69,484—Edwin Ritson, Maltaville, N. Y., as-

signor to William H. Buutis, same place.

—

Seeding
Machine.—October 1, 18fi7.—Improvement on his pat-

ent Jnly 10, 18()0. As the machine is drawn along,

a vibrating motion is given to the shoes by tlie cog
wlieel acting against tlie arm, and thereby effects the
passage of the "seed, which is also reguhited by the
slides at ll'.e ]x)ttom of the hopper. Divisions in the
compartments of the hopper facilitate the sowing of
various seeds nt the same time.

Claim.—First, the combination of the rotary fur-

row openers E, and coverers I, attached respectively
to the frames C D. the fonuer being connected by
liinges or joints a to the front (md of the frame A, and
the'latter connected by hinges or joints b to the rear
of the frames C, substantially as and for the i)urpose
set forth.

Second, the vibrating shoes L, niTanged and oper-
ated as shown, in connection witli the" seed bos K,
provided Avith one or more compartments, and all ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Third, thcvattachlng of the coverers L to the rear
bars d of the supplemental frames I), to admit of the
adjustment of the coverers, substantially in the man-
ner as and lor the jjurposc set fortli.

Fourth, the combination of tlie fun'ow openers E,
coverers I, and the seed-distributing device com-
posed of the vibrating shoes L, and perforated bottom
of the seed box, provided with .slides o, all arranged
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

69,4S5.—Mautix TJobijixs, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Oil Can.—October 1 , 18(i7.—The pivoted nozzle is reg-
ulated to any required angle. The oil is discharged
by pressui-e on the elastic' liandle that connects by a
tube with the interior of the can.
Claim.—First, a can or vessel for containing oil,

siru])s or other liqui<l, provided with a vacuum han-
dle and nn adjustable nozzle, substantially as herein
shown and described.
Second, the nozzle F, atljustably attached to the

stopper D, the latter being continued into the can to
form the conducting tube "as herein set forth, for the
purpose specified.

Third, the combination of an adjustable nozzle with
the can or vessel, substantially as herein shown and
described.

69,486.—Henry Eodes, Clarence Center, ]!^^. T.—Combined Corn Planter and Plaster Dropper.—
October 1, 1867.—The cams on the rock shaft alter-

nately actuate the seed valves of the lioppers. Gauge
slides in the roar hoppers regulate aiul measure the
amount of plaster sown. The stiff arms that connect
by a stirrup with the pivoted bars support and regu-
late the drill teeth and coverers.
Claim

.

—First, the combination with a corn planter
C and plaster di'oppcr U, of u dropping arrangement
that by a single movement shall open the one and
close the other automatically, and vice verm, as herein
set forth.

Second, the special combination and arrangement
of the tb'opping apparatus, consisting of slides F G-.

connected with the single arm F, and operating in
the manner and for the purpose herein specified.

Third, the combination of the sliding gauge plug n
with the slide plates 1 1', arranged as described, and
operating in the manner and for the purpose specified.

Fourth, the construction, combination, and ar-

rangement of the draw bars II', stiiTup r, and con-
nection w, with the drill tooth t and coverer v, as
herein set forth.

Fifth, the combination and arrangement of the elas-

tic connection a' and the adjusting'gauge h\ Aviththe
pivoted plaster tube m, operating in the manner and
for the purpose set forth.

Sixth, the aiTaugement of hoppers C D with drop-
ping slides F G, the rock shafts E H with connection
Z, the cam and roller c «, and the diliw bars 1 1', with
BtiiTup r, and connection ?p, the whole operating in
the manner herein set forth.

69,487 Charles Rogers, Barker, IST. Y.~Com-
bincd Horse Rake and Hay Spreader.— October 1,

1867,—The head frame is supported oh a caster wheel
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behind, and has connected with it either n rake or
tedder, as required. The caster wheel alloAvs the
tedder to adapt itself to inequalities of the ^Tound.

Claim.—The frame C, arranged iu rear ot the axle
A and supported by the caster wheel c, in combina-
tion with the bearings g h and the head of a rake or
tedder, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

69,488.—Alfred Y. Eydeu, ITew York, N. Y.
—Trunk.—OctohQv 1, 1867.—Improvement on his pat-
ent, September 18. 18G7.—Explained by the claims
and illustration.

Claim.—First, in a trunk, the body of which is com-
posed of three main portions or compartments A B C,
the front upper or upper front one A of which is

hinged, as at a, and made to open and close, as do-
scribed, constructing the front of the rear portion B of
a shelving or receding character relatively to the di-

viding cut or cuts b, substantially as and for the pur-
pose or purposes herein set forth.
Second, hinging the front upper, or' upper front

portion A, when the same is arranged to open as do-
scribed, relatively to the remaining portion or por-
tions of the trunk, at a point or in'a lino Avhich is iu
advance of a vertical center through the width of the
trunk, essentially as specified.

69,489. — Jacob Sattison, Eipley township,
Ohio, assignor to himself and Amdkose Frayek,
llipley, Ohio.

—

Grain and Seed Cleaner.—October 1,

1867.—The grain after passing througli the sieves is

screened -n'hile passing along a rotating bolt.

Claim.—The bolt B, in combination with the shako
sieves M, conductors N and O, when arranged and
operated conjointly with a fan or blo^vcr, in the man- -

ner and for the purpose substantially as set forth.

69,4-90.—Henry Saueubier, Newark, K. J.—
Shoe Knife.—Octobev 1, 1867.—The cut of the knite
is gauged by a guard that is adjusted by a set screw.
Claim.—The sliding or adjustable guard or gauge C,

provided with a lip b and turned up edge, in combina-
tion with the blade of the knife, substantially as and .

for the purpose herein set forth.

69,491.—Henry Sauerbier, Newark, N. J.—

•

Shoe Knife—October 1, 1867.—The pivoted guai-d
has a lip that fits in the crease at the junction be-
tween the sole and upper to prevent cutting th(i latter.

Claim.—The guard C, having the lip //nt its outer
end, when provided Avith the beveled recess c resting
against the blade A, as and for the purpose set forth.

69,492.—John G. Sanders, Narragansett, E. I.

.

—Center Board.—October 1, 1867.—An upright rack
bar is pivoted to each end of the center board. Pawls
engage Avith the racks and secure the center boards
at a regulated height.

C'iai»i. — First, the raising and lowering of the
center board in an oblique direction by means of au
oblique slot or groove and u fixed bolt, or their equiva-
lents, arrranged substantially as and for the purpose
set fortSi.

Second, the rack bars C, in combination with tho
pawls c and the center board B, all arranged substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

69,493.—John Schermeriiorn, Spring Creek,
Pa.— Washing Machine.— October 1, 1867.—The
dasher shafts of the rubber are mounted in adjustable
boxes that have bearings iu tlie sides of tlie tub.
Connected Avith the boxes are pendent hooks that are
attached to coiled springs placed outside the box, and
allow the vertical adjustment of the pivoted rublxu*

shafts.

Claim.—First, the construction of the boxes D, of
the square pai-t g, and the arm d with hooked end e for

receiving the spring/, in combination tlun-OAvitli and
with the rubber B C, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.
Second, the combination of the spring/, adjustable

boxes D g d e, and corrugated rollers C. meshing Avith

the corrugation of the rounded bottom of case A,
substantially as described, for the purpose specified.

69,494.—Wm. Serviss, Sidney, Ohio.—Gate.—
October 1, 1867.—The gate swings from post to post,

and has a recessed enclosure for 'pedestrians to stand
in while they swing the gate to afford them a passage.
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Claim.—The arrangement of the post C of the par-
tail enclosure, relatively to the posts a b, when pro-
vided with a hinged stop F, whereby the gate is re-

tained between tlie points C a of the enclosui'e, or
may be opened at pleasure, substantially as set forth.

69,49.1.— Samuel Shive, Forks, Ta.~ Water
Wheel.—October 1, 1.867.—The wheel is mounted on
a sliding frame that is operated by levers to follow
the rise and fall of the stream.

Claim.—First, the wheel A. mounted on the slid-

ing frame B, secured to the hinged pulley frame D,
and operating substantially as described, for the pur-
pose specified.

Second, the hinged pulley frame D, in combination
with the wheel A, constructed and operating substan-
tially as described.

6.9,496.—Daniel Simmons, IS^ew York, l<r. T.—
Mailway Sioitch.—October 1, 1867.—The operating
bai's, after haviug acted upon the head of one of the
levers between the rails to turn the switch, are auto-
matically lifted out of the way of being interfered
with by the head of the other lever when passing
over the same. The pawls engage in notches in the
sleeper to lock the rails.

Claim.—First, the horizontal-operating bars Gr, up-
right bars I, stems h, and springs i, arranged to op-
erate in relation with each other and with the plat-

form fulcrum r, and the laterally-projecting pins or
etuds 6* of the lever heads A*, substantially as and
for the purpose herein set fortli.

Second, the combination of the locking pawls d and
rods d' with the switch rails C and levers D, substan
tially as and for the pui'pose herein set forth.

69,497 L. F. Skinner, Springvale, Wis.—Bob
Sleigh.—October 1, 1867.—Each runner is independ-
«eut in its own motion, allowing it to give and take in
Tturning. They are braced in front by iron rods at-

, tached to the reach and to the tongue.
Claim.—The hubs a a a a, spokes d d d d, forminrg

;the segment of a wheel when attached to runners
..A A A A, in combination with axles B B, constructed
. as described and operating as set forth,

69,498

—

Wm. H. Sloan, St. Louis, Mo.—Butter
.Tryer.—October 1, 1867.—The scraper fits the trough

• of the gouge to remove the butter therefrom.
Claim.—The scraper B, when provided with a

handle b and a convex scraper piece b^, as described
. and set forth.

69,499.—H. D. Snow, Bennington, Yt.—Steam
Governor.^Octoher 1, 1867.—The governor is ad-

.
jnsted to prevent the valve closing too much when the
work is throv^'uoff the engine, so that only the amount
of steam shall bo admitted to the engine to run it at

its regular speed. An adjustment between the gov-
ernor spindle and the valve spindle permits the speed
of the governor to be regulated before the valve is

moved by the governor sufficiently to regulate the
• supply of steam.

Claim.—The arrangement of the revolving head m,
segment armsp, and governor balls, in combination
with the valve rods and adjustments uv, as and for

the purposes set forth.

69,500.—Fisher A. Spofford and Matthew
G. llAFFiNGTON, Columbus, Ohio.—Toy Pistol.—Octo-
ber 1, 1867.—The spring. follower discharges the ball

when tripped by the trigger.

Claim.—Tlie toy pistol consisting of a barrel open
at both ends, with the aperture E opening directly

into the barrel, near the breech, and having the
spring h located therein, as shown, with the piston B
operated by the spring C, and the trigger D ar-

. ranged. to release the piston by elevating its front

end, all as herein shown and described.

69,501.—David I. Stagg, New York, N". Y.—
Attachment for School JDe-vAs.—October 1, 1867.—The
Drawhig board is fixed in a slot in the desk and se-

cured at any desired inclination, or is lot down within
the slot, out of the way, when not in use.

Claim.—Tlie sliding frame B, constructed as de-

scribed, having the extended top-supporting rail c,

and attached to the desk by means of the spring

catch C, said frame adapted to fit the slot a of the

desk, substantially as described for the purpose speci-
fied.

69,502.—Joseph F. Sterett and Charles M.
J. Eeynolds, Ottumwa, lawa. — Combined Corn
Planter and Cultivalor.—October 1, 1867.—The corn
is dropped as the slides are operated by the rear bar,
and falling through the pipe into the furrow is covered
by the shovel.
Claim.—The arrangement of the hopper D upon

the beam, with the pipe J, slides H and a, bar F, and
the round of the handles, with its lever G and arm E,
the several parts being used and operating- as and for
the purposes set forth.

69,503.—J. H. Stevens, Boston, Mass.—JPire

Alarm Telegraph.—October 1, 1867.—The signal box
is connected with the circuit passing through the
rheotrope at the central station. The rheotrope is

sta;rted by the electric current, and the bells in the
circuit Avill all be struck as indicated by tiie breaks
on the circuit wheel of the original box. Tlie rheo-
trope may be thrown out of the cricuit at any time so
that the line may be used or tested v/ithout sounding
the alarm.

Claim.—First, the rheotrope D, and reversing mag-
nets I, in combination with each other, when con-
nected with and operated by signal box K, substan-
tially as described.
Second, the arrangement and combination of the

wires M M, svtdtches B and knobs C, so as to include
in or exclude from the circuit the rheotrope D, sub-

stautially as and for the pm-pose described.
Third,* the described combination and arrangement

of signal box K, start magnet E, rheotrope l), with
its springs L and wires M, with switches B, and re-

versing magnet J, substantially as and for the pm'poso
descrilDed.

69,504.—M. TV. Stevens and E. H. Drake,
Stoughton, Mass.—Odometer.—October 1, 1867.—The
odometer is actuated by a spring in connection with a
recess in the journal of the axlo so that the journal
acts as a cam to move the pitman of the odometer.
Claim.—The application of the odometer with the

hub B and its journal D, in manner as specified, in

connection with the formation of such journal, with a
notch X, and the application thereto, and to the odo-

meter train, of a pitman y, and a spring z to operate
the said train, substantially in manner and by tho
revolution of the wheel hub in the axle journal, as

specified.

Also, the combination and an'angement of the cap
or guard v, with the train, the dial plate, and tho
case B, and its hollow shank C.
Also, the arrangement and combination of tho

spring z, and the cranked shaft t, and its pawl r, with
the train of gears and screws for operating the index
arbor g, as specified.

69,505.—Wm. Stevens, Bloomington, 111.—Ftir-
nace.—October 1, 1867.—The hot air is supplied by
pipes that run below and are heated by the furnace.

The air passing up a flue to the perforated plate is

forced through in jets that intersect the flame, con-

suming the smoke and gas.

Claim.—First, the tube E and pipes i i i, aiTanged
in the manner as specified, and used for tho purpose
set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the chamber D, perfor-

ated plate G, in combination with the tube E and
pipes i i i, in the mauner and for the purposes speci-

fied.

69,506.—"Wm. Stine, Elmore, Ohio.—Stove Pipe
Joint.— Octoher 1, 1867.—The ring has a flange

around its outer circumference that acts as a stop to

the pipe to prevent settling.

Claim.—The perforated metallic ring for securing

the joints of stove pipes and smoke stacks, provided
with the central flange a around its periphery, when
constructed as described, with the ends upon both
sides of the flange a of equal or of unequal diameters,

substantially as herein shown and described.

69,507.—Thomas B. Stout, Keyport, N. J.—
Washing Machine.—October 1, 1867.—'J'hc pivot pins

of the frame that operates the corrugated rubber slide

in grooves of the side-boixrd of tho machine as tho
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rubber is drawn back and forth over the clothes that

lie upon the corrusxatod bottom board.
Claim.—The rubber B, luiving: a vibrating or self-

rockins!,- movement, and aixanged and operating sub-

Btantially as and lor the purpose herein specified.

Also, the wash-boiird C, rocking or self-adjusting

sidcwise, in combination with the rocking movement
of the rubber B at right angles thereto, substantially

as and lor the purpos'e herein set fortli,

Also, the adjustment of the wash-board so as to

bring its flutings or corrugations either parallel with
or oblique to those of the rubber, substantially as and
for the purpose herein specified.

69,508 W, H. Stroup, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Sleigh Jiunner.—October 1, 18tJ7.—The runners have
clevises attached that embrace the felloes of the
wheels of the vehicle, Avhich is mounted on the sled.

Claim.—The runners A A^, hinge C, and keeper
B, arranged in the manner and for the purposes spe-

cified.

69,509.—A. Tandy, Columbia, Ohio.—Gate.—
October 1, 1867.—The supplementarv post is pivoted
in a bottom journal and hinged by a band to the main
})ost at top. The latch bar is actuated by the pivoted
ever, and enters a recess in the post. The toe of the
gate runs over the ground on a roUer.

Claim.—Forming the upper hinge of a slot in the

upper end of the bar C ancl guide E, substantially in

the manner herein shown and described and for the
purpose set forth.

69.510.—"Robert F. Tompkins,, New York, iST.

Y.— iVood Mitering Machine.—October 1. 18G7.—The
two knife blades move up and down in a vertical

plane, and are adjusted with regard to each other to

regulate the angle of the miter. The blocks on which
the material is cut are correspondingly adjusted to

Buit the angle of the blades.

C'Zai?».—^The adjustable sector-shaped rest blocks B,
having guide pieces U, in combination with the guide
wing m7 adjusted by means of the set screws P in the
slotted plate K, and'bearing the inclined cutter blades
N, and with t1ic adjustable guide strips II, substan-
tially as described for the purpose specified.

Second, the adjustable grooved post V, in combi-
nation with the cutter blades N and rest blocks B, as
and for the purpose specified.

69,511.—Joseph Trent, itlillertown, X. Y.—
Car Coupliug.—October 1, 1867.—The pivoted coup-
ling catch is swung back by the entering link, and
may be prevented from swinging forward to release
the' link by a block, which is driven by a screw behind
its upper end. The buffers adnjjt of rotation, so that
Avheu one car is overset the buffer turns, and discon-
necting the catch from the block releases the coupling.
Claim

.

—The combination and arrangement of the
revolving buffers B B^, buffer bars D D', blocks G GS
springs K K^ and rods H Ii\ substantially as de-
scribed for the pui-pose specified.

69,512.—John Troxel, Reedsburg, Ohio.—jifop
B^ead.—October 1, 1867.—The jaws are closed by the
pivoted arms actuated by the lever that is clamped
by the link when the jaws are closed.

' Claim.—The arrangement of the heads A A, arms
B B, levers C and D, and link E, the several parts
being constructed and operating in the manner and
for the pui'pose set forth.

69,513.—Francis Van Doren, Adrian, Mich.-
Sheep Shears.—October 1, 1867.—A set of cutters on
one lever are brought in connection successively with
a single cutter of the other lever.

Claim. — First, having two or more stationary
guards or cutters E E and one movable cutter A on
sheep shears, substantially as and for the purpose
herein shown and described.

Second, the movable cutter A, in combination with
two or more stationary guards or cutters E E and
gauges a h, all made and operating substantially as
herein shown and described,

69,514.—Charles Van Dyeck, ISTasshvillc, Tenn.—Spring Bed.—October 1, 1867.—The supplementary
frames have an additional series of spiral springs, in

connection with the reversible mattress.

Claim.—The combination of the three frames C a b,

mattresses A B, diaphragm H', springs D D' andlJ,
arranged substantially as described.

69,515.—A. 0. Very, Andover, N. Y.—Loom.—
October 1, 1867.—The forward portion of the treadle
shaft has a loose jacket, on which is a spiral cam ope-
rating the harness. The rear ends of the straps oi)C-
rating the shuttle motion are adjustable. The picker
staffs arc tripped by two arms on the treadle shaft in
the rear of the loose jacket. The lay is connected to
a crank movement in the front sides of the frame to
enable one person to operate the loom and attend
to the fabric.

Claim.—First, operating the treadle shaft of looms
by means of a direct action of the lay on a cam formed
on a loose jacket on the treadle shaft, substantially
as described.
Second, the spiral cam G on the loose jacket F, on

the treadle shaft C, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

Third, the roller pins g g on the under side of the
shuttle race H, operating the cam G on the loose
jacket F, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

Fourth, making the straps operating the picker
staffs adjustable, substantially as described.

Fifth, the tripi^er arms c d on the treadle shaft C,
substantially as and for the puri^ose described.

69,516.—TV. B. Walker, Salem, Iowa.—Loom.
October 1, 1867.—Cannot be briefly described, other
than substantially in the words of the claim.
Claim.—First, the construction and arrangement

of the downward projecting arms b b, slotted longi-
tudinally, in which the pickers // are pivoted, and
supporting the picker blocks g g, which are mortised
to receive and enclose the upper ends of said pickers,
as herein shown and described for the purpose speci-
fied.

Second, the pickers//, one in the end of each arm
or exterior of the lay, with the projections or arms
d d, having a convex point, and being concave from
that to the main body of the picker, substantial!}' as
described and for the purposes set forth.

Third, the main springs c c, with the outer end
convex, or bent up to work on the convex point of
the projection d d of the arms of the pickers, sub-
stantially as described and for the purposes set forth.

Fourth, the arrangement and combination of the
platforms 1 1, fastened on the tK)p of the sides of the
loom with and for the purpose of holding the guide
springs iijj and k k, also the set springs or catches
r r and elbows s s, to which the set springs are at-

tached, substantially as described and for the purposes
set forth.

Fifth, the cloth beam 7, with the ratchets 2 and 3
attached, and the surface covered by cards or filled

with pins, the spring s", and pawls 4 and 6, substan-
tially as described and for the purpose set forth.

Sixth, the extra cloth beam or receiving beam on
which the web will be received by the action of tlie

take-up beam, in combination with'the take-up beams,
constructed and operated as described.

69,517.—C. G. Waterbury, New York, N. Y.—
Wooden Pavement—October 1, 1867.—The wooden
blocks have projections on their sides by which they
key into eacli other, and are secured by bolted strips.

Claim.—Fir^it, the blocks A, with their projections
B and E, constructed and arranged substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

Second, in combination witli the blocks A, having
projections B and E, the movable strips C and bolts

D, substantially as and for tlie purpose set forth.

Third, in combination with the blocks A, having
projections B and E, the bolts D, with or witliout tlic

strips C, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

69,518.—Wm. H. Waters, Springfield, Mass.—
Drop Hammer.—October 1, 1867.—The hammer is

raised between two guide posts by a board fastened to

the hammer by a leather strap, and whicli passes be-

tween two plain rolls. The rolls are brouglit to bear
upon the board and raise the hammer by means of
two cam boxes moving ai'ound a shaft and connected
by two arms to tlie drop rod. The depression of the
treadle releases the hammer, wliich acts to bring the
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rolls together, and a dog on the ascending hammer
strikes a dog on the drop rod, and lifting the same
causes the rolls to open. The hammer is then at rest
until another depression of the treadle.

Claim.—Fir&t, a pair of rollers F F, each of which
is separately rotated by power applied to the pullers
II H, in combination with the board, or strap and
drop, substantially as set forth, so that lifting power
is applied to each surface of the strap or belt, in the
manner and for tlie purposes set forth.

Second, in combination with the rod 5 and drop
the mechanism, substantially as set forth, for sustain-
ing the rod at any point to which it may be raised, as
speciiied.

69,519.—Asa TVeeks, Minneapolis, Minn.—
Hreech Loading Ordnance.—October 1, 18(57.—The
cannon is through bored. When loading the car-

tridge is placed in a sliding cailridge hokler haying
a disk sliding therein to take the impact of the ram-
mer by Avhich the ca]'tridge is forced to place. When
the cartridge is in place the holder is -n'ithdrawn to

admit the wedgc-forraed breech block, which is moved
vertically by a'rack and pinion and secured by spring-

pins. A hammer is pivoted beneath to loosen the
breech block.

Claim.—First, the an-angement of the pins w
with coil springs, when used in combination with
breech blocks 0, as constructed, in the manner set

forth.

Second, the combination of the sliding bar /: and
hammer E with the block c and cannon A, for the
pui'poses herein specified.

69,520.—D. C. "Westfatx, Mifflin, Va.—Horse
Collar Fastening.—October 1, 1867.— The spring
catches secure the attachment of the lower ends of
the collar.

Claim.—The horse collar fastening, consisting of
grooved holloAV caps for receiving and concealing the
ends of the collar, forming a bearing for the hames
and concealing in one part the spring sliding bar/,
which catches over the bevel-hooked pi-ojections of
the other part, when constructed and operating as
herein represented and described.

69,521.—James A. Whitney, Jersey City, I?". J,

—Spike.—Oetoher 1, 1867 ; antedated September 26,

1867.—The spiral part causes the shank to twist and
engage the teeth in the fibers of the timber.
Claim.—A notched, toothed, or sen'ated spike con

structed with a spiral or twisted portion, substantially
as herein set forth.

69,522.—Fripkek Wichelhaus and Chakt.es
RoTHE, Newark, N". J.—>SA'a<e.—October 1, 1867.—The
side clamps of the fore plate are drawn in by a for-

ward movement of the foot. The heel and too plates

are connected by a spring connection which is piv-
oted to the heel plate by an elliptical headed stud and
is attached by a pin to the fore plate.

Claim.—The elliptic heel button/, firmly secured
to the spring lever E, which plays in the'reccss d,

between the rear standard D and the sole j)late B,
and whose forward end drops into the rear end ot

the foot plate A, in the manner and for the purpose
herein described.

69,523.—D. C. Wilson, Beaufort, S. C—School
Desk and Seat.—October 1, 1867.—The end frames
consist each of a vertical cross frame connected at

top by tlic desk board and having a seat bracket
whose horizontal bars issue from the intersections of
the end frames.
Claim.—Tha school desk and seat, constructed as

described, consisting of the end frame A B, framed
into each other and held in position by means of the
top board and shelf, the seat being foiracd upon the
timbers E, secured to the front part of the frame A,
as herein shown and described.

69,524.—Adoi.ph Witt, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Watchman's Register.—October 1, ]8(i7.—At each
quarter of the hour the watchman, if present, turns
the knob and by its connection opens the correspond-
ing slintter on the dial plate and thereby registers
Lis attendance on duty.

Claim.—First, the combination of the tubular cen-
ter shaft C c c', minute hand and stem D D' d d', ax-

ial rod E c, spring hour hand K k, perforated dial
plate N ??., shutters O, and closing follower R, the
whole being arranged and operating substantially as
herein described and for the purpose specified.
Second, the combinatioa of tho hour wheel F/, in-

termittent wheel H h, and spring J, as and for the
pui-pose set forth.

Third, in combination with the seven described
elements of the first clause, the spring belt crank T
1 1', and rod U u, for the objects explained.
Fourth, the combination of lever W, cam X, shaft

Y, spring Z, and operating knob or handle Y', or
their equivalents, for the pm-pose described and set
forth.

69,525.—James C. Woodward, Franklin, Conn.
—Saw ^c<.—October 1, 1867.—The saw plate is laid
on the vertically adjustable rest with its teeth against
tho guide pieces and upon the soft strip. The '"ham-
mer head " is set to the depth of teeth for operating
on the same.
Claim.—First, the hammer head C, constructed as

described, provided with the stem K, fitting longi-
tudinally into the outer or swinging end of the shank
B, and adjusted by means of the thumb screw M, as
herein set forth for the purpose specified.
Second, the set screw Z, substantially as and for

the purpose described.

69,526.—John N. Wrigley and George Smith,
Newark, N. J., assignors to John N. Wrigley, same
place.—C'«^o/ Yalve Gear,—October 1, 1867.—The
balance puppet valves are on one stem, the head pres-
sure of steam being on their outer sides. The valve
stem is operated by tho bell cranks adjustably con-
nected to the cam bar and to the governor rod. The
cams are on a gear wheel rotated by the engine.
Claim.—The cams d d on the wheel H, the adjust-

able bar K, the bell crank J, and the rod m, arranged
and operating substantially as described for the jjut-

poses set forth.

69,527.—John N. Wrigley and George Smith,
Newark, N. J., assignors to John N. Wrigley, same
place.

—

Steam Safety 'Valves.—October 1, 1867.—The
stationaj-y valve is on a post attached to the shell,

and the moving valve seat is attached to the stem,
which receives pressure from the weighted lever.

The seat has bearing on the stationary valve and
upon an annular seat projecting upward within the
shell.

Claim.—First, the construction and arrangement
in the shell A, of the statiouaiy yalve B, movable
valve seat C, substantially as herein set forth for tho
pm-pose specified.

Second, the construction and arrangement of the
shell A, stationary valve B, movable valve seat C,
stem E, and lever F, substantially as described for

the purpose specified.

69,528.—B. C. Young, Boston, Mam.—Boot and
Shoe.—October 1, 1867.—Explained by the claim and
illustration.

Claim.—A boot having buttons or knobs securely
fastened to and projecting from tho opposite outer
surfaces of the leg near the top thereof, or in such
position that by applying a fore finger under each
button or knob, and a thumb to the inner surface op-
posite said button or knob, tho boot may be secm-ely
grasped to pull it on the foot, substantially as set

forth.

69,529.—Elijah Young, Fayetteville, Mo.—
Harvester.—October 1, 1867.—Tho grain is carried
by the guiding reel to another reel having radial

wings upon which the grain is received and dropped
at the rear of the mac^iiue by its rotation, which is

caused by a pawl tlirown into action by a treadle.

Claim.—The adjustable disk c*, in combination
with tho spring pawl and the ratchet, substantially

as described and set forth.

69,530.—J. W. Adams, Elyria, Ohio.—Grain
Dryer.—October 8, 1867.—The air is heated in a box
within the furnace, and driven by a blower to tlie

perforated chamber, which diffuses' it through tho dry
house.
Claim.—The chamber D, pipe B and diffuser C, ar-
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ranged in combination with the shell A for the pur-

pose and in the mconner substaaitially us set forth.

69,531.—Arthur Barbaric, Xew Orleans, La.
—Lemo7i Sqiicezcr.—October 8, 1867.—The fi-amc is

clamped to a table. The lemon is received in a tilting

cup, with a perforated bottom, and the plunger de-

scends in vertical guides, and is returned by a spring.

Claim.—First, the combination of plunger K, when
provided with the sprint b and otherwise constructed,

substantially as herein described, and the receiver A,
when the latter is provided with the vibrating or
tilting perforated diaphragm or bottom C, as and for

the purpose set forth.

Second, the above combination, in combination
with the frame B G H J, as herein described for the
purpose set forth.

69,532.-H. Barber, D. C. Van Bruxt, and G.W.
Van Brunt, Horicon, Wis.— Seeding Machine.—
Octobers, 1867.—A broadcast seeder. The seeding
devices arc operated bv the wheels, arc thrown out
of gear by a lever, and graduated by another lever.

A cultivator trails in the rear to cover the seed.

Claim.—Fii'st, the arrangement of the gear wheelsUK and lever F, and stop / beneath the machine,
and remote from the wheels, for the pm-poses specified

and substantially as described.
Second, the combination and arrangement of the

axlcG, gear wheelsUK, lever F, and stop/, operating
substantially as and for the purposes described.
Third, the arrangement of the stop / witli respect

to the bent lever F and pinion J, substantially in the
manner and for tke purposes specified.

Fourth, the arrangement of the slide m, provided
with the arm n. with the toothed lever N, as and for

the purposes described.
Fifth, in combiuation with the last foregoing, the

arrangement of the scale o and pointer p for the pui--

poses set forth.

Sixth, the peculiar construction of the segment /J,

and its arrangement with the lever E for raising the
plow, as and for the purposes herein described.

69,533—G-. W. Bishop, Stamford, Conn., as-

sigjior to Veeder Cof^egrove, Greenwich, Conn.

—

Drilling Macliine.—October 8, 1867 ; antedated Au-
^\\^&t 27, 1867.-The cut of the drill is regulated by a
fi'iction clamp in connection with a screw rod and
arbor, and a friction wheel attached to the said rod.
The work rests on a wheel supported upon an arm on
the bracket; the latter is adjustable vertically by a
pin, which enters one of a series of holes in the back
plate, the bracket being then held to its adjustment
by a lever clamp.
'Claim.—First, the combination of the arbor C,

screw rod D, wheel G and friction clutch I, arranged
and operating as herein shown and described.
Second, the combination of cam lever P with the

bracket J, perforated back plateK and pins o and m,
substantially as and for the purpose herein specified.

Third, the combination of tiie arm L and plate M,
with the bracket J, constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

69,534.— Wm. Blakev, Baltimore, Md.—Jfait
£^i7n.—October 8, 18C7.—The grain is stirred and
turned by mechanical means, while exposed to the
heat of the kiln. A furnace below and layers of
steam pipe within heat the kiln, and the vapor gen-
erated is condensed in a separate chamber, which
connects by a pipe with the dome.

Claira.—First, the provision in a malt kiln of
mechanical appliances for stiiTing the grain, substan-
tially as set forth.

Second, the combination of one or more ^tearn
pipes and a furnace for supplying heat in a malt kiln
or grain dryer, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

Third, the combination with a malt kiln of the
worm E, and condenser F, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

Fourth, a galvanized iron casing in a malt kiln for
the pmposes set forth.

69,535.—L. F. Brov\'N. Keokuk, lovra.—Gate.—
October 8, 1867.—The sectiona of the double gate are
operated simultaneously from either side by turning
a crank, which connects by a cord with a roller,

cord actuates the gate to slide it longitudinally.
The apparatus actuating each section is so connected
to that of the other that their motions are coincident.
Claim.—The cranks F F' with theii- cylinders, the

posts E E', pulleys H I H' I' K K', the cylinders G G'
and rope L L', or their substantial equivalents, com-
bined and aiTnugcd as and for the puiposes set forth.

69,536—Charles H. Buck, St. Louis, Mo.—
Cooking Stove.—October 8, 18G7.—Explained by the
claim and illustration.

Claim.—Providing the doors of stoves with con-
cavo-convex glass windows, secured within fiaring
openings through the stove doors by means of rings
h, substantially as described.

69,537—Charles H. Buck, St. Louis, Mo.—
Heating Stove.—October 8, 1867.—The fire chamber
is capped with a contracted dome, which gathers the
products of combustion ; from the dome tliey are car-
ried down again by the driving flue, encased by the
outer jacket of the stove.
Claim.—The construction of the stove with a fire

pot above the middle plate of the outer cylinder, such
lire pot being surrounded by a pertbrated air chamber
C, in combiuation with a perforated conic hood G',
which has a cyliudric terminus a a, all aiTanged and
operating substantially in the manner and "for the
purpose described.

69,538.—Thomas W. Buck, Farm Eiver, Mich.—Chum.—Octobers, 1857.—The pivoted lever works
the dashers vertically, the cream running back through
the recesses in the side.

Claim.—Fii'st, the valve E with its removable sieve-
like slide, when employed for the uses and purposes
expressed.
Second, the arrangement ofthe valves D and E, con-

structed and operating substantially as shown, for
the purposes set forth.

69,539—Francis Buhle, IS'ewark, N. J.—Paper
File.—October 8, 1867.—The papers being filed on the
pins, the clamp is pressed upon the papers by the spiral
spring to which it is attached.

Claim.—The paper file described above, consisting
of the back a with pins set in its face, and clamp b
Avith a slot or holes to receive said pins, said clamp
being held at oue end by the spring c, or its equiva-
lent, and at the other end by a tapering bolt, which
by its taper adjusts itself to the thickness of the papers
inclosed, and holds the clamps tightly upon them.

69,540.—F. P. Canfield, Boston, Mass.—Sa.^h
Lockand Support.—Octobers, 1867.—The spring bolts
projecting from the sash engage in the recessln the
casing. The friction roller stays the sash in any de-
sired position.

Claim.—First, the combination as well as the ar-

rangement of the friction rollerWW and a bolt N N,
substantially as described and for the purpose set forth.
Second, tiie friction roller W W", when made with

the two cylindersWW connected by a smaller toothed
axis V, in combination with'the incline C, substan-
tially as described and for the purpose set forth.

69,541.—Charles P. Clark and Lewis Delent,
Beaver Dam, "Wis.

—

Machine for Shearing Sheep.—
October 8, 1867.— The shears oscillate within the
guards, being actuated by their geai-ed connection
with the hand crank.
Claim.—First, the revolving knives e e, substan-

tially as set forth.

Second, the comb or series of guards H, substan-
tially as herein described and for the pm-poses pet
forth.

Third, the revolving knives e e. the guards H in
combination with the wheel d, the frame a a, and the
gearing F, substantially as and for the purposes de-
scribed.

69,542.—Edward B., Josiah S., and "William
S. Clark, Philadelphia, Fa.—Steam Heater.—October
8, 1867.—The steam is generated in the pipes in the
furnace, an automatic valve regulating the supply of
water to a uniform height in the fire chamber. Pipes
cari-y the steam through adjoining rooms.
Claim.—First, the combination, substantially in the

manner described, with an ordinary stove for warm-
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iag biiilclrags, of a coil of steam j)ipes prorided "with
an automatic feed yalve, wliich supplies water as fast
as evaporated, thus maintaiuing the water at a uniform
level, preventing: the burning of the pipe, and dispens-
ing v,ith an external steam drum.
Second, the combination, substantially as described,

of the water drum and float valve with the heating
coil and balancing pressure pipes, for the purpose of
preventing pressure on the valve.

69,-543.—Hkniiy T. Clay, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to himself and Gr. R. Blakiston, same place.

—

Wood Lathe.—Otttoher 8, 1867 ; antedated October 2,

1867. — The stuff is fed by grooved rollers into the
trumpet mouth of the revolving hollow mandrel. The
tool projecting from the internal periphery of the man-
drel tm-ns the blank into shape. Tlie spring forms a
stop for the strip, and its position indicates the time
for its insertion between the feed rollers. The rollers

which draw out the turned stick have circumferential
depressions, whicb contain grooved ajinuli of rubber,
which press with an adjustable force on the handle.

Claim.—First, the spring c, or its equivalent, ar-

ranged on the grooved wheel F', as and for the pur-
pose described.

Second, the construction of tho wheels U XT', each
consisting of two disks r and r' Avith an intervening
ring of giun elastic, when the said disks can be ad-

justed toward each other for the compression of the
ring, as set forth.

69,544.— F. "W. Coy, Boston, lilLass.— Turning
Lathes.—October 8, 1867.—The belt wheel is hung on
the rear of the spindle head to save the wear in the
bearing of the spindle.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
belt wheel C, the bearing H H, the cap D, and tho
spindle B, substantially as described and for tho pur-
pose set forth.

69,545.—Amasa Curtis, Warren,. El., assignor

40 himself, jSTathl. Boothby, and John I). Platt,
same place.

—

Grain Separator.— October 8, 1867.—
The fan gives an overshot blast through the shoes
and sieves. A valve passing across the machine re^

ulates the amount and direction of tho blast. The
shoe is vibrated on pendent springs, and has an open
ing through which the grain falls upon a screen that
is hung to receive both a lateral and longitudinal
movement and delivers tho grain from the spout
below.

Claim.— First, in combination with a shoe con-
structed as herein described, the arrangement of tho
spouts F F with the opening c into the same, in the
manner and for the purposes herein specified and
shown.
Second, the opening m in the rear end of sieve I,

arranged in comliination with the side spouts F, sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

Thii'd, the^arrano-ement of the boards K L in such
a manner as to bridge the opening- d and discharge at

opening c into side spouts F, substantially as and for

the purposes described.

Fourth, in combination with the said false bottom
K L, the sieve J, provided with the air-stop J', ar-

ranged and operating as and for the pm'poses speci-

fied.

Fifth, the slide M and board IST, when aiTanged in

combination with the shoe provided Avith a closo bot-

tom, substantially as and for tho purposes described.

Sixth, the arrangement of a series of fine sieves 3i

beloAV the sieves P, and terminating at and in combi-
nation with the side spouts F, substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

Seventh, in combination with an overshot fan blast,

the arrangement of the regnlating valve C so as to

operate in the manner herein specified.

Eighth, the arrangement of an air-blast regulatorD
in combination with a grain-separator shoe, provided
with a close bottom, suostantially as described.

Ninth, the arrangement of the reversible feed reg-

ulator B ?> in combination with the hopper of a grain

separator, as and for the purposes specified.

Tenth, suspending the shoo uix)n springs S, incom-
bination with knuckles s, as and for tho pm-poses set

forth.

69,546.—David TV. Deforest, Brooklyn, N.
Y.—Trace Fastening.—Octoher 8, 1867.—The trace is

slipped over the slotted head of the stem and secured
with a key. v

Claim.—The constraction of the head of the shank
or stem of the fastener with its under side counter-
sunk to receive the head of the pin, in combination
with the same, substantially in the manner and for the
pm'pose as herein specified.

69,547. — YiRGiL Draper, North Attleboro,
Mass., assignor to Oscar M. Draper, same place.

—

Devicefor Manufacture of Watch Keys.—October 8,

1867.—A piece of wire with recessed ends is placed
within the shank holders, after which the annuli are
driven on the necks. By means of the press the plun-
gers with their dies are forced against tho two oppo-
site ends of the blank, so as to upset them and form
the heads, the pipe projections, and the prismatic
cavities thereof.

Claim.—The combination of the shank holders, the
dies for forming the heads, those for forming the pipe
projections, and those for forming the cavities in such
projections, as set forth.

69,548.—George B. Durkee, Alden, N. T.—
Harness Snap.—October 8, 1867.—The hook of the
snap is hinged upon the inside of a hollow tube, and
projects therefrom, so that when the hook is in one
extreme position it entirely covers the open end of
the tube, and when it savings into the opposite posi-
tion the hook laps over the ed^e of the tube and per-
mits the introduction of the ring to which the snap
is connected. A spring keeps the hook closed, except
when relieved.

Claim.—A harness snap, composed of the tube A,
or equivalent, hinged hook B, and spring D, con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
herein described,

69,549.—George B. Durkee, Alden, N. Y.—
Harness Snap.—October 8. 1867.—The lever, when
forced by the action of the springs into a position
parallel to the shank of the hook, obstructs the open-
ing thereof. When lifted from the shank it opens the
hook and leaves a passage for the introduction of the
ring to which the hook is to be attached.

Claim-.—First, a harness snap, having a spring
lever and stop C, constructed and operating substan-
tially as herein described.

Second, the combination of the hook A, shank A',
stop lever C, and either one or both springs B B', ar-

ranged substantially as herein set forth.

69,550.—George B. Durkee, Alden, N. T.—
Harness.—October 8, 1867.—The length of thehames
is regulated by telescopic joints, and they are attached
at bottom by right and left hand eyelet screws and a
coupling link.

Claim.—First, the telescopejointN C, constructed
and arranged in the manner and for the purpose sub-
stantially as herein described.
Second, the link D, in combination with the ad-

justable loops D', for the purposes and substantially
as described.

Third, the slotted hook E, in combination with the
hinged lever E', constructed, arranged, and operating
in the manner and substantially as herein described.

69,551.—K. N. Eagle and William F. Good-
win, Washington, D. C, assignors to themselves and
William Duane Wilsox, Des Moines, Iowa.

—

3Ia-
chine for Separating the Exterior or Bark from the

Interior or Pith of Sorghum and other Plants.—Oc-
tober 8, 1867; antedated September 25, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, a barrel or case adapted to receive

and inclose the stalk or cane for the purpose of effect-

ing a separation of the bark or woody substance
from tho pita or interior.

Second, a tube or tubes provided with a sharp edge
or annular knife, on the small end, wliicli outers the

cane between the bark and the pith, thus separating
the bark or exterior from the pith or interior parts of
stalks or canes, constructed as descril.)od, and oper-

ated in any manner or by any means Avheroby tlie

tube can be made to accomplish the purpose set forth.

Third, a yielding tube or collar U, hinged or at-

tached to the plate I, or its equivalent, aromid the
holo or mouth of the chamber of tho bai-rel A, atone
end, and held together by the spring u, or its equiva-
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lent, at the otlier end, and whieh collar incloses and
lings the small end of the tube E, thus Ibi-niing a con-

ductor whicli guides the end of the cane to and cen-

ters it on the end of tiie tube JJ, constructed and ar-

ranged to operate in the manner and for the purpose
Bubstantialh- as described.
Fourth, the piston or pistons H, with the rod or

rods P, which operate in the chamber or chambers of

the barrel or cases A, and serve to discharge the cane
from the same, arranged to operate in the manner
and for the purpose substantially as described.

Fifth, the handles O and O', bars Q and Q', IcA'crs

L and L'. arms K and K', wedge V, and pins V^ and
Y^, and plate T', conslructed and arranged to operate
in the manner and for the pm-pose substantially as

described.
Sixth, the cross head T, giude rod G'', bars or pit-

men K and R', cranks N and N', and shaft x, ar-

ranged to operate in the manner and for the purpose
substantially as described.

Seventh, the plates III, which serve as a means
of attachment lor the barrels A, and collar U, and,
being secui'ely attached to the under side of the plat-

form F, serve to liold the barrels and collars in their
places, arranged in the manner and for the pm'pose
described.
Eighth, the hopper or hoppers J, and trough or

troughs E, constructed and arranged in the manner
tuul for tlie purpose sc t forth.

Ninth, the saws S' S', shaft W-^ pulley AY^ and
platform W^, constructed as described, and arranged
to operate in the manner and for the purpose set

forth.

Tenth, the saws S S S, shaft W' and box BOX,
constracted and arranged to operate in the manner
and for the purpose described.
Eleventh, the platform or frame E to which the

several parts of the apparatus are attached, arranged"
in the manner and lor the purpose set forth.

Twelfth, the fork or spreader G, for the purpose
set forth.

69,552.—Francis M. Everingttam, Lafayette,
N. Y.—Derrick.—Ocioher 8, 18G7.—One end of the
rope is fastened to the drum and passes over the cross
beam, running on grooved pulleys. By raising the
lever the pawl engages in the ratchet wheel, Avhen by
pressing down on the lever, the wheel and drum
turning, the rope and load are Avound up.

Claim.—The described derrick, and all the parts
o& an-auged.

69,553. — CORYDON A. Fargo, Soquel, Cal.—
Wagon Brake.—October 8, IBG?.—The brakes are at-

tached to pivoted frames secured to the side boiirds,
aud they are pressed against the rear wheels through
their connections with the lever in front, which is

dogged on the ratchet bar.
Claim.—First, a brake, constructed with the arm

E, and link G, together with the connecting rods D
and I, having a variable connection with E and G,
respectively, or their equivalents,, operating substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein described.
Second, the vibrating suspended arms c c, and the

cross bar d, attached to the barK, for producing pai'-

allel motion, substantially as herein described.

69,554.—John Federhex and TVm. C. Sher-
man, Boston, Mass.

—

Do-uble Eye-glass.—Oetohcv 8,

18()7.—The elastic pads come in contact with the nose
and the grasp is tightened by the rubber band.

Claim.—A double eye-glass, provided with an elas

tic band attached to the arms for the piu'pose speci
fied.

Also, the pressure bands or elastic pads G G', at
tached to the inside of the frame, suostantially as
herein described and for the purpose specified.

69,555.

—

Ferpinant) Felphans. Baltimore, Md.
—Hill Side Plozc.—Octoher 8, 1867.—The board shank
is bolted to the beam and the movable mold board to
the shank. The share has no heel on the landside
and is attached to the mold board by inner flanges on
its vertical and horizontal edges and a bolt which
passes into the shank. The segmental clevis may be
attached for vertical or horizontal adjustment for
depth or land.

Claim.—Tlie construction, combination, and ar-

rangement of the board shank a, and movable mold
board c, as sliown.
Also, the segmental clevis cl, either horizontally or

vertically arranged as described.
Also, the flanged share S, as constructed and ap-

plied.

69,556—Joseph S. Ford, Philadelphia,. Pa.—
Gas Burner.—OetobQT 8, 18f)7.—The floAv of gas is

regulated by a partial rotation of the burner.
Claim.—The com.bination of the key a, and burner

A, with the cove b of the base B, with vent holes d d,

substantially in the manner described and for the pur-
pose specified.

69,557.—"Walter K. Foster, Bangor, Me.—
Carriage Wheel.—October 8, 1807.-The lelloes arp
expanded as they shrink by right and lelt screws that
press against the intermediate plates. The metallic

shoe is attached by screws and cores aud preserves
the connections.
Claim.—The arrangement of the ends of the felloe,

substantially as above described, viz: so as to be
supported by the ends of the male contracting screws,
or by plates of metal, separate from tlu; nuts, and
placed between the tAvo, and sustained by such
scrcAvs.

Also, the formation of the braces h of the nuts,

with recesses i i in the inner sides, such being as and
for the pm-pose set forth.

Also, the tire, as made with its inner surface con-
cave transversely to fit to a corresponding convexity
of the felloe, as set forth.

Also, the formation of the block E, Avith the \>e-

culiar recess r, or its cqtiivale])t, in combination with
the fonnution of the nuts with couuterparts to enter
such recess, as set forth.

Also, the combination of the braces h h, with the
tiie A, the ntits D D, and the right and left screw
thereof, arranged substantially in manner and so as

to operate as set forth.

69,558.—William H. Foster, Portsmouth, N.
H., assignor to himself and Michael 11. Perkins,
same place.

—

Steering Apparatus.—October 8, 18(i7.

—The apparatus has a duplex action operating on the
tiller from both ends so as to balance its forces.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
two Avindless pulleys E F, aud their ropes h b^, and
four leading blocks G, with the single hand wheel
shaft C, and Avith the tiller T extended in opposite
directions from the rudder head A, the Avhole oeing
substantially as hereinbefore explained and as repre-
sented.

69,559.—J. Gale, M. B. Ames, and F. Blais-
DALE, Lawrence, Mass.

—

Carriage.—October 8, 1867.

—The hinged seat is supported on pivoted legs that
are maintained in position by their lock braces. The
seat folds forward to allow access to the back seat,

and folds back into the box when not required.
Claim.—First, the lock braces d d' in combination

with the standards B B, having projections C C, sub-
stantially in the miumer as and for the purposes set

forth.

Second, the connecting rod P, in combination with
the lock braces d d', substantially in the manner de-

scribed and for the pmposes set forth.

69,560.—J. "Woodman Gerrish, Bethel, Maine.
—Cant IfooA-.—October 8, 18()7.—The hook is pivoted
to lugs attached to the socket of the handspike ; a pike
is sunk into the end of the handspike.

Claim.—The combination of the metallic socket d,

the stalFa, hinged projection e, and pike head b Avitk

the cant hook c, wlieu constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as described.

69,561.— Charles K. Giles, Chicago, 111—
Cuckoo C'ZocA-.—October 8, 18()7.—The arlnn- of the
minute hand rotating once each hour has upon it Ji

cam tliat hourly raises the Avire aud rotates the shalt
to which it is attached, and Avliich, coiDiecting by u
wire with a cam on the post, rotates the radial ai'ra,

which carries the cuckoo through the aa indoAv in the
case. The clock simultaneously strikes the hour.

Claim.—First, supporting the cuckoo or its equiva-
lent upon a single vertical post, arranged us described
and shown, and provided Avith a cam / and cross arm
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e, siibstantifillT in the manner and for the purposes
speciticd.

Second, in combination Tivith the post D and arm e

the arrangement of the cam G and wheel F or its

equivalent, substantially as and for the pm-poses
specified and shown.

Third, the arrangement of said arm e e' and post
D with the count Avhoel, substantially as herein set

forth.

Fom-th, in combination with the post D, provided
witli a projection g, the arrangement of a spring 6',

operating substantially as shown and described.

69,562—WiLLiAsrB. Hayden, Columbus, Ohio.—Trace BucUe.—October 8, 1 867.—The open frame
buckle lias a self-adjusting tongue and the cud strain
\f the trace clamps, the latter so as to relievo the pin
of a part of the strain.

Claim.—First, the construction of the tongue C
with the bulge c', for tlie purpose described.
Second, the combination of the bar d and the bulge

e^ of the tongue C for the purpose described.
Third, construction of the lever D with the bar J:

as and for the purpose described.
Fourt h, the buckle, constructed and operating in the

manner herein described.

69,563.— August Herde, Baltimore, Md.—
Wrenching Bungs out of Barrels.—October 8, 1867.

—

The projecting bung of a beer ban-el is grasped by
the serrated jaws and extracted by a draw twist.

Claim.—The above instrument' when constructed
as described and for the pm-pose set forth.

09,564.—Frederick G. Hesse, San Francisco,
Cal.—Amalgamator.— October 8, 1867,— Explained
by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—First, separating, as to size, by means of
the separating channel h, wherein the particles are
acted upon by the two opposing forces—centrifugal
force and resistance of a current of water, said cur-

rent being produced by a centrifugal head, and made
adjustable in the manner and for the purpose substan-
tially as described.

Second, combining separation with grinding in
order to prevent the grinders from acting upon par-
ticles already fine enough, substantially in the man-
ner as described.

Third, the revolving amalgamating chamber A, in
combination with tlie current of water, as described
Fourth, the disclnirge T, in combination witli the

filtering chamber F, and a current of water produced
by centrifugal action for the pm-pose and in the man-
ner substantially as described.

Fifth, the annular channel g e, formed behind the
grinding surfaces and in combination with the annu
lar disks a o, forming an annular channel under C.

which communicates with g for the purpose of pro
duciug, by centrifugal action, an upward current
tliercin, the strength of which may be regulated by
the dimensions of n, for the purpose substantially as
described.

69,565.—Wm. Hughes, Brandon, y^is.—Spring
Seat for Vehicles.—Octohav 8, 1867.—Explained by
the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, the combination, substantially as
described, of a seat capable of moving freely verti
cally between its guides, with a series of supporting
cylittdrical rubber springs, arranged sidewise within
their guides.

Second, the combination, as described, of the rnb-

ber cylinders, with the shelves sliding vertically in

their guides.
Third, making the lower tier of springs of larger

diameter than the upper, as described, for the purpose
set forth.

69,566.—C. B. LiTTi>EFiEU>, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to himself and T. W. Porter, same place.

—

Gas OocA-.—October 8, 1867.—Tlie central po.sition of
: tlie cock is at full open, and at the extremes of its

movement is respectively closed and nearly closed.

Ill the latter iwsition it is "turned down," or fur-

nishes a small night light.

Claim.—A gas cock D and joint A, so constructed
-and an-angcd that when the cock T). l)eing open, is

turned to a stop in one dii-cction, it will shut the gas

entirely off, but when turned to a stop in the opposite
direction, will nearly but not entirely shut off the gas.

69,567.— Seth Lockwood, Holley, Mich.—
Washing Machine.—October 8, 1867.—The beatei*8

are in form of triangular prisms, and are oscillated at
the ends of their pendent rods by connections to a
compound crank rod.

Claim.—The body A, provided with washboards
B, in combination with blocks or beaters D D, shafts

g g, pitmen h h. and the double crank rod E, when
the whole are constructed, arranged, and operating
as and for the purpose herein set iorth.

69,568.-M. F. Magliocco, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Keating Furnace.—October 8, 1867.—The casings
and pipes conduct the heated air to the furnace.
Claim.—First, a series of vertical tubes e, arranged

within an air chamber B, in combination with ex-
terior tubes and casings through which the products
of combustion pass from a fireplace to a fine, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.
Second, the combination of a cylinder A, contain-

ing a fire-place casing C D and tubes c e, the whole
being constructed and arranged within an air cham-
ber, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, a plate g, arranged within the air chamber
B, in respect to the cylinder A and openings u, sub-
stantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

69,569.—JoHX Mathius, Pemberton, Ohio.

—

Beehive.—October 8, 1867.—The apertm-e between the
inclines is the main entrance for the bees, and offers

diflaculties in the way of the inroads of moths. The
adjustable passages lead the way to the supplement-
ary hive.

'Claim.—First, the hiveA A' and case C, with their

openings a a' b b' and/, arranged as set forth, in com-
bination with the tube c, substantially as and for the
pm-pose described.
Second, the inclined planes H H, in combination

with the hive A and tube c, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

69,570.—Morris Mattsox, l^ew York, N. T.—
CoujAing for YaciLum Cu2>s, Breast Pumps, <£c.—
October 8,' 1867.—Tlie elastic chamber partially ex-

hausts the air in the cup for cupping and other pur-
poses.
Claim.—First, the use and apx)lication of the elastic

collar and cap A, for coupling or connecting the
different parts of vacuum cups, breast pumps, and
otlier instruments, substantially as descrioed.
Second, the arrangement of the rigid plug D, or its

equivalent, in combination with such elastic and ad-

justable coupling, substantially as set forth.

69,571 .—Daniel E. McSherry, Davton, Ohio.—
Bice or i>eed Drill i'ooi/;.—October 8', 1867.—The
elliptical tooth terminates in a rectangular discharge
end between the furrower and coverer which are at-

tached to the tooth.
Claim.—First, the construction of a rice drill tooth

of the form substantially as shown and described, and
with a transverse ridge a upon the inside of its back
plate.

Second, the construction of the adjustable drag or
coverer D upon the back of the tooth, substantially

as described.

69,572.—Wir. T. Messereau, IS'ewark, IST. J.—
Curtain Fixture.—Octo\wr 8, 18f)7.—The cap-like pro-

jections receive the point of the pawl which is at-

tached to the sliding knob plate.

C'Zaim.—Combining with tlie knob and pulley the
circular plate, spring, and rack, provided viith the

cajj-Iikc projections, for the purposes set forth.

69,573.—Jasiks E. Mills, Brooklyn, N. T.—
Manufacture of Chloride of Ztjjc—October 8, 1867.

—

Tlie chloride of zinc is produced from ores of zinc

containing oxide, carbonate, or silicate of zinc, by
digesting the ores with muriatic acid at common
t(nnperatures. The chioridc of zinc is freed from the

gelatinous silica Avhich is formed when the chloride

Ts made directly from the silicate of Kinc. as above,

by heating and' evaporating the water and excess of

acid, and then adding water to redissolve tlie chloride

of zinc. The ii-on and manganese ui-e sepiu-ated from
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the chloride of zinc that is made directly from the nation with resiMJCt to the said clamp or trume, 8ub-

ore when they exist in proportions injurious to the

product by drying tho digested muss and heating it

with free access of air, whereby the iron and man-
ganese are highly oiidized, and thereby capable of

being separated therefiom.
Claim.—Y'lT&t, producing the chloride of zinc di-

rectly from such ores us contain either the oxide of

zinc,' carbonate of zinc, or silicate of zinc, by digest-

ing such ores with muriatic acid, substantially as

hereinabove set forth.

Second, freeing tho chloride of zinc from the gela-

tinous fcilica which is formed therein, when the said

chloride is produced from the silicate of zinc, as above,

bv evaporating tho water and excess of acid therc-

fi-ora, and redissolving the chloride of zinc, substan-

tiallv as described.
Third, separating the iron and manganese from the

chloride of zinc, made directly from the ores v.'hen

they exist in proportions injurious to the product, by
drying the digested ma.js, oxidizing to a high degree

the iron and manganese and redissolving and draw-
ing off the chloride of zinc, substantially as and to

the elFect hereinabove specified.

69,574.—James Milxe, Perthshire, Scotland.

—

Car Coupiing.—OctohGT 8, 1867.—The coupling is

effected by the lifting plate on one shaft engaging in

the pivoted hook on the other.

CVaim.—First, the pivoted cross-head B. shaft C,

plate D. and hook E, in duplicate for coupling cars,

ai-ranged and combined substantially astdescribed.

Second, in combination with the above, tho rod G,
projecting Jiorizoutally or vertically, as described.

69.575.—-John Mott, Danville, Cal.

—

Implement
or irrenc/i.—October 8, 1867.—The combined wrench
hammer and vice has a pocket iu the handle for hold-

ing small tools, which are clamped in the vice when
used.

Claim.—The above-described wrench or imple
ment, constructed and arranged to operate as and for

the pui'poses set forth.

69,576.—John Xicholsox, Allegheny City, Pa.
—Feed-water Heater.—October 8, 18H7.—The water
jacket around the steam chamber has a pipe which
is connected with the injector and the steam boiler

The steam passes through the heater on its way to

the injector and heats the water on its passage from
the injector to the boiler

Claim.—A water heater for steam boilers, when
constructed, ai-ranged, and operating substantially
in the manner herein described and for the pui-pos'e

set forth

69,577.—JOHX O'Connor, Buffalo, N. T., as-

signor to himself and E. M. Ketciu'.m, same place.
—LatJie Chuck.—Ociohav 8, 1867.— The horizontal
jaws are adjusted by a screw passing vertically
through them and supported within a vertically ad-
justable frame. The whole is connected to the sad-
dle plate of the side rest of a lathe.

Claim.. — A bolt-centering chuck for lathes, con-
structed, arranged, and operating in the manner and
for the pm-pose substantially as herein described.

69,578.—Nathan Page, Jr., Danvers, Mass.

—

Pump.—October 8, 18()7.—The piston is tubular- and
surmounted by an open-ended, tubular handle, to

•which hose may be attached. The cylinder has holes
near the top which discharge uny water which has
leaked around the plunger within the outer conu-
gated case, at whose bottom it is returned to the
water vessel.

Claim.—T\x(i combination and arr.nngement of the
coiTugated covering E, the barrel A. one or more
openings e and the tubular plunger B opening into
the handle C through the tube B', all substantially as
described.

69.579.—JosiAH Foreman PALBfER, Auburn, N.
T.—i?c^i.—October 8, 1867.-The slotted reel is ad-
justed to th? length required, and is tilted by its piv-
oted connection in the cui'ved slot to alter its inclina-

tion.

stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the combination with the slotted clamp or
holding frame of the adjustable plate lor supporting
the spindle, and the screw and thumb nut for adjust-
ing and holding the said plate in position, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purposes specified.

Third, the combination with the arms of a reel or
swift, such as described, of a knob or handle, con-
structed and arranged us speciiied so as to be ad-
justed and held at any desired point upon the Bald
arms.

69,580.—David Pangle, Belmont. Ohio.—Sheep
Uouse.—October 8, 1867.—The sections are fastened
together Avith screw bolts so as to form a sheep-houso
that can be taken to pieces for removal from place to
place.

Claim.—An improved sheep-house of any required
length, height, and width, constructed aud put to-

gether with panels G, Figs. 1 and 2, or sections held
together by tenons B on ends of stringers A and
pinned with movable pins C, &c., after the plan and
in the manner set forth in the foregoing specitica-

tious,

69,581.—J. D. Patrick, San Francisco, CjU.—
Ball Alley.—October 8, 1867.—The spring targets are
connected to bells for identification ofthe one hit,

and have faces to throw the bulls to the inclined side
passages along which they are returned to the player.

Claim.—The above described arrangement of the
targets D and oblique backs C, in combination v\itb

the alley A and return alley B, substantially as set

forth.

69,582.—William P. Patton and Jacoh R.
Mii.LEU, Harrisburg, Fa.— Oil C'wp.—October 8, 1867.

—The spindle stops the vent of the oil cup, which is

released by the action of the screw-di-iver on the
spindle.

Claim.—The peculiar combination and arrange-
ment of the adjustable spindle or plug a with tho
shank c of an oil cup, constructed and operating sub-
stantially as described.

69.583.— T. S. Phillips, Casadaga. X T., as-

signor to himself and M. J. Bellows, Dunkirk, X.
Y.

—

Animal Tr«p. —October 8, 1867.—The rotating
platform has a latch and bait bar at each end, and a
spring aud catch so arranged that, as the rat passes
over "the platform and seizes the bait, he unfastens
the latch bar and is precipitated into a tight box be-

low.
Claim.—An animal trap having a revolving table

A, provided with catch and bait bars C at each end
and upon opposite sides thereof, coil spring F, spring
catch c^, and stop pin d, constructed and operating
substantially as herein described.

69.584. — Thomas Plumleigh and Charles
Plumleigh, Dundee, 111.—Converting Cirnilar into
Reciprocating Motion.—Octoher 8, 1867.—T\^o wheels
rotating with the same axle have couutcrixirt angular
projections and depressions, and act alternately to
throw a lever to the right and left by means of a
block upon the same, which has similar projections
to those upon the wheels.

Claim.—The device to convert circular into recip-

rocating motion, consisting of two wheels A A sujv
plied with triangular cogs "or cams B B. and secured
to an axle or shaft c in such a manner that the cogs
of one Avheel are directly opposite to the recesses of
the other wheel, and the' slide p shaped to fit the re-

cesses of the cogs B B, and of the length equal to the
space between the proiecting points of the cogs of
one wheel and the receuing points of the cogs of the
other wheel, said slide being supported by means of
a bolt G playing in a slotted box D. or ^;ome other
equivalent means, the whole constructed and operat-

ing substantially as and in the manner herein de-

scribed and specified and for the purposes set forth.

69,585.-C. n. Pond, Oberlin. Ohio.—Telegraph
Apjyaratxts.—October 8. 1867.-Intended to obviate

Claim.—First, the combination of a reel or swift , the difiicidty of operating from imperfect insulation
with the pivoted adjustable plate and clnmp or frame of the wire in damp weather. Instead of stopping
for supporting the same so that the said reel or swift the forward movement of the armature lever oy a
may be tilted'or adjusted to different angles of incli- , fixed point, it is stopped by a spring or springs of
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power equal to that of tlio electi'ic current, -whether
small or great.

€lai7n^—First, a hinged or jointed self-adjusting

connection for completing, working, or governing the
local circuit, cousti-ucted'substantially in the manner
describe 1.

Second, the hinged and self-adjusting leaved spring
o o' for regulating the movement of the armature lever,

when arranged substantially as described.
Third, a double local connection by means of a

three 1 jLived spring o', to be brought into action under
the ialiuence of a strong current.

Fjurth, the reacting springs o, in combination vrith

the armature lever 6, helices a a', and adjusting
screws e k, substantiallv as and for the purpose set

fji'th.

Fifth, the jointed forker «', spring g, connecting
screw h, in combination Mith the armature and react-
ing springs o o, substantially as and for the purpose
set ibrth.

69,586.—John G. Powell and Willl-^m A.
MoKSE, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Broom Holder.—October
8, 18u7.—The coil spring of the arms is secured in a
socket piece attached to the wall.

Claim.—The extended arms m m, made from one
continuous piece of wire, coiled or otherwise, bent to

Eroducc sufficient spring, in combination with the
ase B, substantially as shown and described and for

the purpose set forth.

69,58'?'.—Silas S. Putnam, Dorchester, Mass.

—

Clothes" J/oo^-.—October 8, 18G7.—The bracket has a
Bide slot allowing the passage of the hook shank,
when connecting the pieces together for attachment
to the wail. The hook admits of folding- to the wall,

but drops into a recess of the socket, when extended,
to retain it in that position.

Claim.—The bracket A, with its recess c, and slot

or opening c, in combination with the hook C or D.
constructed and operating substantially as described.

69,5SS.—Jacob G. Esiff, Farmersville, Pa.—
Carriage Spring.—October 8, 18(37.—The strain on
the springs is divided at sliorter intervals by increas-
ing the namber of leaves of a reduced thickness.

Claim.—The arrangement and construction of cir-

cular or elliptic springs by decreasing the thickness
of the leaves or plates, multiplying and inereasing
thej]- number and making the plates tapering gradu-
ally, substantially as and for the purpose set forth, the
spring to be made of wood, iron, steel, or any mate-
rial, and for the purpose set forth in the specification.

69,589.—Nathan H. Pichardson, Pitchburg,
Mass.

—

Machine for Dressing Rattan.—October 8,

1867.—The stop is connected with the mechanism by
which the scraping knives arc operated, to ])revcnt

tlie first joint of the rattan from being carried past
the scrapers until tliey come in contact with tlie rattan,

thus insuring the scraping olf of the first joint.

Claim.—The stop J, in combination Avith the head
G and a series of scrapers m, operating substantially
as described for the purpose set forth.

69,590. — James Poss, Somerville, Mass., as-

signor by mesne assignments to William Adams,
same place.

—

Preparing Paper, Pasteboard, and
Other Material to be used as Packing for Steam En-
gines.—October 8, 1807.—The paper is saturated with
a compositioii made of crude petroleum, 2 parts, ben-
zine, 2, and boiled linseed oil, (i, to strengthen and
solidify it for packing steam joints.

Claim.—The composition hereiu described, whether
composed of one or more or all of the ingredients
named, as and for.the purpose specified.

69,591 .—Luther M. Sabin, St. Louis, Mo.—77)/-

dranlic Engine.— October 8, 1867.— Tiie cylinders
communicate at their bottoms with a tank containing
water under pressure. The forward movomeut of tlie

piston closes the communication between the tank and
cylinder and opens an escape port.

Claim.—First, the combination of vatA and pipes,

vat B, and cylinders C C, piston E E', rods D D',

lever M, valves F F' and K K', and rods H H', as

above named and described and for the pm'pose set

forth.

Second, the combination of cylinder C C, pistons

E E', barsD D' and H H', valves F F' and K K', and
lever M, as above named and described and Ibr the
pm'poses set forth.

69,592.-Samuel Shreffler, Joliet, Tll—Briele
Machine.—Oetoher 8, 1867.—The radial arms on the
vertical shaft mix the clay, which is plunged into tho
molds below ; these are removed as tilled, and others
substituted.

Claim.—The combination of the shaft 6, provided
R'ith the radial mixers, with the double inclined spiral
plane e and friction rollers / /.

Also, the carriage g of the peculiar shape and con-
struction shown, in combination with tho dogs ii and
rod I, with operating lever m, when arranged and
operating substantially as described.

69,593.—James D. Smith, Pichmond. Ind.—
Straiv Cutter.—Octoher 8, 1867.—The hanging knife
has a draw cut from projections on its rectangnlar
arm, which enter radial grooves of a rotating or oscil-
lating cam disk.

Claim,.—First, operating the knife B by means of
the tri-radial grooved disk or cam C, either withrotary
or reciprocdting-'motion, substantially as described.

Second, operating the feed by means of the knife,
in combination with the lever and pawl, substantially
as described and for the purpose specified.

69,594.—John W. Smith and Thomas H. Phil-
lips, Washington, D. C.

—

Mamifacture of Illumin-
ating Gas.—October 8, 1867.—The feed of the coal
gas retort is arranged to compensate for the diminu-
tion of the carbon in the gas generated during the
latter halfof the time the charge of coal is under heat,
by feeding in the gas tar that is generated dm-ing the
first half of the heating time.

Claim,.—An improvement in making gas from coal
tar, with the method above described, "of determining
the quality and quantity of gas at any time of the ope-
ration by the use of the stop cock E, as represented
and described.

69,595.—Flavius J. Underwood, Pock Island,
111.

—

Pump.—October 8, 1867 : antedated September
21, 1867.—In this submerged pump the water enters
the barrels alternately, and the up stroke of each pis-

ton closes the valve in the piston against the induction
opening, -«-hile the water escapes by the trap valvo
way into the central eduction tube.
Claim:—The cylinders A, top chamber plate B, and

discharge tube C, in combination with the trap valva
F, substantirJly in the manner and for the purpose as
herein set forth.

69,596.—JAiMES H. Van Houten. ISTew York,
N. Y., assignor to Noah W. King and Albert Cas-
well, same place.

—

Burial Case.—October 8, 1S67.

—

The hermetically sealed case has attachments inside
for securing tho body, and plugged apertm-es by
which gas is inserted for its preservation.

Claim.—First, a buried case or casket composed of
two transverse parts A B, connected together by a
screw, substantially in the manner as and'for tho pur
pose set forth.

Second, the slide D, in connection with the case or
casket, constructed substantially as described.

Tliird, tbo combination of the plugs e e v>Hh tho
btirial case A B and slide D, the whole made sub-

stantially as and for the pm-pose shown and set forth.

69,597.—G. Walters and T. Shaffer, Phcenix-
ville, Pa

—

Securing the Bars of Piles or Fagots.—Oo-
tober 8, 1867.—The p'lles are keyed or clamped together
so as permanently to secure the fagots to be rolled

into cruciform and other shaped iron;

Claim.—Secnriiig the bars comprising the piles or
fagots for cruciform and other shaped wrought-iron
beams or girders l)y clamps, in the manner and for

the purpose desci'ibed.

69,598.-Moses Walton, Marlboro', Ohio.—
Churn, rfc—October 8, 1867.—The adjustable vortical

beaters are rotated by the horizontal extension arms.
Claim.—Tho adjustable beaters D, head C, in com-

bination with the hollow shaft a, sleeve E. extension
arms J, and clamp I, substantially as and for the
pmpose set forth.
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G9,599.—William "Wearton, Jr., Philadelphia,

Pa.

—

Railway Switch.—October 8, 18C7.—Improve-
ment on his patent June 27, 18G5. When tlic pivoted

switch rails of the turn-out arc connected with the
main track, tlie outer switch rail is inclined upward
to raise the tread of its corresponding wheel and lift

the flange a1;ovo the level of the main rail at the point

of transference.
Claim.—First, the combination of the permanent

rails A and A' of the main track, the permanent rails

P> and B' of tlie turn-out, the switch rails 1) and D'.

(the formor being inclined,) and the movable guard
mil I, the whole' being arranged and operated sub-

stantial!v as and for the purpose set forth.

Sccontl, the switch rail W and guard rail G, conpled
together or forming a part of each other, in combina-
tion with the rails B and B', A nud A', and switch
rail D.

Third, the switch rails D and D' and guard rails

G and I, in combination with the permanent rails A
and A' of the main track, and the permanent rails B
and B' of the siding, substantially as and for the pm'-
pose set forth.

69,600.—Charles W. Williams, Wyandotte,
Mich.—Corn Harvester.—Octoher 8, 1867.—After be-

ing cut by the knives, the stalks fall upon the oscil-

lating tables, which are operated by levers and pivots,

and when required are made to rotate and discharge
their loads by means of the pivoted lever and its con-
necting cords.
Clavm.—The combination of the driving wheels A

A. provided with drums B B, the belts C" C, pulleys
I) D, connecting rods E E, knives F F, cross heads
H H, guide rods 1 1, oscillating tables K K, levers L
L and' M, rods X X. ca.ster wheel W, seat Z, pole T
with the frame X X, arranged substantially as de-

scribed for tho pmpose designed.

69,60,1.-11. Woodward, London, England.—
Knife Cleaner.—Octoher 8, 18fi7.—The jaws are
hinged at their lower extremities and are drawn
tightly together at the top by springs that draw the
adjacent faces of the jaws against the knives as they
are being cleaned.

Claim'.—First, in a knife cleaner a series of jaws
pivoted at or near their lower ends and held together
at the top by a suitable spring fastening, substanti
ally as set forth.

Second, tho combination with the jaws A, bolt b

and spi-ing band c, of tho facings a a, of leather or
other suitable substance, substantially as set forth

Third, the combination with the jaws A, of the
frame B, chamber C, and holes d d, substantially as
set forth.

69,602.—John T. Zimjierman and Uexrt Ba-
j

ker, Lancaster. Pa.

—

Plumb Lever.—October 8, 1867. purpose specified,

—A slotted segment is suspended on the axle of the
index and connected with it by a screw, for adjusting
the balance of tho weighted end so as to centralize
the index points to coincide with the true level of the
base.
Claim.—First, the regulating plate G with its base

h and slot i and binding screw IT. in combination
with the index F, provitled Avith four points////,
constructed and operating in the manner specified.

Second, the an-angement of the united supports B
B', by the ci'oss plates C, in combination with the
clamping screws E, when constructed in the manner
and for the pm'pose set forth.

reach, as it slips in the hind axle when the horses
hold back in descending a hill, brings the brakes
against the hind wheels, the bed travei*sing on roll-

ers on the bolsters.

CZoim.-First, the combination of the hind axle B,
braces C, reach A, and links D, arranged to oporiito
subi;tantially in the manner and for the purpose set
forth.

Second, in combination with an automatic wagon
brake the bed F, and bar I, with or without tho roll-

ers G, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

69,605.—^L A. Althouse, New Harmony, Ind.
Scissors and Button-hole Cutter Coinhincd.—October
8, 1867.—The additional blade is pivoted to the same
rivet, and has an edge the length of a butt<m hole,
and cutting against the back of one of the other
blades.
Claim.—A button-hole cutter B, attached to a pair

of scissors by the same rivet «, when constructed
and operating as herein shown and described.

69,606.—James Axthoxy, Ledyard, X. Y., as-
signor to Cyrenus Wheeler, Jr., Auburn, N. Y.—
Harvester.—October 8, 1867.—Both frames are hinged
to the main axle, and each has a lever ; one of the
latter crosses the joint between the frames and moves
near enough to the other to interlock and stifi'en tho
joint and lift up and carry the cutting apparatus upon
the wheels.
Claim.—In combination with a frame in two parts

and hinged to the main axle as a common center, tho
two levers E G, one on each frame and operating con-
jointly to raise or hold in a raised position the rear
frame and cutting appai'atus connected to it, substan-
tially as described.

69,607.—Horatio Arthl'r, Martinsburg, X. Y,—Machine for Crrating Yeyetablcs.—October 8, 1867.

—The hinged hopper being brought into position, and
the roots placed therein, the follower is pressed upon
them by the lever and the grater wheel rotated by the
hand crank.

Claim.—The combination herein described for gra-
ting vegetables, using for that prapose the arrange-
ment illustrated and specified.

69,608.—G. W. Balding, Angola, ln±—Feeding
Rack for Cattle.—October 8, 1867.—The square box
has diagon.al boards whose edges rest upon its cor-

ners, and are fastened to the posts, Avhich are pro-
longed upwardly for that purpose.

Claim.—The notched interlocking boards crossing
the box diagonally and projecting beyond the sides of
the same, and secured to the upright posts in the cor-

ners of the box, in combination ^\ ith said box. all con-
structed and arranged as described and shown for the

69,603.—EOBERT Adams, Cincinnati. Ohio.—
Blacking Brush.—October 8, 1867.—Water is poured
into the hole in the blacking chamber and the ball

rolled around therein by shaking the brush. The
blacking thus loosened runs through the hole when the
brush is brought into working position.

Claim.—Fii'st, the application of the glass ball E,
to the mixing the blacking, as specified.

Second, the mode of applying spring holders B B,
spreading brush D, in combination with blacking box
C, glass ball E, and recessed circle G in top of polish-
ing brush for reception of blacking box C, as con-
structed and operating for purposes set forth.

69,604.—Stephen Alley and Samuel D. Wil-
liamson, Clifty, InA.—Automatis Wagon Brake.—
October 8, 1867.—The longitudinal section of the

69,609—Orex Baldwin, Keokuk, Jovra.—Wash
Tub Attachment.—October 8, 1867.—The cross bar
is clamped to the tub and forms the upper support of
tho vertical shaft. The beater attached to the oscil-

lating shaft has two faces which alternately press the
clothes against the respective sides of the jierforatcd
board which projects from tho inside sui'faco of the
tub.

Claim.—A washing tub attachment having tho
center shaft B, handle J, cross piece C, and the beater
F, with its faces G G', to press the clothing against
the boai-d H, together with the board K, all arranged
as specified.

69,62 Levi B. Ball, Dayton, Ohio.—Horse
TiaA-c-October 8, 1867.—The housing is attaclied to
the rock bar and forms a case for the attaclnucnt end
of the tooth, and for the spring wliich dejjrcsses it.

The slot in the outer end of the housing forms a guide
for the tooth.
C7ai7n.—The housing B, constmcted and operating

as described, in combination with spring F, tooth C,

plate D, bolt E, and r^ut G, substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

69,611.—William W. Ballard, Davisbnrg,
Mich.—iand J^oH^r.-October 8, 1867.—The bars to

which the rollers are journaled arc pivoted to ears

below the fon^•ard bar. and passing between the roll-

ers ai-e bulged to meet the axles ; thence passing to
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the rear they protrude tlarougli the rear transverse
bar.

Claim.—Arranging a series of rollers C C to the
frame A, by means of the bai's H, constructed as set

forth and for the pm-poses described.

69,612.—Oscar M. Bartholomew, Elmira, N.
T., assignor to himself and W. P. Sherman, same
place.

—

Hoofing Compound.—October 8, 18G7.—Equal
parts of calcined plaster of Paris, hydrate of lime,

mineral paint, and marble dust are mixed with coal
tar to make an adhesive paste for application to paper
or other roofing.
Claim.—A composition of matter compounded from

the ingredients named, in the manner substantially as
and tor the purpose set forth.

69,613.—Joseph M. Batchelor, Foxcroft, Me.—Sawing Machine.—October 8, 1867.—The treadle is

pivoted to the frame, and when operated raises the
saw horse so that it may be revolved for convenience
in adjusting the wood upon it.

Claim.—The arrangement of the horse N, rod 0,
and treadle bai" P, as and for the purpose specified.

69,614.

—

James B. Bean, Baltimore, Md., as-

signor to himself and A. H. Baldeuston, same place.—Constructing Molds for Casting Aluminium Plates
for Artificial Teeth.—Octoher 8, 1867.—A thin metal-
lic impression cup is coated with shellac and flocked
with cotton to receive a thin coat of plaster to ob-
tain an impression of the jaw. A model of plaster is

cast in this. After varnishing, a secti-onal mold in

intaglio is taken of this. This is varnished, and a
cameo mold taken of it in pumice stone and plaster.

This forms a matrix in which the pldte is produced,
and forms a part of the mold in which the aluminium
is cast. The jDrocess gives a gradual enlargement,
and compensates for the cooling of the cast plate.

Claim.—First, the thin metallic impression cup C,
for the purpose specified.

,

Second, the use of the model B made in several
pieces, substantially as and for the purpose described.

Third, the process of constructing molds for cast-

ing aluminum plates lor artificial teeth, substantially
as above described.

69,615.

—

James B. Bean, Baltimore, Md., as-

signor to himself and A. H. Balderston, same place.—Securing Artificial Teeth to Cast Plates.—October
8, 1867.—The teeth are fitted into recesses of the alu-

minum plate; a groove between the teeth and the
j)late, into which the teeth pins project, is afterwards
filled with melted tin.

Claim.—First, the dental plate cast of aluminum,
or other similar metal, having the recesses E E, and
the channel e" e" behind the teeth when they are in

p<jsition, substantially as described.

Second, the process above described of forcing
melted tin or other metal around the teeth and plati-

num pius, as and for the purpose specified.

Third, the use of melted tin for the purpose of fill-

ing the channel or cavity e" e", and attaching the
teeth having platiimm pins as for vulcanite work to a
metallic plate, as and for the purpose herein shown
and described.

69,616.

—

Joseph E. Billfsgs, Belmont, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Frederic H. Moore, Bos-
ton, Mass.

—

Automatic Blotter.—October 8, 1867;
antedated September 12, 1867.—A sheet of blotting

Eapcr lines the insidesof the covers, which are closed

y a spring.
Claim.—The combination of the covers, the blot-

ting paper, and the spring, or its equivalent, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

69,61 7.—Luzerne M. Bolles, Cooperstown, ]Sr.

Y.—Bed Bottom.—October 8, 1867.—The rods at head
and foot have liooks whicli support the ends of the
slat frame; tension is given by twisting the rods,

WliOse torsional recoil forms tlie spring.

Claim.—Th(< combination of irons B, rods C, key
blocks D, keys E, hooks F, links H, and cross-bar G-,

or their equivalents, with eacli other and with the
bedstead A, arranged as described and set forth for

the purpose specified.

69,618.—A. T. Boon and J. Stafford, Gales-
burg, 1\\.—Composition for Saturating Faper and
other Fabrics.—Octobers, 1867.—Improvement on the
patent of A. T. Boon, March 12, 1867. Paper or felt
for roofing is saturated with sacchaxine matter com-
bined with coal tar and silicate of alumina.

Claim,.—The application and use of saccharine
matter employed, substantially in the manner and for
the purpose as herein specified.

69,619.—Henry Bosch, Mount Vernon, IST. T.—
Latch Lock of i>oor.s.—October 8, 1867.—The bolt
can be locked in or out by operation from the inside
of the door. The knob is attached to the bolt lever
and depresses its end into either of the notches in the
plate. When free, the bolt is shot by the spring
lever.

Claim.—The spring lever e, in combination with
the double lever c, pivoted to the latch bolt a, and
provided with the knob b, for the purpose of locking
the said spring latch bolt in either a closed or open
position, substantially as described.

69,620.—COURTLAND Boyer, Marshal], Mich.—
Churn.—October 8, 1867.—The perforated dashers in-

cline forward to cause a vortex downward and lessen
the tendency of the cream to escape under the lid.

Claim.—A churn dasher with inclined perforated
slats F, operated in connection and combination with
a churn box B, substantially in the manner and for the
uses set forth.

69,621.—John F. Boynton, Syracuse, IST. Y., as-
signor to Henri L. Stuart, New 'York City.—Gas-
light Multiplier.—October 8, 1867.—The air or gas is
passed through a chamber containing volatile h^ydro-
carbon liquid ; absorbent strips of cloth are suspended
upon rollers above ; their ends hang in the liquid and
their satm'ated surfaces are exposed to the passing
air.

Claim.—First, a closed box containing capillary
material or its equivalents, with entrance and exit
tubes so as to charge gas with volatile hydrocarbons,
substantially as described.
Second, a box with a lid and close joints, so as to

form a carbureting chamber for gas, substantially as
described.

Third, a close chamber or box with cloth or other
capillary material on rods or supports, substantially
as described.

69,622.—David Brooks, Philadelphia, Pa.—Jn-
stdatorfor Telegraphs.—October 8, 1867.—The shank
of the hook is imbedded in melted sulphur in a flat-

tened glass bottle which is similarly imbedded in a
metallic case and parafline poured over the sulphur
in each case.

Claim.—First, the combination, substantially as
described, of a vessel or tube of blown glass with a
telegraphic wire insulator, for the purpose described.
Second, a wire holder A, and case 13. in combina-

tion with a tube or vessel C, of blown glass, arranged
between the holder and case and insulated from both,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Third, a recess y arranged between the case B, and
holder A, and containing parafiune, for the purpose
set forth.

Fourth, a detachable cylinder D, arranged in re-

spect to the holder case B, and vessel C, and insu-
lated from the same, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

69,623.—A. H. Brown, Springfield, Yt—Chum.
October 8, 1867.—The oblique, longitudinal sectional
cylinder rotates over the irregularly curved bed of
the churn.

Claim.—First, the angles in the cylindrical por-
tion ofthe churn marked rt', substantially as described.
Second, the dasher E, forming an oblique longitu-

dinal section of a cylinder attached to the arms as
shown, and operating substantially as and for the
purposes described.

Third, in combination with the dashers E, the
scrapers ft, attached to the arm D, substantially as
shown and described ; also the latch i and button k,

as and for the purpose set forth.

69,624—M. M. Brown, Pimento, Ind.—Chum.
—October 8, 1867.—The cord being wound round the
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vertical shaft gives an alternating motion to the

dasher by perioaically pressinc: tho horizontal bar so

as to wiiid and unwind the cord.

Claim.—The bar G, cord IT, balance wheel E, and
shaft F, in combination with the churn and dashers,

OS herein set forth for the purpose specified.

69,625.—Parker Burnham, Gloucester, Mass.
—Hawse Pipc-Octoher 8, 1867.—The pivoted hawse
pipe oscillates with the varying inclination of the

cable.
C7aim.—Tho adjustable hawse pipe B, arranged

within the bow or side of the vessel, when constructed

and operating substantially as and for the piu'poso

set forth.

69,626.—J0THA5I G. Chase, Springfield, Mass.
—Reversible Railway Ticket (Sa/c—October 8, 18G7.

—

The small, metallic safe is attached to the arm of a car

seat, with two reversible compartments that hold one
ticket, so that each person holding a seat can deposit

a ticket therein.

Claim.—First, the arrangement in a railway ticket

safe of the slotted cover or lid a with the base A, liav-

ing the inclined, ribbed floor q, all constructed and
operating substantially as herein described and set

forth.

Second, the arrangement in the end H of the base
of said railway ticket safe of the recess ^l, for tlie

purpose and in the manner substantially as herein
specified.

Third, a railway ticket safe, attached to the arm of

a car seat, in such manner as tliat it shall be I'cvcrsi-

ble, as described, and equally accessible upon eivher

end of the arm of the scat, substantially as described
and herein set forth.

69,627.—SiMOX G. Cheever and James Forcie,
Boston, Mass.

—

Horse Collar.— October 8, ]8(J7.

—

The pads are secured to the collar to insm-e the en-

gagement of the hames in the groove.
Claim.—The employment of such shaping piece,

when applied and confined directly between the cov-
ering tube which confines the stufling and the leather
which forms the outer finishing' cover.

69,628.—Joseph Chexoweth and Joiix lilc-

Laix, Auglaize county, Ohio.

—

Belt Clasp.—October
8, 1867.—The bolts passing tlirougli the scams of tlic

straps bulge them, so that they are clamped in the
curved, slotted clasps.

Claim.—The manner of construction of tho clasp,

as herein described, for the uses set forth.

69,629 C. H. Cleveland, Selma, A\a.—Sus-
pender.—October 8, 18G7.—The shoulder brace meets
at each end in a single attachment that buttons to
the sides of the waistband.

Claim.—The suspender or shoidder brace, com-
posed of two single straps C C, each passing from its

attaching strai> at the one side over the shoulder
to the attacliiug strap on tlie other side of the body,
substantially as herein described.

69,630. —John F. Coburx, Xewark, K. J.—
Hide Stretching Machine—October 8, 1867.-The
hide is laid over abeam and the edges of its depend-
ing sides are depressed by clamps and toggles, which
are operated by rack bars' and pinions, the adjustment
of the latter being maintained l)y pawls.

Claim.—First, connecting the frames A and B of
a hide stretching machine by means of toggle levers,

and operating the latter by ratchet bars^D D' and
pinions / /, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.

Second, the frames A and B, when arranged as and
in combination with tiic toggle lever C, ratchet bar
I)', obliquely-sliding board^E, and lever /i, all made
and oi^erating substantially as and for the purpose
lierein shown and describeJ.

69,631.—Martin- S. Collar, Marquette, "Wis.—
Raihvay Water Elevator.—October 8, 18G7.— The
passage of the train depresses the irons which pro-
ject upward through notches in the rails, and the mo-
tion is communicated by bell cranks and rods to a
piston. Tlie gravitation valves consist of half cones,
tvhich clack together when the force of tho current
ceases to keep them apart.

Claim.—Tivst, the combination and an-angeracnt
of the irons P, springs R, cross-bar L, bar M, bent
lever K, connecting bar J, bent lever X, and piston
rod E, operating as described, for tho pui-pose spe
cified.

Second, in combination with the above, the conicil
valve G, constructed as described, consisting of the
leaves g^, hinged to opposite sides of the seat g^ ia
snch a manner that the water as it rises through ths
pipes will force the leaves back against the sides of
the tube, said leaves reelosing by their own gravity,
substantially as described, for the pm'posc specified.

69,632.—n. M. CONKLix, Svracnse, N. Y,—Bed
Bottom.—October S, 1807 ; anteclatcd October 2, 18(57.

—The longitudinal slats are suspended from the rails

by elastic connections, and are additionally suppoited
by a transverse slat and similar connections to the
side rails.

C'Z«i?«.—The combination of the bed rails a a, the
traversing bar B, and the fastenings composed of the
webbing D, slat protections E E, and the buttons F
F, all substantially in the manner described and ai'-

rauged and for tho purposes set forth.

69,633.—.1. F. CoxxELLY and W. B. Hughes,
Newark, N. J.

—

Machine for Stretching Leather.—
October 8, 1807.-The pinion wheels on the crank
shafts mesh into the racks and raise the movable
beam and tliereby stretch the hide that, passing over
the beam, is socuVod to the footboards below. The
spring bolts on the movajjle beam catch into ratchet
bars to secure tho beams in position when raised.
Claim.—First, the arrangcuient of serrated racks

c and catches /. or their cijuivalents, in combination
with the stretching beam B, substantially as and for
the purposes set forth.

Second, the ai-rangement of hinges c in combination
with the end pieces a a of the strctclung frame A,
sub.stantially as and for the pnrpos? described.

Third, making th,e stretching frames detachable
from the power mechanism, sabstantially as and for
tho purpose described.
Fourth, tlie arrangement of raclrs D and pinions

F in combination with the stretching beam B, con-
structed and operating substvintially as and for the
purpose set forth.

69,634.—"W W. CoxxER. :N^blcvillc, Ind.—^m«<
l/ac/a'nc—October 8, 18u7.—T]ic wheat on a single
passage through tho machine is snl\jcctcd to three
blasts. The first l)]ast acconipanios the chaffing, tho
second the scouring, and the third is a dusting process.
CZauji.— First, the combination and arrangement

of suction liiast spoul I. coiisiscing of the horizontal
part d, inoviilod witli dellecrots / /, and vertical
portions e e'. tiic discharge spouts J J', grain receiv-
ing and air tube N, fan case B, comiuunieating with
the vertical sjiout e, cylindrical screen F within the
case G, comnninicating at one end by the funiicl-

sliaped ]iassage IL with the screen B, and its other
end comniunioating by spout P witli the vertical
spout e', when all are constructed as described,
whereby the gi-ain at one i)assagc through the ma-
chine is subjected to the action of three distinct
blasts of air. as herein set forth.
Second, tho valves Q II, constructed and applied

within the suction blast spout, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

69,635.—James E. Croxk, Poughkecpsie, X.T.
—Pump I'a^tY'.—October 8, 1807.-The valve is at-

tached to the vertical side of the plunger instead of
horizontally, avoiiling the collection of \lirt.

CYrtMrt.—First, the valve D in excess of the length
of cylinder it covers, in combination with the con-
cave .scat in the side of said cylinder, substantially
as described and shown.
Secoml, in arrangement therewith the contraction

of the cylinder topermit of the play of tlic valve,
whether provided with tlie llaring cup or not, all sub-
stantially as shown and described.

69,636.—Charles J. Cushixg, B. F. Walls,
and AVn.LiAM A. "Wood, Hancock county, Ky.— 2'a?i-

JIUI.7.—October 8, 18G7.—Composed of saft, 50 pounds

;

starch, 10 pounds ; alum, 10 pounds ; sulphuric acid,

8 pounds ; to 100 gallons of water, and with the ad-
dition of a sufficient quantity of extract of bark.
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Claim.—The vatting of and tanning' in a cold liquid

solution under one operation and in one compound
vatting and tanning solution.

69,03^.—AsAHEL Davis, Lo-n-cll, Mass.

—

Device
for Advertising.— Octoher 8, 1867.— The case of
drawers is placed in some place of public resort and
the drawers are rented to advertisers. The answers
to advertisements are inserted through slides in the
ii-ont of the drawers.

Claim.—Making a case of drawers or pigeon holes
Vvith a place in the front of each drawer for a card
showing the wants of the proprietor, with a drawer
or pigeon hole receptacle back for the reception of
replies, when constructed substantially as described.

69,638 Jesse Davis, New York, 'N. Y.—Ap-
paratus for Oiling Propeller Cranks.—October 8,

1867.—The oil is drawn through an elastic pipe by the
capillary attraction of the wick from the upper
chamber and passes to a perforated box on the pit-

man. A pipe conveys oil from thence to the crank-
shaft bearing.
Claim.—Arranging the feed oil can d with a cot-

ton wick running through tlie pipe e to a sponge or
mop in its lower end, in combination with a perforated
receiving bos b and connecting pipe c, substantially
as and for the purpose herein described.

69,639.—Horace H. Day, New York, N. Y.—
Canal iocA-.—October 8, 1867.—The lock is intended
for raising a vessel a considerable height at a single

lift as at the Niagara Falls. The vessel passes by a
tunnel to the basin and the gate is close behind it.

"Water is then admitted to the basin through apertures
at varying heights, commencing with the lowest, until

thp vessel reaches the upper level, when the upper
gate is opened and the vessel passes out of the lock,

i'he descent is performed by the converse operation.
Claim.—First, a canal lock constructed and operat-

ing in the manner substantially as and for the pm'-
poses herein described.
Second, in a canal lock, constructed as above, the

pipes or channels placed in or at the sides of the lock
chamber and used for tilling and emptying the same,
substantially as and for the purposes herein described.

Third, a s'eries of valve openings at certain differ-

ent heights, in combination with said pipes or chan-
nels, for the purpose of letting the water into and out
of the canal lock successively at said different heights,
as herein specified.

Fourth, in combination with the said canal lock the
construction and arrangement of tlie vertical main
gate or gates to be operated by hydrostatic power,
and constructed substantially as' described.

69,640.—S. M. Dexniston, Hudson, Wis.—(?afe.

—October 8, 1867.—The carriage wheels driving over
the trigger lever open the gate, which rises on its

spiral screw hinge till detained by the hook on the post,

from which it is released by the action of the wheels on
the second lever. Tlie gate closes by its own gravity
causing it to rotate on the screw liinge.

Claim.— Yh^i, the hinge C, the pivoting pin of
which is formed with a spiral or anger-shaped thread
upon it fitting into the spiral tliread cut in tlie eye of
the hinge, substantially as herein shown and described
and for the purpose set Ibrth.

Second, the combination of the plates H, levers Ct,

and bar F, or their equivalents, with the platform A
and the downwardly projecting pivoting pin of tlic

lever hinges E of the gate B, substantially as herein
shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the plate L, lever K, or
tlieir equivalents, and lifting pins J with the platform
A and pivoted hooks I, substantially as herein shown
and described and for the pui-pose set forth.

69,641.—P. Devili.iard and A. Postweii.eu,
Paris, France,

—

Carriage Door.—October 8, 1867.

—

The jointed frame is connected to the door by bolts;

its object is to permit the door to open and shut with-
out the necessity of lowering the glass.

Claim.—The aipplication to the doors of landaus
and carriages similar thereto of a jointed framework
connected to the door by means of l)olts, as herein
described and illustrated by the accompanying draw-
ings.

69,642.—C. R. Dtsbrow, Eath, N. Y.—Trans-
planter.—October 8, 1867.—The sliding side of the
box is removable to allow it to be brought by a lateral
motion to enclose the earth around the roots of the
plant, after which the side is slipped into place and
the plant lifted. The plant is reset in the ground by
a converse action.

Claim.—A taper formed transplanter with a slid-

ing side a', arranged substantiaUy as and for the pm*-
pose herein described.

69,643.—J. G. Dodge, Louisville, Kj.—Plow.—
October 8, 1867.—The cast-iron frame is attached to
the standard, and has seats and bolt holes by which
the share, cutter, moldboard, and landside are at-

tached.
Claim.—First, the frame, constructed as shown

and described.
Second, the share P, having the flange T, arranged

to fit in the recess at the front of the frame and form
a section of the landside, as set forth.

Third, the plate N, aiTanged to fit in the spaco
under the bar/, and in connection therewith form the
rear portion of the landside, as shown and described.
Fourth, forming the landside of a plow of station-

ary section b and the removable sections T and N,
when constructed and arranged as described.

Fifth, securing the plate N to the frame by means
of the notch u and the flange «, as set forth.

Sixth, securing the flange T in place by means of
the point o fitting into the'iiotch o' on the front edge
of the section b, substantially as described.

69,644.—James D. Drigcs, New Bedtbrd, Mass.,
assignor to liimself and Edward Merrill, same
place.—Die Plate.—OctohQi- 8, 1867.—A frame is at-

tached to the die plate in which a cylinder is screwed

;

the latter has a screw cut upon its outer surface grad-
uated to correspond to that on the die. The bore of
the cylinder corresponds to the size of the bolt that
is to be cut. A set screw secures the attachment of
the bolt.

Claim.—The frame B and cylinder C, with set

screw^ D, applied to a die plate, substantially as and
for the puriiose hei'ein specified.

69,645.

—

Benjamin, John, Samuel B., and Au-
gustus H. Ebert, Frederick, Md.—P«dZocA;.—Oc-
tober 8, 1867.—The pass to the interior of the lock is

guarded against picks by the eccentrically-fitted cir-

cular plates and cylinders.

Claim.—The consti-uction of the cylinders I L and
M, with their tumbler K, pin F, and turn-table E,
when arranged, combined, and operated as herein
described and for the purposes set forth.

69,646.—John H. Elward, Mendota, HI.—
Clamp for Popes and Wires.—October 8, 1867.—Tho
cam lever is pivoted to a plate and engages the cord
against a projection on the plate, the cord tending to
draw the parts more forcibly together.
Claim.—A double-acting clamp for suspending

ropes and wires consisting of a bifurcated cam lever
B, having the parts C E and E' and the intermediato
projection F arranged to operate substantially as
described.

69,647.-George Farmer, Flint, Mich.—Tally-
ing Instrument.—October 8, 1867.—A series of num-
bered, ratchet-edged disks are so connected as to bo
operated by pawls and cams, and, by a single lever,

to show the gross amount of several suras, in turn in-

dicated by the lever. The sum total requii-ed is

shown through an opening in the case.

Claim. — A registering or tallying instrument,
constructed substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed : tliat is to say, with the two disk wheels
and D, the levers /and G, the cams F and i, and the
spring pawls «, in combination with the dial plate

A', the whole instrument constructed, arranged, and
operating, substantially as herein described for tho

purx^oscs set forth.

69,648.—Amedee and Eugene Fontaine, Fort
Wayne, Ind.

—

Annunciating Fire Alarm.—October
8, 1867.—The wire actuator, expandijig by the heat
of the fire, releases the weiglited lever, which strikes

the stop lever and enforces its release of the fan that,
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rotating by its spring-geared connections, draws the

bell fult and gives the alarm.
Claim.—First, combination of the expansive wire

i, the weighted lever D, the fan A, the segmental
wheel B, the stop lever C, the segmental wheel A-,

pinion j, and liaud I, each of which is constructed
and operated for the purpose and in the manner spe-

cified.

Second, the combination of the segmental wheel B,
and train operated thereby, and pinion driver 6, for

the purpose of so setting thcrraometrically the appa-
ratus, substantially in the manner and for the pui'pose

described.
Third, the segmental wheel B, constructed in the

manner specified, in combination with the stop lever,

for the purpose of maintaining the same relative po-

sition of tlie upper end of said stop lever to the fan
A, the same being operated substantially as set forth.

Fourtli, the stop lever C, the fan A, and tlio helical

spring a and train, in combination with tlie bell pull

or slotted bar or rack in, the same being constructed
in tlie manner and for the purposes specified.

Fifth, the combination of the alarm -nith the an-

nunciator, the same being constructed in the manner
and for the purposes substantially as specified.

Sixth, the ratchet G, pawl s, lugs o, stop levers p,
the projection u on pawl s, the same being con-
structed, combined, and operated in the manner and
for the purposes specified.

Seventh, tlic arm v on pawl s and fan w, for the

Eurpose of locking and relieving the train, the whole
eing constructed and combined in the manner sub-

stantially as specified.

69,64&.—John Forbes, New York, :N'. T.—
Skate.—October 8, 1867.—Tlie foot rest is composed
of diflferent sections, so attached to each other and
to the runner by buttons, screws, and clamps as to

give elasticity to the tread, and to facilitate its being
taken apart for cleaning.

Claim.—First, forming the drops a and / on the
toe and heel plates respectively by punching and
bending, so that they arc part of the said plates, as

set forth.

Second, the manner of securing the heel and toe

Slates to the posts on the runner by means of slot-

eaded buttons c and g, fitting into T-shaped slots in
the said posts, as described.

69,650.—David L. Furxier, Eostravcr, Pa.—
2tachine for Washing Sajid, djc.—October 8, 1867.

—

Improvement on his patent March 12, 1867. The sand
is crushed and mixed with water by rotating rollers

in the pan preparatory to its being carried to the main
washer. The riddle which separates the coarse gravel
is worked by an eccentric. A set of cast-iron elevators
receive the product, and carry it to the main washer,
where the boxes ai-e emptied 'by a scraper,

Cicn'm.—First, the method as herein described of
crushing and washing sand or rock by means of re-

volving wheels, operated by cross or horizontal shaft
beneath the pan.

Second, the construction of iron boxes or elevators
that receive the sand and water mixed in the manner
as and for the purpose described.

Third, the scraper that enters each and every bos,
in the manner and for the purpose described.

69,651.—C. TT. GiFFORD, Philadelphia, N. T.,
assignor to himself and Elbridge Sims, Antwerp,
N. Y.—Horse Hay Fork.—October 8, 1867.—The
loaded fork is raised and transported by the draft
rope attached to the upper end of the arm of the
frame. Tlie fork is tripped to discharge the hay by
withdrawing the upper end of the catch bar, and
thereby freeing the catch from the ai-m.

Claim.—An improved hay fork, formed by the
combination of the prongs C, prong shaft B. rigid
arm E, catch bar D, pivoted to arm E, spring F and
frame A with each other, substantially in the manner
herein shown and described.

69,652.—C. H. GiFFORD, Philadelphia, IT. Y.,
assignor to himself and Eluriuge Sims, Antwerp,
N. Y.—Hay Loader.—October 8, J867.—The rake
gathers the hay as the wagon progxesses, and the
pulley being brought into connection with the hind
wheel, hoists the thaft cord that runs on the crane

and connects with the rake, lifting the hay and de-
positing it on the wagon.
Claim.—First, the adjustable friction pulley F,

arranged in journals in the arms C, and adapted to
bear against the periphery of the wheel A, as and for
the purpose specified.

Second, the combination of the crane H, rope G,
pulley F, operating lover E and beam 1) v/ith each
other and with the frame of the wagon, substantially
as herein shown and described, and for the purpofco
set forth.

Third, the combination of the rake I J with the
frame of the wagon and with the hoisting apparatus,
substantially as herein shown and described and for
the purpose set forth.

69, et'JS.—Edward L. Gilman, Soraervilie, Mass.
—O/mj-n.-October 8, 1867.—The rake by its geared
connections actuates the pivoted pitmen' producing
an altermating reverse movement of the dashers.
Claim.—First, the dashers G G, constructed as de-

scribed, and used with the shaft F, in the manner and
for the purposes set forth.

Second, the cups H E', perforated as described
and used upon the lid A' with the dasher shaft F, in
the manner specified.

Third, the arrangement of the frame B upon the
lid with wheels C C C^ C~, pitmen E E, with their

dashers and shafts, operated by the wheel D, in the
manner and for the purposes described.

69,654.—ISTewton J. Glover, 'Wavelancl, Ind.—
Portable Fence.—October 8, 1867.—The panels of tho
fence are connected by cleated ties stretching across
the corners.
Claim.— A. portable zig-zag fence with the panels

separated and supported by the ^^-edges V Y and
braces N N, as constructed and shown.

69,655.—TVm. F. GooDWi^ir, East New York, N.
Y., and Charles R. Squire, New York, N. Y.—Ma-
chine for Pulverizing Rocks, Ores, <£c.—October 8,

1867.—The ore is pulverized in the drum by a series

of corrugated rollers that mesh into one another.
Claim.—The series of ribbed or cogged wheels E'

B^ i;4 j^s p/,^ inclosed within the drum B, which
wheels mesh together, and with the teeth or ribs on
the inner surface of the hoop of the drum, tho revolv,-

iug of which revolves the pinion wheels, constructed
and arranged to operate in tlie manner tmd for tho
pui'pose substantially as described.

69,656.—Wm. F. Goodwln-, East Now York, N.
Y., and Charles K. Squire, New York, N. Y.—Ma-
chine for Crushing Rocks, Ores, d-c.—October 8, 1867.

—The belt on the driving pulley rotates the shaft op-
erating the cams and pitmen, and causes the swing-
ing ends of the bars to vibrate up and down. Tlie

motion causes them to open and close like a toggle
joint, opening when elevated out of lino, and closing
when depressed into line with their fulcrum of motion,
and thus crushes the rock.

Claim.—First, the long bars A and A', placed end
to end in a horizontal line with each other in tho
frame F, and having their outer ends pivoted in tho
bolts B, one on each end of the frame F, and haviHg
their inner ends operated indopendentlv of each other
by means of the cams C C and pitmen !P P', arranged
to opernte in the manner and for the purpose sub-
stantiallv as shown and described.
Second, the blocks K and K' and spring I, arranged

to operate together in the manner and for the purpose
substantially as described.

69,657.—Thomas D. Guthrie, Jr., Galva, 111.—

Baling P;-es.9.—October 8, 1867.—The screw follower

is elevated by its geared connections, and compresses
the bal(3 in the press. The inner surface of the cham-
ber is slotted for the reception of the hoops by which
the bale is secured.
Claim.—The combination of the follower H, screw

I, gear wheels J K P. shafts L 11. clutches M O and
S U, gear wheels N T and segment X, having exter-

nal and internal teeth, and provided with sockets Y
for the reception of the levers Z with each other and
with the frame of tlie press, substantially as herein
shown and described and for the purpose set forth.
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69,658.—Wm. Hamer, Little Lever, England.—
A JSliver Can for Cotton, rf-c—October 8, 1867.—

A

disk withiu the can is supported on a spiral spring,
and acts on the bottom of the sliver to raise it and
as.sist in its removal.

Claivi.—The spirtd spring c, supporting the mova-
ble metal plate b in the can a, having the perforated
bottom, ail constracted and operating as described
for the piu'iwse specified.

69,659.—Joseph O. Hamilton, Jerseyville, HI.—Obstetrical Bandage.—October 8, 1867.—The two
body sections of the gored bandage arc attached by
elastic bands, that are secured by buckles. The nar-
row bandage between the Umbs buttons to the band-
age above.
' Claim.—An obstetrical supporter formed in three
parts BCD, and provided with elastic bands G, ex-
tension pieces K, loops H, gores L, and slits I, all

constructed aud arranged as shown and described.

69,660.

—

James Hammokd, Adams Centre, N".

Y.—Chimmy Cop.—October 8, 1867.—The cap
formed as stated is attached to the chimney by its

Jegs, and is intended to prevent the descent of wind
and rain, but allow sufficient smoke exit beneath its

rim.
Claim.—The chimney cap constructed, as de

. scribed, of one piece of cast metal hollowed out upon
its under side B, and having the legs C, and with its

ends and sides B flared outward, as herein shown
and described.

69,661.—J. B. Hanotman, Detroit, Mich.— TTafer
Closet.—October 8, 1867.—The foot board is so con-
nected to the seat as to erect the same when the
weiglit of a person is upon the said board, and to allow
the cover to descend when the weight is removed.
Claim.—The arrangement and combination with

the lever j, of the seat c and sliding bar m, substaji-

tially as described.

69,663.—Charles Haskixs, Penn Yan, N. T.—
Universal Coupling.—October 8, 1867.—The gimbal
ring lias bearings in each of the sections, and when
the latter are drawn together the parts may be un-
coupled by slipping laterally.

C7aim.—First, the channels a in the arms B and
ledge C, bet-neen the arms, as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

Second, the cross D, when provided with pivots as
described and used to connect the two parts of uni-
versal coupling, substantially as specified.

69,603.—Albert M. Hastings, Hochester, N".

Y., and Stoughton Petteboxe, ^STiagara Falls, N.
Y.

—

Treating Straio, IFoecZ, and other Materials for
the Manvfacture of Paper.—October 8, 1867.—Ex-
plained by tlie claim.
Claim.—The treating of straw, wood, or other

fibrous material for the manufacture of paper pulp
by boiling the same in a solution of caustic alkali

liquor of suitable strength, in a closed cylinder or
vessel, at low temperature, not in any case'to exceed
3'M° Fahrenheit, accompanied with internal agita-

tion of the contents of the vessel or cylinder, pro-
duced liy wings, brackets, or any other means or
mechanical appliances and preferably by the use of a
rotating cylintler, furnished with wings or brackets,

as above described.

69,664.—M. C. Hawkixs. Edenboro, Pa., as-

signor to himself aud Alonzo Perry, same place.

—

Metal Tip for Suspending Brooms, (£-c.—October 8,

lg;;7.—Tlic end of the broom handle has a ferrule and
a loop whereby it is suspended.

Claim.—The metallic tip for brooms and mop
handles, constructed as described, consisting of the

struck up or cast spherical end L, having the upper
edge of the opening F nearly in its center, and pre-

senting a smooth surface to the hand of the user,

as herein shown and described.

69,665.—Clifton Hellen, "Washington, D. C.

—Egg C'(f2?.—October 8, 1867.—The implement may
be used as a tongs for picking up hot eggs or as an
H'j^'j; cup, the sides being hinged together and having
a apriug to keep the base of the feet apart.

Claim.—An egg cup formed of the sides A A, con-
sisting of the bowl for holding the cg^ and the base
or feet B B, on which the cup stands, in combination
with the hinge C and spring D, as herein sot forth
and described.

69,666.—C. HoDGKixs, Marlboro, IST. TL.—Sew-
ing Machine.—October 8, 1867.—The small rod fitting
transvei-sely through the head of the needle arljor
carries the thread through oblique holes in the ends,
by which the tension is regulatei The thread travel-
ing with the arbor does not bow and slacken and thus
lose its tension.
Claim.—The rod S fitted transversely and horizon-

tally in the upper part of the needle arbor E, secured
therein by the pressure pin o and provided with holes
r for the thread s to pass tlu'ough, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

69,667

—

Frank HoLDEN, Litchfield, H].—Horse
Bake.—October 8, 1867.—As the rake gathers, it is
kept to its work by the cross-head of tiie link. "Wheu
a load is gathered the driver, by raising the lover aud
thereby the cross-head, causes the rake to make a
semi-rotation to discharge its load.

Claim.—First, the sliding rods L L, connected witK
the shaft I, operated through the meiium of the foot
lever J, in combination with the hooks n n on the
straps m m, in which the rake head I is fitted, arms
E E and pendants h h, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

Second, in combination with the above the arms
E E supporting the rake and pivoted to the oblique
pendants h h, substantially as described for the pur-
pose specified.

69,668.—SAitruEL E. HoLAfES, Salem, Oregon.

—

Washing Machine.—October 8, 1867.—The lateriilly-

moving roller frame is adjusted by a lever to press
the clothes against the other frame. "When broaglit
to hard pressure against the clothes the frames are
reciprocated longitudinally by rotation of a compound
crank shaft.

Claim.—First, the rollers D and roller frames B and
C, placed in a vertical position and vil^rating at the
same time in opposite directions in combination with
each other and with the box A, substantially as here-
in shown and described and for the purpose set forth.
Second, the combination of the double crank G and

pitmen I and <T, with the vertical roller fi-ames B aiid
C and with the bos A, substantially as herein shown
and described and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the lever K, connecting
bar L, crank shaft M, and slotted plates /' with each
other and with the box A and sliding frame F, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described and for the
purpose "set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the roller frame C and
sliding frame F with each other, substantially as here-
in shown and described, for the purpose of giving to
said roller frame a longitudinal and lateral movement
at the same time.

69,669.—A. H.Hopkins, Goshen, Jni.—BucMe.
—October 8, 1867.—The tongues of the double buckle
are hung on a bar common to both and engage the
ends of the adjoining straps.

Claim-.—A haruess buckle formed with two tongues
b b hung in the middle in opposite directions to lift

and catch on the opposite flat sides of the frame
against the cross bars d d and provided with tuck
loops c c on each side, substantially as and for the
pm'poses herein described.

69,670.—J. CoRROLL House, Lowville, N. Y.—
Lamp Heaterfor Dental Purposes.—Octobers, 1867;
antedated Sei)tember2.'5, 1867.—The burner of the coal-
oil lamp has fitted to it an inverted truncate-conical
piece containing a mica window, tlirough which to
watch the flame. The top of the piece gives bearing
to the radial projections of a flat-bottomed cup which
is covered by a perforated lid. On these parts is placed
a conical-toi)ped cylindrical cover, with perforations
for escape of the caloric current.

Claim.—The construction and use of the cylindro-
conical dome D E, in combination Avith the "winged
cup d, the perforated diapliragm plate e, or their equiv-
alents, as set forth in the above specification.
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69,671.—Edmund Howard, Flushinjr, X. T., and
"W. H. Jacksox, Xew York, X. Y.

—

Seiving Machine
for Worhing Button-holes. —Octohvv 8, 18G7.— The
lever needles take up the slack of the thread at the

heel of the shuttle at the time that the ordinary shut-

tle stitch has been completed and carry it forward
upon the under side of the cloth around its edge in

time for the next downward movement of the needle

to pass through the loop of the shuttle stitch thus
formed, the ne'edle thread securing the loop and com-
pleting the button-hole stitch.

Claim.—First, the combination of the hook lever

or needle K and split lever or needle Y, or their re-

spective equivalents, both acting the one after the

other to carry the thread from the shuttle or other
uuder-thread carrier of a sewing machine to the upper
side of the cloth being sewed and around its edge,

when such levers are arranged to operate together
and with reference to the ordinary sewing mechanism
of the machine, substantially as d'eseribed and for the
purpose specified.

Second, operating the hook and split levers K and
Y, or their respective equivalents, with reference to

the ordinary sewing mechanism of a machine, by and
through the forwanl and backward movement of the
shuttle or other uuder-thread carrier of the machine,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

69,672.--Wn.LLAj« "Wheeler Hubbel, Philadel-
phia, Pa.— Amalgamator.— October P, 1867.— The
angulai'-faced revolving bars are suspended horizon-
tally in a series, and force the pulverized wet ore re-

peatedly downward and longitudinally into and along
a series of cells or a bed of quicksilver, with which the
gold and silver amalgamate. A basin behind the bed
arrests the stray amalgam.
Claim.—First, the series of revolving angular-faced

bars e, operating as described, over the cells a or bed
of quicksilver upon the saturated ore, to force it down
and longitudinally, successively, into contact with the
quicksilver, for the purpose of' enabling it to take up
the gold and silver in the ore and form an amalgam,
thereby extracting these metals from their ores.
Second, the construction and aiTangeraent of the

feed wheel h and water way r to operate together and
with the said angular-face'd revolving bars, to regu-
larly supply them witli and saturate tlie oi-e for aroal-
gamation, in the before mentioned manner.

_
Third, the construction and application, in connec-

tion with and behind the bars e and amalgamating
bed a, of a waste basin or basins, or amalgam reser-
voir b d, adapted to receive and save tlie quicksilver,

fold and silver, or amalgam, as it is sometimes driven
ack in and with the ore by the action of the bars be-

fore settling, as described.
Fourth, the construction, arrangement, and gear-

ing of the revolving pulleys, or their equivalents, to
revolve all the bars together by connections or shafts
extending through the side pie'ce iv, and with the feed
wheel, substantially as described.

Fifth, the construction of the side pieces v and iv

with the ends of the bars c and their revolving appli-
ances, so that the bars may be readily removed to col-

lect the amalgam and be again resto'red to their place
andwork without disturbing the revolving appliances,
substantially in the manner and for tliis especial pur-
pose, as described.

69,673.—Hexry Dewain Hunt, Danville, 111.—
Hand Loom.—OctohQY 8. 1807.—The movable plates
and levers attached to the lay are connected with the
breast beam and shuttle drivers, so that the movement
of the lay actuates the shuttles. The iutermitteut
action ot" the lay also actuates the adjustable pawl
which engages the ratchet on the clotli-beam shaft.

CZai»i.—First, the segmental levers H pivoted to
the lay C, in combination with the long curved levers

€, the hook m. the spring d. the cords g. and the driv-
ers I, constructed, arranged, and operating substan-
tially as aud for the purposes herein doscriljed.

Second, the adjustable pawl p and screw p^, con-
nected with the lathe and in combination with the
ratchet wheel p' on the cloth beam D, arranged and
operating as and for the pm'pose specified.

69,674.—ARTiiuit Huston, Bristol, Mc—Brush
Clamp.—October 8, 18G7.—The clamp has two hinged
lips which slip over the butt and give to the bristles
a fan shape by pressing upon them ou opiwsite sides.

20 c P—Vol. II

Claim.—An improved brush clamp A, formed in

two parts a^ and a^, and in substantially the form aiul

manner herein shown aud described, aud for the pm'-
pose set forth.

69,675.—James Ingram, New York, X. Y.—
Bathing Apparatus.—October 8, 1867.—Tlie syringe
is adapted to the reception of the desired (juantity of
tlie liquid wliich is discharged under a given pressui-e

upon or into the body.
Claim.—First, the syringe k fitted with a piston to

receive movable weights and provided with supply
pipes aud discharge cock, as and for the purpose set

forth.

Second, the arrangement of pipes and cocks speci-

fied in combination with the bath tub, as aud for the
purposes set forth.

69,676.—W. J. Johnson, Xew Orleans, La.—
Truss ^ad.—October 8. 1867.—The pad is kept in po-
sition against the rupture by its spring arm, and the
pressure rendered more regular by the spiral spring
beneath the thumb pad.
Claim.—The truss constructed as described, with

the thumb pad B hinged to the rim of the annular pad
A, the latter pressing against the body in one direc-
tion while the former, by the action of the spring F
in the recess C, presses against the hernia with a lift-

ing action, as herein shown and described.

69,677.-^0HN Jones, Baltimore, Md.—Jfac//?:??*

for Compressing Pc«t.—October 8, 1867.—The peat
is passed between the two rollers and is pressed into
their recesses. The rollers are connected together by
cog-wheels, and a portion of their periphery is sub-
jected to tlie direct heat of the furnace.
Claim.—The application of pitted, grooved, or cor-

rugated rollers, for the purpose specified.

Also, the direct application of heat to the pressing
apparatus.

69,678.—John L. Keasor, Laeonia, X. H.—
Self-acting Plotv Holder.—Octohor 8, 1867.—Tlie beam
is attached by its draft clevis to the front axle, and
the plow is steadied and adjusted by pivoted rods con-
necting with the narrow box frame. The rear axle is

shortened to give a clear track for the plow.
Claim.—First, attaching one or more plows to the

side of a wagon, substantially as herein shown and
described.
Second, the combination of the horizontal bar C.

vertical bar E, horizontal beam F, and brace bar H
with each other and witli the plow B and wagon A,
substantially as herein shown and described and for
the purposeset forth.

Third, the combination of the pivoted bar I, chain
K or its equivalent, and lever L Avith each other and
with the plow B and wagon A, substantially as herein
shown and described and for the purp-ose set forth.

Fourth, the combiuatiou of the lever plow cleaner
X with the plow B and wagon A, substaiitially as
herein shown and described' and for the pm-pose set

forth.

69,679.—Jajies M. and Marths L. Kellar,
Buckeye, Iowa.

—

Harvester.—October 8, 1867.—The
horizontal rotary cutter plate has serrate-edged cut-
ters with radial f;ices, Avliich work in combination
with a segmental series of fingers. Tlie rake rotates
over the cutter. The cutter inechanism is adjustable
vertically, or can be turned up in a vertical position.

67ar/tt.—First, tiie circular cutter I and finger plate
H, arranged in connection with a grain iiliitform E
and attached to the main frame A, snbstaiitiallv as
shown and described, to admit of being raiseil or
loAvered or tm-ned up to a vertical position, as set

forth.

Second, the horizontal revolving rake arm S, with
rake T attached and an-auged anil ajiplicd as shown,
to admit of being rotated from tlie hub of wliecl K,
and raised and lowered eitlier simultaneously with or
independently of the grain platform and cutting appa-
ratus, substantially as siiown and described.
Third, tlie lever'll and lever frame P, attached re-

spectively to the standard J and lips j j. and arranged
and combined, as shown, for raising and lowering the
cutting apparatus.
Fourth, tlie placing of the rake arm S on thestand-

ai'd J aud couucctiug it with the hub s of the wheel
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K find with the rod IT and bell crank y, as shown, to
admit of the rake being rendered operative and inope-
rative at any time -when desired.

69,eS0.—J. E. and A. H. Kexdeic^, Amherst,
Ohio.—l>?icc Posf.—October 8, 1867.—The post is for
attachment to a foundation stone and has edge flanges
to g'ive strength, and ears to which the ends of the
bars are riveted.

Claim. — The herein described post when con-
structed of sheet-iron, provided with flanges B and
cars E, in combination with the boards E, in the man-
ner substantially as set forth.

69,681.—Samuel TJ. King, "Windsor, Yt.—Scythe
Fastening.—October 8, 1667.—The point of the tang
enters a hole in an adjustable plate. The heel rests
upon an adjustable block and is held down by an em-
bracing ring drawn toward the beam block by a
screw.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

adjustable bearer D and its two series of adjusting
teeth with the metallic head A, and the clamp C, ap-
plied thereto as specified.

Also, the bearer D, as made in two parts r s, ar-

4 i-auged in manner and for the purpose specified.

Also, the combination and arrangement of the teeth
onp, and the adjustable arm E, and the head A, sub-
stantially as described.
Also, the application of the adjustable arm E to

the plate b, by means of the journal extended from
the arm and by the bearing for such journal, made in

the plate as specified, the same serving to relieve the
screw q from lateral strain of the scythe tang, such
as would tend to loosen the screw in the snath.

69,682.—A. La Toukette, Waterloo, IST. T.—
Ditching Machine.—October 8, 1867.—The endless
chain is mounted with scoops and is adjustable to the
depth required to be excavated.
Claim.—First, the combination in a ditching ma-

chiue of the endless chain df, curved spades or scoops
c, bars K K, drums J L, propelling shaft and rope F
O, gearing G H, sweep shaft I, chain D E, and the
parts M N a, or their equivalents, for regulating the
penetration of the spades, all arranged and operating
substantially in the manner herein set4brth.
Second, in a ditching machine constructed and

operating as herein described, the extensible chains
D E D E, applied to the front axle, in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

69,683.—A. La Tourette, Waterloo, IT. T., and
Seth H. Smith, Venice, N. Y.—Brick Machine.
October 8, 1867. — The radial arms on the vertical
shaft of the cylinder, temper the clay. The rectangu
lar openings in the reciprocating bed beneath the
cylinder serve as molds wliicli are alternately filled

as they rotate into posititAa, by the lower radial arm.
The plunger in the bottom of the mold is forced up
after leaving the cylinder by inclined projections on
the track and proje'cts the brick from the mold.

Claim.—The reciprocating mold bed G, when
operated from the vertical shaft C of the mud mill

by means of the revolving curved arm E, and when
so arranged that the molds b b are filled at one revo-
lution of the shaft C, as herein shown and described.

69,684.—Louis Lefebviie, ISTew Orleans, La.—
Sugar Evaporator.—October 8, 1867.—The kettle has
a liemisplierical central bottom and an annular bot-

tom sm-rounding the former. Steam pipes arc allowed
to pass around or tlie caloric currents from a furnace
to circulate outside tlie kettles and in the annular
space between the two parts of the bottom.

Claim..—T\\(i construction of the multiple evapora-
tors and triple cylinders, one or more kettles com-
municating with each other as lierein described and
for the purpose of evaporating juice or liquid by
direct fire or steam, as set forth.

69,685.- B. M. Leury, Montgomery, Ala.—
Lathe.—October 8, 1867.—Tlie motion is conveyed
from the driving pulley to the arbor l)y bevel gear
Avheels, engaging with their connecting pinion.

Claim.— HiG combination of the arbor A, wheels
E G, and pawl wliecl I, grooved pulley L, and pinion
wheel J, arranged substantially as and for the pur-

pose described.

69,686.—Albert Marshall, Methuen, Mass.

—

Carriage Truck.—October 8, 1867.—The rear axle is

pivoted to the perch and the axles are diagonally
connected together to assist in turning by inclining
the axles in difl"erent directions.

Claim.—A carriage truck or bed, constructed sub-
stantially as described for the pui-pose set forth.

Also, in combination with the above, connecting
the rear axle to the perch L, and spring K. by means
of the plates i k n p, and bolts h m, constructed and
arranged substantially as described.

69,687.-Eli L. McNett, Canton, Ta.—Govern-
or.—Oetohev 8, ] 867.—The balls are suspended from a
cross-bar on the governor stem, of such a length as
to allow of their hanging vertically fi-om its ends.
The balls are also connected to a shorter cross-bar
lower on the stem, and these latter are connected to
the sliding sleeve. The increased motion of the stem
will tend to bring the balls nearer in line with the
plane of the shorter bar and they Avill be thrown up-
-oard by other force to that exerted by their centri-

fugal motion.
Claim.—First, the bars C, upon the spindle A,

connected to the balls E by the rods b, said balls con-
nected to the short bar D on the spindle A, at an an-
gle of about 45° with the bar C, by means of the rods
a, which are connected to the sliding sleeve B by the
rods d, all operating as described, whereby the
momentum of the balls aids the centrifugal force to
shut off the steam and the inertia of the balls aids
the centrifugal force to let on the steam, as herein
shown and described.
Second, the combination and arrangement of the

cross-bars C D, rods ab d, balls E, and'sliding sleeve
B, as herein set forth for the pui'pose specified.

69,688.—John Melling, Eochester, ]!T. Y.—
Passenger Itegistcr—October 8, 1867.—The pressure
of the foot on the deflecting plate upon the threshold
depresses the lever connected by a spring rod to a
pawl, actuating the screw gear and registering one
on the dial.

Claim.—First, the aiTangement of the deflecting
plate and hollow siU A, in combination with the lever
F, substantially in the manner and for the purposes
herein described.

Second, in combination with the deflecting plate C
and lever F, the worm gearing and register hand and
dial, all arranged and operating in the manner shown
and described and for the purpose set forth.

69,689.—M. J. Mellyn, Hoxbuiy, Mass.— Cut-.

ting Tool.—October 8, 1867.—The chisel is guided in
the socket and operates on the shoulder of the bar,

which forms an anvil.

Claim.—The bar A, constructed substantially as
shown and described, with the anvd C and socket E,
in combination with the chisel B, substantially aa
and for the purposes herein set forth and described.

69,690.—A. iS^. Merritt, Gardner, Mass.—5t<«-
ter 0»«er.—October, 8, 1867.—The -cylindrical cutter
is forced down into the butter and a wire cutter pass-
ing through tlie hollow pipe and out to one side cuts
tlie bottom of the pat Avhile revolving round. The
print on top leaves its impression on the butter.

Claim. —The combinalion of the inverted eylin-

drical cup A, movable plate F, or its equivalent cen-
ter pin C, and cutting wire D with each other, sub-

stantially as herein shown and described and for the
purpose set forth.

69,691.—Frederick Meyer, Newark, N. J.—
Scoop for Scales.—October 8, 1867.—The scoop is

stamped out of one sheet, instead of jointing.
Claim.—As an article of manufacture a scoop for

scales, made of one piece of metal, as and for the pur-

pose specified.

69,692.—Thomas S. Minxiss, Meadeville, Pa.—
Sled Brake.—October 8, 1867 ; antedated September
26, 1867.—The spiked lever is hinged to the forward
lieuch so that on raising the handle of the lever the
brake is operated.

Claim.—The scraper B, armed as described and
operated by the IcAcr C, as and for the purpose set

forth.
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69,693.—Freeman Moore and John A. Baker,
Carrollton, Ohio.—Car Coupling.—October 8, 1867.-
The conical-headed liolt enjiages the jaws which re-

tain their hold on the shoulder of the head, and eflfect

the coupling:.

Claim.—Yirst, the latch D, in combination with the
forked lever E E' E^, the same being arranged so as

to automatically couple the link or shackle Gr, sub-
stantially in the manner set forth.

Second, the combination with the above of the lever

I, bar r, and arm J. the same being arranged as de-

scribed, and employed to uncouple and disconnect the
cars in the event oi" running off the track, substan-
tially as set forth.

Third, tlie combination of the latch D, link F, forked
lever E E' E^, and spring H, all arranged and oper-
ating in the manner and for the purpose speciiied.

Fourth, tlic combination with the coupling and
uncoupling devices herein described, of the lever L,
arranged and employed in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

69,694.— Duant: "Peck, Kochelle, 111.—Mop
Wrinjer.—OctohQT 8, 1867.—The moving roller is

brought to the fixed one by in-essure upon the treadle
and is raised again by the'spiral springs.
Claim.—The roller B, sliding in the groove 6 of

the inclined l)ars a, the toggle C c, rod D,^ treadle E,
spring F, sliding roller G, bearing against the springs
d. all combined and arranged to operate as herein
described for the purpose specified.

69,695.—Sasiuel Pence, Eaton, Ohio.—J-mmni
Trap.—October 8. 1867.—When the rat tilts the plat-

form he closes the entrance, but in retilting it in de-

scending to the lower compartment he resets the
outer gate.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
levers J K, one end of each being pivoted to the par-
titions in the chamber L, and the other ends to the
slides H I, and pivoted to each other in the center,
the bent lever M, secured at one end to the bar K,
and passing through the block N, in partition C, se-

cured to the tilting platform O in tlie center cham-
ber, the spring E, and lever catch S, as herein de-
scribed for the purpose set forth.

69,696.—Daniel Peters and Pobert F. Wil-
liams, Keokuk, lo\ra.—Line Holder.— October 8,

1867.—The line is passed beneath the cross-head and
then over the crotch of the lever which is hinged to
the bracket attached to the wall, and by its oscillation
pinches the rope.

Clair.\—First, the lever B, with a cross-head d,

and a crotch c, substantially as and for the purpose
described.
Second, the bracket A, with its lugs e e, substan-

tially in the manner and for the purpose described.
Third, the arrangement of the lever B, so that the

line may be passed between its cross-head and the
plate, and also through the crotch c, substantially in

, the manner described.
Fomlh, the manner substantially described of con-

structing the bracket plate A with a socket l)earing
a, and the lever B, with a pivot b b, so that these
parts may be connected together without any auxil-

iaiT device, such as a rivet or detached pin, as set
forth.

69,697.—Joshua Pierpont, La Harpe, 111., as-

signor to himself and Sidney S. Tuttle, same place.—Cultivator Coupling.—Octolier 8. 1867.—The arms
of the axle are cast with a longitudinal groove on the
upper side of each, for receiving tlie ends'of a wrought
iron connecting bar, and have braces on the under
side for receiving a tm-u-table clevis.

Claim.—Y'w^t, the turn-table clevis, with the head
g, in combination with the axle arm «, both con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose herein described.
Second, the combination of the clevis and the axle

arm a with the connecting bar E, an-anged and oper-
ating" as and for the pm-pose described.

"

69.69S.—Patrick Power, Chicago, IW.—Eoclcer
for Cradles.—October 8, 1867.—The" rollers on the
lower«ide of the rockers facilitate the removal of the
cradle.

Claim.—The combination of one or more rollers C

with the rocker B. substantially as herein shown and
described, and for the purpose set forth.

69,699.—D. A. Pratt, Tremont, N. Y.—Motive
Poioerfor Locomotion and Other Furposes.-^OctobCT
8. 1867.—Power is accumulated by a series of spiral
springs that communicate their action to the wheels
of the can-iage.
Claim.—First, the mode and manner of adding the

power of one coiled ribbon or main spring, or in lieu

thereof a "coiled spiral wire spring to another, by
gear or its equivalent, in such a manner that the pow-
er Qf each and all of them shall reach one or more com-
mon centers or " units of power," substantially as de-
scribed.
Second, the use of spiral wire springs in "sets," as

well as also a coiled ribbon or main spring in groups,
as herein described, for motive purposes.

Tliird, the mode and manner of attaching this par-
ticular power, as herein set forth, to the driving
wheels of the carriage thereof, for the i)m"poses ana
as described.
Fourth, the combination of this power, w^hen thus

accumulated, with three or more pinions and gear as
described, and for the purposes set forth.

69,700.—D. A. Pratt, Sing Sing, N. Y.—Key
Bole Gxinrdfor Door Locks.—Ociobcv 8, 1867.—The
guard being inserted in the key-hole, the catches are
expanded by the cam which is' actuated by the rota-

tea head.
Claim.—The V-shaped cam or spiral screw, revolv-

ing on the arbor a of the key, for the purposes of ex-
panding or contracting the 'arm b, or lip c; also the
serrated arm &, as well as the combination of said ser-

rated arm h and lip c with said cam.

69,701.—G'. "W. Pressey, Hammonton, IST. J.—
Stump Extractor.—October 8, 1867.—The aunulnr
pawls are so arranged as to clutch the lifting bai'

during their upward stroke and to slip during the
down stroke. The levers act alternately upon tlie

said bar, w^hich slides vertically in guides".

Claim.—The pawls H H, constructed in annular
form, so as to fit loosely on the lifting bar B, and pro-

vided with pendent arms /, in connection with tlie

levers E E, all arranged and applied to operate in the
manner substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Also, the holding and retaining pawl I, when used
in combination with the pawls 11 H and the levers

E E, substantially as and for tlie purpose specified.

Also, the pin e, fitted on tlie lifting bar B, in coni-

bination with the lower perforated bent eiid of the
lifting bar, all arranged for the purpose of holding'

the chain to the lower end of the lifting bar, substan-
tially as shown and described.

69,702.—John G. Raymond, Eondont, N. Y.—
Boiler Gauge Cock.—October 8, 1867.—The disk at

the end of the tube is rotated by the rod to wliich it

is attached, so that the apertures in the disk and in
the tube may correspond when steam or water is dis-

charged, and a tight joint obtained between the two
when required.
Claim.—The disk or button C, arranged substan-

tiaHy as described, in combination with the tube A
and aperture c, as and for the purpose specified.

69,703 Eobert L. Eeam, New York, IST. Y.-
Wooden Pavement.—October 8, 1867.—Sections of
pavement are made by fastening together wooden
blocks by means of ii'on spikes or wooden pins and
wooden bands, and o'hen placed in position tiie sec-

tions are interlocked by keys whose edges occupy the
cii-cnmferential grooves in'the cluster of bloclcs.

Claim.—In the construction of wooden pavements,
the removable and rcplnca!)le notched keys, for lock-

ing in transverse directions sections made of a series

of "blocks spiked, grooved, and banded together as

herein described, so that the sections may be taken
up when pipes or sewers are to be laid in the street,

and readily laid down again, or for repairs, as set

forth.

69,704.—Peter S. Eeist, Oregon, Va.—Self-

adjusting Elastic Gate.—October 8, 1867.—The gates

are sprung open by the cars when they come in con-

tact with them, and close again in the rear of the
train by the recoil of their springs.
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Claim.—The construction of self-adjusting elastic
ffate, as herein described, and for the purposes set
forth.

69,705.—EudolphW. Eiess, Philadelphia, Pa.—Rotary Steam Engine.—Octobers, 1867.—The valve
admits the steam in the direction desired, and also
forms a movable abutment -nhich rests against the
periphery of the hub. The bearings of the pintle of
the valve are continued on one side beyond the cylin-
der heai^, so as to receive an operating lever which
lies against the cylinder head and is retained in place
by the lug.

Claim.—F\v%t, the reversible valve C of a rotary
engine, constructed and an-anged substantially as
described.
Second, in combination -with the above, the lever

K, constructed of hinged parts, substantially as de-
scribed.

69,706.—L. J. Egberts, Corry, ^Pa.—Hose Coup-
ling.—October 8, 1867.—One part of the coupling en-
ters the end of the nut upon the other part, and is

secured by bayonet fastenings, whose disengagement
is prevented by springs.

Claim.—The hose end B, constructed with coupling
pins 6', and the independent nut C, constructed with
a screw thread, bayonet slots, and one or more springs
I), in combination with each other and with the hose
end A, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for tlie purpose set forth.

69,707.—Jacob Eupertus, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Cartridgefor Fire-arms.—October 8, 1867.—The cart-

ridges are successively introduced into the barrel of
the gun and the detonate of each one exploded from
the one before it. The detonate is carried under the
recurved edge of a sheet metal case whose end enters
the cavity in the bullet. The fire is communicated
from one charge to another through an axial passage
in the bullet, firing the charges in quick automatic
succession.

Claiin.—First, a projectile A, having a central
opening a, in combination with a case C, arranged in

front of the projectile for containing the powder, all

substantially as set forth.

Second, the combination of the projectile A and its

central openings a, with the case B, its detonate
chamber, and indented or grooved projecting g^ the
whole being arranged substantially as and for the pur-
pose set foi'th.

Third, the casing C, composed of paper or other
fabric, and wire net work, and secured to the front
of thfe projectile, all substantially as described.

69,708—John Eushworth, New York, N". Y.—
Loom for Weaving Ribbons, dUc,—October 8, 1867.

—

The rack is actuated by the pinions to rotate the
rollers that carry the shuttle.

Claim.—The metal rack A, constructed of bars d d
and rods c c c, as shown and described, combined with
the strap h and pinions //, in the manner and for the
purposes set forth.

69,709.—James Eussell, Springfield, Mass., as-

signor to himself and H. A. Collins, same place.

—

Card-Setting Machine.—October 8, 1867.—Improve-
ment on the patent of Coates and Eussell, August 1,

1854. The cfirricr plate of the former is made inde-
pendent of the other slides which carry the crowner
and bending fingers. The carrier at its rear end is

attached to a piece which straddles the plate to which
the bending fingers are attached and enters the sides
of the frames. At these points springs are placed so
as to press against the front side of the straddle piece,

and their pressure is regulated by set screws.
Claim.—The spring G, formed in the carrier rod,

and adjusted by means of the arm J and set screw H,
substantially in the manner and for the purpose here-
in set forth.

69,710.—Andrew V. Eyder, Germano, Ohio.—
Seedi)ig Machine.—Oetohcv 8, 1867.—TJie axle turns
with the Avheels and carries the cylindrical seed block.
The plows are regulated in depth by the adjustable
attachment of the beams to the slotted ears.

Claim.—First, the bed piece D, provided with the
ears /( 7t, as and for the i)ui'pose described.

Second, the revolving seed box g, bed piece D,

plated upright or bar a, beams A and E E, and hop-
per C, all constructed and combined as and for the
purpose described.

69,711.—Levi Scofield, Farmington, "Wis., as-
signor to himself and Justin B. "Wait, same place.

—

Looms.—October 8, 1867.—Explained by the claims
and illustration.

Claim.—First, the stop bar/, when attached to the
stepping bar H, and used to stop the cams a, a\ a-,

and a^, alternately, thereby preventing the momen-
tum of the cam shaft from carrying up too far one of
the cams, that in turn Avould prevent the descent of
the harness, and a full shed of the warp, substantially
as described.
Second, the sliding bar S, when constructed with

the arms b and 6', the arm b^, set out from the face of
the bar so as to allow the cam n to work against the
arm b, and the cam h against the arm b' and used to
operate the treadle L, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

Third, the double cams h wad n, when attached to
the cam shaft E, and used to operate the sliding bar
S, and at the same time holding the latter and the
treadle in position, while the shuttle is thrown, sub-
stantially as and for the pm'pose set forth.

69,712.—T. J. Shipley and W. A. Moody, Mon-
tezuma, Iowa.

—

Horse Collar.—October 8, 1867.—The
elastic attachment as stated allows the expansion of

the collar for passage over the head.
Claim.—The hollow pad B, fitting over and secur-

ing the ends of horse collars, said pad having upon
its inside the longitudinal rubber springs C, which
springs fit over the ends of the collar, and are se-

cured to the outside of the walls in holes e by means
of the hooks d, as herein shown and described.

69,713.— J. H. Shireman, York, Va.—Horse
Rake.—October 8, 1867.—The rake frame is clutched
to the continually rotating axle to discharge;the I'ake.

The clutch is operated by a hand lever.

Claim.—First, a continuously revolving axle, or
shaft B, with ratchets and pawls, or their equivalents,

applied to both wheels, substantially as and for the
purpose described.
Second, in a horse hay rake placing th^ ratchets

id pawls upon the inner sides of both driving and
transporting wheels, substantially as described.

Third, the combination of a driver's seat G, a pres-

sure contrivance for holding the teeth down to their

work, a continuously revolving axle which is fur-

nished with a lifting 'device, ana a device connected
to the rake head, which, at the will of the opei-ator,

can be thrown into gear with the Lifting device of the
axle, for the purpose of discharging the gathered hay
from the rake teeth.

69,714.—W. Siemens and J. G. Halske, Berlin,

Trnssia.—Spirit Meter.—OctoheT 8, 1867.—The pur-

pose is to measure the volume of pure alcohol inde-

pendent of the quantity of liquid in which the same
is contained, and at the same time to measure the

volume of passing liquid. To this end, although the

counterwork for the pure alcohol is set in motion each
time that a certain measured quantity of the spirit

passes through, it is, nevertheless, only advanced so

much as corresponds exactly with the volume of pure
alcohol contained in it. This corresponding indica-

tion is attained by means of a curve turning upon the

first wheel of the counterwork which strikes agumst
an index moved up and down by an alcoholmetcr, so

that the indications of the latter and its index pre-

scribe tlie limits of the angles through which the

curve, and therefore the counterwork of the appara-

tus, can turn.
Claim.—First, the measuring drum, constructed

and arranged as herein described, so as to rotate with
a springing motion, that is to say, provided with
thi-ee compartments so formed that the center of grav-

ity of the spiiit during its influx into said compart-
ments shall lie in a vertical plane passing through the

axis of the drum, substantially as shown and set forth.

Second, the alcoholmetcr, in combination with its

index and supporting spring, substantially as and for

the purpose herein shown and specified.

Third, the mechanism herein described for impart-

ing to the counterwork a motion which shall at all

times be proportionate to the volume of pure alcohol
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contained in the spirit or liquid which passes through

the measuring apparatus.
Fourth, the combination with the mixing vessel N.

of the pipes or tulws for the induction of the spirit or

liquid arranged as described, so that when spirit of

varying strength is conducted into said vessel the

heavier shall enter above and the lighter below the

alcoholraeter, substantially as and for the purposes

set forth.

Fifth, the combination with the measuring drum
and interior cylinders K, of the mechanism for ob-

taininc: a samp'le of the spirit proportionate in quan-

tity to'the volume of the said spu-it which is meas-

ured, ai-ranged and operating substantially as set

forth.

69,715.—John K. Simpsox, New York, N. T.—
Electrical Twcc/i.—October 8, 1867.—The insulating

tube has at one end an elcctrophorns and at the

other end a gauge cap to place over the burner. A
current of electricity is passed along a wire from the

electrophorus to near proximity with a wire at the

burner. A spark passing from* wire to wire ignites

the gas.
Claim,:—First the herein described electrophorus

consisting of the hard rubber tube c, the metallic

plate F, and the metallic tube B. connected through
the plate D, and rod a. with the outer surface of the

rubber tube C, and through the rod m, and ring E.
or its equivalent, with the outer surface of the han-
dle A. aiTanged and operating as set forth.

Second, the jwrforated cup N, provided with a suit-

able nipple O, and uninsulated v. ire w attached to

said nipple, arranged in the mauner and for the pur-

pose described.
Third, the combination of an electrophorus situated

near tlic lower end of a torch, the perforated cup N
at the upper end of said torch, and the insulated con-
ducting wire J, between the electrophorus and the
perforated cup, so arranged as to receive the spark
or sparks from the electrophorus and conduct the
same opposite to the end of the uninsulated wire w,
situated above the nipple O, of the perforated cup N,
the whole being arranged and operating in the man-
ner aud for the purpose substantially as set forth and
described.

69,716.—FmooLrN' Siirrn. Tiffin. Ohio.—Wagon
Hound and Pole Brace.— October 8, 1867.— The
hounds are formed of continuous upper and under
strips bent around at the rear. The strips have
blocks between them through which are passed their
clamping bolts.

Claim.—The construction of the hound and slider

of the two bent strips A A', secured to the axle bol-

ster and provided with fiUing pieces b and I locks o,

substantially as described.

69,717.—H. ^X^. S>nTH. Rainsburg, Pa., and B.
C. Smith. Tolleston, Ind.—Sleigh Brake.—Octobers,
1867.—The brake dogs are operated by cords passing
around a roller in the tongue and to the hold-back
straps of the harness. The cords may be connected
to a roller operated by a A\inch.

Claim.—First, the "combination of the brake irons
F. operating ropes H. roller S, or its equivalent,
tongue rope I, and sliding i-ope K, with each other
and with the tongue and frame of the sled, substan-
tially as herein shown and described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Second, the combination of the brake irons F. op-
erating ropes H, roller S, or its equivalent, frame L,
and roller M. with each other and with the box E,
and frame of the sled, substantially as herein shown
and described and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the brake irons F, oper-
ating ropes H, roller S, or its equivalent, and roller

P, with each other and the frame of the sled, sub-

stantially as herein shown and described and for the
purpose set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the coiled springs G
with the brake irons F, and operating ropes H, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described aud for the
pui-pose set forth.

69,718.—JOHXSON Smith, Kansas, HI— Churn
Basher.—October 8, 1867.—The two spiral dashers
di'aw the cream from above and below and dash the
two streams together at the midheight of the churn.

Claim.—The shaft B, with eight horizontal arms
B', to which ai'e connected the diagonal slats C C,
in sucb a manner that their inner ends nearly meet
at the center of the shaft, so that the cream may be
caught by the slat C and carried to and under the
slat C as and for the purposes specified,

69,719.—C. D. SxELL and J. W. Penney, Me-
chanic Falls, Me.

—

Mechanical Movement.—October
8, 1867.—The crank shal't connects by means of rods
and sliding collars on a vertical standarfll with a
second shaft that rotates at a different angle and
thereby avoids the use of bevel gearing.

Claim.—First, the sliding collar D, in corabinatioa
with the upright C, or its equivalent, and in combi-
nation with the pitmen H and K, or their respective
equivalents, in mauner and for the purposes substan-
tially as described.
Second, the collar G, sliding in the sliding collar

D, and in combinatiou with it and with the upright
C, or its equivalent, in manner and for the purposes
substantially as described.

Third, the sliding collar G, in combination with the
pitmen E and F, or their respective equivalents, and
in combination with the cranks a and b, in manner
and for the purposes substantially as described.
Fourth, the pitmen E F H and K, and collars D

and G, in combination with the shafts A and B and
erauks a and b, all substantially as above set forth
and described.

69,720.—Henuy Splitdorf. Brighton, Mass.—
Armor for Hoofs of Horses.—October 8, 1867.—The
metallic scales are riveted to leather backing, which is

secured between the shoe and the hoof.

Claim.—The armor 0, for protecting the feet or
hoofs of horses or other animals, made substantially
as described above, by fastening a sei'ies of plates to
each other or to a flexible foundation B.

69,721 .—H. D. Stover and John W. Hutchin-
son, Xew York, N. Y.

—

Cotton Press.—October 8,

1867.—The cotton is pressed into ban-t ..i by the
plunger whose screw engages in the nut in the cross-
bar above.
Claim.—First, the construction and an-angement

of the suspended tube C within the frame A, pro-
vided with the plunger I attached to the scj-ew rod H,
adjustable cross-bar G, wheel J, guide rods E E, as
herein set forth.

Second, binding the upper part of the staves of the
baiTel D together by means of the band M having
parallel projections h b upon its ends, and oval links
N, substantially as herein shown and described.

Third, securing the barrel D beneath the tube C
and plunger I by means of the adjustable blocks K
and keys L L, constructed and arranged as herein set
forth.

69,722.—James E. Strode, Can-oUton. 111., as-

signor to himself and Thomas H. Strode, same
place.—Wagon Brace and Fender.—October 8, 1867.

—The plate is attached to the wagon box. It has
depending flanges to engage the bolster, and jaws to
engage the stake.
Claim.—The plate A having shoulders or flanges

B formed upon or attached to its under side, and
jaws C, formed upon or attached to its outer edge or
side, substantially as herein shown and described and
for the purpose set forth.

69,72.3.-^0HN B. Stbyker, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Jletal Roofing.—October 8, 1867.—Explained by the
claim and illustration.

Claim.—A roof composed of transverse sheets a b

0, one side of each of which is passed over and nailed
to grooved strips B, and the other side soldered to the
adjacent sheet over the strip and covering the edge
of the first sheet, whereby neither the means of fasten-
ing nor the seams are exposed, substantially as de-
scribed.

69,724.—Frank Teelin and Jacob A. Swift,
Blossvale, N. Y.—Sleigh Brake.—October 8, 1867.—
When the sleigh presses its connecting rod against
the tongue on descending a hill, the rod drives the
lever l)ack and presses the dog into the track.
Claim.—The direct motion of the tongue T upon
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the levers S, by means of rods A.A, arranged and
applied as represented and described.

69,725.—S. D. TuTTLE and J". H, G-ans, Eaton,
Ohio.—Cultivator.—October 8, 1867.—The doubletree
works in an elongated slot in the tongue and is di-

rectly attached by cord and pulley to the pivoted
standards that cany the plows and vibrating rake
bearers, giving them an oscillating motion in accord-
ance to the obstructions that they meet.

Claim.—First, the sliding or adjustable doubletree
K applied to the draft pole G-, substantially as shown
and described, and connected to the plow beams E on
the axle C, all being an-anged to operate substantially
in the manner as and for the pm'pose set forth.

Second, the pivoting <jf the draft pole G to the
main frame A., in connection with the pivoted
socket H and the foot-piece J, all arranged to operate
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Third, the arm or lever N provided Asith the foot-

piece O, and the toothed segment bar P, on the front
cross-piece of the fi-ame A, the arm or lever N being
attached to a plow beam E, and all arranged sub-
stantially as and for the purpose sot forth.

Fourth, the rake S connected to the arms V, fitted

on the axle C, and having the springsW X attached
to them, substantially as shown and described.

Fifth, the application and arrangement of the rope
T, as shown and described, for the purpose of raising
the rake when required.

Sixth, the combination of the sliding doubletree
TS., plow beams E on the axle C, and the pivoted or
laterally adjustable draft pole G, all arranged to ope-
rate in the manner substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

69,726.—John Vail, Yankee Jim's, Cal.—Wash-
ing Machine.—October 8, 1867.—The pounders are
operated by cam wheels on the crank shaft.

Claim..—First, the combination and arrangement
of the sli iingbox or tub B, the pounders D, shafts E,
cams H. lud shaft I with each other and with frame
A, substantially in the manner herein shown and de-

scribed and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of an ordinary wash-board
C and movable side b' with the tub B, substantially

; as herei]i shown and described and for the purpose
set forth.

Third, the combination of the levers N and and
block P, with the sliding tub B and with the frame
A of the machine, substantially as herein shown and
described and for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the lever K, shaft L,
arm M, and movable frame G-, with the pounder
shafts, E, and with the frame A of the machine, sub-

stantially as herein shown and described and for the
pm-pose set forth.

69,727.—K. M. Van Sicklek, New York, N. Y.—Combined Crank, Friction Wheel and Brake.—Oc-
tober 8, 1867.—Improvemeut on his patent February
12, 1867.—Explained by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, attaching the crank to the wheel in

such a way that it may be turned or moved back so
as to bring its handle to, or nearly to, the center of
the said wheel, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of tlic crank F, friction

wheel C, brake strap D, and brake lever E Avith each
other and with the pinion shaft B, substantially as

herein shown and described and for the purpose set

forth.

69,728.— FitANZ VOEGTLI, Montgomery City,

Mo.

—

Spinning Machine.—October 8, 1867.—The ope-

rator stands with one foot on the treadle and feeds

the rolls to the rollers, from which they pass through
tlie hollow spindle by the rotation of which they are

spun.
Claim.—First, the coml)ination and an'angement

of the parts F ¥^ff^f\f\f* and G, substantially as

and for the purpose described.
Second, the automatic feeder H H' G G* and g g^,

to distribute the threads upon the spool D', substan-

tially as set forth.

Third, the general combination of all the parts as

shown, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

69,729.—James C. Walker, Waco Village,
Texas.—Hot Air, Steam, and Water Gauge.—Octo-
ber 8, 1867.—The tubes pass through the boiler under
and above water, and currents of aii- are induced
through the tubes by the heat of the steam and hot
water surrounding them. These currents are made
to sound musical notes and thus indicate the condi-
tion of the steam and water in the boiler.

Claim.—First, the pipes L M N O, passing through
steam boilers as above described, as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Second, the combination of the boiler A, the pipes
L M l«r O, the valves v v vv, and the reeds or whistles
c ccc, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

69,730.—Clemens Weaver, Easton, Fa.—Fail-
ceL—October 8, 1867.—The plunger, when raised,
displaces the valve and the liquid flows out. To close
the passage, the plunger is let go, when the coiled
spring forces down the valve and checks the flow.
Claim.—The plunger C, sleeve B, spring D, and

valve E arranged in the faucet, constructed in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

69,731.—E. West and H. F. Paul, Concord, N".

H.

—

Cultivator and Harrow Tooth.—October 8, 1867.
—The flaring wings behind the tooth have an open-
ing between them by which the seed that is dropped
immediately behind may be covered and the earth
that falls over be pulverized.

Claim.—First, extending the flaring parts of the
wings of a cultivator or harrow tooth back beyond
the rear edge of the body of the tooth, and having
the space between the said wings open on top, to al-

low the surface soil to fall over the edges of the wings
into the furrow made by the tooth, substantially as
herein shown and described.
Second, having the wings B B of the cultivator or

harrow tooth removable from the bodyA of the tooth,

substantially as and for the pui*pose herein shown and
described.

69,732.—Ctrenus Wheeler, Jr., Auburn, 'N.

Y.

—

Harvester.—October 8, 1867.—The main frame is

made in two parts hinged to and turning about the
main axle as a common center. The front frame sup-

ports the driver and has the draft bar connected with
it, and the rear frame carries the cutting apparatus.
Claim.—In combination with a main frame in two

parts, and having the axle, or its equivalent, as a
common center of motion, a two-armed lever to one
of the arms of which it is connected the draft of the
machine, while the other transmits the power of the
team to the raising up of the rear frame and its con-
nected parts, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

69,733..—Thomas Whittemore, Cambridgeport,
Mass.—lidihvay.—October 8, 1867.—The two outer
bolts have their screw threads pitched in the opposite
direction, so that any tendeuey of the bolts to unscrew
within their nuts will set their main heads firmer into
the notches and so prevent the bolt holder from being
raised out of place on the bolts.

Claim.—The bolt holder as made with its external
notches formed substantially as set forth.

Also, in connection with the bolt holder, having its

external notches formed as described, the an'ange-
ment of the outer bolts with screws pitched in oppo-
site directions, as explained.
Also, the combination and arrangement of the aux-

iliary bolt heads with the bolt holder rails and lap

bars, the whole being as specified.

Also, the combination ofthe bolt holder, constructed
as described, vpith the bolts, tJie rails, and the lap

bars, as specified.

Also, the arrangement of the check groove b, and
the lap bar, the bolts and nuts, or the same and the

holding plate, applied to the two rails, substantially

as set forth.

69,734.—WiLLTAM Wickkrsiiam, Boston, Mass.
Machine for Making Nails for Horseshoes.—Octo-

ebr 8, 1867.—Explained by the claims and illustration.

Claim,.—First, in horse-nail machines, the device
of two series of working rolls, one series for the side

and one for the edge of the nails, so an-anged that

each succeeding pair of rolls from the first shall have
a gi-eater moti6u than the preceding pair, suited to
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the increasing length of metal as it passes through
the machine, and so arranged tliat "whorc the rolls arc
formed as described, a vrire of indelinite length, ir

passing continuously through the machine, "will h'i

completely formed into nails, or partially so fonHCii,

ready for another similar macliiue to iiuish, as dd-

scribed.
Second, the construction of a series of pairs of

"working rolls in lioi'se-nail machines of eylindric

form Avith grooves or spaces on the outside, having
the same form and depth extending from one end lo

the other of the rolls, and suited for the 8ide or edge
of the forming nails, and so arranged in the series

that each succeeding pair shall have wider spacer
than the preceding ones, and suited to the increas-

ing lengtli of the forming nails as they pass from the^
first to the last of the series, substantially as described.

Third, the arrangement of the working roll on the
""

shaft with washers, which are transferable from one
end of the roll to the other, in such manner as that
all parts of the roll may be successively used, as de-

scribed.

Fourth, the application to the rolls herein described
of a stream of water, iu the manner and for the pur
pose set forth.

Fifth, the device herein described for separating
the head of the nail from the point of the succeedin
nail, iu the manner and for the purpose set forth.

69,738.—Russell Fisk. New York, N. Y.—
Composition for Concrete I'avemeyits.— October 8,

1S67 ; antedated July 20, 18C7.—Composed of broken
stone, coarse gravel, or iron cinders, 70 pounds ; coal
ashes, 25.» The coarser portions are treated with
pine and coal tar, laid down and rolled. The finer

portions arc then treated with tar and 5 per cent, of
water cement, are laid upon the other, rolled and cov-
ered with sand.
Claim.—First, the mode, substantially as set forth,

of compounding and prepai'iug concrete blocks for
paving.
Second, the mode of laying pavements by the use

of concrete blocks, imbedded and united,"^ substan-
tially as set forth.

69,735.—JoHX A. Williams. Elizabeth, 111

Thimble&keivfor Axles.-Octohev8,lSG7.-Thcsoc^iet
is turned on the butt end of the skein and the skeins
ai-e connected by a rod having a right and left-hand

screw that furnishes a brace to the axles. The thim-
ble is open at the extremities. The butt end of the
skein and the connecting rod ai-e adjusted to the un-
der side of the axle.

Claim.—First, the elongated sljeins B B, furnished
with a socket at the butt end thereof, in manner and
for the purposes substantially as above set forth and
described.
Second, adjusting the thimble skein beneath the

axle by means r.nd manner for the purposes substan-
tially as above set forth and described.

Third, constructing the thimble skeins B B in one
piece, with open extremities b b throu":h which the
wooden axletree passes, in manner and for the pur-

poses substantially as above set forth and described.
Fourth, the connecting rod D, furnished with a

right and left-hand thread, or any equivalent for the
same, and setting into the sockets C C, or their equiv-
alent, or the thimble skeins B B, in manner as and
for the purposes substantially as described.

Fifth, securing tiie thimble skeins to the axletree
by meaus of the bolster bolts E, working in the slots

or mortices e e, in manner and for the pnrposes sub-
stantially as above set forth and described.

69,736.—Thomas T^iltse, Jr., Panama, K". Y.—Horse Power,—October 8, 1867.—The drive wheel
connects •« ith the vertical shaft pinion, horizontal
shaft pidleys, and band and crank pulleys. The
bridge connects with the frame and crank pitman of
the machine.

Claim.—The combination of the driving wheel A,
having oblifine teeth a', formed as described, upon
the under side of its rim, the vertical shaft B, hori-

zontal shaft E, pinion wheel F, baud pulley G, band or
belt H, pulley I. and crank pulley or wheel J with
each other and frame C, the sliding pirman box or
bridge L, the frame C and crank pitman K, substan-
tially in the manner herein shown and described and
for the purpose set forth.

69,737.—Edwin A. "Wood, TTtica, N. Y.—Elec-
tric Steam Gauge.—Octoher 8, 1867.—The galvanic
battel^ and index arc connected with the mercury
column in such manner that the index will signal
each successive pound of pressure upon the gauge.

Claim.—First, the mocle. substantially as herein
described, of indicating the pressure of the mercury
column by means of insulated points in the mercury
tube connected witli like points on the index.
Second, combining Avith an ordinary mercury coj-

umn a galvanic battery, substantially as described for

the uses and purposes mentioned.
Third, the mercury column and index, constructed

and operating substantially as described.

69,739.—George Abbott, White's Corners, N.
Y.—Corn Plariter.—Octoher 15, 1867.—Explained by
the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, the clutch I and spring rod K, in
combination and arrangement with the gearing and
planting apparatus of a corn-planting machine, for

the purposes and substantially as described.
Second, the planting leg G, connected with the

di'iving wheel by means of appropriate gearing, in
such manner that the leg may be caused to move up
by the mechanism and let fall by its own gravity, and
plant hills at intervals, substantially as set forth.

Third, the seed gatherer H, arranged with the seed
box O, partition OS and tube R, for the purpose of
picking up and carrying the requisite number of ker-
nels to form a hill' and depositing the same in the
planting leg, substantially as described.
Fourth, the valve L, placed at the foot of the plant-

ing leg and operated by means of the rod U, lever P,

and cam F', for the purpose and substantially as de-

scribed.
Fifth, the spring rod K, operating upon the clutch

wheel I, to advance or set the planting gear-, substan-
tially as set forth.

Sixth, the hill marker or projection X, near the
foot of the planting leg G, by which each hill is indi-

vidually marked, substantially as set forth.

Seventh, the shield P, placed iu the seed box
around the feed slide, for the purpose and substaji-

tially as described.
Eighth, the cam wheel F, by which a planting leg

and marker and a seed gatherer, either or all, may be
operated, for the purpose and substantially as de-

scribed.
Ninth, the vertical slide or seed carrier H, arranged

with the seed box O, partition 0^ and tube, and op-
erated by the cam F^, for the pm-poses and substan-
tially as set forth.

Tenth, the slotted swivel joint t^, as a means of
connecting the pendant t^ to the overhanging bar T,
for the purpose and substantially as described.

69,740.

—

Nathan Adams, Altoona, Pa.

—

Ma-
chine/or Making Keys for Bolts.—October 15, 1867.

—Split keys for securing bolts are made by the dies

and levers', by whose action the bar is cut, bent into
shape, and then dropped.
Claim.—First, the device for cutting the bar, con-

sisting of the cam n on the lever F, die B, and cutter
H, all made and operating substantially as herein
shov.-n and described.
Second, the combination of the gauge h with the

cutter H, die B, and cam n on lever F, substantially

as set forth.

Third, the spring K, provided with the inn i and
cam y, in combination with the bar D, substantially
as described for the purpose specified.

Fourth, the construction and arrangement of the
slotted plate A, pivoted dies B C. arms e e, pivoted
biu- D, slotted rod E, lever F, having cam n, cutter

H, stationary bridge G, gauge h, spring K, having
cam y, and pin i, all operating as descjibed for the

purpose specified.

69,741.—Sidney Allen, Newton, Mass., and
Jas. p. Snow, Roxburv, Mass.—7?a?7road! Stvitch.—
October 15, 1667.—The' guide shoes are connected to

weighted levers and operated by hand levers to bring
the shoes in contact with the guide block and turn
the car on to a branch track.

Claim.—First, the suspended, pivoted guide shoe
or shoes F, constructed as describei!, and arranged
to be adjusted between the wheel D and the raised
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flange K' upon the elevated track, whereby said wheel
is crowded off the raised track upon the branch track,
as liereiu set forth for the purpose specified.

Second, the combination of the weighted or drop
levers H with the suspended shoes F and ii-ame E of
the car, substantially as hoi-ein shown and described
and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the operating levers J
with the weighted levers H and with the frame E of
the car, subs"tantially as herein shown and described
and for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the raised and flanged guide block K, con-
structed as described, connected with the rais of the
track at the point where the branch track leaves the
main track, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed and for the purpose set forth.

Fiftli, the combination of the guide block L with
the rails of the track, at the point where the branch
track leaves the main track, when used in connection
Avith the depressed rail and deepened track, substan-
tially as herein shown and described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

69,74*2.—STEPHE^^ M. Allen, "Woburn, Mass.—
Artificial Leather for Floor Coverings.—October 15,

1867.—Explained by the claims.
Claim.— First, the sheets, made by combining

pulped or ground tanned leather scraps with vegeta-
ble fiber and pulped untanncd animal skins, to be
used in the manufacture of floor coverings or carpets,
substantially as before described.

vSecond, sheets, made by combining pulped or ground
tanned and untanned animal fiber or scraps of skins
witli vegetable fiber, further combined Avith bullock's
blood or fibrine, pulped and run off into sheets, sub-
stantially as before described and for the purposes
specified.

Third, the stufllng, painting, staining, or printing,
in the manner and for the piirposes specified, sheets
made by combining tanned scrap leather and vegeta-
cle fiber with untanned scraps of hides, or Avith the
further combination of bullock's blood or fibrine,

manufactured substantially in the manner and for the
purposes set forth.

Fourth, as a new article of manufacture, a floor

covering or carpet, made by first forming a sheet of
leather scraps and vegetable fiber, combined with un-
tanned scraps of hides, or with the further combina-
tion of bullock's blood or fibrine, the Avhole manufac-
tured substantially as herein set forth.

69,743.—A. H. Allison, Charlottesville, Ind.—
Cultivator.—October 15, 1867.—The axles are longi-
tudiually adjustable between the upper and under bars
of tlie ties. Bars are hinged to the fore cross beam,
carrying serrated disks to break the clods as throAvn
up by the plows. The plow beams admit of lateral

and horizontal oscillation.

Claim.—First, the axles d, in combination with ties

^C C, when constructed and arranged as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

Second, the beams D D, the blocks H H, the rod
m, the rods g g, and the disks h, the whole constructed
and operating substantially as herein specified.

69,744.—Leonard Anderson, Painesville, Ohio.—Saivmill.—October 15, 1867.—The rake of the saw
is adjustable simultaneously with the raising of the
Lead by the inclination of the slides.

Claim.—First, the combination of the frame A' of
the vertical slideways C" and diagonal tongues G G',

operating substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

Second, the vertical slideways C", when used to
guide and carry the head of the saw, and at the same
time to carry or support the jaws of the saw guide N
N, substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

69,745.—Samuel Andrews, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Safety Valve for Oil Stills.—October 15. 1867.—An
inwardly opening valve in the bottom of the still, at

tlie top of the tar pipe, prevents the discharge of the
contents in case of breakage of the said pipe. The
valve may be raised by a connected chain when the
still is open.

(Jlaim.— The herein described safety valve, con-
s', ruoted and applied to oil stills, substantially in the
manner as and for the pnrpose set forth.

69,746.—H. G. Arnold, Eochester, IST. Y.— Win-
dow Sash Fastener.—October 15, 1867 ; antedated Sep-
tember 17, 1867.—The segmental bolt slides in the
cirved groove of a metallic case let into the sash.
The bolt is operated by a pivoted plate, whose pro-
jection passes into a side slot to sustain the bolt when
ur used.

Claim.—A sash lock, composed of bolt H, tumbler
G, and notched plate, arranged as and for the purposes
set forth. •

69,747.—Mifflin W. Eatly, Westchester, Pa,—
Piston Packing.—October 15, 1867.—The packing is

placed between two disks and a spiral spring within
is sprung loose to keep an equal outward pressm-e on
the same.
Ciafm.—Spiral spring S, catch spring C S, applied

to piston heads for pumps or any kind of engines,
when combined with the packing of said piston head,
for the purpose and in the manner above set forth and
described.

69,748.—David W. Barker, liTew Haven, Conn.
—Ash Sifter.—Oetohev 15, 1867.—Two bars, attached
rectangularly and pivoted centrally, are oscillated

above the wire sieve to cause the passage of ashes.
Claim.—First, in combination with the case A and

sieve or netting B, the beaters D, operating substan-
tially in the manner herein set forth.

Second, in combination with the beaters D the
handle E and case A, the protecting flange a.

Third, the combination of the plates m and n, and
sleeve -i, with the beaters D and netting B, when con-
structed so as to form the bearing for tlie beaters, sub-
stantially in the manner herein set forth.

69,749.—John Bea, ITewark, I^. J., assignor to
himself and Timothy D. Gladston, Boonton, IST. J.

—Cart Saddle.— October 15, 1867.-The enclosing
material of the stuffing is attached to the edge of a
plate, which is perforated to allow the insertion of
stuffing. This plate is attached to another one, which
is fastened to the bridge.

Claim.—First, the plates h h. attached to the bar or
bow A, one at each end, in combination Avith the
plates C C, having holes c made in them, and leather

or other flexible material attached, which are stuffed

to form pads B, substantially as shown and described.

Second, the straps D D, attached to the saddle tree

between the ends of the bar or bow A and the plates

b b, when said straps are applied to or used in combi-
nation Avith a cart saddle constructed in the manner
substantially as herein shown and described.

69,750.—H. Bean, Schuylkill, Pa., and J. D.
Tyson, LoAverProvidence,Pa.

—

Cultivator.— October
15, 1867.—The V-shaped cultivator frames ai-e hung
to the upper frame by the rear ends, and connected by
adjustable chains to the frame at their fore ends. Ex-
tensible side bars carry marking chains, which are
drawn along the ground.

Claim.—First, the combination with the main frame
A of the levers D and brace rod d, arranged to ope-

rate as shown and described.
Second, tlie sliding bar I, provided with the cord

F and chains I, or their equivalents, Avhen arranged
to operate as and for the purposes set forth.

69,751.—D. C. Bernhardt and S. F. Houston,
Charlotte, N. C— Washing Machine.—October 15,

1867.—The oscillating frame has a single roller, Avhich

acts in combination with a series of rollers in a verti-

cal spring frame.
Claim.—The frame C, having rollers D, and sup-

ported by the springs, when the same is in combina-
tion Avith an inclined beater frame having a roller,

and the Avholc is constructed, ai-ranged, and operated

substantially as described.

69,752.—Dana Bickford, Boston, Mass.—0&-
taining Useful Fibres.—October 15, 1867.—The ascle-

pias is cultivated, cut, rolled, and broken, and is then

used witli or without the fibre of the bolls, either sepa-

rate or mixed Avitli other fiber.

C'kiiiM..—First, the preparation of the fiber of the

above named Aveed, substantially as before described

and set forth.

Second, the uniting the pulp or fiber with rubber
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and other gums, also the imitating of velvet plash and
other ai'ticles, as described.

69,753.—A. n. BOYP, Eockvillc, Mass.—Device
for Locking Doors and TTuidoz/^s.—October 15, 18()7.

—The spring holts enter the edges of the doors and
sashes Irom Avithin tlio frames and are connected by

cords passing out of sight to a central device by which
they are simultaneously operated.

Claim.—The system* of bolts so connected and ar-

ranged that all the Iwlts may be simultaneously ope-

rated from one point, both to lock and unlock each

bolt, also haviuj:: an independent provision for operat-

ing it from the inside of the room, all substantially as

set forth.

69,754.— A. N. Breneman, Lancaster, Pa.—
Shoe Holder.—OctohcY 15, 1867 ; antedated Octolicr

12, 1807.—The toe and heel pieces are so formed as to

allow longitudinal oscillation of the parts upon each
other to increase or diminish the length of the foot.

Claim.—The construction and combination of the

front piece A and back piece E imited by a hinge
C D E, in the manner and for the purpose speciiied.

69,755.—James H. Briggs, Brooklyn, IST. Y.—
Comb.—October 15, 18G7.—The comb is bound around
by a metallic strip whose ribs enter grooves in the

double comb. The latter may be made of two pieces

and connected by a strip.

Cla iv7 .—The connector B, constructed as described,

when provided with right angular flanges a filling

into longitudinal grooves cut into the comb A, as

herein set forth for the purpose specified.

69,756.—J M. Brooks and Perry Muxsox, Iu
dependence, lovra.—Combined Ptimp a nd Measure.—
October 15, 1867.—The cylinder communicates Avith

a receptacle and a discharge nozzle. The piston rod
is graduated to enable the use of the device as a
measm'C, and is operated by a segmental rack upon a
lever.

Claivi.—The arrangement of the scale rack D,
segmental pinion G, and piston B, in combination
with the cylinder A, nozzle J, and faucet H, substan.
tially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

€9,757.—Eeubex Brooks, Jr., Roekport, Mass.
—Carriage Wheel.—October 15, 1867.—Explained by
the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, the metal clamp C, constructed as

described, from a plate of metal provided with the
central hole a for the passage of the tenon of the
spoke, the sides of said clamp bent around the joints
of the fellies flush with the sides and tread and se-

cured to the end of the tenon of the spoke by means
of the holes b fitting thereon as hereon set forth, for

the purpose specified.

Second, joining the ends of the fellies of carriage
wheels at the end of a spoke by means of clamp C,
constructed as described, in such a manner that the
tenon of the spoke shall pass through the hole a in

said clamp, and firmly secured therein by pressure of
the ends of the fellies,' as herein shown and described.

Third, supporting the fellies by means of the
shoulder of the spoke bearing against the outside of
the plate C and finnly securing the ends of the fellies

by means of rivet bolts passing through the holes c c

in said clamp, substantially as described for the pur-
pose specified.

Fourth, the insertion of rivet bolts in the holes c c

through a clamp securing the ends of fcKies of carriage
wheels for the purpose of tightening said fellies, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

69,758.—George Bruce, Coiydon, Tnd.

—

Pitmp.
—October 15, 1867.—The horizontal open-ended cyl-

inder has two pistons which are alternately recipro-
cated to and from each other by a rotation of a cam.

Claim. — Th(r cylinder A, piston heads C, cam
grooved disk H, and connecting rods hung in said
cam groove, when all are constructed and arranged
together substantially as and for the purpose specified.

69,759.—T. B. Brysox, Xew Castle. Ta.—Dtimb
Waiter.—October 15, 1867.—The vertically sliding
fi-ame is balanced by a weighted cord passing over a
sheave. It has shelves and may be raised to bring
any one of them into desired position.

Claim.—The arrangement of a dumb waiter for
passing up through the floor of an upper room and
the spring catch operated by the rod h, in combina-
tion with the weight g and the spiral spring n, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein described.

69,760.—D. M. BucKiiouT, Mount Kisko, N.T.—Hub and Axle for Vehicles.—October 15, 1867.—

A

square metallic collar surrounds the end of axle and
is attached by set scews. The collar has an annular
circumferential projection passing betAveen two an-
nular boxes to which the spoke-hokling part of the
hub is attached.

Claim.—First, the cast metal hub provided with
the cicular chamber h and the mortises / to receive
the tenons of the spokes, the projections h and the
plate G to screw on the periphery of the chamber h,

iu combination with the boxes F F' fitted within the
chamber b and the collar C and V-shaped flange D on
the arm A, all arranged substantially as shown and
described.
Second, the arm A fitted on the axle Band sectu'cd

by set screws a, substantially as shown and described.

69,761.—George E. Burt, Harvard, Mass.

—

Hay Spreader.—October 15, 1867.—One of the grotmd
wheels has an inner gear which engages a pinion on
the fork shaft. This shaft has cross-bars by which an
eccentric reel is rotated to carry forward the spring
teeth. The teeth are attached to cross-pieces loosely
placed on the shaft.

Claim.—First, the shield H constructed and ar-

ranged substantiallv as described for the purposes set
forth.

Second, the arrangement of the forks J J', the arm
k, the shafts a a and P. substantially as described and
for the pmposes set forth.

69,762.—HifNRY G. Cady. St. Louis, Mo.— Well
Poiyit.-October 15, 1867—The tube has a projection
which traverses a vertical slot in the pipe attached
to the pyramidal point. At the bottom of the slot are
side cavities to receive the projection and prevent
detachment. When the projection is turned out of
the side cavity a spring disengages the outer tube and
point and discloses the gauge through which the water
runs.

Claim.—The manner of connecting the tube K to
the point B and the tube P to the pipe A and to each
other, as above described.

69,763.— H. G. Cady, St. Louis, Mo.—Pump
r«Zi'e.—October 15, 1867.—The rubber valve seat is

fitted within the shoulder on the head of the cylinder.

The weighted vah'C is cut in a second disk of rubber
that is also fitted within the shoulder.
Claim.—A valve constiucted of the cylinder H,

beveled pacldng or seat B, flexible ring F with its

weighted tongue A, all arranged substantially as
shown and described.

69,764.—Archibald Campbell, Peoria, 111.—
Hay Baker and Loader.—October 15, 1867.—The
rake teeth consist of bars of iron, bent into segments

;

the forward and upper portion guides the hay up to
the elevator Avhen in action, and enters circumferen-
tial grooves in the lower rake drum when out of action.
The teeth rest on their lower bars. The rake or ele-

vator may be thrown out of action by a man upon the
wagon. "The upper section of the elevator is verti-

cally adjustable.
Claim.—First, the rake head H, when hinged to

the rear cross-bar of the frame A, and i)]'ovided with
teeth I, bent in such a manner that the upper part of
their front portions shall extend above tlie rollers F,
and return to the head II, forming an acute angle,

said teeth and rake head adjusted by means of the set

screw Z in the under part of the cross-bar, as herein
described for the purpose specified.

Second, the arrangement of the carrier frame J,

constructed as described, roller K upon its vertical

part, caiTier L, pulleys F, frame A and adjustable
rake and teeth H I, as herein described for the pur-
pose specified.

Third, the arrangement of the adjustable pivoted
frame N, roller P, carriers L K, um-ights O, roller K
and frame J, as herein described, for the pmi)ose
specified.

Fourth, the combination of the guides S with the
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upper carrier frame If, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

Fifth, the slotted uprights O, in combination with
the pivoted carrier N and frame A for adjusting said

earner to the varying height of the loaded hay, as
herein shown and described.

Sixth, the combination of the bent lever or arm V
and rod W, with the rake shaft H and frame of the
machine, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

Seventh, the arrangement of the levers J, clutches
G D, shaft E, rods U, rollers F, and shafts of wheels
!B, as herein described for the pm'pose specified.

69,765 M. B. Carleman, Chicago, JW.—Vapor
Bath.—October 15, 1867.—The vapor generator has
a drip cup at top, and a hallow metallic partition

that divides the generator into two compartments

;

the chamber below holds the water or medicinal pre-

paration. Lateral passages utilize the heat from the
hollow partition. A tube conveys the vapor to the
individual on the chair.

Claim.—First, the cylinder or vessel H, when
divided into an upper and lower chamber by the
block K, substantially as and for the purposes speci-

fied.

Second, the reservoir or cup J, when provided with
a stop cock I, in combination with the vessel H, sub-
Btantially as specified.

Third," the block K, when provided with the recess
e, and one or more lateral passages/, substantially as

described.
Fourth, the vapor generator H, when provided with

the block K, in combination with the pipe Gr, con-
structed and operating substantially as shown.

Fifth, the cover N, when provided with the open-
ing or slit k and the lappels O, constructed substan-
tially as and for the purposes specified.

Sixth, the combination of the generator H, cup J,

block K, with the chair or couch A B and cover N,
substantially as and for the pm-poses specified.

69,766.—Edwin Carrington, West Meriden,
Com\.— Drapery j^ooi-.—October 15, 1867.— The
drapery ring is received in an inclined slot, and slips

into a ring of larger size, from which it is not liable

to become accidentally detached.
Claim.—The, herein-described drapery hook, formed

by an upward inclined slot d, opening into a recess a
in the metal of larger diameter than the width of the
slot, and formed upon a base so as to be secm'ed, sub-
stantially as specified.

69,767.—A. J. Chase. Boston, Mass.—J?ope or
Line Holder.—Oetniher 15, 1867.—The holder screws
into a post, and the line is laid over a pivoted clamp,
wliosc oscillation binds the line against a stationary
shoulder.

Claim.—First, the combination with the support-
ing plate or bracket c, and stud or curved projection/
of the swiveled clamp d. under the arrangement and
for the operation as set forth.

Second, the combination with the bracket c, curved
projection / and s-^iveled clamp d of the plate a and
screw, or equivalent fastening device, formed in one
piece with said plate, substantially as and for the
purposes herein shown aud set forth.

69,768.-Lucius C. Chase, Boston, Mass.—
Blanket Fastener.—October 15, 1867.—One end of the
strap is secured by rivets, and a shield and the per-
forated free end is placed over a stud and through a
loop.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of stud c and plate

6, in connection with each other, and also with loop d,

when fastened to a blanket by means of a shield a
and rivets e /, substantially as and for the ijm'pose
described.
Second, and in combination therewith the strap g,

slotted at h, when fastened to the blanket between
shield a' aud twin washer j by rivets e' /', as aud for

the purposes described.

69,769.—Jacob L. Chevalier, ITewark,K J.—
Composition for Sausages.—Octoher 15, 1867.—Com-
posed of fisli, 7

;
pork or lard, 6 ;

potatoes, 3 parts

;

chopped and made uj) in guts or dabs.
Claim.—In the prepai'ation of sausages, the com-

bination of materials herein specified about in the
proportion as set forth.

69,770.—Cyrus C. Clapp, Hartford, Conn,, as-
signor to himself and E. M. BuRDiCK, same place.

—

Device for Turning the Leaves of Books.—October 15,
1867.—The frame is attached to the book stand by
hooks. The rack end of the pawl is depressed and
the plate is pressed down by its knob. The arms
move from left to right, and engaging the clips to the
leaves of the book, they are turned by pressing the
pedal.
Claim.—First, in a leaf-turning device, the com-

bination of the pedal r, shaft s, arm t, spring pawl u,

ratchet 7i for holding or releasing the wheels /, sub-
stantially as described.
Second, the clips 1 with the cord 3, secured loosely

in the holes 2 of the arms i, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

69,771—Lucas C. Clark, PlantsviUe, Conn.—
Trace Fastening.—October 15, 1867.—The trace passes
through thr loop, is bent sideways and the loop is

then placed over the pin on the end of the whiflfletree.

Claim.—The cock-eye A. the guide or fastener C
when attached to the' whiflietree B, the whole ar-

ranged and used substantially as described.

69,772.—James Colbath, "Worcester, Mass.—
Valve for Steam Engines.—October 15, 1867; ante-
dated September 28, 1867.—The reciprocating piston
and cylindrical piston valve are so arranged that
when the former, by connection with the operative
portion of the engine, is moved in one direction,
steam is admitted to the piston valve which is thereby
moved in the required direction.

Claim.—First, the combination of the piston B,
constructed as described with the cylindrical piston
valve D, operating as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the enlarged recesses q' near the ends of
the piston valve D in combination with the apertures
r r' commuuicating with the spaces o o' in the steam
chest, as and for the purpose specified.

69,773.—J. E. CoWDEET, WTieatland, Iowa.—
Sash Frame.—October 15, 1867.—For the purpose of
making a tighter joint at the meeting strip, the
tongued and grooved portions of each fit into each
other.

Claim.—^In a sash frame facing the meeting raUs
A A of each sash with metallic trough-shaped lips

B B, so that the tongue of each wiU enter the groove
of the other when both sashes are closed, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

69,774.—S. 'W. Cox, New Haven, Conn.—Scale^
—October 15, 1867.—The pin on the indicator en-
gages the recess in the spring that supports the scale
and actuates the indicator which, passing thi"Ough a
slot in the bed piece, indicates the weight.
Claim.—A scale for weighing letters, &c, con-

structed so as to operate substantially as described.

69,775.—Thomas Crane, Fort Atkinson, Wis.
—Knitting Machine.—October 15, 1867.— This be-
longs to that class of knitting machines -n-hereiu two
parallel rows of needles are used, arranged to recip-

rocate in grooves formed in the surfaces of iuclined
plates, and operated by sliding cams applied to the
reciprocating frame that also moves the varn carrier.

The device xpresses upon the last-formed loops to al-

low the casting-ofi" action with certainty.

Claim.—First, the application of pressure to the
work at a point which is directly beneath each needle
for the purpose of holding down the loops last formed
during the ascent of the needles, thus maintaining
such a condition of the loops as will insure their being
cast off" from the needles with certainty, substantially

as described.
Second, the pressure bars j applied to a sliding

frame G or its equivalent, which moves in concert
witli the yarn carrier g. substantially as described.

Third, providing for moving the device T\hich holds
down the work to one side of the jacks when not re-

quired to work between the jacks, substantially as
described.
Fourth, the combination of one or more pressure

bars j, or their equivalent, with one or two straight
rows of needles, substantially as described.
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Fifth, extending the ends of the jack frame beyond
the ends of the rows of jacks so as to admit of the re-

moval of bars j lougituiiinally from between the jacks,

substantially as described.

69,776.—Thomas Crane, Fort Atkinson, Wis.
—Eniitinij 2Iachine. — Octohov 15, 18U7.— Straight

rows of"'lati?h" needles arc applied to inclined

plates, and have reciprocating motion from cams ap-

plied to the lower sur:ace of a reciprocating carriage,

which is supported on the inclined surfaces of the

jack frame. The work is held down in place dm-ing
the ascent of the neeiUes by a comb of spurs beneath
the needle beds, the combs passing through the fabric

near the loops.

Claim.—First, the employment of spurs or combs
arranged and operating substantially as described
for the purpose of holding the work in proper position

dm-ing the ascent of the needles.
Second, the notched plates J J, in combination with

levers 2> P, or other equivalent means for moving the
slotted bars G G and the comb spurs, substantially as

described.
Third, in combination with a knitting machine

having one or two straight rows of needles, holding
the work down in place during the ascent of the
needles by a device or devices arranged beneath the
needle beds, substantially as described.

69,777.—.John Cuutis, St. Charles, Minn.-J.ni-
mal Trap.—October 15, ISlJT.—Wlien the forked rod
is tripped the springs draw tiie gate down, which
raises the wire loop. If the loop misses its hold the
gate still closes the trap.

Claim.—The combination of the sliding gate C,
springs 1), lever E, wire loop H, cord I, and forked
rod J, or its equivalent, with each other and with the
box A, substantially as herein shown and described
and for the purpose set forth.

69,778.-MosELEY S. Cuutis, New York, N". T.—Hotic Coupling.—October 15, 18G7.—The coupling is

secured by blocks that slide in eccentric grooves
formed in 'the movable section of the coupling.

Claim.—First, securing the parts A and B of the
coupling to each other by means of the sliding blocks
C, substautiidly as herein shown and described.

Second, operating the sliding blocks C by means of
eccentric grooves formed in the movable'part D of
the coupling, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed. *

69,779.— "W. F. Daugherty, Mt. Pleasant,
lowsL.—Iicd Bottom.—Octoher 15, 18C7.—The hooks
attached to the slat engage in the links that are con-
nected to the spring clevises.

Claim

t

—The cle\-is E as constructed and an-anged
in combination with the spring C and hook c, sub-
stantially as described and operating as set forth.

69,780.- Justus Day, Holley, ]S^. Y.—Broom
Clamp.—October 15, 18t37.—Improvement on his pat-
ent, Kovember 27, 1866.—The circular caps ai-e se-

cured outside the levers corresponding with the
socket, and leaving a slot between them and the lev-

ers to facilitate the attachment of the wire. The
sockets are beveled from one side to take a better
hold on the broom stuff.

Claim .—The employment of the caps or blocksMM
attached outside the clamp, and leaving the slot or
space D for the winding of the wire, as herein set
forth.

69,781.—Gaius S. Deane, Grand Rapids, Mich.—Arch bar and Support/or Constructing Furnacesfor
Evaporating Pans.—October 15, 1867.—Tlie andirons
support the wood in front and ribbed bars support
the pans at top of the arch. The front bar has a
flange to protect the pans while feeding the fire, and
the rear bar supports the front of the chimney.

Claim.—First, the bars A B and C, constructed
substantially as herein shown and described for the
purpose of supporting evaporating pans upon ai-ches
in making sugar, and for similar uses.

Second, the double andiron D, constructed sub-
stantially as lierein shown and described and for the
purpose set forth.

69,782.— Thomas B. Dexter, Lynn, Mass.—
Steam Gauge Cock.—October 15, 1867.—The valve is

closed by screwing the stem either in or out so that
when one end of the valve or its seat becomes worn
the other may be used.

Claim.—A gauge cock provided Avith the double-
headed valve c, arranged to operate in combination
with the valve seats 'M and X, located at opposite
ends of the chamber B, substantially as shown and
described.

69,783.—G. ^Y. Dismax, Chesterville, Ohio.—
Alloy for Journal Boxes and other Purposes.—Oc-
tober 15, 18()7.—Improvement on hi-s patent, February
27, 1866.—Composed of copper, 1 pound

;
glass, 4

ounces ; borax, J ounce
;

prussiate of potash, i
ounce ; tin, 1 ounce.

Claim.—A composition for journal boxes, bearings,
and other mechanical purposes, composed of copper,
glass, borax, prussiate of potash and tin, as herein
described and for the purposes specified.

69,784.—TVilliam T. Duvall, Georgetown, D.
C.

—

Apparatusfor Separating Gold, djc.—October, 15,

18G7.—The water is foi'ced by a head or by a pump
up through a vertical series of annular deposit cham-
bers, so arranged that each one has a larger*orifice

and consequently less violent cm-rent than the one
below. The heavier particles are gradually rotated
by gravity and deposited in the lower chambers.

CYfu'm.—First, the series of chambers or trapse, so

constructed and arranged that greater freedom of

egress is afforded in each successive chamber, where-
by the velocity of the cm-rent is reduced and the
heaA'ier jjarticles are deposited successively therein
according to their specific gravity, substantially as

and for the purposes set forth.

Second, in combination with said series of cham-
bers e a centrifugal or other suitable pump to force

the current and at the same time to agitate the earthy
liquid, sul)stantially as and for the purposes specified.

Third, the arrangement of the pump at the top of

said series of chambers so as to operate the appa-
ratus by producing a vacuum therein, essentially as

and for the purposes described.
Fourth, the arrangement and combination of the

pump and the series of chambers e, as shown in Fig. 8,

with the straight suction pipe J, essentially as and
for the purpose set forth.

Fifth, in combination with said series of chambers
e the pipe D, for operating by a column or head of
waJ-or substantially as described.

Sirth, the chambers c constructed in separate parts,

as represented, the nozzle of each protriKling into the
chamber of the next, forming annular receptacles,

substantially as and for the iim-poses specified.

69,785.—J. E. Evertsox, Mount Vernon, In-

diana.—Grfiin J)/-yer.—October 15, 18G7.—Improve-
ment on his patent, November 27. 18G6, No. 5^t,!'S9.

The supplementary furnace allows the rear portion
of the oscillating "pan to be the most heated; the
steam of the lower pan escapes at the slit and the
grain is turned over by falling down the step so as to

be the more thoroughly exposed to the heat.

Claim.—First, the combination of two or more
furnaces D E with the oscillating pan A in such a
way that the flue of each preceding furnace may open
into the upper part of the succeeding furnace, sub-

stantially as herein shown and described and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, foi-ming offset, shoulder, or step a', in the
oscillating pan A, at or near the point or points at

which the flue of the preceding furnace enters the

upper part of the succeeding one, sub.stantially as

herein shown and described and for the purpose sot

forth.

Third, forming one or more openings or slits h' in

the cover H, at or near the offset or offsets a', sub-

stantially as herein shown and described and for the

piu-pose set forth.

69,786.- David Eynox, Eichmond, Ya.—Slot-

ting the Lips of Jiailroad Chairs.—OctohcT 15, 1867.—
The slots ai-e cut by a hooked cutter wliich works
from the inside, outward, and cuts the slot at a single

stroke, leaving no burr on the inside of the chair.

Claim.—The method herein described of slotting
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railroad chairs. Also, the hooked cutter, constructed
as described.

«9,ysy.—L. B. Flanders, Philadelphia. Pa.—
Transmitting notary Motion.—October 15, 18G7; an-
tedated October 1, 1867.—The spur Trheel engages
the worms on the tangential shaft, -whose bevel pin-
ions mesh together, and one of them, being extended,
has a second pinion which engages a pinion on a
shaft whose bearings are in a'frame, which has a
capacity for oscillation on the said extended tangen-
tial shaft on which it is sleeved.

Claim.—The shafts B and C, geared together and
each furnislied with a worm / gearing into a wheel
D, in combination with an adjustable frame E, shaft
F, and bevel wheel I gearing into a bevel wheel on
the shaft C, the whole being constructed and operat-
ing substantially as described.

69,788.—Daniel Flint, Sacramento, Cal.

—

Gate.

—October 15, 1867.—The heel stile of the gate is piv-

oted above in an oscillating forked bar, which is

moved by cords extending in either direction. The
motion of the hinge piece sways the gate iu one di-

rection or the other. Automatic catches retain the
gate in position till the forked hinge piece is moved.
ClaiQu.—ThQ combination and arrangement of a

crotched hinge F. with forked arms and the cords Gr

G'' and weights 1 1', with the automatic catches N N',
all substantially as described and for the purposes set

forth.

, G9,7S9.—Edavard F. Flood, Chicago, HI.—
Wagon Reach.—October 15, 1867.—For the purpose
of enabling the wagon to "turn short," the rear is

"bent into an arch above the fore wheels, while resting
upon the circular sway bar on tlie fore carriage.

Claim.—First, a curved or bent reach, when so

constructed that the line of draft is the same as in
the straight reach, and so that the reach rests on and
js supported by the swav bar, as in the ordinary
reach, substantially as and for the purposes set fortli.

Second, the cmwed reach A, in combination with
the iron e of the sway bar, when such ii-on is ex-

tended and so constructed as to furnish a support for

the reach in all positions, substantially as and Ibr the
purposes mentioned.

69,790—Henry K. Foote, Oil City, Vsi.—Fur-
nace for Steam Boilers, &c.—October 15, 1867.—The
retort above the grate in the furnace is heated by
the fuel and contains carbonaceous matter, which
decomposes the steam passed through it. The gases
tlrus evolved are mixed Mith air and are burned, or
assist in' the combustion of the gases evolved from
the fuel on the grate.

Claim.—First, the combination Avith a furnace of
the retort A, constructed substantially as described,

when ai-ranged to be used in connection therewith,
for the purposes set forth.

Second, the combination and arrangement, sub-

stantially as described, of the retort AVithin a fur-

nace, and connected to the boiler by the pipe F and
with the reservoir H, as described.

Third, the admixture of air, by means of an air

pump or its eciuivalent, av ith the gases obtained from
the decomposition of steam by means of the heated
carboH in the retort before ignition, when used in

combination with an ordinary fm-nace, substantially

as described.
Fourth, the admixture of the vapor of hydro-carbon,

in the manner described, with gases oljtained from
the decomposition of water or steam, in the manner
described, for the purpose of generating heat iu con-

nection with the furnace of steam boilers, substan-

tially as herein described.

69,791.-1. L. FUANKEM, Indianapolis, Ind.—
Da?H2>er.—October 15, 1867; antedated September
14, 1867.—The lower cut-oflf is placed so as to regu-

late the fire, and the others at each story, and con-

nected by a rod with the former, so ihat their mo-
tions and' positions correspond.

Claim.—A. draft regulator, having tube A, conduit

B, rod D, and a series of cut-offs, as described, sub-

stantially as herein specified.

69,792.—William A. Fry, Worcester, Pa.—
PitTOi).—October 15, 1867.—The pump and valve

chambers are hollowed out of and are made in the
contiguous faces of three wooden sections, which are
then bound together to form the body of the pump.

Claim.—The within-described body of a pump,
composed of the three detachable sections a a^ and
«2, connected together and inclosing passages and
chambers, all substantially as described.

69,793.—Joseph ]Sr. Gaston, Lyons City. Iowa.
—Buckle.—OctobQY 15, 1867.—The ' buckle has five
cross-bars, the strap is interwoven between them,
and stop pieces, riveted to the strap, catch upon the
bars in lieu of a tongue.

Claim.—The buckle frame E and stops D D, when
constructed, arranged, and operating substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

69,794.—Austin Godfrey, Dupage, Jll.-Hay
Raker and ioacZcr.—October 15, 1867.—The appa-
ratus is fastened to and precedes the wagon. The
rake is adjustable by the bai" and handles and raises
the hay, which is delivered by the rotary cylinder to
the elevator, which discharge's it into the wagon.

Claim.—First, the adjustable rake a a a, in combi-
nation with the shoe h.

Second, the revolving cylinder e, in combination
Avith the adjustable rake a a a, shoe h, and elevator

.fff-: Avhen constructed and operating in the particu-
lar manner and for the purposes set forth.

Third, the frame i, with its fastenings to the main
frame h, as set forth, in combination Avith the cylin-
der e and rake a a a, and reach or fastener g, Avhen
constructed and operating conjointly in the particu-
lar manner set forth.

69,795.—MiCAjAH C. Gordon, Knightstown,
Ind.

—

Churn.— October 15, 3867.—The lower disk
has tubes with contracted nozzles which eject the
cream upon the under side of the upper disk.

Claim.—Yirst, the dash C with tubes D D' D" W",
&c.. Fig. 2, with gradually tapering diameters, by
means of which dash and tubes the milk is forced
upward in jets and the globules containing the butter
broken, and thereby the separation of the butter rap-
idly and effectually accomplished, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the dash C, tubes D D' D" D'", &c., Fig.
2, in combination with breaker E, Fig. 2, so ar-

ranged that the milk, Avhen forced in jets through
tubes D D' D", <fec.. in dash C, is violently thrown,
against the breaker E, and the breaking of'the glob-

ules or particles of milk, and tlie separation of the
butter therefrom, arc rapidly and effectually accom-
plished, substantially as and for the pm'p'oses set

forth.

69,796.—D. C. Gould, Sterling, Dl.. assignor to
himself, Elizabeth A. McCarty, "and Ephraim F.
Brock.—Medical Compound.—October 15, 1867.

—

Cholera remedy, composed of creosote, 1 part ; sul-

phuric acid, l': tincture of opium, 2; tinctui'e of
kino, 4 : sulphuric ether, 1.

Claim.—A medical compound, composed of creo-

sote, sulphuric acid, tincture of opium, tincture of
kino, and sulphuric ether, combined and prepared
substantially as specified.

69,797.—Marcus Gould, IvTew York, N. Y.—
Apparatus for Cooling TAq^iids.—October 15, 1867.

—The liquid flows down a Avido, sliallow, spiral chan-
nel, around a central chimney ; an intervening chan-
nel carries Avater to cool the liquid.

Claim.—First, the channel A, in combination with
the air passages C, cither with or without the water
passages B, as and for the purposes specified.

Second, the air passages C and the chimney D,
when arranged and operating with the channel A
and water passage B, substantially as described and
for the purposes specified.

69,798.—John Grahner, Warsaw, Iwdi.—Heat-
Radiating Attachvient for Stove Pipes.—October 1.5,

1867.—In" the double-conical drum is a series of coni-

cal plates, elevated or 1oa\ ered by the racks and the

pinion. The upper cap and cone' are attached to one
rack bar and the other cones to the other rack bar,

so as to move coiucidently and in opposite directions.

Claim—The combination of racUs B B, pinion P,

cap M, flange n, and rod D, ai-ranged to operate the
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damper cones F G H, substantially as and for the

purpose set forth.

69,799.^1. G. Greene, Port Henry, N. T.—
Panel Tabic—October 15, 1867.—The table occupies

vertical grooves in the frame, aud to ai-range for use

is lifted, and then broujrht to a horizontal position,

resting on a bar and with its end catching below a
cap piece.
Claim.—The combination of the sliding pivoted

panel B with the grooved frame A, in which it works,
and with the top or cap D of the article or casing,

substantially as herein shown and described, and for

the purpose set forth.

69,S00.—J. T. Green. Marquette, Wis.—Com-
muted Door Plate and Letter Box.—October 15, 1867.

—The door plate has provision for several slips con-

taining the names of the occupants, and has a tiap

covering a chute leading to a letter box, whose ser-

rated plate prevents the surreptitious abstraction of
letters from the outside.

Claim.—First, the door plate U, provided with
sliding panels b h, in combination with panels a g,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the letter box H, provided Avith the ser-

rated guard phites D E, door F, and inclined bottom
h, in combination with tlie door A, slat B, and pkite

C, all arranged and operating substantially as and
for the purpose lieroin set forth.

Third, tlie comlnnation of the door plate and reg-

ister provided with the springs c', and mail box pro-

vided with protectors, all airanged, combined, and
o;»erating as and lor the purpose set forth.

69,801—Dan Glttail, Elgin, 111., assignor to
himself and H. X. Moselev, same pUice.

—

Cultivator.

—October 15, 18()7.—The teeth of the cultivator are
pliable and are supported in the rear by pendent bars,
which limit their backA\ard motion.

Claiin.—The elastic or spring sliovel B, in combi-
nation with wedge or key L, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

69,802.-W.'D. Harrell and H. M. Hall, Os-
good, Ind.

—

Self-acting Fly i-Vtn.-October 15, 18()7.

—

A double set of clock gearing gives a rotai-y and re-

ciprocating motion to the fans, Avhich may l)c more
or less elevated by joints in the fan arms,* and may
be turned more or less on edge, to act as a check to
the speed.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of base A, stud
shaft B, and revolving frame C, furnislied with two
distinct sets of clock Avork, for reciprocating and hor-
izontally rotating motion of one or more fans, cither
singly or combin(;d, as set forth.

Second, the provision of the hinged connections of
the fan arms for the purpose statecf.

Third, in combination with the subject of the first

clause the stops H and Q for arresting the rotary
and vibrating motions of the fans either jointly or
severally.

69,803.—Camrels A. Harris, Austin, Ark.—
Garden Ploto Cultivator.—October 15, 18()7.—The
plow is vertically adjustable by its forward brace,
and is laterally adjusted, and inclined by the sliding
of the standard on the transverse round oVtiie handles.

Claim.—The peculiar combination of the several
parts forming a valuable and efficient gai-den culti-

vator or hand plow, set forth in accompanying
drawings and described in specification, whether
constructed of wood, metal, or any other material,
substantially the same or answering the same pm-pose.

69,804.—Thomas S. Harris, Lockport, 111.—
Wagon Jack.—October 15, 1867.—The movable block
slips upon the standard, beiug raised by the engage-
ment with its rack bars of the pivoted segment racks
of the oscillating lever.

Claim.—The peculiar and particular combination
and arrangement of the parts described, as and for
the uses and pm-poses set forth.

69,805.—Thojipsox Heaton, Farmington, HI.—
Carriage Tongue Holder.—Oetoher 15, 1867.—The
leather holder is lapped round a thimble Avhich rolls
upon the bar of the staple attached to the neck yoke.

Claim.—The following only, viz : the metallic sta-

ple and roller or lining in upper end of leather holder
Avith the form of the holder, all in the combination
and for tlio uses herein substantially as sot forth.

69,806.-ISr. Hellings, Philadelphia, Ta.—Hmcs<t
for Preserving Fruits and other Articles.—October
15, 1867.—Explained by the claims.
Claim.—The arrangement of the walls, floors, and

ventilating apparatus as above described, the use of
Avooden surfaces Avith non-conducting or poor con-
ducting linings or blank spaces betAveen all inner
surfaces and the outer Avails or the earth, the arrange-
ment of ventilating entrances at the level of the ice
floor Avith hatches opening down to the storage rooms
and enclosed spaces to carry oif bad air through the
massof ice upAvard when it is light aii-, and dowmvard
out at the bottom of the entrance doors when it is

carbonic acid gas, or like heavy air, as described
above, the light air passing through the upper space
above the ice and thence out at the windows of the
observatory.

Also, the arrangement of the ice floor as described,
the arrangement to prevent dripping from this floor,

the open space between the joists on which the iron
floor lies, tlie copper-covered, narrow pitched roof to
receive Avater from the melting ice, and the suspended
drip floor on Avhich this water falls before passuig oflf

in the di-ainagc troughs.
Also, the combination of all these parts and de-

vices as making up a Avhole all parts of Avhieh are es-

sential to the preservation of the air pure and at the
necessary low temperature and free from any excess
of moisture or any deposit of moisture on the floors,

walls, or any part of the storage chamber.

69,807.—George H. Hoke and John A. Brown,
Elizabeth, lm\.—Baling Press.—October 15, 1867.—
The follower is operated by toggle levers Avhich are
actuated by cords Avinding around a vertical barrel.

The pressing cord winds around a portion of smaller
diameter than that on Avhich the retracting cord is

AAOund. The pressing cord acts through a lever to
increase the pressure.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
toggle joint with arms F F', connected by the strap
b, the beater D, the stirrup G, and IcA'cr H, con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose herein described.

69,808—Archibald W. Hopkins, New York,
N. Y.

—

Metallic Chair.—October 15, 1867.—Explained
by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—A chaii' or scat formed with a back or
seat of interlaced and corrugated or undulating Avire
and galvanized or tinned after the chair has been
made, as and for the purposes set forth.

69,809. — D. S. Humphrey, East Townsend,
Ohio.

—

Farm Fence.—October 15, 1867.—The pickets
are woven in betAAcen the horizontal wirps.
Claim.—First, the herein described fence when the

wires employed in its construction are so arranged
as to support the slats or pickets, in the manner sub-
stantially as set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the wires B and pick-
ets D, in combination Avith the posts, constructed as
and for the purpose set forth.

69,810.—John Hunt, Jr.. West Hampton town-
ship, N. J.—Wagon Jack.—October 15, 1867.—The
lever is fnlcrumed in the frame and the rack bar
passes through a slot in the lever, its teeth being en-
gaged by a pin. It is locked in position by a hinged,
perforated plate, which supports the end of the lever.

Claim.—The box A, hinged plate C, lever A', and
the ratchet prop B, substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein shown and described.

69,811.-Xathaniel Jenkins, Boston, Mass.

—

Packing for Joints, Valves, d-c.—October 15, 1867.

—

Composed caoutchouc, 8 : mica, 15 ; shellac, 4 ; steat-
ite, 3; sulphur, 1 ; lampblack, 1; wood charcoal, 1

part
; pulverized, mixed, and vulcanized.

Claim.—First, the employment of pulverized mica,
intimately mixed before vuloanizinc:, Asith the con-
stituents of vulcanized rubber, as anil for the purpose
described.
Second, the employment of pulverized wood char-

coal, intimately mixed before vifleanizing with the
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constituents of vulcanized rubber, as and for the pur-
pose described.

69,812.—John C. Jewett, Buffalo, liT. Y.—Be-
frigerator.—October 15, 1867.—The ice box has an
arched bottom and perforated depressions that con-
nect with the drip pans. A large refrigerating sur-

face is thereby exposed to the air of the preserving
chamber and the temperatui'e is reduced by contact
of the drip.

Ciaim.—Constructing the ice-box of refrigerators
with the arched bottom d, in combination with the
legs or depressions e e, provided with perforations i i,

and the shallow pans j j, arranged and operating as
and for the purposes set forth.

Also, the combination of the door G- and lid P, with
the ice-box B, when constructed, aiTangcd, and oper-

ating substantially in the manner and for the purpose
specified.

69,813. — JOHAN JOHANSEN, Springfield, HI.—
Mangle.—October 15, 1867.—The end of the shaft of
the operating bevel wheel traverses an endless ob-

long groove in a similarly shaped plate, with an in-

side gear engaged by the said wheel alternately on
the upper and lower sides to reciprocate the weight
box.
Claim.—First, the frame or bar E, pivoted at its

ends to the ends of the weight box of the mangle,
and having an endless rack and an endless groove
formed upon its side, substantially as herein shown
and described and for the purpose set forth.

* Second, the combination and arrangement of the
pinion wheel J, shaft Gr, and adjustable slotted sup-

port or bearing I, with the pivoted frame or bar E,
and with the slotted bar F, substantially as herein
shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the rollers N, with the
projecting ends of the bearing I, and with the frame
or bar E, substantially as herein shown and described
and for the pm'pose set forth.

69,814.—Charles "W. Jo^^<:s, Philadelphia, Pa.,

assignor to himself and Hiram "W". Stout, same
place.

—

Crossing for Street Railways.—October 15,

1867.—The cruciform plate is placed at the intersec-

tion of the rails, and has depressions to receive the
rail ends, which are bolted to it.

Claim.—First, a cruciform plate E, combined with
the rails of a street railway at the intersection of the
same, substantially as described.
Second, the beveled ends mm of the treads, for the

purpose specified.

69,815.

—

Anson Judson, Brooklyn, IT. Y.-Lamp.
—October 15, 1867.—The cone is of glass. The chim-
ney is clasped by a Avire which is hinged to a post on
one side and catches in a post on the other side. The
hinge post has a chimney rest.

Claim.—First, the construction of the burnei' of a
flat^wick kerosene or coal-oil lamp with two or more
stationary supports D and F, or their equivalents, said

supports being permanently attached to the bui'uer or
forming portions of the same, and extending upward
above the body thereof, substantially as and to the
effect hereinabove set forth.

Second, the catch or device G, or its equivalent,

substantially as and to the effect specified.

Third, tlae combination of the stationary supports
D and E and clasp F and burner B, or their equiva-
lents, as and to the effect specified.

Fourth, the construction of the catch G in one piece

with the clasp F, substantially as herein specified.

69,816.—Joseph Kaylor, Eeserve township,
Pa.

—

Machine for Making Patch Bolts.—October 15,

18(57._Thc bolt is swaged into form by longitudinally

and trauyversely-sbding dies actuated' by cams.
Claim.—In a machine for making patch bolts, the

arrangement and use of a pnir of recessed dies, which,
when1)rouglit togetlier, form a cylindrical cavity for

the shank and a conical cavity for the sliouldcr of tlie

bolt, in coml)ination with a, swage or upsetting tool,

having a cavity of polygonal cross-section, for shaping
the head and, at tlie same time, upsetting the shoulder

of the bolt in the conical cavity of tlie dies, constructed
and ari-anged sul)stantially in the manner and for the

pm'poses hereinabove set 'forth.

69,817.— Patrick Kelly, Xashville, Tenn.-
Spark Arrester.—October 15, 1867.—The sparks are
arrested by the cap, deflected down the flue, and dis-
charged through the smoke box to the grouud.
Claim.—The combination of the spark arrester F,

cone E, flue D, drum C, cap G, conductor J. tube K,
band H, and adjustable ring c, as herein set forth, for
the purpose specified.

69,818.—Henry Killam, ITew Haven, Conn.—
Machine for Compressing Carriage Wheels.—October
15, 1867.—The clamping bars have racks which engage
convolute grooves in the face of an annular plate, so
that a partial rotation of the wheel will tend to com-
press the rim.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

jaws B and their guides or platesA with the plate C,
when constructed so as to operate substantially in the
manner herein set forth.

69,819.— George P. Kimball, San Francisco,
Cal.—Axletree for Wagons.—Octoher 15, 1867.—The
axle is of steel, and it is clipped to a wooden bar. It
is widened and thinned toward the midlength to ren-
der it light and elastic.

Claim.—The combination with a superposed wood-
en axle bed of the steel plate or spring axletree A,
constructed and arranged for operation substantially
as herein shown and for the purposes set forth.

69,820.— Ambrose Kohler, Boston, Mass.—
Hot-air Furnace.— October 15, 1667.—The caloric
current has direct central ascent when desired, or it

may be reverberated by a damper and find exit through
an annular flue space, between two concentric air

spaces.
Claim.—In combination with the flame chambers

/ and X and the hot-aii' chambers g and n, the arrange-
ment of the series of flues I running from the chamber
X into a flue chamber directly under the main flue e

and over the flame chamber/, substantially as shown
and described.

69,821.—James F. Latimer, Detroit, Mich., as-

sigQor to Eliza Ellsworth.—Apparatus for Accu-
mulating Power.— October 15, 1867.— The slotted
segments are eccentrically hung on levers which are
oscillated by a hand lever. The slots are traversed by
the shaft, which receives motion from the friction of
the same, their eccentric position causing them to
oscillate by the power which is radially exerted upon
them.

Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement of
the rods M M. the rocker IST, the lever E, the base O,
and the pivot P, arranged substantially as described,
for the purpose designed.
Second, the combination and arrangement of the

frame A A, the base B, the pillow blocks C C, the
shaft D, the wheels E E, the slotted segment F F, the
eccentric levers 1 1, the rods K K K K, the shafts L
L, tlie rods M M, the rocker N, the base O, the pivot
P, the lever R, and the balance wheel S, arranged
substantially as described and for the purpose de-

signed.

69,822.—Edward F.LiGHT, Worcester, Mass.—
Journal Box.—October 15, 1867.—The oil hole is in a
side projection of the lower box. The boxes are
chambered at midlength, and the chamber has exten-
sions to recesses near the end of the lower box. The
central recess coat;iins fibrous material to conduct
the oil gradually to the shaft.

Claim.—The combination of the projection D, oil

hole ,g, and grooves d d and c, and inclined ways //
and chamber c with tlic bottom part A of the journal
box, for the purposes stated.

69,823.—Henry Lovie, Philadelphia, Pa., and
Albert Lovie, Prussia.

—

Curtain Fixture.—October
15, 1867.—The roller is vertically adjusted by a nut
and screw on its sujiporting rod.

Claim.—Tlie sliding screw rod B, in combination
with the pin or stud C and the roller D, either fisc»4

or revolving, substantially as shown and described.

69,824.—David T. Lyon, West Meriden, Conn.
—Butter Di,s7i.—October 15, 1 867.—The hemispherical
cover is supported ou two ai-bors in such manner that
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it caa be turned down beneath' the butter plate, and
is concealed from sight in the hemispherical disk.

Claim.—The bearings of a revolving dish cover,

constructed in the manner described and so as to be
attached or detached, as specified ; that is to say, the

slotted cylinder a upon each side of the dish, com-
bined with a bearing fixed to the cover, either with
or without the tumbler /.

69,S'25.—Gilbert MacKinnon, Milbury, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Hosea Cuane, same place.

—

Expansion Z)n'H.—October 15, 18G7.—A wedge block
at the end of the drill enters between the two cutt(!rs

and forces them out radially by its impingement
against the bottom of the drill hole.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the cutters E in

the recess e of the holder A, and held in position be-

tween the .holders and plate B by means of the set

screws, as herein shown and described.
Second, the arrangement of the holder A, plate B,

screw D, wedge C, and cutters E, substantially as
described, for the pm-pose specified.

69,826.—Samuel Marden, Newton, Mass., as,

signor to himself and Charles JPorter, Cambridge.
Mass.

—

Impleme.ntfor Straining Bands About Boxes-
—October 15, 1867.—The band is held in the pinch of
the compound cam lever, and strained around the
box while being nailed.

Claim.—An implement for hooping boxes in which
the lever A and bar B are combined Avith the yoke
c, substantially in the manner and for the pui-poses
herein shown and described.

69,827.—Edwin Meeker, Bridgeport, Conn.—
Manufacture of Carriage Clips.—October 15, 1867.

—

The blanks are" subjected to the action of a series of
dies by which they are swaged to shape.

OZa? w.—l^ies C and D, having recesses d and e,

and projeetiiig punches/, substantially as and for the
pui'pose herein shown and described.

69,828.—E. "W. Mills, Syracuse, N. T., assignor
to The Empire AVln'dmill Manufacturing Com-
pany, same place.—T7wd TF/ieeZ.—October 15, 18G7.

—The arms have sliding weights which act by the
centrifugal force imparted to them to alter the incli-

nation of the wings and limit the speed.
Claim.—First, the sliding weights d d upon the

rods c, arranged to operate upon the wind wheels B,
through the medium of the bell crank b b and sliding
collar a, substantially as herein shown and described.

- Second, the weighted lever L, in combination with
the rod o, the connecting chain s, collar a, bell cranks
b. rods c, sliding rt'eights d, and wind wheels B, sub
stantially as described for the purpose specified.

Thii'd.'the bell cranks b b, the rods g h and/, the
ball connection n, and the rod o and p, arranged and
operating substantially as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

69,829—Henry L. Mills, St. Paul, Minn.—
Artificial iej.—October 15, 1867.—The leather stum
socket is formed to the stump when wet. It is held
in an iron frame and attached to the person by
straps. The iron frame is secured to the socket by
straps and a spring catch. This frame is pivoted to
the foot piece, and has an india-rubber spring at the
heel, tending to bring the foot to a horizontal posi-
tion.

Claim,.—First, the adjustable and movable leather
socket C, constructed, applied, and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purposes herein described.
Second, the combination of tlie iron frame a g, se-

cured by rivets to the ankle piece B', the bands h h^,

the straps k^ k^, and the socket C, all constructed!
aiTanged, and operating substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

Third, the spring bar n, pivoted to the band h, in
combination with the socket C, aiTanged and operat-
ing substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Fourth, the plates d d' on the upper and lower sides
of the heel of the foot A, secui'ed by the rivets c c,

substantially as and for the purposes described.
Fifth, the" peg B and ankle piece B', pivoted to the

plate b, and fitted in the mortise a, in combination
witli the Irame g g and the foot A, constructed, ar-
ranged, and operating substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

69,830.—G. W. Mitchell, New York, N. Y.—
Baking Pan.—October 15, 1867.—The sheet-raetal
pans are set in cavities of a cast-iron base piece,
which is vertically perforated for the passage of
heated air.

Claim.—First, the combination roll, cake and bread
baker, consisting of a heater and roll or cake pan,
substantially as and for the pm-pose as described.
Second, the heater B, having apertures a, in com-

bination with the depressions 1), and pans C, substan-
tially as described for the purpose specified.

Third, in combination with the heaters B and pans
C, the legs F, as herein described, for the purpose
specified.

69,831.—Lawrence Mooney, Baltimore, Md.—
Kneeling Case for Churches.—October 15, 1867.—The
case has compartments for receptibn of books, &c.,
and umbrella racks with gutters and reservoirs to re-

ceive the drip.

Claim.—The combination of the case c, with an
umbrella rack attached, with a gutter beneath, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

69,832.—Garret J. Olendorf, Middlefield, K.
Y., assignor to himself and John Wood.—Stiimp
Extractor.—October 15, 1867.—The beam is oscillated

by the alternate forward and backward rotation of
the windlass, and a fresh hold taken on the lilting

chain by hooks suspended from points near the mid-
length of the same.

Claim.—First, lever beam C, supported in the cen-
tre by crotched pieces or frame, operating as de-

scribed for the purpose specified.

Second, swiVel, reel, or straight hitch-up hooks, or
swivel and hook, combined with and operated by lever
beam C, as described and set forth, for the purpose
specified.

Third, ropes H E, hitched to either the stump or
frame, going over pulleys in the beam to the axl-c or
windlass by which the machine is operated, when
used as described and set forth, for the pm-pose speci-

fied.

69,833.-0. Padlock, Watertown, IS". Y.—Ice
Cream Freezer.—October 15, 1867.—Explained by the
claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, in an ice-cream freezer, in Avhich
the cream vessel is arranged to rotate upon its axis,

as described, the combination with the cream vessel
of a stationary cover Avhich constitutes the bearing
in which the upper portion of said vessel is supported
and moves during its rotary movement, substantially
as shown and set forth.

Second, the combination in an ice-cream freezer, as
described, with the cream vessel and spindle for ro-

tating the same, of the cover for said cream vessel
and cross-bar, to which it is attached, under the ar-

rangement substantially as herein shown and speci-

£ed.
Third, the combination with the stationary cream-

holder coA^er, and the stop or catch which it (Carries,

of the frame F, mounted upon the spindle and within
tlie rotary cream holder, substantially in the manner
and for tlie purposes set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the cross-bar and the
bolts or latches pivoted to it as described, with the
catches mounted on the ice tub, and tlie slots formed
in the said tub, under the arrangement and for oper-
ation substantially as set forth.

Fifth, the coml)ination Avith the cream vessel or
holder, and catches or hooks upon its bottom, of the
slotted centre bearing upon which the said vessel is

supported and pivoted^ substantially as and for the.

purposes described.
Sixth, the method herein indicated of facilitating

the removal of the frozen or solidified cream from the
vessel in which it is contained by forming in the bot-

tom of said vessel one or more vents or openings for

the admittance of aii' to the interior of said vessel

while the cream is passing out from the same, the
said vents being closed by "screw plugs or other suit-

able means, as set forth.

69,834.—L. E. Palmer, Le Ray, Va.— Plow
Wheel.—October 15, 1867.—A Mheel runs in the fur-

row at the heel of the plow, between the landside and
moldboard.

Clai7)i.—T]iQ construction and arrangement of the
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Tvlieel A, shaft B, and braces D D D, and irons E E,
in connection with the wheel C, which supports the
front of the beam, as shown and described. c

69,835.—John Park, Joliet, HI.—Washing Ma-
chine.—October 15, 18G7 ; antedated October 3, 1867.

—A radially corrugated and perforated plate is sup-
ported over the bottom of the tub, and the radial
frusto-couical rollers rotated thereon. The roller hub
is held down by a spiral spring.

Claim.—The conical perforated bottom, in combi-
nation with the coiled spring h and rollers d, when
attached to a tub, and arranged and operating in the
manner described.

69,836.—Thomas H. Parker and Daniel Kel-
LISON, Pai-kersburg, Jil—Corn Planter.—Octoher 15,

1867.—The plows arc detachable, and may be used
either before or behind the roller.

Claim.—First, the combination with the shovel G
g', of the arm H, bolts a, and chain I, whereby said
shovel is made transferable, substantially as and for

the pm-pose set forth.

Second, the combination of the frame A A^ A^ A^,
hopper C, and its appurtenances, roRersK K, hooks J
J', lever D, conducting tubes F, and shovels G-, with
their accessories G g tL al, all an-anged and oper-
ating substantially as herein described and repre-
sented.

69,837.—Moses Pond, Boston, Mass.— >S'fo?Y.—

October 15, 1867.—The screw rods have blocks of rub-
ber in place of washers beneath the nuts to allow ex-
pansion of the plates by heat, without stretching the
bolts.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of one
or more blocks of india-rubber, or its equivalent, with
the plates and the confining bolt or bolts of a stove,
the whole being substantially as and for the pm-pose
above specified.

69,838—K. H. C. Preston, Manlius, :n. Y.—
Harvester.—October 15, 1867.—The grain falls on the
fi-ame and is discharged by its backward semi-revo-
lution and rotation.

Claim.—The shaft D, having bearings C, at or near
the rear of the platform A, its arms b, provided with
eyes a, supporting the shaft C, having at one end the
crank E, and provided with the teeth d and e, all ar-

ranged and operating as described for the purpose
specified.

69,839.-Georg:^ H. Reynolds, Mystic Bridge,
Conn.

—

Steam Engine.—October 15, 1867.—The equi-
librium valve and tln-ottle valve are connected so as
to be co-operative with each other to reduce the dan-
ger fi'om erratic action and the lalwr of attendance.
The air pump and condenser are placed in an eleva-
ted position to ease the air pnmp from the weight and
inertia of any large amount of water beyond the de-
livery valve. The valve that opens and closes the
communication between the exhaust passage and the
vent pipe transforms the engine, if required, from a
condensing to a non-condensing engine. This foot-

valve is mounted on the seat that is connected with
the bonnet, with which it is capable of being raised
or lowered to give access to the various parts. The
gridiron valves have corresponding duplicate open-
ings matching their seats, and are operated by a
movement after the stroke of the main slide, by wliich
the admission of steam to the cylinder may be cut olf

with a slight sliding movement without "disturbing
the main parts of the engine.

Claim.—First, connecting the equilibrium valve
t^ and the throttle valve (^, so that both shall be oper-
ated together, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose herein set forth.

Second, the within described aiTangement of the
condenser L, air pnmp G, and discharge pipes V,
relatively to the cylinder A.

Third, the relief valve U, arranged as represented,
and adapted to transform the engine from a complete
condensing to a complete non-condensing engine, and
the reverse, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose herein specified.

Fourth, arranging the foot valve I on the seat which
is connected with the bonnet J, and adapted to be
raised and lowered tlierewith, substantially as and
for the pm'posos herein si^ecified.

Fifth, operating the gridiron valves X, on the back
of the main slide M, moving across by a movement
later than the movement of the main 'slide, substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein specified.

Sixth, the link Q, arranged to act obliquely to the
eccentric rod r by the same eccentric, so as 'to oper-
ate the gi'idii'on 'valves K", or their equivalents, by
means of one of the main eccentrics R, substantially
as and for the pm-pose herein specified.

69,840.—Stephen M. Richards, Chicago, 111.—
Sash Faatener.—October 15, 1867 ; antedated October
4, 1867.—The heavy cross bar of the sash has spring
bolts which pass into the fi-ame, and are retracted by
knobs projecting from the sash

Claim.—The combination of the sliding catches B
B, knobs C C, and springs S S, with the exterior me-
tallic sheath or enclosure A, substantially as and for
the pm-pose described.

69,841.—Charles H. Roberts, Troy, N. T.—
Handle for Stove Doors.—Octohcv 15, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The wooden knob A, constructed as de-
scribed, slotted to fit over the metal knob o, cast on
the stove door and held in position by means of the
ring B, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

69,843.—Eleazer Root, Terre Haute, Ind.—
Terrasphere.—October 15, 1867.—Improvement on his
patent, December 18, 1866. The north end of the
axial shaft is connected by ball and socket joint with
its supporting arm. The arm is attached to an arbor,
so geared to the shaft on which tlie earth revolves
that the arm shall remain vertical dm-ing the revolu-
tion in the plane of the elliptic. The south pole of
the axis turns in one end of an index finger, which
tm-ns with the arm supporting the other cud.

Claim.—First, the arms E, sustaiuiuGj^he north end
of the axis of the earth A, combined vv'ith the axis c

and the gear connection with the axis B, so as to pre-
serve its vertical position throughout the revolution
of the earth in her orbit, substantially as described.
Second, hanging the index g at the south pole of

the earth in a tubular bearing, substantially as de-
scribed.

69,843.—Eli W.Russell, Ashley, Mo., assignor
to Samuel S. Russell, same place.— C7iur?!.—Octo-
ber 15, 1867.—The dasher is connected by a rectan-
gularly-bent rod to an upper or under crank at will.

The two crank shafts are connected by a belt which
passes over pulleys of different diameters to cause
various sx^eed. ']'he dasher rod slides in a box at-

tached to the upper bar of the frame.
Claim.—The combination of the shaft a, having

the pulley F, fiy wheel G, and crank e' secured
thereto, Avith the shaft b, having the pulley E and
crank e, when arranged so as to have the pitman h
and crank d applied to either at will, stibstantially as
and for the purposes herein described.

69,844.—Williams Rutherford, Athens, Ga.—Compound Protractor.—October 15, 1867. — The
base bar has a rectangular slioulder taking over the
edge of the drawing board; the axiaUy-pivoted,
graduated rule has a central, longitudinal slot, the
adjustable foot of the vernier sliding therein.

Claim.—First, the solid base B, projecting at right
angles to the plane of tlie graduated semicircle, so as
to slide along the edge of the drawing board, consid-
ered as a meridian line, in combination there-nith and
with the graduated rule, constructed as herein de-
scribed.

Second, the fixed vernier b and the sliding vernier
c, in combination with the scale rule C and'llie ])ro-

tractor A, arranged and applied as and for the pur-
poses herein specified.

69,845—Silas Schofield, Plainville, Mnss.—
Tatting Shuttle.—October 15, 1867.—A holder is at-

tached to the shuttle, and a key winds the thread on
the pivoted spool.

Claim.—First, a tatting shuttle, provided with a
detachable handle or holder B, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

Second, a tatting shuttle, provided with mechanical
means for winding the thread upon it, substantially
as herein shown and described.
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Third, in combinatioa with the scuttle A, the holder

B, crank C, and the crank bolt i, the whole arranged
Bubstantiallv as and lor the purpose specified.

69,846.—J. SiiAW, Bridgeport, Conn.—Composi-
tion for Ink.—October 15, 18o7.—Composed of soft

water, 5 galls. ; extract of logwood, 1 pound ; bicar-

bonate of potash, 1 oz. ; bichromate of potash, 1 oz.

;

cyanide of potassium, 40 grs.
;
prussiate of potash.

80 grs.

Claim.—An ink composed of the ingredients herein
above named, and mixed together in the manner and
in or about the several proportions, substantially as

specified.

69,847.—J. Shaw, Bridgeport, Conn.— Ycntilat-

ing Attachment for liailroad Cars.—October 1.5, 1867.

—The chambers bencatli the cars have deflector

plates as regulators, and flues that ascend the sides

and open into and ventilate the car.

Claim.—The ventilator, constructed as described,
consisting of the bos B, having the pivoted lids 1) in

the ends C, opening inward against the ends of the
inclined partiou plates II, the sides F, provided witli

the funnel-shaped or tubular openings E, in which
the pivoted, inward-projecting partitions G work, all

arranged and operated as herein shown and described,
for the purpose specified.

69,848.—B. A. Shearer, Crown Point Center,
X. Y.—Seeding Machine.—Ociohov 15, 18G7.—The
adjustable, gi-ooved roller is regulated by the depth of
the grooves in accoi'dauce to the Rinonnt of seed re-

quired, which it dischaj'ges oat of the cylinder as it

rotates. The harrows are adjusted by the lever and
its connecting rods.

Claim.—The roller G, provided with the grooves d
and adjustable bars e, in combination with the seed
hopper K and'^chute L, all arranged to operate sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

xVlso, the haiTow or covering teeth h, attached to
the bars M, which are fitted on the rod l!f , in comiiua
tion with the transverse bar X', arranged and con-
nected to the lever P, to operate in the manner sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

69,S49.-%r. L. Sheppaud, Charleston, S. C—
Cotton Bale Tie.—Octoher 15, 18(i7.—The ends of the
band ai'e passed through the loops of the plate, and
the bale being released' the band is held by fi-ictioual

pressure.
Claim.—A tie or lock for metal bale hoops, com-

posed of a metal plate perforated as sliown at a, pro-
vided with loop b, slots a' a', and bent portion of the
plate C, to admit of the attachment of the ends of
the hoop, as shown, and the turning up or down of
the tic or lock while one end of tlie hoop is passed
thi'ough its loop b, and drawing up or down of the
tie or lock, parallel with the side of the bale, under
the expansion of the same, when relieved of the pi-ess-

ure, substantially as set forth.

69,850— George Sherwood, Chicago, HI.—
Folding Seat.—October 15, 18(;7.—The seat folds back
out of the way, and the lugs arc adjusted in the slots

to arrest its progiess before strLkiug the back.
Claim.—The combination ?.nd arrangement of the

lugs c c', slots d d\ axle b, hub or cup e, aud screw or
nut i with the standard a and ami D, substantially as
and for the purposes specified.

69,851.—W. J. Shtpmax. Portsmouth, Ohio.—
Toy Pistol.—Octohav 15, 18b7.—The ball slips on the
solid rod of the pistol, being projected by the elastic
cord attached thereto.

Claim.—A toy pistol, constructed and arranged to
operate in connection with a ball, substantially as
described, for the purpose specified.

69,852.—Jacob R. Smith, Keyport, X. J.—JfiVi
eral Paint.—October 1.5, 18(i7.—Composed of ground
shale, 12 ; carbonate of lead 5 ; oxide of iron, 4 ; ox-
ide of lead, 2 ;

ground slate, 2 ; dissolved india-rub-
ber, 1 part

;
ground in oil.

Claim.—A paint, composed of the ingredients
herein named, in tlie proportions and in the manner
substantially as described.

69,853.^Ia2ED W. S.mith, Xew Haven, Conn.—Machine for Cutting Tobacco.—October 15, 18G7
;
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antedated October 3, 18()7.—The circular knife blades
are hung to a frame that swings around in a circular

plane. The knives produce a draw cut upon the to-

bacco as it is fed to the machine. The scrapers clean
and the friction wlieels keep the knives in order.

Claim.—First, the beam or frame F, an-anged to

revolve, and provided with one or more revolving cir-

cular knives G, substantially as described, for t*he

purpose specified.

Second, the scraper 11, in combination with the re-

volving circular knives G, substantially as and for

the purpose described.
Third, the sharpening rollers J, in combination

with the knives G, substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

69,854.—T7m. Smith, Pittsburgh, Va.—Machine
for Molding Pipe.—October 15, 1867.—The llask is

clamped in position in the frame and the packer
being at the lower end of the same, the sand is thrown
in above it. The packer is then rotated and gradu-
allv raised so as to leave a smooth mold insiue the
flask.

Claim.—First, a revolving packer g\ tapering at

or toward its upper end, aud provided on the face or
faces of such taper with grooves i ox projecting
flukes in lieu thereof, constructed and operated sub-

stantitilly as and for the purposes hereinbefore set

forth.

Second, the revolving hollow shaft g, carrying a
packer g' in combination with the guiding shaft h and
flask B, arranged and operating substasitiaUy as and
for the purposes above set forth.

Third, the drums/, ropes A', and cross-bars h, in

combination with the collar o', for the jiurpose of ele-

vating the hollow shaft q while the mold is being
formed, substantially as above set forth.

Fourth, the gear wheel c bored in the line of its

axis for a seat for the guiOang trame shaft b and keyed
thereto in combination with drums/ and the ap'pa-

ratus h aud h' to engage the collai- o' for the purpose
of imparting to the siiaft b revolving and vertical^

motions, substantially as set forth.

Fiftli, the vcrticaDy moving slide n ydth its con-
verging grooves n' in comljination with tlio laterally

moving elajups m havin.^ lugs m' aiTauged an'd

operated substantially as described.

69,855.— J. H. Spelman, Bazetta, OYAo.—Churn.
—October 15, 1867.—The arms have beaters obliiiuely

attached at a variable distance from the shiift antl

rotating in variable circles.

Claim.—The special construction of the dasher C
with slanting arms I and beaters G F, ^hen arranged
so as to describe unecpial circles, one v.ithiu the other,

in combination with the case A, in the manner as
and for the pui'pose set forth.

69,856.—George W. Sarr, Clarksburg, West
Virginia.

—

Automatic Railroad Switch.—October J 5,
1867.—By the described arrangement the passing
train automatically adjusts the switch so as to make
continuous the line on which it is travelling.

Claim.—First, the lever G, in combination with
the slotted arm i and spring v when arranged to
operate in connection witli the rail A, the connecting
rods j and I. and spring fc, as described and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, the lever F, in combination with the spring
in the case d, the rest / and rail A, when ai'ranged
to operate as described, and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the trippers t t' in combination with the
bars n and o, when arranged to operate the lever F
for releasing the rail A, as described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Fourth, an automatic railroad switch, vv'ith the de-

vices tor locking and releasing the rails A A^ when
aiTanged to operate as described aud for the purposes
set forth.

69,857.-B. F. Stewart. Freeport, Ohio.—PTorse
Ray Fork.—October 15, 1867.—The curved tines are
pivoted to the handle. A link is pivoted to one of
the tines and is connected to the otlicr by a wrist
working in a slot and securing tl>e tines in.cither re-

quired position.

Claim.—The curved prongs B B pivoted at one end
to handle A and connected by the link a pivoted at
one end to one prong, and working at the other end
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in the other prong, constructed and operating' sub-
stantiallT as and for the pui-posc herein described.

69,858.—Edwin Stiles, Cleveland, Ohio.—Parm
Fence.—October 15, 1867.—The cleats are nailed on
each side of the boards of the fence in pairs and are
slotted at the bottom for the reception of the sills, to
vrhich are attached the braces that support the fence.

Claim.—The special construction and arrangement
of a fence as herein specified.

69,859.—SEPTiJirs C. Stokes, Manchester, IS".

H.

—

Faitset.— October 15, 1867.— By the combined
action of the gib and screw on the delivery plug it is

set up to its seat as it wears, to maintain a tight joint.

Claim.—The above specified combination as well
as the arrangement of the gib D and the screws E
with the plug and body of the faucet.

Also, its head, constructed as described and ap-
plied to the body and plug of the faucet in manner as
esi}lained.

69.860.—John B. Stoxee, Lacon, Ja.—Flood
Go^c—October 15, 1867; antedated October 1, 1867.

—The gate is made with closed joints to within a
short distance of the ordinary water mark. The
pieces forming the body of the gate alternately extend
into the water which flows through the alternate
gaps. The gate is swung on staple hinges attached
to the face of the upper beam.

Claim.—A floodgate with escapes, reaching below,
and with solid front above the escapes, and swung
upon the cross-beam by means of staple hinges placed
in the edge or slide of the beam a, facing the som'ce
of the stream, the gate resting at'an inclination upon
the bearings alff.

69,861.—John B. Stoxer, Lacon. J]!.—Portable
Flood Fence.—October 15, 1867; antedated Septem-
ber 27, 1867.—The supporting posts are planted in the
ground and have journal boxes secured on top, to
which the swinging fence is attached. The fence

* adapts itself to the pressure of water by tm'ning on
its bearings.

Claim.—The post a, box i, rail c, blocks d d', and
pins c e', arranged, combined, constructed and ope-
rating substantially as described.

.

69,862.—Leonard Study, Plum Hollow, Iowa.
—Corn Planter.—October 15, 1867.—The seed drop-
pers are attached to the axle .of the transporting
wheels and thereby measm-e the distance between
the hills of corn ; the vents in the cylindrical hoppers
are operated by cam valves automatically dependent
on the motion of the axle.

Claim.—First, the application directly to the axle
B' of seed di-oppers C, which are provided with
valves i, in combination with cams ft upon the seed
tubes g, and openers / upon the main frame, substan-
tially as and for the pm-poses described.
Second, the chambered and radially grooved drop-

ping devices C C provided with valves c c and adapted
for the piu-pose, substantially as described.

Third, the combination of' a seed slide d, which is

moved by axle B', through the medium of spring B^,

the seed hoppers E, the seed tubes g and the rotating
droppers C, constructed to operate substantially as
described.
Fourth, the double-acting clutches h applied on the

axle B' in such manner as to lock this axle to its

frame, when the driving wheels B, one or both, are
free to turn around said axle, substantially in the
manner and for the purposes described.

69,863.—OrRin W. Svnvr, ISTew Haven, Conn.—
Device for Capping Screws.—October 15, 1867.—The
edge of the cap is closed in under the head of the
screw, and the metal displaced in making the nick in
tlie cap is forced into the nick of the screw-head.
CYaim.-The tubular die D, with the rod E fitted

within it, and provided with the blade d, in combina-
tion with the oolster A, for receiving the screw B
and the set screw C, or its equivalent, for liolding

screw B in position while being capped, all con-
structed and arranged to operate substantially in the
manner as and for the purpose specified.

69,864.—Tames Thompson, Vevay, Ind.— lFa.97t

Board —October 15, 1867,—The corrugated wash-

board is made concave on its face so that it may offer
the best relative position to the action of the operator.

Claim.—A wash-board A B, whose individual cor-
rugations &, and the whole or greater portion of the
entire series B collectively, are curved concavities, as
and for the pm-pose specified.

69,865.—Zacharias Tobias, Covington, Ohio.—Morse Power.—October 15, 1867.—The horse-power
is secured to the wagon bed to save the labor of load-
ing and unloading. The central shaft descends to
the bevel gears on the diagonal frame below. The
diagonal frame with its transverse bars chocks the
wheels, and is pinned to the ground. The windlass
with its binding cords rigidly connects the frame and
wagon.
Claim.—^First, the combination of the frame or

frames N S, line shaft B, and center shaft L with
each other, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed and for the pitrpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the ropes or chains "W
and shaft or windlass Y with the frame iST, and its

attachments, and with the frame D, substantially as
herein shown and described and for the pm-poso" set
forth.

Third, permanently attaching the power to the
bolsters or axles of a wagon, substantially as herein
shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the timber T and braces
A' with the wheels A and frame D of the machine,
substantially as herein shown and described, and for
the piu'pose set forth.

69,866.—Lsaac 2sr. Topliff, Adrian, Mich.—
Clip Circle.—October 15, 1867 ; antedated September
28, 1867.—The solid metallic clip circle is clamped
onto the stock, into which a spur from its center pen-
etrates. L^iits secm-e the screw-bolts below the axle.

Claim..—The construction of a clip circle for car-
riages, (fcc, in the form and manner described, with
the spitr B, for the pm-pose substantially as set forth.
Also, as new, the spm- B.

69,867.—James Yandegrift, Princeton, HI.-
Plow.—October 15, 1867.-^The beam is adjustably
secured with bolts and washers in its connections, to
regulate the depth and width of the furrow.

Claim..—The combination with the beam d of the
flange g' or its described equivalent, the brace e. arm
j, adjustable collar k and screw m, constructed and
arrang'ed in the manner herein shown and described,
and employed to adapt the plow for either light or
heavy di-aft, in the manner set forth.

69,868.—E. M. V.vN Sickler, :N"ew York, l^". Y.—Adjustable Poller Frame for Elevator Platforms.—
October 15, 1867.—Improvement on his patent Feb-
ruary 12, 1867.—The rollers have their bearings in
suijplementary frames and are intended to facilitate

the handling of heavy weights on elevator platfonus
and over warehouse floors.

Claiin.—The sides a a, bearing the roller C, when
such sides are connected together by means of the
cross-bars a^, having the downward" projections B
for receiving the frame upon the platform of the ele-

vator, to prevent slipping and longitudinal movement,
as herein shown and described.

69,869.—Ethan P. Yaux, TYashington, D. C—
Pipe for the IVansmissioii of Fluids.—October 15,

1867.—The inner pipe is centrally confined within a
hermetically sealed tube to maintain an equalized
temperatiu-e in the passage of fluids.

Claim..—First, a pipe constructed and arranged for

the transmission of fluids, having a hermetically
sealed air chamber surrounding it, substantially as
described.
Second, in combination therewith, the intermediate

braces, whether consisting of disks or other radial

supports, or supports of horizontal pipes, substan-
tially as described.

Tiiird, a two-fold pipe, the interior being a conduit
for fluids, and the outer forming a hermetically sealed
air chamber, when united at its curves or angles, sub-
stantially as described.

69,870.—Charles W. Watley. Xow Orleans,

lia.—Cotton Bale 2t<'.—October 15, 1867.—The tie has
a curved lip that is thrown out from the piano of its
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surface to admit of the easy insertion of the loop be-

tween the lip and curved ridge on the cud of the tie.

One end of the loop passes round the curved ridge
and is riveted to form a hintre connection.
Claim.—First, constructing a cotton bale tie with

a projecting lip C and roller G, substantially as de-

scribed.
Second, constructing a cotton bale tie with a pro-

jecting lip C and cuived ridge D, substantially as

described.
Third, constructing a cotton bale tie with a pro-

jecting lip C, roller Gr. and curved ridge D, when the

same are arranged substantially as described and for

the purpose set forth.

Fourth, securing a cotton bale tie having a curved
projecting lip to the hook, by means of the roller G,
loop H. and rivet I, when the same are so combined
as to form a hinge joint, substantially as described.

69.S71.—Josni'A TTalkkr, Kansas City. Mo.—
Elevator.—October 15, 1867.—The hoisting platform
is raised on its pivoted supporting braces by the trac-

tion of the windlass which diaws forward the foot of
its rear brace.

Claim.—First in combination with the car tracks,

laid at different heights, a movaiile section C, arranged
and applied in such a manner as to admit of Ijelug

raised and lowered from one track to the other, and
carry the car from one track to the other, substan-
tially as set forth.

Second, the hinged rails or ways 1 1, arranged with
the arms J J. windlass M, to operate in connection
with the adjustable section C, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

Third, the arrangement as shown of the arms D
D' and E, with the wimllass G, for the purpose of
rrii.siiig and lowering the section C, for the pm-pose
set forth.

69,S72.—George "Walters and Thomas Shaf-
FKU, Phoenixville, Pa.

—

Con.ftmction of Fagots for
JBeam^.—October 15. 1867.—The bi\rs ar(!*adjusted and

j

secured by riveted bolts in a form approximating to
j

the shape" of the future beam. Tlie fagot is then
placed in a furnace, and when at a weldiug heat is

rolled into the required form.
Claim.—A pile or fagot for wrought-iron beams.

|

girders, <S:c., composed of one or more bars for the
|

web. and any desired number of bars for the flange
or flanges, vrheu the said bars are airanged and per-

1

manontly secured together by bolts or rivets, as and
j

for the pm-posc herein set foith. I

69,873.—James L. TVarxer, New York, :Nr. Y.—Toy Engine.—October 15. 1867.—The glass boiler
is susiiendcd by swiveled rods over the lamp and is

rotated by the discharge of steam from the curved
tubular arm as in the JSolipile of Hero.

Claim.—The combination of the boiler A, cord 6,

and swivel joint c with the lamp B, substantially as
and for the pm'pose herein shown and described."

69,874.- Franklin TTatson-, Harrison, HI.—
Ploic.—October 15. 1867.—The moldboard and share
are attached to and supported by the braces, hooks,
and springs, so that they are re"versible to turn the
furrow on either hand.

Claim.—First, the moldboard F. of shape described,
and share M, when coutbined as set forth.

Second, the sjirings h and i, when combined and
operated as described.

Third, the plow foot D, moldboard F. share M, sup-
port G, standard E, and springs h and t, when com-
bined and arranged substantially as described.

69,875—T. Watson- and C. Perry, Brooklyn.

,

X. Y.—Exten.9ion Ladder.—October 15, 1867.—Im-
provement on their patent, October 30, 18()6. The

|

segmental bed frame sei-ves as a connection in coup-
j

ling the wagon, and braces the ladder when raised.
The windlass, having its bearings at the foot of the
frame, extends the sections of the ladder. The basket
attached by a rope to the pulley at the top of the lad-
der forms a fire escape.

Claim.—First, the manner of connecting the two
trucks together, and the arrangement of the slides

j

thereon, substantially as and for the purpose described.
;

Second, arrangement of the bar ; for the slides to 1

rest upon, substantially as and for the purposes de-
scribed.

Third, the arrangement of the windlass for elevat-
ing the slides, between the base of said slides and the
axle of the rear truck, substantially as and for the
purpose described.
Fourth, the employment in an extension ladder of

guys, in eombination witli a windlass, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

Fifth, the hub of the rear trunk, constructed in the
manner and for the purpose substautially as described.

Sixth, tlie arrangement upon the top'of the ladder
of a skeleton adjustable platform, constructed sub-
stautially as described.

69,876.-Lewis Weaver, Canton, Ohio.—Corn
Dropper.—October 15, 1867.—The spring valve at-

tached to the hopper regulates the discharge of the
corn, and the scparating'flanges disperse the seed so
as to deliver them in their proper position.

Claim.—First, the piece /, having flanges e e

thereon, attached to the box E, iu the manner and for

the purpose specified.

Second, the spring d, having the lipp thereon, and
attached to the hopper B, in the manner and for the
purpose specified.

Third, the valve K, having the hole X therein, and
the lower parts a and b arranged in the manner and
for the piu'pose specified.

69,877.-WiLUAJSi Welch, Bridgeport, Conn.,
assignor to himself and Mathevv Diamond.—Indi-
cator for Piniching Machine.—October 15, 1867.

—

Explained by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—Fii'st, providing an indicator which regis-

ters the strokes of devices making regular recipro-
cating movements, and of reciprocating gales, that
are operated by eccentrically moving boxes B, or their
equivalents, substantially as set forth.

Second, the sVjtted sli'ding rod F, when provided
with pins b b and with a spring h, and when combined
with the pawl i, ratchet wheel H. and hand c, and
with tlie box B, substantially as and for the pm-pose
set forth.

Third, the manner herein shown and described of
throwing the indicating apparatus out of gear, by
means of the eccentric pin j fitting through an eye on
the rod i, substantially as herein shown and described.
Fourth, the arrangement of the pivoted plate L,

having an eccentric slot and fitting around the pin n,

and connected with the pawl m. for the purpose of
indicating the revolution of the lower disk on the
hand of the disk above, as set forth.

69,878.—John- Westcott. Patchogue, X. Y.—
Animal Trap.—October 15. 1867.—The trap being
placed in the burrow, the mole in passing dislodges
the dog and the spring jaws close on him.

Claim.—The mole trap, constructed as described,
consisting of the iron forks A A, formed at right
angles upon the cross-bars of the handles, the latter

being pivoted together at a, and clamping between
them the spring B, said forks held open by means of
the notched dog C between the cross-bais, as herein
set forth for the purpose specified.

69,879.—William H. Wititehe.U), Chicago, HI.—Grate for Cooking ^Yoi-e.?.-October 15, 1867.—The
rotating grate is adjusted iu the stove to regidatethe
size of the furnace to the temperature.
C/ann.-First, the chanc-eublc revolving grate E,

in corabiuation with the end pli).tes G and H, and front
grate P Q, for the purpose of changing the fire box
from an open to a close grate, substantiallv as speci-

fied.

Second, the projection of lock c, attached to the end
plate G, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Third, the back^fate B B' and C, when constructed
substantially as described, and so located that the
upper portion C will incliuc toward the front, the
middle portion B incline backward, and the lower B'
remain vertical, so as to admit of a change in positioa
of the grate E, substantially as speciiied.

Fourth, the combination' and arrangement of the
front grate P Q, back plate B B' C. and the end plates

G and H. with an adjustable revolving bottom grate
E. constructed and operating substantially as spe-

cified.
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69,880.—William Wickersham, Boston, Mass.—Electro-magnetic Engine.—October 15, 1867.—The
copper bars come in contact with a metallic plate at
one end of the engine and pass nearly roiuid the
electro-magnets in their extension towards the other
end, so that when an electric current passes along
the metallic bar it imparts a magnetic polarity to the
electro-magnet. A metallic plate at one end of the
engine is in electric connection with all the metallic
bars that pass nearly round the electro-magnets, and
also connects with one pole of the battery. The soft

iron electro-magnets are formed so that they can com-
pose part of the rim of a fly-wheel, and they are at-

tached to the periphery of a disk, through which a
shaft passes, the remainder of the rim being composed
of non-conducting material. The cut-offs rotate with
the shaft, causing the open circuits to continue the
same positionary relation to the electro-magnets
while they rotate. The electric currents are thus
opened or closed as required.

Claim.—First, so forming metaUic conductors in
electro-magnetic engines that in tlieir extension from
one end to the other of said engine, they shall pass
nearly round one or more electro-magnets, and so ar-

ranging them that when an electric cmTcnt passes
through said conducting bars it shall produce mag-
netic polarity in the said electro-magnets, substan-
tially as described.

Second, in combination with said metallic con-
ductors the aiTangement of the receptacle &, substan-
tially as and for the pur[X)se described.

Thi-rd, so forming the electro-magnet in an electro-

magnetic engine that it may become a part of the
rim of a fly-wheel, and so arranging it on the outer
edge of a disk in connection with the shaft that
when said rim revolves, the shaft will revolve .also, as
described.
Fourth, the cut-off arranged and constnicted as de-

scribed, in combination with the said metallic con-
ductors playing over the interrupted parts of said
cut-off, as described.

rilt;h, adjusting in electro-magnetic engines while
they are in motion, the relation of the circuits to the
magnets, substantially as described, and for this pm*-
j)osc the spiral slotted tube k, arranged and operated
substantially as described.

Sixth, in combination with said metallic conductors
and magnetic fly-wheel the arrangement of two or
any desirable number of said fly-wheels on the same
shaft; all operating together in the manner described.
Seventh, arranging the conducting bars in groups

aronnd the shaft and securing each group in its pro-
per position, independently of the others, as de-

scribed.

Eighth, having the spaces between the groups of
conducting bai'S filled with blocks of the same form
of said spaces, and liaving said blocks secujt'cd in

their places by a metallic ring K, as described-
Ninth, making said metallic conductors in, a thin,

ribbon-like form, having one edge near the said elec-

tro-magnet and the other edge from said magnet, all

substantially as described and for the piu-pose set

forth.

69,881. — HosEA TViLLARi), Torgennes, Yt.—
Hay Raker and ioader.— October 15, 1867.—The
wing rakes extend on each side of the machine, and
thereby clear a wide track. Tlie rakes take up the
hay as left by the mower, and endless carriers con-

vey it to the''load. The teeth of the elastic, endless
elevator yield to obstacles in their course and ac-

commodate themselves to the inequalities of the
ground.

Claim.—First, the supplemc'ntary yielding pulleys

e e attached to the axh; A, and at such points that

the rake teeth of the endless elevator may yield or
conform to the inequalities of the surface over which
they may pass, or to obstructions which may be in

thiir path, substantially as and fonitho purpose speci-

fied.

Second, the oval wires or elearers h placed on the
shaft G of the endless elevator, substantially as and
foi' the purpose set forth.

Third, the springs K for connecting the oblique

rake wing-s to th<> frame C, arranged as described for

the purpose specified.

Fourth, the endless belts P P, applied to th(! rake
wings, substantially in the manner as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

69,882.—Charles Williams, Vineland, IST. J^
assignor by mesne assignments to himself.

—

Oil Cup.
—October 15, 1867.—The perforated ball on the end
of the elastic oil-dischai-ging tube s«€eks the lower
portion of the can in whatever position it may be
placed.

Claim.—The elastic tube C in combination with
the nozzle B, and of such length that the perforated
ball J> upon its lower end shall reach either the top,
side, or bottom of the can A, as herein described for

the pm'pose si)ecified.

eOjSSa.-NATHANiEL Wilton, Groton, IST. H.—
Jaw for Lathe Dogs and Bench Vices.—October 15,

1867.—The semi-cylindrical jaws fit into recesses in
theii- correspomling jaws and have curved grooves
formed in their ends for the reception of the guide
pins, by which they are secui-ed in place and re-

stricted.

Claim.—The combination in a lathe dog of the
semi-cylindrical self-adjusting pieces or jaws D with
the jaws A and B and screws C, or their equivalents,
substantially as herein shown and described and for
the purpose set forth.

69,884.— J. WisNER, Aurora, IST. Y., and T.
Hose, Cortlandville, JST. Y.

—

Broom Head.—October
15, 1867.—The butts of the corn are thrust within the
case and secured by a transverse bolt and thumb
screw and pins driven in at the edges of the case.

The top of the case has a wooden filling into which
the handle is fastened.

Claim.—The combination of the screw bolt g with
thumb scrcAv upon each end, and the side or conical
pins d d with the metal cap or case for holding the
brush or corn, as above described and for the purpose
set forth.

69,885.—J. and A. Woeber, Davenport, Iowa.—Carriage and Buggy Top B&w Irons.—October 15i,

1867.—The perforation near the eiid of the bow slips

upon a stud on one plate of the socket, and the otheV
plate is fastened against the former by a set scre^v,

which enters the stud.
Claim.—First, providing sockets far receiving and

fastening the ends of the bows of buggy and car-

riage tops, substantially in the manner and lor the
purpose as herein described.
Second, the construction and arrangement of

flanges on the sockets, substantially in the manner
and for the pui"pose as herein described.

Third, the hinges as constructed with plate A,
having pivots a a, a a, with holes in the pivots for

screws, and plate B attached by screws, substantially

in the manner and for the pm-poses- as herein de-

scribed.
Fomth, the sockets with flanges and the hinges

with pivots, as constructed and arranged in combina-
tion ^'itli the bo^vs and bow irons, substantially in the
manner and for the purposes as- herein described.

69,886.—L. E. Woobard, Owasso, Michigan.

—

Wagon i?raA-e.—October 15, 1867.—Tlie brake bar is

attached to a cross piece, which is moTcd by an ec-

centric journal in a block on the reach and operated

by .1 connecting rod from the brake lever.

Claim.—Fh-at, the brake bar B connected by pins

b working in the slots c in the ends of the cross-bar a,

all constnicted and arranged as described for the pur-

pose specified.

Second, the slotted metallic slide piece D upon the

wagon reach, connected at one end to- the bar B and
in which the friction roller t is pivoted, constructed

as described and operated by means of the eccentric

piece E, as herein set forth for the purpose specified.

69,887.— Henry Zellner, Columbia, Tenn.

—

Cotton Press and Feeder.—OctoheT 15, 1867.—The
ginned cotton is fed to the machine through a chute

in which it is freed from dust. It is then forced into

the press under the follower, AVhich presses- it to the

bottom of the tube, wh( re it is held down while the

follower returns for a second tube full.

OZaim.—First, the triangular clianiber li situated

between the chute A and tiic press, arranged as and
for the purpose above described.
Second, the arrangement of the foraminatod cover

IB' in connection with the chamlwr B and cliutc A in
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a bay or cotton press, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

Third, the combination of the shaft I, cords or
chains H H' and tocrgle 'oint lever F with the pul-

i'>ys 1 1 working at tiie cud of the fixed beam K, sub-

stantially as ami tor the purpose specified.

Fourth, the use ot the p.iwls o o o, substantially as

and lor the purpose described.
Fifth, the arrajigemeni of the cliute A. chamber B.

rollers C C. lever E, block G. tube D, and pawls
o u, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

69.SSS.—Geohge S. Acker, Kalamazoo, iMich.
—Burglar Alarm.—October 15, 18t)7.—The driving
wheel, which is operated by a coiled spring, geai-s

into a pinion that actuates an escapement wheel on
the pinion arbor. The arbor of the pallet carries the
hammer which strikes the bell as the pallet oscillates.

The lever in the pallet shaft locks the pallet until lib-

erated by the trip-.

Claim.—First, connecting the spring alami with
the tripping wire AY, by f.;e arrangement and combi-
nation of the pallet lever U. with "the toothed quad-
rant I J. pawl P, and tension spring S, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

Second, in combination with the spring alarm and
tripping arrangement aforesjud, the geared levers L
L. when the same are connected to tlie window panes
and operated by the window sashes of a building,

substantially in the manner and for the uses set forth.

69,SS9.—Chilliox B. Allex, St. Louis, Mo.—
Ixoojing Composition.—October 15, 1867.—Composed
of coal tar, plaster, molders' sand, and common clay.

Claim.—The within described composition, com-
posed of the articles herein set forth and used for the
purposes specified.

69.890.—IlEXRY AoLER, Yellow Springs, Ohio.
—Boiler.—October 1.5, ItOT.—The digester is placed
in a boiler pai'tially filled \vith water and has a cen-
tral pipe staudingVertically within it to receive the
hot water and steam. Both digester and boiler have
lids.

C7flrnn.-^First, the aiTangeracnt, substantially as
described, of the hot water jacket A B K, steam
chamber E c, digester G H T M, and stopper L, as
and for the purpose specified.

Second, in combination with the elements of the
preceding clause, the rotatablc loops C c C c', serv-
ing the double purpose of handles and catches.

69,891.- Emery Andrews, Portland. Me.

—

Manufacture of Matches.—Octohor 15, J 807.— The
matches being ranged in tlie form of a card the non-
igniting ends arc slightly attached by glue.

Claim.—Fnitfng match splints in the form of a
card, substantially in the manner and for the purpose
specified.

69,892.-jroirN- L. Barnes, Etna Green, Ind.—
Car Brake.—October l.>, 1867.—The roller, being par-
tially rotated by the lever, winds up the cord, which,
drawing the sliding fi-ame, brings the friction wheels
in contact. These operate through their connections
the shaft on which the cord is w^oimd to actuate the
brakes.
Claim.—The swinging frame G, with its shafts E

and K, wheels J J, gears II and I. used in combina-
tion with wheels M M upon the driving axle, and
cords C, rods 1) D, and le^er B , for operating the
carriage brakes by means of the lever F, roller d and
cord rt, when arranged in the manner and used sub-
stantially as and for the purposes specified.

69,893—AY. E. Beans, Brownsbnrg. Ta.—Bri^
cZZc—October 15, 1867.—The frontlet extending back
fiom the headstall is held in position by a strap round
the neck and holds the safety lines so t'hat they press
on the most susceptible pai-t of the neck whilethe bit

is drawn in the mouth.
Claim.—The headstalls constritcted with exten-

sions rearwardly from the forehead strap having
loops b' at their rear ends for the retention of the
safety reins in the desired position on the horse's
ueek, substantially as shown and described.

69,894.—A. C. Bearuslek, Brooklyn, X. Y.—
Axiparatus for Proving (Jas Pipes.—Ociohcv 15, 1667.

—The gas enters lx;low the elastic diaphrasrm and
i-aises the graduated rod attached thereto. Tlie leak-

age of gas allows the rod to sink and shows a defect
in the piping.

Claiir..—i'irst, the combination of the bell A, baso
piece B, with its passages F II. diaphragm C. spring
borne graduated rod D, and check valve J. all for op-
eration together substantially as and for the purijose
herein set forth.

Second, the arrangement in connection with a dia-

phragm indicator, cubstantially of the character speci-

fied, of an ether box. essentiafly as and for the ptir-

pose or purposes herein set forth.

69,895.—Joseph Benn. Goat. England, and Geo.
O. LucioiAN, Manchester, ILngland.—Ajrparatus for
Damping and Gumming Labels.—October 15, 1867.

—The adhesive solution saturates the sponge, and
minute portions of the solution penetrate througii the
perforated plate, so that on sliding the label over the
plate the gum is applied.

Claim.—The apparatus described consisting of a
reservoir connected to a damping chamber provided
with a perforated plate or any combination of similar
parts answering the same iiurposes and for effecting
the same objects.

69,896.— Harry Bitter, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Combined Horse Tongs, Clamp, Winch, and Pick.—
October 15, 1867.—Improvement on the patent of P.
H. Collins, April 30, 1867. The loose clamp is com-
bined with an elastic facing ring, coupling « renches
and detaching pick.
Claim.—The combination of the facing ring D,

wrenches d and e and pick/, with a hose clamp, sub-

stantially as described and for the purposes specified.

69,897.-Amos Broadnax. New York, X. Y.—
Apparatusfor Rendering Lard and Tallov^.—October
15, 1867.—Explained by the claims and illusti'ation.

Claim.—First, rendering fat witli a dry fire heat,
either in an open or a close tank, by inclosing said
tank in a heating chamber, so made and arranged as
to entirely sm-round the same, substantially as de-

scribed.

Second, combining a dry rendering apparatus in a
dry heating chamber, made of metal, and placing said
dry metal heating chamber in a brick cliamber over
the fire or furnace, and so arranged as to leave a flue

ai'ound the metal cliamber, substantially as described.
Third, the use of the intervening plate S. either

with or without tlie fire brick or clay facing between
the furnace and the tank, by which the fire can be
entirely excluded from the tank.
Fourth, airanging an open i-endering tank in a

heating chamber, made to entirely inclose it, and
aiTanged to allow the gas and vapor to escape in the
chimney under a furnace, substantially as described.

Fifth' in combination with a rendering tank, the
use of a thermometer, arranged in a tube in said tank
filled with mercm-y, substantially as described.

Sixth, the use of a ventilator, in combination with
a rendering tank inclosed in a heating chamber, for the
purpose of reducing the temperatiu'e in said chamber,
substantially as described.
Seventh, making an intervening flue between the

tank and the fire flue to aid in regrdatingthe applica-
tion of heat to the tank, substantially as described.

Eightii, connecting the steam and gas-discharge
pipe of a rendering apparatus with a large separate
chamber or pipe S", arranged in the melting furnace
of the apparatus to allow the steam and gas to ex-

pand and heat in said chamber or pipe in the furnace
after it leaves the discharge pipe and before its con-
sumption.

69,898.—Myron D. Brooks. Albanv, X. Y.—
Bed Clothes Holder.—Octohcr 15, 1867.—The rolls

engage the clothes on which they are tightened by
the spiral springs.

C'tai j/i.—The"coinbination of the rolls E E' with the
arms A A and B B. and spiral springs C (,"•, arranged
on a bedstead for holding the cloths of the bed, sub-

stantially as described.

69,899.—Charles C. Borrows, Mystic Iliver,

Conn.—i^io Lock for Boats.—OctohQr 15. 1867.—

A

metallic plate is attached to the reversible cap. and
turns freely with tiie sweep of the oar. The cap is
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attached by a hing-e to the gunwale plate. The thole
is turued down out of the way, when not in use, and
secm'ed by a button when in use.
Claim.—First, the slotted plate A, Figs. 3 and 4,

in combinationwith a reversible cap C,hinged thereto,
and revolving thole permanently attached to the cap,
substantially as set forth.

Second, in combination with the plate A, having a
longitudinal slot A', the reversible cap and thole, and
a button for secm'ing the part rigidly when in use,
arranged substantially as set forth.

69,900.—Charles Henry Coffik, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

—

Hat Yentilator.—October 15, 1867.—One
perforated plate is attached by its flanges to the hat,
and the register plate moves upon it.

Claim.—As a new article of manufaetnre a hat
ventilator, provided with a slide or valve to close the
openings, and a flange of flexible metal teeth for fast-

ening it to the hat.

69,901.—Julius Davis, McLean, IST. Y.—Foun-
tain Brush.—October 15, 1867 ; antedated October 8,

1867.—As the cylinder revolves in the holder the
whitewash runs' through its perforations and the
envelope of cloth, and is spread by the brush.

Claim.—First, the revolving hollow cylinder Gr,

having its entire curved sides pierced with orifices, e,

and covered with cloth c, to allow the paint or white-
wash within it to escape gradually, and spread itself

evenly over the surface, to be covered as the cylinder
is rolled over it, substantially as and for the pm'pose
described.
Second, the combination and arrangement of the

revolving hollow cylinder G- and brashes B, when the
cylinder and brushes are constructed and used sub-
stantially as and for the purpose hereinbefore par-
ticularlv described.

Third, the combination and aiTangement of the
revolving hollow cylinder G, brushes B and cup A,
when the cylinder brushes and cup are constructed
and used substantially as and for the purpose set forth
and described.
Fourth, the combination and aiTangement of the

revolving hollow cylinder G, brushes B, cup A, frame
support b C and C, socketD and handle E, when the
whole are constructed and used substantially as and
for the purpose described.

69,902.—W. C. Davis, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Cook-
ing Stove.—October 15, 1667.—Instead of legs the
stove has a chamber beneath, with sockets to receive
the base flange of the stove proper, and doors by
which the internal space is reached.

Claim..—The base or pedestal B, forming a com-
pletely inclosed closet or chamber, having one or more
doors J, a floor E, and interlocking flanges D, and
being adapted to take the place of the customary legs

or feet of an ordinary cast cooking stove, as set forth.

69,903.—JoHK DOXALDSON, Hockford, HI.-
Grinding IfiZL—October 15, 1867.—The hopper bot-

tom is hinged, and its edge is turned down into a
groove of the hopper side ; it is shaken by pins ad-
justal)le in radial slots of two rotating wheels at the
ends of the hopper. The same pins operate the dis-

charge lever.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the slots % i' in

wheel E, with the pins adjustable in said slots, and
the feed levers a and I, and discharge lever a', oper-
ating in connection with the feed and discharge
valves and the hulling machinery, substantially as
described and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the arrangement and construction of the
feed valve P and groove 11 in hopper S, substantially
as described.

69,904.—.JosiAll W. Ells, Pittsburg. Pa.—Coa<-
ing Wrought Iron with Cast Steel.—October 15, 18G7.

—A bloom of wrought iron is placed in a flask and is

covered with a coating of cast steel, the compound
being then wrought into the desired form.

Claim,.—As a new and merchantable article of
manufacture, slabs, sheets, plates, bars and rods of
wrought iron having a uniform coating, face or sur-

face of cast steel, applied as hei-eiiil)efore set forth,

on any one or more or on all sides of the same and of
any required degree of thickness.

69,905.—John A. Ewins, South Boston, Mass.

—

Knife Gleaner.— October 15, 1867.— The frame is

clamped by a set screw to a bench or table, and the
cylinder is rotated by driving wheel and pinion ; tho
guard holds a supply of polishing material, and the
knife lies on a block which is pressed by a spring'

against the cylinder.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
polishing or cleaning cylinder and its operative mech-
anism with the self-adjusting presser and the guard,
the whole being applied to a frame so as to operate
as described.

69,906.—Frederick Fisher, Gloucester, Mass.—Tuyere.—October 15, 1867.—The chamber around
the air-pipe is filled with water from a reservoir, the
duplicate pipes constituting a circulating connection.
The plug being removed the nozzle forms a cinder
discharge.

Claim:—The water-tight vessel or reservoir I J,

surrounding or partially enclosing the main aii- tube
H and the tubes K K, in combination with the pipe3
F and G and the reservoir E, substantially as and for

the pm'pose specified.

69,907.-J. Force and G. "W. Eentvick, Elgin,
m.

—

Tenter Bar for Stretching Cloth.—October 15,

1867.—The cloth is attached by hooks to bars,

which are then drawn apart equally throughout their

length by a succession of toggle levers actuated by a
crank screw and rods, which connect the hinging
joints of the toggles.

Claim..—The combination of bars H and H", fric-

tion wheels t and t", screw I^s", rod L, and levers e e,

substantiaSy as and for the purpose described.

69,908,—John Fox, Baltimore, Md..—narvestei\
—October 15, 1867.—The cam groove on the face of
the driving wheel actuates a lever with a roller on
its end and moves the cutter bar. One side of the

cam groove is continuous, the other interrupted, and
the motion of the cutter bar is avoided in backing.

Claim.—The broken or interrupted surface of the

cam groove on the inner face of the driving wheel
for actuating tho roUer and lever, substantially a3
herein recited.

69,909.—Francis M. Franklin, O. K. McIn-
TIRE, and Wm. Whitely, Springfield, Ohio.

—

Brick
JlfoM.—October 15, 1867.—Explained by the claims
and illustration.

Clai7n..—The plunger with projecting centers on
their inner faces to receive and support the packing
and packing plates around them, as and for the pm--
pose herein described.
Also, constructing tho plunger of a brick press

with packing, and packing plates, and tightening-

screws to permit the tightening of the upper and
lower packing and packing plates at the same time,

while they may be separate from each other and the

packing kept tight in the mold above and below, sub-

stantially as herein described, and in combination
with the above covering the face of the plunger with
leather or some similar substance, as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

Also, the plunger of a brick press constructed

with a suitable reservoir for oil or other substance to

lubricate the inner surface of the mold, substantially

as and for the purpose set forth, and in comlnnation
with the above an opening in or across the plates in-

side of the mold to carry and supply the inside of tlie

mold and edges of the packing constantly •oith oil, so

that the brick is kept from sticking to the mold and
the packing from wearing, substantially as herein

described.
Also, saturating with oil the leather or other ma-^

terial covering the face of tho plunger by means of

ducts passing through the plunger and communicat-
ing with the oil reselwoir, substantially as set forth.

Also, the cnt-ofl", which allows all of the surplus

mortar to.escapc from the mold and stops that escape

just iji time to secure the mold being uniformly filled,

substantially as herein described.

69,910.-J'osErH P. Gates, l.\ncoh\,J\\.—Bridle

7?)7.—October 15. 1867.—The round on the flat side

is brouglit to bear upon the jaw of the horse, accord-

ing to the severity required. The adjustment is
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made by moving' the studs and turning the inner disk

until the shuttle keys fall into the stop recesses.

Claim.—Fii-st, the shape and construction of the

bit bar A, as herein described and for the purposes
set forth.

Second, the donble-chcek disks B B, constructed
•with the shuttle keys H. studs J, circular recess X,
and stop recesses P"Q R S, when arranged, combined,
and operated as herein described and for the purposes
set forth.

69,911.—Ben-nts Harrigan. Charlestown. Mass.
— TTrencTi.—October 15, 1867.—The jaws iirojectfrom

the rotary segmental plate ; one of them is station-

aiy, and the other is adjustable on a bar parallel with
the chord of the plate and is actuated by the screw
rack. The segmental plate is held by a spring bolt,

so as to maintain the rec[uired angular presentation
of the jaws.

Claim.—An improved wi"ench as made not only
with one of its jaws stationary with respect to and
projecting ft-om its rotary segmental plate, and with
the other jaw movable upon a bar parallel with the
chord of such plate and projecting from the station-

ary jaw, but as having a screw and a screw rack ap-

plied to the movable jaw and its supporting bar, the
whole being an-anged substantially in manner and so
as to operate as specified.

Also, the combination of such a wrench and means
substantially as described, (viz: the bolt holes b b b

. and the spring bolt H,) whereby its segmental plate
may be fixed in position so as to cause it to move
with the handle when moved in either direction, tkat
is, forward or backward, while the jaws may have
hold of an object.

69,912.- G. W. Harris and George Elliott,
Aurora, Ind.—Railroad Crossi7ig.—October 1.5, 18(

—The gaps jire swaged in the rails while heated,
being formed at distances coiresponding to the gauge
of the wheel of the train.

Claim.—First, a railroad crossing formed by pro
longing two rails of each track in opposite directions
beyond the intersecting rails and having gains B
and gaps B', as a;id for the purpose set forth.
Second, in combination with such gained and in

tersecting rails, the knees D, appbed as herein made
known.

69,913.—A. L. Haskell, Amity, Ta.—Horse
Rake.—October 15, 1867.—Explained ' by the claims
and illustration.

Claim.—First, the combination of the main frame
S, the vibi"ating rake frame A C, the rocking fi-ame m,
and the lever p, when all these parts are constructed
and arranged for joint operation as and for the pur-
jKtse described.

Second, the combination in a two-wheeled horse
rake of rigid shafts projecting from the axle, a drivers
seat mounted on the front cross-bar near the left shaft,
a vertically vibrating frame hinged to the rear of the
axle and cairying a revolving rake, a rocking frame
pivoted to the vibrating frame and caiTying springs
to control tiie rake, and a lever pivoted on the vibrat-
ing fi-ame linked to the rocking frame and cairying
a hook taking into an eye on a standard in front of
the axle, by which to fasten the rake when lifted up,
all constructed, arranged and operating as described.

69,914—L. Her^iance, Hudson, X. Y.—Gate.—October 15, 1867.—Tlie front end of the gate engag-
ing in the donble post is latched by tlie drop clevis.
The rear end is supported and secured on the anti-
friction roller that lias its bearings in the rotating
box, that after the gate is run back to its equilibrium,
turns with it at a right angle to its former position.

Claim.—First, the box E with its disk F and wheel
G, consti-ueted and used with the gate as and for the
pnrpose set forth.

Second, tlie metallic loop a. used with the gate for
keeping its forward end down or supporting, substan-
tially as herein represented.

Third, the metallic plate H with its arm, when
connected to the lower side of the gate post to pre-
vent the gate from swinging out of position, as spe-
cified-

69,915.—Xelsox Holmes, Laona. INT. Y.—Straw
Cutter.—October 15, 1867.—Tho guillotine-knife gate

is obliquely attached to the upright frame. The com
pound lever handle has a slotted upright projection
by which the sections ai-e connected by a bolt that
runs in the elongated slot.

Claim..—First, the compound lever handle I E, and
the connected adjustable supports K J and H, all

constructed and arranged substantially in the man-
ner and for the purposes specified.

Second, the supporting oar n, when placed in tho
cutting machine for the pui-pose set forth.

69,916.—Gideon Hcntixgtox, K'orwichville,
Canada West.

—

Bending Machine.—October 15, 1867;
antedated September 27, 1867.—The jom'ual boxes of

the upper roller are adjusted vertically by flanged
wedges which act to support as well as to hold down
the roller. The side guides are slotted for the traverse
of an adjusting bolt.

Claim..—First, the flanged keys A A, in combina-
tion with the grooved journal boxes and mortises in
the upright when constructed and ai'ranged to op-
erate as described.
Second, in comlnnatiou with the above and with

rolls, the stationary and adjustable guides when ar-

ranged and operating substantially as described.

69,917.—A. P. Jackson, Warsaw, Ind., assignor
to himself and Otis Pratt, same place.

—

Roofing
Composition.—October 15, 1867.—Compound of min-
eral known locally near Dayton, Ohio, as bluestone,
651bs. ; tar, 7 gallons : sidphur, 10 lbs. ; litharge, 4 lbs.;

plumbago, 6 Uis.

Claim.—The composition above described. Avhen
compounded and used substantially as and for the
pui-poses specified.

69,918.—Jonas L. Knoll, Hummelstown, Pa.
—Dumping Sled.—October 15, 1867.—The platform
is tilted on a transverse shaft by a cord connected to
its fore end and passed over a sheave upon a post and
then beneath another sheave to the doubletree. The
restoration of the platform to horizontal position
draws back the doubletree, and allows its re-connec-
tion to the draw bar.

Claim.—The dumping apparatus, constructed and
operating substantially as and for the pm-posc herein
specified.

69,919.—Wm. F. Kussmaul, Baltimore, Md.—
Safety Gim Lock.—October 15, 1867.—A spiiugwithin
the lock has a projecting pin traversing t!ie lock plate,
and standing beneath a projection of the cock, to keep
it from descending upon the nipple except when the
gun is cocked, in which case the pin is Avithcfrawn.

Claim.—The spring E, having the bolt H, in com-
bination with the verdcal slide F, the mainspring B,
and the shoulder G, substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

69,920.—Israel L. Lani)IS, Lancaster, Pa.—Af-
tachment to Stirrups.—October 15, 1867.—The rubber
is interposed between the boot and the metal.

Claim.—The detachable india-rubber foot pad a,

when provided with side flaps C, whicli arc secured
to the sides of the stirrup by means of buttons and
button holes, or their equivalents, in the manner and
for the pm-poses as herein set forth.

69,921.—W. B. Lodge. Danbury, Conn.—Bai.—
Octolicr 15, 1867.—Explained by the claim.

Claim.—A hat, made of wool-felt, having incorpo-
ratetl with it, after the hat is formed, or during the
process of felting, fur dust, substantially as herein set
forth.

69,922.—Wm. W. Lyjian, WestMeriden, Conn.,
assignor to The Meriden Britannia Co.. same place.—Manufacture of Tea and Coffee Pots.—October 15,

1S67.—The lower part of the soft metal side is placed
on a block in the lathe and the bottom of hai'der
metal is spun on.
Claim.—Uniting a hard metal bottom with a soft

metal or britaunia body of a tea or coffee pot, sub-
stantially as described.

'

Also, a tea or coffee pot substantially as described.

69,923.—Abraham S. McDowell, Philadelphia,
Pa., and S.uilel B. McDowell, Montgomery county.
Pa.

—

Butter- Working and Frinting Machine.—Octo-
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ber 15, 18G7.—A shallow grooved tray receives the
butter, which is worked by a pivoted roller ; it is then
pressed into and afterwards forced from the cyliadri-
cal mold.

Claim.—First, the construction and arrangement
of the mold F, the adjustable bottom E, the piston
printer D, the levers B and C, the prop L, the swing-
ing hook K, and the supporting stand A, the same
operating together substantially as and for the pm--
pose described.
Second, in combination with a butter-printing ap-

paratus constructed and operating as describetl. the
liuted roller G- turning loosely upon its asis g', which
is jointed to the post a", as described, and tlie sector-
sliaped tray H, grooved and perforated as described,
the same operating together, as and for the purpose
described.

69,924

—

John G-. McMILLA^^ Baltimore, Md.—
A23paratus for Frcscrving Fruits, Meats, c&c.—Octo-
ber 15, 1S57.—The cans are tilled and the lids sealed
Oil ; a small hole is then made in the lid and a piece
of gummed oil silk laid upon it. The cans are placed
in "the receiver, which is connected to its lid by an
air-tight joint. The air is exhausted by the condens-
ing sphere above it. The oil silk acts'as a valve to
seal the can when removed from the receiver.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of water, steam,

and vent pipes witli a spherical condenser, when tlie

said condenser is encased in a water tank, for the pur
pose of alternately producing a vacuum, as herein
specified.

Second, the can receiver K, cover I, air tube J, and
connecting pipe H, as constructed in combination
Vs'ith the condenser D, operating in tlie manner as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

Tliird, the apparatus described by which the process
of exhausting the atmosphere from cans, jars, or otiier

vessels containing fruits, vegetables, meats, or other
substances, without heating the cans or contents, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

69,925.—Gabriel McWilliams, Fostoria, Ohio.—Sh eep Shed ayid Back.—October 15, 1 867.—The racks
are on each side within the stable, and are pivoted to
allow discharge of worthless matter by swinging up.
Claim.—The herein described shed and rack, con-

structed in the manner and for the purpose substmi-
tially as set forth.

69,^26.— Isaac L. Miles, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Composition for Producing Elastic, Foriri.^ for Frint-
ing.—October 15, 1867.—Composition to form pattern
rollers for printing on glass, earthenware, &c. : 2
pennyv^'cights j)uro india-rubber dissolved ; oil, i
ounce ; alcohol, -k ouuce ;

glycerine, h ounce ; arsenic,
2 grains ; molasses, 1 pint { glue, 1 pound ; dissolved
in water.
Claim.—A composition for elastic printing forms,

consisting of the within described ingredients in com-
biaation with arsenic or its equivalent.

69,937 Jacob Miller, Carrollton, Ohio.—Car
Coupling.—October 15, 1867.—The entering link trips

the sector-sliaped coupling piece and allowslts descent
to engage the said link. The link descends- oy grav-
ity and by the force of a spiral spring. This pivoted
coupling piece is raised for uncoupling by a vertical
lever.

Claim-.—First, the pivoted coupling piece C C and
pin c, adapted by vibration to disengage the coupling
link F, substantially as and for the purpose set fortln

Second, the movable piece G, in combination with
the spring H, substantially as and for the pm-pose
specilied.

Third, the combination of the pivoted catch C, iiin

c, hook 13, spring plunger 1), and lever F, all arranged
and oi)erating sub.stantially as and for the 'pui'iibse

spccihed.
Fourth, the movable frame G- G>, flange G^, and

spring plunger H, arranged and employed substan-
tially'as and tor the purpose set forth.

69,f52S.—E. F. Monuis and R. J. GuEEX, Cicero,
]Sr. Y.

—

Combined Roe and Fotat.o Digger.—October
15, I6n7.— The double-moklboard plow is associated
with siiovel plows ou laterally adjustable beams.

Claim.—'J'iie swinging bea'ms B and shares or wings
F connected with yiekUng links//, in connection

with plows D d, frame A, and braces g, all constructed,
arranged, and operating as herein shown and lor the
purpose set forth.

69,929.—Julius Niebergall, ISTew York, N. T.—Mechanical Movement.— October 15, 1867.^- The
wrist pins of the two disks are connected by a rod,

whose end is carried down and has a rectangularly
projecting sjde arm whose end is connected to a crank
of the same radial length as the distance of the wrist
pins from their shafts.

Claim.—First, the combination with the shafts a h
and the connecting rod / of the arm k and crank j,
substantially as set forth.

Second, the method, substantially as herein shown,
of transmitting continuous rotary motion to a di'iven

shaft through "a connecting rod extending from the
driving shaft by keeping the said rod at all times in
a position parallel with a straight line extending from
the driving to the driven shaft.

69,93®.—"Wm. Partington^ Philadelphia, Pa.—
Apparatus for Cooling Malt Liquors.—October 15,

18G7.—The beer from the copper flows through a series

of sieves and pipes ; the latter are in vessels contain-
ing cold water and ice.

Claim.—First, the box A, having a compartment
bounded by sieves a, a^, and a"^, and inlet and outlet

pipes, all arranged substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

Second, the cooling bos B containing the vessels C
and C^ and pipes or troughs d d, the whole being con-
structed and arranged substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

Third, the tubes d d and ff^, in combination with
the vessels C and C^ of the box B, or with the vessels
F pi of the box D.
Fourth, the combination of the boxes A, B, and D

with the contents dcscrijcd, or theii- equivalents, and
with the regulating faucets specified.

69,931.—Andrew Pearsall, Atlanta, Ga.—
Spark Arrester.—October 15, 1867.—The caloric cur-

rent is curved downward by the disk at the chimney
head. A trap is furnished' to catch the sparks ancl

allow them to fall into an annular chamber beneath.
Claim.—The arrangement of the pipe B witli its

flange E and disk G-, as constructed in combination
with pipe A, having flange D formed, as described, to

project beneath flange E, having outlet into chamber
C, as set forth and for the purposes described.

69,933.—P. D. Pike. Stowe, Tt.—Water Wheel.
-October 15, 1867.—The water surrounds the cylin-

der and flows through the sides, actiug ag-ainst pivoted
g-ates and flowing out at either end. The gates are
opened by a lever whose end embraces a collar upon
a sleeve of the shaft, which is connected to them by
toggle arms.
Vlaim.— The cylindrical -vTater whoel A with its

center partition E"]iaving two apertures G G- and iwo
adjustable gates B B, regiflatcd by the lever C, when
constructed, combined, and operating as herein de-

scribed and lor the purpose set forth.

69,933.—J". P. Pope and J. T. 'WniPPLE, Chicacro,

III— Weighing Scale.—Octohcv 15, 1867.— The plat-

form has an atlditional platform suspended from it for

use in a lower story and an additional beam connected
to the main beam.'

Claim.—First, platform C suspended from platform
B of the scales above, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, rack I) and balancing beam 7?i", substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

Third, the combination of rods o o", jointed levers

s s", lever W, and holding or stop rod t, substantially
as described.

69,934.—Edward Porter, Tallmadge, Ohio.—
Churn.—October 15, 1867.—The rotating dasher is

placed diagonally in the circular receptacle.

Claim.—The special arrangement of the radial arms
F and shaft D, in combination with the pad A, in the
manner as and for the purpose described.

69,935 A. TT. Potter and J. A. Barling,
.

Monroe, 'Wis.-Jiein Holder

.

—October 15, 1867.—Tho
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double bow spring is attached to the dash board, and
holds the reins that are inserted beneath it.

C7aim.—The spring A, when lient iu form as shown,

In combination with the board B. substantially in the

manner and tor the purpose specified.

69,036.—RoiJEUT Potts, Chatham, 2ir. Y.—Jfa-
china for Bending Metals.—Oatohcr lo, 1867.—Tlie
sweep is adjustable upon the forming frame, and has

onti-lriction rollers bearing against the bar operated

upon.
Claim,.—T1\\G adjustable ft-ame D, arranged as spe-

cified, in cora).)ination with the sweep A, substantially

as and for the purpose described.

69,937.—Ai.MOxE. Preston, Battle Creek,Mich.
—Extension lahle.—OctobdT 15, 1807.—The central

part of the tabic has hinged leaves which, when tlie

top is rotated 90°, form parts of the longitudinal ex-

tensions.
Claim.—The combination of the revolving top E,

pivot D, and receptacle F, witli tlie adjustable sliding

frame B ai\d B', the whole constructed and operating
snbstautitdly as described and for the purposes set

forth.

69,93S.—S.H. Ehoades and W.Carroll, Clvde.

Ohio.— I^ailway Car Seat.—October 15, 1867.—The
oscillatable side links are extensible by sliding, and
are held by ratchets and catches. The l)ack is adjust-

able in inclination. The head rest is also adjustable.

Claim.—Fir^t, the extension links C, when con-

structed with a sleeve D, slide E, and disk F, as ar-

ranged and pivoted to the back B and seat A, in the
manner and for the purpose substantially as set forth.

Second, the disk F, provided with a circular ratchet,

in combination with the spring G and back, con-
structed and arranged in relation to each other for

the piu'pose and in the manner substantially as set

forth.

Third, the adjustable head rest or section K, spring
K, stay bars M, and rod O. as arranged in combina-
tion with the back B, ia the manner as and for the
purpose set forth.

" 69,939—Thomas C. PvIDDELL. Wilmington, Del.—Bah'ng Frame.—October 15, 1867.—Explained by
the claim and illustration.

C'iaim.-Providing the ordinary baking pan with
a wooden frame or stirrups for holding it iu place for

the purpose of evenly baking bread or cakes in the
manner hereinbefore "described.

69,940 E. C. B. EicK, Hermann, 'Mo.-Subyna-
rinc Vessel.—October 15, 1867.—The vessel being
drivcii by any suitable motor is steadied on its course
or deflected upward or downward by tlic angular pre-
sentation of the fins, Avhich are coincidently actuated
by cranks.

Claim.—The an-angement of a scries of crank
shafts a, carrying tins c, and connected by a rod d.

in combination with the adjusting screw a and vessel
A, constructed and operating substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

69.941—Ajsgelixa Sxider, Philadelphia, Pa.,
administratrix of the estate of Jacoh Snider, Jr.,

deceased, assignor as administratrix to John
Vaughan Snider.—Breech-loading Fire-arm.—Oc-
tober 15, 1807.—The breech block is attached to a
sleeve, which oscillates on a pin. The longitudinal
motion of the sleeve dislodges the cartridge case and
the spring restores the position.

Claim.—The breech ])iece C, having a projection a'

adapted to a recess a at the rear of the barrel, when
the said breech piece is hinged to and arranged to
slide on a pin D, for the purpose of extracting the
cartridge, all substantially as set fortli.

Second, the combination of the breech piece C,
sleeve E, pin D, and extractor c attached to the sleeve!

Third, the sleeve and its notched enlargement d,

in respect to the edge g of the frame.

69,942.—EOBERT W. Soper, Jancsville, Wis.,
assignor to himself and Frank Richards, same
place.

—

Mop Wringer.—Octohor 15, 1867.—The two
parallel rolls arc supported on the upper ends of tlie

. operating levers that are arranged in pairs on eitlier

side of tiie pail. Each pair has a common central

pivot that is operated by a vertically-moving cam at-

tached to the treadle. The piris of the cams work
separately in cam grooves at the lower end. of the
levers.

Claim.—First, tlie arrangement of the supporting
levers D and D' with the cam piece E, the former be-

ing provided with the cam groove/ and the latter

with the cam pins h, in such a manner that the verti-

cal movement of the cam-piece shall operate the
wringing rolls C and C. substantially as described.

Seconcl, the construction of the dim piece E and
guide F vrith tlie rectangular guide pin i, and vertical
groove or mortise c, substantially as and lor the pur-
pose described.

Third, the arrangement of the treadle G, pivoted on
the ends of tlie yoke I, with the cam E, operating
levers D 1)', and spring M, when the wliole are con-
structed and used substantially as described.

69,943.—George Spiehlman, Strasburg, Pa.

—

P^OM-.-October 15, 1867.—The beam rests upon the
flattened head of the enlarged standard, iu which
there is a slot curved to the radius of tlie hinged
pivot that unites tlie beam to the liandlc. The Ijeam
is adjusted on the flattened, head by ^\ashers and the
set screw that engages in the slot to regulate the
draft and width of' furrow.
Claim.—First, the construction of the flattened

and enlarged head b, with its curved slot of the stand-
ard B, in combination with the application and ai'-

rangement of the hinge pieces M X forming the joint
J of the beam and handle, when all made in the man-
ner and for the purpose specified.

Second, the slotted wedge K, in combination with
the flanged and sunken tail piece of the point E, con-
structed in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the mode of constructing and applying the
sole piece G by ears and bolts to the base of the land-
side, arranged' as shown for the purpose specified.

Fourth, the extra heel piece I, in comliination with
the mold board D, when made and arranged iu the
manner set forth.

Fifth, the combination and arrangement of the
hinged beam A with the handle C, the sole piece G,
heel I, wedge K, flanged point E, and mold board D,
when all are made and arranged in the manner
shown, for the purpose specified.

69,944.—Ferdinand Spineux, Liege, Belgium-—Drawing and Ihvisting Head for Spinning.—Octo-
ber 15, 1867.—The notched guide connected vrith the
drawing roller directs tlie thread, so that the friction

between the rove and the cylinder upon which the
same is wound prevents the said rove from slipping.

Claim.—The roller D and its guide e, for directing
the course of the thread thereon, iu combination with
the hollow spindles A I, substantially as shown and
described.

69,945.—Wm. H. Staats, Crescent, N. Y.—
Bailway Sivitch.-Octoher 15, 1807.—The laterally-

sliding connecting bar turns the cars upon a siding
or retains them upon the main track, operating in
connection with the rails of the main track, which
are permanent instead of oscillating.
Claim.—First, the laterally-sliding connecting bars

E E', actuated on lines perpendicular to the course
of the main track, to retain the train on tlie main
track or divert it to the siding, substantially in the
manner set forth.

Second, the combination of the rails A A' A^ A^
with the siiiftiug bar II, blocks D and D', and con-
necting bars E E', substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Third, the rails A A' A^ A^, permanently fixed, in
combination with connecting bars E E' s'liiling be-
tween the rails, to connect alternately with tlie main
track or siding, substantially in the naanner set fortli.

69,946.—A. Steward, Piano, IW.—Bnffler for
Sewing Machines.—Octohav 15, 1807.— The spring
plate is attached to the presser foot, and its lower
leaf passes between the gathering and the plain pi(*es
of cloth. The feed bar feeds tlie lower cloth'faster
than the other is fed, so as to fonu gathers.

Claim.—The spring plate A B, constructed as do-
scribed, combined with the presser, and arranged to

i

operate in connection with the feeding appai'utus, as
and for the purposes described.
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69,947.—D. "W. Stroxg, Dutch Flat, Cal.—Lay-
ing Telegraph Wires on Eailroads.—October 15, 18G7.

—The iusuLated wire is attached to the brackets be-

neath the flanges of the rails.

Claim.—The slotted brackets or holder, for retain-

ing and protecting the wire,substantially as described.

69,948.—T, Grow Tatlok. Lawrenceville, ]!T.

Y.—Eule and Letter Scale.—October 15, 1867 ; ante-

dated April 17, 1867.—The rule is laid slide down and
the scale projecting over the desk. The letter being
placed on the hook its weight is indicated on the
graduated face of the scale.

Claim.—First, the rule A, adapted as a letter

scale, when constructed and operating substantially

as described.
Second, the slide C, spring E, and plate B, in com-

bination with the rule A, substantially as described,

for the purpose specified.

69,949.—JOHX W. Thoexe, Brooklyn, N".T.—
Clamp for Traveling Trimlcs.—October' 15, 1867.

—

The clamps increase the thickness toward the angle
where there is the most danger of breakage. The
corner clamps are formed with angle braces.

Claim.—A trunk clamp, in which the metal at the
angle is strengthened by the interior filling piece i,

rendering the same thicker, as and for the purposes
set forth.

Also, in combination therewith the knuckle or an-

gle brace k. applied to the metal clamp for trunks, as

and for the purposes set forth.

69,950 John T. Warixg, Tonkers, IST. T.—
Machine for Ironing Hats.—October 15, 1867.—The
ii'on is vertically and longitudinally adjusted to the
operating lever,' so as to smooth hats of various sizes

and shapes. The chimney is pivoted to the iron, and
is secm'ed in a vertical position by the weighted cord
to which it is attached.

Claim.—First, the lever E, working in a universal
joint and made adjustable longitudinally and verti-

cally by means substantially as herein described, in
combination with the smootiaiug iron D, substantially

as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the combination of the weight h and cord
e with the chimney d, pivoted to the smoothing iron,

substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Third, the screw m, in combination with the lever
E and the smoothing iron iDivoted thereto, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

69,951.—John B. Crowley, Cincinnati, Ohio,
assignor to Chamberlain & Co., same place.

—

Top
Flatefor Cooking Stoves.—Octohev 15, 1867.-Thetop
Elate projects in rear of the furnace and supports a
ot-water tank, which is heated by flues running

through a depression cast in the plate.

Claim.—First, an extended top plate of a cooking-

stove, formed with the pit D cast in one piece there-

with, as and for the object explained.

Second, the arrangement of extended top A, pit D,
and deflecting plate E, as and for the pm-pose set

forth.

69,952.^JoHN Le Ferre, Charlestown, Mass.—
"Windoiv Sash Elevator.—October 15, 1867.—The
angle plate is secured to the upper bar of the sash,

and has an eye-bolt to which a cord is attached ana
carried over a sheave at the top of the casing. The
object is to raise the window by the cord.

Claim.—The arrangement of the angular plates C
and screws /, provided with loops g, in comljination
with the pulley F and block G, connected to the
window frame and operated by the cord D, in the
manner and for the purposes specified.

69,953.—'John Eichards, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Fixed Caliper Gauge.—October 15, 1867.—Crescent-
formed plates are made to fixed sizes, to act as cali-

pers in reducing cylindrical pieces of metal.
Claim.—A fixed caliper gauge, when constructed

as herein specified, the outline being arcs of true cir-

cles, substantially as described.

69,954.—fJouN Eicharps, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Standard Gauge.—Ociohcv 15, 1867.—The conical
block is turned down into a series of cylinders of
gradually varying diameters for use as a cal'iper gauge.

Claim.—First, a standard gauge constructed in
the form of pyramidal cone, in the manner and for
the pm-poses specified.

Second, the pedestal h or equivalent means of sup-
porting the gauge in an inclined position, substan-
tially in the manner and for the objects specified.

69,955.—Daniel E. Somes, Washington. D. C—Apparatus for Cooling, Freezing, and Heating.—
October 15, 1867.—Yolatile liquid, single or com-
pound, is forced from the vacuum into the heating
chamber, while the air in the cooling division is being
exhausted, and then also forced into the heating
chamber, vrhere it is compressed so as to produce
considerable warmth. The pressure on the liquid
forces it up the atomizing tube. The liquid jet is

met by a horizontal jet of air, gas, or a combination
of the'm. which will cause the liquor to strike in fine
spray over all parts of the sides of the case, refriger-
ating the contents.

Claim.—First, the combination of the vacuum and
compressing chambers or their equivalents with the
pumps or their equivalents.
Second, atomizing tubes in combination with a

vacimm or partial vacuum.
Third, minute holes through the walls of the vacuum

chamber for the admission of liquid, air, gas, or vapor.
Fourth, tube with an atomizing lip or projection,

in combination with a vacuum or partial vacuum.
Fifth, closed air spaces, or non-conducting mate-

rial, or refrigerating substance, or compoands, sur-
rounding a vacuum or partial vacuum.

Sixth, a vacuum chamber constructed substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

Seventh, a compressing chamber with atomizing
tubes or holes, substantially as and for the pm-pose
set forth.

Eighth, compressing and vacuum chambers with a
safety valve between, as and for the purpose set forth
and for other purposes.
Xinth, pipes and cock G, as and for the purpose

described.
Tenth, non-conducting spaces or substances be-

tween the compressing and vacuum chambers, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Eleventh, the cases D in combination with a com-
pressing chamber or with a vacuum or partial vacuum
chamber.
Twelfth, tubes or channels extending through the

compressing or vacuum chamber, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

Thirteenth, apartments or vessels constructed sub-
stantially as herein described, to prevent conduction
of heat o'r cold, in connection with apparatus for rare-
fying or expanding aii', gas, or any volatile sub-
s'tance.

Fourteenth, chemical substances herein named, or
others which may volatilize, singly or in combination,
when used in a" vacuum or partitU vacuum in the
form of mist or spray.

Fifteenth, materia'ls for lining the compressing and
vacuum chambers, for the purposes set forth.

Sixteenth, a chamber containing liquid, air, gas,

food, or any substance to be cooled, with channels,
tubes, or spaces in, through, or around the same for

passing, forcing, or drawing spray formed by aton>
izing a liquid or liquids.

»69,950.—G.W. Bacon, London, England.- G?/7n-

nastic Apparatus.—October 22, 1867.—Explained by
the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, the combination of a ring E with a
friction slide or buckle D, when the latter is secured
to one end of a strap C, and so arranged as to pass
readily through said ring and through a suspending
link B and slide upon the outside layer of the strap,

all substantially in tlie manner and for the pm-posa
herein set forth.

Second, the combination of a hand piece H with
the straps or bands c of an improved gymnastic ap-

paratus by means of adjustable slides secured thereto,

substantially in the manner and for the purpose
herein set forth.

Third, the adaptation and combination of a swing
seat with the stirrups F of a gymnastic apparatus,
substantially as and for the purp'ose herein set forth-

Fonrth, the friction slide or buckle D of an appa-
ratus, consisting of a suitable metallic frame in com-*
bination with aliiuged or movable center bar d or g,
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constructed aud operating substantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose herein set forth.

Fifth, the use of a brake d' in combination with a
slide D, substantially as and for-the purpose herein
specified.

Sixth, constructing' the rings E of an improved
apparatus of layers of wood aiTanged and combined
substantially iii the manner and for the purpose
herein set forth.

69,957.—Simon H. Badger, Erie, Pa., assignor

to himself and Egbert Faulkner, same place.

—

Slide Talve Ltibricator.—October 22, 1867.—The oil

from a close cup is discharged through holes in the

cap, which is forced down on the slide valve by a
spring. The oil then enters tlic recesses of "the

cross-piece, and is conveyed to oil grpoves in the
valve face.

Claim.—First, the combination of the cap D, tubu-
lar stem E, oil cup H, cross-piece C, recesses c c, and
passages d d, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

Second, the grooves e e, in the face of the valve
oommuuicatiu"- with the passages d d, substantially
as shown and described for the pm-pose specified.

Third, the combination of the spring F, cap D,
and top of the steam chest with recesses c c and pas-
sages d d, substantially as described for she purpose
specified.

69,958.-C. S. Baker, Manchester iST. H.—Inva-
lid Bedstead.—October 22, 1867.—The bedstead is

supported near the foot by legs which stand back
from the end. A section at this end is hinged, and is

let down by a pinion and rack gear, the footboard
forming a foot-rest. A section at the head is raised
by similar means.
"CZoun.—First, the construction and arrangement

of the foot ]Dart hinged to the main portion by means
of the segments F, and operated by means of the
shaft G and pinion H, as herein set forth for the i)ur-

pose specified.

Second, the constmction and an-angement of the
pawl I and spring J pivoted to the side of the main
})ortion of the bedstead, as and for the purpose speci-
ied.

69,959.—John- Barclay, Attleborough, Mass.,
a.ssiguor to himself and RuFUS D. Case, New York,
X. Y.

—

Carnage Knob.—October 22, 1867.—The jaws
are revolvable around the head and enter slots in the
latter to allow the disengagement of the curtain.

Claim.—A carriage kliob consisting of jaws B B
secured to a ring d, which is fitted looselv over the
shank of a pin A provided with slots C upon the sides
of the head, all made and operating substantially as
U(ii'ein shown and describee!.

69,960.— William B. Barnard. Waterbnrv.
Conn.—Scissors and Shears.—October 22, 1867.—The
rabbeted part of the handle has studs which act as
rivets for connection of the blade thereto.

Cl(iim.— First, the combination of the cutting
blades of scissors, shears or lamp trimmers, with
suitable haiuUes formed without rebates or recesses
to receive the blades, but provided with projecting
homogeneous rivets to secure the same, substantially
in the manner and for the purpose herein set forth.

Second, overlapping the end of the tang of a shear
blade with the iuner edge of a rebate formed to re-

ceive it in the end of a suitable handle therefor, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose herein
set forth.

69,961.—H. Bartholomew, Dover Centre, Ohio.—Fence.—October 22, 1867.—The bars of the panels
are keyed in slots in tlie hoUow braced posts.

Claim.—The special construction and ai-range-
mont of the lierein-described fence, in the manner
substantially as described.

69,962.—.Tes.=:e Blackintox, Eoscoe, HI—Bolt
Trimmer.—October 22, 1867.—The trimmer is eccen-
trically hingod so that the cutting edges will be
nearly parallel whether opened or closed. By chang-
ing tlie relative lengths of the cntter-arms 'and the
connections, the cutting edges are thrown in or out
of parallelism. The set scrcAv stops the action of the
ie-vcrs by contact with the stop and prevents the

cutting edges fr:)m coming in contact with each
other.

Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement
of the cutters A A with the connections B B, and the
levers L M, as herein described for the purposes set
forth.

Second, the arrangement of the recess H, and the
elavator bearing II' in combination with the levers
D L and M, for the purposes set forth.

Third, the slot F and the pin E, in combination
with the levers D L and M, when arranged as and
operating for the purposes set forth.

Fourth, the flat-headed bolt P, in combination with
the slot 11 and the levers L and M, when arranged as
and operating for the pm-poses set forth.

69,963.—Henning Boetil's, Hanover, Prussia.—Constrxiction of Mctallurgic and other Furnaces.
—October 22, 1867.—The flues arc arranged on the
outside of the walls of the fui'uaces and connect Avith
air passages above the fire-chamber, the draft being-
regulated by valves. The air, passing outside the
walls of the fire-chamber, is heated before it is mixed
with the combustible gases and thereby economizes
the fuel.

Claim.—Providing furnaces which are to be used
in the manufacture of glass, iron, steel and other
metals and substances, and for other purposes, with
a series of flues d d arranged around the outer walls
of the tire-place or in the walls between the fire-places,

for the purpose of conveying air to the combustible
gases evolved from the fuel, said flues being provided
with a valve or valves /, all as herein shown and de-
scribed and for the purposes set forth.

69,964.—H. G. Bulkley, :N"ew York, X. Y.—
Apparatus for Bnjing and Desiccating.—October
22, 1867.—The ceilings are perforated for the escape
of noxious gases and moisture. The steam pipes
charge the air Avith heated steam to open the pores
and ]-emove the dampness of the grain, while return
flues caiTy the heavy gases and moist air and dis-

charge it in the furnace. The moist atmosphere is

followed by a dry one that completes the process.
Claim.—First, the openings H K when covered

with wire gauze, or its equivalent, and regulated by
valves and used in connection with a steam atmos-
phere, for the purposes substantially as specified.

Second, the return fluesX M, in combination with
the ash pit D, when constructed, arranged, and used
in combination with a steam atmosphere, substan-
tially as specified.

Thii-d, the mode of consuming waste steam and
gases produced from substances while drying in
kilns, substantially as described.
Fourth, the perforated ceiling O, when made of

fire-proof material and covered TS'ith any incombusti-
ble substance and used with a steam atmosphere, for
the pm'pose and in the manner substantially as speci-
fied.

Fifth, the fire-proof drying kiln, constructed and
operated in the manner substantially as described.

69,965.—PvUFUS D. Case. New York, IST. Y., and
John Barclay, Attlelwrough Falls, Mtias.—Carriage
Knob.—October 22, 1867.—The knob has spring side-

catches over which the eyelets are passed, and the
catches must be compressed to permit its removal.
Claim.—The spring jaws c c, having S(iuarc shoul-

ders upon their outer sides and securecl in the Avood-
Avork to the inner end of the grooved screw pin A,
forming part of the same, and adapted to be com-
pressed in the groove b, in tlie head a of sajd pin, as
herein described for the purpose specified.

69,966.—^Joseph Chadavick, Wheaton. HI.—
Weather Strip for Doors.—October 22, 1867.—The
door has an inclined, horizontal ril) running from
side to side, which engages a projection npon a
hinged strip lying flush Avith the tlireshold, and
raises the said strip against the lower side of the said
rib.

Claim.—The an-an":ement of a rubber packing d
between tlie door and ledge C, substantially in the
manner and for the purj)oses described.

69,967.—Joseph Chase, "Worcester, Mass.—
Clouded ^an^.—October 22, 1867.—Portions from a
strand ofroving are twisted intothe thi'ead at intervals.
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Claim.—Clouded yarn, as an improved article of
manufacture, made substantially as above described.

69,968.—John C. Clapp, Homer, N. Y.—JBath
2YfJi.—October 22, 1867.— The frame is made of de-

tachable parts ; the rubber-cloth water receptacle is

supported by the edges of the frame.
Claim.—First, a portable bath made of iudia-rab-

bcr cloth, or equivalent flexible water-tight material,
in such a form and manner that it may'be collapsed
and compactly folded or rolled into a portable bimdle,
substantially as herein specified.

Second, the combination of the frame BCD with
the portable bath A, the -n'hole constructed and ope-
rated substantially in the manner and for the purpose
herein set forth.

69,969.

—

Augustus H. Clejient, Sunbuiy, Pa.—Washing Machine.—October 22, 1867.—The perfo-

rated beater oscillates in a perforated, segmental
case within the suds box.

Claim.—The combination of the perforated bottom
D and perforated slides C in radial grooves 6, boards
E, and beater A B, substantially as described.

69,970.—Wm. a. Cleveland, Waterville, IST.

Y.

—

Medical Compound for the Cure of Ring Bone,
Spavin, Splint, cfic, in Horses.—October 22, 1867.

—

Composed of alcohol, 2 oz. ; iodine, 40 grs. ; bichlo-
ride of mercury, 20 grs. ; croton oil, 30 drops ; allowed
to stand in a sand bath 48 hours at a temperature of
860 i^-ah.

Claim.—The medical compound above described,
to be com]3ounded and prepared substantially as de-
scribed and for the purposes described.

69,971— E. S. CoLTON, Boston, Mass.— Jce
Cream Refrigerator.—October 22, 1867.—A metallic
chamber within the metal-lined wooden case is sur-

rounded on live sides with an ice space, and is en-
tered by opening the wooden door of the ease and the
metallic one of the chamber. The cream is put into
receivers, which have bottoms so finely perforated
as to retain the mixture.

Claim.—The ice cream refrigerator, made as de-

scribed ; that is to say, of the two boxes A B, the
metallic lining a, the ice-receiving space /, and the
three openings and their doors or covers & C c, ar-

ranged together as specified and represented.
Also, as an improvement in the molds or vessels for

holding cream or liquids to be frozen by such refrig-

erator, the construction of such molds foramiuous on
those surfaces to which the cream, when frozen,
would be liable to adhere by atmospheric pressm-e,
under cii'cumstances as described.

69,97*2.—T. F. Conner, Odin, HI.—Car Coupling.
—October 22, 1867.—The upper side of each arrow-
headed coupling bar has a catch, which, in combina-
tion with a pawl, holds the head of the other coupling-

bar. A hook, oscillating in a vertical plane, passes
through a slot in the coupling bar, and may be used
with an ordinary link.

Claim.—First, the arrow heads A A', the hooks
Tc k', the cranks d d',_the lifting rods e e', the pawl's
c c', and side iJlates E, R', all in combination, when
constructed and arranged substantially as shown and
specified.

Second, the construction of the slotted draw bar A,
in combination Avith the hook k, when constructed
and ai-ranged substantially as shown and specified.

69,973.—John "W. Crannell, Yorkville, Mich.—Tuyere.— October 22, 18(i7.—The irregularly-re-

cessed cylinder is placed eccentrically on its turning
shaft, so"that the blast oi^enings may be varied.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
irrejrularly-recessed cylinder E and shafts S with the
wind chest A and cap C, substantially in the manner
and for the uses herein described.

69,974.—George Crompton, 'Worcester, Mass.
— Weft Stop Motion for Looms.—Octohcr 22, ]8fi7.—

A series of fingers on a tilting bar is brought down
U])0!i the shuttle thread at each stroke of the lay.

Those lingers depress another set of fingers by means
of the thread when whole ; but when the thread is

broken the lower fingers arc not depressed and the
loom is automatically stopped.

Claim.—In combination with the sets of fingers or
prongs between which the chute passes the mechan-
ism by which, through their action, the shipper lever
is released when the thread is broken, substantiaUy
as set forth,

69,975.—"W, Jennings Demorest, IsTew York,
IST, Y.

—

Movable Treadle for Small Lathes, Sewing
Machines, d-c.—October 22, 1867 ; antedated October
12, 1867.—The treadle is pivoted just in front of the
heel-rest, and its fore end. is connected to the crank
by a rod.

Claim.—The general arrangement and combina-
tion of the base A, standards B and C, balance and
driving wheel e, pedal E, crank F, and link G-, sub-
stantially as shown and described, the whole consti-
tuting a new ai-ticle of manufacture termed the " pe-
demotor.

69,976.—George Febles, Fostoria, Ohio.—Oom-
bined Sheep Rack and Trough.—October 22, 1867.

—

The grain reservoir is between the racks, and has a
perforated bottom with a similarly perforated slide
beneath. The openings of the slide are brought to
agreement with those of the bottom to receive a
charge of grain, and the slide is then moved back so
as to bring the openings over others discharging into
the trough.
Claim.—First, the adjustable pivoted racks A,

troughs G, and bars K, when arranged in combina-
tion with the frame B, in the manner and for the pur-
pose substantially as set forth.

Second, the grain bins C, side E, in combination
with the troughs G and rack A, when arranged in the
manner as and for the purpose described.

69,977. — Christopher C. Fellows, Center
Sandwich, IST. H.

—

Clothes Line Clamp.—Octoljer 22,
1867.—The ends of the two helical springs are en-
gaged together, so as to cause the clamxjiug move-
ment of the jaws.

Claim.—The combination as well as the arrange-
ment of the two helical springs C D with the jawed
levers A B, such springs being connected with the
levers by arms extended from the springs and through
the levers, in manner as specified.

Also, with the levers and springs so applied together,
the connection of the two arms Avhich go through
each lever, the whole being substantially as specified.

69,978.—Eoger Finnegan, I^Tew York, IST. Y.—
Hoisting Ajyparatm.—October 22, 1867.—Tlie endless
rope operating the drum passes through sockets in
oscillating levers, and is pinched by a cam while the
lever moves in one direction, but allowed to run
through the socket on the return stroke of the lever.

The levers are operated by attachment to endless
ropes passing over two pulleys, one of which is oscil-

lated by a lever.

Claim,.—First, the levers Dand D', when provided
with tubes a and a', in combination with the levei-s

E and E', having cam projections c, all made and ope-
rating substantially as herein shown and described,
so that each set of levers will clamp the endless rope
C during every alternate stroke, as set forth.

Second, the levers D and D' and E and E', wlien
arranged as described, in combination with the rope
F and oscillating shaft H, all made and operating sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

Third,"^ the arrangement of the cord K, levers T) D'
E E', and tubes a a', as herein described for the pur-
pose specified.

Fourth, providing the tubes a a' with the set screws
d, substantially as and for the purpose herein shawn
and described.

69,979.—John Fisher, St. Joseph, "Wis., and
Jacob Mfjli, Stillwater, Minn.

—

Sled.—October 22,

1867.—Explained by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, the flexible knee A, constructed as
described, fitting and turning loosely upon the end of

the iron axle B, Dolted to the bolster 1), its lower end
topped in the gripe E, and held in position by means

of the iron rave F, whoso center passes over the top
of said knee, and whoso ends are secured to the top
of the runner as herein described, for the purpose
specified.

Second, the slide coupling constructed as described,

consisting of the loop iron I, bolted to the coupling
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tong-uo g, and sliding upon the slide iron IT, bolted to

the'under side of the reach H. the latter being- rigidly

secured to the front and rear bolsters D by the braces

L, all operating as described, whereby the hind run-

ners arc allowed a longitudinal play while the bol-

sters are inflexible, as herein shown and described.

Third, the inllexible bolsters, formed by the combi-
nation of the llexible knees A, raves F, slide fasten-

ings I K, coupling tongue g, and immovable reach H,
substantialh- as described for the purpose specitied.

69,SS0.—Thomas Flagler, Grass Lake, Mich.
-—Fruit Gatherer.—Oetoher 22, 18(i7.—The jaws are

contracted by a wire passing from them to the hand.
The conducting pipe is extended by the staff. The
fruit rolls down to the hand of the operator.

Claim.—The receiver jaws, manner of operating
them, mode of splicing the sectional staff with fer-

rule and dowel, combined manner of attaching con-
ductor to staff" by means of rings to slide upon the
same, also the cushion and elastic attachments, the
whole constructed and arranged in the manner and
lor the pui'pose specilied.

69,9S1.—Christian Flory, East Donegal, Pa.—
Corn Cultivator.—Octohov 22, lSt37.—The metallic
beams are pivoted to the tongue at theii' fore ends,
and arc adjustable between vertical bolts in cross
beams.
Claim.—The specified arrangement of the pole A,

shovel beams E F', straight cross-bars D D', with the
screw bolts d, notched and terminal, straight edged
shovels s, all constructed and combined in the manner
and for the purpose specified and shown.

69,9S3.—^^. T. Foster, Jeffersonville, Ind.—
Adjustable Hood for Coal Grates and Fire Places.—
October 22, 18o7.—The canopy has two concentric
segmental plates, supported on triangtilar end ijieccs,

and pivoted so as to be let down more or less in front
of the fire.

Claim.—The cowl, constructed as described, con-
sistiug of the triangular pieces A B, invotcd together
upon a common pivot a, the part A fitting into the
part B, and the latter into the chimney, and con-
trolled by the sprini^s C, substantially as described
for the pui'pose specified.

69,983.—Samuel W. Fraxcis, Xew York, N. T.—Oar.—October 22, 18(J7.—The oar is hinged, and is

supported on a pivot »t each side of the joint, so as
to enable the rower to face forward.

Claim.—An oar, constructed substaJitially as de-
scribed, with the combination of devices used and
set forth in the specification.

69,984—Wm. M. Franz, Bueyrus, Ohio.— Oj^e-

rativ.g Tdcgraph K^i/s.—October 22, 18()7.—The lever
of the key has a slide which detaches the telegraph
line when the key is in use. The spiral spring in con-
nection with the slide restores the ch'cuit when the
message is discontinued.

Claim.—The combination of the pivoted transverse
lever J and the slide A, operated and self-adjusted
by the spiral spruig F, or its equivalent for the pur-
pose, in the manner substantially as shown and de-
scribed as aforesaid.

69,985 Smith Gardner, Xew York, IST. Y.—
Froce>>s of Ornamenting Marble.—October 22, 1867.

—

The stone is permeated by coloring matter in solution,
into which it is immersed in a tank, and subjected to
hydrostatic pressure.

Claim.—Permeating pieces of marble and other
stone with coloring chemical fluids that will change
the color of said stone, substantially as and for the
pui'poses herein set forth.

69,986.-^m. Gee. K'ew York, X. Y.—Zimnr/
Soda Fountains.—October 22, 1867.—The two parts
of the fountain are bolted together, and the tin lining
is subjected to hydraulic pressure to closely fit it to
the outer case. The lining is afterward electroplated
to cover any flaws that may have arisen from the
pressure.

Claim.—The lining or coating of the interior of
soda water fountains or retorts Avith shells of tin or
other suitable metal, subjecting the latter to hydraulic
or other pressme, when fitted or adjusted in the

fountain or retort, and then electro-plating them,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

69,9Sr.—James K. Glenn, New York, 1^. Y.—
Motive Poiver.—October 22, 18G7.—The endless rails

on the carriage are traversed by series of rollers, that
as the car progresses set thefeet of their head blocks
on the ground consecutively. The feet are connected
by endless chains, and the rollers are traversed around
the rail by power, or the power is applied to the car-

riage, and the rollers and head blocks form substitutes •

for wlicels.

Claivi.—First, the endless rails B B, Avhen secured
to any kind of vehicles or crafts, and Avhen connected
with the rollers E E' moving ou the inner and outer
edges of tho rails, substantially as and for the pm"pose
herein shown and described.
Second, the endless chain D, consisting of the

heads a a, which arc connected by rods, chains, or
their equivalents longitudinally, and by suitable con-
necting rods laterally, and when provided with rollers

E and E', so as to work within and around the endless
rails B B, as set forth.

l^hird, a driving gear for vehicles and craft made
and operating substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.

69,988.-Edward W. Glover, Mcdford, Mass.—Bosom Fad.—October 22, 1867 ; antedated October
12, 1807.—The soft, inflated cushion is attached inside
the partially rigid, inflated pad. The pad forms a sub-
stitute for metallic-spring expanders for ladies' use.
Claim.—An inflated bosom patl, made by uniting

the sack C D E F to the under side of the "disk A B
on the line H H, which is more or less remote from
the extreme edge of the disk, substantially as de-
scribed and for the pm'pose set forth.

69,989.—Thomas Harding, Springfield. Ohio.—
Bag iZoide?-.—October 22, 1867.—The expansive hoop,
actuated by the pivoted levers, stretches out the
month of the bag for convenience of filling.

Claim.—The expanding and contracting of the
open spring hoop by means of the levers E E, as
shown in Fig. 1, in connection with the short bars
or levers G G, constructed and operating as and for

the pui'jjose herein set forth.

69,990.-—James M. Hart, Dcs Moines, Iowa.—
Hand Spinning Machine.—October 22, 1867.—The
feed-roller carriage is moved from the spindles by a
belt, which winds on a drum connected by a clutch
to the driving shaft. "When the roller frame has
traveled to tlie end of its course a pendant discon-
nects the clutch, and the carriage is actuated by a
weighted cord to run back. The tipper feed roller ha"s a
spur Avheel, engaged by a rack to cause the feed mo-
tion when moving li'oin the spindles. The rack is

depressed by a pi\ oted pendant to disengage it from
the spui" wheel dm-ing the return movement.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the clutch G,
driving pulley or drum M, shifting lever H, pendent
piece I. the band K and the carriage E, operating
substantially as and for the purpose herein described.
Second, the spring rack e' and pinion e, in combi-

nation v.ith the feed rollers d d', the carriage E,
the clutch G and the shifting lever H, arranged and
operating substantially as and for the purposes herein
described.

69,991. — J. H. Haskell, Baltimore, Md.

—

Leather Punching Machine.—October 22, 1807.—The
guides of the rollers lead the leather to the punches.
The rubber wheels keep the leather to its position.

Claim.—Fii'st, the combination of the shafts G and
L, carrying punching and rest wheels, together with
feed wheels I, substantially as and for the pm-pose
described.
Second, the wedge blocks P, in combination with

the frames constituting the bearings to the shaft L,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

69,993.—William H. Hawley, Utica, N. Y.—
Grappling Jro?i.—October 22, 1807.—Tlie points of
the jaws arc placed on opposite sides of tho timber
and the toggle joint draAvs the jaws together when
actuated by a weight suspended from thehook.

Ciai'm.—First, the combination of the arms A A,
toggle joint B, and hook C, constructed and operating
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substantially as described and for the uses and pur-
poses mentioned.
Second, in combination with the grappling wires,

the elerating and detaching apparatus, constructed
and operating substantially as described.

69,993.—Thomas Haynes, St. Louis, Mo.—Enife
Sharpener.—October 22, 1867.—The edge of the knife
engages the edge of the middle bar while being drawn
back and forth between it and the adjoining bar.
The friction is regulated by the lever and set screw
above.

Claim.—The ari'angement and application of the
angular steel bar E, in connection with the bars D
and F, in the manner hereinbefore described for the
purpose set forth.

69,994.—John Hegakty, Jersey City, N". J.—
Portable Fountain.—October 22, 1867 ; antedated Oc-
tober 17, 1867.—The rotary pump iu the bottom of the
basin is operated by clock work to throw a jet of wa-
ter into the air, from which it retm'ns to the basin
again.
Claim.—Pirst, the combination and arrangement

upon the pediment B, of the basin A, to the bottom
of which is secured the metal ring C, with the per-
forated basin F, through which the tuba* E passes,
flanged piston D, within the ring C, and music box
H, as described, all operated by the clock work, sub-
stantially as herein set forth for the purpose specifiLed.

Second, the tube e, as arranged around the shaft/,
and in the stem d, of the revolving piston D, in com-
bination with the cylinder C, secm-ed to the bottom
of the basin A, so that no joints are in the device
that would require a packing to keep them water
tight, as set forth,

69,995.—Mary Akn Hilt, Syracuse, X. T.—
Medical Compou7id.— October 22, 1867; antedated
October 12, 1867.—Remedy for catarrh. Boil i ounce
of hops in U- pint of rain water, strain and add to
the infusion i ounce of gold thread, (coptis trifolia,)

boil, strain, and add 2 drachms of alum.
Claim.—The above described composition, as made

of the ingredients and compounded in the manner
set forth.

69,996.—William L. Hubbell, Brooklyn,!^. T.—Can Opener.—October 22, 1867.—The adjustable,
pointed, pivot screw retains the position while the
knife attached to the heel cuts out the disk.

Claim..—The can opener, formed with the cutter d,

made as described, and placed diagonally in combina-
tion with the spi^p c, as and for the pm'poses set
forth.

69,997.—Arthur Huston, Bristol, Me.—JSfeedle
Threader.—October 22, 1867.—The metallic parallclo-

piped has a series of transverse conical holes varying
to the size of the needles. The small ends of the holes
correspond with the eyes of the needles which are
placed in the grooves of the block to which the per-
forated plate is attached.
Claim.—The improved needle threader, made sub-

stantially as described, viz : with the springe, the se-

ries of grooves b. varying in their sizes, and the series

of conical or tapering holes a, varying in tlieir sizes,

arranged together, and with the block or baa- A, as
specified.

69,998.—DWIGHT Hto£, Bridgeport, N, Y.—
Churn.—October 22, 1867.—The beveled wings are
attached to the vertical shaft so as to rotate at dili'er-

ent altitudes.

Claim.—First, the dashers a, beveled as shown,
and an-anged on a vertical octagonal sliaft, iu a spiral

ring, one dasher on each side of shaft, substantially
as and for the purpose specilied.

Second, the comlunation of the driving wheel A,
gear wheel B, bent b b, body D, with the shaft c, and
dashers a, when said shaft and dashers are con-
structed and arranged as set forth and described for

the purpose stated.

69,999.—J. E, JiNKiNS, Milton, Yla.—Plow.—
October 22, 1867,—The Irame has its front bar bev-
eled so as to form an oblique surface. The bar is

curved longitudinally and has an oblong slot through
•which the bolt passes that secures the share at an

altitude in accordance to the depth of draft, A slid-
ing scraper is adjustably attached to the side of the
bar.

C^aim.—First, the adjustable share C, applied to
the front bar a of the frame a of the plow, substan-
tially as and for the pm-pose specified.
Second, the adjustable side cutter or scraper B, in

combination with the adjustable share C, and frame
A, all arranged to operate in the manner substan-
tially as and for the pm-pose specified.

70,000.—A. JusBERG, Galva, 111.—P«7np,—Oo-
tober 22, 1867.—The two pump cylinders are placed
side by side and the cranks arranged rectangularly to
each other so that a regular flow of water shall take
place, the piston of one traveling at the greatest
speed while the crank of the other is passing its cen-
ters.

Claim.—The arrangement of the pump cvlinder A,
cylinders n n^, chambers Gr G^, G^ G*, valves I K,
plates B B2 and F, forming chambers E, all operating
as described for the purpose specified.

70,001.—M, A. E:eller, Littletown, Ta.—Har-
vester.-Octoher 22, 1867.—The cutter bar is raised by
a hand lever. A crank tm-ning in a bearing attached
to the fore cross-bar is connected to a rod passing
through a guide plate attached to the rear bar. The
rod passes through a slot in the standard bar, which
is connected to the cutter, and the rebent end of the
rod enters one of a series of perforations in the said
standard bar to hold the cutter to any required eleva-
tion.

Claim.—First, the crank shaft L, and rod P, in
combination with the standard bar Q, bars M,
lever TV", rod e% double crank shaft A^, and cutter
bar U, substantially as described for the purpose
specified.

Second, the standard bar S, lever T, bar O, and cut-
ter TJ, iu combination TS'ith the cranlv shaft L, rod P,
standard bar Q, bar M, lever TV, rod c^, and double
crank shaft A^, substantially as described for the pur-
pose specified.

70,003.—Jacob H. Kendrick, Dexter, Mich.—
Horse Hay Fork.—Oetoher 22, 1867.—Two tines ai-e

fixed to the frame and one tine is pivoted to it. The
moving tine is so hung as to retain a hold of the hay
except when retracted by the flexion of its jointed
connection bar, which is accomplished by a cord at-

tached thereto.
Claim..—First, the adjustable jointed trip brace G,

in combination with the tine E, staudai-d A D, and
pulley block F, and clevis H, all constructed as de-
scribed, for the imrpose specified.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
curved standard A, tines B E, brace bars C D, ad-
iustable jointed trip brace G, clevis H, pivoted pulley
block F, pulley K on the brace bar C, all constructed
and operating as described for the purpose specified.

70j003.—Eben W. Keyes, Boston, Mass.—Toy
Cue.—October 22, 1867.—The spring is drawn back
into the hollow stock and engaged by the trigger, aud
when released discharges the load.

Claim.—A cue, consisting of a handle K, barrel L,
rod M, and trigger O, made substantially as described
and for the pm'pose set forth.

70,004.—George TV. King, Schoharie, IST, Y,—
Horse Eake.—Oetohev 22, 18(i7,—The rake head is

pivoted in the ends of the links, which are connected
by straps to the axle. The tliills are hinged to the
links so as to assist in raising the rake when dumping
the load, T)ie rake is dumped by the action of a hand
lever. The rake is raised from the gi-ound when de-

sired by a lever connected to the links by a rod, bell

crank, and chain.
Claim.—First, the links c c', liingcd to the axle a,

and receiving the rake head e, in combination with
the shafts/, and slidiug-seat rider g, substantially as
set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the lever r, diunping
spring t, treadle s, lever m, h and o, and chain u, sub-

stantially as and for the pm-poses set forth.

70,005.—Benjamin S. Lawson, Brooklvn. 1^. Y.
— Wrench.—Oetoher 22, 1867; antedated October 19,

1867.—The moving jaw has a guide bolt adjustable in
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Sa longitiuliual slot of the Tveclge-formcd lever, -whose

xectangularly bent end forms the fixed jaw.
Claim.—The slotted tajieriug wedge A, in combi-

nation with the movable jaw c, screw d, and nut/, all

made and operating substantially as herein shown
and described.

70,006.—S. Z. Leslie. Hartland, Me., and T. W.
PouTEK. Boston, Mass.

—

Carriage Corner Body Iron
—October 22, 18()7.—The corner irons have Handed
angle plates for attachment to the bottom and sides,

«nd a socket in tiie corner for insertion of the pillar.

Claim.—I'irst. the tube or socket d, in combination
^-ith the body corner irons of carriages, substantially

In manner as described and shoAvn.

Second, the spring/, or its equivalent. In combina-
tion with tu))c d. and pillar G, substantially as de-

ceribed and sliowu.

Third, the flange 6, formed upon the corner iron,

to connect with the sills, substantially in manner as

and for the purpose specified.

70,007.—Edward J. Leyburx, Lexington, Ya.
—Harvester i^oAr.-October 22, 1867.—The rake arm
is hinged to the reel and connected to an oscillating

ami pivoted to the same. The rake arm traverses a
guide upon the reel, and the oscillating arm is actu-

ated by a fixed cam upon the journal post of the reel.

Claim.—First, the construction of the rake arm, of

two sections, lapped and connected together by means
of joints, so as to admit of the lower section having
the rake attached to it, being turned independently
of the iipper section, substantially as described.

Second, the rake guide D, applied substantially as

described, and having a turning pin /, secured to its

inner end. in combination witli tlie fork h upon the

rake arm E E', for the purpose described.

Third, the cam rail J', in combination with the cam
J, applied to the reel post B, substantially as de
scribed.
Fourth, the pivoted and elastic yielding rake S,

applied to an arm which is combined with a reel, and
operated substantially as described.

70,008.— Joiix M. LoxG, Hamilton, Oliio,

Horse L'ake.—October 22, 1S'*7.—Tlie rake head is

connected to the axle and the seat that the Aveight of
the driver assists iu turning up the rake for dischai-ge

of hay, and simultaneous descent of the clearer fin-

gers. ' The seat is raised and the rake reset by a lever
Claim.—First, the rake teeth F, constructed and

attached to the axle I), substantially in the manner
herein shown and described.
Second, tlie arrangement of the shafts A, slotted

axle D, l)ar B, cleavers C, lever G, and teeth F, as
herein described, and for the purpose specified.

70,009.—H. H. Macklik, Kew Springfield, Ohio.
—C/ii/J-?i.—October 22, 18(i7.—The vertical dasher is

jourualed iu a fi-ame standing diagonally across the
square cream box. The dasher and frame have par-
allel radial slats.

Claim.—The special construction of the adjustable
frame B and breakers C, in combination with the slats

I), beaters D', and the box A, when arranged and
operated in the manner substantially as described.

70,010.—Charles Mehsexgeh, Cleveland, Ohio.—Tool for Opening Sheet Metal Cans.—October 22.

1867.—The plate has a series of transverse slots for

tlie passage of one corner of tlie triangular cutter
plate, which is perforated for passage of the holder
rod. The latter has a point for the perforation of the
can, and acting as a fulcrum around which the cutter
is revolved when removing a disk from the can. The
tore end of the rod passes tlirough a hole in the plate,

and its rear end is held by tlie ring.
Claim.—The rod C, blade E, and ring D, in com-

bination with the plate A, for the purpose and in the
manner set forth.

70,011.—Wyatt W. Miller.—Safe Harbor, Pa.—Construction of Fagots for Beams.—October 22,
1867.—The fagot is composed of flat plates connected
together by bars dovetailed into the ends of the plates,

and is put\ogether in the form of the required beam,
ready for heating and rolling.

' Claim.—T\iG fagots for piling beams, of smooth
top and bottom plates A A, vertical or horizontal

Elates forminji- the web B, all secured together by the
ars c, dovetailed into such top and bottom plates,

flush -with their ends, and into the web B, or upon itd

outer sides, substantially as herein shown and de»
scribed.

70,012.—Gaijriel jSTeudecker, Eichmond, Ya»
Preparing Tobacco.—October 22, 1867.—Explained

by the claim.
Claim.—The process herein described of raanufao-

turing tobacco, by subjecting the pressed tobacco to
a temperature of about 120^ Fahrenheit, until all ten-

dency to vegetable fermentation is destroyed, and
then repressing and repacking iu fresh cases, 8ul>
tantially as and for the purposes set forth.

70,013.—L. F. Palmer, Endfield, N. Y.—Wagon
Axle and Gearing.—October 22, 1867,—The rotating
axle has joui'uals in the hubs and in the boxing below
the springs. The oil is supplied automatically tlirough
tubes to the journals. The pivoted lever attached to
the box connects by a rod with the brake lever and
actuates the same.

Claim.—First, the construction of a revolving axle
for a wagon or carriage, with two journals or tjoxea,

the outer one in the hub of the wheel and the inner
or other under the springs or bearings of the body of
the wagon on the axles, and their arrangement in the
manner substantially as described.

Second, so constructing the lower part of the box-
ing under and connected with the springs that the
plate H can be removed, and the revolving axles,

without disturbing the straps J J, or the springs, or
the other parts connected therewith, as described.

Third, the placing over the springs the broad plafb
L, and beneath the block A, the upper part of the
boxing of a revolving wagon axle, and binding the
same in one fixture, independent of the lov.-er part of
the boxing H, as described.

Fourth, the perforated plate L, spring K, block A,
and box 0, of a wagon with revolving axles, all pro^
Tided with a tube or passage P, for the purpose oi
oiling the boxing and journals, as described.

70,014.—F. S. Pease. BufTalo, IS". Y.—Carburetor
for Locomotive Head Lights.—Octoher 22, 1867.—The
barrel contains a spring that when wound up rotates
tlie wheel, liy which motion is communicated to the
shaft wlieel and tripping cams which lift the bellows.
The bellows discharge the air into the reservoir,

whence it is conducted by a pipe to the carbureting
chamber, from whence the carbm-cted air is conducted
to the burner in the reflector.

Claim.—First, the combination of a carburetor
with the head light of a locomotive when the former
is placed within the shell of the head light, substan-
tially as described.
Second, the combination of the spring, the blast

apparatus, one or more, and the carburetor, arranged
in the shell of a head light.

Third, also an argaiul burner and a carburetor, ar-

ranged within the head light of a locomotive.

70,015.—Jacob Pfitzixger, Buffalo, N. Y.—
Coal J/od.—October 22, 1867.—The skeleton frame ia

attached to and siijiports the hod, which is placed
over an opening in the stove. The vtdve being opened
the coal is shot out.

Claim.—A coal hod having a malleable iron bottom
B, valve C, short pipe connection D. and skeleton
frame E, substantially as herein described.

70,016.—H. M. QuACKEXBUSH, Herkimer, X. Y.
—Extension Ladder.—Octoher 22, 16(i7.—The lad-

ders are coupled -nith clips and the upper section is

raised by a cord that is secured to its foot and runs
over a pulley that is attached near the top of the .sta-

tiouai-y ladder. Tlie hook pivoted to the upper lad-

der embraces a round of the statiouary ladder and
keeps the ladder extended.

C'toi?«.—First, the hook having an inclined tope,
in combination with the spring d, and pai'ts A and
B of the ladder, substantially as specified.

Second, the guard finger/, in combination with the
hook B and parts A and B of the ladder, substantially

as specified.

Third, the spring d, or its equivalent, in combina-
tion with the hook D, substantially as specified.
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yO,Oir.—Eeynolds T. Eeed, Binghamton, IST.

Y.~-A[op Wringer.—Octoher 22, 1867.—The rollers

ai-e couuected -vvitli a frame that is placed inside the
pail and i.s secured to the rim by a clamp and thmnb
screw. The rollers are expanded by the springs and
contracted by the treadle.

Claim..—The combination of the n-ame B B, con-
sisting of the upright pieces and spring arms C C
with the rollers A A wire or cord I), all operating
within the compass of the area of the pail, constructed
substantially as herein described aud!^ for the purpose
set forth.

70,018.—George Waide Eeynolds, Smethick,
England—/SAriri TTirc-October 22, 1867.—The strip

is first coated with a covering of paper and afterward
a partial covering of -wire is woven thereon.

Claim.—Skirt' wire first covered Avitli an envelope
of paper or similar material applied as described, and
then, an open braided covering or jacket, substan-
tially as set forth.

70,019.—Lawrence Ehoades, l^ewport, E. I.—
Buckle.—October 22, 1867.—The pivoted loops being
fli'awn down, engage on the rectangular fi-ame of the
buckle and hold the strap by friction.

Claim.—The buckle A A, when provided with the
supplementary loops B B, pivoted at b, in each end
thereof, opening outwardly and upon the sides of the
buckle in such a manner that the strain upon the
end C of the strap presses it against the sides of the
frame, and the strain upon the end T> releases it, as

herein set forth for the purpose specified.

70,020.—William Ehoads, Jr., and Tiras Ger-
hard, Eeading, Pa.

—

Machine for Cutting Cheese.—
October 22, 1867.—The rotating table presents fresh

surfaces to the knife, which is actuated by the rack
and pinion.

Claim.—The revolving table B, when provided
with the cog-wheel &, operated by means of the pinion
c attached to the shaft F, in combination with the rack
a, knife E, and pinion d upon the shaft D, as herein
shown and described.

70,021.—John S. Eice, Newark, ]N". J.—Steam
Badiator for Hatters' Kettles.—October 22, 1867.—
The perforated steam-pipe supplies steam to the finely

perforated cylinder in the hatters' kettle. The rapid
difi'usion of the minute pai'ticles of steam keeps the
water at an even temperature.

Claim,—The arrangement of the perforated pipe

C, perforated drum A, and kettle B, aU constructed
as and for the purpose set forth.

70,022.-0. ElCHEL, Cleveland, Ohio.—Garden
Line, d:c.—October 22, 1867.—The line as it is drawn
out coils the spring, the uncoiling of which rewinds
the line.

Claim.—The mechanical movements with a spring

in combination with the chalk box and line, substan-

tially as and for the purpose set forth.

70,023.—William A. Eobixson, Grand Eapids,
\lic\i.— Carpet Stretcher.— October 22, 1867.— The
grips taking hold of the edge of the carpet it is

stretched to its position by the ratchet bar which is

dogged forward by the lever and pawls.
Claim.—The combination of the ratchet bar g,

pawls k A-, and lever I, with the grips A A and plat-

form m, substantially as and for the purpose intended.

70,024.—John Euegg, St. Louis, Mo., assignor

to J. G. Marriott, same place.

—

Bung and Bush.—
October 22, 1867.—The metallic bushing is screwed
into the bung hole and is riveted to the stave. The
bung is screwed into the bushing and secured by
screws. The vent holes that extend into the socket

and bung become operative on the partial unscrewing
of the bung.
Claim.—First, the bushing A A' when provided

with screw threads a a^ and rivet holes a^, and with a

cap or lock plate C, as described and for the purpose
set fortli.

Second, the bung B, when provided with screw
threads l)y means of whicli to secure it to the push-

ing, and tlie vent channel b^ and wrench shank b, as

and for the purpose shown and described.

70,025.—Cyrus W. Saladee. Newark, Ohiol—

•

Protector for the Edges of Collars.—October 22, 186'2.

—The shield piece is attached by paste.
Claim.—Protecting the wearing edge of collara

and cufi's by securing thereto the shield piece B. in
the manner and for the purpose substantially as shown
and described.

70,026—r. W. Sawyer, Grafton, Mass.—Zoom
Shiittle.-October 22, 1867.—The shuttle has support-
ing anti-friction rollers.

Claim.—A shuttle having friction rolls B B, the
journals of which are supported in beai-ings inserted
in slots or recesses cut or formed in the bottom of the
shuttle, substantially as described.

70,027

—

W. T. Sawy'ER, Mobile, Ala.— WJteel
for Vehicles.—October 22, 1867.— The shoulders of
each alternate spoke enter a circumferential groove
in the hub and have the ordinary tenon entering a
mortise. The supplemental spokes are beveled offon
the sides to fit the spaces between the other spokes.

Claim.—A wheel provided with spokes I), and sup-
plemental spokes C, having their inner ends confined
upon the hub by means of a groove, or its equivalent,
substantially as and for the i)m-pose set forth.

70,028.- John Scanlan, Chicago. El.— C(m-
struction of Eoofing.—Octoher 22, 1867 ; antedated
October 16, 1867.—The sheets are made of alternate
layers of felt and canvas saturated with coal tar and
so arranged that two of the edges shall be thinner
than the main body, so that the joints of the roof
shall not be raised.

Claim.—Eirst, so arranging the several layers ofma-
terial used in forming the strips of felt roofing as to
make the edges of said strips thinner than the centi'al
portions, substantially in the mtmner and for the pur-
poses specified.

Second, as a new article of manufactm'e, the roofing
strips composed of the material and arranged in the
several layers herein specified.

70,029.—John Scanlan, Chicago, 'm.—Boofing
Fabric—October 22, 1867; antedated October 16,
1867.—The layers ai-e placed together so as to leave
two thin edges.

Claim..—As a new article of manufacture roofing
composed of two layers of saturated felt and one
layer of dry felt, arranged as and for the purposes
specified.

70,030.— John Sc.vnl.vn, Chicago, JW.— Felt
Boofing.—October 22, 1867; antedated October 16,
1867,—Explained by the claim.
Claim.—As a new article of manufactm'e roofing

material manufactured in strips and composed of
three layers of saturated felt, arranged as and for the
purpose specified.

70,031.—Edward George Scovil, St. John's,
iST. B.

—

Protecting the Heated Parts of Furnaces.—
October 22, 1867.—The exposed metallic parts are
chambered for the passage of water from a reservoir
above the lurnace. The water flows from the reser-
voir through pipes near its bottom, and is returned
into its upper part, the current being kept up by the
heating of the water.

Claim. — Protecting metallic and other surfaces
from the efl'ect of the heat by the circulation of water
when the circidation is caused by the heat, and in the
manner as substantially herein shown and described.

70,032.—Bradford Shirley, Moravia, N. T.—
Hay Baker and Loader.—October 22, 1867.—The
hay is gathered by rake teeth and then taken up by
radially reciprocating teeth which are moved by cams
to first engage and then discharge the hay.

Claim.—First, the revolving frame C, the rake teeth
I, moving radially as described, and the arms or teeth
a combined and arranged as represented and adapted
to operate togethei', substantitilly as and for the i)ui*-

pose heroin specified.

Second, in connection with the above-described
frame C the teetli I and n, or their equivalents, the
cams K L, constructed and arranged as represented.

Third, in comljinatiun with a revolving I'akc wheel
or frame C and its several connected parts I J, and
cams K L, substantially as represented, tlie employ-
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ment o^the yielding rake teeth D adapted to slide on
the ground, and the intermediate teetli G, the whole
combined and arranged for joint operation, substan-

tially as and lor the purpose herein set forth.

70,033.— EUAS SnopUELL, Ashland, Ohio.—
Slotting Machine.— OctohvT 22, 1867.—A plate of

metal is placed betAveen the fixed and movable die

plates, and tlie angular tool driven through the slots

to form a similar slot in the plate.

Claim.—The punch or chisel D provided Avith an-

gular cutting lips E, in combination with the die B
and hinged guide F, when arranged in the maimer
and for the purpose described.

70,034.—EliasShoprell, Ashland, Ohio.—Lift-
ing Jack.—October 22, 18(37.—The lifting bar has a
raitclu't rack on each side acted on by two pawls,
which alteruatc'lv raise the bar and fall for a new
hold.

Claim.—The perforated tubular standard A with
the pivoted lever C and cam E, in combination with
the slide rack B, pawls D, and spring B>, all arranged
and operating conjointly substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

70,035.— Silas Sloat, Morgan, Ohio.— Horse-
shoe—Octohor '22, 1867.—The metallic shoe is attached
by leather side pieces which clasp the hoof and are
secured by thongs.

C/rtt7n.—The securing the horse-shoe A to a metal
flange B, having a vertical portion e with a horizontal
portion c projecting from its inner side or surface, in
combination with pieces C of leather, or other suitable
material, attached to the portion c of the flange, as
shown, and the elastic metal strips or bars EE at-

tached to C C and provided with lateral projections
or spurs t, which pass through C C into the wall of the
hoof and are retained therein by the strap F, all ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

70,036.—Amroy B. Smitii, Yankton, Dakotah
Ten-itory, assignor to himself and Frank M. Smith,
Chicago' ill.

—

Endless Chain Propeller.—October 2-2,

1867.—The paddles, which are alternately immersed
in and raised from the water, are carried on endless
chains which pass around polygonal wheels jourualed
in a liorizontal frame.

Claim.—First, polygonal wheelsA A^ each having
an odd number of angles, wlien so placed in relation
to each other that when an angle of one is vertically
above the shaft two angles oft lie other shall be ecini-

distant from a vertical line passing through its shaft,

in combination with the endless chain or buckets, in
the manner described.
Second, the endless belt D composed of the plates

p p, constructed as shown, and connected by the
hinges h h and rods r r and bearing the buckets M M,
when constructed and operating substantially iu the
manner and for the purposes specified.

Third, tlie combination of the belt D and wheels
A A' in such a manner that in passing over the
wheels the hinges h h and connecting rods r r of the
belt shall rest on and be supporte<l by the bars C C,
substantially as and for the purposes shown.
Fourth, the connecting bars C ('. having the chan-

neled bed in their center and their extremities bent
up, substantially as and for the purposes set lorth.

70,037.—AXTOMO F. Smith. Ellsworth, Me.—
Ventilator.—October 22, 18()7.—The caloric cunent
strikes on the concave side of a disk, and through the
holes of a horizontal and vertical plate, ventilating
pipes conduct air into tlie escape pipe.

Claim.—The said ventilator and spark annihilator,

made substantiallv as described, viz : of the box A,
the induction and eduction smoke pipes D E, the
perforated partitions B C, and the ventilating pipe
or pipes E, or with the same and the deflector G,
arranged as specified.

70,038.—Michael Smith, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Apparatus for Ca.<tting liefractory Mctals.—OcXohoY
22, 1867.—The molds are contained in an air-tight

flask, and the metal is forced into the molds by me-
chanical pressure by a plunger within a cylinder.
Ciaim.-First, tlie provision iu a mold'for casting

metals of a plungerK and a separate injecting vessel
or cylinder J, having a lining of clay and plumbago,
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or other suitable non-conducting material, to be de-
tached in tlie manner describecf, and a temporarily
closable communication with the molds, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the mold box D, de-
tachable thimble I, injecting cybnder J and plunger
K, all constructed, arranged, and operating in tlie

manner and for the purposes explained.
Third, the arrangement of a scries of molds having

consecutive orifices or gates, a slab or follower B
aud set screws F, and box U, as and for the pm-pose
set forth.

Fourth, the subject of the clause last recited, when
inclosed within a tight chest G, having suitable con-
nection Avithin an air exhaust for the purjjose stated.

70,039.—D. M. SOMERS, Brooklyn, X. Y.-Button.
—October 22, 1867.—The button is plactnl over the
eyelet hole, aud the shank ofthe disk is passed through
the cloth, and enters the button socket, which is

spread by the eyelet piercer.
CZaiw'.-The" combination and arrangement of the

button, provided with a conical aperture through its

shank or neck, the largest diameter of which is at the
face of the button, and the disk provided Avith a hol-

low central stem to pass into and be expanded within
the aperture in the button, all substantially as de-

scribed aud for the pui-poses set forth.

70,040.—"W. Steele and F. Hendersox, Sisters-

ville. West \a.—lShank Laster.—OatohoT 22, 1867.—
The edge of the leather is engaged by the jaws, and
drawn up on the last by the cani lever.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
pincer jaws, or their equivalents, with the eccentric
lever, iu the manner described aud for the purpose set
forth.

70,041.—AdolphC. Sticit, Kalamazoo, Mich.—
Bed Spring Guide.—October 22, 1867.—The concavo-
convex disk is supported by a socket joint on the
guide rod, which is sun'ounded by a spiral spring and
slides Avithin a sleeve in the slot. Small metallic
strips within the spring prevent rattling when the
parts come in contact.

Claim.—Fii'st, the guide. Fig. 2, Avith spring F,
working through sleeve C, set in slat D, in combina-
tion with the socket joint in disk a, operating in a
manner set forth and described.

Second, the ball joint in disk a, operating in the
manner set forth and described.

70,042.—William Swindell, Allegheny City,
Ta.—Jlciting Furnace for the Manufacture of Steel.

—October 22, 1867.—The loAvei- portion of tlie furnace
has an iron sliell formed in segments and lined Avith
fire brick, and the upper portion has separate support
so that the lower ijortion may be taken out for repairs.
Claim.—First, constructing melting furnaces for

the manufacture of steel, Avith iron casing or shell,

lined Avith fire l)rick, substantially as aud for the pur-
poses hereinbefore described.
Second, the use, in combination with the iron cas-

ing or shell of steel furnaces, of supports for uphold-
ing the upper portion of the brick lining Avhile the
lower portion is removed or repaired, substantially as
hereinbefore described.

Third, the air holes i i around the grating at the
bottom of steel furnaces, to alloAV the air to enter be-
tAveen the grate bars all around, for the purpose of
equalizing the combustion of the fuel within the fur-
nace.

70,043.—Bextek Symonds, Lowell, Mass.— Fa-
por Burner.—OctohcT 22, 1867.—The liquid passes
through the inner of tAvo concentric tubes, Aviiicli con-
tain a Avirc to insure even flow of oil. Tlie oil passes
through an evaporating chamber, insulated by a cork
from the pipe. From this chamber the gas jnisses to
the receiving globe, from which it issues in small jets
for burning.
Claim.—First, a gas generating and gas burning

lamp, con.structed and arranged to operate substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the insulator /, arranged and applied sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Third,* the arrangement of the tubes or pipes G and
6, wherel)y the fluid is protected from the action of
external heat, substantially as set forth.
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70,044.—L. H. Tears, Troy, Pa., assignor to
liimself and Theodore Hatfield, Scranton, Pa.—
Horse Hay Fork.—OctoheT 22#1867.—The hay is sus-
tained by the hooks, which project one on each side,

and are retracted to discharge the hay by a cord pass-
ing over a sheave, and attached to a bell crank lever,
which operates upon the upper end of the hook arms.

Claim.—The combination of the hooks A and B
with blade D and crank lever, when arranged, con-
structed, and connected together substantially as and
for the purpose described.

70,045.-Alois Thoma, Ifew York, N". T., as-

signor to himself; Samuel Bromberg, and Artemus
W. Wilder, same place.

—

Kiln for Roasting Iron
Ores.—October 22, 1867.—The ore is by the heated
gases discharged fi'om the smelting furnace. The
gases are mixed with air and discharged within the
kiln ; the ore is desulphurized by the application of
hydrogen derived from the decomposition of steam in
the furnace. No ordinary fuel is used.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the channels a h

and c within the kiln A B, for conducting gas and air

to the ore, substantially as herein shown and described.
Second, the perforated pipe e, when arranged in the

lower part B of the kiln, in combination with the
channels d d made as set forth.

Third, the process herein shown and described of
roasting ore, by means of gases discharged from dis-

tant fires of any kind of fuel, as described.
Fourth, the process herein shown and described of

desulphurizing the ore, Avhile roasting the same, by
conducting water into the pipe e, whereby the use of
the steam boiler is dispensed with, and by combining
the steam produced from the water with atmospheric
air, as and for the purpose set forth.

70,046.—Alois Thoma, New York, N. Y., as-

signor to himself, Samuel Bromberg, and Artemus
"W. Wilder, same place.

—

Furnacefor Smelting Iron
Ores.—October 22, 1867.—The ore may be drawn off

from either of two sides, one leading to a furnace for

further treatment, and the other to the pig bed. The
gases escaping from the fuel and ore are collected and
conducted to a roasting furnace.
Claim.—First, arresting the gases arising from

smelting furnaces, so that they may be used for the
roasting or some other process, substantially as herein
shown and described.
Second, providing a smelting furnace with two dis-

charge channels D D, having suitable dam stones E
E, substantially as and for the purpose herein shown
and described.

Third, the channels b b, when arranged in a smelt-
ing furnace, to retain and carry off the gases, as set

forth.

Fourth, the shoulder a, when formed in the charge
chamber of the furnace, in combination with the
channels b b, all made and operating substantially as

and for the purpose herein shown and described.
Fifth, the channels b b in a smelting furnace, when

combined with the channels c, blocks or doors d, and
chimneys e, all made and operating substantially as

and for the pui'pose herein shown and described.

70,047.—Alois Thoma, New York, N. Y., as-

signor to himself, Samuel Bromberg, and Artemus
W. Wilder, same place.— Furnace for Itedxicing

Iron Ores.—October 22, 1867.—The ore being placed
in the chamber the fire is started. The gases from
.the fire arise in the channels and are mixed with suf

»ficient air to aid their combustion and to make a
proper blast. The unburnt portions of the gases are

heated about 1,200= to 1,400° Fall., and entering the
chamber at the end of the channels reduce the ore

When the lower portion of the ore is reduced the

grate is inserted through openings in the side of tlie

furnace, andtlie plate is drawn out so as to discharge

the reduced portion of the ore.

Olaiyn.—First, reducing iron ore by means of gases
produced from fires, the fuel of which is not in con
tact with tlie ores, substantially as and for the pur
pose herein shown and described.

Second, the aiTangcment of the structures A and
C, connected by channel d and e and witii air blasts

h, substantially as herein shown and described.

Third, the arrangements in the lower part of the

tubeA of tlie sliding grate or plate / and removable
or sliding bottom g, all made as described

70,048.—Alois Thoma, New York, N. Y., as-
signor to himself, Samuel Bromberg, and Artemus
W. Wilder, same place.

—

Furnace for Melting and
Purifying Steel.—OctobeT 22, 1867.—The pan and
linings of the oven are made of fire brick, coated
with a concentrated solution of salt before burning.
The flame after passing through the oven enters the
air-heating chamber, which is supplied with zigzag
lines of pipe that conduct the blast to the fire. The
steel to be molten is placed in the pan and covered
with a thin layer of fluid dross to protect it from gases
accompanying the flame.

Claim.—First, smelting steel in an open pan, by
blowing a purified flame over the surface of the steel

in the pan, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.
Second, the pan I, in which the steel may be smelted,

is placed, when said pan is made in sections, so that
it can be easily inserted and removed through the
narrow doors of the furnace, substantially as herein
shown and described.
Third, connecting the smelting oven C with the air-

heating chamber E by means of a chamber &, so that
the air pipe n is heated in the chamber D and not in
the oven C, substantially as and for the purpose
herein shown and described.
Fourth, so arranging a furnace for smelting steel

that the steel can be tested and treated during the
smelting process, substantially as herein shown and
described.

Filth, the chambers C D, and E, when connected by
channels a and &, and when combined with the reser-

voir i, blast channel j', pan I, and pipe n, all made, ar-

ranged, and operating substantially as and for the
purpose herein shown and described.

Sixth, making the blast channel j wider at its lower
end, and arranging it obliquely in the furnace, sub-

stantially as and for the pm-pose herein shown and
described.

70,049.—A. Thoma, Sr,, Piqua, Ohio.—Too^s/or
Jeiveling Watches.— OctohQV 22, 1867.— The jewel
being laid in its bezel, the burr which has been raised
around its seat is closed in upon it by a punch with a
conically-recessed face.

Claim.—T\\Q, tool B, for closing or setting jewc s

in watch plates, consisting of the round, hardenett,

cup-shaped joint C, substantially as herein shown and
described.

70,050.—M. L. Thompson, Flemington, N. J.,

assignor to himself and John P. Bittenhouse,
same place.

—

Barrel jETead.—October 22, 1867.—The
head is removable without loosening the hoops.
AVhen placing the head in position the side segments
are first put in, then the sections, and then the blocjv-

ing piece, which has flanges to keep it from falling

in or out. The reverse order of operations removes
the head.

Claim.—The blocking piece e, formed as set forth,

in combination with the sections c c and dd compos-
ing the head, as and for the purposes specified.

70,051.—C. K. Tompkins, Eochester, N. Y.—
Mortising Machine.—October 22, 1867.—The auto-

matically-reversing chisel stock retains a fixed posi-

tion upon its axis until the chisel is witlidrawn from
the timber, when it is reversed by the extreme down-
ward movement of the ti'cadle.

Claim.—The, arrangement of the adjustable sprin.^

rod E, lever D, reversing scroll collar E, collared

sleeve S witli its projections i, locking bar y, and
the spring catch t, substantially in the manner and
for the purposes herein shown and described.

70,052.—John L. Waite, Burlington, Iowa.-
Telegraph Insulator.—Octohor 22, 1867.—Tlie shank
of the cup has a sleeve of insulating material, and the
shank of the hook is imbedded in a mass of insulat-

ing material within the cup.
Claim.—The combination of the cup A, having

shank B and hook C, or its equivalent, when the lat-

ter is insulated from the former, and the shank of the
former coated with gutta-percha or any other suita-

ble insulating medium or material, substantially as
herein described, and for the purpose specified.

70,053.— William Weddington, Alexandria,

Ind.-Safety Stirrup.—Octohov 22, 1867.—The foot
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rest is pivoted, so that in case of an accident the

rider's foot is thrown out of the stirrup.

Claim.—The foot bar C, pivoted at a, in the ends
of the bows A, and resting upon the projecting foot

bar B, and provided with a bow A' wliose upper
curved end presses against the head of the stirrup

when the foot is placed therein, as hereui set forth,

for the purpose specified.

70,054.—Hiram B. "Wellman, Indianapolis, Ind.
—Covipositionfor Treating Burning Fluid.—Jdctdber
22, 18(i7.—To 40 gallons of hydrocarbon oil with a
gravity of about (iO^ B. is added soda ash, 3 pounds;
gum arable, 1 pound. The treatment is to render the

oU non-explosive and its light more brilliant.

Claim. —A composition of soda ash, or Epsom
salts, with gum-arabic or gum-tamarack or white-pine
gum, and with or without alum or gum camphor, for

mixing with and dissolving in carbon oil, benzine, or
other hydrocarbon burning fluids, for the purposes
substantially as hereinbefore set forth and described.

70,055.— Geokge E. "West and Wm. E. Cun-
ningham, La Fayette, Ind.

—

Carpet Fastener.—Octo-
ber 22, 18()7.—The upper section of the hinged stirrup

is attached to the base. The lower section has a catch
that lays hold of the carpet and is with it forced into
position, where it is retained by screws.

Claim.— The combination of the strips B and C
with the tongue D, all arranged with the base A, as
described, for the purpose specified.

70,056.—Samuel TVheelock, Conwav, Mass.—
Portable Vehicle—Oc.to\w\ 22, 1867.—The floor is

hinged transversely at its midlength, so as to bend
together for packin'g into small compass. The bows
close together like leaves, and stow between the rails

of the body.
Claim.— Y'vYst, so constructing a vehicle for ordi-

nary pm-poses of con-^eyance as to be enabled to dis-

member or fold or reduce in bulk such wlieeied vehi-
cles, for purposes of packing for transportation.
Second, the mode, substantially as herein described

and shown, of applying the wheels to the carriage ;

that is, by means of tlie aims 1 1 pivoted at one end
to the seat or body of the carriage and supported at
their free ends by the extremities of tlie spring n.

Third, applying the spring of a vehicle or carriage
to its body in such manner as to serve the purposes
both of a spring and as a means of confining the
wheels to the carriage and allowing of their being
readily removed therefrom.

Fourth, combining the dasher or foot rest of a vehicle
to its seat or body in such manner as to cilow of its

being turned inward upon or over such scat, essen-
tially as before explained.

Fifth, the construction and application of the top
of a vehicle in such a manner as to permit of its being
lowered and folded within or uj)on the seat of such
vehicle.

Sixth, the peculiar construction and arrangement,
as well as the application, of the top o of the carriage,
such consisting of the braces p p, swinging feet or
supporters 1 1, bows m u and t) v% and straps or bands
w w, substantially in manner and for the purposes as
before set forth.

Seventh, the peculiar construction and combination
with the dasher or foot rest b of the pole e, as consist-
ing of the foot / and handle g, in manner and to ope-
rate as specified.

70,057.—Pv. White, Decatur, 111.—Cord ^r^rt-fc/jer.

—October 22, 18(i7.—The cord enters a curved slot in
the supporter head, and is held down liy curved hooks.
The supporters are placed along between the fixed
end of tlie card and the windlass.

C7a{rrt.—First, the windlass B supported in the
frame A, in combination with the supporter H, when
the same are constructed, arranged, and combined
substantially as described, for tlie purposes set fortli.

Second, the hooks e, in combination with the sup-
port H, as and for the purposes described.

70,058—J. B. Wickeksham, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to E. D. B. Wickeksham, same place.

—

Lubricator.—October 22, 1&G7.—A hollow standard
rising from the journal box has a cup in which the
neck of the glass oil-reservoir is secured by cement.

The oil rises in the bent capillary conductor and
passes down the central tube to the journal.

Claim.—First, securing the glass fountain to tlw
metallic socket, and in the manner specified.

Second, a movable stem e, constructed as set forth,

in combination with the glass fountain and metal
socket g, as set forth.

Third, the wire covei-ed with fibrous material and
applied, in the manner specified, to a lubricator, for

the purposes set forth.

70,059.—J. D. WiLBER, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.—
Harvester.—October 22, 1867.—The maci5ine being
drawn forward, the gravitating pawls engage the
teeth of the ratchet and motion is communicated to
the cutter bar. When the machine is backed, the
teeth of the ratchet slip past the pawls without actu-
ating the cutter bar.

Claim—The combination of a ratchet with free or
independent pawls, one or more, arranged so as to
operate ; that is to say, engage with and disengage
themselves from the ratchet by virtue of their owu
gravity only, substantially as set forth.

70,060.— J. Newton Williams, Jr., St. Paul,
Minn.

—

Grain Separator.—October 22, 1867.—The fore
end of the shoe is supported by a hook upon a shaft
rocked by an eccentric on the fan shaft. This vertical
shaking is communicated to the bottom board of the
hopper, which is adjustable by a rod extending out to
the front of the hopper. The chute board over which
the clean grain is discharged from the separator is hung
to the frame, and, receiving horizontal oscillation from
the shoe, communicates a shaking motion to the screen.
OZaim.—First, adjusting lever D^ in combination

with the staples d, or their equivalents, to permit an
independent motion of the feed board, substantially
as described.
Second, imparting a shaking motion to the feed

board D^ from the shoe, substantially as described.
Third, the supporting hangers /, in combination

with the chute board F, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

Fourth, the lever E^ actuated by the shoe and im-
parting a lateral vibration to the chute board F, sub-
stantially as described.

Fifth, the conveying cleats F^ F^, an'anged as de-
scribed, on the chute board, to discharge the grain in
a concentrated body.

Sixth, the tappets or knockers S S pivoted to and
actuated by the chute board and confined below their
pivots so as to jar the screen, substantially as set forth.

Seventh, the combination of the connoctiug rod M
with the eccentric N on the fan shaft and the rock
shaft L, whereby the front end of the shoe is sus-

pended, substantially as described.
Eighth, the combination Avith the feed board D^ of

the fingers or teeth D^, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

70,061.—James Wixted, Port Carbon, Pa., as-

signor to himself and H. K. Nichols, Pottsville, Pa.
—llaihvay Frog.— Ociobex 22, 1867.— The metallic
strips are bolte^ to the plate on each side of the point,
one strip fitting accurately between each rib and the
point, so that the lateral strains may be resisted by
the strong ribs instead of being communicated to a
plate so weakened by a recess as to superinduce its

fracture.

Claim.—The steel point d., confined to the plate A
of a frog and between the rails or ribs b and b' of the
same by the wrought-iron or steel strips m m, all sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

70,062.—G. C. Wright, Le Eoy, 0\no.—Apple
Corer and Slicer.—October 22, 18()7.—Tiie central
tubular core-cutter has a series of radial knives to cut
the apple in segments, and is actuate*! by a follower
brought down on it l)y a lever.

Claim.—In combination with the slicing device, the
follower C, vertical spring c surrounding such fol-

lower, and the lever E hung to the post upon the l)ot-

tora A, all arranged as described, for the purpose
specified.

70,063.—Edwin ALLWr, Norwich. Conn., assign-
or to Allen MANurACTURixo Company, same pl;ae.

—Mechanical Movement.—October 22, 1867.—The
geai- wheels are of irregular- fonn and are adapted to
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transmit an equal relative rotation to two press cylin-

ders, one of which has the required number of stra'ight

surfaces and the other an equal number of convex sur-

faces, corresponding in length.
Claim.—The gear wheel A, constructed with one

or more chords a, whose ends are connected by irreg-

ular sections c 6 c, in combination with the gear wheel
I) composed of a corresponding number of arcs d with
irregular connecting sections e/ e, all as herein repre-

sent'ed and described.

70,064.—Daniel Arjtdt, Hipon, ^Vis.—Washing
Machine.—October 22, 1867.—The large corrugated
roller rotates above the series of small rollers which
are suspended on the elastic frame in the suds box.
Claim.—First, the levers E E, pins d d, and spring

e c, with the roller D and its extended axle, as and for

the purpose set forth.

Second, the levers E E. pias d d, springs e e, and
roller D, used in combination with the boxA provided
with a cover F, for the purposes specified.

70,085.—Alonzo C. Arnold, Iforwalk, Conn.—
Mdchinefor Crossing Bats for Felting.—October 22,

1867.— The horizontal, endless belts contain diag-
onally-inclined sharp teeth that take hold of and sup-
port the transverse bat as it proceeds from the doflfer

comb in its passage across the fibrous bat, that travels
longitudinally from the cylinders of the carding ma-
chine. The liber is thus straightened out.

Claim

.

—The m'rangement of the series of traveling
endless toothed bands A and dividing faUers F, or
their equivalents, in the manner as and for the pur-
pose described.

Also, in combination with the arm E and levers iN",

slotted vibrating lever G, rotating ai'm H and pin I,

as and for the purpose set forth.

70,066.^rEAN F. Badoye, Xew York, :Kr. T.—
Hat Felting Machine. — OctohdT 22, 1867.— The
swinging " hand " is fitted to tlie press and works the
rolled lelt in a manner similar to the hand process.
The worker swings on a rock shaft above, and pendu-
lous arms and weights aid in maintaining the motion.

Claim.—The workers I mounted on arms that pass
through mortises in the rock shaft /, in combination
with tiie kettle h and inclines, for operating in the
manner specified upon a roller contaiuing the mate-
rials to be felted.

70,067.— Henry Barth, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Printing Press.—October 22, 1867.—The inking table
has a pendent yoke embracing a rotating cam whose
eccentricity is adjustable to regulate the lateral recip-
rocation ot the table according to the degree to

which it is desii-ed the variously colored inks, in lon-

gitudinal strips on the table, should blend. The
frisket has a motion perpendicular to the platen
face, being raised by a cam and depressed by spiral

spi'ings surrounding its corner guide phas. The roller

frames are eccentrically joiu-naled on the main shaft

to ease the pressure upon the rollers when passing
over the most salient portions of tlie ink surface.

Claim.—First, the provision of the ink table or
surface IJ J' an-anged to admit of a greater or less

reciprocation transversely to the path of the inking
rollers by means of the compound adjustable cam G
G', or its equivalent, in manner substantially as set

foi'th.

Second, in combination with the slotted ink table
I J J', and inking rollers P P' P", the intermittent
roller or shifter K, applied and operated substantially
as and for the purpose explained.

Third, the arrangement of the frisket Z, screw
l^ius z, spi'ings z' and cams 1 1', or their equivalents,
for the purpose set forth.

Fom'th, the eccentric journaling of the roller frames
D upon the shaft B, for the purpose stated.

70,068.—Fredrek Bauschtijcker and Barnet
Vanfleet, Washington, D. C.

—

Pump.—October 22,

1867.—The valves have free action in their slotted at-

tachments to allow the passage of sand and gravel.
The perforated box allows the return of obstructions
that insinuate themselves between the box and cylin-

der.

Claim.—First, the pump-'iox B having a smooth
exterior and provided with perforations c c c, and in-

ternal annular grooves a a a, substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

Second, the combination of the valve having the
two leaves and projections with the vertical slots o?
grooves i i in the interior walls, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

70,069.—Alfred G. Black, Wooster, Ohio.—
Car Beplacer.—October 22, 1867.—When the cars are
displaced from the track the bed is placed at such an
angle that the cars may be drawn along the attached
rails onto the track.

Claim.—The shifting rail E, when provided with
the bolts g, in combination with the bed piece C and
slab rail H, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

70,070.—George F. Brock and Eli Bront)ige,
Davisburg, Mich.

—

Combined Land Poller and Plas-
ter >8'oifer.—October 22, 1867.—The distributer is actu-
ated by endless chains from the driving wheels, and
has a series of circular disks attached to it by diag-
onally-arranged wires. A slide below the hopper
confines the plaster when it is not requii-ed to be
sown. The diiver can adjust the rollers to suit the
ground by action on the treadles which connect with
the bearing bar.

Claim.—First, connecting the inner ends of the
rollers C C to the frame A by means of the L-shaped
metal bars L L and link S, in the manner and for the
purposes set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the frame A with the
roUlcrs C C, bars L L, anns K K, sopes or chains m
m, and pulleys o o, in manner and for the purposes set
forth.

Third, the plaster distributer G, constructed as set

forth, and used in the hopper E, with slide H, when
said hopper is connected to the rollers C by means of
the pulleys a and d, with their chains h for operating
the same, as specified.

70,071.—Alfred Brown, Horatio D. Wor-
cester and Abram M. Guiswold, Ganier, 111., as-

signors to themselves and B. F. Gray, same place.—(xuard Fingerfor Harvesters.—October 22, 1867.

—

The supplementary steel plate is used as a preserva-
tive of the edge and to facilitate re-sharpening and
replacing.

Claim.—The detachable steel plate B, provided
with the flanges e e, either with or without the sickle

edges, substantially as described and for the purposes
set" forth.

70,072.—Franklin H. Broa\'n. Chicago, HI.,

assignor to himself, Edward F. Pengkot, and Sam-
uel H. Flersheim, same place.

—

2[achi7ie for Ma-
king Baskets.—October 22, 1867.—The skeleton of a
top" or bottom is clamped to the shaft by set screws.
The end of the filling is fed through the' apron. Mo-
tion is applied to the driving shaft which rotates the
skeleton. The pad of the apron is vibrated by the
action of the eccentric wheel that rests upon tho ring,

causing the rods to vibrate alternately above and be-

low the filling which is introduced between them.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of fonns E, radia-

ting from the shaft B, in combination with the pack-
ing device O, as and for the purposes specified.

Second, the arrangement of ring D, in combination
with cams H and G, slides x, and rods Q, as and for

the purposes set forth.

Third, the arrangement of cup T, in combination
witli shaft B and rods o, as and for the pm-poses speci-

fied.

Fourth, in a machine for weaving baskets, the ar-

rangement of arm M, shaft B, and set screw m, as
and for the purposes set forth.

Fiitli, in a machine for weaving baskets, the vibra-

ting apron P', as set forth and for the imrpose speci-

fied.

Sixth, the adjustable nut K, in combination with
the rods O and Q, as and for the purposes set forth.

70,073.—iSTATiiANiEL E. M. BuRR and William
Martyn, Pawtncket, R. 1.—Machine for Hulling
and Scouring ir/i<'o<.—October 22, 1867.—The rough-
surfaced cone rotates reversely in the rotating, coni-

cal screening cylinder. The'gTain to be hulled oi

scoured is fed in between the core and cylinder. The
cleanings are drawn by the forced current of air ere-
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ated by the suction fan, wlnle the clean grain is dis-

charged by the endless screw.
Claim.—In combination with the cone and screen-

ing cylinder, the former running inside of the latter

and made adjustable in relation to it, and both in-

closed in a box or case and revolving in oppdsite di-

rections therein, the suction fan on the exterior of

said box or case and di-awing the dust, hulls, «S:c.,

from its interior through closed passages while the
cleaned grain by its greater specific gravity is sep-

arated and passed oflF through other avenues, substan-

tially as herein described and represented.

70,074.— John M. Cayce, Franklin, Temi.—
Watchmakers Tool—October 22, 1867.—The pliers

are for rectifying and re-shaping the cogs, and are

fuided by an'adjustable plate. The cog is grasped
etween'the blades while oeing pressed into the shape

required.
Claim.—The instrument above described, having

blades a a, the guide B, and the gauge screw C, sub-
stantially as and for the pm-pose specified.

70,07.3.—H. M. Curtis and A. Wordex, Ypsi-
lanti, Mich.—Self-Adjusting Whip Holder.—Octoher
22, 18fi7.—The jiolder socket is divided diametrically

;

the upper ends are made to spring in to hold the whip.
Claim.—The shape an* construction of the whip

holder and the connection of the two sectional halves
by hinges or joints in such a manner as to hold the
whip wlien inserted closely and tirmly by clasping
the same at tlie top and bottom of the'hokler at the
same time ; the holder being formed of metal, cast or
pressed into proper shape, suljstautially as and for

the purpose set forth and described.

70,076.—Jeremiah Dean, West Eoxbury, Mass.
—Metallic Pavement.— October 22, 18(i7.—The blocks
are made with counterpart projections and cavities
to suit each other, with dovetail key blocks securing
the whole.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement in all

its parts of a metallic pavement, as described.

70,077.—George Dewey, Blooming Valley, Pa
— Water Back and Grate of Cooking and Heating
Stoves.—October 22, 1867.—Explained by the claims
and illustrations.

Claim.—First, a cook 'stove provided with a water
and steam jacket around the sides, back and bottom
of the fire box, substantially as and for the purpose
described.
Second, the combination of the hollow gi-ate bars

J with the water and steam jacket, as described.
Third, the heating pipe P, with its bent part I,

•which latter forms a shelf in the bake oven H, and
supplied with steam from the boiler D, arranged and
operating substantially as described.

Fourth, the pipe G" P and P^, arranged substan-
tially as descriljed, and the latter connected to the
steam jacket of the cooking stove, for the purpose of
heating the rooms by means of the cooking stove.

Fifth, passing the'pipe through which the steam is

led into the different rooms in the shape of a coil

through the chimney or stove pipe, after leading it

around one room and before passing it into the next,
substantially as described.

Sixth, the elastic pipe X, attached to either a stop
cock on the boiler D or th(^ spout of the tea kettle
and leading into the bake oven, substantially as and
for the purposes described.

Seventh, the combination and aiTangement of the
fire box B, pipes F, port G, pipe G' G^ and hollow
bake oven H, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

70,078.—Christopher Dyer, Jr., and Ellis
Drake, Stoughton, Mass.

—

Boot and Shoe Heel.—
October 22, 1867.—Explained by the claim and illus-

tration.

Claim.—A heel having the following characteris-
tics : a body A, constructed of wrought metal, a cast
metal tread" C, and screws D, adapted to be applied
to a separate shank F. having lug or nut E, whereby
the parts are held together independently of any other
fastenings, as herein described.

70,079.—E. P. Edstrom, Somerville, Mass.—
Manufacture of Horse Collars.—October 22, 1867.—

The core roll is made and the leather drawn over it

md secured, the forming blocking holding it in po-
sition at the stages of the operation.

Claim.—The improvement in the manufacture of
horse collars by forming a core and applying thereto
the roll and bo'dy leather upon a system or series of
blocks, substantially as set forth.

70,080.-:N'. T. Fitch, Forsyth, HI.—Com Crib.

—October 22, 1867.—The X-fonned frame is sup-

ported on its lower fork and has its upper one slatted

to receive the corn. Tie pieces connect the upj)er

ends and prevent spreading.
Claim.—The method or plan, substantially as here-

in described, of constructing corn cribs, whether the
same consist of one single crib, or of two or more
united, as shown and described.

70,081.—M. B. Foote, New England Tillage,

Mass., assignor to himself and E. N. Foote, same
place.

—

Combined Knob Latch and Lock.—October
22, 1867.—The spring latch is connected to the liub

by a flat link chain, and is retracted by turning the
hub. The latch is bolted by a sliding 'block, which
is made by the key to enter a cavity in the plate.

Claim.—The latch bolt B, having the wide slot

herein described, and having in one of the walls of
that slot a mortise to receive th** bolt of the lock D,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

70,082.-"Walter K. Foster, Cambridgeport,
Mass.— Washer for Axle Boxcs.—Octobev 22, 1867.

—

The leather washers are inclosed on all sides but
their periphery by annular angle plates.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of one
or two metallic annuli or guards or flanged rings with
a leather washer, or its equivalent, arranged within
said rings, and used on an axle jotirnal in manner as
set forth.

Also, the flanged guards, as made with lips on
their inner ends and outer circmnferences to receive
a washer, as specified.

70,083.-Wm. Goodwin, Boston, Mass.—Paddle
Wheel.—October 22, 1867.—Two ranges or series of
floats are employed ; each two next 'adjacent floats

{ire airanged in parallel position. The paddles of the
two series strike the water alternately, and each pad-
dle coacts with two paddles of the next series to re-

duce the actual slip.

Claim.—Improved arrangement of the floats or
paddles of the two series, substantially as described
and represented.
Also, the combination and arrangement of the

openings a in the several paddles or floats with the
two series of paddles or floats, arranged together as

specified.

70,084.—Wm. GooDViTN, Boston, Mass.—Paddle
W/ieei.-October 22, 1867.—The two series of paddles
are obliquely attached to the side frames of the wheel,
so that the floats of one series cross the adjoining
floats of the next series diagonally. Both series nt
their point of connection are secured to one common
radial arm.

Claim.—The wheel or combination as composed
of the three frames ABE, made as describetl, and
of the two series of paddles C D, having the pad-
dles of each series airanged obliquely in the wheel
and diagonally, and in other respects with regard
to those of the other series, as explained, and also

having each pair C D of such paddles united at
their middles to one of the spokes or arms of the in-

termediate frame E, the whole being substantially as

specified.

70,085.—"Wm, a. Govern, Xorwalk, Conn.—
Process of Removing Biirrs and other Substances
from TTooJ.—October 22, 1867.—This process does not
remove the burrs, but renders them so brittle that
they crumble, and are removed Avhen subjected to a
willowing or bumug machine. The wool is im-
mersed in a solution of 18 pounds of guano and 20
pounds of soda ash in 40 gallons of water, and subse-

quently in a solution of 50 pounds of salt and 3 quarts
of muriatic acid in 8<X) gallons of water.

Claim.—Treating wool for the removal of buiTS
and other vegetable matter therefrom by process sub-
stantially as herein described and set fortu.
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70,086.—D. M. Greene, Washington, D. C,
assignor to Mahia N". Greene, same place.

—

Steam
Generator Indicator.—October 22, 1867.—The high
and low pressure indicators being adjusted, the steam
enters the tube, and if from exhaustion of the boiler

the steam is heated to a high temperature, it elongates
the thermostatic tube, which raises the lever above,
and by its connections opens the valve and sounds
the alai-m whistle.

Claim.—First, the combination of steam pipe P,
stationary rod E, levers L L' and L", connected by the
rods E.' and EC, arranged substantially as described.

Second, the steam pipe P, stationary rod E, levers
L and L', valve v, and the whistle W, arranged sub-
stantially as set forth.

70,087.—George Hadfield, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Surgical Cup.—October 22, 1867.—The surgical cup

^

has a broad, impervious flexible lip of prepared caout-
' chouc, causing atmospheric exclusion without delete-

rious pressure and consequent constriction of the
capillaries.

Claim.—The arrangement of a flanged cup A C
and grooved, broad, and flexible lip D E, as set forth.

70,088.—George Hadfield, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Surgical 6'w2>.—October 22, 1867.—The edge of the
cup is covered by a rubber lip to form a soft and air-

tight packing when a partial vacuum is formed within
the cup.

Claim.—The provision for surgical cups of the
broad, flexible, and impervious lip E e, formed and
adapted to operate in the manner described.

70,089.—E. A. Hannaford, l^few York, IST. Y.—
Safety Bridles.—October 22, 1867.—The supplement-
ary straps are attached to the pole strap of the bridle,

pass through links attached to the rings of the bit and
terminate in rings for the attachment of the reins.

Adjustable stops are secured to the straps and reg-

ulate its play.
Claim.—First, the supplemental straps C, arranged

upon the bridle A, and in relation witli the bit B
thereof, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the stops/', made adjustable upon tlie sup-
plemental straps C, substantially as set forth, whereby
the force exerted upon the bit may be limited and
rendered imiform, as described.

70,090.-James L. Henderson, Covington, Ky.
Framework for Fire-places.—October 22, 1867.—The
s]de and head trimmers are constructed of a single

joist, dispe)ising Avith the trimmer arch and substi-

tuting a horizontal frame from the head trimmer to

the breast of the chimney, which is supported in the
tail joists. The metallic shoes are bolted to the ends
of the tail joist and inserted in the brick work of the
chimney.

Claim.—First, so ai*ranging the frame for support-
ing the hearth that the latter shall rest upon a hori-

zontal flooring E, supported upon joist extending en-

tirely across the hearth sijace either longitudinally or
laterally, substantially in the manner set forth.

Second, framing around the hearth and fire-place

of buildings with single head and side trimmers and
extending the joist under the hearth so as to dispense
Avitli the trimmer arch and brick arch, substantially
as set fortli.

Third, the mode of connecting the tail joist C with
the breast of the chimney by metallic shoes F, sub-
stantially as set forth.

70,091.—J. Wilson Hodges, Baltimore, Md.—
Horseshoes.—Octohcv 22, 1867.—The chalk as a dove-
tail shank which enters a similar opening in the shoe.
When the shank is in, a key is clrivc^n beside it to

render it tight, and another key driven tlu'ough a slot

in the calk to keep the other key in position.

Claim.—The combination witli the calk B &, as a
means for attaching the same to the shoe, of the wedge
C and pin d, substantially as described.

70,092.—Nannie W. Hunter, Elizabeth City,

N. C—Manufacture of Soap.— October 22, 1867.—
. Composed of '' Colgate " soap, 6 lbs. ; sal soda, 6 lbs.;

rosin, i lb. ; borax, 1 oz. ; laundry blue, 30 grains

;

spirits of ammonia, 1 oz. ; water, 12 quarts.

Claim.—The above described improvement in mak-
ing "hard soap."

70,093.—B. Illingsworth, Freeport, HI.—An-
imal Trap.—October 22, 1867.—The box ends are
open, and the top wire grated. The floor has a trap
door which is freed by a pull upon the bait wire and
depressed by the weight of the rat, which slides down
into the barrel on which the trap is placed. The trap
door is weighted so as to be self-setting.

Claim.—The arrangement of the box A, as con-
structed with the door C, plate J, spring o, bar F,
and rods H and I, the several parts operating in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

70,094.—George C. James, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Lamp Shade Supporter.—October 22, 1867.—The sup-
porter is bent to fit around the chimney, and the radial
loops support the shade.

Claim.—^A lamp shade supporter A, constracted
with wings or projections a of ojie continuous piece
of wire, as described and for the purpose set forth.

70,095.—IsTathan L. Janney, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to himself and Horatio I. Kurtz, same
place.

—

Butter Stamp,—October 22, 1867.—The edges
of the metallic mold close past each other and are ex-
pansively adjustable to the size of the print. The
mold engages in a grooved board at bottom and a
wooden print impresses the top of the pat.

Claim.—The expansive fhold A, Avhen constraeted
and arranged as described and for the purpose set

forth.

70,096.—George H. Kidney, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Washing Machine.—October 22, 1867.—The weighted
cords bearing the blocks are adjustably regulated
over the grooved rollers, and an open, slotted cylin-

der rotates above.
Claim.—First, the combination of the cords I with

the blocks c, when constructed and arranged in re-

lation to each other so as to be interwoven or inter-

locking, forming a continuous or entire connected
apron, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the apron C, in combi-
nation with the cylinder B, in the manner and for the
piupose substantially as specified.

70,097.—John E. Layton, ]^ew Wilmington,
Pa.

—

Fence.—October 22, 1867.—The posts are at-

tached in the mortises of the sills by keys and the

rails are supported on the cross cleats attached to

the posts.

Claim.—The posts A and B, provided with sup-

ports e and i for the rails 3, said posts being secured
to the base C C by means of keys 1 and 2, the whole
being constructed, arranged, and operating substan-

tially as herein described and for the purpose set

forth.

70,098.—Joseph H. Let^^is, Duxbnry,
Wheel and Axle for Carriages.—October 22, 1867.—
The wheel hub and journal box are slipped on to the
journal and turned till the lugs connect ; the'plate ia

tlien turned until the head of the spring engages in

the depression in the lug, by which the lugs are locked
together securing the attachment of the wheel.

Claim-.—First, the radial flanges H, in combination
with the plate d, the lugs m, and the wheel hub, sub-

stantially as decribed.
Second, the arrangement of the spring/, in com-

bination with the plate d and the wheel hub, substan-

tially as described.
Third, forming the band n, together with and in

one piece with journal box, substantially as described.

70,099.—Thomas Lyons, Brooklyn, !!}. Y., as-

signor to himself and Josei'H B. King,' same place.

—

Curtain Fixture-October 22, 1867.—The arm of the

spiral spring that is secured on the stud engages tho
lug and actuates the sliding plate.

Claim.—The tension spring constructed as de-

scribed and arranged in relation with the stud m, tho

slide C, and the frame A, substantially as and for tho
purpose specified.

70,100.—tTosEPH L. Manlove, Connersville,

Ind.—Seed Planter.—October 22, 1867.—The seed is

placed in the hopper on the rear of the furrowing
runners, and is dropped by the slide that runs longi-

tudinally with the hopper, having a reciprocating

motion communicated by the lover.
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Clahn.—First, the combination of the furrowing
runners A, shovels B, oscillating- braces C, lever C,
and a hook or other equivalent fastening E, for the

same, arranged to operate substantially as set forth.

Second, in combination with the foregoing parts

for covering the seed the hoppers K, slide F, witii

the adjustable openings F' and cross-piece H, ar

ranged to operate substantially as set forth.

70,101.—John ISIakquis, San Francisco, Call

fornia.—iS'j>/t»n Propeller.—October 22, 18(J7.—The
•water is drawn up by steam or hot-air jets througl
vertical pipe and discharged diagonally into the

water beside the vessel, to propel her in either direc-

tion.

Claim.—The propelling of a vessel by water raised

to any height that can be acquired by means of a
steam or liot-air siphon or its equivalent, the fall of
the water from the height being the propelling power,
either by its own weight and velocity or pressui'O,

substantially as described.

70,102.—Julius H. Meissneu, New York, N.
T.

—

OraU.—October 22, 18(>7.—The fresli fuel is sup-
plied below the incandescent mass. The air is jmssed
thi'ough the unignited fuel before mixing with the
disengaged gas in the furnace.

Claim.—First, a grate having a shelf or other
equivalent provision arranged in such relation to tlio

lower grate bars as to enable the fresh fuel to be in-

troduced into the grate below the incandescent por-
tion of the mass which is supported upon said lower
grate bars, substantially as described.
Second, the cmved' plate G- or any equivalent

thereof as a means ior directing upward the incan-
descent fuel which is displaced in the act of intro-

ducing fresh fuel, substantially as and for the pui'pose
described.

Third, in a gi'ate in which the fuel is supplied
fi'om below, a congeries of curved or straight front
grate, joined or attached to a common support at
their upper ends, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

yO,103.-^ACOR Miller, CaiTollton, Ohio.—Car
Coupling.—October 22, 13G7.—The sin-iug tumbler
rests on the coupling link and keeps it in a horizontal
position over the projected hook wlien coupled. In
uncoupling, the lever is oscillated and the pin beneath
the link lifts it above the catch.

Claim.—First, in the above described coupling de-
vice, the pivoted tumbler C, acting independently
from the check pieces C, substantiall}^ as and for the
purposes set forth.

Second, the combination of the pivoted tumbler C,
spring plunger D, check pieces C', provided with
lever E and pin c', and the movable, frar* e G, acted
upon by the spring plunger H, substantially as and
for the purposes described.

70,104.—James D. MoonE, Grinnell, Iowa.—
Calendars for Watch Cases.—October 22, 1867.—The
movable figured ring is adjusted to the lettered sta-
tionaiy index v.i the commencement of a month to
keep a record of the corresponding days of the Aveek
and month.

Claim.—A watch case provided with the movable
ring X and stationary ring z, with their letters and
figures, arranged in the manner substantially as and
for the purposes specified.

70,105.—Robert T. Morse, Cambridge, Ohio.—
liuckle Attachment.—October 22, 18()7.—The buckle
is attached by metallic plates riveted together through
the leather and slotted to allow the play of the tongue.

Claim.—The slotted metal plates A A, constructed
as described, for attaching buckles to the ends or
sides of straps, and shielding the edges of the leather
as set forth.

70,106.—George L. Mowry, Scott, N. T.—
Sawing Machine.—October 22, 1667.—The wood is

clamped between the two ratchet bars. The saw i*'

'

driven by connection to a crank. The clamping bars
are forced upon tlie wood by a lever, which is held
down by a ratchet.
Claim.—Tlie double ratchet clamps a a', when ar-

curely held and adjusted to the saw, substantially as
set forth.

70,107.—Cr. A. Nelson, Chicago, HI. — Card
Hack.—October 22, 1867.—The cards arc placed under
spring clips on slats which are alphabetically marked
and arranged, and which turn in a horizontal plane to
exi^ose the cards attached near cither edge. The
chijjs arc punched in series upon plates of similar
length with the slats, to which they are secured by
blicLing into side-grooved recesses ot the slats.

Claim.—First, tho metal strips D, having the clips

d formed thereon by punching or cutting the latter

therefrom, in the manner substantially as shown and
described.
Second, securing the strips D, constructed as de-

scribed, to the slats or case by inserting the edges of
the strip into grooves/, substantially as described.
The turning slats A A, marked by letters of tlie

alphabet and constructed as described, iu combina-
tion with strips D D and the stationary board E or
boards n n, arranged as desciibed, the whole arranged
substantially as herein set forth and for the purposes
specified.

70,108.—H. B. Norton, Eochester, N. Y.—Po-
tato Digger.—October 22, 1867.—The machine is ar-

ranged either to plant or to dig. A double mold-
board plow operates to open the furrow and adjusta-
ble single moklboard plows on each side serve to
throw tiiQ earth inward. When used as a digger a
scoop and endless apron are used. The main frame
rests upon the axle, and is connected thereto by a
catch and guide arms, up which it slides when the
digging mechanism is raised from the ground ; the
said action simultaneously disconnects the driving
gear of the endless ai^ron.

Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement
of the frame C resting loosely on the axle, the guide
arms A, the jointed arms n, the endless apron I, and
the levers K and L, the whole operating iu the man-
ner and for the purpose herein set forth.

Second, the combination of the catch arrangement
s t with the loose frame C and guide arms h, operating
as and for the pui'pose specified.

70,109.—Wm. p. Patton, Harrisburg, Pa., as-

signor to himself and Tiieos. Weaver and Isaac
Lloyd, same place.

—

Stvitch.—October 22, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—A lock, so constructed as that the key can
only be withdrawn when the bolt is completely
thrown, when the same is used in combination Avith
the operating mechanism of a railroad switch, and so
arranged in relation to the bolt holes as that the bolt
can only be entirely thrown Avhen the switch is in con-
nection with the main track, substantially as set forth.

70,110.—John S. Peasley, Providence, R. I.—
Machine for Renovating Feathers.—October 22, 1867.

—The sheet-metal cylinder rotates on trunnion bear-
ings. The cylinder is made in sections secured by
hooks. The feathers being placed in the cylinder,
steam is admitted through the cocks in the tubular
arms, which are rotated in the feathers till they are
heated and expanded, when tJic steam cocks are shut
and the heated arms rotated until the feathers are
dried.

Claim.—First, constructing the cylinder for hold-
ing the feathers to be renovated, in two parts, with
means for uniting and securing the same together,
substantially as and for the purpose speciiied.
Second, combining with a cylinder, for tlie purpose

specified, or an equivalent receptacle, a number of
netted openings I, and suitable battens E, or cover-
ings therefor, with suitable means for securing the
same, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose specified.

Third, the tubular arms, constructed substantially
as described, and provided witli a number of steam
cocks / /, the whole being arranged Avith suitable
means for introducing steam thereto, and through the
same into the cylinder and among the feathers therein,

Bubstantiahy in the manner and for the purpose spe-
cified.

Fourfh, the steam cock J, in combination Avitli the
said tubular arms, and a suitable conductintr pipe K,

ranged upon the movable table C and operated by the as described and lor the purpose specified.

lever m, whereby Avood of uneven Avidths may be ae- 1 Fifth, comiectiug one of the tubular arms G to the
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shaft, in such a manner, by means of a coupling, or
equivalent dcTice, that the said arm may be readily

detached from the shaft, as described, for the purpose
specified.

70,111.—Ezra Peck, Chicago, 111.—Cultivator.

—October 22, 1867.—The frame is supported on short
runners. The plow beams are attached in front by
clevises that vrork fi'ecly on vertical rods. The
evener that is pivoted beneath the rear of the tongue
connects by rods -with the swing bars to which the
whiffletrees are attached.

Claim.—First, a framework for carrying and draw-
ing the plows of a straddle-row cultivator, supported
on runners, substantially as described.
Second, the fi'ame supported on runners, in com-

bination with two gangs of plows, substantially as
specified.

Third, the main frame, supported on runners, in

combination with the adjustable and movable beams
F and plows Q, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

Fourth, the slotted clevis m, provided with an upper
and a lower bearing, substantially as specified.

Fifth, the slotted clevis m, in combination with the
rod N and plow beam F, substantially as described.

Sixth, the combination and arrangement of the an-

gle rod if and clevis 7ii with the adjustable brace Jc,

for adjusting the elevation of the front end of the
beams, substantially as specified.

Seventh, the angle rods N, in combination with the
slots a and clamps g, for adjusting the distance be-

tween the ends of the beams, substantially as de-

scribed.
Eighth, the combination and arrangement of the

evener G, inclined swing bars or levers I, rods J, and
elevated, pivoted supports/, substantially as specified.

70,112.—B. W. Pierce, ]Srew Bedford, Mass.—
Chuck.—OctohQY 22, 1867.— The irregularly-fluted

roller rotates in the cylinder, and a sliding jaw be-

neath is projected by a set screw to secure the tool in

the flute of the roller.

Claim.—The Avithin-described chuck, constructed
and operating substantially as set forth.

70,113.—Alfred S. Phillips, South Boston,
Mass.

—

Apparatus for Spooling Thread.— October
22, 1867.—A skein of thread being placed on and
around the two rollers, the bars are drawn outward
and tighten the skein. The pawls by dropping into

the notches dog the bars in place. The hand crank
rotates the spool and winds the thread.

Claim.—The arrangement, as well as the combina-
tion, of the two rollers B D, the fi-ame A, the adjust-

able bars C C provided with notches or teeth h and
pawls i, as described, the slider E and its guide k,

and the crank shaft F, the whole being substantially

as specified.

Also, the combination of the movable journal m
with the crank shaft F audits stationary journal I, as

set forth.

70,114.—Job Phillips, Danl. W. Southwick,
and David A. Arnold, Pawtuck^t, E. I.

—

Starting

and Stopping Cars.—October 22,1867.— The draw
bar is connected to a lever oscillatable on the hub of

the wheel, and it has a pawl engaging a ratchet on
the same, to cause rotation of the wheel when start-

ing. After starting, any slacking upon the di'aw bar
allows the lever to be restored to the starting position

by a spring. The lever may be retained in tlie start-

ing position by a rack and segmental gear, and when
starting, is freed to act, and the pawl thi'own in posi-

tion, by a treadle.

Claim.—First, combining the draft hook H with
the axle of the car by means of a chain gear C, eccen-

trics A A', and a pawl and ratchet mechanism, sub-

stantially as described for the purposes specified.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the

slide rod D, under the control of the driver, with the

draw bar B and holding catch k, substantially as de-

scribed.

70,115.—Oliver L. Pinney, Brunswick, Ohio.—
Lifting Jacfc.—October 22, 1867.—The pivoted lever

rotates the segment wheel, which, engaging iu the

ratchet bar, elevates the jack.

Claim.—TlxQ lever D, wheel E, and toothed piece

H, in combination with the link I, substantially as
set forth.

70,116.—Charles P. Poes'ier, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Charles O. Hortox, same
place.—J'rame /or Pictures, d-c-October 22, 1867.—
The hinged back board swings back to give entrance
to the intei'ior of the frame.

Clahn.—First, the combination of the fixed and
detachable frames A and E, in the manner and for
the purpose substantially as specified.

Second, the combination of the frame E, glass G-,

and the hinged back board J, when constructed and
operating as and for the purpose set forth.

70,117.—H. A. Y. Post and Jeptha G-arrard,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Apparatus for Burning Hydro-
carbons.—October 22, 1867.—The air for consumption
of the oil is forced by blow pipes through the liquid
into the combustion chambers above. The steam
jet in the mouth of the chimney increases the draft
in the furnace.

Claim.—The arrangement of a receptacle C for
hydrocarbon or other oil or liquid fuel below a furnace
or combustion chamber B, in connection with a pipe
or pipes, through which air or air and steam are forced
through apertures or nozzles situated below the sur-

face of the liquid fuel, and thence through the body
of the liquid fuel, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

70,118.—Charles C. and James Puringtok,
Bath, Maine.

—

Washing Machine.—October 22, J.867.

—The slide bars, combining with the two sets of rails

and friction wheels applied to the bars and upper
rails, steady and guide the dasher duiing reciprocat-
ing movements imparted to it through the roar con-
nection bar, which moves the dasher to and fro over
the series of rollers.

Claim.—The combination, as well as the an-ange-
ment of the guide bars g g, the two sets of rails and
theii- wheels, with the tub, its series of rollers and the
(dasher and its rollers, the whole being substantially
as specified.

70,119.—Joshua Eegester, Baltimore, Md.—
Jff2/d7-ant—October 22, 1867.—Through each side of
the hydrant case a hole is made iu a horizontal plane,

coincident with that of the pipe, when the pipe and
cylinder are secured in place between the bottom
plates. The holes give a choice of four difi"erent lo-

cations for the pipe, in accordance to the direction
taken by the service pipe leading from the main.
Claim.—The removable divided bottom g g, in

combination with the removable section A', applied
to a wooden hydrant case, substantially in the man-
ner and for the pm-poses described.

70,12O—D. C. Richardson-, Weldon, :N'. C—
Cotton and Corn Plow.—October 22, 1867.—The con-
necting standard of the handles is secured to.the shoe.
The deflecting wings from the double share and the
shoe spread the soil and cover weeds. The flange
cast on the foot of the standard connects and strength-
ens the share and its wings.
Claim.—First, the plate D, cast -nith the standard, •

in combination with the adjustable tooth, substan-
tially as described.
Second, the plate D, cast with the standard, in com-

bination with the adjustable Avings W W, substan-
tially as described for the purposes set forth.

Tliird, the shoe S, having in rear of the mold plato
a slot a, in which wings K K of different sizes and
fonn can be secured, when the same is in combina-
tion with wings W W, the whole constructed and
combined substantially as set forth.

Fourth, the devices embraced in the foregoing
claims, when the same are arranged in the manner
described and for the pm-poso set "forth.

70,121.—Benel Bobinson, San Francisco, Cal.

—Life Preserver.—October 22, 1867.— The light,

wooden float has an air-tight jacket secm'cd in the
opening in the middle of the frame.
Claim.—The frame A, provided with air-tight com-

partments and a flexible case for the legs, body, and
arms, and having a seat D and opening F, uU sub-

stantially aa described.
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70,122.-^. F. RocHOW, New York, IST. T.—
Boiating ApparaUis.—OQ\ohQV 22, 18G7.—Two diifer-

eutial cog wheels arc attached to a sleeve turning
freely upon the crank wrist-pin of the driving shaft.

One of these wheels tracks around the inside gear of

a hub secured to the frame, and the other wheel en-

gages an inside gear of the hoisting drum.
Claim.—The crank shaft (^, carrying pinions or

cog wheels II I, in combination with the gear E and
internal gear K, all constructed and operating sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

70,123.—ITexry J. RuGGLEs, Poultney, Yt.—
Stone Channeling J/nc/u'ne.—October 22, 1867.—The
gang drills are operated by steam, and move automati-
cally on a track over the rock to be channeled. The air-

spring cylinders interpose between the steam and the
drillsin'order to deliver, regulate, and apply the force

of the blows upon the rock, either on the surface or
to any depth in the channel cut therein.
Claim.—First, the employment of an air cylinder

S, in combination with drills or cutters, substantially
as and for the purpose herein specified.

Second, the combination of an air cylinder or cylin-

ders, one or more drills or cutters, 'and a trncK or
caiTiage moved automatically over the rock or stone
to be channeled or cut, substantially as herein speci-
fied.

Third, the combination of an air cylinder or cylin-

ders, one or more di-ills or cutters, steam engine, or
other motive powor, a truck or carriage, on which
the operating parts are mounted, and an automatic
device for moving the truck along in either dii'ection,

substantially as herein set forth.

Fourth, a drill, or set of drills, composed of single
drills of the diflForent kinds of points or cutting parts,
substantially as and for the purpose herein specified.

Fifth, in combination with the drill the drill clamp
or stock T, constructed substantially as described, so
as to enter the channels and serve as a guide and sup
port for the drills therein.

Sixth, the arrangement of the ways Q Q, in which
the air cylinders and drills are guided, so ns to be ad-
justed and set, either vertically or inclined, in the
planes of the channels, substantially as herein set
forth.

70,124.—T. C. Sachse, Chicago, HI.—Pessary.
October 22, 1867.—From the bowl proceeds a tubular
stem, whose end is diagonally inclined. This tubular
stem is traversed by another stem with a similarly
curved end, which may be turned into rectangular
Eosition to the other by a key, which is used as a
andle in inserting the instrument.
Claim.—First, the oblong concave face of the bowl

A of a pessary, substantially as and for the purposes
described.
Second, the curved part B' of the stem B, forming

an automatic means of holding the instrument in po-
sition, substantially as and for'the purposes set forth.

Third, the auxiliary stem C, with its curved part
C, opening d, and square lower opening, moving
within the stem B, substantially as and for the pur-
poses described.
Fourth, a pessary, substantially as described, ope-

rated by a key D, substantially in the manner set
forth.

70,125.—Lucius M. Sargent, "Worcester, Mass.,
assignor to W. A. Richardson', Hexry I). Ward,
and George A. Gates, same place.

—

Lamp JExtin-

guisher.—October 22, 1807; antedated October 19,

1867.—The heads of the pivoted Avings are made to
envelop the wick. They are forced together by a
spring, when a catch at the lower end of their ope-
rating pins is freed.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the wings e and
stems d upon the base plate c, constructed as de-
scribed, to be placed over the wick tube a. and se-

cured upon the central portion b of the base of the
burner, substantially as and for the purpose herein
set forth.

Second, the stud or stop c*, in combination with
the wings e, arms d*, and spring /, substantially as
and for the purpose herein set forth.

Third, the combination of the downwardly extend-
ing arms d*, operating the wings e with the* spring/
and spring catch g, substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

70,126.—Benjamin F. Sherman, San Francisco,
Gal.

—

Grain Elevator and Feeder.—October 22, 1 867.
—The grain is carried to the foot of the elevator ia
boxes on an endless apron. The roller frame is ex-
tensible. The boxes are made in sections and have
side pieces and end caps which stand mouth inward
to insiu-e safety in conveying grain when the apron
is inclined from the horizontal.

Claim,.—First, the elevator feeder described, ar-

ranged at the lower end of the elevator, and operated
by the gear D, on the lower pulley shaft of the eleva-
ting belt, in combination with the gears E F and G,
so constructed and arranged that the feeding may be
swung around in the arc of a circle, to bring it to the
grain to be fed to the elevator.
Second, lengthening or shortening the said feeder,

by taking out or putting in the extension pieces H'
and H', substantially as described.

70,127.— A. P. Shute and J. F. Jacksox,
Charlestown, Mass.

—

Extension Table Slide.—Octo-
ber 22, 1867.—The contiguous sides of the bars are
connected by metallic strips inclined to the axis of
the bars, and which from theii* position act as slides
and prevent the separation of the bars.

Claim.—The combination as well as the arrange-
ment of the' metallic slips I) D' D", with the grooves
E E' and the bars ABC, made substantially as de-,
scribed and for the purpose set forth.

70,128.—Cephas Smith, Stockbridge, Mich.—
Hanging Tops to Buggies.—October 22, 1867.—The
ends of the bows enter sockets in a pivoted bar which
is fixed at any inclination by a thumb screw that
traverses a slot in a pivoted plate.

Claim.—The bar B and C, constructed and used
with the slotted plate G, as and for the pm-pose set

forth.

70,129.—Robert D. Sterling, New York, N.
Y.—Joint Bit and Check.—October 22, 1867.—A ring
is placed upon the bit on each side of the mouth
within the rein rings, and is supported by a strap ly-

ing diagonally across the nose. To this strap the
overhead bearing rein is connected.
Claim.—The straj)s n, suspended fi-om the top ring

e, and connected to the loop ring J, sliding on the
linked bit ab c, constructed and operating as and for

the purpose described.

70,130.—R. R. Stevens, MokelumneHill,Cal.—
Means for Propelling Vessels.—October 22. 1867.

—

The paddles are secured to a frame which is con-
nected at one end to an accentric and at the other to
a crank, so that during the reciprocations of th*^

frame it shall continue horizontal. The frame is so
arranged that the paddles shall dip down for the ef-

fective stroke and shall be raised from the water on
the return.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
cams D D and D' D', T\ath the frames H and G, and
cranks F and F', constructed and arranged to operate
the paddles P, as described.

70,131. — John Swan, Baltimore, Md.— Car
Coupling.—October 22, 1867.—The coupling pin is

pivoted to a block above the drawhead. The block
when thrown forward acts as a counter-weight to
sustain the pin in uncoupling position. AVhen^the
block is thrown back the pin is in acting position and
is raised by and drops into the coupling link.

Claim.—The drawhead A, as constructed in com-
bination with the trigger or pin C, pivoted within or
to the said drawhead' and provided with the hinged
bar D, the several parts being used and operated aa
and for the purpose specified.

70.132.— D. W. Teller and W. L. Savage,
Xorth Greenwich, Conn., assignors to themselves and
W. H. HoAG, N. Y citj.—Telegraph Insulator.—
October 22, 1867.—The sections slip, one at a time,

through the slot into the seat, and are there locked
by a partial rotation. The wire occupies a groove in

the face on one section.

O^aiTO,—The insulator constructed in sections sub-

stantially as described, to bo inserted In an aperture
or bearing in its support, by means of a slot provided
ifl the latter communicatinff with said aperture or
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bearing, essentially as and for the purpose or pur-
poses herein set forth.

70, ISS.—JosEPH Trainer, Rural Dale, Ohio.—
Animal Trap.—October 22, 1867.—The rat entering
the outer chamber and nibbling the bait releases the
lever, which is operated by the platform and closes

the gates. The rat lifting the inner gate in its efforts

to escape operates the rods that raise the platform,
permitting the lever to reverse its position, and by
opening the gates resets the trap. The rat is secured
in the inner compartment.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
chambers A B, gates a b, cords r r, lever L, vertical
hinged rod M, platform D, and connected rods H
and e, all constructed, combined, and operating to-

getlier substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose specified.

70,134.-0. S. Trevitt, Washington, D. C, as-

signor to himself and H. E. Wentworth, same
place.

—

Animal Trap.—October 22, 18G7.—Pressure
on the swinging bait box releases the platform which
swings and precipitates the animal into the cage be-
neath. The adjustable weight returns the platform
to place when it becomes reset.

Claim.—First, the swinging bait box H, having
the cover h' and the aperture i, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

Second, the combination of the adjustable weight
w, rod R, trap door E, box H, and notched rod k,

substantially as and for the purpose described.

70,135.—William Trudy, Brush Valley, Pa.—
Manure Fork, tf-c—October 22, 1867.—The fork is

transformed into a rake, pronged hoe, or grapnel, by
turning it on its hinge till the opposite spring catch
is engaged.
Claim.—The combination of the springs e and (7,

provided with catches/ and h, with the hinges c c' of
the tang b, and plate A, of a manure or other fork,

said plate being provided with a slot k, counter catch

j, and rib i, all combined and arranged substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

70,136.—Charles M. Vail, Elmira, IST. Y.—
Cooler for Water, Milk, Beer, <£-c.—October 22, 1867.—
The double-cased pail, the outer case of which is per-

forated above and below, forms a means of ventila-
tion in the atmosplieric cooler.

Claim.—In comliination with an internal vessel for

containing the fluid to be acted upon, an external
casing with intermediate air spaces, with a double
cover and connecting ventilated cylinder, said parts
being perforated and arranged in relation to one an-

other substantially as set forth.

70,137 :N". S. Vaxce and E. "Watkixs, Deca-
tur, 111.

—

Instrument for Cutting Post Holes.—Octo-
ber 22, 1867.—The bell-shaped tubular cutter incloses

a l)ody of earth which is retained till discliarged by
the plunger after being raised from tlie hole.

Claim. — An instrument for cutting post holes
formed by a combination of the tubular cutter A,
constructed as described, witli the handle B, plunger
D, rods E, collar F, and spiral spring G, substan-
tially as set forth.

70,138.—Jerome C. Ward, Jergen, IsT. T.—
Stove Pipe Dmm.—October 22, 1867.—The lower end
of the lower damper and the upper end of the upper
one are formed to fit the pipe, and when placed in

contact therewith the smoke takes a devious course
before escajnng.

Claim.—The combination of the two elongated
dampers B B, connected by rod b with the drum A,
without partitions, the whole operating in the manner
and for the purpose specified.

70,139.—George W. Warfield, Hudson, Mass.
^Machinefor Sluqnng Boot IIeels.~Octohcv2-2, 18()7.

Tlie heel is clamiied to the rotating tbrmer, wliich

regulates the position of the rotary cutter by which
the heel is trimmed.

Claim.—First, the employment of the revolving
cam plate or former p for the purpose both of support
iiig the lieel and giving the required outline to it

under the action of the rotary cutter, substaatially aa

, hereinbefore doacribod,

Second, in combination with such cutter B, and in
a machine for trimming boot heels, the fender or
ledge b^, applied to the cutting carriage C, as set forth
and explained.

Third, the construction and mode of application of
the clamp jjlate I', in the manner and operated by the
treadle a', as before explained.
Fourth, the peculiar construction of the former p,

as composed of the oval-shaped plate for giving the
necessary movements to the cutter carriage C and
of the stop or abutments p', as and for the purpose
set forth.

Fifth, the general combination and arrangement of
the machine as herein sliown and described, consist-
ing of the revolving cutter B, the former p and the
clamp I', these several parts being operated by their
respective mechanisms in the manner as before re-
ferred to and explained.

70,140.—C. West and B. K. Price, Pittsburg,
Ta.—Blowerfor Forges.—October 22, 1867.—A rotary
blower upon the removable stand is connected with
the blast pipe of the forge.
Claim.— First, the combination of a forge, supply

pipe and fan, when the latter is arranged in a box, as
shown, and is operated by means of a fly gear and
pinion wheels, the whole being constructed, arranged,
and operating substantially as described and for the
purposes set forth.

Second, the combination of the forge, supply pipe
and fan box, when the latter is constructed with a
movable top and side openings, as shown, and the
whole are so arranged that, acting on the principle
of the ordinary chimney flue, they will secure to the
forge a continuous current of air, substantially as de-
scribed.

70,141.—Luke Wheelock, ITew Haven, Conn.—Breech-loading Fire-arms.—October 22, 1867.—The
breech block drops into a recess to allow the insertion
of a cartridge, and is raised by a projection at its

rear end, which has a spring catch to hold the block
in position for firing. A spring beneath the breech
block raises it slightly, after insertion of the cartridge
to prevent its slipping out.

Claim.—The spring E, in combination with the
breech block C, and arranged so as to be depressed
by the insertion of the cartridge, and when the car-

tridge is inserted to immediately raise the block, so
as to prevent the accidental removal of the cartridge.

70,142.—Robert Whitehill, Jr., "New York,
'N. Y.

—

Motor for operating Sewing Machines.—Oc-
tober 22, 1867.—The machine is drawn by a friction
clutch, operated by a treadle. The action of un-
clutching brings a spring brake into action, and
vice versa.
Claim.—First, the combination for simultaneous

joint action by one and the same motion or applica-
tion of force of a spring clutch, and yielding or spring
brake, as a means of stopping or starting and varying
the speed of a secondary shaft relatively to a prime
mover traveling at a uiiiform velocity, substantially
as specified.

Second, the spring clutch I, constructed essentially

as described of hinged leaves d, acted upon by springs
e, and operating in concert with a conically recessed
pulley H, as herein set forth.

Third, in combination with the treadle J, the brake
K, provided with a spring M, and controlled by stops
or projections of, from, or through a connecting rod or
sliding bar I, substantially as shown and described.

70,143.—William !!}. Whitley, Springfield,

Ohio.

—

Pitman Head and Wrist Pin.—October 22,

1867.—The wrist pin is a truncate, conical, tubular
piece attached to the crank wheel by a bolt. The
head of the pitman rod is bored to fit this piece, and
may be adjusted thereon to take up lost motion. The
nut in contact with the head is recessed to form an
annular oil space.

Claim. —First, the solid head B, pi'ovided with a
conical box, as set forth, in combination with the
tubular wrist pin C, all constructed and operating as
set forth.

Second, the recess nut D, in combination with the
wrist pin, as and for the purpose set forth.
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70,144.—WiLDRicn "Wintkiihalter, Philadol-

Shia, Pa., assignor to h'mself and John McAktiiuu,
r.,same place.

—

JPlooring and Paving Tile and Build-
ing Block.—Octohcr22. 18(37.—Explained by the claim.

Claim.—First, a paving or flooring tile or building

block, composed of pulverized bricks and ordinary
brick clay, mixed together, molded, subjected to pres-

sure, and burnt, as set forth.

Second, combining with the said tiles or blocks an
outer coatiug of pulverized quartz and brick powder,
as set forth.

70,145.—James F. Wood, 2d. Cohocton, N. Y.—
Car Brake.—October 22, 18G7.—The brake shaft at

each end of the car connects to a bell crank lever, and
the lower arms of the latter unite to form a toggle, by
whose action the brake bars are moved toward or
away from the wheels ; they are thus operated from
either platform.
Claim.—Yirst, the arrangement of the two right-

angle levers, so connected together that they form a
kimcklo joint bearing on the center of the brake bai-s,

operating in the manner substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

Second, the adjustable links d d and the sliding sus-

Sension rods b b, as arranged for the purposes herein
escribed.

70,146.—Asa T. Woolset, Sandusky, Obio.—
Ironing Table.—October 22, 1867.—The stand is sup-
ported on X-formed ends. The ironing board is piv-
oted to the frame at one end, and on this end is a pro-
jection engaged by a cord so as to raise the other end
and form a skirt board.
Claim.—The standards B', crossbar C, and cord

E, in combination with the board b, having a horizon-
tal and vertical adjustment, substantially as and for
the pm-pose set forth.

70,147.-Charles F. Steel, Brooklyn, K". Y.—
Manufacture of Postage Stamps.—October 22, 1867.

—

The paper is gummed, embossed so as to impair its

texture in parts, smoothed, and printed on portions
of its face. In canceling, the paper in the broken
portions absorbs the ink, rendering the latter irre-

movable and preventing the fraudulent second use of
the stamp.
Claim. — First, a postage stamp, or equivalent

printed paper, having the paper partially broken,
opened, and weakened along the lines m, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein set forth.
Second, in the above, applying the gum or equiva-

lent adhesive material before such treatment of the
paper, as and for the purposes herein specified.

Third, in combination with the above steps, the
flattening of the whole or a portion of the surface of
the paper prior to the printing operation, as and for
the purix>se herein explained.
Fourth, leaving a space B which is embossed and

partially broken, as indicated, and not flattened or
printed, substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

70,148.-A. M. ASAT, Philadelphia, Ta.—Mold
for Artificial Teeth. — October 29, 1867; antedated
October io, 1807.—The oblong depressions in the mold
receive the bowed end of the staples or headed plates
by which the teeth are to be attached to the vulcanite
base, the other ends being imbedded in the i)lastic

material which forms the teeth. Other depressions
give an increased amount of material at the ends of
the sections.

Claim.—First, constructing the mold with oblong
depressions c for receiving and retaining the bowed
end of the staples b or end of plates Avhich project
from the lingual surface of the teeth for confining them
to vulcanite or other plates.

Second, the depressions d and te, constnicted and
aiTanged substantially as described, for giving in-
creased strength to the rim /, substantially as set
forth.

70,149.—George F. Atkinsox, Seymour, Conn.
—Spring Boltfor Doors.—October 29, 1867.—The bolt
is projected by a coiled spring and retracted by a rod
which is screwed into it, and the degree of its retrac-
tion is determined by a screw nut.
Claim.—The bolt'A moving in casing B, in com-

bination with spring C and screw bol^ aad But G,

when all are combined and arranged together, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

70,150.—Silas O. Avery, Brewster's Station,
N. Y.—Milk Can.—October 29, 1867.—Explained by
the claim.
Claim.—The making of a can or vessel to contain

milk or other fluid substances from one piece or strip
of tin or other metal, so constructed, in the manner
and with the devices described, as to have between
the inner and outer siu-fuces an air chamber perfectly
sealed and impervious to the external effects of atmo-
spheric heat or cold, and which may be applied to all

cylindrical vessels composed of tin or other metals
and designed to contain fluid substances.

70,151.—John Bird, New York, N. Y.— Tree-
nail.— October 29, 1867.— For fastening wooden
sheathing to iron ships, or wooden planks to iron
fi-aming. The tree-nail is driven through the holes in
the wood and iron, and receives the usual Avedge at
the end in the wood; the inner end is expanded into
a thimble with a tapering socket.
Claim. — The new fastening herein described,

namely, a tree-nail combined with a metallic socket
and wedge applied thereto, substantially as specified.

70,152.—George W. Baker, Hinsdale, N. H.,
assignor to himself and Warren E. Eason, same
place.— Sewing Machine.—October 29, 1867.— The
cloth is fed by the lateral oscillation of the needle.
The lower thread is carried by a looper bar through
the loop formed by the needle. The lateral motion is

cff'ceted by an oscillating bar beneath the platform,
which strikes the needle when in the cloth. The
feeding motion is adjusted by a cam. The looper is

secured to the needle side of the bar and passes
through the loop as the needle is rising. The take-up
device is pivoted to the needle bar and reciprocates
with it.

Claim.—First, the combination of the gear wheel
a and crown gear K, needle feeding bar L carrying
the looper N, and pin p\ as herein described, for the
purpose specified.

Second, regulating the lateral or feeding action of
the needle feeding bar L, carrying the looper, by
means of a cam or lever M, made substantially as
herein shown and described.

Third, combining the looper bar L and looper IST

with the slotted or adjustable plate w, spring o, and
lever M, (or its equivalent,) all made and operating
substantially as and for the purpose herein shown and
described.
Fourth, the take-up device J, constructed as de-

scribed, when arranged as set forth on the needle bar
D and when operated by the motions of the same and
by the stationary pin j, in combination with the hinged
bar H, needle G, and looper bar L, all made and ope-
rating substantially as and for the purpose herein
shown and described.

70,153 T. H. Bellard, Colbrook, Oh\o.—Field
Fence.—October 29, 1867.—The ends of the panels
interlock between the posts, which are connected by
yokes, and the panels are nailed to blocks on the
straight running rider.

Claim.—The special arrangement of the boards A,
stakes B, yoke C, and rails E, in the manner as and
for the purpose set forth.

70,154.—R. N. Bennett, Blanchport, N. Y—
Sinking Well Tubing.—October 29, 1867.-The tube
has a removable point whose shank has a cylindrical
portion, and above it a flat slotted portion in which
the cross-pin traverses. The star-shaped disk im-
pedes tiio passage of detritus.

C7«i)??..—First, the point C with its shank B, pro-

vided with the cylindrical portion a, the chamfers b b,

and the flat portion c, and attached by the slot and pin
/ d. when combined with the tubing A, in the manner
and for the purpose herein set forth.

Second, the combination with the shank B of the
star-shaped diaphragm g, arranged and operating in

the manner and for the purpose specified.

70,155.—Joseph G. Bicknell, Cambridgeport,
Mass.—Window Screen.—October 29, 1867.—A iVame
fits to the window casing, and to it are hinged seo-
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tions covered witli netting, whieli may be opened as

required.
Claim.—The combination of the outer frame A

with the inner netting-covered frame B fitted into it

and hinged at its sides, all as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

70,156.—JAKED C. Blackman, West Meriden,
Conn.- Plated TVare.—October 29, 1867.—The articles

have an extra thickness of the precious metal at the
prominent and resting points which are principally
exposed to wear.

Claim.—In the manufacture of plated ware or arti-

cles, providing such articles at their points of rest or
contact with a thickness of the same metal as that
with which they are plated, substantially as and for

the purpose described.

70,157.—J. P. Bradley, Lawi-ence, Mass., as-

signor to himself and E. E. Allen. Boston, Mass.

—

Boot and Shoe Shield.—October 29, 1867.—The shield

is attached by straps to the side of the boot.
Claim.—The boot shield or plate a, provided with

the metal strap b and flexible strap c c, all relatively
arranged to secure the shield in position to protect
the side of a boot in coasting, substantially as set forth.

70,158.—Albert G-. Brewer, Washington, D.
C.

—

Leather Qidlting Machine.—October 29l 1867.—
The wire is forced into the leather by the die as the
leather is fed through the machine. The object is to
increase the durability of the leather by the insertion
of the metal.

Claim.—The combined arrangement of the spindle
c, adjusting slide N, and plate d, the adjusting bolty,
and adjusting stud A, arranged substantially as and
for the purpose described.

70,159.—George T. Brewer, Prairie duEocher,
1\\.—Gang Ploiu.—Ociohex 29, 1867 ; antedated Octo-
ber 19, 1867.—The plows are arranged in diagonal
order, the front and rear plow beams branching from
the central one, and being stayed by diagonal brace
bars.

Claim.—Tlie combination and arrangement of the
plows B B^ B2 with the beams A A^ A^ as described
and set forth.

70,160.—Franklin H. Brown, Chicago, -HI., as-

signor to himself, Edward E. Peugeot, and Lemuel
H. Elersheim, same place.

—

Machine for Braiding
Open-work Baftkets.—October 29, 1867.—The form
rests on the bottom of the basket on the platform, and
is in contact above with the lower end of the ver-

tical shaft ; the uprights pass through separate holes
in the slides, one-half of which, numbered alternately,
are passed around from recess to recess in one con-
tinuous direction, while the other half cross them,
passing in the other direction, the effect being to braid
the uprights together around the form.

Claim.—First, pieces R and S, in combination with
lever M, as and for the purposes set forth.

Second, slides P, having an opening or hole 7 and
a groove 11, as and for the purposes set forth.

Tliird, combination of the shaft E, disk D, and disk
N, as and for the purposes specified.

Fourth, plunger F, in conibiuation with pieces R
and S and lever G, as and for the purposes set Ibrth.

Fifth, crank piu L, piece K, and rods k k', in com-
bination with rods 3 and 4, shaft E, and sleeve 9, as and
for the purposes specified.

Sixth, in a braiding machine, the movable platform
T7, as and for the purposes set forth.

Seventh, cam B, in combination with lever G and
staudard J, as and for the purposes set forth.

Eighth, spring Q, in corabiuution with lever M, as
set forth and for the purposes specified.

Ninth, the general construction and arrangement
of mechanism, substantially as shown and for the piu'-

poses specified.

70,161.— JOH.V BUBRCKY, Ovcrpcck's Station,

Ohio, assignor to liimself and Michael Weiih, same
place.—iVwi/i.—October 29, 1867.—The broom corn is

clamped between toothed plates, whicli fit together
and are secured l)y screws. The handle is fastened
to the clamping frame.
Claim.—Tho plate F, with its arras or guards //'

and plate F, with lodges e e, hi combiuatiou Avith

plate &, arms a a, and adjustable handle c, constructed,
arranged, and used in the manner and for the purpose
described.

70,162.—G. "W. Campbell, Pendleton, Ind.—
Portable Fence.—Octoher 29, 1867.—The lower edges
of the panels rest in notches in the horizontal bar of
the brace, and the upper portions have hooks which
catch over wires on the apexes of the braces.

Claim..—The connecting together of the upper part
of the panels A by means of the hooks j antfthe slots
h, in the upper ends of the braces C, with the rods k
passing through said slots for the hooks j to catch
oyer, in combination with the slots i in the upper
edges of the centers of the base strips gg of the braces
to receive the lower ends of the end bars b of the panels,
substautiaUy as shown and described.

70,163.—William Canter, New York, IST. Y.,
assignor to J. Henry Vogt and J. Jacob Gass, same
Y)\aee.—Che7iille.—Octoher 29, 1867 ; antedated Octo-
ber 16, 1867.—Instead of cutting both ends of each
loop as is usual, one end only is cut. thus producing a
chenille which, by reason of being only half cut, pre-
sents a close spiral of cut ends alternating with a close
spiral which is uncut.

Claim.—The partially uncut chenille made in the
manner specified, as a new article of manufactui*e.

70,164.—William E. Card and Pardon An-
drews, Phoenix, R. I.

—

Picker for Looms.—October
29, 1867.—The loose pad is retained by a face plate in
the cavity in the stafi", and is backed by an elastic nad.
Claim.—First, the combination of the staif A, hav-

ing recesses E G of unequal diameters in its end B,
the loose pad D, elastic cushion F, and plate J. as con-
structed as herein described and for the pui-pose spe-
cified.

Second, so securing the pad in the staff as to have
a side or lateral play, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

70,1 65.—R. D. Chandler, Faii-haven, N. J.—
Clothes Dryer.—October 29, 1867.—The arms have a
quadrilateral arrangement around a central post to
which they are hinged, so as to be oscillated verti-

cally for compactucss when not in use.

Claim.—liie combination of the center post A,
having shoulder plates E in combination witli the
clothes frames C, having slide spring bolts D, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

70,166.—B. E. Chollar, Leavenworth, Kansas.—Removing Carbon from Gas Betorts.—October 29,
1867.—Explained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The use of a jet of steam in the stand pipe
of gas retorts to cause a di-aft of air through the re-

tort for the purpose of burning or consuming the de-
posit of carbon, substantially as described.

70,167.—John Coats, Camden, OMo.—Beehive.
—October 29, 1867.—A series of brood boxes are ar-

ranged consecutively,and communication is permitted
or prevented as may be required for confining the bees
in a given space or separating them to present swarm-
ing.

Claim.—The herein described extension beehive
when constructed and arranged in the manner and for
the purpose substantially as set forth.

70,168.—J. L. Collins and H. C. Bergie, Chi-
cago, 1\\.—Stove Drum.—October 29, 1867.—Tho
partition causes the caloric to ascend to the top and
then dive down to reach the exit. Pipes passing
transversely through the stove form a part of the par-
tition and discharge theii- heated contents into the
room.
Claim.—First, the reversible partition F, when

provided with lateral flues and bent at the lower end
so as to close one-half of the lower opening into the
drum, substantially as specified.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
outer case A -and removable partition F, with the
collars E, substantially as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

70,169.—George A. Colton, Adrian, Mich.,
aud Albert D. Angel, ColdAvater. Mich.

—

Device

for Truss iSijringfs.—October 29, 1667.—The springs
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are attached to a plate and are thrown in toward or
from each other, to vary their pi-essurc on the parts

by means of set screws' in the phxte.
' Clai)n.—The plate 11 b b' and adjusting screws C

C, in combination with the hinged sections A A' a
«' of the truss spring, substantially as described and
for the purpose specified.

70,170.—Thomas Courser, Burlington, Iowa.

—

Washinri J/«c7uyie.—October -^9, 18()7.—The recipro-

cating, slatted beater is moved by the revolving
crank and acts in connection with a perforated con-

cave in the suds box. To the beater is attached a
washboard which reciprocates beneath a pressure
board.

Claim.—First, the combination of an elastic yield-

ing box B, carrying a concavo 6, with a plunger C,
which receives motion from a crank shaft D, sub-

stantially as described.
Second, the combination of a washboard E, pressure

boawl G G-', and plunger C, with the concave bed b,

arranged to operate substantially as described.
Tliird, so constructing and arranging the plnnger

C and combining it with a concave bed b, that the
clothes are raisetl out of the water and compressed
at every forward stroke of said plunger, substantially

as described.

70,171.—Gkorge L. Craxdal, Pitcher, IST. T.—
Shuttle.—October 29. 18()7.—The devices are to regu
late the tension of the tilling as it runs from the spool
to the eye of the shuttle. A spring loop is placed on
the inside, near the eye, in connection Avith a station

ory wire by which the strain is etiualized and the
kinks straightened out. In threading, a curved wire
hook is introduced through a guide way cut in the
shell of the shuttle, to catch the filling and draw it

through the eye.

Claim.—First, the curved tension spring a in com
bination with the curved fixed wire e, when arranged
and operating in a shuttle, substantially as and for

the purpose herein specified.

Second, the inclined groove ?«• in the shell of the
shuttle opposite the eye c, for guiding the threading
wire p, as set forth.

70,172.—EonERT Creuzbaur, New York, N. Y.—Connecting Link.—October 29, 1867.—One side of
the link is pivoted, and when sprung shut is secured
by a spring piece. Each end of the movable portion
has a lug wliich shuts into a groove in the main por-
tion, to strengthen it when strained.

Claim.—First, an 0-connecting link having a
closing piece pivoted to it, substantially as desci'ibed.

Second, adapting the pivoted closing piece of the
0-liuk to serve as a means for strengthening the
main portion of the link, substantially as described.

Third, the combination of the pivoted closing piece
B, spring E, and link portion A, constructed sub-
stantially as described.

70,173.—J. M. and M. L. CuM>nxGS, Philadel-
phia, Pa.

—

Shutter Boioinfj Uoit.—October 29, 1867;
antedated October 15, 1867.—The bolt slides in keep-
ers on both shutters and has a hinged section which
may be made to enter its keeper when the shutters
ai'e* bowed.

Claim.—First, a shutter bolt having joined to the
end of its slide C a T-piece c', so as to operate in

combination with the case A, substantially as and for

the purpose described.
Second, in combination with the slide C, having a

jointed end and optn-ating in the case A, substantially
as described, the adjustable thumb and finger piece
c", and the slotted hole b'' in the plate B, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth aixl described.

70.174.—J.\MES P. Davis, Stiles, ^Vis.—Bunk
for Logging Sleighs.—October 29, 1867.—The bunk
lies transversely on the sled to receive the logs, and
has, ready attached, chains by which the logs ai'e se-

cured.
Claim.—An improved logging bunk A, the ends

of wliich are slotted vertically and which has log
chains B attached to it within the said slots and at
or near their inner ends, substantially as herein
shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

70,175.—Alfred Dawes, Hudson, Mass.

—

Leather-Splitting Machine.—October 29, 1867.—Two

feeding rolls push or feed the skin to ke split against
the edge of a knife, which has rapid but short recip-
rocations. The organization adapts the machine to
the splitting of sheep and other skins which have not
sufficient tenacity to admit of their being drawn or
pulled against the edge of a stationary knife.
Claim.—The leather-splitting machine constructed,

arranged, and operating substantially as described.
Also, the compound roll, consisting of the central

roll or shaft, the sleeve of yielding elastic material
covering said roll or shaft, and the outer rings of
hard material, arranged to operate as set forth.

Also, the construction of a cylinder cam in two
separate pieces, adjustable with respect to each other,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

70,176.—IcHABOD W. Dawson, Newark, N. J.—Enameled and Japanned Leather.—October 29,
1867.—To obviate the subsequent stretching of the
leather and cracking of the finished surface, it is sub-
jected to the full extent of probable stretching before
the enamel surface is applied.
Claim.—Leather, the japan or composition of which

is applied after the same has been subjected to a pow-
erful stretching action, as a new article of manufac-
ture.

70,177.—"W. A. Dripps, Fort "Wayne, Ind.—
Pneumatic Spring.—October 29, 1867.—Air is con-
fined in the upper part of the chamber and acts as a
spring when force is applied upon the surface of the
water in the other chamber. The water extends be-

low the piston and enters by openings to the inside of
the packing rings, which are thereby driven against
the inside surface of the cylinder.

C^aim.—The construction of the pneumatic sprin.i^,

consisting of the case A, and having an eccentric
cylinder B, and cover J, said cylinder containing the
piston D, having the rings c d e, and perforated upon
its under side at/, and jirovided with the rod passing
through the cover J, as herein set forth, for the pur-
pose specified.

70,178.-B:enry W. Driver, Havana, Hl.-TTas^-
iyig Machine.—October 29, 18G7.—The clothes are at-

tached by spring clasps to the drum, which is then re-

volved, carrying the clothes through the water in the
tub and against pressing rollers and a rubbing board.

Claim.—The drum B, rollers 1 1, and rubbing board
N, when arranged in connection and combination
with each other, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

70,179.—D. A. Dunham, Pilatka, Yla,.—Cradle.
—October 29, 1867.—Explained by the claim and illus-

tration.

Claim.—A child's cradle A, formed of a barrel with
the hoops b b projecting over the ends, and the rib-

shaped rockers c'c lying closs underneath, arranged
substantially as described.

70,180.—Jacob Edson, Boston, Mass.

—

Hoist-
ing Machine.—October 29, 1867.—The pinion on the
central shaft gears into four surrounding pinions, by
Avhich the internal cog gear on the end of the wind-
lass is rotated. To the hand yawl, which acts as a
dog on tlie ratchet, is attached the brake band by
wliich the speed in lowering is regulated.
Claim.—The aiTangement and combination of the

lever pawl G, the brake H, the windlass barrel A, the
brake pulley I, the ratchet D, the shaft B, and the
train of gears c d C, or the equivalent thereof, such
gears being applied to the shaft, ratchet, and wind-
lass barrel, substantially as specified.

Also, the combination of the screw arm I' I', and its

nut I, or nuts /: I, Avith tlie brake H, and the lever

pawl G, substantially as described.

70,181.-T. B. Emerson, Seville, Ohio^-Clothcs
Wringer.—October 29, 1867.—The collars are attached
to the shaft, and have deep notches to hold the ends of
the bar around which the end of the canvas is folded.

The bar lies in a flat of the shaft, and the canvas
takes two or three turns before the rubber is associa-

ted with it, when the two are lapped around to make
the required thickness, the end fastened and the

whole vulcanized.
C'v'aijT?.-The shaft A, collars C, provided with

notches D, when said collars and shaft are construciod
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iu oue entire piece, iu combination with the rod E,
canvas F, and rubber Gr, in the manner as and for

the pm-pose set forth.

70,182.

—

Joseph M. Estabrook, Milford, Mass.
—Paint Brush.—October 29, 1867.—The butts of the
bristles are placed in a tapered ferrule, and arc
clamped therein by a conical plug on the handle. The
latter is screwed into the cylindrical ring whose shoul-

ders hold the bristle ferrule.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the rings D and
E, having flanges or studs or shoiilders a and 6, re-

spectively, and being combined with the handle A
having the ferrule B and conical pin C, all made and
operating substantially as herein shown and described.

Second, making the ferrule B and pin C of one piece
of sheet metal, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.

70,183.—Anders Fagerstrom, Wvoming, Pa.
—Setting Tires on Wheels.—Oetoher 29' 1867.—The
apparatus is a permanent attachment to the wheel, to

tighten or loosen the tii'e according to the swelled or
shrunken condition of the rim. The bent ends of the
tire are engaged by a pair of jaws which are pivoted
in a plate on the inside of the rim, and are kept at the
required distance by a distending plate.

Claim. — The notched bars F F, in combination
with the hooked or bent ends a a of the tire B, and the
bar G- fitted between the bars F F, all being arranged
and applied to the wheel substantially in the manner
as and for the pm'pose set forth.

70, J 84.—Matthew Faloon, Bloomington, 111.—
Gas Generator.—Octohev 29, 18(i7.— The sack from
which the air has been expelled receives the medicinal
agent from the generator and discharges it by a noz-
zle, by pressure on the sack.

Claim.—The combination of the fountain C, con-
nected to the generator B by means of the tube d, witli

the sack A provided for different forms of nozzles,

substantially as herein shown and described and tor

the purposes set Ibrth.

70,185.-0. H. P. Fancher, ISTewTork, IST. Y.—
Anti-kicking Attachment for Horses.—October 29,

1867.—The strap passing over the pole runs through
the bit rings and through stay rings to a ring on tlie

rump, whence it passes"to the thills, so that Avlien the
horse kicks he draws violently on his bit.

Claim-.—Tlie strap C applied to the thills A and bit

rings a', as shown, in combination with the straps b b,

bit rings a, and rings C", all arranged to operate sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

70,186.—G. W. Firestone, Fredericksburg,
Ohio.—Ha^id -Loom.—October 29, 1867.—The shaft is

alternately raised and depressed with the si^'ecps to
which it is attached, by the oscillations of the lathe.

The pins on the shaft strike the treadles and by means
of the connecting cords operate the picker staffs to

throw the shuttle.

Claim.—Tlie combination of the lathe B, with the
sweeps F F. shaft G, treadles H, cords K K, and
pickstaves M M, substantially as and for the pm-pose
specified.

70,187.-Thomas Fogg, Detroit, Mich.—Rail-
road Stvitch.-Octoher 29, 1867.—The t'aree switch
rails are used in connection with the main rails and
siding, a sliort and a long tongue on each side acting
as leaders, and the long ones springing to allow the
flanges of the wheel to pass, under certain conditions.

Claim.—First, the switch, composed of the three
rails C D E at eacli side, in connection with the rigid

tongues I J, yielding main rails A' A', and guard
rails K, all arranged to operate in the manner sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, tlie combination of the springs L, with the
rails A' A', when the latter arc used in connection
with the tongues I J and tlic switch, substantially as

and for the pui'pose specified.

70,188.—Wn.UAM 11. Forker, Mcadville, Pa.—
Machine for Opening Cans.—October 29, 1867.—Tlie

point is tlirust into 'the can and forms tlie center of

revolution while the knife is rotated to cut out a cir-

cular disk.

Claim.—The handle A, with the base E, and the

handle or lever B, constructed as described, when
the same are in combination with the knife C C, and
the point F, as described and for the purpose set
forth.

70,189.—J. FoRSHEE and J. C. McCland, Union-
ville Centre, Ohio.

—

Hay Stacker.— October 29, 1867.
—The cocks are taken up by the forks operated by
the cranks and windlasses. The pawls on the pulley
A-ames connect with ratchets on the cranks, and hold
the load while being transported to the stack.

Claim.—The shaft a supported by standard b upon
the carriage c, and having at its top the revolving
cross-piece d with sheaves e, over which latter pass
ropes h attached to Avindlasses k and forks i, the
whole being constructed and arranged as and for the
purpose described.

70,190.—Maltby Fowler, IN'orthford, Conn.—
Card for Hooks and -Eyes.—October 29, 1867.—The
hooks and eyes are pushed through the crescent-
shaped punctures in the card and are then engaged
to keep them in place.

Claim.—The card A, provided with two or more
series of punctures a, the convex side of each series
facing each other, and provided with the tongue piece
b fitting over the hooks and eyes, as herein set forth
tor the purpose specified.

. 70,191.—Isaac Freed, Harrisburg, Pa., asignor
to Wm. Getty, Camden, N. J.—Seatfor Chamber
Vessels.—October 29, 1867.—The annular trough sits

over the rim of the vessel ; the spring board rests
upon the lower one and has a padded upper surface.

Claim.—The arrangement of the springs C, the
boards A B, and the rims D E, as and for the pur-
pose specified.

70,192.—Thomas F. Freeman, Brooklyn, :N'. Y.,
assignor to himself and William H. Abbot, same
place.

—

Machine for Cutting Wood Gear.—October
29, 1867.—The cutters rotate upon the same axis, but
are capable of adjustment as to relative distance for
cutting out the spaces between tlie teeth of gears of
different pitch. By the action of the slides the cut-
ters are adjusted to converge, diverge, or remaiu par-
allel, according to the bevel, miter, or straight wheel
that is being cut.

Claim.—First, a pair of revolving cutters set upon
the same axis of rotation, but capable of being moved
toward or away from each other, in combination with
guides or slides, substantially as specified for direct-
ing the cutters in forming gear teeth, as set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the slides q r, arms n
p, frame m, slide c, and bed ft, in combination witli
the rotary cutters I I, mounted and actuated as set
forth.

70,193.—John Gardner, New Haven, Conn.—
Capping Screivs.—October 29, 1867.—The cap has a
small screw stem in its center which is screwed into
the head of the main screw after the latter has been
driven into the wood.

Claim.—First, the combination of the cap and
screw stem fast to the cap, with the screw head and
socket or orifice formed tlierein for the reception of
the said stem, under the arrangement and for opera-
tion as set forth.

Second, in screws in which the cap and its central
screw stem are cambined witli the head of the screw
as described, making the under surface of the said
cap concave, substantially as and for the purposes
set fortli.

70,194.—J. ]Sr. George, Boston, Mass., and Ja-
cob R. Sanborn, Waltham, Mass.

—

Hair Brush.—
October 29, 1867.—A piece of sponge is attached be-
tween the bristles to carry and apply the oil when the
brush is used.
Claim.—The combination with a hair brush of a

sponge C, or eciuivalent absorbent material, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

70,195.—George Gceway, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to himself and Howard E.\tox, same place.—Corn S heller.—October 29, 1867.—The ears of corn
are thrown into the hopper and fall upon the ribs in
the spaces between the tl:uiges which impel the ears
forward. The shelled corn drops through the concave
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and the cobs pass out through the opening opposite

the hopper.
Claim.—First, the ribs i, for the purpose of ena-

bling the ears of corn, while being shelled, to revolve

freely and not clog.

Second, the longitudinal flanges k, f«r the purpose

of compelling the ears of corn to revolve and prevent

their getting crosswise in the machine while being

shelled.

Third, the concave c, formed in sections with diag-

onal toothed bars, each section acting independently

of the other sections and corresponding in width with

the spaces between any two of the longitudinal

flanges A; at their outer edges, substantially as set

forth.

Fourth, the combination of the cylinder &, concave
c, and spring d, in the manner and for the purpose
substantially as set forth.

ro,196.—William Goff, Big Flats, IST. T.—
Portable Dumping and Loading Machine.—October
29, 1867.—The frame supports the skids on which the

scraper is elevated by the diait rope that runs over
the suspended pulley above.

C7ai7/i.—First, the spring guide d, operated by lever

K and system of levers L, substantially as described,

in combination with an incline or inclined track D,
and rests /, and their respective equivalent, substan-

tially as herein shown and described.

Second, the folding apron C, hinged at c, in combi-
nation witli a device for dumping and loading, sub-

stantially as above set forth and described.

Third, the folding apron H, hinged at /i, also in com-
bination with a device for dumping and loading, sub-

stantially as above set forth and described.

70,197.—William W. Gordon, Delhi, jST. Y.—
Wltiffletree Trace Catch, or Cock-eye.—Octo\:niv29, 18fi7.

—The cock-eye is passed over the stud of the whifHe-

tree tip, and tljcn rotated 90°, the stud preventing its

withdrawal while in that position.

Claim.—First, the stud, key, or pin a, Figs. 1, 2, 3,

and 4, in combination with a whiffletree tip or trace

catch, substantially as set forth.

Second, the slot e, in combination with the cock-eye
c, Figs. 1 and o, when constructed in the manner and
for the purposes set forth.

Thircf, the combination of the stud a and slot e. Fig.

1, when constructed in the manner and for the j)ur-

poses set forth in the above specification.

70,198.—John Gnay, 'Dubuque.Jo^'a.— Ventilat-

ing ITiZZ-sioncs-.—October 29, 1807.—By the action of
the fans the heated air, after having passed between
the stones, is drawn from the curb, and its vapor con-
densed in a cooler, while a cun-ent of fresh air is

passed into the eye of the runner.
Claim.—First, the fan blower E, arranged in rela-

tion with the liox D, constructed as described, spouts
C C, and millstones, as herein set forth, for the i^ur-

pose specified.

Second, the box D, constructed as described, pro-
vided with the discharge spouts G G at each end, and
having the cleaning sweep y operated by means of the
cord h, as herein set forth for the purpose specified.

Third, the obloii"; box D. inclined spouts 0, and fan
blower E, ananged in relation Avith each other and
with the millstone, as herein set forth for the purpose
specified.

70,199.-J0HN Gray, Litchfield, Hh—Fatchet
DriZZ.—October 29, 18(i7.—The rubber spring above
the feeding screw gives elasticity and prolonged ac-

tion to the feeding operations of the drill.

Claim.—The combination of the feeding screw C
with its head €'', the sliding head C, the yielding
cushion C^ the drill 6])iudlc A. wiih its dowel «, and
the cylindrical head D, with its flange d', substan-
tially as described.

70,200.—.TACOn Gueex, Norristown. Pa.—Fwr-
nace for Steam Boilem.—October 29, 1867.—The cast
iron key which supports the grate bars unites with
the brick wall to compose the arch.

Claim.—First, the ash pit A, with its arched top,

composed partly of brick and partly of a cast iron
key, when tlie latter is constructed to form a bearer
for the grate bars, all substantially as herein set forth.

Second, the cast iron key F, its" side pieces a a, and

notched ribs i, ia combination with the movable bars
m, for the purpose described.

70,201.—Joseph Grimes, Alexandria, Va., as-

signor to himself and F. A. Reed.—Bag Tie.—Octo-
ber 29, 1867.—The neck of the bag is clasped between
the links. The cam lever is pivoted to one of the
links, is hooked to the other link, and then oscillated
to tighten the grasp.

Claim.—The combination of the lever c, provided
with the teeth c', with the links a a' and clevis b, ai--

ranged substantially as described.

70,202.—Joseph L. Hall, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
.S'a/e.—October 29, 18()7.—The plates are dovetailed
together, and angle irons are tenoned into the corners
to make them mutually sustaining.

Claim.—First, the jointing together two or more
metallic plates by means of dovetails, grooves, and
tenons at their edges or otherwise, as herein described,
when the said plates are used in the construction of
burglar proof safes, vaults, and other secure recep-
tacles.

Second, the dovetailed, grooved, and tenoned angle
irons G, when the same are used for securing together
the corners of safes, a aults, or other secure recep-
tacles, as herein described and for the purpose speci-
fied.

Third, the dovetailed plates B D, or their equiva-
lents in combination with the dovetailed, gTooved and
tenoned angle irons G and the tapered arbors c, when
the same are constructed and arranged for burglar
proof safes, vaults, and other secure receptacles, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein described and
set forth.

70,203.—WilliamH. Hall, Chicago.Jlh—Light-
ning Arrester for Telegraphs.—October 29, 1867.—The
non-conducting i)late supports small connecting plates
that are brought near to the ground plate without any
non-conducting substance between them. The non-
conducting plate is adjusted by slides and set screws.
Xon-eouducting supjiorts are placed between tho
ground plate and the non-conducting plate. The
small connecting plates are surrounded with a non-
conducting support.
Claim.—Yir&t, supporting the connecting plate G

over the ground plate A, without any non-conducting
substance between them, by means of the plate B, sub-
stantially as specified.

Second, connecting the plate B to the ground plate

A adjustal)ly by means of the posts E and slides D,
substantially as and for the purposes specified

Third, the non-conducting plate B, when surround-
ing and supporting tlie connecting plates or disks G,
substantially as specified and shovrn.
Fourth, the non-conducting supports a, substantially

as and for tlie purposes specified.

Fifth, the combination of the gTound plate A and
posts E with the non-conducting plate B, non-con-
ducting supports a, and collars or slides D, substan-
tially as specified.

Sixth, the comlnnation of the ground plate A, posts
C, and standards E, wirh the plate B, connecting plate
G, post or posts F, and slides or collars D, substan-
tially as and for the pnr]5oses specified.

70,204.—IfELSOX Hamblix, Flatbush, [N". T.—
Try Square.—OcxohQv 29, 1667.—The two supplemen-
tary plates are adjusted to any required bevel and se-

cured by set screws.
Clai7n.—The combination of the plates C and D

with the blade or plate B and handleA of an ordinnry
tiy square, substantially as herein shown and described
and for the puri^ose set forth.

70,205.—Cyrus H. Hardy, Charlestown, Mass.
—Machine for Cutting Soap.—Octohev 29, 1867.

—

The solid block of soap is drawn against a series of
wires, by whicli it is cut into flakes. By turning the
pile edge up, and moving it against the wires, the
flakes are cut into bars.

Claim.—A machine for cutting soap, provided with
ways a for receiving the soap from and delivering it

upon the "truck," substantially as described.
Also, one or more screws b, operated as described,

for lifting the block of soap from the truck to the
ways of the machine, substantially as set forth.

Also, pivoting the rectangular fit-ame O to one side
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of the center of Tibration of the segmental disks M,
in order that the position of the -nires V, when cut-

ting the l^iock of soap, may be nearly horizontal, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose described.
Also, the rod s, with its screw nut m, in combination

with the guide bar t and shoe r, for adjusting and
tightening the wire in place, substantially as described.

70,206.—CoNEAD Harris and Paul W. Zoiner,
Cincinnati, Ohio.— Water JReservoir for Cooking
Stoves.—October 29, 1867.—The two reservoirs have
a recess at their junction that forms a flue for the as-

cent of hot air to heat the water.
Claim.—First, a stove reservoir, consisting of two

or more covered pots or vessels A B, A' B', formed
and combined substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

Second, a stove reservoir composed of two pots or
vessels A A', having coves B B' on their opposing
sides, in combination with closing strips C C', top
plate D, and bolts F F', with their described or
equivalent accessories, substantially as set forth.

Third, the mode of hinging the lids of the reser-

voir by gudgeons N, occupying indentations M in

the vessel, and secured by the top plate D, in manner
substantially as represented.

70,207.—David G. Haskins, Cambridge, Mass.—Gas Cooking Apparatus.-^OctoheT 29, 1867.—The
double cased stove has flues between the cases by
which the heat from the burning gas is radiated
within the chamber. The caloric currents pass up
the si'des and down the rear to the chimney.

Claim.—Fii'st, a gas cooking apparatus, formed
with the double casing a c, tilled as described, with
wire netting in combination with the combustion
chamber b, and exit flue /, the inner casing being
provided with a hole for the reception of a kettle, or
other culinary vessel, and with openings and covers
h for the escape of steam, &c., substantially as speci-

fied.

Second, the combination of the metal plate or cover
e, provided with the diaphragm e' with the perforated
inner casing c, and the combustion chamber b, as set

forth.

70,208.—Warren D. Hatch, South Antrim, N.
H., assignor to himself and Lewis Babbitt, Worces-
ter, Mass.

—

Planing Machine.—October 29, 1867.

—

The board is fed by rollers to and acted upon by the
upper cutters which flute its surface, reducing it to a
succession of longitudinal beads, semi-ejiindrical in

cross section. The board is then directed between
upper fluted rollers, which form bearings, and a cut-

ter beneath reduces the lower surface to the condi-
tion of the upper, and the result is the reduction of
the board into a series of long cylindrical prisms,
suitable for pencils, &c.

Claim.—In a machine for reducing a board to a se-

ries of cylinders, the rotaiy cutter carriers B C, cut-

ters D, in combination with the feed rollers 1 1' and
K K', fluted guide bar L, and fluted guiJye rollers O
O P P M, all constructed, arranged, and adjusted to
operate in the manner and for the purpose described.

70,209.—Westel E. Hawkins, N"ew York, IST.

Y., assignor to Joshua B. Graves, same place.

—

Construction of Cruet Casters.—October 29, 1867.

—

The center plate is launched out of one piece and its

edges raisett in deeply flanged beads, to increase the
strength and improve the appearance.

Claim..—The center plate A and the bead around
the cruet-holes of one and the same piece of metal,
substantially as shown and described.

70,210.—Charles T. J. Hayden, Versailles, Mo.
—Composition for Hardening Steel.— October 29,

1867.—Composed of 95 per cent, alcohol, 1 ounce ; ni-

tric acid, i ounce ; iodine, .50 grains ; bichromate of

potash, 5 grains ; salt, 5 grains. Dip the steel in as

far as it is to be hardened. Take it out immediately
and hold it over the blaze of a fire until it turns blue,

then dip in cold water mitil it cools. Apply in this

manner three times, except that the third time the
steel sliould be held in the blaze till it is about a
cherry red.

Claim.—The application of the aforesaid chemical
compound or mixture to steel, for the purpose of

hardening it, or any other substantially the same,
which will produce the same efl:ect.

70,211,—George W. Herring, Bangor, Me —
Water T7/ieeL—October 29, 1867.—The turbine wheel
has short buckets alternating with the long ones and
thereby filling up the extra space toward the peri-
phery of the wheel.
Claim.^The alternate long and short buckets b e,

formed respectively with curved and radial portions
eg d f and placed or arranged relatively with the
upper and lower rims a a of the wheel and the shaft
c, and the lower rim a, fitted in a circular opening in
the bottom of the scroll, substantially as herein shown
and described.

70,212.—Anthony J. Hixdekmeyer, Eohrers-
town. Pa.

—

Piling, Heating, and Fluxing Fagots for
Railroad Rails.—Octdbex 29, 1867.— The pile and
steel plate are brought to a welding heat, the flux is
applied to their surfaces, which are brought into con-
tact. The pile is then turned with the steel plate on
the hearth in order to heat the sides for the flanges
without injury to the steel. The pile is then turned
and a coat of' fl%ix applied to the steel plate to keep
it from getting burned while being brought to a yel-
low heat, the pile is drawn and rolled out, producing
a steel capped rail.

Claim.—The method herein described of construct-
ing, fluxing, and heating a pile of iron and steel bars,
to be subsequently converted into a raih'oad rail by
rolling as set forth.

70,213.—John P. Holt, Cleveland, Ohio.—Stenm
Gauge.—October 29, 1867.—A slight depression of the
spring produces a decided movement of the pointer.
The stem and button are fitted loosely in their re-
spective places to increase their freedom of action.

Claiin.—First, the arrangement of the lever I, link
K, and adjusting arm D, with the bow C, chain G,
and spindle E, substantially as set forth.

Second, the combination of the abutments P' with
the case A, and spring E., substantially as herein set
forth.

70,214.—Christian Holmes, Washington, Ohio.
—Lifting Jack.—Ociobcv 29, J 867.—The pivoted jack
is self sustaining as the handle is oscillated to throw
the point of support back of the fulcrum of the lover.

Claim.—A lifting jack composed of a lifting lever
hung to a standard having base board substantially
as and for the purpose described.

70,215.—D. W. Howard, Detroit, M.\c?a.—Rud-
der.—October 29, 1867.—The hinged doors accommo-
date themselves as the rudder is moved to give in-

creased steerage power.
Claim.—The combination of the hinged wings D

and vertical bar C with the upper and lower parts of
the blade B, and with the post A, substantially in the
manner herein shown and described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

70,216.—James L. Howard, Hartford, Conn.—
Railroad Car Ventilator.—October 29. 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, the combination of the frame of a
ventilating aperture witli a double-mouthed hood
turning upon an axis arranged transversely to the ap-
erture, substantially as before set ibitli.

Second, the combination of the said frame and the
double-mouthed hood v.ith arms C F by means of
which the said hood at the outer side of the framo
may be operated from the inner side of the frame,
substantially as before set forth.

Third, the combination of the said frame, double-
mouthed hood, and arm, with a connection by means
of which two or more of said hoods may be turned
simultaneously, substaiitiall}- as set forth.

Fourth, thecombinatiou of the frame of a ventila-

ting aperture, having a hood connected with it, with
a register valve, and ^\ ith a transverse spindle K, for

the purpose of operating said register valve, substan-
tially as belbre set forth.

Fifth, the combination of each of the first threo
combinations aforesaid with a register valve for reg-
ulating tilt' passage of air through the ventilating ap-
erture, su!)stantia!ly as before set forth.

Sixth, the combination of each of the first threo
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combinations aforesaid with a register valve and a
tninsvcise spindle ibr opei-ating said valvo, substan-
tially as jjelore set forth.

70,217 Wesley Hull, Fort Wayne, Ind.—
Wagon Brake.—Octohcr 29,1867.—The handle of the
lever being forced backward, tension is applied to the
brake rod, the shoe is tilted and is brought to bear-

on the surface of the wheel.
Claim.—The brake A, bent lever a, connecting

rod C. in combination with slotted connecting rods
and lever, for theipurpose of locking Avlieels of Avag-

ons while ascending or descending hills, the whole
being arranged and combined in the manner and for

the purixjses herein set forth and described.

70,218.—Henry HuMPimEY, Adrian, Mich.—
Fasteningf01- Buttons.—October 29, lS'i7.—The studs
are secured by hooked plates attached by elastic bands.

Claim.—The within described button fastener, con-
sisting of the plates A and B provided with slots j s

to encircle the shank of the button, and connected
together by the elastic g, the whole constructed and
operating substantially as described.

70,219.—William Hl'MPIIreys, Brooklyn, X. Y.—Buggy Spnng.—October 29, 1807.—The longitudinal
springs extend from the rear axle to the D cir-cle and
form combined reaches and springs.

Claim.—The springs A. formed of cither wood or
metal, substantially as shown and described, and at-

tached to the rear axle and to the D circle, substan-
tially as set forth and for the purpose specified.

70,220—Julius Jacob. Xew York, 2f. Y.—J7m-
hrella.—October 29, 18()7.—The various sections of the
umbrella slide within eacli other and fold up at their
hinged connections, reducing it to a small compass.

Claim.—The umbrella ribs formed of the sliding
tube, as shown in combination with the folding handle
and stretchers, as set forth.

70,221.—George Jelley and John W.GowELL,
Boston, 'Si-dSS.—Safh Fastener.—October 29, 18G7.

—

The spring catch T\ithin the frame engages with the
ratchet bar on the sash.

Claim.—The improved window-sash supporter and
fastener herein described, the same consibting of the
rack C in combination with the spring bolt D, moving
longitudinally in bearings c d and operated by the key
G, substantially in the manner and for the pui-poscs
herein shown and set forth.

70,222.—J. Grey Jewell, Washington, D. C—
Windoio Sash Stop.—October 29, 18ti7.—The screw
bolt passing through the nut on. the sash screws into
tlie uut secured to the frame.

Claim.—First, the screw head or pad A, made hol-
low and filled with gutta-perclia, rubber, leather, com-
position, cork, or other substance tliat may be used
for preventing the abrasion of the window frame.
Second, the button or handle, made in one piece with

the main screw, and attached to a screw head or pad
by a swivel or shoulder joint, with a small screw pene-
trating the screw head or pad, as and for the purpose
set forth.

79,223.—S. E. Jewett, Haverhill, Mass.—J'oint
Bolt.—October 29, 1867.—The joint is clamped by a
he.'ided bolt, in the dovetailed recess of wliich a key
engages.

C7a?)rt.—-First, a joint bolt furnished with a dove-
tail slot and a dovetailed segment of wood to fit the
same.
Second, the application of a segment of wood and

glue, in combination with the ordinary bolt head, or
its equivalent X, or with a hinge head, as specified
and described.

70,224.—William J. Keexey. Florence, Ind.—
Pitman Coupling.—October 29, 1867.—The jaws arc
pivoted together and distended by a spiral spring on
tlie bolt in fi-ont, a nut on which compensates the wear
of the coupling.

C7ctuH.—First, the wrist F G. composed of two
cylindrical studs with correspondingly oblique termin-
ations, when formed to be approximated or withdrawn
in the line of theii- axis, substantially as set forth.

Second, the arrangement of jaMs D E, having the
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obliquely terminated cylindrical studs F G and com-
pressing and expanding devices I J K, or their me-
chanical equivalents, substantially as and for the isur-

pose set forth.

70,225.—William J. Keeney, Florence, Ind.—
Pitman Coupling.—October 29, 1867.—The recessed
beveled jaws engage the recurved wheel of the coup-
ling, allowing freedom of motion in a vertical plane
and a certain extent of twisting motion, but d« not
yield to lateral or longitudintd strain.

Claim.—First, a pitman coupling composed of the
recurved heel h and ad)ustal)le jaws I) E, whioli can
be adapted to grasp said heel with a uniform pressure
on every side, with their described or equivalent ac-

cessories, substantially as set forth.

Second, in the described combination, the recurved
heel B, jaws D E, scrcAV nut F, and block or spring
G, for the purpose set forth.

70,226.—Gibbons L. Kelty, New York, IS". Y.
-Windov: Shade Material.—October 29, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claim.
Claim.—A window shade mati'rial fonned with a

printed ground representing the meshes of lace cur-

tains, and, in combiuation therewith, the ornamental
printed figure representing the ejnbroidered work of
lace curtains.

70,227.—Hazleton Lake, Shelburne, Vt.— Oa;-

shoc.—October 29, 1867.—The fore parts of the sho*^

arc extended inward to enable their being nailed to
the inner sides of the hoof.

Claim.—Extending The forward part of the shoe A
inward and forming nail holes through the iuner edge
of the said extended part, substantially as herein
shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

70,228.—George A. Lamb, Jeffersonville, N. Y.—Adjustable Label Holder for Afail-bags.-October
29, 1867.—The hinged leaf is opened by a spring, and
when closed down upon the label the two parts are
held together by the strap through the slotted ends.

Claim.—The'manner of construction and the mode
of adjusting and securing the label thereiu, as set^

forth in the foregoing description.

70,229.—John Leaken, Clinton, El., assignor to,

himselfandF. H. Bogar, same place.

—

ChurnDashcr.
—October 29, 1867.—The wings and ai-ms are obliquely
set on the vertical shaft, which is rotated by a hand,
crank.
Claim—A dasher for churns provided with wijigs

and arms, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

70,230.—K. H. Lecky, Allegheny City, Pa.—
Cotton-bale Tie.— October 29, 1867; antedated Octo-
ber 9, 1867.—One end of the hoop is rove through loops
of the buckle ; the other end is perforated at iutcrvals
and, being passed through a loop, catches; on a pro-
jection Avhich holds it.

Claim.—A clasp for bands or hoops used for baling
cotton, said clasp consisting of the piece x pi-ovide<i

with openings C D and e'and a projection B. con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
herein described and for the j)urpose set forth.

70,231.—George W. Lewis, Providence, R. I.—Horseshoe.— October 29, 1867.— Tite removable
calks have straight and curved sides, alternately, fa-

cing in opposite du'cctions, to take a lirm hold ou the
ground.

Claim.—The improvement in toe oalking described,
Avhich consists in making one of the faces b of each
of the holding spurs a curved from^t^ie top outward
toward the base, as and for the purx)Ose specified,

70,232.—r.EEs Lewis, Xow York, N. Y.—Sa/e
Lock.—October 29, 1867.—Wheu the key is inserted

it first displaces the aim of the spring and unhooks
the vibrating plate from the shell. The guards of the
key are forced out by the arbor ; the shell is released
and turns with the key. The tumblers are arranged
behind a segmental guard plate, tlirough whose slots

the guards of the key project and raise the tumblers,
while the jaws projecting from the shell operate tlio

bolt.

Claim.—First, the key B,.constructed as described,
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vnth one or more sliding guards c. Trhich are operated ,

by springs d and wliich project into the tubular spin-
\

die of tlie key. or from tue bit of the same, as herein
set forth, for'the purpose specified.

Second, the reTolviug shell D, in combination with
the vibrating plate E, springs / and g, all made and
operating substantially as and for the purpose herein
shown and described.

Third, the device herein shown and described for

jjreTcnting the shell D from turning, consisting of the
stud or roller b on the roller F. fitting between two
jaws j j projecting from the shell D, substantially as

set fo]'th.

Fourth, the key B, in combination with the rerolv-
ing shell J), vibrating plate E, and slotted guard plate

H^ all made and operating substantially" as herein
shown and described.

70,233.— JoHX LiDDLE, Brooklyn, :N". T., as-

signor to Jane E. Liddle, same place,

—

Heat Radi-
citi7ig Store or Furnace for Fireplaces.—October 29.

1867.—The three cylinders are arranged one within
the other, each having a cover, and the two innermost
co^'ers have openings^in them for the passage of the

caloric current. The supply flues connect with the

cellar or with the outer air." The air-tight flues to

other rooms secure fee passage of the heat. The di-

rection and force of the draff is determined by a per-

forated box-damper that is arranged in the flue.

Claim.— First, the combination in a fireplace

heater of the cylinders A B and C, with their tops D
E and F, respectively, and a suitable opening or
openings through the walls of the hot-air chamber G
at or near its top for passiRg the hot products of com-
bustion from the chamber I to the chamber Y, sub-

stantially as herein above set forth.

Second, the combination with the hot-air chamber
G and hot exit pipe M of the vdngs O, connected at

the bottom, or their equivalents, by which all the hot
air which enters the said hot-air exit pipe M is taken
from the top of the hot-air chamber G, substantially

as and for the purpose specified.

Third, the combination with a heater, constructed
substantially as described, of the lining A', which
prevents the hot air from the room in which the
heater stands passing into the hot-air flue ]Sr, or into

the room above, substantially as hereinabove set forth.

Fourth, the combination with the hot-air chamber
G- of a Hreplace heater constructed substantiallv as
described, of an opening / for feeding the said hot-

air chamber with air from the cellar or other source
free from dust, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

Fifth, the combination with the openings d d and
d' in the top plate of the base of a fm-nace, constructed
substantially as set forth, of the annular box damper
T, constructed and operatuig substantially as herein-

above specified.

Sixth, the combination with the lining A', frame B',

front C, of the hooks J, substantially as set forth.

Seventli, taking the air from a point at or near the

top of the hot-air chamber G, within the fireplace

heater out through the casing A' and passing it into

the hot-air flue X by means of a suitable exit pipe,

substantially as described.

70,234.—John L. LnTsrosTON. Mt. Carroll, 111.

—Lime A'!7?i.—Octol)er 29, 1867.—The kiln has bot-

tom discharge; the furnaces are arranged on each
side and discliarge into the kiln. A cross-arrange-

ment of flues counteracts inequality of draft on the
windward and leeward sides.

Claim.—First, the draft holes a iipon each side of

the furnace C, crossing each other and entering said

furnaces upon each skle of the partition I), -whereby

the effect of the winds is counteracted and the draft

in the furnaces regulated, as herein set forth for the

purpose specitied.

Second, the arrangemant of the furnaces C C upon
each side of the interior opening A, whereby the

products of combustion are enabled to pass from such
furnace^; to\\'ard each other at tlic same time tl;o lime

is ke])t fv.im tlic furnace as herein set forth, for the

purpose specified.

70,235.—A. Z. Long, Scranton, Pa.—Car Brake.
—October 29, 1867.—The pivoted lever, connecting by
rods Avith the sway bars, operates the pawls to dog

the toothed wheels and thereby rigidify the brake
gear of the car.

Claim.—The toothed wheels D and pawls E E', in
combination with the levers F, conuc-cted with the
pawls, and the lever G, substantially as and for the
pm-pose set forth.

70,236.—George H. Lupton, Cleveland, Ohio.
—Sash Fastener.—Octohev 29, 1867.—The vertical
bolt is attached to the face of the lower sash, and
when rotated the hook thereon, passing over the lower
sash, engages a loop on the upper sash and locks the
two together, at the same time drawing the lower
sash tightly against the sill.

Claim.—The bolt A, hook D, and loop E, as ar-

ranged in its application to the shutters B and F, for
the purpose and in the manner substantially as spe-
citied.

Also, bolt A and nib H. as arranged in combination
with the sill F' and groove G', as a'nd for the purpose
set forth.

70,237. —James D. Marshall, Henick, Mo.

—

Plovj and Planter ComMned.—October 29, 1867.

—

The plow beams are attached by clevises to bars
pendant from the fore end of the frame and pivoted
to vertical posts at the rear of the axle. They are
gtiided laterally by the swinging frame, which is ope-
rated by the driver's feet. They are lifted in. the
rear by levers and chains.

Claim.—The carriage A, plows B, vertical posts
a, swing frame D, and stirrups d, when combiaed
and arranged in the manner described.

70,238 Wsi. H. McCoy and' A. "Wheeler,
Charlcstown, Mass.— Metallic Garter.— October 29,

1867.—The hinged portions of the band are clasped
together ; the corrugated end of ono passes through a
loop in the other, and is detained by an eccentric pin.

Claim.—The stocking band or 'supporter f>, v/hen
made in two parts, hinged together at c, substantially

as described.
Also, the clamp wire g, having a band or eccentric

1/, working in combination with the grooves h to
'fasten the band, substantially as shown and described.

70,239.—G. D. Melotte, Watertown, K. T.—
Clutch for Haij Forks.—Oetohav 29, 1867.—As the

link with the pulley attached pulls down upon the

lower arms of the clutch the upper ones are closed

upon the beam supporting the running rigging of

the horse hay-fork. When the lower ones are spread
apart the clutch is detached.
Claim.—First, the construction of a clutch, com-

posed of two members, connected together by a bolt

or pivot, upon which bolt or pivot said members are
free to turn, in combination with the link c, as herein

described, constructed and operated substantially as

and for the purposes herein set tbrth.

Second, the combination of tlie shank d with the

link c, and the combination of the shank /with a
member of a clutch, as and for the purposes specitied.

Third, the combination of a pole or stale and socket o

with the shanks d and/.

70,240.—J. C. Mnxw'ARD. Xew York, 1^. Y.—
Ornamenting Class.—Oatohcv 29, 1867.—Crystalized
sheet zinc is laid in patterns or patches behind the

painted or stained glass, imitatiag the appearance of

peai'l.

Claim.—T\\e application of the crystalized sheet

metal plate B to the under side of the glass against

the paint or staining as herein described for the pur-

pose specified.

70,241.—Wm. Money, Paterson, IS. J., assignor

to himself and EnoAU W. Cloud, same place.—Fast-

ening for Fmbreila Eunners.—Oi:toheT 29, 1867.

—

The eccentric cam on the slide binds against the

stick, and holds the umbrella in its distv^nded position.

Claim.—The double lever eccentric cam C, in com-
bination with the umbrella slide a, constructed and
operating substantially as and for the purpose herein

describeil.

70,242.—Chas. Moore and Arthur P. L*Mery,

—Xew York, N. Y.—Rotary Meter or 2[otor.—October

29, 1867.—The inner cvlinder is eccentric, and has

radial pistons connected by links to a wrist that forms
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the center of motion, around which the pistons re-

volve. A fixed crauk is thus dispensed with, and
the parts accommodate themselves to conditions in-

cident to expansion and contraction ii-om chancre of

temperature. Tbe heads of the revolving cylinder

Avork in recesses in the case of the engine, so as to

pre^•cnt friction and wear upon the pistons.

Claim.—First, the connecting links ?h, hinged
together bv the independent pin o, concentric with
tl'.e outer cvlinder, in combiiiation with the sliding

piston i, for operation together substantially as shown
and described.
Secoud, the independent pin o, an-anged for con-

necting the sliding pistons i bv means ofthe links m,
substantially as shown and described.

70,243.—JosEPHUS Moore, Bushnell, EL—
P?o?r.—October 29, 18C7.—The front of the frame is

raised by the pivoted lever on top of the standard to

which it'is bolted. Tlic rear of the frame is raised by
lowering the axles on their pivoted arras.

Claim.—First, the combination of the beams d and
c the rod i and the spring lever k, as and for the pur-

pose dcscvilicd.

Second, the combination of the lever n and handlo
t with the axles of the wheels a a and the mainframe
A, in manner and for purpose specified.

Third, the combination of the elbow lever v with
the spring vj and connecting rod w, substantially as

set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the elbow lever v, the
spring w, and connecting rod u, with the rack plate*
and lover n, substantially as described.

70,244.—.Tajies A. Morrell, Chicago, HI.—
Pump.—October 29, 1867.—The air chamber is at-

taclied to lioUow phmgers, upon which the cylinders
reciprocate. The cylinders are suspended from and
mov ed by power applied to the bails ; the water passes
from by'tlie valve-ways into the air chamber, and is

tliocharged thence by'an eduction pipe.

Claim.—The air 'chamber A, provided with the
arms d and c, and with a side opening or cavity J,

cast with it and also supporting two stationary
jilungers B. in combination A^ith the cylinders C, con-
structed with necks having annular cavities, and
with their internal diameters enlarged below the
necks as described, valves D and bails I, the several
parts constructed and arranged substantially as and
for the pm-poses specified.

70,245.—DA^^D H. Morrisox, Dayton, Ohio.—
Iron JJ/idjc- October 21), 18G7. — The bevel-ended
arch beams are counterparts of each other, excepting
the terminal joints that fit against the '" skew backs."
The I'ods and universal wasliers being also made in

duplicate, the material for bridges can be fiu'uished
without reference to the length of the bridge, except
in as far as tlie amount of material is coucerned.
Claim

.

—First, the universal washer B/, constructed
and applied in the manner and for the purpose speci-

fied.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
arch beams C. arch joint plates g, and universal
\vasl;cr B /, when const)ucted, coiiuected and oper-
ating conjointly in the manner and for the purpose de-
scribed.

70,246.-^Tames G. Moultox Boston, Mass.—
J>oof-;acA-.—Octolicr 29, 18!;7.—The jack is pivoted
to tl'.e frame, within whicli it stows compactly, and
is lield by a bolt, or is oscillated into working position,

while th'e frame is grasped by the hand to steady the
person.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
several parts of the machine, namely : tlie standards
a a. tlic crop bar a', the brace b, the jac'.wC, tiic screws
or pivots d d, and the bolt c. whereby a boot-jack is

constructed, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose above set forth.

70,247.—^TiLUAM MuLLAiXY, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to Howard Tilden, same place.

—

Lamp.—
October 29, 18(i7.—Explained by the claim and illus-

tration.
Claim.—Arranging the bottom of the cap H a little

above tbe convex base G, leaving an opening be-
tween it and the base G for the air to pass out and

up and cool the chimney, and to prevent the cap from
heating the base.
Also, the deflectors J J, extending down fi'om the

ends of the sloi in a blaze cap w ith closed sides, sub-
stantially as described.

Also, making lugs or supports on the base plate to
fit recesses in the side of the cap. so that the cap can
be readily removed from the base plate to adjust the
wick and clean out the base of the top.

Also, the pins or lugs on the base or bottom plate
for the lower edge of the chimney to stand on, sub-
stantially as described.

Also, in combination with the cap and base, ar-

ranged suljstantially as described, the perforated
bottom plate A for connecting the top to the lamp or
oil vessel.

70,248.—John Muss, Quincy, T\l.—Auto7naHG
Yalved and Filtering Water Leader.—Qctoher 29,

18G7.
—
"When the water in the cistern is below the

proper greatest height, the flowing water passes
through the filter into the cistern. As it attains the
reciuired height the passage is closed by the rising of
the float, an(l the flowing water is turned oft" through
the waste pipe, at the same time cleaning the strainer.

Claim.—An automatic water leader and filter, con-
sisting of a waste-pipe, strainer, valves, and float

applied to a water leader, and so constructed and ar-

ranged that the water shall pass through the strainer
into the cistern when it recjuires filling, but when the
cistern is filled, shall cleanse the strainer and pass
out through the waste-pipe, substantially as herein
shown and described.

70,249.—TViLLiAsr Xewberry, Clarksville, Mo.—Churn.—October 29, 1867.—The rotating dashers
force the cream against the stationary wings.

Claim.—First, the crosses E and F, with the sta-

tionary wings G attached thereto, and aiTanged sub-
stantially as shown and described.

Secontl, the stationary wings G in the angles of a
square or angular churn, whether the churn has more
or less angles', substantially as described.

Third, in combination with the crosses E F and
wings G the revolving dasher C, substantially as and
for the ptu-poses set forth.

70,250.—J. B. Xevvbrol'gh and E. Fagan, l^ew
York, X. Y.

—

Treating Caoutchouc, Gutta-Percha,
tf-c—October 29. 1867.—Alternate sheets of gum and
layers of powdered iodine are made into a pack,
winch is worked between heated rolls till incorpo-
rated. The material is then molded and baked.

Claim.— Gutta-percha or other gums combined
with or treated in connection with iodine, in the
manner described, or in any other manner by which
the within-described resillt'is obtained.

70,251.—W. F. ISTiLES. Leominster, Mass.

—

Rosette for Bridles.—October 29, 1867.—The concavo-
convex rosettes are molded out of softened horn, and
serve as a base of attachment for the loop that holds
the side strap of the headstall.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a rosette,
tlie body of which is made of concavo-convex disks
of horn 'or hoof, united and combined together sub-
stantially as and for the purposes herein specified.

70,252.—George K. Osrorx, Brooklyn, IST. Y.—Lamp Burner.—October 29, 1867.—The con-ugated
jacket is applied to tlie upper part of the vick tube
so as to supply a cm-rent of air aroiuid the base of the
flame.

Claim.—Tlie construction and tiiTangement of the
tube B, suiTounded by the perforatetl disk C, the
upper part b, coiTugated aiuf of less diameter than
tlie lower part c, allsupported at their points of con-
nection by the short tube A, as and for the purpose
specified.

70,253.—Fraxk Patxter, East Hampton. Mass.
—Tension Regulator for Looms-.—October 29, 18()7.

—

Tlie mechanical devices stretch the rul)ber threads,
and hold them at a positive tension while the fabric
is woven.
Claim.—In looms for weaving clastic fabiic the

construction and arrangement of the feed roll B. re-

ceiving the rubber threads from the threading and
guide plates c c', the adjustable tension roll C, bear-
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ing against the feed roll B, and clamping the threads
by means of the spiral springs d d, the friction roll D,
take-up shaft, E, under the adjustable tension roll F,
that bears the rubber threads against said shaft by
means of the spiral springs d' d', all operating as de-
scribed, whereby the rubber threads are stretched aiid
held positively to any degree of tension while the web
is being woven to produce fabrics of any desired elas-

ticity, as herein shown and described.

70,254.—Theodore P. Peck, Savannah, Ga.—
Smoke Stack.—Octohcr 29, 18G7.— The deflecting
wings are attached near the top of the smoke stack
below the spark sieve to ai-rest the progress of the
sparks.
Claim:—Pirst, the combination with the stack top

or cover E, and sieve or spark catcher E, of the wings
or plates/, arranged for action substantially as de-
scribed.
Second, a smoke stack embracing an interior pipe

A, outer shell D, with its top or cover E, having in-

terior ribs or wings/, sieve E, and cone box B, con-
structed as described and provided with a ribbed or
wmged cone and outlets or port bevels, or the equiva-
lents of these devices,for operation together, as herein
set forth.

70,255.—Joseph Perkins, Saco, Mnine.—Steer-
ing Apparatus.—October 29, 1867.—The pinion on
the tiller shaft gears into the rack at the rear of the
table. As the table rotates, its sliding blocks and
pivoted bars connect with and operate the rudder.

Claim.—In combination with the wheel A, shaft a,

and gear d, the table E, having tho rack A, grooves
m n, and slides 12 3 4, attached to the arms o p, all

substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

70,256.— Charles Peterson, San Erancisco,
Cal.

—

Setting, Iteefing. and Furling Sails.—October
29, 1867.—Explained by the claims and iMustration.

Claim.—First, the within desciibed mode of setting,

furling, and reefing sails from the deck of a vessel by
means of the swivel booms D, swivels G- H, and ropes
or chains 12 3 4 5 6 7 and 8, substantially as de-

scribed.
Second, setting, furling, and reefing stay-sails and

jibs by rolling them on tho stay, substantially as de-

scribed.
Third, setting, furling, and reefing the upper square

sails from the deck by means of two sets of ropes or
chains only operating together with the swivel booms
D, substantially as descril)ed.

Eourth, a swivel boom, around which the upper
square sails arc rolled or furled, substantially as de-

Eifth, an india-rubber cap P, on the end of rotating
spars, for the purpose and in the manner set fortli.

Sixth, the SAvi^'el D, provided with friction balls,

substantially as described for the purpose specified.

Seventh, an india-rubber roller over the periphery
of a sheave, substantially as and for the purposes de-

scribed.
Eighth, a stay for ships' sails, constructed of metal

links, substantially as described.
Ninth, the combination of tlie swivel H, link I, and

swivel G-, substantially as described for the pur^jose
specified.

Tenth, the india-rubber covered rollers g and g\ in

combination with tlie india-rubber covered boom E,
substantialh^ as and for the purposes described.

Eleventh,'^the guide rope 5, in combination with the
courses, substantially as and for the purposes de-

scribed.

70,257.—E. S. Pierce, Hartford, Cor\n.—Feeding
Scretv Bla7iks.—October 2[), 1867.-The channel-way
through wliich tlie blanks pass is composed of a num-
ber of corrugated zig-zag planes, so tliat M'lien tlie

blanks pass around a curve tlicy are forced to follow

in radial lines and arc delivered in the proper position

at tlic end of tlie curve.
Claim.—Eirst, a zig-zag or serpentine channel-way

formed of corrugated sides, substantially as lierein

described and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the device^ ah c de f g, for maintaining
screw blanks, or other similar articles, in any desired

position, wliile passing tlirougli a cliannel or groove,

substantially as herein specified.

70,258—E. ^V. Pike, Galesburg, -ni—Cultivator.
—October 29, 1867.—Improvement on TV". H. Smith's
patent January 15, 1861. The pivoted shovel stand-
ards are laterally adjusted in the slotted bows at-
tached to the beams. The handles are adjusted and
secured by hooked bolts. The standards axe secured
with rods nearly on the line of draft.

Claim.—Eirst, the combination of the plate S, jaws
P, and coiled spring U, with the pivoted catch block
P, and standard E, substantially as herein shown
and described for the purpose set forth.

Second, the hinged plate "W, and springs X, in com-
bination with the cross beam B, and standards E, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described and for the
purpose set forth.

Thii'd, the combination of the brace barH with the
beam A and cross beam G, substantially as herein
shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

70,259.—Charles Plagg, Darmstadt, Hesse.—
Railway Guide for Guiding Wagons.—October 29,
1867.—The anti-friction rollers, running in the pivoted
bars, let down and are secured alongside the wheels
as a substitute for flanges when running on a city
railroad track.

Claim.—The application of rail guides to wagons,
carts, and other vehicles, with plain wheels, as used
on common roads or paved streets, made and applied
substantially and for the pm-poses as herein described
and set forth.

70,260.—Moses O. Potter, South Scituate, P.
1.— Creel for Winding ram.—October 29, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—A creel plate (for creels used in transfer-

ring yarn from the spools to the section beams, Sec.)

'th a hinge and catch, or latch, combined, with the
spool spindle or skewer permanently affixed in said

hinge, and swinging and latching upon the same alter-

nately, as the case may be, and as herein described
and set forth.

70,261.—William Quail, New York, N. T.—
Pocket Case for Printers' Bodkin and Tweezers.—
October 29, 1867.—The hollow handle contains a bod-
kin and t-«^eezers, which are reversible on their

screws when required for use.

Claim:—The combination and arrangement of the
case B, with the bodkin a and the tweezers c, sub-
stantially as described and for the purposes set forth.

70,262.—Erax^ois Eaymond, "Woodhaven, N.
Y.—Shutter CafcA.—October 29, 1867.—The pivoted
latch engages the catch on the sill, to Avhich it is

locked when the rod of the blind is raised and seated
on the thumb knob.

Claim.—Eirst, the pivoted laterally-moving bar.

A*, in combination with the catch C and fixed stud
r, on the shutter, substantially as and for the purpose
si^eeified.

Second, the arrangement of the pivoted bar A* of
the catch with refei'bnce to the rod m of the shutter,

substantially as and for the purose specified.

70,263.—Adam E. Peese, Phillipsburg, N. J.—
Machine for Making Wooden Ware.—October 29,

1867.—A series of straight, parallel cutters mave up-
ward against a block in a path slightly inclined to

the axis of the vertical mandrel on which the block
is chucked. The effect is to cut a series of concen-
tric frustums of coues, of varying sizes, in a nest,

with spaces between equal to the width of the kerf.

To cut vessels tapering both ways, the kerf is made
half way in and then the piece reversed, making
kerfs to meet the former.

Claim.—The combination of the vertical mandrel
revolving in a fixed position and carrying the block,

with a series of parallel straight cutters moving in

an inclined path nearly vertical at an angle to tho

block, for the purpose of simultaneously cutting a
series of coucentric frusta of cones from a solid block.

Also, the combination of the mandrel with the cut-

ters and the guides, arranged and operating substan-

tially as described.

70,264.—S. S. Pembert, Memphis, Tonn.—
Breech-Loading Fire-arm.—October 29, 1867.—One
movement of the lever-guard throws the barrels for-

ward and Avithdraws the spent cartridge case, which
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is detained during the motion by pointed pins. By
tlie opposite movement of the guard the baiTcls are
locked to the abuluient by the double key, into whose
notch the catch of the lever-guard engages when
closed.

Claim.—First, the breech-piece A constructed
Tvith recesses a a, which pass through the abutment
h, substantially as described for the purposes specified.

Second, the double key B, operated substantially
as described, to hold the barrels to the abutment, as
described.

Third, the pointed screws m passing through the
stock into the cartridge chamber, Avhereby tlie cart-

ridge shell is held iu place Avhen the barrels are
thrown forward, as herein shown and described.
Fourth, the combination and arrangement of the

breech piece A, double key B. bar C, rod D, and lever
E, substantially as described for the purpose specified.

Fifth, the T-end of the lever E having catch e, in
combination with the notched bar of the double key
B and spring g, substantially as described for the
purpose specified.

70,2i»5.—Jacor TlE>ncK, Newburyport, Mass.,
assignor to Ajios L. Wood and Josiah G. Abbott,
Boston, 'Mtiss.—Let-off far Looms.—October 29, 1867.

—The delivery of the yarn is governed by the tension
of the warp and effected by the return rnotion of the
lay after beating up the filling, the forward beat of
the lay taking up the fabric after being woven. The
yarn is conducted over a guide roller, supported in
bearings in one end of a bent lever pivoted to the
frame, and fit its other end pressed in contact with a
friction wheel by a spring wJicn the lay is beating up
the tilling, and thus preventing the let-off of the yarn
at that time. The return motion of the lay increases
the tension on the yarn, depresses the whip roll, and
lets off the yarn.
Claim.— Ihii combination of the T\'hip roll b in the

bent arms or levers E with the springs G, adjusta-
ble rod ^•, friction wheels F, and warp beam B, all

constructed and an-anged substantiiiUy as and for the
pm-pose set forth.

70,266.—Walter Rixg, Gosport, Ind. — Tram
Staff for Grinding Mills.—October 29, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claims and illustration.
Claim.—First, the gauge staff B, centered upon the

millstone by means of the circular center fitting over
and around the spindle b. provided upon its under side
with the bush plate m, having the pivoted eccentric
followers n^ and surrounded by adjustable collar oti^,

with lugs n, all constructed and arranged as herein
set forth.

Second, the combination of the tram and gauge staff
B, with the spirit-levels K, substantially as ^herein
shown and described and for the pm-pose specified.

"70,267.—Gerhatit) Rinoex, Smith City, Mo.—
PZom;.—October 29, 1867.—The share and landside
are cast in one [)iece, and with the moldboard are se-
cured to the forked standard.

Clai7n.—The share D and the land side E when
formed of one piece and combined ^vith the post F,
having two branches//', substantially iu the manner
herein shoA\n and described.

70,268.—Thomas Roberts and PatpvICK Lex-
xox, Lynn, Mass.

—

Machine for Beaming Hides or
Skins.—October 29, 1867.—The sliding carriage is

suspended by suitable ^^ays and carries a slicking
tool. The necessiiry reciprocating movements are
imparted to them by the crank. The movable car
supports t!ie skins and introduces them to the action
of the slicking tool.

Claim.—First, the combination with the sliding
carriage and mechanism for imparting a reciprocating
motioji to the same, of the hinged or pivoted beaming
tool and spring, or equivalent'mechanism, for actua-
ting the same during the movements of the said car-
riage, in the manner lierein shown and described.
Second, we claim tlie employment of tlie spring

bar J. for the purpose of raising the tool I from off
the skin during one movement of the tool, and press-
ing it down in contact Avith the skin duriug the op-
posite movement of it, essentially in manner as set
forth and explained.

Thinl, in combination with the above described

arrangement of parts, the movable car K, in manner
and to operate as before described.
Fourth, the peculiar construction of the car K, as

composed of the truck frame ft, circular platform' d,
and revolving tablet L, supported by the friction
roller g g, &c., substantially as before described.

Fiftli, in combination with the car K, the devi(^
for locking it in position, consisting of the catch bar
i and notched rail /;, as and for the purposes set forth.

70,269.—Daxiel T. Robixson, Boston, Mass.—
Railway Car.—October 29, 1867.—The axles and
their supporting boxes are applied directly to the
levers on -which the platform is supported, and
thereby dispense with the truck frame.
Claim.—So constructing the running portion of a

railway car as to dispense with the ordinary truck,
and apply the axle boxes directly to the levers or
bars upon which the carriage rests, substantially in
manner and for the purpose as described.
Also, the peculiar combination and arrangement

with the carriage body or platform of the levers D D
D, (fee, and springs d d, applied and operating to-

gether in manner and for the purposes as before set
forth.

70,270.—C. D. Rogers, TJtica, :N-. T., and M.
P. WiLKixs, Jersey City, N. J.—Holding Bristles
in Brush Stocks.—October 29, 1867.—TJie flanged fer-

rule clamps the bristles, the clamp being tiglitened
on the bristles by being driven into the perforations
of the head stock.

Claim.—First, a bunch of bristles in combination
with a flanged ferrule, and these in combination
with a hole or apertm'c and countersink in a brush
stock, substantially us described.
Second, in combination, a ferrule, a bunch of bris-

tles, and an attaching contrivance, substantially such
as described, the combination being substantially
such as set forth, and, also, these elements in combi-
nation with a hole in a brush stock.

Third, in combination, a flanged ferrule, an attach-
ing contrivance, and a bunch of bristles, the combi-
nation being substantially such as described ; and
these, also, in combination with a hole and counter-
sink in a brush stock, the combination being substan-
tially such as set forth.

And we wish it distinctly understood that by the
word bristles, in all these claims, we mean fiber,

vegetable, or animal, suitable for the formation of
brushes.

70,271.—B. J. Romaixe, Haekensack, If. J.—
Railroad Chair.—October 29. 1867; antedated May
1, 1867.—The chair is long enough to clasp the rail

from tie to tie, its ends restin'g upon them. It is

drawn together by screw bolts and assumes the shape
of the rail to a point below the flanges of its tread.

Claim.—The wrought-h-on plates C upon each side

of the rail, their upper portions bent to receive the
flange of the rail and embrace the web lying flush

therewith, their lower ends bent at I'ight angles, and
adjusted nearer to or furtlier from each other by
means of the screAV a, and nut ft, the projecting por-
tion of the curved upper part under the flange of the
rail resting upon the ties as herein described for the
purpose specified.

70,272.—E. P. Russell, Manlius, N. Y.—Light-
ing Street Gas-burners.—October 29, 1867.—The gas
from the small burner burns constantly and is in
readiness to ignite the gas from the larger one.

Claim.—A small supplemental burner A to be kept
burning constantly, -when operating in connection
Avith a main burner, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

70,273.—Socrates Scholfielc, Providence, R.
I.

—

Braiding-machine Carrier.— October 29, 1867;

antedated October 16. 1867.—The outer eye through
wliicli the thread passes from tiie spool yields to tiio

tension of the thread as the carrier performs its cir-

cuitous course. The centrifugal force of the upper
portion of the carrier is counterbalanced by an en-

largement between the di-iving horns and gears of the
machine.

Clairn.—So airanging the outer or extreme eye or
point of a braiding-machine carrier or racer, that it

may be made to yield with the tension of the thread,
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as such carrier or racer passes around the gears, or in

the grooves of a braiding machine, substantially as
described.

Also, balancijig the carrier or racer upon the edges
of the groove in which it runs, substantially as speci-

fied.

70,274.—Hexet Schreimer, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Attaching Horseshoes.—October 29, 1867.—The en-

larged heads of the bolts engage in the conical slots

in the shoe. The belts are attached and tightened by
, clinching the tongue of one through the slot of the
i other.

Claim.—Firsfe, attaching the belts to the sole B by
means of the tapering mortises h' and the correspon cl-

ing enlargements d" on the lower ends of the said
belts, substantially as described and sot forth.

Second, the combination of th'i belts C and D with
the enlarged heads d" and clasp d' c', operating sub-

stantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

70,275.—A. P. Seysiour, Heela Works, IS. Y.—
Boot Jacfc.—October 29, 1867.—The pivoted arms
slide in slots so as to accommodate themselves to the
size of the boot.

Claim. — Eii-st, the sliding jaws C C pivoted
in B, sliding in

the groove a of tlie foot piece A, said jaws guided in
together at their inner ends by the pin B,

their inward and outward movements by means of
th« lugs b b, as herein set forth for the pm-pose speci-

fied.

Second, the feet D D, applied to the foot piece A
in such a manner a.s to be adjusted by the movement
of the jaws C C, substantially as shown and described.

Third, the construction and firrangement of the
foot piece A, sliding jaws C C, and feet D D, sub-

stantially as described for the pm-pose specified.

70,276.—Thomas Shipton, Is^ewark, IST. J.—
Heater.—October 29, 1867.—The heater is placed over
the furnace, and the boiler three-fourths filled Avitli

water. The boiler tubes run through the boiler to the
tipper part of the chamber. A steam-pipe surrounds
the boiler and has vertical pipes ascending therefrom,
the condensed steam in which runs back into the
boiler. The usual pipes convey the heated steam over
the building.
Ctoim.—First, the an^angement of the pipe C, cir-

cular pipe h, upright pipes d, boiler a, and air pipes

/ h, as herein described for the purpose specified.

Second, the steam pipe encircling the boiler, with
upright pipes, all arranged in the manner and for the
piu-posc substantially as" described.

70,277.—Harrison Smith, Phillipsburg, 17. J.—
Composition for Stuffing Wood.—October 29, 1807.

—

For imparting a smooth surface to wood before paint-

ing and after priming. Composed of calcined clay,

2 lbs. ; white lead, 4 lbs. ; whiting 4 lbs.
;
japan and

varnish to give it liquid condition.
Claim.—The mixture composed of the several in-

gredients, and mixed together in about the propor-
tions, substantially as described, and for use, sub-
stantially as and' for the pm'pose specified.

70,278.-Hexey K. Smith, Boston, Mass.—
Sleigh Bell.— October 29, 1867.- The rivet passes
through the eye of the tongue hook and is upset alter

passing through the strap.

Claim.—The improved construction of the tongue
hook, and aiTangement of it, the rivet, the bell, and
the strap as described.

70,270.—.Toiix L. Smith, Penn Township, Pa.—
Car Coupling.—Octohcv 29, 18G7.—The self-adjusting

frame is suspended from one end of the platform of a
car and extends down nearly to the rails, so that
when M car leaves the track it becomes disconnected
from tlie Ibrward car.

Claim.—Tho construction and arrangement of the
devices E J M 31 and P, as herein described and for

the purposes set forth.

70,280.—Charles L. Sxtder, Hardin, 111.-
Threshinq Machine.—October 29, 18G7.—An endless
screw is formed on the end of the fan shaft, Avhich,

through its connections, operates tlie grain shoe.

The sliding feed board is detachable at pleasure.

Claim.—First, arrangement and employment of

the endless screw d', in combination with the shaft
E, zigzag a, and separator P, as and for the ptirpose
shown and described.
Second, the construction and arrangement of the

feed board G, when applied to the frame A, as herein
set forth.

70,281.—Charles P. Spaltldin-g, St. Johnsbury,
Yt.—Spinning Metals.—OcXobev 29, 1867.-^The cii'-

cular metaUib j)late is reduced to a concavo-convex
fonn, or receives a series of concentric corrugations,
whereby it is made to take the shape of the concave
face of the rotary die wheel of the machine.

Claim:—The arrangement and combination of a
lever E with the spinning wheel or wheels and die
wheel, substantially as set forth.

Also, the die wheel, as constructed, with the pe-
ripheral opening Tc and the groove q arranged in it,

substantially as and for the pm-pose hereinbetbre se.t

forth.

Also, the combination and arrangement of the sup-
porting roUer G- and its adjustable devices, as do-
scribed, with the die wheel and its shaft, movable
lengthwise, as set forth.

Also, in combination with the spinning wheel stip-

porting lever and the die wheel supporting lever and
the die wheel shaft, arranged as described, the devices
by which the vertical adjustment and longitudinal
movements of the said shaft may be effecte'd, as set
forth.

Also, the arrangement and combination of the sep-
arate handle P and its fixtttres, substantially as de-
scribed, with the lever E and the spinning and die
Avheels, arranged as explained.

70,282.—Nathaniel B. Spooxer, Plymouth,
Mass.

—

Hinge and Fastener.—October 29, 1867.—The
disk of the lower hinge has a small pin that engages
in a recess in the disk below for fastening the shutter.

Claim.—In a blind hinge the combination of the
upper disk a, having the pintle b set in the socKet d,

the pin i set in the holes i' on the lower hinge, the
catch pin e in the pintle of the upper hinge and the
spiral spring A, all arranged and operating as and for

the pui'poses herein described.

70,283.—Albert Staley, Clinton, lov^a..—Slide
Valve for Steam Engines.—October 29, 1867.—The
disk is aiTanged on the outside of the valve chest at-

tached to a stem or shank of any ordinary slide valve
and reciprocating Aiith it. The inner surface of the
disk contiguous to the valve chest is recessed to af-

ford space for the steam, which, by pressing outward
against the disk, balances the valve. The perimeter
01 the disk has packing rings to prevent the escape
of steam.

Claim.—The balancing disk E, of circular or other,

form, on the outside of the valve chest, pi'ovided with
l)acking eig, in combination with the valve B and
etem d, to which the said disk is attached, substan-
tially in the manner and for the pm-pose set forth.

70,284.—James Stewart, Money Creek, Minn,
—Attaching Axes to Handles.—October 29, 1867.

—

Two bolts are secured to the handle, tlie front one
with a flange to protect the handle in si)littiug wood.
When passed through the eye of the arc a washer
and nuts secure the attachment.
Claim.—Improved fastening for axe handles and

other tool handles, cousistin"- of a plate c attached
by a clip D, and secured by a bolt a to the handle, in
combination with the bolt e and wedge d, constructed
and arranged to operate as herein described.

70,285.—PwVXsoM E. Strait, Battle Creek, Mich.
—Pump.—Ociohcv 29, 1867.—The pipe with the
flanged pioneer point is bored into the ground. Tho
detachable spout, to -^^hich are attached the handle
and piston, i-^ secured on top of the pipe, which is

then ready for A\-ork.

Claim.—Fh'nt, the detachable spout C and rest or

fulcrum E, constructed as specifled and operating as

set forth. .

Second, the spring 7i, valve e, and valve seat/, con-

structed as described, and operating as set forth and
for the pm-poses specilied.

Third, the arrangement of the cup or spout C, bar-

rel A, reducing socket /, joint A', barrel B, and con-

ical point G, and valves b' and e, plunger F, staudai-d
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E. and handle D, the whole constructed and operat-

ing as described and for the purposes set forth.

70,286.-13. F. Stuutevant, West Eoxbmy,
Miisa.—niower Wheel—Octoher 29, 18(37.—The ro-

tarv blower has curved flanges attached to side disks

and to a central ring-, which is supported hy radial

ai-ms of the hub.
Claim.—The arrangement of the blades and the

fi'usto-conical disks relatively to each other aud to

the flanged rings, substantially as aud for the pur-

poses described.

TOjSSy.—Samuel K. Sutton, Patcrson, IST. J.—
Sled Brake.—October 29, 1867.—The dog is raised

from the track by the spiral spring, except when pro-

jected down by the crank lever.

Claim.—The combination of the dog C with the
toggle a a' aud the shaft 13, provided with the spring
e and the lever E, all arranged aud applied to tlic

sled to operate in the mauuer substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

70,288.—James Swan, Patcrson, N". J.—Ma-
chine for Stripping Willoio.—October 29, 1867.—The
willows, one at a time, ai'c passed tlirough tlie hollow
mandrel, the ends being grasped bj- the jaws. The
centrifugal force drives the V-edgcs toward the wil-

loAV us the mandrel rotates. The jaws arc opened
aud closed automatically to release the willow aud
grasp the succeeding one.

Claim.—First, the stripping device, consisting of
the rotating head or hub a, having the transverse
grooved, strippersD D, each composed of two parallel

plates c c, luiving openings, e, whose outer edges are
V-shaped, the plate of oue stripper sliding between
the plates of the other, said plates secured together
at their outer ends by the pins d, and to the hub a by
the cap E, the hub and strippers suri'ouuded by the
elastic baud F, substantially as described for the pui'-

jiose set forth.

Second, the reciprocating slide O, provided with
the jaws R R and levers Q Q, the uprights T T T' T',

endless chain N, shafts L H I, connected by bevel
gear i, driving belt J, fixed aud loose pullej^s on the
mandrel 13, aud shafts II I, ail arranged aud operat-
ing as and for the purpose specified.

Third, the sliding tube G, fitted within the mandrel
B for guiding the willow to the strijppers, as herein
shown aud described.

'?'0,2S9.

—

Charles Tuoll, Boston, Mass.

—

Car-
riage-shaft Connection.—October 29, 1867.—The jour-

nal has its bearing in a forked arm, and is embraced
by a pad of vulcanized rubber. The journal turns
w'ithin the rubber, which also answers as a spring to

the latch.

Claim.—Improved shaft connection, constructed
substantially as described, viz : of the open box B,
with its cover and catch, and the strip of rubber, or
its equivalent, an-anged aud applied together to the
journal of the forked ai-ra F and to the axle, substan-
tially ia the manner as hereinbefore specified.

70,290.—TV. R. Thomas, Catasauqua,Pa.—FZast
for Casting Car IF/iceZs.- October 29, 1867.—The
wheels are cast in molds, composed of sand and metal.
The sand molds that form the sides of the Avheels are
made in separate flasks, after which they are applied
to a metallic ring, which forms the rim of the wheel,
ajid at the same time chiUs aud hardens it.

Claim.—The metal ring G, «onstructed with both
an u]ipar and lower shoulder for upper edge of the
flask C and lower edge of flask A to bear against, in
combination with said flasks, and with the clamps J J,

constructed aud applied as shown, all substantially as
described.

70,291

—

Wm. H. Tbusty, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Wagon Jack.— October 29, 1867.— The adjustable
pivoted lever of the braced standard is retained in
position by the step on the pawl rod, which engages
a tooth on the ratchet bar.
Claim.—First, the pawl and ratchet surface, in

combination with the lifting bar, when such pawl is

provided with a liftiuff lever, substantially as and for
the purpose described.
Second, iu combination with the above, the series

of notches to the standard of the jack, as hereiu do-
scribed for the purpose specifled.

70,292.—Stephen D. Tucker, ISTew York, IST. Y.—Machine, for Cutting Paper, I'antehoard, d-c.—Octo-
ber 29, 1867.

—
"When the pulley is connected with the

shaft, an oscillating oblique movement is given to the
knife by means of the connecting geai'ing. The wrist
fflii working in the outer part of the slot in the lover
while cutting, gains power at the loss of speed, but
the piu working in the inner part of the slot, while
being thrown up, gains speed with loss of power.
Claim.—First, operating the knife G through the

medium of the screw N, worm wheel L, lever J, pro-
vided with a slot d to receive tlic wrist pin e of wJieel

L and tlic pitman I, all arranged to bring the knife
slowly down whUe at work, aud throw it up with a
comparatively quick movement, substantially as
showu aud described.
Second, operating the clutch Q to connect the driv-

ing pulley P with shaft 0, and disconnect it there-

from by means of the rod R, actuated automatically
from the worm wheel L, substantially as set forth.

Third, the treadles ss', arranged in connection
with tlie slide rod R to admit of the pulley P being
connected with tlie shaft O at the wiU of the operator,
substantially as described.
Fourth, the spring or brake V, operated automati-

cally from the rod R, substautially as set forth.

70,293.—John Underwood, Muscatiue, Iowa,
assignor toEPHRAiM Ball, Canton, Ohio.

—

Machine
for Cutting Teeth of Wheels.—October 29, 1867.—The
wheel is cast with a recess behind, where the cogs are

to be cut, so that the tool may pass through beyond the
cogs, thus clearing its way. The gear to be cut is

placed upon the end of a shaft that is hung ou au ad-

justable face plate that leaus ui)on a slide rest, which re-

ceives a vertical motion. The crank wrist connects
to a pawl that is suspended from the shaft by straps.

The shaft has also upon it a ratchet wheel, -\\hicli is

dogged by a pawl, aud turns as the shait is vibrated
by the -action of the rod and its crank connection.
The intermittent rotation of the ratchet wheel is com-
municated to the shaft aud its gear wheel, which is

acted on by the cutter.

Claim.—In combination with the mechanism for

producing the intermittent rotatiug feed motion given
to the gear that is being cut, the mechanism for pro-

ducing the vertical motion toward the cutting tool,

substantially as hereiu described.

70,294.—John Underwood, Muscatine, Iowa,
assignor to Ephraim Ball, Canton, Ohio.—Babbitting
and Drilling Jig.—October 29, 1867.—The frame of
the harvester is cast in one piece, with recesses aud
depressions for the shaft journals and geai-s. To pre-

pare the jom-nal boxes or bearings, the jig is laid into

the frame, and while so placed and supported the

Babbitt metal is poured around all the journal portions.

The caps for the journal boxes and bearings are
Babbitted by the same jig.

CZaim.—First, a Babbitting jig or former, con-

structed and arranged substantially as hereiu de-

scribed, which, in conjunction witli tlie bearings on a
cast-iron frame, shall control the position of and give
shape to the Babbitt linings of said bearings, as aud for

the purpose herein set forth.

Second, the drilling jig herein described, as and for

the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the Babbitting jig and tho.

drilling jig for arranging and fitting the journal bear-

ings and "boring the screw-bolt holes of the caps of
the journal boxes, as hereiu described and repre-

sented,

70,295.—-Joseph D. Van Benthysex, Xcw Or-
leans. La.—JJftZe 2'ie.—October 21), 1867.~Th(5 hoop is

secured in a triangular aperture in the metallic pkito,

being permanently lapped around tlie rectaiigukir

edge, and adjustably attached round the diasoual
edge.

C'irtijn.-Constructing a cotton-bale tie with a tri-

angular opening, as shown, wlien the diagonal side

thereof is beveled, substautially as described and tor

the purpose set forth.

70,296.—John Van Pelt, Perry, 'YW.—Hull for
Vessels.— October 29, 1867.— Transverse trussing
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Second, clasp L, when nsed for the purpose of ad-
justing- said holding and stop bar P, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

70,304.—W. W. Whiting, Brooklyn, N. T.—
Fastening Metal Plates upon Door Hinges.—October
29, 1867.—The embellishing plate is attached to the
face of the hinge by lugs that enter corresponding
recesses and by projected eyelets that are secui-ed in
the hinge by pins.

Claim.—Providing the plate C with one or more
lugs b b, and with an eye c, and securing it to the plate
B of the hinge, by means of a pin or screw e, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein shown and de-
scribed.

70,305.—Geoege "Whittle, K^ew York, N. T,
—Coal (ScrcCTi.-October 29, 1867.—The cylindrical
screen is rotated within the enclosing bos by a winch.
A section of the cylinder is hinged for introduction
and removal of contents.
Claim.—The cylinder coal screen B, and the screen

box A, when the same are constructed, arranged,
and operating substantially as shown and described,
for the purposes set forth.

70,306.—Isaac C. Williams, Philadelphia, Pa.—Lay-away Vat for Tanning.—October 29, 1867.

—

The vat has an inclined supplementary bottom, de-
tachable hide-supporting frames and interstitial sup-
plementary sides and ends which support the hides
while the liquor is changing.
Claim.—i''irst, the employment of the intei-stitial

supplementary sides and ends E, substantially as de-
scribed, for the purpose of allowing a more free and
perfect escape of the spent liquor, and the admittance
of the fresh, as described.
Second, the application of the snpplementaiy in-

clined bottom C, substantially as described, for the
purpose of causing the spent 'liquor to run off from
between the hides in a perfect and rapid manner.

Third, the employment of the skeleton frames D D,
or their- equivalents, substantially as described, for
the purpose of preventing too great a pressm'e be-
tween the layers of hides.

70,307.—Moses S. Woodward, Marshalton, Pa.—Device for Measuring Horses' Feet.—October 29,
1867.—To the center plate are attached pivoted slotted
clips for measuring horses' feet. When adjusted the
clips are secured by set screws.

Claim.—First, as an improved article of manufac-
ture, a device for measm-ing horses' feet fortittingthe
shoes thereto, made substantially as herein shown and
described.
Second, the expansion and contraction bars B B, .

when arranged on the center plate A, substantially
as and for the purpose herein shown and .described.

Third, the manner of arranging the quarter meas-
ures so that they can be moved in either longitudinal
or transverse direction, as specified.

Pourth, the set screws, in combination with the bars
B and E, substantially as set forth, so as to hold the
same in any desired position.

70,308.—Edward Weight, Worcester, Mass.

—

Operating Picker Stafffor Dooms.—October 29, 1867.

—When the picker staff is thrown forward the front
of the picker stand rocks down upon the base into
which its tongue enters. As the oscillating picker
stand raises the lever in its rear it operates the spring.
When the picker staff is released it is thrown back
by the spring, thereby avoiding the concussion of the
point of theshuttle against the picker on the staff.

Claim.—The combination with the lever E and its

arm I of the arm F, rod G, and spring H, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

70,309.—Horace Wymax, Worcester. Mass.—
Loom.—Octoher 29, 1867.—The pattern chain and its

levers and pawls are combined with a compound lever,

to one end of which one set of drop boxes is connected.
At its other end, and at intermediate points, connec-
tions are made to a series of sliding racks operated
from the pattern cylinder. The positions of these
racks determine the movements of the compound
lever and the extent of movement given by the lever
to the shuttle boxes.

braces are secured to the under side of the floor beams
to strengthen the hull of the vessel.

Claim.—The transverse trussing braces or- floor
timbers a a, in combination with the straight floor
beam A, substantially as described and set forth.

^70,'297.—PiCHARD Walker, Milford, Mass.—
Let-off Motion for Looms.—Octobev 29, 1867.—The
self-adjusting friction brake regulates the pressure on
the yarn beam according to the fulness of the latter,

so as to maintain an equal tension on the yarn. When
the beam is full, the pad bears on the surface of the
yarn and keeps the bar down, exerting its greatest

* friction. As the yarn winds off, the pad and bar
rise together and reduce the friction.

Claim.—First, the combination with a yarn or
dresser beam of a brake E attached to a curved lever
G, the barK provided with a slide/ and spring h and
the arms or levers L M, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the vibrating bar K,
provided with a spring- h, a graduated scale and indi-

cator m, with the arms or levers L M, whereby the
pressure of the pad p on the yarn of the yarn beam
may be regulated and adjusted.

70,298.—S. H. Wallace, Parnassus, Pa.—Mi-
ner's Pick.—October 29, 1867.—The head is secured
on the handle by a set screw and the tongues of the
points are fitted into slots in the head and secm-ed
thereto by set screws.
Claim.—Making- the head or points, or both head

and points, of picks for mining purposes, removable
substantially as and for the pni-poses hereinbefore set
forth.

70,299.-B. D. Washburn, Poxbury, Mass.—
S^in^'e.—October 29, 1867.—The plate is cut with two
rectangular bends, having three portions of about
equal length, t'O'o of whicJi are perforated for screws
and the end of the other turned into a pintle socket.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture a blind

hinge formed of the three parts or members ab c,

when these (having the relative arrangement or dis-

position as shown) are cut in one piece from sheet
metal, substantially as set forth.

70,300.—Will. H. Wayne, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Shutter Fastener.—October 29, 1867.—The shutters
are adjusted to be more or less tightly closed by the
snap corded attacbment which is regulated by a
keeper.

Claim..—The shutter fastening above described,
consisting of the cords A A, having the snaps a a,

and the tassels C C, and provided with the elastic

ring or thimble B, substantially as and for the pm--
pose specified.

70,301.—Samuel Webb, Joliet, 1\].— Water
Wheel.—October 29, 1867.—Tlie metallic buckets are
set in the grooves of the parallel wooden disks. The
upper floats utilize an extra head of water. An au-

tube is inserted through the boxing to give steadiness
to the motion of the wlieel.

Claim.—The combination of the air tube b, the
floats or buckets d d d, the lid c, and buckets h h of
the peculiar shape described, all constructed and ar-

ranged as and lor the jjurposes set forth.

70,302.—P. L. Weimer, Lebanon, Pa.—Door
Stop.—October 29, 1867.—The suspended figure at-

tached to the door has a wedged pi'ojection from one
foot tliat passes beneath the door and is cramped by
the falling figure.

Claim.—The arrangement of a bent lever having
a flattened projection c at the end of one arm to pass
under the door, the other arm being weighted so as

to tilt the projection c, and wedge it in place.

70,303.-James T. Whiitle, Chicago, ^\.~Hand
Truck.—October 29, 1867.—The truck bed is made
concave to accommodate the removal ofrolling freight.

The corrugated bar, on which the truck rests while
loading, prevents its sliding back. The stop bar,

swinging on the double slotted clevis, retains its hold
of the load.

Claim.—First, corrugated strap T, when attached
to the sharp curved part of the rear end of the truck,
Bubstantialiy as and for the purpose set forth. I
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Claim.—The mechanism for effecting: the changes
of the shuttle boxes, substantially as set forth,

70,310.—Joseph Adams, Jancsville, Wk.—Ifop
Wringer.—October 29, 1867.—The frame is clamped
to the side of the pail and the rollers brought together
by pressure on the treadle. The jaws are geared to-

gtJther to cause them to work coincidcntly.
Claim.—A. wringer formed by the two'arms E E^,

cogged segments E^ E^, lever i\ and roller G, posi-

tively actuated by a winch G-, and attached to the out
side of the tub, and in such manner that the rollers

shall be above the same, substantially as set forth.

70,311.—William Allex and Luther Ross,
Worcester, Mass.

—

Harvester Guard Finger.—Octo-
ber 29, 1867.—The st«cl plate is inserted into tlie slot

of the guard finger so as to form edges against which
the sickle sections cut. Its front end rests in a recess
and its notched rear end is held down by the lip on
the guard. The plate is corrugated longitudinally to

diminish the beariug surface witli it of the cutter.

Claim.—First, the combination with a guard A of
the nipple c, having a notch or lip / to hold the plate
down, arranged substantially as and for the i)ui*pose8

set forth.

Second, the corrugated plate E, made as described,
in combination with the guard or fiuger A and nip-
ple c, arranged substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

70,312.- Ira R. Amsdex, Buffalo, K. Y.—Hy-
drostatic Scale.—October 29, 18G7.—For ascertaining
the weight of cargo while the boat is floating. The
connter\vcightod float rises in the cylinder, and the
connecting'cord runs over a shaft and actuates a geai--

ing and dial hands which indicate the weight. A
similar float indicates the depth of bilge water, which
must be removed or considered in the calculation.
Claim.—First, the use of mechanism with a dial,

and one or more revolving hands, when applied to
hydrostatic scales, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

Second, the combination of the cylinder B, buoy
D, witli the cord or chain E and weight F, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

Third, the tube G, in combination with the weight
F and buoy D. for the pm-pose and substantially as
described.
Fourth, the chamber H, for the purposes and sub-

stantially as set forth.

Fifth, the application and use of the apparatus
herein described, as a bilge water indicator, or a liquid
gauge, substantially as described.

70,313—Aaron C. Badgley, Earleyille, El.—
.Bec/iire.—October 29, 1867.—Explained by the claims
and illustration.

C7ai?H.—First, the base B, having inclined boards
b h, forming a Iwttom for section A, said base being

!

provided with openings d d' d' leading into cY umbers
/ g g, wliich chambers are constructed as set forth,
having their respective outlets, the whole constructed
and arranged in the manner and for the purposes spe-
cified.
• Second, the vestibule k, composed of the blocks r,

having passages s s, and leading into the tube N,
which extends outside of the hive, and is provided
witli the metal shields v v, when constructed as de-
scribed, and used in combination Mith the bottom
lx)ards b and chambers / and g g, having their com-
municating passages in the manner and for the pur-
l)Oses set forth.

Third, the unper section A, having a front formed
into a hinged door h', which may be'opened into the
vestibule fc' and false passages 4''

s', which are formed
la the front of tliis section, all constructed aud used
in the manner and for tiie purposes set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the sections A B, witli
tlicir tube entrances NX', having metal shields v »;' and
vestibule k' with entrance c', the whole constructed,
arranged, and operating as hereiu described.

70,31 4.—A. C. Baker andX. O. Hoyt. Lafayette,
X. Y.— Wheeled Harrow.—October 29, 1867.—Tiie
teeth are pivoted to arms, and the angle therewith
detei-mined by segment braces. The arms are pivoted
in front to a bar of the wheeled friime, and supported
by chains from the rear bar of the same.

Claim,.—First, the arms a a a, the teeth 1 1 1. and
adjustable braces bbb, in combination Avith each other,
substantially as and for the purposes described.
Second, the same parts, in combination with the

frame E, lever bar F, and chains ///, made and ope-
rated substantially as and for the purposc^s described.

Third, the parts within and attached to the frame
E, as above described, in combination witli the axle
A, wheel B B, tongue C, and seat D, substantially as
aud for the pm-poses described.

70,315.—John C. Baxter, Washington, T). C—
Metallic ChecklHece for Bridles.—October 29, 1867.

—

The check straps are of metal, and have eyes for the
attachment of the bit ring straps and the poll strap.

Claim.—A metallic check piece for bridles, with or
without the blinder E, substantially as described.

70,316 L. H. BiGELOW, Worcester, Mass.—
Vase for Holding Flowers.—Ociohcr 29, 1867.—The
stem has a series of cups of gradually decreasing up-
ward diameter, to give the requu-ed 'conical contour
to the flowers contained therein.

Claim.—First, a vase provided with a series of cups
or vessels arranged one above the other, substantially
in the manner and for the purposes herein described.
Second, the combination with the pedestal of the

vase of the detachalile cups or vessels, under the ar-

rangement herein shown and set forth.

70,317.-0. F. Brackett, Brunswick, Me., and
George L. Goodale, Saco, 'Mo.—Process of Ex-
tracting Saline Matters from Marine Plants.—Octo-
ber 29, 1867.—Crystalline substances are separated
from the macerated tissues of marine plants, which
are placed in a vessel whose bottom consists of a
parchment membrane. The vessel is suspended in a
shallow pan of pure water which by dialysis grad-
ually absorbs the crystallizable matters which pass
through the membrane.
Claim.—The application of dialysis to the extrac-

tion of the saline constituents of 'marine plants, in
the manner and for the purposes specified.

70,318.-Fraxklix H. Browx, Chicago, HI., as-

signor to himself, Edward F. Peugeot, and Lemuel
H. Flersheim, same place.

—

Machine for Finishi7ig
Baskets.—October 29. 1867.—The rotating inclined
shaft is made hollow for feeding the filling into the
center of the finished work. The twister on the end
of the shaft performs its work while passing around
the rim of the basket, hooking in and carrying the
uprights around and working them into a border of
uniform appearance.

C-Zai?)i.—First, Avheel E, in combination with hooks
a, and shaft C. as shown and for the "purposes set
forth.

Second, in a machine for finishing the edges of bas-
kets the universal joint X, in combination Avith

twister E, and shaft C, as and for the purposes set
forth.

Third, wheel H, in combination with adjustable
wlieel II', and set screw m, as and for the pui'poses
set forth.

Fourth, in a machine for finishing the edges of bas-
kets, the roofed axn'on J, as and for the pm'poses set
forth.

Fifth, the general construction and arrangement of
mechanism, substantially as shown and for the pur-
poses specified.

70,319.—Samuel C. Browx, Richmond, Ind.,

assignor to himself and James S.mith. same place.

—

Chair for Schools, rf-c—October 29, 1867.—One tripod
is inverted upon tlic other, their apexes having an in-

terposed elastic disk aud being secured together by
a screw bolt and nut. The feet of the tripods are se-

cured to the chair seat and floor, respectively.

Claim.—The combination of the seat supports B
and B' with the spring D, elastic washer E,'and bolt

C, and nut C, constructed and arranged to operate
substantially as and for the purpose set fortii.

70,320.— G. W. R. CoMRS, Afliance. Ohio.—
Straj) Holding Device.—October 29, 1867.—The strap

is received in a tapered box in which it is jammed by
a wedge plate and scciu-ed by a pin which enters a
hole in the strap.

Claim.—The metallic box A, contracted loagitudi-
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Bally and rertically at its end, haying its sides x x
turned so as to lorm a groove to allow the plate C to
bo secured and connected to the leather at bottom by
the bai- E, in the manner as herein described and for
the purposes set forth.

7S>,321.—Joseph C. Coult, San Francisco, Cal.—Apparatus for Reducing Quicksilver Ores.—Octo-
ber 29, 18G7.—Tlie ore is exposed in trays in the cham-
bers to the heat of the fire and the fumes pass out at
the top to the soot chamber, and thence to the re-

duciiig chamber, and by the bottom pipes to the open
dry chamber, where the mercury is collected. Es-
caping fumes are mainly collected in the water bath
and the remainder pass to the exit flue.

Claim.—First, the fire chamber B B, ore chambers
C C, and vapor chamber D, arranged together, and
Avith a steam tank above them, as and for the xmrpose
set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the pans within the
chamber D, with alternate spaces between their sides
aud the walls of the chamber, as and for the pm-pose
set forth.

Third, the silvered wire screens c c c, in the con-
densing flue H", used as and for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the araaugement of the flues H H' H", wa-
ter tank I, and partitions J J, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

Fifth, the arrangement of the steam pipe F, and its

orifice k' \7\t\\ the orifice k, for creating a draft as and
for the pm-pose set forth.

70,322.— Samuel Cuddick, Pembroke, Me.

—

Puddling and Heating Furnace.—Oetoher 29, 1867.

—The concavo-convex door has an inside contracting
flange into which firebrick are set with the outer
edges of the brick conforming to the shape of the
door flange. Metallic pillars and skeleton columns
support the brick-work of the chimney stack. Other
devices are cited in the claims.
Claim.—First, the shape and form of the inner

door and its brick lining of peculiar shape, and the
flanges upon the door with its slides, pins, and pin-
holes, as above described.
Second, as an improvement in the applying the wa-

ter, by the improved manner of wrought"iron tubing,
detached and renewable at pleasure, instead of being
cast in the doors, frames, aud other castings of the
furnace.

Third, the form of the application or introduction
of water over the air blast box by means of detached
wrought iron tubing, instead of the cast iron tubing
in the air blast box, with the flange of the air blast
box attached to support the bottom of the furnace,
instead of hij,ving the air box resting upon it.

Fourth, the water tanks, or chambers, in the fire

grates as described, and in the introdaction of water
through the bearers or supporters of the furnace bed
or bottom, and iu the under side of the bottom or
bed of the furnace, as indicated by the drawing.

Fiftli, as an improvement in the chimuey u, the
skeleton columns as above indicated by Figs. 1 2

and 12.

70,323.—Isaac IST. Dakn, New Hav»n, Conn.,
assignor to IN'ew Haven Folding Ciiaiu Company.—Folding Chair.—October 29, 1867.—One pair of legs

is pivoted to the seat and the other to the back, which
is pivoted to the seat. The illustration will explain
the action.

Claim.—The combination of the inflexible or rigid
'seat A witli the cross legs F and B, and back D,
wlieu the joints of the several parts are arranged rel-

atively to each other, in the manner as herein set

forth.

70,324.—Solon Dike, ISTcw York, N. Y.—Truss
and Supporter.—October 29, 1867.—Tlic elastic band
passes around tlie person above the hips, and the flex-

ible body l)raee has two pads, adjustable to the local-

ity and character of tlie rupture or prolapsus.
Claim.—Tlie flexible bocly brace C, provided with

the adiusta])lc i)ads d d, arranged in combination
with liand B and strap A, substantially in the man-
ner set forth and for the uses and purposes herein de-

scribed.

70,325.—Edwakd Ditiiridge, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Process of Alamifacturing Silver Glassivare.—Octo-

ber 29, 1867.—A hollow stud projecting from the globe
is the means of introducing the silver, and this is
then placed in the cap of the stand and the interven-
ing space filled in with cement.

Claim.—Providiug a recess for the reception of
tenons so as to form any article of silvered glassware,
composed of any number of pieces, without bringing
the cement used in contact with the silver on the
glass, substantially as set forth and described.

70,326.

—

Justin Ebee, Hummelstown, Pa.—Cor
Coiipli7ig.—Octohev 29, 1867.—At the end of each car
is a hinged coupling link and a coupling hook, so that
the meaiis of attachment is duplicated. As the ears
come in contact the hunters are forced back against
the springs, causing the shafts to turn and the arms
to swing forward, throwing the links into engage-
ment with the coupling hooks.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of tho
hunter G-, shaft E, arm a, cage D, coupling link B,
and hook C, substantially as and for the pm-pose
herein specified.

Also, the lever L, an-anged in combination with
the coupling link B and hook C, substantially as and
for the purpose herein set forth.

70,327.—Samuel Eberly and Samuel Hanck,
Mechanicsburg, Pa.

—

Horse Eake.—October 29, 1867.
— On the shaft is a slotted plate adjustable by set
screws, up or down ; the nearer to the sweep of the
rake head this plate is moved the less height the rake
will rise, and conversely.

Claim.—In combination with the sliding rod that
takes against the projections on the carrying wheel
to lift up the rake, the trigger pivoted and connected
thereto, and the adjustable tripper or " let-off,*' so that
the height to Avhic'h the rake may rise may be regu-
lated to the height of the Avindrows of hay, grass, or
other material desii'ed to be gathered, substantially as
described.

70,328.-C. A. EwicK, Eushville, Ind-.—Gultiva^
ifor.—October 29, 1867.—The shovel standards arc piv-
oted to the cranks, which are adjustable vertically by
the levers. Chains are attached to the standards and
springs tend to preserve their working position,

Claim..—First, the arrangement of the frames A A',
connected together as specified and provided with the
cranks e e g g, iu. the manner and for the pui'ijoses set

forth.

Second, the shovel beams D D' D D' connected to
the cranks e and g and secured in position by the
springs G- G' and chains r r to the frame A, as spe-
cified.

70,329.—Henry FaYette, Port Chester, IST. Y.—
Ciipola Blast and Smelting Furnace.—October 29,
1867.—The blast enters at the induction pipe in tho
crown and divides, a part passing down tlie center
and a part around the outside pipes to the air cham-
ber. "'Vie currents enter the cupola ii'om within and
withou,: with a whirling motion.
CUmn.—First, a downward central blast through

a pipe so located in the furnace that the air will bt^

come heated by the fire of the furnace before being
discharged into the same, substantially as shown and
described.
Second, a divided downward blast, one portion

passing down a flue or pipe through the center of the
furnace and the residue down side flues so located
that the air in all said flues ^\\\\ become heated iu
passing down the same, substantially as described.

Third, an upward central blast i'rom below the fur-

nace, substantially as shown and described.
Foiu-th, the combination of an upward and doAvn-

ward central blast, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.
Fifth, in combination Avith the air chamber B, tho

curved Avings s, to conduct the blast into the furnace
with a Avhirling centripetal motion, substantially as
described.

Sixth, iu combination with a central blast, whether
from above or below, or both, tlie flanges or disks e

and/, Avith the intervening curved wings t, to give
the blast from the center a Avhirling centrifugal mo-
tion, as described.

Seventh, in combination with the air chamber B
and curved Avings .v, a central blast from above or be-

low, or both, with the curved Avings t, all constructed
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and arranged substantially as and for the purposes
described.
Eighth, in combination with an annular air oham-

ber, as doscril)ed, passage ways for a portion of the

air to be forced tiicreiiom into tlie circumference of

the f*ruacc, and a curved or bent pipe or Hue for con-

ducting another portion of the air from said chamber
down below and thence up through the bottom of the

fui'nace, centrally, as described.

y 0,330.—J. P. Flaxpeks and S. K. Wells, Bur-
lington, Vt.—ned Bottom.—Oetobev 2'.), 1867.—The
bottom coil of each spring is secured to the slat by
side strips, and the helical coils support upper slats

which ui'C tied together by belts and support the mat-
tl'CSS.

Claim.—The slat A, with gi'oovcs formed upon its

upper side, substantially as herein represented, for the

purpose of securing the bottoms of the springs, as

IS herein fully set forth.

70,331.— Franklin D. Foud, iS^ew Bedford,
Mass.

—

Neck-tie.—October 29, 1807.—By pressing to-

gether the lower cuds the jaws arc sutiicicntly opened
to pass tiio button and close upon the latter as soon as

the said pressure is withdrawn.
Claim.— 'J)ue metallic spring fastening, provided

with lingers or cud a'^ and clam])ing parts c^, as herein
set forth and for the pm-poses spccilicd.

70,335.—George W. Fosdick, Dowagiac, Mich.
—Fein Holder.—October 2d, 18G7.—The box is riveted
to the dashboard and has a stationary and a movable
upright between which the reins are held by the po\ver
of a spring.

Claim.—The plate A, spring D, and uprights B B
and C, constructed, connected, and operating as and
for the pm-pose set forth.

y0,333j— John Hale, Scranton, Pa. — Door
Holder.—October 29, 18(i7.—The recess in the block
tits below the door to which it is pressed by the springs.

Claim.—The block A, as cojistructed and provided
with the spring C, and used for the purpose specified.

70,334.—T7ILLIA5I P. Haskins, Mendota, 111.—
Ball-and-isocket Joint—October 29, 1867.—The ball

is secured in the socket by a pin passing through both
ball and socket, making* a pivoted connection; the
pin is secured by a transverse leather key.

Claim.—First, the mode of securing the parts of
a ball-and-socket joint by means of a pin passing
through the socket and "ball and a thong passing-
through the ball and socket, and also thi-ough the piii,

fcubstantially in the manner set forth.

Second, the sockets A A, constructed with rounded
cavities, perforated by four holes, substantially as set
forth.

Third, in combination -with sockets constructed as
described, the double-headed link, substantially as set
forth.

70,335.— William Hill and James A. Harp-
ham, Havana, HI.— Corn Harvester.— October 29,
1867.—The frame is di-iven ahead of the horses and
gathers the rows of corn, bending them down and
stripping the ears therefrom by means of the riglit

and left-handed spiral-lianged cylinders and knockers,
which are actuated by gearing. The stalks are grasped
by worm rollers to prevent their being pulled from the
ground. The conveyor between the cylinders carries
the ears to an elevator, which dischai-ges them into a
wagon.

Claim.—First, the cylinders D, constructed and
operating substantially as described,- with flanges E
and knockers F.

Second, tlie elevator H, in combination with the
cylinders I), substantially as described.

Third, the elevator H, in combination with the dis-

charge elevator I, substantially as described.
Fourth, the reversible elevator I, constructed and

operating, substantially as described, so as to dis-

chai'ge the corn on either side.
Fifth, the '' triple tree" S S» S^ S^ in combination

•with double pulley U and cords i and u, substantially
as described.

70,336.—Sj:th Hoke, TTnion City, Ind., assignor
to himself and v^al. Thojipson, samc'place.—J.ni7?iai

Trap.—October 29, 1867.—The animal trips the bait
trigger, and his weight on the pivoted platform closes
the doors before and behind him and opens the en-
trance into a second chamber. As he advances into
the latter the trap is reset automatically. Tlie second
chamber has a sliding door and is detachable.

Claim.—First, in combination with the box A and
doors C and D, the lever B, hinged floor F, and con-
necting rods F- and D'^, substantially as set forth.

Second, the arraugemcnt of the box A, bait box E,
oscillating frame G- and trigger G', doors C and 1),

lever B, and connecting rods i)^ and F=^, substantially
a? desci'ibed.

Third, the coml)ination of the hinged floor F, door
H, and the angular rod H' attached to the latter, with
the doors C an"d D and weighted lever B for setting
the trap automatically, substantially as set forth.

Fourth, the arrangement of the cage I having a
sliding door K in connection with the box A, liaving
the parts for setting the trap automatically upon the
passage of the animal from the box, substantiaUy as
set forth.

70,337.—Alonzo W. Irish, Rochester, Minn.—
Process of Tatining.-October 29, 1867.—The hide is

unhairedin a solution of lime and ashes, then rinsed
and placed in a solution of hen manure to take the
lime out of the hides, wiien they are again rinsed and
ready for the tanning liquid, which is compoaod as
follows : to i barrel of water add 10 pounds boiled tag
alder; dissolved japoniea, 1 potmd; oil of vitriol, 2
poimds ; creosote, H ounce ; spirits of salt, 2 ounces

;

salt, 6 pounds. Mix well by stirring and let it stand
oyer night.
Claim.—The within described process of tanning,

when composed of the ingredients as set forth and
for the purposes specified.

70,338.—Egbert Jones, Ccdarsville, 111.—Bee-
hive.—October 29, 1867.—The hive is formed in two
sections, in the lower one of which the honey l?ox is

pivoted so as to remove it from the effects of changes
of Aveather, that it may be easily removed when the
upper sec'-ion of the hive is displaced. The flues ven-
tilate the interior of the hive.

Claim.—A beehive with two horizontal sections A
A', having rubber or cloth x between thein, and with
the interior and exterior covered with the plastering
specified, box D, honey board F, ventilating hole y,
and pipe B, all constructed, arranged, and used for
the purposes set forth.

70,339.—Theodore W. Kueitz, Quincy, 111.—
Folding Besk.-Oetober 29, 1867 ; antedated October
13, 1867.—The hinged, elevating and supporting frame
is upheld by drop braces that dog into recesses in the
frame beneath.
Claim.—'A portable folding desk, consisting of a

frame A, panels b c, and top d, jointed or hinged to

each other, which when elevated for use are supported
at the desired elevation by the props or pawls e and
the notches/, constructed substantially as and for the
purposes described.

70,340.— Charles E. Lattin, Birmingham,
Conn., assignor to himself and John 11. Lattix.—
Flush Bolt.—October 29, 1667.—The bolt has pins on
its edges and is operated by a pivoted plate which is

actuated in either direction to mo^e the bolt corre-
spondingly, and at other times lies flush with the
casing.

Claim.—The combination of the plate D in tho
plate A, and tlie bolt B, constructed and an-auged so
as to operate substantially as herein set forth.

70,341.—loiiN L. Lay, Bufl'alo, X. Y.—Locomo-
tive.—October 29, 1867.—Explained by the claim a.-rd

illustration.

Claim.—A locomotive engine, constrncted with
high and low pressure cylinders, the pistons of the
high-pressure cylinders being upon tlie same rod with
those of the low-pressure, and the axis of each in line

with the other, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

70,342.—H. Lefevre and J. McGuire, Lancas-
ter, Pa.

—

Compound for Stopping Leaks in Steam
Boilers.—October 29, 1S67.—Composed of siflphate of
lime 1 quart; wheat bran, 2 quarts ; mixed and thrown
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into the boiler, whei-e it fiuds its way to the leak and
becomes indurated therein.
Claim.—The composition set forth, combined sub-

Btautially in manner and for the pm-pose specified.

'^0,343 Ebenezer W. Lowe, Almond, IST, Y.—
Washing Machine.—October 29, 1867.—The corruga-
ted roller rotates above the concave bed of rollers,

being depressed thereupon by springs which connect
by draw rods with the roller bearings.

Claim.—The combination of the'spring I, stirrup
rods H H, lever nuts h h, as described, with the wash-
ing cylinder, as constructed, and the frame C C, as
suspended on the springs D D, so as to operate sub-
stantially in the manner herein described for the pur-
poses specified.

70,344.—George Mallory, Bridgeport, Conn.—Fan and Parasol Combined.—October 29, 1867.—
The sunshade is raised at an inclination to make a
convenient shade, and turns down on its pivot till it

engages in the hook ou the handle to form a fan.

Claim.—Tlie combination of the curved or droop-
ing hoop frame, handle, and joints, substantially as
hereinbefore set forth.

Also, the combination of the hoop frame, handle,
joint, and locking mechanism, substantially as here-
inbefore set forth.

Also, the combination of the hoop frame, handle,
joint, locking mechanism, and slide, substantially as
hereinbefore set foi'th.

70,345.—A. S. Maekham, Bushnell, Til.—Com-
pound Cultivator and Seeder.—October 29, 1867.

—

The double shovel plows are attached in front to pen-
dants from a wheeled frame, and are vertically ad-
justed in the rear by levers and chains.

Claim.—In connection with the frame of a wheeled
cnltivator the pendants E E, beams I, with the plow
shanks J -T, chains or cords L, and levers P, with the
bar S, rods a a, and whifiietrees 6 6, arranged and
used as and for the purpose specified.

70,346.—George McLean, Brooklyn, IST. T., as-

signor to himself, Joel P. Stiixwell, and George
Delaxd, New York, IsT. Y.

—

Burning Fluid. Oc-
tober 29, 1867.—To 40 gallons of gasoline add whiting,
H pound; gum benzoin, 5 ounces; sweet spirits of
nitre, 5 ounces ; spirits of ammonia arometica, 3
ounces ; salt, I of a pound ; oU of sassafras, 1 ounce

;

almond oil, 1 ounce.
Claim.—The illuminating compound composed of

the ingredients substantially as herein described and
for the purposes set forth.

70,347.

—

Matthias Mead, Lowell Mass.

—

Port-
ahle Jiadiating Furnace.—October 29, 1867.—Part of

the air enters beneath the grate, supports combustion
and passes off by the exit 11ue ; another portion is de-

viated to the flue around the chamber, then dives
down an outer concentric flue, becomes heated, and
so passes to the room.

Claim.—The arrangement of the continuous vac-
uum or flues c and/, for the purpose of heating for-

eign air and distributing it into any room or rooms,
substantially as described and herein specified.

70,348.—John W. Melcher, Oshkosh, Wis., as-

signor to himself and John J. Si'RAGue, same place.

—Detachable Whijlctrec.— October 29. 1867.-By with-
drawing tlie bolt the loop of the whifiletree is freed
and may be removed from its connectioa to the cross-

bar of the thills.

Claim.—Tlie intermediate connection b, the spring
bolt e, detachable hook d, hinged attachment i i, and
swivel bolt /.-, when arranged relatively to each other
and to tlic whifiletree a and cross-bar c, substantially

as described for the purposes set forth.

70,349.—Daniel Mendenhall. Fairfield, Iowa.—Tree Protector.—October 29, 1S()7.—Improvement
on his patent October 16, 1866. The trough contains
water and is attached by a flexible band to the trunk
of tlie tree. The trough is in two semi-annular sec-

tions united by clasps.

Claim.—First, the flexible collar or band B, applied
to a trough C, and adapted to serve the purposes de-

Bcribed.
Second, the use of a clasi? a for uniting the extrem-

ities of the trough C about a tree, substantially aa
described.
Third, the combination of the interposed protecting

strip e and clasp a with a trough C, substantially as
described.

70,350.—Joseph N"athan, Washington, D. C—
Eqg Holder.—October 29, 1867.—The cup-shaped
open dipper lifts the egg and allows the water to
drain therefrom.
Claim.—The egg-holding device, consisting of tho

handle A, with flat portions e, expanding strips ft a',

ring 6, cross pieces c, and foot piece d, substantially
as described.

70,351.—Jacob Newhart, Terre Haute, Ind.—
Ploiv Clevis.—October 29, 1867.—The long oscillating
clevis with its attaching bolts regulates the inclina-
tion of the draft.

Claim.—First, the oscillating plow clevis, Figs. 1
and 2, in the manner set forth.

Second, the regulating bolt C, in connection with
the looped T segment. Figs. 12 3 and 4, substantially
as set forth and herein explained.

70,352.—JosiAH H. IsTiciiOLS, New Britain, Conn.,
assignor to A. H. North and G. W. Lunt.—Manu-
facturing Knives and Forks.—October 29, 1867.—The
blade and half the handle are formed out of one piece
of metal, and the remaining section of the handle is

brazed thereon.
Claim.—The blade a and one part of a handle c

when formed of one piece of metal, substantially as
described.
Also, uniting one part of a handle c', formed in the

common* way, to said blade and handle a c, sub-
stantially as described.

70,353.—H. D. Peck, Newton, Mass., assignor
to William N. Ely, Stratford, Conn.—Thimble.—Oc-
tober 29, 1867.—The sliding blade is projected from
its sheath when required to cut the thread.

Claim.—A sliding knife blade or cutter, attached
to and combined with a thimble or finger clasp, when
constructed and arranged substantially as described.

70,354

—

Charles Peterson and Charles Gun-
ner, San Francisco, Cal.

—

Boat Detaching Tackle.—
October 29, 1867.—The lever draws the sleeves off the
rods that secure the hooks of the tackle, letting both
ends free simultaneously.
Claim.—First, the rods C, attached to the bottom

of a boat, their upper ends being free and provided
with loops c, substantially as and for the purposes
described.
Second, the sleevesD D' on the rods C, substantially

as and for the purposes described.
Third, the rods B B', pivoted as described in com-

bination with the rods C and sleeves D D', and ropes
b and d.

Fourth, the roller or drum e, pivoted in a slot in a
thwart or cross- board and provided with a lever/,
substantially as and for the pm'poses described.

Fifth, the detaching device, consisting of the rods
B B' and C, sleeves 13 D, ropes b and^d, and roller or
drum e provided with a lever/, and pivoted in a slotted

thwai't or board, substantially as described.

70,355.—Marvin Pierce, Winona, Minn.—
Spring Bed Bottom.—October 29, 1867.—The slats

are secured ou angle springs that have a double bear-
ing in the transverse bars and are halved into each
other.

Claim.—The slats C C, running lengthwise of tho
bed and resting upon the extremities of two springs
B B, formed as here described, and connected through
angular openings c e, in two bars A A, which extend
crosswise of the bed when constructed, arranged, and
used in the manner and for tho purpose set forth.

70,356.—C. Binder and D. C. Bouinson, Lowell,
Mass.—Car-axle JBoa;.—October 29, 1867.—Tlie car
box has four bearings to facilitate the work of repaii'-

ing when a bearing is worn out.

Claiin.—First, a car-axle box a having bearing sur-

faces d d d d. each being ready provided with Bab-
bitt or equivalent soft metal c, and arranged to be
in turn placed in position for use substantially as de-

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.
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Second, tho cooling chamber h, in combination
•with the box a, for tho purposes substantially as herein

described.

70,357.—Thomas D. Powers, Rochester, Wis.
— Wagon Shackle.—Ocioh^v 29, 18G7.—The slot in tlie

sides of the thill iron passes over the studs projecting
fi'om the inner faces of the shackle Avhilo the thill is

held vertically; -when tho latter is oscillated into

working position the parts are securely engaged.
Claim.— A. draw iron with a slot E, a cylinder

with a slot F, notch L, rubber spring G, metallic

spring n, a shaft iron with T, head shoulders K K.
when arranged to operate as shown and described
ftud for the purpose set forth. ,

70,358.—J. E. PnuDDEK, Birmingham, Conn.—
Carriage Shackle.—Octobav 29, 1867.—The couplijig

is attached by a conical threaded bolt that has a nut
on each end so as to readjust it to compensate for

wear.
Claim.—The herein-described shackle, as an im-

proved article ofmanufacture,consisting of the shackl*^

B and coupling C, constructed and arranged with the
conical bolt D, made square at its larger end, aud pro-

vided with nuts G and H so as to be adjustable, sub-

stantially in the manner herein described.

70,359.—Albert T. Rand, New York, If. T.—
Compound for Blasting Powder.—October 29, 1867.

—Composed of charcoal, 40 parts ; nitrate of soda, 60

;

prepared, mixed, granulated aud dried.

Claim.—A compound or powder made substan-
tially as above described, for the uses and purposes
above set forth.

70,360.— J. C. Re-tkolds, Taunton, Mass.—
Eni/e Sharpener.—October 29, 1867.—The transverse
steels arc attached in a clamp frame that is atljusted

to the shelf by a set-screw.
Claim.—A knife sharpener with two steels ar-

ranged to turn in a stand and present now sharpen-
ing surfaces when required, in combination with said
stand, aud a foot and clamping screw to fasten it to a
shelf or table, substantially as described.

70,361.—Isaiah C. Richards, Columbia, Pa.—
Compofiition to be used i?i Puddling Iron.—October
29, 1867.—To a charge of 500 lbs. in the puddling fur-

nace add a powder composed of 1^ lbs. black oxide of
manganese ; litharge, 21^ lbs. ; or for some qualities of
iron substitute for the litharge i lb. nitrate of potash.
The result is to eliminate the sulphur and phospho-
rus.

Claim.—The combination of the black oxide of
manganese with litharge, and also with nitrate of
potassa, when combined in the manner and for tho
purpose substautiaUy as herein specified.

70,362.—AdolphRoest.er, Warsaw, Hl-Match
Safe.—October 29, 1867.—The double-bodied match-
safe has a passage at bottom for a single match, which
the sliding tube Ibrces through the serrated plate ; the
match is ignited as it is projected.

Claim.—Rod e and sliding tube F, in combination
with the doul)le safe A, provided with springs G G,
or their equivalents, the wliole ai-ranged and opera-
ting substantially as described.

70,363.—John' Root, New Haven, Conn., as-

signor to himself and McLa/,.\n and Stevexs, same
place.

—

Machine for Heading Bolts.—October 29,
1867.—Tlic bolt is grasped in the die liolder, its lower

^ end resting on the spring. The shaft performs one
rotatioii, in which the die first strikes upon and upsets
the metal. Two of the dies compress the head into
form. Tlie upsetting die is brought down a second
time on the head. The holding die is then opened
and the spring forces the bolt up, in wiiicii position
the dies are again forced against the head, and then
another die comes down on the head, driving it bard
home upon the holding die.

Claim.—The arrangement of the forging dies e e
and//, the upsetting die m, and the holding die J, in
combination with the mechanism for operating the
same, and the spring S. all constructed so as to operate
Bubstantially in the manner herein set forth.

70,364.—Hamilton Ruduick, Boston, Mass.—
Steam Generator.—October 29, 1867.—The boiler is

hung on trunnions so as to maintain its equilibrium
while the car is on an incline.

Claim.—In traction and climbing engines, when
the engine j^ rigidly connected with the carriage, a
boiler \\\\w^ on truunions, and delivering steam
through said trunnions to pipe D, connecting the same
with the engine, substantially as aud fur the purpose
described.

70,365,—James F. Russell, Washington, D. C.—Facilitating the flow of Illuminating Gas through
Pipes.—October 29, 1867.—The flow of gasoline is fa-

cilitated by forming an annular passage around the
pipe, which is heated by steam.
Claim.—The method herein described of heating

and keeping at an even temperature gas, water, or
other pipes, by allowing steam, hot air, &c., to pass
in at one end of a case pipe, surround the inner pipe,
aud follow along its whole or partial extent, pass off
in tho manner substantially as described for the pur-
pose set forth.

70,366.—John J. Sandgren, Lyons City, Iowa.—Compound Tool for Shearing, Punching, and Up-
setting.—Octobev 29, 1867.—The tire, by being heated
and placed within the clamps, is shrunk without cut-

ting and welding.
Claim..—The combination and arrangement of the

levers G and E with the togglesWW J and U, when
constructed, arranged, and operating substantially as
and for the pui'poses as above set forth.

70,367.—Daniel Scanlin, Rochester, N. T.—
Sirup Pitcher.—October 29, 1867.—The sirup runs out
at the main spout, and the smaller one returns tho
drip to the pitcher.
Claim.—The spouts a and 5, when constructed so

that their outer edges form a curvilineal line, and
cover c, when constructed so that it will open and
close both spouts at one operation, in combination
with tube d, constructed substautiaUy as described
and for the purposes set forth.

70,368.—Charles H. S. Schultz, Cincinnati,
Ohio.

—

Com Popper.—October 29, 1867.—The wire
basket is fastened in fi'ont with a hook and to the
handle by a ring.

Claim.—The encircling frame F, whose hooked
shanks / /" are secured to a perforated and grooved
handle Gr g g' g" by means of the ring or ferrule H,
in the manner and for the purpose set foi'th.

70,369.—William and Coleman Sellers, Phil-
adelphia, Pa., assignors to William Sellers & Co.
— Valve Gear of Steam, Hammers.—October 29, 1867.

—The valve is operated through any reciprocating
part of the hammer by means of a lever, to which at
one point the valve is attached ; to another the recip-

rocating power is conveyed ; while a third point serves
as the attachment to the hand lever. Each point is

a fulcrum in turn, in accordance to the work required
of the hammer. When working automatically, the
fulcrum is the hand lever attachment. Wlien worked
by hand, the fulcrum is changed to the point of at-

tachment of the reciprocating power. When the
hammer is elevated, one motion of the hand lever
opens the valve, and as the hammer rises the hand
lever and reciprocating attacliments botli move. The
fulcrum being the valve attachment, the valve re-

maining stationary.
Claim.—First, the lever L, or its equivalent, when

all its points of attachment may be fulcra in turn, ac-

cording to the work required of the hammer, substan-
tially as described and for the purpose specified.

Second, the lever L, or its equivalent, when ar-

ranged in combination with the piston ami slide valve,

so that the relative iiosition of the piston and valve
may be changed for tlie purpose specified.

Third, the diagonal slot, or its equivalent, in tho
hammer bar within the steam space of the cylinder,

or its connection, for the purpose specified.

70,370.—Robert Simpson, Port Jeff'erson, Oliio,

assignor to himself and David Wilkinson, same
place.

—

Anim^al Trap.—October 29, 1867.—A series of
wings are attached to a rotary shaft that is actuated
by a weighted cord, so that they consecutively assume
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a horizontal position, forming a platform upon which
the rat stands while nibbling at the bait, and from
Avhich he is throTvn down into the trap.

Claim.—The combination of the notched bar F
with the spring triggers E, wings C, shaft B, and
spring or weight D, all-arranged and operating in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

'70,371.— W. W. Smith, Strougsville. Ohio.—
Ecttchet for Driving Wheels.—Oetoher 29, 1S67.—The
hnl) is allowed either to revolve on the shaft or is se-

cured fast to it by a key. The blocks have a series of
teeth that press into corresponding ones on the rim
of the hub, and pressing all around at the same time
give an even adjustment to the attachment.

Claim.—The blocks E E, shaft C, cross-piece D,
springs F F, and hub A, constructed, combined, and
used as and for the purpose set forth.

70,372.—Henry D. Snyder, Carbondale, Pa.,
assignor to himself, O. Keynolus, and A. L. Hunt.
—Safety Pocket.—October 29, 1867.—The pocket is

expanded by the springs, which oppose the ripping of
the pocket by a depredator.

Claim.—A safety pocket, constructed with a series

of springs between the pocket and its lining, substan-
tially as described.

70,373.—William P. Stalcup, Brookville, Ind.,
assignor to himself and John P. Lancaster, same
place.—ITi^i Burr Dresser.—October 29, 1867.—The
frame travels back and forth between the upright
plates, carrying the machinery, the object being to
groove, channel, face, or cut the dress in the stones.
Claim.—First, the slot s in the frame A, substan-

tially as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the instrument above desci'ibed for adjust-
ing tlie loop O accurately to the center of the runner,
when constructed and operating substantially in the
manher and for the purpose required.

Third, tlie loop O, when provided with a set screw
and used in connection with the frame A to regulate
the draft of t]ie dress, substantially as described.
Fourth, the tempering arrangement, consisting of

the screw rod F'" and screw F", when used in con-
nection with the fi-ame F to regulate the force of the
cutting tool K, substantially as described.

Fifth, the sleeve o, bearing the two cams e e, when
used upon the working sliaft of a stone dressing ma-
chine, to enable it to dress in both dii-ections, substan-
tially as set forth.

Sixth, the stone dressing machine above described,
consisting of the frame A, horizontal sliding frame
D, vertical sliding frame F', bearing the tool K, shaft
E, bearing the sleeve o, two cams e e, rack h, and gear
wheels u ly 'in, adjusted by means of lever L, all the
said parts being constructed, arranged, and combined
substantially in the manner and for the purposes spe-

cified.

70,374.—Anthony St. Louis, Keesville, N. Y.,
.assignor to himself and P. S. "Whitcomb, same place.

—Horseshoe Nail Machine.—October 29, 1867.—The
bar is held in the guide box, which is secured to a
metallic spring. When the shaft oscillates, its con
necting rods communicate motion to tlie hammers, the
face ends of which are beveled to suit the shape of the
rail. The A'ertical hammers strike the rail simultane
ously above and below, and its lateral hammers strike

it simultaneously on,its sides.

Claim.—First, constructing, arranging, and ope
rating the hammers E F and H H in the manner and
by the means herein described, whereby said hammers
are given a precise stroke, and one which draws the
nail, substantially as represented.

Second, the combination of the cross piece !N", the
pivoted arm z, box e, knife s, bar Q, and wheel R, with
its projection, used substantially as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

70,375.—Lewis Straus, Louisville, Kj.—Car
Iteplacer.—October 29, 1867.—The segment-shaped
tool, in combination with a laterally movable rack,

is applied to one end of the car, and so constructed
by a system of iralleys and gearing that the car can
be elevated and placed on its track.

Claim.—First, the combination of a lifting device
with a stool support attached, so applied to the end
of the car or locomotive as to admit of the rejilace-

ment of the same upon the track, substantially as de-
scribed.

Second, the slotted stool bar C and traveling rack
D, in combination with a pinion spur wheel c and
hand wheel F, substantially in the manner and for the
purposes described.

Third, the manner described and shown of attach-
ing the rack D to the stool bar C, for the pm-pose
specified.

Fourth, in combination with a device for lifting one
end of a car, a device by which such end, while ele-

vated, can be moved laterally, substantially as de-
scribed.

70,376 William A. Terry, Bristol, Conn.—
Alarm Clock.—October 29, 1887.—The dial should be
turned till the numbers representing the hour at
which it is desired that the alarm shall go off shall
be under the short hand of the clock. If it is to go
off within the first twelve hours the index is set at
1, and if in the second twelve at 2. To stop the
alarm from going off the index is turned to 0.

Claim.—First, the spring 'catch D, Fig. 2, made as
in the drawings, or swinging on a pin or center,
with separate springs, or any other manner, to oper-
ate substantially as described.
Second, the alarm index A, Fig. 2, by means of

which the alarm can be set to go off at any hour of
either 12 or 24, or be prevented from going at all

when desired, or any substitute operating in a simi-
lar manner.

Third, the pins E and F, Fig. 1, in the alarm dial.

Fourth, I do not claim the use of slot K, Fig. 1,

the pins in the wheel J, Fig. 1, or the lock work I
and H, Fig. 4, taken separately, or for other purposes,
as I am aware they have been previously used ; but I
claim the arrangement and combination of them,
substantially in the manner and for the purpose de-

scribed.

70,377.-^0HN TOBK, ISTewark, S. J.-Flotir
Sifter. — Oetoher 29, 1867; antedated October 9,

1867.—The rollers and beaters are attached to the
transverse arm that is adjustably secured in the elon-

gated slot of the vertical shaft that is rotated by the
hand crank above its wire-screen bottom.
Claim.—The reversible arm t, with the rollers r r

and the flexible beaters or rubbers q q, constructed
and arranged substantially as shown.

70,378.—William F. Turner, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Umbrella.—October 29, 1867.—The ribs and cover-

ing of the umbrella are detachable and are stowed
within the hollow handle when it is used as a cane.
Claim.—An umbrella having a hollow cane or

handle, the rib sti'etchers, cap, runner, and cover all

being detachable, as and for the pm-pose herein
shown and described.

70,379.—Hiram Tyler, Gaines, I^T. T., assignor
to himself and Charles T. Richards, Albion, iST. Y.,
and John Marsh, East Carrolton, N. Y.

—

Pumps.
—October 29, 1867.—The piston is double-acting, and
the cylinder has two valves at each end ; the valves
at a given end open into induction and eduction
chambers respectively.
Claim.—The boxes D and E, pipes B C, valve

plates L, and piston head as constructed with its

piston rod F, the several parts being used with the
cylinder A, when combined, arranged, and operating
in the manner substantially as and for the purposes
herein specified.

70,380.-Samuel Vanstone, Providence, R. L,
assignor to himself and John Stewart, same place.

—Connecting Link for Chains.—October 29, 1867.— j,

The overlapping, ratcheted sections of the link are
secured by a central pin through the connecting
strap.

Claim.—The improvement in connecting links de-

scribed, which consists in making each division of
the link with a central tongue a, whicli tongues,

when overlapped by placing the two parts of the

links together and uniting the same by a rivet, Avill

form a cross-bar b, substantially as described for the

purposes specified.

70,381.—Elisha Walker and A. M. Weed,
La Porte, Ind.—Oultivator.—Octohev 29, 1867.—The
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draft liooks are attached to the pendent bars to

which the plow bcaius are ;>ivoted. The plows are

elevated by chains irom the beams that connect to

the axles. The exteusiou seat iu the rear balances

tlie toug-ue..

Claim.—First, the mode of counterbalancing the

weight of the tongue by that of the driver by means
of tlic seat K, resting u{)on the bars K', adjustably

secured to the tongue and supported upon the axle,

substantially as set forth.

Second, the combination of the tongue D, doublo-

ti-ee F, with sockets F' and beams (>, respectively

constructed and arranged substantially as set forth.

70,3S2.—Francis W. "White, Norwich, Conn.—
Machine fur Making Blind 67ats.—October 29, 1867.

—The plank is placed within the ways and fed along
till it touches a stop, when a transverse cut severs a
section, -which is removed by a feed roller to the place
where it is sawed into strips. The action ot the
roller is intermittent, and during its intervals of rest

the rotary tubular cutters are successively forced
into the opposite sides of the block and form open-
ings. The surfaces are planed and gudgeo)is made
ou their extremities by automatic operations.

Claim.—First, cutting blind slats from a plank
and finishing the same automatically at one opei'a-

tion, by the mechanism substantially as herein set

forth.

Second, the railway saw D in combination with
the connecting rod /, to throw it into operation by
the contact of the plank while passing through the
parallel ways, as shown and described.

Third, cutting the tenons of the slat in the block
by mechanism, substantially as described.
'Fourth, cutting the shoulders of the slats iu the

block by mechanism, substantially as described.
Fifth^ the cutters k and k\ forrued to tit the space

between two slats and employed to finish their sides
and edges, substantially as shown and described.

Sixth, the rests or followers t\ for holding the slats

while being cut trom the block, as described.

70,383.—S. R. WiLMOT, Bridgeport, Conn.—
TJniUng Sheet Metal.—Octoher 29, 1807.—The corru-
gated edges are clasi»ed together and the united
plate fed thi'ough rollers.

Claim.—The uniting of the two edges of metal by
the formation of the corresponding edges and uniting
the same in the manner herein set forth.

70,384.—J. H. Aldrich, Nashua, N. 'K.—Rail-
road Freight Car.—November 5, 1867.—The car has
oblong apartments extending across the car, with
doors at each side of the car for loading and unload-
ing cattle, &c. A cliamber above carries subsi.stence.

Claim.— The cattle car, when substantially ar-

ranged as and for the purpose described.

70,38.5.—J. M. Alexander, Delhi, Ohio.—To-
bacco Smoking Tube.— November 5, 1867.—The to-

bacco is contained in a fine gauze cylinder enclosed
within a cigar-shaped case, leaving a'n annular space
between, communicating with the mouthpiece. Asa
modification a small gauze tube may traverse the case
axially and the tobacco be placed aVound it.

Claim.—A tobacco smoking tube, formed by com-
bining an outer tube Avith an inner wire gauze, per-
forated or porous cylinder, in either of the forms
above described, .so that the smoke will be drawn to
the mouth without jjassing through the tobacco, sub-
staHtially as set foith.

70,386.—Gl'stavus Arxd. New York, N. T.—
Treating Tobacco.—November 3, 1867.—Tiie ammo-
nia generated in the tobacco by fermentation is neu-
tralized by free acids or by acetic acid produced l)y

the fermentation of saccharine matters added to the
tobacco.

Claim.—First, treating tobacco with acids, such
as acetic acid, formic acid, malic acid, lactic acid, or
any other acid of a similar nature, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

Second, treating tobacco with vegetaWe substances,
such as saccharine or other juices, and then subject-
ing the same to fermentation, substantially as and for
the pui'poses set forth.

70,387.—E. ir. AsHCROFT, Lynn, Mass.

—

Eleva-
tor.—November .'), 18()7.—The platform is supported
by a metallic, braced frame, which has a socket trav-
ersed by the lifting screw. Anti-friction rollers bear
against the framing, inside and outside.
Claim.—The combination of the frame II with its

friction rollers h and g, and the screw E, constructed
and operating in the manner substantially as shown
aud desci'ibcd and for the purpose set forth.

70,388.-E. H. AsncROFT, Lynn, Mass.- Coi"^

ering Steam trenerators.—November 5. 1867.—The
boiler is covered with alternate layers of felt and ce-

ment, which are held iu place by hooks projecting
from bands fastened to the boiler. A metallic cylin-

der encloses the outer layer.

Claim.—First, the coinbination and arrangement
of bands A, hooks or points a, and cement layer B,
substantially as shown and described aud for the pur-
pose set forth.

Second, the combination and arrangement of cov-
ering F, alternate layers E D C B, and bands A, con-
structed and operating in the manner substantially
as shown and described aud for the purpose set forth.

70,389.-E. H. AsiiCROFT, Lynn, Mass.— Coti-

denser.— November 5, 1867.— The water pipe dis-

charges into the three chambers of the reservoir.
From each of these depends a pipe vi'ith a rose
sprinkler at its lower end. The three sprinklers aro
at different elevations in the waste pipe.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

waste pipe A, showering pans B, reservoir E, aud
supply pipe C, operating in the manner substantially
as shown and described and for the purjiose set forth.

70,390.—E. H. AsncuOFT, Lynn, Mass.—Fi/e-
proof Safes.—November 5, 1867.—The spaces be-

tween the inner and outer casings are filled with
nests of pipes wiiich are charged with water and
sealed up. Fusible plugs give way when a certain
degree of heat is reached, and provision is made for

some of it to pass inside to keep the contents from
charring.
Claim.—First, in a fire-proof safe a series of per-

forated water pipes E, or their equivalents, arranged
substantially as described and for the purpose set

forth.

Second, in combination with said pipes, the inner
perforated lining B, and chamber D, arranged and
operating in the manner substantially as shown and
described and for the purpose set forth.

Third, in combination of the chamber D aud water
pipes F, constructed and operating in the manner
substantially as shown and described and ior the pur-
pose set forth.

70,391.—George Beigel, New York, N. Y.—
Stereoscopic Apparatus.—November 5, 1867.—A pack
of pictures are introduced above, and are fed singly
before an opening'oppositc the eyeglasses, and are dis-

charged from the point of view previous to another
one slipping into place. The pictures arrange them-
selves in a pack in the lower chamber.
Claim.—First, introducing the pictures into the

stereoscopic apparatus in packs or quantities, in-

stead of singly or in pairs, as heretofore, substan-
tially as and for the purposes described.
Second, the feed screw D and slide C, for propel-

ling the pack of pictures, substantially as set forth.

Third, the separating screw F, provided Avitli spi-

ral steps, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

Fourth, the tappet rod e, bolt rf, and tooth a, iu
combination witii the projections e', slide C, and feed
screw D, substantially as and for the pm'pose set

forth.

Fifth, the stop /, in combination with the tooth a,

slide C, feed screw D. and case A, constructed and
operating substantially as and for the purjjose de-

scribed.

Sixth, the trap H, in combination with the feeding
and separating mechanism, constructed and oper-

ating substiintiallv as and lor the purjiose s(>t fo"th.

Seventh, the folding fiap K, hinged T-sliaped brace
M, and hinged head L, iu combination wWw tiio cyo
glasses J, and case A, constructed and ojx ratt'.ig sub-

stantially as and for the purpose de.seriled.

Eighth, the oscilhitiug fiiiger N, iii combination
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Second, the serrated opening G, substantially
and for tiae purpose described.

70,397.—Mildred Blakey, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Skcljnng Dies.—November 5, 1867.—The slot at tht»

upper side along the line of division of the dies ad-
mits the passage of the jaws of the pair of tongs by
which the skelp bar is grasped in the middle of one
end and drawn through the dies.

Claim.—The construction and use of the skelping
dies, made either solid or separate, with a slot or
opening b extending longitudinally along their upper
part, through or between them, substantially as and
for the purpose hereinbefore set forth.

70,398.—Alfred Eliss. IS'ew York, ]Sr. Y.—Gas
Chandelier Attachment.—November 5, 1867.—The
flexible tube is more or less coiled on a wheel to suit
the height of the chandelier. The gas passes into the
annular chamber in the wheel through the tubular
journal of the latter.

Claim.—The combination of a wheel or reservoir,
supplied with gas in any convenient manner, with a
flexible tube, for the pui'pose indicated.

70,399.—Jonathan L. Booth, Tlochester, N.T.—Manufacture of Rails for Railways.—November
5, 1867.—Improvement on his patent August 28, 1866,
(No. 57,467.) The curved cap is prevented from
working longitudinally by indentations in the body
of the rail.

Claim.—The combination of the body A, nicked
and indented as described, with the cap B, substan-
tially in the manner and for the pirrpose herein set
forth.

70,400.—Jonathan L. Booth, Kochester, N. T.—Manufacture of Rails for Railways.—November 5,

1867.—Improvement on his patent August 28, 1866.

The top of the body of the rail has a central longitu-
dinal groove, forming a recess beneath the cap and
allowing some elasticity in the latter.

Claim.—The cap B, in combination with a base A,
having a longitudinal depression in its upper surface,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

70,401.—Gr. BowERMAN, Napolcon, Ohio.—^ioct
and Poultry Feeder.—November 5, 1867.—The ball

valve of the reservoir is raised by the pressure of the
feet or nose of the animal, and allows the grain to run
from the hopper into the feed trough.
Claim.—The bin or reservoir C, valve E, in com-

bination with the rod F, lever G, and ease A, con-
structed and arranged as and for the piu-pose set

forth.

70,402.—H. B. Briggs, Clarksburg, Mass.—^pin-
ning Jack.—November 5, 1867.—A projection of the
carriage comes in contact with a lever pivoted in an
adjustable standard, and by means of a coiinecting
rod operates another lever which brings into action
the belt shifter to cause the carriage to be drawn in
by the race belt. The gradual passage of the belt on
to the fast pulley causes it to slip at first, and modi-
fies the speed of motion of the Ciu-riage at starting.

Claim.—First, the lever Gr, having a cam Y at a
suitable point thereon, for acting against the belt-

shipper, substantially as described.
Second, the adjustable standard N and lever M, in

combination, and arranged to operate Avith the car-

riage of a spinning jack, substantially as described.
Third, the combination of the adjustable standard

N, lever M, lever G, and connecting rod I, or an
equivalent connecting device, substantially as de-

scribed.
JTourth, the levers M and G, applied to the shipper

D, or the driving shaft of a jack for the purpose of
bringing the fast pulley C into partial engagement
with the race-shaft belt, substantially as and for the
purpose above set forth.

70,403.-0. B. Brown, Maiden, Mass.—Cleaner
for Lamp Chimneys.—November 5, 1867. The elas-

tic cylinder is for application of a washing cloth to
the interior of the chimney.

Claim.—A lamp-chimney cleaner, consisting of an
elastic cylinder or tube attached to a handle, substan-
tially in the manner described.

with the trap H, and with the feeding and separating
mechanifem, constructed and operating substantially
as and for the j)urpose set forth.

Ninth, the lower side O, in combination with the
folding and separating mechanism, constructed and
operating substantially as and for the pui-pose de-
scribed.
Tenth, the method, herein described, of collecting

the pictures in the lower part of the case after they
have been viewed, so that they can be removed in
quantities or packs, as set forth.

Eleventh, giving to the lower slide O a faster mo-
tion than to the feed slide C, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

Twelfth, the winding mechanism Q, in combina-
tion with the slides O C and cords s' t, constructed
and operating substantially as and lor the purpose
set forth.

70,392.—W. P. Bennett, East Pepperell, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Henry Blake, same place.—Lamp Extinguisher.—November .5, 1867.— The
upward pressure of the wick sepai-ates the rollers,

which close again above the wick. The bearers of
the rollers are attached to a collar on the wick tube,
and a sleeve slips upon the latter to close the opening
between it and the rollers.

Claim.—The application of the two rollers a a to
the wick tube of the burner, so that the said rollers

may operate with and be operated by the wick, sub-
staiatially in manner and for the purpose set forth.

Also, 'the combination and arrangement of the
slotted arms b b with the two rollers a a and the wick
tube, or with an additional tube or collar / applied
to such wick tube, as specified.

Also, the combination, as well as the arrangement,
of the stops or guards h h with the rollers a a and the
wick tube, applied and arranged together substan-
tially as explained.

70,393.—George L. Benton, Bochester, N. Y.,
assignor to himself and John Greenvi'OOD, same
place.

—

Emery Wheel for Grinding and Polishing
/Saws, (&c.—November 5, 1867.—The emery wheel is

concavo-convex and has an acute periphery to enter
between the saw teeth.

Claim.—The emery Avheel formed with the nan'ow
grinding rim a and central depression 6, and made
of the conical or convex shape herein described, the
same operating in the manner and for the purpose
specified.

7P,394.—Julius Be\T[NS, Unadilla Forks, N. Y.
—Device for Holding Sap Buckets.—November .5,

1867.—The bracket is suspended from a nail driven
into the tree, and has a hook below to support the
bottom of the bracket, and an upper hook, against
which the side of the bracket rests.

Claim.—The bar A, the hook B, and the curved
hook C, when they aro arranged in the manner speci-

fied.

70,395.-^0HN Q. BiRKEY, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Gas Stove.—November 5, 1867.—Improvement on his

patent October 31, 1865. The inverted cone through
which the flame passes is surrounded by a cylindri-

cal pipe concentric thereto. The air to supply the
flame passes up the annular space between the cylin-

der and cone.
Claim.—Fivsi, the tube B, arranged in respect to

the hollow cone D and wire-gauze or perforated disk
E, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the plate E, with its inclined inner edge
arranged in respect to the iierforated plate of wire-

fauze disk E, substantially as and for the purpose
escribed.

70,396.—Thomas W. Bishop, Austin, Ind.—
Corn Sheller.—November 5, 1867.—Tlie rotation of
one miter wheel is communicated to the other ; in

the center of the latter is a throat through which the
ear is thrust ; the corn is rasped from the cob by the
spiral flanges in the revolving spring box, whose sec

tions are pressed together by springs.

Claim,.—First, the combination with the shelling

device-E E of the gear wheels C and D. hub I>\ and
central opening D'^ substantially as aud for the pur-

pose set fortli.

as
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70,404.—Addison Buch, "West Eavl Township,
"Pa.—Stratv Cutter.—^oxemher 5, 1867.—The knife

enters between the mouth and spring plates, the lat-

ter snpportiug the outer ends ot the straw and pre-

venting bonding down before the knife.

0/!«i»?.—Tlic construction and arrangement of the

metallic plate A and spring-board B, in combination

with the bottom plate C, and arrangement of the

knife B and lever H, in the manner and for the pur-

pose specitied.

70,405.—A. W. Burrows, Cleveland, Ohio.—7?-
luminating Oj:i.—November 5, 1867.—Composed of

naphtha, 4U gallons : tincture of camphor, 1 pint ; sul-

phuric ether. 2 ounces : linseed oil, 1 ounce
;
glycer-

ine, 2 ounces ; tannic acid. 1 ounce ; benzoin, 1 ounce

;

alum 4 ounces ; and paraiiinc oil, 1 quart.

Claim.—The above described compound, composed
of the ingredients heroin given, in the manner as and
for the purpose set forth.

>0,406.— P. Byun's and George Stanxard,
Mendora, Wis.

—

Churn.— Xovember 5, 1867.—The
churn is attached to and operated by a rocking chaii-.

It has a perforated transverse partition,agaiust which
the cream is dashed.
Claim.—Tho churn B. perforated board F, handles

E E, chair A, and connecting rods C C, when all are

constructed, arranged and operated a^and for the

purpose set forth. «^

70,407.—Charles TT. Cahoox, Portland, Me.—
Steam Engine.—Xovember 5, 16G7.— To avoid explo-

sion in street steam carriages the water is heated in

a stationary boiler, and when transferred to the car-

riage the tank that contains it is surrounded by some
non-conducting material to prevent the unnecessary
"waste of heat.

Claim.—First, a carriage having a receptacle con-
taining hot Avater under pressure, when the water has
been heated at a place other than in or on the car-

riage, substantially as and for the purpose described.

Second, the com'binatiou of a carriage, receptacle,

and engine, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
Third, the combination of a non-conducting mate-

rial with the receptacle upon the carriage, containing
water heated and transferred as described, substan-
tially as set forth.

Fourth, a reserve tank, containing -water heated
and transferred as described, for the purpose and sub-

stantially as set forth.

70,408.-Daniel O. Card, Rawsonville, Ohio.—
Bent Knee and Beam for Sleighs.—November 5, 1867

.

—A single piece of timber is bent around to form
both knees of a sleigh bent. The timber is braced by
npper and lower metallic bars.

Claim.—The herein described bent knee and beam,
as a new article of manufacture.

70,409.—J". L. Chamreks, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Bcgistcr Padlock.—November 5, 1867.—The lock has
a direction tablet slipped in from beneath, and con-

fined by a hinged plate, which is locked fast simulta-

neously with iXvi securing of the lock.
' C7(nm.—First, constructing a lock with two inde-
peudent bolts, which arc so arranged as to act to

gcthcr, simultaneously locking botli the hasp and bot-

tom plate of tlie lock, said bolts being operated by a
series of tural)lers, which are worked by means of a
flat key, substantially as described.

Seco'nd, securely locking the tablet in position by
means of the bottom plate I, substantially as do
scribed.

70,410.—James Chandler, Syracuse, N. T.—
Telegraph Clock.—NoAember.5, 1667'.—The descent of
the clock weight being gTaduated in a reverse posi
tion at some other desired point or points, a wii-e in

connection T\ith the clock weight, and running over a
pulley at the head of the longitudinal dial, elevates the
iudex as the weight of the clock descends. The bell

hammer is tripped by a wire operated by connection
•with the works of the clock.

Claim.—The application of cords and wires to the
clock and weight, as herein described, for the purpose
of indicating the time and striking the hour at various
points.
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70,411.— S. A. Chase, Boston, Mass.— Elastic
Sash iiJ/eyato)-.—November 5, 1867.—The elastic cords
stretch to allo^w the depression of the sash, but, on
retraction, replace it in position when the detaining
catch is released.

Claim.—The mode of elevating window sashes by
means of elastic cords, substantially in manner and
for the purpose as described.

70,412.—Henry Chatfield, "Walcottville, Conn,
— Hoisting Apparatus.— November 5, 18(i7.— Two
belts are used for hoisting, one straight and the other
crossed ; fast and loose pulleys reverse the motions to

raise or lower the weights. The toggle arms are so
arranged that -when either belt is on the fast pulley

the arms will not be in line with each other, and hence
the brake will be drawn away from the pulley and
not hinder its free motion. When the toggle arms
are brought in line with each other they force the
brake against the pulley simultaneously while the
belts are off the fast pulley.

Claim.—In combination "with a hoisting machine,
the toggle arms 1 1, arranged and operating in con-
nection with the belt shipper H, brake lever F, and
brake G, substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

70,413 Samuel CollinsixN, Buffalo, N. Y.—
Tongs.—November 5, 1867.—The two outer tongs are

rigicl to the arms, and the central tongues are pivoted
so as to oscillate freely in the plane of movement of
the outer ones.

Claim.—Constructing tongs with two or more
tongues b c for grasping' several articles at the same
time, arranged and operating substantially in the
manner set forth.

70,414.—Theodore E. Cook, Saratoga Springs,
N. Y., assignor to Henry La^wrence, Norristown,
Pa.^

—

Mode of Lining Barrels with Sheet Metal.—
November 5, 1867.—Explained by the claims and
illustration.

CZaiiJi.-Rubbing out or burnishing down th j metal
lining against the wood of the barrel to make the
metal liJing fit the inside of the barrel closely, sub-

stantially as described.
Also, as a new article of manufacture, a wooden

barrel lined with sheet metal, uiiich is made to fit the
wood closely on the inside by being rubbed or burn-
ished against it.

70,415.—Thomas Cook, London, England, as-

signor to Charles Pomeroy Button, New York,
N. Y.— Fire-proof (Sff/c-November 5, 1867.— The
circular metallic door has a threaded edge which
screws into an aperture in the front of the case. As
the door is turned by the handle for the purpose of
opening, the axial screw traverses in the aperture in

the hinged arm, which thus maintains the direct line

of motion to the hinge until the door is open, "v\'hen

it may be turned on its hinged arm. A reverse move-
meut'closes the door.

Claim.— The construction and application of a
screw-fitting door to safes and depositories, substan-
tially as above described.

Also, the hinged arm H and the screwed axis G,
for supporting the Aveight of the door C and guiding
the same in a true horizontal plane during the open-
ing and closing of the said door, as above described.

70,416.—Charles Frederick Cooke, York, and
John Standfield, Lambeth, England.

—

Differential
Wheel Gearing.—November 5, 1867.—Intended espe-
cially for windlasses and hoisting apparatus, in which
it acts a lock gear to prevent "backlash." In its

sim]-)lest form it consists of four spur wheels. One
spur wheel has interior cogs and is fast to the frame. I

A similar wheel, of slightly increased size, is fast to
the cliain drum ; carriers containing two pinions of
different sizes are fast to the arbor, and the pinions j

gear into the spiu' wheels. The surfaces of the pin- •

ions traversing with different speeds, the variation is

made effective in giving positive motion to the chain
drum.

Claim.—First, the novel combination and arrange-
ment of differential wheel gearing, and its application
to various purposes, in the manner substantially as
described.
Secoud, the combination of our said differcutial
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•wheel gear with parts for the purpose offorming crabs
and other hoisting apparatus into self-acting weighing
machines, in the mauaer substantially as described.

70,417.—Joseph Siglek, Madison county, Ind.,
administrator of the estate of Jesse P. Crampton,
deceased.— Manufacture of Butter.— l^^ovcraber 5,

1867 ; antedated October 29, 1867.—Explained by the
claim.
Claim.—The method herein described ofimproving

commofl butter by churning it over in combination
with new or sweet milk, white sugar, nitrate of pot-
ash, and liquid rennet, or their equivalents, substan-
tially in the manner and in the proportions herein set
forth.

70,418.— MORITZ Crohn, St. Louis, Mo., as-

signor to himself, H. W. Volkers, and G-uiDO
D'Oench, same place.

—

Yeterinary Narcotic Injector.
—Xoveniber 5, 1867.—The common smoking pipe has
a cover, to the top of which is attached a flexible tube
that terminates in a rigid nozzle suitable for injecting
purposes.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
bowl A, the tube B B', and the bellows C c, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

70,419.—Commodore Daniels, Fremont, Ohio.—Floating Water Po2<;c>-.—November 5, 1867.—The
wheels turn in channels of a floating structure moved
in a current. The speed of the wheels is regulated
by sliding gates and by the expansion of the flaring-

months of the channels.
Claim.—First, the sliding frame G, in combination

with boats D aud wheels F, the whole constructed
and operating as herein described.
Second, the sliding frame G, in combination with

boats I), wheels F, apron N, anchor piece g, the whole
constructed and operating as and for the purpose sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

70,420.—Benjamin A. Davis, Petersburg, Va.—
Curing Tobacco,—November 5, 1867.—The tobacco-
curing house has a glass roof at an angle of 45= ex-

posed to the south, and shutters beneath the roof,

front and rear, for purposes of ventilation.
Claim.—First, the openings, with their covers, close

under the roof, both front and rear, for tlae purpose of
admitting air, ventilating, and carrying off the evap-
oration from tobacco while in the process of curing,
as herein desci-ibed.

Second, the process of drying or curing tobacco
under a glass roof, substantially in the manner herein
described.

70,421.-John T. Davis, Jersey City, N. J., and
"William C. Selden, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Composition
for Packing Journal Boxes, Joints, d:c.—November 5,

1867.—For joui'ual or stufl[ing boxes and for packing

:

paper pulp, 16 parts ; soapstone, 1 ; sulphate of zinc, 1.

Claim.—First, a composition of paper pulp, soap-
stone, and sulphate of zinc, or its equivalent, substan-
tially as and for the purposes specified.

Second, a composition of paper pulp and sulphate
of zinc, substantially as aud for the purposes set forth.

70,422.—Marcus De Voursney, Newark, N. J.—Fastening for Coach Lamps.—November 5, 1867.

—

The socket of the bracket slips upon a standard at-

taclied to the coach. The arms of the bracket have
plates which are attached to the lamp case.

Claim:—Fii'st, a bracket A provided with arms a
and a socket 6, in combination with the standard B
and with a coach lamp, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

Second, fastening the socket to the back of the lamp
by means of the arms a, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

70,423.—Henry Disston, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Device for Setting Saw Tcetft.—November 5, 1867.—
The Jiotclied swage is hinged to rods, which are so

adapted to and controlled by the collars, washers, and
spindle of a circular saw, that the cutting edges of

all the teeth of the latter, wheu set by the swage,
must be at the same distance from the center of the
saw.
Claim.—T\\Q notched swage F, in combination with

adjustable rods G and G', the lower ends of which

are adapted to or arranged to embrace the collar and
washer, or the spindle of a circular saw, all substan-
tially as and for the piu'pose herein set forth.

70,424.— Henry Disston, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Device for Sharpening Saw Teeth.— November 5,
1867.—The cylindrical file while operating on the
tooth is engaged by the sliding rod, which enters the
concave of the adjoining tootli, and by a side bar de-
termines the extent of the cut.

Claim.—First, the combination of a file or cutter
A and a cross bar or guide F, so arranged in respect to
the cutter as to determine the extent to which the
latter shall penetrate the front of the saw tooth, all

substantially as described.
Second, the combination of the above and a bar G,

or its eqiiivalent, so arranged as to determine the ex-
tent to which the cutter shall penetrate the saw blade.

Third, the mode, substantially as described of ren-
dering the bar F adjustable to and from the file A.

70,425—^D. A. Dixon, St. Louis, Mo.—Sasldle
Tree.—November 5, 1867.—The pommel is extended
forward to torm a support for the saddle bags, and
has a metallic loop to support the carbine. The
corners of the cautle block are rounded off to permit
swinging back of the legs.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
loop a' witlithe pommel A.

Second, tfll construction of the cantle C, substan-
tially as described and set forth.

70,426.—\Y. Elmer and H. G. Hubert, New-
York, N. Y.

—

Ozone Generator.—November 5, 1867.

—The two chemical agents required for producing
ozone are packed separately. "When required for use
the cap is removed, exposing the protruding part of
the rod. The rod is ariven to break the vial, and
allows the contained sulphuric acid to fiow into
the cuj). The acid filters through the porous cup,
comes in contact Avith the porous granulated sub-
stance, saturated with permanganate of potassa.
This causes a continuous production of ozone, Avhich
escapes through the holes.

Claim.—First, the combination and ari-angement
of the vessel A with the porous cup B the one filled

with the granulated porous substance "W, and the
other partly filled with the liquid chemical reagent Z,

in the manner substantially and for the purpose set

forth.

Second, the combination of the rod E, cement
stopper e and cap T with the vial D and cup B, ar-

ranged so as to operate substantially in the manner
specified.

Third, the granulated porous substance W, and the
liquid chemical Z, in combination with a porous cup
B, so that the reaction between the said chemical Z
and substanceW will take place, as set forth and for

the pm-pose specified of producing ozone.

70,427.

—

James Fallows, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to Pouter and BdoTH, same place.—Oon-
struction of Sheet Metal Buckets.—November 5, 1867.

—The contraction of a flared vessel is effected by
corrugating the restricted parts.

Claim.—Producing the flared or flanged base of a
sheet metal vessel requiring such a base by corrugat-

ing the sheet metal of the body of the vessel, substan-

tially as described and set forth.

70,428.—"Walter H. Fitzgerald, Philadelphia,

Pa., assignor to himself and "W. H. Sexto.n, same
place.— Shutter Bowing Bolt.— The shutters are
coupled by the joint bolt that engages in the keepers
on the adjoining plates.

Claim.—First, in combination with a shutter bolt,

the small friction bolt d on the plate C and the notches
3-3 in the bolt bar c", the same being arranged to

operate together as a stop or lock for the bolt bai",

substantially as set forth and described.

Second, in combination with the subject-matter of
the preceding clause of the claim, the small friction

bolt/and the recess e in the plate C and the vertical

hole in the forward end of the bolt bar c", the same
being aiTanged to operate together, substantially as

and for the purpose set forth aud described.

70,429.—Armstrong Freeman, Lowell, Mich.

—

Cattle Guard Ga<«.—November 5, 1867.—The traiu
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presses down the movable rail level to the tread of
the line rail, and by its connections throws the gate
up and back out of the way of the passing cars.

Claim.—First, the side" rail H, lever I, chains L
and levers K, as arranged, in combination with the
gate A for the purpose and in the manner as set forth.

Second, the gate A and roller U, as arranged, in

combination with the standard M', links N and
weighted arm N', in the manner and for the purpose

, herein described.

i

70,430.—Hugh J. Graham, Monmouth, 111.—
Cultivator.—November .5, 18(i7.—The plows are ele

rated or lowered by the connections of the beams to

the corrugated bars in front, and by slotted sliding

Eendants to the handles in the rear. The pivoted
carers ofthe driver's seat are thrown forward on tlie

axle when not in use. The driver's weight is bal
unced by altering the position of the clutches on the
corrugated bars in front.

Claim.—First, the slotted bar O, in combination
with the handles F F and upright bars P P, substan-
tially as desci'ibcd and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the curved iron T, in combination with the
notched bar Y, clutch W, brace Q and sliding seat D,
arranged as set forth and for the purpose claimed.

Third, the movable bar N, in combination with the
handled for the purpose described and substantially
as arranged. ^
Fourth, tlie clutch or slide "W and notched bar V,

substantially as described and combined for the pur-
pose set forth.

Fifth, tlie hinge C in combination with the curve T
for the purpose of giving vertical and lateral move-
ment and lor vertical adjustment.

70,431.-James J. Ckuver and Ambrose T>.

WiGGixs, Xewmarket, Ohio.— Churn.— Xovembcr
5, 1867.—The dasher rods are attached to the cranks
of the shaft, and are raised and depressed alternately

;

the perforated and divided dashers are then brought
down consecutively upon the cream.
Claim.—The slotted bed piece E, churn F, when

Erovided with the tenon h and adjustable guide
oai'd w, all arranged in connection Avith the dasher

bars h b, pitmen e "c and double crank shaft d, as and
for the purpose set forth.

70,432.—David G. Haskins, Cambridge, Mass.—Gas Cooking Range.—November 5, 1867.—Gas is

burned in chambers in the jacket beneath, and the
caloric current passes through holes and by pipes be-
tween the double casing of the stove, which is divided
into various compartments, forming boiling chambers
for diflFerent branches of cookery.
Claim.—F'n-^t, the combination of the base A and

combustion chambers a b, with the ovens or cooking
apartments B C, and the interposed inclined flue
space .9, as and for the purpose specified.
Second, the combination of the base A and combus-

tion chambers a b, the ovens or apartments E C, and
the reservoir D, as and for the purpose specified.

Third, in combination with a gas cooking range,
constructed substantially as described, a water back
E, as set forth.

70,433.—David Grebxe Haskixs and Joseph
"WiNLOCK, Cambridge, Mass.— Lighting Rooms.—
liTovember 5, 18fi7.—An oil-burning lamp is attached
to the end of the gas pipe in place of the gas burner.
The gas pipe is disconnected from the main supply
!)ipe, and a fan blower supplies a draft of air to the
amp.
Claim.—The combination of a lamp a, provided

with an air passage as described, the screw c, and air
pipe d, in combination with an air-propelling appa-
ratus, as and for the pm-pose set forth.

70,434.—Nathan T. Healy, Medina, N". Y.—
Sarness.—November 5, 1807.—The forked hip straps
are attached to the breaching without buckles, and
Eassing through a keeper at the junction with the
ackband their united strap buckles into the back-

band.
Cfaim.—Forming the hip straps E withont interme-

diate buckles, and passing said straps loosely through
the bearings C, and providing a suitable adjustment
of the same on the back strap, as herein set forth.

70,435.—George H. Heron, Washington, D. C,
as.signor to himself and Samuel E. Day, same place.—Preparing Fish for Food.—November 5, 181)7.

—

Fish and salt in layers are placed in a vessel Avliich

will resist acid. Vinegar is poured on and the whole
heated to about 170° Fahr., dissolving the bones.
Claim.—Preparing fisii for food by the application

of heat and a suitable acid, substantially as described.

70,436.—Jesse Hiestand, Palestine, 111.

—

Bee
nice.—November 5, 1867.—The body of the hive is

sustained in a pendent position on a frame, at the
tops of whose legs are inverted metallic cups to pre-
vent the return of the miller worm after expulsion.
The body consists of three vertical and one inclined
side. The lower end of the latter extends beneath
the others and forms an alighting board.

Claim.—The construction of the body or lower
portion of the hive of three vertical boards A A A',
and one inclined or sloping board, terminating at the
bottom in a narrow entrance a, at the top in a honey
chamber E, said hive being supported upon a frame
G, which is provided with protectors g, substantially
as described.

70,437.—PORTUS M. HiNMAN, Eochester, N. Y.—Preventing Tin Warefrom Rusting.—November .5,

1867.—The galvanic action between the tinned-iron
sides and zinc bottom is considered unfavorable to
the oxidation of the exposed iron portions.
Claim.—The herein-described method of protect-

ing common articles of tin ware from rusting, by pro-
viding them with a zinc bottom or rim, substantially
in the manner set forth.

70,438.—Hiram Inman and Horace Inman, Am-
sterdam, N. Y.

—

Securing the Ends of Fellies.—No-
vember 5, 1867.— The bevel edges of the fellies are
connected in the flanged coupling block.

Claim..—The device for securing the ends of fellies

constructed substantially as described.

70,439.—James W. Jones, Cumberland, Md.—
Apparatus for Making Extracts froin Bark and
Other Materials.—November 5, 1867.—The liquor is

allowed to flow from the top of one Aat to beneath
the false bottom of an adjoining one. The liquor
flows upward through the false bottoms and raises
the finer particles of bark to the top. A drain pipe
communicates with all the vats.

Claim.—First, extracting the strength ft'om bark
or other material by upward hydraulic pressure wlien
the same is applied to a vessel having a box pipe with
sliding valves and a false perforated bottom, substan-
tially as described.
The false bottom C and pipe D, having sliding

valves c(2 ^3^ whan the same are combined and ope-
rated substantially as described and for the purpose
set forth.

70,440.—F. Kali and S. Andrews, Eochester,
N. Y.

—

Boot Crimp.—November 5. 1867.—The heel
block in connection with the foot and leg blocks are
expanded and regulated by the set screws.
Claim.—The heel block D for varying the position

of the seam of the boot, and the metal lined sockets
c c' beneath the blocks B C of the crimp, for the in-

sertion and adjustment of the screws, the whole ar-

ranged and operating as herein set forth.

70,441 .—Ernest Kaufmann, Philadelphia, Pa.—Table TJrn.—November 5, 1867.—Explained by the
claims and illustrations.

Claim.—First, a table urn which can be revolved
on its stand, and is provided with two or more com-
partments or chaml)ers c and faucets E, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth. ,

Second, the arrangement and combination of an
urn A, with two or more compartments c, annular lip

a, stand B, ears b. lamp D, and faucets E, all con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose shown and described.

70,442.—C. A. Kihi.gren. Boston, Mass.— Pic-

ture Ejiueiopc-November 5, 1867.—Explained by the
claim and illustration.

Claim.—The improved picture envelope, made sub-

stantially as described, that is, with its flap folded,

and of a'length so as to be capable of being laid over
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both faces of the pocket, the same being as and for

the object or purposes as hereinbefore explained.

70,443.—John T. Kimbel, Vernon, Ind.—Purnp.
—Xovember 5, 18G7.—The water is raised by solid

pistons in combination with the valves of tlie side
piix?s.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
two solid pistons H H and the cylinders in Avhich
they work, with the ways and valves L L, and sup-
plying and dischai'ge pipes, all substantially as de-
scribed.

70,444.—George Byron, Kirkham, 'New York,
]N'. Y.— Windotv Fastening.—Xovember 5, 1867.—The
sash is fastened by the double-pointed bolt that is pro-
jected by a drop bolt in its rear.
Claim.—The fastening, complete with its several

parts, the body A, the double-pointed bolt B, the slide

C, the catch E and the key, as described and repre-
sented.

70,445.—James A. Lawson, Troy, X. Y.—Hot
Air Furnace.—Xovember 5, 1867.—The caloric cur-
rent diverges into two radiators ; in these, each branch
again separates into two streams, and converging,
imite in horizontal flues.

Claim.—First, the radiators D, constructed and
operating substantially as described, that is to say, in
such manner as to receive the heat at their junction
witli the tire chamber, divide the currents, and then
converge or reunite them at the upper end of the said
ladiator.
Second, the employment of two sets or series of such

rr.d.iators, ari'anged and operating sxibstantially as
described for the purposes set forth.

Third, the employment, in connection with the two
sets of radiators, of two horizontal pipes or conduits
E E, communicating with the upper ends of said rad-
iators, and with the exit pipe G- near their centers,

substantially as described.
Eourth, the dome or roof of the fire chamber, so

constructed as to extend up between the sets of radi-

ators, substantially as and for the purposes described.

70,446.—Thomas Long, Vandalia, J\\.—Elastic
Spring for Carriages.—Xovember 5, 1867.—Tlie ver-

tical india-rubber spi'ing is placed around a spindle
which passes from bow to bow of the spring and in-

creases its strength.
Claiin.—An india-rubber spring, constructed sub-

stantially as herein described.
Also, the combination of an india-rubber spring,

constructed as described, with an elliptic spring, for

the purpose set forth.

70,447.—E. W. LURMANN, Osnabruck, Prussia.
—Blast Furnace.—Xovember 5, 1867.—The block
liaving the slag discharge has an upper dovetail
which slides in a suitable cavity of its holding plate.

The plate and block are perforated for passage of

water, which is forced through the latter in greater
or less quantities to regulate the flow of slag. The
block fits in its place loosely and is luted tiround its

edge.
Claim.—Eirst. the slag discharge piece D, con-

structed and arranged substantially as described.

Second, the slag discharge piece D, iu combiuation
with the plate C to which it is fitted, substantially

a.s described.
Third, the shape of the discharge opening or open-

ings of the piece D, being made flarin"- at its ends,

and of diminished diameter iu the middle or central

part, substantially as described.

Fourth, combining with the slag discharge piece a
series of water channels or pipes, substantially as and
for tho^purpose above set forth.

Fiftli, combining with the metallic plate C a series

of Avater channels or pipes, substantially as and for

the purpose above set forth.

Sixth, tlie method of controlling the discharge of

slag from blast furnaces by regulating the temper-
ature of the slag discharge piece, substantially as

described.

70,448 -T. T. Maijbett, Titusville, Vn.—Bed
J>o«o?n.—Xovember 5, 1867.-The cross-pieces arc

supported on rul)ber springs connected to the posts

and give support to the lower series of slats. The

upper series rest upon the under ones at the foot end
only, and at other points are supported by blocks.

Claim.—The slats a h open at one end and con-
nected at the other, combined with cross-pieces c d,
blocks g h, and rubber springs i i connecting the bot-
tom with the bedstead, when aU are arranged as set
forth and described.

70,449.—JAAfES "W"'. Maloy, Boston, Mass.

—

Machine for Cutting Stone.—Xovember 5, 1867.

—

Improvement on his patents Xos. 53,84;') and 58.853.

The adjustable spindle, cariying the cutting tool, is

arranged so as to operate on any part of the top or
sides of the stone. A pointer is attached to the slide

which carries the spindle, and a grooved pattern to
the rotating portion of the table, by which the move-
ment of the tool is directed.

Claim,— Eirst, the combination of the spindle,
which carries the cutting or finishi-ng tool, with the
adjustable block g, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.
Second, the adjustable block (7 canying the spindle,

whether the latter is vertical or horizontal, in combi-
nation with the movable cross-head e, as set forth.

Third, the pointer k, in combination with the ad-
justable block g and spindle h, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

Fourth, the former c, in combination with the cut-
ting and polishing mechanism, substantially as set
forth.

Fifth, the combination, with a sliding table b and
rotating porton c, of a former c', as specified.

Sixth, the combination of the movable pointer k
with the former c', when operating substantially as
and for the purpose described,

70,450.—Hugh L. McAvoy and Ezekiel Mills,
Baltimore, Md., assignor to E. Mills, same place.

—

Milk Can.—Xovember 5, 1867.—The mouth has a
cylindrical and flaring portion and the cap screws
into the former. The spiral libs run from an upper
to a lower circumferential rib.

Claim.—Eirst, the milk can with spiral metallic
strengthening stays around its cylindrical portion.
Second, the combination of the solid metal neck F

G with the screw cap H J K, when constructed and
arranged as and for the purposes specified.

70,451.— Solomon McTVorter, Barry. HI.

—

Evaporatorfor Sorghum and other Sirups.—^ovem-
ber 5, 1867.—The evaporator is heated by contact
with a boiler, the contents of which are kept at a
moderate pressure by communication with an eleva-
ted reservoir.

Claim.—Eirst, the combination and arrangement
of the evaporating pan A and the steam boiler B,
substantially as described and set forth.

Second, the combination of the pipe D with the
boiler B, as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the employment of the stiffening ribs a, in
combination with the flat crown sheet of" the boiler,

as described and set forth.

70,452.—Henry B. Merkitt, St. Louis, Mo.,
assignor to I. H. Merrttt, Memphis, Tenn.

—

Cotton
Bale Tie.—Xovember 5. 1867.—The looped ends of
the baud are placed on two parallel pins connected
together at one end by a curved portion.

Claim.—A tie piece A, when constructed substan-
tially as described and set forth.

70,453.—George R. Metten, St. Louis, Mo., as-

signor to Horace Baldwin, Paincsville, Ohio.

—

Fountain Pen.—Xovember 5, 1867.—The point of the
nib when raised iu the action of writing opens the
outlet valve of the ink reserAoir.

Claim..—First, in combination with an air-tight

and flexible ink sack, which is applied within the
handle or holder of a fountain pen, so as to bo free to

collapse as the ink flows from it, a tube e, which ex-

tends beneath the pen/, and is provided with a valve

g at the point of discharge, so tliat in the act of writ-

ing the ink sball be caused to flow to the pen with
greater or less freedom, according to the force and
rapidity of the strokes, substantially as specified.

Second, a fountain pen, which is" provided with a
thin, air-tight, flexible sack, applied witliin the pen
handle or holder by means of a ring c, in combiua-
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tion -with a removable pen sheath, and supply tube e,

substantially as describod.
Third, iu "combination with the flexible sack b', and

ink supply tube e, the conical vidve or plug g, acting
as a regulator during the act of writing, aad serving
to close the aperture wheu there is no pressure ap-

plied to the uib of the pen, substantially as described.

70,454.—Cykus Moore. East Saginaw, Mich.,
assignor to himself and AuiCL Bi.akeslek, Detroit,

Mich.

—

Lubricating Oil.—November 5, 18G7.—Take
10 gals, of coal tar, boil and rectify to separate eartliy

matters ; add benzine, I gal. ; sperm oil, 1 gal. ; alco-

hol, 1 quart.
Claim. — First, the method of manufacturing a

lubricating oil by tlie process described.
Second.'the use of the ingredients, and in the pro-

portions substantially as described, for the pui'pose

dcsigued.

70,455.—Thomas Moruis, Clarbcston, England,
assignor to himself, John ilouRis, and Thomas C.
KX0WLE8.

—

Compcmating Forge Crane.—November
5, 18()7.—The forging is suppoi-ted by a weiglitcd
chain passing over a sheave journaled to a frame
which slides on the crane bar. The forging is bal-

anced by a sliding weight upon a steelyard on the
sliding frami.\ with which the supporting chain is

connected. The sujiport is adjusted vertically by a
chain connected to one end of a lever whoso other
end is connected to the weight and steelyard.

Clairii.—Tlie lever P, adjusting weight E., and
chain q, in combiimtion with the Aveight L, sheaves

j, chain A-. and carriage F, arranged and operating
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Also, in combination therewith, the lever "W, and
its connecting rods or chains y ?/, operating substan-
tially in the manner and lor the purpose specified.

Also, the guides S S, and stop bolts ii u, provided
with elastic shields v. arranged and operating wilb
the lever P, for the purpose and in the manner de-

scribed.

70,456.—AxDUEW J. Morse, Boston. Mass.—
Hose Coupling.—Xovembcr 5. 1807.—The end of the
hose is held between an inside .screw of the encom-
passing rii'ig and a tnpcring portion of the tail piece,
part of which is screw-threaded.

Claim.—In combination with the tail piece of the
coupling, having a .screw thread upon its outer sur-

face, the encolnpassing ring having two screw
threads, one for screwing upon the outer surface of
the hose, and the other for connecting the ring to the
tail piece, substantially as set forth.

Also, tlic recess I, and tapering screw or surface/,
in combination with the encompassing ring and tail

piece, substantially as set forth.

Also, the Kcrev.-"tiireads at the respective ends of
the encompa-ssing ring /(, made to run in opposite di
rections, substantially as described.

70,457—Edgar G. Nichols, Beaufort, S. C-
Implemcnt for Transplanting Flowers, dc.—Xovem
ber 5, lS!i7.—The conicid. concave, pointed blades,

are driven down on each side of the plant and raised
with the dirt and roott; intact.

CVaiOT.—First, the making of a transplanter in two
separate and similar parts, which, when united, en
close the roots of the plant and the soil nest to them,
preventing tiie soil from falling away from the roots
in removing.
Second, the so curving or bending, or manufactur-

ing of the blades, as shown in this specification and
the drawings annexed, or the making of them in any
manner which is substantially the same, that while
they enclose the necessary space, yet sludl they enter
the" soil with the least possiVile disturbance the'reof.

Third, the shaping of tlie h)wer end of the shank to
reach across the top of the blade, stiffen it, and al-

low thinner metal to be used for it.

Fourtli. tlie making of a portion of the shank hori-

zontal, forming a step for the foot to drive down the
blade.

Fifth, the flattening of the handles on the sides ap-
proximating, to prevent slipping or rolling of the
handles when clamped together.

Sixth, the making of a transplanter with the han-
dles so long that it can be used without any stooping

at any part of the process, saving thus the largest
and most unhealthy part of the labor.

70,458.—H. B. NiCKERSON, Boston, Mass.—Jfa-
chine for Cutting Teeth of File Blanks.—November
5, 1867.—The file blank carriage is moved intermit-
tiugly beneath the cutters which deliver tlicir blows
consecutively at such an angle as to produce a cross
cut or bastard file.

Claim.—The combination as well as the aiTange-
ment of the two cutters A and B, provided witii

mechanisms for raising and depressing them, as speci-

fied, with the file-supporting carriage C, having
mechanism for imparting to it an intermittent mo-
tion in one direction, substantially as and for the pur-
pose hereinbefore explained.
Also, the combination of such mechanism substan-

tially as described, or its equivalent, for arresting the
operation of a cutter, and its depressing mechanism
or hammer, and maintaining such out of action pre-

paratory to and while the other cutter and its oper-
ative ra"echanism may be at work, to produce the bal-

ance of the cuts to be made by such cutter last men-
tioned, the said additional mechanism being the cam
bar r2, the levers &' t\ the rod u', latch lever v\ con-
necting rod w', and spriugs x' and y'.

Also, the combination of parts constituting such
additional mechanism.

Also, iu combination with the file-supporting car-

riage C, its operative mechanism, and the two cut-

ters A B, provided with mechanism for effecting
their elevations and depressions, mechanisms sub-
stantially as described, or its equivalent, for grad-
ually increasing the force of the blow of a Ivimmer
while the cutter tliereof may be passing from the nar-
rower to the Avider parts of the file blanks, as ex-

plained, such last mentioned mechanism being the
pattern guide m', stud n', forked lever o', projection
p', wedge q\ and buffer m, arranged as explained.

Also, the combination of the guide m', stud n',

forked lever o', projection p', wedge g' and buffer m^
the whole being for the purpose explained.
Also, in combination with the file-supporting car-

riage C, its operative mechanisms, and the two cut-

tei's A B, and their mechanisms for effecting their

proper elevations and depressions, the spring presser
or its equivalent.

Also, the combination of the self-adjusting cutter
head a, with tlie carrier slide h, and the force transmit-
ter c, ap])lied to the earner as s(>t forth.

Also, the combination or racchauism for operating
the feed screw, such consisting of the ratchet x, the
pawls y z, rocker levers a' b', levers e' f, and rods c'

c', rod k"^, hoop I' and eccentric /, arranged, con-
structed, and apt)lied together so as to operate as
specified.

70,459.—George Nimmo, Jersey City, N. J. -
Eye for Pickaxes.—November 5, 1867.—The eye is

tapering and the metnl is extended to lap upon the
edge of"the handle to form a lai-gcr bearing at the
parts subject to strain.

Claim.—Tlic eye for pickaxes and other tools,

foi'med in the manner and for the purpose si)ecified.

70,460.—Charles M. O'Hara, London, Eng-
land,

—

Propellerfor Vessels.—November 5, 1867; an-
tedated October 26, 1867.—The two oscillating pro-

pellers of sector form are arranged in connection
with the engines of a peculiar sonstruction, whereby
the propellers are acted upon by the motor directly.

Claim.—First, a propeller for vessels of naviga-
tion, maele of sector form, and hung or suspended so

as to operate or oscillate in a vertical plane, substan-
tially as shown and described.
Second, driving or operating the propellers by

means of engines, the cylinders or steam chambers
of which are of curved form longitudinally, and pro-

vided with circular piston rods substantially as shown
and descril)ed.

Third, the plates H, in Combination with the oscil-

lating propellers C C, substantially as and for the pur-

pose specified.

70,461.—William TF. Page, Troy, N. Y., as-

signor to AuNOLi) n. HoLDinnoK and Daniel E.
Paris, same place.

—

Covers for Tea Kettles, d:c—No-
vember 5, 1667.—The elongated end of the handle,
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wheu raising' the baU. presses on the projection to the
rear of the hinge of the lid and thereby raises it.

Claim.—A bail and cover combined to vessels or
kettles constructed with a cam or bulge at or near
one end of the bail, so that it will operate on an arm,
or one end of the cover, to raise it upward and let it

down as the bail is shifted from side to side, when
constructed substantially as herein described and set

forth.

70,462.—P. A. Palmer, Troy, K Y.—Grate.—
]S'ovember 5, ISCiT.—The movable, alternate bars are
attached to a shaft and are rotated by a crank be-
tween their fellows to enliven the fire or adjust the
draft.

Claim.—The alternate stationary bars E, in com-
bination with the shaft C, bars E, and frame A, or
their equivalents, as and for the purposes herein set

forth.

70,463 ^William R. Pape, Xewcastle-on-Tyne,
Great Britain.

—

Breech-Loading Fire Arm.—No-
vember 5, 1867

;
patented in Eugland May 29, 1866.

—

The barrels are hiuged to the stock, and tip to expose
their rears for the insertion of the cartridges. A
vertical spindle, socketed in tlie stock, has two wedge-
shaped projections which lock into seats above the
division metal between the tAvo barrels and against a
lug beneath the barrel, respectively.

Claim.—The vertical rotating" spindle, carrying
beveled catches 1 and 2 and spring 6, operating in

combination with the lumps D and horizontal slots B
and C in the rear of the breech, substantially as and
for the purposes specified.

70,464.—HoBERT Parks, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Tag.—ISTovember 5, 1867.—Two longitudinal incisions

are made in the end of the tag. It is folded with the
outer sections slanting inward, and the whole secured
with a tip.

Claim.—The tag A, constructed with cuts or in-

cisions a a and parts bed, or b d, folded over and se-

cured substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

70,465.—E. Paulus, Philadelphia, Va.—Watch
Key.—November 5, 1867.—Eor use in winding, the
key is unscrewed from the pendant. When the key is

in the pendant the central stem has a capacity "for

longitudinal motion to act upon the case spring.
Claim.—A combined watch key and push-piece,

which is made a steady part of the case, the head or
winding crown being directly screwed in the pendant,
leaving the pipe free and movable, so as to act on the
case spring to open the watch, and also to wind it up
by taking it out, the whole constructed and operating
substantially as described.

70,466.—HoVfARD Perkins, Mansfield, Mass.—
Hope-lLaking Machine.—November 5, 1867.—A ro-

tating head supports a series of spools carrying cords,

which are brought together in the hollow spindle and
twisted by rotation of the head. The doubled cord
is automatically drawn and wound up at proper speed.

Claim.— The self-adjusting regulators K, cou-
structed as described, in combination with their

elastic cords N, as and for the purposes set forth.

70,467.—William F. Phelfs, Winona, Minn.—
Frame for Suspending Maps.—November 5, 1867.

—

The extensible hook-bar is vertically adjustable in

the stand, and is retained to desired elevation by a
pawl and ratchet.
Claim.—First, a horizontal bar, having longitudi-

nally-sliding arms, provided with hooks, substantially

as described and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the standard E, having steps K, in connec-
tion with the sliding standard I) and spring I, when
arranged to operate as shown and describeu.

Third, the adjustable standard E and horizontal
bar A, provided with the sliding arms C C, when ar-

ranged to operate as described for the purpose set

forth.

70,468.—A, L. Pand, Peoria, HI.—Wine Press.

—November 5, 1867.—The bottom of the press box
consists of removable rollers, and beneath them,
transversely thereto, is a cross-bolt which passes
tln-ough the eye of the press screw. The follower
consists of two side pieces aud a central piece. The

press screw passes through the follower and the tu-
bular piUar, which latter communicates pressure
from the nut to the follower. The press box has
vertical, angular grooves covered by perforated
plates.

Claim.—First, the box A, provided with the per-
forated plates a, lifting plate c, and dripping board
in. and inclined chute I, when constructed "and ar-
ranged to operate substantially as described and for
the pni'pose set forth.

Second, the screw rod F, in combination with the
tubular column G, lifting plate <?, followers h ij, lever
H, and rod E, when constructed and arranged to
operate substantially as described and for the pmpose
set forth.

70,469.—Louis Patmond, Eockland, Del.—
Game TaftZc—November 5, 1867.—The table has a
circular, closed way along which the ball is driven.
The Avay has an abutment at one end to deflect the
ball among the numbered pockets, in one of which it
lodges.

Claim.—The combination of the circular-recessed
and figm-ed platform, the horizontal, circular, cov-
ered, or enclosed Avay, and the abutment or deflecting
sm-faee D, all arranged as and for the purpose herein
described and represented.

70,470.—Thomas PvETTEW, West Tincent Town-
ship, Pa.

—

Churn.—November 5, 1867.— Tbe two
dashers are so arranged that either may be rotated
singly, or both rotated together, or in opposite direc-
tions. The lower semieylindrical portion has a double
case, forming a semiannulai- space for cii'culation of
ail'.

Claim.—^First, the churn A as a whole, when con-
structed, arranged, and operating as shown and de-
scribed.
Second, encasing the loAver part of the churn to

form a chamber for the circulation of air, as shown
and described.

Third, the wheel D, plate wheel m, and the detent
11, as shown and described.

70,471.—A. R. Peynolds and N. B. Peynolds,
Auburn, N. Y.

—

Tempering Steel.—November 5, 1867.
—A stream, of water under head pressure is received
into a chamber into which the article to be hardened
is inserted in such a position as to receive the impact
of the stream. The object is to enable hardening at
a lower inceptive heat.

Claim.—Tempering articles made in whole or in
part of steel, by means of a head of flowing water,
and a guiding and holding hardening or tempering
head, substantially as herein described.

70,472.—T. EicE and Luke P. Hitchcock,
Caneadea, N. Y.

—

Horse Zfoc—November 5, 1867

;

antedated October 13, 1867.—The handles are con-
nected together by a pivoted bar and bent springs to
allow their oscillation to regulate the space worked.

Claim.—The combination of the curved perforated
braces and hoe, as shown by Figs. 1 and 2, for the
purpose of cultivating garden and field crops in the
best and most desirable manner.

70,473.—A. J. Poss, Pochester, N. Y.. assi«nior
to O. C. Poss, Penfield, N. Y.—Hitching Strap.—
November 5, 1867.—Explained by the claim.

Claim.—The strap or cord B, provided with the
length i, for passing over and around the horse's head
and through the rings of the bit and the buckle it, or
equivalent, for fastening tightly under the chin, the
whole arranged and opc'rating in the manner and for
the purpose herein set forth.

70,474.—P. W. Pussell, Brooklyn, and Thomas
HowLAXD, Stockport, N. Y.

—

Preparation of Paper
Pulp from, Peed, d-c.—November 5, 1867.—The cane,
(fee, is subjected to the steam-blowing process de-

scribed in Lyman's patent August 3, 1858, and then
ground in a rag engine and macerated.
Claim.—First, the above-mentioned process of

making paper pulp, piipier-mach6, and other articles,

from vegetable fibrous substances, disintegrated as
atbresaid by the said steam-blowing process without
maceration, boiling, or chemicals.
Second, the method of treating vegetable fibrous

substances which have been subjected to the said
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steam-blowing process for the piu-poses aforesaid, by
beating, grinding, crushing, or bruising, and wash-
ing the same, before the boiliug of the same in any
chemical solution, substantially as described.

Third, the new ai-ticles of manufacture above de-

scribed, that is to say, pulp of ditt'crent kinds, suit-

able for the mauufaciuro of paper and papier-mache,
box-board, pasteboard, paper-hoard, felted-pulp, and
other articles made either with or without the use
of chemicals, substantially as above described.

70,475.

—

"William Scott, Plymouth, Mich.

—

Carriage-scat Spring.—November o, 18()7.—The spi-

ral springs support the wooden seat springs of the
wagon box.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the

spiral spring A, tlie socket B, and the plate C, pro-

vided with tlie circular flange D, substantially as de-

scribed for the purpose designed.

70,476.—Christian Shunk, Armstrong county,
Pa.

—

Manufacture of llciined Ingots of Iron and
^ieei.—Xovomber 5, "iSG/.—To 100 lbs. of iron add
metallic zinc, 2 oz. ; block tin, 2 oz. ; antimony, 1 oz.

;

lead, 1 oz. ; placed in the molten iron in the crucible.

Claim.—The employmejit and the application of
certain metals herein set forth, (or an equivalent, or
either of the same separate from the other,) in the re-

fining and converting molten crude iron into refined
ingots of iron and steel, or semi-steel, by the pneu-
matic process, and of bar or Avrought iron converted
into refined steel ingots by the "pot "or crucible
mode lor melting the ii-on.

70,477.—William M. Sloaxe, Buflfalo, X. Y.—
Portable Gas-generating Furnace.—November 5, 18G7.

—The oil from the reservoir passes to the vaporizing
chamber on top of tiie stove and thence by pipes to
the retorts, wlience the gas passes to the gas holder.

Claim.—First, tlie combination and arrangement
of the vaporizing chami)er B, with a common heat-
ing furnace or stove A a^ a^, for the purpose and sub-
stantially as described.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
retorts C C, with tlie fire chamber of a common heat-
ing furnace or stove, lor the pm-pose and substantially
as herein described.

Tliii-d, the combination and aiTangement of the
furnace or stove A «' a'^, vaporizing chamber B, re-

torts C C, and conducting pipe d, in tlie manner and
for tiie purpose substantially as set forth.

Fourth, the valve G, for automatically regulating
the supply of tlie hydrocarbon fluid to the vaporizing
chamber B, substantially as described.

Fitth, the valve H, tor automatically removing or
conducting the surplus gas into the smoke flue of the
furnace, substantially as described.

Sixth, the combination of tlie gasometer J, gas
pipe E, branch pipe h', and waste valve H, for operat-
ing iu tlie manner and for the purpose substantially
as herein described.

70,478.-George O. Smith and J. H. S.\nTH,
Chicago, 111.

—

Roofing Compound.—'SoxQxahcv 5, 1867.

—Composed of ground limestone, 2 parts; ground
coke, 1 part ; sand and coal tar, 1 part.

Claim.—A roofing cora[X)und of the ingredients
herein named, substantially as set forth.

70,479.—James H. Sterxberoh, Heading, Pa.—
Metal Planer.—November 5, 18G7.—A rotary emery
wheel is journaled in the head of the planer.

Claim.—The combination as well as the aiTange-
ment of the cjnery wlieel E W, (or other grinding'or
polishing wheel or stone, ) adjustable at various heights
to suit the work, by moans of the screw C, in connec-
tion with movable "table T T, carrying the slide rest
S li, and vice V V, or other suitable arrangement for

holding the article to be planed or ground off for tlie

purpose mentioned, substantially as set forth and de-
scribed.

70,4SO.-EDWARnSTEVEXsandJoHxA.KMGHT,
St. Louis, 'Ho.—Mail Bag.—November 5, 1867.—The
partitions and straps within tlie bag allow the sepa-
ration of mails for different localities.

Claim.—Tlie bar- B*, the loop bK and the partition
B^ combined and operated as herein shown and de-
scribed.

70,481.-E. M. Stevens, Boston, Mass.—Jifa-

chinefor Cutting Soles of Boot^ and Shoes.—No\em-
ber 5, 18tJ7.—The spindle to which the knife head is

attached is so constructed that in its oscillating
movements the cutter may be made to cut in one po-
sition, or by readjustment will make one-half a revo-
lution at each upward movement, so as to enable the
same to be alternately reversed at each downward
stroke. The automatic gauge protects the upper
leather and rises out of the way when the sole is cut,

to allow the sole and scrap to be pushed ott' the table.

Claim.—First, the spindle C, constructed with the
spiral and straight grooves in combination with the
adjustable spring rod p, Avhen operating iu the man-
ner and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the gauge /(, iu combination with the lever

g g' and tripping device i, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

Thii'd, the arm F, attached to the cross-head D,
and provided with a dog d and trigger G, iu combi-
nation with the knife head E, as and for the purpose
described.

Foiu-th, the adjustable and detachable scrap cutter
K, as described.

Fifth, the combination of the cutter K, the block
or holder I, and the knife head E, as described.

Sixth, the spindle C, constructed with the sphal
and straight slots or grooves, as described.

70,482.—JOHX Blake Tarr, Chicago, JU.—Mold
for Casting Car ir/iccLs.-November 5, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—A lining- of the form of a car wheel, made
of soapstone or other analogous solid refractory ma-
terial, iu combination with a strong sectional metal
casing, such lining being in sections and ajiplied

within the sectional metal easing-, so as to be adapted
for giving form to a cast-steel car wheel, and the
casing aiid lining of such strength combined as to
be capable of sustaining the pressure which is requi-
site to insure a contlensatiou of the steel of which
the wheel is cast, all substantially as herein set forth.

70,483.—Alfred Thomas, "Worcester, Mass.

—

Lathe Way Smoother.—November 5, 1867.—The lathe
bed is fastened upon the movable table and the
smoothing or reducing wheel is adjusted and a rapid
motion is then imparted to it by a belt running upon
t!<i^ pulley. The table is run so' as to carry the latho
Lrod under and in an opposite direction to the motion
of the wheel, so that the wheel reduces and smooths
one of the ways. The Avhcel is next changed t>o the
other end of the shaft and the frame adjusted to bring
the wheel iu the proper position to smooth the other
way.

Claim,.—Fii-st, the combination with the tame C,
cross-bar L, piece K, and slide piece E, of frame F,
shaft H. and smoothing wheel J, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

Second, the combination of the smoothing wheel J,
shaft H, and pulley I, with the slide piece E, substan-
tially as and for the pui-poses set forth.

70,484.—Hiram C. Tho.mpsox, Bristol, Conn.—
Wire Bell for Clocks.—November 5, 1867.—The coil

on the end of the shank of the wire bell lies in a cir-

cular recess and is held by a bevel-headed screw.
Claim.—Fii'st, the coil or ring A when formed on

a wire bell, substantially as and for the purpose set
fortli.

Second, the bell stand. Figs. 2 and 3, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

70,485.—BexJAMix C. Tilghmax, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Treating Vegetable Substances for Making
Paper Pulp.—November .5, 1867 ; antedated October
26, 1867.—Explained by the claims.
Claim.—The process of treating vegetable sub-

stances which contain fibers with a solution of >sul-

pliurous acid in water, either with or without tlic

addition of sulphites, or other salts of eciuivalent

chemical properties, as above explained, heated in a
close vessel under pressure, to a terajierature sulli-

cient to cause it to dis.solve the intercellular incru.st-

ing or cementing constituents of said vegetable sul)-

stances. so as to leave the undissolved product in a
fibrous state, suitable for the manufacture of paper,
paper pulp, cellulose, or fibers, or for other puri)oses,

according to the nature of the material employed.
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Also, as new articles of manufacture the two prod-
ucts obtained by treating- vegetable substances which
contain fibers with a solution of sulphui'ous acid in
water, either Avith or without the addition of sul-

phites, or other salts of equivocal chemical properties,
as above explained, heated in a close vessel under
pressure to a temperature sufficient to cause it to
dissolve the intercellular or incrusting constituents
of said vegetable substance, one of said products
being soluble in Avater, and containing the elements
of the starchy, gummy, and saline constituents of the
plants, and the other product being an insoluble
fibrous material, applicable to the manufacture of
paper, paper pulp, cellulose, or fibers, or to other pur-
poses, according to the nature of the material em-
ployed.

Also, the use and application, in the manufacture
of paper, paper pulp, cellulose, and fibers, of the
fibrous material produced by treating vegetable sub-
stances which contain fibers with a solution of sul-

phurous acid in water, either with or without the
addition of sulphites, or other salts of equivalent
chemical properties, as above explained, heated in a
close vessel under pressure to a temperature sufficient

to cause it to dissolve the incrusting or intercellidar
constituents of said vegetable substances.
Also, the use and application of sulphites or other

salts of equivalent clicmical properties, as above ex-
plained, in combination witli a solution of sulphurous
acid in water, as an agent in treating vegetable sub-
stances which contain fibres, when heated therewith
in a close vessel under pressure to a temperature suf-

ficieut to cause said acid solution to dissolve the in-

tercellular or incrusting constituents of said vegeta-
ble substances.

Also, the recovery and re-use of sulphurous acid
and sulphite from the acid li([nids A^hich have been
digested on the vegetable fil)rous substances, by boil-

ing said liquids, cr neutralizing them with hydrate
of lime.

70,486.—SamurlH. Wiiitaker, Covington, Ky.—Ap2)aratus for Casting Car Wheels.—November
5, 1867 ; antedated October 16, 1867.—The hul), web,
and inner portion of the rim are first cast with iron,

which is poured in at a gate on the liub. A head
suspended on a central axis forms the upper side of
the mold forming tlie outer face of the wlieel. The
drag which formed the circumferential boundary for
the iron being then lifted exposes the space into
which the steel is poured through a gate on tlie rim,
taking its shape by the inner surface of the curb.
The cope being removed, the mold is swung on its

axis upon the follower of a hydraulic press, which
elevates it against an annular die which presses on
the steel to bring it into intimate connection with
the iron.

Claim.—rii'st, a flask for casting together two or
more metals, consisting of the drag F", curb I, cope
or cut-off J j_, suspended head K, and gates N" and O,
the whole being combined and adapted to operate as
set forth.

Second, in the described combination tlie flask F

I

J j K N O and press A B C D E, or tlicir equiva-
lents, for casting a steel rim and compressing and
welding the same around au iron wel) or body while
in a semi-molten condition, as set forth.

Third, the parts A, B, C, B, and E, forming a
press for compressing the steel tire of a car wheel,
while in a semi-fluid condition, as set forth.

70,487.—Chester E. "Wickwire, Cortland, 1^.

Y.— Window Sash FastC7ier.—No\cmhcv .'), 1867.—
The cam lever is projected into a recess in tlie easing
by the screw bolt attached to the rear of tlie lever.

The pin engaging in tlie slot locks it in position.

Claim.—First, the sh)tted bent lever b, operating
upon the pin d for tlic purpose of holding the sash iii

position when raised.

Second, the slotted lever b, in combination with the

Blotted plate r/, for the purpose of locking or perma-
nently fastening tlie sash when down, or locking it at

any particular point.

70,488.—"William W. "Wilcox, Middletown,
Conn.—Fanteniiig Uyelets.—Novcmher 5, 18()7.—The
ol)li(iue teeth on the riug penetrate the goods when
the llange of the eyelet is swaged down over it.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of a rough surface

ring b between the flange of an eyelet and the mate-
rial to which the same is to be fastened, substantiiUly
as and for the purpose described.
Second, providing the rough surface ring, whea

used in combination with an eyelet with oblique teeth,
as and for the purpose set forth.

70,489—H. W. "Williams, Stowc, Yt—Bed Bot-
tom.—Noyemher 5, 1867.-The flat steel springs, in
combination with their sliding boards, connecting
rods, and horizontal levers, form an elastic bed bottom.

Claim..—The flat steel springs A, their slieling

boards B, with connecting rods C and horizontal levers
D, when arranged and combined as herein described
and for the purposes set forth.

70,490.—Euward S.Winchester, Boston, Mass.—Tip for the Feet of Chair Legs.—Novembers, 1867.
—The rubber ferrule fits on the feet of tlie chaii-, so
as to deaden the noise made by its removal.
Claim.—The india-rubber tip constructed as do-

scribed, that is, formed as a ferrule, to be phiced upon
the foot of the chair, the feiTule increasing in thick-
ness from its center B to its open end A ; also, in-
creased from its center B to the dosed end, or base
thereof, on which the foot of the chair rests.

70,491.—A, T. WOOLSEY and A. E. Hubbell,
Sandusky, Ohio.—)S?ed.—Novembers, 1867.-The jun-
ner and rave are composed of a single piece, which
is bent back at the nose of the runner to form the rave.

Claim..—The construction of a runner A and side
rail A' of one entire piece, in the manner and for the
pm-i)ose set forth.

70,492.—"Walter Toumans, Lansingburg. jST. T.—Car TriLck.—November 5, 1867.—Improvement on
his patent, August *^7, 1861. The platform is con-
nected with the trucks by means of vertical guides,
and is supported on springs attached to the truck
frames, so that the body of the car has a free vertical,

unaccompanied by aiiy'lateral, movement.
Claim.—Connecting the body or platform of the

car M-itli the truck frame or frames, substantially as
described, so tliat the former shall be free to move up
and down on tlie latter with springs iuterposed, and
so tliat the body or platform shall not move longitu-
dinally or lateriilly independent of the truck frame or
frames, Avlicn this is combined with the connection of
the axle with the truck frame, so timt the said axles
shall be free to move under it, substantially as de-
scribed and by the means described, or the equiva-
lents thereof.

Also, connecting the ends of the under bolster with
tlK*" wheel axles by means of clamping blocks, sub-
stantially as described, in combination with the double
cross-bars, or the equivalent thereof, connected with
the clamping l)locks both aliove and below the hori-

zontal planeOf the axes of the wheel axles, substan-
tially as and for the purposes specified.

70,493.—D. K. Albright, Philadelphia, Pa., and
L. H. De Laxoe, Bordciitown, N. J.

—

Hat.—Novem-
ber 5. 1867.—The brim and body are perforated, and
..he perforations covered by the band, wliich inclines

outward at the brim. Air circulates within the annu-
lar space beneath the band and through the perfora-

tions.

Claim.—Eirst, the band D, connected to the body
and brim of a hat, and arranged in respect to the
same, substantially as and for the purpose herein set

forth.

Second, the holes e in the brim and the holes d in

the body of the hat, in combination with and aiTanged
iu respect to the baud D, as described.

70,494.—Charles E. Alden, Philadelphia, Pa,
—Gas Stove.—November 5, 1867.—Tlie inner casing
has a series of radial air lioles above the burner, which
may be partially or wholly closed by tlie vertical ad-

justment of tiie outer casing. The flame ascends a
cylindrical pipe and a register damper allows more or
less au- to ascend the annular space around the cylin-

der.
Claim.—Eirst, the casing B, wire gauze or perfo-

rated ])latc E, and holes i i, in combination with the
idjustable casing F, the whole being constructed and
irranged substantially as and for the purpose herein
set forth.
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Second, the combination of the above internal tube

m and valve n.

70,495.—C. F. Allen and L. W. Campbell,
Aurora, 111., assig-nors to themselves. A. T. IIall, and
A. I. Amhleu.—Heating and Ventilating Aparatiis

for Raihvay C'a>-s.—November 5, li:!()7.—The air is

collected by hoods on the roof, conducted through
conduits and chambers where it is purified by contact
with water, and thence to the interior of the car. In
winter it passes through a heating chamber before

entering the car.

67a I »i.—First, the combination of the grating G
and sieve D with the bonnet A, partitionecl pipe C Q
g, pipe L, water chamber E' or M, and register pipe

K X. substantially in the manner and for the purpose
described.

Second, the combination of the chamber E, chamber
M. warming apparatus as described, and i*egister pipe
R X, substantially in the manner and for the purpose
described.

Third, the construction of the warming apparatus
for a car or coach in the manner substantially as de-

scribed, and arranging the ventilator in such i-elation

thereto that the portion of the air forced into the ven-
tilating pipes will be employed for promoting com-
bustion, wliile the other or greater portion is heated
and distributed in the car, all substantially as de-

scribed.
Fourtli. the register F, applied to the ascending

conduit Q above the water chamber E, substantially
as described.

70,496.—John M. Allen, Cambridge, Mass.—
Kail J/nc/<i;ie.— November 5, lS(i7.—The two rolls

have counterpart longitudinal, wedge-shaped, rectau
gulariy-cdgeu projections and recesses, to cut into
nails the plate passed between them.
CZaim.—A machine for cutting imils. without waste,

from plate or sheet metal, in which tlie dies are formed
longitudinally on the surfaces of the rollers, in the
manner and ibr the piu-pose described.

70,497.—Peteu Allen, Eutland, Vt.. assignor
to himself, L, VALLir.NEnE, andCLKOi'HAsEuoDEUU,
same place.—i2ai7i6'a.y C/iffi>.- November 5, 1867.—
^'he two cast-iron plates forming the bed and sides
of the chair are connected by two transverse bolts,

and are secured to the sills by two spikes on each side,

passing through both plates* and notches in the rails.

Claim.—The plate B, in combination with tiie plate
B'. with the tongue b. fitted in a recess in the bed a.

constructed and secured with screw bolts and spikes,
as herein described.

70,498.— "W. J. Armstrong and Charles
Browne, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Anc/jor.- November .5,

18tj7.— The arms "of the stock swing away from the
head to allow disengagement of the cable a\ hen fouled
Claim.—F'lvnt. attaching the crown B to the shank

A by passing a tenon formed upon the lower end of
said siiank throug'i amorti.^'3 formed in the said crown
and securing them in place by blocks D firmly attached
to the side of the projecting end of said tenon, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, forming the stock E in two parts and attach-
ing them to tlie upper end of the shank A by passing
tenons formed upon the inner ends of said parts
through a mortise formed in the upper end of said
shank, and securing tiiem-in place by means of blocks
F firmly attached to the projecting ends of said ten-
ons, substantially as herein shown and described and
for the purpose set forth.

70,499.—C. H. Atwood. iSTew Britain. Conn.—
Snap Hook.—November 5. itf'o7.—The pivoted spring
bar and hook end have counterpart rabbets, which
engage when the bar is thrown out by the spriug.

Claim. — First, the snap hook constructed as de-
scribed, consisting of the circular solid plate A, hav-
ing loop B and lugs a cast upon it ; between the lat-

ter, the straight bar D pivoted and held in place
against the turn-up end C by means of the spriug c,

as herein set forth, for the purpose specified.
Second, the casting of the projection C with the

Elate A. in the same plane with the same, and then
ending C in hook form, substantially as and for the

purpose specified.

70.500—Ellicott D. Avekell, New York, N.
Y.

—

Card ii'acA-.—November 5, 1867.—The wire coil
around the edge of the stand forms a holder for cards,
which are slipped between the wires.
Claim.—Thii arrangement on a curved or circular

surface of a stand or frame of a coiled wire or spring,
and formin":, in combination with said stand or sup-
port, a card or paper holder, essentially as herein set
forth.

70,501.—Henry Axtell, Huntington, Mass.

—

Whip Rolling Machine.—November 5, 1867.—The
whip lash is attached to a weighted cord and drawn
through between a longitudinally reciprocating bar
and another bar pressed toward the former by levers
actuated by a treadle.

Ciaim.—First, a device for rolling whips consisting
of a frame A hewing a reciprocating bar J and adjust-*
able bar G, between which the whip is rolled, the bar
J being operated by power and the bar G by the lev-

ers F and F' with their treadle attachment, "the whole
being arranged substantially as and for the purpose
described.
Second, the device for drawing the whip through

the rolling machine, consisting of the cord k, having
the weight m passing over the pulleys g and g', in
combination with the rest of the machine, substan-
tially as described.

70,502.—Thomas J. Barnes, Cambridge, HI.—
Horse Yoke.—November 5, 1867.—The yoke has hooks
for attachment to the names and connects the latter

to the load by the chains attached to its central bar.
Claim.—F'irst, an improved horse yoke made in two

parts A and B, and in substantially the form and man-
nei- herein shown and described.
Second, the combination of the short chains C and

equalizing bar I), to Avhich the draft chain is attached
with the parts A and B of the yoke, substantially as
herein shown and described and for the purpose' set
forth.

70,503.—James W. Barntim, New Orleans, La.
—Cotton-Bale Tie.—November 5, 1867.—Each end of
the cord is passed around in one of the semicircular
grooves of the block and brought back to be twisted
around itself.

Claim.—The device herein described and as shoT\Ti

upon the drawings, when provided Avith the two over-
lapping semi-annular grooves or curved supporting
points A A', as described, Avhen constructed as de-
scribed and used for fastening the ends of aa ire rope
or of common untwisted wire that is employed lor
banding cotton bales, as set forth.

70,504.—A.Ely Beach, Stratford, Conn.—Fneu- .

matic /?aiZwa (/.—November 5. 1867.—The tube is en-
larged at the stations to allow the passage of air past
the car. The air is prevented from issuing from the
passenger-exit opening by the car itself, which es*-

tends past the opening in "each direction. The cradle
consists of a frame formed of transverse segments or
of longitudinal pieces, and the track is laid upon its

upper edges. A covered recess in the upper side of
the tube admits light at the stations.
Claim.—First, the enlargement of the tube at or

near the stopping station, substantially as and for the
purpose herein shown and dcsci-ibed.

Second, the metliod of preventing the leakage of
air at the openings, substantially as herein shown and
described.

Third, the method of supporting the cars and rails,

substantially as herein shown and described.
Fourth, the recess F for lighting the tube, substan-

tially as herein shown and described.

70,505—Geo. M. Bearpsley, Fenton, Mich.—
Car Coupling.—November 5, 1867.—The hooks are
connected by toggle arms to the slide, which is moved
longitudinafly to'open or close the hooks to di-<engage
or engage tlie coupling bar of the ojjposite draw-head.

Claim.—The double hooks D D with operating arms
and levers, in combination witli the arrow-headed coup-
ling bar, its frame, and springs, all constructed and
arranged as described and for the piu-pose as set forth.

70,506 Henry Beebe, Hudson City, N. J.—
Cane and Umbrella Combined.—November 5, 1S67.

—

Explained by the claims and illustration.
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Claim.—First, the two tubes B F, in combination
with the handle A and body E of the cane or umbrella
stick, and locked together \iy the T-shaped slots and
tlie shaft t of the lamp burner, substantially as shown
and described.
Second, the sleeve D drawn over the tube B and

provided with openings e e' and the mica or other
transparent material/ secm-ed between them, in com-
bination with a cane or umbrella stick, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

Xhird, the pei'forated tube I, in combination with
the two tubes B F provided with the cross-slots and
the lamp G, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

Fourth, the conical wire-cloth or perforated metal
tube O secured within the tube B, provided with open-
ings a, the tube F, and lamp G, in combination wi<!i

*a cane or umbreUa stick, substantial!^ as and for the
piu-pose specified.

70,507.—"Wm. Jones Berne, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Adjustable Calks for Horseshoes.—]fsovember5, 1867.

—The heel calks are upon sockets, which are run upon
the heels of the shoes and secured by set screws. The
toe calk is attached to a cross-bar which takes over the
inner edge of the shoe, and by a hinged plate, which
passes around the outside anct is connected to the heel
sockets by bolts and straps.
CZaim.—First, the mode of securing the sockets A

by means of the set screws A^. arranged to operate in
combination thetjewith, substantially as set forth.

Seaond, in combination with the sockets A, the use
of an elastic substance A^ interposed between the heel
of the shoe and the socket, substantially as set forth.

Third, the toe piece B rigidly attached to the cross-
piece C for attaching the same to the shoe, substan-
tially as set forth.

Fourth, in combination with the toe piece B, the
front extension B^ hinged thereto, and arranged to
operate substantially in the manner set forth.

Fifth, the combination of the cross-piece C, the toe
piece B, hinged extension B^ of the toe piece, rods E,
and straps 1) attached to the sockets A, substantially
as set forth.

70,508.—Joseph Bevis, Putnam, Ohio.—Wash-
ing Machine.—ISoyember 5, 1867.—The segmental
frame is connected to a pivoted shaft and supports
an apron on which the clothes are laid and operated
on by the fixed washboard beneath and the vertically
reciprocating presser boai-d above. The latter boari
is actuated by a rotating eccentric.

Claim.—First, the combination of the stationary
washboard B, movable washboard or presser C, and
cam D, with each other, and Avith the tub A, substan-
tially as herein shown and described and for the pur-
pose set foxlh.'

Second, connecting the movable washboard C to
the cam D, by means of the yoke G-, cross-head or bar
H, bolts I, and spring J, or by an equivalent adjust-

able aud elastic device, substantially as herein shown
and des ribed and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the swinging frame jST,

having a canvas or equivalent, bottom K, attached to

it, with the washboards C and B, substantially as
herein shown and described and for the purpose set

forth.

70,5«>9.—Lyman G-. Bigelow, Albion, Mich.—^o-
lar Camera.—November 5, 1867.—The box is hinged
to the stand, and connected therewith at other points
by an extensible screw swivel, whose parts are con-
nected by gimbal joints to the box aud stand, respec-
tively.

Claim.— First, the universal jointed connection
K, constructed and arranged substantially as de-

scribed for the purposes set forth.

Second, operating a solar printing camera from
east to west, and to and from the zenith, (being a com-
bination of two motions,) by turning a single screw,
substantially as shown and described.

70,510.—John James Bodmer, Newport, Great
'BTit-din.—Preparing Cements from, ^'inj/s.—Novem-
ber 5, 1867.—TJie slag as it runs from the surface is

mixed With lime, and prepared by rolling into sheets,

or is cooled suddenly in water to render it easily pul-

verized for incorporation with other materials.

1 Claim.—The use of slag or scoria, produced by

blast or other furnaces, (or when produced by other
means,) in combination Avith lime, or with lime and
alumina, in the formation of cement, substantially as
described.

70,511.—E. Bourden, Paris, France.-Device
for Operating Folding Valves.—November 5, 1867.

—

The flexible band lies upon the perforated plate which
forms its seat and rolls or unrolls thereupon to open
or close the passage way. The band is connected to
an arm on a shaft which passes through a stuffing box
to the outside of the case.

Claim.—The combination with the valve box. and
suitable orifice or orifices formed therein, of the mem-
branous or flexible valve, and lever for operating the
same, substantially as and for the purposes herein set
forth.

70,512.—John F. Botnton, Syracuse, N. T.—
Carbureting Gases and Air.—November 5. 1867.

—

The gas passes into one chamber and through the
perforated partitions and porous material saturated
with hydro-carbon liquid into the chamber, whence
it issues to the service pipe.

(7?ai»«.— First, in an apparatus for carbureting gas
for illuminating purposes.the use of double perforated
walis B B, having a suitable capillary substance con-
fined between them, said walls being so arranged as
to form a porous division through which the gas is

forced, substantially as describeil.

Second, the forming of two compartments in a ves-
sel by means of an upright double wailed partition,
which is rendered sufficiently porous to allow of the
absorption of the fluid in said A'cssel, and the passage
of gas through it, substantially as described.

70,513.—Leopold Brandeis, Brooklyn, N. T.—
Alloy for the Manvfacture of Metal Sheets, Foil, d-c.

—November 5, 1867.—An ingot of 25 parts zinc and
75 parts lead is covered with tin and rolled out for
roofing. A less proportion of zinc is used for making
foil and the metal is heated with hot water or steam
between rollings to render it ductile.

Claim.—To' produce metal sheets of any thickness,
perfectly pliable, not easily acted upon by weather
and.tem'perature, of great strength and durability, for
roofing, plumbers', tinmens', and chemical use, for
grocers, tobacconists, perfumers, and confectioners,
by making an alloy of lead and other metals in suit-

able proportions and shape by protecting this alloy
with a coat of tin surrounding it, and to produce from
this alloy, so prepared, sheets or leaves of any size

and weight, and for the device of application of hot
water or steam between the rolliugs.

70,514.—J. L. Brown, New York, N. Y.—Wood
Favement.—November 5, 1867.—The wooden street
pavement is formed of foundation timbers imbedded
in earth, sprung in an arch sliape from curb to cm-b,
and supporting sections of interlocking wooden pav-
ing blocks.

Claim.—The employment of arched formation tim-
bers laid crosswise of the street, in combination with
any suitable earthy foundation, and sections of wood-
en'pavement resting upou such foundation, and over-
lapping the ai'ched timbers, substantially as described.

70,515.—George R. Burdon, Waltham, Mass.—Blacking iJrjts/!.—November 5, 1867.—The circular
blacking brush is supported in a ring hinged to the
back of the shining brush, and admits of swinging
over to bring it in contact with the blacking con-
tained in a box let into the back. When in opex'ating
position the blacking brush is held by a catch.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
brush E, with the grooved head G, ring I, spring M,
joint J, holder A. and blacking box L, .substantially

as described for the purpose specified.

70,516.—Nelson C. Burnap, Argusville ,N. T.—Construction of Milk Ofl?)*.-November 5, 18()7.

—

Improvement on the patent of H. A. Crane, July 1'2,

1864. The object is ease in cleansing the can. The
devices are exiTlained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—A milk can when provided with a rounded
connection between sides and bottom, and when com-
bined with a similarly rounded protecting bottom B,

haying a flange o, aiid with a ring C, all made sub-
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etantially as und for the purpose herein shown, and
describecl.

70,517.—-Tonx Burt, Sturgis. Mich.

—

Carriage
Seat l?aci.—November 5, 18G7.—Explained by the

claim.
Claim.—The xrithin described vehicle seat, in which

the back and ends with round corners are formed from
a siiifrle piece of wood of proper leugth and thickness,

shaped aud bent to the desired shape, as set forth and
desciibed.

70,51 S.-Fraxki.inP. Bush, Cincinnati, Ohio, as-

sijrnor to himself and Jepi ha GAurtARD, «ame place.
—2Iash Cooler.—November 5, 18(J7.—The coils of
coltl-water pipes are supplied from an axial pipe, and
discharge into an annular chamber around the axis.

The constant stream of water keeps the coils cool as
they revolve in the mash.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of tun A, central

annular waste way D. rotary centrally dischaigiug
coils J. central supply pipes G I, stuffing box H, and
rake L. for the purpose set forth.

Second, in the ciescribed combination the rotary
coils J. discharging into a central waste way D, in
the manner set forth.

70,51 9.—T7jr. M. Butler. Waukegan, HI—Ma-
chine for Sharpening Calks of Horseshoes.—Novem-
ber 5, 18fiT.—The frame is clamped to the horseshoe
while on the foot, and the calks sharpened by the
rotary cutter.

Claim.—First, a machine for sharpening horse-
shoes, made and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.
Second, the device for moving the cutter C forward,

consisting of the spring g, nut /and shaft B, all made
and operating substantially as herein shown and de-
6criji"d.

Tun-d, the device for moving the cutter laterally, con-
sisting of the slotted frame A, screw k, sleevs'i and
sliaft B, all made and operating substantially as herein
shown and and described.

Foiu-tli, the frame A, when provided at the corners
with projections a and set screws b, so as to bo easily
fastened on any sized shoe, and when provided with
slotted flanges h h and bolts and nuts i for the same
pm-pose, substantially as set forth.

70,520.— JAJfKS Earl, Caithness, England.—
Ship's Compass.—November 5, 1867.—A ^veighted
rod is suspended beneath the compass to steady it in
its oscillating movements.
Claim.—The combination of a mariner's corapass

and a weighted pendulum, secured to the compass
box, and having near the upper end a ball, which fits

in a stationary socket, all substantially as aud for the
purpose described.

70,5*21 .—Luther TV. Campbell, Aurora, El.,
a.ssignor to himself, A. T. Hall, C. F. Allex, and
A. J. Ambler.—Piston Packing.—November 5, ]S(i7.

—The pressure of steam passing tlirough tlie per-
forated head expands tlie conical ring against itf

corresponding ring, while tiie steam is admitted into
one end of the cylinder. "When the steam is ad-
mitted into the o'tlier end of the cylinder, it passes
through the perforations of its corresponding head,
expanding the rings upon the face of tiie hub.

Claim.—First, so arranging a series of concentric
elastic rings K G and E, having alternately inclined
faces, that, acting in combination with the conical hub
A, and packing rings H H, they shall maintain a uni-
form outward pres.sure upon the latter by the action of
the steam nlterinitely entering each end of the cylin-
der, substantially as' set forth.

Second, the co'mbiuation of the perforated heads B
B', conical hub A and rings E F G K and II, arranged
to operate substantially as set forth.

70,522.—Luther "W. Campbell, Aurora, 111.—
assignor to himself, A. T. Hall, C. F. Allen, and
A. J. X^iMLVAi.-Piston Packing.—November 5, 1867.—The double conical central ring sniTounds the fixed
hub upon the piston rod, and has around it a series
of concentric rings, so adjusted that the packing
rings upon each end of the piston head are alternatelv

i

expanded by the pressure of the steam as it enters I

the opposite end of the cylinder, and act against the
inclined faces of the corresponding rings.
Claim.—First, so arranging a double series of con-

centric elastic rings F G and H, that, acting in com-
bination with the central ring E, having double in-
clined faces E'^, they may by the pressure of the
steam, alternately admitted to the opposite ends of
the cylinder, be alternately expandetl, substantially
in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combiuation of the hub A. perforated
plates B B', ring E, having a central flange E' and
double inclined faces E^, and the concentric rings H
G and F, constructed and arranged to operate sub-
stantially as set forth.

70,523 J. P. Champion, Phelps, N. Y.—Appa-
ratus for liaising and Securing the Legs of Horses to

Shoe jr7i8?».—November 5, 1867.—The straps after
taking a double hitcli are tightened by the pivoted
lever attached to the frame above.
Claim.—The apparatus for raising and securing

the legs of horses to shoe them safely, arranged ana
applied as herein shown and described.

70,524.— Henry C. Chandler, Indianapolis,
Ind.

—

Cylinder Printing Press.—November 5, 1867.

—The segmental cog bars on the ends of the revolv-
ing impression cylinder engage with straight cog
bars on the edges of the bed to carry it under the
cylinder in the process of making tne impression.
The bed has a quick return movement by means in-

dependent of that which carries it under Ihe impres-
sion cylinder.
Claim.—Moving the bed B under the impression

cylinder C at the time of making the impression by
means of the pins S and standards R, segmental cog
bars G aud cog bars F, in combination with the de-
vices for giving the return movement to the Iwd by
means independent of that which carries it under the
cylinder, m the manner substantially as set forth.

70,525.—Mathew Chapman, Greenfield, Mass.
—Table Cwtiery.-November 5, 1867.—Explained by
the claim and illustration.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, table
cutlery, having the blade, bolster, and handle forged
or swaged from one solid piece of steel, substantially
as herein described.

70,526.—Cyrus H. Clark, Cobalt, Com^.—Sleigh
Bell.—November 5, 1867.—The thin metallic plates
attached to the shank of the bell pierce the strap
and clinch on its inner surface.

Claim.—Attaching sleigh bells to their straps by
means of two or more sheet-metal plates ft b, Avhich
are secured to a shank a that is cast with the bell A,
all made substantially as and for the purpose herein
shown and described.

70,527.— Mark Coffin, Milton, Ky.— ^or.se
Hay Fork.—November 5, 1867.—The pivoted forks
are tripped by the action of the cord on the lever ring
which connects with the trigger.

Claim.—The arrangement of the rope C, having
the ring F. knot c', and trigger E, with the bent
tines A D, pulley block B, and rope G, as herein
described for the pm-pose specified.

70,528.—E. T. COLBURN, Boston, Mass.—Method
of Stopping and Starting Oars.—November .5. 1867.

—

By laying hold of the longer arm of either lever and
pulling it toward the car body the rope will bo
drawn tightly on the two wheels,'and by its friction

\\ill serve as a brake. By ungearing the retaining
pawl the bar Avill move inclepeudently of the camago
body, and the rope is tightened on the wheels and
drawn through the blocks so as to produce a rotary
motion of the wheels by which the car is driven aliead.

Claim.—The combination of the slide bar D and
its locking pawls -\vitli the brake mechanism, con-
sisting of the levers F, the blocks G. the rope I, and
the wheel or wheels H, the whole being substantially

as specified.

Also, as an accelerating mechanism for a car, the
combination of the slide bar D, the rope I. and the
wheel or wheels H arranged and applied to the axles
as set forth, the said bar D being connected to tha
di'aw bar or tongue of the car, as explained.
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70,529.—B. ^Y. Collier, Oxford, Miss.—Oom-
bined Tool.—November 5, 1867.—The pliers, clippers,
file, biiriiisher, hammer, imnch, -wrench, saw-set,
serew-driver, scraper, &c, are combined in one tool.

Claivh.—The instrument above described, having
the parts combined and arranged substantially as and
for the purposes specified.

TO,530

—

Charles W. Compton, NcTvark, IT. J.—Corpse Preserver.—November 5, 1867.—Explained
by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, forming the bottom or cooling
board A in two parts hinged to each other, substan-
tially as lierein shown and described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Second, forming an air chamber or chambers a' in
the bottom or cooling board A, substantially as herein
shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the ice chamber D extending down upon the
sides of the trunk to or nearly to tha bottom board A,
and extending around the head of the corpse, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described ancl for the
purpose set forth.
Eourth. forming the corpse preserver in three parts

ABC, substantially as herein shown and described
and lor the purpose set forth.

Fifth, forming the adjacent ends of the parts B and
C inclined or wedge-shaped, substantially as herein
shown and described aucf for the purpose set forth.

Sixth, the combination and arrangement of the body
chamber G-, ice chamber D, and air chambers a' E
and F, substantially as lierein shown and described
and for the j)urpose set forth.

70,531.- H. W. CoMSTOCK, Lafayette, Ind.—
Weights for >Sca7r?.?.—November 5, 1867'.—Explained
by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—The substitution of glass in place of other
substances as weights for weighing-scales, thereby
producing an anti-corrosive and cheaper weight,
specified.

Also, a filled glass weight when so constructed
that the material used as filling shall be entirely sur-

rounded by the glass, as specified and described.

y0,532.—L. Crouch, Baraboo, 'Wi&.—Attaching
"Wheels to Vehicles.—November 5, 1867.—The hollow
cap-nut retains packing and oil for lubricating the
bearings of the wheel.

Claim.—The nut E, provided with the screw thread
upon its outer circumference and secured to the hub
A, by means of screws, in combination with the axle
box C, nut F and cap E, substantially as described
for the purpose specified.

70,533.—Ezra N. Curtice, Spring Water, N. T.— Wagonlirake.—November .5, 1867.—A rod is hinged
to the brake shaft and connected with the draft pole
so that when the pole is pushed back- by the team th
brake shaft turns and pi-esses the rubbe'rs against the
wheels. When the pole is drawn forward the brake
shaft returns in the opposite direction and releases
the rubbers.

Claim.—First, the brake sliaft F, supported in the
boxes a a on tiie wagon reach and hounds, and tlie

straps c c on the braces b b attached to the axle A',
arranged and operating as and for the purpose de
scribed.
Second, the eccentric arms e e on the ends of the

brake shaft F, in combination with the rubbers d d
ari'anged and oi)erating as described.

Third, tlie combination of the brake shaft F, the
rod g, and tlic draft pole E, arranged and operating
a.'j and for the purposes described.

70,534.—Francis Curtis, Nc^vton, Mass.—lf«?i

tifacture of Suction Boxes for Fax>er Making.— '^o
veniber 5, ISliT.—The oblong, rectangular box has a
foraininous perforated top upon whicli travels tlic

endless wire-clotli apron canying the pulp. A vac
iium is created within the boxto cause a suction upon
and through the pulp, extracting the water therefrom

C7au/t.-^Tliy iniju'oved manufacture of suction box
as composed wholly or in part of hard rubber, sub-
stantially in manner and for the purpose as before
described.

70,535.— T.SAAC Dan. Sanford, N. Y.— Sleigh
JETjice.—November 5, 1S67.—The knee is sunk in the

sockets of the metallic blocks, which secure the at-

tachment to the runner and bench without the use of
tenons. The " T " secures the connection of the knee
to the blocks.
Claim.—The blocks B and C as constructed and

used in combination with the knee and the bar I^^ as
and for the purpose set forth.

70,536.—Isaac Dax, Deposit, N. Y.— Sleigh
Knee.—November 5, 1867.—To avoid mortising the
nmner, the expaflded metallic, slotted bases are se-

cured to the runner by screw bolts. The tenons of
the wooden knees fit into the slots.

Claim.—The, knee constructed of wood and metal
in the manner herein set forth and used with the run-
ner, for the puri^ose specified.

70,537.—Alfred K. Davis, Carey, Ohio.

—

Gate
iat(7i.—November 5, 1667.—By the action of the lever
the latch bars of the pivoted vertical frame are turned
on their pivots to disengage the gate.

ClaArti.—Tha pivoted latch bars D D', and con-
necting bar E, and their respective equivalents, all

as set ibrth in combination with the lever F, operat-
ing and arranged in manner substantially as and for

the purposes herein shown and described.

70,538.—John W. Doughty and Horatio B.
Beckman, Newburg. N. Y.—Feed-water Heater for
Steam Generators.—'^Q-ycmbar 5, 1867.—The vertical

tubular vessel connects by a i)ipe with the steam space
of the boiler. Another pipe communicates with the
boiler below the water line. The supply pipe has an
apron cover to deflect the water in its descent from
above, so that none may enter the boiler tlirough the
pipe without first having the opportunity to settle.

Claim.—Tha chamber T, with pipe P', in connec-
tion with tlie feed pump, or any other instrument of
supply, well W, blow-olf pipe P^, steam-connecting
pipe Q', water-communication pipe E G Q-, with the
cap F and boiler B, as shoAvn in the di'awmg, and for

the purpose as set forth.

70,539.—Stephen Elliott, Eichmond, Ind.

—

Straw 6'««er.—November 5, 18()7.—The straw is

placed in the box and pushed against the cross piece

which acts as a gauge ; the cut is effected by the con-

joint action of the hand on the knife handle and the

"foot on the treadle below.
Ciaim.—Constructing a straw cutter, as above de-

scribed, when the same is composed of the spiral

spring K, lever B, cross piece 11, uprights F and G,
cross piece D, lever E. rod I, and frame A, arranged
and operated substantially as above described.

70,540.—James J. Essex, Newport, K. I.—
5'?/;-,'vu7e.—November 5, 1867.—The reservoir has a
vertical graduated plate for measuring the amount
of li(iuid"injeeted by the syringe, which is actuated
by an elastic bulb. The perforated rose when at-

tached to the nozzle forms a douche for the irriga-

tion of wounds.
Claim.—First, the employment or use, in connec-

tion with a syringe, of a receiver or reservoir A, pro-

vided witli a glass or other transpai-eut plate A*,
and with a scre-\v cap b, and tube B, substantially as

and for the purpost; set forth.

Second, the combination of a metallic and an elastic

bulb, when the lormer are attached to opposite ends
of the latter, and used either in coimcetion with or
witliout an air chamber, for the purpose specified.

Third, the rose iio/zle or douche, composed of the

cup i, and perforated plate j, when used in connec-
tion or combined with a syringe provided with an
elastic bulb, substantially as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

Fourth, providing the male screw of the connec-

tions or joints witli a socket g, to receive tlie packing
and prevent its lateral expansion under pressure,

where the two parts of the connection or joint are

screwed togetiier.

Fifth, tlie arrangement of the rigid discharging
pipe and the flexible suction tube and their valves at

one end of the bulb, substantially as herein shown
and described.

70,541.—H. C. Fairchild. Brooklyn, Va.—Seed
PZa?ifcr.—November 5. 1867.—The hopper is attached

to the handle of the seeder. The adjustable slide
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valve regulates the amount of seed that is period

ically delivered in the liollow tooth.

Claim.—Yivst, the slide D, operated from the out

Bide by the screw a, and the arm c, substantially as

described.
Second, the hole d through the cylinder, substan

tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

70,54'i.—Wm. H. Forker, Meadville, 'Pa.—Paint
Brush.—Xovember 5, 1807.—The conical nut works
on the central screw and by its pressure on the staves

tightens the bristles.

Claim.—The cap E, and the feiTule F, fonning the

cup E F, in combination with the cylinder D, with
the staves J J J J, the conical nut C, and the screw
H, when the same are constructed as described in the

aforesaid combination, for the purposes set forth.

70,543.—George R. Gardiner, Westerly, E. I.,

assignor to himself and Benj.\.min W. Bextlev, same
place.

—

Condcnucrfor Cardinj Engine.—^November
5, 1867.—The hollow rollers are two-thirds tilled with
fire clay, ordinary brick and granite dust mixed with
steel dust, to prevent the development of electricity.

Claim.—First, the roller C, one or more, made
either hollow or solid, and charged or covered with a
composition herein described, or its equivalent, and
plac(!d on a condenser in relative position with the
cylinders B thereof, substantially iu the manner as

and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the guards G, attached to the guide bars
F, on frame D, and arranged in relation with the
ropings a, substantially as and for the pm-pose speci-

fied.

70,544.—A. "W. GiFFORD, Worcester, Mass., as-

signor to Wm. a. Eichardson and Henry D. Waku,
same j)\acQ.—Scissors Sharpener and Cloth Hipper
Combined.—Xovember 5, 18G7.—The scissors blade is

sharpened by working in the guides of the serrated
file, a sliding knife in the handle of which is projected
to foi-m a ripper.

Claim.—A combined scissors sharpener and ripper,

constructed for operation substantially as described.

70,545.—iS^ATHAN GoDDARD, Boston, Mass.—
Machine/or Splitting Whalehone.—lso\cmhcr 5, 1867.

—By crowding the whalebone against the knives each
roller is raised in succession and the whalebone is

split by the knives.
Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the

series of knives A B C D, and adjustable rollers F,
or the same and the adjustable throat piece G, the
whole being applied to a frame E, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

70,546.—E. A. GooDES, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to himself, E. L. Miller, and W. H. Morford,
same place.

—

Pleasuring and Weiglting Cup.—Kovem-
ber 5, 1867.—The article to be weighed is placed in

the graduated cup and its weight indicated by the de-
gree of depression of the cup in the Avater.

Claim.—A cup, provided with scales a b and c d,

whereby it may be used for weighing and measuring
purposes, in the manner substantially as herein se"t

forth, as a new article of mauufuctme.

70,547.—John Graham, Ludlow,Vt.

—

Bevel and
Try Square.—November 5. 1867.—An index, supjilc-

mental squares, sliding gauge, and bevel, are com-
bined with the try square for laying out complex
joints.

Claim.— First, the indicator, composed of a T-
shaped bar F connected by a toothed segment d and
pinion e, or their equivalents, witli an index/, which
traverses over a graduated ring g, all being ar-

ranged and applied to a square, to operate in the
manner substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of one or more supple-
mental movable or adjustable squares G J with a T
or try-square, substantially as shown and described.

Third, the slide I provided with a bevelled or
T-shaped notch o at one end and a series of slots p
at the opposite end, when said slide is applied to or
used in connection with a T or try-square, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

Fourth, the plate H provided with the ribs I m and
slot n, when said plate is used ixi combination with a

supplemental square applied to a T or try-square,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

70,548.—Orson Graham. Lima, N. Y.—Farm
Gate.—November 23, 1867.—The gate is raised and
swings on a hinged collar that is adjusted in accord-
ance to the depth of snow o*' to let the smaller ani-

mals pass under. The small folding gate gives a
limited side passage when folded back.
Claim.—First, the collar C and collar D, in combi-

nation with the gate E and folding part F, wheiT
made and used substantially as specified.

Second, the folding part F, when made as specified

and used in combination with the gate E, substan-
tially as specified.

70,549 ISAIAIT M. Green, Sr., Clinton, 111.—
Fence.— November 5, 1667.— The uprights of each
panel are connected by wooden bars above and below,
and the intermediate' space is filled at suitable dis-

tances with wire, whose looped ends are held by pins.

The panels are set up in zig-zag order and keyed to-

gether.
Claim.—The groove C in the post A and rod D,

passing through eyes in the ends of the wires c c,in com-
bination with the'keys b and their seats in the rails B,
all arranged and operating substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

70,550.—Albert J. Greene, Sterling, Mass.

—

Hay Iiake.—November 5, 1867.—The rake is pushed
ahead by the hand frame and rotated by the action
of the crank lever that connects with tlie spring.
Claim.—'First, in a hand hay rake the an-'ange-

ment of the axle B, teeth C, blocks or liiiigcs U, rod
F, and shaft E, with each other, substantially as
herein shown and described.
Second, the combination of the spring or springs

G with the rod F, axle B, and shafts E, substantially
as herein shown and described and for the purpose
set forth.

Third, adjusting the tension of the spring G by
means of a thumb-screw H, substantially as herein,

shown and described.
Fourth, in a hand hay rake the arrangement of the

arm K and rod L with the axle B and shafts E, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described and for the
pmpose set forth.

70,551.— Manfred M. Gkiswold, Columbus,
Ohio.— Photographic Process. — November 5, 1867:
antedated November 1, 1867.—Improvemont on the
patent of V. M. Griswold, April 10, 1866. The sur-

face of the black enamelled plate receives a white,
opaque coating of ethers, alcohol, gnms, soluble cot-
ton and cyanide of potassium. This is dried and
baked to blackness. Is restored by a sensitizing so-

lution to its original whiteness.
Claim.—First, the black baited photographic plate,

prepared substantially as hereinabove set forth, as a
new article of manufacture.
Second, the composition of the enamel or collodion

for producing the original white surface, substan-
tially as described.

Third, baking the plate subsequent to the applica-
tion of the white collodion film, substantiallv as set
forth.

Fourth, restoring the white color to the surface of
the plate subsequent to its being baked, as set forth,
or iu any manner substantially the same.

70,552.—Henry Gross and George S. Ying-
LINO, Tiffin, Ohio.

—

Amiunciator.—November 5, 1867.
—The motion of the levers communicated by the
connecting rods and double springs releases the fig-

ure drops, and by means of the tumbler v.ith which
the hammer shaft is oi)erated the bell is struck.

Claim.—First, the self-controlling ligurc drops B,
constructed substantially as described in combina-
tion with the upright guides C upon which they
slide, as and for the "purpose set Ibrtli.

Second, the double springs I), constructed sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, in coml)i-
nation with the drops B and with the upright guides
C, as and for the purpose set Ibrth.

Third, the levers F, constructed substantially in the
form and manner herein shown and described, in com-
bination with the connecting rods E and double
springs D, for the pmpose of releasing the ibops B,
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and with the tumbler H, by means of which the bell

hammer is operated, as and for the pm-poses set forth.

70,553.—John C. Guekrant and B. J. Field.
Leaksvillc.N'. C

—

Engraving Machine.—Novembers,
1857.—Improvement on their patent December 12,

186K. As the graver travei'ses over the plute in a
horizontal plane the plate is adjusted on the same
axis of rotation so that the proximity of tlie tool and
the plate is maintained. A deiimte provision is

made lor advancing and I'etreating the graver point
to and from (he plate, as the graver moves vertically.

Claim.—first, the holder A adjustable in a hori-

zontal plane upon a center coincident with the axis
of rotation of the post which carries the graver shaft,

substantiaDy as described.
Second, the arrangement of the extensible rod G- G',

connecting the tracing arm H with the graver arm
D, substantially as descril)ed.

Third, the adjustment of the connecting rod G G'
at the point of attachment to the tracing arm, so as
to vary t!ic degree of penetration of the graver, sub-
stantially as described.
Fourth, the rotating graver D in combination with

the vibrating and counterpoised graver arm D'.

Fifth, the vibrating slotted guide plate K, eon-
Btructed and oi)eratiug substantially as described and
represented.

Sixth, the guide rod L planted in the adjustable
slide rest M, and affording a guide for operating the
cutter on a given vertical line.

70,554.—EiCHAED Guthrie and John Shearer,
"New York, N. Y.

—

Ornamenting Glass Shades and
Globes.—Xovember 5, 1867.—The sections of orna-
mental glass fit against and are attached to the up-

per edge of the globe by hooks.
Claim.—The removable sectional glass ornaments

or hangings for lamp shades and globes, arranged
substantially as and for the pm-pose herein shown and
described.

70,555.—Egbert Hale, Chicago, HI.—Head
J?es<.—November 5, 1867.—The supporter is sus-

pended from the roof of the cai- and is secured to a
strap around the head.

Claim. The head rest, constructed as described,

consisting of the cap A, having the neck strap C. the
adjustable strap D secm-ed at one end tg the visor B.
and at tlie other by a hook E, to the roof of a car, or
an equivalent support within the car, as herein de-

scribed for the purpose specified.

70,556.—Mathias Hamberger, New York. N.
Y.—Reversible Chair /Smi.—November 5, 1867.—The
j/ivoted seat is reversible as it wears, and is secured
trom rotating by a stop and set screw in the front

and back bars of the frame.
Claim.—T]i(i reversible seat B, when hinged by

means of pins a a in the chair frame A, and when
combined witb the stop h and pin C, all made and
operating substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.

70,557.—David Hargar, Des Moines, Iowa.—
Furnace.—November 5, 1867.—The blast is forced by
the fan through the pipe, from which it passes
through vent holes within the furnace.

Claim.—The combination of the pipe A, having
the apertures a a, and provided with the sliding cover
d d, with the furnace CDF, the several parts being
constructed, arranged, and operating together sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purpose specified.

70,558.—Benjamin B. Harris. Lockport, HI.,

assignor to himself, F. G. Harris, and Seneca Sly,
same place.

—

Machine for Stamping and Shaping
XeafAer.—November 5, 1867.—The die and follower

are jointed to form a toggle. Tlie lever operates the
toggle joint and brings tlie follower down upon the
knife or die plate, and thereby cuts the leather to the
shape of the face of the die.

Claim.—First, the combination of the toggle joint

and levers, all as set forth, with the follower C. hung
from the frame A, having the stage post B hung from
it, and playing through a loose mortise, in ihanner
substantially as herein shown and described.

Second, the die or knife plate I, carrying the knife

k, sliding in the dovetailed groove g on stage G,

which is furnished with the hole m. and bolted by
the dovetailed pin L to the stage G. all as set forth,
in combination with the toggle joint, levers, and fol-
lowers, substantially as herein shown and described.

70,559.—F. G. Harris, Willsborough, N. Y.—
Composition for Tempering Steel.—November 5, 1867.
—Composed of lard oil, 1 gal.

;
g-um arable, 2 oz.

;

rosin, 1 oz. : saltpeter, 2 oz. ; salt, 1 oz. ; acetic acid,
30 drops. This forms a bath in which to dip the ar-
ticle, alter heating as usual.

Claim.—The composition formed of the ingredients
combined with each other in the proportions herein
described and for the purpose set forth.

70,560.—John Harris, Marquette, "Wis., as-
signor to John S. Vine, same place.—Oar Wheel.—
November 5, 1867.—Improvement on his patent Oc-
tober 24, 1865. Between the flanges on the hub
plates of the wheel and the enclosed portion of the
web of the wheel are spaces for containing oil and
packing for lubrication of the bearings.

Claim.—The flanges c c' upon the hub B and plate
d, forming the chambers for the lubricating material
upon the sides of the rim D, as herein shown and de-
scribed for the pm-pose specified.

70,561.—John H. Hartsuff, New Castle, Pa.,
assignor to himself, R. W. Cunningham, and E. C.
DunLxVP.—Curb for Water Wheels.—November 5,
1867.—The inner annular wheel is made stationary in
the fore bay, in horizontal position, and encircles a
turbine wheel, being itself encircled by a similar an-
nular wheel. Metallic gates are secured bet-neen the
rims of the outer annulus, and extend inward between
the wedges which separate the rims of the inner an-
nulus. The motion of the outer annulus moves the
gates to open or close the Avater spaces between the
wedges.
Claim.—The tongues D D, provided with the

hinged flaps F E, and used in combination with the
wheels A and B, constructed and operating as and
for the purpose set forth.

70,562.— Lorenzo B. Hayes and William
Morris, Greene, N. Y.

—

Barn Door and Gate Fast-
ening.—November 5, 1867.—The vertical bar falls

into a slot in the sill, and the upper spring catch en-
gages a staple on the lintel. The bolt is locked by a
pin block and collar.

Claim.—Fii'st, the combination of the vertical bar
C, spring catch E, and catch I with each other and
with the door or gate A, substantially as herein
shown and descriljed and for the purpose" set forth.

Second, the combination of the band or collar L
and block K, having a pin k' attached to its edge,
with the bar C, substantially as herein shown and
described and f»r the purpose set forth.

70,563.—J". E. Heath, NUes, Mich.—Too? for
Cutting Bolts.—l^oyexnbQY 5, 1867.—The levers and
cams operate upon the cutters, which approach each
other with their edges moving in the same plane. In
cutters worked by two levers they approach each
other in the arc of a circle whose center is the pi^ot
of the two levers.

Claim.—First, the combination of the plate A, cut-

ters C C, levers D D. and springs a a. arranged as
described.
Second, the slotted guide plate B, projecting be-

tween the cam lever D D, from the plate A, as shown,
in combination with the jointed anns E E, cam levers

D D, and cutters C C, substantially as and for the pur
pose set forth.

70,564.—John Hedden, Elkhart. Ind.—Photo-
graphic Printing Frame.—November 5, 1867.—The
frame has a broad flange at each end to darken special

parts when the grouping board is moved to either end.
The wooden grouping board rests upon the glass plate

and is perforated with a number of holes to suit the
different negatives from which prints are to be token.
CZaiw.—The hinged back, of five pieces, more or

less, so constructed that any or more may be fastened
together, or an opening be effected at'either of the
joints, thus admitting the examination of the print-

ing from either end of the frame.
Also, the broad flanges, in connection with the ad-

justable grouping board, which movable perforated
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board, or any other material answering the same pur-

pose, this being equivalent to the movable or sliding

frame for carrying the back up or down.
Also, the adjustable and sliding back, the vignetting

arrangement tor excluding the light from the sensi-

tive paper, by the use of two pieces of board, or other
material, with a tube for conducting the rays of light

to the negative.
Also, this invention, separately and as a whole, in

combination one with the other, substantially as set

forth above.

70,565.—Philip IIigdox, Lewisport, Kj.—Hoist-
ing Apparatus. — yioxomhcr 5, 1867.—The hoisting

rope is connected to a rack, divided into hinged sec-

tions, and sliding in a way of one of tlic upright tim-

bers. The rack is operated by a pinion, connected
by gearing to a shaft journaled" at the timber heads,
and actuatetl by an endless rope.
Claim.—The combination of the frame A A' A',

shaft 13. pulleys D F J K, pinion G, cords or ropes E'
I, rack H, either jointed or inflexible, and movable
sheave L, all airanged and operating substantially as

described.

70,566.—C. W. HiGGixs, Waukesha, Wis.— Chil-

dren's Carriage and Cradle.—November 5, 1867.

—

Kockers are attached to the frame of the Avagon so

that wlien the runniug gears and tongue are detached
it can be used as a cradle.

Claim.—A children's carriage, when constructed
substantially in the manner and for the purposes de-

scribed.

70,567.—F. B. Hill, Cleveland, Ohio, and ^V. H.
McCoy, Des Moines, Iowa.

—

Lamp Extinguisher.—
Noveml)er 5, 1867.—The extinguishing cap is attached
to a crank on a shaft passing through thebody of the
burner, and is moved by turning the portion of the
shaft exposed on the outside of the burner.

Claim.—The combination of the cap C, pendent
bars e, rod B, crank d, and spring /, arranged to
operate in the manner and for the purpose herein
specified.

70,568.—:N'icholas ITopkin.s, Xew York, N. T.—Register Point for Printing Presses.—Xovembero,
1867.—The hinged leaf of tiie plate has a metallic
point that is thrown up against the sheets to mark
them preparatory to folding.
Claim.—YirsC the hinged plate B, having a me-

tallic point C attached to its movable part, to" be used
in connection witli a piece of furniture in making up
the form, substantially as herein shown and described,
and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of one or more rubber or
other elastic bearers I) with the movable part b^ of
the lunged plate B, substantially as herein shown and
described, for the purpose «et forth.

70,569.—Kellis Horde, Washington, D. C,
assignor to T. H. Alexander, same place.—To^.

—

November .5, 18(i7.—By blowing through the mouth
piece the alligator is made to protrude its head and
open its jaws. By withdrawing the aii- he retreats
into his den.

Claim.—The plunger B, combined with tube A and
lever a, for operating toys, substantially as described.

70,570.—Leonard D. Howard, St. Johnsbury,
Yt.—Bevel.—Isoxcmhcr 5, 1867.—The slotted, adjus-
table bevel-plate is pivoted, and works within the
straight edge handle.

Claim.—The applying of a blade screw and nut to
a bevel, in tlie manner shown, or in an equivalent
way, so that the head of the screw and the nut will
be flush witli the sides of the handle or stock, as set
fortli.

Also, the cap C. applied to the end of the handle or
stock, and provided with the concave or countersink
d at one side and the socket E at the opposite side, to
receive, respectively, the screw head and the screw
nut, substantially as shown and described.

70,571.—Samuel W. Huntington, Augusta.
Me.—Boot-blacking and Polishing Machine.—No-
vember 5, 1867.—The circular brushes are used for
nlacking and polishing boots, when rotated by the
taction of the treadle on the crank shaft.

Claim.—The combination in a machine, such as
described, with one or moi-e rotating brushes, of an
adjustable trough or blacking receptacle, substantially
in the manner and for the pui-poses herein shown and
set forth.

70,572.—George Hurd.man, "Wolverhampton,
England, assignor to Charles Fredeuick Clark,
same place.

—

Sad Iron Heater.—November 5, li^67.

—

The top to which the handle and chimney ar(; at-

tached has eye brackets, through which a longitudinal
guide rod passes, and on which the top is slid to open
the charcoal chamber. The top is retained in work-

,

ing position by a button.
Claim. — The improvements in charcoal box or

irons, hereinbefore described, illustrated in the ac-
companying drawing ; that is to say, the combi-
nation of the rod, pin, or guide g and eyes or
brackets// with tiie body and lid or cover of charcoal
box ii'ons, for the purpose of permitting of the sliding
of the lid or cover upon the body, substantially as
described and illustrated.

Also, the combination with the said parts/ gr of the
turn or button /(, for fastening the lid or cover, and
tlie knob or liandle I, for holding the iron during the
sliding of the lid or cover, substantially as described
and illustrated.

70,573.—W. W. Jacobs, Hagerstown, Md.—
Vapor Lamp Burner.—November 5, 1867.—The me-
tallic screw and tube are formed in one piece, and the
latter has a dish below th(! level of the jot holes.

Claim.—The combination of tube A, pan D, screw
cap B, and Avick C, constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as shown and for the purpose set forth.

70,574.—Leonard J. Johnson, Montville, Conn.,
assignor to himself and Ehskine A. Coles.—Knife
Cleaner and Sharpener.—November 5, 1867.—The
cork cushious are secured inside the hinged box;
polishing powder is placed upon them, the surfaces
brought together, and the knife reciprocated lietwecu
them.

Claim.—First, the composition of the box A with
the corks c c, and the handle F, containing the knife
sharpener L, the cylindrical covered box G, with the
cylindrical cup H, and polishing apparatus I, sub-
stantially as shown and described and tor the purpose
specified.

Second, the combination of the cylindrical polish-

ing band I and cork J Avitli the box A B, as shown
and described and for the purpose specitied.

70,575.—George William Keller, Philadel-
phia, Pa.

—

Dress Elevator.—November 5, 1867.—The
tubular girdle has a series of draAV lines connected to

the skirt, and tliese lines are all connected to a sin"-le

line by which they may be simultaneously adjusted.
Claim.—The spiral spring girdle or belt A, pro-

vided with openings B. in combination with spring C,
cord D, and strings E, Bubstantially as herein set

forth.

'^0,576.—Michael Knapp and John Knapp,
Hudson City, N. J.

—

Door Lock.—November .3, 18()7.

—The main" tumbler is locked by an auxiliary tum-
bler whenever the door is locked, but when unlocked
the bolt is free and can be moved directly by tlie key.
The parts are so arranged that the key can only be
turned in one direction both for locking and unlock-
ing. By the application of the auxiliary tumbler the
bolt is lield firm when locked, so that it cannot be
moved back by pressing from the outside.

Claim.—First, guiding the secondary tumbler D
through the slotted guides d and through' the grooved
tumblers b b, said secondary tumbler provided with
the projections g, as described, and connected witli

the spring h, operating as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

Second, the combination and an-angeraent of the
bolt B, tumblers b b, secondary tumblers I), guides d,

and springs a c h, all operating as described for the
purpose specified.

Third, so constructing a lock that the same can
only be locked and unlocked by turning the key in one
direction only, as set forth.

70,577.—John K. Krieo, New York. N. Y.—
Pegging Jack.—November 5, 18t>7; antedated Octo-
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ber 27, 1867.—The last-holding pin, instead of being
fixed in the standard, is placed in an axial socket
thereof and lield by a set screw, so as to allow the
use of a fresh portion on breakage.

Clahn.—The construction of the hollow last holder,
in combination with the pin rod inserted therein and
adjustable, for the purposes and as specified.

70,578.-8. A. Kroxer, New Britain, Va.—Cul-
tivator.—jN'ovember 5, 18G7.—The sections of the mov-
able frame are attached by bolts and metallic plates.

The draft is regulated by the points of attachment of
the frame on the beam. The handles are pivoted in

the middle so as to rotate and work from either end.
The long clevis is attached to the hook on the pivol
bolt of the handles.

Claim.—First, the trestle H, in combination with
the handles E and beam A, for the purpose of shifting

t tie handles, in the manner and for the pm-pose speci-

fied.

Second, the movable sides C andC, in combination
with the plates 1) and Y, the slide E, and pin G, in

the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the arrangement of the shares K, in combi-
nation with the movable sides C and C, plates F and
D, slide E, trestle H, and clevis I, in the manner and
for the purpose set forth.

70,579.—Hexry Kurth, Brooklyn, 1^. Y.—Um-
hrella Runner.—November 5, 1867.—The slotted run-
ner fits over and around one of the stationary pins in

the stick when the umbrella is being opened or closed,

and has a sleeve which can be turned so as to lock it

over or under one of the pins when desired.

Claim.— An umbrella runner provided with the
locking device consisting of the supporting piece /.

locking ring e, in combination with pins C and d in

the handle, substantially as described.

70,580. -A. Lake, Smith's Landing, N. J.—Cleat
C/ioc/;.— November 5, 1867.— The chock has down-
curved lips for engagement of the stanchion, and up-

turned lips to engage the cleat.

Claim. — A cleat chock made and employed sub-

stantially as herein shown and described.

70,581. — William K. Landfear, Hartford,
Conn., assignor by mesne assignments to David
"VVhittemoue. — Machine for Pegging Boots and
SJwea.— November 5, 1867.— Improvement on his

patent of September 13, 1864, which belongs to that
class of pegging machines in ^vhich the slioe is held
upon a jack and pressed up against a feeding device
which moves it under the awl and driver at the proper
speed for the sole to be perforated and pegged. The
improvements refer to the mode of feeding the peg
wood to tlie driver ; a device for holding it cluring its

passage tlirongh the machine ; a brake to control the

movements of the feeding sleeve ; and a device for

guiding the awl and driver.

,,Ci(XM«..—First, passing the pegs severed ft'om the
peg wood from tlie severing knife to the driving bar,

through a slot in the axle of the feeding sleeve, sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purpose desciibed.

Second, the combination of the bar A^, bolt B', and
Bet screw C', arranged, substantially as specified, for

securely holding down the peg wood dming its pas-

sage through the machine, as set forth.

Third, the application of an adjustable brake to

control tlie movement of the feeding sleeve, in tlie

manner described.
Fourth, the face-plates F' and C, arranged as de-

scribed and forming grooves for the passage of the

awl and driver in front of the feed sleeve, as specified.

70,582.—Nathax Lawrence, Talmton, Mass.,

assignor to Kked & Bautox, same place.— 6'o/;.yfrMc-

tionof Ice Pitchers.—isoxemhQV 5, 18t)7.—Tlio bottom
of the inner case is strengthened by radial ribs sold-

ered fast to its under side.

Claim,.—Yirst, au ice or double-walled pitcher hav-

ing its inner wall or lining spun or swaged out of one
piece of metal, or swaged out of a single piece, so

that the bottom Avill be seamless, or without a joint,

substantially as described.

Second, the securingof the ribs b to the bottom a of

the inner wall or lining, substautially as and for the

purpose specified.

70,583.—Frederick Leadbetter, Plymouth,
Mich.—Bed jBo«o7?t.—November .5, 1867.—The slats
are connected to the head and foot' rails by metallic
eyes engaged by hooks on the wires. The wires are
attached to plates sliding on the V-shaped wires se-
cured to the rails, and rest against spiral springs
upon the said wires.

Claim.—Connecting the slats B to the ends of the
bedstead by means of the wires C connected to the
ends of the slats, as shown, and attached at their
outer ends to bars D, which are fitted loosely on V-
shaped wires E, driven in the ends of the bedstead
and having spiral springs/upon them, as herein set
forth.

70,584.—N. H. LiNDLEY, Bridgeport, Conn.

—

Propagating Tank and i?ed.—November 5, 1867.—
The water circulates beneath the bed, and in its
passage thereto traverses a channel communicating
with the air space of the hothouse. Valves are so
arranged that more or less hot water will traverse
the air-heating channel in proportion to that passing
beneath the bed, so as to regulate the heat iu any
portion.
Claim.—The valves E E', as described, and their

adjustability in combination with the hot-water chan-
nels C D, propagating bed a, hot-air space a*, and
deflector c, substantially as described for the pm'poses
specified.

70,585.—Stephen W. Loxg, Louisville. Kv.—
Brick Jl/ac/a?i6.—November 5, 1867.—A sufficient
(luantity of the clay is cut-oif by a A'ertical plunger
at the mouth of the pugmill and falls into a chute,
from which it is ejected by the upper horizontal
plunger into the mold box, within which it is pressed.
The plunger is then retracted and the molds descend
into liue with the lower horizontal plunger, by which
the bricks are ejected onto the off" bearing belt.

Claim.—First, the arrangement in a brick machine
of two plungers I K, so as "to form a measure, and to
exert upon the clay compressive forces in directions
perpendicular to each other, substantially as described.
Second, the combination of the plungers I K K',

sliding molds J J' J', chambers o o' o", and pug mill G-
D, all arranged and operating substantially as and
for the purpose herein specified.

70,586—R. M. Mansur, Augusta, Me.— Ice
Tong.s.—November 5, 1867.—The tongs consist of a
single steel bar turned into a spiral spring at its mid-
length, and having ratcliet claws to hold the ice.

Claim.—The ice tongs or hook provided with the
elastic arms A, and the angular, sharpened, or pointed
prongs or teetii C, consti'ucted and operating in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

70,587.—KxuD Markusox, Gloucester, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Leonard A. Burniiam, same
place.

—

Handle for Ships' Pumps.— November 5,

1867.—The handle has a hinge on each side, whose
pintle is extractible to allow the outer part of the han-
dle to fold around either way to the other part. The
handle is connected to the pitman by a liooked rod,
w Inch is prevented from rotation when the handle is

extended, but admits of turning and release of the
pitman when the handle is folded.

j

C7awH.— The improved pump handle, as made in
two parts A B, connected together by two hinges, or
by a hinge and latching or locking devices, applied to
their opposite sides, the whole being substantially as
specified.

Also, the arrangement and combination of the ro-
tary rod, made as" described, and the socket for the
hea'd of such )-od, with the two handle parts A B, con-
nected substantially as explained.

70,588.—William Marr, New York, N. Y.—
Manufacture and Application of Bisulphite of Lime.
—ISIovember 5. 1867.—Carbonate of lime is saturated
Avith distilled sulphurous acid gas, forming a bisul-

phite.

Claim.— First, the new article of manufacture,
liquid bisulphite of lime, prepared substantially as
herein described.

Second, the improved mode of arresting fermenta-
tion in beer, ale, and other fermented liquors, by the
application of liquid bisulphite of lime, substantially
as herein described.
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Third, the application of liquid bisulphite of lime
for predentin e: lermeutatioii iu sacchaiiue and other
fermentable liquids.

Fourth, the application of liquid bisulphite of lime
for preserving meat and fish, substantially as de-

scribed.

70,5S9.—Goi>fi?p:y Marshall, Indiana, Pa.—
Harness Saddle.—November 5, 1SG7.—The top frame
is made iu one pieeo, "nith a lip around its lower edges
to contain the cushion, to Avhich are attached the nuts
in proper position to receive the screw shanks of tlie

terrets, check hook and screw bolts, which hold the
pad iu position.
Claim.— A harness saddle constructed with its

cushion or pad substantially as and for the purpose
described.

70,590.—Emouy McClintock, New Bran swick,
N. J.—Steam Engine.—November 5, 18G7.—The re-

lation of the passages of the piston and the valve
ports of the cvlinder is such that when the piston
moves in one ilirection from the central position and
until it returns to the same position there is commu-
nication for the passage of steam between tlie steam
ports and the ports communicating wilh the upper
chamber of the first cylindei", and also between the
ports communicating -Cxith the lower chamber of the
other cylinder and tlie exhaust ports. The piston is

thus caused to make a complete stroke, and A\'hen the
piston moves in the other direction from the central
jjosition, and until it leturns, communications the Ve-
A^erse of the above arc established so as to cause the
return stroke of the other piston.

Claim.—The combination of the valve ports S S'E
E' U U' L L', in the cylinders C C and the passages
ah c d and a' b' c' d\ in the double-acting pistons P
I" said pistons serving as four-way valves, all snb-
stajitially as herein described for the purposes speci-
fied.

70,591.—William McMillen, Milan, Ohio, as-
signor to himself aiid Z. King. Cleveland, Ohio.

—

Lifting Jack.—^oxdTabcY 5, 18G7.—The upper ends
of the legs are connected by a lever, by whose de-
pression they are erected and the A\'agon axle raised.
Claim.—ThQ arrangement of the legs A A', in com-

bination Avith the lever C, and link E, when pivoted
or jointed iu the manner substantially as described.

70,592.—RuFUS N. MEniAM, Worcester, Mass.—Planing IfocAfHc.—November 5, ]8G7.—The jour-
nal frames of the matching-cntter shafts have racks
bywhich they may be simultanconsly vertically nd-
justed by two spur wheels on a common shaft.

Claim.—The slides F F^', carrying the shafts C C*,
and constructed with racks d d^,'in combination with
the blocks B B*. formed with standards E E- and the
pinions e e'-, whereby the said shafts may be raised or
lowered v>\t\\ reference to the bed a, constructed and
operating substantially as herein set foith.

70,593.—F. K. MiLLEii and E. Phescott, Pitts-
bm-g. Pa.

—

Sank Suj)2)ort and i'V/stevjrr.-November 5,

1S()7.—Explained by the claim and illustration.
Clarin.—The upper cam d', in combination with the

lower cam d, so constructed, arranged, and connected,
substantially as described, as to pVess against the rail
or frame ot the window in opposite directions by
means of the weiglit of the upper cam and thus lock
and support th#.?ash in any position in which it may
be placed, while the depressing of the lower cam .shall

also raise the upper cam, and thus leave the sash free
to be raised or lowered.

70,594—-T. MiLLEU, Jr., Baltimore, Mtl.—Mode
of Securing Wheels on Axles.—November 5, 18(i7.

—

The linch-i)in passes through open ended slots in the
central annulus of the box,"and is prevented from end
movement by the flanges on the circular plate, which
is pressed outward by the spring in the recess of tlie

box.
Claim.—The combination of the box A, spring B,

plate C. and the linch-pin I), or their equivalents, ope-
rating in the manner described and for the purposes
substantially as set forth.

70,595.—PonEUT Mitchell, Wolverhamiiton.
TA\slam\.— Cylinder of Steam. SamTnerjf.—November

25 c p—Vol. II

5, 1867.—The converging dies, in combination with
the molding jaws, embrace the article operated on.
The molding jaws are operated by a system of toggle
joint levers that are actuated by the vertical cylinder.
Tlie steam is cushioned above {he piston to give elas-

ticity to its reactionary motion audTto guard the cover
of the cylinder.

Claim'.—The peculiar arrangement of steam ports
and ways in the cylinders of double acting st(!am
hammers and forging machines, substantially as and
for the purpose liereinbefore described, and illustrated

by Fig. 5 of drawing.

70,596.—John H. Mooue, Binghamton, N. T.—A2:>paratus for Moving ]>uildi)tgs.—November 5,

18()7.—The trucks are connected by a reach so ar-

ranged that the direction of the trucks may be
changed 90° and retained by racks on the trucks and
catches on the lower side of the reach.
Claim.—The hinged latch G- and the catch H, in

combination with the reach or sand board C and l)oI-

ster F, all constructed and arranged substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

70,5J57.—Antoxia L. Moiia, New York, N. Y.—
Hinge.—NoAcrabcr 5, 18t)7.—One leaf of the hinge is

connected to the other by a curved ratchet, whose
slot is traversed by a screw. The ratchet is engaged
by a spring pawl to hold the hinge to any degree' of
openness.
Claim.—First, the pawl D and the spring E, con-

structed, arranged, and operati!:g substantially as and
for the purposes described, in combination with a
ratchet hinge.

Second, the pin /, by which the pawl is tripped, sub-
stantially as descrilxnOn combination with the pawl D.

Third,' in comlnnatiou witii the pawlD, the ratchet
C and the stop plate F, substantially as described.
Fourth, in combination A^ith a hinge, the plates A

and B, substantially as and for the purposes described.

70,59S.—John F. Morgax, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to Cornelius S. Huklult, Springfield, Mass.—Lunch Box.—November 5, 1SG7,—Explained by the-

claim.
Claim.—A lunch or dinner box as an article of

manufacture, the end plates and side plates of whiclu
are joined to each other and to the bottom plate of
the box by hinges, and the end plates of which are-

made of two pails or pieces connected by hinges,
which ti'averse the end plates diagonally, and "one-

side plate of which is made of three parts or pieces
connected together by hinges, so that the bos can be
folded flat without detaching any part of it, besiclo

the top or cover, from the other parts, substantially
as herein set forth.

70,599.—John H. Morse, Peoria, IW.—Permu-
tation Lock for Doors, d-c.—November 5, 18G7 ;. ante-
dated October 30, 1867.—The spring click is attached
to the tumbler disk, and engages any one of a series

of notches on the periphery of the hub disk. To
change the combination the click is raised by a thumb
pin, and the hub turned. The lug of the drop bar,
Avhere impinging on the tumbler disk, has a pad of
rubber to obscure the sound and feeling iu attempts to
pick the lock.

Claim.—First, the push pin S, with its spiral spring',

s. acting on click K. in combination with the Jiub
plate D, with its notches d.

Second, the rubber pad o, or its equivalent, on lug J.

Third, the bolt R, with its slot H and lug G on lug-

bar E, all working in the manner and for the pui'pose
specified.

70,600.—Charles P. Mover. Womelsdorf, Pa.—In.itrument for Administering Lalii to Horses.—
November 5, 1867.^-The india-rubber end is druAvn
into cup form by the sliding rod for the reception of
the ball, and is thrust forward for ejection of the ball

into the horse's ; roat.
Claim.—First, the india-rubber or pliable cup E,

the cup A, and the plunger D, used substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the shield C, in combination with the tube
B and plunger J), when used as and. for tlie purpose
specified.
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70,601.—E. B. Olmstead, T^asbington, D. C—
MacTdnefor Making Paper Bags.—Xovcmber 5, 1867.
—The raacliine is fed from a roll of paper. It is ad-
jiisted to cut the paper into pieces of the required
size and shape for bags or envelopes, which it then
gums, folds, points, presses, and delivers for use.
Claim.—First, the combination of the feed and

printing- roller F with the inking roller I, the cutting
roller F', and the gumming roller G, substantially as
and for the purpose described.
Second, the combinatio]i of the cutting edge h and

knife k, when used in an apparatus for roaking paper
b:>gs or envelopes, and when tlieparts arc constructed,
combined, and operating in the manner and for the
purpose herein speciticdr

Third, the combination of the two folding devices
M and K, substantially as and for the purpose shown.
Fom'th, tlie coii.ibination of the roller N' and leaves

n n', when constructed and operating in the manner
and Ibr the purpose set forth.

70,602.— Bird Paine, McMinnville, Tenn.—
Medical Compouvd. — IS'oAcmber 5, 18G7.— Tonic
remedy for fever: Sulpliate of quinine, ] ounce : extr.

licorice, (5 drachms
;
gum myrrh, 2 draclims ; ipecacu-

anha, 80 gTains ; oil of sassafi-as, 20 drops. Mix and
divide int'o 480 pills.

Claim.—The combination of pulverized ipecacu-
anha with the other remedi'^s, as described above,
whereby the well-known deleterious eftects of quinine
in lai-ge doses are prevented, and the aggregate heal-

ingj x:)roperties of the combination greatly enhanced.

70,603.—Thomas IS. Paine and Samuel Ste-
phens, Grace Valley, Cal.

—

Ore Sep>arator and Con-
centrator.—iSTovember5, lS(i7.—A ledge ismade around
the tlange of the pan, on which is placed a copper amal-
gamated plate. Avith a circular rim resting on the top
of the flange that forms a recess on which the ore is

frst received from tlie rotating distriljutii^g spouts.
The spouts lead from a reservoir th.at is placed around
anil revolves witli a vertical sliaft. TliC reserAoir is

fed by a trough, into the upper end of which the tail-

ings are introduced witls sufficient water to make a
thin pulp. A set of light rotating bnislics agitate
tlic sm-face of the pulp, rising as tlie pan fills, so" as to
remain on the surface, while a central ring fitting the
bottom of the pan also rises sloA\iy, thus'preventlng
tlie discharge of any but the lighter particles of the
pulp.
Claim.—First, the pan constructed with the copper-

lined recess h at its top to save the gold or amalgam,
substantially as licrein descril)ed.

Second, 'the adjustable distributing spouts con-
structed with the parts d e and / and haviJig the ad-
justing screw g, the whole operating substaiitially as
and for tlic ]nirposc herein described.
Third, the round arms E witii the separated brushes

r r r r, for agitating the surface of the pulp, operating
substantially as lier'cin dcscril)cd.

Fourth, tlie ring rising automatically and the rod &,

togetlicr w ith tiie endless screw L and the cone pul-

leys K and K', Avhen tisetl for raising the ring H. sub-
stan.tially as lierein described.

Fifth, "tlic movable feed trough G and the reservoii"

M, supported liy tlie roHers k A; and the plate I, oper-
ating substantially r,s and for the purpose described.

Sixtli, the revolving belt n with its brushes and the
perforated plate p. Avlien used in the feed trough G,
substantially as herein described.

Seventh, the tA^opart sliaft, constructed with a hol-

low stationarv slotted shaft C iind the lioUow movable
slotted shaft jD, v.'hen constructed with the balls and
tiie grooves in their ends to prevent friction, operat-

ing substantially as and for the pm-posc herein de-

scribed.

70,004. — Joseph II. Pavson, Chicago, 111.—
Window-Sash Sx(2)porter.— Kovembcr 5, 18(57.—The
iiiclinecl end of the lag being pressed down the incline

.nt its rear by a spiral spring above, clamps the fric-

tion i^latc against tlic sasli.

Claim.—Tlie friction plate A Avith its projection B,
in comliination witli ilio inclined surface a and the

spring E, all arranged as shovrn, or in an equivalent
viay, for tlic purpo.sc specilicd.

device similar to a monkey wrench. Tlie jaAvs are
brought together onto a tool by a right and left hand
screw bolt -R ith a rosette as a means of turning.

Claim.—The combination with the frame or stock
A of the movable jaws E E, screws P D, and rosette
C, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

70,606.—Francis Pid,ieon, Saugerties, N. T.

—

Bail-Clamp Joint.—Kovember 5, 1807.—The clamp
being dovetailed, dispenses with bolts, and thereljy
alloA^•s tree scope for the contraction and expansion
of the rail.

Claim.—First, the combination of the dovetailed
rails E and dovetailed clamps G II, substantially as
described, for the purpose specified.

Second, in combination with the above, the outer
section of the clamp flush v^ith the head of the rail,

substantially as described, for the purpose specified.

70,607.—Zenas Plumb, De Witt, Iowa, assignor
to himself and John C. Polley, same place.

—

Wagon
Beach.—i>rovember 5, 1867.—The forked end of tho
reach is secured to the other section by a swivel
joint.

Claim.—Constructing a wagon reach in two parts,

connected by a swivel jbint, substantially as and for

the purpose "described.

70,608.— Henry E. Pond, Franklin, Mass.—
Fertilizer.—lSo\Qm\iGy 5, 1867.—To 2,000 pounds of
meadow muck, partially dried, add 20 pounds sul-

phuric acid : mix, stir, and add 150 pounds sulphato
of lime ; nitrate of potash, 50 pounds ; salt, 80 pounds

;

nitrate of soda, 100 pounds. After an interval add
superphosi)hate of lime, 100 pounds. Dry and barrel.

Claim.—The new fertilizer, substantially as before
described.

70,609.—Benjamin F. Porter, Manchester, 'S.

H., assignor to himself and Timothy S. Mitchell,
same place.

—

Combined Door Fastener and Bocket
Knife.—November 5, 1867.—In the end opposite to

the blades is a hook whose shank is pivoted in the
handle. When the hook is half opened on its pivot

and introduced into the crank of the door, the pivot
engages the door casing and the handle is square
across the track of the door, like a button, and pre-

vents its opening.
Claim.—T\\G door fastener B, constructed and ar-

ranged to operate as described, in combination with
a pocket knife.

70,610.—W. D. Porter, Petersburg, Ya., as-

signor to himself and James H. Platt, Jr., same
])lace.

—

Toy Hmnming TT/iecL-iSTovember 5, 1867.

—

The concave disks are attached at their peripheral
edges, which are perforated so as to ])rodace a hum-
ming sound when the disks are rotated by the action
of tiie alternating cords that are attached by loops to
the faces of the disks.

Claim.—The toy wheel E formed by the union of

tv.'o concave disk's, united at their peripheries and
provided Avith one or more openings 13 and the loojis

A, when said parts are constructed and arranged as

herein shown and described.

70,605.—Edward
Wrench.—November 5,

Perry, ITopkinton, I^fass.

—

1867.—The brace end lias a

le straight and bent pieces of wir^nre hinged ou
d, and the latter piece is bent aromid into a hook

70,6J 1 .—Theodore Purse and Henry C. Dra-
per, Ashley, Mo.

—

Sack Fastener.—Novembers, 1867.

—The
a stud, and the latter piece

to take over tlie former. A portion of each piece is

bent around into a circular eve for convenience of
handling.

Claim.—The sack fastener, consisting of tho two
pieces of wire A B, hinged or pivoted at C, Avhen
bent and arranged to operate substantially as de-

scribed.

70,612.—Joseph Pider, Newark,Ohio, assignor

to himself and E. IIemington & SoNS.Ilion, N. Y.—
Briming Metallic Cartridges.—November 5, 1867.

—

Expkiined l)y the claims and illustration.

C7fn'?;).—First, a shell without an endpieccanda
flange turned and projecting forward on its inside,

substantially as and for the purpose described.

Second, in combination Avitli a shell having au in-

wa7'd flange, a base B liaviiig a recess for a caj). and
holes extending irom said recess to the charge in the
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cartridge, and rcmoAable and replaceable, substan-

tially as and for the purijosc described.

70,613.—George "W. Putnam. Petcrboro, IST. Y.
—Dredging, Spice, and Pepper Box.—Xovember 5,

liridT.—Perforations are made in the side instead of in

the top, to obviate the necessity of tipping- it so far.

Claim.—A dredjring or spice box. perforated upon
its sides, substantidly as herein shown and described.

70,614.—Amos Eaxk, Salem, Ohio.—Ilai-vester.

—XoTeral)er 5. 181)7.—TJie grain is deposited on tlie

stubble l)y the tilting frame, and formed into a gavel,

and remoVod fiom tlie track by the scraper, Avhich is

attached to the divider.

Claim.—First, the side delivery scraper, hinged to

the outer divider, or its equivalent, so as. to allow it

to conform to the undulations of the ground, in com-
bination with a grain platform or receiver, wliich is

arranged behind the cutting apparatus of a harvester,
and aiSplied so as not to revolve, substantially as de-

scribed.
Second, a slatted tilting or hinged platform D,

arranged behind the linger beam of a harvester, in
combination with a scraper G, which operates as
shown, for the purpose set forth.

70,6J5.—JOHX H. Eaxkin, Versailles, Mo.—
&iiUci/ Pio?/.'.—Xovember 5. 18()7.—The plow frame or
the plows sj3igly are vertically adjustable, and the
plows are adjustable in their inclination to the ground
to assist in lulling, and in avoiaunce of obstacles.
Claim.—I^irstT the cidtivators C, constructed as

above described and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the cultivators C, screw I, nut I', cords e.

drums/, on axle gand handle /(, in combination with
the frame A, all aiTanged as above described, and for
the purpose set forth.

Thiid, the plows D, constructed as above de-
scnl)ed and for tlie purpose specilied.

Foui-th. the cultivators C, plows D. adjusting bars
b, rail d. .screws Z, nuts I', cords c, drums /on axle g.
and handle/), in combination with the frame A, as
above described and for the pm'pose set forth.

70,6J6 M. J. KiiEES. Mount Holly. X. J.—
Pc'j.van/.—Xovember .5, 1867.—The concave perforated
disk forms a support for the parts affected, while the
lower loop affords a means for its introduction and
withdrawal, as also a support for it while m place.
Claim.—A pessary, made substantially as described.

70,61 7.—John W. PacKER. Chelsea, Mass.— Well
Tube.—Xovember 5, 18()7.—The thimbles jn-oject in-

ward, and are cleared from sand by injection of water
th.rough a pipe, whose lower horizontal end embrapes
the thimbles, one at a time.
Claim.—A series of perforated conical shaped

thimbles a, applied to a well tube, constructed and
operated substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.
Also, a well tube, provided with a series of perfo-

rated conical sliaped thimbles a. Irom wliicli tiie sand
is ejected by the employment of tubes C D, substan-
tially in the*manner set"forth.

7(f,61S.—P0I5ERT E015ERT.S, St. Paul. lm\.—Bed-
stead.—Xovember 5, 18()7.—The longitudinal spring
supports are sustained by angle pieces attached to tiie

head and foot rails. The springs support transverse
slats kept from longitudinal vibration by web strii)s.

A section of the frame at the head is jointed to tlie

remaiiider, and is adjusted to the desired inclination
by a pawl and rack.

Claim.—First, in combination with the bedstead A,
supports B and cleats F, the frame C. springs D, slats

E, and Avel)bing I, arranged substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

Second, the head piece G, when attached by hinges
to the inner and detached frame C, substantially in the
manner set forth.

Tliird, the combination of the slats E, springs D,
webbing I and hinged head piece G, aiTanged sub-
stantially as set forth.

70,619—P. X". PocKWET.L, Glenwood, Iowa.—
Wagon Seat.—Xoveml)er 5. 18G7.—The seat board has
pendent guide pins that traverse holes in a board
which is laid transversely on the wagon box. The

guide pins rest upon springs attached to the under
bide of the latter board.
Claim.—The board or plank A with the springs B

B' attached, in combination with thepeudent pins E,
attached to the bottom of the seat C, all arranged
substantially in the manner as and for the purpose set
forth.

70,620.— Ephuaim Pomaxs, La Porte, Ind.—
Bag Fa.'itencr.—Xovember 5, 18G7.—A pinching plate
is hinged to the larger end of an ovoid ring. The
bag string is secured to the waist of the plate and
brought through the notch at its end, where it is

pinchetl between the plate and ring.

Claim.—The combination ot the frame a, plate b
and cord/, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

70,621.—E. PtOSEEN,X^ew York, X. Y.—Confor-
)/?««oj'.—X^ovember 5, 18G7.—Extensible curved and
straight outline pieces arc connected by extensible
braces, so as to be used for patterns of ditierent sizes.

Claim.—First, the bar n, constructed Avith joints
5, and hinges 6, so that its curvature can be preserved
Avhen the apparatus is flattened out, substantially as
described.
Second, the adjustable bars v v, in combination

with the curved bai-s m and lo, substantially as de-
scribed.

Third, the combination and arrangement of the
bar J, provided Avith a hook at its end, the bars 6' and
o and set screw 3, connecting the bars s and i, sub-
stantially as described.

70,622.—Jonas H.EOWE, Hudson, X. Y.—Spin-
ning Wheel.— Xovember 5, 1867.—The spindle is

mounted on tiie free end of an arm, which is oscillated
by a treadle to draw out the roils. The spindle is

actuated by a cord, whicli passes around sheaves on
the arm ax'is. The arm oscillates in the plane of the
main wheel.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of the vibrating

arm F, carrying the adjustal)le spindle head G, saitl

arm supported from the adjtastal)le bar E and resting
tipon the spring e. Avitli tlie adjustable barD and con-
necting- rod L. pivoted in said arm F, as herein de-
scribed for the purpose specified.

Second, the combination of tiie bent spring c with
the vibrating arm F, adjustable rod C, and con-
necting- rod L, as herein described for the purpose
specified.

70,623.—PvAXsoM Sargent, X'orwich, Vt.—i?o-

tary Cam for ioo?ns.—Xovember 5, 1867.—The cen-
tral revolving shaft carries planetary shafts whose
circular disks act as cams upon the projections on
the treadles. The disks are adjustable longitudinally
on their shafts so as to cause them to operate upon
such treadles at such times as will secure the requii-ed
pattern.
Claim.—The rotary loom cam formed of a center

sliaft «, provided with heads b', on the perijihery of
which are hung the truck shafts c in the adjustable
boxes d. for carrying the adjustable circular c:ims er
trucks E to operate on the cam blocks I), placed on
the treadles C. constructed arranged and oiierating
substantially as and for the ))m-poses herein described.

70,624.—Jeremiah Schroy, Fort Ville, Ind.—
Animal Trap.—X''ovember 5, 18G7.—Thepivbted gate
has an extension sh.oc that rests on the lloov of the
trap ; the rat stands on it while fruitlessly endea^-or-
ing to open tlie gate.
Claim.—T\\Q. "drop o in the removable chamber C,

when sneli drop is provided wiKi tlie fixed slioe Of
lirolongation r, aiTanged as descrilied, whereby tlic

weight' of the animal upon said shoe prevents its

being raised, as herein set forth.

70,625.—Lewis O. Schui-tz, Mattoon. HI.—Car
Covpling.— Xovember 5, 1867.— The link strikes

against and slides over the guide pin ; entering tlic

draw-head it strikes tlic coupling pin and the guide.
It oscillates the pivoted pin, Avhicli drops into the link
and completes the engagement.
Claim.—The catch F, the coupling pin C, the

guides D and E. and the lifting rod t/, constrr.ctecl

and arranged substantially as described, in combiua-
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tiou Avilh the draw head of a railroad car, for the pur-

pose set forth.

70,636.—L. M. ScoTHORX, Pindley, Ohio.—Gate.—^November 5, 1867.—The gate slides Tvithin itself
• telescopically, and within the slotted post by which it

is supported.
Claim.—First, the doiible post B, constructed as

and for tlie purposes substantially as above set forth

and described.
Second, the upright, movable post C, working in a

groove in the post B, and provided with the roller c,

substantially as above set forth and described.
Third, the main and extension gates, consisting of

Tertical and horizontal bars D <Z F G H and H', or
their respective equivalents, and provided with rollers

D' D' g' g', in manner and for the purposes substan-
tially as above set forth and described.

70,627.-E. W. Scott, Wauregan, Conu.—Whip
Socket.—November 7, 1867.—The pivoted stop retains

the whip within the holder.

Claim.—A whip socket provided with a fastening
composed of a lever arranged or applied substantially

as shown and described, to hold the whip steady or
firm in its socket, as set forth.

70,628.—Anson Sbakls, San Prancisco, Cal.—
AdjustaUe Prop Joint for Carriages.—Novembers,
1867.—The arms are extensible by screwing into and
out of the sockets, which unite" at a pivoted joint

which has projections and counterpart recesses.

Claim.—Fii'&t, an adjustable or extension prop
joint.

Second, a socket, pivoted, or center joint, all sub-

stantially as described, and for the purposes set forth.

70,62J>.—Isaac B. Seeley, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Truss.—Noxember 5, 1867.—The tAVO rear pads are
pivoted to the ends of the spring bands that en-

circle the hips, and that coming forward are pivoted
to the abdominal supporter. The pads, straps and
supporters are all made of vulcanized india-rubber.

Claitn.—A supporter made of hard, vulcanized
india-rubber, substantially as and for the purpose de-

cribed.

70,630.—G. C. Selfridge, Saratoga Springs, IST.

Y.— Waslnng Machine.—November 5, 1867.—The
oscillating alternating shafts, with their graduated
rubber blocks, work the clothes against the corru-

gated washboard.
Claim.—The combination of the slotted cover C,

hinged lids D D', sectional washboard E, double oscil-

lating plungers I, arms H, rock-shaft G, removable
connecting rods K. working above the lid of the suds
box, pins b, crank shaft J, as herein described for the
purpose specified.

70,631 Ai B. Shaw, Holderness, N. 'R.—Fold-
ing Umbrella.—November 5, 1867.—Each rib is formed
of two pieces, with a splice, and is braced from two
runners, which occupy differeiit i)laces on the staff.

Tlie staff is pointed and tlie ribs retractile, so as to

fold up and shorten, and the ferrule is detachable for

the same purpose.
Claim.—Tlie combination of the auxiliary runner

r, and its series of spreaders G, Avith the staff, tlie

main runner B, and its series of spreaders E, and
each of the ribs, formed in two parts c, d, and applied
together, substantially as described.

Also, the coimection of tlie ferrule to the staff by
means of the spring, arranged within and applied to

such ferrule and staff, sul)stantially as set forth.

Also, the connection of tlie ferrule to the staff by
means of the screws and the spring applied to them',

substantially as specified.

70,632.—Ai B. Shaw, Holderness, N. H.—Fold-
ing Umbrellas.—November 5, 1867.—The ril)S are

coiitractible, and the btcm admits of folding, to in-

crease the compactness of the article for carriage or

stowage.
Claim.—The combination of the rib-locking mech-

anism with the braces and \\\i\\ the ribs, each made
in two parts e /, and applied together, so as to ena-

ble the lower ones e to bo moved with respect to the

upper ones/, substantially in manner as specified.

Also, the rib-locking mechanism, composed of the

slide rod o, the collar ?i, the series of locking rods I,

the staples k, and the arms i, the whole being con-
structed and arranged together as explained and rep-
resented.

Also, the combiQation of the spring r with the
stick, and the locking apparatus applied to the ribs,
and aiTanged to operate substantially as described.

70,633.—Palmer Shaw and Edward S. Daw-
son, Syracuse, N. T.

—

Harness Pad 2Vee.—Novem-
ber 5, 1867.—The elastic plate, securing the joint be-
tween the cut-off end and the pad, edlows free action
to the point of the pad.

Claim.—The elastic plate e covering the joint
between the cut-off end a and the pad A, and con-
necting the tM'o parts, substantially as described for
the pui-pose specified.

70,634.—George Shield, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Pump.—November 5, 1867.—The water is admitted
through a A'alve into the pump baiTcl when the co-
working plungers descend. The Avater passes up
through the open plunger, and, raising the valve,
enter? the branch and is forced by the closed plunger
through a valve into the air chamber, from which it

is discharged through the pipe.
Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement of

the hollow plunger C, valve rod D, valve d. solid or
closed plunger "E, plate e, and stufiing-boxes a a,

as herein described, for the purpose specified.

Second, the solid or closed plunger E, in combina-
tion with the hollow plunger 0,' valve d, and dis-

charge passage A', as herein described, for the pur-
pose specified.

Third, the double-plunger pump, constnicted as
described, consisting of the barrelA B, with branches
A' B'. stuffing-boxes a a, hollow plunger C, solid or
closed plunger E, valve d, plate e, chamber E, and
pipes G g, as herein described, for the purpose speci-
fied.

70,635.—John B. SLAWSON,New Orleans, La.—
Lamp.—November 5, 1867.—The burner is placed
near one corner of the box, so as to avoid the diffi-

culty of the light protruding between the driver and
the money. The reflector throws light toward tlie

passengers in the car and toward the money in the
box.
Claim.—First, arranging the burner B at or near

the end of the reservoir A, substantially as and for
the purpose herein shown and described.

Second, an-anging a reflector C at or near the cor-

ner of the reseivoir, the said reflector being made
substantially as herein shown and described.
Third, a lamp A, when provided Avith a burner B,

which is arranged at or near to its end, so that it will

be at or near one corner of the fare box, in combina-
tion with the reflector C, which is made and arranged
substantially as and for the purpose herein shoAvn and
described.

70,636.—A. W. Smith, Pien-epont, N. Y.—Ap-
paratus for Cleansing Stove Pipes.—November 5,

1867.—The semicircular plate is attached to the han-
dle, and is braced by a wire hook that passes between
the scraper plate and the handle.

Claim.—The scraper, formed by the combination
of the semicircular plate D, handle E, brace and
guard wires F, and spring H, with each other, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, and for the
purpose set forth.

70,637.—E. e. Smith. Old Pipley, 111., assignor
to himself and A. G. Sommerfkldt, same place.

—

Paddle ir/ieeL—Novembers, 1867.—Fixed eccentrics
are attached upon tlie frame, which have loose revoh'-

ing collars around them. The eccentrics are con-
nected Avith the paddles l)y jointed arms, in such a
manner that the paddles maintain a vertical position

on entering and leaving the water, and thus present
a constant resistaucc at right angles to the line of the
horizon.

Claim.—The fixed eccentrics a a, in combination
with the collars c c, the disks C C, or their equiva-

lents, provided with the circular holes or rings 12 3

4, the pins e e, on the collars c c, the jointed arms
b b, tlie paddles D D, and the shaft A, the Avhole

constructed, arranged, and operating substantially as

and for the purpose herein described.
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70,638.—J. K. Smith, Salem, Mass.—Grate Bar.
—^sovember 5. 18G7.—The bars are constructed in

scries attached totrcther, and are curved to prevent
injurv from expanbiou and contraction by heat.

Claim.—First, the double-curved ribs A, in com-
bination Avith t!ie flanjies B B and connections a,

substantially as and for the purposes set foith.

Second, tlie combination with the double-curved
ribs A, of one or more projections b, flanj^es B B,

and conuections n, asand for the purposes set forth.

Third, the combinntiou with the side of the bar of

the peculiarly constructed tilling piece, composed of

the parts lettered B' B', C D, and E, for the purposes
stated.

70,639.—Thom.\s Smith, California, Mo.—Wagon
Brake.—November 5, 18()7.—The brake is attached to

the bar by a lx)lt that engat^es the clip band; the said

bolt has also an eye that is engaged by a bolt that
passes through the* bar and is secured by a screw nut.

Claim.—First, the baud C and bolt D, constructed
and secured to tlie brake bar A, substantially in the
manner herein shown and described and for the pur-

pose set forth.

Second, the clamps G, constructed as described, in

comljinatiou with the rod or bolt 1), and band C, sub-

stautiaUj as and for the purposes herein set forth.

70,640,-J". M. SouTRENOX, New York, X. Y.—
Coveriwj for Walls of Parlors and Saloons.—Novem-
ber 5, 1867.—The gauze silk, the surface of wliich is

watered like moire antique, is strengthened by its

attachment to a paper backing and is used as a sub-

stitute for wall paper.
Claim.—As an improved article of manufacture, a

covering for parlor walls, composed of ornamental
silk gauze combined with a backing of paper or other
suitable material, as and for the purpose described.

70,641,—Jacob D. Spang, Dayton, Ohio.—Gas-
oline Cook Stove.—November 5, lt?67.—A pipe and
branches communicate from the gasoline reservoir
Avith tliC rings in which the burners are placed. A
Btoji cock regulates the flow of oil from the reservoir.

Claim.—First, the disk c' with perforated rim c",

substantially as described.
Second, the disk c', perforated rim c", in combina-

tion with the ring h' and burner C, substantially as
tlescribe<L

70,642.—Hekiiy Stanton. Syracuse, jST. Y.—
Finisldmj Brad.—November 5, 1867.—The brads are
made broad and thin to avoid splitting the wood,
and are enlarged in width toward the point the bet-

ter to retain their hold.

Claim.—An impi-oved article of manufacture,
the finishing brad, made as herein shown and de-
scribed, as and for the pm-pose set forth.

70,643—H. K. Stoneu, Lancaster, Ta.—IIorse
JiaAT.—November 5, 1807.—The tooth is braced and
strengthened by its attachment to the extended arm
of its connecting cylinder.

Claim.—The aiTangement and construction of a
cylinder A with an arm B extending from it at right
angles, when the rake tootli F passes through a lug
C perforated for its reception, and held by a headed
bolt, or its equivalent, tlnough its eye/ iu a lug 1).

said lugs, arm. and cylinder all of one piece, substan-
tially in the manner shown for the piu-poses specitied.

70,644.—Jacob Stoody, Eipley, Ohio.—Liftinr/
J'aci-.—November 5, 1867.—As the cam lever lifts tlie

elevating bar the rack pawl dogs the ratchet wheel
that liolds the bar to its position.
Claim.—Tho stand A, the bar B, the eccentric D

with lever E and rack F, constructed, arranged, and
combined substantially as shown for the purposes set
forth.

70,645.—Lsaac Stratton, Kcene. N. B^.—Fast-
ening for Pantaloons.—November 5, 1867.—The fly

flouts are attached by elastic cords that allow of ex-
pansion without unfastening.
Claim.—In combination "with the fly front of the

pantaloons, the elastic cord c arranged Avith the eyelet
jioies a and b, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

70,646.

—

Arthur Savazey, Chicago. 111.

—

Amal-
gamator.—November 5, 1867.—The bend of the tube
is filled with mercury. As the buoyant valve rises

the ground quartz and water pass down tlie longer
leg of the tuljc and l^y pressure rotate the spiral, and
commingle the (luartz and mercury. The Avater passes
upward and out of the short end ; steam tills the
jacket around the bend of the tube.
Ctou».—First, providing the long arm A with the

buoyant valve F and stop cock G, arranged to ojjerato

as described and for the purposes set forth.

Second, tlie movable plates d, Avhen arranged to

opei'ate substantially as described and for the pur-
poses set fortli.

Third, tlie spiral c, Avhen arranged to operate auto-

matically by the movement of the liquid, substantially

as describecl and for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the construction of the tube in sections, so
that portions of the same may be removed as described
and for the purjioses set forth.

Fifth, an inverted siplion-shaped tubular amalga-
mator of movable sections with a buoyant valve F,
stop cock G, movable plates d, and self-acting spiral

c, when arranged to operate Avithin tlie tube as de-

scribed and with its bent portion surrounded with a
steam jacket i, for the purposes set forth.

70,647.-AuGi;sTUS H. TAiTand Joseph W. Avis,
New York, N. Y.

—

Refrigerator for Brewers.—No-
vember 5, 1867 ; antedated October 25, 1867.—The
pump drives air through the reservoirs Avhich are
submerged in a tank filled with cold water ; the air

escapes'in jets iu the liquid to be cooled in tlie adjoin-

ing vat.

Claim.—In combination with the fermenting vat D,
the arrangement of cooling ap])aratus substantially as
described" for the injection into the wort of jets of
cooled air, for the pm'pose described.

70,648.

—

Ambrose Taylor, Osawatomic, Kan-
sas.

—

Last.—November .5, 1867.—The strap attaclied

to the last runs along the groove iu the block and its

catch engages the corresponding catch on the last.

Claim.—The spring hook E. secured by its straight
shank F, iu the block B, and engaging with the took
C in the recess 1) of the last A, all constrncted and ar-

ranged to operate as herein set forth for the purpose
specified.

70,649

—

Joseph P. Taylor, Hudson City, N.
J., and Jackson R. Baker, Jersey City, N.'J.

—

Baling Press.—November 5, 1867.—The cover, Avhich
is suspended from the pulleys that have their bear-
ings in the top of the posts, is keyed iu position.
The conjoint pivoted levers are retained by a yoke
common to them all ; and as they, by their pivoted
paA\'ls, raise the ratchet bars that bear the platform,
the spring ])awls below dog them to their position. •

Claim.—First, the combination of the levers F,
yoke C, levers E, lifting pawls H, and toothed racks
L with each other and Avith the follower or platfoj'iu

N and bed-plate or frame B, substantially as herein
shoAvn and described ajid for the purpose set forth.

Second, the spring paAvls I, constructed as de-
scribed, having the lever J projecting through the
side of the frame, to be operated upon by the foot, and
the lower end projecting dowuAvard through the bot-
tom of the press, to act as a brake against tlie smooth
surface of the vertical bars L in their descent, Avhen
the upper part of said pawl is released from the rack,
as herein shown and described.
Third, the arrangement of tlie cover T, constructed

as described, ropes W, keys V. posts U, catch bars
S, and box 0, as herein described for the purposes
specified.

70,650.—Edrick Thomas, Kiekapoo, HI.—Z«-
bricating Carriage Axles.—November .), 1867.—The
lubricator is applied through a channel in the hub
tUat surrounds the box.
Claim.-Thc Babbitt-metal tube F, with the bolt

or screw plug E and the liole a in the motallic box C,
all arranged iu the manner substantially as and lor

the purpose set forth.

70,651.—Martha Thomas, Lower Merion, Pa.
Retaining Linkfor Sltutteis.—November .3, J 867.

—

The joint hooks engage in rings in the shutters, and
the Aveiglit of the tassel keeps them in position.
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Claim.—The witMn-described retaining link, com
posed of a strip e of metal, ^vitli hooks a and b ar
ranged at each end, as and for the pm-pose herein set
forth.

j

'5'0,652.—ISTiCHOLAS Thomas, Chicago, HI.—Ifa-
1 cJiine for Cutting Tubes.—ISTovember 5, 1867.—The

cutting is arranged in a suitable stock, being forced
oatnard by a screw by means of a double inclined

i plane, so as to cut tubes of various sizes.

Claim.—Tlie construction and arrangement of the

\ stock A and A', socket screw B, screw D, having its

lower end inclined below its squaix) shank &, inclined
horizontal cutter E, spring F, blocks G H, and hori-
zontal spring knobs d I, as herein set forth for the
purpose specified.

70,653.—Samuel B. H. Vance, ISTew York, IST.

T., assignor to Mitchell, Vaxce & Co., same place.—Suspending Gasoliers and Drop Lights.—Novem-
ber 5, 1867.—A gas passage being formed through the
arms of the lazy tongs, the bell light is either raised
or lowered by the cord and pulley attached.

Claim.—First, the apparatus, composed of a sys-
tem of lazy tongs, the arms and pivots of which are
constructed with an internal gas passage communi-
cating ^^ith a suitable burner, substantially as and
for tbe purpose specified.

Second, the parallel guides g attached to the stem
/, and arranged and operating in relation with the
system of lazy tongs, substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

70,654.—William Vox Hofe, ISTew York, IST. Y.—Bottle Stopper.—iSovember 5, 1867.—The elastic

plug being inserted in the mouth of the bottle, the
screw is tightened and follows the plug down into the
rack and against tlie flange of the nut, causing it to

close up tight against the inner surface of the rack.
Claim.—The nut b and headed screw d, entering

each other, and Avith the intervening follower c

clamping the elastic plug a, whereby the parts 'ope-

rate uniformly en each other and form a stopper of
nearly uniform diameter thi'oughout, substantially as
described,

70,655.—Arthur Wadgymar, St. Louis, Mo.,
assignor to Jiimself, Byron Sloper, and W. C.
Goviak—Process of Preserving Eggs.—Ifovember 5,

1867.—The life of the agg is destroyed by a solution
of glycerine and oxalic acid. The boracic acid
toughens the membrane. The union of the oxalic
acid and cai'bonate of lime forms an insoluble pre-

cipitate which closes the pores of the shell, excluding
the air.

Claim.—First, the process of killing the animal
life of the egg by the use of the substances above de-

scribed, or their equivalents.
Second, the process of toughening the membrane

next to the shell of the agg by the use of the sub-

stances above specified, or tlieir equiA'aleuts.

Third, the process of closing the pores of the Qgg
shell by the use of the substances above specified, or
their eqiuvalents.

Fourth, the process of preserving eggs by the com-
bination of the above-named substances, or their

equivalents, when used substantially in the manner
set forth.

70,656.—"William Weaver, ISTashua, IT. H.—
Device for Scouring Marble.—November 5, 1867.

—

The notched smface of the scourer has a sand bos
surmounted by a tank ; the sand is discharged
througli the perforated bottom by the discharge of
water from the tank.

Claim.—First, tlie box A, provided with a mova-
ble bottom, constructed substantially as and for the
purpose set forth and of any suitable material.

Second, the use of a water tank E, in combination
with the sand box A, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Tiiird, confining the bottom B to the box by means
of bolts and nuts, said nuts being constructed so as
to aris\vcr as handles for the scourer, substantially as
represented.

70,657.—William Weaver, Nashua, N. H.—
Combination Jitmcft.—November .5, 18(i7.—The bench
is adjusted to hold the stone m any rcquii'cd position

for dressing, and the vertical drill is operated by the
crank and bevel wheels in combination with the
treadle elevator.

Claim.—First, the fixed and movable portions A
and C of the top, when arranged for adjustment,
sul)stantially in the manner and for the pm-poses set
forth.

Second, the movable sliding upper portion of the
bench, composed of the fixed and movable top and
transverse sliding piecesB B, when arranged substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

Third, the movable and adjustable rising skids F,
arranged in the manner and for the purpose specifie'd.

Fourth, the drilling mechanism, constructed as
shown and described, combined with a bench, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Fiftl), the movable and reversible block D, con-
structed in the manner and for the purposes specified.

Sixth, the movable and adjustable step E, ai-ranged
for operation substantially in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

Seventh, the employment of the adjusting screws
a and g, or the equivalent thereof, substantially iu
the manner and for separate purposes as set forth.
Eighth, the edging uotch e in the end of the por-

tion G of the bench, for the purpose specified.
Ninth, the combination of the movable sliding up-

per portion as described, the skids F, block D, step
E, screws a and g. or the equivalent, with or with-
out the drilling mechanism, the whole constructed
and arranged for adjustment and operation substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

70,658.—Alexander Webster, Seneca Falls,
N. Y.

—

Steam. Cylinder for finishing Cloth.—No-
vember 5, 1867. — The perforated steam pipe dis-

charges steam into the perforated cylinder, which is

used iu dressing woolen goods. A discharge pipe
carries ofl' the waste.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

perforated cylinder A, perforated steam pipe B,
water pipe E, and plate D, substantially as described
for the purpose specified.

70,659.—Eben Webster, Holland, 'id.ieh.—Stove-
pipe Drum.—November 5, 1867.—The two slotted,

inverted cones are rotated with regard to their slots

to regulate the draft through the drum.
Claim.—Fiist, the construction of the inverted,

conical, slotted cone B, secured at its base to the
inner cii-enmierence of the drum A, and containing
the inverted, conical, slotted cone C, whose apex ex-
tends slightly through the apex of the outer cone B,
and to whose base the short cylindtjr is secured, hav-
ing an outer ring resting and supported upon the
flattened base of the cone B, sliding freely thereon, all

arranged and operating as described for the purpose
specified.

Second, the inverted slotted cone B, whose base
supports the inner slotted cone C, by the ring around
its base turning freely thereon, the inner cone ex-
tending above and below the outer cone, as herein
shown and described.

70,660.—Jacob Wheeler, Huntington, Ind.—
Horseshoe.—November 5, 1867.—The side pieces of
the shoe are hinged to the toe piece and connected by
the toggle behind.
Claim.—The combination of the hinged tie or brace

D with the hinged quarteis B.

70,661.—William N. Whiteley, Springfield,

Ohio.

—

Pitman Head and Crank Wrist Connection.
—November 5, 1867.—The crank box permits a rota-

tion of the pitman upon its axis so that the points of
the cutters may be raised or lowered without torsion
of the pitman rod. The elongation of tlie shank
passing through the box gives steadiness to the con-
nection between the pitman and pitman head. The
wrist pins after turning and finishing are packed in

boxes in company with charcoal, and are submitted
to a hich temperatm-e for a sufiTicient time to carbon-
ize and convert the surface into steel, giving the
toughness of ,the iron with a steel frictional surface.

Claim.—First, the pitman-head box F, constructed
with two bearings whose axes are at right angles to
and cross each other, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, in combination with the pitman-head box
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F the hollow -nrist-pin, Fig. 6. iirovidcd with the es-

cape hole D. so as to form a reservoir for a liquid lu-

bricant withiu the joui-ual, substantially as set forth

and described.

70,66-2.— DA^^D "VTiuttemore. Xorth Eridge-
vrater. Mass.

—

Jlacliiiie/or Pejginfj Boots and Shoes.

—November .5, 1867.—Improvemeut on Laudfear's
machine. September 13. lt^64. .See, also, abstract

Js'o. 70,581. cun-ent volume.—The improvements re-

fer to means for operating the feeding sleeve ; for

shifting the line of pegging without stopping the

maehiue ; for holding tlie peg wood while being cut

br the knife : for cutting otf the pegs Ijv a knife

which oscillates on its pivot and has a lateral in ad-

dition to its vertical play.

<;7a ("??(.—First, the leverY with its bent slot TJ and
pawl a in combination with the bar T and the ratchet

on the sui'face of the feed sleeve, all consn-ucted and
operatiug substantially as described.

Second, the slide S' operating as described and
worked by lever L', substantially in the manner and
for the purpose specified.

Third, the supplemental pawl Z engaging the
ratchet wheel m when the pawl c is disenga'ged from
it. for the purpose of preventing the pegVood fi'om

slipping backward while the feed roll is freed from
the action of pawl c and the knife is severing the
peg, thus aiding in imparting steadiness and precis-

ion to the movements of the peg wood, as set forth.

Fourth, the knife g, constructed, arranged, and
operating in the manner described.

70,663.—J. W. Wilder, ^'ew York. X. Y., as-

signor to himself and E. Bltierick, same place.

—

Jied Bottom.—'Soviivalyev 5, 1867.—Explained by the
claim and illustration.

Claim.—The spring-bed bottom, constructed as
described, consitcing of ihe rectangular frame A. the
slats a 6, which are provided witli metallic tubes c

enclosing springs d, which support the plungers e,

having rounded" heads iipon Avhich the flexible slats

of the rectangular frame D rest, substantially as de-

scribed for the purpose specified.

70,664.—Levt "Wilkinson-, IN'ew Haven, Conn—SJirinking Tires.—Xoveml)er 5, 1867.—The tire is

curved inward and seemed by set-screws. It is

shi-uuk by straightening down the curve.
Ciaim]—The combination of the block A and

brackets B and C with the screws c and d and g and
7i, when the whole are constructed and fitted to pro-

\ ^^^^ packin-s c and d', substantially as described for
dace the result. substantiaUv as herem described and

| ^i^^ mirnose's set forth
set forth.

"

\ y e

As the box rotates the clothes pass from one apart-
ment to another, rolling over the intervening angles.
Claim.—The stelliform case with radiate sides C

and door I), turning upon a tubular journal G, and
having diagonal internal ribs I, the several parts
being constructed and arranged in relation to one
another substantially as set forth.

70,668.-F. 11. WoLFixoER, Chicage, l[l.—E.t-
tension Table.—November 5, 1867.—When the frames
arc drawn out the lazy tongs connecting them sup-
port the leaves of the "table.

Claim.—First, the end rails C formed in three or
fom* parts c* c^ c^ c^. in combination with the central
folds D, substantially as herein shown and described.
Second, the combination of the nairow strii)s or

leaves I with the central parts c- c' of the end rails

C, substantially as herein shown and deecribed.
Third, the central strips J having the legs K, in

combination with the central parts c'^ c^ end folds E.
and central folds D, substantially as described for the
purpose specified.

Foiu'th, the narrow leaves I resting upon the parts
c2 c^, in combination with the leaves G' G* G^ G*, us
herein set fortli for the purpose specified.

Firth, the arrangement of leaves G' G^ G' G"* and
naiTow strips I whereby tlie leaves G^ G^ are folded
upon the cud rails G, having the leaves G^ and strip

I in the same liorizontal plane to form the top of the
table, and the leaf G' folding down over the ends of

the said leaves G^ G-", as herein shown and described.
Sixth, the leaf G^ hinged in an elevated position

upon the side rail B and supporting the leaves G' and
G2, the outer end of the leaf G' adjusted by the
spring catch H, as and for the pm-poses specified.

70,669.-DAxrELWoodbury. Minneapolis, Minn.—2IacJiinefor Hacking Brick.—Xovember 5. 1867.

—

The pendant rods of the pivoted arms clasp the brick
while being carried.
Claim.—A machine for hacking brick, constructed

and operating substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.

70,670.—E. G. WooDSlDE. San Francisco, Cal.—
Wheel Hub Box.—Xovember 5, 1867.—By suiTound-
ing the boxes -with elastic packing the bearings arc
kept snug to the wheel.
Claim.—First, surrounding the box A with a a

elastic packing B, substantially as described for tho
purpose set forth.

Second, in combination with the packing B. the

70,665—^Joiix L. WiLLCox, Preble, X. Y.~
Clot/ies Line i7oZd«?r—Xovember 5. 1867.—The end-
less line runs in the gi-ooves in the pulleys and is

tightened by the hanging weight mid pawl lever.
Claim.—The endle'ss clothes lineM in combination

with the pulleys d, lever t, and ratchet e, and pawl r/,

as described aind for the purpose set forth.

70,666.—WiLLiAji H. Williams, Little Falls,
X. Y.—Elevated liaiiroad.—Xovember 5, 1867.—The
columns rise at the intei-sections of cross streets, and
are braced 1\t their ai-ched girdei-s. The columns are
connected by iron gii'ders that are elevated above
passing vehicles. From the top of the columns pro-
ceed the suspension cables which support the tracks.
Claim.—First, the elevated railroad consisting ot

a ti-aek or tracks suspended over a street by means
of towers A and cables II, substantially as de'scribed.

Second, the supporting towers A constructed as
above described, namely, by combining and airang-
ing together substautia'lly as sho\^u the transverse
arches E and the compound diagonal arches F, said
ai-chcs all springing from the columns B.

Third, the hollow connecting beams G. which tie

the arches to each other, in combination with the sup-
porting cables II. whicli pass through said beams, so
that they are protected and also held in place by the
beams, substantially as shoAvn.

70,667—George L. Wit.sil, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to Thomas E. Haurerger. same place.—
Washing Machine.—Xovember 5, 1867.—The box has
radiating compartments with ribbed interior surfaces.

70,671.—Wm. S. de Zexg, Geneva, X'. Y.—Pre-
paration of Fertilizers.—Xovember 5, 1867.—The
slag of smelting fm-naces is reduced to powder and
used as a fertilizer, alone or in company with other
manures.
Claim.—The application of slags of reducing and

smelting furnaces as a fertilizer, using the slags and
adapting them for this purpose, substantially' as de-

scribed in the above specification, viz., in a finely pul-

verized condition, also in combination with acids and
alkalies, and also in intimate admixture with certain
ammoniacal compounds, above specified.

70,672.—J. M. Fairchild, Xew Haven, Conn.,
assignor to himself, J. K. Buxdy. and J. M. Towx-
SExi), same i^hxeo.—Fire-Ala rm Tclcgra2)h.—Sos em-
ber 5. 1867.—The wheel liasjmmerous holes, into any
of which the jiius which operate the key may be se-

cured so as to v:^-y the signal for the iiifi"ereut sta-

tions commanicain'ig with'headquarters. The insu-

lating of the operating mechanism prevents the ope-
rator receiving a shock thcrel'rom. The partition

slides down to cover up the crank and expose the key
when necessaiw.
Claim.—Tirst, the airangcment of the sliding par-

tition F, the platfoi-m C, and partition D, with tlic

box A, and combined with a signaling apparatus sub-
stantiaUv in the manner herein set forth.

SeconH, operating tlie key of telegraphic instru-

ments bv means of a mechanism connected therewith
but perfectly insulated therefrom, substantially in tho
manner herein set forth.

Third, the an-angcment described of the pins or

projections ab c, <fcc., upon the wheel II when cou-
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striictecl so as to be adjustable to different signals,

substantially as set forth.

Fourth, the arrang-emcnt of the lerer "W" so as to

arrest the movement of the wheel K at each revolu-

tion, as and for the pm-pose described.

7 0,673.-J. M. Fairchild, New Haven, Conn., as-

signor to himself, J. K. Bukdy, and J. M. Towxsend,
sa^ie place.

—

Mechanism for Opening and Closing
Telegraphic Circuits.—November 5, 1867.—Designed
for mechanically opening and closing telegraphic cir-

cuits ill fire-alarm telegraphs. The grooved cam, on
the face of the Avheel which is turned by a crank, has
projections which oscillate a leverwhose' end traverses
in the groove, each upward motion of the lever open-
ing the circuit by bringing the ends of the spindles

together.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of the two spindles

JK in connection with their respective wires upon
the non-conducting plates G so as to open and close

the circuit, substantially as set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the grooved cam wheel
C and the lever F combined with the spindles J K so
as to open and close the circuit by the turning of the
Avheel C, substantially as set forth.

70,674.—Henry G. Pearson, New York, N. T.
— Pigeon Hole for Post Offices, d-c.—November .5,

1867.'—The pigeon holes have perforated removable
bottoms to allow the escape of dirt.

Claim.—The employment of a perforated or open-
work shelf for the reception of letters, packages, <fcc.,

as and for the purposes designed.
Also, the same when applied as to be readily re-

movable, as and for the purpose described.

70,675.—Anson T. Adams, Indianapolis, Tnd.—
Meat Mangier.—November 12, 1867.—The jaws are

coupled by the vertical pin and regulated by the
spiral spring in connection with the sen-atcd teeth.

Claitn.—The combination of the two jaws with the
plates 1 1, bars m in, and springs n n, all arranged
and operating as and. for the purpose specified.

70,676.—James TV. Aiken and John H. Stone,
Plniadelphia, Pa.

—

Moth-proof Case.—November 12,

1867.—The inner of three concentric cylinders is of

gauze or perforated metal, and has an open bottom
imd top, and a central transverse diapliragra. The
top of this cylinder has a slip cover of the same mate-
rial, and its 'bottom opens into a cylindrical recess in

tlie bottom of the main cylinder, which may be stopped
with a cork. The outer cylinder is metallic, and has
a slip cover whose lower edge is closed by a surround-
ing band of rubber.
Claim.—A sheet metal moth-proof case for a lady's

furs, having the perforated central cylinderA and the

recess b\ in combination with the cylinder B and the
elastic handling b'". the said parts beiug constructed,

arranged, and combined to operate together substan-

tially as and for tiie'purpose described.

70,677.—Walter Aiken, Franklin, N. H.—
Needle J/ftc/iiue.-November 12. ISCw.—The blanks
ar(^ clamped in tlie arbors and brought singly between
the grooved rest and rotating cutter, and are reduced
bv th(! cutter, whicli turns in a longitudinal plane, the

arbors rotating meanxlhile. After tlie blank has been
reduced it is drawn back from between the rest and
cutter, tiie arbor wheel is unlocked from the spring
det(Mit-pin. and anotln'r blank brought into position.

Claim.—Th(j machine or combination substantially

as described for tiie purpose set forth, tluit is, as com-
posed oftlui rotary cutter A, the grooved rest E, tlie

series of I'otary arliors K. their carrier or wheel I,

aiul operative mechanism, the shaft F, and tliemecli-

auibin for revolving and moving it longitudinally, and
tlu^ bolt s. and meehaiiism for operating such bolt,

sul)stanlially as explained.

70.67S Walter Aiken, Franklin. N. 11.—Ma-
chine for Making the Tongues of Knitting Machine
Afi-c/ZM.-November 12, i8(i7.—The machine lirst

farms the bowl and nick of the fongue, and simulta-

neously forces back tlie feeder upon tlie wire. The
wire is then moved between the llattening dies ; it is

llien moved to the puncliing dies, tlien to the dies

ronnding tlie end next the hole. The tongue with
the sharp piece projecting from it is tiicn cut otf.

Claim.—T\\(i combination of the carriage C, the
feeder G, the bowl-forming dies xv' v', and the flatten-
ing dies d" e", all provided with mechanism for oper-
ating them, substantially as described.
Also, the combination of the carriage C, the feeder

G. the nicking and bowl-forming dies%i' o' w' v', and
the flattening dies d" e', all provided with mechanism
for operating them, substantially as set forth.

Also, the combination of the carriage, the feeders,
the bowl-forming dies, (or the latter and the nicking
dies,) and thepimch/', and imnch die (7', all provided
with mechanism for operating them, substantially as
set forth.

Also, the combination of the carriage, the feeders,
the bowl-forming dies, (or the latter and the nicking
dies,) the punch and punch dies, and the rounding
dies h' i', all provided with mechanism for operating
them, substantially as specified.

Also, the combination of the carriage, the feeder,
the bowl, the punching dies, (or the latter and the
nicking dies,) the punch and punch die, the rounding
dies, and the separating dies k' I', all provided Avith
mechanism for operating them, substantially as ex-
plained.

70,679.—Biddle Arthurs, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Hot-air Furnace.—'NovemheT 12, 1867.—A section of
the heating drum is cut out, to make free passage li'om
the fire chamber to the interior of the damper. The
drum is made of rolled iron, and is within a brick
chamber, from which pipes communicale with the
various apartments of the house ; return pipes from
these apartments conduct air to be heated.
Claim.—The drum or heater of sheet or plate iron,

with an opening in its bottom aud front, connecting
with a fire space c of brick, the edges of the heater
or drum around such opeiiing having flanges i built
into the furnace "ualls, constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as described for the purposes specified.

70,680,—James E. Atwood, Trenton, N. J.,

assignor to himself aud Ci'RUS H. McCoumick, New
York, IJ. Y.—,S'rtw.—November 12, 1867.—The tooth
is secured within the segmental ca'^ity by ratchet
teeth at its inner end, which engage counterpart
notches of the saw plate.

Claim.—The tooth A, when held in its position by
ratchet c c c, for the purpose herein described.

70,681.—Charles C. Ayer, Chelsea, Mass., as-

signor to himself and Henry A. Breed, Lynn, Mass.—Carriage Wheel.—November 12, 1867.—The inner
tire is semicircular in section, and covers the con-
cave side of the wheel rim. The metallic spokes pass
through the rim, and are secured by nuts in cylin-

drical chambers just beneath the oilter tire. 'The
nuts have rubber Avashers.

Claim.—Tho combination as well as the arrange-
ment of the metallic annulus or inner tire D with the
wooden felly and the spokes and hub, as explained.

Also, the combination as well as the an-angement
of tlie metallic annulus or inner tireD with the wooden
felly, tlie hub, spokes, and outer tire, as described.
Also, the combination as avcU as the arrangement

of the metallic annulus D, the wooden felly, the
springs and chambers therein, the spokes, and the
hub, as described, the hub, under such a combination
of the spokes with it and the felly, being suspended
from the upper half of the felly and on springs, while
the wheel may be in revolution and use.

70,682.—S. C. Babiutt, Meriden, Conn., assignor
to The Meriden Britannia Cojipany, same place.

—

Salvers.—November 12, 1867.—The salver is strength-
ened by a strip of stilf metal under the rim.

Claim.—The mode or process of stiffening the rim
or outer edge of a soft-metal or Britannia salver, sub-

stantially as described.
Also, a Britannia or soft-metal salver constracted

substantially as described.

70,683.-Charles A. Baker, Auburn, N. Y.—
Tntss.—November 12, ]8()7.—The bar is attached to

the outer side of the fore pad, and is bent so as to

cause an upward pressure of the auxiliai-y pad.
Claim.—The front pad or plate E, provided Avith

the rod A, auxiliary pad B, aud straps T> G and H,

I

all constructed and arranged substautially as and for
i the piu'posc set forth.
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yo,684.—James Bathgate, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Chalk-line J?ceZ.—Xovcmbcr 12, 18f)7.—The stake has
a -w-inding reel, an armed point, and a chalk recepta-

cle, covered by a screw cap, through which the line

passes.
Claim.—The combined aiTangement of the reel

C c, chalk receptacle 1), cap E, apertures F G, and
line II, all constructed and employed as and for the
purposes specified.

70,685.-STErHEX Bazix and James A. Bazix,
Canton, Mass.

—

Machinery/or Laying and Twisting
Rope.—Xovember 12, 18G7.—Improvement on their

patents February 28, 1844, and April 25, 1854. A
guide wheel slides on a horizontal rod parallel with
the axis of the winding wheel; the rope passes from
the end of the crane over the guide pulley and thence
to the reel, by which means it is coiled regularly.

The strands are passed several times around smooth
rollers of equal rotation, a "fleeter" in each case
insuring the proper position of the strands on the
rollers.

Claim.—The sliding guide pulley ^N", in combina-
tion with the crane M and the winding reel O, ope-
rating substantially as described for the purpose set

forth.

Also, the rolls v, so arranged as to revolve simul-
taneously, in combination whh the fleeters b' and the
guide pieces «', or theii- equivalents, for the purpose
of insuring the equal delivery of the strands, sub-
stantially as described.

70,686.—Jasox A. Bidwell, East Boston, Mass.—Tapering Drill.—Xovember 12, 18G7.—The spiral
cutter has a reamer, which lies in the spiral groove
aud acts to enlarge and taper the hole. A projection
on the reamer indicates when it has entered suffi-

ciently and trims the burr from the edge.
Claim.—First, a twisted reamer o. which is adapted

to sene, in conjunction with a spirally-grooved drill a,

for making tapering holes in metal* substantially as
describe(L
Second, the construction of a cutting shoulder c

s u}x>n the shauk c' of a twisted reamer c, substantially
as described and for the puipose specified.

70,687.—Albert Bingham, Kewtonville, Mass..
assignor to WnxiAM T. Muogett, same place.

—

Bed
Bottom.—Xovember 12, ISti?.—The bolster piece is

connected to its supporting bar by sliding pins sur-
rounded by spiral springs. The pins pass through
the head ends of the slats, and the springs support
them and the bolster piece, allowing depression of the
slats with the bolster piece or singly.
Claim.—In. a spring bed bottom as follows, that

is to say, having its bolster piece D, its series of pins
e and slats g supported by springs/, so as to be mova-
ble vertically together tliereou, and so that each slat
may move independently of the bolster piece and its

guide pins, the whole being substantially as described.
Also, the improved sjjring bed lx)ttom as construct-

ed, not only with each of its slats supported at its foot
or lower end on a stationarj- cross bar, l)ut as having
a bolster piece D, series of pins e, and slats g sup-

_
ported by springs /, so as to be movable vertically.

" together thereon, and so that each slat may move oh
its spring independently of the bolster piece and its

guide pins, the whole being substantially as specified
and represented.

70,688.—Edwin- Biukexshaw, Ashuclot, X. H.—Madiine for FinisTdng Woolen Cloth.—Xovember
12. 18(i7.—The axes of tl'ie two teaseling cylinders arc
in one vertical plane. The cloth rests' on" a series of
rollers, allowing but not forcing its advance. The
cloth after passing over the upper feed rollers d(;-

sceuds on the series of rollers and goes under the
bridge, where access-is gained to it by the atteiulant
as it runs in contact with the two teaseling cylinders.
The shearing cylinder is in the rear of the lower tea-
seling cylinder.

Claim.—Improved arrangement of the two teasel-
ing cylinders, the shearing mechanism, and their two
sets of feed rollers, one teaseling cylinder under such
arrangement being disposed over the other, as de-
scribed.

Also, the combination and arrangement of the
series of rollers D D, <fcc., with the shearing mechan-

ism, the feed rollers, and the two teaseling cylinders,

arranged in manner as described and represented.
Also, the combination as well as the arrangement

of the bridge F, the series of rollers D D, <fcc., the
shearing mechanism, the feed rollers, and the two
teaseling cylinders, arranged as described, the said
feeding cylinders and feed rollers being pi'ovided with
a series of guide rollers aiTanged with them, as de-

scribed, and the rotary shearer brush and the teaseling
cylinders being provided witli mechanism for operat-
ing them, substantially as hereiubefore explained.

70,689.-Luther Boyd and Philip Kriegbaum,
Springfield, Ohio.

—

Car Coupling.—Xovember 12,

18i;7.—The moving bead is supported on sliding rods,
whose rear ends impinge on spiral springs. The
object is to lessen the jar of the draw head.

Claim.—The movable head B, as constructed in

combination with stationarv head C, slides e e, aud
springs d d, all arranged and operating in the manner
aud for the purpose hereiu set forth and described.

70,600.—M. S. Bringier, Ascension Parish, La.—Evaporation and Vaporization.—Xovember 12,

18C7.—A number of small tubes project from the sides
of the generator, the ends entering at difi"erent eleva-

tions to insure cii'culation. A vertically submerged
gauze cylbuler rotates in the boiler.

Claim.—First, the application of one or more series

of tubes of small diameter to the external surface of
boilers, kettles, or other vessels, as herein described,
for the purpose set forth.

Second, the use of a revolving coil of wire gauze,
or the equivalent thereof, inside steam boilers, as
herein described, for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of one or more series of
small tubes externally applied to boilers, Avitb an in-

ternal i-evolving coil or cylinder of wire ganze, or its

equivalent, as herein described, for the pui-pose set

forth.

70,691 .—M. S. Brixgier, Ascension Parish, La.—Extracting Saccharine Matters from Sugar Cane.—
Xovember 12, 1867.—The boiler has a downward cyl-

indrical leg having around its inner side a spiral'steam
pipe, which is also carried around the loAver portion
of the kettle on the inside. This cylindrical pipe
communicates by a horizontal pipe Avith a vertical
pipe containing a rotary shaft carrying means for
comminution of the mass'of divided sugar cane which
had been fed into the boilers.

Claim.—First, extracting saccharine matter from
sugar cane, or other vegetables containing it, by
maceration and disintegration, as herein described,
Avhen the same is elfected by the process and appa-
ratus described, or any other which is substantially the
same in its mode of operation.
Second, the combination of the receiving boiler A,

steam pipe B, pipes H C and D with the shaft E,
when the latter is provided with the disintegrating
appliances herein described, for the purpose set forth.

70,692.-0. M. Brooks and E. J. Mattesox,
Janesville, "Wis.

—

Mop Wringer.—Xovember 12, 1807.

—The rolls are brought together by depression of a
treadle frame, which is raised again by a spring to
separate the rolls.

Claim.—First, the inclined supports e and //, when
pivoted at opposite ends of the horizontal yokes II,

and used to support two parallel and similarly ope-
rating rolls B B, substantially as described.
Second, the combination ' and arrangement of a

treadle F. pivoted at the ends of two horizontal yokes
H Avith the connecting links / and g, springs'i, in-

clined supports e andh, aud horizontal yokes H, when
the whole are constructed, arranged, and used sub-
stantially as described.

70,693.—Alexander E. Cajhpbell, Cheltenham,
Mo., assignor to himself and Jonx B. Bojii'art.—
Washi7ig Machine.—Xovember 12, 1807.—The suds
box has a curved bottom and a nearly vertical end,
armed with transverse ribs. The ribbed dasher is

pivoted to a transverse shaft, sweeps over the curved
surface, and presses the clothes against the end.
Claim.—The rock shaft e. semicircular corrugated

dasher E. corrugated dash board g, smooth dash board
/.', shafts k. cros's bar M, braces n. cover o, standards
d, dove-tailed slots q, and the corragated cii'cular and
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Square ends of a wasliing machine, all in combination,
wlien constructed and operating substantially as
shown and specified.

70,694.—Asa L. Caerier, TV^ashington, D. C—
AttacJiing Ferrules to Handles.—Ko\emheT 12. 1867;
antedated November 2, 1867.—The central portion of
the ferrule is compressed into a circumferential groove
of the handle.
Claim.—The feiTule b, constructed and applied to

tool handles, umbrellas, and canes, substantially as
described, and operating as and for the purposes set
forth.

70,695.—TViLLiAM Carroll, Hillsdale, Mich.,
assignor to himself and S. H. Rhodes. Clyde. Ohio.—
Horse Hay /-'or/,;.-November 12, 1867.—The tube con-
tains an axial, sliding rod, at Tvhose lower end are
curved, pivoted figures, which, by a downward move-
ment of the rod, pass through holes in the tube and
engage the hay. The hoisting rope is attached to the
upper end of the rod, and, when tripped, retracts the
points to disengage the hay.

Claim.—The toggle joint E, springs D, and nibs I,

in combination with the tubular shaft and rod, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

70,696.—S. A. Chase, Boston, Mass., assignor
to himself and Stephen Smith, same place.

—

Car
Truck.—November 12, 1867.—The load and upper
frame are sustained on an upper set of wheels whose
peripheries tarn on and with the axles of the lower
wheels. The upper axles have a slightly longitudinal
movement in their boxes to allows them to run a little

forward of the other wheels.
Claim.—First, the combination with the main axles

and wheels of a car truck of the upper rollers when
supported in elongated bearings, substantially as and
for the purposes described.
Second, tlie combination with the journals c c of

their elongated bearings and lubricating chambers,
substantially in the manner and for the pm'poses set

forth.

70,697 G. H. Clemexs, Baltimore, Md., as-

signor to himself and Henry A. Chadwick, Wash-
ington, D. C.

—

Journal Box for Cars.—November
12, 1867.—The case consists of two hemispherical
castings. The box has an outer, convex surface to

fit the top of the case, segmental chambers to contain
oil, and radial, wooden'blocks, perforated to allow
passage for the oil from chamber to chamber. The
pores of the wood allow the oil to seep through to the
journal.

Claim:—First, the hollow boxE, having the blocks
of Avood arranged therein, said box being formed
spherical on its up])er surface to permit of its ad-

justing itself to the journal, as herein described.
Second, in combination with the box E, constructed

as described, the case composed of the parts G and
H, constructed as set forth.

70,698.-Harrison Cole, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
C/mir.—November 12, 1867.—Explained by the claim
and illustration.

Claim.—The three-legged chair standdard A, in

combination witli the brace A, and the lugs C C C
and C C C for attaching it to tlie floor and chair bot-

tom. substantiallY as shon'ii.

70,699.—TTashington ,T. CoRTiiELLandPiiiLii'
UlCHAUDS, Boston, Mass.

—

Door and Window Fast-
ener.—November 12, 18()7.—The bolt has a recess on
the under side of its rear end, and a spring rises up
into this recess which prevents the retraction of the

belt, until depressed by the inner end of the knob,
wliich admits of movement for tliis purjiose.

Claim.—Tlic combination and ari-angement of the

knob and shank d and e, tlie projection /, the spring
7i, with the bolt h, constructeu with its recess e, mov-
ing back and foith in the case a, substantially in the

manner and for the purpose above set forth.

70,700.—.Tames S. Culver, Springport, N. Y.-
Horse Hay Fork.—November 12, 1867.—The shank
lias two bars to both of Avhicli the point is pivoted.

The point is entered when straight with the shank,
and is turned to engage the hay by a downward
movement of the bar, to which the hoisting rope is

attached. The hay is discharged by tripping this
bar.

Claim.—The attaching of shoulder pieces to the
main stem of the hay elevating fork, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

70,701.—Robert Deat:reux, Buffalo, N. Y., as-

signor to himself and Bernard H. Muehle, same
place.

—

Bracket for Lamps.—November 12, 1867.

—

The circular rim has an opening for passage of the
shank of the pedestal.

Claivi.—The circular rim A, having an opening D,
for the purpose and substantially as herein set forth
and described.

70,703.—Frank Douglas, Norwich, Conn.—
Blind Staple.—The points are corrugated to resist
retraction.

Claim.—As a new^ article of manufacture a blind
taple of coiTUgated wire, as herein described.

70,703.—Theodore Dreidel, Cincinnati. O.—
Bluing Paper for Laundries.—November 12, 1867.

—

Three parts by weight of indigo are dissolved in one
part oil of vitriol. The surplus acid is discharged by
washings until the sour taste is removed, and the so-

lution allowed to dessicate to the consistence of print-
ers' ink. It is applied to both sides of white paper by
rollers.

0^«im.—The prepared bluing paper for laundiypm*-
poses, substantially as set forth.

70,704.—Cypriee Marie Eesbie du Motay and
Charles Raphael Mauechal, Metz, France.—
Making Hydrogen Gas.—November 12, 1867.—Thehy-
drates of potash, soda, baryta, or chalk, d;c., are mixed
with charcoal, pit coal, or peat, &c., and decomposed
by a red heat into carbonic acid gas and hydrogen.

Claim.—The method of and means for'producing
or generating hydrogen gas, substantially as herein
set forth and described.

70,705.—Cyprier Marie Eess:6 du Motay and
Charles Raphael Makechal, Metz, France.

—

Ala-
king Oxygen Gas.—November 12, 1867.—Oxygen is

absorbed from the atmosphere, and then disunited by
subjection to a bright red heat. The oxygen and the
sulphurous gas thus generated are received into a ves-
sel containing oxide or carbonate of magnesia. The
sulphurous acid is transformed into sulphite of mag-
nesia. The oxygen is collected into a gas holder.

Claim.—The method of and means for obtaining
oxygen gas from atmospheric air, substantially as ancl

for the purposes herein set forth and described.

70,706.—Henry Dumphy, New York, N. Y.—
Cloth-folding Machine.—November 12, 1867.—Im-
provement on his patent, May 27, 1862. The cloth is

passed over the bulging spreading roller, which is ad-
justable, and between the folders. The latter are
formed as in the patent aforesaid, and are removable.
From the folders the cloth passes beneath the inclined
steam-heated irouer, and from that to the rollers by
which it is drawn forward.
Claim.—First, the arrangement for holding the

folders in the machine, consisting of the clamps e, in
combination with the cheeks a a of the holders B, the
Avhole constructed and operating substantially as de-

scribed and specified.

Second, the rollers F F, provided with narrow rings
of leather, rubber, or other similar material, in com-
bination with the folding apparatus, substaaitially as
described and specified.

Third, the hinged ironerD, in combination with the
folding apparatus, substantially as described and spo-

cilied.

Fourth, the laterally and back-and-forward adjust-

ing, retaining and stretching apparatus, consisting of

the roller n, \)i\Y p. and traversing blocks o and rr, in

combination Avitli tins folding apparatus, substantially

as described and specillcd.

Filth, the roller n. tapering toward both ends for

spreading and stretching the cloth, in combination
with the laterally and back-and-forward adjusting
mechanism and the Iblding apparatus, substantially as
described and specified.

70,707.—Charles E. Emery, Brooklyn, N. Y.
—Steam JSvij/i/ic-November 12, 1867.~The cylindei-
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and steam ports are lined with a non-coiiductinj?: sub-

stance to prevent the abstraction of heat I'ronj its in-

ner snrl'ace dm-ing- the expansion of steam alter it is

cut off, and also to prevent tlie absorption of beat from
tbo steam when at its liiglK-st temperature. The
working- part of the cylindei- may be inclined, and it

may have lined extensions at each end. The piston

in this case has extension blocks filling the working-
part of the cylinder at the ends of the stroke, leaving
little steam exposed to tlie cooling- influeuce of the

metallic surface. The portion of the piston rod inside

the cylinder may be covered by a non-conducting
case, which enters a cavity in the block.
Claim.—First, lining- the interior sm-faces of the

cylinders ot engines operated by steam or heated gas
•with glass, porcelain, enamel, or equivalent substance,
in manner substantially as described, to i)roducc the
results snecilied.

Second, the combination of the cylinderX with the
cylinder ^N, or its equivalent.

Third, the elongated piston A, in combination with
the lining or protecting material x x.

Fourth, the combination of the pipe b with the pis-

ton rod or trunk, all substantially as aad for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

70,70S.—William Faixox, Washington, D. C.—Fairer File.—November 12, ]8l»7.—The sides are
connected liy a flexible flap, and one of them has an
extension of the same sort. These are surroimded,
when closed, by an elastic band, whose conical knob
at one end enters a suitable clasp at the other.
Claim.—The combination ot a folding extension

back to file bindei-s ^ith flap in front, and india-rubber
strap with reinforce on each end oJid clasps for the
same, as described herein.

70,709.—William A. Fexn, Wolcott, 1^. Y.-
JSalt Sifter.—Noxcmher 12, 1807.—The cap has a per
forated circular top, which is oscillated by a thumb
cateij and spring.
Claim.—First, the an-angement of the plate C, in

combination with tlie bottle or case A, so as to ope-
rate in the manner described.

Second, iu combination with the above, the arrange
meat of a spring so as to retm-n the plate, substau
tially as herein set forth.

70,710.—John E. Fry, Johnstown, Va.—Molcl
for Casting Steel Ingots.—Is oxQmhcv 12, 1S67.—Th
steel is i)oured into a central mold, ^\]uL'll is connected
through a sand core with the bottoms of a series of
Bm'rounding molds.
Claim.—The series of iron ingot molds e eJ, in com-

bination with the sand core «, constructed substan-
tially as hereinbefore dercribed, for the purpose set
forth.

70,711.-Moses C. Goodale. Lowell, Mass., i

signor to himself and Louis Goddeh, same place,
Belt Cutter.—November 12, 1867.—A combination of
shear cutter, punch, lace awl, and pincers.
Claim.—Tiie arm /, with its punch seat h, when

aiTanged to operate substantially as described and
fully set Ibrth.

Also, the arrangement and construction of the knife
6, awl n, and punch e, in combination with the pliers

Jc and m., all for the pm'poses substantially as herein
described.

70,712.—M. T. GosxELL, Baltimore, Md.—^l^j-

paratus for Burning Jli/dro-carbon Oils.—Xoveml)er
12, 18tJ7.—Gas producecl from benzine is carried to the
perforated tubes beneath the perforated tile under tlie

steam generator, and air is mingled with the bm-niug
gas above the tile.

Claim.—Tlie combination and arrangement of a
tube or pipes B B, a perforated hearth C, a valve or
valves or inlets (for admission of atmospheric air) D
D, with a boilerA and furnace E, or their equivalents,
in the manner and for tlic purposes set forth.

70,713.—Alfred A. Gray and W. C. Hytie,
Detroit, Mich.

—

Adjusting Looking-glasses, d-c.—Xo-
vcmber 12, 18tJ7.—Tlie looidng--glass is connected to a
fixed support by a ball ami socket joint whose tension
is adjustable by a set-screw.

Claim.—The hinge and movable hing^j plate, the
thumb-screw, or screw that secui'cs the'hiugeplate^'

and the mode of adjustment, substantially as and for

tuc purpose set forth.

70,71 4r—E. IlERBSTER, Chicago, 111., assignor to
himself, T. Tripp and E. F. Brown, same place.—
Sash Fastener.—November 12, 1807.—The sj^riug

spur-wheel, engaging tlie rack upon the sash, has a
series of holes which are entered by a spring-pin to

fasten the sash. The pin has a projection which
triiverses a rectangular slot iu its socket-guide by
which it may be k(q5t in its retracted position.

Claim.—First, the combination of wheel D, having
holes b b, Sec, with pin E, arranged to operate iu

sleeve F, having slots h and n, ibr the purpose of

locking sash, substantially as herein set forth.

Second, the combination of wheel D, spring C, pin
E, sleeve F, and key T, arranged to wind said spring
up and to fasten sash, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

70,715.—W. 0. HiCKOK, Harrisburg, Pa.

—

Faper
Euling Machine.—November 12, 1807.—A rounded
table is interposed between the pen cylinder and the
web-supporung roller next thereto.
Claim.—The application thereto of a stationary

table G, so that it will operate in combination with
the web E, cords F, and feed rolls D D', substantially
iu the manner described and set forth for the purpose
specified.

70,716.—-Jason Hill, Astwood, Eugland.

—

Needle Wrapper.—November 12, 1807.—Explained by
the claim and illustration.

Claim.—In combination with a wrapper in or on
which needles arc placed or stuck, au incision or
flap at or near the upper left hand corner for forming
a cover for and for gaining access to the tops of the
needles, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

70,717.—N.D. HiNMAN, Stepney Depot, Conn.—
Clutch for Hay Elevator.—November 12, 1807.—Im-
pi'ovement on his patent November 19, 1864 ; reissued
August 20, 1867. "W'hen the load has been raised to
proper elevation the catch is lifted, and the rope
caught by a pawl, vrliich sustains the load, while the
frame is"moved horizontally. On the letarii of the
frame rlie pawl is tripped, and the cud of tlie rope
allowed to descend.

Claim.—First, the arrangement described of the
levers L and N with the yoke II and pulley E, when
constructed so as to operate in the manner and for

the j)nrpose substantially as set forth.

Second, the combination of the levers L M andN,
when constructed so as to operate as and for the pur-
pose specified.

70,718.-Peter S. Hoe, New York, N. Y.—
Pocket C'uf^ery.—November 12, 1807.—Explained by
the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The combiiiati^ in a single instrument of
a knife, pincers, and L'odSin, arranged to open and
shut like a pocket knife, substantially as described
and specified.

70,719.—W.M. J. Horner, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Scraper.—No^ ember 12, 1807.—The draw beam is

hinged on the upper side, and has a self-attucLing
catch on the lo^er side, Avhieli is ti-ipped by a rod
extending through tlie spreader bar of tlic handle.
Claim.—In combination with the divided and hinged

beam ABC, shovel D and handles E, tlic tongue F,
self-locking catch G and trigger L, substantially as
aud for the purposes set forth''.

70,720.—Fi;ank Hoeton, Silver Creek, N. Y.,
assignor to himself and Alhert Horton, same iflace.—liag or Cotton Frcsx.—November 1-2, 1807.—The
follower moves horizontall}'. Tlie whole longitudinal
top of tlie press is hinged to tlie side, and a portion
of one side to the bottom. The draft chains pass
from the windlass at the head of the machine do^vn
tlie sides of tlie machine to the follower. The running
rojie by which the windloiis is operated is wound o"u

a fusee drum to give greater power at the end of the
stroke.

Claim.—First, attaching the draft chains C to the
fol!o\^er B at points inside of the press frame A', tlie

sides of the press box being slotted lougitudiually for
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the passage of the chains, for the purpose described.
Sc'comir leading the draft chains C, when placed

within the press box over tlie sheaves C, and ob-
liquely to or neaily to tlie cejiter of ihe windlass shaft

J), in 'the manner and for the purpose described.
Third, the locking device applied to the top covers

F and G and side door I, composed of the lever H,
hinged loop h^ and staple or hook /t'^, substantially as
described.

70,721.—Edward Howard. RedMU, England.—Freventlng Explosion of Lamps.—IS''ovember 12,

18d7.—The Avick tube is extended a considerable dis-

tance above the oil receptacle, and has a horizontal
circular plate interposed between the flame and the
Batety holes in the top of the receptacle. The holes
discharge outside the chimney holder.

Clai'ni.—The application of the long tube A before
named, aud the substitution for the usual openings
of a groove in the collar vase C, so that by no open-
ing can the flame of the lamp reach the gas in the
vase-

^Cy-SS.—S. P. JoHXsox, Portland, Me., assignor
to himself and Charles B. Wiuttkmore, same place.

Invalid Bedstead.—November 12, 1867.—The frame
is hinged to admit of folding into the form of an in-

valid chair, and the legs fold up to the rails, so that
it can be placed beneath another bedstead, or used
for a bed bottom.

Claim.—First, the double-swinging lever gf, as and
for tlie purposes set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the folding legs 12 3,

(fcc, having the pins on their inner sides, yvixh the
folding braces having the longitudinal and transverse
slots, as aud for the purposes described.

Third, the arrangement and combination of the rod
A", lever j, ratchet n and pin m, as and for the purposes
set forth.

70,723.—Edward G-. Kinsley, Stoughton, Mass.
—Corn Fojjper.—November 12, 1867.—The perforated
partition acts as a sieve to sift out unpopped grains
from the properly popped portion.
Claim.—The corn popper, as made with the per-

forated divisional partition B extended across its

box A of woven wire, substantially as described and
for the purpose as specified.

70,724.—Wm. H. Lasib. San Francisco, Cal.—
Watch Escapement.—November 12, 1867.—An im-
pulse is given to the balance wheel at each vibration

by passing the teeth of tlie scape wheel on each side

of the balance shaft, there being two scape wheeLs
on the same shaft at diflerent elevations ; the smaller

acting by teeth on its outer side, and the other by
teeth on its inner side upon wheels on different sid(?s

of the balance staff. The teeth of the escape wheel
are unlocked by a pin on the balance staff coming in

contact with the end of the detent lever.

Claim.—First, the construction of the escapement
for timepieces in such a manner as to pass the teeth

upon opposite sides of the balance staff, thereby giv-

ing an impulse on both the right and left vibration,
' substantially as herein described.

Second, unloclang pin g from the teeth n of the

escape wheel by the liberating pin ion the balance
staff coming in contact witli the end of the detent
lever tZ, substantially as described.

Tiiird, the combination of the wheels D and E, op-

erating on eacli side of tlie balance staff by means of
tlie notched rollers b and c, or their equivalent, and
the libei-ating pin i. operating ou the end of the detent

lever d and the pin g, the whole operating as and for

the purpose herein specified and described.

70,725.—C.TT. Lee. Oskaloosa, Iowa.—C/iura.-
November 12, 1867.—The suspended cylindrical chm-n
lias bnlged ends, and is oscillated longitudinalh-.

Claim.—The churn A, provided -nith a tnrret, in

combination A\ith a mouth piece B, so constructed as

to admit a free circulation of air in the churn, and
at the same time prevent the cream from escaping,

fcubstantially as herein set forth aud described.

70,726.—Goodrich Lightfoot, Elgin, 111., as-

signor to himself and Joserh B. Lightfoot, same
^Dlace.— Blind Fastening.— November 12, 1867.

—

Toggle rods are hinged to the shutters to hold thera
open when the said rods are horizontally extended,
but to allow of their closing when the rods are bent
upward.
Claim.—The jointed rod L, in combination with

hinges e and e", when constructed and operated sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose specified.

70,727.—T. J. LocKHAET and Josiah Locke,
Pittsbm-g, Va.—Lightning Hod Insulator.—^o\cm-
bcr 12, 1867.—The insulator is attached by a collar
to a galvanized iron plate, which is secured to the
roof by the same nail as one of the slates.

Claim.—The application to lightning rod insula-
tors of the metallic shank E. as herein described, or
any other substantially the same, and which will pro-
duce the intended effect.

70,728.—James K. Lockwood, Alpena, Mich.
—>SYat'.—November 12, 1867.—The holes for the dowel
pins are elongated radially to allow expansion and
contraction in the saw. It has radial slots from the
eye, ending in circular holes, to prevent checking.
Claim.—A circular saw, constructed with more or

less slots D upon radial lines from the eye tov/ard the
periphery and terminating in holes C, in combination
with the oblong holes or slots E, for the purposes
substantially as set forth.

70,729.—Samuel L. Loomis', Byron, N. Y.—Car
Coupling.—November 12, 1867.—The coupling pin is

held up by the shoulder near its end, which rests
upon the spring. The entering link trips the pin and
the sj)ring rests on the end of the link to keep it hor-
izontal.

Claim.—First, in a draw head or bumper of a rail-

road car, a spring constructed and arranged as to
serve the purposes of sustaining the pin until tlie link
enters, and holding the link horizontal for the pur-
pose of coupling, snbstautially as described.

Second, in combination with a spring, constructed
and arranged as above, a coupling pin with a shoul-

dered cud or point, as and for the pmposes set forth.

Third, in combination with a pin having a shoulder
near the point a projection or plate H in the bumper
or di-aw head.

70,730 Charles W. Marsh and William W.
Marsh, Shal>bona, 111.

—

Harvester.—November 12,

1867.—The grain falls upon an endless apron and
passes to a ribbed elevator apron, which cai'ries up
the grain aud presents it to the binders.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the several pul-

leys G E and G with tightening or adjustable pulley
D, so that drive belt H may give motion to both
drums K and L of band of rakes M aud revolving
platform N, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

Second, the adjustable pulleyD on slide d, working
in groove in plate/ as described.

Third, the adjustable franie A, when used in con-
nection with the tightening or adjustable pulley D,
substantially as aud for the piu-pose specified.

70,731 Henry McCan, Hanover, Ohio.—Eail-
rottd Track:—November 12, 1867.—The tread rail is

attached to the base rail by a tongue, upon the latter

entering a rib upon the base of the former, and se-

cured by transverse bolts.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
base and tread rails A B, in combination with the
chairs and ties D E and adjusting bolts F, in the
manner substantially as set forth.

70,732.—R. D. McCreary, Oil City, Pa.—06-

tai)iing Motive F<nver from Fetroleum.—Novemlier
12, 18()7-.—The lighter distillates of petroleum are -ised

by expansion in working an air engine, and after-

ward exhausted into the furnace for combustion.
Claim.—First, tlie pi-ocess herein described, of

producing motive power from oil witliout. wholly
destroying.its lubricating or illuminating properties,

or its value for refining or for other purposes.

Second, the combined proces.s of partially evapo-

rating oil to olitain motive power without destroying

its vjiluable properties, and using the resultant gases

for fuel or illumiuation after their expansive force

has been, or partially so, spent in driAing the engine.
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70,733.—JToHN H. McGowAX and Theodore J.

McGoWAX,' Cincinnati, Ohio.— Fumj).— Xoveraber
12, 1867.—The water is received in ii pipe -which is

cast with the priming- chamber. The pi[)e passes dia-

metrically across the bottom of said chamber and up-

-\vard on ojiposite sides, discljarc:inj^- at such an eleva-

tion as to keep both valves submerged, although the

supply pipe may run dry.

Claim.—A suction pipe coupling E E' in connec-
tion with a pump cylinder or cylinders A, so con-

structed as that, when attached to the pump, it will

form a reservoir, which will maintain a constant sup-

ply of water, and in which the pump cylinder is

paVtly or wholly submerged, substautially as described
and for the purx^ose sjiecilied.

70,734.—Ch.MILES G. Milleij, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Coivl.—November 12, 18(w.—A metallic continua-
tion of the flue gives sup])ort to uprights sustaining
a horizontal deflecting plate. The aforesaid is eiT-

elosed in a case flush with the outer side of the chim-
ney, but contracts some distance above the deflecting
plate to the size of the flue.

Claim.—The parts B D E F H I upon the top of a
chimney, arranged substantially as descriljed.

70,735.—Lewis Miller, Akron, Ohio.—Dropper
for Harvesters.—November 12, 18G7.—One end of an
elastic apron is connected to the rear of the finger
bar and the other end to a roller, which is operated
by gears and by a hand lever. Tlie roller rises up
w'ith the apron'when it is unrolled and causes the
apron to form an inclined support for the grain.
"When a gavel has accumulated the mechanism is re-

versed and the gavel discharged. A board receives
the grain while the apron is discharging.

Claim.—First, an apron for holding the falling

gi-ain that is wound up and unwound l)y a travelling
roller, and a rack and pinion attachments, substau-
tially as described.
Second, also, in combination with atraYelling roller

and an apron woundup and unwound by it, a iiolding
bar or board that is thrown into and out of action by
the roller, substautially as and for the pm-pose de-
scribed.

70,736.—Warrex P. Miller, San Francisco,
Cal.—Fa?i i^Zoi';cr.— November 12. 18fi7.~The fan
wheels rotate alternately in opposite directions so as
to utilize any rotary motion imparted to the air by
the fans on the preceding wheel.

Claim.—A blower, consisting of two or more
•wheels, constructed and operated in manner as de-
scribed.

70,737.—"William B. Moore, Winchester, Mo.—Blacking.—November 12, 18()7.—Composed of gum
shellac, gum arable, extract of logwood, wiieat ilour
paste, molasses, fish oil, tallow, gum guaiacum and
water, boiled moderately and tiie following added
while hot : nut gall, muriated tinctm-e of iron, olive
oil, and alcohol.

Claim.—A blacking and leather preservative, com-
posed of the iugi-edients hereinbefore named, and
compounded in the maimer and in the proportions
substantially as described.

70,738.— James A. :Morrell, Chicago, HI.—
Machine for Settinn xtp Staves in Barrels.—Is o\ em-
ber 12, 18G7; antedated October 1(>, ]8(i7.—Tlie up-
per truss-hoop is supported on bent and hinged Iiook
bars attached to the top of the block. Near tlie top
the staves rest against spring knobs, and at t!;c bot-
tom against an enclosing hoop. AVIien the staves are
all placed the hinged hooks are drawn from under the
truss hoop and it is drawn downward.
CZaiTn.- First, the buttons c provided -nith the

spi-ings e, substantially as and for the purposes speci-
fied.

Second, the adjustable truss-hoop supporter B E,
constructed and operating substantially as set fortli.

Third, the hooj) or baud C for keeping in place and
supporting the lower ends of the staves, substantially
as specified.

Fourth, tlie lock or stop a for holding the truss-
hooi) supporters in place, substantially as described.

Fifth, the standard or cylinder A. l)ase B, and l)ut-

tous c, in combination with the truss suppoits D E

and truss-hoop F, substautially as and for the purposes
specified.

70,739 E. F. Olds. Ljon, Mich.—Zand Holler.
—November 12, 16()7.—The two rollers have separate
shafts, one end of each of which is journaled in the
main frame, supported at each end on spring casters
whicli pass over the blank loft between the rollers.

The tongue is pivoted to a disk upon an upper por-
tion of the frame, and turns thereon at the 'ends of
the " throughs " iu place of turning the whole imple-
ment.

Claim.— First, hanging the rollers by means of
their shafts and gudgeons to a central adjusting-
frame, so constructed and arranged that said rollers

may be weighted more or less on either side by means
of said frame, and the rollers rendered self-adjustable

to the surface of the ground, as and for the purpose
substantially as set forth.

Second, the central adjustable frame E constructed
so as to be weighted, in combination with the rollers

B, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the caster wheels L and springs M in com-
bination with the frame C, and rollers, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

70,740.— B. C. Painter, Mechanicsburg, Pa.—Fla.sk for Casting Tuyeres.—November 12, 18(37.

—

The flask is made in three sections, the middle one
of which has a false bottom inserted through the side.

The sectional i)attern is placed on a follow board, the
central section placed over it, and the sand rammed.
The lower section is then placed on top and rammed.
The mold is then inverted and the top section placed
on. After ramming the top section is removed as
also the pattern representing the portion of the tuyere
for supplj' of air when the" blast is ofl". The ceiitral

section is then raised, leaving the main portion of
tlie pattern projecting from the lower section, from
which it is removed. The feiTule is then broken out
by pushing in the tube a distance equal to tlie thick-
ness of the metal required. Tiie tube is secured by
the molten metal flowing around its ends.

Claim.—First, in combination with the sections A
B of the flask, tlie partitions I K and false or remov-
able bottom D, arranged as and for the pm-pose de-
scriliod.

Second, also, in combination with the previously
made tube G, the ferrule c, and slide F in the section
B, for the purpose of molding in the tube and re-

moving the finished casting from the flask, substan-
tially as described.

70,741,—William G. Pike, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Licjhtriinj Comhictor.—Hoyembcv 12, 18d7.—Ex-
plained by tlie claims.
Claim.—First, a lightning conductor consisting of

a cylindrical or flattened tube or gasket of -woven,
braided, or plated wire, terminated "at its upper end
by a solid point, substantially as sliown and described.
Second, the angular rod e for connecting separate

branches of tlic "tubular conductor, constructed sub-
stantially as set forth.

Third,' the combination of the wire tube a, solid

point b, inserted rod c, and insulators d, arranged and
constructed in tlie manner and for the purpose srb-
stautially as set forth.

70,742.— Leman E. Pitcher, Salina, N. T.—
2[ixinrj and Drying Cylinder.—Novemijcr 12, 1807.

—

The hopper end of the cylinder journal is supported on
an arm which is fixed to the frame and bent so as not
to interfere with the jiassage of matter through the
hopper. The " cyiintler " is slightly tapering and has
an annular head with an opening for the hopiier
cliute. Tiie inside of the cylinder is armed with pius
and ribs to mix mortar. &.c.

Claim.—The crooked arm A, the head B with the
feeding Jiole b therein, each separately and in combi-
nation with each other, and each also'in combiiuitiou
with the cylinder C, made and operated substantially
as and for tlie purpose described.

70,743.—Georoe W. Pawsom. Cambridgoport,
Mass., assignor to himself and [Michael IlrniNOKR,
Somerville,"^ 'Mnsa.—Steam Engine C'?«f-q/f.—Novem-
ber 1-2, 18(i7.— The slide valve has two ports passing
tiirough it, an oscillating valve lieing connected with
each of them. Au arm from each valve is hinged to
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one of two bai'S, "n-liich slide in projections from the

slide valve, and the bars are surrounded by helical

springs tending to close the ports. To the projections

of the sUde valve are pivoted spring pawls, which
engage notches in the bars. Between tlie pawls and
fixed to a slide rod is a doubly-inclined pawl tripper,

whose rod is connected to a governor to trip the
pawls and allow the spring to close the valve at any
part of the sfroke. Tlic valves are opened by the
impingement of their bars against stnds at the'ends
of the steam chest, kept open by the pawls and
closed by the springs when the pawls are tripped by
the inclined cam operated by the governor.

Claivi.—The combinati«» of the slide valve, the
two gates, their openings and mechanisms, substan-
tialiy'as described, for opei-ating such gates in man-
ner as specified.

Also, the said mechanism or combination, substan-
tially as described, for operating tlie gates of the
sbde valve through the agency of a governor, and
the mechanism for producing the longitudinal move-
ments of the slide valve, such mechanism or combi-
nation firet mentioned consisting of the tripper p,
the notched side bars g g, the pawls or catches m m,
the springs k Jc, the arms / /, and the studs r s, the
whole being ai-ranged and applied to the st^am chest
and the shde valve, substantially in manner and so

as to operate as hereinbefore specified.

70,?'44.—George Eiemer, Fayette, 1^. Y.—Har-
vester.—Xo-\-ember 12, 18G7.—The annular flange of
the cutter driving wheel has an internal zigzag cam
groove, into which the roller armed projection of the
cutter enters, and by which it is reciprocated. The
cutter passes beneath an anti-fi'iction roller to hold it

down to place.

C^"«u».—The combination with the sickle bar H
and grooved wheel G, provided with the rim a. and
made removable fi'om its shaft, of the friction roller I,

an-anged and operating in the manner and for the
pm'pose herein set forth.

70,74:5.—A. H. EOCKTVELL, HarpersvUle, X. T.
—Bridle jBt?.—Xovember 12, 1867.—The bit has two
joints and slides in rings at the ends of metaHic
Ijieces connected to the nose strap.

Claim.—First, the mouthpiece A when composed
of three links d e and e', and when combined wit^i

the sliding bars ff, and with the rings g g', or their

ctiuivalents, all made and operating substantially as
herein shown and described.
Second, the bars / /', when made to slide on a

flexible mouthpiece, when connected with the nose
strap B, and when made and operating substantially
as and for the purpose herein shown and described.

70,746.-Robert E. Eogers and James Black,
Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Stcavi Generator.—November 12,

ISG?,—^Modification of their patent January 19, 1864,

reissued December 19, 1865. The vertical cylindri-

cal boiler has an enlargement at top from whose lower
sm-face issue water pipes which enter the cylmdrical
part near the bottom.
Claim.—The boiler A, having the enlargement a

formed so as to project at or about a right angle ^ith
the body of the boiler, in combination'with the cir-

culating tubes B, when the upper ends of said tubes
are inserted straight iuto the enlargement a and the
lower ends of said tubes are bent and inserted into

the lower portion of the body of the boUer A, sub-

stantially as set forth.

70,747.—McCuLLUM PvUSSell and Alfred G.
BuuDiCK, Mill Eock, Iowa.— Ha?? fZ Cora Planter.—
Xovember 12, 1867.—The seed cavity is adjustable by
means of a sliding plate turned down rectangularly at

the end. Tiie metallic end of the seed slide forces

the corn between the spring ^plates. The upward
movement of the seed slide is limited by a strap.

Claim.—Yh-at, the plunger E provided with a
pocket e, regulathig slide J, and metallic end K, in

combiuation'with the opening in the bottom D of the
seed ciianiber, brush d and springs or scrapers B B
C C, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the ce'U or pocket e, in combination with
the regulating slide J and brusli d, substantially as
and for the purpose described. !

Third, the combination and aiTungement of the

stop I, strap H, pin Ji', button L, and plunger E, sub-
stantially as and for the pm-pose specfeed.

70,748.—D. C. Sage, MiddletOAvn, Conn.—JB^rt
^Twi^re.—November 12, 1867.—A plate of wrought
metal has rectangular perforations to receive hooked
lugs cast ca the inner face of the hinge leaf. Tho
plate is first secured to the door or frame and tho
hinge leaf attached thereto by the hooks. The hooks
on one leaf turn down, on the other, up, so that each
secures the other from mis-movement. Steel washers
are interposed between the eyes of the hinge.
Claim.—'First, the attachment of butt hinges to

door casings and doors by means of hooks and plates,
substantially as described.
Second, the construction of the leaves of hinges

with hooks a a, or their equivalents, upon them, for
being received by perforated plates B, substantially
as described.

Third, the washers d of hardened metal and de-
tached from the pintal of the hinge applied in re-
cesses at the joints of the hinge, stibstantially in the
manner and for the pm-pose described.

70,749.—J. B. Sargeaxt, l^evr Haven, Conn.—
Coat and Hat -ffoot.—Xovember 12. 1867.—The knobs
are secured by a screw or by a rivet foi-med with the
hook.

Claim.—A coat and hat hook consisting of the plate
C and hook or hooks A or B, or both, on which the
knob D is secured by a rivet or screw passing there-
through, in the manner described.

70,750.—J. B. Sargeaxt, K'ew Haven, Conn.

—

Snax> Hook.—November 12, 1867.—The tongue forms
wit4i the hook a circular socket when closed and is

held by a spring catch.
Claim.—Fii'st, the double tongue D, in combina-

tion with the hook A, when constructed so as to ope-
rate substantially as described.
Second, the tlitimb-piece E, in combination with

the tongue D of a snap hook so as to lock and secure
the snap when closed.

70,751.—Amos M. Shafer, Camden, Ohio.—
Saw /Set—November 12, 1867.—The tool is placed in
a socket of the adjustable spring. The saw rest has
an inclined lower side and the brackets vary in eleva-

i
tion to suit so that the rest can be moved endways to

alter its elevation and the set of the saw, such move-
ment not destroying the horizontaUty of the upper
edge of the rest.'

Claim.—First, the screw standard H h and hand
nut I, in combination witli the spring F, constmcted
and operating substantiallv as and for the pm'pose set

forth.

Second, preserving the parallelism of sliding rest
P with the anvil and at the same time changing its

relative height with said anvil by sliding the inclined
edge of the said rest in brackets'M O Q M' 0' Q', sub-

stantially as described.

70, 75'2.—Thomas Shaw, Philadelphia, Pa.— Co^r

C/;at?j.—November 12, 1867.—The link is cast in a
broad piece with a hook at each end to engage the
hooks on the contiguous links. One of the hooks has
a central web bearing a cog and the other hook is

slotted to admit the web.
Claim.—Tho. chain link, as constructed, for the

purpose specified.

70,753.—"William H. Shephprd. Collecre Cor-
ner, Ohio.—Cora PZn^ife?-.—November 12, 1867.—The
crank axle of the rear wheels oi)erates the seed slides

which take seed alternately from each of the tv\-o re-

ceptacles, the grain dropping through the hinged spout
board between them. The .spout Coard is hiuged so

as to allow of the spouts being raised from the ground
when out of action.

Claim.—Fii'st, the grain dropping frame consist-

ing of the cross-beam I and grain slides J J', arranged
substantially as shown.
Second, the blocks O to indicate the position of tho

hills, as set forth.

Third, the provision of side beams FF', pin/, slot

/', and screw c, for tlie purpose stated.

Fourth, the provision for liberr.tingthc hinged piece

L' allowing of the snouts M to swing clear of the

gi-ound, as stated and for the purpose set forth.
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Fifth, the arrangement of the parts h h' h" for the

puvpose of disconnectiug- tlie seeding frame from the

crank G, as and for the purpose set forth.

70,754.—Henry Sherwood, London England.
Scx>arating Yegetahle and Animal Fibers.—Novem-
ber 12, ISiw

;
patented in Belgium, January 25, 18G6.

—Explained l)v the claims.

C7«iv».—First, to disagiiTegate yegetable fibers or

substances by means <»f their exposure to gaseous snl-

phnric anhydride, and to anhydrous chlorohydric gas,

each used alone or together, or in mixture witli otiicr

gases not being tlie elements of Avater; but not the

use of vapors produced by evaporating the sulphuric

or muriatic acids of commerce, except the oxygen of

the aqueous particles contained in tiiosc vapors be
first eliminated, or caused to enter into chemical com-
bination with some other element to form an oxide.

Second, in an instrument necessary for making use

of gaseous agents, the combination'of aii'-tight roll-

ers'^ « and b, fo receive substances into a ca-\ity filled

Avith an atmosphere of gases, and to deliver them
from it, with any known mechanical arrangement
applicable to receiving the substances from the in-

gress rollers and delivering them to the egress rollers,

(one of such aiTangeraents being given as an example
e.) acting substantially, and capable of modifiation, as

described.
Third, to prepare vegetable fibers for paper making

and otiier uses, by submitting them to the action of

known agents in closed cisterns containing liquids at

a low heat, (under 100° centigrade,) but under pres-

sure of air or of liquids.

70,755.—John Small, St. Louis, Mo.

—

Machine
for Tempering Files, dtc.—November 12, 1867.—Im-
provement on his patent August 15, 18G5.—Tlie ves-

sel containing tlie water has a transparent portion so

that the operation can be observed. A hinged apron
is applied to one of the clamping jaws to form a sup-

port and conveyor for the files before and after tem-
pering. The fifes are delivered to and removed from
tlie jaws by automatic hook rods. The clamping ja^^s

are moved simultaneously by right and left hand'scrcw
rods.

Claim.—First, in a machine which is adapted for

tempering files or plates and confining them between
clamps during the tempering process, constructing'
the box containing said clamps wholly or partly of
glass, substantially as describod.
Second, the construction of the grated clamps D

D' with bracing ribs upon their backs, in combina-
tion with double-acting screw shafts for moving these
clamps, substantially as described.

Third, the an-angement of the clamps D D', in
inclined planes within a bath or box A. and upon
double-acting screw shafts E, operated and operating
sul)stantially as descriljed.

Fourth, the hinged plate or apron J, applied to the
jaw D, in combination with movable hooked rods g,
substantially as described.

Fifth, the standard II provided with pulleys h h'

upon its upjier end. over which ropes or chains pass,

which ai'c attached to the hinged apron J, and also

to the cross-head of hooked rods g, substantially as
described.

70,756.—Edmund S.aiith, Jr.. "Worcester, ]^L^ss.,

assignorto Albert Goodspeed, Hubbardston, Mass.—Spring Roclcing Chair.—November 12, 18()7.—The
seat is connected to the stool by diagonal springs.
Claim.—In combination wifh the frame and seat

of a chair, the springs a a' a", A\ith their opposite
ends fastened respectively towards the front and rear
of the chair, all an'anged'and combined substantially
in the manner and for the purposes above set foith
and described.

70,757.—lASfES T. Smith and Jotin Walter,
Baltimore, Md.

—

Steam Generator.—November 12.

1867.—The spherical sections are cast •^'ith cylindrical
extensions to con.nect with tliose above and below, and
with side pipes through whicJi the binding rods pas?:.

These pipes communicate with tlie splieres and arc
large enough to allow Avater space around the rods.
The joints are broken by flat rings wliich enter a short
distance into each connecting pipe. The spheres of
the outer course are cast with tiie wings wliich are
jointed to fonn an enclosure to the generator and the

wings have passages for the binding bolts, the said
passages communicating with the spheres. The
pheres liave side connection through pipes and the
upper one of each vertical series has u screw cap
wiiicli is removed to allow cleansing.
Claim.—First, the interior series of boilers A, con-

nected with tubes 71, and supplied with caps s at each
end, the whole constructed and operating substan-
tially as set Ibrth.

Second, the mudsills E, pipes II, in combination
with the outside tier of boilers A, operating as and
for the purpose substantially as licrein described.

Third, the goose-neck branch pipes L, in ccnnbina-
tion with the central tier of boilers A, constructed as
and for the purpose substantially as set forth.

70,758.—L. Franklin Smith, Philadelphia, Pa.—Loxv-ivater Indicator.—November 12, 18(J7.—Steam
is admitted to the expanding tube A\hen the water
falls below a certain level, and tlie tube, by its expan-
sion, operates on the shorter end of the lever and
opens the communication to the whistle.

Claiin.—First, the arrangement of the water gauge
O, chambers P and P', and tliree-way cocks M and
Q in relation to the boiler, and witli reference to^lic
expanding tube C, and fixed rod Cr. substantially as
described and for tlie purposes specified.

Second, tlie arrangement of the weight N with the
lever H and arm h, for closing the valve K, substan-
tially as described.

70,759.—"William M. SjnTii, "West Meridian,
Conn., assignor to himself and The Meridian Bri-
tannia Co., same place.

—

Casl-et Handle.—^o\em-
ber 12, 1877.—Depressions arc formed in tlu; inside of
the lifting plates back of tlie lower screw hole to re-

ceive thc'loop of the metallic tassel or emblem which
is retained by the screw. The object is to enable a
single pattern of lifting plate to be used Avith various
devices.

Claim.—The, employment of attachments D, or
their equivalents, having tags E, in combination with
the depressions formed in the plates B, substantially
as and for the purj)Ose described.

70,760—Henry Sogcs, Columbus, Va.—Sash
Stop.—November 12, 1807.—The side of tlie sasli has
a rack which is engaged by a spur wheel upon a
winch sliaft in the frani'e, to operate the sash.

Claim.—First, the combination and airangement
of the pinion E and winch F applied to tlie jamb,
Avitli tlie rack bar D' and friction rollers/' applied to
the sash, in the manner and for the puiposc set forth
Second, the spring catch G, in combination -nith

the winch, and operating in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

70,761 .—J. H. Taylor, New York, N". Y.—Pre-
venting Decay in Wood.—NToveraber 12, 18(i7.—The
follo-^ing is placed in a retort ; creosote, 5 ]iarts ; acet-
ic acid, 15 piirts ; pyroligneous acid, 25 i)arts ; lamp
black, (l)y measure,)' 20 parts; and crude kerosene,
35 parts.' Decoction of oak bark is placed m another
retort. The -wood is first treated to vapor from the
tan-bark decoction and afterward to vapor from the
other retort. For softer fibrous materials the tail

bark treatment may be omitted.
Claim.—First, the chemical combination of the

above named agents in the manner described, for the
purpose of preserving wo«d and other fibrous mate-
rials from decay.
Second, the combination of these potent antiseptics

in the foi-m of vapor, acting in accordance with knov.-n
c]iemi(!al la^A's, in the manner and for the [)U]'posc de-
scribed.

70,702.—Cr. L. Templeton, Pierceton, Ind.—
ffrtfc.—November 12, 1807.—One hiiige lias free vert-
ical movement and tlie other has a sjni'al bar running
on an anti-friction roller Avhich raises tlie gate in
opening, and causes it to elo.se by gravitation.
C'aim.—Tiiecam ]I, madeof round wire or similar

mateii;!]. and secured to tlicNnner Aving E, in comln-
nation with the outer slotted wing F, roller I, gate
A, and frame B having slot J', arranged and operat-
ing substantially as and for the puiposes set forth.

70,7^^rs lPA.\c Varney, Kennebnnk, :Me.—Car-
riage Jack.—November 12, 18G7.—The rack bai- is
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engaged by a spur wheel wljich is rotated by a pawl
and lever and hold by a stationary pawl.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the

arm D, toothed slide C, gear b, casing a, centrally-

pivoted pawl e, and spring pawl t r, on the hollow
cylinder J5, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

70,764.— Joseph TVagner, ISTeweastle, Pa.—
Well Tube.—IsTovember 12, 18G7.—The outer and inner

tubes have perforations which are brought into agree-

ment after the tube is inserted, by turning the one
upon the other. The inner tube has a screw travers-

ing a horizontal slot in the other.

Claim.—First, the perforated stem C of the point

h encased within the tube A, in combination with the

slot a and pin b, substantially as and for the purpose
described.
Second, the combination of the point B, constructed

as described, with the perforated stem C, perforated

tube A, slot a, and pin b, substantially as and for the

pmposes described.

70,765.—Michael "Wagner, Cincinnati, Ohio,

assignor to himself and Heuman "Witte, same place.

—l^untain Pen.—November 12, 1867.—The bristles

ha'\'e an inclosing ring at one end whose projection

enters a slot in the semi-cylindrical inclosing plate,

which is inserted with them into the pen socket. The
said in'ojcctiou insures the withdrawal of the bristles

with the plate, when taken out for cleaning.

Claim.—ThG winged bristle socket J K, sheath C
D r, scallops E, slot^L, stud H, and slot G, combined,
arranged, and operating as and for the purpose spe-

cified.

70,760.-11. "Wehbeking, Edgerton, Ohio.—
Mangle.—l^ovember 12, 1867.— The endless apron
runs upon stretching rollers journaled to extensible

arms, and passes between the motive and spring

roller.

Claim.—First, tightening the linen bed and short-

ening the same by the arrangement of the arms A A
A A, holes a a, and ijins b b"b b, in combination with
the stationary arms 13 B, substantially in the manner
as herein described and shown.
Second, the construction and arrangement of the

legs or lower part of the mangle, in combination with
the rods i i, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose as herein described and sho'\\'n.

Third, the arrangement of the wooden spring J,

rubber springs 1 1, rods i i, rollers F and H, in com-
bination with the arms A A A A and arms B B and
the legs of the mangle, substantially in the manner
aiid for the purpose as herein described and shown.

70,767.—Canceled.

70,768.-William H. Wiley, Fredouia, IST. T.—
Horse Power.—IvTovcmber 12, 1867.—The axial shaft

may be fitted at its lower end with a crank or bevel

wheel for communication of reciprocal or rotary mo-
tion. Tlie table spindles have different sized pinions

to adjust the speed to the various work.
Claim.—First, extending the frame of the machine

laterally across and beyond the circular track trav-

eled by the horses, and providing the same with slides

for the reception of a drag-saw cross-licad and Avith

bed pieces for the liorizontal shaft pillow blocks, in

the manner and for the purposes described.
Second, sccm'ing tlie pinion spindles D to the table

C at varying distances from the center thereof, so

tliat diftcrent sizes of pinions to gear Avith cog rim F
and spur wlieels to gear witli pinion b' may be used,

as and for the purpose set forth.

70,769.—E.P.Woods andD.SriERWOOD, Lowell,
Mass., assignors to Woods, Sherwood &. Co., same
place.

—

Egg iitand and lioiler.—jSTovember 12, 1867.

—

The wire basket has a vertical handle and rings to re-

ceive the eggs.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, an egg

stand and l)oiler, constructed substantially as de-

scribed and for the purposes specified.

70,770.—E. P. Woods and D. Sherw^ood, Low-
ell, Mass., assignors to Woods, Siieuwood & Co.,

same i)hico.

—

Madiinc for Making WireDi.sh Stands,
<£c.—l\o\(iinhcY 12, 1S67.—The rotatable truncate-

conical former is grooved and slotted to receive the
spiral and radial wires, an adjustable bar holding tlie

bottom wires in place.

Claim.—First, the spiral grooved head or former,
constructed substajitially as described and specified.
Second, the combination of the spiral grooved head

or former with the bar G, substantially as described
and specified.

Third, the combination with the spiral-grooved
head or former of the slots c c c c, substantially as
described and specified.

70,771.—Charles L. Zeidler, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Mortiaing Machines.—November 12, 1867.— The
bell crank operating the chisel bar has a pivoted arm
connected by a pitman to the said bar, and this arm
is moved to take the pitman head to or from the points
of greatest or least oscillation of the bell crank, so as
to regulate the length of stroke. When the treadle
is lully depressed it gives the chisel the longest stroke
and trips the reversing mechanism of the chisel rod.

Claim.— First, the arrangement of continuously
vibrated bell crank D, having the arm G and wrist g,
connected on one side by pitman H to the chisel bar
and on the otlier side to a wrist K, actuated by an ol>
liqucly-slotted slide L under control of the operator,
constructed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, the arrangement of fast and loose sleeves

Q and E, upon the chisel shaft or stem, engaging^and
releasing pawls or catches S and T, cord TJ, ancl pul-

ley V, in combination with the catch or trigger H
and tappet I", rack and pinion v' V, and actuating and
balancing springs W and N, constructed and oper-
ating substantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

70,772.— Isaac V. Adair, Varick, N. Y., as-

signor to himself and Peter Wyckoff, same place.—Bitching Machine.—November 12, 1867.—The dig-
ger shoe is adjustable in depth by vertical adjustment
of the leading wheel. The earth from the shoe talis

on the endless conveyor and is carried to the doubly-
inclined transverse chute by which the earth is thrown
aside.
Claim.— First, the arrangement of the wheels A,

axles B, frame C, pulley B', band A', endless chain of

buckets TJ, frame S, adjustable brace bars C and D',
and frame F with each other, substantially as herein
shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the frames F and C, when connected to-

gether by the adjustable bar R and di-aft chain P, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described and for the
purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the gage wheel H, straps
I and J, lever K, chain L, and" lever M with each
other and with the frames C and F, substantially as
lierein shown and described and for the -mrpose set

forth.

70,773.—Edwin Allen, Norwich, Conn.—Print-
ing Press.—November 12, 1867.—The type cylinder
has a flat portion for the form and the pressure cylin-

der a suitable convex portion to cause an even pres-
sure thereon. The pitch line of the cog gearing
agrees with the face of the cylinders. Tlie form-
cylinder shaft has friction disks whose inclined edges
engage the broad-faced edges of adjustable disks on
the inkiuff-roller shaft. TJiis shaft is drawn toward
the cylinder by spiral springs, and adjusted in dis-

tance* thereupon by si"
upon their sliaft.

tance* thereupon by shitting the broad-faced disks

Claim.— The combination of the adjustable or
sliding taper rollers L with inking-roU shaft k, hung
and controlled essentially as described, and disks K,
for operation togetlier, substantially as and for the
purpose or purposes herein set forth.

70,774.—Ernesto Ansaldi, Leghorn, Italy.—
Steam Engine.—November 12, 1867. Patented' in
Italy September 10, 1866.—Steam from the larger cyl-

inder is exhausted into the smaller one, which is so
arranged as to assist the former over its dead centers.

The cylinders may be arranged concentrically, or side

by side. The outer cylinder in the former case has
an anuidar piston and two piston rods.

Claim.—The arrangement of the steam ports, pas-

sages, valves, and chests, as described, Avith the pis-

ton of two steam cylinders and their connections, to

act in combination"with each other, for the purpose
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of mutually assistini)^ each other for overcominj]: the

dead points of their strokes when accomplislicd by
the means substantially as described and illustrated

ill the drawings.
•

70,775.—IIOLLAXD C. Babcock, Cincinnati,
Ohio.— Belt Lacing.—Xovembcr 12, 18G7.—The en-

tering la(;e cud is armed with a metallic tip, or formed
and hardened by pressure and heat.

Claim.—The' belt lacing provided with a pointed
or slitlened tin B or B', a slit C, and secured for pack-
ing in a coiled form by tag D or its equivalent, sub-

stantially as and for the object stated.

70.77(>.— Peter Bakeu, Oakland, Md.— Car
Coupling.—November 12, 1867.—The coupling pin is

hooked at the lo^^'erend, so as to prevent uncoupling.
The hook is held in proper direction by a pivoted
lever at the upper end, Avhich rests in the slot of a
plate above the mouth of the drawhead. The draw-
Iiead is raised by a screw whose upper end is tm'ned
into a crank.

Claim.—First, the coupling pin B, provided with
the llange a, in combination with the hinge E and
lever C, when an-anged to operate substantially as
herein described and for the purpose set forth,

Second, the drawhead A, when.arranged to be ad-

justed vertically in combination Avith the frame G,
substantially as'herein described.

70,777.—James S. Baldwin, N'ewark, K J.—
JElcvator.—'^oxcmheY 12, 1867.—The edge of the plat-

form and floor adjoining have jointed portions which
admit of being raised on the interposition of any sub-
stance between them, in either ascent or descent of
the plntform.

Claim.—First, the use of the apron B and the
apron C. or eciuivalent yielding edges, substantially
as set forth.

Second, the secondary platform F and its apron D.
Third, the balancing of said aprons in the manner

set forth.

70,778.—Hexky Barbeu, Greenfield, Mass.—
Attaching Bolsters to Knives.—NoveniVjcr 12, 1867.—
The projections on the attacliment plates of the side
pieces engage in the tang of tiie knife.

Claim.—Attaching the bolsters upon the tang by
means of projections a a' and b b' uj)on each side of
the bolsters, the projections being clinclied on the top
and bottom sides of the tang, substantially as and for
the purpose shown.

70,779.—Morgax Barxett and Eli Wood, Tlar-
dinsburg, Ind.—Cuita'rtfor.—November 12, 1867.—
The curved ii-on standard frames are hinged on tlic

axle so as to swing up thereon by the action of hand
levers.

Claim. — First, the plow frames formed by the
combination of the beams G, standards E, and ad-
justable brace bars I, with each other, substantially
in the manner herein shown and described and for
the purpose set forth.

Second, pivoting the beams G upon the forward
side of the axle B, by means of the rods or bolts J,
and cUi)s K, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed and lor the, purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the locking keys P with
the forward ends of tlie beams G, andwith the rods
or bolts J, substantially as herein shown and dc-
sci'ibed and for the purjiose set foith.

Fourth, the combination of the guide frames M
with the beams G, and rods or bolts J and X, sul)-

stantially as herein shown and described and for the
purpose set forth.

Fifth, the combination of the levers L with tlie

beams G and guide frames M, substantially as herein
shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

Sixth, the combination of the graduated stop-lever
O Avith the beams G and guide frames o^I, substantially
as herein shown and described and for the piu-pose
set forth.

70,780.—JOHN Baumgaktxeu and Laurexce
AXGSTER, Xewark, X. J.—Ham-slicing Ilvlder.—
X'ovember 12, 1867.—The ham is conlined between
the bottom board and a curved and serrated lever,
whicli is held by a ratchet rack.
Claim.—T\\o guard or arm B, the brace F G, the
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lever and rack E, operating together in manner sub-
stantially as and for the purposes described and set
forth.

70,781.—Robert Baxter, French Camp, Cal.—
Seeding Machine.—Xovembcr 12, 1867.—The pronged
agitators are connected to a bar, which is recipro-
cated by connection Avith a crank pin of the ground
wheel through a boll crank and pitman.

Claim.—First, the seed box, constructed as de-
scribed, and provided with a rod and prongs, so
located that a part of the several prongs onlj is in
the box, and that at the front side thereof, as and for
the purpose described.
Second, the elbow lever, operated by a pin on the

plow wheel, and operating the rod Avith its prongs, in
combination with the said rod, in the manner and for
the object set forth.

70,782—James M. Beebe, Casadaga, X. Y.—
Beehive.—Xovembcr 12, 1867.—A rectangular box,
AA'ithout top or bottom, is placed on a board, another
board being supported a small distance above the
bottom board. A series of frames Avithout any bot-
tom bar are arranged on tlie upper floor board. The
frames are held together by an enclosing wire ring
and tightening wedge. A cap box is placed over all.

Claim.—The series of frames C C, constructed and
bouiid together as described, Avhen said frames are
used Avithin the casing A B, formed, as herein set
forth, AAith honey boxes F F, space C, bottom board
I, and openings e d, the whole constructed, arranged,
and used in the manner and for the purposes set fol'th.

70,783.-Jacob Bemel and John Perrine,
Eockford, 111., and John M. Buell, Ogle county, 111.—Horse Shoe.—November 12, 18()7.—Tlie adjustable-
clips are attached in recesses formed in the hoof.

Claim.—First, the movable clips a^ a^, Avhen cou--
strncted and attached substantially as set forth.

Second, the combiuation of the moA'able clips oA a^,.

and shoe A, having bevelled recesses x, to reccivotho
same, substantially as described.

Third, the combination of the movable clips a' a*
and the shoe A, constructed Avith corresponding re-

cesses X aud projections c c, substantially as de-
scribed.
Fourth, the combination of the movable- clips «* a^

and shoe A, constructed A\'ith stationary clips y aud
projections c aud k, substantially as describcu.

70,784.—E. II. Bellows, "Worcester, Mass.—
Slide Valve for Steam Engines.—Xovembcr 12, 1867.
—A cap-piece in the steain chest covers part of the
upper sid!e of the slide vah-e, equivalent to that cov-
ered from the pressure of steam on its lower side.

Claim.—First, a four-post balanced valve E, coa-
structed and operating substantially as and lor the
purposes set fortli.

Second, the combination with the steam chest A,
having a projection or flange cof the valve E, sub-
stantially as set forth.

Third, the combination with valve E of cap H and
projections or flanges c dff and ears e e, substantially
as and for the purposes set fortli.

70,785.—Alfred C. Belt^, Goresville, Ya.— Cul-
tivator.—Noxembcr 12, 1867.—The cultiA-ator teetli
are ranged in reversed positions, having their mold
boards jM-esented to opposite sides. . The mold boards
are perforated to pulverize and sift the soil. The
coulter is adjusted to the reversed position of the
landside.

OZrti?«.—First, the revoi-sed an'angeraent of the
alternate teeth of the cultiA'ator, as described.
Second, tlie cultivator |^eth arranged in reversed

positions, as described, in combination with the ad-
justable colter.

Third, the grooved or recessed beam, in eomliina-
tion Avith the flanged teeth secured thereto, as de-
scribed.
Fourth, the forward tooth, proA'ided with the per-

forated sifter mold board, in combination with a fol-

lowing tooth having the reversed arrangement de-
scribed, for the purpose set forth.

70,786.—,7. E. Bendtx, X^oav York, N. Y.. and
M. DiETSCii, Westchester, X. Y.—1'otato Planter.-
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NoTom'beT 12, 1867.—Explained by tlie claims and
illustration.

Claim.—First, a carrier Trheel C, proTided at its

circumference vrith cups or buckets d, in combination
^vitb a suitable hopper and tubular seeding stock, sub-

stantially as and lor the purpose .specified.

Second, the lever J and vertical holding' post K,
arranged and operating in relation -with each other,

and with the sliding bar G of the covering blade, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose specified.

Third, the sliding bearing /, arranged in relation

with the shaft which carries the cupped or bucketed
carrier vrhecl or wheels C, and the gearing connect-
ing the said shaft with the driving axle, whereby the
movement of the carrier wheel or wheels, with ref-

erence to the hopper and seeding stocks, may be
stopped without interfering with the progressive mo-
tion of the machine, substantially as herein set forth.

y0,ysy.—J. S. Birch, ISrew York, 1^. Y.—Watch
Key.—ISTovember 12, 1867.—The capacity of the key
is regulated by the clamping nut that travels down
the incline of the key shank.
Claim.—First, slkting the barrelA of a watch key

diagonally, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, and for the piTrjiose set forth.

Second j forming the lower part of the barrel A cone
or pyramid shaped—that is to say, decreasing in size

toward the shank or stem a', substantially as herein
shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the sleeve or slide B and
nut C, one or both, and whether made in one or two
pieces, with the slit barrel A of the watch key, sub-

stantially as herein shown and described and for the
pm-pose set forth.

70,788.—Thomas Birch, Covington, Xy., and
AuAJii SowDEX, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignors to Hit-
ter, HOGAN & SOWDEN, Cincii.tiati, Ohio.— Grind-
ing Machine for Circular Saws.—November 12, 1867.

—The saw mandrel is carried on a sliding frame so

as to bring all portions of its face in contact with the
grindstone, and its rotation is regulated by friction

rolls carried on a second frame sliding on the former,

so as to keep the rolls at the same distance from the
mandrel as the grindstone is operating and insure an
equal movement of the surface of the saw against the
stone, from its periphery inward.

Claivi.—First, the provision, in a machine for

grinding circular saws, of a pair of driving friction

pulleys, adapted to grasp the saw at a shifting point
diametrically opposite, or nearly so, to the point of

impact of the grindstone, and having a correspond-
ing approach toward and recession from the saw's
center in the act of grinding, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the saw carriage and
driving puMey carriage, caused to automatically ad-

vance and recede with unequal velocities in paths
parallel to the grindstone's axis, for the purpose ex-

plained.
Third, the arrangement of the paired friction driv-

ing j)ulleys Z Z', mlide to grasp the saw on opposite
sides thereof by means of pressing springs h h', and
set screws c c', for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, in combination with the said friction driv-

ing pulleys and accessories, the arrangement of trav-

elling gearing and shaft Y Y' e e e\ and stationary

gearing e", as represented.

70,789.—Calvix Bird, Dorchester, Mass.

—

Bar-
rel Cover.—November 12, 18(i7.~The handle is at-

tached to a cyUndrical piece let into the lid and both
are secured by a transverse cleat.

Claim.—The combination of the flush handle with
the strengthening cleat and guard plate, substantially

as described.

70,790.—C. T. Boardmax, Pawtucket, E. I.—
Setting Steam Uo/Zcr.';.— November 12, 18t)7.—The
fore ends of two cylindrical boilers are placed over

the furnace and to' the roar of tlieir midlcngth they

have communication with a tubular boiler, around
whicli and through Avhose tubes the caloric cm-rent
passes.
CJam.-In'combination with the cyUndrical boil-

ers B B, tubular boiler G, and walls A of a setting,

the pier II, and horizontal partitions J J, arranged
substantially as specified.

70,791.—Charles Boulay, Paris, France, as-
signor to Jeais David Schneider, same place.—
Galvanic ^a«ei-i/.—November 12, 1&G7

; patented in
France May 25, 1867.—Explained by the claim and
illustration.

CZaim.-Putting each of the electro-motive metals
of each element in direct contact with any suitable
exciting matters or mixtures of them in the dry or
slightly moistened and more or less coarsely pulver-
ized state, which exciting matters or mixtures of
them are to act on their respective electro-motive
metals, or other electro-motive bodies embedded in
them, by attracting moisture from any suitable ex-
citing liquid or solution, from which they are kept
separate by a suitable porous partition or a dia-
phragm, substantially in the manner and tor the pur-
poses described and illustrated in the annexed draw-
ings.

70,792.—EoBERTBoyd, Evansville, Ind.—jffo^ise
Yentilator.—November 12, 1867.—The apertures in
the ventilators are regulated by the valve cylinder,
whose openings are brought into correspondence as
required ^ith the upcast air flue and the distributing
tube in the floor, or by a partial rotation constitute
the floor tube a means" of egress for air which is con-
ducted to the exit chimney flue.

_
Claim.—First, a ventila'tor so constructed that pure

air may pass into the room, and foul or impure air
may be passed therefrom, substantially in the manner
herein shown and described.
Second, the outer cylinder B, with the openings G-

H and J, and the frame A, combined and arranged
substantially as described.

Third, the inner cylinder C, or its equivalent, ar-

ranged and operating substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

70,793.—C. B. BOYXTOX, St. Paul. Mmn.—Bail-
way Axle Box.—November 12, 1867.—The pivot bolt
of the cover has a washer of india-rubber beneath its

head, operating by friction to hold the said cover to
any position placed. The cover has an inturned lip

along its upper edge, upon which it rests when closed.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
rul)ber A, under the washer of bolt B, the inside con-
struction of cover C. also the flange E, fitting on to

the shoulders at the top of box B, as herein described
and for the purpose set forth.

70,794.—Mark J. Briar, Oxford, Ind.—Oate
Latch—November 12, 1867.—A pin on the gate passes
beneath a bent arm pivoted and operating as a drop
latch. The arm is connected to a latch-raising lever
projecting to both sides of the gate.

Claim.—A latch for gates, cfcc, composed of latch-

lever I, link piece K, lever hajidle L. arranged to-

gether substantially as and for the purpose described.

70,795.—George Brosius, Eanch's Gap, Pa.—
Sash Fastener.—^oxQTohQT 12. 1867.—The descend-
ing sasli operates on a cam to throw the bolt in the
frame whicli engages the sash. The bolt is thrown
back by drawing a cord.
Claim.—The combination of the cam lever D,

spring E, or its ecpiivalent lever F, arm K, bolt L,
and cord G, in the manner and for the purpose sub-

stantially as above set forth and described.

70,796.—WiLLiASi H. Bryaxt, Chicago, 111.—

Apparatus for Drawing Tires from Engine Driving
^yheels.—'iso\-QmhQr 12, 1867.—The frame has a series

of arms resting against the wheel and screw hooks
operating on tlie tire.

Claim.— Tlie apparatus for drawing tire from
wheels, herein described, constructed and operating

substantially as herein set forth.

70,797.—S. A. BUDD. Cleveland, Ohio. — Cfer-

riage Top Button IfoZe.-November 12, 1867.—The
washer, bv means of its curved edge, holds the rubber
from slipping. The rubber is held to the washer by
the radial arms that embrace it and pass through and
are attaclied to the curtain.

Claim.— nxG combination of the spring a, washers
A D, and disk or cap C, Avith the curtain, substan-

tially as and for the purpose set ibrth.
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70,798.—John Bukke, Sycamore. HI.— Harves-
ter.—November 12, 1867.—To raise or lovrer the clrive-

•wheel frame, the thumb nut tliat is screwed over the

refjister is loosened, so that the index of the i-egister

will pass over from one notch to another. The do^s
are then unlatched and the frame shifted. The pole

of the machine is fastened to the front of the main
frame and acts as a lever. The frame is squared with
the main frame by adjustment on the standard to the

proper position to tlie index of the rci^ister in such
notch as sliall correspond with notches in the plates,

and are secured by the thumb nut. The drive-wheel
frame to which the pjeariag is attached is raised or
lowered and adjusted at right angles with the main
frame.

Claim.—First, the combination of slotted plates

F F', provided with notches attached to the front end
of gear frame A, with standard D, provided with
corresponding notches at back end of said gear frame,
so that said gear frame may be thus raised or lowered
equally at botli ends, and parallel with main frame,
substantially as set forth.

Second, tlie combination of slotted plates with
ratchet, consisting of plates F F' and dogs G G', sub-
stantially as described and for the purpose specified.

Third,' the dogs G G', for the purpose specified.

70,799.—§,-4.MUEL S. Burt, Marquette, Mich.—
Car Axie.—November 12, 1867.—The yoke surmounts
the wheels, and is secured to the axle "boxes by screw
bolts.

Claim.—T\iQ: voke D, in combination with the axle
boxes C C, axleli B, and car wheels A A, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

70,800.—John E,. Cameron, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Air JEnginc.—November 12, 1867.—The cylindrical
fire box descends into the vacuum chamber, com-
pressing the bellows therein. tlie air passing up through
and around the furnace into the air chamber. The
fire l)ox is tlien raised and the slide valve closed.
Communication is tlien opened between tlie working
cylinder and the vacuum chamber, and the former
exhausted into the latter.

Claim.—First, the combinai-ton of the vacuum
chamlier A and the hot air chamber C, when con-
structed and arranged as described.

Second, the fire box B, with its blast pipe d, and
the water cistern E, in combination with the vacuum
chamber A, constructed and oi^erating substantially
as herein set forth.

Third, the inner lining b', for the purpose of forming
more rapidly a vacuum in A, and also tlie bellows I),

in combination with the vacuum chaml)er A, substan-
tially as herein described, for the purposes specified.

70,801.—M. M. Cashman, Boston, Mass.—Creep-
ing Robe for 7??/ants.—November 12, 1867.—Tlie
outer part of the robe forms a dress cover, while the
inner part tm'us up and forms a skirt within the nicer
clothing.

Claim.—Forming a creeper by uniting a skirt A
At Ai'i with a wrapper Xiv Ai'ii AH, substantially
as shown and for the purpose set forth.

70,802.—Edwin Chapman, Rochester, Minn.—
Itotary Engine.—November 12, 1867.—The piston is

attached to a disk plate, which is attached to the
main shaft. The steam enters a steam cliamber
around the disk plate and through a passage in said
plate to a passage in the cylinder, from tho"^ center of
whose face it issues. The steam is exhausted tlirougli

the tubular end of the shaft. The abutments are at-

tached to vertical shafts suppcnted by wings, which
project from each side of the cylinder and are formed
of two plates, each forming recesses into which the
abutments SAving out for the passage of the piston

;

the shafts pass through packed joints in the wings,
and are actuated by connecting rods and levers ope-
rated by a cam on the main shaft.

Claim..— First, the arrangement of the steam
chamber c, apertm-e g, and packing '", with reference
to the piston D and shaft E, as herein described, for
the purpose specified.

Second, the construction of the piston D, provided
with the opening for discharging steam into the cyl-
inder, and opening/for exhausting the steam through
the shaft, substantially as herein shown and described.

70,803.—William Z. W. Chapman, New York,
N. Y., H. C. GooasPEEi), Plainfield, N. J., and Ed-
win Reed, Bath, Me.

—

Motor for Sewing Machines.
—November 12, 1867.—The sewing meclianism is run
by clock work ; the speed of running and feed motion
may be regulated by parallel conical pulleys whose
small ends project in opposite directions.

Claim..—A sewing machine motor, in which is a
barrel enclosing the coiled spring, the equalizing fly

wheel, the train of gears, regulating cone pulleys c c',

connected by a band, whicli is operated by a sliding
rack and pinion, all constructed and combined as de-
scribed and for the purpose set forth.

Also, in combination ^A'itli the above, the brake ap-
paratus, constructed as described and for the purpose
set forth.

Also, in like combination, the arrangement of the
cover of the table, provided with an aperture, which,
while shut, will expose the arm and plate, and when
open will neither disturb the machine nor carry any
part thereof with it.

70,804.—Benjamin F. Cook, Olema, Ca\.—Lev-
eler for Agricultural Implements.—November 12,
1867.—An inclined-edged Mheel is interposed betv.'een
the bolster and rear axle, and so connected to a wind-
lass that the wheel maybe turned and the main frame
leveled when on rough ground.

Claim.—The application of a wheel F, provided
with a rim a, beveled so as to form inclined planes,
and interposed between the rear axle and bolster of
the machine, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

Also, the combination of the wheel F and the cap-
stan or wmch H, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

Also, the brake e, arranged in relation with the
drum cV of the capstan or winch H, and connected
to the lever G*, when said parts are used in combi-
nation with the wheel F, ibr the purpose set forth.

70,805.—George Cook, Paris, 1\\.—Roofing.—
November 12, 1867.—The tiles liave tapering, dove-
tailed, ui5ward flanges at the edges, which are notched
on tlie upper side to receive tlie cross bar of the en-
gaging hooks. Tliese flanges are enclosed by caps,
A\iiich are tightened by sliding downward. The
upper ends of the caps enter cavities iu the under
side of the tiles of the next course above.

Claim.—First, a tile B, of earthenware, stoneware,
or other suitable material, having the parts D E F G
H, substantially as shown and described.

Second, in combination with the tile B, the cap G,
having a groove g, as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, in combination with the tile B, the hasp C c c',

as and for the purpose stated.

Fourth, in combination with the elements D E F H,
the bead I and grooved comb J, for the different sides
of the roof peak, as and for the purpose set forth.

70,8*06.—Jacob Cornwell, Kalamazoo, Mich.—
Silent Bolt l''eeder.—November 12. 1867.—The flom-

is stirred and forwarded by the rotating scraper to
the discharge chute communicating A\-ith the bolt.

Claim.—First, the revolving platform m, provided
with scraper/, in combination with the revolving
platform n, substantiall}' in the manner set forth.

Second, in combination with the subject-matter of
the above, lever L and band s, substantially as de-
scribed.

70,807 Clemoire F. Cosfeldt, Jr., Philadel-
phia. I*a.

—

Low Tt''ater i>cfector.—November 12, 1867.

—The float has a bell crank at its pivoted end, wliich
acts oil the valve stem of the steam whistle and causes
the same to sound when the water falls too low.
Claim.—First, the an.^.ngemcnt within the boiler

of the valve seat B, support E, and tlie indepondcnt
slotted valve C D, having shank b and rod rf, as and
for the purpose described.
Second, the regulating screw d, one end protruding

through the slot'c and the otlier end resting on the
support E, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

70,808.—E. Hall Covel, New York, N. Y.—
Clothes Wringer.—November 12, 1867.—The stand-
ards are doubly slotted to allow vertical motion to

tlie roller journals and the jomnal boxes, Avhich ai'e
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on the ends of levers having a spiral spring at the

other end, by which the rollers are forced together.

Claim.—First, the double-slotted standards A A,
in combination with the conical box N and levers H
H, substantially as and for the purpose herein recited.

Second, the double bail or semicircular levers H
H jointed together and forming thereby a fulcruua for

each other, with the boxes I^ attached thereto, or
cast thereon, and having the springs and adjustable

nut on the ends, as and for the purpose described.

70,809.—William P. Cozzexs and J. H. Jones,
St. Louis, Mo., assignors to themselves and Leopold
Bouvieu, same place.

—

Air Carbureter.—November
12, 1867.—The atmospheric air from the induction
pipe is forced beneath the liquid iu one of a vertical

series of trays within a tight vessel. From the fii'st

bath toe air passes beneatli the liquid in a second tray,

and so on through the series.

Claim.—First, the combination of the condensing
or forcing apparatus A with the carbureter B, sub-

stantinlly as set forth.

Second, the combination of the trays B^ and B^ and
the injection pipes h^ and apertm'es fc", when ar-

ranged as and for the pm-poses set forth.

70,810.—E. J. Crane, La Porte, Indi.—Cheese
Prfiss.—November 12, 1867.—The table on which the
press tub is placed is on the free end of an oscillating

arm and the plunger is upon tJie end of a shorter arm.
The arms are connected together near themidlength
of the shorter arm. This connection operates to

bring the plunger and table together as they descend,
the cheese acting as its own press weight.
Claim.—T\\(?, platform A, the studs B B' and C,

tlie connecting bar E, the levers D D', the pressing
stud F and the table G, arranged, combined and
operating substantially as shown and described for

the purposes herein set forth.

70,811.-M. H. Crane, Cincinnati, Ohio, as-

signor to Crane, Breed & Co., same place.

—

Sheet-

Metal Boxes.—November 12, 1867.—Explained by the
claim and illustration.

Claim.—The mode of stiffening and ornamenting
vessels made of sheet metal by the use of composite
ribs or mouldi]igs of wood and metal, soldered to the
exterior or interior surface of the vessel, substantially
as set forth,

70,812.—"William Gr. Creamer, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Railroad Car Ventilator.—November 12, 1867.

—

The metallic sheet has truncated, ovate openings
wliich are protected by upwardly-opening and in-

vvardlT-projecting, spout-shaped, metallic plates.

Claim.—The construction and attachment of ven-
tilatin"- plates to the sides of railroad cars, to admit
air and exclude rain and cinders, and present a flush

surface, substantially as -specified.

70,813.—A. F. Crosman, United States navy.—
Boat Hoisting Apparatus.—'Novemher 12, 1867.—Both
of the hoisting ropes are coiled on a single drum so as
to insure simultaneous raising of the two ends of the
boat. Tiic trip catches are connected to insure sim-
ultaneous release of both ends of the boat.

Claim.—First, the drums D I> upon the shaft E,
secured to the side of the vessel between the davits
and provided witli a rope G- passing tlirough the side
of the vessel, all arranged as described, w'hercby the
manipulations of the rope G- operate the tackle ropes
a a simultaneously, as hereiu sliown and described.

Second, the arrangement of tlie links J X, hooks
L, metallic monsings M, hooks N, and vertically
sliding bar /, for detaching the boat from the tackle
blocks, as herein sliown and described,

70,8.1 4.—Alonzo G, Grossman, Huntingdon, N-
T.

—

Stopping and Starting Cars.—November 12,
1867.—A cliain attached to the piston rod of an air-

tight cylinder is connected to a lievel wheel engaging-
two loo"se pinions on the axle. Either of tliese pinions
can ])e clntclied fast to turn T\ith the axle ; in one
case to stop tlie car by witlidrawing tlie piston from
the closed end of tlie cylinder, and in the other case
to start the car liy the pressure of air on the piston.

Claim.—First,' the cylinder L and piston K, in

combination witli the wheels D E and F, and suitable

connections, the whole operating in conjunction with
the axle G, suljstantially as set forth.

Second, the combination with the cylinder L,
piston K, and wheels D E and F, of the clutches a
and b, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Third, the combination with the piston K and
cylinder L of the rack 11, spur wheel S, and crank T,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth,

70,815.—J. B. Crowley, Cincinnati, Ohio, as-
signor to himselfand Chamberlin & Co., same place.—Faucet for Stove Reservoirs.—November 12, 1867.
—The reservoir has spouts stopped by a conical valvo
connected by a vertical stem to a knob extending
above the lid, forming a close connection therewith
but not preventing the raising of the latter.

Claim.—First, the provision, in a stove reservoir,
or boiler, of the spout B, having within the reservoir
a plug or valve I), whose stem extends and is operated
above the top of the reservoir, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

Second, the arrangement, in a stove reservoir, of
the spout B, having within the reservoir the up-
turned seat or inlet C, and self-closing valve or plug
D, whose stem or handle extends through an orifice
e in the reservoir lid, and is confined in lugs or guides
G- H, substantially as set forth.

70,816.—John H. Gulp, Quincy, Ohio.—Com
Harvester.—November 12, 1867.—The corn passes
between two hinged arms, which gather up lodged
stalks, and passing under the rotating reel are severed
by the serrated, rotating cutter. The stalks fall on
the platform and are raked over onto the portion
behind the horses. This portion has trap doors,
through which the corn drops when sufficient for a
a shock has accumulated.
Claim.—First, the Avheels P E F H I F, the ship-

per G-, cutter K and reel L, arranged as described,
in combination with the sustaining wheels B and
shaft a of a corn cutting machine, as set forth.

Second, the jointed arms c c, in combination with
the cutter K and reel L, arrranged and operating
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the latch O and the trap-
falls N N N', in the bed of a corn cutting machine,
when arranged and operating substantially in the
manner and for the pm'pose described.
Fourth, the roller P, with its arm i', and the latch

m, when combined with the frame and bed of a corn
cutting machine, and arranged and operated sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

70.817.—J. Warren Custer, Trappe, Ta.—Ash
Sifter.—No\emhev 12, 1867.—The sifter has a hinged
sieve and a cover which confines the dust.

Claim.—The arrangement of the wire sieve D,
having a wire around its circumference, vi'hen se-

cured within a circular box A by means of the jaws
E E formed in said box, and the spring G, in the
manner and ior the purposes set forth.

70,818.—Amos Cutler, East Boston, Mass.—
Sash Supporter and Fastener.—November 12, 1867.

—The lever arms carrying the friction pulleys are
connected to the yoke of the set screw, by which the
pressure of the rollers against the stile may be regu-
lated.

Claim.—The combination of the arms carrying the
rollers or wheels, holder F, and thumb screw G, or
its equivalent, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

70,819.—Orlean Dowd, Dansville, N. T., as-

signor to himself and Isaiah Rowe, same place.

—

Gate.—November 12, 1867.—The upper rail of the
gate is extended over the hinge post and has a down-
wardly-projecting pin entering a central hole in a
domed plate capping the post. At the lower part of
the post is a circular flange, and upon the upright a
segment which is grooved to receive the edge of the

flange. The latch has lunate plates notched to en-

gage pins in the latch post, and attached to rect:ingu-

iar frames surrounding the post. It is operated by a
spring lever.

Claim.—First, the combinationof the rail A' with
the pin &, and i)Ost B' with cap a, and metal plate C
with the gate A, having segmental bar D, all con-
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structed, orranged, and operating in the manner and
Ibi" the piirix)ses set I'ortb.

Second, the latches d' d\ rod i, lever c, spring g,

used in connection with the gate A and post B, with
its pins X X, for the purposes set forth.

70,820.—Jacoh Ensox. Boston, Mass.— Caj?-

stan.—Xoveraber 12. 18G7.—Explained by the claims
and illustration.

Claim.—First, constructing the base of two cone-

shaped disks or shells, one of which is reversed, so as

to give double beai-ings B B and B' B', for the staud-
nrd or spindle H.

Second, tlie unguent receptacle at the top of the
base and surrounding the standard or spindle II,

made substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the extending of the fleeting cleats above
the joint which separates the heatl from the body of
the capstan, substantially as described and for" the
purpose set forth.

Fourth, combining with the body of the capstan
the head and cap X, made in one piece, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

Eifth, in placing the upper bearing of the capstan
in the top of the cap or head N, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

Sixth, the combination of the draining pipes L L
with the i-cceptacles K K, substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

70,S'21.—David B. Ellis, Ypsilanti, Mich.—
Whcdbarrotv.—November 12, 1867.—The braces are
halved together and run diagonally from the feet to
the ends of the forward cross-bar.

Claim.—Tlie diagonal brace, bracing and strength-
ening botli the body and legs of the barrow against
lateral and perpendicular strain and pressure, sub-
stantially as described.

70,822.—William F. Falls, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to Ira Steward, Milford, Mass.

—

Afarble
Shooter.—November 32, 1867.—The mouth is coni-
cally shaped to grasp the marble, which is projected
by a spring block, retracted by a thumb pin, and
tripped by a trigger.
Claim.—A. marble shooter, having its parts con-

structed and aiTanged to operate and adapted to the
projection of marbles of varying size, substantially as
set forth.

70,823.—C. J. Fisher, Waukon, Iowa.—Z)oor
Holder.—November 12, 1867.—The bumper frame
gives bearing to the cam. Avhich is operated by a
lever to bring it upon or into a cavity of the floor.

Claim.—The combination of the cam lev«r E,
frames or plates B and C, and bumper F with each
other, substantially as herein shown and described
and for the purposes set forth,

70,824.—Isaac Fiske, WorC'->ster, Mass.—Crooi
for Mimical Instruments.—November 12, 18G7.—The
bend is formed of one piece of metal in such manner
that there is no joint formed on the extreme convex
end. Tlie piece is bent and sti'uck up into form be-
tween dies.

Claim.—A crook for musical instruments, made of
one piece of metal and formed into shape substan-
tially as set forth.

70,825.—James S. Fletcher. South Bend, Ind.—Work Box.—November 12, 1867.—The box turns
on a pedestal. It has a bottt>m disk and two concen-
tric vertical rings. The annular space between the
rings has vertical pins for the impalement of spools
of thread, the ends of the threads issuing througli
holes in the side. The cover is turned solid aud has
a disk and central handle.

Claim.—A revolving or turning work box with
apartments within it for containing sewing articles

accessible as set forth, and constructed, as descriljed
and represented, out of solid rings C c, as set forth
and explained.

70,826.-George Augustus Frederick Fowke.
"Westminster, England.

—

Composition fur Coatimj
Sliip-r Bottoms.—November 12, 16G7.—Compo.sed of
pitch. 3 parts ; rosin, 1 ;

plumbago, 5 : tallow, i : ce-
ment. 1. The mixture is spread on while melted and
smoothed with hot ii-ons. The preceding, devoid of

the tallow, is applied in like manner as a second coat.
Next take sulphur, 8 ])arts; plumbago, 5, with ce-
ment, and form into plates which are coated witli the
composition and applied as an outer coat to the ship'u
side, while both surfaces are soltcned by heat.

Clairn.—The composition, in its forms I., II., and
III., and ill its application and use, as hereinbefore in
this speciflcation described, for the purpose of coat-
ing the bottoms of iron and wooden ships, floating
docks, and other similar structures and submarine
works, aud thereby pniventing them from fouling and
the ravages of the" worm.

70,827.— C. Gardiner, Esperance, N. T.—
Sleigh Brake.—November 12, 1867.—The brake dogs
are pivoted in a wedge-shaped mortise in one arm "of

a bell crank, to whose other arm is connected a bar
sliding beneath tlie tongue aud operating by holding
back on the tongue.
Claim.—First, the pawls G, their upper ends wedge-

shaped and pivoted in the corresponding wedge-
shaped mortice in the bent lever E, Avherebythe pawl
is permitted to yield to the backward movement of
the sleigh, all arranged and constructed as herein set
forth for the purpose specified.

Second, the connecting rod e. embracing the bar
A', aud the tongue A", connected by the pin working
in the slot in the tongue, its lower part extending to
the neck yoke, all constructed and arranged as de-
scribed, in such a manner that the length of the .stroke

of the pawl G shall be governed by the lengtli of the
slot in the tongue, as herein set forth for the purpose
specified.

70,828—E. K. Gardner, Orville, Ohio.—i?aiJ-
road Gate.—November 12, 1867.—The rails liave cen-
tral longitudinal fins, which are depressed I)y the ]iass-

ing train aud act through bell cranks and' levers to
slide the two portions of the gate outward. Springs
return the parts to position when the train has passed.

Claivi.—The gates D D, levers m in and n v, arms
i i, and movable rails C C, all combined substantially
in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

70,829.

—

Samuel GissiNGER, Lawrencevillc. Pa.
—Car Caupling.-'Noxembcr 12, 18G7.—The Iniflers

have hooks preseuting in different directions l)y A\Lich
they engage together. Tliey have slots and pins for
engagement of an ordinary link.

Claim.—The pivoted buffer A, provided with link
oj)ening O, pin opening 2, plate E, and locking pin/,
when u^ed in combination with ICA'cr g and r, chain
m, and springs n and s. constructed, ai'ianged, and
operating substantially as herein described and for

the pm-pose set forth.

70.830.-TViLLiAM Gleason, Bochester, N. Y.—
Tool iZt'sf.—November 12, 18(i7.—The rest is verti-

cally adjusted by partial rotation of the gauge ring
and clamping screw which are screwed together and
have screw threads on tlie rest. T!ie clamping screw
has a screw thread engaging the clamping block
which is traversed by and lias vertical movement
in the slide by an. eccentric on the clamping shaft.

Claim.—First, the employment of tlie triple screw
system, substantially as herein set forth, for the pur-

p"ose of adjusting vertically the cutting tool of engine
lathes without loosening it.

Second, the arrangement of the eceenlric clamping
shaft T, in connection with the clamping screw S,

and rest D, substantially in the manner liereiu shown
and described and for the purpose set forth.

70,831 ^E. A. GooPES, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to himself, E. L. Miller, and W. H. Mor-
roRD. same place.

—

Metamorpho^-cope.— November
12, 1867.—The belts have various sections of the fig-

ures, as the head, bodv, and legs, and ai-e of dilFerent

lengths so as to mismatch the sections as they arc re-

volved.
C7rtt7n.—First, the combination of two or more end-

less belts of different lengths, furnished with sections

of figures or i)ictures, substantially as and for the

purpose specified.

Second, the combination of the endless belts fur-

nished with sections of figiu-es or pictures, the rollers

A* ah c, and the top plate or cover c, formed with, aa
opening/, substantially as and for the purpose speci-

fied.
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70,832.— ]N'iCHOLAS Groel, Newark, K". J.—
Traveling Bag and, Yalise.—oSI'oTember 12, 1867.

—

Explained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture the struck-iip

metallic corner pieces D, when constructed and ap-

Elied in the manner described to valises and traveling
ags, for the purpose specified.

70,833.—J. J. Geoshans, Euffalo, :N". Y.—Drying
Attachment for Paper Ruling Machines.—jSTovember
12, 1867.—The ink is dried, aiid the sheets are wafted
to place by wind from a fan, constructed as stated in
the claim.
Claim.—First, the application of a revolving fan

to paper-ruling machines for the purpose of drying
the paper, and causing the same to be discharged
Bmoothly into the box prepared to receive it, substan-
tially as' set forth.

Second, the manner of constructing the fan, sub-
stantially as shown and described, to wit, having the
fan composed of pasteboard, tar-board, or an equiva-
lent material, fitted on pins c in the shaft, and re-

tained iu position by springs B, substantially as shown
and described.

70,834.—A. Grushus, St. Paul, Minn.—Tag
JffoZder.—November 12, 1867.—November 12, 1867.—
The spring wire is crossed, and its ends are sharpened
and turned in for attachment to a roll of cloth.

Claim.— The tag holder, made substantially as
herein described.

70,835.—Thomas J. Halligan, New York, N.
T.

—

Treadle for dewing Machines.—November 12,

1867; antedated November 1, 1867.—One treadle shaft
passes axially through the other one, and the shafts
are connected by ai-ms and pitmen to the double
throw crank.

Claim..—First, the construction and aiTangement,
substantially as herein described, of the treadle shafts
C D with their treadles A B, for operation in unison,
and whereby said shafts are made the one to support
and protect the other, essentially as herein set forth.

Second, the combination of the treadle shafts C D,
arranged as described, with their treadles A E, driv-
ing arms or levers E F, pitmen G H, and double-throw
crank I of or to the revolving shaft K, substantially as
shown and described.

70,836

—

Griffin B. Halsted, New York, N. Y.—Stove-pipe Damper.— November 12, 1867.— The
damper disk has a diametric, angular recess receiving
half of the square shaft, and lips holding it therein.
The small end of the shaft has a spur to enter one of
a spiral series of notches iu the friction ring, and is

adjustable therein to cause more or less friction on
the pipe.

Claim.—First, th.e notched friction ring, in com-
bination with the spurred shaft of the damper, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the friction ring, constructed with a cam-
like surface, whereby the compression of the pipe
may be increased by turning the friction ring with
reference to the damper shaft, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

Third, the damper B constructed with the angular
groove c and the lips /, arranged in relation with
each other, substantially as described, Avhereby the
damper may be readily attached to its spurred shaft,
as set forth.

70,837.—Marion McDonald Hankins, Yanda-
lia, 111.

—

Loom.—November 12, 1867.— The picker
staifs arc operated from the lay by a syltem of rollers

and straps. The treadles are operated by radially
projecting pins of a roller intermittiugly rotated by a
ratcliet clutch, which is osciUated by connection with
the lay.

Claim.—First, the combination of the straps C C
and rollers D E for operation, substantially as speci-

fied to work the pickers by the action of the lay.

Second, the arrangement of the picker levers B B,
' constructed as described, springs F, or their equiva-
lents, and tlie lay, substantially as herein set forth.

Third, in combination with the levers B B, the con-
necting straps G G, rollers &, pickers JI II, and check
straps 1 1, for operation with each other and the lay,

as shown and described.
Fourth, the means, substantially as herein described.

for operating the treadle roller T, consisting of rods
J J, lever K, shaft L, spring N, rod O, and clutch and
lever Q P, essentially as specified.

70,838.—John Harrigan, East Boston, Mass.—
Medical Compound.—ISoyember 12, 1867.—For treat-
ment of piles. Composed of sulphur, 1 oz. ; cream of
tartar, 1 oz. ; niter, 15 grains ; ipecac, 30 grains ; black
pepper, 60 grains ; mixed in simple sirup, 1 pint.
Claim.—The above described medicine, compounded

as described and for the purpose set forth.

70,839—F. G. Hesse, San Francisco, Cal.—
Amalgamator.—November 12, 1867.—The mercury is

placed in a close-bottomed cylinder, inclosed by a
case having a pendent annulus inside the vertical
sides of the cylinder, and ha-\'ing a narrow horizontal
passage between it and the cylinder bottom. The
upper edge of the cylinder has an iuturned flauge to
prevent the escape of mercury, which rises up the
side of the cylinder by centrifugal force. A stream
ofwater and pulp flows' downward within the cylinder,
and is deflected outward by radial ribs, and passes
over the mercury. The gold becomes amalgamated
or sinks in the mercm-y, and the lighter matters are
discharged.

Claim.—First, the narrow annular amalgamating
chamber A, formed by a revolving cylinder 1) and au
inner cylinder, either stationary or revolving with D,
constructed for very high speed, and in combination
with a hydi'aulie device to cause a current of water to
pass tlu'bugh said chamber, for the pm'pose substan-
tially as described.

Se'cond, the use of an extra current within the
chamber A for the purpose of discharging pulp with-
out interfering with the amalgamating cm'rent, sub-
stantially as described.

Third, the manner of producing this current by
means of a centrifugal head and guide blades, sub-
stantially as described.

70,840.—W. G. HiLLEGASS, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Pencil Holder for Compasses.—November 12, 1867.

—

The clamp embraces the compass leg and the pencil,

and is tightened, by a set screw.
Otoim.—-The removable pencil-holding attachment

for carpent'ers' compasses, the same consisting of the
clamp B, made adjustable by a set screw c, substan-
tially as and for the pm-pose herein shown and de-
scribed.

70,841.-J"0HN M. Hirlinger, Eed Eock, Pa.—
Steam Engines.—November 12, 1867.—The slide valve
is operated by a piston; the former having a pin pro-
jecting through a longitudinal slot in the cylinder, and
traversing- a groove in the piston. Power is commu-
nicated through a triangular, i)rismatic block attached
to the piston and sliding with a steam joint in a side
extension of the cylinder.

Claim.—Slide H, as constructed, in combination
with the slotted cylinder, the bolt or shaft G and the
piston B for operating the valve D by means of its pin
E, extending into a recess in said piston, in the man-
ner substantially as and for the pm'poses specified.

70,842.—John M. Hirlinger, Eed Eock, Pa.—
Pump).—November 12, 1867.—The pump has a cylin-

drical xjlunger. A slide valve on each side is actuated
by a pin, which enters a slot in the plimger. The
slot is just so much shorter than the stroke as to give
the required throw to the valve.

Claim.—The slide valves a and c?, constructed as
described, in combination with the stock and piston,

arranged as and for the pm-pose specified.

70,843.—S. L. HocKERT, Chicago, 111., assignor

to himself and Jaked Thompson Sr., Milwaukee,
Wis.

—

Menstrual JCccei(;e>-.—November 12, 1867.

—

The receiver has a ring and a sack of india-rubber,

and is supported by a wii-e adjustably attached to a
belt.

Claim.—The construction and combination of ring

a, sack b, and arm c, for the purposes and in the man-
ner substantially as hereinbefore shown.
Also, the com'bination of ring a, sack 6, arm c, and

cord i, for the purposes and iu the manner as hereinbe-

fore set forth, or their eciuivalcnt.

Also, a combination of ring «, sack h, arm o, cordi,

pad e, projection a, sot screw d, belt//, and buckle gr,
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for the pui-pose and iu the manner hereinbefore set

forth.

70,844.—D. Cyuus IIoldridoe, Lodi, Wis.—
Tube Well.—Xovember 12, 18G7.—The cylindrical part

of the point piece has an outer sleeve enclosing a
screen. The lower end of the pump rod is interposed
between the screen and a sleeve while cU-iviug the
tube. When the tube is driven, the pipe is raised

some distance, opening a slot on each side of the sleeve

for passage of water. The sleeve has a diametric
belt passing through the slots, and serving to engage
the parts together. A slight turn of the tube when it

is raised brings the bolt lieads into side cavities and
sustains the tube.

Claim.—The tubular point B and screw/, in com-
bination with the pipe A, when lUTanged to operate as
described and for the pui'i^ose set forth.

rO,S45—Alfred HoMFRAY, Witley Lodge, Eng-
land.

—

Machine for Making the lln/c.s of Cables, die.—
Xovember, 10, 1867; patented in England, April 8,

1S()5.—The blank is laid in the furnace'so that its ends
"will attain a welding heat, and its more central parts
a red heat. Itis then threaded into the link last made,
its ends laid on the clamping jaws, and the former
being i)laced in position above it, the link is shaped
and welded with one blow.

Claim.—First, the sliding shaft or ram, and mandrel
which it carries, in combination with the anvil and
the jaws for holding the link, and tappets for closing
said jaws, substantially as and for the purposes herein
shown and described.
Second, the combination -with the sliding shaft or

ram and its mandi-el of the Avelding ram or hammer
and die, an-anged and mounted in the frame of the
machine, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

Third, the combination of the mandrel, its shaft,
and the welding hammer and die, with the anvil, link-

holding jaws, and tappets by which said jaws are
closed, substantially as hereiri shown and specified.

70,846—Xelsox Houxaday. West Elkton, O.—Door Fastening.—jS'ovember 12, 18()7.—The door
has an upper and under inwardly projecting pivoted
catch connected by a bar, and 'to the middle of the
bar is pivoted another catch pi'ojecting outward, to
operate as a thumb piece to raise the other catelies,
and to take under a plate iu the wall when the door is

open.
Claim.—The combination of hooks A A C, bar B,

with the catches DEO, when the several parts are
constructed, arranged, and operating conjointly iu the
manner and for the purpose specified.

70,847.—Egbert Hownox, Cincinnati, Ohio, as-
signortoCitAXE, Euei:i) Sc Co., same place.—IfoWw^
Facing Machine.—Xovemlx'r 12, 1867.—The woodeii
molding is plated by passage between the pressm-e
molds in connection 'with a "suitable strip of metal.
Claim.—First, the construcJion of the dies of a

molding facing machine in two or more adjustable
parts, for tlie purpose set forth.

Second, the aiTangeraent of frame A, movable dies
C C C", and set screws D, or their equivalents, for
the purpose set forth.

Third, the auxiliary die I i in the described combi-
nation with the rear die C of a two or more i)art

molding facing apparatus, for the pm-pose explained.

-70,848.—Akaii H. Howe, Brookfield, Yt.—Self.
adjusting Thill.—November 12. 1867.-The outer bar
of the thills is not carried to the I'ear of tlie cross-bar,
the latter having a bar moi'ti.sed to it connecting with
the thill iron. Tlie inner thills are connected together
by a strap, so that when one pair is raised to the horse
the other will not rest on the ground.

Claijn.—Thsi. the independent shafts B B, con-
nected together by the strap C and to axle A by means
of the rod a. -whereby one of said shafts may'bc used
independent of the otiier, as specilied.

Second, the an-angement of the shafts B B, low-
draft whiflle D, rods a a, and connecting straps, in
the manner substantiallv as and for the purposes set
forth.

70,849—George Howell, Philadelphia, Pa.— 70,855.-Eliza Jane Jewell. Brooklyn. X. Y.
Machine /or Filling J/ars/iCo.—Xovembcr 12, 1S67, administratrix of the estate of TiinoL»OJ;E E.Jew-

—The open-bottomed boat has an air tight cover to
contain air when moving from place to place. When
in use, the boat is placeil in the bottom of a stream,
and the mud worked Avithin it to such a consistence
as to flow in pipes to the land to be redeemed. The
mud is worked by rotating beaters.

Claim.—First, an excavating boat constructed for
partial and varied submergence, having the chamber
B, pipe G, side plate «, and with or without the inner
plates J, substantially as described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Second, in combination with such a boat, the air-

tiglit reservoirs and pipes connected therewith, sub-
stantially as and for tlie purpose set fortli.

Third, iu combination witii such a boat, the stirrers c,

on the shafts F, substantially in the manner described
and for the i)urpose specified.

70,850.—William Humaxs, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to himself and Charles Williams, Jr., same
place.

—

Automatic Dancer.—November 12, 1867.

—

The rod supporting the automatic figure is carried
downward, and has a Aveig-ht attached to maintain its

perpendicularity. The figure is supported by a
grooved roller upon the cord, and ai)j)ears to stej) upon
it as it moves along.
Claim.—First, a jointed figure, balanced as shown,

in combination Avith a pulley AAheel c, provided Avith

cranks or arms d, through AA*hich motion is imparted
to the legs of the figure as the pulley passes over a
cord on which it is supported, substantially as de-
scribed.
Second, the combination of the hinged arm or de-

tent e and cord g, or its cquivalciit, attached to the
arm of the figure, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

70,851.—William Huxter, Detroit, Mich.—
Paddle TFAeeZ.-November 12, ]867; antedated No-
vember 4, 1867.—The floats are inclined backward
from a A'crtical direction, leaving the water vertically.

Claim.—A paddle Avheel constructed Avith r.adi*al

ai-ms B and floats D, which are rigidly attached to
the end of one arm, and. extending in front thereof,
are secured on the opposite edge of the next preceding-
arm, or to the rim C. in such manner as to forjn an
acute angle at its upper edge, and form a diagonal
bracing for the arms, substantially as described.

70,852.—JoiixM. HURI>. Auburn, N. Y.—Paper
Flour Sack.—November 12, 1867.—Tlie mouth end of
the bag is crimped betAveen ribbed rollers to assist iu
its contraction for tying.

Claim.—First, crimping or softening a strip or band
around near the top of the paper fiom- sack, as and
for the purpose specified.

Second, the combination of the plain rolls G H, or
their equivalents, Avitli two or more sets of crimping
rolls, Avhen all are used for the purpose above specified.

70,853.—Ezra Hl'TSOX, Brockport, N. Y.—Ileel
and <S'(t'(/«.—November 12, 1867.—Tlic arbor on which
the arms tiu'n is pivoted to the clamp, so as to assume
a horizontal or vertical position, and carries a sleeve
having a scrcAV turning the click wheel Avhen used as
a reel. The arms are confined between tA\o grooved
nuts and are extensible.
Claim.—First, the sleeve C, in combination Avith

jnAoted arm B, substantially as and for the purpose
.specilied.

Second, the combination of ])lates t k', arms D D,
sleeve C, and arm B, as and for tlie purpose set fortli.

Third, spi'iiig/. Avhcel ri, sleeve C, and arm B, all

combined substantially in the manner and for the pur-

pose described.

70,854.—J. B. JACK.SOX and M. B. Jacksox,
Bocheste]-. loAva.

—

2Iachine for Shmiking Tires.—
November 12, 1867.—The grips are brought doAvii

upon the tire by pegs at two points, and the slide car-

rying one of the grips is moAcd toAvard the other ono
by a'screw to contract the tire.

' Claim.—The stationary jaAv C and movable jaAV D,
in combination with the scVcav F, gripes G, and keys
II, constructed and arranged to operate substantially

as and for the i)urix)se set'forth.
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ELL.

—

Yoke for Grain Elevators.—NoTemberl2, 1867.

—The head frame of the elevator is vertically adjust-

able in guides ; its lower end entering the hold of the
vessel. The belt is passed beneath one pulley of the
adjustable frame and over another of the same, so as

to allow of vertical movement of the same without
aflfecting the belt.

Claim.—First, making the yokes of grain elevators
of cast-iron, constructed substantially as and for the
purpose herein shown and described."

Second, the adjustable-guide arrangement at the
ends of a metal yoke, when consisting of the flanges
c, j)lates e, gibs or guides/, and set screws g, all made
and operating substantially as described, in combina-
tion with the tenons h on the uprights of the station-

ajy fi'ame A, ai-ranged as desciibed.

70,856.—Melvin Jlvcks, Dansville, IST. T.—
Lamp.—aSTovember 12, 1867. — Tlie extinguisher is

pivoted to the wick tube, and has a plate which passes
over its top to extinguish tlie tiame.

Claim. — The employment of a gas tube, which
shall extend from the inouth of the wick tube to the
first floor of the shell, for the x^m-pose of retaining
and consuming the gas generated in the lamp, when
an-anged in combination with non-conductor B, shell

A, and extinguisher E, as herein set forth and de-

scribed.

70,857—J. C. Jordan, TVotertown, Wis.—Tool
for Punching and Shearing.—ifovember 12, 1867.

—

The free end of the lever operating the shear and
punch has a segmental rack engaged by the pinion
attached to the'end of a hand lever.

Claim.—The combination of the frame A, lever C,
cogged segment D, piuioji E. liandle F, shears B G,
cam H, box L, mandrel I, punch M, and die /, all

an-anged and operating substantially as herein de-
scribed and represented.

70,858.—Israel KErLER, Cony, Vd,.— Fire-
place.—November 12, 1867.—The corrugated grate-
back is carried uj) to the tliroat, making^ portion of
the front "n'all of an air-]:oathig chamber. "From the
top of this chamber the lieated'air is conveyed to the
apartment by a pipe passing tliroug]] tlie clunmey.

Claim.—In connection with the common corru-
gated grate back, the corrugated extension plate or
back H, projecting over the lire and continuing up to
the throat of the flue, as and for the purpose "herein
described and represented.

70,859.—Frank Ketcham. Monongahela City,
Ta.—Sheep Tro^.r/Zi.—November 12, 1867.—The trougli
is double and eitlier side may be put into position for
use by standing it upon t\^'0 of the three legs with
which each end is furnislied.

Claim.—The sheep .trough, of the form and eon-
figuration substantially as and for the pm-poses herein
shown and described.

70,860.—Edward King, Taunton, iUass.—Door
iaic/i.—November 12, 18(i7.—The bolt has a cylin-
drical, backward extension surrounded by a spiral
spring. The bolt is retracted by the handle, and
again thrown forward by the spiral spring upon its

release.

Claim.—The combination of the hub F to knob
spindle, having extension arm II, in combination
witii a iatch bolt carrying pawl I, when all arranged
together for operation substantially as and for the
pm-pose described.

70,861.—Braixerd Kixgsley, Sharon, Mich.—
Sheep Shears.—November 12, 1867.—Tiie lower bar
carrying the fingers is clamped to the arm by tlie seg-
mental, metallic bands and leather straps^ and the
cutter bar is reciprocated by a handle.

Claim.—First, the bands G G and handle I, ar-

ranged to hold and operate cutters J, substantially as
set forth.

Second, the combination of cutters J J andmonm
Avith le\ers B C, bar A, bauds G, and handle I, as
BCt forth.

Third, the plate E', bar A, posts J) and E, arranged
to sujiport bauds G G and lever C, substantially as
ilcncribed.

70,862.-^ames Kirkley, Chicago, III.—NuU
tapping Macldne.—November 12, 1867.—The taps
are carried in a series of simultaneously rotating spin-
dles. The spindles are depressed by weighted levers
and may each be singly depressed by a treadle con-
nected to the lever. (3il is supplied to the taps from
an elevated reservoir and caught in a receiver, from
whence it is pumped back into the reservoir.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of a gang of die
boxes, a gang of taps, a gang of rotating and vertically
sliding spindles, in the relation shown'to gears, and a
shaft O, the parts above named being constructed and
operated su1)stantially as herein described.
Second, the arrang'emeut of the oil receiver G, oil-

supply reservoir F, pipes d e, and forcing pump a, in
combination with the die bed and vertically sliding
and rotating spindle-carrying taps, substantially in
the manner and for the pni'pose herein described.

Third, the combination, uith the nut-tapping ma-
chine, constructed and operating substantially as
herein described, of an automatic lubricating and oil-

elevating apparatus, constructed and operating sub-
stantially as herein described.
Fourth, the arrangement of the levers R. weight

"W, links E.', treadles S, and vertically-sliding and hor-
izontally-rotating spindles, carrying' taps H, in rela-
tion to one another and to the die bed D, subst.an-
tially in the manner and for the pm*pose described^

70,863.—A. L. Knight, Baltimore, Md—Jfa-
chinefor Cutting Paper Stock.—November 12, 1867.

—

The reciprocating knife of the cutting shears is actu-
ated by a pitman at each end and is guided in a stout
frame to prevent any deviation from its direct course.
The feed rollers are operated by a pawl, which is piv-
oted to a lever raised by a pin on the pitman rod, the
lever falling by its own weight.

Claim.—First, the combination of the crank shaft
G, pitman F F, knife block H, guide frame I, and
knives i and C, substantially as and for the imrpose
^'ecitied.

Second, the combination of the crank shaft G, pit-

man F, having the j)in e. lever L, pawl p, ratchet r,

idle-wheels O and P, feed rollersM M' N N', and feed
table T, all constructed and arranged substantially
as and for tlie purpose set forth.

Third, the paper-stock cutting machine above de-
scribed, consisting of the parts specified in clauses
one and tv>'0 of this claim, combined and arranged
together substautially as d.escribed, foi- the purpose
of cutting and preparing paper stock.

70,864.—Thomas Kxowles, Horert Kxowles,
and Sa.mi;el Kxowles, Jersey C'ity, N. J.—Machine
for 2lolding Pulleys.— November 12, 1867.—The
axial post is driven into the sand and has a horizon-
tally adjustable ram thereon whicli carries a verti-

cally adjustable similar device. The latter holds the
pattern segment. The swing of the horizontal arm
is regulate'd by driving g«'ar,''whieh is so adjusted as
to insure the proper position of the segment in the
series of impressions.

Claim. — A machine or apparatus for molding
wheels or other work of curvilinear character, hav-
ing for its elements a pillar or post A, horizontally
sA\iiiging and radially adjustable ram D, carrying a
vertically adju^'-table ram or pattern holder I. iind di-

viding gear for adjusting tiie swing of the horizontal
ram, substautially'as specified.

70,865 P. A. La France, Elmira, N. T., as-
signor to iiimself and II. R. Kendall, New York.

—

Compositors' Copy Holder. — 'Koxtnnhor 12, 1867.

—

The platform has lateral movement on the case and
has a folding presser with -wire fingers to hold the
copy, a sliding indicator bar aud side extensions.

Claim.—First, the board A, when provided with
the extension b and roller c, or their equivalents, and
with the S]n'ing finger-bar C, for holding the manu-
script, substantially as and for the purpose herein
shown and described.
Second, the board A, when nrovided with the ex-

tension e, or its equivalent, and with the indicating
sliding bar D, substantially as and tor the purpose
herein shown and described.
Third, the board A, when provided with grooves

h h, or their eiiuivalents, and with slotted plate or
plates E. or their ecjuivalcnts, substantially as hereiu
shown and ilcscribed.
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Fourth, the board A, when arranged as described,

60 that it can be moved laterally ou the type case B,

aud when provided viith the spriuj? tiuger-bar C.

sliding indicator-bar D, aud extension bars E, or

ecinivalents, all made and operating substantially as

aud for the purpose herein shown aud described.

70,866.—T. Lapham, El Paso, HI.—Bolt Fast-

ener.—Xovember 1-2, 1867.—The holder is bisected

aud the sides hinged together and held by a spring
catch.

Claim.—The bolt fastening D, formed by the com-
bination of the hinged parts d' and d'^. pivoted catch
(l^, and rubber spring d*, or equivalent, with each
other and with the bolt C, substantially as herein
shown aud described and for the purpose'set forth.

70,867.—Jasies Lee. Xew York, X. Y.—Lamp.
—Xovember 12, 1807.—Explained by the claims aud
illustration.

Claim.—First, the combination of the wooden case
B, with the oil reservoir A, substantially as herein
shown and desci'ibed and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the interposition of a wooden connection
h- l)ctween the neck a' of the oil reservoir A and the
cap C, substantially as herein shown and described
and for the purpose set forth.

Third, forming tdr passages D in the neck of the
lamp, leading beneath the cap C, from the external
air to the interior of the oil reservoir A, substan-
tially as lierciu shown and described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Fourth, the adjustable extension pedestal, formed
by tlie combination of thy parts F and G, springs/',
and stop g', with each other and with the case B, sub-
stantially in the manner herein shown and described
aud for the purpose set forth.

70,868.—Adam I. Lexhakt, Xew Bninswick, X.
J.— Fish Zfooi. —Xovember 12, 1867.—The spring
hooks are kept extended by a catch on the bait lioot
and are tripped by movement of the latter to be
drawn up close to it and secure the fish.

Cldim.—The hook B, pivoted to the bar A, pro-
vided with the shoulder rf, and having the spring d
bearing against it, in connection with the slide c,

having the spring D attached, and the hook or hooks
C. all arranged substantially as and for the pui'pose
set forth.

70,869.—"W. E. L0M)0X. Cincinnati, Ohio, as-
signor to J. A. Fay & Co., same place.

—

Shaft Coup-
Juij.-Xovember 12, 1867.-The removable part of
the coupling is fixed to its shaft by wedge-formed
keys Avhich arc inserted beneath it from the outer end
and retained by a screw coUai*.

Claim.—A shaft coupling, constructed as herein
specified, to Avit: one-half keved on firmly in the
usual manner, the other half provided with an ad-
justable claminng device, as herein specified and for
the purposes described.

7O,S70—-r. M. Low, PortlandA-iUe, X. Y.—Horse
Jiafce and Uay Spreader C'o?nfci»fd.—Xovember 12,
18(i7.—Tlie turning axle of the ground wheels carries
a spur weed, gearing with a pinion on a counter-
shaft, and this sliaft^has bevel wheels by which the
tedder is actuated tiirougli intermediate gearing. Tlie
countersliaft carries an eccentric, wliose rod is con-
nected to an arm of the tedder, and by whicli it is

oscillated. The tedder frame is raised'whec. not in
use. The rake head is secured by straps to the frame,
aud has vertical adjustment tiierein.

Claim.—First, the an-augemeut of the revolving
tootiied shaft M and its sup])orting frame K. the axle
A, and frame C of tlie rake, substantially as herein
shown and described and for tlie purpose set forth.
Second, tiie combination of the gear Avhecls X and

O, shaft P, gear Avheels Q and 11. one or more shafts
S. and the gearwheels T and U with eacli other, and
with the drive wheels B, frame K, and tedder-shaft
M. substantially as herein shown and described and
for the purpose set fortli.

Thirtf, the combination of the toothed reciprocating
clearer shaft B' with the revolving toothed tedder-
shaft M and with the frame K, substantially as hereiu
shown and described and for the purpose set forth.
Fourth, operating the reciprocating clearer shaft

B' from the shaft P bv means of tlie eccentric wheel

E', or its equivalent, and the pitman D', substantially
as herein shown and described and for the purpose
set forth.

70,871.—G. A. Mallory and J. J Fish, Oxford,
X. Y.

—

Quilting Frame and Clothes Drier.—Xovem-
ber 12, 18G7.—The frame is exteusible longitudinally,
and has arms adjustable in inclination and caiTying
detachable longitudinal bars and a take-up roller, with
a ratchet wheel aud pawl.
Claim.—The a(ijustal)le slotted standards A A,

cross-rail B, arms C C, aud cross-rods gg, constructed

j

and arranged to serve as a ciuilting frame and clothes-
horse combined, substantially as described.

70,872.—C. K. Marshall, X^ew Orleans, La.—
Preparing JVood for the 2lanufacture of I'aper, <£c.

—Xovember 12, 1867.—Sawdust is reduced by a mill
to tine powder, and used as a chief ingredient in paper
pulp.

Claim.—First, as a new article of manufacture and
commerce, wood chips and sawdust, reduced to a fine

flour or powder, substantially as described.
Sccontl, the use of the flour, obtained as above de-

scribed, as an ingredient in the manufacture of paper.

70,873.—Jabez Mauxtox, X'ew York, X". Y.,
assignor to himself, "Wright Dlryea, "Whxi.vm Ex-
Nis, J. H. Van IIh'Er, A. P. Cum.mlngs, aud J. Wen-
dell Cole, same place.

—

Furnace for Desulphuriz-
ing and Reducing Ores.—Xovember 12, 1867.—The
blast passages to both ends of the fmrnace have out-
lets side by side, aud the mouthpiece of the blast-pipo

I slides so as to communicate with either passage. The
j

blast is blown alternately througli each regenerating
; and fuel chamber adjoining it "and out through tho

I

chambers at the other end. In the lower part of each
regenerating chamber is a perforated pipe, furnishing

I

jets of water to cool the aii' and condense any vola-

:
tilized metallic particles.

Claim.—Fivat, the combination, with a reversible
draft in or through them, essentially as specified, of
the fuel cliamljcrs E E, and interniediatc reducing
chamber F, said chambers being chargeable from
above, and communicating with each other at or near
the base, substantially as and for the pm-pose or pur-
poses specified.

Second, the combination with a reversible draft
operating as described of regenerators 1) D, fuel

chambers E E, and intermediate reducing chamber
F, said fuel and reducing chambers connecting v>'ith

each other at or near tl;e base, and chargeable from
above, essentially as herein set fortli.

Third, the vertical regenerators D D, with their
draft inlets or outlets c arranged below, in combina-
tion with the fuel chambers E E and intermediate
reducing chamber F for action as described.
Fourth, in combination with the vertical regenera-

tors, the spray water pipes K, essentially as and for

the purix)se specified.

70,874.^Tarez Mauxtox, X>w York, X". Y.,
assignor to himself, Wright Duryea. Willia.m Ek-
xis,"j. H. Tax PaPER, A. P. Cu.mmixgs, and J. "Wex-
DELL Cole, same place.

—

Furnace for Heating Pur-
poses.—Xovember 12, 1867.—A simplification of the
preceding, being used merely for heating piu'poses,

tiie reducing chamber and condensing device being
dispensed with.
Claim.—The combination of the fuel chamber C C,

aiTanged to connect for combustion at the base, and
regenerators F F', in connection with said chambers
at or near their tops, for operation with a reversible

draft substantially as specified.

70,875.—'T. AUDLEY Maxwell, Savannah, Ga.
— Railway Superstructure.—Xovember 12, 1867.

—

String pieces are laid on the cross ties and connected
therewith by knees. Beneath the rail joints is a
wider cross tie, with an additional piece ou top, which
gives place of attacliment for tiie chairs.

Claim.—In the construction and an-angement of
the superstructure of railroads, tlie coml)iiiation of
the ties A A and B, string pieces C, chair H, and
knees K. in the manner and for the piu-pose herein
described.

70,876.-William McPherson, Xew York, N".

Y.—Machine for Planing Metals.—}so\GmbeT 12,
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1867.—Tlie supplementary tool frame is reciprocated
at right an.o^les to the motion of the table, and the tool
onsequently cuts transversely. The uprights sup-

porting the tool frame have oscillatory adjustment in
a longitudinal plane to enable planing inclined faces.

Claim.—First, the cross-traversing screvr G or its

equivalent and driving gear, as herein specified, so
ai-rangedto the cross-cutting tool in a planing machine
as to operate relatively to the cutting tool A and table
"W, substantially in the manner and for the purpose
herein specified.

Second, in combination vt^ith the longitudinal and
transverse feeding mechanism of the- planer, the ad-
justable uprights E E, arranged to operate substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set Ibrth.

Third, the hinged braces 2 and 4 in line with the
axis of and in combination -with the adjustable in-

clined uprights E and bed of the planer, substantially
as and for the purposes herein specified.

70,877.—Stephex C. Mendenhall, Richmond,
Ind.

—

Hand Looms.—November 12, 1867.—The belt
connecting tlie hand crank wheel with that of the
treadle cam shaft has metallic plates whose eyes are
engaged by sprocket pins on the peripheries of the
wheels. The batten is reciprocated by connection
with a crank pin on the sprocket wheel of the cam
shaft. The arbor of the hand crank wheel is adjusta-
ble in a slot of its supporting bracket to tighten the
belt. The bracket plate may be reversed to change
the elevation of the said wheel to suit the operator.

Claim.—First, the application to hand looms of the
endless metal-eyed belt or metallic chain B b, in com-
bination with the spurred liuUcys C and D, the whole
being arranged and combined for the purpose of driv-
ing the cam shaft A.

Second, the described arrangement of endless metal-
eyed belt or metallic chain 1) h, spurred pulleys C and
D, pitman P P, and batten Q.

Third, the described arrangement of the endless
metal-eyed belt or metallic chains B h, spurred pul-

leys C and D, pitman P P, and batten Q, and the
crank D', when said crank has such a position on its

pulley as to give and time the motions of the batten
and the cam shaft, as and for the purposes set forth,

Foiu'th, the reversible plate S, with its slot u, or its

equivalent, for the pm'poses set ibrth and described.

70,878.—S. T. Merrill. Beloit, Wis.—Bleachirig
Stock for Paper.—November 12, 1867.—Explained by
the claim.

Claim.—The introduction into a close-covered rag
engine, or other close vessel provided with an agita-

tor, of chlorine gas, or the disengaging of the latter

from a chlorine solution contained within tlie box of
the engine or other vessel, for the purpose of bleach-
ing paper stock, substantially as set Ibrth.

70,879.-E. Mets, Pvoehester, N. Y., assignor to
himself and A. Ckam, same place.

—

Slide for Exten-
sion Tables.—l^he bars are connected by plain metallic
strips let into their contiguous sides at varying inclin-

ation.
Claim.—In combination with the oblique grooves,

substantially as herein showii and described, tlic bent
coupling or locking irous /t, for the jjurposes set forth.

70,880.-S. Miller and J. S. McClkllan, Cham-
paign county, Oliio.

—

Awning.—November 12, 1867.

—The canvas is wound on a roller by the action of a
rope which is wound in an opposite direction upon
the same. Tlie extended roller is supported on the
end of a frame consisting of pivoted bars extensible
on the principle of lazy tongs.

Claim.—The two rollers B B, in combination with
roller F, canvas II, arms (>, boards K K, and cord 1,

constructed and operating as described and for tlie

inu'poses set ibrth.

Second, tlie arranging boards K K so as to form a
shelter to roller F, in combination with I'oller F, can-
vas II, arms O, boards K K, and cord I, constructed
and operating as described and for the i)urposes set

fortli.

70,8SI .—JoTix n. Mo\K. Brooklyn, N. Y.—Ma-
china for Tempering Skirt Wire.—November 12, 1867
antedated November ;">, 1867.—The wire runs through
the bath of melted leacl beneath grooved rollers which
are vertically adjustable by set screws.

Claim.—A pair of grooved rollers, adjusted sub-
stantially as specified, in combination with the pot or
bath for melted metal, for tempering wire for skirts,
&c., in the manner set forth.

70,883.-Allen Neilson, Allegheny City, Pa.—
Washing Machine.—November 12, 1867.—The frusto-
conical ribbed rollers oscillate in a frame and act in
combination with the washboard, which is made
flexible and is straightened up against the rollers by
a treadle.

Claim.—First, the corrugated conical rollers E,
when arranged with level lower surfaces and when
secured to a swinging frame C, the axes of which
rollers cross each other, substantially as and for the
purpose herein shown and described.
Second, the flexible washboard G consisting oflaths

that are secured together by strings or wires a a op-
erated by a treadle F, substantially as set forth.

Third, the combination of the treadle F, cords a,

box H, and flexible board G with each other and with
the rollers E, all made and operating substantially as
herein shown and described.

70,883.—Edwin Norton and J. S. B. Norton,
Boston, Mass.

—

Dish Washer.—November 12, 1867.

—

The dishes are placed in a crib within a vessel con-
taining water and subjected to the action of water
agitated by a rotating frame.

Claim.—The combination as well as the arrange-
ment of the revolving frame E E' with the crib K K,
made substantially as described and for the purpose
set forth.

70,884.-William R. Oatley, Rochester, N. Y.
—Hookfor Travelers.—November 12, 1867.—^A cm'ved
aud flat-bottomed hook are connected by a swivel so
that either can be turned down to suit the article to
be suspended.

Claim.—The two hooks A B connected by a swivel
joint, and constructed and arranged substantially in
the manner as aud for the purpose set forth.

70,885.—Harrison Ogborn, Richmond, Ind.

—

Fanning Mill, Grain and Seed Separator.—No\'em-
ber 12, 1867.—A sliding board is used in place of a
hopper, and the flow of grain is regulated by the po-
sition given to a swinging board by a hand lever.

The screens have either rotary or side motion. The
lower screen may have vertical motion. The fan has
a circular centra'l position to cause the air to take a
direct backward course. The feet of the rear legs
are adjustable vertically.

Claim.—First, the trough I^ situated under and at

the lower end of the upper grain board, with a re-

movable side i^, substantially as and for the puri^oscs

described.
Second, the combination of the adjustable ti^ough

P with the upper grain board IS forming the bottom
of the front part of the shoe I and the adjustable
screen J, substantially as and tor the purposes de-

scribed.
Tliird, the combination of the upper grain board I^

with the adjustable side i^ of tlie trough I^, substan-

tially as and for the purposes described.

Fourth, a hopper consisting of tlie side boards E
with converging grooves e, the sliding board F, and
adjustable swinging board H, substantially as and for

the purposes described.
Fifth, the combination of the swinging board H,

lever E provided Avith a spur or tooth e\ and the rack
e'^, substantially as and for tlie purposes described.

Sixth, the vertical circular rim R secured to the

tannings Q, substantially as and for the purposes de-

scribed.
Seventh, the rod p with its bent part p' and the

lever n, substantially as aud for the purposes de-

scrilied.

Eighth, the rod p. iu combination with the linked

rods m and m', nA'rist v, and Avheel V, substantially as

and for the purposes dcscril^ed.

Ninth, the belt wheel \V pivoted loosely on the pin

10 and provided with three sets of holes K, K' and
K'^, for the purpose of giving either circular, side, or

end motion to the shoes, substantially as and for the

purjioses described.
Tenth, the arm I, rigidly attached to the shoe, by

means of wliicli motion is transmitted to the shoe,

substantially as aud for the purposes described.
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Eleventh, the combination of the arm I risridly at-

tached to the shoe, pnllejs V W, and belt to give cir-

cular motion to the shoe, substantially as and for the

purposes described.
Twelfth, the combination of the arm I, pulleys V

"W, and rod v'. to give either side or end motion to the

shoe, substantially as and for the purposes described.

Thirteenth, the" pins g^ on the cleats of the sliding

doors G', substantially as and for the puriwses de-

scribed.

70,SS6.—jSTathaxiel F. Page. Rutland, Vt., as-

signor to himself and Elijah "Whitxev, same place.
—lin'dicaii Chair.—November 12, 18()7.—One of the

chair lips tits the rails, but the other has a deep groove
serving to secure the cap, which is inserted endways
and has notches engaging the spikes, by which the

chair is attached to the cross tie.

Claim.—The combination as Avell as the arrange-
ment of the cap C with the part A, made with the two
lips a b, to receive the rail and the cap, substantially

as specified.

Also, the aiTaugeraent of the recess of the lip 6 at

an obtuse angle with the rail-supporting- surface of
the chair, such chair being provided with, two lips a 6

and a cap C, as set forth.

70,887.— William L. Paixe, Boston, Mass.—
Card Holder for Trimt^.—^Soxemher 12, 1867.—Me-
tallic straps with inward teeth hold the card.

Claim. — The Avithin described card holder for

trunks, consisting of the strips or plates B C in com-
bination with points or projections, or their equiva-
lent, for holding the card secm-ely in place, substan-
tially- as set forth.

70,888.— C. D. Palmiter, Oswego, IST. Y., as-

signor to S. A. AVebb, same place.

—

Friction Clutch
rulk'i/.—'NovcrabGT 12, IBo?.—The pad is connected
to an arm traversed by a set screw, and a wedge at-

tached to the sliding" sleeve is driven beneath the
point of the set screw to put the clutch in operation.
Claim.—First, tlie device herein shown and de-

scribed of connecting the pulley B with the shaft A,
consisting of a movable wedge I and an eccentric
pivoted friction pad j, Avhich are made and operated
substantially in the manner herein shown and de-
scribed.

Second, the hinged lever D, spring h, stationary
arm C, and sliding wedge I in comlnnation with each
other and with the shaft A and pulley B, all made and
operating substantitdly as herein shown and described.

Third, the combination and arrangement of the
arm C, having arm d, elbow-shaped bar D pivoted
thereto, and having the avmsfcj and pad j. si)ring h,

set screw i, wedge I, sliding sleeve E, pulley B, and
shaft A, as lierein described, for the purpose specified.
Fourth, the pad j, when attaclied to the arm D at

the point of connection of the arm/y and out of line
•with tiio axis A e, whereby the revolution of the
pulley B in one direction clamps the edge of the pad
in line with the axis A e and increases'its bite, and
the revolution of the pulley in the o]jposite direction
turns the pad out of the line of said axis and releases
its bite, as herein described, for the purpose specified.

70,889.-Charles A. Paret, Xashville, Tenn.—
Blacking Brush.—November 12, 1867.—The blacking
brush is held beneath an endless elastic straji. A
scraper is hinged to the side of the brush and held in
the groove bya spring.

Claim.— The arrangement of the staples D D,
loop F, elastic baud E, scraper B, spring C, and
groove brush stock A, as herein described lor the
purpose specified.

70,890.—Daniel E. Paris, Troy, X. Y.—Ash
Sifter.—November 12, 1867.—The ash sifter is placed
within an ash pan, and can be x-aiscd therefrom by
the detached bail Avhen the said bail is considerably
inclined from the vertical.

Claim.—First, a bail to an ash sifter used separately
from an ash pan or constructed with hooks or lugs a't

either end of the bail so as to engage Avith an ash
pan surrounding or inclosing the sifter, and so that
both sifter and pan can be moved by the bail or the
sifter separately.
Second, a douljle self-acting lifter to an ash pan or

ash sifter so constructed with books or other means

of moving the pan or sifter but not attached or at-

tachable to them except while in actual use or in ver-
tical position, as herein described and explained.

70,891.—Hiram Parks, Athens, N. Y.—Straio
Cictter.—NoYomhcr 12, 18(57.—The teeth of the feed
bar engage with the pin on the oscillating lever, by
Avhose motion the bar is interraittingly moved for-

ward. A crank on the driving shaft oscillates the
lever, which actuates the feed bar during one motion
and slips back a tooth during the retuiii motion.

Claim.—The notched feed bar K, when jn-ovidcd
at its front with teeth in combination Avith the pin b

on the oscillating lever I, all made and operating
substantially as herein shoAvn and described.

70,892.-Thomas K. Payson, New York, N. Y.—Bla»king-box Holder.—November 12, 1867,— The
box is clamped Avithin a ring by a set-screw. The
ring has a radially projecting han'dle.

Claim.—The box holder A Avith its lid carrier B,
proA'ided with set-screws/, or other equivalent means
for securing the box and its lid and setting the same
relatively to each other, also facilitating the accom-
modation of different sized boxes in the one holder,
substantially as shown and described.

70,893. — Stephex Perry and Joseph Johx
Perry, London, England.

—

Ink Stand.—November
12, 18G7.—The ink stand has a funnel-shaped tube and
a rubber stopper ; the former may be separate or in-

serted in the stopper, or may be formed Avith it of
the same material.

Claitn.—First, the employment of a hollow stopper
formed of vulcanized india-rubber, or other suitctble

elastic material, in combination with the reservoir A,
tube D, and cup D', for the purpose and substantially
in the manner set forth.

Second, the tube D formed with the protuberance
D2 and fitted into the stopper C, for the purpose and
substantially in the manner set forth.

Third, forming a stopper, cup, and tube in one
piece of hard and soft rubber combined, substantially
as described.

70,894.— John E. Plummer, Binghamton. N.
Y.

—

Edge Plane.—November 12, 1867.—A cutter is

arranged on each side and one in the center of a
stock, which has a handle at each end. One cutter
is for trimming the fore part of the sole and the other
for that part under the instep.

Claim.—The construction and use of a "reversible
edge plane," substantially as described and repre-
sented for the purpose set'forth.

70,895.—George A. Pridham. NcAvark. N. J.
—Bolt for I>oo>-6-.—November 12, 1867.—The bolt
slides in a case and has a screw whose end and disk
may be made to enter an aperture of the plate to
preVent the retraction of the bolt.

Claim.—Tlie plate A, as constructed and used in
combination with the bolt E provided with screws
G and F, as and for the pm-pose set forth.

70,896.— Hiram Pulse, St. Paul, Ind.—Cvaiu
Drill.—November 12, 1867.—The hopper has a cylin-
drical screen Avith a spiral conveyer through A\"hich

the grain may be passed. A screw rod passes trans-
versely through the side bars of the frame, tlie rear
sockets of the draw rod and the fore standard, and
has set nuts by Avhieh their relative position may be
altered or maintained. The fore end of the draAv'bar
is laterally adjusted by connection to a bell crank
lever connectod to a slide rod notched on the under
side to engage the cross rod of the handles. The
supporting wheels are vertically adjustable.

Claim.—First, the upper box or hopper F having
the two doors g g" and throats H G' for optional dis-

charge of tlie grain either through the screen or other-

wise, as set forth.

Second, the slides O and Q, adjusting lever P,
clamp 2^, and slotted bar 'p\ combined and arranged
substantiallv as and for the purposes set forth.

Third, tlie cross bolt B and mits 1 2 !} 4 a (J in the
described combination with tlie beams A A', sheaths
C C C", and draft rod Y, for the purpose specified.

Fourth, the slotted brackets r and slotted segmental
arcs ?•', in combination A\ith the reiu' Avheel II and
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driving belt or chain S, as and for the purpose speci-

iied.

Fifth, the notched spouts D in combination with
the valves n and winged shares N n', for the pui'pose
described.

Sixtb, in the described combination with the screen
I and screen chamber F' of my grain drill the re-

movable di-awer J, for the purpose specified.

Seventh, the notched rodW w, and spring /, for
the purpose specified.

Eighth, the caster wheel T, slotted bracket TJ, and
bolt V, for supporting the front end of the implement
in combination with the adjustable rear Avheel E., as
and for the purpose set forth.

70,837.— John Rancevan, Carthage, Ohio.—
Disconnecting Homes from Vehicles.—Xoveraber 12,

3867.—The holding pins of the stay straps and the
double tree strap are disengaged simultaneously by
the pull of a cord in reacli of the driver.

C'Zai/rt.—First, the socket C provided with the spring
backing c, in combination with the bolt c, stay strap
eye d, and cords I and G, arranged and constructed
substantiallv as described and for the purpose speci-

fied.

Second, the pivoted hammer/, guard/'", revolving
lever F, spring double tree strap E and double treeD,
arranged as described upon the tongue or other de-

sirable part of the A'ehicle, and operated substantially
as described and for the pm-pose set forth.

70,898.—Bexjamin Randall, Adams, ]^. Y.—
Combined Harrow and Seeder.—November 12, 1867.

—Explained by the claims.
Claim.—First, the shaft J in the seed bos I, pro-

vided with the radial arms b, and rotated by means of

suitable gears from one of the wheels B, when the
same is in combination with the scattering board or
l)late M, and all arranged substantially as described
and for the pm-pose set forth.

Second, the slide K, pertbrated with the V-shaped
holes e, and fitting in the seed box I, in combination
with the perforated bottom L of the seed box, Avhich
is perforated with circular holes/, and the scattering
board or plate M, the v^hole being constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

TJiird, the combinationofthe harrow connected with
the truck or mounted frame, and the seed-distributing

apparatus applied to said frame, all arranged sub-

stantiallv in the manner as and for the purpose set

forth.

70,899.-David W. Rawson, Croydon, IT. H.—
Apparatus for Tethering Animals.—November 12,

1867.—The horse is hitched to the long end of the
v/eighted lever, which is oscillatable in a rotating cap
upon the stake.

Claim.—The band m with the hook or hooks b and
the fiange d on the cap c, to be applied to any tether

in which a cap or socket turning on an upright stake

or bar is used.

70,900.— Thomas N. Read, Danville, Ya.—
Tobacco Press.— November 12, 1867.— The tobacco
bos is Iield to place by the false sides which are

pressed thereto by winch screws. The main screw
passes through a pivoted cross head, which has a
pivot pin at one end and a lip at the other, taking
ur.der a rib of the other side of the shrouding bos.

Tue foot of the screw plays iu a frustro-couical socket

block, which is bisected and is held by a hoop.

Claim.—Fb'St, the shrouding bos A provided Avith

false sides A A, substantially us and for the pm'pose
described.

Second, the hinged cross head C, when combined
with the screw E, as and lor the puiposes and ope-

rating in manner substantially as specified.

Third, the truncated conical bodv G G, in combi-
nation R'ith socket/, toe e, and band n, substantially

as and for the purposes above set forth and described.

70,901.-0. H. P. Romxsox, Bellport, N. Y., as-

signor to himself and John B. Koiunsox, same place.
—Carpenters Square.—November 12, 1867.—The slot

is made iJi the square for use in scril)ing mortises.

Claim.—A carpenter's S(iuare provided witii a slot

a, in the maimer and for the purpose described.

70,902.—John J. Rose, Elmwood, 111—Tool for
Ciitting, Punching, and Ujisetting Iron.—November
12, 1867.—Improvement on his patent August 1, 186.5.

The main lever is operated by a cam forined on the
hand lever. A beveled projection on the slide extends
through the casting so that the slide is moved back
by the main lever. The punch is operated by an ec-
centric formed on the side of the hand lever.
Claim.—First, the curved lever F, pivoted in the

frame A, in combination with the slide E and lever
B, whereby the latter, in its downward movement,
gresses upon the inner end of the lever F, whose
outer end forces the slide inward to upset the iron
held by the clamps C D.
Second, the combination ofthe eccentric L upon the

eccentric lever head H, yoke K. and slotted side piece
a^ with the plunger J and punch I, as herein described
for tlie purpose specified.

Third, the construction and arrangement of the
main lever B, pivoted between side plates a^ a^ at
their rear ends, lever F, slide E, clamps C D, and
hand lever H, vrith flange k', as herein shown for the
purpose specified.

70,903.-Cyrus W. Salader, Newark, Ohio.—
Door Spring.—November 12, 1867.—The outer end of
the spring arm is connected by a hinged bar to the
bracket upon the door, or by a friction roller running
beneath a stirrup bar, and may be used either to push
or draw the door shut.

Claim.—The combination of the box A, mandrel
C, spring E, and plates D and K with an arm B and
stirrup F, constructed and operating substantially as
described and for the iDm-poses set forth.

70,904.^. P. Scott, Lewisburg, Ta.—School
Desk and /Seca'.—November 12, 1867.—The seat is

vertically adjustable and may be folded back to the
desk. The desk top is hinged to fold over.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the school desk
B, supported on the sliding standards A A, and the
seat C hinged to the slide "pieces b b, and supported
by the segment arras c c, constructed, combined, and
operating as and for the pm'poses herein descriljed.

Second, the lid/, hinged to the desk B, in com-
bination with the folding brackets g g, in such man-
ner as to fold on the top or close the hollow recep-
tacle for books in the desk, arranged as herein set

forth.

70,905.—IIORRIS Seiferth, Morristown, N. J.
—Apparatus for Punching Metal.—November 12,

1867.—The punch is stationary and held in an annu-
lar piece in the bed by a set screw. The die is recip-

rocated by a cam. The automatic lifter is raised by
a cam on the main shaft and lifts the plate from the
punch.

CZfflim.-—First, securing the punch C in the bed
plate B by means of the holder G and screw e, and
making it'^adjustable up and down by means of the
screw 6, substantially as herein shown and described.

Second, the application to the punching machine
herein described of the automatic lifter t, by which
the plate is raised olF the punch, substantially as and
for the purpose herein shown and described.

Third, the bai" /), lever i, and spring k, in combina-
tion with the cam g on the shaft D, and with the sta-

tionary punch C, all made and operating substan-

tiallv as herein shown and described.

70,906.—George W. Smearer, Crown Point
Centre, N. Y.-^Vjafe.—November 12, 1867.—The
runner and top are connected together by hinged
cross-bars and springs.

Claim.—The combination of the levers and springs

between the blade and foot-rest of a skate, when ar-

ranged and applied thereto, substantially as and for

the purpose described.

70,907.—Luther M. Sims, Lincoln, IW.—Mail
Bag.-'SoTQvahoY 12. 1867.—The flap passes beneath
the guard plate and has a hasp to take over the pad-

lock staple.

Claim.—The case C, constructed and used with the

bag and its flap a, substantially iu the manner and
for the purpose set forth.

70,908.-^rosiAii B. Small. Boston Mass.—Car-
riage JacA;.-November 12, 1867.—The lifter is raised
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by the lever by means of the toggles and the stop
comes against the post when the toggle joint is past
the center so as to render it self-sustaining.

Claim.—Improved carriage jack, as constructed
Tvith its notched lifter or slider, arranged ^vith guide
posts in manner as described, and as having two tog-

gles and a forked lever and a stop h thereof, arranged
and combined together, and vriiii one of the posts, iu

manner as specilied.

70,909.—Daxiel E. Somes, TTashington, D. C.
^-Cooling Air, dc—November 12, 18G7..—"Water is

atomized by an ascending blast of air and the satm*-

ated and cooled air descending, expels the heated air

from the apartments to be cooled.

Claim.—First, atomizing liquids by means of a fan
blower, substantially as described.
Second, cooling a'ir or liciuids, substantially as set

forth.

Thii'd, the devices, or their equivalents, substan-
tially as set forth ibr cooling air and liqiuds.

70,910.—Daxiel E. Somes, Washington, D. C.—Elaatic Packing for the Joints of Door.^, die.—Xo-
vember 12, 1SG7.—liubbcr tubes are attached to the
door or jamb to render the joint tight when closed.

Claim.—First, an elastic tube, having a flange, lug,

or plate, or more than one of either, or their equiv-
alents, substantially as herein described and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, an elastic tube, prepared by splitting as in
Fig. y, or by making holes/, as in Fig. 12, or iu any
equivalent manner, for the purpose set forth.

70,911.— Charles Spoffoud, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to Ciiaiiles Sfoffokd, Walteu E. Hawes,
Chakles II. and Francis E. Uersey. same place.—
Car J>;-«A;e.— Xovember 12, 1867.—The brakes arc
operated by eccentric gear, in combination with an
arm and levers. The power is taken from the Avheel
to put on the brake by a friction Avheel, which is

throA\n in contact with 'it by the brakesman.
Claim.—The eccentric gear M X, when used with

mechanism for operating the bralvcs of railroad cars.
Sec, substantially as described.
Also, the friction wheel T, in combination with a

slotted bar w and shipper 7, for taking the power
from the i)eriphery of ax^ar wheel C to \\iud up the
brake, substantially as set forth.

70,912.—SolomoxSquier and IToracr Squier,
Monson, Mass.— Machine for Pressing Bonnets.—
Xovcmber 12, 18G7.—The block is hinged to the table
so as to occupy a horizontal position Aviien the bonnet
is placed upon it. The presser hood is bisected and
supported on a flexible cross-bar. TIk; lower part of
each side of the presser is connected bj an inclined
rod to one of the guide rods, which are allowed a
more extended movement than the cross-bar by the
flexion of the latter, this excess of movement serving
to press the sides together. The presser is operated
by treadle and spiral springs.

Claim.— First, the combination of the jointed

f)resscr F/, pressure bars L, pressinij frameAC DE.
)lock B, heater h', suspension rod (>, lip plates 9?? n,

end supplementary heaters h h, as herein described,
for the purpose specified.

Second, tlie block B, when attached to the frame A
by a slide hinge h, so that difi'ereiit sized blocks may
be used to press hoods of varying pro])ortions by the
same machine without changing'the jomted pre'sser,

as herein set forth.

70,913.—Eusiia Sterling, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Fish Hook.—Xovcmber 12. 18G7.—The head of the
minnow is secured to the sliding hook and its tail to
the central liook, the outer side hooks serving to
catch the fish.

Claim.—The combination with the hook A B. slid-

ing extensiou hook a and the counter extentension
hook 6, constructed substantially in the manner and
for the purpose set forth.

70,914—Wm. C. Stiles, Xevada City. Cal.—
Gold Srqiarator.—Xovcmber 12, 1867.—The table is

vibrated by a rotating cam, and has a series of open-
ings, screens, and counter-inclines an-anged along its

surface, and operating in connection with gentle
streams of water fed from ditierent points above it.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the openings
0, piotceted by screens s s and ledges i i, upon an

inclined vibrating table T, having a series ot trans-
verse ledges I I, for tlie purpose of separating the gold
dust from dirt, substantially in the manner described.
Second, the combiuatiouaiid arrangement of a se-

ries of foraminated water troughs iv w, with an in-

clined vibrating table T, having openings o o and
ledges 1 1, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

70,915.—Amos Stocker, Watertown, X. Y.—
Yentilating Device fur Boots and IShocs.—Xovcmber
12, 18G7.—The ventilator has a flange and tubular
scrcAV shank, which is held in the " upper" by a perfor-
ated screw cap.
Claim.—First, the instrument, seen in Figs. 5 and

6, letter C, in combination Avith a boot or shoe.
Second, the extra insole, with its spring or springs,

in combination with the valve, as seen in Fig. G, let-

ter C, substantially as described and for the purj)oses
set forth in the specification.

70,916.— Giles M. Stoxe, St. Louis, Mo.—
Grinding Mill.—Xovcmber 12, 18G7.—The grain is

passed bet^^•een a series of cylinders in pairs. One
cylinder iu eacli pair is made adjustable and rotates
at a dilforent speed to the other one.
Claim.—The adjustable roller B. operating in con-

nection Avith the front edge of the chute T, I'or tho
purpose of grinding the lumps which pass between
tlie upper rollers before reaching the second rollers,

as herein shown and described.

70,917.—Orson W. Stowe, Plantsvillc. Conn'.-
Machine for Flcuiging and Wiring Metallic Plates.—
Xovcmber 12, 1SG7.—The outer circumferential cor-
ner of the lower disk is turned out rectangidarly, and
Hie other disk has a periplicral flange, whicli enters
the groove and forms an out-turned flange around the
edge of the cylinder.

Claim.—Tlie combination as well as the arrange-
ment of the adjusting screw bearing L Avith the rocker
shaft K and the roller shaft C, its shoulder h, and
clamp nut M. or their equivalents.
Also, the combination and arrangement of the sot

nut T, the rocker shaft, and the adjusting bearing L,
applied to the shaft and tlie case or frame of the ma-
chine, substantially as specified.

Also, the application of the front bos of the shaft

C to such shaft and tlie case or frame I, so as to be
capable of being moved in one arc with the shaft and
endAvisc Avitli such shaft, as described.
Also, the case or frame I, as made and applied to

the rocker shaft journals and the beaiings of the two
shafts and so as to encase the gears, substantially as
described and represented.

70,918.-A. W. Ti'CKER, TTaxahachie, Texas.-
Harvester.—Xovcmber 12, 18G7.—The finger bar and
appendages are sui)portcd on a curved iicam and ad-
justed vertically by changing its positions. The
finger bar may be raised independently of its support-
ing beam by a chain and lever.

CZ«i?».—Suspending the finger bar and its appen-
dages from a curved beam D, pivoted to the rear of
the frame of the machine and adjustable in any desired
position, as set forth, so as to set the finger bar at any
desired height, in combination Avith tlie pivoted ex-

tension E' of tlie finger bar, and the chain and lever
/i, all being constructed, arranged, and operated iu
the manner and for the purpose'set forth.

70,93 9—JohnE. Ticker. Boston. Mass.—Fa?t-
cet.—Xovcmber 12, ]8()7.—The grooved plug has ii

valve disk, Avhicli is depressed Avith the plug to open
the faucet.
Claim.—A faucet, composed of pipe B with stem

C, and plug D with its grooves e, pipes G and A. and
packingring E, allcoii.strncted, arranged, and operat-

ing in the ruanuer as and for the purposes set forth.

70,920.—Charles Valkmar. Jr., Xew York, X.
Y.. assignor to himself, Wii. V. Mvei;s, and Thomas
Hkdikm, Baltimore. MCl.—Preparing Clothfor Litho-
graphic and other Impressions.—Xovcmber 12, 1867.

—A mixture of white of cp:g: and oxide of zinc is ap-

plied to Avoven material, which is alterA\ard immersed
in lioiling Avater. A sizing of glue is then applied

and the material calandercd.
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Claim.—The process for preparing cloth for receiv-
ing lithographic, photographic, or other impressions,
substautially as described.

70,921.—Casper Vetter, Cincinnati. Ohio, as-
signor to himself and Peter Schneider, same place.—Self-closing Hinge.—IsTovember 12, 18G7.—The door
has a lifting hinge, T\'hich serves both by gravitj' and
a ispiral spring within it to return the door to its re-
quired position.
Claim.—First, t»!ie combination with a self-closing

door or shutter hinge, operating by gravitation and
by a spring, substautially as shown, of the angular
or uon-circalar top or head B and socket K permit-
ting the door when mounted to gravitate to any de-
sired position, as described.
Second, in combination with the spring J, the in-

clined edges upon collar C, and socket G, having de-
pressions g g' and prominences c c\ substantially as
shown and described.

70,922.—A. S. Tillee, Lancaster, Vtx.—Guide
or Clamp for Harness Frames.—ISTovember 12, 18(57.

—The ends of the heddles have guide clamps to pre-
vent the chafing of the shafts. The strips forming
the guard are attached to blocks near the ends and
have a central spiral spring forcing the middles out
and pinching the ends upon the i)rojecting ends of
the heddle.
Claim.—T\\Q protecting guides, formed of strips

A B with blocks or ends C, arranged substantially
as shown and described, for the purposed specified.

"

70,923.—T. D. Yoorhees, Easton, Ta.—Screw
Driver.—November 12, 1867.—The ferrule has a tui-n-

ing, flanged sleeve as a rest for the hand.
Claim.—The rotating thimble C with the flange

D, -R'hen applied to a screw driver, substantially as
and for the purj)ose set forth.

70,924.—John "Wallace, Louisville, 'Kj.—Gfate
Combination.—^oxcmhcr 12, 1867.—The bottom of
the grate is inclined upward and backward from the
front to the semicircular deflecting tile.

Claim..—The semicircular tile B and grate A, when
the same arc constructed and combined substantially
as described and for the purpose set forth.

70,925.—Edmond A. Warren, Brooklyn, IST. T.
—Paper Ruling lfacM?ie.—November 12, 1867.—The
paper is held on the cylinder by grippers, and taken
from the cylinder to the receptacle by. tapes running
on rollers.

Claim.—First, the rotating cylinder C, provided
with shafts D D, having lingers E to grasp the sheets
of paper to be ruled in connection with the pen-beam
O, provided witli pens Q, and all arranged to operate
in the manner substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

Second, the adjustable cams N at one end of the
cylinder C, in connection with the arm M on the shaft
J, provided with fingers K K, for presenting the
sheets to the cylinder C, substantially as shown and
described.

Third, the adjustable cams T at one end of the cyl-

inder C, in connection with the arm S on shaft "P,

having tlie pen-l)eam O attached, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

Fourtli, the chords U U', arranged in relation with
the cylinder C, and working respectively over the
rollers Z Z' W Y Y' V, to operate substantially in the
manner as and for the purpose set forth.

70,926.— Windsor N. White, Winchendon,
Mass.— Wages Indicator.—November 12, 1867.—The
numbered cylinder turns freely in tlie cylindrical case,

whose longitudinal slot exliib'its one row of figures.

At the edge of tiie slot the cylinder is numbered trom
1 to 30. The left-hand number on the cjiinder gives
the sum for any number of days or parts of a day, up
to 30.

Claim.—The said wages indicator, or combination
and arrangement of the cylinder, divided and marked
substantially as described, with the slotted case or its

equivalent, and the scale applied to such case, as set

forth.

70,927.—A. S. Whittemore, Williraantic, Conn.
— C7ii?n?ie2/.—November 12, 18()7.—Tlie tile chimney

is made in sections and the joints rendered tight by
a flat metallic ring. The space between the chimney
and inclosing case communicates with the outer air
at its lower end. and, by dampers, with the apartments.
Claim.—The combination of a tile chimney or flue

A with an air pipe C, the latter encompassmg the
former, and communicf^ting with the external air and
the compartments within the building, substantially
as and lor the purpose specified.
Also, the elastic bands B, fitted in the anmilar re-

cesses/, in the flanges at the ends of the tiles, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

70,928

—

David Wigger, New York, N, Y.-^
Axle and Axle Box.—November 12, 18017.—The outer
end of the box is closed, the spindle has a collar upon
it with a packing ring on eacli side. The collar fur-
nishes bearing for the holding nut attached by an out-
side screw to the box. The spindle has two collars
of hardened steel, and the box two rings of the same,
which come in contact and take the friction of the
journal.
Claim.—First, the rings c d, fitted within the

journal box, in combination with the collars e/ on the
journal A*, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

Second, the arrangement of the packing ring n
within the annular nut C, and in relation with the
journal A*, packing rings h, and flange g, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

70,929.—Alfred Wilkin, McConnellsville,Ohio.—Self-setting Game Trap.—November 12, 1867.—The
trap is wound with a key. A draw on the bait 'hook
frees the spring shaft and causes the projection of
pointed wires to transfix the animal, and the platform
is then thrown up to cast the animal away. A half
rotation of the spring shaft brings the devices to their
setting position.
Claim.—First, the combination of the shaft B,

operated by a spring or weight, arms D, short lever
E and lever G- with each other, for the purpose of
setting and tripping the trap, substantially as herein
shown and described.
Second, the combination of the quadrant I and

spear K with the arms D of the shaft B, substantially
as herein shown and described, for the purpose of
killing the animal.

Third, the combination of the curved pivoted piece
L, connecting reds N, elbow levers O, and hinged
platform II with eacli other and with the arms 13 of
the shaft B, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, for the purpose of throwing the dead animal
out of the way.

Fourtli, the combination of the lever T and hooks
TJ and V with the elbow levers O and quadrant I,

substantially as herein shown and described and for
the purpose set forth.

70,930.—David Wigger, New York, N. Y.—
Belt Fastener.—November 12, 1867.—Hooked plates
are riveted to the ends of the belt. The hooks engage,
and a bolt prevents lateral slipping.
Claim.—First, the plates B B', when firmly secured

to tlie ends of the belt, and when shaned as described,
so that they can only be disengageu by moving the
ends of the belt aside," substantially as herein set forth.

Second, the plates B and B', when made as set forth,

in combination with the bolt a, the same being made
and operated substautj,ally as and for the purpose
herein shown and destiribed.

70,931.—Moses B.Wright, Meriden, Conn.—
Lantern.—November 12, 1867.—The chimney has a
perforated metallic cap.

Claim.—The perforated metal cap D, top a, chim-
ney C, shell B, and perforated metal band d, all com-
bined in the manner substantially as set forth.

70,932.-JUSTUS E. Zender, New York, N. Y.
—Dice J5oa;.—November 12, 1867.—Explained by the
claims.
Claim.—^First, as a new article of manufacture, a

hand dice box made of metal, substautially as and
for the purpose described.
Second, a hand dice box, lined with cloth, or any

equivalent material therefor, whether such dice box
be made of metal or any other suitable material, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose spacified.
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70,933 M. E. Abboit, Bethlehem, 'Pa.—Step
Ladder.—Xoveraber 19, It^OT.—The brace aud stay-

rods slide oa the staples so as to allow of folding

togetlier or spreading apart of the sides and legs in

position for use.

Claim.—¥irst, a step ladder with the braces B B'

and the stav rods C C and D J)' attached to the ladder

A. substantially as described, that is to say, by the

pivot joints d d and the long staples a a and c c, as

and for the purposes set forth.

Second, in combination with a step ladder, the

pivot joints d d, and the long staples a a aud c c, or

their equivalents, substantially as and for the pur-

poses described.

70,934.—Onofrio Abruzzo, New York. X. T.
—Apparatus for Condensing Air.—Xovember 19.

IStiT.—The air vessels are connected by horizontal

pipes which entqi- the upper and lower ends of pump
cylinders. The air is pressed from cylinder to cylin-

der. The pistons and lower horizontal pipes have
valves.

Claim.—The arrangement of a series of vessels A
A' when the same are connected with the cylinders

B B', tlie same being provided with valves C C, and
with perforated pistons D D', having A^alves, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose herein shown and
described.

70,935.—E. E. Addison-, Wheeling, "West Ta.—
Lamp Chimnei/.—Xovember 19, 18vi7.—The glass

bulb has a metallic cone, connecting to it a tnimpet-
shaped mica chimney whose lower end extends be-

neath the top of the bulb, aud its upper end above the
cone.

Claim.—The combination with the glass bulb A
of the metallic or mica cliimney D, secured by tight
joints a and e to the npper edge of the bulb, substan-
tially as described and represented.

70,936.— Charles Aldeicit, Marshalltown,
Iowa.—Jyjje Case.—Xoveraber 19, 1867.—The sections
are all hung to a single vertical pintle aud the hinge
shanks are so bent as to all fold together.
Claim.—A cabinet or case made in sections or

parts, hung so as to open and close, and each pro-
vided with shelves, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

70,937.—Mason C. A>rES, Hartford, Conn., as-

signor to himself and Jeremy W. Bliss, same place.
—Joiners' Gauge.—Xovember 19, 1867.—The bar is

slotted for traverse of tlie clamping screw. Tlie slid-

in.!^ head has a concave, a convex, and two straight
sides.

Claim.—As a new improved article of manufacture,
a carpenter's gauge, composed of the bar A, head B,
clamp screw C, and constructed to operate substan-
tially as aud for the pmpose describecT.

70,938—TTiLLiAil A. Eaglet, Ansonia, Conn..
Hook for Hold-back 5frar>*.—X'ovember 19, 1867.—
The hook is {Attached to a'plate fixed to the thill, and
the strap retained by a swinging piece pivoted to
the plate.

Claim.—A hook for hold-back straps, made in two
parts B, and pivoted part C, substantially as de
scribed.

70,939.—Albert E. Bailey, Xew Haven, and
Wilson W. Knowles, Plantsville, Conn.—Bolt JLfo-

cftr/ie.—Xovember 19, 1867.—The portion of the bolt
forming the square shank is upset, giving it a larger
diameter than the screw-threaded portion. The rec
tangular part of the shank and the head are swaged
to the form at one operation.

Claim.—First, the fixed jaw O and the sliding jaw
O' in combination with the supplemental die Q aud
die M, all constructed and arranged to operate sub-
stantially in the manner as and lor the purpose set
fo«h.
Second, the cross-head E, slide J. attached thereto,

and independent slide K, an-anged substantially as
shown, for operating the heading die M, slicliugjaw
O' and supplemental die Q, as set forth.

veraber 19, 1867.—Explained by the claims and illus-

tration.

Claim.—First, the trace buckle, constructed as
described, consisting of the frame D, with curved
forward end, and provided on eacli side Avith stop F,
which serves as a limit to the forward movement of
the sliding clasp E, embracing the frame, as herein
set forth for the purpose spccitied.
Second, in combination with the above, the trace

strap B, when provided with the enlarged part H,
secured to the frame D by means of the slide E, sub-
stantially as described for the pui-pose specified.

70,941.—C. W. Baldavin, Boston, Mass.—i:Zc-
rator.—Xovember 19, 1867.—The cross bar has at
each end a block whose vertical slot slides in a verti-

cal slide bar attached to the side timber. A vertical
spring rod has at its upper end a wedge entering the
slot. The hoisting rope has side ropes secured to
levers which keep the wedges in depressed position.

On breaking of the cord the wedges are forced up by
the springs and suspend the platform by friction.

Claim.—In an elevator or hoisting apparatus, as
described, the combination with the elevator carriage
and rope, or other device for supporting or suspend-
ing the same, of the wedges for preventing the acci-

dental fall of said carriage, under the arrangement
and for operation as set forth.

Also, the combination and aiTangement with the
carriage A and its supporting rope, of the lovers H H,
ropes a' a', and wedges G- G, or their equivalents,
substantially in maimer aud for the pm-pose as before
described.

70,942.—Isaac Benhasi, McLean, X. T., as-

signor to himself and Allen B. Benham. same place.—Scale.—X'ovember 19, 1867.—The scales are sup-

ported on the opposite ends of the beam. The dis-

tance of the fulcrum from each of the tv.o scales is

inversely in proportion to the object weighed on that
scale, it is intended for use in making an addition
to some substance of a definite proportion of some
other ingredient, as the addition of an ounce of salt

to each pound of butter.

Claim.—A proportioning scale for ascertaining,
in compounds of ingTedients in fixed proportion, the
quantity of any one ingredient, by the use of any
other ingredient as a weight or measure, in the man-
ner aud by the device above set forth, as a new article

of manufacture.

70,943.—Henry Besciikee, Albany, X. Y.—
Ajiparatus for the Manufacture ofSalt.—^oxGvnhcv
19, 1867.—At each end of the furnace is a boiling pan,
and each boiling pan has a pan supported four feet

above it. The sides of the npper pan are connected
with the lower one by shutters, so as to confine the
steam, when desired, for heating the contents of the
upper pan. The steam escapes t!n"ough a pipe as-

cending fi'om the bottom of the latter pan. The fur-

nace chimney is in the center, and a narrow trans-

verse pan stands between the boiling pan and the
chimney on each side for drying the salt dingged
from the boiling- pan. Each' corner has a fra-nace,

and the flues are made to wind so as to heat nil parts.

Claim.—The an-angement and combinatiori of the
soaking pan K, drying pans D and E Avilh the zigzag
flues P"and T, when arranged and operating as herein
described and for the purposes set forth.

70,944.—Edward C. Bl^keslee, Waterbnry,
Conn.

—

Buckle.—Xovember 19, 1867.—Tlie pivots of
the tongue piece are formed of the closely bent con-
nection of its loop and tongues.
Claim.—The herein-described buckle in which the

tongues B B and loop C are formed in one piece, and
so as to form bearings a a. which are hinged to the
frame in the manner set forth.

70,945.—Asa Blood, Jr., Independence. Iowa.
—Door Latch.—X'ovember 19, 1867,—TJic catch head
is on the end of a spilng, which is adjustable on the
standard attached to the wall.

Claim.—The adjustable spring C, head E. as ar-

ranged, in combination with the arms B, for the pur-
pose and in the manner set forth.

70,940.—Alonzo E. Bailey and Horatio 70,946.—TV. K. Boekner, Chicago, HI., assignor
K'iCHOLS, Middleville, X. Y.—Harness Bitckle.—^o- to himself and Carl R. Boerner, same place.— Trire
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Work.—November 19, 1867.—The transverse wires
are bent in into close coutiguitj to the -o'ires on each
side alternately, and at the closeh' approaching places
the vrires are attached together by a cord, cousistiug
of doul)le wire twists, running longitudinally.

Claim.—"Wire work to be used lor any purpose,
when constructed substantially as herein described.

70,947.—Edward T. Bostrom, Newman, Ga.—
Paddle WAeeL—November 19, 1867 ; antedated No-
Teniber 8, 1867.—The radial arms of the main wheel
aiford bearings at their ends for freely-turning shafts

of secondary wheels, which are intended, by their

partial backward rotation during passage through
the water, to present the paddles at proper inclina-

tion.

Claim.—The construction of four buckets C upon
the revolving shaft D, arranged upon the ends of the
radial revolving arms B, substantially as described
for the pin-pose specified.

70,948.—Eugene Bourson, Brussels, Belgium.
'-Steam- Engine.—November 19, 1867.—Steam is ad-

mitt-id from the boiler to both ends of the cylinder to

act as cushions on each side of the piston, and check
or stop the movement.

Claim.—First, connecting both ends of a steam
cylinder by means of a pipe C, having one or more
stop cocks a, substantially as described, so as to en-

able the engineer to stop or retard the motion of the

piston by conducting steam or water, or both, into

the ends of the cylinder, substantially as herein
shown and described.
Second, the pipe C, connecting the ends of the cyl-

inder, when provided with the stop cocks a a, and
when combined with the blow-off pipes c c, all made
and operating substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.
Third, connecting the two cylinders of a locomo-

tive engine with each other by means of a pipe E,
whereby steam, watw, or both can be conducted into

the end's of the cylinders, substantially as and for the
purpose herein shown and described.

70,949.— G. "W. BOYXTON, Auburn, N. T.—
C/i'i7d's 2'o?/.—November 19, 1867.—The image is bal-

anced by the weight, and is propelled on the hollow
wheel by the forked push staff.

Claim.—The hollow wheel A, loop /i, weight g, and
image B, all combined and arranged as and for the
purpose set forth.

70,950.—Charles H. Brookbakk, Connersville
Iiul.

—

Head Block for Saw Mills.—November 19

18(;7._The sliding blocks are traversed by adjusting
screw rods. On the outer end of each rod is a loosely

turning wheel having spur gear and a ratchet gear.

The latter engages a pawl on the disk secured upon
the rod, so as to rotate the adjusting screw when the

wheel is turned in one direction. The wheels are

rotated loy a series of racks on a sliding rod operated

by a lever.
' Claim.—First, the rod E, provided with the ad-

justable toothed slides n, and operated by means of

the lever F pivoted to the carriage, and connected to

said rod by means of the sliding sleeve h and bar g,

all arranged as described for the purpose specified.

Second, the pins A: k and sliding sleeve h, regulat-

ing tlie stroke of tlie lever F, whereby the movement
of'tlic head block is determined, as herein shown and
described.

Third, the pinion b, having formed upon its inner
side tlic ratchet wheel c, turning loosely upon the

screw slialt C, and connected to the -v^iioel d by the

pawl e and spring/, as herein described, and operated

to move tlic lieatt block forward by the ratchet bar E,

and to withdi'aw said liead block by means of the

crank I, independent of the ratcliet rod, all arranged
as described for the purpose specified.

Fourth, tlie arrangement of tlie pivoted lever F,

connected by the bar g and slide h to the ratchet rod
E, the screw rod C, pinion b. ratchet c, crank wheel
d, paAvly, spring/, and head block I), as herein set

ibrth for the purpose specified.

Filth, feeding tiie log to the saw the required dis-

tance at one stroke of the lever F tlirough tlic medi-

um of tlie ratchet bar E, pinion b, ratchet c, Avheel d,

and screw rod C, as herein shown and described.

70,951.—Ira S. Brown and C. N. Brown, Pro-
vidence, 11. 1., assignors to themselves and J. Mason
Gross, same place.— Machine for Grinding Saiu
Teee/i.-November 19, 1867.—The machine is intended
specially for grinding detachable saw teeth. The
teeth are clamped to the slide rest, and brought in
contact with tlie rotar^y cutter. The inclination of
the tooth is denoted by an index.

Claim.—The combination of the grinding wheel A
with an apparatus for holding the saw-tooth or other
article to be ground, which apparatus for holding the
tooth or other article, consists of the standard E, the
hinged fi-amQ 1 1, and the vise F combined therewith,
as described, all arranged so as to etfectthe presenta-
tion of the article to be ground to the wheel, substan-
tially as described.

70,952.—Otto Brijck, New York, N. Y.—Fan.
—November 19, 1867.—Explained by the claim and
illustration.

Claim.—The tubular handle a, into which slides
the tube &, which is adapted to receive the fan d in
its folded state, in combination with the tube &, head e,

fan d and draw strings / and g, the whole arranged
and combined substantially as herein set forth.

70,953.—John Burnhaji, La Salle, 111., assignor
to himself and David L. Hough, same place.—J/aWjer
for Planting Corn.—November 19, 1867.—The axle
has a marking wheel at each end. A hinged marker
frame at the middle may be raised by depression of
the stirrujDS, whose cords are connected to the frame,
and pass over sheaves on the axle.

Claim.—A two-wheel marker, Avhich is constructed
so as to operate substantially in the manner herein
described.

70,954.—Irvine Carman, Schoolcraft, Mich.—
JTor.ses/ioe.—November 19, 1867.—The shoe has a
transverse spring bar supporting a. rubber plate to
prevent balling.

Claim.—First, the spring B fitting into the walls
of the shoe, substantially^as shown and described.
Second, the combination of the rubber C withtho

spring B, substantially as shown and described,

70,955.—-John Cash and Joseph Ca^h, Jr.

—

Coventry, England.

—

Towel.—November 19, 1867.

—

The towel is knitted from tape, and has a selvage all

around.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, bath or

friction towels, mauufactm-ed of tape, substantially as
described.

70,956.—David Cashwell, Fayetteville, N. C.—Apparatus for Distilling Spirits of Turpentine.—
November 19, 1867.—The 'still has parallel coils of
steam pipe beneath perforated diaphragms.

Claim.—First, the application of steam to the dis-

tillation of spirits of turpentine, as herein described.
Second, the induction steam pipe a, the steam-

heating coils b' b' and the diaphragms c c, combined
with the still A, the steam generator D and the worm
B, arranged and operating substantially as and for

the purposes shown, and described.

70,957.—Stephen Chamberun, Boston, Mass.
—Tip TFa^ron.-November 19, 1867.—The rear half-

elliptical springs are journaled to the axle and rock
over with the wagon box when tilteii.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
body a, rocker springs n, journals r and socket bear-
ings 6' together, and relatively to the spring I and
front and rear axles, substantially as described.

70,958.-Albert A. Chittenden, Boston, Mass.
Ironing Table.—Novcmbcv 19, 1867.—The skirt board
projects from the wall. It is supported by a cleat

on the wall, and a diagonal stirrup rod, which is en-
gaged by a cleat on the under side of the board.
Claim.—The movable table A, in combination with

the rod B. and frame C, or their respective equiva-
lents, substantially as and for the purpose described.

70,959.—Charles Colby, San Francisco. Cal.,

assignor to iiimself and Michael ON^'eil. same place.—Churn.—November 19, 1867.—The dasher has railial

arms supporting longitudinal strips in near proximity
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to the side of the barrel and inner inclined arnas,

wliicb give a longitudinal motion to tbe evenin.

Claim.—The combination and an-augement of the
driving sliaft B, gears C and E, with gears D and F
at the "opposite end of the churn, with the daslicrs H
and K, and barrel L, all as described for the purpose
set forth.

70,960.—KoBERT CoxATiHOE, Camden, Ohio, as-

signor to himself mul ITowaiiu Young, same place.—
Ditching Machine.—^oxeiwhCT 19, ]8'o7.—The frame
h;is at one end a pair of cutters, and at the other a

plow. An elevator extends from the plow to a side do
livcrv cluitc. The plow (or forward) end of the frame
has two supporting wiieels ; the rear is supported on
a caster wheel. JDuring a forward movement the
axle turns with the wheel, and works the elevator,

but during a backward movement the wheels turn
freely on the axle, and the elevator is quiescent.

Claim.—First, the shovels of the elevating appa-
ritus, the plates r of which automatically clean the
plates o, substantially as set forth.

Second, notches u and pins v, in combination, when
applied to a wheel and axle, substantially as described.

Tliird. the plow G, tiough F, elevating apparatus
n c e /i h. cutlers C and lever io. when combined and
arranged substantially a^ described.

70,961.— Jesse Coxver. Philadelphia, Pa.—
Stove ripe Drum.—Xoveml)er 19, 18G7.—The caloric
current in its ascent tirst impinges against a conical
deflector, and passing around its edge is made to fol-

low a devious course by a series of upwardly convex
disks, every alternate one of Avhich stretches across
the drum and deflects the air to a central ascending
pipe, from which it issues through side openings and
passes around the edges of the smaller disks. By
opening a damper tiie current is allowed to pass
stniight up the central pipe.

Claivi.—Cylinder c c. damper D, holes H H, and
H' H'. and Iv K', constructed and combined with
plates A A, B B, A' A'. B' B', A" A", and cone plate
B" B", in the manner and for the purpose set forth
and desciibed.

70,962.—A. J. Cook, Guilford, Conn.—Horse
JIaij Fork.—November 19, 1867.—The point is turned
np to engage the load by a rod sliding in a slot of the
main staff, and connecting the heel of the pivoted
point to a bell-crank operating lever netu- the hoist-
ing ring.

Claim.—The combination of the slotted rod A, the
bar D, the lever E. and prongs C, when the said bar
B extends from the said lever upon one side of the
rod, tiirough tlic rod, to tlie prong upon the opposite
side, substautiallv as and for the pui-pose herein set
forth.

70,963.—WitxiamCooley. Tafton, TTis.— (?a?e.—Xovember 19. 18(37.—The hinges allow vertical ad-
justment of the gate by means of a lever whose end
rests on the lower pintle. A vertically sliding post
at the latch end engages the gate with'the ground in
any position.

Claim.—First, the lever E. made to rest on the top
of hinge G, in combination with sleeve S. gate F H
V C l), and support J, the whole being arranged sub-
stantially as set forth and for the purpose descrilx'd.

Seeoncf, the combination of the slidiucc post K, with
gate F H O V C D, hinges G G, lever II, and catch
n, substantially as herein specified.

70,984.—H. M. Cooper, Lindley, Mo.—ioo?n.—
November 19, 1867.—All the movements are per-
formed by motion of the lay. Tlie treadles are in sets
near each side and arc.opc'rated by radial cams on a
sliaft intermittingly rotated by ratchet wheels upon
it. These are acted on by pawl levers connected by
rods to tlie lay. Tlie cords operating tlie shuttle dri-

vers are attached to a block which is swung from
side to side liy projections on levers whicii are alter-

nately raised'by cams on the treadle operating lihaft.

T!ie take up motion is automatic.
Claim.—First, the combination of the lay C, the

treadle-cam slialt H, the treadles G, the cloth beam
D, the shuttle driving hand p. the levers r r, t!ie cams
s .S-, tlie spring bar u\ and tbe cross bar v. constructed,
an-anged, and operating as and for the purposes
herein described.
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Second, tbe combination and aiTangenient of the
lever ?n, pivoted near its lower end to the frame of

the loom, and provided at its upper cud with tlie screw
thread by means of which the hinged pawl /.; is raised
or lowered, Avith tbe connecting rod n, SAvord C,
cloth beam D, gear AA'becls g, g\ g'\ and i-atchct Avbeel
/i, as herein described, for the" purpose specified.

Third, the arrangement of the pivotetl hand p. the
levers r r, the cams s s. the spring bar to, and the
cross bar v, combined with tbe lay C, and tlie shuttle-

drivers 0, substantially as and for the purposes de-
scribed.
Fourth, connecting the shuttle-boxes 1 1 with the

lay-by binges, as and"for the purposes set fortli.

70,965 John M. Cooi'er, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Core Mold for Casting Globe Valves.—Xovember 19,

1867.—Parts of the core box are made detachable to
admit the lifting out of the core without injury. The
length of the core is increased so as to give a beiu-iug
at each outer end.

Claim.—The core boxes a; and x', with their i"e-

spective plugs g and g', constructed substantially as
liereinbefore described for the purpose of forming
cores for casting globe valves with diaphragm valve
seat.

70,966—J. E. CowDERY, "Wheatland, Iowa, as-

signor to himself and A. S. Bexson, same place.

—

Try Square.—Xovember 19, 1867.—The pivoted arm
of the square has an index finger traversing a scale
and denoting the angle.
Claim.—The circular rack E, and spring pawl e,

when combined with a pivoted blade to a try-square,
in manner substantially as and for the purposes de-
scribed.

70,967 William W. Cox, Carbondale, 111.—
Washing Machine.—Xovember 19, 1867.—The end-
less apron is earned on two rollers and the clothes,
are fed over it to the corrugated rollers turned by a,

treadle. The inner apron roller is journaled in slid--

ing blocks and drawn up by spiral springs.
Claim.—First, the corrugated roller C, in eorabina--

tion with the roller F, apron G, dovetail blocks /i,.

springs k and nuts I, all made and operating substan--
tially^as and for the purpose herein shown and dc-.

scribed.

Second, the above, in combination with the treadle-
E, when the same is made as set forth.

70,96S.—Zexas M. Craxe, Dalton, Mass.^l'ool
Supporter or Hack.—X'ovember 19, 1867.—ThepJate-
is attached to the wall. It has a rectangulai> projec-
tion between which and the adjustable tooth of thO'
gravitating arm the tool is held.

Claiia.—The combination of the bent lever A, the^
adjustable tooth e and the jaw g, applied to- the plate •

B, and arranged substantially as described.
Also, the combination and'arrangementof the pro-

jection h, Avith the bent lever A, tlie adjustable tooth <%

and the jaw g, applied to the plate B, and . arranged
substantially as specified.

70,969.—E. W. CuiTTEXDEX, Pittsburg, Pa.—
2Ianufacturing Bricks.—Xovember 19, 18(37 ; ante-
dated Xovember 9, 18(57.—Tiie clay passes between
fluted rollers Iieneatli the hopjier aiurthi'ii tlirougli a ro-
tating cylindrical screen, Avhicli throws off tlie stones.
From tlie screen chute it is carried, by tlie elevator to
tlie mold Avlieel. The clay is subjcctoll to jets of steam
at loAv pressure, in its passag-e frocathe screen to tlie

elevator. The presscr plungers, are forced in by
rollers, other rollers acting "simultaneously on the
plungers forming the inner side of tbe inold, and.
Avbicli are subsequently actuated by a cam to ejecxt

the bricks on to the off-bearing- belt.

Claim.—Yiiat, the fluted orcornigated rollers B 15'.

B", a rotary screen D, and endless carrier or apron F,
arranged siibstantially as and for the purpose .set forth.

Second, tbe tcmiiering or moistening of the iml-
verized clay by jc^ts of IoA\-pr(\>?SHre steam froiu a
steam box H, substantially as sliown and described.

Tiiird. the cvcuer G, the rotary screen D. and end-
less carrier or apron F, arranged substantially as ami
for the purpose specitied.

Fourth, the molds X" in tbe wheel L, in combination
with the plungers O and the arras Q. operated in the
manner substantially as herein shown and described.
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¥ifth, the elevator I and endless carrier Y, when
used in combination with a rotary mold wheel, sub
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

70,970.—Joshua C. Cunningham, Oglethrope,
Georgia.—Mill Gearing.—November 19, 1867.—The
annular base gear is attached to the bridge tree in

which the main shaft is stepped. The main shaft
passes loosely through a rectangular frame, whose
radial arms are attached to the water wheel and form
journals for wheels having diflferential bevel gear
engaging the base gear, and a bevel wheel on the
mam shaft.

Claim.—The pinion wheels C, each composed of
two sets of cogs and of unequal diameters, in combi
nation with the base A, crown gear wheel B, and
shafts r, all arranged and operating as described, for
the purpose specified.

70,971.—John D'Arcy, San Francisco, Cal.

—

Loaf Bread Machine. — November 19, 1667.— The
dough is passed in a continuous cake between the
rollers, and being carried forward on the endless ajn'on
is divided into pieces by the rotating knife.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
kneading rollers C C, endless apron «, carried by the
rollers l)' and D', and the rotating knife F, all as set

forth.

70,972.—Jonathan E. Davis, McKay, Ohio.—
Plow.—XoTcmbcr 19, 1867.—The frame is of iron, and
the sides arc liinged togetlier so as to admit of single
vertical movement, or of a side inclination of the
whole frame.
Claim.—First, forming the beams A B, standards

E, brace bars G, and handles H, and adjustably con-
necting tliem to eacli other, substantially in the form
and manner herein shown and described and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the jointed or pivoted
T)ars C and I with the beams A. and' B and handles H,
substantially in the manner herein shown and de-

scribed and for the purx^ose set forth.

70,9^3.—H. B. Davison, San Francisco, Cal.—
Bottle Washer.—November 19, 1867.—Jets of Avater
are forced into bottles placed over the nozzles.

Claim.—A bench or support provided with a series

of holes B B to hold the bottles, in combination with
a series of jet pipes D D, extending into the nozzles
of the bottles, and conducting water to wash them,
substantially as described.

70,974.—John G. Be Coursey, Philadelphia,
Ta.—Trundling jETooj^.- November 19, 18()7.— The
hoop has four spokes and a hub. The latter turns
upon Avires in the end of the operative handle.
Claim.—The lioop A, with its hub & and spokes a,

in combination with an arm or handle C, connected
to tlie said hub, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

70,975.—Peter De Tries, Adrian, Mich—Boot
Tree^i.—November 19, 1867.—The front portion has a

vertical screw, whose point impinges against a lever

cam and serA'CS to spread tlie leg plirt.

Claim.—The (!oml)iuation of the front and foot A
B, made in one piece, the back C, the spreading key
K, .the lever I, elastic .plate i, vertical screw G, and
horizontal screw H, all arranged and employed in the
jnauner and for the purposes set forth.

70,976.—William P. Dillman, Joliet, 111.—iTar-

vester Rake.—November 19, 1867.—The rake liead has
sliding movement on an arm, which is rotated beneath
the " arrester " and beneath wliieh tlie rake head also

passes in the forward part of the stroke, and issues

tlierefrora to sweep the grain along tiie front and from
the rear of the platform. The rake liead has a stud
traveiising a cam groove in tlie platform, which
causes its' radially sliding motion on tlie arm awd re-

stricts it to the proper course.

67aij;i.—First, the arrester c, attached to the outer

grain guard of the platform, and inclined toward the

Miner end of said platform.
* Second, a grain arrester so constructed that the
revolving rake passes under its outer end.

Third," the arrester c, constructed as described, in

combination with the rake i>, or its eciuivaleut.

70,977.—Felix Dominy, Penataquit, N. T.—
Center Board.—November 19, 1867.—The centerboard
is pivoted at one end, and is lowered and adjusted by
a sliding rod at the other end ; the movement of the
board is limited by a transverse bolt traversing a slot.

Claim.—The center board A, constructed as de-
scribed, when provided at its forward upper end with
the sliding bar E, by which it is raised or lowered,
substantially as herein shown and described.

70,978.—Georoe Downing, Schuylerville, N. Y.,
assignor to himself and Egbert Hermance, same
place.

—

Jtock Drilling Machine.—November 19, 1867.
—The drill rod is depressed by a spiral spring, and
raised by a rotating cam. The slide frame is adjust-
able in inclination. The drill rod is dra^A'u from the
hole or adjusted therein by a rack and pinion, and the
rod has gradual rotation by a ratchet wlieel and pawl
lever operated by its vertical reciprocation.

Claim..—First, the crank wheels I, in combination
with the shaft H, double cams G, drill spindle B, slid-

ing plate C, and uijright part D, as herein set fbrtli,

for the purpose specified.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
lever N, spring B', armL, pawls K and C, and ratchet
wheel J, with each other and with the drill spindle B,
Avith its drill point A, sliding plate C, and crank wheel
I, substantially as lierein shown and described and for
the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the shaft O, toothed
wheels P, pawls S and V, arm T. and racks E, with
each other and with the sliding plate C and upright
part D of tlie frame of the machine, substantially as
herein shoAvn and described and for the purpose set

Ibrth.

Fourth, the upright partD ofthe frame, connected to

the horizontal part by means of the hinges X and ad-

justable hooks 1/, substantially as herein shown and
described and for the purpose set forth.

70,979.—EiciiARD Eaton, London, England.

—

Automatic Ventilating Stove.—November 19, 1867.

—

ImproA^ement on his patent May 15, 1866. A trumpet-
mouthed pipe ascends from the air chamber in the
stove base to near the ceiling, and air is drawn
through it to support combustion. The expansion of
the stove and pipe by boat acts tliermostatically on
dampers in the pipes and slovc front to regulate draft.

Claim.—First, the combination with a ventilating

stove of an automatic apparatus for operating the

direct draft register or damper, and the ventilator

damper, so as to transfer the draft from the one to the
other, and regulate the same, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination with the ventilating stove
A B D E F of the damper or register C, damper G,
rod L, lever I, and connections UK, or their equiv-

alents, arranged and operating substantially as and
tor the purpose described.
Third, the weight M, applied and operating in con-

nection with an aatomatic ventilating stove, substan-

tially as and for the purpose specified.

70,980.—SoloAiON J. Edavards, Ncav Berlin, N.
Y.—Running Gear for Vehicles.—November 19, 18()7.

—The Avheeis are attached to iuAvardly projecting

arras, AVhose inner ends are secured by set screws to

a central sleeve. The arms turn beneath anti-friction

rollers in the boxes attached to the spring bar.

Claim-.—In combination Avith sleeve C and set

screws d d, arms B B, boxes g g, and rollers e e, when
ill are constructed and arranged as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

70,981 .-Hermann Fautz, Newark, N. J., as-

signor to himself and Joseph H. Feuueira, same
place.

—

Lock for Traveling Bags.—November 19,

18(57.—Tlie catches on one jaw take under spring-

levers on the otlier. These levers are depressed by a
push pin to free the catches. The pin is locked by a

bolt operated by a key.

Claim.—The levers A A, or their equivalents, in

combination with the springs c c, catches E E, and
knob G, substantially as specified and for the purpose
named.

70,983.-William H. Ferguson, Eochestcr, N.
Y., assignor to liiraself and Clark D. Page, same
place.—/S'«/6><*/ Attachment for Focket Books.—Iso-
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vember 19, 18fi7.—Tlie pocket book has a loop en-

g3p,'ed by a spring ciiteli within the pocket.
Claiin.—First, the combination and arrangement

with the parts A B o of the fastening of the spring E,
provided wilh the reverse bends//;, forming respect-

ively the finger rest and the eye, tlie whole operating
in the manner and for tlie purpose specified.

Second, as a new article of manufacture, the fasten-

ing for pocket books, consisting of the plates A B,

provided with the points a a, and attached to the
leather disk b, the \\hole airanged as described, and
operating in the manner and for the pm-pose herein
set forth.

70,983.—Georoe B. Fisher, Chicago, IW.—Pcat
and Jirick Machine.—jS'ovcmber 19, 18(j7.—A series

of molds are arranged npon the convex surface of the
cylinder, and have movable plungers operating radi-

flily. The covers of the molds are upon an eiulless

chain, so arranged that the revolution of the cylinder
will operate and secure them automatically, while a
stationary cam gradually moves out the plutigers and
compresses the peat or c'lay in the molds.* The covers
are then removed and the block discharged.
Claim.—In combination, with a cylinder provided

with a series of molds and plungers, operating as de-
scribed, tlic arrangement of a chain of blocks D for
covering said molds, substantially as specified and
described.

70,984.—Paul Fisher, "WilUamsburg, K T.—
Meat ,Spit.—iS^ovcmber ID, 1807.—The spit has sliding
skewer plates having tised and removable skewers.
The spit is oblong in section, to prevent the skewer
plates from turning thereon.
Claim. —The skewer plates B, provided with the

skewer C or D, in coml)ination with the body A of
the spit, substantially as described for the purpose
specitied.

70,985.-1. X. Forrester, Bridgeport, Conn.—
liotanj Sicing.—Xo-^ember 19, lS(i7.—The hoi-izontal
shafts with which the radial arms revolve have bevel
Wheels engaging the b(>vel wheel on a pivot post, by
which a horizontal revolution of the whole frame is

effect e*l.

Claim.—First, rotating a swing or swings at once
around horizontal^nd vertical axles, substantially as
herein sho\vn and described.
Second, the revolving platform C, an-anged around

the post B, and provided ^ith uprights D D, in com-
bination with the swing ft-ames E and their axles 6,

aU made as set forth.

70,986.- Howard Busby Fox, Oxton, and
James Tuuxeu Hall, Liverpool, England.-J5o«;Ze

/S'fopjper.—November 19, 1867.—The plug has cylindri-
cal lengths of decreasing diameter to^vard the end
which is inserted in the cork. The parts are secured
together by shellac, or the rigid portion may be
grooved.

Claim.—First, a stopper formed of wood and cork
in combination, forming a cheap and durable stopper,
substantially as and for the piu'poses herein set forth.
Second, the within described construction and ar-

rangement of the rigid parts a' a^ a^, having three
different diameters, "and fitted within and upon the
elastic partft, in the manner and for the purpose herein
set forth.

70,987.—FRAXKLixFnEY. Liberty, Til—Machine
for Ficlcing Hair.—Xovember 19. i8G7.—The two
rollers have similar rotation by connection witli a
common motive wheel, and turnin a double recessed,
adjustable, concave block. The faces of the rollers
and concave are armed with pins.

Claim.—The cylinders D D' and adjustable floor G
suspended in the rod c, and having concave surfaces
corresponding to the cylinders, provided, like them,
"With teeth e e'. in combination with the box A and
feed ta))lc H, the whole being arranged to operate as
and for the purpose described.

70,988.—William T. Fry, Xcav York, X. T—
Breast rump.—November 10, 18()7.—The receiver
has an opening, wliich in use is covered by the thumb,
and soi'ves as an exit for the milk. The aii- is drawn
off through an upturned tube, which prevents the
access of liquid to the valves. The valves consist of

two cylindrical, flanged caps, whose ends arc perfo-
rated, and inclose between them a valve disk of rub-
ber.

Claim.—First, the tube d, flexible at its outer end,
in combination with a receiving vessel A and with a
vessel I), or equivalent device, for exhausting the air
from the vessel A, substantially as and fol* the pui'-

pose described.
Second, the valve case B, consisting of detachablo

caps m n, with their openings e i i and the vilirating
disk s, the whole being constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as specified.

70,989.— Jacob Gatschets, York township,
Ohio.

—

Beehive.—Xovember 19, 18G7.—The inner part
of tlie hive consists of a lower series of bee frames
and an upper series of frames for honey to be removed
for use. This part of the hive is surrounded by sides
and top connected by pins and hooks.

Claim.—First, the case A, when con.structed and
put together in the manner and lor the purpose set
forth.

Second, the inclined plane B, in combination with
the frames or sash g <j g, when said sash are con-
structed as and for the purpose described.
Third, the cap-piece C, in combination with sash

D D, as and for the purpose specified:

Fourth, inclined plane B, sash gr gr D D, cap-piece
e. and glass frame k and B, all aiTanged as and for
the purpose set forth.

70,990 Isaac M. Gattmax, Xew York, X. Y.
—Manufacture of White ic«d.—Xovember 19, 1867

;

antedated Xovember 14, 1867.—Explained by the
claims.
Claim.—First, subjecting a strong and hot solution

of the basic acetate of lead to a current of carbonic
acid gas, substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.
Second, applying steam in connection with a cur-

rent of carbonic acid gas to a strong and hot solution
of basic acetate of lead, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

Third, correcting defective precipitate of neutral
carbonate of lead formed by the current of carbonic
acid gas when the solution of basic acetate of lead
may be too weak, by boiling it in a stronger solution
of basic acetate of lead, as herein set forth.

Fourth, the manufacture of pure amorphous white
lead by the method substantially as herein described.

70,991.—George Gemuxder, Xew York, X. Y,— Violin and other Bow Instruments.—Xovember 19.

1867.—A secondary sound-post connects the top and
bottom plates of the instrument. A catgut string
passing from tlie bottom, at the key end, over this
bridge and out through the case, forms the couuection
of the tail piece.
Claim.—First, arranging an additional sound-post

D within the case of a bow instrument, substantially
as and for the purpose herein shown and described.
Second, combining the additional sound-post D with

a string E which passes over it, substantially as and
for the purpose herein shown and described.

Third, connecting the sound posts of a bow instru-
ment, by means of a string E and the tail piece F,
witli the main strings of the instrument, substantially
as herein shown and described.

I'ourth, the bridge C for connecting the post D with
the main sound-post B, substantially as and for the
pm'pose herein shown and described.

70,993.—Bex.tamtx F. Godpard, Charlton De-
pot, Mass.—i?oo« Heel Cutter.—^o\omhQV 19, 1867.

—The cutters are various in size and are hinged to
the frame so that they can be let down over' each
other. The heel lifts 'are cut to gradrated.size, and
merely require beveling after attachment. The
leather is placed on tlie Gutters and fcrced down by
blows of a wooden mallet.
Claim.—First, a device for cutting boot and shoe

heels, composed of a plurality of dies of d.fterent si/cs,

arranged to operate in the" manner substantially as
shown and described.
Second, the rising and falling die D and rod E ar-

ranged to operate in connection with the die C, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Third," the slide F in combination with the dies D
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CGI, arrang-ed to operate substantially as and for

the purpose specified,

70,993.—Bennett J. Goodsell, Pent Water,
Mich.— C7ii)n?iey Coiol.—IS'oTember 19, 1867.—The
cap has two concentric, slotted walls, with unmatched
openings, and the central flue has a jacket which con-
ducts air from the apartments and delivers it inio the
cap, where it is discharged with the smoke, &c.

Claim.—First, the combination of two polygonal
slotted caps G and H, or of a single cap having double
side walls, with the top of the chimney, said cap or
caps being constructed and arranged substantially as
herein shown and described and ibr the purpose set

forth.

Second, the combination of the interior pipe or flue

C and exterior ventilating pipe D with each other,

with the chimney B, and with the polygonal slotted

cap or caps G H, substantially as herein shown and
described and for the purpose set forth.

70,994.-William T. Gordon, Detroit, Mich.—
Jce Cutting Machine.—^Xovember 19, 18G7.—The saw^
receives motion from a serrated wheel which engages
the ice, and is vertically adjustable by a rack and pin-

ion operating its journal frame.
Claim.—The'combination and arrangement of the

runner A, the traction wheels B. the gear wheels C
D, pinions E F, the ratchets H H, the shafts K L M
3f , the circular saw O, the skate rudder P, the slip-

ping collar S, the guide lever T, the seat V, the shafts

W, the frames X X and 4 4, the driving wheel Y,
belt 2, pulley 3, and the marking rod 7, all arranged
substantially as described and for the purpose de-

signed.

70,995.—Henry Goulding. Silver City, jS"evada.—Furnace for L'oasting Orc-s.-]\"ovember 19, 1867.—
The ore containing precious metal is placed while m
wet pulp ill cylindrical niulus, having vertical pipes
through thcni for passage of caloric currents to dry
the ore for easy amalgamation. The molds have lugs,

by which they are raised while transferring from
jiiace to place in the furnace.

Claim.—First, the roasting of ores in molds or
chambers, substantially as described.
Second, the aiTangement of molds containing ores

to be roasted, so that they can be gradually brought
nearer the fire or removed from it, substantially as

described.
Tliird, removing the molds containing ores from

the fire while undergoing the process, so that the de-

composition may be conducted without additional
heat, substantially as described.
Fourth, the placing of a freshly filled mold contain-

ing unroasted ore upon the top of a mold that lias

been removed from the fire, for the purpose of utiliz-

ing the excess of heat, substantially as described.

Fifth, the arrangement of furnace, cooler, and
crane, as described.'for the purpose described.

Sixth, the conducting of the flue through water or

its equivalent, for the purpose of condensing the vol-

atile matter when used in connection with ores roasted
in molds, substantially as described.

70,996.—Solomon S. Gray, Boston, Mass.—J.j)-

paratus for Molding Collars.—November 19, 1867.

—

The fixed part has a concave curve, with an angular
projecting face, and the other face is suitably formed
to fit it, and is operated by a knob.

Claim.—A combined gage and mold or former for

placing and shaping paper collars, constructed and
operating substantially as described.

70,997.—Henry Hammond, Hartford, Conn.—
Die for Swaging J/a:n3Hcr.s.—Xovem])er 19, 1867

;

antedated October 2:2, 18(i7.—Tlie blank is swaged
into form between dies with wliich a punch is con-

nected ; tlic punch spreads the metal forced out in

forming the eye and makes an inward extension of

the socket.
Claim.—The peculiar manner of constructing ham-

mers herein set fortli, by means of dies and punches
of the form described.

70,99S.—Hen-ry Hammond, Hartford, Conn.—
Die for Forming the Claws of Hammers.—^oxcxn-
ber 19, 1867; antedated October 22, 1867.—The head
is clamped by a cam upon the lower die plate attached

to the bed piece, and the cutter die connected to the
descending stock forms the claw slot.

Claim.—First, the combination of the dies a and 6
and cutter c, all constructed and arranged substan-
tially as described.

Second, in combination with the dies a and & and
cutter c, the cam K, arranged and operating substan-
tially as described.

70,999.—Mortimer S. Harsha, Batavia, HI.,
assignor to himself and Lavias F. Dow, Cortland,
X. Y.

—

Concrete Brick Machine.—Xovemberl9, 1867.
—The top of the mold is raised and the mold filled

with clay, the plunger is then pressed forward by the
toggle operated by the crank. The end of the mold
is then drawn down and the brick driven out by a
further movement of the plunger by a hand lever.

Claim.—First, the combination of the mold, com-
posed of the slides D C and the bottom X, the plunger
E and the jointed lever I, all arranged substantially
in the manner and for the purposes set forth.
Second, the combination of the mold, constructed

of the bottom X and the slides C and D with the
jointed arm I, shaft M, cord r, and spring L, or its

eqiuvalent, arranged and operating as and for the
purposes specified.

Third, the combination of the mold, slides D and
C, spring X, plunger E, and lever F, arranged and
operating as and for the purposes set forth.

71,000.—Jajies T. Harvey. Murrvsville, Pa.—
Straw CM«er.—Xovember 19, 1867.—The knife has
cutting edges above and below, and is set at an in-

clination to the sash. The sash is reciprocated on
inclined guide rods.
Claim.—The doable-edged knife d, attached by a

sash or otherwise to the inclined guide rods i i' in
combination with the metallic plates or edges c c' and
bifurcated ratchet bar m with adjustable arms n n',

constructed and operated substantially as and for the
purposes above set forth..

71,001.—George S. Harwood, Boston, Mass.—
Feeder for Carding Machines.—Xovemberl9, 1867.^
Improvement on the patent of Apperly & Clissold,

Xo. 18,888.—The upper portions of the traversing
rolls are received into a coujitersunk plate, which
forms a cap fitting closely over their tops. The guide
attached to the traverse plate has a lip extending
partly around and between the rollers, so as to sup-
port and prevent the slipping down of the sliver.

Claim.—First, in a card-feeding machine, such as
described, the plate for carrying the traversing roUs,
constructed as herein specified ; that is to say, conn-
tersuuk, or provided with recesses, so as to' form a
cap or covering for the said rolls, substaiitiaUy as and
for the pm'poses set forth.

Second, the guide or ring attached to the traverse
l^late, ]5rovided with a lip or guard, extending bc-
t-o'cen and partly ai-oimd the rollers, as and for the
purposes specified.

71,002.—David Greene Haskins, Cambridge,
Mass.

—

Gas heating Ajyparatus.—Xovember 19, 1867.
—The burner is surrounded by a perforated, flaring
tube, wliicli is surrounded by a frusto-conical case
into which air is forced and mingled with the caloric
current in a cylinder above the flame. Heated air

ascends betwe'en the tube and air chamber and the
ascending currents are deflected by plates on a verti-

cal rod in the cylinder and pass out around a disk
affixed to its top.

Claim.—First, the combiuation of an air chamber
A, constructed as described, with the ring r, the per-

forated tube B, and the air-supplying apparatus E S S,

or its equivalent, substantially as and for the piu-pose
described.

Second,, the combination of the chamber A and the
tube D, provided with deflectors, and a plate or but-

ton o with a gas or vapor bm*uer, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

71,003.—Edward Heaton, Xew Haven, Conn.—Shank S2}ri)igfor Boots and Shoes.—Xovember 19,

181)7.—Improvement on his patent. February 23, 1864.

'The metallic spring is attached to the convex side of
the woodou spring by a single rivet at its center.

Claim.— As a neV article of manufacture, the
I lierein described shank spring, consisting of a jvood
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spring A, combined witli a tempered metallic spring

1>, united in the manner substantially as set fortii.

71.004.— E. E. Hendiuck, Carbondale, Pa.—
Dnj'uig Gunpuivder.—:so\cmh\iY li). lb()7; antedated
jS'oveiuber 9, iJ^oT.—The canvas-bottomed trays con-

taining powder are placed in a cylinder and tlie air

exhausted tliei-el'rom. The cylinder has a hydrometer,

a thermometer,, and a hygrometer to show the press-

ure, temperature, and moisture within the cylinder.

Clahii.—TJie desication of gunpowder, by submit-

ting the same in vacuuo to a "removal of the atmos-

pheric pressure, for the purpose and in the manner
substantially ais described.

71,005.—Joiix M. HiGGlKS, St. Louis, Mo., ad-

ministrator of W. B. CuLBEUTSOX.—i((7/(tui5f Gas by
Electricity.—Isoxcmhcv 19, 18t)7.—The upper wheel
upon the gas cock is tm-ned by clock work, w hich is

thrown into action by the release of an armature
lever. The said spur Vheel has cams which actuate

the switch ai'ms, the platinum plate at their ends
coming in proxnnity to the burner, the issuing gas
from which is lighted as the switch is at the same
time thrown into the electric circuit.

Claim.—First, the switch S, vibrated by the rota-

tion of the wheel on the gas cock, substantially as

described.
Second, the combination of the wheel D with cams

d d and the vibrating switch S, as described.

Third, the arrangement of the clock gearing, the

fan K. the wheel 1), the escapement L 1 1', and the

notched wheel Q, substantially as described.

Fom'th. the armature O, spring catch o, and es-

capement L 1 1', arranged substantially as described.

Fifth, the arrangement of the spring E and gear-

ing, the fan K, cam-taced wheel D, armature (J, es-

capement L, and switch S, substantially as described
and represented.

71,006.—Theophilus HiOGiNBOTnAM, Hernan-
do, Fla., assignor to himself, Jo[i\ Pausoxs, and
Ebeuhaiu) Fabku, New York, ]S\ Y.

—

Fibrous Ma-
terial.—November 19, 1867.—The stalks of the althea
frutex ai-e passed through rollers, treated with alka-

line solutions, prepared similai'lj to hemp, aiid applied
to similar use.

Claim.—Producing from the plant known as the
althea frutex, or cockle-bm-r, libers, fit for ropes, tex-

tde fabrics, or paper, substantially as set forth.

71,007.—PviCHAKD H. HiLTOX, Newbern, N. C,
assignor to Mitchell Allex & Co., same place.

—

Air Chambers of Pumps.—ISTovember 19, 18(37.—Tlie

suction pipe descends into the air chamber, and has
a funnel-shaped, perforated plate at its bottom. An
annular air chamber surrounds the pipe, and the
raised seat of the ball valve is suiTouuded by an an-
nular chamber for sediment.

Claim.—The tube B, the strainer B', ball valve C,
conical valve seat D, and the sediment chamber F,
arranged substantially as descril)ed, in combination
with the air chamber "A, for the purpose set forth.

71,008.— Geokoe p. Hon.sox and -Tames L.
HODSOX, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Shaft Coupling.—No-
vember 19, 18()7.—The two ends of the shafts are
enclosed in a longitudinally-slotted sleeve, whose in-

clined ribs engage the ribs of an enclosing cylinder,

by which it is'contracted upon the sleeve by the ac-

tion of longitudinal bolts.

Claim.—The within-described coupling, composed
of the outer ix)i"tion A with its internal, inclined ribs

Ji and tlie inner, severed portion B with its inclined
ribs//, the two portions being adapted to eacli other
and to the shaft and secured togctlier, all substantially
as and for the purpose herein set forth.

71.009.—E. A. HoLBROOK. Jnnx E. Dodge, and
G. H. MAUSirALL, Watortowu, N. Y.— Windoio-Blind
Fastener.—November 19, 18(37.—The window shutter
has a horizontal crown-gear rack, concentric with its

axis of oscillation. The down-turned cogs engage a
8pur wheel upon a shaft pa.ssing tliroughthe casing.
The shutter, can be opened or closed by rotation of
the shaft, and locked by a slisrlit retraction of the
latter, which locks the cog wheel against a projecting
spur.
Claim.—The combination with a hinge constructed

as described of the sliding shaft and pinion and lock-
ing stud, under the arrangement herein described, so
that the said pinion may be locked and its motion
prevented while it remains in gear with the crown
wheel or circular rack of the said hinge.

71 ,010.—tToHX Hope, Providence, R. I., assignor
to HorE 6c Co., same place.

—

Fantogruphic Engraver.
—November 19, 18t>7.—The movements of the stylus
in its passage over the stylus are communicated to the
table supporting tlie piejnired plate. The movements
vary in extent, said variation being adjustable by re-

movable pins. Prepared cylindeis may be placed ia
position on rough-edged rollers, which will be oper-
ated by the movement of the stylus, to produce a re-

duced copy of the pattern on the convex face of the
cylinder.
' Claim.—First, combining the carriage of the tracer

or stylus in a pautographic engraving'machine with
the o'bject table by means of the levers L and O and
the stud pins h and I. operated respectively by the
levers K and N, through the rocking standards K'
and N', substantially as described, for the purposes
set forth.

Second, making the index plate S adjustable with,

reference to the s'urface of the roller, to be engraved
by the means substantially as described.

71,011.—Alfred Horx, Silver City, Nevada.

—

Amalgamator.—November 19, 1807.—The scraper is

attached to the moving part of the amalgamator and
traverses the annular depression containing the mer-
cury. The scraper slides vertically in its frame, and
is secured by a set screw.
Claim.—First, the application of a scraper or dis-

tributor C to an amalgamating machine or pan, for

the purpose of distributing the mercury through the
pulp, substantially as described.

Second, arranging the said distributor to an amal-
gamating machine so that it may be easily adjusted
to the w-ear of the shoes and dies, substantially as
described.

71,012.—"William TT. Hubbard, PhUadelphia,
Fa.—Bolt lfffc7a"7ic.—Novembci 19, 1867.—The free

ends of the beams enter apertures in the hammer
stocks. These beams have side pins which enter L-
formed slots in plates at the upper ends of the con-
necting rods from the cranks. Spiral springs tend to
keep these pins in the vertical parts of the slots, so

that the beam is not operated. The pin is thrown by
a lever into the horizontal part of the slot, to cause
oscillation of the beam. The dies are formed to forge
the lilank and swage the head. The head die block
is swung out by a treadle so as to allow charging the
same, and is returned liy a weighted chain.
Claim.—First, the two hammers F and F', one

having a head and anvil for forging and the other a
head and anvil for heading bolts, in combination with
a double cranked shaft for operating the hammer, sub-
stantially in the manner set forth.

Second, the connecting rods D and D', each com-
posed of two parts, with intervening spiral springs,

all constructed substantially as and for the piu-pose
described.

Third, the combination of plate a, having the L-
shaped slots e of the crank rods, with the j)ins d of
the vibrating arms E and E'.
Fourth, the spring levers J and J', spindles s and s',

notched arms v', springs q', and the rods and chains
herein described, in combination with the connecting
rods D and D' and vibrating arms E and E', for the
purpose specified.

Fifth, the lever I and shaft p, with its arms n' and
p', in combination with the hinged block or anvil H,
its rod I', and the weighted chain m.

71,013 Canceled.

71,0] 4.— W. L. HUXTIXOTOX, Chicago, 111.-

Spring Bed Bottom.—November 19. 18«)7.—The ends
of the woven metallic strips are attached to a frame
connected to the rails by V-forraed plate springs and
leather straps, and the strips are supported by spiral

springs beneath their intersection.
" Claim.—First, the ccmilnnation of the frames A B,
springs S, metallic strips 1). V-shaped springs E, ar-

ranged as and for the purposes specified.

Second, the combination of the frames A B, springs
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S, strips D, and straps and buckles F G, subs-tantially

as and for the purposes specified.

Tiiird, tlie combination of the frames A B, springs

S, V-shaped springs E, and straps and buckles ¥ G,
as and for the pui'poses described.

71,015.—E,EUBEN K. HuNTOON, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to himself and J. Augustus Lynch, same
place.

—

Governor for Steam Engines.—NoTcmber 19,

1867.—A wheel having inclined wings is rotated
within a vessel filled with oil, and the consequent end
movement of the wheel shaft is communicated to the
end of a lever whose axial shaft has a sheave upon
which is a loaded chain tending to keej) the lever in

contact with the end of the shaft of the winged wheel.

The movement is communicated to the governor valve
stem.
Claim.—The «ombination and arrangement of the

close oil vessel I and the open head or partition H
with the case A, the propeller, its shaft, and driving
gears, arranged within the vessel and case, substan-

tially as described.
Also, the combination as well as the arrangement

of the arm M, its shaft IST, wheel IT, chain V, and
weight W, or the mechanical equivalent of such wheel,

cliain, and weight, with the propeller, its shaft, and
the case or cases containing such propeller and shaft.

Also, the combination of the guide wheels X X, or

their equivalent, with the weight W, its chain V, and
supporting wheel U, the shaft N, arm M, the propel-

ler, its shaft, oil reservou- or case, and operate mech-
anism, substantially as described.
Also, the combination of the instdator E with the

steam-valve case, and the governor made and applied

thereto, substantially as set forth.

71,016.—Archibald Hutto:», St. Louis, Mo.—
Valve for Steam Engines.—iJfovember 19, 1867.—An
auxiliary valve is arranged in such a manner as to

allow the first and largest part of the steam to ex-

, haust into the open air, and the remainder to pass
into the condenser. In the manufacture of new en-

gines a siugle valve is arranged to answer the pur-

pose.
Claim—The valve A, when constructed Avith one

or two port openings a^ and combined with the ports

a, a', a^, and the condenser passage B, as described
and set forth.

71,017.—Chakles H. Jekkins, Philadelphia, Pa.—Sash ;S'iop.—November 19, 1867.—The sash has me-
tallic anti-friction rollers on one side and elastic fiic-

tion rollers on the other.

XJlaim.—The combination with a window sash of a
set of metallic or inelastic rollers D applied to one
side, and a set of soft rubber rollers C applied to the
other side, as and for the pm^pose set forth.

71,018.—Charles Kake, Allegheny City, Pa.,

assignor to himself and John Gribben.—Sash Sup-
porter.—November 19, 18G7.—The polygonal elastic

friction roller has lateral movement in the sash and
outward adjustment by screws operating on its jom--

nals.

Claim.—The polygonal-shaped elastic friction roller

C, in combination with the box H, slots G G, and
screws F F, arranged in the manner and for the piu--

j)ose specified.

71,019.—William C. Xellum, San Francisco,
C-al.

—

Escapeme7it for Time Pieces.— November 19,

1HG7.—A return spring is attached to th'> detent lever

by a pivot in sucli manner that the two may be kept
in adjustment by one spring. A lock lever is attached
to the detent lever so tliat, in case more than one tootli

l)asses at once, tliis lever will catch the escape wheel
and force it to lock on tlie detent lever. A light

spring is so planed that as the hair spring uncoils it

forces it out so as to catcli the banking pin on the rim
of the wheel ; a lever is also so placed as to bo moved
by the motions of the liair spring, to catch the bank-

. ing pin at a certain point.

Claim.—In coml)iiiation with the escape wheel O,

the arrangement of the detent lever H, springs J and
K, lock lever n, and adjusting screw I, substantially

as and for the purpose set forth.

71,020 John J. Kents, Newtown, Va..—Slit-

ting Jllac/rtwe. — November 19, 1867.—A series of

knives are placed between guides separated by plates
and clamped by a set-screw. A segmental, leather
covered frame is hung so as to be brought down over
the cutters or thrown up therefrom. The leather,
after reduction to the proper width, is placed on the
cutters and the block brought down thereon. The
leather is then drawn through.
ClainL—The combination of a series of knives or

cutters with a segmental hinged press frame covered
with leather, a bearing plate, stationary and movable
guides, distance pieces and screw, when combined
and arranged in the manner and/or the purpose de-
scribed and set forth.

71,021.—Charles E. Kleinschmidt, Cleveland,
Ohio.—Oar TF/tceL—November 19, 18G7.—The web or
the wheel consists of two out-cm-ved, annular plates
Avith flanges to rest against the beveled faces upon
the hub and tii-e. These plates are held together by
stay bolts.

Claim.—The plates B B having flanges c c^ on
their outer and inner edges, the hub b having a bev-
elled periphery, the tire D having its inner surface
also bevelled, and the rings E E^, and the bolts//, all

constructed, arranged, and combined in the mariner
described and for the pm'poso set forth.

71,022.—F. KoprER, New York, N. Y.—Toilet
Table.—November 19, 1867 ; antedated November 9, ,

1867.—The legs and toAvel rack may be folded inwai'd,
and the sections of the table folded together to ap-
pear as a small box or footstool.

Claim.—The combination of the hinged parts B,
bars D, hinged legs C, spring catch E, and adjustable
towel frame F, constructed and adapted to be folded
together, as herein set forth for the pm-pose specified.

71,023.—Israel Lancaster, Baltimore, Md.—
Grain Binder.—November 19, 1867.—Improvement
on his patents, January 23, 1866, and April 24, 1866.
The band knot is twisted around the head of a plate
and a tube, from wliich, after it is formed, it is car-
ried by a movement of the plate to a straight line be-
tween the pinching bars, tightening its folds as it

does so. When the sheaf is released from the pinch-
ing bars its expansion draws the knot off the head of
the plate.

Claim.—Fii'st, the. combined action of the band ^
carrier 50 and wing C, substantially as described and
for the purpose mentioned. ^
Second, tJie application to the band carrier 50 of

the chain 0, constructed and operated substantially
as described and for the purpose mentioned.

Third, the method of holding the two ends of the
cord forming tbe sheaf band by means of i)iuehing
bars placed at a short distance" from each o'ther, be-
tween which bars the knot is formed, substantially as
described.
Fourth, the plate 16 and the pinching bar mechan-

ism operated by it, constructed and operating sub-
stantially as described and for the purpose mentioned.

Fifth, the adjusting lever B and slotted plate vj,

acting in combination, constructed substantially as
described and for the pm'pose mentioned.

Sixth, the removing of friction from the spools E
during- the rapid movements of the lever B, substan-
tially as described, and to prevent breakage of the
band material.
Seventh, the operation ofthe bar 20 by cam segments

on the shaft 22, in the manner and tor the purpose
substantially as described.
Eighth, the construction and operation of the knife

7' 7", in the manner and for the pm'pose substantially
as described.
Ninth, preventing slack in the sheaf band on re-

leasing the sheaf, by forming the folds of the knot
over an arm wliich carries it to a straight line be-

tween the pinching bars, in the manner substantially
as described.

71,024.—Charles B. Lang, Chicopee, Mass.—
Tassel Fastening.—November 19, 1867.—The tubular
core bloclc lias a cam pivoted in a hole in its side,

which cam catches the knot on the end of the cord.

Claim.— First, the cam fastening «, when con-
structed as described and for the purpose specified.

Second, the cam a in combination with the core
block e and cord b, substantially as and for tho pm--

l)ose specified.
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71,025.—GiNDER Lausox, Lake Mills, "Wis.

—

Sleigh A'/tec—Xovember 19, 18(i7.—The kuee has a

flanged plate lor attachmeut of tlie beam, and has
forked standards for attaehment to the runner.
Claim.—A cast-irou sled knee having separate

supports in one easting, as shown and described and
for the pui-pose spceilied.

71,026.—David P. Lewis, Huntsville, Alabama.
— Hose Guard.— November 19, 1867.—A metallic

pipe is laid beneath the car track, and through it the

pipe is run. The ends of the pipe are secured when
not used by sliding" doors and blocks of stone with
raising rings.

Claim.—A guard for hose or tubing, made substan-
tially as described for the purpose specihed.

71,027.—S. P. LooMis. Philadelphia, Pa.—P«m<-
€r*'' Windoio Jack.—Xovember 19, 1807.—The frame
has pivoted brace bars to rest agiunst tlie outside of
the house and holdfasts hinged toan adjustable block

;

these rest against the inside of the window frame.
Clttim.—The improved window jack, constructed

and tu-ranged substantially as and for the purpose
herein shown and described.

71,028.— John D. Lynde, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Apparatus for Charqing Soda TFa^cr.-Xovember 19,

1867 ; antedated NoTember 9, 18(i7.—The alkali cham-
ber is made of cast-iron lined with porcelain, and is

in two kettle- formed sections united by an out-turned
flange. The leaden acid chamber is connected to the
alkali chamber by a coujiling and valve, and a pipe
communicates between the upper portions of t!ie

chambers to ciiualize the pressure of gas. The shaft
of the agitator passes through a stuffing box in the
side of the alkali chamber. The whole is'monnted on
rockers on wliich it may be tilted to cause the acid
to run from the valve wlien not in use. The acid
chamber has a leaden strainer to prevent passage of
clay to the valve.
Claim.—First, constructing the acid chamber K

in such form that when combined with the body of
the generator and charged for use and tilted back,
the acid in the chamber ^vill recede or flow back from
the valve, substantially as set forth.

Second, supplying strainers to #)e inside of acid
chambers or gas generators, for the purpose described.

Third, the application of enamel or porcelain lin-

ing to the alkali ckamber or body of ga's generators.
Fourtli, the application of the' rockers P^ ^q g^g

generators, as described.
Pii'th, tilting gas generator, for the purpose set

forth.

Sixth, providing gas generators, or fountains, con-
structed of cast-irou. with the braces o o to strengthen
the flange, substantially as described.

71,029.—Pc. Mahij, Xew York, X.Y—Churn.—
November 19, 1867.—The reciprocating dashers are
operated by the compound crank shaft, and are de-
tachable fi'om their pitmaus by removal of a single
screw fiom each.

Claim.—The arrangement of the driving wheel
H, pulleys L and M, belt g. double crank shaft K,
connecting rods//, and sleeve rods E E, for working
the reciprocating dashers, the whole constructed and
operating substantially as described and specified.

73,030—John Mahx, Eochester, N". Y.—Fire
Escape.— November 19, 1867. —A tubular canvas
chute is stretched by cords which have attaching
hooks at the upper erids and loops at the lower. A
sheet having corner loops receives the matters at the
bottom of the chute.

Claim.—The arrangement with the flexible tube A
of the cords «, sharp pointed hooks c, and the flap B,
operating in the manner and for the purpose herein
set forth.

71,031.—Pexsox Mayo, Chatham. Mass.— TTin-
dow Blind Fastening.— Xoyember 19, 1867.— The
shutter has a downward projection, which engages a
spring catch when open and another when "closed.
The guards protect the catches from violence.

Claiin.—The combination of the spiu" a, the latch-
springs 6 h'. the guards c, the bracket rest d, and the
window blind A, an-anged and operating substan-
tially as and for the pm-pose herein described.

71,032.— John McCoy, Philadelphia, Pa., as-
siiiuor to himself and AVilliam T. Sxei.l, same place.
—Sheet Metal Coal iTod.—November 19, 1867.—The
plain sheet iron and zinc are connected by a hori-
zontal joint in the side of the upper part.

C7ot HI.—Manufacturing sheet metal coal hods, by
making the foot C I), and the upper part A of the
body, of plain sheet iron, and the bottom E, and the
lower part B of the body, of galvanized or zinced
sheet iron, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

71,033.—John McKeever, New York, N. Y.—
Hoop Skirt.—November 19, 1867.—Explained by the
claim.
Claim. —A woven skirt, a portion of which is

made of single close texture, aud a portion of open
gauze net work, the pockets being made of double
close texture, as a new article of mauufactme.

71,034.—John B. Melurum, Paterson, N. J.—
Floor Cloth and Carpeting.—Novcml)er 19, 1867.

—

Aniline colors are pressed into bleached jute cloth by
blocks or rollers.

Claim.—A jute floor cloth or carpet, printed with
aniline colors, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

71,035.—A. lilEREDiTH and P. P. Meredith,
Maxintuckee, Ind.

—

Hand Loom.— November 19,

1867.—The shuttle drivers are connected to a cam-
plate oscillated by movement of the lay, which latter

is also connected "\rith the treadle shaft to oijerate

the same.
Claim.—The cam plate I, in combination with the

three pronged dog b, the levers h h, the springs m m,
and the shuttle drivers L L, constructed, arranged
and operating substantially in the manner aud for the
purpose herein shoAvn and described.

71 ,036.—Charles Merritt, South T^eymouth,
Mass.

—

Apparatus for Dyeing Hair.—November 19,

1867.—One jaw carries a conical case Avhich contains
a sponge saturated -nith the dyeing mixture. The
sponge^projects through a slot 'in the case and the
hair is forced against it by the other jaAV.

Claim.—The apparatus substantially as described,

that is, as composed of the jointed curved levers, awd
the cone, sponge, and jaw, arranged together sub-

stantially as set forth.

71,037.—Joseph Messixgf.r, Springfield, Vt.—
Brush IToZder.-November 19, 1867.—The brush is

clamped by screws in a frame at the end of a stafl', a
rib of the stafi" entering a groove in the stalf head.

Claim.—First, the socket C, in which the handle
D is fitted when secured to the clamp of a scrub
brush, as shown, or in an equivalent way, to admit of

the socket or handle being adjusted in d'ifi'ereut posi-

tions relatively with tlie brush, as herein set forth.

Second, the combination of the clamp A and socket

C, constructed substantially in the manner as and for

the pm-pose specified.

71 ,038.—James Miller and James Miller, Jr.,

Peckham, England.

—

Flastic Gusset for Wearing AjJ-

parel..—November 19, 1867.—Two pieces of leather

or fabric have a series of parallel rows of stitches

running transversely aud forming cases for the con-
tinuous rubber cord which is inserted in them, pas-

sing in a sinuous course Irom 'side to side.

Claim.— Elastic gussets or springs, formed by
stitching through two fabrics several rows in paral-

lel linesrand inserting between the same india-rubber
thread or cord, in one continuous length, substan-
tiallv as herein described and for the purposes speci-

fied.'

71,039.—Jon Miller, "Wairen, P. 1.—Knitting
Machine iVeefHc-November 19, 1867.—The grooved
knitting needle is made by bending sheet liictal to

fonn a" dovetail gi'oove for traverse of the stitch

caster. Tlie needle has a pointed, hooked end, and
its rear end is attached to the holder.

Claim.—A knitting machine needle, constructed
of sheet metal, and formed as described, in combina-
tion with a stitch caster, constrnctcd as described, to

fit said needle, as and for the purpose set forth.
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71,040.--J. W. MiLROY, Galveston, lud.—Drain
Tile Machine.—November 19, 18G7.—The table sup-
ports a mold and a frame, giving- support to the ver-
tically-sliding, flanged roller, which is rotated by a
Avinch and raised and depressed by treadles to form
the pipes within the mold.
Claim.—The construction of a machine for mold-

ing tiles for di-ains by means of a table and treadles
d d, operating the roller C, through slides b b, work-
ing in grooved standards a a, and the combination
of the mold E with the roller in a machine as thus
constructed, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose as herein set forth.

71,041.—J. Ferguson MoRSELL, Stamford, Conn—S2)nng Buckle.—iS'ovembcr 19, 1667.—The strap
passes beneath a spring plate having a tooth with
one inclined side allowing the tightening of the strap,

whicli is done by drawing the end around a pulley on
the frame.
Claim.—First, the combination of the bed plate A

and spring C, carrying a ridge or jaw D, substan-
tially as and for the pui'pose herein specified.

Second, the combination of a loop E, with the bed
plate A, and spring C D, substantially as and for the
purpose herein specified.

71,042.—D. T. MuxGER, Waterbury, Conn.—
Machine for Making Ball Chain.—November 19,
1867.—The rectangular plate of metal is formed-into
a cylinder, its meeting edges being joined. Its ends
are closed around the neck ot the double-headed rivet
by swaging dies.

Clai'm.—Fivst, the die E, combined with the dies
F F, 60 as to operate to close the ball upon the rivets,

substantially as herein set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the plate I, in combi-
nation with the dies E and F F, as and for the pur-
pose specified.

71,043.— WiLLiA^M Murray, Chicago, Jll.

—

JSoisting Machine.—Xovembcr 19, 1867.—Motion is

taken from a rotating shaft and communicated to a
disk whose projections engage a rack of the shifter

bar to shift the belt and stop the mechanism when
the platform is at its extreme, either of elevation or
depression. The platform has guide blocks entering
vertical guide grooves of the li-ame. The hoisting
ropes are attached to catches which on breaking of
the ropes are drawn in by spiral springs to engage
the rack extending the Avhole height of the fram"e.

Claim.—First, the combination of the shaft I, the
disk K, and bar J, in a hoisting machine, when ar-

ranged and operating substantially as and for the
piu-pose sot forth.

Second, the combination of the platform A, pro-
vided with the blocks M and frame E, when con-
structed and operated substantially as described.

Third, in combination with the above the pieces N,
for the purpose of keeping the platform horizontal,
substantially as specified.

Fourth, in combination with the platform A, and
racks Q. the plates O, rods E, and levers S, when ar-

ranged ajid operating substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth and described.

71,044.—ExocH NiCKERSOX, Provincetown,
Mass.

—

Combined Pump and Kciervoir.—November
19, 1867.—A metallic cylinder, air tight in the sides
and top, and having a perforated bottom is sunk in a
spring hole to form a reservoir. A pump is fixed in

it and the top has a plug for escape of air.

Claim.—A tank or reservoir A, made air tight at
its sides and top, and provided V\'ith a perforated bot-

tom in combination ^\ith a pumj) D, as and tor the
purpose specified.

71,045.—J. NICOLAT, Eoston, Mass.—Folding
Chair.—November 19, 1867.—The fore legs are car-

ried backward and upward to form the back, and the
hind legs are pivoted to the fore legs and forming the
foi-e ends of the elbows are connected by straps to the
back. The seat is hinged to the back pieces and rests
on a round between the elbow pieces.

Claim.—The combination of the legs A and B,
pivoted at H, the handles D and U', the seat hinged
at the rear end, and sujjported in front upon the rung
M, substantially as described and for the pm-poso set

forth.

71,046.—Jay Noble, Hochester, N. Y.—Lever
for Railroad Cars.—November 19. 1867.—The slotted
lever is connected to each of the standards alternately
by means of the fidcrum pins and by its oscillation
serves to raise the jack which is pivoted to the lever
between the standards.

Claim.—The lever 1, jack 2, and fulcra 3 and 4,
constructed and arranged as and for the purposes
mentioned and set forth.

71,047.—JoHX G. OoxK, Owensville, Ohio.—
Show >S'tand.—November 19, 1867.—The show case
has a series of rollers upon which the goods are
wound and from which an end may be unwotmd for
exhibition. The cloth is rewound by a winch.
Claim.—A show stand, constructed substantially

as and for the pui-pose described.

71,048.-Samuel Orth, Philadelphia, Va.—Ma-
chine for Cutting Pastedoard, d-c.—November 19,
1867.—The pasteboard is passed between a plain roller
and a series of adjustable grooving disks, and then
between the adjustable cutting disks.

Claim.—The shafts D and E, with their adjustable
disks m and a. in combination with the shaft F, and
its adjustable disks q, and the roller D, the whole be-
ing constructed and arranged for the simultaneous
cutting and scoring of straw and other boards, sub-
stantially as set forth.

71,049.—WiLLDiM W. Page, Troy, N. T.—
Stairs.—November 19, 1867.—The steps are made in
sections of diff"erent elevations so that a person may
step alternately on each section and rise but half an
ordinary "riser " at each step made.

Claim.—The combination of two or more parallel

flights or sections in one staircase or ascent of steps,

assigning a separate iJight to each foot, substantially

in the manner and for the pm-poses set forth.

71,050.—James Parker, Caraberwell, England,
assignor to W. TV. W. Wood and E. H. Lamsox.—
Aiiparatus for Raising Fluid.—November 19, 1867.

—A mixture of steam and air is admitted into the

top of the tnnk to force water thereli-om by direct

pressure on its #i3per surface. The steam and air

are mixed by means of a number of small jets from a
steam pipe which enter a series of nozzles projecting
from a parallel pipe.

Claim.—The combination of the steam pipe A and
its perforations, and the pipe B and its nozzles 6, with
the tanks C, their valves D, or their equivalents, and
pipe E, for the piu'pose specified.

71,051.-JoHNH.PARSOXS.QuincY,Mich.--irt6ci
Holderfor Railroad Cars.-November 19, 1867.—The
memorandum car label is placed in a metallic frame
having a lid by which the label is secured.

Claim.—The arrangement of the label rack B, lid

A, Avith the coU spring m z. substantially as and for

the purpose described and set forth.

71,052.—Marquls Peatt, Dexter, Hif-W.—Belt
Tiqhtener.—NoxGmhcv 19, 1867.—The clasps are at-

tached to the belt on each side of the tighttming

buckle and a strap from one clasp passes through the

other and around a wheel rotated by a wince and re-

tained hv a paAvl while the buckle is tightened.

Claini.—The convex half-clasp B, and the concave
handclasp A. and the buckle E, in conjunction with
the strap I and the winch G, ai-rangcd as and for thb

purposes described.

71,053.—Horace L. Perry, Aurora, N. T.—
Gang PZoit'.-November 19, 1867.—Improvement on
his patent April 30, J 867. One side of the main frarao

is hinged to the axle and the other is adjustable thereon

by a rack and pinion. The wheel at the free end of

the axle has a flanged tire acting as a guide.

Claim.— Vivat, in a gang plow haying a main frame

A, and a plow frame C, substantially as herein de-

scribed, hinging the main frame A at one side upon
the axle, so that it may be leveled in the manner and
for the purjiose set forth.

Second, the rib or flange O formed upon the sup-

poi'ting wheels, substantially as and for the purpose

set forth.
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71 ,054.—CyrusPhei.ox, West Granville, Mass.—
Brake for Vehicles.—Xovcmber 19, 1867.—Explaiued
by the claim oud illstratiou.

Claim.—A brake lor vehicles in -whicli the brake
bar B, haviup: tho shoes H arranged behind the Avheels

upon the body of the vehicle, is connected with the

lower end of a lever A pivoted throuiih the pole, the

other end of said lever being operated by the holding
back of the animal, tho whole being arranged sub-

stantially as shown.

71,055.—LORING PiCKERiXG and Chauxcey St.

John, New York, N. Y.

—

Quartz IfiZi.—Xovember
19, ]8(i7.—The spherical mullers arc revolved in an
annular way by a radial arm on a rotating vertical

shaft. The" arm cari'ies agitators to stir up the mate-
rial and fans to caiTy the dust against a conical de-

flector from whence" it settles into an outer annular
chamber and is discharged by pipes at the bottom.
Claim.—Fiyst, in a cfuartz mill the pan A having

an annular trough, the mullers B propelled by arms
C having- fans 3 and agitators F, constructed and ope-
rating substantially as described.
Second, the jacket D and cone J when aiTanged

with tl)c cylinder E and used in combination with'the
parts of the above described quartz mill, substantially
ill the manner and for the purpose specified.

71,056.—"Walter Pierce, Onion Valley. Cal.—
Bock Drilling Machine.—November 19, 1867.—The
drill is actuated by the hammer block sliding on the
adjustal:)le ways a*nd is reci]irocated by a system of
levers, th(j vertical one of Avhich passes* up tlirough
an aperture in the hammer furnished with anti-friction

rollers for the impingement of the levers.

Claim.—First, the adjustable ways C having the
drill D and the slotted hammer F moving upon them,
substantially as and for the purpose described.
Second, the levers J I and G operating upon each

other and upon the hammer F, substantially as and
for the i)urpose described.

Third, in connection, as an improved drilling ma
chine, the levers J I and G, the hammer F operating
upon the drill D together witli the adjustable ways
C (', the whole constructed substantially as and tor
the purposes herein described.

71,057.—Leman B. Pitcher, Salina, N. Y.—
Boiler Wheel for P/o?y.s-.—November 19, 1867.—The
axle is cast with the roller and is journaled in the
cups set in the segment fi-ames. The rims of the
cups enter cylindrical cavities in the sides of the
roller.

Claim.—First, the segment frames B B and the
cups C C when applied to a roller wheel for plows
and cultivators, each separately and in combination
with each other, substantially as and for the purposes
described.
Second, the same parts, in combination with the

roller wheel A operated upon the shafts a a, substan-
tially as and for the purposes described.

71,058.—J. PoLHEMUS. Jersey City, N. J., and
CiiuiSTiAN H. LiLiENTHAL. YonkcVs. N. Y., assignors
to C. II. LiLiEXTiiAL, Yonkers, N. Y.—Apparatm
for Printing on Tin f'oiL-No\ember 19, 1867.—The
tin foil is carried from the cylinder on whicli it in

wound between the printing and pressure cylinders
and is separated from the cylinder and runs over the
wedge-formed shell. Fi'om'the shell the sheet passes
beneath the intermediate knife and the separate sheets
are borne off by the endless bands.

Claim.—First, in combination with a continuous
sheet of tin foil and shell J the intermittent shear
cutter P, or equivalent therefor, operating as herein-
before set forth and for the puri)ose described.
Second, in a printing press for printing on a con-

tinuous sheet of tiu foil the combination of the inter-
mittent shear cutter with the series of rollers U and
bands T, for the purposes hereijibefore set forth.

71 ,059.—George "W. Prestox. Coming, N. Y.—
Horse Block and Hitching Post.—November 19, 1867.
—Explained by the claims and illustration.
Claim.—First, the combined horse block and hitch-

ing post, substantially as above set forth and de-
scribed.

Second, tho said combined horse block and hitch-

'

ing post, in combination with the hand rail C, sub-
st.intially as described.
Third, the said comliined horse block and hitching

post, in combination \yith the scraper E, substantially
as described.

71,060.—C. L. ExGLisn, Cincinnati, Ohio.—IJe?-

Zou's.—Novembei 19, 18()7.—The inner end of the bel-

lows spout is flaring and a collar bears against tho
front end of the spout socket.
Claim.—A bellows having a pipe with a tapering

or flaring butt B' and shoulder or collar B^, applied
and operating in the manner aud for the purpose set
forth.

71,061.—Horace II. Prixdle and Jonx W.
Pkixdle, Sandusky, Ohio.

—

Childrcns' Carriage.—
November 19, 1867'.—The fore end of the body is

hinged to the tongue and its rear end is sup|X)rtell ou
a spiral spring upon the axle. A guide rod passing
vertically through the axle is hinged to a disk turning
in an annular seat upon the body. The disk may be
turned 90° to either allow lateral" rocking of the "car-

riage or to hold it rigidly as to side movement.
Claim.—First, attaching the body of the carriage

to the running gear by means of joints, one of which is

adjustable and'so app"lied that the carriage can be con-
verted into a cradle, substantially as described.
Second, the combination of tlie spring /, or its

equivalent, with an adjustable joint «' and front joint
i, substantially as and for the purposes described.

71,062.—Ar.RAM FtEES. Pittsburg, Pa.—.S'/mprngr

Dies of Grooved Bolls.—November 19, i8(i7.—Horse-
shoe or other blanks are formed between the rolls, one
of which has a collar susceptible of motion laterally
or lengthways to form the blank in proper proportions.
Ciaim.—The die formed by the face of the roll a,

the collar i, and the spring collar d, substantially as
and for the purposes hereinbefore described.

71,063.—Leoxard'Hepsher, Camden, N. J.

—

Bailway Chair and Sleeper:—November 19, 1867.

—

The ends of the coupling bar are turned up around
the outer edges of tlie rails, and their upper edges
connected by bolts passing through the rails to plates
secured to the said bar on the other side of the rails.

Claim.—First, the combined sleeper and chair, con-
sisting of the coupling bar B and clamps I) D, the
whole being constructed and arranged substantially
as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Second, the recesses i in the coupling bar B, for the
purpose set forth.

71,064.-^1. C. EriODES. South Abington. Mass.—
Xail Plate JJoWer.—November 19, 1867.—The holder
is a bifurcated piece of metal, the prongs of which are
sprung apart to receive the plates, which are held by
their edges. The nose piece is so formed that tho
holder can enter it to its outer edge.

Claim.—For employment in a nail or tack machino,
the combination of plate holder and nose piece, Avheii

constructed and ai'ranged to operate substantially as
described.

71,065.—E.W.Eomxsox. Clinton. Til., assignor
to himself aud James O'DosaU).—Churn Dasher.—
November 19, 1867.—The vertical sliaft has radial
arms, carrying vertical dasliers whose flattened ends
incline rectangularly to each other and to the wing of
the dasher immediately following.

Claim.—A churn dasher having floats, with tlie

planes of their blades set parallel with the axis of the
spindle A and obliquely to (he planes of a radius pass-
ing through theii- axes and through the axis of tho
spindle, substantially as aud for the purpose set forth.

71,066.--SiLAS PvOGERS, Stanfordville, N. Y.—
Thill Coupling.—November 19. J867.—The .socket of
the thill iron is placed on the hook of the dip, which
is turned back so far that the thills cannot be removed
except when in a vertical position. A projection on
the hook sustains the thill ends aboA'C the ground.

CirtUd.—The thill coupling, constructed as do-
scribed, consisting of the upward projecting hook (/.

formed upon the clip, and the eye E upon the thilj

iron H fitting over said hook, when the outer side of
said eye is provided with the packing F Avorking
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against the outer side of the hook, as herein described
lor the pui'pose specified.

71,067.—C.W. RoYSE, Peterborough, IST. H.—
Cltair Bottom.—EoxQmh^x 19, 1867.—Explained by
the claim.

Claiyn.—Fastening' or securing the overlapping
ends of the strips of the net work of chair bottoms
passed over and under the frame, by means of sta-

ples, as above set forth and described.

71,068.-Charles Eundquist, Mankato, Minn.—Branding Iron.—November 19, 1867.—The brand-
ing tool has removable iron letter blocks.

Claim.—First, tlie combination of the types having
tapering shanks I and plates H, the pins J , side bars
E, end pieces F, set scre-w M, blocks L, arms C, and
handle B, all constructed as described, for the pm-pose
specified.

Second, the types constructed as described, pro-
vided with the back plates H and tapering shanks I,

secured m the holder by means of the transverse pins
J and blocks L, the latter secured in position between
The tyj)es by means of the central curved arms C, as
herein shown and described.

71,©69.—Samuel A.Russell, Huntington, Coun.—Fruit Seeder.—l^ovember 19, 1867.—The frame is

clamped to the edge of the table. The cherry is

placed in the cup and the follower depressed to drive
the seed through the axial perforation in the cup bot-
tom.

Claim.—The arrangement of a cutter E having its

edge formed in the manner substantially as described,
with the follower a, and combined with the seat D,
so as to operate in the manner set forth.

71,070.—J. M. Sampson, Waynesville, 111.—Corn
Planter.—November 19, 1867.—The machine is ar-

ranged to plant two rows. The seed slides are oper-
ated by hand, the cavities receiving seed when in

communication with the hopper and discharging it

into a side passage, from Avhich it falls into the'elastic

spout, and is ejected therefrom by the descending end
of the seed slide.

Claim.—The plungers E fitted in openings c in the
posts or standards D D, and provided with seed-cells

or openings / in combination with the openings e in
the posts or standards and the elastic plates i, all ar-

ranged to operate in connection with the hoppers K
K and covers 0, substantially in the manner as and
for the pui'pose set forth.

71,071.—Ulrich Schegg, ISTauvoo, HI.

—

Press.
—November 19, 1867.— The barrel on which the
pressure rope is wound has weighted levers turning
thereon and connected thereto by ratchet wheels and
pawls. Alter the follower has been sufficiently de-
pressed by oscillation of the levers, the weights are
connected' to theii- ends and exert a constant pressure
on the follower.

First, tlie combination and arrangement of the
levers F, the ratchets E', and the weights ly, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the roller E, the ratch-
ets E', and the tackle II /), substantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination and arrangement of the fol-

lower D, tlie cords I, and the roller I', substantially
an described and set forth.

71 ,072.—AcHiLLE Smithe and Hilaire Andre
Levallois, Paris, France.

—

AUo7j to Imitate Silver.

—November 19, 1867.—Composed of copper, 1000;
nickel, 700; tungsten, 50; and almnimnu, 10 parts.

Claim:—First, the new alloy, so-called mock silver,

('ninargent,) composed of different metals, as de-
scribed.
Second, introducing in our so-called itiock silver

unalloyed tungsten, unalloyed aluminum and a consid-
erable proportion of nickel, the anti-affinity of which
for aluminum is Avell known, and which we have
made alloyable.

Tiiird, and we claim not only the above-mentioned
typic proportions, but also any proportions wliich will

answer the purposes.

71,073 D. B. Skklly, Loekport, N. Y.—Burg-
lar Alarm.—^oxcmbci- 19, 1867.—The trigger btir is

connected by i. cord to any point of danger, and when
withdrawn causes the discharge of a pistol, lighting
of a lamp, and ringing of a bell.

Claim..—First, the combination of the bell spring
C, the plate E, the hook r and the pin a, the springs
G- and H, the hook F, and the trigger J, arranged
and operating substantially as shown and described
for the purposes set forth.

Second, the combination of the stud O, the arm P,
the hook P', and the hammer N, arranged substan-
tially as described for the purpose specified.

Third, the stud L, in combination with the lampD,
and plate E, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

Fourth, the combination of the springs G- and H,
and the trigger J, as and for the purposes described.

71,074.—D. M. Smyth, Orange, N. J., assignor
to O. P. Dorman, New York, N. Y.—Machine for
Cutting Paper Collars.—November 19, 1867.—The
collars are cut from a sheet whose width equals the
length of the collar required. The sheet is fed auto-
matically to three shears, oneof Avhich cuts oil the rec-
tangular blank and the others bevel the corners.

Claim:—The combination of the two pairs of hinged
shears for shaping the ends of paper collars, with "the

pair of shears for cutting ofl' the collars from a strip
or sheet of paper, and the feeding mechanism, or the
equivalent thereof, substantially as described.
Also, the toothed wheel with its holding- pawl, and

connected with the sliding reciprocating frame by a
spring arm, or equivalent, in combination with the
holding clamp, substantially as and for the jim-poso

described.

71,075.

—

W. Spillman, Marion Station, Miss.

—

Bullet Machine.—November 19, 1867.—The rotating
disks have eccentrio grooves cut in their peripheries
and act in connection with the cams, impinging
rollers and stationary dies to compress the cylindrical

blanks which are fed into the machine, into spherical
or conical balls, as desired.

Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement
of the forming roller C, the stationary die D, and the
eccentric F, constructed and operating substantially

as and for the purpose herein described.
Second, the shear knife B, operated by the eccen-

tric F, combined Avith the catch d, operated by the
tappet e and the spring g, as and for the purpose
specified.

Third, the forming roller C, combined with the
rollers G G', the bent lever H, the cam I and the
spring a, constructed and operating substantially as
and for the pm-pose set forth.

71,076.

—

Charles Spoeford, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to himself and Samuel T. Lamb, same place.
—Adjustable Die/or Cutting Paper Collars and other
Articles.— November 19, 1867.— Improvement on
patent of Geo. E. Snow, November 28, 186.5. The
dies have extensible end blocks, and the cameo die

has removable blocks to occupy the space between
its adjustable ends.
Claim.—The within-described adjustable die, con-

structed substantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

71,077.—Joseph F. Stafford, North Granville,

N. Y.—i)a?«i;<?r.—November 19, 1867.—The damper
is suspended on a rod near the chimney-top, and has
an arm connected by a rod and chain to a shaft near
the ground. The damper is adjusted by rotation of
the shaft.

Claim.—The damper B suspended upon a pivot a,

and weighted at E, so as to assume a vertical position

by gravity, and employed in connection with the ele-

vating and sustaining apparatus I) F G II IJ, as and
for the purpose set forth.

71,078.—William Starky, Bridgeport, N. J.,

assignor to himself and E. L. Eeeves, Paulsboro, N.
J.—Attaching Thills to Carriages.—Is ovomhcv 19,

1867; antedated November 8, 1867.—The inner faces

of tlie clip socket have slots extending upwardly
which allow the passage of the fiattened side pins of

the thill iron, when the thills are vertical. With-
drawal is prevented while the tliills are in Avorking
position.
Claim—The block B, with its projections d d, their

openings e c, and recess c, in combination with tho
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bar A and its ping b, the whole being constructed,

arranged and operating as described.

71,079.—C. V. Statler, Woodhull, 1\\.—Com-
bined SIirinMng and Flinching Machine.—Novem-
ber 19, ]8()7.—Tlic tire is gripped in the bloclis by the

serrateil cunis, and tlio moving block bj a lever cam.
I^or punching, a die bar and punch block are secured

to the machiiie, and the latter actuated bj the lever

cam.
Claim .—First, the bar B, the gripe blocks D and

E, with their levers A: k\ the kink block G, and the

eccentric lever J, when the same are constructed,
arranged, and combined, substantially as shown and
described and for the purposes set foi'th.

Second, in combination with the upsetting device
set torth in the preceding claim the arrangeineut, as

described, of the punch and punch block C.

71,080.—N. C. Stiles, Meriden, Conn., and
John S. Milleu, Springiield, Mass., assignors to

KoisMAN C. Stiles.—Drop Press.—November 19,

18G7.—The ascending side of the revolving belt passes
through a hole in the hammer block and is alternately
engaged to and released from the blocli by a trans-
versely sliding wedge, which is actuated by projec-

tions adjustably secured to the guide standards.
Claim.—First, the endless belt D of leather, or an-

alogous raat(a'ial of uniform character, in combina-
tion with the hammer E and with the ^^'edge G, or
its eqni\alent, for dii-ectly connecting and di.scon-

ncctiug the hammer, the whole being combined and
arranged substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

Second, the tripper I' and suspending stop J,

mounted together on the movable block I, so that both
the tripper and the stop may be adjustetl at the va-
rious heights required by a single operation, tiubstau-

tially as and for the purpose herein specified.

Third, the provision for dropping the hammer at
•will at any desired lower point than the tripper I',

the same consisting of the piece L, standing always
parallel witli tlic motion of the hammer, and moved
against the wedge G, or its equivalent, at the desired
moment, UTCspective of the elevation of the hammer
at that moment, substantially as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

Fourth, the weighted stem E, or its equivalent,
operating as specified, in combination with the wedge
G, or equivalent device, operated by the said ste'm

and Avith the hammer E autl belt D, causing the ham-
mer to be firmly connected to the belt by""the act of
striking on the object below, so that when the object
struck is high the belt will be seized at a correspond-
ing level, and as the ol)ject is hammered down or
turned over, so as to cover the upper surface, the belt
will be seized at a corresponding lower level, all sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Fifth, the adjustable front piece A^, in combination
with the guides A' A'^, having grooves of the form
specified, and with the holding means A^ and adjust-
ing means A^, all arranged for joint operation in con-
nection Avith the hammer E, or its equivalent, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes herein specified.

71,081.-Exos Stlaisox, Montpelier, Yt.—-Door
ayid Gate Spring.—November 19, 1867.—A s])iral

spring in the door jamb connects with a similar one
in the door, and they combine to close the door.

Claim.—First, the springs I) and rock shaft C, in
combination with the slotted main castings B, sub-
stantially as described, in combination with the
clasps F, in manner and for the purposes substantially
as herein shown and described.

Second, the loose pulleys E, in combination with
the springs D and rock shaft C, substantially as
hei-ein shown and descril)ed.

Third, the stop g, iu combination with the main
castings B and rock shafts C, substantially as herein
set forth and described.

71,083.—J ACOH Stuoheck, Parishville, ]^. Y.—
Churning Butter.—November 19, 1867.—The dasher
has a series of spirally-placed bars, which pass be-
tween the horizontal breakers on a reraovalile frame.
A slat passes through the dasher just beneath the Ud
to scrape the cream therefrom.

Claim.—The construction and application of the
scraper H, the ai-rangement of the breakers iiii, with

the means of adjustment and form of the dasher
blades and mode of attachment to the shaft F, in
combination, as shown and described.

71,083.—W. W. SuTLiFF, Town Line, Pa.—
Gate Spring.—November 19, 18(i7.—The curved plate
spring has one end hinged to the gate, the other rest-

ing in a notch of a ratchet plate on the post. Tlie
tension of the spring is regulated by changing its

end to another notch.
Claim.—The flat curved spring a, hinged to the

gate A, and secured at one end in the notched block
b, arranged and operating as and for the purpose
specified.

71,084.—John Synnott, San Francisco, Cal.—
Writing Apparatus for the Blind.—November 19,

18()7.—The tablet supports the paper which is clamped
thereon by the hinged frame which is brought down
upon it. The frame has side slots to receive the ends
of the guide rods. The lower guide rod is square
and has measuring blocks sliding upon it.

Claim.—First, the tablet, with pins b b and the
hinged frame B, with notches or slots a «, substan-
tially ^s described for the purpose set forth.

Second, the bars E F and tlie measuring block H
with the pin I. together with the following block G,
with its projections c and lug d, substantially as and
for the purposes described.

71,085. — J. F. Tapley, Springfield, Mass.—
Bronzing Machine.—^November 19, 18G7.—The sheets
are carried by the drum beneath the reciprocating
brushes Avhich lay on the bronze powder, and are
then dusted and automatically discharged.

Claim.—First, iu combination with a drum for car-

rying the paper, one or more reciprocating pads or
brushes for spreading the bronze or color.

Second, arranging a revolving brush within the
feed box for the purpose of feeding the bronze on the
sheet through openings in the bottom of the box.
Third, the feed box C, Avith revolving brush, liav-

ing the roll G, operated by the cam E upon the cylin-

der or drum A, arranged as described.
Fourth, the gate K, operated by the cam E upon

the drum A, as and for tlie purpose described.
Fifth, the springs o, in combination Avith the recip-

rocating pads a a, (fcc, as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

71,086.—J. Thompson and B. B. Heurick,
EdgCAVOod, 111.

—

Machine for Digging Post Holes.—
November 19, 18(i7.—The post auger is journaled in
a frame and rotated by a winch. It is raised by a
chain, which passes over a sheave and around a
windlass barrel.

Claim.—First, the shovel U, hung to roller Y by
means of levers "W, and operated by means of lever
Z, rod X, and crank y, for the purpose of catching
the dirt draAvn out by auger E, substantially as herein
specified.

Second, the combination of the standards B, hav-
ing a slot L, with sash C, shovel U, and auger iS, ar-

ranged and operating as herein described.
Third, the combination of the capstan N, pawl T,

sash C, standards B, shovel E, levers W Z, rod X,
and crank y, substantially as and for the pm-pose set

forth.

71,087.—T. Hexry Tibbles, Kansas City, Mo.,
assignor to himself and F. L. McHexhy, same' place.—Hand Loom.—November 19, 1807.—The shuttles

and harness are both operated by the lay, which is

made removable.
Claim.—First, the single upright picker staff a,

the sliding weight g, and the straps h and /;, in com-
bination Avith the lay C, the breast beam D, and the
diivers d d. constructed, arranged, and operating
snlistantially as and lor the purpose described.

Second, the cam rollers k k, operated by the benl;

lever a as described, in combination Avith the heddles
B, and the lay C, operating as and for the pm-pose
herein specified.

71,088.—John Turner, Grand ITaven, Mich
Stump jBxfmcioj-.—November 19, 1867.—Tlie pawls
engage the ratchet teeth of the lifting bar on each
side alternately, receiving motion from the oscillat-

ing head.
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Claim.—The combination of the frame A, -n-ith the
TTovkiug- beam B, the levers C C hung upon tlie bear-
ing D D, the braces E E, the links F E, the double
rack G. the chains or ropes H H, the blocks 1 1, and
the hook K, all arranged substantially as described
lor the purpose designed.

^1,081)—E. ^"ALTER, St. Louis, M.o.—Covfec-
tlonery.—Xovember 19, 18()7.—A confection is formed
iu the shape of au Q^g. A picture is placed within
it and a magnifying glass iu oue end afltbrds a dior-
amic A'iew.

Clahii.—The egg A, when combined and arranged
with the ornaments B E', and the magnifying glass
f/, as described and set forth.

73,090.—Horace WaI^ner, Lake City, Minn.—
Washing Machine.—jSTovember 19, 1867.—The tub
bottom has notched radial ribs. The presser is sup-
ported on a I'ertical shaft and lias a radial series of
conical-ribbed rollers. The roller ribs are notclied
similai'ly to the bottom ribs. The shaft is rotated by
a V. inch.

Claivn.—The hanger driving shaft K with arms L
attached, the quadrangular sliding framework E,
with the spring catches H, and pressure spring S, the
improved manner of constructing ribs c and rollers

ra, by cutting transverse notches upon their eleva-
tions, antl the combination and arrangement of the
whole for the uses and purposes herein specified.

^1,091.—J. "Wasson, Elyria, Ohio.—Machine for
Cutting and Forming Wire.—November 19, 1867.

—

Tlie wire is fed by rollers through the circular guide
pipe luid presented to the shearing knife which cuts
olithc lengths reciuired.

Claim.—A machine for forming and cutting wire
for tinner's and other pm-poses, constructed mainly
of tlie guide marked B, the rollers E, the gearing D,
the shaft D', the knife C, and the stand G-, or their
equivalents, arranged substantially as described.

91,0312.—A. W. 'Webster, Ansonia, Conn.—Fas-
teningfor Corsets.—IN'ovember 19, lfc67 ; antedated No-
vember 9, 1867.—The ends of The wire form clenched
hooks upon the fabric and the loop engages the stud
on the other portion of the corset.

Claim.—A corset fastening, composed of the wire
A, attached to the busk by"its own ends, substan-
stantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

71,093.—Staxtox D. Warxer, Eichmond, El.,

assignor to himself, Joxathax S. Eobixsox, Johx
Black, and E. B. Bkewstku.—Threshing Machine.
—November 19, 1867.—Teeth upon endless chains
running over rollers, act in combination with longi-
tudinally reciprocating toothed plates, and to these
plates are connected notched bars operating as straw
conveyers.
Claim.—First, the adjustable plates AA of straight

or curved-shape, constructed a«; described, provided
on their inner sides with graduated teeth of tiie de-

scribed shape, and operated iu a reciprocating or vi-

brating manner by means as described, or tlieir

equialent means, substantially as herein set foi'th.

Second, the endless apron cylinder G . provided
with liat triangular i^rongs L L for the purpose de
scribed, and opei'ating in combination with the ad-
justable vibrating plates A A, as described and spec
itied.

TJiird, the notched flexible bars or rods H H at-

tached to the rear end of and combined with the
vibrating plates A A, arranged and operating sub-
stantially as herein set fortli.

Fourth, the wire jog sieve N or sieves, constructed
and operating as described, in combination with the
vibrating plates A A.

71,094.-Joseph B. "Warrex, South Danvers,
Mass., assignor to Gkokge Melchek, Salem, Mass.—Fountain Brush.—November 19, 18()7.—The cyl-

indrical reservoir has an extension of its sides 'in

form of a socket, to receive the l)lock of a circular

brush. The cylinder bottom and block are perfor-

ated centrail.Y foi'passage of paint, and tlie perforation

stopped by a valve plate having a rubber or letrther

seal on each side.

Claim.—An improved fountain brush, having not
only a duplex padded valve as described, but two

perforated bearing plates or seats thereto, and the
valve, or a projection from it to turn on a center be-
tween such seats, and extend ^through an opening or
slot in the side of the case substantially in manner
and so as to operate as specified.

Also, the brush fountain, as made not only with a
socket to receive the brush in manner as described,
but with the two valve seats, and a valve arranged
between and so as to operate with them iu manner
substantially as explained.

71,095.—J. "Weidexmax, Hartford, Conn.—i?i(&-

her Shoe.—November 19, 1867.—The heel is stiffened
by a vertical plate having attached thereto a curved
piece to grasp the heel, and a forward extension from
its lower end passing beneath the heel.

Claim.—First, the bar A, having a strap a' formed
ttpon its lower end, and attached at its upper end to
the rear part of the rubber shoe, substantially as
herein shown and described and for the purpose set
forth.

Second, the combination of the curved arms B Avitli

the bar A, substantially as herein shown and described
and for the purpose set forth.

71,096.—Augustus "Weitman, "West Union,
Iowa.

—

Broadcast Seeding Machine.—No\emher 19,
1867.—Tlie seed agitator consists of a reciprocating
knotted rope ; the seed passes through an adjustable
longitudinal opening, runs down the inclined board
and drops between the two harrows. The rear har-
row is followed by the roller on "o-hicli the machine is

supported.
Claim.—First, providing the harrows L M M, any

or all of them, with cleaning bars k N, arranged or
applied in the manner subs'tantially as and tor the
purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the seed box D with its

perforated bottom and slide E, adjustable bar K, dis-

charge board J, and roller C, all arranged substan-
tially in the manner as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the reciprocating knotted rope I, or its

equivalent, operated by tlie frame Gr,'from the roller

C, in combination with the adjustable bcir K, and tlie

discharge board or plate J, all arranged substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

Fourth, the harrows L M M, combined, constructed,
and applied to the machine substantially in the man-
ner as and for the purpose set forth.

71,097.

—

Peleg Werxi. Chicago, HI.

—

Harvester.
—November 19, 18G7.—Tlie sickle is made in sections
which are jointed together to form an endless cutter
which is supported and revolved by rotating slieaves.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of an
endless revolving sickle L, sheaves J K, gear -nheels

G- H, shafts F B, wheels C E, and chain D, clutch Z,
arm Y, and levers V, operating in the manner and
for the purposes set forth.

71,098.—PelegWerni, Chicago,m.—harvester
Rake.—November 19, 1867.—The rake arm is girabal
jointed to the frame, and is oscillated by projections
on the side of the disk upon and rotating with tho
reel shaft. The rake arm passes through a slot in
the supporting arm. When at its backward iiosition

the rake arm foils into a notch in one side of the slot,

and is raised by the supporting arm clear of the grain
in its forward movement. When brought over the
forward part of the platform the rake arm falls out of
the notch and descends by its weight into the opera-
tive position.

Claim.—First, the plate or disk A, in combination
with the bars B aud C, and the arm H of the rake,
when constructed and operating substantially as and
for the purposes desctribed.

Second, in combination with the arm H of the rake,

the supporting armM pivoted at /i, about whicli point
it has a vertical movement, canyiug the ralcc in both
the effective and noneffective stroke, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the said rake arm H, and
swinging supporting ;irm M, pivoted as aforesaid,

with tlie rollers I J, and tlieir connection K. arranged
in tlie manner set forth, aud operating as described.

Fourth, the combination of tlie revolviTig plate A,
provided with projections a b, the arms B C. the rake
ai'm U provided with a double joint as described, and
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the movable supportin<? arm M, arranged mid operat-

ing as and for the purposes speciHed.

71,099.—Edwahd'M. Westox, Providence, Pa.
—Corrug ted Iron llcvoleing Coal Screen.—Novem-
ber 19, I'yUT.—The corrugated sieve is of perforated
sheet metal, and is rotated to sift the ashes.

Claim.—Constructing a revolving iron coal screen

with corrugated sides, substantiallj iu the manner and
for the purpose herein described.

71,100.—Dknxis Wetzel, Springfield, Mo.—ALa-
chine for Bending :ZVr(?.s-.—November 19, 1867.—The
end of the tiro is clamped to a large roller, and by its

rotation is drawn between it and another roller. The
roller is rotated by a lever, whose hooked end engages
pins on the side of the roller.

Claim.—F'n-st, the double-rimmed wheel B and
double-rimmed roller E, disposed in frame A, substan-
tially as above set forth and described.
Second, the A^'heel B and roller E, in combination

with the spring F, arranged and operating as and for

the purposes substantially as above set forth and de-

scribed.

71,101.—WiLLARB P. "White, Orland, Me.—iw-
bricator for Carriage Wheel Bearings.—November
19, 18()7.—The stem of the» cylindrical oil cnp is

screwed into tlio hub, and the oil forced into the box
by the screw-tlireaded plunger.

Claim.—The wheel-greasing or lubricating appa-
ratus, as described, that is, as composed of the cylin-

drical cup A, the cover B, and the plunger C, with
their connection screws c d and discharge passage 6,

or the same and the screw a, thq whole being arranged
substantially as explained.

71,102.—John Wiley, 2d, South Reading, Mass.
Car Brake and Starter.—November 19, 181)7.—Im-
Srovoraent on his patent, March 12, 1867. The brake
ar has arms passing above and below the friction

wheel, upon the axle. This friction wheel has ratchet
teeth engaging similar teeth on the upper arm of the
brake bar. The brake bar is forced up against-the
friction wheel to stop the car and contract the spring.
Eor stalling, the ratchet teeth of the wheel and arm
arc engaged by depressing that end of the brake bar,

and the spring acts to start the car.

Claim.—First, the combination and aiTangeraent
of the toothed bar S, arms g^ g^ of the brake bar G,
tootiied fi'iction wheel F, lever O, connecting rods N,
yokes L, roller M, frame E. axle D, and shaft I, sub-
stantially as described for the purpose specified.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
treadle pin V, treadle lever U, spring X, roller W,
arms g^ of brake bar G, tootlicd bar S, and frame E,
substantially as described for the purpose specified.
Third, the combination of the draft bar J, connect-

ing strap K, spring H, brake bar and ratchets G, with
each other and with the frame E of the car, substan-
tially as herein shown and described and for the pui'-

posc set forth.

71,103.—J. M. WiLLBUR, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Painting Apparatus.—November 19, 1867.—The ma-
chine may be run by clock work. The cylindrical
stereqtype plate is first cast flat, and then bent to
cylindrical fonn, and used ni)on a roller. The ink is

contained in a perforated cylinder closely covered by
a similar cylinder ; tlic su])ply of ink is regulated by
the sliding'of one cylinder on the other, which move-
ment is eifected by a set screw. The ink-distributing
surface consists of an endless rubber apron. The
speed of the machine is regulated by a ball governor.

Claim.—First, the governor device l\ constructed
in the manner described to operate as and lor the pm-
pose set forth.

Second, the cylindrical ink holder F, consti'ucted in
the manner described, to operate in the manner shown
as and for the pui;i)ose set forth.

Third, the driving mechanism, when regulated by
the governor device k, constructed as described, ancl

combined with a printing machine, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

Fourtli. the cylindrical removable stereotype D, pro-
vided with the "changeable dating-type X, and perma-
nent inscription W, when used in "combination with
the automatic printing machine described, as and for
the purpose set forth.

71,104.—,!. M. WiLLiJUU, Cleveland^ Ohio.—.SYe-

reotyx>e Casting.—November 19, 18G7.— Perforated
disks fit upon the ledges, and the molds are placed be-
tween the disks Avith their cavities beneath. The
whole is heated to the temperature of moltou metal,
and the metal poured in.

Claim.—The stereotype pan A, provided with the
ledges a a, iu combination with the plates B B, con-
structed substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

71,105.—.!. M. WiLLBUR, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Hand Stamp.—November 19, 1867.—The surtace of
the stereotype plate is made slightly convex, so as by
a slight rocking motion to give a c'leai* impression o"f

every part.

Claim.—Forming the printing surface A of a hand
stamp, in the manner described and for the purpose
set forth.

71,106.—Edward Williams, New York, N. Y.—Safety Attachment for Pockets.—November 19,

1867.—The neck of the watch pendant is received in
the clasping ring, whose back l)ar is continuous, but
whose lore part has a hinged and a sliding jaw. The
jaws give way to the entering pendant, and the slid-

ing jaw is retracted by a rod extending through the
side of the pocket for its removal.
Claim.—The safety attachment for watch pockets

herein described, the same consisting of the holder
B, having two jaws F and G, the one swinging upon
a hinge joint and held in proper position by a spring,
and the other moving in a sleeve in part D, and actu-
ated by a spiral spring, the whole arranged and com-
iDined to operate substantially as specified and for tlio

purpose set forth.

71,107.—Charles Wills, New York, N. Y.—
Securing and Releasing Horses.—November 19, 1867.

—The hitch-ring is passed into a case let into the front
of the staU. The case is traversed by a spring l)olt

which engages the ring. The bolt is drawn back to
disengage the ring by a lever at the side of the stall,

or a knob at the rear post, having flexible connection
to each.

Claim.—The spring bolt A, in combination with
wire B, pitch chain B', plate F, ring B'*, angle piece
G, and knob H, substantially as and for the purpose
herein specified.

71,108.-Edwin WiLMOXT, Laona, N. Y.—Paper
Making Machine.—November 19, 1867.—The pulp is

brought up from the vat by an endless gauge apron,
is compressed by rubber rollers, and taken from the
apron to pass between other rollers to the drying cylin-

ders.

Claim.—First, the employment of two or more rub-
ber rollers, in combination with the endless apron C,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the rubber rollers F F, in combination witli

the metallic or wooden roller I, for the purpose of
giving additional pressure to the paper, substantially
as ana for the purpose set forth.

Tliird, the employment of the rollers IT H' and L,
substantially as and for the purpose described.
Fourth, in combination thercAvith, the rubber rollers

F F and metallic or wooden roller I, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

71,109 Greg W. Wiswell, Pilot Knob, Mo.—Boiler Cleaner.— November 19, 1867.— The wide
end of a tapering pipe passes through the boiler head
just beneath the water level ; and its smaller end pro-
jects into the boiler through the lower part of the
head, and is flattened to cause a horizontal expansion
of tlie current of water for washing the sediment to

the rear end of the boiler ; from thence it may accu-
mulate in the mud drum, be blown out through the
stand pipe, or removed through a man-hole or hand-
hole.

Claim.—The constniction and arrangement of the
pipe B, with reference to its tapering dimensions aiul

its flattened end b'^, when applied to the boiler A, as

described and shown.

71 , 1 1 0.—Linus Yale, Jr., Sholbnme Falls. Mass.—Burglar Proof Safe.— November 19, 1667.— Tlie

joint around the door is grooved out nearly to the
outer rabbet. The groove is sufficiently obtuse to

prevent the biting of a wedge against its sides.
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Claim.—Making an open space between the edges
of the door and the door frame, substantially as and
for the purpose spccitied.

71,111.—James S. Zane, Pleasant Plains, El.—
Snorv Fknv. —November 19, 1867.— The elevated,

Tertieally-adjustable mold board has segmental racks
ongaging piuions upon a rod having clutch connec-
tion, -nhen desired, with supporting wheels, to raise

the said mold board in deep snow, and to lower the
same in passing beneath bridges.

Claim.—First, the double mold board D hinged at

the upper end of the inclined planes A A, to be
raised and lowered as and for the purpose herein de-

scribed.
Second, the arrangement of the inclined planes A

A forming a ridge in the middle, the vertical cutters
s s and the movable cutter p, substantially as de-

scribed.

71,112.—Charles E. Abbott, Maiden, Mass.—
Lamp Extinguisher.—November 19, 1867.—Improve-
ment on his patents, July 3, 1866 and November 13,

1866. A sleeve on the 'w'ick tube has a hinged cover
to act as an extinguisher when the sleeve is in its

upper position. The sleeve is raised and the extin-

guislier plate put in acting position by a lever whose
end extends outside the chimney support.
Claim.—First, the arrangement for conjoint ope-

ration of the tongue t and finger m, as and for the
purpose set forth.

'

Second, the spring s in combination with the pin i

and lever h, arranged and operating as specified.

Third, the stop-notch n on lever h, operating as
and for the purpose described.

71,113.—Barnabas B. Alfred, La Grange, Ga.—Cotton and Hay Press.—November 19, 1867.—The
press box is raised by a double foot-screw, Avhose sec-

tions are right and left hand, so as by a single motion
to unwind both screws. The sides of the box are
jointed to toggle levers, by which the follower is de-

pressed.
Claim.— First, the combination of the slotted

levers L L with the boxD, blocks e e and follower F,
Bubstautially as and for the purposes specified.

Second, the combination of the parts referred to

in the foregoing claim with the double acting com-
pound screw C C, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

71,114.

—

George Allix, Saint Heliers, Island
of Jersey.

—

Apj^aratus for Raising and Lotvering
Windoio"^Blinds and Curtains.—November 19, 1867

;

patented in England, December 21, 1866. The chain
passes through the ring-headed bolt and drops into a
catch slot on one side of the socket by which it is en-

gaged. It may be withdrawn from the slot by a
lever.

Claim.—First, the combination of the slit, guide,

and chain, arranged with reference to feaeh other and
a window blind, curtain, <tc., so as to operate sub-

stantially in the manner set forth, the combination
being substantially such as described.

Second, the combination of the slit, guide, and
chain with the lever, which, when lifted, moves the
chain out of the slit, the combination being substan-
tially such as herein set forth,

71,115.—J. X. Andrews, Antrim, Ohio.—Din-
ner Plate.—November 19, 1867.—The plate is divided
by ribs into spaces for various kinds of food.

Claim.—A plate provided with partitions in the
center and with a rim in the usual form, for the pur-
poses set forth.

71,116. — J. K. Andrews, Antrim, Ohio.—
Buckle.—November 19, 1867.—The buckle has a three-

cross bar frame with a downwardly projecting pin,

and has a plate attached to its side bars with up-
wardly projecting pins. These pins pass through
holes in the strap.

Claim.—The plate A formed substantially in the
manner herein represented, for the purpose of con-
fining together straps without stitching or riveting,

as herein fully set forth.

71,117.—William Appleton, Albany, N. *T.—
Malt Hoxise or Kiln.—November 19, 1867.—Air for

supply of the furnace is drawn through the malting
chamber in such quantities as to assist in regulating
the temperature.

Clai7n.—Yh'iit, the induction of a current or cur-
rents of air over the malt floor by means of draft
pipes or tubes G connecting said floor or chamber
with the heating chamber of the kiln and in drying
the malt, substantially as and for the purposes speci-
fied.

Second, the combination of the flue S with the flue
G to the malt floor C and heating chamber F, for
operation together as herein set forth.

Third, the flue N in combination with the heating
chamber F, malt floor C, and flues G and S, for ac-
tion in concert as specified.

71,118.— Joshua B. Ashley, New Bedford,
Mass., assignor to himself and J. Augustus Brow-
NELL, same \^\iice.— Carriage Spring.—November 19,
1867.—The end bolts of the sj)rings are surrounded
by an annular I'ubbcr block.

" Claim.—The spriug C^ and linking plate E^ and
clip iron D^, in combination with the packing A^ A^
and bolts B'^ B^, all arranged and applied substantially
as and for the pm-pose described.

71,119.—James E. Atwood, Trenton, N. J.—
Artificial Fuel.—Novejpber 19, 1867.—Explained by
the claim.

Claim,.—Artificial fuel composed of coal tar, coal
dust, peat and lime, substantially as described.

71,120.—William Bailey, New York, N. Y.—
Apparatus for Making Stamp Gilt Paper Hangings.
—November 19, 1867 ;-> antedated July 27, 1867. The
pattern cylinder has movable plates and is heated by
steam, which is passed through its tabular journals.
The registering belt has eyes through which keys are
passed to secure the paper. The boxes of the pat-
tern cylinder are adjustable in respect to the impres-
sion cylinder.

Claim.—First, the combination of the rotating im-
pression cylinder, the rotating pattern cylinder, and
the heating apparatus, or the equivalent thereof, as
specified, for supplying the pattern cylinder with
heat.
Second, the combination of the rotating impression

cylinder and the rotating pattern cylinder with the
devices, or the equivalent thereof, substantially as
described for securing and adjusting the pattern
plates on the pattern cylinder.

Third, the combiuation Avith the impression and
pattern cylinders of a registering belt, constructed
and used substantially as and for the purposes herein
specified.

Fourth, the special devices herein described for
securing the pattern plates to the cylinder.

71,121.—James Barwick and Samuel Tindall,
Silvertown, England, assignors to themselves and
Charles T. Deforest, Stamford, Conn.

—

Pis'on
Packing for Steam Engines.—November 19, 1867.

—

A mixture of vulcanite and oil alternates with layers
of hempen packing.

Claim..—The application and use, for the purposes
hereinbefore described, of hard india-rubber, or its

equivalent, mixed with oil or grease, substantially as
herein set forth.

71,122.—John Bean, Hudson, Mich.—Pump.

—

November 19, 1867.—The pump rod has a perforated
disk at its lower end by which tlie bucket is raised.

The bucket is formed of vertical wooden staves con-
fiued by a rubber band at their lower ends. The
lower part of the bucket covers the perforations on
the disk when ascending. The water passes through
a fixed valve above the bucket, aud up through an
axial pipe surrounded by an annular air chamber.
Claim.—The pump constructed with the cylinder

D, formed of staves held together by india-rubber
bands, and the tube E in the chamber of the pump
stock, and with the diaphragm G and the rod B, as
and for the purposes herein s"et forth.

71,123.—NorbertBelvallette, Paris, France.
Latch for Carriage Doors.—November 19, 1867.

—

The pendent handle is hung to the end of a lever

within the lock ; the lever has a projection entering
a cavity of the bolt and operating the same.
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Claim.—A pendent handle or tassel of any material

acting upon a caiTiape lock with a lever or other ap-

paratus, iu place of the fixed handles at present iu

use inside of carriages.

71,1-24.—"VTiLLiAM BETTS.TVharf Eoad, England.
—Metallic Capsule for Bottles.—'Sovemhcr 19, 181)7.

—The trade mark is stamped or printed on a portion

of the capsule, which is uecessai-ily destroyed in re-

moval.
Claim.—A metallic capsule, constructed for appli-

cation to the neck of a ooitle. as described, and on
which a trade mark or title is stamped or otherwise
permanently imprinted, for the purpose specified.

71,125.—"William A. Boydex, Altoona, Pa.—
Axle i>o.r.—Xovember li), 18<)7.—The packing plates

occujiy recesses iu the box. and are kept in contact
with the axle by spiral springs. They serve, in com-
bination with the washers, to prevent the escape of
the lubricant from the journal, or the entrance of dust
to the same.

Claim.— The two semicircular packing plates C,
constructed with rebated ends and furnished with
springs ;;, in combination with the annular washer D,
the journal a, and the bearing b of the axle box, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

71.126.—Tames Braodox. Boston. Mass.—Car-
penfcrs' Work Bench.—Xovember 19. 1867.—The legs
are hinged to the top, and have pins sliding in longi-

tudinarslots in the braces : the pins enter cavities at

the ends of the slots to engage the legs iu position.

Claim.—The combination of legs c and slotted

notched braces /, when constructed, ai-ranged, and
operating substautiuUy as specified.

71.127.—JOHX E. Broti'x, Eitehbnrg, Mass..
assignor to himself and Jotix Q. \Ykiuht. same
place.

—

S27indle Bolster.—Xovembcr 19, 1867.—nic
cupped part of the bobbin holder turns on a central,

upward projection of the bolster cup, and has an inner
inclined groove, which by its rotation carries up oil

for lubrication.
Claim.—First, so constructing a bolster spindle

that tlie oil for lubricating the latter is automatically
supplied at a point above the level of the oil in the
bolster cup, substantially as described.

Second, constructing the bobbin holder D with a
chamber in its lower end for receiving the sleeve
which is formed apon the oil cup E, said holder being-

secured to the spindlo A, so as to rotate with it, sub-
stantially as described.

Third, the spiral groove c. formed in the chambered
bobbin holder D, iii combination with the sleeve b
formed on the oil cup E, substantially as described.
Fourth, the outlets d d. thrcjugh a' cluimbered bob-

bin holder D, or the equivalent thereof, in combina-
tion with a device which aHows oil to rise from the
cup, E, substantially as and for the pui-pose described.

, 71 ,1 2S.—Clark T. BrsH, Kensselaerville, X. T.—Hop Vine Supporter.—November 19. 18G7.—The
stakes have metallic caps w ith spirally-inclined sock-
ets to hold extension rods.

Claim.—First, the cap «, provided with one or
more sockets, constructed substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, the arrangement and combination of the
short poles p p p, caps * s *•, and branches a a a, sub-
Btuntially as described.

71,129.—William M. Bush and T. B. Eich-
ARDS, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Coal .SYow.—Xovembcr 19.

18G7.—The caloric current is deflected inward as it

rises, and at the apex of the deflecting plate it min-
gles with air fi-om side holes iu the stove, which air
passes in beneath a diaphragm.

Cla im

.

—First, the combination of the annular hori-
zontal plate H and annular converging plate B, form-
ing a close flue for the admission of aii", Avith the chim-
ney C, substantially as shown.

Second, the concentrating flange or ring E, in con-
nection with the chimney C and plate B, substan-
tially as described.

71,130.—JosErnBtssER, Troy. Ohio.—Wooden
JBuildi»

J.—'SoyQxnhcr 19. 18o7.—The planks are laid
one upon another and secured. Each alternate plank

extends out further than the one ncxth beneath.
The salient edges are beveled.
Claim.—The construction of the outer, or both the

inner and outer siu-faces of the outer walls of wooden
buildings and the walls themselves, of planks shaped
and arranged substantially as herein described mid
shown.

71,131.— Caleb Cadwell, TTautcgan. 111.—
Scu'ing JLfrtc/ii/ie.—Xovembcr 19, 18G7.—The treadle
by a connecting rod, crank, grooved pulleys, and cord

I

rotates a shaft at the top of the machine, which aetu-
ntes the needle slide, tiiread tightener, and shuttle.
The feed foot is above the cloth plate, and is recipro-
cated by levers connected by the needle slide. The
whole operation cannot be briefly explained.

Claim.—First, the combination of the shaft J,
crank W. and crooked connecting rod R. the cam or
projection c, arms a^ a^ and rod a^, and the link K,
rod M, and annular lever, said parts being arranged
substantially as described, and employed to operate
the needle slide, thread tightener, and shuttle, as ex-
plained.
Second, the combination of the n-eedle bar T, collar

rt, connecting rod U. and arm Y for operating the
feeding footH', substantially as described.

Third, the feeding attachment, composed of the
bent forked lever V, the perpendicular bar H'^ ope-
rated by the short lever s" and the spring .«"-', the
pivoted bar o'" benringthe feeding foot H', the gauge
screw Z'. and the spring x', all arranged and com-
biued in their operation'substautially as and for the
purpose described.
Fourth, the ring G', supported in the outer ring D',

in which its position is regulated In- the claiuliing
key g", the thumb piece gi'", and the spring e", having
the arm H^ to support the upper ring G", and the
double arm B.^ H-* to guide the feed foot H'. and
bearing the feeding attachment, all constructed and
arranged substantially as and for the purposo spe-
cified.

Fifth, a thread-tightener device, consisting of the
parts «" H^ flS c e^ and Y, arranged and operating sub-
stantially as described.

Sixth. 'a shuttle, constructed as herein described,
and having an internal tension device consisting of
the parts a* c* d"-'.

Seventh, the bracket K, with its bearings t u, in
combination with pivoted lever L', spring I', adjust-
ing nut i\ and spool, constructed and arranged as
herein described.

Eig-hth. the spring x. applied to the spools M' M^,
in tlie manner and for the purpose specified.

Xiuth. the bobbin, or spool winder n', with the
shaft 2, pulley a', adjustable bearings y y' hinged at
b', and spring c', when constructed and oijeratiug as
herein descril)ed.

71,132.—George S. Caldwell, Syi-acuse, X^.T.—Harness liosette.—Xovembcr 19, 18ii7.—A hollow
glass rosette is lined inside with gold leaf. A button
extending through the apex serves for attachment
of a ribbon pendant, and for a cord by which it is

attached to a patent leather disk and to* the bridle.

Claim.—A glass rosette A, provided witli an orim-
mental lining or backing c c. and secured to the plate
B from the button D. substantially in the manner and
for the purpose set forth.

71,133.—Hiram Carihchael, Eochestcr, X. Y.—Transplanter for Garden ?7se.—Xovembcr 19, 18(j7.

—The instrument resembles two garden trowels
hinged together, witli their concave faces inward.
Claim.— As an improvement in transplanters,

making the two blades B detachable by means of the
screw joint, substantially in the manner shown and
described, whereby either blade may be used as a
garden trowel.

71,134.—Isaac H. Citappell, Decatur, HI.—
Combined Planter and Culti cator.Soxi'mhn- 19,

1867.—The seeding devices may be raised by a lever,

or the plows removed, when Avorking the other part
exclusively. The plow beams arc connected to the
frame by rods at their fore ends, Avhieh pass tlirough
steady rods beneath the longitudinal bars of the
frame. The plows are guidcil by liandles.

Claim.—First, the Avide tires'll 11, Avhen attached
substautijdly as described, for the purpose specified.
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Second, the links and hooks B B, with the connect-
ing rods (J C and steadying bur D, arranged substan-
tially as described, for the j^urposc designed.

Third, the c]'0tched stakes E and levers F, arranged
Bnbstantially as set forth, for the purpose specified.
Fourth, the slotted bar G aud lever H, for the pur-

pose designed.
Filth, the combination of the cultivator and planter,

when built substantially as hereinbefore set forth and
for the purposes specified.

71,135.—Edward A. Chavantre, Newark, IsT.

J., assignor to Alfred Chavantre, New York,
N. Y.—Blind Fastening.—Noxcmhev 19, 1867.—The
shutter has a spring tending to close it, and is held
partially or wholly open by a spring bolt, which
passes through the casing and engages one of a se-

ries of slots on the hinge hub.
Claim.—The bolt n, takiug the notches of the hub

of the hinge, in combination with the latch bar r
jointed to the shank m of said bolt n, as and for the
purposes set forth.

71,136. — Henry IT. Clemexce, "Worcester,
Mass.

—

Garment Supporter.—November 8, 1867.

—

The lower part of the bracket has a socket giving
support to the extensible ctu-ved bars over which the
garment is hilng.

Claim.—The'movable metal arms B C, in connec-
tion with the hanger A and thumb screw I), by means
of which the supporter is adjustable to garments of
any size.

71,137.—Abraham Coates, Watertown, N. Y.—Horse Hay Fork.—November 19, 1867.—Explained
by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, in hay forks, such as described, the
combination of a center bar, wedge-shaped orprovided
with inclined sides, as specified, with claws or barbs
pivoted to the sheath of the fork, and- provided with
correspondingly inclined or beveled ends, under such
an arrangement that when the said claws are projected
from the sheath the inclined sides of the center bar
will be held between the said ends of the claws in the
manner and for the purposes hereinbefore stated.

Second, the combination with the slotted center
bar, and wedges formed therein, of the claws or barbs
pivoted to the sheath of tte fork, and constructed and
arranged for operation as herein described.
Third, the combination with the center bar and

claws and hinged connecting rod of the lever, to the
shorter arm of which said rod is pivoted, and the de-

tent or locking device, luider the arrangement and
for operation as herein shown and set forth.

Fourth, the combination with the lever for operat-
ing the centner bar and claws of the detent or locking
device and its spring, under the arraagemeut specified,

so that both the said lever and the detent by which
it is held in position may be actuated simultaneously
and at one operation, as set forth.

71,138.—John M. Crawford and Porace L.
Hervey, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Toy Hoop.—November
19, 1867.—Tlie wheel has a series of bells, and is

journalcd in a frame supported by a handle.
Claim.—A toy hoop, in \\hich hoop A, handle D,

wire E, animal G, and bells I are combined, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

71,139.—Norman B. Crawford, Bennington,
Yt.—Building Scaffold.—November 19, 1867.—The
posts may be lengthened by the addition of sections,

and liave side pieces whose cross-bars rest against
the building. These side pieces have ropes attached
near tlieir ends which pass beneath sheaves under
the platibrm, are carried around a sheave at the post-

head, and down to the windlass.
Claim,.—T\w scaftbld polos c fitted to be extended

in length as set forth, in conil)inutiou with the winch
bands /, frames in and platform n, as and for the
I>nrposcs specified.

Also, the platform n formed of sections hooked
together, in the manner set forth.

71,140.—Norman B. Crawford, Bennington,
Yt.—Scaffold for ii'oo/s.—November 19, 18(;7.—The
scaffold has hook-blocks for attachment to the comb,
and cords which pass from the scaffold top through
the block, to windlasses secured to the scafi'old. A

jointed ladder depends from the scaffold and lies on
the roof.

Claim.—The platform b, sustained on the skids c c,

in combination with the winch barrels d, ropes/, pul-
leys g, and clews i, as and for the purposes 'set foith.
Also, in combination therewith, the ladder h applied

as and for the purposes specified.

71,141.—Lewis Cutting, San Francisco, Cal.——Furnace for Soldering.—November 19, 1867.—The
top of the furnace has a number of holes containing
pots for reception of the ends of cams for soldering.
The furnace is covered by a non-conducting sub-
stance and lined with fire brick. The slotted ends of
the pots extend considerably into the furnace and are
so far filled with non-conducting material as that the
heat will cfi'ect no part but the rim.
Claim.—A soldering fui-nace having heaters G G,

provided Avith plates H H, for utilizing the heat of
the furnace, substantially as described and in combi-
nation with the heaters provided with plates H IT.

Also, filling the center of the heater with gypsum,
fire brick, or some slow conductor of heat.
Also, in combination with the heaters G G, the top

cover of the furnace formed of gypsum, fire brick, or
other slow conductor of heat, substantially as de-
scribed and for the purposes set forth.

71,142.—J. B. Da Camara, Jr., Newark, N. J.
—Tooth Powder Jio(«e.—November 19, 1867.—The
tubular mouth has a cylindrical stopper.

Claim.—Tube C, substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

71,143.—George Dare and Diana Dare, Au-
burn, N. Y.—Fap>er jB«,()r.—November 19, 18(i7.—The
bag is folded into a prismatic form by leaving a rec-
tangular unfolded space at the bottom.

Claim.—The manner of folding a piece of paper
upon each side of its center for the purpose of forming
a bottom the superficial measurement of which shall

be the same as the mouth of the bag, substantially for
the pm-pose set forth.

71,144.--T. J. Dean, St. Louis, Mo.—Tube Well.
—November 19, 1867.—Explained by the claim.
Claim.—A tube well, its lower section consisting

of two concentric perforated tubes, one wire gauze
tube surrounding the interior perforated tube and
another lining the exterior perforated tube, a body of
filtering material being placed between the two tubes
of gauze, all substantially as shown and described.

7i,145.—William A. Devon, Port Eichmond,
N. Y.—Self-Lubricating Cri&.—November 19, 1867.—
The wearing face of the gib is made of a separate
brass plate which may be renewed when worn out,
The oil from the open gib-head is conveyed to the
surface by a spiing roller to which the oil is supplied
by a wick.

Claim.—First, a gib constructed in two parts, as
shown by A E, and fastened as seen at a a, or their
equivalents, substantially as herein set forth.

Second, the sslf-oiliug'device as shown in D and C,
witli the roller d and slot/, and slides c, the spring g,
in connection witli the wick bbb, or their equivalents,

substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

71,146.— Benjamin K. Dorwart and G. F.
Rote, Jr., Lancaster, Pa.

—

Fence. — November 19,

1867.—The panels are connected to braces on each
side of the fence by blocks which pass through the
upper rails and are" secured by wedges. The corners
have no supporting posts, but are secured by rectangu-
lar blocks attached similarly to the aforesaid.

Claim.—The braces B B pivoted at their upper
ends to the blocks which connect the panels, or to

the posts, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

71,147.—B. K. Dorwart and G. F. Eote, Jr.,

Lancaster, Pa.

—

Fence.—November 19, 18()7.— The
fence is sustained by pieces which are connected to

the posts, and, passing through slots in the rails, arc

secured by keys which pass through the traversing

pieces.
Claim.—First, the keys E E constructed as do-

scribe<l and used with the braces G, pins or wedges a a,

and panels A B C D, as and for the purpose set forth.

I
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Socond, the swivel block H, as constructed aud
used witli the permuueut post cud pauel, us aud for
the purpose set forth.

71,1 IS.—Daniel Drawbaugh, Eberly's Mill,

Pa.

—

Xail Plate Feeding Device.—November 19, 18()7.

—The cutters have adjustable iuclinntion to the hold-
lug- sliaft, aud the latter has intermittiug rotatiou to

cause the taper of the nail blanks. The machinery is

automaiically stopped a^ hen the plate is exhausted.
Claim.—First, the combination of the spring fing-

ers on the vibrating yoke anu E and the spiial llauges
upon the tubular bearing c, through which tlie nail

plate feeding rod passes, for the purpose aud iu the
inauuer substantially as described.

Second, the combination of the tubular bearing c,

nail feeder F, aud universal joint C^ arrauged sub-
stantially as and for the purpose descril)ed.

Third, the combination of the loaded lever k, ar-

ranged upon the outer end of the nail feeding rod F,
Mitli tlie cord, weight, and pulley for feedi)ig the nail
rod with the nail plate up to the cutters, substantially
as aud for the purpo.ses described.
Fourth, the hooked plate S' and spring S applied to

the bracket A', substantially as described.
Fifth, providing for automatically stopping the ro-

tary motion of the nail rod, and at the same time re-

leasing this rod fi-om the hooked plate S', by means
substantially as described.

Sixth, the' combination of brake rod I on lever H
with a friction wheel on the shaft i of the pulley J,
substantially as described.
Seventh, the adjustable post G 6, in combination

w4th the laterally adjustable bracket A', substantially
as described.

71,149.—Julius Elsox, Boston, Mass.—Breech-
loading Fire-arm.—November 19. 18(i7.—The barrel
is hinged to the solid breech block, and is'oscillatcd

by a hinged screw rod and nut. The baiTel has a
segmental projection entering into a suitable cavity
in the breech block.

Claim.—Fiist, the lever C, provided with the
grooved nut d. in combination with the projection e

and the hinged screw rod b, as and for the purpose
set Ibrth.

Stcond. the combination of the solid breech block
B, v.hen constructed as described, the hinged barrel
A, the projection E, and the hiuged screw rod b, as
and for the purpose specified.

71,150.—Chari-EsW.E.mersox, Hartford, Conn.— Holderfor Lamp and Gas Shades.—November 19,

18lj7.—The wire attached to the shade top rests on
the spring ends of the supportinjr wires.
('iaim.—A holder for lamp and gas shades fonned

Willi the ring a. wires b b. and spring ends e c, over
which the riug/of the shade g is passxnl aud held, as
set foith.

71,151.— SiDXEY EMiiONES and Elnathan S.
SiMrsDX, Geneva. N. T.

—

Carriage Top.—November
39. 18(j7.—Explained by the claims aud illustration.
Claim.—0\w or more auxiliary bows hinged to the

main bows, and arranged to operate substantially as
described for the purpose set forth.

Also, in combination with tlie auxiliary bows we
claim the T-iilates to which they ai-e hiuged.

71,152—-TOHX W. EuxEST, Heidelberg, Pa.—
AdiKufable Cultivator.—Noveml)er 19, 1867.—The four
outside bai-s arc hiuged together, and the frame ad-
justed in width by "a diagonal draft bar, which has
movement between the front i)ars. The front bars
have haiTow teeth aud the rear bars have cultivator
teeth.

Claim.—The diamond-shaped cultivator joined and
adjusted as herein described, when coinl)ined with the
teeth, shovels, and regidatiug clevis, for the purposes
set forth.

71,153.—William Fields. "Wilmington, Del.—
Propeller.—IsovornhQi- 19, 18G7.—Explained by the
claim and illustration.

Claim.—A propeller for vessels, consisting of *
wheel F, having from three-fourths to seven-eighths of
its circumference bucketed and the balance solid or
boxed, set in a casing of sheet iron, covered by a
wlieel-house, in corabiuation with a weighted driving

2b c p—Vol. II

wheel D, working upon a crank axle C, connected"
with propeller shafts E E by means of the links or
arms D D, constructed aud 'arranged us above de-
scribed and shown by the drawings.

71,154.—Daniel E, Fisk, Springfield, Mass.—
Pocket-book CVo.n-;;.— November 19, 18ti7 ; antedated
October iil, 18U7.—The tongue is inserted into the eye
to hold ctuwu the flap.

Claim.—A wallet clasp, consisting of the tongue A
attaclied to the outside of the wallet and the eye F
attached to the flap of the same, the parts being Jir-

rauged to operate substantially as shown.

71,155.—Willard S. Follexsbee, Janesville,
Wis.

—

Grout Conductor.—November 19, 18(J7.—The
tube is formed of a series of truncate-conical sec-
tions whose smaller cuds enter the larger ends of the
next section. The sections are connected by links.

Claim.—A grout conductor composed of' sections
connected as ciescribed and aiTauged to operate sub-
stantially as set forth.

71,156.—Axdre Foubert, New York, N. Y.—
Apparatus for Distilling.—November 19, 18(i7.—Two
stdls are so combined with pipes aud stop-cocks that
the vapor and water of condensation from one still

shall heat the contents of the other, previous to com-
mencing the distilling operation iu the latter.

Claim.—The arrangement of the pipes and cocks
as specified iu combination with two stills, for the
pm'poses and as set forth.

71,157.—William L. Gallaudet, New York,
N. Y.—Thread OifWer.—November 19, 18U7.—The
cutter slides into one end of the shield. The shield
is attached to a heavy base, and has an incUued slot

at its mid-length, admitting the thread to the cutter.
Claim.—First, the cutter, in combination with the

shield, constructed in the manner set forth, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

Second, so arrauging the cutter with reference to
the shield that it may be readily detached therefrom,
substantially in the manner described.

71,1 5S.—Samuel Gardiner, Jr., New York, K.
Y.—Electric Switch.—November 19, 18G7,—The ro-

tary spring switch has a cam by which the circuit-

closer is di-awn from its bearing, to avoid frictiou

when the switch is rotated. A number of successive
impulses may be imparted by a simple rotation of the
switch. A fighting key is combined with the switch.
An indicator shows the position of the circuit-closer.

Claim.—First, the shaft A aud arm E, coustiiHtiug
an electric switch, held to its bearing by a spring C,
to insure effective metallic connection, 'substantially
as described.
Second, the camcoflarH employed to withdraw the

switch ti-om its bearing iu the act of rotation, as ex-
plained.

Third, the conducting plate L employed iu combi-
nation Avith the rotai'y suitch A E aud cam collar H,
to impart a given number of impulses by a simple
rotatiou of the switch, as set forth.

Fourth, the lighting key M, in combination with
the gas tiu-ning device A'E C H L, for the purposes
set forth.

Fifth, the combination of the indicating dial J and
index K with the rotary switch A E, as aud for the
pui-poso set forth.

71,159.—Edwix Garfield, Hartford, Conn.

—

Steayn Engine.—yoTe\o]wr 19, 1807.—Tiie exhaust
port has two outlets, either of which can be opened,
to cause the exhaust into the open air or the smoke-
stack or a condenser.

Claim.—The valve b, in combination with the
double exhaust passage a a' and the steam exhaust
port d, substantially as uud for the purpose described.

71,160.—James, E. GiLLESPm, Boston, Mass.—
Regulator for Motivc--Pou'er.—'So\cmbcr i9, Ibf.T.

—

An improvement ou the "Scofield' governor. The
fulcrum of the bell-ci'ank, oYK^v.hose short arm the

governor rod acts, is at one end of a balanced lever,

whose other end has a stud cnterfng -the volute

groove of a cam disk. The disk is turned by pawls
on a post oscillated by un eccentric, Vihicii tiuns in a
slot thereof, but which is ordinarily kept free from
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the gear operating the cam by the shield. The shield
is couiiected by a rod to the long arm of the bell-

crank, and on movement of the bell-crank lever by
the governor rod the shield is moved, so as to allow
one of tlic pawls to act, which moves the fulcrum of
the bell-crank as stated.
Claim.—First, the mode of operation whereby a

compound action is given to the shield T c by means
of the levers K and M ]^, or their equivalents, there-

by causing it to be replaced in its normal position by
the action of the pawls S S without in any degree
preventing it from being moved as usual by a govern-
ing device.

Second, the cam H and lever K, or their equiva-
lents, in combination with a power regulator, sub-
stantially as specified and for the purpose set forth.

71,161.—Charles P. Gorely, Eoston. Mass.—
Portable Candlestick.— Is OTcmhcr 19, 1867.— The
spring socket is made of a single strip of metal,
which is bent around the upright, then carried for-

ward to form socket and rebent, and earri«d back-
Av^ard to form handles, by which the socket is sprung
open.
Claim.—A support for a candle, so constructed

a.nd applied as to clasp candles of varying diameters
and capable of being lowered witli the consumption
of the candle, as well as to enclose a very small por-

tion, and allow it to be nearly, if not entirely, con-
sumed.
Also, the peculiar construction of the duplex spring

clamp, composed of the ja^ns a a and b b and handles
c c, or any mechanical equivalents therefor, substau'

tiully as hereinbefore explained.
Also, the portable candlestick, as composed of the

disk/, socket e, post d, spring clamp before described,
and folding handle g, the whole being comoined and
operating together substantisilly as hereinbefore de-

scribed.

71,162.—John Hall, "Watertown, Mass., as-

signor to himself and Charles S. Locke, same place.

—Toy Fistol.—November 19, 1807.—The upper of the
tAvo barrels contains the balls, which fall do\rn one
at a time into the barrel beneath when the piston is

rctraetf^l. The piston is retracted by tke sliding

catcli lever, which is drawn back by the trigger, its

rear end being raised by the incline and releasing the
piston from the catch at the fore end.

Claim.—Tlje repeating toy pistol, made substan-
tially as specified, viz : with the magazine and barrel,

the opening from one into the other, the spring and
Siston, and mechanism for retracting the piston and
ischarging it, the whole being arranged in manner

and so as to operate substantially as described.
Also, the combination and arrangement of the

catch lever/, the slider /i, tlie trigger't, the spring k,

and tlie cam or inclined plane m, the whole being as

epeeified and for effecting the retraction of the piston,

contraction ol' the spring, and the discharge of the
piston, in mak«ner as described.

Also, the combination of tlie stop pin and the slot

or groove o, or tlieir mechanical equivalent or equiv-
alents, with the piston, its spring, the magazine, the
barrel, and mechanism for effecting the retraction

tuid dischai-ge of the piston, in manner as specified.

71,163.— Ezra M. Hamilton, Minneapolis,
Minn.

—

Machine for Pressing Peat, Clay, <&c.—No-
vember 19, 18(j7.—The peat is broken by the pins on
a rotating shaft in combination with pins projecting
from the hopper sides. From the liopper the peat
passes into the press box, from which it is forced into

tlic molds by the stampers. The molds arc operated
by slotted leVers, which carry springs havings blocks
on their cuds to eject the peat from the molds when
Avithdrawn from the jn-ess box.
Claim.— The combination and arrangement of the

pulverizing roller D, stampers N, operated by the
tappets Q and shaft H", with the shaft G', and crank
S', A\orking the lever S, with spring V and block V,
to push the cakes of peat out of the molds M', all for

joint operation as herein described.

71,164.—David S. Harner, Xenia, Ohio, as-

sigvior to WinxELEV, Fassleu, and Kelly, Spring-

licUl, Ohio.

—

Uarventer.—November 19, 18G7.—The
rake bar is pivoted to a plate which is oscillated by a
lever connected to a crank on a ehaft receiving mo-

tion from the main driving shaft. The center of os-
cillation of the plate is in a line with the pitman-
crank shaft, so that any relative change in position
between the main frame and the platform will not
affect the operation of the rake. The latch is formed
of a single piece of spring steel, one portion being
coiled to give elasticity. One end is fastened to the
rake-head, and the other end projects in a line paral-
lel with the upper surface of the same, and passes
througli the notches, to ride upon the arch in the for-

ward sweep of the rake.
Claim..—First, the combination of the lever k and

rake head I, when said lever and rake head are both
pivoted to the plate i, or its equivalent, and are ca-
pable of independent vertical movements, substan-
tially as and lor the purpose set fortli.

Second, the combination of the pitman m, pivoted
lever k, and curved guides 1 1^ as and for the purpose
set forth.

Third, the braces j j, arranged on either side of the
rake head I, as shown, so as to prevent any lateral

movement of said rake head upon its bearing on the
joint bolt g.

Fourth, the rake head I, moving upon a pin e,

which is about in line with the axis of the crank
shaft. Said rake head is between said pin and the
main frame, as set forth.

Fifth, the adjusting bar W, connected to the main
frame and coupling arm, or its equivalent, for the
purpose ot adjusting the angle of the cutters and the
position of cutter bar and platform.

Sixth, the following instrumentalities, combined
and arranged substantially as set forth, in a harvest-
ing machine having a floating platform and two
driving wheels, to wit: the sweep rake I, pivoted
lever k. pitman in, crank n, and geared wheel p,
meshing with a driving pinion on the main pinion
shaft between the two driving wheels.
Seventh, the spring latch b, constructed so that the

latch and spring are formed of one piece, in combina-
tion with the rake head I and arch a, substantially as

and for the purpose set forth.

Eighth, the combination of the pivoted ann k, plate

I, and guides 1 1, connecting rod m and crank n, or

their equivalents, so that the mechanism which
drives the rake shall be connected thereto, outside

of the center upon which said rake moves, substan-

tially as shoAvn.
Ninth, the arrangement of the rake head 1, in rela-

tion to its center pin e, to Avit : on that side of said

center pin which is toward the main frame and cut-

ting apparatus, so as to reduce the necessary length
of the platform, as set forth.

Tenth, the loose or rolling joint between the coup-

ling arm S and bracket U, shown in Figs. 1 and 4,

in connection with the cmwed di-ag bar E, as and for

the pui'ijose set forth.

71,165.—John H. Harper, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Cider Press.—November 19, 18(j7.—The conical disks

are inclined, so that their lower sides are parallel and
serve to mash the fmiit. From the upper disks the

fruit passes to a loAver pair of disks having rubber
faces coming into close contact and pressing out the

cider.
Claim.—The rubber-faced disks G G upon the

lower platform of the frame, as set forth, and used in

combination Avith the disks D D, for the purposes set

forth.

71,166.—H. A. Harvey. New York, N. T.—
Screvj jYai7.—November 19, 18vi7.—Tlio nail has a

screw liead, and has a series of nicks cut spirally in

its sides so that it can be extracted by a screw driver.

Claim.—A screw nail, composed of a proper head
and a body sui-rounded by nicks, Avhich are diagonal

to the axis of tiic nail, and at their ends extend into

other nicks, so as to constitute a continuous irregular

spiral nicking around the body of the nail as a whole,

being substantially the same as'hereiubefore described.

71,167.—Lsaac j. HATTAiiOUfiH, Santa Clara

county, Cal.—Horse Hay i<'o /-A:.—November 19, 1867.

—Each series of claAV tines is connected by its cross-

bars to a lever. The ends of the levers are raised by
the tail of the hoisting device, Avhich action forces in

the tines to engage the load. The load is disengaged

by depressing "the levci- ends. The lovers have hooks
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engaging the heads to keep the tines extended while
descending upon the load.

Claim.—The slotted ring hinge B' d, or its equiv-

alent, and the claw-shaped teeth c' c' c' c' c' c' c', in

combination with the rake heads C C and levers E
E, all aiTauged and operating substantially as above
set forth.

71,16S.—E. K. Haynes, Hanover, 1^. H.—Lamp
5/t«rf^.—Noveiubor 19, 18G7.—The sections of the

shade slide on their nearly vertical supporting wires.

Claim.—A segmental lamp shade supported upon
a frame of wires, consitrncted substantially as de-

scribed and on which it is made adjustable as to height.

yiilCO.—E. S. Haywakd, Eoxbury, Mass.—
Spring for Beds.—November 19, .1867.—The coils are

of larger diameter toward the midheight to allow a
greater vertical contraction. The spring is supported
on a seat having a screw entering the rail, and has a
cap piece to support the slat or bed bottom.

Claim.—A spiral spring with the largest circum-
ference at some point between the cuds, substantially

as and for the purpose described.

71,170.—H. Hayward, Brooklyn. :tir. T., and
John' M. Pendleton, New Brighton, N. Y.— Clean-
ing Wool.—Xovember 19, 18G7.—The wool is immersed
in sulphuric acid reduced by water to 1(P to 20° B. for

H to 5 hours, and then washed in water. The wool,
after passing through squeezing rollers, is immersed
in a weak solution "of carbonate of soda, then after

again passing through the rollers to a solution of
caustic soda of a gravitv from 20= to 40^ B. and a
temperature of 13U^ F. The wool is then washed,
dried with heated air, and passed through the burr-
crushing rollers. The grease taken from the wool
may be received by treatment of the solution with
caustic soda and common salt.

Claim.—Fiist, in connection with the within-de-
scribed method of destroying burrs and other veget-
able fiber found mixed with wool l)y means of acid,

the employment of carbonate of soda or carbonate of
potash, as a neutralizer for the acid in the yolk or
grease on the surface of the wool, so as to form a
salt in the substance of the woody fiber, and to agi-

tate tlie mass by the gas liberated, substantially "as
herein specified.

Second, in connection with the destruction of the
Tvoody fiber in wool by chemical agents as specified,

the recovery of the partially saponified grease by
treating it with caustic soda, and afterwards Avith

salt or sulphate of soda, or both, and allowing it to
rest, all substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

71,171.—Tho-Mas Hexney. Dubuque, Iowa.—
Hot Air Stove.—November 19, 18G7.—From the top
of the air chamber the caloric current passes iuto ex-
ternal diving fines, through which it is conducted to
a chambei- simounding the stove above the base, and
from thence passes to the exit flue. The stove has
vertical air-heating pipes.

Claim.—First, the chamber C, arranged between
the base A and the top section D, and provided with
communications E, F and F', in combination with
the division b and a damper c, substantially as and
lor the purposes deseriljed.

Second, the combination of the intermediate cham-
ber C, top chamber D, single wall fire chamber B,
short pipes E F, and long pipes a a', substantially in

the manner and for the purpose described.

, 71,1 72.—J. "Warhen Hitchcock and James K.
I)eyo, Morrisville, N. Y.

—

Corn Planter.—November
19, 18(i7.—The seed hoppers and plows are carried on
a frame which is hinged to the wheel frame at its rear
end, and is adjustable vertically by a lever and catch
standard. The seed slides are moved backward by
tappet wheels rotating with the ground wheels, and
moved forward by si)rings.

Claim.—A corn planter having drill plows B, cov-
crers C, sliding bars F F and G G, springs M, pins
Y Y, and hoisting apparatus, "described, constructed
and arranged substantially as herein specified.

71 ,1 73.—Leonard Hoszek, New York. N. Y.—
Ventilating Apparatm.—^o\emheT 19, 1867.—The

air for ventilation is forced through water at a proper
temperature, or through medicated liquid.

Claim.—First, the combination, with the vessel
and revolving wheeil, of the air chamber and entrance
and exit pipes, all these parts being constructed and
arranged as shown in Fig. 1, for joint operation.

Second, the revolving screw, arranged and operat-
ing as shown in Fig. II, for the purpose described.

ihii-d. the combination, substantially as shown in
Fig. Ill, of the oscillating cups and discharge pipes,
for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the combination, substantially as shown in
Fig. IV, of the pipes /</, with the vessels « c, for the
purpose described.

71,174.—Joseph E. Hover, Philadelphia, Pa.—Paste.—November 19, 1867.—To water, 1 gall., are
added flour, 10 oz.; and acetic acid, 1 pint.

Claim.—A paste, consisting of the within named
ingredients, combined substantially as specified.

71,175.—J. Howaru and E. T. Bonsfielu, Bed-
ford, England.

—

Harvester.—November 19, 1807; pat-
ented in England, November 2U, 1866.—The reel sliaft

has rotation by chain and chain wheels, one of A\hicli

latter is on the driving shaft, and the other turns on
an eccentric upon a fixed sleeve, in which the reel
shaft turns. This upper chaiu wheel has a radial slot

receiving the pin of a crank on the reel shait, and as
the chain wheel rotates it causes variable rotation to
the reel shaft, as the actuating crank pin varies in its

distance from the center of the Awheel. The radial
arm carrying the rake has a miter wheel meshing
with a fixed miter wheel on the frame, by which it

has rotation during its revolution.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of the short shafts

a e, the former radial to the drive wheel, and the lat-

ter parallel to and in the same vertical plane with the
former, both sui»ported in one and the same frame,
which moves about the main axle as a center, and
both shafts carrying gears at their forward ends, by
which the motion to drive the cutter is transmitted,
as set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the rake and reel arms
in the radial sockets of the same reel boss, so that they
shall all revolve with the boss around a common center,
and the rake have, in addition to that motion, another
motion around its long shank, which is supported by
and turns in as v.e\\ as Avith said boss, by gears, one
fixed and the other movable, as set forth.

Third, giving a differential speed to the reels of
reaping machines, in the manner and for the purpose
above described-

71,176.—M. C. Hull, New York, N. Y.~Heat-
ing Stove.—November 19, 1867.-,- The central fuel

chute is surrounded by a deflecting dome from Avhich
the caloric cm-rent passes to an outer annular cliamber
and from thence descends to the exit flue. The air

passes up pipes to the space betAveen the outer side
of the deflecting dome and the inner side of the an-
nular case, from which space it has free upward exit.

C7aim.—First, the flue f/ around, or partially around,
the outside of the fire chamber, substantially as s^
forth.

vSecond, the inclined plate/ forming the top of the
flue g for preventing the lodging of ashes or fuel, as
set fortli.

Third, the pipes i, applied in substantially the man-
ner specified, to cause tlie products of combustion to

ascend tOAvard the lop of the furnace or sto\ e and
then descend toward the base, for the purpose speci-

fied.

Fourth, the fluen and pipes i, in combination Avith

the flue g, as and for the purposes set forth.

Fifth, tire inclined plate/ through Avhich the smoke
flues pass, substantially as and for the piu'poses

specified.

71,177.—"William H. Hutchixs, Lockport, Til.

—Potato Digrf/er.- November 19, 1867.— The rear

edge of the shovel plow has a series of ogcc-formed
bars acting as a screen.

Claim.—The combination of the concare share or

blade d and the prongs b b rigidly fixed thereto, and
of the peculiar and particular shape shown, all con-

structed and arranged aa aod for the purposes set

forth.
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71,178 M. G. IJIBACH, Hartford, Conn.— Cali-

pers or Dividers—aJfoyember 19, 1867.—One leg con-
sists of two parts pivoted near the joint, and having
oppositely inclined slots traversed by a stad, so that

a longitudinal movement of the stud will slightly

change the span of the calipers.

Claim.—The fixed pivot P and movable shank 0,
extending tkrough the parts D E, forming one leg of
the calipers, ^viien operating as described for the
purpose specified.

71,179.—Geokge "W. Jackson, "Wyalusing, Pa.—Platform Scale. — November 19, 1867.—The cor-

ners of the platform rest on ribs on one side of the
plates, which are suspended from the frame by loops
on the other side. These plates at the same end are
connected by a bar attached to lerers connected to

the scale beam.
Claim.—i- irst, the use of the stirrups g and the

stirrups h, when performing the double purpose of

aflbrding bearings for the floor beams k k and the
hooks of links e, and of clasping the shafts A, in con-
nection with the plates i, all arranged substantially as
described and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the slotted arms vi on the ends of the floor

timbers F, when used in platform weighing scales,

substantially as shown antf described.

71,180.—E. C. C. Kellogg, Hartford, Conn., as-

signor to himself and Theodore Hoxt.—Burglar
Alarm.—Xovember 19, 1807.—The tripping cord is

attached near the joint of the toggle brace, and ope-
rates to flex the latter and release the detent arm.

Claim.—The toggle brace in combination with the
arm d connected with the striking mechanism of a
burglar alarm, su^stamaally as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

71,181 .—A. A. Kent, Lyons, Jowa.—Compound
Tool for Cutting, Punching, and Upsetting.—Novem-
ber 19, 1867.—The lever to which the moving blade
of the shear is attached is connected to a lever having
a segmental rack wliich is engaged by a spur wheel.
This latter has a ratchet disk upon its side, engaged
by a pawl, and having a side ratchet engaged i5y the
operative lever, which is pivoted to its arbor. The
shear arm has a projection entering a cavity of the
sliding punch stock, by which the latter is actuated.
The clamping heads of the upsetting device are con-
nected respectively to the punch stock and main
standard ; the bar to be operated on is clamped be-

tween a rack and seiTated cam on each head.
Claim.—First, the lever H, as constructed, in com-

bination with the arm B', adjustable connecting bar
G, and lever D, substantially as and for the pui-pose
set forth.

Second, the combination of lever I, plate J, and
wheel "W, with the lever H. all constructed and ar-

ranged as and for the purposes specified.

Third, the combination of the standard B with
bar L, lever D, connecting rod G, lever H, wheel "W,
plate J, and lever I, all constructed and an-anged sub-
stantially as herein si^ecified.

71,182.— M. W. KiLGORE, Baltimore. Md.—
Chum.—November 19, 1867.— The lower mouth of
the ail* pipe is beveled off towards the inclined blades
at one end of the dasher, so that the suction caused
by the blades will draw the air through the pipe.

Claim.—First, a churn, each and every feature of
which bein"- made of galvanized iron, substantially
as described and for the purpose specified.

Second, constructing the blades or paddles of the
dasher with their edges seiTated, substantially as de-

scribed and for the purpose set forth.

Third, so arranging the pipe B, entirely independ-
ent of the dasher, that a continuous current of air is

fed to the cream, and introduced at a point which is

near the bottom of the churn, substantially as de-

scribed and for the purpose specified.

Fourth, the combination of the pipes B and d' d',

when the same are arranged substantially as de-

scribed.

71,183.—T. J. KiXDLEBERGER, Eaton, Ohio.—
Lever Jack.— November 19, 1867.—The operative
lever has hinged connection to the axial pin of the
wheel, and acts upon the wheel cog by cog. The

wheel engages the vertical rack bar, and the latter is

sustainectby a pawl between the strokes of the lever.

Claim.—A lever jack consisting of the frame A,
having the rack bar B placed therein and operated
by means of the wheel C and the lever D, when said
parts are arranged to operate as herein shown and
described.

71,184.—Henry "W. Knight, Columbus, Ohio'.—
Attaching Picks to Handles.—November 19, 1867.

—

The straps overlap the socket at both ends, and are
secured together by a bolt pressing through the han-
dle. .

Claim.—The combination of the blade, the handle,
the overlapping straps, fastening bolt, and the widge,
when all these parts are constructed and arranged as
described for tho pui*poses set forth,

71,185.-B. J. LaMothe, New York, N. T.—
Construction of Buildings.—November 19, 1867 ; an-
tedated November 13, 1867.—The metallic coltmins
pass through the blocks in an inner and outer course,
and the horizontal ties pass through the blocks be-
tween the columns. The columns also pass through
the joist beams, which may be metallic and tubular,
like the columns. The lower ed^es of the plates fonn-
ing the roof have a double bend, forming a recess to
receive the upper edge of the plate next below.

Clcnm.—First, the blocks c applied at the intersec-

tions of the rods or tubes that form the frame of the
structure, and having holes passing into or through
them in different directions for the reception of the
rods or tubes, substantially as set forth.

Second, the double fold "at one edge of the plate k,

as at 7». Fig. 4, and tlie bent or turned edge I, for re-

ceiving- the'edge of the next plate and for connecting
the plate with'the rods or tubes of the structui"e, re-

spectively, substantially as set forth.

Third, the sliding clamp ; of sheet metal, with its

edges folded toward each other, in combination T\ith

the plates i folded over at their edges and receiving
the clamp j, substantially as set forth.

Fourth, the m-ethod, substantially as shown in Fig.

5, of fitting the sides of window sashes and window
casings.

71,186.—"\FiLLiA3i C. Lane, Greenpoint, N. T.—
Device for Suspending and Detaching Articles.—No-
vember 19, 1867.—The staff has various sustaining
devices for the release of elevated articles from the
place of suspension or raising them for attachment to
the latter.

Claim.—First, a hooking rod, or device having a
hook-receiving socket C for tlie elevation of the hook
to its place of suspension and clearance therefrom
when suspended, substantially as specified.

_
.

Second, in combination with the hook-receiving
socket C, the hook-detaching horn E, both carried by
a rod or handle, essentially as described.

Third, the combination v.ith a hook-suspending de-

vice of a hook-keeper F, substantially as specified.

Fourtli, an instrument or device, consisting of a
hook-receiving or carrying socket, hook-detaching
horn, and book keeper, all formed of one and the same
piece, and attached to a common stock or handle, es-

sentially as herein set forth.

71,187.—PriiLiP LiNnEJiEYER, Hoboken, N. J.,

and Lp;w]sLindemeyer, :New York, N. Y.—Windovj
Shade.—November 19, 1867.—Sheets of muslin are
sized with glue. A plate of zinc (No. 10) is cleaned
with water and pumice stone and polished with water
and charcoal, and then Avashed and dried. The de-

sign is then put on the plate in lithographic ink. The
plate is then prepared by laying on with a soft brush
a solution consisting of nut galls, 5 oz., and rain

water 3 lbs., boiled down to one-third, to which, when
strained, is added nitric acid, 3 oz. The plate is then
watered with gum-arabic water. The gold size is

rolled on the plate by a soft roller, while the plate is

kept moist by a sponge. Tho plate is then passed
through the press in contact with the prepared mus-
lin. The size is made of amber, or senna and litho-

graphic varnish. The gold leaf is then hiid on the

design, after which it is run through the press, which
causes the metal to adhere. The metalled surface is

then coated with Damar varnish, which is allowed to

dry. The design is then printed on, in lithographic
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color, which may be fiuished by hand. Orer this gilt

varuish is applied.

Claim.—YIysU the within described method of pro-

ducinj-- window shades, by preparing the fabric as

recited, printed with thick size, powerfully compress-
ing the gold leaf oroiher equivalent material thereon

;

afterward A^arnishing, printing with color over the

metal, and varnishiirg again, all substantially La the
manner aud for the purpose herein specified.

Second, zincographic window shades, produced sub-

stantially a^s herein specified.

71,1SS.—Xatuax M. Lenton, Wilmington, Ohio.

—Animal Trap.—November 19, 1867.—The rat enters
beneath the lifting grate, and in seeking escape
through the grated opening at the upper end of the

inclined board, passes on to the tipping piece, and is

deposited beneath.
Cla im.—The combination of the hinged door C with

the parts B D E F and G, as and for the pnrpose set

forth.

71,189.—L. T. Luther, Oak Grove, Va.— Water-
proof Friction JjTafc/i.- November 19, 1867.— The
matches arc dipped in a composition of benzine, spir-

its of turpe^ntinc, and paraffiue, equal pai'ts, and then
into water-proof varnish.
Claim.—Tha varnishing of the igniting ends of the

matches, and the saturation of their lower parts with
the saturating mixture composed of the specified in-

gredients or their equivalents, substantially as de-

scribed.

71,190.—C. S. Lyman. New Haven, Conn.—Ap-
paratusfor Illustrating Waves.—November 19, 18G7.

—An upper series of rotating cranks have turning
hoods traversed by a flexible horizontal wire. A
lower series of cranks of half the length are similarly

arranged, and connected to the other cranks by flex-

ible vertical Avires, whose lower ends are inserted in

the base board. The motions of the wires indicate
the movements of the particles of water at various
depths when in waves.
blaim.—A combination of one or more flexible

wires D E, one or more series of cranks ef, and mech-
anism for revolving such cranks synchronously, the
whole beiug arranged and applied together, and to a
board or its equivalent, substantially in manner and
so as to operate as aud for the purpose as specified.

Also, the ai'rangement and combination of the
series of flexile wires F with one or more flexile

wires D E, one or more series of cranks e/, and mech-
anism for revolving' such cranks synchronously, the
whole being applied substantially in. manner aid so
as to operate as specified.

Also, the combination and arrangement of the pen-
dulum or wire r with the flexile Avire D, and its series

of cranks, arranged and applied in manner and to
operate together substantially as hereinbefore ex-
plained.

Also, the arrangement and combination of hori-

zontal and vertical lines going through the axes of
the cranks, substantially as lepresentecl in the dra#-
ings, with the system of movable wires or mechanism
for producing the wave motiou, as set forth.

Also, the c-ombination and arrangement of the cir-

cle 2> with the system of movable AAires or mechanism
for producing the wave motion, as specified.

71,191.-0. Macdaniel, New York, N. Y.—
Scouring and Cleaning Wool and Woolen Fabrics.—
November 19, 18()7.—The wool is saturated Avith ben-
zine, and passed between pressure rollers to break the
lumps of dirt ; it is then agitated in a tank of ben-
zine ; the benzine is allowed to run into a still, and
the tank covered. Steam is then forced into the tank,

to evaporate the benzine from the wool.
C7aim.— First, an improved process for scouring

wool aud woolen fabrics, and removing the oil there-
from, substantially as herein described.

Second, an apparatus, employing steam indirectly,

for scouring ana drying wool, combined Avith a still,

substantially as and for the purpose herein described.
Third, criishing the tag locks and lumps of dirt,

when saturated Avith naphtha, preparatory to scouring
the Avool, substantially as and for the pm-pose de
scribed.

71,192.—JoHX Malnight, Grass Lake, Mich.—
Measuring and Cutting out Dresses.—November 19,
18G7.—The scale is graduated by diverging lines, and
has parallel lateral lines dividing them. The lateral
spaces are numbered to correspond with the breast
measure, and the divisions indicated by the diverging
lines denote the proper divergence of the pattern from
a straight line at various points.
Claim.—The within-described system of cutting

dresses, as set forth.

71,193.—William H. Marshall, Sutton, N. H.,
assignor to himself aud IIosea B. Si'aulding, Mer-
rimack, N. Bi.—Carriage F/tee^—November 19, 1867.
—Each spoke has two round tenons for connecti.'ig
with the hub. Every other mortise is placed imme-
diately beneath the j-im and the others alternately
inside and outside, to form braces.
Claim.—The double round tenons c c, in combina-

tion with the mortises //, for the purposes as de-
scribed and set forth.

71,194—O. L. Mather, Wellsville. N. Y.—J «-

taching Thills to Vehicles.—^ox^xabev 19, 1867 ; ante-
dated October 18, 1867.—The thills are only detacha-
ble by throwing them \x\) into a vertical position. The
device is explained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The portion B, provided with the concave
bed o, to the sides c c of which the central pin b is at-

tached, and part D, with the concavo-convex end fit-

tiug into the said concave bed a, when all are con-
structed and arranged as herein set forth, for the pui*-

pose specified.

71,195.—George McCoy, Antioch, Ca\.—Gate
Fastening.—November 19, 1867.—Explained by the
claim and illustration.

Claim.—A gate fastening, having the bolt a, ope-
rated by the lever B and spring c, together with the
securing lock g, or its equivalent, constructed and ope-
rated substantiaUy as aud for the purpose described.

71,196.—Thomas McIlroy, New York, N. Y.—
Invalid and Fracture Bedstead.—l^^ovember 19, 1867.
—The bed is raised by canvas beneath, which is

'

stretched on side rods attached by cords to rotating
head and foot rails having ratchetVheels and pawls.
The bed bottom is made in hinged sections, and may
be bent in various ways to suit the patient. The sec-
tions are raised by pinions operating on segmental
racks.

Claim.—First, the rods E E, cords or other con-
nections D D', and shafts C C, when employed con-
junctively as a means for elevating the patient above
the bed, in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the sectional bed bottom G G' G^ G^, in
combinatiouAviththesegmentsHH', cogwheels I I',

shafts I^ 13. pawls i', notched bars J J, and rod J',

all arranged and employed in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

Third, the device M m m m, or any substantial
equivalent thereof, to enable the employment of three
or a plurality of extension weights, as and for the ob-
ject set forth.

Fourth, the foot rest L, provided with legs and
braces L^ L^, and adapted to be used as a table, as
explained.

Fifth, the arms K K', arranged so as to be detached
from and united to each other by mortise and tenon,
and employed substantiaUy as 'and for the purpose
explained.

71,197.—Abxer McOmber, Schenectady, N. Y.
—Artificial Xer/.—November 19. 1867.—The loot sec-

tion is fitted to the leg section by a ball and socket
joint, in such manner as to leave suflScient backward
and forward and a slight side oscillation. Tlic toe

piece is connected at the ball by a sin-ing plate be-

neath and a flexible piece above. The foot is restored
to position at the socket ioint by a flexible rod at the
heel and a rubber spring before."

CZaiw.-First, in an artificial leg, having a ball

and socket joint such as described and shown, tlie

central eye bolt D, arranged as shown, in combina-
tion with the pin j. bar e, flexible strap m, rod k, and
spring I, all substantially in the manner and for the
purpose described.
Second, in an artificial leg, having a ball and socket

joint such as described and shown, the arrangement
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of the bolt D, strap ?«, and rod k, in recesses g h h',

which allow a lateral as Avell as a vertical articiilatioii

of the ankle, as herein described.

71,198.—GideonC. Mead, Guilford, :N'. T.—S^ay
Raker and Loader.—November 19, 18{)7.—The hay is

carried up by the endless rake over a slide piece, and
the rake heacls during- this action are depressed by
anti-friction rollers running beneath guides. The
slide has at its lower end an adjustable metallic plate.

The support of the rear- roller, around which the end-
less rake passes when in proximity with the ground,
is depressed by a spring, and the roller allowed to rise

when passing over rough ground.
Claim.—First, the combiuation with the hinge piece

a and spring b of the roller c, substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

Second, the combination with the slide S of the sup-
plementary slide or piece V, substantially as and for

the pui'pose set forth.

Third, the combination with the rake heads C and
guide 1 of the spring J, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

71,199.—ARTHURD.MEDUCOTT,TVindsor Locks,
Conn.

—

Safety Hatchfor 'SVarelieunes.—November 19,

1867.—The jointed platform is wound on rollers at

each side, when moved back by the guide bars and
. the weights connected to the rollers. The guide bars
are acted on by the hoisting platform, after the pas-

sage of which the jointed platform is drawn from the
rollers, and placed 'across the opening by the heavier
Aveight.

Claim.—The employment «f the opening and clos-

ing rolling slat platform d, in combination with the
shafts b, weights g, bars d, and platform h, substan-
tially as and for the pm-pose described.

71,200.—P. Gray Meek, Bellefonte, Pa.—Print-
er's Galley.—NoYcmbev 19, 1867.—The side stick has
a series of springs attached to it and bearing against
the side of the galley, to render the stick self-adjust-

ing.
Claim.—First, a printer's galley, constructed with

a slot at one end and a notched plate at the other, in

combination with a side stick having a T-shaped head
and paAA'l, when the same is operated by means of
springs, substantially as described.
Second, securing tbc type in position by means of

the side stick D, when the same is operated by springs,
substantially as and for the pm'ijoses specified.

Third, the combination of the T-shaped head a,

plate V, having holes e and pins /, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

Fourth, the bottom plate A, having notches g, in

combination with the blade or pawl b, arranged and
working in a slot in the end of the side stick jD, sub-
stantially as described and for the purpose specified.

71,201.—Charles H. Miller, Buffalo, N. T—
Snap Book.—November 19, 1867.—The loop is cast
with the tongue, and the hook hinged thereto, so that
the tension on the strap keeps the points of the tongue
and hook in contact.

Claim.—Hinging the snap tongue to the hook, in

the manner substantially as herein described.

71 ,202.—George R. Moore, Lyons, Iowa.—(7ar

Coupling.—November 19, 1867.—The coupling bar is

arrow-headed, and its head enters bet'O'cen two spi-ing

clamping plates hinged at their forward edges.
Claim.—The diverging levers or clasps, when held

and operated by tlie"^ an-angement of springs and
catches, as and for the purpose set forth.

71,203.—George R. Moore, Lyons, Iowa.—Car
Coupling.—November J9, 1867.—One draw head has
two spring levers with intiu-ned catches, which en-

gage the coupling pin of the other head.
Claim.—The double hooks, or self-tightening clamps

or claws, constructed as described, and nivoted in

such a manner as to gripe the pin by the ui-aught of
the cars.

71 ,204.—Joseph MiJLLEn and Friederich Kai-
ser, riiiladelpliia, Pa.

—

Flutina Melodeon.—Novem-
ber 19, 1867.—Explained by the claims and illiistratiou.

Clai)n.—First, the musical instrument herein de-

scribed, adapted to be played either as a melodeon or
as an accordeou, substantially as described.
Second, supplying fresh air to the continuous cur-

rent of ail- iu the instrument through the holes j in
the front of the upper part of the double chamber,
B, substantially as described.

Third, the construction of the body ofthe flutiname-
lodeou with a lid L closing on the upper belloAvs, and
lid K closing the keyboard, forming one side, and the
bottom board I' of the bellows I, automatically closing
the opposite side, whereby the body of the instrument
is closed on all sides and forms a portable case, sub-
stantially as described.
Fourth, the treadle P, the detachable cord M, and

folding stand N, when combined and adapted for the
purpose, substantially as described.

71,205.—Octave Nicour, Paris, France.-P^o-
tograpkic Apparatus.—November 19, 1867.—The de-
vice has a photographic apparatus resembling an
opera glass, and has repositories of prepared plates.
The two tubes of the glass have lenses identical in
focns and other respects.

Claim.—First, the apparatus or instrument, as a
whole, for photographing purposes, substantially as
specified.

Second, the combination of the lenses C .C C C, of
equal focal distance and forming part of one and the
same apparatus, and serving, the one set for finding
tlie focus and the other for the production of the pic-
ture upon the prepared glass sheet or plate, substan-
tially as specified.

Third, the combination of the lenses C C C C, ad-
justing screw I), tubes B B' with their dark and
light chambers, the one for holding the ground glass
F, or its equivalent, for projection of the image, and
the other provided with a slot or opening c for receiv-
ing the prepared ^lass sheet or plate H on which the
picture is taken, essentially as.herein set forth.
Fourth, in combination with the tubes B B' and

lenses, as described, the adjusting screw G.
Fifth, the combiuation with a photographing de-

vice, made up of tubes, lenses, and dark and light
chambers, essentially as specified, of a box I, con-
structed to hold the prepared glasses, sheets or plates,

and operating to insert the same iu succession or at
pleasure within the photographing chamber, and to
receive the pictm-e theretrom, withont, during such
transfer, exposure to the light, substantially as herein
set forth, or in any other equivalent manner.

71,206.—Harrison Ogborn, Richmond, Ind.—
Animal Trap.—November 19, 1867.—The oscillatable
door is closed by the bar, which is tilted by the weight
of the rat, and tlie passage of the rat beneath the
tilting door into the light wire-work enclosure resets
the trap.

Claim.—First, the movable disk G, operating in
combination with the tilting bar I, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

Second, in combination with the above, the pivoted
platform, J, arm K, connecting rod L, lever M, and
door F, arranged iu relation to the apartments A and
G, as and for the purposes explained.
''Third, the retaining wires P, substantially as and

for the purposes described.

71,207.—Clement Olharer, Cincinnati, Ohio,
assignor to TVoodrow, Mears <fc Co., same place.

—

Water Boilerfor Cooking Stove.—Is oyemh'iv 19, 1867.

—The reservoir is set on the ordinary pipe opening
and secured by vertical screw rods. It has a semi-
cylindrical flue in its lower side, which turns up at
the rear for connection to the stovepipe.

Claim.—First, the horizontally-flued reservoir J,

and extension plate B, arraug'ed, combined, and
adapted to operate as set forth.

Second, the arrangement in a stove reservoir of the
bottom horizontal flue K, communicating at the rear
of the reservoir with a smoke-pipe collar formed by
the flanges H and I, on the extension plate and reser-

voir, respectively, as herein explained.

71,208.—Frederick Ortleib, "Williamsburg, N.
T., assignor to The Metropolitan Rotary En-
gine Company, New York.

—

Rotary Engine.—No-
vember 19, 1867.—Explained by the claims and illus-

tration.

Claim.—First, the eombination with a rotating
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piston, made up of radial slides and occupying an
ecceiuric position relatively to the outer case, of sepa-
rate inner and outer steam cyliuders or chambers, when
the one of said cylinders serves to use the steam ex-

pansively from tJhc other in such manner as that the
radial slides, which form a piston or pistons common
to both, are acted upon by high pressure steam at a
short leverage, and by the expanded steam at a longer
leverage and lateral pressure on the main shaft, re-

duced or couutexacted bj the live or high pressure
•and expanded steam conjointly, substantially as spe-
cified.

Second, the arrangement, relatively to the inner
and outer steam cylinders or chambers and rotating
piston, common to both, of the several inlets and out-
lets for, without extra mechanism and by the action,
of the radial slides composing the piston, the admis-
sion of high pressure steam to the inner cylinder or
cylinders and passage therefrom, after performance
of its duty, to the outer cylinder or chamber, to work
expansively in the latter on said piston, and in due
course dischtu-ge therefrom, esseutially as herein set
forth.

Third, the arrangement, substantially as herein de-
scribed, of the revolving piston with its radial slides,

inner and outer steam cylinders, and exhaust port in
the outer cylindLn- to the condenser, for preventing
the high pressure cylinder and greater portion of the
low pressure one from being cooled by the condenser,
essentially as specified.

Fourth, the steam balance plates I and 0, or I' 0',

the one of them (O or O') being stationary and con-
nected with tlic outer cylinder, and the other (I or I')

rotating with the piston, and both serving to pack
the edges of the radial slides and to relieve the pis-

ton of fiiction, essentially as lierein set forth.

Fifth, in combination vvith t\m steam balance plates
O O', the packing rings P P' P^ P3, and recesses mp
coramnnicatiug with the high and low pressure cyl-

inders of the engine, substantially as described.

71,209.—Alonvo Palmer, Hudson, Mich.—
Hame Fastener.—'NovQuihar 15), 18G7. — The hook
bars slide longitudinally on each other, and are se-

cured by a spring ratchet bar, pivoted to tlie jaws of
the lower bar and engaging aratchct on the upper bai-.

Claim.—The bars A B and C, and spring D, con-
structed and arranged to operate in the manner and
for the purposes set forth.

71,210.—Antonio Pelletier, "Washington, D.
C.

—

Composition for Coating ^Yood, Iron, Faper, dec.

^-November 19, 1867.—Explained by the claims.
Claim.—First, the compound, consisting of vege-

table fiber, silicate of soda, and soapstone, substan-
tially as described and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the compound, consisting of vegetable
fiber, soapstone, silicate of soda, or its equivalent,
.when miulc into sheets or coated on fibrous, porous,
or solid substances, and treated with coal tar and
steatite, substantially as described and for the pur-
poses set forth.

Third, as a new article of manufacture, the com-
position substantially as herein described and for the
uses and purposes set forth.

71.211.— Franklin B. Perry, l^Iorthampton,
Mass.—Poctet Cutler;/.—l^o\omher 19, 18fi7.—The
cheeks have a connecting rear bar above the end of
the spring.
Claim.—The making of a knife in which the cheeks

or sides of the handle through which the rivet is

placed, which holds the blade, are united together by
means of a bar secured to them in the manner and a"t

the same position as above described.

71,212.—E. S. Pierce. Hartford, Conn.—Bal-
ance TF/ict'L—November 19, 18()7.—The wheel turns
freely on tiie shaft, but may be connected to an arm
keyed to the latter bv a piece traversing slots in the
fixed arm and one of the wheel arms, and secured by
set screws.
Claim.—An improved balance wheel in which the

outer rim or wheel is separate from the Inib or axis,
upon which it can turn when disconnected, and to
•which it is attached by the devices herein described,
or their mechanical ei[uivalcnts, for the purpose herein
set forth.

71,213.—J. E. Pollard, Franklin, Mass., as-

signor to the Elliott Felting Mills, same place.

—

Embossing Cloth.—November 19, 18CT. —The en-
graved parts of the embossing plate are coriteil with
a composition consisting of shellac, 2, and linseed oil,

1 part. The bronze powder is then placed on the
composition. Afterwards the metallizing compo-
sition is covered by a paste composed of starch, 7,

and French glue, 1 part. The plate is then placed iu

a press with the cloth. Flock may bo put on tlie cloth
similarly.

Claim.—The above described improved process oi

embossing and metallizing cloth or other materiaL
such consisting in the employment of the gum, oil.

and paste, or their equivalents, with the embossing
plate and metallizing material under circumstances
aud iu the manner substantially as specified.

71,214.—Henry B. Porter, Chicago, III.—HoteX
Annitnciator.—Noxemboi' 19, 1867.—The bell is rung,
and the number of the room is shown by a sliding

plate, which is restored to position by tui-nijig the
crank.
Claim.—First, the sliding plates B, provided with

the projections n and n', in combination with the
front plate A, the standards D, and the horizontal
rods r, all arranged as and to operate in the inauuer
substantially as specified.
Second, the combination and aiTangement of the

pivoted catches i and the plates B, as aud for the
purposes set forth.

Tiiird, the arrangement of the levers I in relation
to the trip k, substantially as represented, aud to
operate the same iu the manner specified.

71,215.—George M. Ramsay, New York, N. T.—Air-tight Jar.—November 19, 1667.—The inner
circumference of the mouth is formed of arcs of cir-

cles of smaller diameter than that of the mouth. The
head has a cylindrical neck turning within tlie salient
points of the moutli, and having projections of similoi-

outliue to the mouth. The lid is engaged by a partial

rotation.
Claim.—Contracting the inlet of a jar at three or

more portions of its cross diameter, so as to hold the
lid near the center, substantially as and for the pm*-
pose herein set forth.

71,216.—J. H. PwEiGHARO, Wheeling, West Va.,
assignor to J. H. HonHS, Buockunikr & Co., same
place.

—

Glass Mold.—November 19, 1867.
—
"Water is

injected into tlie hollow plunger tlirough its tubular
piston rod. The mold has a A\ater jacket commuui-
catinar with a raised reservoir.
Claim.—First, cooling the molds used in the mann-

facture of glassware, by means of water introduced
into a chamber within the Avails of the mold, substan-
tially as above set I'oi'th.

Second, tlw; use of the reservoir K, pipe L, spring
valve m, and arm n, in combination with the raoklG,
having the chamber H, substantially as described.

Thii^l, the use of the above described apparatus in
combination with the press plate P, having the guides

0, substantially as aud for the purpose set forth.

71,217.—Frank H. Eiciiards, Troy, N. T.—
Brand for Marking Animals.—November 19, 1867.

—The letter has hooked ends which rise above the
plate and by which it is secured to the plate by the
insertion of the double wedge between the plate aud
the hooks. y

Claim-.— The stock or frame consisting of the
several parts, tlie plate «, the rib b, the arch d, and
the handle /i, combined and forming a single piece,

the hooks m. m, at the backs of the letters, and the
double wedge n, the whole constructed sul)stantiallv

in the manner and for the purpose above described.

71,218.—E. S. PtiTCiiiE, Brookline, Mass.—Atr
PiMJjp.—November 19, 1867.—The piston rod has a
frusto-conical valve at its lower end which is closed
.when the pLstou is raised. The stem of the stop
valve, situated at the bottom of the cylinder, passes
through a stuffing box in the piston, and is depressed
by a lever against whose end the piston impinges-
when at the top of its stroke. This valve has a de^

pending, prismatic guide rod. and an annular flap of
oil silk to insure a close joint between the valve aud
seat.
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Claim.—The combination as well as the arrange-
ment of the lever ¥, the rod q, and the stuffing box
p, with the Talve o, the piston B, and the barrel A.
Also, the application of the valve rod q to the valve
0, so as to be movable laterally relatively thereto, iu

maimer substantially as and for the purpose described.
Also, the combination and arrangement of tlie an-

nular flap or auxiliary valve w, with the valve o and
its seat k.

Also, the combination of the prismatic guide n, or
its equivalent, with the valve o and the passage I. and
with the rod q applied to the valve o, so as to be
movable laterally therein, or with respect to it, as
specified.

71,219.-8. S. PtiTTER, Philadelphia, Pa.—TrwriA-.

—November 19, 1867.—The angle-iron end frames
ai-e connected by bars running around the opening
between the lid and body. The bottom, top, and
sides are covered with a single piece of leather lined
"v\'ith pasteboard. Each end consists of one piece,
whose edge is brought around the corners and be-
neath the edges of the other leather and riveted.

Claim.—First, as an article of manufacture, the
trunk above described, having the end pieces E E
clamped into the shape described and shown, and at-

tached to the trunk by the rivets r r at a distance
from the corners or angles of the trimk, so as to leave
the latter perfectly smooth, substantially as and for
the purpose specified.
Second, the process or method of constructing

trunks, valises, &c., substantially as above described.

71,220.—Joseph Kohr. Bates ville, InA.—Bab?/
Walker.— November 19, 1867.— The circular plat-

form extends as far as the rotating arm. The latter
has the supporter and the toy table near its end, and
rests at its axis upon a disk 'having a ratchet Avhich
is engaged by a pa^vl to prevent back rotation.
Claim.—A baby walker, having platform A, stand-

ards B and C, set screw' D, swinging bar F, sup-
porter H, toy table K, and ratchets and pawl, as de-
scribed, all constructed and arranged substantially
as and for the purposes herein specified.

71,221.—Fred. Rohrer, San Francisco, Cal.—
Lamp Extinguisher.—November 19, 1867.—A base
plate fits loosely around the wick tube and rests upon
a forked lever,'by which it is raised. Tv\'o metallic
plates are hinged to the outer edge of the base plate,

their upper edg-es resting against the wick tube.
AVhen tlie base plate is raised the hinged plates meet
over the flame.
Claim —A lamp extinguisher, constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as described, as a new article of
manufacture.

71,222.—John C. Pohrjiax, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Conductor Pipe.— November 19, 1867.— The pipe
conveying water from the eave gutter to the ground
has a iongitudiual groove made "by bending, lapping,
and suidering the edges of the plates, so that the pipe
may be allowed expansion and contraction in frosty
weaiher.

Claim.—A waste-water pipe, having a longitudinal
reeest.: or groove a, made substantially as described,
Dy bending, tapping, and soldering the edges of the
plates of which the pipe is composed, for the purpose
specified.

71,223.—E. A. G. Eoulstoxk. Eoxbury, Mass.—Tnmk.—November J 9, 18()7.—The tray lias pins
pi'ojecting longitudinally from its hinge corners,
wliich pass through plates fastened to' the frame.
The otijer devices are explained by the claims and
illustration.

Claim.—T\>G employment of leather, or equivalent
flexible material, having its surface formed into al-

ternate parallel ribs and furrows, substantially as
shown and described.

Also, forming the metal corner of a bag or tnmk
frame or molding of separate pieces of angle metal,, It is afterward fused with carbon to form steel

united as set forth

Also, attaching the strap to the trunk body by
means of a loop, connected with and held by a fasten"-

ing plato or projections within the trunk, .substan-

tially as sot forth.

71,224.—C. H. S. SCHULTZ, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Fire Fender or Guard.—November 19, 1867.—The
screen has adjustable hooks Iot attachment to the
grate, and a door to allow attention to the fire.

Claim.—First, the provision iu a fire guard of the
door or flap B, as and for the purpose set forth.
Second, the arrangement of the adjustable hooks

D with the nuts E and clips F, for the object explained.

71,225.—David A. Scorr and Jonathan E.
Burdge, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Bed Bottom..—November
19, 1867.—The free ends of wire springs arc looped
around the slats and horizontal transverse bars by
which they are transfixed.
Claim.—Passing the rods E E transversely through

a series of longitudinal slats a a, and under the arms
c c of a like series of springs, for the purpose of so-

curing the slats in their places, substantially as and
for the pm-pose set forth.

71,226.—Joseph Scott, John Scott, and Wil-
LIA5I Miller, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Coal <S'cw«^e.—No-
vember 19, 1867.—Explained by the claims.

Claim.—First, a coal scuttle! constructed as de-
scribed ; that is, by forming thejoint between the body
and bottom by flaring the bottom edge of the body
outwardly, and turning or striking up a correspond-
ing flange on the bottom plate, and then forming a
bead with the two together, substantially as shown
and described.
Second, iu combination with the above joint, the

beaded upper edge of the base C, for attachment in
the manner specified.

Third, a coal scuttle, constructed substantially as
described, whereby the body and base may be packed
in separate nests, to bo connected at pleasm-e, as and
for the pm-poses set Ibrth.

71,227.—Alfred M. Seabury, Johnstown, N.
Y., assignor to Charles W. DuBois, Brooklyn. N. T.—Croas^cut Saw.—November 19, 1867.—Slots in the
edge of the saw separate it into sections, which are
formed alternately into scoring and cliiscl teeth.

Claim.—A cross-cut saw, formed with g-roups of
diamond or scoring teeth c c and chisel toetli d d,

standing in one direction, and with notches betAveen
said groups of teeth, as and for the pm-poses specified.

71,228.—Anson Searls, San Francisco, Cal.

—

Carriage-Top Prop.—November 19, 1867.—The at-

taching claws are upon separate semi-cylindrical
pieces, with extended surfaces bearing upon the bow.
Th-j pieces are held together, and the claws around
the under side of the bow, by a sleeve, which is de-
pressed by the head of screw'bolt, whose point enters
the bow.

"

Claim..—First, the tubular joint bar standard B.
Second, the clamp or claw, or equivalent.
Tliird, the screw bolt C, that passes through the

joint bar standard B and a part of the clamp, holding
them firmly together and in position.
Fourth, "the combination of the joint bar stand-

ard B with the clamp A, in combination with the
screw C, for the purposes substantially as described.

71,229.—Edward L. Seymour, New York, N.
Y.

—

Manufacture of Bricks, IZctoi-ts, Muffles, Cruci-
bles, <£•<;.—November 19, 1667.—Pure pulverized emery
is mixed with hydrated alumina, orsilicate of alumina.

Claim.—The employment of pulverized emery, in
combination with any one or more of the materials
aforenamed, for the pm-pose specified.

71,230 Edward L. Seymour, Now York. N.
Y.—Manufacture of Cast /S^ceZ. —November 1 9, 1867.

—The granulated ore is calcined in a fm-nace to con-
vert its hydrated and anliydrous peroxides of iron
into magnetic oxides, which can be extracted by ro-

tating magnets. The metal is then kept at a red
heat, in proximity to charcoal, to remove tlie oxygen.

Claim.—First, the conversion of the non-magnetic
peroxides and carbonates into magnetic oxides of
iron, in the manner and for the purposes specified.

Second, the metallization of iron ores at a red heat
without fusion of the particles, as described and for

Also, the manner of hanging the tray, substantially the purposes stated
as shown and described. I Third, the fusion of the metallized matter, as de-
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scribed, and for the purposes explained in the speci-

ficiition.

71,231.—'John SHELLEY,-narlein, N. Y.—Appa-
ratus for Mixing Mortar for Building Blocks.—No-
vember 19, 1807.—The cylinder rotates on hollow
bearin{?s tbroug'h whicli water and steam are intro-

duced to the lime and sand. The mass is mixed by
a stationary frame within the cylinder. It is intended
for use in the manufacture of buildina: blocks.

Claim.—Eirst, the stationary hollow pipe E pass-

ing: through the trunnions 6 6, "and extending: longi-

tudinally through the center of the cylinder A to

which the water and steam pipcis are botli connected,
the same being provided with holes or outlets on the
under side, as herein described.

Second, in combination with the stationary pipe E,
tlie arms iiii, and scrapers or blades 1 1, the revolv-
ing cylinder A, operating in the manner as herein
described, for the purposes set forth.

Third, the arrangement of the water tanks G- G,
the connecting water and steam pipes H II, with
their stop cocks h h placed at one or both ends of the
revolving cylinder, so that both steam and water may
be altermitely introduced into the mixtm'e, substan-
tially in the manner herein set forth.

71,332.—JosiAH Shepard, i^ew Britain, Conn.—Kite Frame.—ISro\ember 19, 18G7.—The wires pass
through a plate near their intersections aiad have
peribrated metallic tips for the marginal string to

•which the paper is attached.
Claim.—First, a kite frame formed of ribs of tem-

pered steel or metal wires, as set forth.

Second, the saddle piece a made in the manner as
set forth, for receiving the wire ribs, as specihed.
Third, the tips made with holes for the cord form-

ing the border of the kite and with holes for receiving
the ends of the ribs, as set forth.

71,233.—John Shoemakek, Putneyville, Pa.—
Apparatus for Manufacturing Gas and Oil from,
Coal.—November 19, 1867.—The cylindrical retort is

placed on a common stove hole. The vapors pass
through the rectifier and through the worm. The
oil flows back to a receiver and the gas to the burners.

Claim.—First, a retort for distilling bituminous
coal, adapted for ax)plication to an ordinary stove, in
comljiuation with a rectifier B, pipes G- and L, re-

ceiver H, vessels I, and condenser X, arranged sub-
stantially as set forth.

Seconcl, the combination and arrangement of the
retort A, safety valve E, rectifier D, constructed as
described witli'the pipe G, receiver H, vessels I, con-
denser K, worm L. and connected branch pipes, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

71,234.—A. Shunk, Sr., Bucyrus, Ohio.—Piow.
—November 19, 1867.—The heel of the landside has a
vertically adjustable piece to regulate the depth of
fun'ow and compensate lor wear. The colter has a
backward bend to prevent accimiulation of trash upon
it.

Claim.—First, the construction of landsides of
plows, with flanges in the form herein desci'ibed, and
for the purposes herein mentioned.

Second, the construction of plow colters with an
inward curve above that part which cleaves the
ground, in the form herein described and for the pur-
pose herein mentioned.

71,235.—SnuoN- Shloss, F. Veerkamp and C. F.
Leopold, Philadelphia, Pa.— Keyhole Guard for
Door Z<ocA:.9.—November 19, 1867.—The case is placed
over the keyhole with its proiection inside the same
and the cap partially rotated; this, by means of the
segmental piece, turns the cross-piece which then
stands transversely to the keyhole. The segment
can ouly be turned back to release the plate by the
backward turning of the case when the proper key is

Inserted through the side of the case.
Claim.—First, a case A with its projections a, cap

B, segmental plate D, and piece d, the whole Ijeing

consti'ucted for attachment to a lock, and for opera-
ting substantially as and for the purpose herein set
forth.

Second, the combination of the shoulders or stops
e and/ of the case A, with the lugs i and i' of the cap
B, for the purpose specified.

Third, the combination, substantially as described,
of the cap B and its lugs i and i' with the segmental
plate D, for the purpose herein set forth.

Fourth, the lugs i and i' of the cap B for guiding
the key F, as set forth.

71,236.^1. B. S.MITH, Milwaukee, "Wis.—Co/ee
Pot.—November 19, 1867.—The inner pot contains
the decoction, and the outer chamber is furnished
with water, through which medium the decoction ia

heated.
Claim.—A coffee-pot consisting of the inner vessel

B and the outer vessel A with a water space between
them, united at their top by an annular plate, having
an opening G at the rear side only for the introduc-
tion of water, substantially as described.

71,237.—J. B. Smith, Milwaukee, Wis.— Co/ee
i?*f.—November 19, 18()7.—Similai- to the foregoing,
wi»ii the addition of a shield.

Claim.— First, shield H, in combination with
double coffee-pot A and B and handle F, substantially
as and for the purpose described.
Second, double coffee-pot A and B with opening G-,

shield H, and covers C andE, combined and arranged
as described.

71,238.—Levi S. Smith, Gorsuch's Mills, Md.,
assignor to himself and Jos. V. Winemiller, same
place.—Broom Head.— November 19, 1867.—The
brush is clamped with the links by the sliding blocks
and screws, and the links drawn into tlie cap by a
screw of the handle which engages the cross-head to
which the links are hung.
Claim.—The cap or socket A, in combination with

the links G G, cross-head H and screw B, substan-
tially as described for the purpose set forth.

Also, in combination with the links, the clamping
blocks and screws.

71,239.—Charles F. Spencer, Eochester, N. Y.—Sealing Fruit Cans.—November 19, 1867.—The can
is sealed by a disk of lead which is secured in a cir-

cular countersink.
Claim.—The combination of the lead or equivalent

seal with the countersunk or depressed seat, as and
for the pui'pose set forth.

71,240.—Stephen J. Spencer, Yorkshire, N. Y.— Vehicle.—November 19, 1867.—The plates which
are attached to the box bottom have depending ends
connected by rods to the bolts which secui'e the
springs to tlie siH*ing bars.
Claim.—Plates D D, secured to the bottom of the

box or body, and the rods E E, connected to tlie up-
per portion of the springs, when used substantially as
and for the pm-pose set forth.

71,241.—T. B. Stewart, Wethersfield, Conn.—
Car Axle Box.—November 19, 1867.—The side of the
box next to the wheel has a cylindrical projection
with an out-turned flange at its "edge, and this enters
ah annular projection of the wheel, having an in-

turned flange. The saddle boxes in which the axle
turns have projections whiciT enter cavities in the
boxes or case above, by which they are held to posi-
tion.

Claim..—First, the combination of the tubes B and
C with flanges a and &, arranged upon the box and
wheel substantially as herein shown.
Second, the crescent-shaped saddle/, having tenons

g g g upon their outer sm'faces, and cavities h h h on
their inner sm-faces, arranged substantially as shown.

71,242.—Cornelius St. John, Charlestown,
'Mass.—Lamp.—November 19, 1867.—The chimney
is placed upon an annular wooden block, which is

interposed between it and the heated metal, to keep
tho lower part of the chimney cool. The wick h&n
two raising wheels on separate shafts by which either
side may be raised.

Claim.—The combination, with the base and wick
tube of a lamp burner, of the cylindrical chimney rest

and supporter A, of wood or other suitable material
which is a non-conductor of heat, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose herein shown and speci-
fied.

Also, the combination, with the wick tube and base
of the burner, of the chimney rest A, deflector e. and
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perforated plates, by which said chimney rest and de-

flector are supported and held iu position with rela-

tion to the wiok-tube, substantially as herein shown
and set forth.

Also, the adjustable spring, applied to the side of
the burner, for sustaining- the chimney in place, es-

sentially as set forth.

Also, the peculiar arrangement and application of
the wick-elevating shafts i k, essentially as herein
shown and described, and productive of advantages
as explained.

7.1,243.—WiLBER SwATHEL, Southington, Conn.,
assignor to W. J., H. H. and C. H. Clark, same place.—Machine for Heading Bolts.—November 19, 1867.

—The bolts are received in form of round bars, and
after heating are introduced into the machine one by
one and are seized by the dies. A portion projecting
therefrom is compressed against the dies and formetl
into a head.

Claim.—First, in bolt machines the two independ-
ent clappers G- and L and the two separate projec-
tions W B^ on the shaft B and the wedge piece E,
arranged as represented, so as to operate relatively
to each other and to the header and moving die, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

Second, holding the header and slide K forward
while the clapper L rises by the catch M, or its

equivalent, arranged and operating substantially in
the manner and for the purpose herein specified.

71,244.—John M. Thatcher, Bergen, ^N". J.—
Air-Heating Furnace.—November 19, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claims.

Claim.—First, in combination with the fire-pot a
centra] feeding funnel in the form of two hollow frus-

tra of cones, united together at their smallest ends,
substantially as described.

Second, the clinker-cleaning passage, from and
through the furnace front to and into the fire-pot,

enclosed by the plate connected with the fire-pot, fur-

nace front, and ash pit, so as to prevent communica-
tion with the hot-air chamber surrounding the fire-

pot, substantially as described.
Third, iu combination with the clinker-cleaning

passage the downwai;d passage leading therefrom to
the ask pit, substantially as described.
Fourth, in combination with the ash pit, grate, and

downward passage, leading from the clinker-cleaning
passage-way and sifting drawer, having a perforated
bottom extending forward of the grate bars and
across underneath said downward passage, substan-
tially as described.

Fifth, the sliding dead plate or front bearer to the
grate, in combination with the grate and downwai'd
passage, substantially as described.

Sixth, the combination of the corrugated bottom
plate of the flue passage from the fire-pot to the
chimney with the air-heating tubes wJiich pass
through said passage, vihicli tubes are arranged in

rows and joined to the corrngated plate upon the
ridges or V-parts of said plate, which project up into
the flue passage, whereby tlie ashes, or other solid

matter, coming from tne tire-pot is prevented from
accumulating between the tubes of each row, and
forced to accumulate in the grooves or depressed
portion of tlic corrugated bottom plate between the
several vows of tubes, thus aflbrding facility for

cleaning the bottom plate and increasing the heating
surface, substantially as described.

Seventli, in combination with tlie flue passage p
and vertical air-heating tubes the cleaning passage,
leading from the rear of said flue passage, of the full

width "thereof, to and through the rear wall surround-
ing tlie furnace, substantially as and for the purposes
described.
Eighth, the combination of the flue passage, in-

creasing in depth, with air-heating tubes, increasing
in length in proportion to their distance from the
fire-pot, whereby greater tubular air-heating surface
is obtained to compensate for diminished heat, sub-
stantially as described.
Ninth, in combination with the flue passage and

vertical air-heating tubes the two connecting flues

which connect said flue passage with the main flue

leiuling from the cliimney, said two flues connecting
with the flue passage on opposite sides and near the
bottom thereof, substantially as described.

71,245.—Elihu H. Thomas, Jr., Brattleboro',
Vt.. assignor to J. Estey & Co., same place.

—

Organ
Bellows.—^November 19, 1867.—A cord is attached to
the upper edge of the pumping board of the bellows
and passes along the convex edge of a sector Avhose
vertex is hinged to the said board. The cord passes
fi-om the sector to the treadle.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
sector and its hinge with the strap, the pedal, the
bellows, and its operative spring, the whole being
substantially as specified.

71,246.—JABED Thompson, Milwaukee, Wis.—
Abdominal Supporter.—November 19, 1867.—The
perforated, cup-shaped pessary is supported on a
wire which enters a cylinder containing a spiral

spring by which the wire is supported. The sup-
porting wire of the cylinder is curved forward and
adjustably attached to the front plate of the frame.
The side rods are hinged to the fore plate and to a
spring bar at the rear, to which oblong pads are con-
necteil by screws. The screws may be loosened suf-

ficiently to allow the pads an oscillatory movement.
Claim.—First, the adjustable pads h h, attached to

the bar g, substantially in the manner described and
for the purpose set forth.

Second, the abdominal pad e, provided with the -.

loop I and its set-screw d, the supporting wire c, pro-
vided with a spring case b and the pessary a, when
constructed and arranged as set forth.

Third, the attaching to the bar above described
two springs for the purpose and in the manner sub-
stantially as above set forth.

71,247.—Samuel A. Traugh, Cincinnati, Ohio,
assignor to himself and Jeptha Gauraud, same
place.

—

Car Wheel.—November 19, 18^7.—The web
of the wheel is formed in convolute corrugations to

prevent fracture from change of temperature or con-
cussion.

Claim..—A cast wheel, whose web is composed of
the undulating scrolls or convolutions A, formed and
aiTanged as and for the purpose described.

71 ,248.—C. N. Tyler, Buffalo, N. Y.—Lamp.—
November 19, 1867.—The lighted end of the wick has
its center removed, leaving cylindrical side pieces for

burning. The flaring, upper end of the wick tnbe
has holes for the admission of air between the upper
end of the supply wick and the upper edge of the

burner.
Claim..—First, the combination wick "W X, con-

sisting of a supply wick, combined with two or more
combustion wicks, by means of a braided or other
covering, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

Second, the wick tube A, when flared and grooved
and provided Tvith openings o, substantially as and
for the purposes set lorth.

Third, the combination of the wick "W X and the
Avick tube A, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

Fourth, arranging the combination wick so as to

leave a space s between the top of the supply wick
and the top of the burner, substantially as described.

71.249.— Peter Vonlackum, Elba, Minn.

—

Snow PlouK— November 19, 1867.—The plow is to

clear a railroad track. The corrugated flanges on
the wheels break the ice which adheres to tlie rails.

The incline raises the snow, which is divided right

and left by the double mold board.

Claim .—First, the snow plou% consisting of the

front incline C, the double concave wings D, and the

cutting bars a b and d, all constructed and arranged
to operate as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the wheels E, when provided with the cor-

rugated flange, as herein shown and described.

71.250.— Albert Vose, Pittsfield, Yt.— Hay
ioader.—November 19, 1807.-The fork is carried at

the Qnd of the lifting arm, which is attached to u
shaft rocked by a segmental rack that may be made
to engage a bevel gear on the wheel. The cords ope-

rating tlio lifting mechanism are carried up a post on
th« rack to within reach of the loader. One cord i'6

connected to the clutch lever, engaging the lifting

gears, and the other attached to an arm of the rock
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shaft and preventing too rapid descent or serving to

raise it slightly.

Claim.—First, the combination of the sliding shaft

a and spring g, substantially as and for the purposes
set Ibrth.

Second, the combination of the sliding shaft a pro-

vided with a toothed segment «, cogged wheel A,
spring g, and lever/, substantially as and for the pur-

poses set forth.

Third, the lifting arm h, or its equivalent, when
the same is adjustable laterally, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the lifting arm h. pivoted to the elevating

shaft rt, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Fifth, the combination of the pivoted lifting arm h,

pivoted brace i, and shaft a, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

Sixth, the combination of the shaft a, arm x, and
cord IV, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Seventh, the combination of tlie lifting arm h, or
its equivalent, and an elevated fork n pivoted thereto,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Eighth, a combination of a laterally adjustable lift

ing arm h and elevated fork n pivoted thereto, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Ninth, the combination of a laterally adjustable
lifting arm h and a vertically adjusting arm i at-

tached tliereto, and supporting the fork n, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

Tenth, an elevating fork n, as connected to its lift-

ing arm h, that it may be readily detached therefrom
for the purpose of unloading the hay, substantially as
described.
Eleventh, the combination of the forked arm 5,

block or plate o, and nuts 7 7, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

Twelfth, the combination of the notched sliding
bar r, tines n, guides and pawl s, substantially as de-
scribed.

Thirteenth, the automatic tripping device v, con-
sisting of the arm v on the lifting arm h, and the
pivoted pawl lever s on the pivoted fork n, arranged
and operated substantially as described.

71,251.— Kobe RT L. "Walker, Globs Village,
Mass.— Water Grate for Furnaces.— Xovemljcr 11),

18G7.—The water passages in the side bars communi-
cate with -the transverse discharge passage, whose
exit is opposite to the water inlet opening into the
central bar.

Claim.—A water grate, made with the passage
into and through its middle bar. and with two ser-

Eentine passages a a leading from one end of such
ar in opposite directions and thi-ough the other bars,

as specilied.

Also, a water grate, as made not only with the
passage into and through its middle bar, and witli

two serpentine passages a a leading from one end of
such bar in opposite directions through the other
bars, but with a common transverse passage e pro-
Tided with a discharge opening/, as described.

71,252—Thomas V. AYaymouth, jSTcw York,
IN". Y.—Envelope Machine.—November 19, 1867.—The
envelope is creased by the descending plunger and
the flaps turned in by the jointed folding plates.

The sealing flap folder is hinged at so low an eleva-
tion that it cannot be brought fairly down on the
table, but leaves this flap somewhat open.

Claim.—First, attaching the wing used for folding
the seal flap of envelopes to the machine or frame at
a lower level than the upper surface of the bottom of
the folding press, for the purposes set forth.

Second, so airanging the front wing a called the
seal flap wing, in combination with folding press, by
means of the adjustable stop/, or any suitable device,
that such wing can be turned upon the press at dif-

ferent angles, or can stand vertically, as desu-ed.
Third, the arrangement and combination, substan-

tially as described, with the plunger B and folding
press C, of the projecting lines m n and grooves I o,

for the purposes set forth.

Fourth, the combination with the plunger B and
folding press C, substantially as described, of the
roughened surface p and yielding cushion q, for the
purposes set forth.

71,253.— Marshall D. Wellman, Allegheny
City, Pa.—Cfra^e.—November 19, 1867.—The agita-

tors are pivoted beneath the grate and extend up
through the apertures flush with its top. Tlie pen-
dent arms are connected to bars having connections
outside the furnace by which they are moved.

Claim.— The agitators C C constructed as de-
scribed, and secured between the spaces in the grate
B, with its projections e e, the whole being con-
structed and operating in the manner substantially
as and for the purposes speciiied.

71,254.— Lucius "Wiieatox, Auburn, N. Y.—
Trunk Hinge.—November 19, 18G7.—The leaves of
the hinge lap around and protect the corners of tho
lid and body of the truuk.
Claim.—Tho upper part A provided with slot e, in

combination with lower part B, when both are con-
structed and hinged, suDstantiaUy iii tho manner
specifled.

71,255.— TVilliam N. "Whitely, Springfield,
Ohio.

—

Harvester.—November 19, 18G7.—The lower
end of the pitman is forked and has a double conical
connection to the cutter bar, tho forks being drawn
together by a bolt which has a fixed plate interposed
between its under nut and jam nut. The crank end
of the pitman has a box pivoted on centers, one upon
the end of the pitman rod, and the other on a set
screw. This allows an oscillation of the pitman to
suit an inclination in the cutter bar.
Claim.— First, a projecting stop pin 11, or its

equivalent, on the pitman, which, when folding tho
cutter bar, will come in contact with a stationary
part of the guide bar or shoe, and prevent the knifo
from running out of the shoe, as set forth.

Second, a plate J secured at one end to the pitman
and placed between the under and jam nuts on a
clamping bolt, as and for the purposes described and
set forth.

Third, in combination with the pitman A of a har-
vesting machine the solid ring head L, as and for the
purpose described.

71,256.—Charles P. Williams, Philadelphia,
Pa., assignor to himself and George T. Lewis, same
place. — Manufacture of Phosphate of Soda, d-c.—
November 19, 1807.—The phosphate of soda is made
from apatite or the phosphatic guano and cryolite.

A mixture of the phosphates and cryolite in equiva-
lent proportions is heated in a faruace. Phosphate
of soda, alumina, and floride of calcium are produced.
The cold mass is lixiviated, whereby the p'hosphateof
soda is, dissolved. The phosphate' of soda is eitiier

crystallized or treated with a solution of lime to form
caustic soda, having a precipitate of finely divided
phosphate of lime.

Claim.—The art or manufacture of the phosphate
of soda and other phosphates by the process or
method herein shown and described.

71,257.—William Anson "Wood, Hoosick Falls,

N. Y. — Harvester Guard Finger. — November 19,

1867.—The main part of tho finger is made of mallea-
ble or wrought iron, and has a recess on its upper
side to receive a slotted piece of steel or chilled iron
in whicli the cutter reciprocates.

Claim.—First, inserting in the main body of a
guard finger for a harvesting machine a piece of
metal, harder than the main body of tho guard finger,
when the piece so iuserted sha'll form the entering
guard cap, and also a complete lining to the cutting
cavity through whici the cutters vibrate.
Second, constructing a guard finger with lips h h,

in combination with the hardened piece B, or their
equivalents, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

71,258.— Joseph 'Woodruff, Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Sleeping Car.—November 19, 1867.— Explained by
the claims and illustration.

Claim.—Tirst, a double couch or berth for the up-
per tier in a sleeping car, consisting of two leaves so
hinged together that the outer leaf folds upward, and
the inner leaf being attached to tho side of the car
by hangers c c, so that the couch thus formed may be
folded and swung up toward the roof of tho car,

substantially as hereinbefore described.
Second, a detached and removable partition m,

when so constructed as to divide the space occupied
by tho berths of a sleeping car into sepai-ato comr
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partments at nigM, and to be removable by day so as

to permit the tree passage of air through the car,

substantially as and for tlie purposes hereinbefore set

forth.

71,259.—JosiAH Yeagek, Berrysburg, Pa.—Jfa-
cliinafor Cutting and Punching Fly-net Straps.—No-
vember 19, 18G7.-The cutters are confined in a lozenge-
shaped cavity by wedge blocks and a set screw. The
cutters have metallic blocks between them by Avhich
the breadth of the laces is governed. The knives are
depressed upon the leather by a lever and the leather
is then drawn through beneath them.

Claim.—First, the construction of the knives or
cutters e with the inclined cutting edge, substantially
as described.
Second, the adjustment of the cutter bit or stock

by means of the lever, as described.
Third, the manner of securing the knives and spac-

ing keys by means of the set screws and wedges, as

described.
Fourth, the two punches //sirranged in the bit or

stock and secured therein by set screw, as described,
for punching the holes in the strap in pairs, as set

forth.

Fifth, the metal bed plate F adapted to receive the
perforated guides for various sized straps, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

71,260.—"William Toung, London, England.—
[Grate, Fire-Place, or Furnace.—November 19, 1867
I patented in England April 11, 1866.—The fresh fuel

lis supplied to the box in which the spiral bars are

I

mounted so as to admit of their being turned as re

! quired to raise the fuel into the fire. "The spiral bars
may be made hollow to allow passage to water to heat
the same. "When the spiral bars are used in a furnace

;
they are inserted at the front of the fire-place. The
fuel is gradually fed into the grate either by hand or
machinery.
Claim.—The application to grates, fire-places, and

furnaces of spiral bars adapted for the double purpose
of feeding and raising the fuel to the fire and admit-
ting ail* to the fuel, as hereinbefore described.

71,261.—J. B. Alexander, "Washington, D.C—
Attaching Laynp Burners to Lamx^s.—November 26
1867.—That part of the burner usually screwed into
the lamp has projections passing through notches in
the collar. The bm-ner is secured by a partial turn.

Claim.—The application of the device for attach-
ing lamp bm'ners to lamp fountains, as described and
set forth.

Also, the projections H and H', in combination
with the burner A and the notches L and L' and the
inclined planes I and I' and the projections KandK',
in combination with the collar D, or their ec[uivalent,

substantially as described and for the pm'pose set

forth.

73 ,262.—Charles L. Ames, Bangor, 'M.q.—Car-
riage Evener.—November 26, 1867.—The hammer and
clevis pins pass thi'ough metallic plates secured to
fore and rear sides of the double tree. The plates

have series of evener holes.

Claim.—First, the central adjusting plate a when
constructed aud combined with the evener, in manner
substantially as and for the purposes specified.

Second, the whiffletree adjusters e e when con-
structed and combined with the evener and whiffle-

trees, substantially as described and shown.

71,263.—James Armstrong. Bucyi*us, Ohio.—
Machine for Planting Cotton Seed.—November 26,

1867.—Explained by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—Fii-st, tlie principle of planting cotton
seeds in the condition they come from the gin by a
machine conveying said seeds from the upper part of
a hopper or case in longitudinal rows to the place
of delivery at the lower end of said case by means of
brushes, picks, and inclined grooves circling around
a revolving cylinder, as lierein described, or any
other substantially the same, and which will produce
the same ends herein intended.
• Second, the principle of expelling cotton seeds from
the case or hopper of a cotton planter singly by the
percussion of a spring raised on and striking from
inclined planes, substantially as herein shown.

Third, the coubti'uction and combined method of

operating the slide or cut-off K and the spring N by
means of the lever O and pivoted and forked leaver M,
substantially as herein shown.
Fourth, the construction of the entire cotton-planter

machine, as herein described, for the pm-poses set
forth.

71,264.—William D. Baughn, Milford, Mich.,
assignor to himself, George P. Booth, S. D. Hono-
well, and F. A. S. Burnham.—r/a"m?)Ze Skein for
AarZe-s.-November 26, 1867.—The thimble has a cen-
tral oil cavity discharging through holes in its lower
sides, and supplied through an axial hole in its outer
end.
Claim.—The construction of a skein, whether of

cast or wrought iron or steel as hereinbetbre described,
provided with the well or drop C, the opening D to
receive the oil, and the holes or openings E E, &c.,
or their equivalents, for the purpose specified.

71,265.—H. L. Beach, New York, N. Y.—Scroll
Sawing Machine.—November 26, 1667.—The ends of
the saw are secured to slide rods, which are recipro-
cated by rods connected to cranks on two shafts hav-
ing pulleys connected by a belt. The shafts have
cranks at' the outer ends connected by an adjustable
rod, by which the unequal rotation of the shafts is

prevented.
Claim.—First, the saw-straining spring arrange-

ment N F S P, in its combination and relative action
with rod E.', crank shafts C S aud C S', and saw S,
all constructed in the manner and for the pm-pose
above set forth and described.
"Second, the combination of saw S, guides G- M (x

and G', rod E', sliding guide rods G K and G' E.',

cranks C and C, crank shafts C S and C S', slotted
pitman P' 1', and slotted connecting rod C E, the
whole combined, constructed, and operating in the
manner and for the purpose above set forth and de-
scribed.

71,266.—"W. G. Bedford, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Horse Coupling.—November 26, 1867.—One part of
the coupling has a socket admitting the tubular pro-
jection on the other part. The lii'st part has seg-
mental lugs. The lugs on the cylindrical projection
of the second part impinge, when coupled, against
the lower inclined faces of the lugs on the first part.

The coupling is secured from disengagement by a
pawl, which engages ratchet teeth on the tubular pro-
jection.

Claim.—First, a coupling, consisting of a section
A, with a socket a, shoulders b, and lugs d d, aud a
section A', having a tubidar projection a', lugs e e,

and shoulder /, the two sections being constructed
and adapted to each other, substantially as described.
Second the combination of the spring catch n, oa

the socket A, with the tubular projection a' and its

ratchet teeth i i.

71,267.—Louis Begon, San Francisco, Cal.

—

Steam Rotary Valve.—November 26, 1867.—The for-

mation of the valve is such as to expose equal surfaces
to the pressure of steam on its outer and inner sur-

faces when the ports are closed ; and when the valve
is oscillated so as to open the ports, an equivalent sur-

face is covered on each side so as to keep it in equi-
poise.

Claim.—Tha arrangement of the openings h h and
two exhaust passages'B B' in the conical valve A, in
combination with the ports F F' G G', and exhaust
ports H aud H', in the case C, substantially as de-
scribed.

71,268.-George A. Beidler, Chicago, III.—
Lamp.—November 26, 1867.—Explained by tlie claim.

Claim.—First, in combination with an annular oil

reservoir, and an inner tube or air chamber for con-
ducting air to the flame from below, a metallic wick
tube, extending down into said air chamber, and so
constructed and arranged as to operate as a conductor
of heat, to rarefy the air in said chamber, and cause
an ascending current therein, substantially as de-

scribed.

Second, in combination with a tube or hoUow case
for condncting air to the flame from below, and a
metallic conductor to convey heat down from the
flame into said tube or hollow case and rarefy the air

therein, to cause an ascending current, a glass globe
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or Clip surrounding the flame, with apertures for intro-

ducing air witliiusiiid globe or cup, and feeding the

flume above the dome deflector, substantially us de-

scribed.
Third, in combination Trlth a tnbe or hollow case

for conducting air to the flame from below, and a

metallic conductor to convey heat down from the

flame into said tube or hollow cose and rarefy the air

therein, to cause au ascending current, one or more
perforated plates, so located between tlic base, where
the air enters the tube or cbamlnsr, and the flame, that

the air must pass through said perforated plate or
plates before reaching the flame, substuutially as de-

BCi'ibed.

71,'269.—A. L. BOGAUT. New Tork, N. Y., as-

signor to II. C. BocAUT and J. P. Kennedy, same
place.— (ra«6Yor<'.—November 26, 18()7.—The caloric
curi ent resulting from the combastion of gas passes
to the stove top, and descends tlu-ough an annular
chamber containing trays filled with quicklime to
purify tlie same before its exit from the stove into tht
aiiaitment.
Claim.—First, the combination of the bm-ner T and

vertical tube C with the fminel F, pipe U, trays J L,
openings P, arranged substantially as herein described
and for the purpose set forth.

Second, in pai-lor or heating gas stove, the use of
quicklime or other suitable chemicals in the trays J
and L, for the purpose set foith.

71,270.—G. W. BOOKWALTER, Roauoke, Ohio.—
Still.—November '-*U, 18(37.—A flue is carried from the
rear end of the fire arch through the boiler bottom,
thence with an elbow can-ying it above the bottom to
the front thereof, and thence with another elbow into
the smoke stack.
67atni.—I'irst, the flue D, arranged substantially

as described for the purpose designed.
Second, the drum E upon the pipe that conveys the

steam to the condenser, or any simUar device for the
purpose described.

Third, the combination and arrangement of the
still boiler A, the conduit pipe B, the smoke stack C,
with the flue D and the drum E, all arranged substau-
tiidly as described for the purpose designed.

71,271 .—Edward Bradv and John Sloan, Phil-
adelphia, Pa., assignors to Edward Brady, same
place.

—

Furnacefoy lioasting Ores and for other Fur-
poaen.—November 26. 1867.—The furnace sides and
top are made of a tight metallic shell, which forms
the inner wall of a chamber containing cii'culating
water.

Claim.—The censtruction of furnaces for melting
ores, <S:c., making gas. bake ovens, and for other pur-
poses, of tlic known forms, by the employment, ap-
plication, and combination of metal plates B. with
the compartment C constantly filled with water, all

of Avhicli operate substantially for the objects set
forth.

71,272.—CnRisTiAN BrEn-neman. Orrville, Ohio.—Cattle Guard for Jlailwaya.—November 26, 18()7.

—

The ends of the flexible gates are supported on posts
on which tiiey have sliding movement when thrust
outward by a passing train.

C7fum.—First, the elastic gates D D, constructed
and used substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

Second, the guide posts A A B B. and stop posts H
H, when used in connection with the elastic gates D
D, substantially in the manner and for tke purpose
specified.

71-273.-W. H. Bridgens, New Tork, N. Y.—
Pea Shelter.—November 26, 1867.—The pea pods are
passed between the cylinder and concave, which are
Bufticiently separated to allow passage to the pod,
but have pins which remove the peas. The peas fall

through a sieve and the shucks are dischared thereby.
Claim.—A combination ofthobox or frame A, roller

E. portions S S of a hollow cylinder, and pins P P,
with or without a sieve B, substautiallv as herein set
forth.

71,274.—Neal X. Brown, Beading, Pa.—Pie
i?i?n»?e/-.—November 26, 1867.—The serrated mark-
ing wheel has a radiiU flange at one side and operates

to crimp and trim the pie edge simultaneously. It ia

associated with a fixed and rotary marker.
Claim.—The plate handle A, with marker a at one

end and ears B C at the other, said curs being slotted
as described, securing the roller E, by means of its

journals and the roller D, the whole being coastructetl
and arranged together in the manner and for the pur-
Ijoses set forth.

71,275.—Clemens By.meu and John Imlay,
Greensburg, lud.

—

Ditching Machine.—November 26,
1867.—The lore end of the plow frame is supiwrted on
a caster wheel which is vcriically adjustable to re{j-

ulate the depth of cut. The rear end of the frame is

vertically adjustable by cords and windlasses on the
main axle. The earth is dug by the plow and side
flangos of the elevator wheel, and the latter carries
the earth upward and forward to the eleurer and chute,
by which it is removed from the wheel, and deposited
beside the ditch.

Claim.—First, the wheel F, with side flanges F',
and plow G, in combination with the adjustable com-
pressing plate H and spring H^, substantially us do-
scribed.
Second, the combination of the Avheel F with sido

flanges F', and the side cutter I', substantially as de-
scribed.

Third, the combination of the Avheel F with side
flanges F', the side cutters I', and the scraper and
conveyer K, substantially as describetl.

Fourth, the combination of the frame A, caster
wheel B, and the adjusting mechanism, consisting of
the parts C D and E, substantially as set forth.

F^iith, the combination of the frame A, wheels L,
and axle M, with the hinged rods P and the adjust-
ing mechanism consisting of the parts O and N, sub-
stantially as set forth.

71,276.—Franxis 0. Clark, Benton's Port, Iowa,
assignor to himself and John E. Keininghaus, same
place.

—

JStave Machine.—November 2(5, 18t)7.—The
block of wood is clamped to an oscillating table, and
a stave blank cut tkcrefrom by a dish-shaped saw.
For jointing, the blank is clamped in a beut position
on a sliding fi-ame, and poised between two cii'cular
saws.
Claim.—First, the curved carnage C, fitted into a

channel of the table B in the relation to a dish saw,
and flush with the top of the table, the said carriage
and table constituting parts of a stave-sav»ing ma-
chine, and the carriage being provided with head
blocks, a clamping device, and the table with gauges,
all substantially in the manner and for the pm-pose
herein described.
Second, the table B of a stave-sawing machine, with

a channel of curved form horizontally, and of a dove-
tail form vertically, cut down into it so as to form a
depressed bed for the carriage C, and also guides
therefor, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

Thii'd, jointing saws, mounted on inclined arbors,
which are supported upon straight moving-endwiso
adjustable bearings ft h, which ai'c operated by the
devices shown, or the equivalents thereof, substan-
tially as described.
Fourth, the jointing jaws, mounted upon inclined

arbors, which are supported upon straight moving-
endwise adjustable bearings ft ft, which are operated
by tlie devices shown, or tucir equivalents, in combi-
nation with the vertically vibrating frames jj, oper-
ated by the devices shown, or their equivalents, sub-
stantially as described.

Fiitii, the combination of the straight moving-end-
wise adjustable bearings or frames ft ft, carrying in-

clined arbors with jointing saws upon them, the tog-
gle joint, formed of beut links k' k' and the lever k,

for the purpose of adjusting the saws at any desired
distance apart, without changing theii- angle of incli-

nation, substantially as describetl.

Sixth, providing for botli adjusting the saws further
apart without changing their angle of incUnation, and
for changing the angle of inclination, when desired,
in the one machine, by the means substantially as de-

scribed.
Seventh, the adjustable clamp e e', for accommodat-

ing one of the ends or diiTereut thicknesses of staves,
in combination with the lever clamp d', substantially
as described.
Eighth, making the bilga block both removable and
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adjustable between the clamps d' e', for the purpose
of bil.c'iiif!; differeut lengths of staves, substantially us

described.

71,277.—Francis O. Claek, Benton's Port, Iowa,
assignor to himself and John E. Reixixghaus, same
place.

—

Stave Machine.—November 26, 1867.—The
staves are held in a bent state between adjustable

feed rolJers, by which they are passed beneath the
concave cutter head which dresses the outer side.

Claim.—The curved beds s s', formed in the table

top B, in combination with feed rollers n n' p p', sup-

porting roller 0, and cutter head r, arranged as de-

scribecl, for the purpose of dressing curved, staves.

71,278.—James M. Clark, Lancaster, Pa.—
Portable Fence.—November 26, 1867.—The braces are
connected by pins to the post top and "dog stake."

Claim.—'hlrat, the dog stake and pin D E', in com-
bination with the movable brace C and post A, when
constructed and arranged as and for the purpose
speciticd.

Second, in combination with the above, the rider

H, as shown and described.

71,279.—Patrick Clifford, Holyoke, Mass., as-

signor to himself and James Doyle, same place.

—

Ad-,

jtistahle Spirit Level.—November 26, 1867.—Improve-
ment on his patent June 11, 1867. The level and in-

dex plate are pivoted to the straight edge by a stud
npon the level case. The index plate has notches on its

segmental edge which receive the tooth of the detent
spring. The end of the pin which slides in lugs on
the level case, when pushed in, rests on the head of a
screw in the straight edge, by which the relative po-

sition of the level and iudex may be adjusted, the in-

dex being connected to the straight edge by the de-

tent tooth.

Claivi.—First, the graduated index plate g, having
the angular notclies p p, and central conical opening
g', in combination with the tapering S])indle u, and
spring detent k, tlic whole arranged and operating
substantially as set forth.

Second, the adjusting pin a' and screw &, in com-
bination v.ith the revolving level case F and stock A
B, substantially as described,

71,280.—Theodore Clough, Dobb's FeiTy, N.
Y.

—

Lainp.—Nov'ember 26, 1867.—Air is forced into
the space above the burning fluid and carried by
pipes to form a jet at each side of the flame.

Claim.—The two lateral air-jet pipes, in combina-
tion with the wick tube, arranged substantially as
hereinbefore described and show'ii, and for the pur-
poses hereinbefore set forth.

Also, the combination of the wick tube, lamp reser-

voir, two air-jet tubes, and tlie air-supply tube, when
an-anged substantially as hereinbefoi'c set forth, so
that the air-supply jnpe discliarges into the upper part
of the lamp rcser\oir, from whence the two air-jot pipes
receive their supply, whereby the top of the lamp is

kept cool, and vapors and gases removed from the
lamp reservoir and consumed.

71,281.—Theodore Clough, Dobb's Ferry, N.
T.

—

Lamp.—November 26, 18()7.—The variations be-

tween this and the preceding are explaiuotl by the
claims.

Claim.—First, the combination of an air-jet pipe
•with the wicl; tube of a lamp, wlien the air-jet pipe is

so constructed and arranged as to be capal;!: of dis-

charging air under pressure, in afine jet or jets, in the
middle of tlie flame of the wick, just above the wick,
substantially as described.
Second, tiic arran!!,ement of the air-jet pipe within

the wick tube and lamp reservoir, when the reservoir
is provided with a supply pipe, by which air is ad-

mitted to the upper part of the same, substantially as
described.

Third, in coml)ination with the air-jet pipe and wick
tube, an adjusting screw, or its equivalent, whereby
tlie position of tlie discharge aperture of the aii'-je't

pipe I'claiively to the wick and wick tube may be de-

termined.
Fourth, the short tubular removable wick or section

of wick to be used with tho stationary wick, substau-
^tiaily as dchcribed.

71,282.—H. W. Collender, New York, N. Y.
—Billiard Cushion.—No\ember 26, 1867.—Tlie cush-
ion is formed of alternate layers of rubber and rubber-
coated cloth, formed to shape and vulcanized together.
It may be made lozenge-shaped, in section to be re-
versible.

Claim.—A new manufacture of strips for billiard-
table cushions, composed of layers of soft vulcanized
india-rubber and two or more interposed layers of
cloth or other equivalent material, previously coated
with india-rubber, the whole united and together vul-
canized, substantially as and for the purpose speci-
-fied.

Also, as the second part of said invention, vul-
canized india-rubber strips, for billiard-table reversi-
ble cusliious, of the form substantially such as herein
described.

71,283.—Henry Y. Corbett, Buffalo, N.Y., as-
signor to himself and Edgar S. Evehts, same place.
Winches for Center Boards.—'Noxemher 26, 1867.

—

.Chains from the upper corners of the center board are
wound on the barrel of the windlass. The diameters
of the sections of the windlass upon which the chains
are wound bear relation to the distance which the
corners of attachment move in the oscillation of the
board so as to keep both chains taut. The windlass
is moved by a lever with pawls operating on a ratehet
wheel.
Claim.—The windlass baiTclB B' and chains D D',

in combination with the center board A, constructed,
arranged, and operating in the manner substantially
as herein described.

71,284.—W. C. Cronk, Auburn, N. Y.—Steamer
for Cooking.—November 26, 1867.—The steam passes
up through a central channel composed of frusto-con-
ical sections of pipe, one of which is attached to each
steamer. The lower, smaller end of eacli section
enters the top of the one below, and the drip which
flows from tlie close bottoms of the steamers into the
pipe is carried off without contaminating any matters
in the steamer beneath.

Claim:—So constructing and arranging the tubes
which pass through the several steamers that various
kinds of vegetables or meats may be cooked simul-
taneously without the fumes intermingling, as de-
scribed.

71,285.—John "W. Currier, Holyoke, Mass.,
assignor to himself and J. B. Gaudineu, Springfield,
Mass.

—

Trace Attachment for Whiffletrees.—Novem-
ber 26, 1867.—The frame is hinged to the single tree,

and is similar to tliat of a buckle. It has an inwardly
projecting tongue engaging the hole in the trace end.
A spring liolds it to place.

Claim.—The arrangement herein described for con-
necting the traeo to the wliiffletrce, consisting of the
combination of the parts A and B and spring C, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose herein
set forth.

71,286.—Alonzo M. Darling, Davenport, Iowa.
Bag Holder and J^i^er.—November 26, 18{i7.—The
turn-table has space for two measures, wliich may be
semicylindricul, so as to occupy the wliole space and
prevent tlic grain dropping between them as the tabic
rotates to bring the empty one beneatii tlie grain
spout. The bag- is lield by spring frames of wire do-
pending from a horizontal arm.

Claim.—First, the two distinct si)rings F and G
sustaining and holding open the sack without fasten-

ings, and leaving the space under the holder and
around tiie sack free and open.
Second, tlie coml)ination of a bag holder, as shown,

with the tnrw-table B, all arranged substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

71,287.—J. N. Drnnison and RoscoE J. Gould,
Newark, N. J.

—

Pump for Fire J5J«jine,v.—November
2{), 1867.—Improvement on patents of John N. Dcn-
nison. February 7, 1*6.5, April 24, 1866, and October
23, I8()6. Tlie pump rod has two pistons, separated
by a partition, out communicating Avith the same re-

ceiving and discharging pipe. The suction valves of
each cylinder hare levers that connect v.ith a rod
passing through the cylinder head, and by which tho
valves may be raised to throw cither piston out of
operati®n, so that the whole power of the engine may
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be devoted to the other piston for throwing a small

quantity of water a great distance.

Claim.—The arrangement of rods R S, in combi-

•natiou with the receiving or discharging valves of a
pump, substantially as and for the purpose described.

r.l,2SS.—Edvv^in a. Eaton and William Carl-
ton InEL.iXD, Boston, Mass., assignors to Sanhorn
Steam riuE-piiooF Safe Association.—Fire-proof

Safe.—Xoverabcr 26, 1867.—The tubes are frusto-con-

ical, are inserted in the top and bottom plates of the

vessel, and run diagonally from plate to plate. The
larger ends of the pipes are stopped by a fusible plug.

Claim.—A water vessel for steam tire-proof safes,

in which the inlet and outlet tubes are constructed
and arranged and operate substantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose set forth.

71,289.—Andrew 'N. Elzy, Placervillc, Cal.—
Churn.—November 26, 1867.—Explained by the claim
and illustration.

Claim,.—A churn-dasher with a central revolving
shaft B, carrying oblique arms E and square arms G,
alternating with each other, and spirally ui-rauged

upon the shaft.

71,290.—Thomas Evans, Newark, N. J.—Tack
Hammer.—November 26, 1867. —Explained by the

claim and illustration.

Claim.^Ahammer head constructed with a socket

6, having openings in its sides, with spur projections

therein for securing the handle when driven into said

socket, substantially as shown and described.

71,291.-—tTesse Fewkes, Newton. Mass.—Spool
Supporter.—November 2(i, 1867.—The upper portion
of the spindle is hinged at its upper end, and is turned
out for insertion into the bobbin socket. The lower
cud of the latter, when in position, receives a stud in

the lower part of the frame.
Claim.—A sjiindle 6, pivoted loosely within its

frame A, in combination with a pin c or equivalent
device, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

71,292.—J.H.Fleming. Groton township, Ohio.—Windlass Crank Power.—November 26, 1867.—Tlie
hand crank has a ring at its inner end loosely era-

bracing a disk keyed to the baiTcl shaft. The disk
has circumferential recesses receiving a lug on the
inside of the crank ring, by which it is rotated. The
crank is hinged to the ratchet shell, whose teeth en-

gage a pa^l to prevent backward rotation of the
barrel. This backward lotation is permitted by turn-
ing back the crank which disengages the lug, the han-
dle actiug as a brake on the disk.
Claim.—The handle A, having a loop or ring B and

lug G, and pivoted to the shell C, arranged in relation
to the ratchet E, operating with said loop or ring,
and in combination with tlie pawl and ratchet, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

71,293.—Charles Frank, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Tanning.—November 26, 1867.—Improvement on pat-
ent No. 52,6.1.5 ; in place of the turpentine there riien-

tioned the like quantity of hydi-o-carbon oil is used.
Clfim.—The tanning process or operation, sub-

stantially as described.

71,294.—William B. Gleason, Boston, Mass.—
Plastic Material to Imitate Wood and Other Sub-
stances.—'Novemher 26, 1867.—Oil and sawdust are
kneaded together while heated, and ure then pressed
into oiled molds.

Claim.—As a new manufacture articles made in
molds and under pressure of the ingredients specified,

witli or without the use of oil, substantially as de-
scribed.

71,295.—E. H. GoELETandE.B. Goelet, Golds-
borough, N. C—Seeding Machine.—November 26,
1867.—The guano and cotton seed arc placed in con-
tiguous hoppers, and are stirred and driven through
the openings in the hopper bottom by a single longi-
tudinal rotating shaft. The listed ridge is scraped
and recessed, and the seed and fertilizer deposited,
covered by t!ie teeth, and then rolled.

Claim.—First, the construction of the scraper and
leveller K L with slot c, tooth J, and covering teeth
d d, arranged beneath a hopper box, having apart-

ments G G', rotary distributors b 6', and hinged bot-
tom H, substantially as described.
Second, the scraper K L, with its tooth J and cov-

erers d d, slot c, and inclined guards 1 1, arranged be-
neatli a cotton seed and a guano distributor, so as to
operate substaritially as described.

Third, the application of a drill opener, a scraper
and leveller, a cotton seed distributor, a coverer, and
a roller, to a frame A, wliich is mounted upon two
wheels, when these wheels serve as drivers and
markers, substantially as described.

71,296.—Charles A. Grandey, Eutland, Vt.—
Lubricating Composition.—November 26, 18()"7.

—

Composed of melted tallow, 1 gallon ; cold soft soaiv,

1 gallon ; milk of sulphur i ounce ; alum, i ounce ; and
antimony, i ounce.

Claim'.—The combination of tallow, soft soap, sul-

phur, antimony, and alum, in the proportions or theii*

equivalent set forth, and using it as a lubricator for
joui'uals.

71,297.—-TOHN Habermehl, "Wheeling, W. Va.—Fire Back for Grates and Stoves.—November 26,
1867.—Explained by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, the tire back of an open grate or
fireplace, constructed of a fire tile, grooved or cut
partly through, for the purpose of withstanding the
action of heat, in manner as herein described.
Second, a concave fire back, constructed of fire tile

in sections, so formed as to point to one centre, to re-

sist the expansion by heat, as herein described.

71 ,298.—Francis L. Hagadorn, Baltimore, Md.—Packing Ammunition in Chests' and Boxes.—No-
vember 26, 1867 ; antedated November 14, 18()7.—Each
piece of the ammunition is placed in its cell, with its

lower end resting on the bolster sprin,^. The frac-

tional cells around the edge are occupied by the dove-
tailed wedge blocks.

O^rtim.—First, the system of flexible or adjustable
partitions, together with the bolsters, as described, or
their equivalents, ari-anged substantially in the man-
ner and for the purposes herein set fortli.

Second, in combination with the above, the com-
pound or dovetailed wedge, substantially as described,

71,299.—William Hainsworth, Philadelphia,
Pa., assignor to himself and AmosGartside, Chester,
Pa.

—

Loom.—November 26, 1867.—An endless cord
and series of pulleys are connected with the lower
parts of a series of headles, which are operated by
trendies, streamers, and rollers.

Claim.—First, in coml)ination with a series ofleaves
of harness, the endless cords and pulleys, connected
and operating as described for the above purpose.
Second, the regulating straps g g. in combination

with the endless cords h h, as described for the above
purpose.

71,300.—J. B. Harris, Germantown, Ky.—Fire
Proof Packing for Smoke and Hot Air Flues.—No-
vember 26, 1867.—Explained by the claims and illus-

tration.

Claim.—First, a safety jacket, for surrounding or
enclosing any metal flue for conducting smoke or heat
containing an annular air space or series of air spaces,
and an annular spa-ce or series of spaces packed with
the fire proof material herein described, the same be-
ing constructed and arranged substantially as herein
set forth.

Second, in a safety jacket or shield, to prevent the
conduction or radiation of heat from pipes, stoves,
furnaces or fires of any kind, to adjacent combust-
ible substances, an interveuiug space packed with
the fi]-e proof material herein described, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

71,301.—.Tames Harris, Santa Clara county,
Cal.

—

Gang Plow.—November 26, 1867.—Explained
by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, the rocking bar E, to which the
plows are attached, and by which they are turned
over upon the frame.
Second, the elevating lever F, the adjustable scat I,

the gauge screw J, the adjusting screws K K, the
lever rest M, in combination with the rocking barE,
as described, and substantially as set forth.
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''71,302.—Pascal Hatch, East Corinth, Vt.—
Saw-filing Machine.—NoYemher 26, 1867.—The files

are arranged in a gang in a sliding frame. The saws
are clamped each side of the files in an inclined posi-

tion. The file frame is actuated by connection to a
rock Shalt oscillated by a hand leyer.

Claim.—The combination as well as the arrange-
ment of the series of files a a a, their frame B, and ma-
chinery for imparting to snch frame vertical move-
ments, as described, with the frame A, the platform
C, or its equivalent, and the saw carriage D.

Also, the combination and aiTangement of the sin-

gle file frame B, and its series of duplex files, or the
equivalents thereof, with the frame A and its two saw
carriages D D', applied to such fi-ame A, substantially

33 described.

JTl,303.—William H. Hawlet, IJtica, IST. T.—
Apparatus for Elevating by Horse-power.—iTovem-
ber 26, 18G7.—The supplementalrope is carried around
a pulley at the spot reached by the horse while draw-
ing the other rope, so that the return movement of
the horse may be made efi"ective.

Claim.—Attaching to and combining with the or-

dinary draught rope and pulley or pulleys the supple-
mental rope E and pulley C, for the uses and purposes
mentioned.

71,304.—Henry E. Holt, Eredonia, 'N. T., as-

signor to himself, T, C. Abbott, and E. B. Paeker.—Fastening Tops to Buggies.—ISTovember 26, 1867.

—

The buggy top is secured to the seat by horizontal
and vertical shanks projecting from the under side of
the base rail, and entering corresponding sockets fast-

ened to the sides of the I3uggy seat. A spring shank
hook and socket at the seat back prevent upward,
backward, or forward movement.
Claim.—The described arrangement of the horizon-

tal and vertical shanks and sockets at the sides of the
top and seat, in combination with the shank hook and
socket and the spring key at the back of the seat, in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

71,305.—David Howakth, Portland, Maine.—
Dinner Pail.—November 26, 1867.—A receptacle for
liquid is in the upper part of the bucket. The sides
are formed of rings, which decrease in diameter
downward, and are extensible or contractible on
each other, in manner of a telescope. Hinged hooked
wires are so connected as to prevent contraction
when in use.

Claim.—The arrangement, in a dinner pail made
and tflescribed, of the removable compartment 6 at
the top, and the adjusting wires/, as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

71,306.—Geokge G. Hunt, Bridgeport, Conn.—
Base-Burning Stove. — November 26, 1867.— The
lower end of the supply cylinder descends into the
fii'C chamber, and that portion of the cylinder is sur-

rounded by an annular air space, at whose bottom
are the air'Tioles. This air space is intended to keep
the lower end of the cylinder somewhat ci5ol.

Claim.—Eirst, the single-wall cylinder li, extend-
ing above the laterally-extended chamber C, and ter-

minated within the fire chamber A^ in a double-wall
chamber, through which air is admitted to the fire,

substantially as described.
Second, the single-wall cylinder E, terminating in

a doublc-Avall air-heating cylinder within the chamber
C, in combination witli the flues or pipes F leading
into the chamber S, substantially as described.

Third, the combination of cylinder E,, chambers
C g and A^. descending flues "F, and chambers S,

when these parts arc constructed and arranged so
that they will operate as herein described.

71,307.—M. M. Johnston, New York, N. Y.—
Alloy for Dentists' Use.—November 26, 18()7.—An
amalgam is formed of mercury, 10 dwts. ; sodium, i
dwt. This amalgam is added to any alloy of metal
for filling the teeth.

Claim.—The use of sodium or potassium, or an
alloy of cither or both, for purposes above mentioned,
in the preparation of amalgam or cement for filling

teeth.

71,308.—Charles W. Jones, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to himself and J. S. Jardine, samo place.

—

Railway /Swifcft,—November 26, 1867.-«-The point
rails are stationary, and the switch operated by flexion
of the continuous rails.

Claim.—A safety switch, composed of vibratinj?
rails A and B, fastened together by means of mobile
cross ties D I), point rails P E. and P' R', lever 1^
and spring S P, the whole combined, constructed, and
operated in the manner and for the purpose above set
forth and described.

71,309.—Bart Kane, Cincinnati, Ohio.— TFater
Prisms.—November 26, 1867.—The side plates of the
prism are cemented in grooves of the angular ends,
and their side joints covered by metallic strips. The
ends have spouts for introduction of water.
Claim.—First, a water prism, consisting of the

flanged end plates A A' B C D i> c d, glass plates E
E G, metallic binding strips H I J, and one or more
necks a for the insertion of stoppers K, the whole
being arranged and operating substantially as herein
described and for the purpose explained.

Second, the triangular-shaped and double-flanged
plate A B C D 6 c d, when provided with the neck a,

for the object stated.

71,310.— George H. Kendall, Springfield,
Mass.

—

Machine for Pressing Reins.—November 26,
1867.—The leather is folded by the plates and pressed
and drawn forward by the rollers, giving it the form
required for stitching".

Claim.—The combination of the rollers A and B,
havmg the grooves E and projection G, with the
folders C and D, the parts being arranged and con-
structed substantially as and for the purpose shown.

71,311.—Joseph "W". Kendall, Philadelphia,
'Pa.—Footfor Tubs, Buckets, <f-c.—November 26, 1867.

—The foot has one or more wedge-formed projections
which enter the chine, and sid'e projections which
take over the inside and outside and prevent the
splitting of the stave.

Claim:—A metallic removable foot for tubs, buck-
ets, casks, &c., arranged, constructed, and applied in
the manner and for the purpose above set forth and
described.

71,312.— Henry J. Lamm, Richmond, Ind.

—

Neck Yoke Fastening.—Eoxcmhar 26, 1867.—The
neck yoke is pivoted on a swivel pin upon the up-
turned bar at the end of the tongue.

Claim.—First, the combination of the socket A,
shank C, and neck yoke B, when arranged to admit
of the swivel action at each end of the shank, sub-
stantially as described and for the purpose specified.

Second, the open screw h, the entl cl having a head
e, and the nut D for obtaining a swivel joint, when
used in combination with the yoke B and shank C,
substantially as set forth and for the purpose de-
scribed.

Third, in combination with the socket A and shank
C, the rubber baud I, substantially as set forth and
for the purpose described.

71,313.—P. P. Lane, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor
to Lane & Bodley, same place.

—

Self-Lubricating
Journal Box.—November 26, 1867.—Tlie step has an
oil reservon-, which communicates with the journal
by a slot in the bottom of the journal box. At the
ends of the box are annular grooves, bv which an
overplus of oil flows back Xo the chamber beneath
the box.
Claim.—T\\Q self-lubricating journal box, havin<^

the oil chamber E below the bottom of the journal,

and communicating with the journal at or near its

mid-length by one or more apertures E, and at or
near the ends thereof by duets G g G' g', to which the
overplus of oil is conveyed by the chaunels H H',

substantiany as set forth.

71,314.— Conrad Ling and G. S. Chandler,
Detroit, l^Lich.—Organ and Melod-eon Coupling.—
November 19, 1867.—The octave keys are coupled by
a single lever at the 1)ack, extending on to a shoulder
on the sticker pin, and then to tlie front of the keys.

Claim.—The combination of the bar I\ the spring

C, the sounding board D, the guides E, the blocks E,
the dog G hung upon the fulci-um H, tlie levers J, the

supporters or guides L, the sticker pins M provided

with shoulders O, the cleat P in conjunction with tho
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action frame A, the kevs N' JT", and a proper stop,

all arranged substautUlly as described, for the pur-

pose designed.

71,315.—Aarox Loxgstreet, Chicago, HI.—
Door .£7106.—NoTcmber 26, 18G7.—The rectangular
ends of the spindle enter similar cavities in the
tuobs. The knobs have shanks passing axially

through the rosettes, and have grooves, which are
engaged by voke plates to prevent their withdrawal.
Claim.—i'irat, the knobs A B, having shoulders

S S fitted to operate against the outer ends of rosettes

D E, and having shanks H I passing through said

rosettes and secui'cd by the metal G G put in the an-
nular grooves m m, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Second, the knobs A B, having shanks 11 I, in

combination with the loose spindle J and rosettes D
E, arranged and attached to a door, as herein speci-

fied.

Third, the hub F, having a recess P, in combina-
tion with spindle J, knobs A B, and catch K, as
herein described.

71,316.—Samuel McCoNX, Stamford, Conn., as-

signor to himself and Lafayeite Fauuixoton, same
p\aee.— Corkscrew.—November 26, 1867.—The solid-

shanked corkscrew has an axial perforation traversed
by a rod ending in a point below the screw.

Claim.—First, a corkscrew, provided with a bore
or venthole, substantially as and for the pm'poses
herein specified.

Second, tlie combination of the rod C with a cork-
screw, provided with a bore or vent hole 6, substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein specified.

71,317.—George W. McMix-x, Cincinnati, Ohio,
assignor to himself and Eobekt T. Eeiley, same
Elace.

—

Car Spring.—November 26, 1867.—The spring
as two counterpart plates, each having au eye and

an open end. A projection on one part enters a cav-
ity of the other.

'Claim.—Forming a spring of two plates of metal,
each of which is folded to^make two layers of the
spring, and shaped at or near its mid-length and inner
end respectively, to form the end eyes or loops A' B'
and lips d' d' of the spring, as described and for the
purposes explained.

71,318.—"WauAM C. Moser. East Nantmeal
Township, Va.—Butter Tl^or^-cr.—November 26, 1S67.
—The butter is placed in the trough and acted on by
the radial paddles on a shaft wliich traverses longi-
tudinal guide openings in the sides of the frame, and
is made to rotate by spur wheels on the said shaft,
which engage racks' upon the frame.

Clairn.—First, the machine as a whole, when com-
bined, aiTangcd, and operated substantially as shown
and described.
Second, tlie shaft C, paddles D, vibrating arms E,

squeezer roller F, uprights G, and the handle H, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

71,319.—William Mullally, Boston, Mass.—
Top-spinning Stvord.—November 26, 1867.—The de-
vice IS made in the form of a sword, and at the guard
is a holder for the top while the string is drawn

;

from this part to a socket at the point is a groove,
"which the top may be made to traverse.

Claim.—A toy, "constructed in manner substantially
as above described.

71,320.—Louis F. Neaglb, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Adjustable Jfirror.—November 26, 1867.—The addi-
tional mirror is adjustable in the end of an extension
rod sliding in a socket at the top of the other glass.

Claitn.—The mirrors A anu C, adjusting lod D,
Tibrating rod c, head b, rod d, set screw/, pin g, head
h, plate k, and the latch m, when combined and ar-
ranged as set forth.

71,321.—George J. Pariiam, Harrodsburg, Ind.—Animal Trap.—November 26, 1867.—A space at
the end of the trap contains the bait, and is suffi-

ciently enclosed to prevent its being reached from the
rear ; this forces the rat to pass over the trap door,
which falls with its weight, and is reset by a weighted
cord wound upon it.s journal shaft.

Claim.—The spring E, trigger C, grated cover D,
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revolving trap-door B, spool G, pulley H, and cord M,
all arranged in the manner and for the purpose speci-
fied.

71,322.—AxBREW Pattkrsox, Birmingham, Pa.
—Mode of Tuning Bells, rf-c—November 26, 1867.—
To raise the tone the bell is hardened by heating and
immersion in oil. To lower the tone the bell is an-
nealed in the nsual way.

Claim.—The manner, substantially as hereinbofore
described, of tuning bells, so as to secure from them
a higher or lower tone.

71,323.—Thomas Percival, Augusta, Me., as-
^gnor to himself, JoHX D. Defhees, and Eollin
Defrees.—Machine for Making Tags and Labels.—
November 26, 1867.—The blocks by which the labels
are printed act the pait of dies to separate thom from
the sheet.

Claim.—First, the use, in a machine for making
tags and labels, of the punches tti vi and the dies nn,
Avith movable bottoms, the same to be used alone or
in connection with an inking apparatus for printing
letters, numbers, or devices upon the tags or labels,

all constructed and operating in the manner and for
the purpose substantially as clescribed.

Second, the use of the inking appai-?i.tus F, in con-
nection with a machine for making tags and labels,

operating in the manner and for the purpose sub-
stantially as described.

Third," the combination and arrangement of parts
of a machine for making tags and labels, all substan-
tially as described.

71,324.—Joseph A. Putt, Marlboro, Ohio.—J5ri-
dle.—November 26, 1867.—The cheek piece has loops
Avhich extend through the side strap and are secured
by a pin which passes through them and rests against
the side strap.

Claim.—First, the peculiar an-angement and com-
bination of the blind A, iron C, cheek piece B, and
pin D, the whole being arranged in the maimer and
for the purpose herein specified.

Second, the holes b b b in t^ie cheek piece B when
used for the purpose of obtaining an interchangeable
bridle, snb.stantiaUy in the manner and for the pur-
pose specified.

Third, so constructing a bridle as that it maybe
changed from a blind to au open bridle, and vice
versa, Avithout changing the cheek pice, in the man-
ner herein described and for thepiu'pose herein speci-
fied.

71,325.—George Quick and John N. "Wallis,,
Fleming, N. Y.

—

Car Brake.—November 26, 1867.

—

The " cam slides" are connected all through the train,
and serve on backing the engine to put on the brakes,
by acting on the levers which enter notches in the ^

slides. The cam slides are coupled by hooks which
are raised, when uncoupling, by side projections on a-,

turning key.
Claim.—TiTst, the brake rod A, levers L and M,

the stands H I J K, when constructed as and for the •

purpose specified.

Second, the cam slide C and latch Y and key Z,
when constructed in the manner and used for thepmv-
pose above set forth.

71,326.—John J. Ealta, Allegheny City, Pa.—
Machine for Dres-nng Staves for Barrels.—November-
26, 1867.—The ram by which" the stave is forcc-il be-
tween the cutters has a rack on its lower sidt*., which,
is thrown in connection with a pinion to cause the
forward movement. The pinion is earned near the
end of a shaft which is journaled in a swinging bar..
The bar is raised to the rack by a treadle supported'
by a spring catch and tripped by an adjustable pin at
the end of the stroke, when the" ram is drawn back
by a weighted cord. To one of the cutter journals is

;

attached an ann, having on each side a spring. The-
arm is turned up at its free end, and passes thi-ough
a slot in a lever pivoted to the cap plate, by which,
the cutters are adapted to crookedness in the" staves..

Claim.—First, a swinging bar- ?•, in a stave-dressing-
machine, carrving a pinion to operate in connection
with a toothed rack attached to the ram, in combina-
tion with a support z to hold the pinion in gear, and
tripper s' and pin z to throw it in and out 01 gear re-
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spectively, or their mechanical equivalents, substan-
tiallj- as above set forth.

Secoiid, adapting the direction of the action of the
knives of a stave dresser to the crookedness of the
staves by a lever «, attached to the head stock, in com-
bination -with a rigid arm e' attached to the jonrnai
whicli carries the knives, and Avith or withont the
springs e", substantially as and for the pui-poscs above
set forth.

71,327.—Samuel C. Eidgawat, Baltimore, Md.—Harvester Hake.—November 26, 18()7.—Improve-
ment on the patent of Tiiomas Taylor, April 10, 18G6.

The rake is operated by a cam and a crank ainn, vi-hich

arc actuated from a shaft tui'ned by gearing from the
ground-wheel shaft.

Claim.—The compound crank arm I and cam G-,

in combination witii the rake B, when mounted above
the platform, and arranged to operate substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

71,328.—John Joseph Eink, Brooklyn, 1^. Y.—
Sifting Machine.—^"ovember 26, 1867.—The barrel
containing the flour is attached to the frame by the
strups, and the flonr is discharged into the hoppers.
The openings at the lower ends of the hoppers are
adjustable. The flonr passes through tiie reciprocat-
ing round-barred grates and the sieve into the oscil-

lating chute, from which it is carried to the receiving
barrel.

Claiin.—First, the arrangement of the elevator e

with the strap work h h', for the purpose specified.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
grates o p and the sifter q, for the purpose specified.

Third, the construction and arrangement of the
levers k k^ k- F, regulating the shutting or opening of
the funnels i i, for the purpose as stated and described.

71,329.—STnxMAN"W. EoBiNSON and DeYolson
"Wood, Ann Arbor, Mich.

—

Hock Drilling Machine.
—November 26, 1867.—The drill rod is attached to an

. extension of the cylinder, and the steam acts directly

.by moving the cylinder.
Claim.—In rock-drilling machines in which the

(drill has a rotary or feed movement, or both, the con-
:Struction and ai'rangement of the cylinder so that its

prolonged end may serve as a holder for tlie drill rod,
• or for driving the tool, and, at the same time, consti-

•tutc one of the cylinder heads to receive the direct

action of tlic motor, which thus produces the opera-
tion of drilling rock, &c., in the manner and for the
,purpose herein described.

Also, tlie click L, in combination with the ratchet

C, (the latter forming the cylinder head,) in the mau-
.jier and for the purposes herein described.

71,330.—A. J. EocKAFET.LOW, St. Louis, Mo.—
Machine for Tampering Saw Plates.—November 26,

1867 ; antedated JSTovember 8, 1867.—The studded and
perforated plates are adjustable in distance from each
-other, and the studs impinge upon the opposite sides

of the plate, Avhile the same is lowered into the bath
,in a horizontal position to insure all parts entering the
oil at the same time.

Claim.—First, the construction and arrangement
• of tlie carriage B audits cap B', substantially as herein
descrilied and set forth.

Second, the setting guides C, and in combination
with these the set screws c*, for the purpose of ad
.justing tlie distances between the cap and carriage to

any required thickness of plates.

Tliird, the cap B', in combination with the rocking
bar d. and also Avith the rope and weight E and E',

: substantially as described and set forth.

Fourth, the carriage B, Avhen combined with the
links a and tlic cord or chain 6, and raising shaft h'^,

•or c(iuivalent devices, whereby the carriage maybe
moved down into and up out of the batli tnl) in a di-

agonal direction, and still retain its horizontal posi-

•ilion, substantially as described and set forth.

71,331.—ICHAnon E. Eogeus, Lynn, Mass., as-

signor to himself, John Wooldukuge, and Gkokoe
E. BAKTi.inx, same \Ai\CQ.—Manufacture of Shoe.^.—
Kovembor 26, J 867.—The insolo is dispensed Avith.

The claims explain the invention.
Claim.—Connecting the ''upper" leather at the toe

and heel by means of a cord a, to which the edges of

the "upper" are secured by stitches d, as heroin do-
scribed.
Also, in combination Avith the above, the sliding

guide or traveler C, with its eye 8, for supporting tho
cord a in a central position, close to tho bottom of the
last, while the stitches d ai-e being formed, substan-
tially as set forth.

71,332.—Morris Sellers, Keokuk, Iowa.—iw-
bricator for Jo«r?iaZ.9.— November 26, 1867.—Tho
screw cap is traversed by a screw plug, AvJuch paases
axially through the cup and limits the outflow of oiL
Claim.—The conical plug D, in combiriation Avith

the screw-closing cap E, substantially as described
and for the purposes specified.

_

71,333.-^7. F. Shaav, Boston, Mass.—iam^
Shade.—NoYemhcr 26, 1867.—The shade is made
from n single piece of tin, struck up ; and its sup-
porting ring is corrugated to render it self-adjusting
to the burner.
Claim.—First, the corrugated adjustable holder B,

as and for the purposes specified.
Second, the improved dome-shade, wheal manu-

factured of the material and in the manner herein
set forth and tor the purposes specified.

71,334. —Joseph Shearer, Eeading, Pa.

—

Horse Hay Fork.—November 26, 1867.—The upper
arm of the bell-crank lever by which the hook is

thrown out has a socket, whose forked end engages
a projection on the main staflf AV'hen loaded. The
socket piece has a lever by which it is forced down
to cause engagement of the load, and this lever is

drawn sideways bv a cord attached to its end for dis-

charge of the load.
Claim,.—The swivel C, in combination A^ith tho

lever A, and operated by tho arm D, substantially as
described.

71,335.—Henry "W. Shipley, Portland, Oregon.
— Water TF/(.eeL—November 26, 1867.—The wheel is

divided horizontally into three series of buckets,
which all receive the water at the periphery, and the
upper, middle, and lower series discharge at the top,

inside, and bottom, respectively. The Avatcr from
the upper two passes doAvn through the central space
to join that from the lower.
Claim.—First, the combination ofthe parts D E E',

Avhen constructed and arranged in relation to each
other as shown and described.
Second, in combination with the foregoing the arms

or buckets B, constructed and arranged as described.
Third, the gates H, hinged at the outer extremities

of the guides F, and adapted to close iuAvardly, and
pi'ovided with arms i i, in combination with the links

/ and ring G, when constructed and arranged in tho
manner and for the purpose specified.

Fourth, in combination with the inwardly-closing
gates H and guides F F, the water passages'between
the latter, when constructed so as to diminish in

height from their outer to theii* inner ends, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

71,336.—James M. Smxth, Center Sandwich, N.
U.—Plate ii/<er.—November 26, .1867.—The circular

part is bent into inward projections at certain places,

and may be forced in to secure the plate by compres-
sion of the handle.
Claim.—Improved plate lifter as made of wire, and

with three jaws B C C' and two handles A A' bent
or formed from such wire, and arranged with respect
to each, substantially as above described and aa rep-

resented in the accompanying di-aAvings.

71,337.—Isaac Soule, Albany, N. Y.—Steajn
Engine Piston Foive. — NoA'cmbef 26, 1867,— Tho
slide valves ai'e similarly formed to a working piston,

and operate in a cylindrical A'^alve chest. T)io steam
is admitted betAvecn the tAvo valves for balance, and
is exhausted between the ends of the chest and tho
pistons.

Claim.—The bushings//, constructed substantially

as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the steam passages arranged as described,

with refereuco to the followers e e and bushings//,
for the pm'poso herein set forth.
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71,338.—James K. Speer, Pittsbiirc:, Va.—Cot-

ton Bale Tie.—Xovember 26, 1867.—Explained by the
claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, a clasp for baling cotton, said clasp
being provided with contracted aperturesof the form
herein described, aud beut iu the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, in combination Avith the nbove, bauds made
of semi-oval iron and in detached sections, as herein
described and for the pur^wse set forth.

71,339. — Chatu.es F. Sylvester and John
Brooks, Xorrh Bridgewutcr, Mass.

—

Reaming Tool.

—November '26, li^iu.—The cutters are inserted in

radial loufritBdinnl slots of the head, and have wedge-
shaped ends by which they arc adjustably secured
by coniciil nuts and screw sleeves.

" Cla i)ii.— The expansive reamer as composed of
tlie slotted tool carrier A, the series of cutters a, the
stationai-y cone E. the adjustable cone B. the screws
b and c, and the clamp-nutsC and G, and the shank
F, arranged, combined, and constructed in manner
and so as to operate substantially as explained and
represented.

71,340.—AsAHEL Todd. Jr., Pnltneyville, X. T.— Fence.— Xovember 26, 18(>7.— Tlie pickets are
woven between the wires wliich pass through iron
brackets attached to the posts. Brace wires pass
from the tops of the posts to the lower part ot the
panels at their mid-length.
Claim.—First, the bracket C in combination with

the posts A and strands C C, constructed aud ar-

ranged substanlinliy as specified.

Second, the brace wire G in combination with the
posts A, brackets C. wires C C, and pickets I, ai"-

rangcd in relation to these parts as speciticd.

71,341.—Charles P.. Tompkixs, Pochester, K.
Y.—Adjusti'iig Cutter Heads to Flaning Macltines.—
Xovembcr 26. 1867.—The socket of the cutter head
is slotted to receive a pin upon its shaft so as to allo-\v

of adjustment upon the shaft, but 'no rotation. The
head is adjusted by the sleeve, which screws into the
socket.
Claim.—The application to rotnry cutter heads of

revolving sleeve c with its screw, the shouldered shaft
k and the nut d iu connection witli the pin and slot^;,

or set screw e, for the purpose hereiu set forth and
substantially as described.

71,342.—AXDREW J. Yaxdegrift, Cincinnati,
Ohio.— Parallel Movement.— November 26, 1867.

—

Each part of the parallel ruler has short levers pivoted
at their center ajid placed near to the ends of the
said parts. The opposite ends of these levers are
connected by diagonal rods which are pivoted to the
same and allow frcebut equal oscillation iu the levers.
lJi;!gonal levers oseillnting on a common center con-
nect the ends of the short leyers upon the different
parts.

Claim.— First, the system of lovers described,
v\hcn an-anged and operated substantially iu the
miumer and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the tension rods descril)ed, or their equiva-
lents, wlien arranged and operated in connection with
the levers described. subst:uitiahy in the manucr aud
for the x^urposo set forth.

Third, the system of levers and tension rods com-
bined with and attached to stocks or planes A and
B, or their equivalents, by the means, in the manner,
and for the purpose substantially as set forth and de-
scribed.

7J,343.—Peter Vaxdertjf.lt, Jr., Hughesville,
Va.— Horse Hay Fork.— ^SoxamhcY 26, l&(i7.— The
upper ends of the barbed jaws are connected to tog-
gle levers. The action of hoisting forces the barbed
sides out to engage the hay. The load is relieved by
dr;;ft upon a cord passing over a slieave and con-
nected to the middle joint"bf the toggle levers, Avhose
elevation draws in the barbs.

Claim.—The combination of slotted stem A. arms
B, and elbow-pieces C when constructed, arranged,
and operating in the manner as shown and described
and for the purpose set forth.

71,344.-J'ULius Vox HoFE. Brooklyn, X. T.—
Fishing JiccL—Xovcmbcr26, 1867.—The'bcarings of

the nearer ends of the shafts are in bridge pieces at-

tached to the fixed plate, so that the movement of the
cap plate does not cause the journals to bind.

Claim.—The bridge j in combination with the disk
b, shaft /, and cap C, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

71,345. —Charles "Waters and Harvey A.
BitowN, Poughkeciisie, N". Y., assignors to IIknkt G.
Giles, Troy, N. Y.— Stove Grofc— Koveuiber 26,
1867.

—

TIh! radial projection from the grate bottom by
which it is oscillated is supported on a jointed rest b:ir,

which may be swung out suHicieiitly to allow the tilt-

ing of the said bottom for discharge of ashes.
Claim..—First, a front rest for a stove grate, having

one portion arranged to open, iu the manner aud for
the purposes set forth.

Second, the rest in parts Nos. 1, 2, and 3, or their
equivalents, in combi;iation with the swivel joint.
Third, the rest A, comprised of the parts Xos. 1, 2,

and 3, in combination vi-ith the cross-bar E, when the
axis .or end bearings are back of or one side of the
center of the grate B.

71,346.—William Weaver, Phcenixvillc, Pa.—
Insect Trap.—November 2(), 1867.—The box is en-
tered by tubes, whose mouths are at the lower part
of the side, and which, sloping upward, end near tiic

center. The trap is baited \\\t\\ food enticing to tlie

ants, &c., and the insects are killed with hot water.
Claim.—The box A, when provided Avith tubes g g

g, arranged and constructed as set forth.

71,347.— Charles M. "Wheldex, Pittsfield,
Mass.

—

Base-Burning Stove.—November 26, lt(i7.

—

The air-supply pipes oi)en near the base of the stove
and pass upward, inside the shell, to aji annular air
chamber surrounding tlie fuel cylinder, and extend-
ing downward to near the fire pot. Tlie gas which
accumulates in the fuel cylinder is conducted dowii-
ward to the fire by pipi's. Air may be conducted
from tlie annular chamber to the space beneath the
grate bottom.
Claim.—First, the aii' passages G, for conducting

atmospheric air and dischargirig the same into tlio

fire-chamber of a stove or furnace, at or near the
surface of the fire, substantially as described.
Second, the air passages G, in' combination with tko

reserAoir D, substantifdly as set lV)rth.

Third, the gas pipe I, (one or more,) or its equiva-
lent, in combination with the reservoir D, substan-
tially as set forth.

Fourth, discharging gases which collect in tho
reservoir D into the fire chamber, at or near the sur-
face of the fire, by means of a pipe I, or its equiva-
lent, substantially as set forth.

Fifth, conducting heated air from the air passage
G and discharging'"it into the space or chambi-r belo',v

the grate, by means of a pipe J, or its equivalent,
substantially as described.

71,348—Thomas Whitaker, Bolton, England,
and JosEi'H Constaxtixe. Manchester, Eugiaud.

—

Hot-Air Furnacf.—November 26, 18(i7.—Tho •• seg-
ments" are cast U or V-formedin transverse section,
and have side ribs to tbrm parts of contact witit ad-
joining segments. The segments are arched over to
meet t'.ose of the opposite side, and with them Ibrm
abort pipes leading to a smoke chamber above. They
have side projections near the joints, and between
them fire clay is rammed for luting. Tho AA'holc i.s

enclosed by walls, through Avhicirthe cuds of the
smoke cliambcr project.
Claim.—First, constructing stoves of liollow seg-

ments, open ton-ards the inner side, forming, with
the lining slabs, flues presenting a large absorbinij
siu'face for the heat, and a large outer surface for
hcakng the air or liquids, and ])osscssing great elas-
ticity, substantially as described.
Second, forming'joints of stoves, by ramming clay

or other substances between ribs at the inner edges
of the segments and metal plates retained by outer
ribs cast on the sides of the segments, substantially
as described.

71,349.—Eli "Whitxet, New Haven, Conn.—
Breech-Loading Fire-Arm.—November 26, 1867.

—

The trigffcr guard forms part of a lever, which is

comiectecl by "a bar to the barrels, and by which ikcy
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are moved forward in the line of their axes to expose
the breech for loading. The breech closer is upon
the forward end of a solid lock frame, and receives
the flanged end of the cartridge and the reduced end
of the barrel. The cartridge shell is extracted by a
spring attached to the stock, while sliding the b
rcls forAvard. The gun is fitted for use of the usual
metallic cartridge, whose flanged end contains the
fulminate.
Claim.—Fivst, the construction of the slotted and

grooved tenon E', on a double-barrel, breech-loading
shot-gun, substantially in the manner and for the pm*-
pose described.
Second, the manner, substantially as herein de-

sci'ibed and shown, of constructing, arranging, and
combining the stock, the lock, the barrels, the lovers,
and the slotted grooved tenon B', for the pm-pose set
forth.

Third, pivoting the spring extractors Gr, which are
constructed and arranged as described, at their rear
cuds, as and for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the construction of the breech closers b and
the hollow metallic lock frame, in the manner and for
the purpose descril)cd, in combination with the re-

duced breech end of the sliding barrels, as described.
Fifth, the open slots k k, in combination with the

open slots j j, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose described.

Sixth, the slotted and grooved tenon B', attached
firmly between the two barrels B B, and connected
to a forked frame A^ A^, and to two levers C C, all

substantially in the manner and for the purpose de-
scribed.

71,350.—John "Wiard, IsTow Britain, Conn., as-

signor to himself and Thomas A. Conklin, same
place.

—

Key Guard for Door Locks.—November 26,
1867.—A spring is secured to the case, so that when
the key is turned to a certain position the spring will
force it into a recess of the lock and prevent its fui--

ther rotation.
Claim.—In the manufacture of locks, the employ-

ment of the spring e, depression k, in combination
with the bolt c, tumbler d, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

71,351.— Jacob "Wild, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to J. S. Mason &. Co., same place.

—

Machine
for Making Metal iJoxas.—November 26, 1867.—The
side and bottom blanks are placed in position on a
circnmferentially-ribbed disk. A nother disk is forced
in contact tlierewith, having a groove to receive the
metal pressed out by the rib and a flanged top taking-
over tlie bottom. The disks are rotated together,
and tlie pieces attached thereby.

Claim.—First, the forming disks S and T, aiTanged
parallel to each other, caused to revolve in contrary
directions and to move from and towards eacli other
by the aid of the mechanism herein described, or
any equivalent to the same, for the purpose specified.

Second, tlie plate B, on which the unformed box is

deposited, in combination with the said forming
disks aud the appliances herein described, or their
cquivaleuts, for imparting an intermittent vertical
reciprocating movement to the disks.

Tlurd, tiie clastic arm o, in combination with the
cam d' and the mechanism herein described, or its

equivalent, for transmitting the motion of the said
arm to the shaft H and its forming disk T.

71,352.—Lewis Wilson, Ovid, N. T., assignor
to himself and Andkevv Dunlai', same place.—^ed
Jiottom.—November 26, 1867.—The ends of the slats

are attached to strips of canvas, whicli are connected
by liooks to otlier pieces which arc lapped around
rollers at the head and foot. The rollers are con-
nected by straps to springs beneath, by which undue
turning is i)revcntcd.

Claim.—First, a spring bed bottom, the slats of
•which arc suspended from rollei-s B B by means of
strips of cloth, in combination with springs g g and
the connecting straps d d, aiTangcd substantially as
described.
Second, securing the slats composing the bed bot-

tom to stiips of cloth c c, attached by hooks, or their
equivalents, to strips a a, which aro wound upon
rollers, substantially as described.

71,353.—Peter Teugst, Union Deposit, Pa.—
Manure PorA-.-November 26, 1867.—The fork is for
loading manure as a horse manure fork, being drawn
along and elevated by a rope to which a horse is at-
tached.
CZrtim.-The improved manure fork, constructed

and arranged with the handles C C adjustable by the
blocks d d down and up on the standard B, and with
the middle prong G shorter than the outer prongs E
E, substantially as and for the purpose herein speci-
fied.

71,354.— Henry Toung, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Laynp.—iSiovember 26, 1867.—The air ducts are on
each side of the flame, and one of them is hinged to
turn outward and expose the wick. The wings at
each end are to cause horizontal extension ot the

Claim.—First, the provision in a lamp burner of an
air duct F, so arranged as to admit a movement to or
from -flie ^'ick, substantially as stated.
Second, the arrangement of the air ducts or tubes

E F and Aviugs 1 1, all constructed and applied in the
manner described and for the purpose set forth.

71,355.—Charles Adams, Philadelphia, Pa., as-
signor to himself and Henry E. Haixs, same place.—licducing Manganese Ores.—November 26, 1867;
antedated November 1.5, 1867.—The manganese ore,
mixed with tar and petroleum, is heated in a retort
within a furnace. The retort has a safety valve,
whose exit pipe leads into a water vessel commimi-
cating with the furnace.
Claim.—The reduction of the ores of manganese

by carbureted hydrogen gas under pressm-e, in the
manner describetl.

74,356.—Francis T. Allyn, New York, N. Y.,
assignor to himself and James A. Etch, same placg.—Lubricating Compound.—November 26, 1867.

—

Composed of lime, 40 ; sal soda, 2 ; soapstoue, 4

;

soft soap, 8 ; water, 680 ; and oil, 700 parts.
Claim.—A lubricating compound, consisting of

the ingredients in about the proportions set forth.

71,357.—John Barron, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Elastic Rocker for CAairs.-November 26, 1867.

—

The lower face of the rocker has a groove for recep-
tion of a rubber pipe, whicli is secured by a rod
passed through it and attached by nuts to the rocker
ends.
Claim.—The employment of elastic tubes or pipes,

in combination with chairs and other rocliers, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein specified.

71,35S.—Geoege"V7. Bishop, Stamford, Conn.,
assignor to D. S. Trowbridge, same place.

—

Ash
*S'i/<er.—November 26, 1867.—Explained by the claim
and illustration.

Claim.—Tlie combination of the sliding grate C,
inclined grates D D, or their equivalents, lever F,
ash boxB, and cinder box A, andcoverE, constructed
and arranged substantially as herein specified.

71,359.—John Branique, New York, N. Y.—
Musical Tablet.—November 26, 1867.—The movable
note pegs are so constructed that only the correct note
can be set into an opening in the cle"ff allotted for it.

The note pegs have angular bases Avhich in the proper
holes allow the insertion of the note in proper position,

but when inserted into other holes the note is inclined.
Claim.—The musical tablet, provided with the mov-

able note pegs, substantially as and for the pm'poses
set forth.

71,360.—George B. Brayton, Providence, R.
I., assignor to himself, Solomon "W. Young, John
"W. Hoard, and Lyman A. Qook..—Diesfor Thread-
ing Scrcivs.—November 26, 1867.—The screw blank is

fed in a tangential position between the counterpart
die rolls which form the thread from the point back-
ward.

Ciflim.^-First, a rotary die for cutting screws, in
which the cuttiiig surfsice is at varyiug distances from
the axis or center of motion of the said die, so as to
conform to the "taper" and varying dimensions of the
screw l?lank to be cut, substantially as herein shown
and set forth.

Second, a rotary cam die, in which the concave
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cutting sm-face is made tapering or of varying diraen-

sions, so as to fit both the shank and taper end of the
blank to be cut, as herein specified.

Third, the method herein described of cutting the
screw-thread upon both the shank and taper end of a
blank, by the employment of two or more rotsiry-cam
dies, constructed and arranged as specified, so that,

while their centers of motion are fixed and unchanged,
their cutting surfaces shall approacli or recede from
each other, to conform to the varying dimension of

the blank passing between them.
Fourth, in a rotary-cam die, as herein described,

the combination with the tapering cutting siu'facc

of the cleaning space k, substantially in the manner
and for the purposes herein shown and specified.

71,361.—H. F. Bryant, Marathon, X. Y.—Den-
tal Z>rt«.—November 26, 18f)7.—The rose drill has ro-

tary reciprocation by a sliding rack and pinion. The
rod and pinion are confined in a case and actuated by
a rirfg attached to the rod by a shank which traverses
a longitudinal slot in the case.

Claim.—The construction and an-angcment of the
slotted tube A, having side box c, piston «, with the
rack c, operating the pinion d, Sliding ring/, and
hollow handle h containing tlic spiral spring-, as set

forth for the purpose specified.

71,362.—George F. Card and Chakles A. Stud-
ley, Bridgeport, Conn.—File C?<ffer.—November 26,

1867.—The sliding head to Avhich the shank of the
blank is clamped, is actuated by a feed screw and
half nut ; the latter being automatically raised to stop
the feed motion at the proper time. The anvil has a
hemispherical block whose convex side rests in a
socket of its support. The anvil and feed movement
are supported on a turn-table, by whose adjustment
the inclination of the teetli is determined. The cliisel

is supported upon a flexible rod which is connected
to the hammer handle by a spiral spring. The ham-
mer is attached to a rock shaft which has an adjust-
able arm acted on by a cam on the main shaft.

Claim.—First, the combination of the ball and
socket joint {j and i) with the universal motion ap-

Earatus, (u and v.) when they are coiKstructed, com-
iued, and fitted to feed and to adjust tlic blank, sub-

stantially as herein described and set forth.

Second, the combination of tlie hammer N, chisel

/, and spring P, when tliey are coustructed, con-
nected, and fitted to produce the result, substantially
as herein described and set forth.

Third, the combination of the worm K and wheel
G and v r with the pinion s, screw H, and segmental
nut y, when they are constructed, coralnncd audlittcd
to feed the blank, substantially as herein described and
set forth.

Fom-th, the combination of the turn-table with the
feeding and blank-holding apparatus herein described,
when constructed and fitted to govern the cut, sub-
stantitdly as herein set forth.

Fifth, "the combination of the turn-table and hold-
ing device with the anvil j and ball p and its append-
ages, when they are constructed, coinbined, and, fitted

for use, substantially as herein described and set
forth.

71,363 L. F. Cerf, Xew York, X. Y.—Caster
for Furniture.—November 26, 1867.—Tlio lug upon
the sleeve rests against the lower face of the caji

piece, which is attached to the leg, and serves to de-
crease the strain on the pivot pin.
Claim.-^Thc fixed supporting lug H. upon one side

of the sleeve B, and between the caster arms C C, as
herein described for the purpose specified.

71,364.—J. W. Chuuchtll, Pittston, Vn.—An-
imal Trap.—November 26, 1867.—Tlie animal passes
through a hole in the side of the box into a fixed ledge
within the box, and from this ledge may jump down
upon a hinged platform whoso descent closes the en-
trance hole, and opens another, leading by a balanced
passage way into the other box. The Aveight of the
rat at the further end of the passage tots it up, and
opens a way into the receiving chamber. The trap
is automatically reset.

Ctai?».—First, the pivoted passage H, arranged in
relation with two boxes A B. the door C, and the two
holes fZ c in box A, substantially in the manner as
and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the hinged platform E counterpoised as
shown, and provided with the rod i, in combinatioa
with the pendant rod I attached to the passage H,
and the bent lever D, to which the door C is attached,
all being arranged to operate in the manner substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

Third, the platforms b c, in combination with the
two holes d e, and the passage H, substantially us and
for the purpose set forth.

71,365.—John Correja, Brooklyn, N. T.—.S'as^-

cord Fastener.—November 26, 1867.—The knot of the
balance cord is contained in a metallic socket piece
let into the sash.
Claim.—The sash-cord fastener, formed ofthe socket

c for enclosing the knot, combined with tlie the tubu-
lar cord holder e upon one side, and adapted to being
applied to the sash, in the manner specified.

71,366.—Ezra N. Curtice, Spring AYater. N.
T.

—

Hay Raker and Loader.—November 26, 1867.

—

The hay is gathered and compi-essed between tv\o

rotating toothed rollers, and forwarded up a spout to

the top'of a load.

Claim.—First, the spout or hopper E and roller's

D D', operated in manner and for the pui-poses sub-

stantiallv as above set forth and described.
Second, tlie curved slot F, spring/, and sliding bar

G. in combination with the rollers D D', in manner
and for the purposes substantiall}^ as above sot Ibrth
and described.

Third, the sliding bar G, metal scraper plate I, in
combination with the spout or hopper E, in manner
substantially as above set forth and described.
Fourth, the spout or hopper E, having the axle a

of the carrying wheels A journaled in the ears e, in
manner substantially as above set forth Jind described.

Fifth, the rods K*K and L L, in combination with
the bed pieces of the rack V, or any equivalent method
of attaching the elevator to the wagon, in manner
and for the purposes substantially as licrein set forth
and described.

71,367.—AiffiOT R. Davis, Cambridge, Mass.—
Covering for Plastered IValh.—November 26, 1867.

—

Explained by the claims.
Claim.—The within-described covering for plas-

tered walls, consisting of sheets of wood as a substi-

tute for ordinary house paper or paper hangings, sab-
stautially as set forth.

Also, saturating the sheets of wood previous to a]i-

plying them to plastered Avails, substautiiiUy as and
for the purpose set forth.

71,368.—E. T. Duke, Plattsmouth, Isch.—Stove
Damper.—November 26, 1867.—The an.';ular axis
passes through an elliptical disk, to which the two
annular deflecting plates are linked. These deflect-

ing plates fit the pipe on their periphery, and have
an elliptical central cavity somcAvhat smaller tlian the
central damper. The guards are attached to tlie an-
nular plates, aiid form deflectors Avhen the damper is

in operation, but lie closely to the sides of the pipe
when it is open.
Claim.—T\\c triangular guards E, constructed as

described, attached at e e' to the rings B, as herein
set forth, for the jiurpose specified.

71,369 Jabez Edavards, Lowell, Mass.— 7?i'Z«

Shifter for Roving Machines.—November 26, 1867.

—

The shifter slides upon a rod, and is actuated by a
stud upon it, which enters inclined slots on a plate

sliding on another rod, and draAvn forward by a
Aveighted cord ; this plate is attached to a ratchet bar,

by which it is prevented from moving more than one
cog at a time, so as to gradually lessen tl:e speed of
the bobbins as the roving is wound on. The speed ia

regulated by shifting the belt on the conical pulleys.

"When the shifter is moving too sloAvly or too fast the
stud is adjusted in the" inclined slot, to alter the rela-

tive position of the rack plate and shifter.

Claim.—First, the plate m and belt-guide plate .;',

with inclined slots or their equivalents, substantially

as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the rod q and stud slide t, with stud u, for

the purpose substantially as herein described.
Third, the combination and arrangement of the

plates m and j, with inclined slots k and I, or their

equivalents, rod q and stud slide t, Avith stud u, Avhen
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operating substantially for the purpose described and
set iortli.

71,370.—Edwin S. Tishjer, Boston, Mass.—IX-
viders.—Kovember 26, 1867.—Explained by tiie claim
aiul illustration.

Claim.—The dividers, constructed as described,

cousisting- of the leg A, haying the arc-shaped arm C
and the small liingcd leg J), when the legA is adapted
to form a punch to bo struck by a hauuner, as herein
shown and described.

71,371.—Charles H, Eiske, Lowell, Mass.—
Bobbin.—November 26, 1867.—The bobbin is formed,
as stated in the claim, to prevent the slipping of the
yarn.

Claim.—A filling bobbin whose sides, for a greater
or loss portion of its length, are formed to resemble a
succession of inverted truncated cones, substantially

as described for the purpose specified.

71,372.—C. T. EiTCH, Harbor Creek, Pa.—Posf
Driver.—November 26, 1867.—Improvement on his

patent May 7, 1867. The braces are hinged at the
top and adjustably, secured at the bottom, fo allow an
inclination in the slide posts and enable working on a
side hill.

Claim.—The posts B hinged by the joints a to the
runners A, when adjusted in any required position
by means of the staples and pins d passing through
the slotted lower end of the hinged brace C, as herein
described, for the purpose specified.

71,373.—Charles Elesch, Eochester, IST. T.—
Pernndation Lock.—ISTovember 26, 1867.—Improve-
ment on his patent February 19, 1867, and is intended
to simplify tlie construction. The dog is held in ele-

vated position above the wheels by a weight. The
fiy acts in connection with the cam hook to draw
down the end of the lever, to unlock the jaws, when
the wheels are so set that the arm can fall into the
notches. The spindle is prevented from turning in
the cam by a conical, screw-headed pin.
Claim.—'First, the combination of the weight H

with the fly m of the lever G, and the wheels C C C,
operating in the manner and for the purpose substan-
tially as herein set forth.

Second, the combination of the cam hook n and
eccentric surface o with the fly I of lever G, operating
substantially in the manner and for the purpose set
forth.

Third, the combination and arrangement of the
conical or tapering screw pin u with the flattened side
of the spindle B, operating in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.
Eourth, the employment of the intermatching teeth

€ e' in combination with the clamping plates w w'
and screw y, arranged and operating as specified.

71,374.—Charles T. Eord, Salem, Mass.—Toy
Fortune Teller.—November 26, 1867.—The wheel has
sentences upon its perijihery and numbers upon the
inner side of its rim. It is turned by a crank, and
checked by a brake in the hand of the figure. The
right hand of the figure points to a sentence, which
refers to a certain scroll having answers, which are
numbered, and on again turning the wheel a pin on
the post points to a number indicating the answer.
Claim.—FiYHt, placing the prophetic sentences upon

the perii)hery or face of a revolving wheel, substan-
tially as and for the pm'pose specified.

Second, employing spring mechanism to bear down
the arms of the figure of a fortune-telling toy, sub-
stantially as shown and for the objects specified.

Third, the treadle T, or other equivalent device, for
lifting the brake m from the Avheel, substantially as
and for the piu'pose shown and described.
Eourth, the scrolls or cards K, with qiiestions and

answers thereon, lettered and numbered, substantially
as shown and described, in combination with the
numbers on the wheel B, all as and for the purpose
set Ibrtii.

Eifth, the holes L in the base A, in combination
with the wheel B of a fortune-telling toy, substantially
as and for the purpose shown and described.

Sixth, the rubber brake m, substantially as and for
the purpose of stopping a toy wheel, all as set forth.

711,375.— DAvm Eourest, Eastport, Mo., as-

signor to himself, V. M. Keaxe, and D. N. Clauk,

same place.— G^as Jfefer.-November 26, 1867.—The
gas wheel has four sectoral compartments, which con-
nect through apertures on the tubular arbor alter-
nately with the induction and eduction gas pipes.
Each compartment has at its periphery an apeitiu-e
covered by a flexible diaphragm depressed by a me-
tallic spring, which, when elevated by the expansion
of the diaphragm, catches in passing under a i)rojec-
tion in the top of the case, and holds its own com-
partment in communication with the eduction pipe,
and the compartment next following in communica-
tion with the induction pipe. The meter wheel has a
spur wheel connecting with the register when the
door is closed.

Claim.—Eirst, the central tube B and the gas wheel
A, constructed and arranged substantially as shown
and described.
Second, the elastic disk g and the spring h, on the

periphery of the gas wheel, and in combination there-
with the catch J, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

Third, revolving the gas wheel A, and registering
or recording the amount of gas consumed, by the
action of a spring operating suitable gearing for that
pm-pose, substantially as herein shown and described.

71,376.— Charles Eorster, Lebanon, Pa.—
Plow.—November 26, 1867.—Explained by the claims
and illustration.

Claim.—Fivst, fonning recesses c* c^ in the stand-
ard C or forward end of the mold boardD to receive
the flange e^ and tongue e^ formed upon the forward
end of the land side E, substantially as herein shown
and described and for the purpose set forth.

Second, forming a recess or groove e^ in the outer
side of the flange e^ of the land-side E for the recep-
tion of the projection / formed upon the inner side

of the rear part of the cutter E, substantially as
herein shown and described and for the purpose set

forth.

73,377.—John Gamgee, Bayswater, England,
and Arthur Gamgee, Edinburg, Scotland.

—

Pre-
serving Animal and Vegetable Substances.—Novem-
ber 26, 1867.—The animal is made insensible by in-

halation of cai'bonic oxide, and then bled and dressed
in the usual manner. The flesh may be placed in a
chamber containing carbonic oxide.

Claim.—Eirst, the use of carbonic oxide in the
process of preserving animals whose flesh is to be
used as human food, whether by causing animals to
inhale carbonic oxide gas as they die, or by placing
the meat in chambers or vessels containing carbonic
oxide alone, or in conjunction with other gases or
vapors.
Second, the use of charcoal saturated with sulphur-

ous acid or other antiseptics, in conjunction with car-

bonic oxide and other gases or vapors, for the pres-

ervation of animal substances.

71,378.-J"ames Gondouin, New York, N". Y.,
assignor to himself and Eelix Aumerle, same place.

—I'ttJwieZ.-November 26, 1867.—The funnel has a
valve held up by a latch. The latch is relieved by a
float in the nozzle.when the vessel is full, and allows
the valve to drop and stop the outflow.

Claim.—Th.Q funnel a and valve d, in combination
with a float g, latch i, and block n, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

71,379.—James M. Gordon and E. Christian-
son, St. Joseph, Mo.—Com PZanfer.—November 26,

1867.—The axle shaft of one of the ground wheels has

a pulley sleeved thereon which is connected by a belt

to the seed cylinder shaft. The pulley sleeve has a

spur wheel which is engaged by a segmental rack at

the end of a hand lever, by which the pulley is turned

to bring the dropping device to the proper position

at st;irtiug in the row. This lever tUso acts as a

clutch lever, the action of clutching the pulley to the

shaft serving to disengage the cogs of the lever and
wheel. The corn is covered by spades at the extremi-

ties of revolving spring rods.

6V«im.—Eirst, the combination of the lever K,
gear wheel J, sleeve H, and clutch and band pulley

G, with the cross bar E and axle E, substantially as

herein shown and described and for the pm-pose set

forth.

Second, the combination of the baud M, pulley N,
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shaft O, aad wheels T, with each other and with the

pulley Cx and seed boxes V, Bubstautially as herein

shown and d(>scribed and lor the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the niarii^ers W with the

shaft O and wheels T, substantially as herein shown
and described and for the purpose set forth.

71,3S0.—IlKNRY Goss, Union Mills, Pa.— Cc-

ment Stove-pipe Thimble.—Xovember L'fj, 18(J7.—The
thimble is composed of sands, 2

;
quick lime, 1 ;

plas-

ter of Paris, -2 parts. It is cast iu a wooden fi-ame

haying projections for attachment.
Claim.—A composition or cement stove-pipe thim-

ble A, cast in a permanent mould or frame 15, as a
new ai'ticle of mauufactui'C, substantially as described.

71,381.—Arthur Gkay, Keiley, Ohio.—Beehive.
—November 26, 18G7.—The hive has an inner boxen-
closed in an outer one, leaving an air space between.
The entry openings have a register slide, by which
their size is adjusted.

Claim.—First, the case C, when placed within the
case A. and resting upon the inclined bottom E, to

form the chamber c surrounding said case C, through
which chamber the air passes from the openings d in

the bottom E to the openings e iu the top a, affording

constant ventilation, as herein shown and described.

Second, the adjustable slides F fitted in the guide ^,
constructed as described, having notches h upon tlieii-

lower sides and the long notch i upon their upper
sides, registering with the notches/in the hive, as

herein described"for the purpose specified.

71,382.-POBERT B. Griffix, Jr., Baltimore,
Md.

—

Butto7i Faatcner.—Xovember 26, 1857.—A wire
frame or a plate has a coiled spring which passes
through a small aperture iu the garment, and affords

a point of attachment for the shank of the button.
Claim.—The improved .button-fastening device,

formed of a coiled ring, arranged to pass through the
cloth and the eye of the button, and combined with a
retaining base" substantially iu the manner and for

the purpose herein set forth.

71,383.—TTiLLiAM H. GnoKON and "Wit.uam
D. McDonald. Warren, Pa.

—

Kiln for Charring
Wood, tf-c. — November 26, 1867.— The kiln has an
outer and inner shell and a detachable conical cover.
The space between the shells is filled tx ith non-con-
ducting substance. At the apex of the kiln there is a
valve whose stem lias a disk which rests on the uu-
burut material, but which, settling as it burns, allows
the descent and closing of tlie valve to prevent
further comliustion by confining the gases.

Claim.—First, a kiln for chari'ing or carbonizing
wood or coal, which is self-acting or automatic in its

operation, substantially as described.
Second, a portable kiln for carbonizing wood or

coal, which is formed of a double wall, or an outer
and an inner shell, whereby the heat is confined in
the kiln, substantially as shown and described.

71,384.—A. S. Harlax, Bloomington, m.—JRo-

tarj/ Steam Engine.—November 26, 1867.—Two pis-

tons upon one shaft are rotated within two cylinders.
They have each a single wing. The abutment flap

is folded into a recess for passage of the pistorw wing
at the highest point of its rotation.

Claim.—¥h->>t, the arrangement of the flaps E E so
as to slide in grooves from one side of the induction
ports to the other, in order to reverse the engine, sub-
stantiallv as described.
Second, the arrangement of the eduction ports S of

the cylinder so as to release the steam after a semi-
revolution of the piston, substantiallv as herein set

forth.

, 71,385.-Charles II. Haskins, St. Louis. Mo.—Railroad Car Ventilator.— November 26, 1867.

—

There are two compartments, the upper containing a
windmill to convey air through a coil in the latter

compartment, which contains water to cause deposit
of dust before the air enters the car.
Claim.—First, the use of an eaves trough, or its

equivalent, to hold the water when raised, allowing
it to fall in sheets or drops in quantity as required, as
and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the combination of the windmill, the worm
or screw pipe, and the eaves trough, or their equiva-

lents, substantially as described for the purpose
herein set forth.

71,386.—R. P. Henkt. Akron, Ohio.—Roofing.—November 26, 1867.—The joints of the boards are
covered by metallic strips, whose down-curved edges
enter grooves. The metal is covered by woodeu bat-
tens connected to the boards by metallic tongues.

Claim.—First, the vertical strips or breakwaters
D, fitted in grooves in the boards or planks B, and
projecting above the upper surfaces of the same iu
connection with the battens E, substuutiuUy as and
for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the batons E, strips C,
and breakwaters D, all arranged and applied to the
boards or planks B, substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

71,387—John J. Hill, Sodus Point, N. Y.—
Clamp for Planking Shijjs' Sides or Floors.—Novem-
ber 26, 1867.—The clamping frame has toggle levers
whose serrated segmental ends engage the ribs or
joists, the screw acting on the plank.

Claim.—The sen-ated segmental swinging arms C
c, when attached to bar A, and constriictecl to operate
with screw B, iu the manner substantially as de-
scribed.

71,388.—GeorgeTT. Hunt, Winchendon. Mass.,
assignor to Washington Whitney and I. J. Dl'nn.
—Stove Cover Lifter.—November 26, 1867 ; antedated
N'ovember 22, 1867.—The lifting claw is formed of
the rebent ends of the wire, and a loop of the same
forms the handle.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture the lifter,

when constructed substantially as described.

71,389.—Charles E. Jacot, Chan de Fonds,
Switzerland. — Wielding Watches. — November 26,
1867.—The pendant has a level gear which is con-
nected witli a train of gear to wind the watch. One
of the wheels may be thrown out of connection by
a lever whose end projects from the case.
Claim.—First, the wheel 10 connected with the

wheel rn. and fitted so as to be moved into gear with
the wheel x, iu the manner and for the purposes set
forth.

Second, the pin on the wheel / taking loosely into
an opening in the flange or disk of the arbor of tho
minute hand, for the purposes and as set forth.

Third, the lever y and spring 12 applied as set forth,

in combination with the stud 11 and swinging gear
cari'ier plate k, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

Fourth, the pawl 15 made in one piece of metal
with its curved spring, in combination with the
plate c against the edge of which said curved .spring-

lies, as and for the purposes set forth.

71,390.—Augustus Jennings and Isaac Jen-
nings, Fail-field, Conn.

—

Manufacture of Paper Ves-

sels.—November 26, 1867.—Explained hj the claim.
Claim.—Forming and drying the paper to form

the vessel or other article over hollow metallic form-
ers of the desired shape, heated by steam or hot air

introduced into tlieir interior, substantially as herein
shown and described.

73,391.-Thomas A. Kelley, Cleveland, Ohio,
assignor to himself and William G. Wilson, same
place.—Cor J?ral-e.—November 26, 1867.—Tlicbrakes
are operated by a spring. The brake is automatically
reset as soon as taken off, and is held ready for appli-

cation.

Claim.—First, the brake-setting mechanism, con-
sisting of the cam b' with its Y-shaped shoulder, the

eccentric b with its Y-shaped projection, both upon
the axle of the car, the lever c, connecting bar /(,

.slide h' with its notch, dog /.-'with its tooth, chain r',

and spring A, in combiJiation, substantially as de-

scribed.
Second, the letting-offmechanism, consisting of the

lever I with its bailin. dog k' with its tooth, the slide

h' Avith its notch, the chain r'. and the tempered
spring A, substantially as described.

7] ,392.—Johnson Kitchen, WnijA^r Kitchen,
and Sa.muel Samuels. Accrington, England.—7i'fn7-

way Car Brake.—November 26, 1867.—A longitu-
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dinal screw shaft turns in bearings in the truck and
operates a nut which is connected to and actuates
the brake levers.

Claim.—The scrcAT shaft G with its nut e, arranged
and operating on a car or truck, in combination with
the shaft 11, its arm I, and connected to the nut e, and
its arms a a connected to the brakes of the car, all as

set forth.

71,393.—William H. Kuntz, Mount Eock. Pa.—Hoisting Apiiaratus.— November 26, 18G7.—The
slide has three eyes through which the hoisting rope
is nin, forming loops in which a sack may be placed.

Claivi.—The slide, as constructed, combined and
operated with the rope, as herein described and for

the purpose set forth.

71,394.—Edward A. Lewis, St. Charles, Wis.—TcLocimctcr.—Xovember 26, 1867.—Explained by
the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, the use of one or more eccentrics
with intermittent rotation, regulated by connecting
clock-work and other appropriate mechanical devices,
(as gear wheels, springs, &c.,) for indicating, at re-

peated intervals of time, the rate of speed of running
machinery in such intervals, wliile such machinery
continues in motion.
Second, in combiaation with a velocimeter thus

constructed, a clock, which may indicate the time of
dav in connection therewith, ' substantially as set

forth.

71,395.—S. LEwas, Tiffin, 0\\\o.—Flour Bolt—
November 26, 1867.—Different grades of flour are
obtained without changing the bolting cloth, by ap-
plication of a cloth to "the exterior of the reerpait,
which is part coarse and part fine. The coarse por-

tion Xas a veiy fine cloth arranged within it which is

applied to a trame, adjustable in distance from the
feed opening. The hammers are connected to longi-

tudinal spring rods and are raised by an adjustable
cam plate within the bolt, descending by po'ner of the
springs and striking metallic plates on the ribs of the
bolt.

Claim.—First, a bolting cloth applied to a sliding

frame, and arranged within a bolting reel which is

coA-vred with bolting cloth of ditierent degrees of
fineness, for producing different grades of flour at

pleasure, substantially as described.
Second, tlie hammers g, secured to crank shafts,

the cranked ends of which play in slotted arms h'

upon longitudinally sliding spring rods J, in combi-
nation witli an adjustable cam jilate S upon the inside
of the bolting chest, all constructed, aiTangcd and
operating substantially as described.

Third, the adjustable screw pulley r applied upon
a stud p. and provided with cord IST,' for adjusting the
cam plate S, substantially as described.

71,396.—.John H. Lightner, Shirleysburg, Pa.—Lamp Chimney Cleaner.—Xovember*26, 1867.

—

The side rods are attached to a fixed collar at the
end and to a sliding collar near to the handle. The
rods are expanded by moving the sliding collar to
bring them in contact with the chimney.

Claim.—An implement for cleaning lamp chim-
neys, formed of spring bands A fixed at each end to
a center stem B, in combintKion with the slide or
collar E, substantially as and for the piu-pose de-

scribed.

71,397.—Cauolixe M. Lorixg and Ezekiel
AvEKELL, Cliarlestown, Mass.

—

Xursorg Chair.—Xo-
veniber 26, 1867.—A child's chair, dining-room chair
and bedroom cluiir are combined with a toy holder.
Claim.—The combination of the stool a and chair

h, having tlie several parts arranged substantially
in the manner as described and shown.

71,398.-David Manuel and Calvix F. Max-
UEL, Boston, Mass.—Paper Bag.— Xovembcr 26,

1867.—The paper is cut and folded so as to form a
conical bag with a flap to cover the contents.

67m'?jj.—The triangular paper bag, constructed as
described, by folding the sides d e one upon the other,

of the parallelogram, cut with the npex^. as shown
in Fig. 1. ia the lines i c and i b, upon the triangular
center described by the lines abac and b c, aud by

folding the apex a over the said folded sides e d, aa
herein set forth, for the purpose specified.

71,399.-J". A. Marvix, Red Wing, Minn.—
Heater Furnace.—November 26, 1667.—The caloric
current passes up through vertical flues to a drum
which is traversed by an axial air pipe, in which is

hung a water vessel to dampen the air. The air is

heated within a shell surrounding the dnim and flues.

Claim.—First, the evaporating vessel E, suspended
in the central opening F of the drum C by means of
a rod from the top of"the drum, said rod Ijearing the
register, as herein described, for the purpose specified.
Second, the arrangement of the annular oi-um C,

supported within the" radiator D by the pipes g, said
radiator resting upon the stove A, driving flue J,
pipe H, tube m, evaporating vessel E, register O,
aud hot-air pipes 7i, as herein shown and described.

71,400.—Hiram S. Maxim, New York. X. Y.—
Steam Gas Generator.—November 26, 1867.—The
steam passes through an axial pipe in the superheat-
ing chamber, and is carried through a valve to the
regulating chamber containing the gas drum, which
consists of two flexible diaphragms. From this
chamber the steam passes tlu-ough a longitudinal

Sipe in the hydi'ocarbon cylinder. The gaseous pro-
net passes iiito the drum which is connected to the

steam valve ; the latter is operated by the expansion
or contraction of the said drum to limit the amoimt of
steam and consequent heating of the liquid.

Claim.—First, an apparatus for generating gas by
fteam. from gasoline, naphtha, benzine, or o'thcr hy-
drocarbon oils, where the flow of the steam into the
generator is governed and controlled by the pressure
of the gas so generated.
Second, in combination with a steam gas-generat-

ing apparatus, the screen J', substantially as and for
the pm-poses described.

Third, in combination with a steam gas-generating
apparatus, the superheating tube C and the interior
supplementary tube t, substantially as aud for the
purposes herein shown and specified.

71,401.-;-Charles A. Meixhard, Fort Wayne,
Ind.

—

Machinefor Planing and Slotting.—November
26, 1867.—The tool is pivoted in the slotted stem, so
as to raise at the point in the return stroke. The
stem has oscillatory adjustment in its frusto-conical
socket, which is attached to a sliding plate operated
by a screw. The slide frame of this plate is secured
to a disk having a worm-geared periphery, and turned
by a screw, so as to rotate upon a longitudinally-slid-
ing frame.

Claim.—First, the combination of wonn wheel D
with the sliding adjustable plate C and up-and-down
adjustable plate G, all made, arranged, and operating
substantially as and for the purpose herein shown and
described.
Second, the cutter L, when hinged in the slotted

stem K and connected with the spring w, substan-

I

tially as and for the purpose herein shown and de-
scribed.

Third, the adjustable plates J or J', when provided
with shanks i i, respectively, for holding the tool,

and when (Combined with thenp-and-dowJi adjustable
plate, G of a planing machine, substantially as set

forth.

Fourth, the shafts B and E, worm F, plate C, disk
D, and plate G, in combination with tlie plate J, (or

J',) stemK, and cutter L, all made and operating as
and for the purpose herein shown and described.

71,402.—Felix Miller and Hippolite Perxot,
New York, N. Y.

—

Bung Extractor.—November 26,

1867.—The claw lever has a pivoted strap engaging-
one side of tlie bung, while tiie claw acts on the otlier.

Claim.—The lever A, with a circular cavity n at

its end, in combination with the strap or bow-shaped
lever B, hinged to said lever A, the whole being con-
structed and operating in the manner and for the pur-
pose substantially as set forth aud described.

71,403.—Edward Myers, Cincinnati, Ohio, as-

signor to Lane 6c Bodley, same \^\acc.—Planing
Machine.—November 26, 18ij7.—The mandrel and
matcher-head have disk flanges turned to fit each
other, and are attached together by an axial bolt, a
key pin preventing rotation of one upon the other.
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Claim.—The method, herein dcscribecl, of attach-

ing the matcher-head C to its mandrel by means of

the screw rod D, passing centrally through the match-
er-head and screwed into the collar B, one of whose
ends is provided with the pin E fitting into the inner
part of the said matcher-head, Bubstoutially as set

forth,

71,404.—Earl C. Xewtox, Batavia. EI.—Car-
riage iiha/t and Pole Coupling.—yovember t2(i, 1867.

—The thiil iron has a notch to receive the clip bolt.

The attachment is secured by the spring lever, whose
cuds enter the thill iron at' different points, one of

them having a spiral spring which forces the other
into the lower end of the iron.

Claim.—First, the application of the lever B to the
shaft iron D, through the hole C and F, as herein de-

scribed.
Second, the application of the spring G to the slide

iron or lever B, in the manner and for the pui-pose set

forth.

71,405.— Lucius M. Oldek, Pana, 'm.—Bee-
hive.—November 26, 1867.—The top is rabbeted on
the sides and is removable. The honey fi-ames have
a coating of thin sheet-metal on their outer edges.

Claini.—The baked earthenware or stoneware bee-

hive, furnished with comb frames, and constructed
substantially in the manner herein described and
shown, as an improved article of manufacture.

71,406.—Hexry Parker, Leesburg, Miss.—
Wagon.—November 26, 1867.—The axles turn in
boxes fixed to the bed pieces, and the wheels are also
free to turn on the axles.

Ciai???.—The round revolving axle, with its attach-
ings, all combined substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

71,407.—S. Patxe, Louisville, Ky.— Jfecf/ca?

Compound.—November 26, 1867.—For treatment of
hog cholera. Composed of copperas, 8 oz. ; potash,
2 oz. ; salt, 2 oz. ; sulphur, 2 oz. ; and rosin. 2 oz.

Claini.—A medical compound, formed of the in-

gredients, substantially as and for the purpose do-
scribedL

71,408.-George Peacock, Sclma, Ala.— Cast-
iron Car Wheel.—November 26, 1867.—Explained
by the claims and illustration.

' Claim.—Yn-st. the combination of the curved plate
c with the gradually-diminishing arms or spokes a a,

substantially in the manner and for the purpose spe-
cified.

Second, the cast-iron car wheel above described,
having the deep arms a a with openings between
them around the hub, the curved plate c attached to
the arms a a, as shown, and united to the inner edge
"of the rim or tread, and the supporting brackets
a' a', all combined and arranged substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

71,409.—Fran'cis E. Pearson, Germantown,
Pa.

—

Jack Center for Spinning Machiiies.—'is oYcm-
ber 26, 1867.—Levers and catches are combined with
a single worm wheel for operating the "slubbing"
and twist gearing of the spinning jack to prevent the
breaking down of the ends.

Claim.—First, the combination of worm wheel p
and dog z, as described, for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of worm wheel p, dog z,

catch r, and oscillating stand m, as described, for the
purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the wheel p, catch s,

lever O. and shifter bar t, or an equivalent arrange-
ment of the same, as described, for the purpose set

forth,

71,410.—John- R. Piersox, Newark. N. J.—
Safe Door iJo».—November 26. 1867.— The bolts
take behind the casing, and when the doors are shut
the bolts on each door are moved, so as to engage the
other door.

Claiin.—Ai-ranging the bolts in safes having double
doors, so that theV extend across the door, and can
be locked at once "into the opposite door and into the
casing, two or more bolts being provided in each
door and operated at once from the lock, substantially
as and for the purpose herein shown and described.

'

71,411.—E. P. Porter and G. W. IXallett,
Waterford, N. T.

—

Door Lock.—November 26, 18(j7.

—Imin-ovement on their patent Miu-ch 26, 1867. The
''lift-^ups'' and catches are so arfanged that if tho
key, in moving from one catch to another in unlock-
ing, is not sufficiently withdrawn for its bit to pass,
the catches previously released will again assume
their holding position. The catches are combined
with a series of slides, preventing them from being
thrown back too far.

Claim.—The combination with the catches H of
the lovers or "lift-ups" P^, or their respective equiv-
alents, when combined together, substantiiilly us and
for the purpose described.

Also, the elides A'-^, either one or more, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

71,412.—JOHX G. PuGSLEY, New York, N. T.—
Elastic Rein PwH.-November 26, 1867.—Tho fore
end of the holder has a tongueless buckle franic which
grasps the rein by friction, and a socket at its rear
end through which the tubular rein runs freely. It
is intended to give a good hold for the hand and pre-
serve it against sudden jerks.

Claim.—An elastic rein pull adapted to being
grasped by the hand and interposed between the
hands and 'the reins, as and for the pm-jKises set forth.

71,413. — Lewis Piplet, North Chelmsford,
Mass.

—

2£ec7iani^7n for Throadiyig Shuttles.—Novem-
ber 22, 1867.—The eye of the shuttle is placed upon
the upper end of a suction tube connected to a piston.
The shuttle tube is pressed down by the shuttle, and
the exhaustion of air above the piston creates a suc-
tion in the tube and di-aws the thread through the
eye.

Claim.—The combination of the cylinder A, piston
B, tubular rod C, spiral spring D, and elastic mouth-
piece e, constructed and arranged to operate as
herein shown and described.

71,414.—A. C. ROHLEDER, New York, N. Y.—
Vterine Supporter.—November 26, 1867.—The edge
of the flexible conical disk encloses a metallic spring
rod.

Claim.—A support for the os uteri, composed of
the spring a and flexible membrane B, either with
or without the central perforation, substantially as
described for the pm-poso specitietl.

71,415.— Elias Sanford, Meriden, Conn.

—

Draft Attachment for Horses.—November 22, 1867.

—A semicircular bow is removably pivoted to tho
front of each pair of hames, and the" forward part of
each bow is pivoted to a bar acting the part of a
doubletree and having a tongue pivoted to its center.

Claim.—First, the'whiffletrees D, connected by a
swivel joint to the curved bar A, when such wliiiiio-

trees are removably pivoted to the side of the hamcs
e, as herein described for the purpose specified.

Second, in combination with the curved bar A,
whiflEletrees D, and h;unes e, the tongue B. v>'hen pro-

vided with the clastic block b, substantially as do-

scribed for the purijosc specified.

71,416.—John T. Shank, Martinsburg. Ta., as-

signor to himself and Jonathan Stuini, same place.

—Carpenters' iZafc/jei.-November 26, 1867.—The
socket is arched over with a plate which has a claw
aperture.

Claim.—The construction of the arched nail-drawer
C, with its slot E at the top of the hatchet B, as
herein described and for the purposcii set forth.

71,417.—George V. Sheffield and Bvrox
"Whitcojuj, TVorcester, Mass.

—

liailroad ]iail.—
November 26, 1867 —Tho rail is secured bv spikes
through its base-piece between the two treads. The
junctions of the rails arc secured by fish-plates bolted
betwe(?n the rails.

Claim.—First, a reversil)le double rail for railways,

made substantially as herein shown and set forth and
for the purposes specified.

Second, the combination with the ends of two rails,

as described, of the central splice or connecting picco
E, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

71,418.—W. E. SiMONHS. Hartford, Conn.—Tel-
egraph Ififiwiators.—November 26, 1667.—The glass
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cap fits on a pin for connection to the post, and has a
clowmvardlT-projecting flange -which hangs over the
cup. Between the cup and cap is an insulator of
rubber.

*

Claim.—The insulator B, having the inverted lip

c, in combination with the cup d, the india-rubber
hood g, and the supporting peg A, constructed and
aiTanged substantially as described.

71,419.—Samuel S. Starves, Macomb, HI.—
P^o?^'.—IN^ovember 2G, 1867.—The standard passes
vertically through the beam, and has a spiral spring
beneath the beam and lever nut above it by which it

is adjusted. The rear end of the beam is traversed
by a rod connecting the stilts, and is laterally adjust-
able thereon by a pivoted lever whose position is se-

cured by a rack.
Claim.—First, the combination of the standard b,

spring d, rod I, and beam a, substantially as and for
the purpose described.
Second, the combination of the lever h, rack bar Z-,

and plow beam a, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

71,420.—David Stewakt, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Cracker Making Machi7ie.—NoYemhev 26, 18(37.-The
devices are enumerated in the claims. The opera-
tion cannot bo briefly explained.

Ciaim.— First, the mechanical combination of
fluted rollers C and C, rollers Iv 11' 11" and R'",
dovible set of endless leathern or other suitable mate-
rial bands S B S B and S' B' S' B', running syinmerri-
cally in o]-»posite directions, for the purpose and in the
maimer above set forth and described.
Second, tlie combination of fluted rollers C F with

concave box C B, drawn from diff'orent centers, for
tlie purpose and iu the manner above set forth and
described.

Tliird, the combination of rollers C and C, HE' 11"

K'", endless band S B and S' B', roller C F, and con-
cave box C B, all constructed and operated in the
Eianner and for the pui'pose above set forth and de-
scribed.
Fom-th, sliding-top fi-ame (wooden or otherwise) S

T, and knife K, combined, constructed and operated
iu the manner and for the purpose above (set forth and
described.

Fifth, the combination of rod and claw-stoppers 33
with wciglit-rod 34, weight 35, constructed and ope-
rated in the manner and for the purpose above set
forth and do.*cribed.

Sixth, tlic rest or horizontal strip 41, with elbow 40,
constructed and operated in the manner and for the
purpose above set forth and described.
Seventh, spring-lever L V, eccentric-weight lug 42,

combined witli rest 41 and elbow 40, constructed and
operated in the manner and for the purpose above set
fortli and described.

Eijj^hth, the combination of frame M F, disk C A,
and///, Avith slides 1 T and 1 T', constructed and
operated in the manner and for tlie purpose above set
forth and described,
Xinth, the api)lication to elljow of rod r dr d of

weiglits W W W", for the pm-poso above set forth
and described.

Tentli. cushion-block B L, combined with the fork
ari'angement, and constructed and operating in the
manner and for the purpose above set forth and de-
scribed.
Eleventh, the combination of bar BAB with ec-

centric E X and E' X', and shaft P A, constructed
and operated in the manner and for the purpose above
set forth and dcscril)cd.

Twelfth, bar B' A' 11', combined with its eccentric
E" X" and E'" X'" and shaft P' A', constructed and
ojierated in the manner and for the purpose above set

fortli and described.
Thirteenth, the combination of spring S P on up-

right V", bar B A 11. and its siiuare-keyed end, con-
structed and operated in the manner an'd for the pur-
pose above set forth and described.

Fourteenth, tiic sieve-box B X and flour-sieve tin
cup T C, combined with spring and cam C S P, con-
structed and operated in the manner and for the pur-
pose above set forth and described.

Fifteenth, a cracker-making machine, being the
combination of all the different narts and pieces above
separately claimed, constructeu and operated in the

manner and for the purpose above set forth and de-
scribed.

71,421.—HAinLTON Stickxey, Peno. Va.— Cook-
ing Stove.—November 26, 1867.—The base-burning
principle is applied to a cooking stove. The base ia

connected by vertical flues to the upper part contain-
ing the oven.

Claim.—First, the construction of the oven C,
formed by the circular slides a around the furnace, as
herein described, for the purpose specified.

Second, the stove A, constructed as described, and
provided with the air openings c', forming a commu-
nication from the oven C, through said furnace, to
tlie annular flues i and bread oven E, as herein de-
scribed, for the purpose specified.

Third, the flues//', and the air passages J i i, and
the revolving shelves m m, in the elevated oven E.
arranged relatiyely to the fuel-supply chamber B, and
operating substantially as shown and described.

71',422.—William Stone, Hollidaysburg. Pa.—
Axle Box for Cars.—Xovember 26, 1867.—Lugs are
cast upon the box and lid to prevent the latter from
coming out. A projecting rib above the opening in
the box is covered by the lid top, to prevent entrance
of dust.

Claim.—The sliding lid B, with the shoulder pro-
jection e on the under side, and the hooked head b, in
combination with the lugs a a on the sides, and the
projections c on the top of the box A, with its sloping
side d, arranged and operating substantially as herein
described.

71,423.—J. B. SuTHERLA^T), Detroit, Mich.—
liefrigerator Car.—Xovember 26. 1867.—The air from
the upper part of the inside of the car passes down
through the ice chamber, and is (discharged into the
car near the bottom to reduce the temperature.
Claim.—T\\G double-walled, double-roofed, double-

floored car, having ice chests A at each extremity,
closed by the hanging flaps B, substantially as above
describecl, having spaces S and F arranged so as to pro-
duce a constant'circnlation of the air in the car, in
manner substantially as and for the pmposes above
set forth and .described.

71,424.—Charles Savett, Yieksburg, Miss.—
Artificial Leg.—Xovember 26, 1867.—A rubber cush-
ion is interposed between the leg and foot, and these
parts are connected by an angular spring bar. The
heelpiece has a rubber block interposed" between it

and the foot.

Claim.—First, the flat vertical spring c combined
with the horizontal rubber cushion in. the leg A, and
foot B, arranged and operating substantially as and
for the purposes herein described.
Second, in combination with the above, the elastic

cushion n, substantially as described and for the pur-
pose specified.

71,425.—JOHX Blake Tarr, Chicago, J\\.—En-
gine for the Use of Steam and Air Combined.—Xo-
vember 26, 1867.—Air at a pressure is forced through
pipes within the fire space, and is mingled with the

steam when entering the steam chest, to superheat
tlie latter.

(7^rti?/i.—First, reheating or superheating steam,

after it has left the generator, by means of highly-

heated air iiitroduced into the steam chest under con-

siderable pressure, substantially as described.

Second, applying steam and air within the valve

chests or cylinders of engines, by introducing air into

said cylinders when the air is heated to a temperature
equal to or greater than that of the steam, substan-

tially as and for the purpose described.

Third, the steam pipe D and hot-air pipe D', com-
municating Avith the valve chest of an engine, and
provided witli suitable valves for alternately siiutting

off and letting on the steam and air, substantially as

described.

71,426.—Maria E. To^ipkixs. Brooklyn, X. Y.
—Liquid for Bleaching and liemotjing Stains.—Xo-
vember 26, 1867.—Composed of chloride of lime, i
lb. : sal soda. 1 11). ; soft water, 1 gall.

Claim.—The improved bleaching fluid, composed
of the ingredients and in the proportions substantially

as herein described.
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71,427.—EnEN- Tourjee, Provideuce, R. I.—
Key-board Attachment for Musical Instrianent'i.—
^S'ovember 26. 18(i7.—The return springs of the keys
are attached to blocks -Rhicli may be slid iuwai'd to

relieve the tension upon the keys.

Claim.—The employment or use of springs, or

their eiiuivalcnts. applied to the key board of a mus-
ical instrument, and arranged in connection with the

keys thereof, to operate in the manner substantially

as and for the purpose specified.

rJ,42S J. W. Tracy, St. Louis, 'Mo.— Gas
Cigar Ziff/ifer.—November 2G, 18H7.—The figure is

connected to the gas pipe by a flexible pipe, and to

the gas cock lever by a flexible string. The gas is

kept flowing to keep a small light in the pipe bowl,
but when the figui'c is elevated the gas is fully turned
on.

Claim.—The figure a attached by the flexible tube
c to the gas pipe"6, in combination with the elastic

cord /operating on the weighted lever e. in the man-
ner and for the purpose substantially as shown and
described.

71,459.—Joiix TuxxicLiFF andPatrick CAnnx,
iN'orthampton, Mass., assignors to A. P. Critciilow,
same place.

—

Machine for Ornamenting Buttons.—
November 2G, 1SG7.—The rotating spindle of the
lathe, to which the button is chucked, has vibratory
motion given to it by rectangular blocks upon it,

which impinge upon an anti-friction roller in a bar,
which may be moved longitudinally to bring the
roller in contact with either block ; the return move-
ment is by a spring. The turning tool is sccui'ed to

the tail screw.
Claim.—First, the rotary mandrel G fitted in mov-

able bearings J J', and provided with squares K K',
in combination with the adjustable roller/ connected
with a sliding bar L on the head C, all arranged to
operate in connection -^'ith the cutter F, substantially
in the mtuinor as and for the nuri)ose set forth.

Second, the lever M, provided with the adjustable
roller arm X. in combination Avith the bevelled notch
i in the sliding bar L and the mandrel G, fitted in
movable beari.ugs J J', substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

71,430.—Aaron C. Taugtix, Philadelphia, Pa.—Burner for Locomotive Head-lights.—November
26, 1667.—The wick is contained in an annular oil

space, and is raised by a sleeve whose pins project
tlirough vertical slots in a tube and engage a screw
threacl on a tube within. The chimney is supported
within an annular cavity made by the iipturncd lower
edge of a cone which res'ts on a perforated cylindrical
plate. A .<creAV rod. adjustable at its lower end,
passes axialiy up through the bui'ner, and has a disk
at top which is a little higher than the upper edge of
the cone.

Claim.—First, the perforated casing m, shield M,
and intervening space between the two.
Second, the openings t in the shield M, for the pur-

pose specified.

71,431.—Aarox C. Yaugitx, Philadelphia, Pa.—Head Light for Locomotives,—November 26,1807.
—The lamp burner passes through a hole in the re-

flector near to its rear* end. The reflector is double
convex, the convexity being greater in front
Claim.—First, the combiiiatio;! of the bm-ner of a

locomotive head light, a parabolic reflector, and a
lens situated A\ithin or adjacent to the front edge of
the reflector, substantially as and for the puri^ose de-
scribed.
Second, the reflecting flaring ring J arranged in

front of and concentric with the lens, as set forth.

71,432.—SvLVAXUS TVakrex and "^iu.tam M,
BlX'ME, New York, N. Y., assignors to tliemselves
and A. Y. P.riesex.—Elevated liailu'ay.—^oxomhcv
26, 1867.—The rails are supported upon inward pro-
jections at the spring of an arch which is attached by
one end to a single post. A truck runs on this track'

and the car is susjjended from the truck, and is drawn
by horses. The truck Avheels have brakes which are
operated from the car.

Claim.—In combination with a raihvay as aboA'C
described, having the i-ails at the extremities of the
ai-chcs, and the central guiding rod, the car truck I,

the central guide wheel, and the rods for supporting
the oar, as herein shown and described.

71,433.-7osEPn "Watsox, Bnflfalo, N. Y., assignor
to himself and Solomon Urullaro, Jr., same place.—Constructing Furnace Boors.—Nov(!mber 26, 1867.
The door and ai-ch of the puddling furnace are each

made of a siugle piece of brick and an iroji frame.
Claim.—First, constructing furnace doors of a

single brick A, in combination with an iron frame B,
substantially in the manner and for the purpose set
forth.

Second, the manner of constructing the frame B,
with the wrought iron cross-bars g g, and lugs h h,

for sustaining the brick and securing them in the
frame, substantially as specified.

Third, constructing the door arch of a single crown
piece C, formed with an inclined back I and recess in
front, for and in combination with the iron plate D,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

71,434.—Napoleon Boxaparte White, Cecil
county, Md., assignor to himself and Frederick B.
Hoffman, Baltimore, Md.

—

Machine for Scaling
Fish.—November 26. 1867.—The fish are placed within
tiie rotating cylinder and its segmental door closed.
The cylinder is then rotated in the box containing
water.

Claim..—A hollow cylinder provided with blades or
points, or their equivalents, projecting inwardly from
its circumference or sides, when made to revolve and
otherwise adapted to the purpose of removing the
scales from fish, substantially as herein set forth.

71,435.—H. B. Wilcox, Troy Mills, ^a.—Fruit
Box.—November 26, 1867.—The sides of a hexagonal
box have A'crtical incisions which are connected by a
slot and the resulting flaps turned in, to secure the
bottom, above and below.

Claim.—Securing the bottom of a fruit box to its

sides by means of flaps a and ft, which are foiTned
respectively above and below the bottom, by means
of incisions" into the sides of the box, substantially as
and for the purpose herein shown and described.

71,436.—NoRis Adkixs, Danbury, Conn.-^S'fair*.

—November 26, 1867.—Explained by the claim and
illustration.

Claim.— T\\(i combination of the step a, hinge h,

and spring c, forming an elastic hinge-spring step,

constructed substantially as described and for the
purpose set forth.

71,437.—OxoFRio Abbruzzo, St. Margherita,
l\a\j.—Hydraulic C^oct.—November 26, 1867.—The
water has regular discharge from the vessel through
a siphon, and a float Avithin the vessel is connected to
the clock gearing.
Claim.—Producing the regular motion ofthe hands

of a clock by means of the regular and continuous rise

and fall of water in a single vessel, provided Avith a
single intermittent discharging siphon, and having a
continuous influx of water, Avhich influx is in relation

to the discharge in the ratio of one to tAvo, substan-
tially as described.

71,438-AxDREAV Allex, New Haven, Conn.—
Hinging Clock J'ronfs.—November 26, 1867.—The
edge of the door has a projection coveiing the joint
between it and the case all' around.

Claim.—Hinging clock fi-onts to the case, substan-
tially in the maiiner and for the pui'pose lierciH set

forth.

71,439.—Barxabas B. Alfrep, Lagrange, Ga.—Cotton and Hay Pnas.—November 26, 1867.—The
follower is attached to the smaller scrcAA" which Avorks
axialiy in the socket thread of the larger screvv. The
latte/passes tlirough the nut in the sliding frame and
is stepped in a mefallic block.

Claim-.—The combination of the follow block D and
press box B witii a comiiound scrcAv c c', resting on a
pivot I, and operating in such a manner that the part
c screws up and down in the part c', and the latter

screws the press box B up and doAvn, at the same
time causing the follow block and piess box to move
in opposite directions, Avith the united velocity of
both the outer and inner threads of the part c', in the
manner and for the pm-poscs specified.
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71,440.—Henry D. Barxes, Fair Haven, Conn-
—Floor Clamp.—j^oxemhQX 2G, 1867,—Explained by
the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The aiTangement of the serrated plate a
within the arm C, combined with a corresponding ser-

rated surface of the beam A and the set screw H, con-
structed and arranged eo as to secure the arm C upon
the beam A, substantially in the manner herein set

forth.

71,441.—Edward Barrett, New York, N. T.,
assignor to himself and John F. Burns, same place.—Lens for Lanterns.— November 26, 1867.— The
outer side of the lens is convex, and its inner side
has a backwardly fltu'ing central cavity; an axial
section of the lens showing an irregular, double obo-
vate figure. "When used as a reflector an opaque
plate is fitted to the recessed side of the lens.

Claim.—First, the lens constructed with the cavity
A*, substantially of the form set forth for the purpose
specified.

Second, the combination of the opaque cover or
back with the lens, constructed as described, whereby
the lens may be used as a reflector, substantially as
herein set forth.

Third, the combination with the within described
lens of the reflector B of flaring form, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

71,442.—Albert B. Bean, New Haven, Conn.,
assignor to Samuel C. Bradley and Louis W. Up-
HAM, same place.

—

Knife Sharpener.—November 26,

1867.—The slots in the holder for reception of the
cutters stand angularly in relation to each other, to
present the edges of the rectangulai- cutters in pro-
per position.

Ciaim.—The combination of the blocks E and D,
of the form described, with their holder C, when se-

cured therein so as to be adjustable to present new
edges, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

71,443.—E. O. Bennett, Mount Pleasant, Iowa.—Ink Stand.—November 26, 1867.—Beside the mouth
;is a socket to hold the cork when it is removed.
\ Claim.—The tube B, made in the manner and used
ifor the pm-pose herein described.

71,444.—Lewis F. Betts, New York, N. Y.

—

Lantern.—November 26, 1867.—The ^uard wires are
connected to the dome byafrusto-conical, corrugated
reflector, T\'hich extends lower than the top of the
glass globe.
Claim.—First, connecting the dome of the lantern

witli the guards by the intermediate extension piece c,

substantially as recited.
Second, having a conical reflector extending down

over the upper portion of the globe, substantially as

set forth.

71,445.— John Blackwood, Scranton, Pa.—
Washing Machine.—^o\ember 26, 1867.—The car-

riage has corrugated rollers depressed by springs
upon the ribbed, perforated spring bottom. The anti-

friction rollers at the top of the carriage run beneath
a spring board secured to the Ud. The carriage is

reciiirocated by a hand lever.

Claim:—Fii-st, the corrugated perforated board G
resting upon the springs e e in the bottom of the box
A, and used in combination with the carnage D, in

the manner and for the purposes specified.

Second, the carriage I) with rollers E E, adjustable
by means of the journal bearings having pins x x,

and coil springs, when constructed and operating in

the manner and for the purposes set forth.

Third, the box A having hinged lid B when said

lid is provided with the ways C C, connected by the
pins a a with coil springs, and used in combination
with the carriage D, provided with its rollers b b, in

the manner and for the purposes described.

71,446.—N. A. Boynton, New York, N. Y.—
Combined Range and Heater.—November 26, 1867.

—

The open bottomed air chamber at the rear of the
fire chamber and between the ovens has flattened

pipes extending upward into another air chamber,
through which the caloric current passes ih an up-

thc air box C,

wardly converging series of flue pipes.

Claim.—First, the deflector M in t

in combination with the air flues N, substantially as
shown.
Second, In combination, the aii- pipes N, envelopes

E and I, and smoke flues J, substantially as shown.

71,447.—Owen B. Brigham, Cambridge, Mass.,
assignor to Young, Haines, & Dyer, Boston, Mass.
—Snap for Glass Ware Makers.—l^fovemher 26,1867.
—Improvement on patent No. 17,966. The central
disk is movable and connected to the spring rod by
which it is drawn down upon the base of the goblet,
which enters the cvlindrical recess in the bed plate.

Claim.—In combination with the fixed plates a and
/, the clamp plate k so constructed and arranged that
the base of the goblet is clamped down against tho
bed plate, substantially as described.
Also, in combination with the plate / the neck r

for directly supporting the goblet bowl, substantially
as set forth.

71,448.— "William Bruckner, Central City,
Colorado.

—

Furnace for Roasting Ores.—November
26, 1867.—The tubular journals of the cylinder are
axial with the same, and permit the caloVic current
from the furnace to traverse the cylinder to act upon
the ore, which is rolled from end to end, owing to the
diagonal form of the cavity.

Claim,.—First, making or an-angingthe interior of
the box or cylinder at an angle with or to the axis of
revolution, substantially as described, so that as the
cylinder or box is tmmed the contents will, by their
own gravity, roll or slide alternately from one end
towards the other at each revolution of the cylinder.
Second, making the journals at the ends of the

cylinder diagonally opposite to each of the inclines or
interior working surfaces of the cylinder.

Thii'd, in combination with a Itox or cylinder hav-
ing its journals arranged diagonally to its interior
inclines or working surfaces, as described, making
openings in the ends or hollow journals for ithe blaze
and heat to enter the cylinder to roast the ores, or
for supplying and discharging the ores to be roasted.

71,449.—Henry E. Burton, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to himself, Samuel N. Ufford, and Heze-
KiAH G. Ufford.—iawj?. — November 26, 1867.

—

The lower deck is perforated to admit air between it

and the upper deck, and the latter bas perforations to
admit air between it and the chimney. The cone is

supported on bars and the chimney on springs, both
of which are attached to the lower part of the upper
deck.
Claim.—First, the combination of two or more

decks A B, the lower one B being perforated so as
to admit sufiicieut air to produce the required com-
bustion, the upper deck A ogee-shape, perforated at
the base with two or more lines of holes, acting as a
cooler to the chimney and cone, inclining toward the
wick tube d, and extending to within one-quarter of
an inch of the top of same.
Second, the combination with two or more decks,

constructed and ai-ranged as described, of cone c and
supports c.

Thii-d, the cones A B and C, wick tube d, and rods

//, when combined and arranged as described.

71,450.—John Butter, Buff"alo, N. Y.—Pitman.
—November 26, 1867.—The upper part of the socket
box of the ball-and-socket joint is removably screwed
into the other part to allow the introduction and re-

moval of the ball. The ball is divided equatorially,

one hemisphere screwing on to the end of the rod to
allow adjustment to compensate for wear. Tho
hemispheres have elastic packing between them.
Otarm.—First, constructing the socket in two parts

F and G, the lower one of which is fastened to the
cutter bar, for the pm-pose and substantially as de-

scribed.
Second, constructing the spherical end or ball of

the connecting rod of two independent hemispheres
B and D, with interposed packing E, for the purpose
and substantially as set fortli.

Third, providing the socket with an opening or
slot I, for the purpose as herein described.
Fourth, the spring stop K, for the purpose and

substantially as set forth.

71,451 .—S. ^. Cabell, Quincy, Ti\.—Preventing
Incrustation of Steam JJoiZcrs.-November 26, 1867.
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—The cores of the spool magnet pass through stuffing

boxes into the steam space of the boiler, and end in

horizontal longitudinal bars, having radiating dis-

charging points at each end. The magnets may be
connected to tlie boiler by screws, which pass through
the stuffing boxes and insulating packing and impinge
against the core. In place of the screws, a wire may
be used connecting the core and boiler shell.

Claim.—First, the combination with a steam boiler

of an electromagnet, applied externally, and having
its core extending within the boiler and insulated

therefrom, substantially as described.

Second, in combination with an electro-magnet con-

structed and applied to a boiler, as described, tlio use
of the screws n or wires w for making or breaking
connection with the boiler shell at will, as set forth.

Third, in combination with an electro-magnet ap-

plied externally, the use of a permanent magnet ap-

plied internallr to the boiler, as herein described.

71,452.—George E. Cady and Wm. H. Cooper,
New Haven, Conn.

—

Concealed Hinge.—K^ovember
2o, 1867.—The plate which is attached to the jamb
has ears entering a recess in the latter. The plate
which is attached to the door has a bent arm working
in the recess, and connected by the pintle to the ears
of the other plate.

C7a{?n.—Securing the arm E to the plate B by pass-
ing the end d through, and so as to bear against the
shotdder a, and so that the projection e will rest upon
the inclined scat /, and there secured by means of the
screw 7t, or its equivalent, substantially as herein act

forth.

71,453.—"William Carlton, Adrian, Mich., as-

signor to himself, Daniel A. Loomis, and Adam
w agexer, same place.

—

Home Hay Fork.—Novem-
ber 26, 1867.

—
"When in operation, the tinea and shank

form a continued curve. The tines arc hinged to the
shank, an upward projection engaging a roller which
is journaled in side pieces, and tripped by a lever to
which an operating cordis attached.
Claim.—Fivat, the roller E, applied to the retaining

face of the catch D, and adapted to operate substan-
tially as described for the purpose specified.

Second, the combination of the head A', having a
beveled end a, latch D D', roller E, and spring h*,

arranged and operating substantially as described and
for the purpose set forth.

71,454.-?. Cavalier, Plainview, Minn.—Ad-
justable <S'ca/oW.—November 26, 1867.—The platform
is balanced by ropes passing over pulleys secured to
the upper cross-pieces of the trestle frame, the said
ropes having a weight attached to one end. The plat-

form is sustained in any fixed position by bars which
oi-e passed through holes in the uprights of the trestle.

Claim.—The arrangement of the scaffold frame,
constructed as specified, with the platfonn D, block
and tackle F F, pulleys J J and K, and pins E E, sub-
stantially as and lor the purpose herein set forth.

71,455.—"Wm. H. Christy, Albany, N. T., as-

signor to himself and Wm. H. 'Rvv^tom.—Cutter-head
for Flaning Machines.—November 26, 1867.—The
cutter is formed of a series of plates having diame-
tric adjustment on the mandrel by means of slots

through which the mandrel passes.
Claim.—A cutter for forming mouldings, when

formed of a series of plates B, each having cutting
teeth a a, and an elongated slot in which is the man-
drel, and upon it the plate can be adjusted, so as to

cut any desii-ed shape of m/aulding, substantially as
described.

71,456.—N. B. Cooper, Liberty, InA.—Pencil
IToWer.-November26, 1867.—The metallic base piece
is fastened by a brooch pin to the coat, and the rubber
band affords a loop for holding the pencil.

Claim.—The coustruction of the pin A. as set forth,

and used in combination with the rubber band B, in

the manner and for the purposes specified.

71,457.—N. B. Cooper, Liberty, InA.—Clothes
Pin.—November 26, 1867.—Explained by the claim.

Claim.—Fonning one piece of wire into a clothes
pin in such a manner as to leave a circular opening a
at the top, crossing the ends of the wire below the
cii-ele to form the ellipse b, and again below this ellipse

to leave a smaller elliptical space C, whereby the clothes
or line may be held by the spring of the wire, as spe-
cified.

71,458.—Joseph Clark and "Wm. H. Clark,
Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Electrical Car Starter.—Noyem-
ber 26, 1867.—The electric battery is connected with
the clock movements by ciicnit wheels ananged in
connection with the minute and hour shafts, and other
intermediate devices, for closing and breaking tho
current to give alarm for starting cars, &c.
Claim.—First, the combination of the circuit wheels

C, having different numbers of teeth, with the minute
and hour shafts, for giving alarms at different por-
tions of time, an-anged and operating substantially
upon the principle and in the manner hereinbefore
described.
Second, the movable sliding changer E, having a

platinum point c, in combination with tho racks F and
F', for changing the alarm to different portions of
time, substantially as specified and shown.
Third, the combination of the hand H with the cir-

cuit wheels C by means of the tube G, substantially
as described and for the piu'pose set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the tube G and nut I
with the circuit wheels C and minute shaft C, for set-

ting the wheels to the starting point, substantially as
described.

71,459.—James M. Clark, Lancaster, Pa.—
Pneumatic Breast Developer.—November 26, 1867.

—

The mold is intended to rest upon the chest while the
air is exhausted from its apex. The object is the ex-

traction of milk and the development of the nipple.

Claim.—First, the combination of the mold A, con-
formed to the shape of the female breast, and adapted
to completely inclose the same, while pressing only
on the sternum, the nipple recess G, and a suitable

exhausting device, for the purposes set forth.

Second, in combination with the above, the supple-

mental cup C, for the purpose set forth.

71,460.—Thomas Crossley, Bridgeport, Conn.—
Cane and Lamp Combined.—l^o\ember 26, 1867.

—

Explained by the claim.
Claim.—A cane, staff, crutch, umbrella handle, or

other analogous portable article, constructed in two
parts A and A', and inclosing the oil receptacle B and
wick tube C in one part, asidthecapD and compress-
ing spring, bearing against the latter, in the other
part, said parts being niranged substantially as set

forth.

71,461.—Archibald H. Crozier, Oswego, N. T.
—Water IFTieeZ.—November 26, 1867.—The opening
in the bottom of the curb inclosing the wheel, and
through which the water escapes, is scroll-shaped, in

a direction the reverse of the water induction. Tho
inner edge of the bottom around the opening is curved
upward a part of the distance to prevent the water
escaping too soon, the remaining portion being down-
turned to facilitate its escape at that point. Yalves
in the disk open downward to admit air to faeilitato

the escape of the water.
Claim.—The bottom of the curb, having its inner

edge around the scroll-shaped opening therein curved
upwai'd for a portion of the circumference, and curved
downward for the remaining portion, substantially as
described, and for the purposes set forth.

Also, the openings in the top of the wheel, with
valves opening downward to prevent the water from
flowing up, but admitting the air freely downward to
facilitate the escape of the water from the buckets.

71,462.—B. A. Davis, Petersburg, Yn.—Sptfr.
—November 26, 1867.—Explained by the claim and
illustration.

CZaim.-Putting two buttons a a on both sides of
the bow or frame A, and attaching tho strap E to

both, and the securing strap F to the rear button, so

as to form the fulcrum of a lever, substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

71,463.—Edw^ard Davies and E. II. Taunton,
Birmingham, England.—Tooi for Drilling MetaU.—
November 26, 1867.—The ratchet head of the brace is

attachable to a lever to form a swing braco, or a
a rotary brace frame.
Ciaim.—Tho construction and an'angement of a
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combination cb-ill-broce in the manner and for the
purposes hereinbefore described, and represented in
the accompanying dra\Tiug.

71,464.—Cancelled.

71,465.—J. B. Driscole, Ne\r York, l!T. Y.—
Stove and Furnace.—iNovember 26, 1867.—Explained
by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—A close stove or furnace for burning bitu-
minous coal, containing the following combination :

A fire pot b to contain the bituminous coal, sur-
mounted by a chamber a, through which the products
of combustion pass away upwards from the fire im the
usual way, and air-supply passages C, which supply
all the air admitted to the fire to support combustion,
at or as near as may be to the surface of the fire, sub-
stantially as described.

71,466.—Helmuth Duebeug, l^ew York, X. Y.—Brick Machine.—November 26, 1867.—A recipro-
cating table has two sets of molds, which are alter-

nately filled and emptied. The clay passes to the
table through a spout which increases in one diemeter
while diminishing in the other. A feeder which
rises from the table carries the clay to tlie molds.
The bricks are pressed edgewise. The press boxes
have apertures for escape of clay when exposed to
undue pressure.

Claim.—First, the channels F F', extending in op-
posite directions from the tapering spout E, and car-
rying the compressed clay to the reciprocating table
H, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

SccoiuT, the feeder K, in combination with the re-

ciprocating table H, molds 1 1', and press boxes G- G',
constructed and operating substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

Third, the rocking lever M, canying the followers
L L', and operating'in combination v,'ith the recipro-
cating table H, molds I I', and press boxes G G',
substantially as and for the purpose described.
Fourth, the recesses h in the press boxes G G', to

allow the surplus clay to escape, as set forth.

Fifth, the pieces of flannel, or other absorbent ma-
terial, supplied with oil from cups m, in combination
with the reciprocating table 11, molds 1 1', and fol-

lowers L L', constructed and operating substantially
as and for the purpose described.

71,467.—Edward Dumpelman, "Washington,
D. C.

—

Disinfecting llooins, Ships, and Structures.—
INovember 26, 1867.—Composed of perchloride of cop-
per, 90 gTS., dissolved in water; alcohol ^ pint;
chloroform, 1^- drachms ; a small quantity of creosote
may be added. The liquid is placed in a lamp and
is burnt within the room.

Claim.—First, disinfecting rooms, ships, water-
closets, and other apartments, by burning a liquid
charged v\'ith any chloride salt, decomposable at the
temperature of a burning flame, as described.
Second, a liquid for disinfection, being combustible

and containing decomposable volatile chlorides, sub-
stantially as described.

71,468.—Edward S. Earley, Philadelphia, Pa.—Fasteninrj for Burial Caskets.—Xoveraber 26,
1867.—Explained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—Tlie concealed fastening herein described,
the same consisting of the plate (i with slot a b and
tlie stud D cd applied, respectively, to the under side
of the lid B and top edges of the body A, and operat-
ing together, substantially as specified and shown
and for the purposes and uses hereiu set forth.

71,469.—"W.M. T. Eastes, Madison county, Ind.—Churn.—iS^ovember 26, 1867.—The dasher has a

horizontal part connected at its edges to an arched
part attached to the staff. The staff is operated by a
lever connected by a rod to a crank. The fulermu of
the lever is veitically adjustable to accommodate tlie

dasher to the requirements of churning and gatliering.

Claim.—I'lic dash z, substantially as and for the
purjiose set forth, in combination with the crank d.

the rod /, tlic lever g, and the jointed arm k x, all

ail connected substantially as described.

71,470.—B. F. Edmands, Boston, Mass., and
James Hamulktt, .Tr., Charlestown, Mass.

—

Escape-
ment far Electric Clocks and Dial Indicators.—^o-

vember 26, 1867.—The armature lever is connected
by an oscillating block to the anchor-headed lever, by
whose oscillation the pallets ai'e alternately engaged
with and disengaged from the scape wheel, each
breaking of the circuit moving the wheel one tooth.

Claim.—First, the construction of an escapements
in which the pallets are resilient, being attached to
the end of springs or spring bars instead of to a rigid
bar or anchor piece, so that one pallet will always
enter between the teeth on one side of the escape
wheel before the other is entirely pushed from be-
tween the teeth on the other side of the wheel, and
in such manner that the power of the entering pallet
renders the action of the pallet first propulsive and
then detentive to the escape wheel, substantially aS
herein described.
Second, the anchor-shaped independent levers L

T T', or their equivalent, to actuate the movements
of the pallets P P' to and fro, and cause them alter-
nately to enter and leave the teeth of the escape
w^heel, as herein described.

Third, in combination with the resilient pallets and
springs and the bent lever, the binding spring K and
the stops or guards V V, substantially as herein de-
scribed and for the purpose specified.

71,471.—Leonard Egleston, Seneca Falls, N".
Y., assignor to Eumsey <fe Co., same place.—Jfix-
chine for Polishing Inner Surfaces of Tubes.—No-
vember 26, 1867.—The polishing blocks are pivoted
to the ends of levers rotating "with the mandrel to
which they are pivoted, and the blocks are forced
asunder by insertion of a cone between the rear ends
of the levers.

Claim.—First, the combination of the shaft A,
sliding cone E, crossed levers C C, and polishers D,
substantially as described.
Second, the combination of the lever G, yoke F,

shaft A, cone E, and crossed levers C C, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the crossed levers C C
and polishers D, when the latter are attached by a
pivot, so as to permit their longitudinal oscillation,

substantially in the manner and for the pm-pose set

71,472.—Joseph J. Eveest, Cumberland, Md.,
assignor to himself and G. P. Gephart.—0/mrn.

—

November 26, 1867.—The vertical dasher shaft has a
disk above the cover, and it is rotated by a wrist pin
on the disk, which has a connecting rod to an oscil-

lating weighted hand lever. The dasher turns freely
in the false bottom, but has a plate beneath its socket
by which it is lifted out with the dasher. The cream
passes untler the edge of thfe bottom and up through
the valves, being carried outward by the radial dasher
arms.

Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement
of the floor C, provided Avith valves c c', and 'fitting

loosely in the churn, so as to leave a space around its

edge, with the vertical pieces i i and the dasher D,
sul5stantially as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the combination of the floor C, having
valves c c', with the dasher D, so that the dasher is

free to revolve but yet is inseparably attached to the
floor, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Third, the combination of the lever H, slide B, pit-

man P, and wheel E, when used to operate the dasher
of a chm-n, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose specified. \
Fourth, the dasher D, hardng the radial arms e e

arranged on the shaft d, substantially as and for the
purpose shown.

71,473.—J. E. Emerson, Trenton, N. J.—Appa-
ratus for Funching Saio Teeth.—November 26, 1867.

—The saw plate has a scries of holes punched through
it in such position as to form, one after another, the
inner part of tlie notch between the saw teetli as the
saw wears away. The object is to lesson labor in

gumming.
Claim.—Tha combination of a series of punches

with a scries of dies, each in its own stock, when so

made and arranged that it will punch out the throat

of a saw tooth, and a hole, or sei'ies of holes, behind
or above said throat and iu a lino corresponding to

the wear of the saw teeth, and at one operation, sub-

stantial!v as described.
Seconcl, the so arranging of the series of punches
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and the series of dies in tbeir stocks as that they
may be set to punch the throats of saw teeth and the
series of holes bcliind or above them, in straight, in-

clined, or curved lines, as may be desired, substan-
tially as described.

Third, making the punches of separate pieces of
steel, and littiug them to recesses or grooves in their

respective plates, substantially in the manner de-

Bcribed. so that, when set up in the stock, one plate
ehall hold the punch of the next adjacent plato,

throughout the series, substantially as described.

71,474.—Jonathan B. Evans, Millville, IST. J.—
Door Latch.—November 2G, 1867.—The bolt is con-
nected by a bell-crank lever to t!ie spindle, and is re-

tracted by an end movement of the latter. The bolt

is again thrown forward by a spiral spring.
C7rtiw.—The combination and arrangement of the

bolt B, bent lever D, spring E, projection F, bolt and
knob C, and case A, as and for the purpose specified.

71,475.— Frederick Fitzgerald, Cincinnati,
Ohio.— Vault Light.—Jsovemher 2(5, 1867.—Explained
by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—A vault light having a grooved or other-
wise uneven upper surface and an under surface com-
posed of a series of I'ounded parallel ridges b c c' of
unequal depth, with intervening rounded valleys dd',
as and for the purposes set forth.

71,476.—A. FoucAUT, New York, K. Y.—Ma-
rine Telegraph.— yoxGinher 26, 18G7.— Electric
switches are arranged by the station of the com-
mander. The switches sweep over segments having
at different ends "starboard," "port," and "course."
The orders are transmitted to a receiving mecliau-

ism at the wheel house, which consists of magnets
whose armatures are upon index arras which are
made to point to the initials S, P, or C. Bells of
different tones are also rung.
Claim. —Fh-fit, the hinged sesrment d, provided

with two armatures / /', in coml)ination with the
index-hand b and panes L S, constructed and operat-
ing substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
Second, tlie saddle t, in combination with the

spring h, hinged segment U, and index-hand b, sub-
stantially as and for'the purpose described.

Third, the spring-studs q* r', in combination with
the segment d, electro-magnets g g'', and electro-mag-
netic alarm bells S^ L*, constructed and operating
6ui)stantially as and for the iHU'pose set forth.

_
Fourth, the lidj and "course^' pane C, in combina-

tion witli the electro-magnet 7i, armature m and
switch D*. constructed and operating substantially
as and for the purpose described.

_
Fifth, the alarm bell O, in combination with the

lid j, pane C. electro-magnet n, and switch D*, con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose set fortli.

Sixth, the .switch U, in combination with the rudder
head II and electro-magnetic alarm bells H H*, in the
commander's box B, substantially as and fo)- the pur-
pose descril)ed.

Seventli. the regulator "W, caiTying non-conducting
segments of different length, in combin.ation with tlie

SAvitch U and rudder head R, constructed and operat-
ing substAtially as. and for the purpose described.

71,477.—Frederick C. Fuller, Lowell, Mass.—Lxibricating Rollers in ISpinning Machines.—Xo-
vembcr 26, 1SG7.—The tubular ;irbor has oil lioles near
its midlength, and oil holes leading from the iuside
to Inbricat'e the shell rolls.

C7ai»i.—The central passage c and oil holes c and n
in the arbor re of the shell rolls, for the purpose and
substantially as described,

71,478—.John C. Gould. Oxford, ^.3.—Gate
and Door ^pringr.—November 26, 1807.—The up-
turned end of the link engage^ the yoke plate and
tends to close the gate. When the gate is closed this
end enters a recess of the yoke and holds the gate
shut.

Claim.—Tlie combination of a spring and link, or
its equivalent, with a yoke a b curved, substantially
as described and for the purpose specified.

71,479.—John J). Grijneberg. Spring Mills, N.
S.—Alloy for Making Plates and ,S7tccti".— November

26, 1867.—Substitute for tin, composed of tin 50 parts,
antimony 4, and bismuth 1 part ; or tin i. copper
i, and lead i. A sheet of lead and a thin sheet of
the alloy arc then rolled together between polished
and heated rollers. The sheets may be coated with
paint and passed tlu'ough the rollers to form a closo
connection.

C'iai??!.-The above described article of metal,
made from the metals, and of the proportions, and by
the means, and in the manner substantially as speci-
lied.

71,480,-Fred. Haigiit, Methuen, Mass.—Xoom.
-November 26, 1867.—The shuttle is arrested in the
box on its entrance to prevent rebound, and released
preparatory to the throw. The end is kept in near
proximity to the picker to prevent injury to the same.
Claim.—The combination of the shaft d, and its

arms/fjT, with the puppett I and the slider k, its studs
h i, spring n, and collar m, the whole being applied
together as and for the purpose or objects specified.
Also, the combination of such mechanism, or its

equivalent, Avith the loom-frame and lay, to operate
with the shuttle as specified.

Also, the combination of the stop-screw o and cross-
piece^,;, Avith the shaft d and its arms/ g, the puppet
I, the slider k, its studs h i, spring n and collar ni, or
the equivalents thereof.

71,481.—Charles A. Harper and Isaac A.
Crane, Rahway, N. J.

—

Detachable Oven and Drum,
—November 2()* 1867.—The drum oven is placed on a
stove pipe, and the caloric current forced to diffuse
itself over the oven plates. The air has a forced cir-

culation within the oven which may be regulated by
registers in the door.

Claim.—First, in combination with the external
case A and internal oven D, the fianges E, located as
described, pipeCJ- and damper H, for tlie purpose of
effecting distribution of the heat, substantially as set
forth.

Second, in combination with the external casing A
and OTcn 1), the door I, with the lower and ui)per
series of openings at K and K', and the plate L so
placed as to leave the space L' at the back of the
ovf^u, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, in combination with the external case A,
oven D and pipe B. the plate B', an-anged to operate
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

71,482.— HoseA B. Harvey, West Meridian,
Conn.

—

Forging Cutlery.—November 26, 1867.—The
blanks are fed in betAvecn the feed rolls and are car-

ried to the forming rolls, by which they are swaged
into shape.
Claim.—First, the combination of the two rolls C

and D, each having a recess or die formed in its face,

the one corresponding to the other, and arranged so
as to receive and form the blank for cutlery, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

Second, in combination with the above, an auto-
matic feeding device, constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as described, so as to inti'oduce the blanks
to the rolls at the proper time.

71,483. — Peter Hendricks, Floris, Iowa.

—

Bridge.—November 26, 1867.—The suspension ropes
are connected to braced trusses and have stirrups
strung along them for support of the cross-sills.

Claim.—First, the combined wire suspension chain
or cable and truss bridge, constructed substantially
in the manner herein described and sliown.

Second, the tM'isted wire stirrups F, applied sub-

stantially in the manner and for tlie purpose descriliod.

Third," the combination of the wooden trusses B"'^ N,
braced, stayed and anchored, substantially as shown,
with the Avire suspension chain or cable 1), Avire stir-

rups F, and the platform K, aH substantially as
described.

71,484.—George P. Herthel, Jr., St. Louis,
Mo.

—

Truss iJrid^e.-November 2(;, 1867.—Improve-
ment on his patent November 20, 1866. The last

piece of the upper chord abuts upon the bolt which
passes through the end of tlie lower chord. The
upper end of the last piece abuts against a bolt at

the upper end of the compression post, Avliieh is sur-

rounded by the tension tube. This post is attached
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to a bolt in the lower chord. Eollers surround the
end bolt by which expansion of the metal is allowed.
Claim.—Yirst, the combination of the last piece a

of the upper chord A with the end bolt B', the loAver

chord C, the queen bolt D, the compression post E,
and tension-post rod G- and king bolt B, substantially

as and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the end bolt B', in combination with the
rollers b and the chords A and C, substantially as set

forth.

Third, the general combination of the upper chord
A, the lower chord C, post rods G', posts E, and
braces E, substantially as set forth.

71,485.—Saxford A. Hickel, Spencer, Pa.—
Unarnel for Leather.—November 26, 18'i7.—Com-
posed of alcohol, 1 gall.

;
gum shellac, l^ lb. ; Bur-

gundy pitch, i lb. ; camphor, 1 oz. ; after dissolving
add gum copal, 2 oz. ; rosin, 2 oz. ; dissolved in tur-

pentine, i pint ; then add lampblack, 3 oz.

Claim.—The combination of the above materials
or ingi'cdients in the proportions named, and the re-

sulting compound ; the improved enamel finish, and
the application of the same to leather, wood, iron,

steel, and cloth.

71,486.-Hexry Hill and L. E. P. Bush, Lex-
ington, Ky.

—

Ajjparatus for Killing Insects.—^No-

vember 2t), 1867.—The water is contained in an an-

nular chamber over the lamps, and is poured from an
elongated nozzle into the shelter holes of the bugs.

Claim.—The heater A, provided with the flue B,
cylinder K, and adjustable tables g f, as and for the
purpose set forth.

71,487.—E. Hull, Birmingham, Conn.—JGToojp

Skirt.—Ifovember 26, 1867.—The several hoops are
formed by passing one or more springs through a
tape formed with longitudinal pockets for their re-

ception.
Claim.—Tlie attachment of hoops to vertical tapes

by means of the spring inserted, so as to pass through
the pocket in the vertical tape while the covering of
the Avire is upon the outside of the pocket in the ver-

tical tape, substantially as herein set forth.

' 71,488.-Samuel C. Hunter, East Hickory, Pa.
—Seed Planter.—l^ovembev 26, 1867.—The seed hop-
l^ers are operated by cams upon the main wheels, and
the dropping boxes are hinged at their upper ends,

and so connected to a lever that they may be swung
inward by the latter and free the dropper pins from
the impact of the cams. The standards of the cov-
erers have vertical adjustment in the frame.
Claim.—The construction of a seed planter, with

the dropping boxes C C, constructed as described, in

combination with the lever E and the eccentrics N
K' JJ", and the false wheel B and the covering plows
P P, when the same are constructed as described, in

the aforesaid combination, for the pm-poses set forth.

71.489.—Patrick Hutchinson, Boston, Mass.
—0/iMr7i.—November 26, 1867.—Reciprocating mo-
tion is given to the two dashers by their connection
to two bell cranks, whose other ends are connected
by rods to an adjustable crank pin on a rotating wlicel.

Cfaiw.—The arrangement and combination of the

two bent levers E E', their connecting rods F F',

single adjustable crank pin G, and slotted crank H,
togctlier and with tlic driving shaft, the two clinrn

dashers D D', and the gallows fi-ame C, the A\hoie

being substantially as specified.

71,490.—G. L. INGERSOLL, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Water Heater for ^S'^ores.—November 26, 1867.—The
case is connected to the stove flue, and the caloric

current passes around tlic boilers contained therein.

A liead of water from the hydrant or an elevated cis-

tern is forced into the induction pipe connected to

one of tlie communicating boilers, and passes out
tiirougli tlie other witli the force of the liead upon it.

Tlie eduction pipe may communicate with a bath tub
in an upper cliamber.
Claim.—\ cylindrical boiler or boilers G G, con-

nected to each otlier by pipes H, and provided with
inihiction and eduction pipes I I', when inclosed

within a case F, Avith or without the extension bot-

tom C, in combination with tlie stove A, for the pur-

pose and in the manner substantially as set forth.

71,491.—J. Nelson Jacobs, "Worcester, Mass.— Knife and Scissors Sharpener.-^NovemheT 26,
1867.—The file is secured in the block of wood, and a
piece of soft metal secured over the file to act as a
rest for the edge of the knife, when its side is in con-
tact with a shoulder of the block.
Claim.—Yh-st, the combination of the slots E and

E, the file B, screw D, and plate C, as and for the
purpose specified.

Second, in combination with the above, finishing
the ends of the blocks of wood by covering the same
with flock, emery, or other like fine fibrous or granu-
lar substance, for the purpose specified.

71,492.—James Jenkinson, Brooklyn, N, T.—

•

Apparatus for Applying Clasps to Skirts.—ISo\em-
ber 26, 1867.—The clasps or spangles ai-e placed in a
hopper and pass over inclined feeding plates operat-
ing in combination with oblique guides and slots,

and influenced by the tremulous motion of the ma-
chine to feed the clasps to the passage leading to the
clinching mechanism.
Claim.—First, the combination with a supply box

or hopper A and stationary inclined feed board C of
the preparatory or intermediate feed board or plato
B, made adjustable as regards the incliuation of its

sm-face, Substantially as specified.

Second, the turn-over plate J, in combination vrith
the guide bar I, for operation essentially as and for
the purpose or purposes herein set forth.'

Third, the arrangement of the slot e in the inclined
feed board or plate C, with relation to the divider K,
for action together, as herein set forth.

Fourth, the divider K, hinged at its outward end,
so as to be capable of being raised for the passage of
the dirt or clearance of an imperfect spangle without
removing the gate, substantisily as specified.

71,493.—Joseph John, Massillon, Ohio.—Corn
Planter.—November 26, 1867.—The seed disk is ro-

tated by a bevel wheel meshing into another, which
turns loosely upon a shaft rotated by the ground
wheels. The shaft is connected with the loose wheel
by a clutch. The seed is covered by a roller which
is periodically depressed by the impingement of a
cam upon the upper end of a lever to whiefi it is hung.
Claim.—Fii'St, the arrangement of the shafts E

and F, clittch T, wheels G and H, shaft I, wheel L,
and spout M, in the manner and for the purpose set

forth.

Second, the arrangement of the cam block Q with
the bar P, roller O, and spring a, as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

71,494.—C. F. Johnson, East Saginaw, Mich.—
Manufacture of Salt.—November 26, 1867; ante-
dated November 15, 1867.—The brine is carried in a
narrow trough in the most heated route from the
boiling box in front back through the smoke stack,
and discharges into the rear end of the lower body of
the brine, to cause movement of the latter to the
front, to equalize tlu) tempei-ature.
Claim.—First, constructing a narrow pan or trough

A., or its equivalent, for cari-ying the brine in the
Host heated route from the boiling box B, in front,

back tlirougli the smoke stack C, and eniptyiug it

into the rear end of the unsettled or lower body of
brine D.
Second, making large openings E in the front end

of the crystallizing pan F and on either side of the
Ijoiling box B, to prevent tlie pressure upward and
leakage of the unsettled or lower body of brine on
the crystallizing pan F.

Third, constructing a vat-bottom in tho way and
manner set forth in the drawings.

71,495.—Joseph B. Johnson, Lynn, Mass.—
Shaping the Soles of Boots and 67; oes.—November 26,

1867.—Tlic sole is pressed into form between the mold
and last, the latter berng depressed by a screw.
Claim.—The combination of the mould, the press,

the last, and the elastic bottoming of the latter.

Also, the combination of the presser with the press,

the mold, and the last, and its elastic bottoming, as:

set forth.

71,496.—.!. Dwioht Kellogg, Jr., Northamp-
ton, Mass.—Tube TTcH.-November 26, 1867.—The
tube is slotted for the passage of water, and contains
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at its lower end anothei* tube, which is removable
therefrom, having a bail lor that purpose. This inuer

tube has an upper and under llangc litting to the
pipe, the upper one serving to prevent mud passing
upward, and the lower one serving when the pipe is

I'emovcd to draw forth impurities. This iuner pipe

is slotted and tilled with pebbles, to act as a filter.

Claim.—The removable slotted interior tube C, hav-
ing the bail r and Uangcs e e' adapted to contain the
enclosed filtering substance i i when used in combi-
nation with the well tube A, substantially iu the man-
ner and for the purposes specified.

?! ,407.—"^V. II. X. KiMiJAi.L, Lynn, Mass.—Ifa-
chinc /or Hounding Uji 6'oZev.—November "2(5, 18G7.

—

The p;;ttcrn is attaclied to the top of the blank, and
kept in contact with the guide while the feed rollers

aiT tm-ned. and the blank'is cut to form by the knife
edge beneath.

t'lai^n,—For use, with a pattern and a knife and a
feeding mechanism, such an arrangement of a gauge
for tlie pattern to bear against that the chip cut will

pass beneath the gauge, so as not to obstruct the view
of the operator, tlms enabling him to keep the pattern
always in contact with the' gauge, substantially as
described.

71,498.—Charles L-Kingsley, Meriden, Conn.,
assignor to Ciiaules P.\kker, same place.

—

Bench
Vice.—Xovember 2G, 18G7.—The plnte is secured to
the .sliding jaw, and holds to the outer side of the col-

lar upon the screw, causing the jaw to be drawn out
with the screw.

Claim.—The plate D constructed with the chan-
nels, as described, and arranged upon the projection
C on the jaw B, so as to be adjusted thereon iu the
manner specified.

71,499.—John Kirkmax, Peoria, III.—Process
of Cleaning Cotton iiced.—November 26, 1867.—The
cotton seed is subjected to the action of sulphmic
acid to remove the fiber.

Claim.—The process of cleansing cotton seed by
the action of sulphuric or other acid, either separ-
ately or combineil, substantially as and for the pur-
pose above described.

71,500.—WAunEX J. Nace, Tippecanoe City,
Ohio, assignor to himselfand Geouge L. IIafek, sarue
place.—XJciicc ./or Cleaning Stove Pipes.—November
26, 18G7.—The scraper is attached to a chaiu on each
side. One chain tends to draw it in a vertical posi-
tion toAvard the vertical part of tlie pipe, to discharge
the soot therein. The other chain is coiled upon a
windlass, and is so attached as to place the scraper in
a horizontal position iu its return stroke.

Claim.—The provision in a stove pipe of the crank
rod D, loaded disk F, bail I K, and chains J and L,
the whole being arranged and adapted to operate as
Bet forth.

71,501.—JOHXF. Myers, XoaiiLeas, andWoR-
LEY Leas, Kokomo, Ind.

—

Furnace for Steam Boil-
ers.—^oxcmhcv 26, 1867.—Immediately behind the
fire space is a damper plate, which is operated by racks
and spur wheels, to cut olf tlie caloric current from
the rear of the boiler and flues, the said current then
passing up the side fines directly into the chimney.
Doors in the furnace side admit all- into the space
behind the fire space.

Claim.—First, the combination of the vcrtically-
filiding damper D, cliamber G, and doors G', for the
regulation of the drauglits, said parts beiug an-augcd
substantially as set forth.

Second, the combiriation of the vertical sliding
damper D with tlie pi})es D^, having valves D', when
ar)-anged to control the course of the draught, sub-
stantialh" as set forth.

71,502.—Wallace T. Muxcsp, Branford, Conn.,
assignor to TiiOJiAS Kexxedy. smie place.

—

Attach-
ing Knobs to the Spindles of Door Locks.—Xovember
2(i, 18ti7.—The neck of the" knob has a screw socket
receiving the screw-threaded end of the spindle. A
collar slipping loosely on the rectangular part of the
spindle has a counterpart shoulder to one on the neck.
The shoulder has a cireumiereutial groove receiving
the edges of a slot iu the plate.

Claim.—The combination of the collar d with the
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neck F of the knob, provided each with correspond
ing shoulders, an'anged and combined with the plr.to

G so as to operate to secure the knob, substautiallj
in the manner as herein set fortli.

71,503.—Theodore Mi^'Xger, JanesviUe, Iowa.—Gate.—November 26, 1867.—The gate opens l)y slid-

ing lougitudiually. It is operated by a cord, pulley,
and an adjustable crank shaft.

Claim.—The adjustable pieces e e' e", iu combina-
tion with the gate G, substantially as and for the
purpose shown.

71.504.—Leaxder Mudoe, Springfield, Ohio.—
Bed Bottom.—November 26, 1867.—Explained by the
claim.
Claim.—A bed bottom, constructed with a small

cord G, traversing the space between the side rails,

passing around pidloys 13, attaclied to the latter at
close intervals, and connected at one end to the bed-
stead or to a spring C, and at the other to a tighten-
ing axle D, substantially as described.

71,505.— Edward A. Muckle, Philadelphia,
Va.—Magic Watch Cflsc-November 26, 1867.—The
inner case is secured to the pendant, and may bo
turned 90° wlien the covers are open.
Claim.—First, the inside case E, rotated by the

pendant F. substantially as described.
Second, the pendant F. journaled in the center B,

and having secured to it the rotating inside case E,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

Third, the pusher G, protruding at the side of the
pendant F, above its end, substantially as described
for the purpose specified.

71,506.—DuxcAX MORRTSOX, Portland, Me.—.
Apparatus for Converting Rotary into Reciprocating,
Motion.—November 26, 1867.—The motion of the pen-,

dulnm rock shaft, actuated by a lever, is communi-.
cated to a crank connected to the saw sash.

Claim.—The aiTangement of the several devices;
hereinbefore describecT, to wit, the SAvinging arna a b,,

shaft c, gear d, shaft/, wheel //, gear e, conneqting
rod i, saw frame A-, lever p, bed r, in and upon the-

frame A, to constitute a convenient means ofworking
a wood saw, substantially as specified.

71,507.—GiLrix ]^Ioore, Molino, Jil.—Plow.—.
November 26, 1867.—The movable wedge bolt is in-

serted between the beam and standard, having a slot,

for passage of the holding bolt. The said slot allows
the adjustment of the Avedge bolt to change the side
inclination of the beam.

Claim.—First, a movable wedge bolt, arranged to.

operate as described, for adjusting the beam of a plow
laterally, substantially as set forth.

Second, a cast standard, having a slot, or recess
formed therein to receive the movable Avedge bolt,

and used in combination therewith for adjusting the
beam of a plow, substantially as described.

.

71,50S.—Jajies Moxtgomery, Croton, N. Y.—
Manvfacturing Tubular Bodies.—November 26, 1867.

—Explained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—Tha construction of hollow wrought metal
bodies, by combining with vSegmental or main bars a
intermediate double-headed bars h, and afterwards
welding the same together, substantially as specified.

71,509.—S. Miller and J. S. McClellax, Cham-
paign County, Ohio.—J. -i'juini;.—November 26, 18()7.

—The lower edge of the awning is attached to the
boards, Avhich are secured to tlie side extensors. The
extensors ai"0 made in toggle sections operating a.s

lazy tongs. The upper edge of the aAvning is coiled

on a roller operated bv a cord ; it is held by a paAvl ta

keep the canvas stretched. The spiral spring acts to
keep the arm extended.
Claim.—T\\(i combination of extension aiTns G,

spiral spring II, canvas A, boards K. and cord I, the
whole constructed and operating as described and for

the pm'poscs set forth.

71,510.—Charles H. Miller, Buffalo, N. T.,
assignor to Charles Uarrisox, New York, N. Y.—
Valve for Water CZc^ef.?.-November 26, 1867.—The
valve stem has an adjustable piston screwed thereon
and working loosely in a cylinder ; the latter fills A\ith
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\vator during .the opening of a Talve, and keeps the
same open until the displacement of the water by the
piKtou. The quantity of water is regulated by adjust-

ment of the piston. The cylinder is made reinovable
for repairs.

Claim.—First, the adjustable piston D, in combi-
nation with the valve C and cylinder B, substantially

as described.
Second, the removable cylinder B, arranged in the

body of the faucet, and forming a water chamber
above the piston, for the pui'pose and substantially as

described.

71,511.—GeorgeB. Mershon, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Folding or Lunch I/oa;.—ISTovember 26, 1867.—The
plates composing the ends and sides may be folded
together, or they may form a rectangular box by aid
ofthc corner pintle pins.

Claim.—Tl)e arrangement of the sides A B C D,
and ends E and F, and hinges attached to the sides

D E and F, completed by the pins 1 1, when the box
is in form for use, and the parts E. K, for the purpose
of closing the box, in connection with the pins I I
and the hinging at the ends of the side D, when folded.

7jL,512.—E. M. Mayo, Cincinnati, Ohio.—JLTa-
cMtie for Cutting Thread of Screw Bolts.—November
2(), 1867.—The bolt head enters a rectangular recess

in the longitudinally sliding stock. The dies are se-

cured to jaws pivoted to the tubular spindle of the
head stock. The forward ends ofthejaws are brought
together by toggle levers at their rear ends. The tog-

gle levers are pivoted to a circumferentially-grooved
collar turning with the mandrel, but slid thereon by
a hand lever.

Claim.—The die-holding levers C, pivoted to the
head B, secured to the end of the hollow mandrel A,
.connected by the links D to the sliding collar E and
ithe lever G, all arranged to operate as shown and
^escribed.

71,513.—ElbribgeG-. Matthews, SouthNatick,
Mass., assignor to Frank F. Holbrook, Boston,
Mass.

—

Floio.—November 26, 1867.—The standard
frame jis cast with the landside, and has provision for

.attachment of a separate sole. It has also an up-
wardly and backwardly extending arm for attachment
of the rear part of the beam and the stilts. The sole

Jias a tooth engaging a buttress lug cast upon the bot-

,tom of the frame, to prevent back strain on the at-

.tachiug bolts.

'Claim,—J'jrst, the arrangement of the ann A, its

;flangcs and shelf c, or their equivalents, with the plow
"stamlards S, and its base a, as described.

Second, the arrangement of the tooth / and the but-

tress g with the plow standard and its shoe, as set

forth.

Tliird, the plow standard as made with an arm to
extend back and up from its base, so as to give sup-

port to the two handles and the beam, substantially

as set forth.

Tfl ,514.—John MacDougall, ISTew York, IST. Y.
.

—

Portable Gas Apparatus and Carburetor.—Novem-
ber 26, 1867.—The mouth of tlic tube admitting air to

)the liquid faces downward to prevent the entrance of

liquid. A floating valve is arranged to close the
^moutli of the tube when the liquid rises to that height.

•'J'he air tube has a pipe to conduct away any result of

condensation. A cap at the outer end of the tube
prevents escape of vapor. The air tube, where it

passes tlirough the end of the rotating vessel, is bent
around tiie shaft of said vessel.

_
The end of the ro-

tating vessel ;\vhere tlie power is applied is inclosed
within a ja^cket, and intermediate gear arranged
within the jacket to prevent leakage of vapor, "in-

clined surfaces enable drawing off lieavy oil witliout

stopping the machine. The oil is fed automatically.
Claim.—First, the air tube o-p, arranged arourid

the shaft e at the place wlierc it passes through the
end of tlie rotating vessel, substantially as described.

Second, arranging the mouth of the branch p of
the air ])ipe o-p in such a manner that it opens down-
wards over the surface of the oil, substantially as de-

scribed.
Third, the floating hinged valve q, an'anjjed sub-

stantially as described, under the mouth of the air

pipe o-p.

Fourth , the escape pipe r, for the discharge or escape

of condensed matters from the pipe o-p, substantially
as described.

Fifth, the application of a valve or cover to the outer
end of air pipe o, to close it when the apparatus is not
in operation, so as to prevent the escnpe of vapor,
substantially as specified.

Sixth, enclosing the geared end of shaft e within a
jacket, and setting the shaft of a gear that drives said
shaft in the upper part of the jacket, so as to prevent
the oil from leaking at the end of shaft c, substantially
as shown.
Seventh, the inclined double bottoms 6, in the oil-

containing vessels h j, or cither of them, substantially
as and for the purpose described.
Eighth, the U-shaped pipe n, leading from the sup-

ply tank j, and terminating in the outer apartment
in, substantially as described.
Ninth, the air-conducting tube I, loading from the

air space of tank j, and terminating in the outer
apartment z, when its lower end is cut' off at an angle,
substantially as and for the purpose described.
Tenth, the arrangement of the inverted conical

valve X in the pipe t, in such a manner that its base
closes the valve opening of said pipe, and its narrow
end operates to guide the valve and keep it straight
in its movements, substantially as shown.
Eleventh, the connection of the top of the receiv-

ing vessel t with the valve a; by means cf the rigid arm
y, whereby the valve is moved back and forth by posi-
tive force, -substantially as set forth.

71,515.—Shederick J. Lowe, Quincy, 111.—
Lamp for Kindling Fires.—November 26,' 18()7.

—

The wick tube is bent in ogee form, and is extensible
and retractible within its curved case.
Claim.—First, a lamp i^rovided with a traversing

adjustable wick tube that maybe moved or slid in and
out when required.
Second, making the traversing adjustable wick tube

of a lamp curved, substantially as described for the
purposes set forth.

Third, in combination with the oU vessel, the case
C for holding and guiding the wick tube, substantially
as described.
Fomth, in combination with the traversing wicfe

tube, the liinged slotted plate L and ring K for hold
ing the wi^k tube, as described.

Fifth, in combination with the oil vessel, the shield
or guard plate Q, arranged in front to keep the heat
of the fire kindled from heating the oil vessel.

Sixth, the partition in the oil vessel to hold the oil

back when the lamp is tipped, and to pi'event it from
rnnning to the wick so freely as it would do if there
were no partition.

71,516.—Wm. B. Lodge and Hiram Platner,
Danbmy, Coiiri.—Felting Machine.—Is oxcmher 26,
1867.—The bats are placed in the pockets formed by
the aprons which are attached to the end of the re-
ciprocating boards, and passing over the table are
wound on the take-up rollers beneath the table. The
boards arc connected to the upper ends of levers os-

cillated by connection to an eccentric. The treadles
are connected by cords and walking beams to the
boards, and pressure on the treadles raises the boards
to free the bats.
OZaim.—First, the combination of the boards D and

E, one or both having a reciprocating motion, as de-
scribed, with an apron or pocket G for holding tho
goods to ])e felted, arranged and operating substan-
tially as specified.

Second, tho combination with the felting boards
D and E and apron G of the take-up or adjusting
rollers d to the latter, substantially as specified.

Third, in combination with the"feltiug boards and
aprons G, the treadles h, for effecting the delivery of
the goods from the bath, essentially as described.

71,517.—Egbert Z. Liddle, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Hot-air i^wrnac^.—November 26, 1867,—Explained
by the claims and illustration.

,

' Claim.—First, the combination with tlie main l)ody
of a furnace, constructed substantially' as described,
of a single or double feeder, substantially as and for

tlic purpose set forth.

Second, extending the conducting pipes or chan-
nels III, or their equivalents, for supplying the dou-
ble feeder with air through the walls «r casing which
encloses -the furnace and into the cold airspace be-
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yond said walls or casing, so as to supply said feeder
"with cold air, substantially as hereinabove set forth.

Third, the combination,' in an air-hearing luruace
containing u single or double feeder, of the annular
flue or riiig li with short pipes or connections C, con-
necting the smoke chamber with said ring, said short
pipes or connections and ring being surrounded by
air passages, substantially as described.
rourth, the combisatiou. in au air-heating furnace

,^coutainiug a single or double feeder, of the sliding

clamper 14 witli tlic annular flue or ring li. and short
pipes or connections C, substantially as described.

IMftii, closing or reducing the size of the openings
through one or'more of the short pipes or connections
C in an aii"-heating furnace containing a single or
double feeder to equalizo the draught from the com-
bustion chamber, and to shut off direct communica-
tion from the combustion chamber to the exit pipe,

substantially as described.

71,518.—CiiAULES C. Lloyd, Pliiladelphia, Pa.,
assignor to Ajieiucan Mkter Comi'anv, New York,
Philadelphia, and Boston.

—

Dry Has Meter.—Novem-
ber 2(), 18G7.—Explained by tlie claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, making the flag statfC and its hor-
izontal arm c' in one piece, by beikling it as described
and set forth for the purpose specified.

Second, connecting the flag D to the bellows disk
E by means of a hinge joint, consisting of the verti-

cal stem/' and the l)rackets./'" anil^'", when the said
parts (/'/"/'") «i"c constructed and connected to-

gether in the manner described and shown, for the
purposes specified.

TJiird, maintaining the requisite parallelism be-
tween the bellows disk E and the partition a', during
the motions of the former, by means of the coupling-
arrangement G- G' G" combined therewith, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

71.519.—Wm. Lindon, New Haven, Conn.—
Clock.—November 26, 18ti7.—The clock has au at-

tachment by which the quarter liours are struck, and
the power to cause the striking is induced by the op-
eration of the clock movement.

Claim.—The arrangement of the cam S, combined
with the bar H and the hammer I, so as to operate
iu the manner substantially as set forth.

71,520.—Jacob LEMLEV,.Jr., Newtown, Va.,
assignor to himself, I. W. Yeakell, and C. O. Kuxe,
same place.

—

Measuring and Layinj Out Garments.
—November 2t), 181)7.—Angles of direction are indi-
cated on a stationary former, and graduated scales
used therewith, for formation of gai'meuts agTceiug
iu form but varying iu size.

Claim.—The couil)ination of th.c formers, on which
are indicated a single taljle of measurements, with a
series of graduated scales, said scales being entirely
independent of each other and of the former, but so
arranged as to be susceptible of being readily attached
to and detached from the former, substantially as de-
scribed.

71,531.—Ezra E. Lake, Bridgeport, N. J.—
Kail Plate Feeder.—November 26, ]8t)7.—The plates
are placed upon the pulleys, and furnished one by
one to the feed rolls by which they arc forwarded to
the feed point. The bari'el has rotary motion by
gearing, longitudinal motion by a cam groove, anil

oscillating movement by the transverse reciprocation
of tlie plate at its forAvard end.

Claim.—J'irst.the barrel C, constructed substan-
tially as described, in combination with the devices
herein described, or their eciuivrdents, for imparting
to the said barrel a combined rotary, longitudinal,
and vibratory motion, for tlic purpose specified.

Second, tiie above, iu combination Avith the vibrat-
ng plate B, swinging frames b and /, and rings c and
e, for vibratiug the barrel C, as descrilied.

Third, the casing E. constructed substantially ns
described, turning iu tiic hinges j and j', and ar-

ranged on plate I) to slide on the vibrating plate
B, in the manner and for tlie purpose specified.

Fourth, the casing F, combined and operating in
conjunction with ban-el C, as specified.

Fifth, the bo:f G, adapted to an opening in the cas-
ing F, and arranged to slide in the same, substan-
tially in the manner described.

Sixth, the above, in combination with the spring n
and its flap n' for holding and guiding the plates x.

Seventh, the combination of the pulleys 2^ ii"d p',

the band q, its jirojections q' and the spring w, tlio

whole being constructed, arranged, and operated
substantially as described, for propelling, holding,
and guiding the nail plates.

Eighth, the rollers v v' and the springs y ?/' and y^,

within the passage z, combined and arranged as and
for the purpose spccilied.

Ninth, the lugs to of the spindle r', combined with
the adjustable sleeve t and sin-ing t'.

71,522.—J. A. Leibey, Davenport, Towa.

—

Horse
Poz^<?r.—November 2(i, 18()7.—Explained by the claim.

Claim.—Constructing horse powers with a single
driving shaft /, extending under the master wheel,
out at each side, and provided Avith a coupling at its

opposite ends, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

71,523.-^11. Leigiiton, "Wyandott, Mich.—
Fagot for Railroad Rails.—NoA'cinber 26, 1867.—The
loAver iron bar of the pile has a longitudinal, V-
shaped i-ecess, which is filled in Avith steel. In roil-

ing the steel is spread over the top of the rail.

Claim.—The V-shaped socket A and tlie V-shaped
block C, on the pile of flats B, substantially as and
for the purposes specified.

71,524.—Harrison Ogborx, Hichmoud, Ind.—
Stove-pipe Damjyer.-^'is oxomhor 26, 1867.— BetAvcen
two of tlie plates of a three-phito stove-pipe damper
a fourth sliding plate is placed iu such a maimer that
the pipe may be closed or opened to the required ex-
tent for the passage of the caloric current.

Claim.—First, the plate F provided with end
pieces/ sliding in the slots c' and d'^, substantially as
described.
Second, the f^ots c' in the cross-plates C, substan-

tially as and for the purposes described.
Third, the slots d'^ ia the parts rf' of the bearings

D D', substantially as and for the purposes described.

Fourth, the combination of the plate F provided
Avith end pieces /. the cross-plates C provided with
slots c' and bearings D D', tlie parts d^ of which have
slots d^, substantially as and for the purposes de-

scribed.
Fifth, the combination of the cone-shaped plates

B and B^, circular plate B', provided Avitti au opening
b, sliding plate F, with end pieces/, cross-plates c c',

the" latter provided with slots c' and bearings D D',

with grooves c, and consisting of parts d d\ the latter

having slots d% substantially as and for the purposes
described.

71,525.—Jacob D. C. Outavater, Newark, N.
J.

—

Combined Cultivator and Potato Bigger.—No-
vember 26, 1867.—The digger is converted into a
cultivator by attachment ot" cultivator shares to the
outer sides of the landsides.
Claim.—Fh-at, casting the shoe with a slotted

cylinder, or its equivalent, on its luider surface, sub-

stantially as descrilicd and for the purposes settbrth.

Seco^nd, the cylinder cast on the under surface of

the shoe, iu combination Avith the tines K K and rod
c, when the same are constructed, arranged, and
operated substautiallv as descrilied.

Third, operating tlie tines K K by means of a shaft

G, having pins d d, said pins being constructed Avith

or without slotted or bevelled hea^ds, when the same
are an-anged substantially as described.

"Fourth,"'the shaft F constructed with pins d d,

when said pins are so arranged as to work lietAvccn

the tines K K, substantially as described and for the
purpose set forth.

Fifth, the main shaft E having one or more ground
or driving wheels attached, one of said Avheels being
furnished with cogs, substantially as described and
for the purpose scf forth.

Sixth, constructing a potato digger with landsides

C C, substantially as described and for the purpose
set forth.

Seventh, the brace rod or cutter P, when the same
is arranged substantially as described and for the

purposes set forth.

Eighth, the diagonal brace rod S, AA'hcn the same
is constructed and arranged sulistantially as ue-

scrfoed and for the purposes set forth.
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]S"iutli, the slotted brace bar D arranged between
the lauclsiaes C C, when the same is constructed and
anriugcd substantially as described.
Tenth, securing the beam above the landsidcs C C

by means of the'braces M M, Avhen the same are

combined and arranged substantially as described.
Eleventh, securing the cultivator shares h h to the

lantlsides C C, "when the same are constructed and
arranged substantially as described, and lor the pui--

pose set forth.

71,526.—H. A. S. Park and J. H. Van Pelt,
Cumberlantl, Md.

—

Washing Covipouiid.—Kovember
2b. 1867.—Composed of bicarbonate of soda and hy-
posulphite of soda in equal parts.
Claim.—Firht, a " detergent compound," of which

the hyposulphite or hyposnlphate of scda is an in-

gredient.
Second, the combination of the hyposulphite or

lyposulphate of soda with the bicarbonate of soda in

equal quantities, so as to form a detergent compound,
substantially as and for the puipose specified.

71,527.—Charles H. Parshall, Detroit, Mich.—Anti-friction Journal for Car Wheels, d-c.—No-
vember 26,1867.—The axle is supported in anti-fric-

tion bearings, and has one wheel supported in the
same manner upon it.

Claim.—In combination with the pedestals and
axle of a railioad car two anti-lriction bearings, con-
structed substantially as set forth, and also a tight
and a loose -wheel, the latter turning upon a simiiur
bearing, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

71,528.-Charles E. Patric and Lyman Eick-
FOUU, Macedon, N. Y.— Grain Drill.—November '26,

1867.—The distributors have two segmental passages
varying in size, and the grain can be determined to
eiliier passage by a slide within the hopper. These
passages are separated by a rotating wheel Avhich
has radial ribs carrying- forward the grain to the dis-

chaige opening in" the side. The drill spouts are
raised by chains, a rock-roller and lever.

Clai'in.—I'irst, the distributors provided with the
enlarged seed runs or passages, having the contracted
throat or gauge formed therein, for the purpose set

forth.

Second, the concave depression or sink formed in
the distributor shell above tiic discharge outlet or
opening, for the purpose set forth.

Third, the upper tianges of tlie distributor shell or
casings, formed or castwith the slots or notches j^,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the manner of forming the axis or bearings
of the distributor wheel, by means of annular flanges
and grooves formed in tlie adjacent faces of the
casings and wheel, substantially as described.

I'ifth, the vertical distributors, provided with a
douljle feed and operated by means of a square shaft
or its equivalent, in combination with a slide hopper
bottom for adjusting or regulating the feed, as set

loith.

Sixth, the "wind guard'' P in combination with
the vertical distributors, applied and operating sub-
stantially as described.

Seventh, the lilting bar L secured in the described
relation to, and in combination Avith, the angle irons
M, substantially as and for tlie purpose set forth.

Eightii, the angle irons M to which the lifting bar
is attached, provided Avith the horizontal flanges or
6tops m^, substantially as and for the pm-pose set

fortli.

Ninth, the combination of lifting bar L, angle irons
M, and lifting lever N, arranged and operating as
described, with the drill tubes, iu the manner ancl for

tlie jiurpose set forth.

Teiitii, tlie employment of the short stationary
axles C uttfiched to tlie outer frame bars and to tlie

sl'.orl inner ties or bars A^, in the manner and for the
pui'i)ose set forth.

7 1 ,520.—.Toiix R. Paul, Philadelphia, Ta.—Ap-
paratus for Sponging Cloth.—Novemiier 26, 1B67.

—

Tiie cloth is sponged by steam applied through a per-

forated adjustable horizontal cylinder arouud which
it is rolled.

C'ia(/;i.—The adjustable perforated horizontal cyl-

ihilcr 1) E, constructed, lu-raugcd, and operating as
above described.

71,530.—Henry Pennie, New York, N. T.—
Ice Back for liejrigerators.—November £6, 1867.

—

The gutters of the removable rack have cross cleats
to arrest sedimentary impurities.

Claim.—The use of the cross cleats B, for the pur-
pose specified, in a corrugated metallic ice rack, sub-
stantially as described.

71,531.-0. H. Perry, Cincinnati. Ohio.—Mold-
^ffhg Machine.—November 26, 1867.—The stuff is sub-
jected to the simultaneous action of the saw and
cutter.

Claim.—The cutter head C, adjustable giiides L\
and K, slotted table A', and saw M, when arranged
in relation to each other and operating substantially
as and for the purpose descMbed.

71,532.—John Prentice and Wii. P. TVuterich,
New Tork, N. Y., assignors to John Prentice.—
Cigar Machine.—is^ovember 26, 1867.—Improvement
on the patent of John Prentice, September 6, 1864.
The improvement is in the means of giving pressure
on the tilling or separating the rollers for removing
the cigar: for removing surplus tabacco from the
ends of the filling, and for giving end motion to one
of the rollers to cause the wrapper to be pressed upon
the tip of the cigar as it rotates within a mold.
C7aim.—Eirst, the shaft o with the cranks 4 and

links 5 to the boxes 2 of the shaft n for drawing back
the roller m, as set forth.

Second, the roller p mounted on arms p' from the
shaft 0, iu combination with the rollers d e and m, as
and for the purposes set forth.

Third, the roller w, in combination with a mold
for forming the tip, substantially as specified.

Foin'th, the arrangement of the gears s t and r. in
combination with the worm q, shaft V, and ratchet
wheel .s', as set forth.

Eifth, the ratchet wheel s' and its pawl 8, con-
structed as set forth, in combination with the gearing
s t and r and rollers d e and p, as set forth.

Sixth, the moving section 11 and tip mold or die
fitted and operating substantially as and for the pm'-
poses set forth.

71,533.—Enoch Pkimm, Petersburg, Til.—Cider
Press.—November 26, 1867.—The foUoAver is at the
bottom of a sliding frame whose head block has a series

of sheaves around Avhich, and a series ofsheaves in the
main frame, the compressing rope is coiled. The rope
is operated by a windlass. The folloAver is raised by
a similar device of a smaller power.
Claim.—The combination of pulley wheels C and

D, G- and II, arranged as set forth, in combination
Avith sliding frame A, fixed frame B, gear wheels E
and 0, drum K, crank I, spring N, spring catch P,
and ropes E I, all arranged in manner and for the
purposes substantially as described.

71,534.—Eeinhard Schade, New York, N. Y.—
Door Lock.—November 26, 1867.—Several tumblers
have each three slots and a passage Avay from one
slot to the other, and each have ditfereiitiy formed
loAver edges. The lug of a bolt works in the slots.

The tumblers are kept in position by springs. A
double bit key is used.

Claim..—The combination of the tumblers D, each
provided with three slots def and passage Avay g h,

double bit key C, bolt B a, lug c, and springs E, or
equivalents therefor, the whole arranged and operat-

ing substantially as and for the purpose herein speci-

fied.

71,535.—C. PURPY, Bedford, Ohio.—Loose Pul-
ley Box.—November 26, 1867.—A cylinder is placed

iu the hub of the wheel and has an inside annular

groove near each end to catch the drip ; from these

grooves the oil passes through holes to tlie annular

oil chamber siuTOunding the cylinder, and from the

oil chamber it passes through other holes to the

journals.
Claim.—The cylinder B provided with annular

grooves h h and openings e e, Avhich lead into the

chamber I, constructed"' as described, and having
wicking a a, the Avhole constructed and operating in

the manner and for the purposes destti-ibed.

71,536.—Thomas H. Quick, New York, N. Y.—
Purifying Bone UZacA:.—November 26, 1867.—Im-
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provemcnt on his patent May 15, 1866. The coal falls

li-oni one to the other of the spirally placed spouts
iiround the side of the cylinder so as to avoid cross-

ing the main current of the blast.

Claim.—First, the flue B provided with separate
shelves or spouts c arranged spirally round the inte-

rior tliereof for operation' in couneedon with a suita-

ble feed or distfl'ibutor and escape or dust pipe, sub-

stantially as specified.

Second, tlic combination of the «^ap D having chan-
nel ways b with the shelves c of the flue B arranged

i

relatively to each other for operating together, as

herein set forth.

71.537.—Tobias Eoyer, Lancaster, Pa.

—

Bur-
glar Alarm.—Novembei" 2(), 1867.—The alarm cords
are connected to levers, by which fingers are moved
to indicate the part of the'building where eutrauceis
attempted.

Claim.—First, the arrangement and combination
of the hook lever J, cross lever E, and notched stop
wheel 1, in the manner and for the purpose specifiecl.

Second, in combination with the levers J K, also
the short levers or arms 1'. 2', 3', 4', &c., connected
with the covering plates I, II, III, IV, &c., together
with the combined cords or wires 1' r 2' r 3' r 4' r,

&c., arranged in the manner and for the purpose set
forth.

Third, the combined segment-rubber L, with its

attached pulley K, provided with an arm "W and
weighted strap k k', in combination with the spring
qaw match holder X n Q and bent wire P, arranged
in the raanncr and for the purpose described.
Fourth, the combined arrangement of the hook

lever J, notched wheel I, double ratchet wheel G F,
with its spring pawl, hammer and bell connection,
all an'anged and operated substantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose specified.

71,538.—Edwin Eussell, Naugatuck, Conn.—
Lavjp CJmywcy Fastening.—November 26, 1867.

—

The chimney foot has a circumferential groove, which
is engaged by a fixed and sliding hook to retain the
foot in its step socket.

Claim.—First, the annular groove a, formed upon
or attached to the base of the chimney, substantially
as descri bed.
Second, the rotating hook », constructed and

ari'anged to operate so as to secure the chimney to
the lamp top, substantially as described.

71,539.—Jacob Eupselu Brooklyn, IST. T.,
assignor to himself and Samuel Moffatt, Albany,
X. y.—Husking Machine.—IJfovember 26, 1867.-^
As the stalks are fed between the feed rollers, the
cutters on the lower roller sever the ear from the
stalk. The ear is turned into a longitudinal direction
by the grooves of the slide, and the ribs of the rotat-
ing rolls strip the husks from the ear.
Claim.—First, the hollow metallic roller frame m,

formed with a gear wheel c' and recessed for the re-
ception of the filling, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.
Second, the elastic filling r, in combination with

the roller frame, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

Third, the scraper or scrapers A', arranged above
and in relation to a pair or pairs of husking rolls B,
constructed substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

Fourth, the combination of the guide c, having
spurs or extensions c', with the husking rolls B, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose si)ecified.

Fiflli, the elastic ejecting roll C*, arranged trans-
versely above and in combination with the husking
rolls B, substantially as and for the purpose specifiecL

71,540.—M. M. EUTT and A. B. Baer, East
Hempfield. Pa.

—

Corn and Seed Planter.—Novem-
ber 26, 1867.—The hopper has three compartments.
An oscillating disk at its bottom acts to diop alter-
nately corn, and corn and pumpkins, or some other
seed.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of an oscillating
disk C, with its exscrted ears and arms a. operating
in a hopper provided with several compartments, in
the manner and for the purpose specified.

Second, in combination with the disk C and its
arm a, the connecting rod L, with the arm or rod

M, actuated by the grooved cam H, all arranged and
operating substantially in the manner specified, the
use of the spouts K and appliances shown and speci-
fied.

71,541.—Edgau F. Shaw, Boston, Mass.—
Temple for ioowjs.—November 26, 1867.—Explained
by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, a temple, consisting of two taper-
ing rolls, arranged relatively to each other and to the
web, substantially as herein shown and described. •

Second, the combination of the taper rolls D D
with the bar or beam of the temple, constructed in
two parts, for support and adjustment of the rolls,

or one of them, relatively to the other, essentially as
specified.

Third, the combination of the taper rolls D I),

arms or brackets C C, tem]ile beam, made up of a
stationary part A and movable portion B, hinged as
at a and made capable of adjustment or separation,
as a loose jaw, by means of a screw E, or its equiva-
lent, substantially as and for the purposes herein set

forth.

71,542.—Jacob Shoemaker, Oakland, Pa.—
Valve for Steam Engines.—l^ioYCuibiir 26, 1867.—The
induction and exliaust pipes arc in a direct line, and
communicate witii cylindrical valves, by whose oscil-

lation the steam is directed.
Claim.—The arrangement of the induction pipe B

and the eduction pipe F with reference totbo valve
seat C, valve D and ports E, when constructed sub-
stantially in the manner set forth.

71,543.—Thomas Sillimax, Three Eivors, Mich.—Animal Traj).—November 26, 1867.—The door is

pivoted at its midlength and is so connected as to give
a half turn when an animal is mounted upon it.

Claim.—First, the combination with the revolving
table of the bait lever, the holding spring D, and the
friction roller F, when all these pai'ts are coustrucled
and arranged as described for joint operation.
Second, the combination of the table, the bait lever,

and the holding spring with flic balanced stop lever
C, constructed, arranged, and operating as described.
Third, the combination of the revolving table, the bait

lever, the holding spring, nnd the balanced stop lever
with the box A, the passage G, the swinging door h,

the cage H, and the tipping floor K, when all these
parts are constructed and ai'rauged as described for

joint operation.

71,544.—Amor Smith, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Jlfi-
clmie for Cutting and Grinding Animal Matter.—
November 26, 1867.—The circumferential angular-
faced ribs interlock, and have corners upon the ribs

to draw the matter between them as they rotate
toward each other at the top. They are intended to
grind animal matter for fertilizing purposes.
Claim.—First, the combination of two metallic

rollers with interlocking ribs square upon their edges,
arranged for use substantially in the manner and lor

the purpose set forth.

Second, the mode of feeding the animal matter to
the shearing rib, by means of notches B'^ on the per-

iphery of the ribs, substantially as set forth.

71,545.—Amor Smith, Cincinnati, Ohio.—C»/-
tirig Machinefor Reducing Cracklings, dx.—Novem-
ber 26, 1867.—The mass is forwarded by a sliding
block which is attached to ropes Avhose ends are
v\ ound around a windlass. The matter is brought iu
contact with the disk which has volute series of cutter
projections.
Claim.—The combination of the wheel A, with

cutters C, box B, and compressing head F, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

71,546 T. S. Smith, New Haven, Conn.— Ball
Caster.—November 26, 1867.—Explained by the claim
and illustration.

Claim.—The seat A, constructed with a recess B,
so as to form an angular recess, said recess forming
a single bearing ])oint on the top, and two driving
point^ a near the top of the ball, as set forth.

71,547.— Wm. M. Stevekson, Sharon, Pa.—
Steam, Cut-off F«a-e.—November 26, 1567.—The cyl-

indrical valve is oscillated and the rectangular valve
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reciprocated by eceeutric rods. The steam is injected
tbrougli the body of the valve and exhausted betAveeu
it autt the sides of the valve chest when a rectan-
gular valve is used.

Utaim.—The arrangement of the valve boxes A
and B, boxes C C, and the eccentrics m and &', with
theii' rods t and h, the whole constructed and operat-
ing as herein specified.

yi,54S.--J0SErH B. Stockton, Edmonton, Ky.—Tubacco Pipe.—jSTovember 26, 1867.—The pipe has a
j)eudent stem running down loosly into a sleeve. The
annular space between the stem and sleeve gives
passage to the smoke and communicates with the
mouth piece.

Claim.—A smoking pipe, constructed, arranged,
and operated in the manner as shown and described
and for the purpose set forth.

71,549.—HaruietE. Taylor, Saratoga Springs,
K". Y., executrix of the estate of Theodore H. Tay-
lor, deceased.

—

Medicine.—November 26, 1867.—For
treatment of liver complaint and as an ordinary ca-

thai'tic. Composed ofpowdered podophyllin, 10 parts;
socotrine aloes, 24 parts

;
powdered colocyuth, 12 parts;

Jamaica ginger, 6 parts ; cayenne pepper, 1 part; and
powdered gum-gamboge, 6 parts.

Claim.—The pills composed of the ingredients
herein set foryh, in about the proportions specified.

71,530.—Virgil C. Taylor, Des Moines, Iowa.—Music Staff.—iNoveraber 26, 1867.—The key note is

indicated to the eye by making the line on which it

falls lighter ; or if it falls on a space, by making the
space wider or narrower.

Claim.—The method of indicating the key note in
music, substantially as set forth,

71,551.—Simeon Terry, Boscawen, N". H.—
Corn Skeller.—November 26, 1867.—The horizontal
serrated cylinder is adjustable in distance from the
serrated concave, whicft is made in sections hinged at
3iidlength to their backing. The concave is adjust-

able by set screws.
Claim.—In combination with boxA as constructed,

the adjustable apron block B, (by the screws E E,)
the apron B', with its metal staves a', secured upon
the raised point e, arranged and operating with the
cylinder C, in the manner and for the pui'poses set
forth.

71,552.—Edward Thompson, Hokah, Minn.—
Dumping Car.—Noveinber 26, 1867.—A device sim-
ilar to a snow plow is di-awn along the top of a train

of dirt cars.

Claim.—Eirst, the method of unloading cars, sub-
stantially as described.
Second, the use of a scraper, substantially such as

described, when arranged to operate in connection
with railway cars, for the purpose of removing there-

from the gravel, earth, sand, or similar material with
which they may be loaded, substantially as herein set

forth.

71,553.—Edward Thompson, Hokah, Minn.—
Apparatus for Constructing Railroads.—November
26, 1867.—Tlic scrapers are operated by anchored
blocks and lines which arc drawn by a steam engine
arranged to run on a railway track. The scrapers
are attached together, making the line continuous, so
that the forward movement of one scraper causes the
return of tlie other.

Claim.—First, operating the scapers by means of
lines and blocks, substantially as described, for the
pui'pose of moving earth, gravel, and similar mate-
rial, as described.

Second, the platform, constructed and arranged to
operate in connection with scrapers, as and for the
purposes set forth.

7 J,554.—Louis F. Van De Wiele, Brooklyn,
N. Y.

—

Clami) Strapfor School Books.—November 26,

1867.—The strap has sliding angle pieces which pro-
tect the edges of tije books from the strap.

Claim.— Jiho adjustable angular plates B, in com-
bination with tlie strap A, substantially as and for

tlie purpose specified.

71,555.—Uriah B. Waddle, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Feather lienovator.—NoYemhev 26, 1867.—TJie featli-
ers are placed in the fixed cylinder and thrown up by
the rotating stirrer. Steam is admitted through the
pipes, and the condensed steam and dirt fiow off
tiirough the conductors which are arranged along
the bottom of the case.

Claim.—First, the drying pipes I, arranged within
a stationary cylinder or case A, in combination with
the arms 1) and shaft C, when operated in the man-
ner as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the steam pipes K L, conductor P, pro-
vided with a screen Q, as arranged in combination
with the case A, for the purpose and in the manner
as set forth.

71,556.—Moses P. Walton, Marlboro'. Ohio.—
Washing ^ac/iine.—November 26, 1867.—The beater
has radial arms with pendent pins, and is oscillated
by connection of an arm on its vertical shaft with a
crank shorter than the arm.
Claim.—The shaft I, with crank H and fly wheel

J, and the connecting rod F, when used in connection
with the crank D on shaft C of beater G-, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose herein spe-
cified.

71,557.—Stephen B. Ward, Auburn, Ind.—
Seeding ^acMnc—November 26, 1867.—The plow
standards are hinged so that the plows can be turned
up from the ground. The fore ends of the harrows
are connected to the plows and their rear ends sup-
ported on links, so that the harrows are raised with
the plows. The seed slides are operated by cam pro-
jections on the tread of the supporting wheels. The
cam projections act as markers for the hills.

Claim.—First, the combination of the seed slideK
with roller L and the wheel A, the latter being con-
structed with spurs to perform the double function
of actuating the seeding mechanism and marking
hills, substantially as set forth.

Second, the combination of the wheel A with spurs
A' and scrapers C, arranged as set forth.

Third, the combination of the seeding mechanism
and the adjnstable plows, harrows, and covering
flanges, substantially as set forth.

Fourth, the combination and arrangement of the
harrows G-'", straps G" and hinged standards F, and
lever F", ari'anged to operate substantially as set
forth.

71,558.-W. H. Ward, Auburn, N. Y.—Rail-
way Car Apron, or Duster and Bridge.—November
26, 1867.—The bridge is laid from platform to plat-

form of coupled cars and has cross-bars to engage
the supports of the hand rail.

Claim:—First, the adjustable apron or duster,
when constructed and arranged as and for the pur-
poses herein set forth.

Second, the combination of said duster or apron
with the bridge or crossing B, in the manner and for
the purpose herein described.

71,559.—W. Y. Warner, Wilmington, Del.—
Car Coupling.—November 26, 1867.—Explained by
the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The link F, balanced or nearly balanced
by the chain 6, or its equivalent, and arranged to
slide on the coupling bolt E, all substantially as set
forth.

71,560.—George Watt, Eichmond, Ya.—Plow.
—November 26, 1867.—The standard is curved at the
throat to cast aside trash. The ground bar has a
staple passing through a slot in the staud!>rd thereto.

The upper sicle of the mold board has an extension
jjicce.

Claim.—First, a plow frame or casting A, having a
neck or breast «, constructed substantially as herein
described, and serving to prevent the accumulation
of trash, &c., between the cutting edge and the beam.
Second, the brace rod J, rcflcxcd at both ends, as

described, and employed in conjunction with the sta-

ples j' 6' and key 6'^ to connect the frame A and mold
board B, substantially as sot forth.

Third, the combination, with the slide or landside
bar D, of the hook-shiipinl projection d, staple ri', key
cJ^, and notches a^, for adjustably securing said slide

to the frame A, as set forth.
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Fourth, the combination Avith the frame or casting
A of the handles G- G, when attached by the bolts

g g', snbstantially as described.
Fifth, the removable extension piece F, applied

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

71,561.-Charles A. Way, Charlestovrn, X. II.—
Velocipede.—Xovember'25, 18G7.—The ground wheels
are attached to crank shafts opci'oted by hand. The
steering is performed by an oscillatab>j treadle con-

nected by crossed ropes' to the steering wheel at the
rear.

Claim.—First, the aiTangement of the cranks d
and short axles c with reference to each other and
•with the seat e, side rails b, and supporting wheels B,
substantially as and for the purpose specihcd.

Second, the cords s, crossing each other, and ar-

ranged to operate the guiding caster g, substantially
as and for the purpose specihed.

Third, the center rails a, arranged with their for-

ward portions lower than the corresponding parts of
the side rails 6, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

Fourth, the aiTaugemcnt of the braces/, in relation
with the side rails b and center rails a, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

71,562.—Charles A. Way, Charlestown, I^. H.— Velocipede.—i\o\Qmhcr 26, 1867.—The two motive
wheels arc turned by liand and the steering wheel at
the rear is cbnncctell by cords to a lever operated bv
the feet.

Claim.—Fii-st. the two driving wheels, furnished
with the crank wrists or handles arranged in relation
with the main frame and seat, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

Second, the lever r, bar rn, and cords /, arranged
in relation with each other and with the arms e of the
arbor of the castor wheel, substantially as and for
the purpose specified,

71,503.—John Werntz, Eourbon, InH.—Spring
Scat for Carriages.—November 26, ]867.—The seat
has diagonal springs, which may be of wood, and are
secured by cross-bars at their' intersections. The
ends of the springs have some play in their attach-
ment to the seat and the side pieces* by whose hooks
the seat is secured to the sides of the box.
C7aim.—First, the Bprings B C, in combination

with the blocks D, cross-bars E E, and bolt e, as and
for the purpose explained.

Second, the springs B C, blocks T), cross-bars E E,
and bolt e, in combination Avith seat A and sockets
c, in the manner and for the purpose described.

Third, the springs C, with piece c, in combination
with cross-piece F, with socket/, step/', and bar/",
substantially as described.

Fourth, the springs B C, blocks D, cross-bars E E.
bolt e, seat A, sockets a, cross-pieces F F, and hooks
G, when combined and ai-ranged substantially as set
forth.

71,564.—Merrett L. Wood, Ithaca, IST. T., as-

signor to himself, Samuel Porter, and L. M. Mon-
roe.—'Telegraph Inaulator.—November 26, 1667.

—

The wooden post has a cylindrical end to enter the
iron cap and is secured therein by a wedge, which is

forced into the wood by its insertion into the cap.
The cap has an inverted frusto-conical top and a flar-

ing base, which serves to conduct I'ain from the por-
tion of tiic post, having a shoulder with an annular'
groove on its top to contain pai'afiine.

Claim.—In combination with the conical-shaped
iron insulator A, the wedge H, inserted iJi the top of
the standard or support, in the manner and for the
jiurpose as set forth.

Also, the grooveN around the standard F, for hold-
ing parafline or other suitable material, for the pur-

pose set forth.

71,565.—D. B. WooDWORTH, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Manufacture of Teapots.—November 26, 1867.

—

The rcfractoiy base is attached to the depression in

the bottom of' the fusible vessel, so that a small quan
tity of liquid in the latter will prevent melting of the
solder.

Claim.—A fusible metal pot-body A, having the
shallow pit or depression B, and an annular foot 1)

of non-fusible metal, brazed or soldered within the

receding angle C of the pit, at or near the plane of
the latter, and wholly external to said body, as and
ibr the purpose set forth.

JL 71,566.—J. B. Alexander, Washington. D. C.
\y-Lamp.—December 3, 1867.—Improvement on his

patent, April 23, 1867. The wick is held in a plate

with turned edges and moved in the wick tulje by
beveled friction collars attached to a single axle ajtd

acting from one side.

Claim.—The single plate A, with the turned edges
C and C, and the bent stop-piece D, in combination
with the wick tube B, the notches E and E', tlie bev-
eled friction collars (> and G', the axle F, the spring
S and S' and the burner I, substantially as described
and for the purpose set fortli.

Also, the notches E and E' in the edges of the wick
tube B, substantially as described and for the purpose
set forth.

Also, the beveled friction-collars G and G', in com-
bination with the axle F. the plate A, the wick-tube
B, the spring S S', the notches E and E', and the slots

K and K', w-hcn arranged togethei- and with rcgai-d

to the adjustment of wicks in oil-burning lamps.
^

71,567.—A. E. Barnard, Akron, Ohio.—Diefor
Swaging and Forming Bunter jS/tapes.—December 3,

1867.—The swages have the proper angles and curves
for shaping the iron and arc made to tit each other
with the bunter iron placed between them. They
are operated on by a power-hammer.

Claim..—The herein described swages for forging
bunting irons or shapes, when the same are operated
by a tiltiug or power-hammer in the manner sub-

stantially as set forth.

71,568.-August Basse, Quincy, 1\\.—Machine
for Carving Wood.—December 3, 1867.—The motion
is conveyed from the tracer to the cutter by slotted

levers connected by links adjustable to the reciuired

proportions of the figure. The coupling connects the
cutter shaft to the traverse rod, tlie spring that en-

forces the connection preventing clattering.

CZairj!.-Conveying the motion from the tracer to

the cutter by means of the slotted levers Q^ and R',

and link II, which may b* adjusted to cut the figure

cai'ved the same heigh t of the pattern, or either higher
or lower than the jiattern.

Also, constructing the coupling P^ with a spring
to press the cutter-shaft against the traverse rod, sub-

stantially as described for the purposes set forth.

Also, "constructing the couplings Q^ and S- with
clamping-nuts, as described, so that •nhen the ti'aeer

and cutter are set or adjusted, the nuts may be
clamped upon the screws to prevent them from
tm-ning.

71 ,569.—John A. Bassett and Oliver C. Smith,
Salem, Mass.

—

Steam Blower.—DaceinheY 3, 1867 —
The air is compressed by fans fastened to the rotating
steam pipes. The rotation of the fans is produced by
the reactive efi'ect of the jets of steam. The injective

force is imparted to the compressed air by the direct

force of the steam jet.

Claim.—The arrangement of the several parts
herein shown and described, or their equivalents,

Avhereby is produced a blast of commingled air and
steam, the air being previously compressed by the
fans C and injected by the steam-jets D, the whole
operating together in the manner and for the purpeso
as herein described and set forth.

71,570.—MiKEL Beck, Lake View, J\].— Wa.sh-

ing Machine.—December 3, 1867.—The pendant aims
of the horizontal bar are rotated by the hand ci'ank

that is stayed by the projecting bar on the crank sliaft.

Claim.—The gear, consisting of the grooved plate

A, pin or shaft B, provided with plate b and rollers

d d, in combination with the lid or cover F of the

box, the whole an-anged and operating substantially

as herein set forth.

The spider C. provided with pins G G, in combina-
tion with the above-described gear, substantially as

set forth.

71,571 .—Desire Bievez, Haine St. Pierre, Bel-

gium.

—

Oven for Cooling Window Glass.—December
ii, J 867.—The oven is placed beside the ordinary
spreading furnace with which it communicates and
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from "Which the glass to be cooled is introduced on a
movable table into the oven. At the side of the oven
and behind the spreading furnace is a small fui-nace

the heat from which circulates under the bed of the
oven and keeps it at the requii-ed temperature.

CLaim.—The lifting frame, constructed, arranged,
and operating substantially as and for the purpose
herein specified.

Also, the movable longitudinal bars, for moving the
glass sheets or plates along, substantiallv as herein
set forth, in combination with the lifting-frames.

Also, the grooved oven-bed, for the reception of the
transverse bars of the lifting-frame, and the longitu-

dinal moving-bars, substantiaDy as herein specified.

71,573.—Orsox Billings, Lagrange, Ohio, as-

signor to himself, Russell H. Penfield and Homer
Penfield.—G'odi Pton^er.—December 3, 1867; ante-

dated November 29, 1867.—The flanges protect the
jaws from accumulating dirt. The jaws are closed

by elastic bands, and when opened by pressure on the
handles they discharge the seed.

Claim.—The blade A, with its flanges a, in combi-
nation witli blade B, having flanges / and spring D,
substantially as described and set forth.

71,573.—W. E. Boerner, Chicago, 111., assignor
to himself and Carl R. Boerner.— Wire Figure.—
December 3, 1867»,—The wire which forms the skele

ton skirt serves also as the support of the show figure
Claim.—First, a wire figure composed of the re

movable waist and lower part witliout a central sup
port or pedestal, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

Second, the removable waist D, provided with the
wire A, in combination with the lower part F, pro-
vided with the strong metalllic hoops B and E, as
and for the pm-poses specified.

71,574.— P. E. BoMBOY, Espy, Ta.—Carriage
Spring.—December 3, 1867.—The spiral springs act
in conjimction with the fiat springs to add to the
flexibility of the attachment.
Claim.—In the construction of springs for carriages

and other like purposes, the combination of the spiral

springs B Avith the flat springs C, one end of the
latter being connected to the axletree, the other to the
shaft, substantially as and for the pm'pose described.

71,575.-L. L. Bond, Chicago, JYi.— Horse Hay
Fork.—December 3, 1867; antedated November 15,

1867.—The pivoted prongs of the harpoon fork are
held in position for entermg the hay, and are pro-
jected laterally for retaining their hold by their op-
erating lever.

Claim.—The prongs E, pivoted to the bar B and
connected by links K to the bar A, in combination
with the lever D pivoted to the bar A, connected by
link c to the bar B, when said parts are arranged for
joint operation, substantiaUy as herein described.

71,576.—Ferdinand T. L. Boyle, New York,
N. Y.

—

Runner for Wheeled Vehicles.—December 3,

1867.—Explained by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, connecting a runner to the wheel of
any vehicle by means of a central clamp or fastening,
embracing the bottom of the wheel, and perpendicu-
lar under the center of the wheel or its axle, and of a
front and rear brace, located substantially as de-
scribed, extending from the runner to the wheel and
inclined inwards toward the axle, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

Second, in combination with such a runner so con-
structed the arrangement of the flexible chain d and
tightening screw /, and of the movable braces g g
and brace rod o, eitlier separately or in combination,
for binding and holding the wheel securely to the
runner, for the purposes set forth.

Thiid, in combination witli such runner the con-
struction and arraugement of the hinged brace g,
and brace rod j' and chain clamps, as shown in Figs.
18 and 19, substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

Fourth, in combination with such a runner 'the
arr.angement of tlie fixed clamps and braces B B
B'^, Plate II, and tlie cross pieces E, for securing the
wliool and runner together.

Fifth, in combination with such runner the
arrangement of the adjustable bed plate or bolster

D, or its cqtdvalent, to adapt the length of the front
and rear braces to wheels of different diameters, for
the purposes set forth.

Sixth, the construction of the bed plate X for
taking the wheel, having a surface formed of a single
concave, or by the intersection of two concaves, as
described, so as to secure two or more distinct and
independent points of bearing or contact for the
wheels, lor the purposes set forth.

Seventh, in combination with such a runner the
use and arrangement of the braces I in w', for con-'
necting the runner and axle, to protect the runner
against side thrust or strain.

Eighth, forming the side braces m m' or H' W
with a hook or shoulder at either or both ends, sul)-

stantially as shown in Figs. 4, 6, 7, Plate II, for the
purposes set forth.

71,577.—W. F. Brown, Washington, D. C,
and J. N. Smith, Jersey City, N. J.—Haij Raker
and Loader.—December 3, 1867 ; antedated Novem-
ber 28, 1867.—The rotating teeth elevate the hay
onto the earner, which discharges it onto the load.

Claim.—The conveying passage, inclosed between
the slats L L and I I, and narrowing in the upper
portion thereof, in combination with the gathering
rake teeth G G and the elevating teeth H H, revolv-

ing with the driving wheels, whether the under slats

1 1 are fixed or revolve in that portion encircling the
axle, substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

71,578.—William H. Capewell, WestviHe, N.
J.—Glasa Maker's Po^—December 3, 1867.—The pot
sets within a cup, which protects it from sudden
cooling by the accession of cold air when the furnace
door is opened.

Claim.—Inclosing the waist a and bottom of the

pot A within a cup B, when constructed and
ai-ranged as and for the purpose herein specified and
described.

71,579.—Samuel Carpenter. Brookfield, El.—
Horse Pate.-December 3, 1867.—The hay is gath-

ered and drawn on the rocker teeth, and is retained

by the rear frame and double draft bars at the sides.

Claim.—The combination of the bars A B, up-

rights a, teeth F, arms C C and connecting bars D
D, provided with a series of holes e, all arranged and
operating substantially in the manner and for the

purposes specified and set forth.

71,580.—Edward L. Caum, Patterson, Pa.—
Buffer and Drato Bar for Railroad Cars.—Decem-
ber 3, 1867.—The draw heads at the different ends of

the car are connected by sliding rods, and the draw
bars pass through the sliding plates to which these

rods are attached, and are attached to other sliding

plates. Between these two plates are spiral springs

surrounding the draw bars. These plates have
limited movement in their slide grooves.

C'tai?n.—The combination of the yielding bumpers
D D with the sliding rods A A, when said rods_aro

connected bv the plates C C, and employed in con-

nection with the plates F F and bolts or draw bars

E E, and adjusted within the car frame, and
arranged to operate substantially as and for the pm'-

pose set forth.

71,581.-Norman CuAPrELL, Lima, N. Y.,

assignor to Hknry E. Ciiappell, same place.— (7?^^

tivator Teeth.—December 3, 1867.—The hinged plate

and trailing fingers travel in the rear of the share

and pulverize the ground.
Claim.—Yirst, the arrangement in cultivator teeth

of the plate P and shares w, substantially in tlie

manner and for the purposes herein shown and de-

scribed.
Second, the combination of the shares w and sep-

arators s, substantially in the manner herein de-

scribed and for the purposes set forth.

71,582.—Isaac Cook, Philadelphia, Ta.—Co7tf

miking Machine.—Beccmher 3, 18(i7.—An oscillat-

ing motion is given to the teat cups, and the air bo-

i;-ig exhausted from the pail the milk is discharged

therein. , . ,

Claim.—'First, an air pump, so combined with a

milking machine that the milk will be drawn into the
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receiver or bucket without passing iuto or through
the said pump.
Second, giving a raising and lovrering motion to

the teat cups while milking, substantially for the pur-

pose sliowu.
Third, a stop-cock, so combined with a cow milker

and so ;irranged relative to the teat cups that the
operation of milking may be discontinued on all tlie

teats at one and the same time.

Fourth, beveling or thinning the upper ends of the
teat cups cither inside or outside, as shown and de-

scribed.

7 J,5S3.—William Craxaoe, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Boof Ti7(?.—December 3, 18()7.—The tiles are rabbeted
togetlier on their sides, and have a lip projecting over
tlie upper edge of the next coarse beneath.

Claiin.—Tiles, constructed with offsets B C at the
sides and ends, forming rabbeting joints, in laying
said tile as specified, being a new article of manufac-
ture.

71,5S4.—James J. Crispin, Providence, R. I.—
Eye f/i!««s.—December 3, 18()7.—The frames are
united by a spring bow, which passes through clasps,

also attached to the frames ; springs in the clasps
give resiliency to the attachment.

Claim.—The combination of a clasp C, spring A,
and frame B, substantially as desciibed.

Also, the combination of the spring A, spiral

spring E, and frame B, substantially as described.

71,585.—HiRAM Curtis, I^ew York, IST. T., as-

signor to EmvAKD P. CuuTis and Stkpiiex D. Law.
—Manvfactarc of Paint.—December 3, 1867; ante-
dated November 15. 18G7.—The marble is ground,
washed in water, dried, mixed with carbonates of
lead and zinc, ground in oil, thinned, and applied by
a brush.

Claim-.—First, subjecting marble dust or finely-

pulverized marble, -w hen used in the composition or
manufacture of paint and for similar purposes, to the
action of water, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

Second, the use of marble dust, when so treated or
prepared, in tiie manufactm-e of kalsomine or cover-
ing for walls, ceUlugs, &c.

71,586.—JoxAS P. CuRTiss, Xew Britain, Conn.
Device for Grindinx] Cutlery.—DaccmhcY 3. 18G7.

—

The rest frame is secured immediately above or to
one side of the stone, and pivoted levers and set
screws retain the cutlery in position while grinding.

Claim.—A device for forming and finishing the
edges of knives, <fcc., substantialiy as described.

71,587.—"William Damerel, Brooklyn, 1^. Y.—
Building.—DccQmhcY 3. 1867.—The A\all is covered
by representations of stone and brick work, preserv-
ing it from the action of the weather and improving
its appearance.

Claim.—First, the combination in a face wall of
a lap joint with beveled articulations, substantially
as described.

Second, in a face wall the combination with the
beveled joint at the top of flange c of the rounded
joint on the outer side of the wall, substautially as
shown.

.

Third, the combination with the beveled joint on
the top of flange c of the square outer joint, shown on
the upper block in Fig. 2, substantially as described.

71,588.—John C. Dell, Philadelphia, Pa.—
/S'coZc-December 3, 18(!7.—One giadnated beam is

connected to both the platform and scoop, so tliat the
weight of ailicles placed on either is indicated on the
beam a\ ithout the necessity of adjusting auy part of
the scale.

Claim.—A p-aduated beam B. connected to levers
supporting a platform L, in combination with a lever
F, which supports a "scoop" N, and which i.5 con-
nected to the beam B. the whole being constructed
and operating substantially us and for the purpose
described.

7 1 ,589

—

Jay Dexsmore, Holley, X. Y., assignor
to L. A. Dexs.more and Hiram Clkti.*i.—Rotating
Tooth CjfZ^u-a7o/-.—December 3, 18il7.—The rotatini;-

tooth wheels are presented obliquely in difl'oicut di-

rections, pulverizing the ground by their rotary mo-
tion.

Claim.—Yhrt^ a rotating cultivator tooth, consist-
ing of any numoer of teeth, attached to ;.i hub or com-
mon center, around which they aie free to revolve,
and set at au angle to the draft, substantially as do-
scribed.
Second, the combination and arrangement with a

rotating cidtivator tooth of the standard S, the piu
P, the bush o, the washer i, and the keys I and n,
substantially as set forth and described.

Third, the combination and arrangement with a
rotating tooth cultivator of the frame B, the shalt G,
the cranks F, the wheels A A, the lever L, the pin 3,

the cross-bar N, and the holes 4 4 4 4 4 4 4, substan-
tially as set forth and described.
Fourth, the combination and arrangement with a

rotating tooth cultivator of the pole M, the guides
K and I, the pin t, the holes 2 2 2 2 'J 2, the diiver'3
seat C, and the spring E, substantially as set forth
and described.

71,590.—Pv. De PvOODE, Lexington, Kx.—Con-
ductor's Ticket i?ooA;.—December 3, 18(i7.—The con-
ductor's book contains a complete index of the trans-
actions along the road. The destruction of the once
used tickets by the passengers is induced by the seal-

ing of a smalleoin within the ticket.

Claim.—First, a conductor's ticket book, provided
with two series of leaves and corresponding indices,
for the places of departure and destination, respect-
ively, substantially as set forth.

Second, a passenger's ticket, having a piece of
money so secured within it as to ])e removable only
by the destruction of the ticket, substantially as anil
for the purpose set forth.

71,591.—TV. H. DuxiiAM and James WinxEY,
Allegheny City, Pa.

—

Car iVw/cc—December 3, 18(37.

—The brake blocks are attached to pivoted levers,
which are actuated by chains. The chains are at-

tached to one of each series of two levers belonging
to the wheels on one axle, and ]iass around an anti-

friction roller upon the other lever, so as to draw
them together and apply the bi'akes. The chains
from each truck are coiled around a drum Avhose ac-
tuating lever is connected to a similar lever on the
other truck, and one of them to the operative hand
wheel of the brakes.

Claim..—First, the arrangement of the levers C and
C', pivoted to the hangers h, and made operative
through the medium of the chains (i, pulley o, lever x,

and rods 3 and 4, and made inoperative by means of
the springs 12, the whole constructed, arianged. and
operating in the manner herein described and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, in combination with the above the rubber
B' and suppoit A', pivoted to the levers C and C, the
whole being constructed, arranged, and operating in
the manner herein described and for the purpose set
forth.

71,592.—James B. Eabs, St. Louis, Mo.

—

Load-
ing Ordnance.—December 3, 18()7.—The ball is placed
in a cradle upon a telescopic stem, which is extended
by internal steam pressure. As it rises the yoke on
tlie cradle catches below the muzzle of the gun, the
front stop is depressed, the pivoted cradle tilted, and
the ball rolls into the bore of tlie gun.
Claim.—Yirnt, the combination of a gun-carriage

A C with a shot lifter, composed of one or more
steam cylinders and a shot platform E. the whole to
be operated and employed in the manner shown and
described.
Second, the shot platform when composed of a

fixed bed piece E and a hinged or tipping piece E',

for the purpose of disengaging the shot from the plat-

form in the manner shown and described.

71,593.—Kaspar Euermevr, Ellwangen, Oer-
many, assignor to Max KikdeijER, New York. N. Y.
—Mclodeon.— December 3. 18()7.—EaeJi key is con-
nected to a bellows, which sounds the apjiropri.iio

note. •Foot bellows are dispensed with, and tii<r rc-

(luired cx])ression is given by the force applied in

touching the key.
Claim.—So combining the keys, tlic bellows, anrl

reeds (T pipes of a musical windinstrument. that by
the act of depressing the keys the appropriate bcl
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lows are put in operatiou, and the required wind is

created to produce the sound of the ai:)propriate
reeds or pipes, substantially as shown and described.

71,594.—J. E. Emerson, Trenton, K. J.—At-
taching Handles to Cross-cut JScnvs.— December 3,

18G7.—The socket shank is secured to the saw blade
by the wedge bolt, which passes through the slots of
the shank and blade, and is secured by a thumb nut.
Claim.—The use of a wedge-sliaped or wedging

bolt for securing a remoTable and replaceable handle
to a saw, so that it will not only hold laterally but
force the saw endwise agiunst a bearing to giveit an
end support, substantially as described.

71,595.—Thomas Evans, oSTewark, IST. J.—Draft-
imj InMrument.—Dacamhcv 3, 1867.—The sliding bar
moves along one arm of the graduated square. The
straight edge is clamped to the bar by a set screw.
The relative positions are adjusted by the set screws
in the elongated slots of the bar and straight edge.

Claim.—.First, the combination of the scale rules
h and g Avith the square a, made adjustable thereon,
substantially as set forth.

Second, the arm c in combination with the slotted
straight edge b, each being provided Avith a point dt,
and made adjustable with relation to each other, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

71,596.—Benjamin W. Eelton, Eoxbury, Mass.—Car lieplacer.— December 3, 18()7.—In using tlie

replacer to direct a car wheel upon its track", the
louger of tJie two sides of the lower projection is to
he placed against the edge of the rail, so that the
flange of the wheel runs into tlie upper sloping chan-
nel.

Claim.—Improvement or duplex car replacer, that
is, as made with the two triangular jn'ojections A E
and eluamels a a, arranged on opposite sides Of the
plate, and with respect to one another, substantially
as set forth.

71,597.- Samuel Fields, Bridgeport, Ohio.—
Hoofing Conrpound.—December 3, 1807.—Composed
of coal tar, 1 barrel, and equal parts ground fire clay,
silicate of iron and silicate of magnesia : to give the
required consistency, add linseed oil and litharge.

(Jlaim.—The rooting compound, consisting of the
above named ingredients, substantially as described.

71,598.—Alfred D. Fox, Oil City, Va.—Hail-
road Jack.— December 3, 1867.— The head is sup-
ported on a ti'jpod with spreading legs, and the lifting
screv\' has a swiveled hook to catch under the rail.

Claim.—The combination witli the lifting screw
carrying tlie swivelling liook which grasps the rail

from beneath, of the nut or box mounted on the iude-
pciidtMit legs, when the several parts are constructed
and arranged for joint operation, as and for the pm--
l)ose described.

71,599.—C. L. Erink, rcockville. Conn., assignor
to E. H. lioniNSON, E. I. Smith, and IvOBEKt L.
EiiAiK, same place.

—

Device for Smoothing Cloth.—
December 3, ls67.—The cloth is damped and lieated
by passage over a trough inclosing a perforated
steam pipe, and then beneath a holloAV heated cylin-
der. The winding roller is journaled in a weighted
frame,-and the cloth is wound Avhile under pressure
between the said roller and the main cylinder.
Claim.—The movable bearing bars o for the roller

P, applied substantially as specified, in combination
with the main cylinder b and heated cylinder e, as
and for the purposes set forth.

71,600.—C.Eroeiilicii, Philadelphia, Va.—In-
strument for Cutting the Tip from Cigars Frepara-
tory Lo Smokhig.—\)cceaih(n- 3, 1867.—The tip of the
cigar being placed in the conical hole al)ove tlie blade
the latter is projected upward by the pivoted lever,
cutting oil' tlie tip. The spring retires the blade.
Claim.—First, the Avitliin clescribed instrument,

consisting of a frame, constructed substantiitlly as
desciiljcd, one or more conical openings / and g,
knife li, and operating lever D, all being arranged
and operating sul,>stantially as set forth.
Second, llie combination of the above with the re-

ceiver /i.

71,601.—C. C. Gale, Cleveland, Ohio.—Bailroad
Time Indicator.—December 3, 1867.—Upon the disks
representing each station are the notices of arrival
and departure at that place, which are successively
bi-ought into view at openings in the face, which is a
map of the country. The difi"erent disks are so con-
nected as to make the changes at other places simul-
taneously, each occupying its geographical place on
the map.

Claim.—First, indicating automatically the arrival
and departure of railroad trains, steamships, stages,
&c., over or along the line or direction of said car-
riers, mapped out. showing the position of stations
on the route, for the purpose substantially as set forth.

Second, the indicators K J, provided 'with curved
arms M. in combination with the endless cord G, in
the manner as and for the piu'pose specified.

Third, the application of the mechanical move-
ments, when so arrauged, in combination with the
indicator J' and operated by the same, as to signal
by bells the arrival or departure of railroad trains, in
the manner substantially as set forth.

71,602.—Joseph P. Gallagher, St. Louis, Mo.—Stovepipe Thimble.—Decemhev 3, 1867.—The thim-
ble is automatically closed on the withdrawal of the
pipe, and is opened by the act of placing the pipe
therein. In combination with the thimble there are
ventilating registers.

C'toim.-^The thimble plate B, provided with regis-

ters b, in combination with the self-acting stopper
plate B' L, when the latter is arranged so as to be
operated substantially in the manner as herein shown
and described.

71 ,603.—Joel G. Ga,rretson and Franklin D.
Clark, Buffalo, N. Y.—Sash Stop.—Becemhcr3, 1867;

antedated Xovember 19. 1867.—The two eccentric seg-

ments are geared together by teeth that mesh into
each otlier so that when partially rotated on their axes
in one direction their faces are forced simultaneously
against the sash, holding it in position. "When turned
in the contrary direction, the sash is released.

Claim.—The eccentric segments D E, geared to-

gether, and self-operating, by means of the weighted
portion e and lever F, arranged and operating sub-

stantially as and for the pm'poses set forth.

71 ,604.—BenJAMIN Garvin and E. J. Pettibone,
Oshkosh, "Wis.

—

Feed Water Heater for Locomotives.
—J)eeember 3, 1867.—A scries of pipes are ranged in
^he smoke stack communicating with the double steam
chamber. The Avater is heated by the exhaust steam
belbre it enters the boiler.

Claim.—The combination of the pipes E D and F
F F, &c., steam chambers B C, arranged inside of a
smoke-stack and over the collar II, substantially as
and for the jjurpose herein specified.

71,605.—TViLLiAM T. GiLLiNDER, Philadelphia,
Pa., assignor to himself aiid Edwin Bennett, same
place.

—

Apparutiis for Forming Threads on Sheet
Metal Crt^js.—December 3, 1867.—The cap is placed
in the apertiu-e in the center of the case so as to fit

doAvn on the screw plug, which has previously been
inserted in tlie central aperture, where it is held doAvn
by the vertically-moving bar that is attached to the
frame. When the dies close on the cap tiiey produce
the screw thread required thereon, and an opposite
movement Avithdraws the dies.

Claim.—The apparatus, herein described, for SAvag-

ing sci-ew threads on sheet metal caps, substantially

as'set forth.

71,606.—Thomas Grey, Clarence, jST. T., as-

signor to himself and Hicnkv L.U'V, same place.

—

Grinding Mill.—December 3, 1867.—The corrugatc^l

curved plate is supported in heads or blocks, which
are adjustable AA-itliin slides in the main frame on
Avhich the plate is allowed to SAving. The loAver end
of the plate is adjustable by a set screw.
Claim.—The corrugated" plate C attached to the

sliding journal bearings c', and adjusted by means of
the set 'screws d d' and F, for the purpose and sub-

stantially as herein described.

71,607.-^AMUEL G. Hadley, Cape Vincent, N.
T., assignor to himself, James C. Owen, and A. D.
Shaav.—Railroad Snow Floxo.—December 3, 1867.

—
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The plow is supported on an inclined plane on a truck,

and its. angle is adjustable. It lias two nearly vertical

cutters, Avhich cut the sides of the track, and a middle
one, A\liich divitles the snow, wl:ich is raised, moved
laterally, and discharged on top of the snow bank at

each side.

Claim.—First, a snow plow, havinjjrtho two spirally-

inclined chutes C, the spirally inclined division E, arid

sides D, when constructed and arranged for joint
operation, as herein described.

Second, the construction and arrangement of the
plow proper upon a secondary fiame, in such a man-
ner that the plow may be adjusted at varying incli-

nations, substantially as shown and described.

71,60S.

—

Daniel I. Hall, Dowagiac, Mich.—
Grv.hhinrf Machine.—December 3. 186?"—The fi-ame
is chained to a stump, and another chain passes from
its spool to another stump or stumps. As the lever
and spool rotate the chain winds, the frame moves,
and tips up tiie stump.

Cla im.—Tiie Irame A, the uprights B B, cross-piece
C, and the sliaft I with its spool and lever handle, with
the chains F and G, aiTauged and used as and for the
purpose set forth.

71,609.—H. ^Y. Harper, Berlinsville, Pa.—Jfa-
chine for the Uretising Frames of Elates.—December
3, 18G7.—The scvei'al shafts being caused to rotate,
and the spindles turned slowlj-, tlie slate frame in its

rough, untinished sl-atc is ])laccd upon the table and
passed benoatli the lecd pulley, the cutters of which
plane the upper and lower suriacea of the frame simul-
taneously.

Claim.—The combination of the planing wheel F,
cutter wheel G, finishing wheel H, and jfnide plate
K, the whole being constructed and arranged for .joint

action on the slate frame, substantially as'set forth.

71,610.—John M. Harper. Pliiladelphia, Pa.,
assignor to himself and A. Corev, same place.—jDc-
vice for Arranrfing TyjieinHows.—Decembers, 18(37.

—The machine is intended to enable a type distributor
to set tlic type in rows ready for introduction to the
reserA oir of a type-setting machine. The type slide
consccutiA ely down a chute into a groove, wherothey
•fall endwise into their places in line, a block sliding

j

back in the groove as their numbers increase, and each
typo being })ressed into its alignment by the surface
of the eccentric.

Claim.—Tlie within-described grooves forrecciving
the type, and the sliding blocks y,m combination viith
the eccentric roller D andtheepouts E. or their equiv-
alents, the whole being aiTanged and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

71 ,611 .—Benjamin J. Harrison and Jajtes Con-
die, Xcw York, X. Y.

—

Folding Steps.—December :},

18ti7.—The loAvcr section, having two steps, is pivoted
to the main frame, and may be turned up and com-
pactly inclosed within the latter.

Claim.—The folding steps, constructed in the man-
ner and for the purposes specified.

71,612—John Haslett, Jr., Allegheny Citv,
Pa., assignor to himself. Gi:oRGn W. FAHNiisTOck,
and J. L. Schwartz.—Machine for Mixing and Feed-
ing White Lead.—Dcccmhor 3, 18G7.—In the larger
upper tank the rcAolving stirrers incori^orate the car-
bonate of lead with water or oil, as the ca.sc may be

;

from thence it passes to a second vessel, Avhere it is

again stin-cd and delivered Hjy a gate at a uniform
I'ate to the gi-inder.

Claim.—First, tiie mixer, consisting of the tank
C, the water pipe K, the discharge pipo V, T\itli its

gauged cock L : the revolving arras G G. having the
perpendicular blades II H H II II II, &c., and the
shaft E, all constructed substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, combining with the mixer the feeder, hav-
ing the revolving arms P P P and bladesR II II, sliaft

S, the stationan' blades 0, and the gauge cock
L', constructed and operated substantially as and for
the pm-pose set forth.

71,613. — William H. Hawkin.s, Cleveland,
Ohio.

—

Elastic Carriage Curtain Knob.—December
3, 1867.—The two plates whose depressions form the
circular button-hole are united by elastic strips and

spring apart to allow the passage of the head of the
curtain knob.

Claim.—The adjustable plates A B and rubber
springs C, or their equivalents, as arranged in com-
bination with the cm'tain G, for the purpose and in
the manner set forth.

71,614.—,!. P. Haynes, Bedford, X. H., assignor
to himself and Samuel C. Forsaitii, Manchester. X.
U.—TIead Block for iiaiv Jl/i«.—December 3, 1867.—
The log is dogged on the adjusted carriage lilocks and
is set by oscilh-itiug the lever, the rests moving simul-

tanconsl}-. The index on the tape indicates the dis-

tance traveled.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of the ratchet bar

P and finger k in connection with and for operating
the knee D, all constructed and operating substan-
tially as described and specified.

Second, the arrangement of tape measure m: in-

dex finger o, and spring n, mounted on the shafts O
and X for registering the set of the log, all con-
structed and operating substantially as described and
specified.

Third, the arrangement of the eccentric handle d,

arm b, shaft c, andthe pawls i and A; lor disconnecting
the traversing gear so that the knees D arc free to be
moved in either dii-ection, all constructed and operat-

ing substantially as described and specified.

71,615,—Ll'SANDER Hill, Alexandria, Ya.—Au-
tomatic Cleats for Sail-boats.—December 3. 18G7.

—

The two hinged cams hold the sheet while locked by
the spring sliding bolts. On the withdrawal of the
bolts the sheet is liberated.

Claim.—The combination of the pendulum P, slid-

ing gauge E, chains 1 1, or their equivalents, levers

LLror "their equivalents, spring stops S S, and cleats

C C, substantially as and for the pm-poses set forth.

71,616 L. HILLEJ3RAND, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor t» himself. C. LlKURicii, and'D. Wolf, same
place.

—

Door Spring.—December 3, 1867.—Explained
by the claim iuid illustration.

Claim.—The wii-e si)ring H coiled round a rod se-

cured to the frame of the door and teiminating in an
arm i bearing against the door when the ceiiter of

tho coil is in line with the hinges, all substantially as

set forth.

71,61 7.—JamesJohn Holden and Sealy James
Best, London, England.

—

Gas and other lietorts.—
December 3, 1867; patented in England October 31,

18(j6.—Instead of a single door for each retort a num-
ber ofthe latter communicate with a common chamber
to which access is had by one door.

Claim.—The employment of a chamber at the
mouths of retorts so disposed as to establish com-
miuiication between tT\o, three, or more retorts, such
charal3er having a door, by opening which access is

alforded +o such two, three, or more retorts at the
same time, sub.stantially as described.

71,61 S.—B. W. Hudson, AUentown, Ta.—Steam,
Slide T'ah-e.—December 3, 1807.-As the piston ap-

proaches the end of its stroke it impels (by means of
customary connections with its rod) a tappet upon
the valve'rod and shifts the valve slightly to enable
the live steam from the cliest to pass into the further

side of the exhaust port where it opens the valve, and
the steam from the now full end of the cylinder rushes
into the further side of the exhaust port and com-
pletes the stroke of the valve. The (temporary) ex-

haust port and the steam port are thus thrown opcu
so as to reverse the piston and drive it to the other
end. where the valve tappet being strack in the op-

posite direction, a corresponding action takes place

through the other passage in the valve and its allied

ports in and throuirh tho seat.

67«i?H.—First, the valve G having the exhaust
passages K K' leading in reverse directions and on
opposite sides of an oblique partition I, and discharg-

ing through the projection J into the exhaust port F,
subrflantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the couhtruction of the ends 6 and 7 of tho
valve in relation to the side ports E and E' to permit
steam from the chest to flash around them and through
the valve, substantially as and for_th£.4>«iTJ6ses set

forth.
""^
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71,619.—Fleuuy Huot, New York, N. T., as-

signor to himself and John Eogers, same place.

—

Treating Petroleum, to Itonove the More Volatile

Portions.—December 3, 1867; antedated November
15, 18(i7.—The more volatile portions of the oil are
removed to diminish its explosive "haracter. The oil

is supplied to a rapidly rotating periorated vessel, from
whence it passes to a surrosudiug air space and Trhile

in the form of spray is traversed by an air cnrrent.
Glaiih.—Subjecting petroleum and other oils to the

action of air -n-hile such oil is in a finely comminuted
or atomic coudition, as and for the purposes set forth.

71,630.—Richard A. Jackson, Lawrenceville,
Pa.

—

Converting Articles of Iron into Steel.—Decem-
ber 3, 1867.—To pulverized charcoal, 95 parts, add a
solution of 2 parts common soda, 1 part potash, and
2 parts rock salt. Place the iron in a converting
furnace, cover it with the composition, seal up the
fm'nace and apply heat.

Claim.—The use of the ingredients herein named
when compounded and used in the manner and in

about the proportions herein described, and for the
purpose set forth,

74,621.—James Jenkinson, Brooklyn, 'N. T.,
assignor to Daniel D. "Winant, same place.

—

Chalk
Solder for Billiard C«es.—December 3, 1867.—The
chalk holder Is attached on the table so that the cue
can be pressed against the chalk, which is backed by
a spriug that allows it to rotate on its spirally- grooved
axis.

Claim.—First, a chalk holder, formed substantially
as set forth, for chalking billiard cues and similar
articles, when pressed against the chalk in said holder,

as specified.

Second, the rod d and spiral spring, in combination
with tlie chalk holder, for the purposes set forth.

Third, forming the chalk holder b with a screw
ring c, to secure the chalk and guide the cue, as set

forth.

71,622.—George Johnson and "William H.
Millikex, San Francisco, Cal.

—

Faucet Attachment.
—December 3, 18G7.— The supplemental pipe is

screwed into the barrel of tlie faucet, and its passage
through the can is tightened by the flange of the bar-
rel on one side and the washer plates on the other.

Claim.—The faucet A, in combination with the
supplemental pipe B, the plates b b, and washer D, all

connected and arranged substantially as described
and for the purposes set forth.

71,623.—J. P. Johnson, Macon, 111.

—

Cultivator.
—December 3, 1867.—The forked beams are loosely
attached in the rear to the oscillating bars above and
in front to the pendants attached to the oscillating

doubletree, so as to give them a vibratory motion.
The driver's feet on the stiiTups adjust the position
of the plon-s.

Claim.—First, the attachment of the forked plow
beams F F to pendants 6 & by means of loose joints

c c, and the employment, in combination therewith,
of the standards G- G and diagonal brace G' G', steps

g g, and driver's seat D, arranged and operating sub-
stantially as described.

Second, in combination with plow beams F, which
are attached by loose connections at their forward
ends, and sustained in position by diagonal braces
G' G' and standards G G, the employment of sus-

pending chains and stirrups for enabling the driver
to raise and lower the plows, substantially as described.

71,624.—S. A. Kennedy, Attleborough, and
S. W. Holt and J. Geulach, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Electric Clock.—December 3. 1867.—The connections
with the positive and negative polos of the battery
are either formed or broken by means of a vibratin'g

bar operated by the pendulum and by the clock-work
connected therewith.

Claim..—First, the combination and arrangement
of two or more galvanometers with one or more po-

lari;?cd steel bars, combined with the pendulum, and
arranged eitlier alx)ve or below the centre of motion,
substantially as described and for the purpose set fortli.

Second, produciug a double automatic circuit, ])y

means of tlic combination of the pendulum H with
the sliding bar L, arranged and operating in relation
to the clcctrie wii-es p and p^ which project to the

surface of the projections o and o^ of the bridge K.
substantially as described and for the purpose epeci-
fied.

Third, the combination and arrangement of the
electric wires with the batteries, the galvanometers
S and S', the sliding bar or circuit-changer L, and
the bridge K, so as to produce a double-acting circuit
by means of the motions of the pendulum, substan-
tially as described.
Fourth, the combination of the ratchet wheel E

with the pendulum H, by means of the lever F, forked
bar G, and pawl I, arranged and operating in relation
to each other, substantially as described and for the
purpose specified.

Fifth, the combination of the ratchet-wheel shaft c
with the shaft a, by means of the wheels C and D
and pinions v and v^, substantially as represented.

Sixth, the combination of the set screw j with the
forked bar G and pawl I, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

71,625.—John L. Kuauser, Tylersburg. Pa.,
assignor to J. E. Emekson, Trenton, N. J'.—Saw.—
December 3, 1867.—The tongued and gTooved insert-
able teeth are made thicker than the saw-plate to
strengthen them and to make a kerf which frees the
plate. Their inward pressure is resisted by rear plugs
or by rivets which occupy edge notches in tooth and
plate. Th'^! tongues and groo-^es may lap the faces of
their seats, so as to hold the tooth firmly.

Claim..—First, making the tongued and grooved
teeth thicker than tlie saw plate, as and for the pur-
pose described.
Second, the devices, or their substantial equiva-

lents, for holding the teeth against their inward
thrust, constructed substantially as described.

Third, the tongues and grooves on and in the edges
of the teeth and saw plate, when the grooves are
made smaller than the tongues, by hammering, press-
ing, or otherwise, so that' the sides of the "gloves
form a spring to clasp or gripe the tongues sufficiently

tight to firmly hold the teeth in the sa,w v.hen in mo-
tion, without tlie aid of any other fastening, substan-
tially as described.

71 ,626.—George Krotzinger, 'New York, IS". Y.—Game.—December 3, 1867.—The balls are sus-

pended from a crane. A frame is attached to the
body of the crane in which are placed lifting bars
which are tilted when struck by the player by means
of the suspended ball.

Claim.—The above-described construction and ar-

rangement of parts, constituting a new game for

Iilayers, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

71,627.—Daniel Liebrioh, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Door Gong.—December 3, 1867.—The trip lever,

when actuated by opening the door, draws the ham-
mer back and releases it suddenly, wlien the spiral
spring immediately retracts it, causing it to strike

the bell.

Claim.—First, the angular plate C, hammer D, trip

lever E, spiral spring F, and the stud r, when com-
bined and arranged as shown and described.
Second, the hammer D, trip lever E, and the pin g,

as shown and described.
Third, the hammer D, trip lever E, piu g, and the

spiral spring F, as shown and described.

71,628.—James K. Martin, Chicago, 111.—De-
rice for Hoisting Hogs in Slaughter Houses.—De-
cember 3, 1867.—The gambrel is clutched by the
gripping jaws Avhich are attached by chains to the
frame, whose roller travels ou a -n-ay-rod to transport
the hog.
Claim.— The concave-shaped clutch E, as de-

scribed, suspended on chains or bars, as specified, in

combination with bar A and its appendages, (roller,

handle, and eyelet,) the whole constructed and oper-

ating substantially as herein described and specified.

71,629.—Thomas Martin and J. G. Evans,
Muscatine, Iowa.

—

Burning Fluid.—December 3,

1867.—Composed of benzine, 40 galls. ; aqua ammo-
nia, 1 lb. ; chloride lime, 2 lbs. ; Irish moss, 2 lbs.

;

protosulphate of iron, 2 lbs.
;
gum camphor, 4 oz.

;

essence of peppermint, 4 oz.

Claim.—A burning fluid, composed of the ingredi-

ents and combined in the proportions herein specified.
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71,630.—B. "F. Miller New York, N. Y.— Ven-
tilating Cowl.—December 3, 18U7.—The curved con-
tractiug ventilator opeus into a curved passage lead-

ing to tbe space lo be ventilated, thus avoiding the
eddies aud couuter currents. Water dams arrest the
rain or spray tliat finus entrance into the ventilator.

C'laiwi.--hirst, the curved air passage c, extending
from the trunk b to the mouth of the ventilator, as

and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the inclined plate/ and plate g, in combina-
tion -with the openings ~* and 3. for receiving and dis-

charging water that may enter the ventilator, as set

forth.

Third, the opening 4, at the lower end of the curved
plate e, for the purposes and as set forth.

Fom-th, the llauge plates 5 upon the plates d, ex-

tending from the plate /, to direct moisture out
through the opening 4, as specified.

Fifth, the perforated doors h h, in combination
•with ventilator, formed with the curved air passage
c and flaring mouth, as aud for the purposes set forth.

71,631.—DiETZ MONXIN, Paris, France.

—

Clock
Cases.—December 3, 1867.—Explained by the claim
aud illustration.

Claim.—A cast-metal clock case, having its front,

sides, base, top, aud dial cast in one piece, as set forth.

71,632. —George E. Moore, Lyons, Iowa.—
Con-'itniction of Corrugated Hhect Metal Boilers.—
December 3, 1SG7.—The boilers are strengthened by
longitudinal braces along the corrugated side plates.

Claim.—ThG longitudinal braces E B BB, or their

mechanical equivalent, in the form of longitudinal
bolts or bars, substantially in the manner and for the
purposes herein set forth.

71,633.—Albert C. ]S^EVvco^rB and Benjamin
Lyon, Springfield, Mass., assignors to themselves and
Samuel W. Toimer, same place.

—

Cartridge Box.—
December 3. 18(i7.—Explained by the claim.

Claim.—A cartridge-box, having an elastic bed or
support in the bottom of the chamber &, upon which
the cartridge may rest while in place, substantially as
herein described'and for the purposes specified.

71,634.—B. J. Oleff, Milwaukee. Wis.—S'jjraip

Bed Bottom.—December 3, 18(J7.—The longitudinal
slats are interwoven by transverse slats and are at-

tached by spiral springs aud hooks.
Claim.—A bed bottom made cro^miing, with slats

C and D, springs B and hooks E, in combination, sub-

stantially as and for t!ie puipose described. .

Also, iiook E with its nut G, in combination with
the spring B and slat C, connected thereto for the
purpose of tightening the slat and spring, as de-
scribed.

Also, the arrangement of the inside longitudinal
slats C in pairs, connected to springs B, with the t^\o
outside slats single, with their connections, as de-
scribed.

71,635.—John H. Parsons, Quincy, Mich.—
Paper Clip.— December 3, 1867.—The tips for at-

taching the papers enter the slots in the lower plate.

which is slightly raised from the back board, and
they arc forced through the papers by the metallic
perforated clip above.

Claim.—Fu"St, the plate C, provided with the slots

d d, constructed as described, in combination with
the clip A, having the holes h h, all arranged substan-
tially as described and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the clasps T or H, plate
C, clip A, and guides y y, substantially as shown and
described.

71,636.— EzEKiEL Pea, Mechanicsburg, Dl.—
Fastening for Gates and Barn Doors.—December 3,

1867—The engagement of the latch is enforced by a
spring when not elevated by the vertical lever above.
Claim. — This combination of latch B, spring C

and lever A, applied to gate and door fastenings, as
described.

71,637.—Charles E. Pierce, IS". Y.—Burglar
Alarm and Lock Apparatus.—Deccmhci- 3, 1867.

—

The alarm apparatus being connected, if a door is

slightly opened or a window raised, an alarm is

Bounded and the dial plate indicates the point of at-

tack. At the same time the door or •window is drawn
back aud locked.
Claim.—yh-ht, the combination of the bolls shown

in Figs. 5 and 6, with th(; parts 5a 5b and 6a, opera-
ting to lock a window, in the manner shown.
Second, the parts represented on Figs. 14 14rt 14&

and 14c, or their equivalent, operating as described
and for the puiposes set forth.

Third, in combination with the elements of the
preceding claim, the lever O, operating as described.
Fourth, in combination with the alarm mechauism,

the levers for increasing the length of movement, and
the rollers, all combined as and for the purposes set
forth.

Fifth, the center wheel M, on Figs. 1 and 2, made
up of parts M^ and M'-^. for purposes set forth.

Sixth, the bolt on Fig. 7, made up of parts C I b'

and K, for locking a door or gate, at the same time
that it operates the alarm mechanism, as described
and for purposes set forth.

Seventh, in combination with elements of the claim
preceding, the plates J and H, as and for the purposes
set forth.

Eighth, in combination with the parts claimed in
the second and third claims, the dial plate with open-
ings, as and for the purposes set forth.

71,638.—Elliah S. Pierce, Hartford, Conn—
Mechanism for Feeding Scretv Blanks.—December 3,

1867.—The blanks being fed from the hopper to the
slotted trough pass down in a single row and rest

upon the pins of the rocker, which is pressed against
the converging arm by a spring that, as soon as the
arm is turned, moves the rocker and pressing in the
pins releases a blank which falls into the receptacle
ofthe arm. The arm turning by the operation of the
com brings the blank opposite the jaws in the spindle.

The rod is then pushed in by the arm operated by
a cam and the blank is received by the jaws. The
arm then withdraws and allows the md to be forced
back to its first position and strikes tne Ipwer end of
the rocker, and pushing it back against its spring
releases another blank.
Claim.—Firat, the combination of the cams M and

N, the levers BCD and G, the rocking shafts E and
K, the connecting rod F, the spindle H, the convey-
ing arm J, the rod P, the arm Q, the rocking piece L,
the feeding trough 0, or their inecliauical equivalents,
the whole constituting a feeding and conveying
mechanism, substantially as heieiu set forth.

Second, the combination of the conveying arm^J,
the rod P, the arm Q, and the feedijig trough O, ope-
rating substantially as herein described, and for the
purpose s])ecified.

Third, the conveying ann J, the rod P, and the arm
Q, constructed and operating substantially as de-

scribed,

71,639.— Oliver E. Pillard, ISTew Britain,

Conn., assignor to Frederick H. North, same place.
— Adjustable Tximblcr for Permutation Locks.—
December 3, 1867. — The friction band within the
notched ring forming the exterior portion of the
tumbler surrounds the disk on the tumbler axis and
carries the pin by which one tumbler is made to move
the next. The cam. Avhile rotating, draws the ends
of the friction band toward each other, clamping the
disk and connecting the two parts by a more extended
frictional contact, insuring its action.

Claim.—The friction strap i applied around the
periphery of the stud disk &, and within tlie notched
tumbler d, in combination with mechanism for tight-

ening said strap, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

71,640.—J. n. Porter, Kcav York, X. Y., as-

signor to Freperick H. KoRTii, ]S'eAv Britain, Conn.
—Adjustable Tumblersfor Permutation Lork.s.—Do-
cember 3, 1867.—The circular tumblers are divided
into three parts; the first is a disk carrying a ,stud,

and the second a half cu'cle that is hinged to the third

piece, which is a similar half circle with a tongue
that engages in the mortise of the corresponding sec-

tion. An eccentric cam draAvs the tongue further

into the mortise and clamps the stud disk lietM cen
the half circles of the lock tumbler. The eccentric

being placed so that the stud disk is relieved of the

clamping friction of the tumbler, the disk is turned
so chat the relative positiou of its stud to the notch
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in the tumbler may be varied and thereby change the
points of indication for opening the lock.

Claim.—The circular tumbler d e formed of two
pai-ts hinged togetlier in combination with the disk 6,

and v.'itli mechanism, substantially as specified, for

drawing the parts of the tumbler together and clamp-
ing said disk, as set forth.

ri,64J—H. Prouhet, St. Louis, ^o.—Button.
—December 3, 18G7.—The lower disk of the button
Jias a recess that engages the edge of the button hole
and eaables the disk to enter a smaller hole as it is

rotated.
Clniin.—The disk A' and the locking plate n-, when

combined and aiTanged, substantially as described
uud set lorth.

71,6-12.—Samuel TJichards, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Sjwio Plow.—December 3, 1867.—The inclined plane
attached in front of the car raises the snow to the
incline above, from which it is projected laterally by
oscilhiting wings that are actuated by the endless
band that engages a roller which is oijerated by its

connection with the running gear.
Claim.—First, combinine,- with an ordinary eight

wliccl flat car or car bottom the removable front
plane F and the removable inclined top piece F'.

Second, combining with an ordinary eight wheel
flat car or ear bottom the removable front plane F,
the removable inclined top plane F', and the upper
weJ,ae block G, or tlieir equivalents.

Third, the arrangement of an axle or Avindlass I,

endless cord, and shifting wedge piece G, or their

e([uivalents.

yj ,643.—George B. Pichaudsok, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to himself, T}iomas T. Sanuorn, and Wil-
liam ISr. CoiU!.

—

Salt Bottle or Castor.—December 3,

1867.—Tlic forked puly'ferizer keeps the salt loose in

the bottle.

Claim.—The movable pulverizer B provided with
points or projections, in combination with a recep-
tacle A, constructed and operating substantially in
the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Also, in combination Avith the above the piece e of

cork or its equivalent placed at the bottom of the
bottle A, for the purpose described.

71,644.—William Eichter, Lansing, Mich., as-

signor to S. D. Newbro, same place.—Jajo for Steel

Traps.—December 3, 1867.—The points of the clutches
attached to the jaws of the trap pierce the amimal
that has sprung the trap and assist in its retention.

Claim.—The employment of the clutches of the
particular form and shape specified, constructed and
attached to or near the external edges of the jaws of
steel traps, substantially as above described and for

the purpose set forth.

71,645.—F. W. Bobbins, Solon, Ohio.—CMirn.
—December 3, 1867.—The vertical shaft has a flanged
spiral beater that forces the air down into the cream.
Claim.—A churn dasher, when constructed Avith a

spiral beater D', continuous or in sections, in the
manner substantially as set forth.

71,646.—C. EOBINSON andW. H. Lovejot, Lynn,
Mass.

—

Lasting Shoes.—December 3, 1867.—The up-
per is stitched to the insole preparatory to stitching

on tiie outer sole,' to strengthen the attachment.
Claim.—The improved mode of connecting the

upper to the insole, viz : by the two ranges of serving,

one of which is carried tiirough tlie other and the
unper, and the other through the insole alone, as set

forth.

71,647.—HrJxry p. PvOCHE, Utica, N. Y.—Ma-
chine for Stretching CZof/i.—December 3, 1867.—The
cloth is drawn through a series of irictional stretch-

ing bars and passed over spreading rollers so as to

equalize the inequalities on its surface and enable it

to be firmly and smoothly wound on the winding roll.

6Vai?M.—First, tlie combination of the roller F'' with
the supporting sockets F^ and F^ and eccentric sleeve

for disconnecting the socket from its driving mechan-
ism, as and for the purposes described.

Second, in combination Avith the above the spread-
ing roller H, constructed and operating as and for

the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of roller F^, sockets F^ and
F5, and roller H, constructed as described, with fric-
tion bars B B, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

Fourth, in combination with the above, the bath A,
as and for the purposes set forth.

71,648.—Hen'ry H. Pockwell, ISTew London,
Conn., assignor to himself, Henry L. Bacon and
John H. Latham, same \)]acc.—Safety Strap for
Bridles.—Dcccmhev 3, 1867.—The disks are confined
in their places by the rein attachment rings, and pre-
vent the escape of the bit from the mouth.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of tho
disks with the strap or straps and the rein rings
thereof, the said disks being for the purpose and to
operate as specified.

71,649.—.TOHxL. EOHRER, Tipper Leacock town-
ship, Ta.—Harvester i^ate.-December 3, 1867.—The
reel and rake attachment are operated by tlic samo
gearing on the vertical shaft by winch the'rake is ar-
rested at pleasure Avithout interfering with the mo-
tion of the reel. The reel arms, the arms of tho
spider and bevel Avheel, and the rake handle are so con-
nected by a two-slotted plate as to alloAv the arms
and handle to be adjusted in tAVO directions.

Claim.—The com'bination and arrangement of the
reel arms J Avith the spider G G G and pinion F, in
combination with the pinion E operating obliquely,
both on the same shaft and operated with the raking at-

tachment, in the manner and for the purpose specified.
Also, the arrangement of the clutch B in its flange,

pivot b on the cap A, operated by a spring rod N to
connect and disconnect the cap with the driving
wheel O, which actuate the rake and reel, in the man-
ner and for the pm-pose set forth.

Also, the bent or shouldered plates Q provided with
a st)-aight and a curved slot, when employed for con-
necting and adjusting the rake arm I or 'reel arms J
with the armsG and H, in the manner and for the
purpose specified.

71,650.—W. T. C.El^-nells, Searsport, Me.—
Washing Machine.—December 3, 1867.—The corru-
gated hinged bottom supports the-clothes, over which
travel the corrugated rollers that are pressed down
by the weighted table.

Claim.—The combination of the coiTugated and
hinged bottom g with the rollers j, table e, weight
boxes/, shaft d, crank b, cord Ic, and tub a, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

71,651.— EiLERT O. ScHARTAU, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Lamp Chimney.—December 3, 1857; antedated
November -2\

, 1867.—The flanged top forms a reflector,

and the perforation opposite the wick facilitates light-

ing the lamp.
Claim.—The glass chimney with the flared top,

whether scalloped or plain on the edge, as herein de-

scribed.

Also, the glass chimney having a shoulder formed
at the top, for the purpose of permanently attaching
a glass or metallic top, as herein described and for

the purposes set forth.

71,652.—Arba M. Seymour, Jr., Madison, Wis.—Churn.—December 3, 1867.—The vertical slatted

dasher has a vertical movement between the slats

fixed in the churn.
Claim.—The construction, arrangement, and ope-

ration of the dashers, as and for the purpose specified.

71,653.—Palmer Shaw, Syracuse, IST. Y.—Har-
ness Pad-block.—December 3, 'l867.—The block oa
which the leatlier padding cover is formed has a de-

tachable portion to receive the nails used in clamp-
ing the leather to the block.

Claim.—First, a harness pad-block, when so con
structed that the portion in Avhich the nails are driven
is made separate and detachable from the main por-

tion of the block, substantially as and for the purpos*
set forth.

Second, the hollow iron block A, filling B, and set

screws c c, constructed and combined substantially

as herein shown and for the purpose described.

71,654.—CHARLESE.SlMMOXSandlTOMERCOOK,
Waukegan, 111.—7ied i?o«om.—December 3, 1867.—
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The slats are supported by spiral sprinprs and braced
against lateral or lonp^itudinal misadjustment by the

hi'iifjed braces and straps.
Claim.—The combination of braces D D D' D' and

r F, hinged to the upper frame B and to the plates/

/, with the pivoting plates C C, arranged and operat-

ing OS described.

71,655 E0DNF,Y L. Smith. "Walcottville, Conn.
—Twine Holder.— Uccember 3. 1867.— The twine
passes tln'ough a ring suspended inside tlie holder,

whereby it is kept from tangling or leaving the ball.

Claim.—The loop or ring with the upper part or
the twine holder, for the purposes and as specified.

71,656 Thomas Smith, New York, N. T.—
Washing Machine.—December 3, 1867.—The flexible

washboard is supported on springs and fitted with
detached slats in the suds bos. The Avings of the ra-

diated arms rub the clothes against the washboard-.
Claim.—The circular flexible and springing wasli-

board. in combination with a series of rotating (or

vibrating) extensible arras and clamps, or their equiv-
alents, carrying the fabrics to bo waslied, all operating
substantially iu the manner and to the cftects de-

scribed.

71,657.—BEX.TAMIX R. Smithson, New York, IN".

Y., assignor to himself and Sa.muel West, Boston,
Mass.—J.2'pfTraf«'9/or Generating Oxygen Gat;.—De-
cember 3. 18(J7.—Sulphuric acid is introduced through
a platinum pipe into a retort containing coarsely
powdered pumice stone kept at a red heat ; the acid
is decomposed into sulphurous acid and oxygen gas.
The acid is afterward sepai-ated by washing,"leaving
the oxygen free.

Claim.—The within described apparatus for gen-
erating oxygen gas, constructed and operating sub-
stantiallv as set forth.

71,658.—JOHX M. Spouek, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Shoemaker's- Lamp.—December 3, 18G7.—The verti-

cal cylindrical pipe conveys the heat from the flame
to th'.! tools which lie in the troughs above.

Claim.—The combiiiatioii and arrangement of the
cylinder B, trough D. curved arms E E', and the
steady rests b b', as shown and described.

71,659.-SamuelB. Stewart, Brush Valley, Pa.—Grate for Stoves and other Heaters.—Dccemher 3,

1867.—The grate rotates on anti-friction rollers, is

divided by radial partitions and has flues ascending
into the chambers above.

Claim.—First, a gate swinging hoiizontally, and
communicating SHcc'essively with'two or more sepa-
rate flues, substantially in the manner described, for
the purpose of warming difi"erent rooms in succession
by a Singh; fire.

"Second, a revolving grate, divided into compart-
ments, each comranuicating with an independent flue,

substantially in the manner descril)ed.

Third, the combination, substantially in the m.-^Ji-

ner described, of a revolving grate, divided into com-
partments by vertical radial partitions, and revolving
on a vertical axis, with a flue having corresijondiug
partitions, for the purposes set forth.

Fourth, the combination, substantially in the man-
ner described, of a revolving grate, Avith a heating or
cooking stove, and one or more open grates, for the
purpose of applyi)ig the heat successively to each, or
simultaneously to all, as set forth.

Fifth, the combination, substantially in the man-
ner described, with a revolving grate'having radial
partitions or wings attached to and revolving with it,

in the ash pit of a discharge spout, for carrying off

the ashes swept into it by the wings iu their revolu-
tion.

71,660.—Or.E 0. Stori.e, Xorwny, "Wis., assignor
to himself and Isaac jisl". Mason. Milwaukee, Wis.

—

Grain Binder.—December 3, 18(J7.—As the chain
passes round the si)ur wheel the connecting rod
throws the grain on the rake shaft, which strikes the
groove in the sliding strip and raises the rake to an
angle of 45^. The rake carries the gi-ain to the sheaf
compressor, which brings its fingers behind the grain,
takes it from the rake and presses it into the bight of
the binding cord where it is bound.

Claim.—First, rake B, endless chain C, spur wheels

D and D', connecting rod E, loose wheel F, socket
G, and sliding way H, in combination, substantially
as described.
Second, compressor c, binding cord I, crank d, and

wheel S, in combination, when operated substantially
as and for tlio purpose described.

Third, wabbling Avheel U. pulleys V, and nippers
X, in combination, operating substantially as and for
the purpose descri!)ed.

Fourth, clutch M, spring P, lever Q. and wheel S,
in combination, substantially as described.

Fifth, clutch M, pinion li, wheel S, wheel T, and
cylinder W, operating in combination, scibstantially
as described.

Sixth, slotted wheel Y, in combination with com-
pressor c and nippers X, substantially as and for the
purpose described.
Seventh, slotted wheel Y, knife Z, and spring a, iu

combination, substantially as described.

71,661.—H. C. Stouffer, J. Heaton, and A.
A. BusHONG, Columbiana, Ohio.—Horse Uatj Fork.—
December .3, 1807.—The tines are projected verti-

cally when entering, and laterally when raising the
hay, by the action of the pivot lever, which is thrown
up by the spiral spriiig, except when the pressure is

released by the attached cord.
Claim.—Tha curved lever E, check rod F, and

spring H, as arranged in combination with the link
D anc'l feet C, in the manner as and for the purpose
described.

71,662.—George W. Stout and .John C. Eich-
ARDSON, Newark, N. J., assignors to themselves,
James Davis, Jr., and Samuel E. 11aw ley.—Hat
Ironing Machine.—December 3, 1807.-The top and
sides of the crown and both sides of the brim are
ironed and finished at one operation.

Claim.—First, a pair of irons operating in conjunc-
tion to iron simultaneously both sides of the brim, sub-
stantiallv as described.
Second, the combination, in the same machine, of

revolving irons for finishing the brim, and also the
top and sides of the crown.

Third, finishing ii'ons operating simultaneously
upon the top of the crown, both sides of the brim,
and also upon the sides of the crown.
Fourth, so coml)ining the irons which operate upon

the brim only that they may be readily separated
from each other at will, as and for th& purposes de-
scribed.

Fifth, the combination of the brim irons with
their connecting spring, rod. and crank, substantially
as and for the; purpose set forth.

Sixth, tlie combination of the brim irons with their
driving mechanism, so as to admit of the shifting of
the i)ositions of the irons without arresting the mo-
tions derived from the driving mechanism! substan-
tially as set forth.

Se'ventl), the combination of the brim irons and the
top iron with their driving mechanism, so that the
relative positions of the irons may be changed, for the
purjiose set forth.

Eighth, the combination of a revolving hat block
withrevolving irons.

Ninth, the combination of a swinging arm wliich
carries tlie side irons, with a pivoted bead stock, as
and for tlie pm'pose described.

'4'enth, the combination of a swinging arm, which
carries the liat block, with a swinging arm which
carries a finishing iron.

71,663.-^ToHN M. Sturgeon, New York, N.
Y.

—

Sizing for Bank Note Paper.—December 3,

1867.—Intended to render tho paper nearly fire-proof

and absolutely proof against counterfeiting. Com-
posed of a solution of gum dragon, albumen, salt^

carbonates of soda and p^)tash. and silica.

Claim.—A sizing made from the within formula,
substantially as described, and combined for the pur-
poses set forth.

71,664.—Chari.es M. Templeton, Concord, N.
H.

—

Stuffing Box Packing.—December 3, 18()7.—Au
interiorly-beveled follower is placed beneath the seg-

mental packing, and forces it to contact with tho
rod by steam admitted beneath the follower. The
stuffing is fitted with a removable but uuadjustablo
follower block abov?.
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Claim.—The packing ring, consisting of the outer
parts II R 11 and the inner parts r r r, the same being
aiTiiuged to break joints with each other, in common
with the follower P, all operating as and for the pur-
pose descx'ibed.

71,6G5.

—

"William Thompson and J. E. Hall,
Cleveland, Ohio.

—

Carbureting Apparatus.—Decem-
ber 3, 1867.—The gas as it leaves the apparatus is

highly charged with carbon, first by passing through
the liquid, and secondly by passing through tlie

lining and satm-ated cotton.
Claim.—First, the agitator J, constructed with an

annular chamber L, wings M and 'N, and tubular
arms 0, in the manner and for the pm-pose substan-
tially as set forth.

Second, perforated lining B, top Q, spouts or
sleeves C, and cotton D, or its equivalent, as arranged
in combination with the float E and agitator J, in

the manner and for the purpose substantially as de-

scribed.
Third, the float E, agitator J, constructed as de-

scribed, in combination with a carbureter, in the
manner and for the purpose substantially as de-

scribed.
Fourth, the herein described apparatus, provided

with a float and a revolving agitator, constructed as
described, whereby the carbureting fluid is agitated
for the purpose of largely increasing its evaporation
or elimination, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

71,666.—Hiram Tod, Columbus, Ohio.—Eegu-
lating Watches.—December 3, 1867.—The fi-ee end of
the regulator bar is connected by an expansible bai-

to a nut adjusted by a set screw. The expansion of
the bar by heat is intended to coimterbalance that of
the hair spring.

Claim..—First, the combination of the screw E, slid-

ing nut B, link C, and the regulator bar H, as shown
and described for the purpose specified.

Second, the employment of the expansion and con-
traction of the link C, in combination A^-ith nut B
and regulator bar H, constructed to act upon the
hair-spring of the watch and more perfectly regulate
the same, as set forth.

71,667.—Eeuben Tyleu and Peter Campbell,
Jr., Diana, N. Y.—Composition for Hoofing.—De-
cember 3, 1867.—Explained by the claim.

Claim.—The composition of coal or gas tar with
marl and a small quantity of pulverized marble,
which will harden and make a good water-proof or
fire-proof roof for building purposes.

71,66S.—Hiciiard "Walicer, Milford Mass.,
assignor to himself and Joseph B. Baxchoft, same
j)lace.

—

Machine for Cutting and Mitering Printers'
Jiulcs.—December 3, 18G7.—The cutters are placed
opposite each other, the moving one being attached
to a lever oscillated by a cam. Another cutter slides

in a head, adjustable to any angle to cut the requii-ed
miter.

Claim.—First, the cutter n, attached to the adjust-
able head m, in combination with the cutter d, as de-

scribed.
Second, the combination of the segmental platform

I with the cutter n, cam-lever o, and head m, as set
forth.

Third, the combination of the cutter-holding arm
6, the connecting bai" e, the cam h, and the spring
rod k k', substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
Fourth, the graduated bar r and gauge s, in combi-

nation with the platform I, as and for the pm'i)ose de-

scribed.

71,669.—P. "Werxi and R. B. De Bare, Chi-
cago, 111., assignors to Reuben B. De Bake, same
place.

—

Sawi)ig Machine.—December 3, 1867.—The
adjusting tension rod of the saw slides in a vertically

adjustable block.
Claim.—Suspending the saw upon the rod R, pass-

ing tlirough a slide T, which has a vertical move-
ment upon rods a a attached to the vertical frame,
said slide being provided with a cord b, passing over
a pulley c, all constructed and operating in the man-
ner as and for the pui-poses specified.

71,670.—John Whitworth, Cleveland, Ohio,
assignor to himself and "W H. Hawkins, same
place.

—

Cutter Head for Mouldings.—December 3,
1867.—The cutter is of cast iron, with chUled edges.
Claim.— The herein-described chilled cast-iron

cutter, made in the manner as and for the purpose
substantially set forth, as a new article of manufac-
ture.

71,671.—A. L. Wilkinson, Huntsville, Ala.,
and E. T. Beggs, Nashville, Tenn., assignors to A.
L. Wilkinson.—Portable Hose Bridge.—An arched
track is laid to carry the street car over the hose
which may be laid across the car track.

Claim.—The arches B B when constructed of
single pieces of angle or channel iron, and provided
with lugs c c to hold them to a railroad track, in com-
bination with the cross bars o o, constructed with a
swivel link v and a goose neck u, substantially as
and for the purpose indicated.

71,672.—B. F. Williamson, Franklin county,
Ohio.—Scroll Saw Jl/i7L—December 3, 1867.—The
saw passes axially through the post on which the
table turns. The table is'adjustable to any inclina-
tion.

Claim.—The inclined and adjustable revolving
platform or table D, constructed to operate substan-
tially as described and for the purpose set forth.

Also, in combination with the post A, the plate or
heading I, constructed to operate substantially as
and for the pm-pose set forth.

71,673.—M. H. Adams, Mountain Eagle, Pa.—
Car Coupling.—December 3, 1867.—One end of the
bolt entering in the cup-shaped recess strikes up the
pivoted lid, which, closing down, holds the bolt in the
enlarged recess.

Claim.—A ci\x coupling, consisting of the double-
headed bolt E, in combination with the draw head A,
provided with the recess I and hinged lid B, having
the loop c attached, when the whole is an-anged to

operate substantially as described.

71,674.—INatiian Albertson, Plainfield, Ind.

—

Hoisting Device for Trucks.—December 3, 1867.

—

The calipers that embrace the log are hooked to the
catch on the end of the ratchet bar. The bar is

raised by the lever and is dogged by its attendant
pawl.

Claim.—The vertical rack E. operated by the lever

F, in combination with the spring dog b, when at-

tached to a truck, constructed, arranged, and ope-
rating as and for the purpose described.

71,675.—Wm. J. Alexander, Rolling Prairie,

Jjid.—Gate.—December 3, 1867.—The gate is adjust-

able for height in the slotted ways of the brace and
pendant bars, to which it is attached by bolts. It is

opened, when unlatched, by the weighted cord.

Claim.—The gate A, the' braces C and E, the chain
F, with the weight G and pin I, as substantially ar-

ranged and set forth in the foregoing.

71,676.—Julius M. Bailey, Indianapolis, Ind.
— Tr/iecL—December 3, 1867.-The felloes are ex-

panded as they shrink by the wedges at their joints,

which are secured by set screws.
Claim.—Fii'st, the socket b, when provided with

grooves upon one side in Avhich the tenons of the

felloes fit, and with grooves upon tlieir inner sides to

receive the tenons formed upon the wedge C, said

wedge adjusted by means of the bolt d, whose liead

is counter-sunk in the tire A and the nut D, all con-

structed as described for tlie purpose specified.

Second, having the spoke E stopped into tJie slotted

bed or socket F, in combination Avith tlie Avedge G,
all substantially as set forth and described.

71,677.—David Baird, Bloody Run, Pa.—i:a--

haust for Mill Stones.—DQCGcahev 3, 1867.—An ex-

haust pipe leads from the air-tight box inclosing the

stones, and a fan, operated by the shaft that drives

the stones, exhausts the air therefrom.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

box B, having the discharge port D and inclosing

the mill stones, with the exhaust pipe E. chamber C,

having two outlets c c, and the fan F, the latter ar-

rangea between the two exhaust pipes c c, and draAF-
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ing the air throufrh each of them, substantially in the
manner and for the purposes indicated.

71,678.—Thomas C. Ball, Bello-svs Falls, Yt.,

assignor to himself, Abijah S. Clakk. and Slmner
Cjiai'MAX, same place.

—

Head Block for Saiv-AliUs.

—December 3, 18t)7.—The table slides back and
forth under the head block, having a rail attached to

its upper surface that slides between two pins pro-

jecting downward from the knee. The rail being in-

clined from the perpendicular to the head block,

causes the knees to advance or recede as the table
moves.

Claim.—First, the combination of the knees C C,
tables T, and rod K, substantially as and for the pui--

posc described.
Second, the combination of reversing lever L, hav-

ing the pin Z, arm o', and weighted lever M with the
groovea wheel S' attached to the shaft S, all being
constructed and arranged substantially as and for the
pm'pose specified.

71,679.—AsHBEL P. Barlow, Clarcmont, ]S".H.—Curtain Fixture—Dcccmhcv 3, 1S67.—The rods
of the curtain are attached to cords that run through
eyelets and ai-e secured to buttons on the window
fi-ame, and, in connection with the transverse rod,
regulate the position of the curtain.

Claim.—In combination with a central supporter 6

the cords d d and a a, with their supporting eyes, for

lowering the upper and raising the lower part of the
curtain without rolling it, all as set forth and specified.

71,680.—Christian Barry, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Machinefor Making Tiii Cans.—December 3, 1867.

—

The burrer gives the body of the can its shape, and
the dies close the seams.
Claim .—First, the mode of manufacturing cans,

substantially as herein described.
Second, the roll C, with beveled edge /, and roll B,

with flange edge g, operating together, substantially
as described for the purpose specified.

Third, the swage or die J, having bevel penphery
q. and swage or die K, with its periphery r s. beveled
and shouldei'cd, operating togetlier substantially as
described for the pm-pose specified.

71,681.—Chakles Bartholomew, Xew York,
X. Y.

—

Machine for Staining Paper.—December 3,

1867.—The paper is secured by a clamp at one end to
the traveling apron. When the elamp reaches the
right hand end of the machine it comes in contact
with a lever that is pivoted to the frame of the ma-
chine, and actuates a bell, (to which it is connected
by a cord,) as a signal that the paper has reached the
required length.

Claim.—First, in machines for staining or coloring
wall or other paper, the application and use of the
supplementaiT table J, or equivalent device, between
the paper and traveling apron, at the point or points
where the coloring matters ai-e applied, substantially
as and for the purpose described.
Second, the division of the color box into front and

rear compartments by a partition F, so that one set or
series of colors shall be discharged in advance of an-
other set or series, substantially as described.
Third, the an-angement of the several discharge

openings of the color box in such a manner that those
of the front compartments shall be opposite the solid

intersi)aces of the rear compartments, substantially
as described.
Fourth, two or more openings in the samo straight

line in the bottom of a color box, or the bottom of a
compartment of a color bos, in combination with solid

interspaces between such openings, for the purpose
of producing stiipes of color from the same compart-
ment or receptacle, substantially as shown.

Fifth, the combination with a cistern L. for the
supply of color, of a strainer M, constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as described.
Sixth, the arrangement, in the supply cistern, of a

settling well X, substantially as set forth and described.

71,682.—A. S. Batten, Topsham. Yt—Crane.
—December 3, 1867.—The crane is placed in a conve-
nient position in the sugar factory, and when swung
into position with the pans is brought into action by
ratchet, crank, and pulley.

Claim.—Fii-st, the crane, consisting of the arm B,
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pivoted as described, to the double or slotted cross-

piece C, and working therein and in tlie double or
slotted brace F, substantially as above set forth and
described.
Second, the said crane, in combination with flic

windlass and rope or cable, substantially as described.
Third, the sleeve X, carrying tlie hooks M. in com-

bination with arm B, substantially as above set lortb

and described.

71,683.—YEiifoL D. Beach, Battle Creek. Mi6li.—2fachine for Boring Bobbins.—December 3, 18(;7.

—The mandrel is adjustable to the length of t]io bob-
bin. The cylindrical bit holder is secured by a spring
attachment to a sliding frame. The oil cup dispenses
oil to the bearings of the mandrel without stopping
the machine.
Claim.—'First, the use of the oil cup C with tlvo

brush, as described, for the purpose of oiling the re-

ciprocating boring bits.

Second, the revolving bit holder D, constructed and
aiTanged to operate substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

Third, the arrangement of the dog H, tho semi-
elliptic springs L L, the levei-s E E, the rods M K,
the hooks tv and 6, the leaf spring 7, the bar v, and
the stop s, the links I I, tho nuts 9, and the spiral

spring F, arranged and operating substantially as and
for the purijoses specified.

71,684.-F. W. Beck and E. W. Seibert, Balti-

more, Md.

—

Packing Smoking Tobacco.—Decembers,
1867.—The tobacco is placed in a bag with a running
string in the hem around the mouth of the bag.
Claim.—As a new ajticle of manufacture, a pack-

age of cut smoking tobacco, the envelope of which
is a cloth bag, constructed as described, so that it can
be opened and closed at pleasm-e, in the manner and
for the pm'pose specified.

71,685.—William P. F. Beggs, Philadelphia,
Pa.—TrHci-.—December 3, 1867.—The ai'ched frame
in front of the bed allows the turning of the forward
wheels. The bent hind axle drops the bed to a height
convenient for loading.
Claim.—First, connecting the front end of a truck

platform A with the platform H of the front ranning
gear, by means of two or more crane-neck bars I I,

substantially as herein shown and described.
Second, the front axle D, fifth wheel F, kingbolt

G. and front platform H, in combination with tho
crane-neck bars I, main-truck platform A, and rear
axle B, ail made and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.
Third, the crane-neck bars T. when aiTanged as de-

scribed, to connect the main track platform A with
the platform H of tho front running gear, and when
provided with flanges a and b, by means of which it

can be firmly secured to the respective platforms, iis

set forth. ' '

71,686.—Thomas Bell. iSTow York, IS'. Y.—Inh
Well.—December 3, 1867.—The sliding lid of the ink-

stand has a projection under it to raise tho inky part
of the cover from the desk.

Claim.—The arrangement of a projection or rid{^
cither on the under surface of a sliding ink-well cover
or on that part of the ink-well table or desk over which
the cover passes when being opened, substantially as
aud for the purpose described.

71,687 ^Benjamin S. Bexsox, Baltimore, Md.—Casting Metal Pi/jc-December 3. 1867.—Improve-
ment on his patent, February 17, 1863. Tho stay con-
fines tho core concentrically in the mold.
Claim.—Tho anchor or stay above described, cofn-

sisting of the wire hoop a, tho doubled plates e e. and
the bolts i i, when tho parts are constructed and ar-

ranged substantially in tho manner shown and for tho
pm-poses specified.

71,688.-Samuel C. Bishop, Kew York. X. Y.,
assignor to Bishop Gutta-Percha Comp.vny, same
place.

—

Inmlating Coverijig for Telegraph and Cir-
cuit Wires.—December 3, 1867.—Tho teleyrapli wire
is coated with a vegetable gum indigenous to South
America, that retains its solidity under higher tern-

peratmo than india-mbber.
Claim.—Insulating telegraph and electric wires or
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conductors by means of valata or balata, substantially
as spcciiied.

71 ,689.—Joseph W. Bitxer, Bownsville, Md.—
FcriUizcr.—December 3, 1867.—The stable and yard
mamire is thi'owu into a heap, corered with soil, and
rotted, guarding against wet and injm-ious heat. It
is then dried under shelter and reduced to such fine-

ness that it may be sown in a machine adapted to sow
guano.

*

Claim.—First, the above describe process of damp-
lotting manure, and then pulverizing the same, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purposes sot forth.

Second, the new fertilizer, prepared by rotting, dry-
ing, and then jDulverizing the manure, substantially
as described.

71,690.—Mektor Bradley, Peru, Jn6..—Pre-
venting the Heating ofMill Burrs.—December 3, 1867.

—The burrs are boxed in by a light frame fonned from
hoops and slats, attached and covered by canvas. It
is used as a cool, self-ventilating covering.
Claim.—The narrow hoop A A, and canvas or

other similar light material, adjustable to any desii-ed

height ui'ound the bui-rs.

71,691.—G. Brain, Springfield, Ohio.— Screen
(heard Attachment.—December 3, 1867.—The plants
are protected by the adjustable hinged screen, which
only allows the passage of finely pulverized earth.

Claim.—The screen A, in combination with the
adjustable hinged plate B applied to a cultivator plow,
to"operate in the manner substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

71,692.—Emelixe T. Brighaji, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Pessary.—December 3, 1867.—The india-ruober
pessary is cup-shaped, with a heavy curved lip, and
is supported by a spiral spring with a rod and riug for
external attachment.
Claim.—ThQ pessary A, conical spiral spring B

with wire C, having ring D, constructed and ai-ranged
to operate as and for the pui-pose specified.

71,693.—G. W. Brown, Sacramento, Cal.—
Animal Trap.—December 3, 1867.—Tlie pivoted plate
is bali|inced by the central disposition ot the hanging
weight, which is inclosed within a pivoted ring
whose beai'ings are at a right angle to tliose of the
disk. The bait is fastened to a hook at the top of the
disk.

Claim.—The arrangement of the tipping plates, as
desciibed and for the purpose set forth.

71,694.—James Bull. Galcsburg, m. — Gate
Fastening.— T>ccemheT 3, 1867.—The drop bolt en-
gages in the recess of the oscillating catch.

Claim.—First, the catch D, constructed in the
manner herein represented, being beveled off to an
edge at each end, provided with a dovetailed groove
at the center of its upper side, and l)alanced so as to
vibrate upon its pivot a, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

Second, the stop or latch S, so formed as to act in
connection with the catch I), when constructed in
the manner and for the purpose specified.

71,695—Hiram H. Call, Pvohrerstown, Pa.-
Device for Operating Pumps on Railroad Stations.
—December 3, 1867.—Kockers are so arranged beside
the track that the wlieels of passing trains Avill com
municate motion to two pumps connected with an
engine-supply tank.

Claim,.—The rockers K, combined by a horizontal
shaft II S, actuating a vertical rocking shaft S, ar
ranged and operated substantially iu the'manner and
for the purpose specified.

Also, in combination with the rocker II S, the
two pa Nils AV for clutching alternately the two twin
spur wheels A A, iUTangcd substantially in the man
ncr lor operating pumps at railroad stations as de
scribed.

71.696.—Gkokge G. Carver, Eoxbury, Mass.—
Egg Beater.—December 3, 1867.—The beater has the
outward form of a rolling pin and is applied to that
use. 'T'hc cylindrical part is a glass tube, witliin

which the egg is placed and confined by two heads
to \\luch the handle;? and boaters arc attacho<.l. Lou

tudinal reciprocation brings the egg in contact with
the grated beaters within the cylinder.

Claim.—The combination of the two handles with
the glass tube and the head of stoppers and the stir-

ers arranged within such tube, substantially as here-
inbefore specified.

Also, the combination of each stirrer, as composed
of the annulus, the series of parallel cross-bars, and
the rod extended therefrom, with the movable lioad
or stopper to fit into the glass tube, as specified.

71,697.—ZiBA Castaline, Baconsburg, Ohitx—
Portable Fence.—December 3, 1867.—The uprights
are set in stones and braced thereto by an iron i-od

which passes beneath the stones. The upper bars
have mortises to receive the tops of the uprights.
These bars are halved together at their ends and are
held down on the uprights by keys driven throu^
the latter.

Claim.—The herein-described fence, when con-
structed and arranged, in the manner substantially as
set forth.

71,698.—Addis E. Chamberlain and John B.
Crowley, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignors to Chamber-
lain <fc Co., same place.

—

Fireplace.—December 3,

1867.—The air dives through the coal ; the caloric
current parts laterally and "the cun-ents receive ac-
cessiohs of vital air on each side from openings in
the casing, after which they ascend the side flues and
pass to the exit. The space between the plates
around the fire chamber forms descending flues.

Claim.—Fii'st, an open-front stove or fireplace, ar-

ranged substantially as herein described, to take the
air to support combustion from above and downwaxd
through the fuel.

Second, in an open stove or fireplace, constructed
as above specified, the extended grate J, substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

Third, in an open stove or fireplace, constituted as
above specified in the first clause, the interior plates
C C for the purpose of forming the descending flues

F F', substantially as herein explained.
Foui'th, in combiaation with the elements of the

first clause, the flue strips K k i', as and for the ob-
ject stated.

71,699.—Thomas P. Chambers, Newton, Pa,—
Hitching *S'f?-«j>.—December 3, 1867.—The hitch strap
from the halter ring is passed through a ring in the
chain attached to the lower rings of the curb bit.

Claim.—A self-checking hitching device, consist-

ing of the chain or strap D, fastened by means of
snap hooks, or otherwise, to the ends of the bridle

bit, and combined with the hitching strap, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose herein shoTcn
and 'described.

71,700.—D, G. Chapin. Galena, IW.-Bed Bot-
tom.—December 3, 1867.—The coil springs are at-

tached in paii-s to the slats by broad-headed nails

through their apexes, so as to be a support to one
another.

Claim.—Fastening the coiled springs of beds to the
slats by means of a broad-headed nail })assed through
the apex of said siaring, as herein shown and described.

71,701.—Charles T. Chester, l^Tew York, N.
Y.

—

Electro-Automatic Signal Box.—December 3,

1867.—A pull on the handle causes the winding I'^ver

to TX'ind up the train to a distance regulated according
to the signal required. A second lever is attached to

the winding shaft and engages with the projecting
pin of the circuit wheel, which it liberates uutD the
proper number of revolutions have been made, at

which point the motion is arrested.

Claim.—First, the combination of a train of
v.'heels, controlled by escapement and driving an elec-

tric-circuit wheel with a sliding actuator, which is

engaged with the winding lever of the train, or is

disengaged fi-om it at pleasure, substantially as d!&-

scribed.
Second, the combination of this sliding actnafror

Avith the Ixtx cover, so that dust and other matters
arc excluded from the interior, substantially as de-

scribed.
Third, the combination of a train of wlieols, con-

trolled by escapement and driving an elect rio-circuit

wheel, with a stopping Icver^ whidi is moved bjH^e
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actuator and which engages -nith the stopping piu of

he circuit -wheel, substantially as described.

71,702.—Samuel J. Clark, Detroit, Mich.—
JAne iloWcr.—December 3, 18(i7.—The eccentric
roller is confined in a case, and acts by friction on a

cord. AVhen attached to the sash the roller acts as a
support or fastening by friction against the stile.

• Claim.—The eccentric Trhecl A, stop B, plate D,
and the cap C, or substantially the same, for the pui'-

posc de.^igned.

71,703.-J'0HX C. Clarke, Jersey City, iN". J.—
Temporary Binder for Music, dc.—Decembers, 1867.

—The skeleton frame supports and expands the back
and bears the flanged hinges of the side boards.
Claim.—Yir^t, the combination of the rigid metal-

lic back C, having cross slots c' formed in it, and the
hinged side plates D with each other, substantially as
herein shown and described and for the purpose' set
forth.

Second, the combination of the cord or cords ^
with the slotted back plate C, substantially as herein
shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the slotted back plate C
and hinged side plates D with the side boards A and
back B of the cover, substantially as herein shown
and described and for the purpose set forth.

71,704.—Michael J. CoGANandM. E. Russell,
Mobile, Ala.—Trarit Clearer.—December 3, 1867.—
The scraper foot is hinged to a standard by which it

is adjusted to throw the snow inward or outward, and
has veilical movement to accommodate it to the
track. Thi'ce springs operate to check its upward,
forward, or backward movement respectively.

C^a?'m.—First, the scrapers G- G', having *thc c-ain

e and the transverse slots i i, substantially as and for
the purpose desired.
Second, the combination of the scrapers G G' with

the standards C C. handiespr levers D D, and springs
F H H', when constructed and operating substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose specified.

71,705.—James P. Collixs, Troy, X. Y.—Thill
Cottpling.—December 3, 1807.—Leather straps are
attached to the rear end of the thill, and at their ends
the straps partiallv inclose a dovetail metallic block
which enters a similar vertical socket of a plate clip-

ped to the axles. The plate is retained in the socket
hy a wedge, whose withdrawal i^ prevented by the
ind of the thill when in working position.
C7rtun.—First, the connecting of the thills of a

veliicle to the axle thereof by means of any suitable
flexible material, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

Second, the socket A, provided with the two inter-
nal parts or compartments a b, in connection with the
key or wedge F and the looped end of the flexible
material C', provided -with the metal plate E, and
secured to the under side of the thill C, all arranged
substantially as and for the pm-pose set forth.

71,706.—Joseph Coltox. Xew Orleans, La.—
Safety Pocket.—Decemher 3. 18(i7.—The jaws of the
clasp are held by spring catches, and i't has wire
gauze in its body "to prevent riiiping.
Claim.—The combination of the jaws A B, piece

C. slides or, .spring-slides b d, sjirings efg. pin h, and
the pocket, as herein described, for the purpose
specified.

71,707.—George W. Cool, Portland. Oregon.—
Dental Snbutifute.—December 3. 1867.—A tliin cold
[•late is attached to the vulcanized plate. It is fitted ou
to the concave surface of the vtdcauite and attached
hy the fine teeth ovi its surface that penetrate the vul-
canite and are clinched thereto.
Claim.—The mode of fastening the thin plate or

lining to the vulcanite or other dental plate heretofore
in use, in the manner above described.

71,70S.—JohxCorreja, ErookIvn,N. Y.—Firc
Fra ineforCh iia aeys.—Decern ber 3, 1 867.—The jambs
are formed of cast iron plate.'*, and are hollow, to be
filled ill with brick-work. The lintel and throat arc
also of cast metal.

Claim.—The metallic jambs for kitchen chimneys,
fi;]med in the manner and for the purposes set forth

;

and in combinatiou therewith, the metallic lintel,

throat-piece and back plat«, as and for the purjioses
set forth.

71,709.—Martix CosGRO, Peoria, Dl., assignor
to himself and George H. Keyxolds, same place.—
Flour Bolt.—Decem\)er 3, 1867.-The exhaust fan
combines with the broad wings of the bolt to ven-
tilate the flour and equalize the draft.
Claim.—A bolt B provided with broad amis or

wings C, constructed aiid arranged substantially a.s

described, for promoting and equalizing the currents
of air which are made to pass through the bolt by
means of the exhaust-fau K.

71,710.—HarletD. Cowles, Bridgeport, Conn.,
assignor to BridgeportHorseshoe jSTail Company.—Manufacture of Horseshoe Nails.—I3ecember 3,

1867.—The nail plate is thin in the middle and thicker
at its raised edges which form the heads of the nails
which are cut " heads and tails," their points extend,
ing half an inch beyond the central, thinned portion
of the nail plate. This leaves an enlargement at the
end.
Claim.—First, the compound cutting apparatus,

consisting of the series of dies and the series of.cut-
ters, constructed substantially as herein described.
Second, the method herein set forth of making

nails for horse shoes, namely, by first rolling the
plate to the form described, and represented by Figs.
1 and 2, and then cutting the nails therefrom by
means of the series of dies and series of cutters, se-

cured or formed in sectional holders, all as herein
described.

71,711.—James M. Crockett, Xewbera, Va.—
Draft and Ventilating Device for Open Grates, dtc.—
December 3, 1867.—The box is connected by a pipe
with the outer air, and the supply of the latter to a
point immediately in front of the 'fire is regulated by
a damper.
Claim.—The arrangement and construction of the

box A, damper C, lid E, and pipe D, when combined
as herein described and for the purposes set forth.

71,712.—Wm. Davidson, Binghamton, X. T.,
assignor to himself and "Wm. J. Ean'SIE, same place.
Medical Compound.—December 3, 1867.—A liniment
composed of turpentine, i pint ; oil of spike, i pint

;

oil of origanum, 2 oz.; obve oil, 2 oz.; alcohol, 4 oz;
chloroform, \ oz.; alum, ^ drachm ; aqua ammonise, 2
oz.; saltpeter ^ oz.; sulphuric acid, 2 drachms.

Claim.—The composition herein described, for the
purposes set forth.

71,713 David P. Davis, K'ew York, 2^. T.-
Belt-lacing Device.—December 3, 1867.—Each part-

has a bar with a series of hook-ended pieces which

E
ass through the lace holes and engage the transverse
ar of the other pai't.

Claim.—The two-part lacing A for belts, &e., each
similarly constructed, substantially as described.

71,714.—Bexjamix Day. Bangor, Me., assignor
to himself and A. L. Smith, On-ington, Me.

—

Shingle
Machine.—December 3, 1867.—The rough slits are
led to the machine where they are automatically
dressed to a taper on one side. By a change of th'e

position of the forming board the machine is adapted
to shave the other side.

Claim.—Yirst. the sliding frame B, adjustable fonn-
ing board II, knife K, and'self-adjnsting roller I, all

constructed and arranged to operate in the mannc-r
and for the purpose substantially as described and
shown.
Second, the auxiliaiy bearing o, constructed and ar-

ranged to move with the forming board a part of its

descent, and to resume its position and oflice upon the
ascent of the forming board, substantially in manner
as and for the pui'poses specified.

Third, in combination with knife K and roller I, the
hinged shield L, suljstantially as described ajid shown.

71,715.— S. T. Dexise, Eed Bank, X. J.— Plow.
—December 3, 1867.—The horizontal roller turns in.

the furrow behind tlie slnu'c, and communicates rota-

tion to the vcrticid clearing roller at the breast of the
plow.
Claim.—The combination, in a plow, of the verti-
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cal roller E with the horizontal roller I, the latter ro-

tating the former, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose specified.

71,716.—GrEORGE M. DeNison, "Ne^f London,
Conn.

—

Washing Machine.—December 3, 1867.—The
rubber is adapted to work above the coiTugated sur-

face of the washboard. The arms have projecting
lugs which traverse in guides in the side boards, and
the rubbing surface has bristles and elastic ridges or
rollers.

Claim.—First, the rubbing surface composed of
bristles arranged in rows, alternating with elastic

ribs or ridges, substantially as and for the purpdse
specified.

Second, the roller C, arranged in relation with the
rows of bristles, and the elastic ribs or ridges, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose specified.

Third, the rubber, constructed in the manner spec-

ified, in combination with the guides a, in the side

pieces of the corrugated board, substantially as and
for the pm'pose herein set forth.

71,717.—MoKDECAi Disney, San Francisco, Cal.
— Car Coupling.—December 3, 1867.—The retaining
lip is pivoted in the top of the dravv head, and is de-

pressed by a spring. The link engages a fixed clutch,

and is raised therefrom by a projection on the detach-
ing lever. The automatic catch engages the detach-
ing lever when in the required position, and retains it.

Claim.—First, a car coupling, having a movable
retaining lip C, catch b, and the detaching lever E,
the whole constructed and operating substantially as
and for the piu-pose herein described.
Second, the automatic catch d, constructed and op-

erating substantially as and for the purpose described.

71,718.—John A. Dodge and Geokge Peruy,
Auburn, N. Y., assignors to John A.Dodge.—JSar-
veater Hake.—December 3, 1867.—The rising and fall-

ing rake ai'ms are independently hinged in a circular
series around a vertical axis and may be used as
beaters, or any one thrown into operation as a rake by
the action of the operator.

Claiin.—Fii'st, the switch S, constructed, arranged,
and operating as described.
Second, the combination, with a continuously ro-

tating rake, of a vertically moving latch T, con-
stnicted, arranged, and operating as described.

Third, the combination, as described, of the verti-

cally moving switch S Avith the stop s^, for the pm--
pose set forth.

Fourth, the combination, substantially as described,
with the continuous cam guide, ofthe switch arranged
to play vertically to change the path of the rakes.

Fifth, the combination, with a continuous cam guide
K, of an outside track k, a switch S, and a latch T,
when botli the latter are arranged to play vertically,

for the purposes set forth.

Sixth, the combination of the switch S, the crank
arm s*, the cord s^, tlie spi-ing s*, all constructed and
arranged as described for joint operation.
Seventh, the combination ofthe independently hinged

rising and falling rake arms, continuously rotating
round a common center, with the continuous cam
guide, the vertically moving switch, and the lateh,

whereby either one of the arms can be used as a reel

or as a rake, at the pleasm-e of the operator.
Eighth, the rake arms, having cur^'cd depending

arms carrying friction rollers, and operating as de-

scribed.
Nintli, the arrangement of the friction rollers on

the bent arms n, so that they always travel outside
of the continuous cam guide K.
Tenth, the combination of the continuous cam and

fixed cam plate with the independently hinged, con-
tinuously rotating, rising and falling arms, carrying
friction rollers running outside of the cam guide, and
controlled by the switch, whereby the beaters are
made to act as either a rake or a reel, as required.
Eleventh, the combination, substantially as de-

scribed, with a continuous guide, a cam plate, a switch,

and a latch, of independent continuously revolving
rising and falling arms, a crown wheel carrying the
arms, and a bevel wliecl to rotate them.

Twelfth, the combination and aiTangement, sub-

stantially as described, of the drag bar, the adjust-

able shoe, and the finger beam with the raking mech-
anism, whereby tlie rake can be mounted directly

over the shoe, without interfering with the adjustabil-
ity of the shoe.

Thirteenth, mounting the rake on the adjustable
bar 7i, as and for the purpose described.
Fom'teenth, the combination of aplatform andhinged
drag bai', having a standard mounted on each, with
raking mechanism mounted in a frame adjustable
backward and forward on the standards, substan-
tially* in the manner and for the purpose described.

71,719.—JosephDouglass, McConnelstown, Pa.—Yard Measure.—December 3, 1867.—The measure
has a handle at one end, and two measuring flanges
projecting from its face.

Claim.—The yard stick, with handle B and meas-
uring flanges C fc', substantially as described.

71,720.-E. H. DURU, Paris, France.- Car Brake.
—December 3, 1867

;
patented in France, October 25,

1867.—The slide block is held in position by a fork
fixed at the central point of the pincers and lifts and
lowers with them as may be required. To prevent
the pincers receiving side shocks from the rocking
of the cars when in motion, a little freedom is given
to the chains. Under the handle is a ratchet wheel
for tightening the brake.

Claim.—The adjusting gear B F l!^, in combina-
tion with the pincers C and with a railroad car, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

71,721.—Carl Herrman Eiffler, XewTork,
N. Y.

—

Locking-knoh Latch.—December 3, 1867.

—

The spindle has an extension screw by which it is

adjusted to the thickness of the door. The nut on
the spindle is combined Avith a movable stump and
disk tumblers so that when the latter are set, the
stump drops into the notches and the outer knob is

connected with the latch.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of an adjusting
screw a, proA'ided with a transverse hole to receive
the set screw b, in combination with the spindle C
and knobs D E, constructed and operating substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, enclosing in the knob E the mechanism
which serves to throw said knob in and out of gear
with the latch, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

Thii'd, the nut c on the spindle C, in combination with
the movable stump d, tumblers g, knob E, and latch
B, constructed and operating substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the safety top o, in combination with the
knob E, washer F, and latch B, constructed and op-
erating substantially as and for the purpose described.

Fifth, the disk/ provided with cam slots e e, in
combination with the movable stump d, safety top o,

and tumblers g, constructed and operating substan-
tially as and for tlie purpose set forth.

Sixth, the abutment u, in combination with the
key-hole and with the safety top o, constructed and
operating substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

71,722.—E. A. Ellsworth, Washington, D.C—
Kxit Lock and TFasA^?'.—December 3," 1867.—The
washer is of steel, has one end turned over to engage
the nut and prevent its turning, and has a downward
projection to prevent the rotation of the said washer.
Claim.—First, the spring-nut lock B, and washer

A, constructed in one piece, substantially as described
for the purpose specified.

Second, one or more points or downward projections

or flanges «, in combination with the spring-nut lock
and washer, substantially as described for the purpose
specified.

71,723.—Samuel Emmore, Stouchburg, Pa., as-

signor to himself and A. Burkholdek, same place.

—

Dough Kneading Machine.—December 3, 1867.—

A

screw thread is formed at one end of the axle that

carries the stiiTers, giving to them a combined inter-

mittent rotary and reciprocating motion. The stir-

rers are thus forced through the dough by the rotation
of the shaft and are* at the same time drawn longitu-

dinally.

Claim.—First, the shaft C when provided with a
screw thread so as to impart a combined intermittent

rotary and reciprocating motion to the stirrers of a
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dough kneading machine, substantially as and for the

purpose herein shown and described.

Second, the tub A when consisting of two parts

hinged together, in combination with the sliding

cover D, all made and operating substantially as

herein shown and described.

71,724.—Levi S. Tales, TaiTytown, X. T.—
Fertilizing Compound.—December 3, 1867.—The sul-

phate of ammonia is obtained by the reaction of the

animoniacal liquor of gas factories and the acidulous

waste from the refining of petroleum. One ton of tlie

precipitated crude sulphate of ammonia is mixed with
charcoal, 25 lbs ; pulverized bones, 200 lbs ; sulphuric

acid, 25 lbs ; dried blood, 50 lbs.

Claim.—The fertilizers, composed of sea sand, sul-

phate of ammonia, chai'coal, bones, and di'ied blood,

substantially as herein set forth.

71,725 Levi S. Tales, Tarrytown, IS"". T.—
Fertilizer.—Deccmher 3, 1867.—"Waste" acid from
the process of refining petroleum is added to night
soil to neutralize the free ammonia. To each ton of
night soil, so treated, is added 2 barrels charcoal ; ten

per cent, sulphate of ammonia ; 250 lbs. pulverized
bones ; 100 lbs. dried blood, and 50 lbs. saltj)eter,

mixed, dried, and pulverized.

Claim.—The fertilizer formed by the combination
of the scvend specified materials, substantially as
herein set forth.

71,726.-Geouge V. Farr and Ephraim Hall,
Brandon, Yt.

—

Saddlers' and Shoemakers' Tool.—
December 3, 1867.—Explained by the claims and U-

lustratiou.
Claim.—First, the channelling tool above described,

composed of the adjustable knife B, the stock A, and
the spring cap C, the lip or bottom of the cap and the
shoulder O of the stock forming a gauge to bring the
knife at the edge of the sole to be channeled, substan-
tially as set forth.

Second, the rounded or curved forms of the cap C
and shoulder O in the direction of their length, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

71,727.—S.V3IUELF. Fexx, Middletown, Conn.,
assignor to himself and F. B. Clark, same place.

—

JBif'jJrace.—December 3, 1867.—The stirrup takes
under the rectangular part of the shank and retaiur,

the bit. The sides of the stirrup spring in close to
the cylindrical brace socket and hold it to place.

Claim.—The spring stirrup a attached by the pivot
h to the spindle A of a brace, constructed and operat-
ing substantially as and for the purpose described.

71,728.—Albert Fickett, Rochester, X. Y.—
Device for Filling and Packing liotari/ Paper Pulp
jBoi7ers.—December 3, 1867.—The cylinder has an
opening for the introduction and retvoduction of the
straw and other material to be treated. Tlic straw
is cut into short lengths and runs direct into the cyl-

inder. A hollow screw shaft passes through the
journals of the cylinder and forms tlie axis on which
it rotates and is connected A^ith and works a mova-
ble perforated head. By means of the longitudinal
motion of the piston head in the cylinder the cut
straw is packed therein.

Claim.—FirS't, the use of a screw shaft and a mov-
able head working upon and operated by the screw
shaft, substantiaUv as above described.
Second, the said screw shaft and movable head, in

combination with the use of the tight pulley A oper-
ated by two belts, one open, the other crossed, in con-
juction with the lever H and the belt tighteners b b,

substantially and for the use above described.
Third, tlie use of two or more guide pieces fastened

to the interior surface of the rotary or cylinder in a
longitudinal direction, which perform the double func-
tion of preventing the movable head from turning
\\ hen the screw shaft is put in motion and of agitat-
ing the contents of the rotary.

Fourth, the use of a hollow and perforated screw
sliaft. substantially and for the use above described.

Fifth, the use of a perforated piston head to allow
free circidation of the liquor and steam, substantially
as above described,

71,729.-11. A. FiLKixs, North Adams, Mass.,
assignor to himself and W. B. Werden, Waukcgan,

111— Lo^o Water Jndicafor.—December 3, 1867.—
When the water in the cylinder falls so that tho
Aveight will no longer be supported by it the rod is

pulled down and with it that end of the lever tliat is

above the cylinder. The valve in consequence is

raised and the steam that was held in the ball portion
of the tube escaping through the opening in the c>ip
strikes the lower edge of the bell and thereby sounds
the alarm.
Claim.—First, the tube E. in combination with the

tube B, whereby the cold air is prevented from strik-

ing the tube B while hot water is in the latter, sub-
stantially as described for the purpose specified.

Second, the lever F pivoted to the arm h of tho
globe C. sliding rod I to wliich the float G is secured
by the chain n, packing tube m, and spring o, all ar-

ranged and operating as herein set forth for the pur-
pose specified.

71,730.—Pt. A. FiLKixs, Iv^'orth Adams, Mass.,
assignor to himself and W. B. Weudex, Waukegan,
IW.—Iiotanj Steam. Valve.—Beeemhcr 3, 1867.—The
valve has a passage which, when brought in lino with
the steam pipe, connects the two parts of the same
and is adjustable so that tlie passage mav be com-
pletely or partially interrupted as desired. \Yhen tho
passage is inteiTupted the steam is made to press the
valve upon the seat and thus prevent all escape and
makes a steam tight joint without the use of packing.

Claim.—The construction of the hollow conical
valve C and. its arrangement with the shell E, nut F,
flange c, partition j. ring /', shoulder m, and pipe A,
all made and operating substantially as and for the
purpose herein shown and described.

71,731.— R. H. FiTTS, Lawrence, Kansas.—
Roofing Cement.—^December 3, 1867.—Composed of
coal tar, 8 galls; pulverized soajistone, 90 Ibs; air
slaked lime. lO lbs ; salt, 2 lbs.

Claim—The composition, substantially as described
and for the purposes set forth.

71,732.—Frank Fuller, Xew York, X. Y.—
Toy Gun or l^intol.—December 3, 1867.—The spring
projectile band discharges the bolt when tripped by
the trigger.

Claim.—The combination of the discharging rod
C constructed with a grooved head b, the spring I)

operating in the spring chamber a', substantially as
set forth ; tlie wedge-shaped trigger E arranged to
elevate and release the discharging rod C a,ud the
shoulder c' with the stop g and depressing spring h,

all constructed substantially as set forth and described.

71,733.—A. X. Garland, West Charleston, Vt.
—Drens for Mill Stones.—December 3, 1867.—The
furrows are made wide, shallow, and smooth, one
edge being cut clean and sharp. Between the fur-

rows the surface near tlie eye is smooth, and on the
other parts of the stone it is'^serrated.

Claim.—The mill-stone dress above described, con-
sisting of the smooth surface inside and the file sur-

face outside of the line D, together with the smootli,

shallow channels in the bed-stone, and deeper ones in

the runner, the channels in botli stones lieing con-
structed in the curved form above described, widen-
ing towards the rim of the stones, and having one
smooth, inclined surface and one perpendicidar wall
c', the upper edge of the wall being sharp and smooth,
and all the parts being constructed and arranged
substantially in the mannei' and for the purposes spe-
cified.

71,734.—George Gibi;s. Canton, Ohio.—Ploir.
—December 3, 1867.—Tlic lower side of the beam is

straight, and at its rear end is connected by a de-

tachable brace rod to the lower end of the st:tiidard.

The rear end of the landside is formed like a si..><I

runner. The colter foot is flanged wholly on one
side.

Claim.—Th'St. the straight beam «r, in combination
witb the detachalDle wooden brace 6, fitted into sock-
ets, for the purpose as herein specified.

Second, the landside d, of the form and for the pur-
poses as set forth.

Third, the coulter nose e, made and used as and for

the jmrposc specified.

Fourth, the beam a, brace b, landside d, and coulter
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nose e, eombined to form the design specified, when
made and used as herein described.

yi,735.—W:.r. Gibbs, Geo. Gibbs, and L. P.
"WiKiDAL, Canton, Ohio.

—

Ploiv.—December 3, 1867.

—The share is rabetted to reoeivc the tore end of the
moldboai-d.

Claim.—The flange on cast shares, when con-
structed and used as hereinbefore described.

71,736.—Samuel Good, Greensville, Ohio.—
Fence.—December 3, 1867.—The blocks are composed
of brick earth, and similarly baked. They have legs

Tvhich enter grooves in the base piece beneath, and
have Gounterpai't end projections and cavities by
•which they engage those beside them.

Claim.—The blocks A and B, when constructed
substantiallj- as described, having a suitable base C,
and formed into a fence, as specified.

71,737.-A. C. GooDMA>' and Henry Pessler,
Canton, Ohio, assignors to themselves and Henry
EoLTS, Stark county, Ohio.

—

Railroad Gate.— De-
cember 3, 1867.—The gate is laid down by the pres-

sure of the passing train upon the upwardly-project-
ing ann of the rock shafts to which the gate is con-
nected.

Claim.—First, the gate C, provided with a weight
D, which causes it to assume a vertical position when
not confined, as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the an-angoment ot the crank shafts E with
their bars F, connecting rods G G, and the gate C,
as and for the pm-pose specified.

Third, the arrangement of the spring notched bar
H with the crank shaft E and gate C, as and for the
purpose set forth.

71,738.—A. I. Goodrich, "Waterbury, Conn.—
Itegulator for Marine Clocks.—December 3, 1867.

—

The regulator is made of a single bent strip in lieu

of three, as heretofore.
Claim.—A regulator for marine clocks, made of

one piece or strip of metal from end to end, substan-
tially as described.

71,739.—John J. Gordon, Flint, Mich.—Bagr
Tie.—December 3, 1867.—The hook and bar are drawn
together over the bag end by their connecting cord,

and the cord is belayed on the bar.
Claim.—The bar A, hook B, and cord C, con-

structed, combined, and used substantially as and
for the purpose set forth,

71,740.—Jackson Gorham, Bairdstown, Ga.—
Uah'ngr Press.—December 3, 1867.—The follower has
upward movement, and is operated by compound
toggle levers, actuated by cords connected to a Avind-

lass.

Claim.—The arms I, constructed as described, hav-
ing diverging side pieces 6 h, the bottoms of said

arms resting in grooves of the framing d and attached
to the ends of the rope J, which passes over the pul-

leys e in the end of the lever H to the shaft C, all ar-

ranged and operating as herein described.

71,741.—Jackson Gorham, Bau-dstown, Ga.,
assignor to himself and John Armstrong, same
place.

—

Shaft Attachment for Carriages.—December
3, 1867.—The short tugs are engaged by hooks on the
sliding bars connected to the whiffletree.

Claim,.—The attachment to carriage shafts, con-

'sisting of rods having hooks, and hung to the whiffle-

|tree and sliding hooks, substantially as and for the
^purpose described.

1

,' 71,742.—Harrison Grambo, Philadelphia, Pa.
i—Aj)paratiis for Making Paper Articles.—December
,3, 1867.—The macerated material is violently agi-

'tated until it becomes a pulp of uniform consistency.

A reciprocating motion is imparted to the iuterlacer

,by the bell crank, causing the superfluous water to

flow through the meshes of the gauze bottom, and to

feed the pulp to the opening at its free end into the

,expanded former. "When a portion of the pulp tube

fhas passed the bottom of the former the bottom is

contracted, so as to reduce in diameter the subse(iuont

portions of the tube, and thus form the brim and
body of the Imt. , "When a further quantity, equal to

the height of the hat, has passed through the former,

its bottom is closed, so as to cutoff the supply, and
tlms form tlio top of the hat.
Claim.—First, forming articles from paper pulp,

complete by continuous operations, substantially as
described.
Second, the feed and agitator 1k)x G, substantially

as described for the purpose specified.

Third, the iuterlacer E, substantially as described
for the pm-pose specified.

Fourth, the cone I and flexible former K, substan-
tially as described ibr the purpose specified.

Fifth, the cords p aud windlass «', or equivalents,
in combination with the former K I, substantially as
described for the pm-pose specified.

Sixth, the blocking mechanism L M X. substan-
tially as described for the purpose specified.

Seventh, the drying and pressing cylinder 'N', in

combination with the blocking mechanism L and
blast apparatus O, substantially as described for the
purpose specified.

Eighth, the flocking device U V, substantially as
described for the purpose specified.

Xiuth, the series of set screws S, arranged in cir-

cular form, cai'rying cam rollers T on swivel arms u,

for the purpose substantially as described.
Tenth, the combination and arrangement of the

various devices and parts herein described, or their

equivalents, operating in the manner and for the pur-

pose substantially as described.

71,743.—Lucia F. Griffin, New York, N. T.—
Medical Compound.—DecembdT 3, 1867.—A liniment
composed of spirits of wine, 1 qt. ;

gum guaicum, 4

oz. ; hemlock gum, 2 oz.
;
gum camphor, i oz. ; mo-

lasses, 1 pt.

Claim.—A medicated balsam composition of the
ingi-edients herein named, as and tor the pui-poses

set forth.

71,744.— THEODORE Grundmann, Cleveland,

Ohio.—Distilling Apparcttus.—DecemhoT 3, 1867.—
A small vessel is placed above the retort, into which
the vapors pass and whence they are conducted to

the cooler. The vessel commimicates by pipes Avith

the retort to prevent the over-boiling of the liquid.

Claim.—First, the vessel B, when connected with
the upper part of the retort by means of pipes a and
b, and when provided with 'a dish-shaped coohng
cover e, substantiallv as and for the purpose herein

shown and described.
Second, the retort A and vessel B, when made and

arranged as set forth, in combination with a cooler

E, as described.

71,745.—Jajies E. Hall, Georgetown, HI.—
Sash >SYoi).—December 3, 1867.—A spring on the edge
of the sash rests against the casing, and a lever catch

is projected throngh the face plate by an eccentric

to act as a stop, or is withdrawn by a contrary move-
ment.
Claim.—The combination of the spring E and

lever catch G and eccentric roller I, substantially as

and for the purpose described.

.71,746.—Alexantder Ha>ier, Xew York, N.
Y.—Street Pavement.—DecemheT 3, 1867.—Explained
by the claims.
Claim.—Yirst, the method, herein described, of

paving streets by the employment of small blocks of

wood, glued together to foriii sections of about four

feet square, wliich sections ai'C aiTanged side by side

upon a bed composed of sand, lime, and silicate of

soda, with spaces between the sections to be filled

with asphalt, as hereinbefore described.

Second, the combination, as described, of the small

wooden blocks glued together in sections, the mortar
foundation, the parallel timbers underlapping the

joints of the sections, and the asphalt filling between
the sections, for the pm-poses set forth.

71,747.—T. C. Hammond, :N'icolaus. Cal.—Grod-
i7ig and Excavating Machine.—December 3, 1867.

—

The plow raises the dirt and deposits it on the end-

less belt, which carries it to the carriages in the rear,

which deposit it on both or either side.

Claim.—Th-st, the construction of a ploAV with an

angular upright standard, having a solo plate or

wing and a mold-boaid and share, together with all
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the cbnnecting parts, snbstantially as described for

the purpose specified.

Second, a double plow of the abo'^-e description,

all of the diifevent parts of which are reversed and
lH)iuting and facinc,- in opposite directions, and con-
nected by a continuous beam and furrow bar.

Third, 'the peculiar circular, beveled shape of the
apron frame, Plate 2, by means of which the apron
frame is closely fitted to the under side of the mold-
bofird of the plow.

I'ourth, the construction of a double-acting traction
horse power, working upon two wheels with separate
reversed parts, the whole being so constructed as to
work in ojipositc directions without turning.

Fifth, the construction of the wooden extension
biidge, before described, for the purpose before de-

&ca'ibed.

Sixth, the different pai-ts of said machine, when
combined, as forming in whole a machine so con-
structed as to work in opposite directions upon the
same side of a given line or embankment without
turning.

71,748.—C. C. Hare and S. J. Hake, Louis-
ville, Ky.

—

Hinging Tea Kettle Lids.—December 3,

18G7.—The pivoted lid has a curved slot, in which
the ear traverses as the lid is swujig.
Cinim.—First, making a tea kettle with a swing-

ing lid in two pieces, connected and operating as
herein described.
Second, a swinging lid, having a curved or semi-

circular slot c in the'rim b, in combination with the
ear e, the bail d, and the pin a of a tea kettle,

arranged and operating as hei'ciu described.

71,749.—Isaac J. Hattabougii. Santa Clara
county, Cal.

—

Fidd Derrick.—December 3, 18G7.

—

The pole is secured to cross sills below and braced by
guy ropes above. The hinged arm is operated by a
rope that runs through a pulley in the top of tho pole.

The caliper hay fork is elevated by rope and tackle
attached to the arm and passing through a pulley on
tho sill, where it is attached to the whiiflctrees.

C7aim.—First, the double sheaves for the operating
lino.

Second, the pivots and plates at top and bottom of
the pole for the guys and pole swivel.
Third, the combination of the sheaves H with the

pivots to plates I I, in combination with operating
rope E, pole A, ai'm B, adjuster D, guys J, to make
a simple and complete combination for a dcriick for
lield pui-poscs, as described and substantially as set
forth.

71,750.—C. Augustus Haviland, Davonport,
Iowa.

—

Fence.—Dcccmhov 3. 1867.—The boards arc
slid down upon each other in the elongated slot of
the post, forming a tight board fence which is capped
by a board nailed on top of the posts, i'or an open
fence, blocks are placed between the rails.

Claim.—First, the anangemeut and combination
of boaj-ds, blocks, and posts, in the manner and for
the pm-pose lierein set foi th.

Second, the construction of a fence post with slot

or aperture C, in the manner and for the purpose
herein described.

71,751.—George H. Hawkins, New York, X.
Y.—Fili and other Boxes.—Dccembei 3, 18G7.—Ex-
plained by tlie claim.
Claim.—Forming pill or other boxes of buckram,

or other woven fibrous material, stiffened with starch
or other glutinous material, and struck up into
proper shape while moist or damp by means of hot
metal dies, substantiaily as herein shown and de-
scribed.

71,752.—Joseph Heckel, Decatur, Ill.—C'om-
position for Coaling Wooden Structures.—December
3, 1867.—A fire and water proof covering for wooden
structure, composed of cliina clay, 5 lbs. : oyster
shell lime, 5 lbs. ; borax, 1 lb. ; litharge, 1 lb.

;"
pid-

verized, mixed, and boiled in liuseed oil.

Claim.—Tlio composition above described, -nhen
compounded and usetl substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

71,753.—AuEXANUEii HKiLr.KUN-, Cincinnati,
0\i\o.—Stereoscope.—December 3, 1867.—The pic-

tures are attached to endless ribbons, and by tho
revolution of a shaft arc fed consecutively into posi-

tion to be viewed. Kctiring from this position they
are arranged in a rank,.ready for the next presenta-
tion.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the two shafts
G and H, endless chains J, fingers L, arms Q R,
roller 0, and catches X, in the uescribed combina-
tion, Avith the series of slides secured to one or more
endless ribbons T, in the manner and for the i)urpose
set forth.

Second, in the described combination the figures
L. gi-oovc h, roll'^r O, arms Q and 11, and the catches
X, for the purpose set forth.

Third, in combination with the elements of claim
1, the springs g for holding tho slides to the under
side of the open frame F.
Fourth, the guard or partition Z, curved upward at

its front end, as and for the purpose stated.

Fifth, the hinged and folding foot i, having the
bracket j and screw k, for the pm-pose set forth.

71,754.—D. W. Hexdricksox, Xcw York, N.
Y.—Manvfactnre o/ Jron.—December 3, 1867.—Zinc
and manganese are placed in the furnace, to be used
with magnetic, brown or red hematites, bog or specu-
lar iron ures, with any suitable flux. Anthracite or
bituminous coal, brown lignite, peat or charcoal are
used as a fuel, in combination with a compound blast

or superheated steam and hot or cold air, to bo com-
mingled in the tuyere chambers and discharged
through the tuyeres into the bottom of the ore cham-
ber of the furnace.
Claim.—The use of zinc or zinciferous ores, man-

ganese or the franklinite ores as a flnx or a mixture
in iron furnaces, in combination with the compoimd
blast of superheated steam and air for manufacturing
iron suitable for the Bessemer process of and for

manufacturing steel and other purposes, substantially
in the manner and for the purpose herein set forth
and shown in the accompanying drawings.

71,755.—D. H. Heyen, New York., N, Y.—life
Freserver.—December 3, 1867.—The air tube attached
to the body belt lies flat when not required for its

special use, but is inflated to make it buoyant when
occasion requires.

Claim.—The air tube B, in combination with tho
belt A, attached and ai-ranged substantially as shown
and described for the purpose set forth.

71,756.—John J. Hofer, New Orleans, Da.—
Xozzle for Fire Engines, dec.—December 3, 1867.—
The elasticity of the body of air in the bulb compen-
sates to some extent for the uneven motion of tho
pump piston, and tends to make the stream uniform.

Claim.—An air chamber, in combination with the
nozzle, constructed and operating substantially as
ar.d for the pm-pose described.

71,757.—J. B. Hoffman, Philadelphia, Pa.—
I>ry Gas Begidator.—December 3, 18C7.—A cone is

suspended within an opening- in the top of the gas
pipe, and its suspension rod is attached to the top
plate of a belloAvs, which is inflated by tho pressure
of the gas, partially closing the opening wheu the
pressure is extreme, and enlarging it as the pressure
decreases.

C'Zaim.—First, a bellows-like receiver H attaclied
to a gas regulator, and connected to the valve of tlie

latter, substantially as described, so that as tho
pressure of the gas varies the receiver will expand
or contract, and the opening for" the i:)assagc of tlie

gas Avill be increased or diminished in size.

Second, the cliamber I and its tight detachable cap
j. ari'anged on the toy* of the regidator in respect to

the weights x, as and for tho purpose set forth.

71,758 C. Pv. HOYT, New York, N. Y.—Appa-
ratus for Ironing C'^of/ie.?.-December 3, 18f;7.—The
clothes are canied on the endless belt under the
heated roller. The table is dcpressible to allow tho
passage of heavy articles.

Claim.—First, the ironing table B, whose free end
rests upon the i>osts L and spring K, ironing roller

D^ upon .shalt S, revolving in contact Avith the curved
fire plate E'-*, fan blower W, and driving shaft P, all

arranged as described for the purpose specified.

Second, the uoning table E pivoted to the frameA
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«t one end, and wliose outer end rests upon, the posts
L and spring K, as and for the purpose specified".

Third, the combination of the fan blower "VV" with
the yielding spring ironing table B, ironing roller D^,
and fire pot B^, substantially as described for the
purpose specified.

Fourth, the arrangenaent upon the frame A of the
driving shaft P, pinion wheel Q^, shaft S, wheels R
T U, fan blower W, grooved roller N, cord O, fur
nace B^, ironing roller D^, curved fire plate E^, yield-

ing ii-oning table B, as heroin set forth for the pui'pose

specified.

^1,759.— Joseph H. Humphreys, Pennsville,
]Sr. J.

—

Fire Heating Apparcdua.—December 3, 1667

;

antedated November 23, 1867.— The casing is ar-

ranged for the reception of the tire for applica^on to

a smith's forge so that the tires may be heated by the
fire of the forge.

Claim..—The casing B and box A, constructed for

the reception of a tire, and for application to a smith's
forge, substantially as described.

^1,760.— Eli Hui^t. Shelburn, Ind.-lffls/itny
Machine.—Decembers, 1867.—The clothes are placed
in a slatted cylinder which rotates within the box,
and the clothes are alternately lifted by the bars and
dropped again into the water.

(Jlaim.—An improved clothes washing machine,
consisting of the open cylindrical clothes receptacle
C, provided with the lifters /and rods d fitted within
the cylindrical suds box A, the hinged doors in the
hinged top of the suds box and cylinder, all con-
structed, arranged, and combined, to operate as de-

sciibed and specified.

71,761.—Beuben K. Huxtook. Boston, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Charles S. Lynch, same
place.

—

Steam Engine Governor.—December 3, 1867.

—The sectoral frame with its draAV pawls has a con-
stant, reciprocating, rotary motion , and when either

of the pawls comes in contact with the ratchet it

causes the ratchet shaft to rotate to actuate the steam
valve. The rocker frame is actuated by the governor,
and its cams bring one or other of the pawls in con-
tact with the ratchet, according to the variation of
the speed alx)ve or below the desired point.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
lever e', rod /', and weight h', with shaft B, its pro-
peller or propellers D, the vessel A, the ratchet?',
sectional frame s, the pawls t u, the rocker frame &',

and its cams or lifters c' d', such ratchet being ap-
plied to a shaft d, and the whole being substantially
as ^specified.

Also, the combination and arrangement of the oil

receiver c, its eduction hole e, and air pipe/, with the
governor, as described.

73,762.—Edgar Huson, Ithaca, IS^.Y.—Wind-
lass for Boats.—December 3, 1867.— The metallic
lilate is stipported on two oscillating standards. To
the plate are attached two spring clicks, which actu-

ate a ratchet wheel which forms a part of the drum
around which the chain is wound. The lever is ad-

justable to one of the standai-ds, and actuates the
whole.

Claim.—First, making a boat windlass by the use
of the slotted plate E about the shaft G, supported on
the vibratory standards K and F, and liaving tiie

clicks C and'D, Avhich act in the described manner
on the ratchet or cog wheel B and head A, thus ]n"o-

ducing by both the forward and backward motions
of tlie lever one and the same motion of the rope,
cable, or chain, as described.

Kceund, the combined whole, made as figured and
described, for the purpose of a convenient and useful
Aviridlass for boats and other similar craft, as de-

scribed.

7],763.—Zexo Kkllet, ]^cw Bedford, Mass.—
Tlurpoon.—December 3, 1867.—The rubber spring on
the end of the shaft of the liarpoon prevents the re-

coiling of the gun. A spiral spring around the shaft
prevents the line from checking against the butt of
the harpoon too suddenly. A stop in the pivoted
blade secures it parallel to the shaft uutil released by
the stop, being forced down by the entrance of the
blade into the whale.
Viuim.—The harpoon herein described, with rub-

ber spring C on the end of the shaft, spiral spring D'
on the shaft, and stop F' on the blade, and slide E on
the shaft, or their equivalents, constructed and ope-
rating substantially as herein set forth and described.

71,764.— Henry Kewley, Perry, Ohio.—Ray
Saker and Loader.—December 3, 1867.—Themachine
is hitched behind a wagon ; the hay is collected by
the rake elevated by the tines of the traveling, end-
less apron, and discharged by the chute into the
wagon.
Claim.—First, the raking device herein described,

consisting of the series of movable and independent
rake teeth S, rake head P, provided -ndth apertures,
side pieces O O, rail Q, journals B B, stop pins T,
arm T^, and pendent rods T^ T^ all arranged and
operating as and for the purpose herein specified.
Second, the said raking device, constructed as

herein described, in combination with the conveyers
J provided with sets of tines K and bands I, as and
for tho purpose set forth.

Third, the pivoted apron or broad chute U', con-
structed with a series of fingers U^ and turned-up
sides U^, supports TJ, and cords TV, arranged and
operating as and for the pui'pose specified,

71,765.—Charles Koen, Wurtsborough, Is. T.—Apparatus for Leaching l?arfc.—December 3, 1867.
—The vat is divided into various compartments,
which are connected in such a manner that the tan-
ning liquid constantly cii'culates through the same in
any required order.
Claim.—First, the vesselA when divided by means

of partitions B B' into various compartments, which
are connected by means of pipes H with a perforated
trough G-, the latter being also subdivided by means
of partitions, substantially as set forth, all made and
operating so that a constant circulation of the tan-
ning liquid may be established between all the com-
partments, as herein shown and described.

Second, providing the partition of the trough G-

with gates, and the pipes and holes arranged in the
bottom of the trough with plugs or valves, substan-
tially as described, so that the contents of some of
the compartments may be made to circulate, leaving
those of tho other cornpai'tments intact, as set forth.

71.766.— EuFUS Lapham, New York, K". T.—
liikstand.—December 3, 1867.—The sponge or other
absorbent in the reservoir holds the ink which is ex-
pressed by pressure into the dipping cup, and reab-
sorbed as'the pressure is released.

Claim.—An instand, made substantially as de-

scribed.

71.767.— Sebastian Leonard, Jr., Fairfield
county, Conn.

—

Portable Fence.—December 3, 1867.
— The feet of the posts are keyed in tho sills and are
supported by braces that are also keyed to the sills.

Claim.—The combination of the posts A B, the
keys C and C, brace D, and cross ground sill E, all

constructed and arranged substantially as and for the
purpose described.

71,768.-Theodore Leonard, Paterson, K". J.—Bleaching Vegetable Oi7i-.—December 3, 1867.—The
oil, as it is being^eated, is stirred by tJie open wings
of the rotatingVhaft, and is bleached thereby.

Claim. — Tlie vessel A, containing a revolving
shaft E with wings D, or their equivalents, substan-
tially as describee!, for the purpose of bleaching and
preparing vegetable oils, as set forth.

71,769.—Henry C. Lewis, Miller township, Pa.—Eailroad Switch. — December 3, 1867.— The rails

that form the switch are arranged to afford a continu-
ous track in the required direction. The switch rails

are permanently secured to the tie at one end, while
at the other they are secured in opojiings in an iron
bar, so that they cannot spread, and so that they may
be moved simultaneously.

Claim.—1'he chains provided with bolts, which
pass into cross ties for securing the rails J K, and
allow the same to bo moved laterally, as and for the
purposes set forth.

71,770.—Henry Lomd, New York, N. Y.—Eye-
glass and Spectacle.—December 3, 1867.—The ghtss
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fi-amee are bricl^dby H spring connection. an<1 elastic

bauds fit upon the nose.
Claim.—The clastic bands or straps a, in combina-

tion with an cj^c-glass or spectacle frame, when such
bands or straps are fastened to the frame only at or
near their ends, and between such points are left free

of the frame, with an opening or space between, sub-

stantially as described for the purpose specified.

71,m William Loudox, Fairfield, Iowa.—
Hoisting Machine for Stackinfj ifa?/.—December 3,

1367.—Explained by the claims and ilhistration.

Claim.—First, in the construction of a hay elevat-

ing device, a derrick, composed of two flexible sup-

porting frames, so arranged that they shall be extended
.•iufiiciently to allow a load of hay to pass through be-

tween thein, or contracted so as to pass through an
ordinary farm gate, substantially as described.
Second, supporting an elevated bar B by means of

two independent supporting frames, one of which is

securely braced to it, so as to impart sufficient rigid-

ity, while the other is loosely pivoted, so that as the
base of the derrick is extended or contracted, the in-

clination of the barB will be varied, for the purpose
of preserving the proper inclination of tlic bar on
slanting gTound, and to facilitate the labor of putting
up or taking down, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.
Third, in the arrangement for conveying the hay

over the stack or other place where it is to be depos-
ited, the combination ot the travelling pulley C, pro-

vided with a frame which straddles the bar upon which
it works, the latch D apijliod to the frame of the trav-

elling pulley, and working into a notch or catcli on
the under side of the bar, as herein shown and de-

scribed.
Fourth, placing the drum G in a frame F, connected

to the derrick by joint or hinges h, so that in hauling
or moving the derrick it may be turned over in the
center, substantially as and for the purpose sot forth.

Fifth, the pulleys n m' on the hoisting-power frame
Z. the pendent hook s on the sweep p, in combination
with the pivoted arm o, all arranged to operate in the
manner substantially as and for the purpose setfoi'th.

Sixth, arranging the hoisting or elevating power H
on the runners i i of the supporting frames, and se-

curing it in this position to render the derrick rigid,

substantially as herein shown and described.

y.l ,772.—JosiAH J. Mackey. South Brooklyn. X.
Y.—i>pring for J)o(>rs.— December 3. 1867.— The
double spring is attached to the door jamb, and re-

tains the door when it is shut.

Claim.—The spring, consti'ucted as described, of
the parts A B secured to the door frame, substantially
as described and for the purpose specified.

71,773.—JAME.s "W. Maloy, Boston, Mass.—
Pressure Gauge.—December 3, 1867.—The flexilile

metallic diaphragm acts upon an index to show upon
the dial the pressure of steam or gas. When suitably
attached to a fire extiuguisher, if denotes the state of
preservation of the enclosed materials.

Claim.—First, the combination with a flexible dia-

phragm of the button e and stem e', the lever i k. and
spring k\ as specified.

Second, the combination of a single lever i k, racl<

I, sliding cross-piece ni attached to the standard (/and

pinion n. as and for the jjurpose set forth.

Third, the standard g and the support / and cross-

pieces h, in connection with the operative parts of
the gauge, so constructed and arranged as to enable
them to' be easily removed from the casing b by simply
unscrewing the'ring s, substantially as set forth.

Fourth, the attachment of a gauge to the to]) plate

of a fire extinguisher, substantially as specified.

71,774.—Jared Maris, Athens, Ohio.—Wagon
Tr/(eei.—December 3, 1867.—The tenons meet in the
groove in the hub and arc filled behind the shoulders
by triangular kevs. The closely-ranged radial at-

tachments beyond the hub arc keyed together.
Claim.—First, tho groove in the hub into which

the spokes are fitted.

Second, the manner of fitting the spokes together
in a solid ring by tongue and groove.

71,775.—Morris Mattsox, New York, X. Y.—
Appirattis for Hand and Take Lifting.—December

3, 1867.—The machine is portable, has no necessary
connection with the floor or ceiling, and is used with-
out changing the apparel by persons of cither sex.
Devices explained by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, in combination Avith mechanism or
apparatus adapted for hand or yoke lifting, singly or
together, the use and application of a i>Iatt<)rm scale,
operating substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.

Second, the application and arrangement, in ma-
chines or apparatus for han^lxind yoke lifting, of tho
crescent h b, or its ecxuivalent, with suitable handles
b' b', in combination with the standard B, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

Third, so connecting such crescent b b and its

standard with anj" base or support by a male and
female screw, or their equivalent, that the crescent
can be raised or lowered, for the purposes set forth.

Fourlh, the construction and arrangement of the
adjustable yoke E, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

Fifth, in combination with such a yoke, or its

equivalent, the arrangement of the ring F and vari-

able chains G, substantially as and for the i)urposes
set forth.

Sixth, in combination with a yoke E for lifting, the
arrangement of the adjustable' hand rests I I, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Seventh, the combination, with a platform scale, of
mechanism or apparatus for hand and yoke lifting,

singly or together, when constructed Jis describoa,
and for the pWposcs set forth.

71,776.—.Tabez Mauntox, K'ew York, N. Y.,
assignor to himself, Wright Duryea, Wm. Exnis,
J. H. Van Eiper, A. P. Cummincs, and J. Wendell
Cole, same place.

—

Furnace for lioaating and Re-
dxicivg Ores.—December 3, 1867; antedated Novem-
ber -Zl, 1867.—The reducing chambers have an inter-

mediate, vertical fuel chamber and passages so ar-

ranged that the combustion is kept up at the base,

and the blast is made to pass alternately through the
masses contained in the respective chambers.
Claim.—'Firs.i, the combination, in connection with

a reversible draught in or through them, substan-
tially as described, of reducing chambers E E, and an
intermediate fuel chamber F, severally chargeable
from above, and communicating with each other at

or near the base, essentially as and for the pm-pose or
purposes herein set forth.

Second, the combination with a reversible draught,
esscjjtially as specified, of regenerators D D, reducing
chambers'E E, and fuel chamber F, connecting with
the reducing chambers by passages at or near their

base, and chargeable, as well as the reducing cham-
bers, from above, for operation as herein set forth.

Third, in combination with a reversible draught
and fuel and reducing chamber or chambers, the ver-

tical regenerators D D. having their iulet and outlet

passages connecting with the draught arranged be-

low, substantially as described.
Fourth, the connection of the reducing chambers

E E with each other by a covered passage G-, arranged
to nass throut^h an intermediate fuel chamber, essen-
tially as herein set forth.

Fifth, the arrangement, in connection with the re-

ducing chambers E E, of an air pipe or passages J,

arranged to connect said chambers at or near their

top, substantially as and for the pm-pose specified.

71,777.—Charles E. Michel, St. Louis, Mo.,
assignor to Frederick Von Phul, same place.

—

Mineral TTo^er.-December 3, 1867.-Made in tho
ordinary soda-water apparatus. A quantity of fer-

rum re'dactum is addeti to the water to give it a
chalybeate quality.

claim.—The mode of producing carbonated cha-
lybeate water, herein above described, it being an
artificial chalybeate water, containing the carbonate
of the protoxide of iron.

71,778.-George W. Miles, Philadelphia, Pn.
—Mosquito Net in Wivdoxv Blinds.— December :!,

1867,—The netting is attached between the slats, so

that when the blinds are opened insects are excluded.

Claim.—The compound window-blind slats B B, in

combination with the mosquito netting b b. con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially us
and for the purpose herein described.
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71,779.—George J. ITeveil, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Hetaining and Iteleasing Hook.—December 3, 1867.

—The weight on the hook drawing down on the cen-

tral pivot of the lever enforces the retention of the
hook by the clasp until, being relieved of the weight,
the weighted end of the lever withdraws the clasp.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
hanger A, link c, and hook/, substantially as and for

the pm-pose described.

71,7S0.—M. Y. I^OBLES, Elmira, N. T., assignor
to himself and John C. ISTobles, Kushford, N. Y.—
Apparatus for Extenninating Vennin.—December
3, 1867.—The heated noxious gases are discharged by
the action of the fan into the articles containing the
vermin to be destroyed.
Claim.—Fiv&t, the fan blower A, the furnace I',

and the vessel G, with the parts thereunto connected,
arranged, combined, and operating substantially as
described, for the purpose specified.

Second, forcing a current of heated gas, vapor, or
air, either with or without annihilating powders, or
other substances in combination therewith, from the
vessel G, or its equivalent, substantially as and for

the purposes described.

71,781.—Aloxzo Is^ORiiis, Spencer, N. Y.— TFa-

te)' i'Zeyafor.—December 3, 1867.—Pressm'c on the
treadle raises the valve in the pipe, and with it the
water. By removing the pressui'c the yah'e retires

into the reservoir.
Claim.—The reservoir A, movable bottom D, and

yalve plug E, all combined and arranged together,

Bubstantially as and for the purpose described.

71,782.-Harrison Ogborx, Eichmond, Ind.—
Candlestick.—December 3, 1867.—A match-safe is

formed in tlie stem of the candle socket, and the par-

tition between tlio socket and the match-safe is per-

forated to allow circulation of air to reduce the heat
when the candle burns down into the socket.

67ai?7i.—First, tlie hinged part a, j)rovided with
the match-box C, fittiug into tlie,body A of a candle-
stick, substantially as described.

Second, the holes i, in combination with the parti-

tion d of the body A of a candlestick, substantially

a^ and for the purposes described.
Third, tlie combination of t]ie hinged part a, box

C, partition d, holes i, and spare end D with tlie body
A of a candlestick, substantially as and for the pm--
posos described.

71,783.—Stoughtox Petteboxe, Niagara Falls,

IS. Y.

—

Method of Saving and JJiilizing the Alkaline
Liquors Used in Treating Straiv, Wood, &c.—Decem-
ber 3, 18C7.—Explained by the claims.

Claim-.—First, the saving and utilizing of the al-

kali liquor, alter it has been once used, (employed by
paper manufactwrers in subduing or subjecting straAv,

wood, or other fibres,) by transferring the same from
one boiling rotary or vessel to anothe'r, and strength-
ening it by the addition of fresli alkali liquor, sub-

stantially as above stated, instead of recovering the
soda-ash from the waste liquor by a separate process
well known to the trade, or wasting it absolutely, as

is generally practiced.
Second, the mode above indicated of transferring

the said all^ali liquor from one rotary to anotlier,

while hot, by forcing tlio same under and by tlie press-

ure of steani used in boiling the material, substanti-

ally as above described.
Third, as another mode of accomplishing the same

itjsult, tlic use of tlie principle of a vacmiiu, formed
in tlie vessel or rotary to which the said waste alkali

li(juor is to be transferred by means of an air pump,
and thus transferring the liquor and steam by atmos-
plioric pressure, substantially as above described.

Fourtli. the saving of the waste alkali liquor by
transferring the same into a receiving tank or vessel,

to 1)0 used over again in boiling paper stock, substan-

tially in the manner above indicated.

71,784.- SiEriiEN- C. Piiilbrick, Pockville,

Conn.— irooi Carding Ifac/iinc—December 3, 1867.

—A supplcmentarv roll is introduced on th(>. upper
side of tlic filletini;- roll. Tlie position of the clothing

is reversed from 1h(> usual raodf\ so that as the wool
passes through the feed rolls it is held by the top roll

and combed off ])y the burr cylinder. The top roll is

kept clear by the additional roJl that thus acts as a
cleaner. .

'^

Claim.—ThG rolls G F, in combination with the
rolls herein described, attached to a first breaker-
card, all constructed, an-anged and operating as set
forth.

71,785,-1. S. PicOTT, Central Station, West Ya.—Log Wagon.—December 3, 1867.— The pendent
jaws that swing from the vertical frame clasp the
timber, when placed in position AvhOe the tongue is

raised ; by pressing down the tongue the log is ele-

vated and. swung into position.
Claim.—The log-wagon, constructed as described,

having the frame B upon the axle A, and provided
with the dogs grasping the timber, all operating as
described, whereby the depression of the tongue D
raises the timber and places it upon the axle A, and
within the frame B, as herein described, for the piu--

pose specified.

71,786.—John Poppe, Green Point, N. Y.—Bo-
tary PttWj?.—December 3. 1867.—The Avator entei-s

the circular channel immediately ahead of the valve
plate and is carried round by the rotary piston head
to the discharge pipe.

Claim.— First, the combination of the flanged
plates a* and a'^ of the case A, interior gear-wheels B
and E, and piston-head II, with each other, said

Earts being constrncted and arranged substantially as
erein shown and described, and for the purpose se4;

forth.

Second, the combination of the valve L operated
from the drive-sh.aft F, to allow the piston-head il to
pass, and dropping again into place in the rear of the
said ]iiston-head, to close the passage G, substautially
as herein shoAvn and described.
Third, the combination of the gear-wheel Y, gear-

wheel T, having a projection or cam X formed upon
its side, and vertical sliding or lifting bar P, having
an inclined shoulder p' formed upon its side for the
cam to operate upon, with each other and with the
drive-shalt; F and valve L, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the pm-pose set fortli.

71,787.-Thomas L. Eeed, Providence, P I.,

assignor to Atlantic Tubing Company, same place,—Composition for Preserving Animal Inteatinesj—
December 3, 1867; antedated November 21, 1867.

—

The intestines are preserved in a flexible condition,
as a gas-resisting coating for flexible tubing, by means
of glycerine combined with cither one or more of the
following: molasses, flour, gum tragacanth, or gum
arable.

Claim.—The use of glycerine and the several com-
modities herein enumerated in compomid, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

71,788.—John P. Reynolds, Mii-abile, Mo.—
Horse ZToZde/-.—December 3, 1867.—The horse is

raised by a wide belly-band that is connected to and
operated by inilleys above. The foot to be shod is

secured to a sliding post that runs in a groove on the
floor.

Claim.—First, the construction of the holder for

horses consisting of the Avide body-band M. having
the front and rear straps N D, the 'upper ends of the
body-band M secured to the platform having the cen-

tral post J, passing loosely through the cross-bar C,
and elevated by means of the pulleys K, rope L, and
oindlass P, all arranged and opcra'ting as herein de-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

Second, the swivelled rest-blocks for the horse's

liool's, arranged in grooves or ways, substantially as
described.

7J ,78S—E. B. Eequa, Jersey City, N. 3.—Lamp
Chimney.—Decemlier 3, 1867.—The flame is expanded
by the concave inner sides of the chimney.

' Claim.—A lamp chimney of flat form,' or wider in

one direction than in the other, with the flat sides

made concave, and the upper part of the chimney,
al)ovc the lower bulb part, made with a gradual taper,

substantially as herein set forth.

71 ,790.-Francis Poach, Boston, Mass., assignor
to himself and Joseph Zane, same place.—JB«sin
J'rtiu'ff.—December 3, 1867.-The interior working
portions fit within the stand pipe screwing into a
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projecting ridge just below the discharge point. The
rotation of the handle depresses the valve stem, and
the valve is restored to its seat by a spiral spring
below.
C7aim.—First, the combination and aiTangement

of the valve-seat case or the head-extension R and its

cop H with the faucet-body F, the valve A, its opera-

tive screw G and spring c.

Second, the combinatjoa as well as the arrange-
ment of the valve-case D with the valve-seat case K,
its cap ir, the faucet-body F, the valve A, its opera-

tive screw G, and si>ring c, the whole being con-
structed substantially iu the manner and so as to ope-

rate as specified.

71,791.—Clark Eobixsox. Kochester, Minn.—
Scaffold.—December 3, 1867.—Two uprights are se-

cured to a horizontal frame the inner sides of which
have ratchets engaged by spring bolts that ire se-

cHred to the platform. The platform is elevated by a
windlass with its connecting ropes and pulleys.

Claim.—Fii'st, the uprights A when provicled with
notches a a, in combination with the spring-bolts F
and lever e, for the purpose of supporting the platform
and for lowering tlie same when required.
Second, the windlass E, in combination with the

frame A, platform D, and spring-bolts F, all made
and operating substantially as and for the purpose
herein shown aud describeu.

71,792. — AxDREW liOYSE and Matthias K.
MoRUls, Le Eoy, Pa.—fla?/ Haker and Loader.—
December .3, 1867.—The rake teeth are hinged to the
main frame by levers, and hold the hay tilt picked up
by the elevator that raises it and discharges it on to

the load. The elevator is held at its regulated lieight

by hooks that are pivoted to the side pieces, and en-

gage in the semicircular ratchet'bar.
Claim.—First, in combination with the rake teeth

hinged to the main frame by levers E E', the slotted

and shouldered standards (r G' for guiding the rake
iu its rising and falling motions, and sustaining it

from going too low, substantially as described.
Second,"in combination with a rake for gathering

the hay, a conveyer for taking and carrying up tlie

hay. wlien used with teeth that are thrown out of
and drop into said conveyer, first to take and can-y
nj) aud then to deliver tlie hay, substantially as de-
Bcribed.
Third, in combination with carrying teeth that arc

projected from and di-op witliin the conveyer the metal
bed g for guiding and holding the teeth, substantially
as described.

71,793.—Geohoe H. Saxborx, Boston, Mass.—
Machine for Cutting Fapcr. — December 3, 1867.

—

Tlie knife is hung to parallel oscillating bars, and is

actuated by connection of one end to a ci'ank beneath
the table. The table has a gauge rod sliding on an
index rod attached to the frame, to indicate the dis-

tance of the guide plate from the knife.

Claim.—Fii'st. ()j)erating the knife by connecting
it with the crank X, in the manner dcseVibed.
Second, iu a paper cutting machine, the combina-

tion, witli tlie gauge, of rodV. index f, and gi-aduated
scale .•?. in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the arrangement of gearing herein described
for regulating the speed of the knife, giving it a slow
movement on its doAvnward stroke, {uid a quick
movement ou its upward stroke, as set forth.

71,794.—Jared W. Saxfoud, Byron, Jll— Culti-
vator.—DecemheT 3, 1867.—Tlie standards cany tools

to each end, so that by inversion of the implement
the plows or the hoes aud rollers can be brought into
action.

Claim.—First, the adjustable standards B attached
to the plow beams A and braced by bars D D', in
tlie manner substantially as and for the pirqiose
herein set forth.

Second, the attaching of the plows or shares E to
tlie standards B by having the former at the lower
ends of cylindrical rods c, fitted in staples d at the
front sides of the standards, substantially as and for
tlie purix»se specified.

Tliird, the combination of the hoe, rake, and roller,

with a cultivator, when all are constructed, an-angcd,
aud applied to admit of either the jdows oa* the hoc,

rake, or roller, being used l)y simply inverting the
implement, as set forth.

71,795.—Frederick G. Sargext and Xormax
H. Bruce, Graniteville, Mass.

—

Tag.—December 3,

1867.—The cross wire around which the tie is passed
is enclosed by and glued fast in the folded end of tlio

tag.
Claim.—The application to the cross metal wire or

band C, or its equivalent, of a coating of suitable
material for uniting such band with the cai-d gaijer
of a tag, substantially as described.

71,796.—Abram Schexck, Ovid, Wich.-Chrcrin
Separator.—December 3, 1867.—The grain is exposed
to a scries of suction blasts as it passes from hopper
to flue, and thence to hopper, <fcc., consecutively.
The pans revolve in the conductors and draw through
the latter the impurities and wild seeds mixed with
the grain as it falls through the series of flues.

Claim.—The combination of the frame A with tho
cross-beams B B, the shaft C, the hubs D D D, aud
the wings 1 1 1 of the fan, the pullev E, the hoppers
F Ml M2 M3. the flues N N X, the conductors O O O,
the depressed boxcLjK K K, the bottom valves L L L,
the weights and cords J J J, and the valves G G G,
or their equivalents, all arranged substantially a^dc-
scribed for the pui'posc designed.

71,797.—Axsox Seari.s, San Francisco, Cal.—
Wooden Wagon Spring.— December 3, 1867.— Tho
bent, wooden springs are attached to and connect the
axles, and, extending upwardly, bow inwai-d and sup-
port the buggy bed.
Claim.—An endless wood spring and perch in

combination, substantially as set forth and desCTihed.

71,798.—Daxiel D. Sherwood, Boston, Mass.—2Iachine for Bundling Wood.—December 3, 1867.

—The jaws are closed by the pivoted levers that arc
actuated by the treadle' Avith the assistance of the
liands, andwhen the attachment is cfi"ected they axQ
released by the spiral .springs.

Claim.—JvL combination with tho table c, the
hinged jaws/, having bolts for confining them to-

gether and springs for throwing tliem apart, ar-

ranged substantially as and for tlie purpose set forth.

Also, the arrangement of tlie two sets ofjawsAvith
the shelf or shelves, and space between, substantially
as shown and described.
Also, in combination with the lower jaws aud their

expanding springs, the treadle, aiTanged to bring
them together, substantially as describe'd.

71,799.— A. M. Shurtleff, Boston, Mass.—
Saliva Pump.—December 3, 1867.—The rebent, up-
per end of the pipe has a rose head to take up the
saliva. A compressible bulb aud two valves form
the operative mechanism.

Claim.— Combining with the suction or mouth-
piece of the saliva pump, an clastic valvular pump or
bulb, connected at one end to the mouthpiece by a
rigid tube, and having attached to its opposite end a
flexible pipe leading to the saliva vessel, substantially
as shown and described.
Also, making the induction or suction end of tho

pump of hard rubber, or equivalent material, sub-
stantially as described.
Also, so connecting the discharge pipe with the

saliva vessel, by means substantially such as de-

scribed, that it cannot be withdrawn therefrom l^v

the working or movements of the pump.

71,S00.—Thomas A. Slack, Peoria, HI., assignor
to himself and Chauxcey Kye, same place.—iin»(Z
Truck.—December 3, J 867.— The shovel is so con-
nected to tlie truck that tlie blade is made to enter
beneath a package by pressure of tlic foot on a cross
bar. The package is also held by a serrated bar on
the truck, and canted upon it in the usual manner.

Claim.—First, the teeth or projections upon tiio

fonvard end of the body of the truck.

Second, the adjusting shovel provided with tho
blade h, the side piece B, the slot d. the projection o,

the foot guide a, and tlie cross bars c and /.

Third, the axle or pivot bar h, Avhen all shall bo
constructed, combined, aiTungcd, and operated as
and foi' the pui'posc set forth and described.
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71,801.—S. TV. Slocumb, Albany, HI.—Wagon
Sub.—December 3, 1867.—Improvement on bis pat-

ent June 25, 1867. The spiudles have brass blocks
or anti-lriction rollers to receire the impact of the hub.
Claim.—Eirst, in combination -w-ith the hub A,

formed, with an internal annular projection A', two
spindles C C, and the axle B, when the latter is at-

tached to the spindle in front of their centers, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the spiudles C and C, when attached to
the axle, as set forth, aud formed with a bearing D
or friction roller E, substantially as set forth.

Thii'd, the spindles C and C, when theii- sides are
constructed with curves of different radius, and they
arc arrang-ed to operate substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

71,802.—George P. Smith and John Desso,
Lake City, Minn.— WagonJBrcikc.—Dccemhcr'S, 1867.

—The tongue has sliding movement in the hounds,
and is connected to a bai pivoted beneath the fore
axle and connected to the brake bar. The backwai'd
movement of the tongue in descending a hill sets the
brake in operation.

Claim.—The bar G-, pivoted to the under side of
the front axle, and provided with a slot for the bolt J
and a scries of holes through which the bars or rods
II and E connect with it, for operating the brake
blocks through their bar D, as and for the pm-pose
set forth.

71,803.—Levi E. Smith, Philadelphia, Pa.—io?*
Water Indicator.—December 3, 1867.—The fusible

disk is retained in place by a washer through whose
sectoral openings it is allowed to escape when fused
by steam of a given heat, which reaches it through
the stand pipe.

*

Claivii.—The arrangement of the part D, recess a,

washer C, cross-bars e, pipe A, aud whistle B, sub-
stantially as herein set forth. *

71,804.—Samuel A. Smith, Monroe, "Wis., as-

signor to himself and Edwin W. Woodman, same
place.

—

Bed Bottom..—December 3, 1867.—The trans-

verse slats are secured on the arched springs that
are attached to wooden cross springs at the ends of
the bedstead. The arched springs arc adjusted later-

ally bjr spiral springs.
Claim.—Eirst, the end springs A A, in combina-

tion with rods C C, substantially as described.
Second, the coil springs d d, rods C C, springs A

A, slats D D, and webbing//, aU combined substan-
tially as specified.

71,805.—E. SoPER, :N"ew York, N. Y.—Carriage.
—December 3, 1867.—Explained by the claims and
illustration.

Claim.—Eirst, the front perch K, secured or swiv-
eled to the top bed and back bar, or either, and piv-

oted with its rear end or ends to ears g g, which pro-
ject from the under side of the carriage body, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.
Second, the combination of the front perch K, when

the same is made and operating substantially as
herein shown and described, with the ears g, back
bar J, top bed E, and C-springs M, all made aud ope-
rating substantially as set forth.

Tliird, the king bolt I, when formed on and sus-

pended fi-om the under side of the unper transom
plate, substantially as herein shown ancl described.
Eourth, the oil hole c in the upper transom plate,

when an-anged as described, to convey oil to the king
bolt, which is suspended from and formed on th.e up-
per transom plate, substantially as herein shown and
described.

71,806.—Jacob Spoonhour, Green Township,
Pa., and Samuel E.. Boyd, Chambersburg, Pa.—
Bridle Bit.—December 3, 1867.—The side pieces are
.connected to the stiff bit by pins, and the bridle-ring

cla.sp lias an anti-friction roller traversing a bar of
the side piece, which acts as a curb bit Avhen the rein
is suflTieieutly drawn.

Claivi.—The elliptical-shaped side piece, marked
A, the clasp or bearing, marked B, the roller, marked
C, and the screw or rivet, marked D, as represented
aud hereinbefore explained aud set fortlu

71,807.—W. H. Staats, Crescent, N. Y.—Hail-
road Switch.—December 3, 1867.—The switch bars
are hinged and kept in position by springs, so that
when the switch has been set to turn a train onto the
side track, another train on the main track coming
in the eontrai-y direction wiU have free passage with-
out unsetting the switch.
Claim.—The combination of the shifting bar D

and hinged switch bars C, arranged to operate in re-
lation to the rails of the track and siding, substan-
tially as set forth.

71,808.—Edward Steenel, Amsterdam, N. T.—Spring Bed Bottom.—December 3, 1667.—The slats
are supported on transverse bearers that are elevated
on spiral and rubber springs. The hinged head piece
is supported in an elevated position when required.
Claim.—Yix&t, the bolts c and segmental cages e,

in combination with the springs B^ substantially as
and for the purpose described.
Second, the C-spriugs i and hinged braces k, in

combination with the head piece H, constructed and
operating substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

71,809.-Erancis A. Sterry, Canton. Mass.—
Spindle Bolster.—December 3, 1867.—Explained by
the claims and illustration.

Claim.—Eirst, the absorbent or strainer in the
bolster B, consisting of rings fitting snugly around
the slotted central part of the bolster, and placed in
the annular recess a, and of less diameter than said
recess, whereby the lubricant surrounds the circum-
ference ouly of the absorbent and is strained through
said absorbent to the spindle, as herein shown aud de-
scribed for the purpose specified.

Second, in combination with the absorbent or
strainer, as described, placed in the recess a, the
screw cup D fitting air tight upon the top of the bol-

ster, whereby a valve is Xiroduced, which, by screw-
ing up or unscrewing, regulates the quantity of oil

to be strained through the absorbent to the spindle,
as herein set forth for the purpose specified.

71,810.—A. W. Stewart, Middletown, Ohio.—
Composition for Polishing Knives.—Deecmhcr 3,

1867.—Equal parts of floiu", emery, pulverized lava or
rotten stone, and plaster of pa'ris, mixed with an
equal quantity of pulverized soapstone. It is applied
with a cork wetted in an alcoholic solution of bicar-
bonate of soda and tartaric acid.

Claim.—The polishing powder, consisting of equal
parts of the articles specihed, when applied and used
with the prepared cork, in the manner and for the
purposes described.

71,811.—TIzziEL Stewatit, Berlin, Wis.—MiU
Picfc.—December 3, 1867.—The bottom of the tool
socket consists of the end of a sliding bar, Avhich has
a series of transverse key seats for adjustment within
the head to compensate for wear in the tool. The
tool is tightened in the socket by a side plate and set

screw.
Claim.—The stock A, in combination with the

grooved plate E, key E, plate C, and set screw B, all

constructed and arranged to secure tlie cutter in the
stock, substantially as shown and described.

73,812.—James St. John, Stamford, Conn.—
Folding Glasses/or Blunts, Hot Beds, cCc—Decem-
ber 3, 1867.—The glazed fi-ames are hinged at the top
so as to be opened when necessary. When closed,

the flexible ends fit closely to the frames.
Claim.—Eirst, the two glasses, hinged or pivoted

together, and furnished with the flexible end pieces,

substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the coraljination of the glasses B, hinged
frames or sashes A, and flexible end pieces, substa^i-

tially as and for the purpose specified.

7J ,813.—Thomas Stone, Plainfield, Jm\.—Brick
Machine.—December 3, 18()7; antedated November
23.1867.—The pug-milf shaft can-ics a bevel wheel
Avhich engages two bevel wheels on pressure rollci-s

beneath. These rollers serve to press the clay into

the molds, and have spur geai's which engage racks
on the mold-box edges. The mold boxes traverse on
anti- friction rollers in frames supported on rubber
blocks.
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Claim.—First, the rollers I I operated from the
mud-mill shaft C by means of the geariug G H H, in

combination with the molds F, operated from the
rollers 1 1 by the toothed rims d* and rakes e, all ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purpose described.
Second, the roller frames L, carrying their molds,

•when placed on springs/, -when used iu connection
or combination -with the rollers I I, substantially as

and for the purpose set foi-th.

71,S14.—Anton Streit and Henry Streit, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, assignors to I. A. Fay & Co., same
place.— Wood-planing Machine.—December 3, 1867.

—The friction is reduced by the insertion of a glass
plate beneath the cylinder.

'

Claim.—The removable glass facing C of the bed
of a wood-planing machine, when constructed and
applied substantially as and for the purposes described.

71,815.-^1. B. S-^-eetland, Pontiac, Mich.—
Corn Harvester.—December 3, 1867.—The reels are

^

rotated by belts from the axle, and caixy the stalks i the "bent rods o o, arranged in relation with the
between the sheai-s. the moving jaw of which is os- } spring n, projection g, and the ends of the oblique
ciliated by a cam on the axle. The cam impinges slot h, to relieve the bar k of the pressure when re-

upon an anti-friction roller of the jaw. The corn falls i qiui-ed.

upon a tilting platform from which it is discharged, i

CZai»j.—First, the frame A, with axle B, ratchetsK I 71,821. —"SValter T. Thornton, Belleville,

K, and pulleys M M, arranged for operating the
, Mich., assignor to himself and Alexander D.

spring knives G G and reels F F, in the manner and i Wright, same place.

—

Adju-<table Heat Fastener.—
for the purposes set forth.

|
December 3, 1867.—The supporting standard is ad-

Second, the knives G G, in combination with the justed and retained by the dog which engages in the
L-shaped knives H II, reels F F, guides d, and springs , teeth of the rack.
& h, or their equivalents, all constructed, arranged,

|
Claim.—The construction of a wagon-seat fasten-

and operating substantially as and for the purposes ing, substantially as described, with plate A. projec
herein set forth.

'"
" ' ^ ' "^ ' ^ ^-'

screwed to retain said lining in position against the
hook, as herein shown and. described.

71,820.—Nathaniel Thompson. Farmington,
Mich.

—

Device for Tramnnitting Motion.—December
3, 1867.—The ratchet racks of the longitudinally re-

ciprocating vibrating frame are brought in eng'age-

meut with each side of the ratchet wheel alternately,

to cause its rotation.
Claim.—Fii-st. the arrangement of the parts A B,

parallel bars b 6, racks c c, slide C, pinion D, with its

shaft E, plate F, and rod k; as herein described for

the iim-poso specified.

Second, giving the lateral oblique movement to the
part B of the frame by means of the oblique slots / h,

and the bolt e, and projection g. working respectively

therein, the bar k, connected with the slide C, and
the projection g of the part B, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

Third, the spring 71, aiTanged or applied substan-
tially as shown, to exert a pressure on the bar k, and

71,816.—J. B. SwEETLANTJ, Pontiac, Mich
JSarxester Rake.—December 3, 1867.—The rake is

hinged to an arm which is pivoted to a standard, and
actuated by a pin in the upper side of a crown-gear

tioiis B B, &c..'cap C, rack D, provided with seat

rest E, the catch F, and the spring G, or their equiv-

alents, for the purpose set forth.

71,822.—EzEKiEL Tracy, Kansas City, Mo.—
Burglar Alarm Door Lock.—December 3, 1867.—The

wheel. The pin ti'averses a slot, and the rotation of; bolt has a projection upon its upper side, which raises a
the wheel causes the oscillation of the rake arm. At • catch bolt from a notch in the escapement detent bolt

the end of the oj^crative stroke the inner end of the 1 when the door is unlocked. This frees the alann.
rake arm passes down through a slot in the platform

j

Claim.—The combination of the lever bar B and
and the head is raised for the return stroke, at the supplementary bolt Q. when arranged between the
end of which the mechanism is automatically thrown mechanism of a lock and a suitable alarm, for operai-
out of gear. The mechanism is thrown in' gear, at

j
ing substantially as and for the purpose described.

the proper time, by a treadle.
CfaiY/i.—First, rake H and arms G and F, used! 71,823.—Benja^hn "Talker. Greenpoint, X.T.

with the wheel D and platform B, and operating sub- ,
—Forge Hammer.—December 3, 1867 ;

antedated Xo-
stantiallv as and for the purpose set forth.

j

vember 23, 1867.
—

"VTithout changing the run of the
Second, the guide P and pallet Q. arranged in com- ' driving gear, or altering the velo'city of the hammer,

bination with the arms F and G and platform B, all
|

its altitude is adjustable to suit the requirements of
constructed and operating as specified. the work. The motion of the hammer is arrested at

Third, the arrangement of foot piece_Twith the ! pleasure. The air chamber with its valve operates
bars O and N, rod L, lever M, and sleeve K for throw-
ing the rake in gear at the time the grain is dropped,
substantially as herein represented.

71,817.—Joseph Temple, Terre Haute, Ind.—
Cutter Head for Dressing Moldings.—December 3,

1867.—Explained by the claim.
Claim.—A molding cutter composed of a series of

I

revolving disks, each one of which has on its cutting: equivalents, for changing the positio"n of the fidcrum
edge the form of the section of the molding to be cut, ; of said flexible device to vary, while at work, the
the several disks that form the series so arranged

\

stroke of the hammer without altering its velocity,

as an elastic check to the hammer toward the close of

its upward stroke, without producing suction to form
a drag on its descent.
Claim.— First, the combination with a power-

hammer, havino: a spring or elastic and flexible de-

vice interposed Detween the driving gear and hammer
proper to operate the latter, of mechanism consisting

of the lever K, slide J, rod I, and spring 7/?, or their

that, as a whole, they form a complete cutter to cut
the molding, all constructed to operate substantially
as described.

71,818.-nrosEPH TEJtPLE, Terre Haute, Ind.—
Stitching Clamp.—December 3, 1867.—The jaws arej
carved to properly embrace a round rein which is sup-
ported by the tongue, adjustable by set screws pass-
ing through lugs on one of the jaws.
Claim.—Tirst. the jaws A and B, constructed sub-

stantially as represented, hinged together and ope-
rated upon by means of spring G, as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Second, the tongue C, used in combination with the
jaws A and B, and regulated substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

71.819.—Charles M. Thebebath, Newark, N.
J.

—

Harness Motinting.—December 3, 1867.—The me-
tallic lining of the check hook is secured by a screw
cap.

Claim.—The end of the hook A and lining B pro-
vided with a screw thread, tipon which the top D, is

all constructed and arranged substantially as specified.

Second, the aiTangement and combinatioa of the

lever K, slide J, provided with crooked slot s, rod t,

and bar u, for action on the friction block r, substan-

tially as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the cylinder or chamber H, with its valve it,

in combination with the hammer stem, all constructed
and arranged for operation together, substantiuily as

and for the purpose specified.

Fourth, the combination of the screws v and bolts

X with the key or wedge M and tongue n\ for holding
and adjusting the anvil, as herein set forth.

71,824.—Anthony TVallach, IS'ew York X. T.,

assignor to himself and Adolph "Wali..\C(i, same
\)lace.—Safety Hook for Watch Chains.—l)eccia]ier
3. 1867.—The jointed portion is so pivoted as to swing
sideways, and is retained in its closed position by the

milled nut which traverses the threaded shank.

Claim.—The tongue i. attached to the shank b by
the pin 0, so as to tiu-n aside from the hook c, in com-
bination w ith the nut d, as and for the pui-poses spe-

cified.
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71,825.—Samuel H, Wallize, Washingtonville,
Pa.

—

Brake for Sled.—December 3, 1867.—The drag
bai' is pivoted to the tongue roller, uud carries at the
rear eud a brake dog. It is operated by a hand lever.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
levers H K and M with theii' rollers L and N", when
combined with the drag bar D, and operating the
brake G, as herein described and for the purposes set

forth.

71,826.—Geokge Wanier, Kew York, IT. T.,
assignor to himself and Fuakz "Waxiek, same place.—Fmmbers' and Painters' Lamp.—December 3, 1867.

—The alcohol furnishing the vapor for the blow-pipe
is contained in the retort above the lamp.

Claim.—First, the lamp vessel B, provided with a
pipe D, in combination with a lampA and case C, all

arranged and operating substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

Second, the lower stand C, in which the lamp A is

placed, in combination with the upper stand C and
vessel iJ, constructed and arranged substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

Third, an automatic blow-pipe, made to blow alco-

hol or other steam through the flame of a lamp, the
steam being created by the same flame tlirough which
it is forced, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.

71,827.—J. B. "Webster and Robert Baxter,
Stockton, Cal.—P«o?oW/ieeZ.—Decembers. 1867.—The
faces of the usual cast plow wheel are boxed up to
prevent inti;oductiou of weeds and dirt.

Claim:—The board or plates a, Fig. 1, in combina-
tion Avith the wheel, as and for the pm-pose hereinbe-
fore described.

71,S2S.—George Wells, Bethel, Conn.—Door
Holder.—December 3, 1867.—Pressure of the foot on
tlie pivoted plate actuates the segment gear and the
pinion ; the motion communicated to the eccentric
depresses the bolt and brings it in contact with the
floor to liold the door in position.

Claim.—First, the bolt or fall C and pad D, operated
in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the foot lever A, in combination with the
eccentric or cam B, or an equivalent thereof, to ope-

rate the bolt or holder C, for the purpose substanti^y
as described and shown in the drawings.

.$'1,829.-H. WiLLARD, Grand Rapids, Mich.—
Home Hay Fork.—December 3, 1867.—The worm
screw is connected by a spiral shank with a drawing
handle, so arranged that the fork screw shall enter
the hay when operated on by horise-power to hoist it

up, and is released by pulling on a hand rope.

Claim.—An improved horse hay fork, having a
worm screw A on a spiral shank a, in combination
with a handle B, arranged and operating substantially

as Jiereia described.

,,71,830.—Hugh Willtamsox, New York, IT.

Y.

—

Concentric Celestial and Terrestrial Globes.—
December 3, 18G7.—By the concentric arrangement
of the celestial and terrestrial globes they are adapted
for the elucidation of the problems now demonstrated
by the use of separate globes. The terrestrial globe
is hung in the center of the celestial, which is trans-

parent and has the constellations represented upon it.

Claim.—Fiv^t, the terrestrial globe G, hung within
and having the same axis and center with tlie celes-

tial globe' C, in manner substantially as above set

foi-th and described.
Second, as a new article of manufacture, a trans-

parent celestial globe, made of two hollow hemi-
spheres C C, having the constellations upon them,
ajid the line N of tlie ecliptic, and the equinoctial and
solstitial colures L and M, when such hemispheres
are adapted to receive the terrestrial globe and uni-

versal horizon, and with the line of their junction
forming the celestial equator, as herein shown and
described.

Third, the universal horizon H, suspended from the

forked arms I of the axis D, in manner and for the

purposes substantially as above set forth and de-

scribed.
Fourtn, the terrestrial globe G and universal hori

zon H, m combination with the transparent celestial

globe C, in manner and for the purposes substantially
as above set forth and described.

71,831.—Benjamin Witherell, Charlesttjwn,
Mass.

—

Com Cake Mold.—December 3, 1867.—The
frame enters a rabbet in the edge of the bed. The
tbllower has two series of adjustable knives at right
angles to each other. Series of spring followers
occupy the square spaces between the knives.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
two series of adjustable knives with each otlier, the
flange G, the platen and its series of followers, pro-

.

vided with springs, as specified, the whole being to
operate with the bed A and the frame B thereof, sub-
stantially in manner and for the purpose as hereinbe-
fore explained.

71,832—"Walter A. "Wood, Hoosick Falls, N.
Y.—I?arr6s<cr.—December 3, 1867.—The yielding
connection permits the shoe to rise over an obstruc-
tion and allows a certain independence of vertical
adjustment to the outer end of the cutter bar.
Claim.—First, connecting the finger bar and cut-

ting ajiparatus of a mowing machine to the main
frame thereof by a yielding or spring connection,
iDolted rigidly at one end to the front outer corner ol
the main trame, and hinged at the other end directly
to the shoe piece which supports the finger bar and
cutting apparatus.
Second, the use in a mowing machine of a shoe

piece or runner, which supports the finger beam and
cutting apparatus, when said shoe piece is held in
place at its rear end by a stirrup or loop passuig over
an axle, and is held 'laterally by a yielding spring
connection, hinged at its lower end to the shoe, and
bolted at its upper end to the front 6uter corner of
the main frame.

71,833.—Chatham B. "Wright, Belmont, Ohio.—
Portable Derrick.—December 3, 1867.—The hoisting
rope has an adjustable block which comes in contact
n'ith the trip lever when the package is at the proper
elevation. The tripping of the lever allows the
swinging around of the derrick.
Claim.—The pawl O and adjustable trippingblock

R, in combination with the revolving derrick D C H
K and hoisting rope J, substantially as herein shown
and described and for the purpose set forth.

71,834.—Ira Barber, La Porte, lad.—Cultiva-
tor.—December 3, 1867.—The double shovel plows ai'e

attached to the main frame by a pivot pin in front
and a chain at the rear, and have handles projecting
above the frame.
Claim.—The beams B B, the chain C, and the piv-

oted flat bar D, the double-curved shovel F and the
slotted bar 1 1, as substantially arranged, connected,
and set forth in the annexed aiid foregoing specifica-

tion.

71,835.—Thomas S. JlT3S0N, Matteawan, IT. Y.
—Harness Trace.—December 3, 1867.—The tube
trace has an internal wire rib covered with cloth and
india-rubber.
Claim.—In combination with a wire interior the

application of cloth and india-rubber coatings for

forming a trace, when arranged in the manner and
for the purposes set forth.

X.7a ,836.—"Walter Aiken, Franklin, K. IL.—Ma-
chine for Notching Knitting Needles.—December 10,

1867.—The clamps, as they are brought around to the

attendant, ai-e successively supplied with needle
blanks, which are intermittmgly fed forward and un-
dergo the operatious named in the claims.

Claim.—Yiviit, the improved machine, substantially

as described, for eifecting the several operations of

notching, slotting, boring, and burring a knitting

machine needle blank, in the order and manner as

explained.
Second, the combination of one or more vibratory

clamps Y, the cam E, and the two burrs or cutters

q r, lor fonning the notches in the needle blank, such
clamp or clamps, cam, and cutters being provided
with mechanism for operating them, substantially as

described.
Third, the combination of one or more vibratory

clamps Y, the cam E, the two burrs or cutter wheels

q r, and the slotting buiT or cutter s, provided with.
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mechanism for operating them, substantially as ex-

plained.
Fourth, the combination of one or more rotary

damps y, the cam E, the buri-s or cutter wheels q r 8,

and the drill u, provided with mechanism f >r opcrat-

imrthem, substantially as set forth.

JPifth, the combination of one or more vibrating

damps, the burring cutter t, the drill u, and the slot-

ting cutter », arranged and provided with mechanism
ftir"operating them, substantially as explained.

71,837.—Alfued Aknold, Tenafly. IT. J.—Tea
and Coffee J'o(.—December 10, 1867.—The bottom
has a rounded and flat portion, being nenily balanced
on the line between them. A transverse diaphragm,
wjtli a narrow passage at its lower edge, divides the

lK>t into two chambers.
Claim.—First, in a tea or coffee boiler the base 1),

s» constructed and adapted, relatively to the other
parts, that an oscillating motion will be imparted to

the vessel by process of ebullition, substantially as

shown and described.
Second, in combination with the base or heating

sui-face D the chambers b b' and diaphragm E, or

their equivalents, substantially as arranged and de-

sci-ibcd and for the puriwses shown.

71,838.—L. J. AnvoOD, "Waterbury, Conn., as-

signor to himself and Holmks, Booth & IIaydexs,
&nne place.

—

Tool for Sizing Lamp Chimneys.—De-
oembcr 10, 1807.—Tlie jaws arc adjusted by a set

screw and fitted to be closed by hand around the
Ixise of the chimney, while the same is heated and is

i-evolvod by the operator in the usual manner.
Claim.—The adjustable sizing and shaping jaws

employed, substantially as specified, in the manufac-
ture of glass lamp chimneys and similar articles.

71,839.—Akthuu BAUBAiax, Xew Orleans, La.—Freventingthe Unhviatingoftlie Ends of Wire Rope
iJflHc?*'.—December 10, 18()7.—Explained by theclaim.

Claim.—A wire-rope band, iu which the ends of
the several wires composing tlio same are soldered
to;;ctl!er, substantially" as herein described and for

the purposes set Ibi-th.

71 ,840.—Alonzo B^ Baty, Binghamton, X.
Y.— Spring Bed Bottom.—December 10, 1867.

—

Brackets on the lower side of the slats are connected
by links to springs secured to transverse pieces at-

tached to the rails.

Claim.—The constniction and application of the
bracket B, in combination with the bail or pendant
C, the springs D D, transverse pieces F F, and slats

A A, all being constnicted substantially as herein
described and represented, for the puj-pose set forth.

71,841 .—Henry L. Beach, Montrose, Pa., as-

signor to Beach Wheel House Bake Manufac-
TUKIXG Company, N. Y.—Uorse iea/cc—December
10, 1867.—The rake heads are pivoted in frames
hinged to the axle. Each head has two parallel bars
with a tooth pivoted at each end and. adjustable upon
brace bars, to which they are connected nearer to
the point. The head bars are engaged by oscillating
buttons to prevent rotatiori, and these buttons are
all operated simultaneously by a lever.

Claim.—First, the teeth heads X, constructed and
oiperatin^ substantially as described.
Second, in combina'tion with the teeth heads N,

the teetli Q, substantially as described.
Third, the arms K and teeth heads X, combined

aiid operating substantially as set forth.

Fourth, the cleaners M, teeth heads X, and teeth

Q, when combined for the purposes indicated.
Filth, the blocks /, pins c, sliding bar E, and lever

G, when combined for the purposes set forth.

Sixth, the hooks i i and pins j, secured in the axle
for the purpose shown.
Seventh, the washers P, combined with the teeth

and teeth heads, substantially as and for the puriKJsc
described.

71,842.—-ToonW. Beard, St. Johns, Xew Bruns-
wick.— 4pp«ra^?<s /or Lighting Street Gas Lamps.—
December 10, 1867.—The lamp frame has a small trap
door at the bottom through which the hook is intro-
duced to tm-n the cock by its bell-crank lever. The
toich lamp is protected by a cylinder whose perfora-

tions are large enough to allo-v passage of inflamed

gas.
O^rtim.-The combination of the hook F and the

perforated cap E with the lamp D', to be atlixed on a
pole or staff, as set forth.

Also, the combination of the curved or hooked
arms c c with the key k of the cock of the l)urner. and
their arrangement Avith respect to tlie opening in tlie

bottom of the lantern, as explained.
Also, the combination of the socket tube e with fhe

lamp D', its hook F and perforated cap E.
Also, the combination of the receiving tube/ and

bayonet connection g Avith the socket tubee, tlie hump
D'", its hook and perforated cap, as descril^ed.

71 ,843.—Joseph Bennor, Philadelphia, P;».-

Calipers and T-square.—Deccrabev 10, 18<)7.—The
rule rises vertically from a stand, and has sliding

scribes, an oscillati"ble pointer to operate as a surface

gauge, and a pivoted triangular frame for use as a

clinometer. The rule is removed from the stauU, and
the scribcrs removed from it when used as a T-stxuare.

Claim.—The rule a, stand c, slide m, legs p and 7,

marker u, cutter ^v, with their several described ap-

pendages, all combined in the manner and for tbo

purpose substantially as shown and described.

71 ,844.—Ferdinand Borchaud, Detroit, Mteh.
—Refrigerator.—December 10, 1867.—The beer casks
are supported on movable racks A\hich slide to ull<iw

the exciumge of one cask for another.
Claim.—Firat, a refrigerator -which is provided

with movable racks H, within cooling eiiambers
which are arraiigcd beneath an ice-chamber B, con-
structed with inclined Avails a a a, a drip pan D, and
an ice-supporting rack c, substantially as and for tiio

purposes descrilied.

Second, providing the movable racks with sliding

brackets I Avhich are so applied as to serve as sup-
ports for the outer ends of the racks when drawn par-

tially out of their respective apartments, sulwtantiaJly

as described.

71,845.-George Brabrook, Taunton, Mass.,
assignor to Eeed and Barton, same place.

—

Con-
struction of Metal Salvcr.s'.—Dccemher 10, 18(i7.—The
cap molding is recessed to receive the AVire of inflex-

ible metal and is soldered to the rim.
Claim.—The arrangement and combination of tlio

metallic ring and cap moulding together, and Avith

the Avaiter or salver, in manner substantially as ami
for the purpose specified.

Also, as a new or improved manufacture, a waiter
or salver of Britannia metal, having a metallic

strengthening ring and cap moulding combined-Aud
arranged with its uody in manner as specified.

71,846.—M. L. Brett, Warren, Ohio^—Ma^^u-
facture of Shoes, <£-o.—December 10, 1867.—Wool hat
bodies are taken from the carding machine or hand
boAV, and hardened suflnciently for handling. They
are cut in shape, and the edges brought flush together
and Avhipped. The article is then l^'lted and hard-
ened. The shoe is dampened inside and placed on a
hot metallic last Avhile undergoing the operation.
Claim.—The construction of u seamless shoe, <SiC.,

by felting, in the manner set forth, as a new nrtiiilo

of manufacture.

71,847.—T. C. Bkomley. Fort Howard, Wrjfr—
Scoop.—December 10, 1867.—The conical hacK of the
scoop is strengthened by a circular raised piece
soldered on the^center of the inside of the back.
Claim.—The cone-shaped back and the circalar

raised brace.

71,848.-Charles H. Buck, St. Louis. Mb.—
^S'^ater Reservoir for Stoves.—December 10, L8iiZ—
Explained bv the claims and illustration.

Claim.—i-h-Bt, the boiler D, constructed with a
depression in its rear side, in combination with a
stove made with the extended top A, and with a
stove-pipe C, which is entirely independent of the
boiler, but still is partly enclosed by the boiler, in the

manner and for the purpose described.

Second, the boiler D, with its depie.ssion in its rear

side made wholly independent of the pipe C. bdt ca- '

pable of enclosing a portion of said pipe, and of being
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removed without disturbing the pipe, as herein de-

sci'ibed and shown.

71,849.—Thomas F. Burgess, Lowell, Mass.—
Journal lioa;.- December 10, 1867.—The box has
an aunukir recess near each end with a downward
passage therefrom to convey the superabundant oil to

diip projections at the bottom of the box. The por-

tion of the box bearing in the hanger is curved to

allpw a slight oscillation and accommodation to the
shaft.

Claim.—The drips e e and conducting holes d d, in

combination with the recesses b 6* when arranged to

operate substantially as described and for the pur-

poses fuUy set forth.

71,850.—E. H. Carpenter, Dexter, Mich.—Bay
Elevator.—December 10, 1867.—A set of pulleys at-

tached to a frame is suspended from a cable passing
over the mow from the load or stack. The elevating
mechanism is so an-anged that it is held in place while
the hay is being elevated, and then disengaged auto-

matically and carried to the place of deposit.

Claim.—First, in combination with the cable A,
fi-ame F, wheels G, sheave E, and rope C, the disen-

gaging device, consisting of a collar M, stop L, and
vertical catch K, enclosing; the cable A and rope C,
and operated substantially as descrii)ed.

Second, the combination of tho frame F, rope C,

collar M, stop L, catch K, and valves H, cams I, and
lever I', said parts being constructed and the whole
ai-ranged substantially as set iorth.

71,851 .—Charles E. Case, Xenia, Ohio.—^^cam
Generator.—December 10, 1867 ; antedated December
6, 1867.—A metallic cup extends upward from the
lower and inner surface of tlie boiler to receive the
vpater or steam thrown in by the feed pump, and pre-

vent sudden cooling of any part of the boiler.

Claim,.—The metal cupG , constructed and arranged
substantially upon the principle and in the manner
herein set forth.

71,852.—Geo. W. Chandler, Fitchburg, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Lysandek F. Thompson,
same place.

—

Loom for Weaving Palm. Leaf, Ac.—
December 10, 1867.—The devices cannot be briefly

described other than substantially in the words of the
claims.
Claim.—First, the hinged holder G, substantially

as and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the combination of the hinged fingers c c

with the ribs b b b, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

Third, the combination of the adjustable weight G'
with the bottom of the holder, for the purposes set

forth.

Fourth, the combination with the hinged fingers

c c of the hinged holding-piece G", substantially as

and for the purposes set forth.

Fifth, the lingered stop or guard-piece h' with the
holder G , substantially as and for the pm-poses set

forth.

Sixth, the combination with the stand or plate h
of the grooved hinged flap i, for supporting the guard
or stop-piece h'.

Seventh, the combination with the ribbed holder
G of the guide-piece s, as and for the purposes set

forth.

Eighth, the combination of the feed-arm m with
the slide-piece n and lever 26, substantially as and for

the purposes set forth,

Ninth, the combination with lever 26 of the ad-

justable ears 27 27, for the pui'poses stated.

Tenth, the combination with the slide-piece n and
table I, of the connecting-pieco 21, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

Eleventh, the combination with the slotted slide-

piece M" and conuecting-piece 21 of the double-
shouldered bolts IB 18, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

Twelfth, the combination with the curved leverM
and the slide-piece M" of the bent levers M' M', sub-

stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Tliirteenth, tlie combination with the arm 70 and
notched bar w of the spring-pawl <, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

.Fourteenth, mechanism for separating the pieces of
material to be fed, conistructed and combined for opera^

tion substantially as described, and as shown in Fig.
7 of the accompanying drawings.

Fifteenth, the combination with a loom for weav-
ing palm-leaf and other cloth of apush finger 41, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Sixteenth, the combination with the stem of tlie

push-finger 41 of the catch-piece 42, lever 44, and ope-
rating springs 43 imd 46, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

Seventeenth, the combination with the slide n of
the projection or dog 47, for releasing lever 46 from
the catch-piece 42, as set forth.

Eighteenth, the combination with the hinged table
L of the mechanism for separating and feeding the
material, substantially as set forth.

Nineteenth, the combination with the stationary
bed L'' and stand 72 of the hinged table L and catch
0, substantially as set ferth.

Twentieth, the combination and relative arrange-
ment with the table L, bed L", and holder G of the
evener knives 12 and 14, as shown and set forth.

Twenty-first, the combination with the bridge-pieeo
50 of the" hinged dog 52 and bell-spring 53, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

Twenty-second, the combination and relative ar-

rangement of mechanism, substantially such as is

shown and described, for communicating the proper
motions to the feed-aim S from lever K.
Twenty-third, the combination -with a loom for

weaving palm-leaf of mechanism, substantially such
as shown and described, for stopping the loom,' as set
forth.

71,153.—George W. Clark, Manchester, Ind.—Pitman Coupling.—December 10, 1867.—The bolt
is secured to the forks of the pitman, and is held
snugly in its semi-cjlindrical socket by an adjustable
hook bolt.

Claim.—The arrangementof forked pitman A G G',
bolt H, screw shanked hook D, and nuts F F', or
their equivalents, substantially as and for thepm-pose
set forth.

71 ,854.—Ernest Comeaux, Bayou Tottla, La.—
Machine for Making Levees.—December 10, 1867.

—

The soil, '<fcc., is raised by an elevator and conveyed
by an endless apron to the spot where it is to be
dumped.
Claim.—First, the endless apron, in combination

with the hinged adjustable frame K, operating as de-
scribed, for elevating the earth used in making levees,

in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the endless apron F,
chains H, slats J, and adjustable supporting frame K,
and standards L, as herein described for the purpose
set forth.

Third, the above, in combination with the spur
wheels C and B and the endless chain D, as herein
described for the purpose set forth.

71,855.— M. De K. Cutts, Eichmond, Va.—
Poof.—December 10, 1867.—The sides of the roof are
hinged at the eaves and open at tho ridge. They are
raised by chains, which pass over sheaves in the
frame to windlasses at the sides of the building.

Claim.—First, a tobacco diylug house, Avhich is

provided with a sectional hinged roof, in combination
with frames A, which support tho tobacco leaves
while being dried and cured, substantially as de-

scribed.
Second, the supporting posts G in combination with

hinged sections B B', elevating devioes, and support-
ing frames, constructed and arranged in such man-
ner that the leaves of tobacco upon said frames can
be exposed to the action of tho sun and aii* at plea-

sure, substantially as described.

7] ,856.—SiiADRAcn Davis, Dartmouth, Mass-
Car iVaie.—December 10, 1867.—The shoe connec-
tion is so inclined that the friction of the wlieels

against the brakes applies them with greater force.

The brakes are applied by a bar attached to their

connecting bar and operated by a screw-rod tm-ned
by a hand wheel.

Claim.—A car brake, consisting of the broad con-

necting bar C, which rests on pivots F', working in

slots, and has the brake shoes movably fixed to it, the
whole combined as described, operated by the bar 1'^
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and screw rod H^, and by contact Mith the wheels,

as and for the purposes set forth.

71,857.—Michael Decamp, Seuth Bend, Ind.—
Feeder for Grain Jfiii-y.—December 10, 1867.—The
diiicharge end of the hopper has a horizontal rotating-

disk, haviug" a conAex upper surface. The disk is

supported on a bridi^e over the eye of the millstone,

and iu view of the' miller. The 'supply is regulated
by a sliding collar at the throat of the hopper. The
colltir is fixed to any adjustment by a ribbed eccentric
and lever.

Claim.—First, the combination of the device D,
bridge ring bearing a b, feeder c, aud collar e, sub-

stantiallv as described.
Second, the toothed eccentric J iu combination

with lever G aud collar e, substantially as described.

71,8-58.—Paul Dechause, Is^ew York, N. T.—
Painters' Easel.—December 10, 18C7 ; antedated No-
vember 23, 1867.—The easel stands on three extensi-
ble legs,aud has an extensible rest for the picture.

Claim.—First, the extensible legs, consisting of
the hinged legs a and their extension sliding parts b,

made aud arranged substantially as described.
Second, the cbmliination of the legs with the tog-

gle brace c c, substantially as described.
Third, the extensible rest, composed of the fixed

part e and the sliding part d, in combination with the
fixed and movable clamps / g, substantially as de-
scribed.

71,859.—HiRAii P. Dillingham, ISTorwalk, Ohio.—Guide for Unlaws in Saw Mills.—December 10, 1867.

—The adjustable wooden guides are attached to a
fi'ame, which is allowed a slight oscillation on a pivot
bolt at the fore end, so that side pressure on the
guides turns the saw aud causes it to cut back to the
proper line.

Claim..—The plates A and A', guides B B' and C
C, the whole constructed substantially as described
and operating as and for the pm-poses set forth.

71,860.— Charles A. Dresser, New York, N.
Y.. (George A. Dresser, Trustee.)— Producing
Calcium Magnesium Light.—December 10, 1867.

—

Dolomite is reduced to fine powder after calcination.
The powder is mixed with a solution of chloride of
calcium 1 part, and water 3 parts, and formed into
cylinders ; after pressure it is decarbonized by heat.
After this treatment it is exposed to the flame of hy-
drogen gas without decrepitation.

Claim.—The preparation of dolomite, native or
artificial, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

71,861.-Samuel Pt. Dummer, New York, N. Y.—Calendar Attachment to Inkstand.—December 10,

1867.—The revohing rings pass behind the slotted
band, and the name and numbers exposed at the
openings indicate the date.

Claim.—First, an inkstand. &c., constructed with
a series of shoulders or rests B, whether one or more,
and one above another, in combination with the
rings C and plate or frame D, or their respective
equivalents, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.
* Second, in combination with the above the two
tubes n M and
purpose

M and plunger 0, as herein set forth for the
specified.

71,863.—G. B. Durkee and ^V. H. Murray,
Chicago, Dl., assignors to themselves and Isaac T.
Saffoim). same place.

—

Planing Machine for Wood.
—December 10, 1867.—Two cutter heads are com-
bined so that one may follow the other. The journal
frames of the cutters are arranged so as to admit of
varior.L; inclination to allow the formation of under-
cnt molding. The nuts of the knife-clamping bolts
slide in grooves of the head, the bolt head projecting
from tlie cutter iron.

Claim.—First, the employment of two separately
adjustable cutter heads in a single macliine, so that
the axis of one cutter may be at one angle and the
otiier at a different angle, and both cutters operating
at the same time upon the same board, substantially
as specified.

Second, the cross-heads C, cotter heads E, screws
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D and G, in combination with the standards B, con-
structed and operating substantially as specified.

71,863.—'T. M. Faikchild, New Haven, Conn.,
assignor to himself, I. K. Bundy, and J. M. Town-
send, same place.

—

Self-adj listing liclay Magnet.—
December 10, 1867.—The action of the magnet tends
to draw the head of the spindle nearer to the magnet
and further from the armature, when the strength of
the current on the line is increased, or allow it to
approach the armature when the cuiTcnt is dimin-
ished.

Claim.—The arrangement of the head C combined
with the magnet so as to be self-adjusting in relation

to the armature, substantially as herein set forth.

71,864.—Leonard Felker, Tewksbury, Mass.,
—Corn Cake C'««er.—December 10, 1867.—The dough
being spread on the table, the lever is disconnected
from the catch, which allows the adjustable stands to
descend, carrying down the cylinders and connecting
the gears witu tlie racks; the radial knives and fin-

ishers act upon the dough, carrying forward the table
with its contents directly under the cylinder aud iu

contact witli the circular cutters.
Claim.—Fh-at, the rotating cylinder i, with its cut-

ters i' i', in combination with the rotating cylinder/,
with its stationary knives/'/' and adjustable finishers

g g, when arranged to operate for tlie piu'poses sub-
stantially as described and set forth.

Second, tlie pressure rotating cylinder /, with sta-

tionary knives/'/, and adjustable finishers g g, sub-
stantially as described and set forth.

Third,' the clearer m, iu combination with the ro-

tating cutters i' i', as described.
Fom-th, the adjustable stands d d and lever p, in

combination with tlie table b' and weight o, when ax-

ranged to operate substantially as described.

71,865.—Elisha Fitzgerald, New York, N. Y.
— Pleasuring Faucet.— December 10, 1867. — TJie
water flows through the supply pipe to the four-way
cock, aud to one side of the vessel, which has a flexi-

ble diaphragm. The entrance of the water into tliis

side expels the water from the other side, the water
passing througli the otlier passage of the four-way
cock to the discharge spout. For a fui'ther supply of
water the cock is turned 90°, and the flow of water
is reversed. A sliding division iu a cylinder may
take the place of the diaphragm.

Claim.—The combination of a four-way cock v.'ith

a receptacle having a movable partition operated by
the water, substantially as described, for the purpos'e
of limiting and detei-mining the amount of water to be
discharged, as specified.

Also,"in comjiination with the above, the dial and
pointer, to indicate the amount of water discharged,
as described.

71,866.—Charles C. Forncrook, Hei-mitage,
N. Y.—Twyere.—December 10, 1867.—The valve is

seated in a chamber that connects with the nozzle by
a short pipe. The valve opens during inspii-atioii

and closes during the expulsion of the air.

Claim.—The combination of the valve rf, adjusta-
ble bridge g, chamber B, aud tuyere A, arranged and
operating substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose set forth.

71 ,S67.—John H. Fraley, New Orleans, La.—
Cotton Tie.—December 10, 1867.—The plates are du-
plicates and break joint as they lie one upon the other.
The bands are folded over the side bars of the asso-
ciated plates and the in-lying end is pressed against
the band by the expansion of the bale wlien released
from the press.

Claim.—The combination of the buckles A and B
when they are constructed and united, as described,
R-ith the euds of hoop iron when bent into the form
of hooks, as and for the purpose set forth.

71,868.—John Glass, GeorgeP. Schneider, and
W.^ii. B. Bezner. Cleveland, Ohio.—Bridge.—Decem-
ber 10, 1867.—The curvilinear serai-tubes are united
by flanges at their edges embracing between their

lips a diaphragm plate which divides the tulies into

two chambers. Tlie ends of the tubes fit over baso
flanges and rest on foot blocks.

Claim.—Fii-st, the tabular flanged sections A B,
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as aiTanged, in combination with the diaphragm C,
for the purpose and in the manner substantially as
set forth.

Second, the tubular arch as constructed with sec-

tions A B C, in combination with the foot block I
provided with a flange or boss K, when arx'anged in
the manner as and for the purpose set forth.

71,869.—John H. Gomer, New York, IST. T.—
Oil Ctip.—December 10, 1867.—The cup has a recessed
bottom from the edge of which it has an upwardly in-

creasing diameter to its top. The cap is flat and
screws into the cup.

Claim:—The combination of the cap B with its

screw flange b and case A provided with suitable
tube G, in the manner and for the purpose herein
specified.

71,870.—George D. Goodrich, Chicago, 111.—
Peat Machine.—December 10, 18G7.—The elongated
]^ig mill has two comminutors and forwarders which
lorce the worked peat into four liorizontal chutes,
each having a screw conveyor to force the com-
pressed peat from contracted spouts at one side of
the macliijie. As it issues, the peat is cut into blocks
by an automatic knife.

Claim.—First, the adjustable bearing for the shaft
B composed of two or more segments r, constructed
a;nd operating substantially as described.
Second, the separate troughs I located below the

tempering mill when more than one expelling screw
is employed, so as to give each screw a separate and
independent action, substantially as specified.

Third, the cutter or knife F for cutting the material
into suitable lengths in a peat machine having a con-
tinuous discharge from the expelling mill, substan-
tially as specified.

Fourth, closing the mouth of the die by an adjust-
al3le intermittent stop or knife when so arranged that
the movements can be varied with respect to the
movements of the other operating parts of the ma-
chine, substantially as specified.

Fifth, the double slotted plate or wheel K provided
with the sockets h and pins i for the purpose of ad-
justing the movements of the cutter stop or knife F,
substantially as described.

Sixth, the" combination of the separate troughs I,

expelling screws H, and cutter stop F, with a tem-
pering mill, substantially as specified.

71,871.-Wm. M. Gray, Brooklyn, N. Y.-Ratchet
Bed Key.—December 10, 1867.—The spindle having
the ratchet wheel and containing sockets for the drill

shank and feed screw is made in one piece, and the
enclosing end of thelever has aremovable side to allow
the connection of the parts.

Claim.—The bed key constructed and arranged as
above described, as a new article of manufacture.

71,872.-Cyrus P. Grosvenor, McGrawville,
N. Y.

—

Preventing Explonion of Lamps.—December
10, 1867.—Explained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The application to lamps or heaters, using
coal oils, alcohol, or other explosive substances, of
such a burner as will supply the vacuum made in the
reservoir by the combustion with nitrogen gas, the
burner beiiig constructed as herein described, or in

any other form substantially the same, and which will
produce the intended effect.

71,873.—Joseph Harris, Dorchester, Mass.—
Car Axle J?oa;.—December 10, 1867.—The axle box is

fitted to play in its jaws and has a circular chamber
enclosing a series of rollers agaiwst which the outer
.caeiiifj,- of tlie axle Avorks. The rollers have journals
on tht'ir ends and to the latter are fitted a series of
•guides. Tlie guides have faces that are radial to the
uxk', :tnd they are of such length as to keep tlie peri-

plu ricsof the rolls from contact with each other.
Claim:—First, the roller guides i with detached

radial joints, substantially as described.
Second, in combination with tlie system of rollers

and box g the construction of the axle with its ex-

tension e and shoulder d, as and for the purijose set
fortii.

71,874.—Jon H. Ha8KELT>, Lowell, Mass., as-

signor to himself and Horace Taplin, same place.

-^Washing MacMne.—December 10, 1867; antedated

November 23, 1867.—The roller frame is attached to
spring slats above the bottom ot the suds J»ox. The
open cylinder has two circumferential courses of ribs
with openings between. It is oscillated or rotated by
radial handles and held down by a spring. The cyl-
inder may be swung upward and backward on its
journal arms.
Claim.—The general construction and combination

of all the parts, consisting of the cylinder G, series of
yielding rollers a, rqiler stands A;, spring bars/, levers
or arms «?, spring bar D, transverse bar E, rod O,
and the box, the whole arranged to operate substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

71,875.—John "V. Hawkey, Greensburg, Pa.,
assignor to himself and Israel T. Sheffler, same
place.—S^or^e J2flA-e.—December 10, 1867.—The rake
shaft is made in three sections connected by hinges
so that the outer sections fold over the mid'dle one,
and yet, when unfolded, the ends of the sections abut
and prevent the outer section from falling. "When
open, the shaft is rigidified by spring catches.

Claim.—First, a rake shaft or head arranged out-
side of the periphery of the wheels projecting later-
ally beyond them and so jointed that its sections can
be folded vertically upon the carrying frame without
detaching any of the parts of the rake, substantially
as described.
Second, an axially turning rake shaft so jointed

that its outer sections can be folded inwards without
detaching any of its parts.

Third, the combination of the inner fixed section of
the rake shaft with the outer vertically folding sections
projecting beyond the wheels, substantially as and for
the purpose described.
Fourth, the combination, substantially as described,

with a jointed rake shaft of hinges allo'wiug the sec-
tions to fold vertically and a locking device to hold
them rigidly when unfolded.

Fifth, the arrangement, as described, of the stop
pins m on the folding sections to secure them in posi-
tion when folded up.

Sixth, the combination, in a horse rake, of an axially
turning folding rake shaft with a rock shaft control-
led by a handle on the driver's platform to raise and
lower the teeth.

Seventh, the arrangement, in a horse rake, of an
axially turning jointed rake shaft mounted on the
rear end of the thills and supported on two wheels
mounted on independent axles.

71,876.^Ja]»ies B. Hill, Allegheny City, Pa.—
Apparatus for Draining Sugar.—December 10, 1867.

—The rotating cylinder keeps the sugar in motion
while it drains through the screen and runs into the
discharge pipe. The scraper k»cps the screen clear.

Claim:—The combination and arrangement of the
hopper C, provided with valve d, case B, screen R,
distributing drum P, distributor /, provided with
valve i, scraper S, chute ft, and pipe t, tlie whole
being constructed, arranged, and operating substan-
tially in the manner herein described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

71,877.—James B. Hill. Allegheny City. Pa.—
Centrifugal Machine for Draining Sugar.—Decem-
ber 10, 1867.—The granulated molasses is placed in
the hopper and a rapid motion of the shaft imparts
motion to the fan and screen. Tlie sugar is driven
by the fan against the sci'cen, which is kcj)t from
choking by the scraper. The valve being removed,
the molasses runs off by the discharge pipe.

Claim:—The use of a fan when used in combina-
tion with the shield m, distributor/, screen 11, case
B, hopper C, and scraper S, constructed, arranged,
and operating substantially in the manner herein de-

scribed and for the purpose set forth.

7.1,878.—Samuel L. Hill, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Card Holder.—December 10, 1867.—A series of strips

are attached to a back piece so as to overlap upward
and to grip the lower edges of the cards.

Claim.—In combination with a bad: or support, the
use or employment of any number of strips when the
same shall be constructed and combined substantially

as shown for the purpose specifietl.

71,879.—Martin Hiltz, Gloucester, Mass.-Fwft-
ing-line Swivel.—DocembQr 10, 1867.-The grooved
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part, which is tied to the spreader, is hiuged to the

forlied end of the central part, which is connected by
an axial bolt to the turning end.

Claim.—The improved swivel, as made with the
Bci'cw bolt D and the nut chamber e, arranged and
combined as explained, with the parts ABC, con-
structed and applied together as specilied.

71,880.—T. W. HoucHix, Morrisania, N. T.—
Implement for Lighting Gas.—December 10, 1867.

—

By occasionally inverting the torch the wick is satu-

rated with alcohol from the reservoir so that it will

burn while lighting lamps.
Claim.—First, placing a receiver A at the lower

end of a tube B. for the purposes fully described.
Second, the combination of a receiver A, tube B,

and wick chamber C. when the same shall be con-
structed substantially as described for the pui'poses

set forth.

71,881.—J. W. Ho^v-E and J. K. Bautox, Wor-
cester, Mass.

—

Corn Popper.—December 10, 1867.

—

"Wires attached to tlie fore and back bars, and form-
ing the hinges to the cover, aro twisted up into a
shank and are secui'cd in the socket of a wooden
handle.

Claim.—First, the combination of the twisted wires
a a a' a', with the handle B, and receptacle A, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes described.
Second, the combination of the wii-es a' a', with

hantUc B. receptacle A, and cover of the same, as
and for the pui-poses described.

Third, the combination of the wires a a a' a' with
each other, receptacle A, and cover of the same, as
shown and described.

71,882.—Benjamin George Howes, "Worces-
ter, Mass.

—

Copy Book.—December 10, 1867.—A com-
pendium of the most common errors is illustrated

and accompanied by copies upon separate slips of

ner which are arranged so as to be separate from the

y of the book or the paper to be written on. The
book is so constructed that while the text and copies
are bound therein, the paper for use is removable as
desired.
Claiin.—The copy book, constructed substantially

as described.

71,883.—G. A. Hy\'ER, Xew Orleans, La.—Pe-
troleum Gas Burner.—December 10, 18o7.—There-
tort being filled with oil and the stop cock opened,
the oil flows through the broken charcoal into the
annular concentric chamber until nearly half full. The
heat is now applied to the chamber by a lamp, until
the gas thus created from the oil flows tlirough the
pipe to and through the jet, and is ignited at the
burner.

Claim.—First, the combination of the pipe D when
filled with finely broken charcoal, with the concentric
or aimular chamber F. the latter being provided with
pipes b extending upwardly into the cup furnace or
heat retort H, as and for the pui-pose substantially as
set forth.

Second, the combination of the pipe D when filled

with finely broken charcoal, the concentric or annu-
lar chamber F. pipes b and pipe d, with the gas pipe
c, when the latter is provided with the valve J for
regulating the flow of gas, as and for the purpose de-

- described.
Third, the gas pipe c, when constructed and arranged

with relation to the chamber F and one of the pipes
&, as described, in combination with the valve J, for
the purpose set forth.

Fouith, the combination of the concentric or annu-
lar chamber F and pipes b with the cup furnace or
heat retoit H. when the latter is constructed as de-
scribed and shown upon the drawings, and occupies
the relation to the former herein set forth, for the
purpose set forth.

Fifth, the pipe d, in combination -nith one of the
pipes b, for the purpose of affording a light for illum-
inating purposes, as herein described.

71,884.—,J0HN- Keeset, Chester, Ta.—Shaft
Coupling.—DecemhcT 10, 1867.—The shaft coupling
is secured by a combination of wedges, bolts, and
nuts i;i the boxing.

Claim.—The combination of the box, hub, or shell
B, reverse wedge-shaped blocks C C, and bolts D D',

with their nuts E E', or the equivalents of these de-

vices, arranged tor operation together, substantially
as and for the purposes herein set forth.

71 ,885.—CHARLEs L. KiVGSLEY, Meriden, Conn
.

,

assignor to Charles Parker, same place.

—

Clamp
Screw.—December 10, 1867.—The trunnions of the
lever engage in the seats of the nut, giving a secure
hold for the wrench.

Claim.—The nut E, formed with the seats F, and
the lever G formed with the trunnions I, so as to be
combined and operate in the manner and for the pur-
pose described.

71,886.—Joseph Klahr, Bernvillo,Pa., assignor
to himself, W. K. Weaxd, C. H. Zink, and James J.
"Wagenhorst, Philadelphia. Fn.—Machine for Bend-
ing Wood.—December 10, 1867.—The strips are sup-
ported, when the bending begins, by the flexible plate
that presses the strips against the "' formers" to pre-
vent their being abruptly bent and broken.
Claim.— First, the foi'raers F F', with their arms

p p', levers k k', and catches q, or their equivalents, in
combination with the clamps G, the whole being con-
structed and operating substantially as aud for the
purpose described.
Second, the combination of the above, the weighted

levers D D,' and the links I.

Third, the adjustable plates B B', with their shoul-

ders c, operating in combination with the formers and
theii" projections q, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

71,887.—G. A. Knowlton, Xatick, Mass.— 0(7
Cans.—December 10, 1867.—The spout and vent liole

have stoppers projected against their outlets by the
spiral spiiugs and pivoted bar. The sliding trigger
opens both at once.
Claim.— First, the stoppers D and I, retracted from

their respective orifices by a single trigger H h\ and
provided with two springs G J to insure the eftective

closure of both said orifices, substantially as described.
Second, in a valved oil can, constructed as above

specified, the arrangement of the trigger H h' ob-
liquely on the upper side o/ the handle A', as and foi

the purpose set forth.

71,888.—Ira Lackey, Lebanon, Ohio.—Fe?ic<!,

—December 10, 1867.—The standards and braces aro
mortised into the sill and are clamped at top by loops
and double hooks.

Claim.—The combination of the sills A, braces C,
and hooks or loops i j, with the grooved posts a c of
the panels, when the parts are constructed and ar-

ranged to form a detachable and portable fence, in
the manner and for the pm-pose specified.

71,889.-Xathan Lawrence, Taunton, Mas?.,
assignor to Eeed & Barton, same place.

—

Butter
Diish.—December 10, 1867.—The lower portion of the
dish consists of two concentric, hemispiierical iilates,

and the cover is revolved so as to bring it down into
the space between them. The journal of the cover
extends tlirough its bearings, and is secured to handles
having annular spaces around the joiu-nid, containing
spiral friction springs.
Claim.—The an-angement and combination of the

friction spring v. ith the cover and vase, the journal
and tiie bearing to extend eutiiely around the said
journal, as specified.

71,890.—Edward J. Leyburn. Lexington, Ta.—Harvester Rake.—December 10, 1867.—The rake
arm revolves around, and is oscil*ited by a fixed cam
so as to cause the rake head to act alternately as a i-akc

and as a reel.

Claim.—First, connecting the rake arm E' to a loose
collar c on reel shaft B, by means of a pivot d', cai»-

rying an arm /, in combination witli the jointed con-
necting rod A, substantially as described.
Second, the niTesting-plateG-. in combination with

the rake pivot d', arm /, and collar c, and connecting-
rod /i, substantially as described.

Third, the cam-plate GG', iu combination with the
rake pivot d', loose collar c, and connecting-rod h,

substantially as described.
Fourth, the anti-friction roller i, applied to the arm

/ of the rake pivot, in combination with the arresting-
plate G^, substantially as described.
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rifth, connecting the arm /, wliicli is in the rake
pivot d', to the reel-shaft or reel-arm thereof, by means
of a rod h and universal joint /i', substantially as de-
scribed.

Sixth, the application of a Tveight g to an arm / of
the rake pivot, when said arm is upon a loose collar c,

aaid arranged to operate substantially as described.

yijSOl.—Keubek Lighthall, Brooklyn, IST. T.
— TTas/angrJfac/iijie.—December 10,1867.—theholder
is clamped to the tub side, and has a shaft traversing
slots in the arms of the rubber. The rubber has a
pivoted head, two hexagonal roUers, and an operative
bar.
Claim.—ThQ detachable holder A, with the set

screw B, in combination witJi the slotted leverD and
the rollers F IT', and the cam H, as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

71,892.—E. O. LowRT, Salem, K. Y.—Process
for liendering Paper, Cloth, cfic. Fire and Water-
2)roo/.—December 10, 1867.— The fibrous material is

satm-ated with a mixtm-e of starch and water. A
compound of milk, 1 pint ; vinegar, 1 pint ; and quick-
lime, 1 pound, is mixed, and left until the lime is

slaked. This forms a pasty mass, which is applied
to the material. -

Claim.—The process, substantially as herein de-
scribed, of treating fibrous and other materials for
rendering them fire and water-proof.

71,893—R. O. LOWREY, Salem, IT. Y.—Compo-
sition for Manvfacture of Water-proof I^aper, d:c.—
December 10, 18i)7.—A composition is formed of ani-

mal gelatine, 4 ounces ; soap, 2 ounces
;
glycerine, 2

ounces ; water, 4 quarts. Paper pulp is mixed with
the above, and, after drying, tliemass is treated with
a saturated solution of salt and alum in equal propor-
tions at a temperature of 60° Fab. The matter is then
washed to remove the surplus astrin gent. To increase
the bulk in making rigid articles, clay or plaster may
be added.

Claim.—Mrst, the new compound or composition
of matter, produced by the treatment of vegetable
fibre, substantially as described.
Second, the process herein described of treating

vegetable fibre for producing a new compound, sub-
stantiaUy as set forth.

71,894.—R. T. ilcCoNXELL and G. Pringle,
Ilochester, IS". Y.

—

Street Sweeper.—December 10,

1867.—The driving spur wheels are attached to the
ground wheels, and engage pinions turning loosely
on the counter shaft., but clutched thereto by spring
ratchet clutches, which allow free backward rotation
This shaft is connected by chain gearing with the
rotary brushes that throw the mud into the dumping
receiver.

Claim:—Pirst, the pinions a of the counter-shaft s.

combined with caiTier wheels "W" of street sweepers,
by suitable sliding cliitches c, all aiTanged substan-
tially as shown and described, and for the purpose of
equalizing the strength and efficiency of those por-
tions of the machine.

Second, the broom-shaft h and the counter-shaft s,

arranged substantially as shown, being held by
means of the adjustable rigid traps y, for the purposes
set forth.

Third, the spring clutches c, governed by means of
the hand-lover D, connecting-rod /, lever h, and the
counter-inclined planes m, all arranged and operating
substantially in the manner and tor the purposes set
forth.

71,895.— Prederick Merriwether, Tamola.
Miss.

—

Uterine Supporter.—December 10, 1867.—The
spring slides in a slot iu tlic belt and is secured by a
set screw. The lower portion of the spring is of cop.
per to allow of bending for adjustment.
Claim.—The combination, as described, of the

spring E, composed of copper or other soft metal, with
tlie pessary, for the purposes set forth.

Also, the combination, substantially as described,
of the pelvic spring, the vertically adjustable bai- and
set-screw, the soft metal spring E, the pessary pillar

P, and the pessary, for the purposes specified.

71,896.-Abraham S. Miller, Zanesfield, Ohio
assignor to himself and J. P. James and Charles

TOLSOX, same ^laca.—Railroad -Sij/naL—December
10, 1867.—The train striking the trigger, the latter
through its connections communicates motion to the
signal so as to first turn it to its warning position in
approaching the curve and afterward replace it when
the point of danger is passed
Claim.—First, the combination of the trigger E

and rock-shaft P/ wjth a railroad signal and suitable
intermediate connections, so arranged that the con-
tact of the train with said trigger shall throw the
signal into its conspicuous position, substantially as
described.
Second, the arrangement of the trigger E, rock-

shaft P /, arm H, link I, lever G, wire J, eccentric
lever L, catch M, and shaft B, signal A and weight
B', or its equivalent, (P P' P^ Q,) substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

Third, the ari-angement of the trigger E', rock-
shaft P'/'i arm fl', and rod or other suitable connec-
tion N, all arranged and operating substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the combination with the disk or signal A
of the reflecting plate a, substantially as and tor the
object stated.

71,897.—Henry Miller, Eonald Township,
Mich.

—

Spinning Wheel.—December 10, 1867.—The
oscillating spindle-arm is connected to the longer end
of a bell craok to whose shorter end the treadle is

attached. The arm oscillates in a vea-tieal plane.
Claim.—The arrangement of the adjustable and

hinged rods and levers, constructed as herein de-
scribed, for connecting the rocking treadle with the
hinged spindle arm, so that the operator, by the foot,

may move the spindle-arm out or in at pleasure, as
set forth and represented.

71,898.—Charles Mole, London, England.—
Boot and Shoe.—December 10, 1867.—An angular
projection on a plate attached to one part of the heel
enters a counterpart cavity in the plate upon the
other part. The parts are secured together by a ver-
tical screw-bolt and nut.

Claim.—The manufacture of a movable boot-heel
in two parts, to be adjusted in diflferent positions by .:

means of a single central projection taking into a

,

single slot-hole or countersunk part, and secured iu
'

position by means of a central screw or pin. whether
such projection and hole or countersunk part be
square or many-sided, and no matter what the shape
of these sides, so that the shape of the projection and
that of the hole which is to receive it be identical,

the whole substantially as hereinbefore described and
illustrated on the annexed sheet or drawing.

71,899.—Alfred Murden and Henry L.
Cooper, Kew Haven, Conn., assignors to themselves
and Francis "Warner, same place.

—

Water Cooler
and Refrigerator.-^JiQcemh&c 10, 1867.—The water
tank extends around and forms the packing for the
ice chamber. The cover fitting over both ice cham-
ber and tank forms a partition hetween them and the
refrigerator.

Claim.—The arrangement of the cylinder A and
outer cylinder C, so as to form a water space D, and
combined with covers E and Gr so as to form a cham-
ber F, above the water space D and ice cylinder A,
so that the cover E forms the bottom of and the cover
G the top of the said chamber, in the manner and for

the purpose herein set forth.

71,900.— F. G. ISTiEDRiNGHAUS and Wm. F.
Medringhaus, St. Louis, M.o.~-Stamped Sheet Metai
Kettle—December 10, 1867.—The kettle is made from
two sheets of metal, the spout partially from each.

Claim.—The spout of a kettle when formed by
pressure from the bottom and top plate of the kettle,

when constructed substantially as shown and speci-

fied.

71,901.-0. B. K"ORTii, l^ew Haven, Conn., as-

signor to O. B. North and Company, same place.

—

Breast Strap /S^idc—December 10, 1867.—The plate

is for the protection of the breast strap from the action

of the neck yoke ring, and has a projection on one
side and a latch on the other to prevent the escape of
the said ring. The latch is kept in position by press-

m'e of the strap beneath it.

OZaim,—First, the arrangement of the hinged
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toup:ue E upon tne plate A, so as to cover the ring,

subbtautially in llie muuner herein set lorth.

Socoi'.d, constructing the hook or projection D upon
the inside of the plate, by loruiing an opening d
through the plate, substantially as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

71,902.—Abel Nutting, Quincy, Mass.—(Snow
Ploiv.— December 10, 18G7.— The plow point has
spiral wings and is rotated by geared connection
Avith the turning axle of the track wheels. It is in-

tended for use befoiT a locomotive.
Claim.—The rotary plow, arranged to operate sub-

stantially as set forth.

Also, in combination with such a plow, inclines or
shares, tixed, with respect to the frame by which they
ai'e supported, substantially as described.

71,903.—Isaac K. Oakford, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Steam Generator.—Dcccmhcv 10, 18(i7.—The fur-

nace is between vertical side walls, and has arched,
parallel top and bottom. The boiler has a series of
oblong vessels perpendicular to the top of the furnace,

and whose throats passing through the top and bot-

tom walls ai-e connected by pipes outside.

Claim.—A steam generator, composed of a (series

of cylindrical boilers, of round ends, provided -nith

openings for steam and water, and arranged in a
vertical and inclined position, in the manner and for

the purpose above set forth and described.

71,904.—P. B. O'Brien and William E. Sparks,
Tsew Haven, Conn., assignors to P. B. O'Brien.—
Caster for Furniture.—December 10, 1867.—The
shank has a transverse helical spring, whose ends
engage a shoulder iu the socket and prevent acci-

dental dropping out.

Claim.—The aiTangement of the spring^a in the
spindle B, and combined with the socket C, so as to
operate in the manner substantially as described.

71,905.—Staats N. Park, Bloomsbury, N. J.—
Raihcay Fi-vg.-Dceomhcr 10, 18()7.—The trog plate,

track sections, guard rails, and frog point are so con-
structed iu reference to each other "that the plate and
the parts resting thereon can be made separate from
each other and the parts detached when necessary.
Claim.—First, so constructing the frogs of rail-

ways that the frog plate and the rail or track sec-

tions, guard rails, and frog point are separate from
each other, and so that the rail sections and guard
rails and frog point can be inserted in or attached to
and detached from the firog plate, for the uses and
purposes set forth.

Second, so constructing the frogs of railways or
frog plate that the track rails of any railway can be
extended upon and combined with such frog plate to
form the track or rail section of the frog, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

71,906.—Henry W. Pell, Pome. K". Y.—Har-
vester.—December 10, 18()7.—The doubletree is piv-
oted to a frame, sliding by friction rollers on a way
bar bolted to the under side of the tongue. The
pivot bolt carries a clevis, to which the draw chain is

connected.
Claim.—First, the carriage C, supported at both

ends on wheels or rollers c c running on a guideway
S, substantially as and for the purposes specified.

Second, the rib or groove joint between the friction

rollers and guideway, to sustain the lateral pressure,
as set forth.

Third, the clevis pin or whiffletree bolt B attached
to the center of the carriage C.
Fourth, the independent attachment of the draft

clevis to the whiffletree bolt, to permit the indepen-
dent oscillfktion of the whiffletree without affecting
the clevis.

71,907.—M. Perl, Xew Orleans, 'La.—ifedical
Comj)Ound.—December 10, 1867.—For treatment of
dyspepsia, &c. Composed of Peruvian bark, willow
bark, sulphuric acid,with stomachics, wine, sugar. &c.
Claim.—The medical compound herein described,

when made by the process and composed of ingredi-
ents herein specified, in the proportions stated, for
the purpose set forth.

71 ,908.—Elijah S. Pierce, Hartford, Conn.—
Machinery for Shaving and Slotting Screivs.—De-
cember 10, 18()7.—The screw is clamped in the jaws
of the rotating spindle, and the head brought in con-
tact with an angular cutter by a rotating cam. A
further elevation of the spindle frame oriugs the
pulley in contact with the spring clamp, by which
the rotation of the cylinder is stopped while the head
is under the action of the rotary nicking saws.
Claim.—First, the combination of the cam M, tJic

sliding frame Y, the spindle A, the pulley P. the
clamp C, the spring S, and the rest R, or their
equivalents, with a shaving tool and one or more nick-
ing saws, substantially as hei-ein specified.

Second, the combination of the sliding frame T,
the spindle A, and the clamping device C with a
shaving tool and one or more saws, substantially as
described, for the purpose of shaving, nicking, and
burring screw blanks or other similar articles while
held in the same jaws.

71,909.—Elijah S. Pierce, Hartford, Conn.—
Double Screw.—December 10, 1867.—The screw has
ahead at midlength, with side nicks for the action of
the driver. It acts as a dowcll screw, the head pre-
venting too great penetration into cither part.

Claim.—Tlie double screw herein described and
shown as a new article of mauufactm'e.

71,910.—Charles F. Pike, Providence, E. I.—
Apparatusfor Preserving Meats, Fi.^h, Poultry, d-c.—
December 10, 18G7.—Explained by the claims.

Claim.—First, constructing a tubular ice box
with holes or openings in the tubes or pijjes at or
near the bottom to let the air out into the chamber
F, and slots or openings into the ice receptacle,
reservoir, or depository near the top, and so get the
combined and double purpose of radiation, conduc-
tion, and internal circulation of the air in the cham-
ber F, substantially as and for the purposes set forth
and described in the drawing- and specification here-
unto annexed, without confining to any particular
form, size, or shape of the pipes or tubes, whether
they be vertical or horizontal, round, square, oval, ob-
long, or in any other form ; neither to any particular
form of ice receptacle, reservoir, or depository.
Second, the perforating or making slots, holes, or

openings in the tubes or pipes near the bottom, for
the purposes set forth and described, howsoever the
same may be made, whether used in connection with
the ice receptacle, reservoir, or depository as de-
scribed, or without the openings in the ice receptacle,
reservoir, or depositoiy, for the purpose of the rotat-
ing of the ah-.

Third, the ice receptacle, reservoir, or depository,
with its openings to let the air into and onto the ice
in this. ice receptacle, reservoir, or depository, for

the purpose of taking off the moisture in the preserv-
ing room at or near its top, whether the tubes con-
nected to the bottom of this ice roceptacle, reservoir,
or depositery are perforated or not, or whether the
ice receptacle, reservoir, or depository is removed
altogether and the tops or collars of the tubes or
pipes are perforated.
Fourth, the ice box, receptacle, reservoir, or de-

pository A, as described, pipes or tubes B C D L,
pan E fi, room F, substantially as described and set

forth, with their appendages.

71,911 D. W. S. Eawson, Peru, la.—AMti-
plying Reflectorfor Photographic Cameras.—Decem-
ber 10, 1867; antedated Kovember 25, 1867.—The re-

flectors are arranged in a box, to preserve them from
crosslights when iu use and from dust Avhen not in

use. The miiTors are hung on universal joints, and
have non-reflecting plates between them.
Claim.—Y\rHi, the reflector box A, the doors and

shade wings B B, the bars C C, the non-reflecting
division D D, surrounding and between the several

mirrors, the base board F, and the slide board G,
and the double pivot H, when used for the purposes
herein described.
Second, the use of the lever for the purpose of

adjusting the reflectors.

Third, the moving of the reflectors with the slide

G, to produce more than one set of impressions on
the same plate, or an equivalent movement.
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71,912.—"William F. Eay, Fort Wayne, Intl.—
Car Spring.—IDecemher 10, 1867.—Explained by the
claim and illustration.

Claim.—A series of reflexed springs, so con
structed tbat the bo-vrs slide into each other, the
whole being adjustable so as to regulate the amount
ot elasticity, as described.

71,913.—Henky Head, Providence, R. I.—
Lamp JBtirner.— December 10, 1867.— The lower
portion of the cone is perforated and is supported on
a frame, giving bearing to the chimney. The burner
is intended to operate with or without a chimney.

Claim.—The skeleton bottom B, in combination
with the perforated cylinder C and cone D, when
constructed and arranged substantially as described
and for the purpose specified.

71,914.—Peter E. Sanderson, Caledonia, N.
Y.

—

Apparatus for Taming Wild Animals.—Decem-
ber 10, 1867.—The four sheaves are attached to the
surcingle. Having secured one end of the rope it is

passed alternately through the attached sheaves and
the corresponding suspended sheaves, to which are
attached the straps and rings of nooses that secure
the feet of the animal.

Claim.—The constmction and use of a surcingle
strap, as described, with the sheaves A A A A, and
their attachments to said surcingle, and the slipping
straps B B B B and rope C, when arranged substan-
tially as described for the purpose specified.

Also, the combination of the above parts A A,
&c., B B, &c., and C with any harness, arranged sub-
stantially as described for the purpose designed.

71,915.-Cancelled.

71,916.—Nelson Silvester, Weymouth, Ohio.—
Horse and Cattle Po/je.—December 10, 1867—The
tongue is pivoted to the neck bow, and its rear ex-

tension has a spring cushion that projects against
the bow.

Claim..—^First, the head B, cross bar E, in combi-
nation with the springs F and spikes a, for the pur-

' j)ose and in the manner substantially as set forth.

Second, the cross bar E as arranged in relation to
' the yoke C and in combination with the poke A, in

j
the manner and for the pui'pose specified.

71,917 Frank J. Smiley, MarshaE, Mich.—
Corn Planter.—December 10, 1867.—Ths seed cylin-

der is constructed in sections, which slide together
as a telescope in altering the machine to plant rows
of diflfereut widths. This cylinder is rotated by con-
nection with the "perambulator" shaft, the said
shaft being on a hinged frame and having radial legs
with pointed feet to insure proper action in passing
over rough ground.
Claim.—Yhst, in combination with a wheeled ma-

chine for planting corn or other seed at regular in-

tervals, a "perambulator," substantially as described,
when hung concentrically to a revolving seed cylin-

der C, and operated in connection therewith, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose herein
specified.

Second, when operated in connection with a re-

volving seed cylinder the arrangement and combina-
tion of the dropping tubes t and their attachments
with the tappet pins T and receiving basins K, for
dropping and conveying the seed to the fm'rowers,
substantially as set forth.

Third, the pendant gauge bars 7i, in combination
with the gauge plates g, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

71,918.—Charles A. Smith, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Whip ieacfc.—December 10, 1867.—The metallic
plate has apertures for the insertion of whips, and
tongues by which they are held.

Claim.—A whip rack composed of metal or other
inelastic material, and furnislied with a series of di-

visions or apartments, ivith a hinged tongue or flap

in each, and suitable openings in each apartment for

the insertion and retention of a whip, substantially
as described.

71,919.—Henry Julius Smith, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to Jos. C. Wioiitman, ISTcwtonville, N. Y.—Hardening and Bleaching Articles Made of Soap-

stone, Talc, d-c.—December 10, 1867.—Articles formed
from soapstonc, talc, or silicates of magnesia or alu-
mina, after shaping, are confined in a closed vessel
with carbon and subjected to heat.
Claim.—First, the heating in a closed vessel and

in contact with carbon the above-described sub-
stances, or articles formed therefrom, for the purpose
of hardening and toughening the same, substantially
as above described.
Second, the removal, either before or after the

hardening process, of impurities producing discolora-
tion by the action of a bath of melted chloride of so-
dium, or other chemical compound operating in like
manner.

71,920—Enos E. Stow, Plantsville, Conn.—
Handles for Tea and Coffee Pots.—December 10,
1867.—The hollow handle is perforated to allow the
passage of air to keep it cool.

Claim.—A handle, as made hollow or tubular, and
provided with openings in or through it, that when
applied to a pot or vessel warm or heated air may be
caused to pass into and through and out of such han-
dle, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

71,921.—Daniel Towse, Pittsburg. Pa.—J.en a Z

Carriage and Way.—December 10, 1867.—The car-
riages are supported on an endless chain running on
grooved pulleys that are worked by an endless belt
at the upper end.
Claim.—The combination of the endless wire rope

or ropes A A, pulleys T T T' T", and piers B B B'
B' with the suspended carriages H H H H, arranged
and operating as specified.

71,922.—Daniel Towse, Pittsburg, Ta.—Aerial
Carriage and Way.—December 10, 1867.—The sus-
pended carriage is draAvn along the wire ropes by
the draft rope that is wound on and off the reel by
the endless band attached thereto.

Claim.—The combination of the wire ropes A A,
piers B B B B, reel F, and rope P with the carriage
H, aiTanged and operating in the manner set forth.

71,923.—Daniel Toavse, Pittsburg, Va.—Aerial
Carriage and Way.—December 10, 1867.—The two
parallel pairs of "^^ays of wire rope are supported on
piers. A horizontal, grooved pulley drum is secured
between the ways at their upper end ; wii-e ropes,
attached to suspended carriages running on the Avays,
are Avound upon the wheel, and one carnage forms a
counterpoise to the other.

Claim.—The combination of the two aerial ways
A A' A" A'", the drum C with the carnages H H
and ropes//, constructed and operating as specified.

71,924.—"Wm. B. Tucker, Hillsboro', Ohio.—
Attachment to the Begulator of Watches.—December
10, 1867.—The regulating lever is pivoted to the half
plate of the movements, and carries a toothed seg-
ment whose teeth match in the spaces between the
thread of the screw arbor, that works in bearing
lugs, that rise from the inner extremities of the scale
base-plate. The regulating lever passes under the
screw arbor, and its pointed extremity indicates the
position of the lever on the scale plate.

Claim.—The combination of the screw arbor c and
the toothed segment e with the regulating lever d
and the scale base-plate a b, substantially in the man-
ner and lor the purpose herein set forth.

71,925.—Joseph A. Yeazie, Boston, Mass.—
Billiard Cue Ti^?.-December 10, 1867.—The end of
the cue has alternate plates of rubber and leather
and an end coat composed as follows : caoutchouc, 50

;

ground leather, 25 ; refined chalk, 15 ;
ground crocus,

5 ; and emery, 5 parts.

Claim.—The new or improved composition, sub-
stantially as described, in which ground leather is an
important constit-uent.

Also, the combination of a layer of such composi-
tion and one or more layers or strata of leather or
caoutchouc, or both, such being for the formation of
cue tips, as explained.

71,926.—Bichard Yose, :N'ew York, K. Y.—
Car Spring.—December 10, 1867.—The coil spring Is

made tapering from its upper edge. The spring is

tempered in its coiled state ia tho bath.
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Claim.—A volute spring, formed or constructed of

a coiled metallic bar, •whose thickness is greater
transversely upon one edge thereof than at any other
point therein, substantially as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

71,327.—W. P. T^AGE, Barre Center, N. T., as-

signor to himself and M. Clark, same place.

—

Ap-
paratiLs for Turning on Ga^.—December 10, 1807.

—

The water is forced through the pipe and exerts a
pressure on the piston Avhich forces it up^vQrd, raising

the lever which opens the stop-cock at the same time
that 'the wire is connected Avith a strong galvanic
battery, the current from which heats tlie platinum
coil suliicicntly to ignite the gas. To turn off the gas,

the water is exhausted from the pipe and cylinder,

when the atmosphere forces the piston down,'closing
the stop-cock.

Claim.—First, the cylinder E and the piston F, in
combination with the 'lever 1), or their equivalent,
operated by the means and in the manner and for the
purpose specified.

Second, lighting gas by electricity, in combination
with the apparatus above described for tm-niug on
gati, us shown and described.

71,928 Geouge H. Waldo, Prnttsburg, N. Y.—Horse Hay jPorA-.—December 10, 1867.—The curved
holding tine is secured to a bail liinged to the hooked
tines, and when thrust into the hay is held by the
hoisting rope which passes through an eye in the' bail.

To free the hay, the hoisting rope is drawn down by
a rope and pulley, oscillating the tines on the pivot's

of the bail and opening the Jaws.
Claim.—The tines bb, bail//, curved holding tine

I, spring J, pulley I, rope k, all constructed and ope-
rated substantially as herein set forth.

71,929—1. H. TTalker, TTorcester, Mass.—
Machine for Rolling Leather.—December 10, 1867.

—

The leather is placed on the table, which is raised
more or less by toggle levers, to regulate the pressure
of the roller. The roller is journaied to a slide recip-
rocated by connection to a crank.

Claim.—First, the combination of the horizontal
way G, slide H, and roll b with tables K and M and
treudle-operating device, substantially as and for the
purposes set foith.

Second, the cftmbination with tlie pieces C C, of the
truss rods E E, bridge F, way G, and slide H, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

71 ,930.—Samuel H. "Wallize, Washingtonville,
Pa.

—

Fertilizer and Corn Planter Combined.—De-
cember 10, 1867.—The automatic slides furnish tlie

guano to the spout in accordance to the progress of
the machine. The rollers in the seed hopper above
discharge the corn into the spout and keep it from
choking with the guano.

Claim.—The aiTangement of the devices, slide G
and roller H, as connected and operating together,
with the crank F, so as to drop the guano and corn
through a single spout, to prevent choking, as herein
described.

71,933.- D. T. Waud, Cardington, Ohio.—
"Washing Machine.—December 10, 1867.—The hinged
horizontal board is connected by the pivoted ai ra to

the segmental oscillating board that is actuated by
the attached levers.

Claim.—First, the segmental or convex wash-
board E, actuated by levers D, in combination with
the reciprocating wasliboard F and connecting arms
U, sul)stantially in the manner and for the purpose
set forth.

Second, in combination therewith, the spring 7, rod
At, and slots I, arranged and operating substantially
ae described.

Third, the gate p, in combination with the horizon-
tal reciprocating washboard F and tub A, arranged
and operating substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

71,932 -John E. Werer. Bourbon. Ind.—Corn
P?an(cr.—December 10. 1867.—The elbow levers,

when depressed by the driver's feet, by their connec-
tions elevate the' plows. The droppini? cylinders
each have four radial holes for the reception "of seed.

Each hole in its tui*n passes under the orifice of the

reservoir and receives its quota of grains. At the
end of a half revolution of the cylinder the hole be-
comes inverted over the mouth of the tube through
which the corn falls into the furrow.
Claim—First, the springs m on the shaft e, in com-

binatioa with the dropping cylinders k, as and for the
purpose desbribed.
Second, the combination of the foot board c",

forked leyer d" m.", connecting rods e", and cross-
piece It,", arranged and operating as explained.
Third, the combination of the frame B, elbow

levers m', connecting rods n' «', arms 0' t,' and shafts
r' u', as and for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the transverse shaft v,,

sliding bar s, hook r, pins 0, block n, and dropping
cylinders k, substantially as described.

Fifth, the combination of the crank w, arm x a',

spring b', and sliding bar s, arranged and operating
as set forth.

Sixth, the combination of the lever a", shnft v,

pinion e', and spring e'", when used independently or
in connection with the frame B, substantially as "and
for the purpose*described.

71 ,933.—David S. Williams, Coldwater. Mich.—Bed Bottom.—DecQUihei' 10, 1867.—The slats are
supported on rods that are connected witli their du-
plicates by elastic bands. The slats are kept down
in position by elastic keepers.

Claim.—The combination of the loop A, rods B,
spring baud C, rods D, webbing E. slats F, wires, or
equivalent G, in the manner described.

71,934.—OsDORN Wilson, Aurora. 111.

—

Instru-
mentfor Admhiistering of Anaesthetics.—December
10, 1867.—The inhaling and exhaling tubes have
valves working automatically and alternately in open-
ing and closing the tubes by the respiration of the
patient. A spring valve and air tube regulate the
administration of the nitrous oxide or other anajs-

thetic.

Claim.—First, the construction of an instrument
with inhaling and exhaling tubes, provided with
valves working automatically and alternately in open-
ing and closing tlie tubes by the respiration of the
patient. substantiaYy in the manner and for the pur-
poses as herein specified.

Second, providino- the instrument with a spring
valve and air tube, for regulating the administration
of the nitrous oxide and other anicsthetics, sul^stan-

^tinlly in the manner and for the inirposes as herein
specified.

Tiiird, the coiistrnction and an-angement of stock
A. mouth piece B, inhaling and exhaling tubes C C„
plate D, air tube E', valvo E, spiral spring b, valves
c c, rods d d, fulcra c c, arm /, an(l rod g, substan-
tially in the manner and for t'he purposes as hereia.

specified.

71,935.—Martin Winger, Ephrata, Va.—Cider
Mill and Press.—December 10, 1867.—The perforated
boxes have hinged bottoms supported on rollers Over
a grooved bed. The boxes form the outer circumfer-
ence of a wheel with a flange provided witii cogs.
The ]n'es8ing is perfonued by a spiral inclined plane
over tlie boxes, wliich arc rotated, filled, pressed, and
their contents discliarged automatically during each
revolution. A stationary mill grinds the apples.
Claim.—Yirst, a series of press boxes D a\ ith per-

forated sides and an external cogged iiange d, all con-
nected in the form of a wheel revolving horizontally,
with its cross-arras X secured centrally to .'i vertical

shaft L, in combination with the bearing M and step
O. sustained on a framework A B B', all arranged
substautiallv in the manner and for the purpose speci-

fied.

Second, with the revolving press boxes D the press
block and central upright K E, iiullev G, guides F,
arms c, in combination with 1 he iHclLncd jilanes H and
11, all arranged and operating substantially in the
manner and for the puriwse specified.

Third, in combination with the revolving Iwx
wheel D D N N and pressing arrangement, tlic

hniged drop bottom Q in combination witli a series

of lollers or pulleys P, or tiieir cciuivalents. for the
purpose and in the manner shown and dcsciilied.

Fourth, in combination witli my huri/onlal box
wheel the arrangement of the gearing and mill hop-
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per X and crushers "W V, pinions Y S on shaft T, all

combined substantially in the manner specified.
Filth, in combination with an apple mill a cider

press, with a series of presses in a horizontal revolv-
ing wheel, substantially as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

71, f536.—Albert "WiXTON, Chambersburg, Pa.—
Curb for Water Wheels.—Becemher 10, 1667.—The
double curved, adjustable chute gates have tapering
sm-faces combined with stationary diaphragm plates^

arranged together alternately at intervals. The chute
gates are operated simultaneously by a circular plate
with marginal forked, slotted arms.

Claim.—First, the serpentine or double curved
chute gates O O when formed with sm-faces tapering
or sloping from their centers towards their ends, and
so arranged, relative to intennediately situated dia-

phragms or plates r r that one of the'tapering ends
of said chute gates O shall project beyond the cir-

cumferences of the rims a a e e, and extend so as to
enter slots, or between the prongs of fork-like arms
K L K L, to be operated in the manner and for the
purpose substantially as described.
Second, the annular adjustable rim or ring i i, pro-

vided with the forked-like arms K L K L, and with
the moving lever or crank m, and the fulcrum pin h,

all arranged to operate the chute gates O substan-
tially as shown and described.

71,937.—James TVixters and Charles C. Ga-
TEX, Lacon, HI.—Harre^'fer.-December 10, 1867.—
The line of draft of the lead horses is shifted on the
side frame attached to the front of the tongue to
counteract the lateral pressure of the machine.
Claim.—The skeleton frame A, or its equivalent,

provided with an adjustable clevis, and attached to
the end of the tongue of reaping and mowing ma-
chines, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose herein described and represented,

71,938.-0. E. T700DBURY, Madison, TVis.—
Sash Stop. —Beeemher 10, 1867.— The slotted cam
forms beai-ings at either extremity for the screw, and
renders the cam reversible so that it locks either up
or down.

Claim.—First, the cam slotted at H D I, forming
bearings at either extremity for the screw or other
support, when the cam is operating against the catch
C at the points F or O, all as described and for the
piu'pose specified.

Second, the catch C with the spikes G G, con-
structed and used as and for the purposes hereinbe-
fore named.

71,939.—Charles D.TVrightixgtox. Fairhaven,
Conn., and Bexjamix P. Pideh, Boston. Mass.

—

Peat
and Brick Machine.—December 10. lSb7.—Tlic hori-

zontal mold wheel has a series of incurved projec-
tions receiving the plain portion of the perimeter of
the driving Avheel, while the mold wheel is at rest,

and the bricks are ejected from the molds by the
pushers. The pushers arc actuated by a cam on tlie

di'ive wheel. The mold plungers ai-o reciprocated
horizontally by an eccentric.
Claim.—Fiht, in combination with the mold wheel

having the series or sets of molds in it, a series of
plungers revolving with said wheel and operated in
succession by the ecceutric journal and frame Q, sub-
stautiaUv as and for the purpose described.

Secouil, in combination with a mold Avheel having
a scries of cogs interposed by a series of concave
stops, blanks, or abutments upon its periplicry, a
di'ive wheel, having cogs and a blank surface on its

perimeter, so that the mold wheel may be moved,
stopped, and locked by said drive wheel, ^^hicl^ has a
continuous movement, substantially us and for the
puriiose described.

Tliird, the location and aiTangemont of the cam
over and around the blank on the perimeter of the
drive wheel, so that whilst the mold wheel is stopped
and locked by said drive wheel, which continues its

movement, sa'id drive wlicel sh;dl operate the pushers
to discharge the ])ressed bricks or blocks from ^he
molds, substantially as described.

71,940.—Derrick Adams, Lansingbui-g, N. Y.—Toy.—December 10, 1867.—The driver's head and

whip arm and the horse's legs are pivoted and con-
nected to two cranks on the rear axle, so that when
the carriage is drawn over the carpet the parts
named will move.

Claim.—An automatic toy having the legs of the
horse and the head and arm of the driver actuated by
mechanical devices, in manner substantially as herein
described and for the purposes as set forth.

71,941. — Philip Ahx, Brandon, Yt. — Eaves
Trough Fastening.—Becemher 10, 1867.—The bolt is

attached to the house, and a flexible wire is hjnged
to the eye of the bolt. The wire passes around \he
opposite* side of the trough to the bolt, and hooks into
a slot in the latter.

Claim..—The bolt c combined with the elastic strap
e, substantially as and for the purpose described.

71,942.—H. A. Aldex, Fishkill, N. Y., assignor
to IsTew York Eubber Cosipasy.—Inflating Eubber
^aHs. — December 10, 1867.— The ball is inflated
through the tube and bulb, and the tube then plugged
up ; the tube and bulb are then forced within the
cavity of the ball.

Claim.—The application to rubber balls or other
hollow articles requiring to be distended by inflation
of the combined bulb and tube, substantially in the
manner and for the purposes herein shown and set
forth.

71,943.—Charles Allakdicb, Cohoes, IST. Y.—
Reamer.—December 10, 1867.—The cutters are moved
longitudinally by connection with a nut on the shank,
and are driven 'outward in their guide slots by the
conical end of the shank.
Claim.—First, a shank A. formed substantially as

described, in combination with the cutters B and"nut
or screw ring C, the whole operating as set forth.

Second, in combination with the shank A, cutters
B, and nut C, the nut e. bolt g. and washer g', formed
as described, and employed for the pm-poses specified.

71,944.—William H. Andrews, ISTew Haven,
Conn., assignor to Burton Mallory, same place.

—

Bolt Attachment to Boor Locks.—December 10. 1867.

—The follower has two projections, one of which en-

ters a longitudinal slot of the bolt, and the other rests

on a spring, by which the bolt is retained in either

position as placed.
Claim.— The bolt E, constrticted and an-anged

within the lock case in combination with the follower
F, constructed with a cam i and spring H, so as to
hold the bolt securely in both its locked and unlocked
position, substantially in the manner herein set forth.

71,945.—Isaac Axgell, Maiden, Mass.—ITe-
chanism for Presenting Palm Leaf to Looms.—De-
cember 10, 1867.—The operation cannot be briefly de-
scribed. The object and means are stated iii the
claims.
Claim.—For employment, in connection with a

loom for weaving with palm leaf or similar weft, a
j

mechanism, substantially as set forth, which auto-

matically presents in succession the entering ends of
single pieces of weft, in such position with relation

to the cross-sectional form of each that each piece
will be carried into the shed or web flatwise.

Also, the mechanism for effecting the elevation and
release of the weft, substantially as described.

Al>;o, the plate d, with its rcctangiUar perforations,

and the gate or slide for clamping a single piece of
weft projecting through the plate, substantially as
shown aijd described.
Also, a mechanism, substantially as set forth, for

"knocking off " the weft-raising mechanism when u
piece of weft is presented.

71,946.—"Wm. Arrouquier. Worcester, Mass.
—Blackboard for Schools.—Bocexiiher 10, 186V.—

A

coat of the following composition is spread over com-
mon plaster. Powderect pumice stone, lime, and
lampblack, in equal proportions, are mixed Avith water
and applied witii a trowel, after which the surface is

slightlv rougliened -with a kid glove or pad.

Oian/i.—Covering the plaster B with a coating C
composed of the ingredients named, find applied in

the manner above described, whereby the proper
color and roughness arc obtained, as set forth.
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71,947.—Chakles E. Bacon, Buffalo, N". Y., ns-

eignor to himself, Geo. A, Prince, and Cafa'in F. S.

TifiojiAS. same place.

—

Operating Swell in Melodeons.
—December 10. 1867.—The swell of the melodeon is

operated l)y pedals contiguous to those of tlie bellows,
so that the operator can open or close the swell in

whole or in part, independently, though simultane-
ously, with the operation of the'bellows pedal.

claim.—The arrangement of the swell pedals side

by side with the bellows pedals, and contiguous to

alid parallel therewith, for the purpose and substan-
tially as described.

71,948.—Wm. C. Baker, Xew York, K. Y.—
Materialfor Transmitting Heat.—December 10, 1867.

—Improyement ou his patent October 16, 1866. Ex-
plained by the claim.

Claim.—The employment of salted water, glycer-
ine, or their equiyalents, to preyent freezing, in

transmitting and diffusing heat through onlmary
jnpes, tubes, or radiators, for the purpose of warming
and yentilating railroad cars, public yehicles, and
buUdiugs, substantially as herein described.

71,949.—George E.Baldwin. West Meriden,
Conn., assignor to E. Miller & Co., same place.

—

Lamp Burner.—December 10, 1867.—A ventilator
tube runs down beside the wick tube to supply air as
the oil is exhausted, thus to check formation of gas,
and to allow its escape Ayhen formed.
Claim.—The arrangement of the auxiliary or yen-

tilating tube E with the wick tube B, combined with
a solid partition F in the base of the burner, so as to
form a close chamber around the tubes and wick ad-
juster, substantially in the manner and for the pui*-

pose herein set forth.

71,950.—B. Bannister and G. F. Green. Kala-
mazoo, Mich.

—

Automaton Tooth Plvoger.—Decem-
ber 10, 1867.—The yalye rod slides in the cross-head,
and they are connected by a spiral spring. An arm
connecting the valye rod and valye stem slides on a
pivoted leyer, on which the cross-head also slides;

the latter operates the lever to permit the movement
of the valve when the piston is at the end of its

stroke.
Claim.—First, the combination of an engine, ope-

rated by means of compressed air, Avith a tooth plug-
ger, for the purpose set forth and described.

Second, the lock F, in connection with spring I,

operated by cross-head of piston rod, in the manner
and for the' pui'pose specified.

7f,951.—"Wm. F. Barlow, Monmouth, 111., as-

signor to himself, James Bower, and "W. A. Jack-
son, same place.— Car C'oK^Zni*;.-December 10, 1867.

—The lower arm of the angular catch engages the
link, and to its horizontal aiTU is attached the rod by
which it is drawn up for uncoupling. A weight is

hinged to the catch which rests on the inner end of
the link, and keeps it in a horizontal position when
coupling with another car.

Claim.—First, the catch C, slotted draw head A,
and weight X, combLned as described and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, the rods M N and EC and elbow K, com-
bined as described, and operating in combination
with the elements of the first claim, arranged sub-
stantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

Third,' the weight X, aiTanged as described for the
purpose set forth.

71,952.—John Barn-es, Kockford, III—Har-
vester Hake.—Dceemhcv 10, 1867.—Explained by the
chnms and illustration.

Claim.—First, the inclined serrations h h h on the
face of the rake head, for the pui'iiose of compacting
tJjc gavel.
Second, a compressor or supplomcntaiy rake piv-

oted to the rake handle and moving parallel to the
rake head, substantially as described.

Third, the combination, substantially as described,
of an automatic rake, a compresser, 'and an inter-

posed spring, for the purpose set foi-th.

Fourth, the combination, substantially as described,
of a reel revolving continuously on a horizontal shaft,

a rake mounted on the same s'haft, (ou trunnions ar-

ranged diagonally to the shaft,) and a shipping de-
vice, by which the rake may bo thrown into gear be-

tween any two of the beaters of the reel, and by
which it may automatically be thrown out of gear at
the end of its stroke.

Fifth, the combination, substantially as described,
of the inclined rake handle with the trunnions or
pivots revolving on the reel shaft, and arranged di-

agonally thereto.
Sixth' the combination, substantially as described,

of the rake handle pivoted on trunnions diagonal to
the reel shaft and the friction roller, Avith'a guide
vertical below the axis of the rake, and deflected both
horizontally and laterally above that axis, as and for
the purpose set forth.

Seventh, the combination, substantially as de-
scribed, of the rake handle and shipping lever,

whereby the rake throws itself out of gear after dis-

charging the gavel.

Eighth, the combination, substantially as described,
of a rake mounted on trunnions, revolving on a hori-

zontal axis in a fixed relation to the guide which con-
trols the movements of the rake, with a revolving
reel having an endwise movement on the same axis,

whereby the rake can be thrown out of gear by mov-
ing the 'reel endwise without stopping the reel.

71,953.—Samuel N. Batchelder, Prairie da
Chieu, Wis.

—

Try Square and Bevel.—December 10,

1867.—The pivoted blade is drawn in one direction
by a spiral spring and has a toe resting against the
p'rqjection of an adjustable plate by which it is re-

tained to any angle. The angle between the head bar
and blade is' denoted by an index plate.

Claim.—First, the blade B pivoted within the stock
A, and provided with a hooked projection e, by means
of which, and the hook slide D, the blade B'may be
set and held at any desired angle, substantially as de-

'scribed and for the purpose specified.

Second, the hook slide D within the thumb screw
E, arranged and operating sx^bstantially as shown and
described for the purposes set forth.

Thii-d, the spiral spring F, in combination with a
combined try square and bevel, substantially as de-

scribed.

71,954.—DA^^DB.BEATy, Aurora, Ind., assignor
to himself and Jajies Lamb.—Plate Lifter.—Decem-
ber 10, 1867.—Three hooked wires are hinged to the
end of a handle so that the hooked ends take under
the edge of the plate. The hooks are released by de-

pression of the pivoted trip wire.
Claim.—The curved wires B B B, having hooks at

their lo'ner ends and connected to a handle A. said

handle being provided with a wii-e loop formed into a
spring, which connects to the wii'cs B, so that, by
pressing upon this spring C, the wires B are caused
to separate and release the plate, all constructed as
specified.

71,955.—Charles Bender, Xew York, X. Y.—
Stispension Bridge.—DeccmhGT 10, 18C7.—The trusses

are connected by yielding joints at certain places.

The chains are 'attached to the bridge and not to

abutments. The ends are so secured to the piers as
to allow of expansion, while no movement is admitted
at the central piers.

Claim.—First, the construction and arrangement
of one or more yielding joints, connecting the beams
or trusses of stiffened suspension bridges, substan-
tially as herein described.
Second, the attachment of the ends of the cables or

chains, at or near the first or shore piers, to the lon-

i^itudinal beams or trusses of stiffened suspension
bridges, substantially as set forth.

Third, the means and method by which the ends of
the beams or trusses of stiffened suspension bridges
are secured to the shore piers by vertical anchorage,
and the arrangement of suitable joints v in said an-

chors, substantially for the purpose described.

Fourth, the me;ius and method employed to reduco
the side motion, by attaching the longitudinal beams
or trusses of stiffened suspension bridges to the cen-

tral piers sidewise. said attachment being on one pier

perfectly immovable in any horizontal direction, while
at the other piers allowance is made for the variations

of the length of the beams, substantially as set forth

and described.

71,956 OLE K. Bernbaum, Brooklyn, I^". Y.—
Folding Trznit.—December 10, 1867.—The ends of
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the trunk are folded down inside and the sides are

hiug-cd at top and bottom and at midleugth, to fold

Inward and permit the near approach of the top and
bottom, to reduce the trunk to small bulk when it is

empty.
Claim.—The folding ends, in combination with the

hinged sectional back and front, for the purposes
herein fully described.

71,957.—Charles H. Berry, East Somerville,
Mass.

—

Sofa Bedstead.—December 10, 1867.—The
cushion frame is hinged to the lower portion, and is

opened out to form part of the bedstead. A detach-
able panel serves to form the sofa li-ont, and hide the
hinges.

Claim.—The combination of the lower portion a,

the seat 6, and head d, and the hinged or movable
panel c in a sofa or lounge, substantially as and for

the purpose described.

71,958.—Thomas BiSBiJfG, Buckstown, Pa.—
C/mni.—December 10, 1867.—The shaft of the vert-

ical dasher has rotary reciprocation by the meshing
of its pinion with a reciprocating rake, impelled by
its connection with a crank.

Claim.—The combination of the removable frame
B, sliding frame C, ratchet bar G, and pinion wheel
H with each other, with tho body A of the churn,
and with the dasher shaft I, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the pui'poso set forth.

71,959.—Joi$ SV. Blackham, Brooklyn, :N'. T.—
Hat-fciting Machine.—Decemhev 10, 186*7.-The hat
bodies are passed between a horizontal series of ro-

tating rollers, and a reciprocating presser which has
transverse ribs and is depressed by springs. A tank
of water beneath the rolls is supplied Avith perforated
steam pipes. Jets of steam issuing from the perfora-

tions tlirow up water upon the rolls. Tlie arrange-
ment is duplicated to allow the bodies to be delivered
on the side of entrance.

Claim.—Fii-st, the duplicate series of rolls b and
6 71' and rubbers C and Cn', or their equivalent, with
their water pans IST X' and jets of hot water or steam
as represented, arranged to operate together in the
manner and tor the purpose herein specified.

Second, mounting tho reciprocating rubber over
the. bed of rolls so as to allow of its ascent and de-

scent by means of springs, substantially as and for

the purpose herein specified.

71,960.—JOHX E. Bliss, Oxford, InA.—Bzdlder's
Scaffold.—December 10, 1867.—TJie platform is sus-

tained against tlie T^'all by the extensible props reach-
ing from the ground to the inner angle between its

horizontal and vertical parts.

Claim.—Tlie combination of the right-angled piv-

oted frame A and adjustable sliding bars 13 and D
witli each other, substantially as herein shown and
described and for the purpose set forth.

71,961.—Eurus K. Blodoett, Fulton, 111.—

Sub.<ititiitefo7- Milk for CtoHZc—December 10, 1867.—
Wheat, rye, or otlier flour of small grain, 1 lb. ; clay,

6 draclim's ; catechu, H drachms, mixed with water to

form a drink. For young stock it is boiled.

Claim.—First, tl;e use of wiiitc or blue clay, when
used for tlie purpose above specified.

Second, the combination of floui', catechu, and Clay,

when mixed and used for the purposes above set forth.

71,96'-i.—JoiiAX Blomgrex, Galesburg, Dl.—
Fire Ladder.—Decemhev 10, 1867.—Tiie extensible
quadrangular tube is in telescopic sections, and is

raised by a series of cylindrical blocks which have
racks for engagement on a cog wheel by which they
arc forced into the tubes. Tile blocks are graduated
in si/0 so as to fill tlie space left by tho elevation of

the ditlerent sized tubes. At the top of the tube is

carried a cross head o\ er which a cord passes for the
hoisting and suspension of a basket.

Claim.—First, th(? stutii!)g coil O inserted into the
lower pait of tlic tube Jl it', and forced up or down
in the tulx" by the cog wheel M, substantially as and
for the purpo'sc specilicd.

Secon-l, the basket 11, in combination with a fire

cscai)c. having the hinged side T and the adjusting
rod S, substantially as and for the purpose d«scribcd.

Third, construction of the stuffing coil O, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

71,963.—Charles Bowlen, Milwaukee, Wis.—
Safety Gun ioc^•.—December 10, 1867.—The tumbler
has a catch which enters a cavity in the sear when
the hammer is down. The hammer cannot be cocked
until the tumbler is released by pressure on the trigger.
Claim.—Tumbler F, with its pin G, in combination

with dog H, with its slot I, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

71,964.—Thomas Botd, Cambridgeport, Mass.—Ventilator for Buildings.—December 10, 1867.

—

The heated air ascends into a chamber, from which
it issues beneath a conical cap supported by a ball aud
socket joint, so as to close the windward and to open
the leeward side of the opening.

Claim..—First, the combination of the chamber A
with or without the lenses B, cone C, and rods D, con-
structed and arranged to operate substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the oscillating c«5p K
and elastic pads I, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

Third, the arrangement of the chamber A, cone C,
pipes E and H, and cones Gr and K, substantially as
set forth.

71,965.—P. Bradford, Ifew Haven, Conn., as-
signor to Sargent & Co., same place.

—

Door LatcJu
—December 10, 1867.—The latch is operated by direct
action of the knob, whose shank is attached to the
latch, and traverses a curved slot in the plate.

Claim.—The construction of the latch boit, with
the pivot bearings a and b on opposite sides, combined
with a single central pivot upon the plate, so as to be
adjustable for a right and left hand door, and the said
plate constructed with a slot through which the latch
is operated, in the manner herein set forth.

71,966.—HarveyBriggs, Smithland,Ky.—PZo?^.
—December 10, 1867.—The bearing surfaces of the
ground bar, landside, and moldboard have anti-fric-

tion rollers, whose journals are protected fi'om dirt

by rubber washers.
Claim.—First, fonning the landside, moldboard

frame, and upper and lower strengthening floors h^
and b'^ solid in one piece B, substantially as herein
shown aud described and for the purpose set forth.

Second, tho combination of the conical rollers D
and their boxing frame H with the moldboard frame
B, substantially as herein shown and described and
for the purpose set forth.

ThircT, forming the boxing frame H in two parts,
substantially as herein shown and described and for
the purpose set forth.

Fourth, forming an oil trench or channel J in the
boxing frame H, substantially as herein shown and
described and for the purpose set forth.

Fifth, the combination of the elastic washers or
packing 1 with the jouwials and bearings of the rollci-s

and wheels, substantially as herein shown and dc^
scribed and for the purpose set forth.

Sixth, the combination of the adjustable friction
wheel F aud stationary friction Avheel E with the solid

landside and moldboard frame B, substantially as
herein shown aud described and for the i)m-pose set
forth.

Seventh, the combination of the vertical flanged
friction roller G with the landside of the plow, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described and for the
purjjose set forth.

71,967.—Joshua Briggs, Peterboro', IST. H.—
Fiano Stool.—December 10, 1867.—Improvement on
his patent, October 23, 1866. The legs are attached
to a central metallic socket piece, into which a pro-

jecting portion of the stem enters, and is then clomped
fast by a bolt. Steady pins on the legs enter tiie hop-

izonta'l shoulder of the stem. The top is removable
from the adjusting screw, after loosening a set screw.
Claim.—In combination with the pillar and feet,

the socket block m, having recesses formed with side

lips or flanges o, to fit into grooves q in the feet, and
bottom seats p, between Avhich and the shoulder on-

the pillar the feet are securely confined, substjmtially

as described.
Also, the center piece w', fitting upon and covering
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the screw bolt and nut which confine the pillar to the

base, substantially as shown and described.
Also, constructing the socket block m with a center

socket t, into which the tail piece of the pillai'fits and
is confined, substantially as described.
Also, making the screw spindle removable from the

seat, substantially as set forth.

71,968.—T. E. C. Brixley, Louisville, Ky.—
Plow.—December 10, 1867.—Explained by the claims
and illustration.

Claim.—First, the mode of attaching the beam D
to the plows by a socket C, connected with the land-

side by braces B B, substantially as set forth.

Second, the combination of socket C. constructed
with diagonal flanges C, the handles, and the beam,
substantially as set forth.

71,969.—S. P. BnooKS, Somerville, Mass., as-

signor to himself and Benjamin Woodward, same
place.

—

Combined Shovel and Sifter.—December 10,

1867.—The shovel has closed top and sides to i)]-event

the escape of dust, and the perforated bottom allows
passajre to ashes.
Claim.—The within-de«cribed combined shovel and

sifter, coustnicted and operating substantially as set
forth.

71,970.—Allen H. BnowN, Mav's Landing", N.
J.—Seat and Desk.—Dccemhev 10, 1867.—The'clesk
leaf lets down when not required, and when raised is

sustained by sliding braces whose notches engage
their guiding staples.

Claim.—The hinged brace J, passing through the
guides M upon the inside of the ends B of the seat,

and hinged to the outer edge of the folding desk H.
all arranged as described, whereby the gravity of the
brace J. as the desk is raised, causes tlie L-shaped
notch L to fit and catch in the guide M to hold the
said desk raised, for the pm-pose specified.

71,971.—E. G. BuLLis, Manchester, Iowa, as-
signor bv mesne assignments to D. E. Lyon, Du-
buque, Iowa.—Gram" jport.—December 10, 1867.—
A V-shaped sliding cutter is driven forward by a lever
to sever the bancl while passing the sheaf to the
threshing-machine feeder.
C7«im.—First, the combination of a band-cutting

device with a pitching-fork, substantially as and foJ
the purposes desciibed.
Second, the combination ofthe rearwardly-estended

parts of the tines C, the cross-head B, grooved bars
E, sliding cutter F, and springs L, with each other,
substantially as herein shown and described and for
the pm-pose'set forth.

Third, the combination of the pivoted or jointed
bars G H I with the sliding cutter F, shank J of the
fork head, and handle A, substautiaUy as herein shown
and described and lor the purpose set forth.

71,972.—Matthew S. Burdick, Milton Wis.,
assignor to himselfand John M. Islxr.—Seed Planter.
—December 10, 1867.—Tlie sides are connected by a
flesible apron and carry a seed hopper on each side,

from which the pumpkin seed and corn are drawn by
the curved seed slides and dropped into the spout.

Claim.—First, thumb screw 1, in combination with
part H and seed-cup bai- D, wlien constructed, con-
nected together, and used substantially as and for the
purposes described.
Second, seed-cup bar E or its equivalent, when

combined witli seed-cnp bar D in the same planting
machine, so that corn and pumpkin seed and other
flat seeds, as squash and melon seeds, maybe planted
at one operation, substantially as described.

Third, spring O or its eciuivalent, attached to and
combined with seed-cup bar E, substantially as and
for the purposes described.
Fourth, jaws or points F and G, provided with

partitions h and h, for the purpose of dividing the
seed, when used in combination with parts A and
A', B and D and X, substantially as described.

Fifth, a general arrangement apd combination of
legs or bars A and A', hoppers B and C. seed-cup
bars D and E, covering X, and jaws F and G, when
constructed, connected together, and used substan-
tially as and for the purposes described.

71,973.—John A. Burnap, Albany, X. T.—
Pulley jB^ocfc.-December 10, 1867.—The pulley arbor
has a central pin surrounded with anti-friction rolls,
which are held in position by the guide Irauie tliat
rotates with them.
Claim.—ThG arrangement of the frame E and pul-

ley F, through the eye of which is inserted the frame
A, having a series' of rollers a a, the whole con-
structed and used substantially as specified.

71,974.—J. S. BuTTEKFiELD and Joseph A.
Read, Philadelphia, Va.—Sad /?-on.—December 10,
1867.—The handle is detachable and serves for a set
of irons. Projections on the handle enter notches
between the sectors on the stump of the iron, and
catch below the said sector flanges when the handle
is rotated to working position, in which it is retained
by a pin.

Claim.—First, the steadying pin d", in combina-
tion with the sectors d'" d'" on the guard plate d',

the said parts being constructed and arranged to
operate in connection with the planes a'" a"'"ou the
projection a', substantially as and for the purpose
described.
Second, the projection a' on the base A B, with its

two opposite sectors or inclined planes a" a", cou-
structed and arranged to receive and hold down the
inward ends c" c" of the feet of the handle C D, sub-
stantially as described and set forth.

Third, the projecting ends c" c" of the handle C D,
constructed and arranged to operate in combination
with the spaces h' b' and planes a" a'', substantially
as and for the purpose described.

71,975.—Seth p. Carpenter, Milford, Mass.

—

Pruning Shears.—December 10, 1867.—The lever ia
moved on its fulcrum by the thumb and simultane-
ously moves its corresponding lever, opening and
closing the blades of the pruning shears as required.
Claim.—The new or improved manufacture ol

pruning shears, as hereinbefore described, that is,

as composed of the blades a b, the lever C, the long
shank B, the lever D, the open handles C C', the arm
/, and the rod g, arranged and combined in manner
and for the pm-pose, and to operate substantially as
specified.

71,976.—Frances H. Carrier, Bridgeport,
Conn.—Wash Stand and Clothes Dryer.—December
10, 1867.—The stand has a single vertical stem giving
support to tlie wash basin, extensible toAvel bars, and
cups for the reception of pincushion, &c.
Claim.—First, the combination of the clothes dry-

ing a])paratus with the wash basin, when they are
constructed, arranged, and fitted for use substantially
as herein described and set forth.

Second, the combination of the cups b c d, or their
equivalents, with the wash basin, wheu they are con-
structed, arranged, and fitted for use as a toilet

apparatus, substantially as herein described and set
forth.

71,977.—John T. Carter and John Park,
Lo'nell,Mass.

—

Spice Case.—December 10, 1867.—The
case has a series of shelves, with boxes between, so
pivoted as to swing out. Springs beneath the boxes
keep their upper rims in contact with the shelves and
prevent the weakening of the spices from exposure
to the air.

Claim.—First, the cups or boxes c c, when ar- -

ranged to operate substantially as described and fojr

the pui'poses fully set forth.

Second, the springs k k, in combination witli the
cups or boxes c c, for the purpose described and set

forth.

Third, the combination and arrangement of the
case a with its feet d d d, handlfi e, loop /, and
shelves bbbb, cups or boxes c c, and sprinjjs k k, all

for the purposes substantially as described and set

forth.

71,978.—Jonathan Carter,Winchendon, Ma.ss.—Apparatus for Painting and Graining Pails, dc.—
December 10, 1867.—The pail is placed on a block
rotated by a winch, and the pattern roller is brought
alternately in contact with the pail and inking roller

by the action of a treadle and weighted cord. The
surface of the pattern roller is made in removable
segments.
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Claim.—First, the combination of the flexible

painting or die printing- roll with the supplying
roller, for painting, graining, ornamenting pails or
other tapering articles.

Second, the mechanism for holding and revolving
the pail, when mounted on a bench or table, in com-
bination witli the movable printing or die roll, oper-
ating substantially in the manner as and for the pm*-
poses set forth.

Third, casting, graining, or other ornamental con-
figurations on conical rolls, so as to form a con-
tinuous body, for the purposes herein described.
Fourth, making die or printing conical rolls in

sections and securing them to the staves, so as to
change their position for making a greater variety of
ornamental designs for graining and ornamenting
hollow wai"e, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

Fifth, applying a smooth coat or body of.paint or
varnish with'a flexible roller to pails, tubs, or other
articles of hollow ware, substantially in the manner
herein set forth.

71,979.— Thomas Carter, Louisville, Ky.—
Sawyers Rule.—December 10, 1867.—The scule is

graduated to generalize the arrangement of its num-
bers, so as to facilitate the measurement of lumber.

Ctaim.—First, a scale so constructed and adjusted
that any two of the tlii-ee quantities of the thickness
of the planks, the diameter of the log, and tlie num-
ber of the planks cut or to be cut from the log being
given, the third of said quantities is read off from the
scale ill the manner substantially as above set forth
und described.
Second, a -scale exhibiting the number ofturns to be

given to the screws of the log-camage for cutting
plank or boai'ds of any desb'ed thickness.

ri,980.^JoHX CiiATiLLOX, Xew York, X. T.—
Cast Metal Case for Spring Balance.—December 10,

1867.—The metallic plate has a perforated apertiu'e

for the reception of the pin that holds the spring.
Claim.—A cast metal case for spring balances,

when provided with a perforated or slotted upper
head for the reception of the pin &, and when made
substantially as and ibr the pm'pose herein shown and
described.

71,981.—Geo. Clark, Buffalo, X. Y.—YacuxLm
Grain Drier.—December 10, 1867.—Exi^lained by the
claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, the tlu'ce essential features or parts
—the aii'-tight grain chamber, the railiating heating
pipes or floors, and the vacuum-producing apparatus
—combined and operating substantially as herein set
forth.

Second, the aiTangement of the isteam heating pipes
within the grain chamber, substantially as set forth.

Third, the graduated gauge-vessel H, aiTanged as
and for the purpose set forth.

71,982.—Fuan'CIS Clymer, Gallon, Ohio.—Door
Latch.—December 10, 1867.—The hasp attached to
the door frame acts also as a latch. By means of

screw bolts passing tlirough slots in the door the
height of the latch may be adjusted when the door
sags from use.

Claim.—The mode of attaching the combined latch
and hasp B and staple F to doors by means of slots

I and H, so as to permit the adjustment of the same,
substantially as set forth.

7J ,983.—Geo. H. Coe and Geo. H. Sxow, New
Haven, Conn.— Clamp.—December 10, 1867,—The
pivoted expansion nut opens out to allow the screw
to be placed nearly to its position before commencing
to screw.

Claim.—The herein described clamp, consisting
of the head C upon one arm of the body A, the oppo-
site arm provided Avith a corresponding foot, and the
siiid head having aiTanged therein levers D, and com-
bined with a screw B so as to operate to clamp be-
tween the screw and the foot, substantially as set
forth.

71,984.—D. L. CoiiEX, Pensacola, Yl&.—Boat
Detaching Tackle.—December 10, 1867.—The lever is

held in a vertical position bj* a notched bar which is

retained by a pin. Attached to the lever arc bars

proceeding fore and aft, respectively, and holding in
their seats the notched hars which depend from the
davit-faUs. The oscillation of the lever disengages
the ends simultaneously.
Claim.—The combination of the notched bars a a

with the grooved blocks B B, the sliding blocks C,
pitmen D D' and lever F, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

71,985.—Jajies E. Cole, Kenton Station, Tenn.—Apparatus for Elevating Water.—December 10,
1867.—By a system of pumps and pipes the water is

elevated, to be used in its descent as a motive power.
Claim.—First, the combination of the chamber F,

provided with the short pipes p p' and the pipes p",
with the pumps G H and the chambers C D E, sub-
stantiaUv as and for the purposes described.
Second, the combination and arrangement, for the

pm-pose described, of the chambers C D E F, pipes

p p' p" P P' P", and pumps G H, the latter working
alternately, so as to maintain a constant pressure upon
the water in the chambers, substantially in the manner
specified.

71,986.—T. A. CoxKLiN, Xew Britain, Conn.—
Manufacture of Tack Hammers.—December 10, 1867.

—The hammer has an elongated slot in its handle, and
a claw hook at the near end for drawing tacks.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a tack
hammer, constructed in the manner and with the
characteristics herein specified, for the purposes set

forth.

71,987.—"William Conker and Charles W.
Mitchell, "Wilmiagton, Del.

—

Floor Clamp.—^De-

cember 10, 1867.—The side blocks are set to the tim-
ber, and secured m position in the frame by their
clamping screws. The screw is then brought to bear
on the plank, which action tightens the frame by move-
ment of the sliding Avedges.

Claim.—The combination of the frame a with the
screws h and d d, with the wedge blocks e e, wedges
/ /, and plates i i, constructed and arranged, as herein
described, to operate as a clamp for clamping ship-

timber, flooring, and other carpenters' work.

71,988.— George Cooke, TVinchester. Mass.—
Button.—December 10, 1867 ; antedated December 6,

1867.—The shank has a circumferential groove near
each end. The heads are concavo-convex and perfo-

rated. The head is placed on the shank, and the edge
of its oiiflce contracted within the groove by reduc-
tion of the head to a flat disk.

Claim.—A button or stud, its sliank attached by
means of a disk formed concave, and subsequently
compressed, substantially as described.

71,989.—Francis C. Coppage, Terre Haute, Ind.—Harvester.—December 10, 1867.—The reel post is

hinged at its foot, and its adjustment is maintained
by a curved arm and set screw. Its foot is supported
in a shoe attached to the finger bai* and pivoted with
it. A slot and bed support and guide the cutter and
its pitman. A brace is hinged to the front end of the

shoe, and the whole system of braces is also hinged
to a projection from the forward part of the frame.

Claim.—Fh-st, the combination of the double or
alternate step wheel E, having the inclined steps eee,

Avith the two stepping dogsDD', and the springs a; a;,

Avlieu the said parts ai-e constructed and arranged sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purposes described.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the

adjusting rod n o" with the cylindrical sleeve O. the

sleeve or slide O'", the postP, and the reel O"", in

such a manner that Avhile the post P supports the reel

the elevation of the latter is adjusted by the compound
rod n o", substantially as and for the pm-poses speci-

fied.

Third, the rod H, having the crank h and the worm
h', in combination with the worm segment i, the shaft

I, the Avinding arm or segment i\ and the chain K,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

71,990.—A. C. CORPE, Stafford, Conn.—Machine
for Stretching CZof/i.-December 10, 1867.—Tlie cloth

is first passed betAveen two pairs of horizontal rotat-

ing disks ; the upper ones are slightly inclined to the

outer and front side so aa to stretch and smooth the
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cloth. After passage between the disks the cloth

passes over cylindrical stretching rolls.

Claim.—First, the two geai- clamps BB, composed
each of two Avhivls a a', one ])laced above the other,

and the upper wlioels airauged so as to be capable of

adjustmeut both vertically and laterally, substiintially

as shown and described.
Second, the arrangement of gearing, as shown, in

connection with the gear clamps B B and roller C,
whereby an equal movement of the clamps is insured,

substantially as shown and described.

Third, the supplemental li-amcE, provided with the
roller D, upon which the cloth is wound, in connection
with the Gearing k u, clutch o, driving pulley w, and
shaft I, all arranged substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

71,991.—Benjamin E. Cotton, Lewiston, Me.—
Holler for Dressing.—December 10, 1867.—Improve-
ment ou his patent, April 23, 1867. A copper wire is

wound around the soapstone roll, andsm-tacc metal is

then attached thereto, and turned down to cylindrical

form. The roller may bo coated without tlie inter-

vention of the wire, by drawing a sheet metal cylinder
over it.

Claim.—^As an improved dresser roll, a stone roll

covered with the surfacing metal or metal composi-
tion, substantially as set forth.

Also, the metiiod of surfacing a roll by placing
arouud or over a central roll a metal frame as a base
upon which to cement the surface metal, and the sur-

facing such frame, substantially as set forth.

71.992.—JAJIES A. Counts, Indianapolis, Ind.
— Vfagon iocA;.—December 10, 1867.—The spring
catch slides in the main lever, and is withdrawn from
the rack by a small lever to which it is connected.

Claim.—The catch g, the bauds h h, the spring /,
the bar c, lever k, for the pm-poses set forth and de-

scribed.

71,993.—James B. Covert, Townsendville, K
Y.—Hame Tu/jr.—December 10, 1867.—The metallic
csteiision^.strip is secured to the hame tug by pro-
jected lugs that fit into the slots of the tug.

Claim.—First, the metallic hames tug A, provided
with the V-shaped openings C, having inclined sides,

and the tongues D. adapted to receive the V-shaped
block O. formed upon the block I^ of the trace strap,

said block O held in place by means of the pin upon
the spring lever stop Q, litting in the groove P in the
end of tongue D of tiie hames tug, as herein described
for the purpose specified.

Second, the hame clip, fastened by bolts to the hames
tug, substantially as herein described and for the pur-
pose specified.

Third, the block N upon the trace strap, when pro-
vided with the V-shaped block O, and the spring lever

Q, as herein described for the purpose specified.

71,994.—James S. Crump, "Williamsburg, Mo.—
Harvester 7?aA:e.—December 10, 1867.—Tiie grain falls

upon the adjustable deflecting boards and tilting plat-

form, the boards deflecting it iu'nard, and it is dis-

cliarged by tilting the platform, which is accomplished
by the treadle by bringing a friction roller in contact
with the penden't lever which supports the platform.
The platform is restored to position by a spring.

Claim.—First, tlie curved eccentric'arm I, applied
to the rock-shaft E, and operated in the manner and
for tlic purpose desciibed.
Second, the swinging lever M, or its equivalent, in

coral)iuation with the curved eccentric arm for ope-
rating the platform, as described.

Third, the arrangement ©f one or more springs, in
combination with the curved eccentric ann I, for the
purpose set forth.

Fourth, the manner of adjusting the height of the
swinging plat'/i)rm upon the sup')orting arms and up-
rights, as descril)ed.

Fifth, the adjustable cant or deUe^ling boards C, in
combination with the swinging platform, as described.

71,995.—S. W. Curtiss, Sugar Grove, Pa.—
TF(r.s7tiny Jfac/n'ne.-December 10,^1867.—The fluted
rollers mesh together ; they have elastic bearings aud
press the clothes between the corrugated surfiices.
Claim.—An improved washing machine, consist-

ing of the box A, provided v»-ith "blocks II and roller

E, the hinged frame B, having rollers C D and handle
(i, all constructed, arranged, and operating as and
for the purpose set forth.

71,996.—Francis Degen, Newark, If. J.—Ma-
chine for Forming Hat Bodies.—Decamber 10, 1867.
—The perforated cone on Avhich the hat body is

formed has a cap to prevent the formation above a
certain line. The trunk has a slide which may cover
the upper part of the mouth and prevents the issue
of the " stock" from that port.

Claim.—First, a hat body, formed partly of com-
mon and partly of fine stock, by first blowing on the
cone a belt of "fine stock, then wver the whole cone a
quantity of common stock, and finally a .quantity of
fine stock, substantially as set forth.

Second, the close-fitting cap B, in combination
with the perforated cone A of a machine for forming
hat bodies, substantially as and for the pm-pose de-
scribed.

Third, the slide D. in combination with the trunk
C, cap B, and perforated cone A, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

71,997.—S. Denison, Portlandville, IST. Y.—Mail
Bag Fastener.—December 10, 18G7.—The pivoted
hooks engage in the staple when actuated by the
lever, and are secured in position by the lock, hasp,
aud staple.

C^aim.-The hooks C, constructed substantially as
herein shown and described, in combination witii the
straps D and Y, with the bag B and staples A, as
and for the purpose set forth.

71,998.-Henry J. Dill, Cummington, Mass.

—

Saw J?McA:.—December 10, 1867.— The adjustable
toothed clamps for holding the stick are brouglit in
contact with, by bearing on, the treadle. The clamps
are thrown apart by the action of springs.

Claim.—The clamps D, the treadle E', the arras E,
springs F', and rods F, constructed, arranged, and
operating in combination with the stationary part A,
substantially as shown aud described, for the purpose
set forth.

71,999.—Thomas Doane, Boston, Mass.—Car-
riage for Bock J>riZis.—December 10, 1867.—The
frame, on whose front rails the drilling machines are
supported, is run on wheels and rails, a"nd has verticid

clamping screws to press against the bottom and top
of tlie tunnel. The frame can be canted on its fore

wheels.
Claim..—First, the aiTangement of the round bars

E F G and H of a rock-drill carriage into a frame for

the reception of rock-drilling machines, Avhich shall

be able to reach therefrom any point where it is de-

sirable to bore a hole, substantially as and for the
purpose described.
Second, the position of the h.orizontal round bars E

and F, under an acute (more or less) angle d to the
side frame of a rock-drill carriage or to the align-

ment of the timnel, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Third, the construction of a rock-drill carriage, for
driving a tunnel or mine, so as to swing in a vertical
direction on tlie forward wheels and axle, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

72,000.—John H. Downing, Salem, Mass.—
Railway C/iair.—December 10, 1867.—The rails are
formed in two parallel parts with lap joints ; tlie nar-
row chairs have single heads placed on each side of
the rail to clamp the two parts and fasten them to the
ties.

Claim..—The single-headed chair A, in combina-
tion with a sectional railroad rail, arranged as and
for the purpose shown and described.

72,001.—John Doyle, Hoboken, X. J., and
Timothy A. Martin, Kew York, N. Y.—Hotan/
Fnmp.—Decembor 10, 1867.—The valve and air

passages are arranged in a hollow cylinder, whicli has
an oscillating movement and is provided with a
chandler to receive water, mercury, or other fluid,

thus forming a pump or blower.
Claim.—The two drums A C, placed concentrically

one Avithin tlio other, the chamber D, air pas.'^age.s

E E', valves F G. and tubulai- journals B B', all ar-

ranged and combidcd to operate in connection with
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VTEiter or other liquid placed in the space or spaces
between the two drums A C, substantially in the
manner as and for the purpose specified.

72,002.—JA3IES P. Drummoxd, New York, N.
Y.—Grinding Mill.—Beeemher 10, 1867.—The mate-
rial is fed into the cylinder through one of the tubu-
lar journals, and is subjected to the action of metallic
balls running loosely in the rotating cylinder. A
blast enters through the inwardly-flaring aperture of
the journal at the feed end and carries the powdered
particles through the other journal to the receiving
chamber.
Claim.—The tubular inlet journal 6, having its 'in-

terior confa'acted around the feed i)ipe at one point,
and thence flaring toward the cylinder and the blast

pipe, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

72,003.—Joseph J. Duchesne, Lacon, El.—
Pivot Gearing.—December 10, 1867.—The pivot gear-
ing is applied to threshing or other machines, by
means of which the power is shifted to any direction
from the machine, or tlie location of the machine
may be changed to any direction fi-om the power.
Claim.—The circular bed plate A, in combination

with the pinion plate B and coupling plate C, secured
by the set screw S, the whole arranged and operating
substantifdly as and for the purpose set forth.

72,004.—Wm. F. Duffnrr, Petersburg, Ind.—
Cultivator.—December 10, 1867.—The shaft is ad-
justed by varying the elevation of the wheel ; its

hinged supporters are actuated by the hand lever in
the rear.

Claim.—The cultivator, composed of the elements
A B B' C D E F H IJ N and the device for regulat-
ing the depth of the shovels, composed of the ele-

ments G K L M P, all constructed find arranged as
Bet forth.

72,005.—John Earnshaw, East Greenwich, R.
I.

—

Woven Fabric.—December 10, 1867.—Improve-
\ ment on his patent, April 9, 1867. The filling is

passed through from oae side and back at each beat,

being caught and doubled arouud an independent
selvedge, so as to hold the filling upon the opposite
side from which it is entered.
Claim.—The fabric herein described, as a new

article of manufacture.

72,006.—Edward A. Field, Sidney, Me.—
Eorse i2aA-e.—December 10, 18()7.—The arms and
their teeth raise simultaneously by the action of the
tiltiug lever, and have an individual motion as far as
is allowed by the rope which runs beneath and is at-

tached to the outside arms of the scries. The rope,
while allowing the teeth to confoiin to inequalities of
the ground, prevents their being thrown up too high.

Claim.—iirst, the application of each tooth E to

its arm D by means of a round tenon arranged at an
obtuse angle with the axis of the tooth and going
into the arm, the same being substantially as and for

the purpose described.
Second, the combination as well as the arrange-

ment of the adjustable brace d and the staple or
clasping wire/ with the arm and the tooth, when ap-

Slied by means substantially as specified, viz : a cylin-

rical tenon arranged at an ol)tuse angle with the
axis of the tooth, and going into a corresponding hole
made in the arm.

Third, the combination of the clamping screw h
witli the arm, and the tooth applied to such arm by a
tenon arranged at an obtuse angle witli the axis of
the tooth, as specified.

Fourth, tlie arrangement of the rope, or its equiva-
lent, with the several arms and tlieir teeth and the
braces thereof, the said rope being to operate as and
for the purpose specified.

72,007.—C. D. Flesciie, New York, N. Y.—
Punch for Forming Claxpf:.—December 10, 1867.

—

The cutters on each side of the forming bar cut the
metal, -nhile the former bends it into its required
Bhape.
Claim.—The sliding punch B, in combination witli

the plates A A', cutters b b. Jind spring e, substan-
tially i s and for the purj^ose Iiercin shoM'u and de-
scribed.

72,008. —John- Flinn, Philadelphia, Pa., as-
signor to Archer Steel, same place.

—

Self-fastening
Spring for Webbing.—December 10, 1867.—One end
of the wire is bent into the form of a spring clamp
for slipping over the edge of the webbing.
Claim.—A spiral spring, for webbing, having the

wire at one end of the spiral coils A A, bent in the
manner described and shown by B C D E, for the
pm-pose specified.

72,009.—Alden T. Foster, Albany, N. Y.—
Carving Knife and. Fork Holder.—December 10,
1867.—The tray has recesses in the ends, in which
rest the carving knife and fork.

Claim.—As an article of manufacture the dish or
stand A, constructed substantially as described, with
notches a a and c c, as and for the pm-pose set forth.

72,010.—Samuei TV. Fowler, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Lamp Chimney.—December 10, 1867.—By tlic

united action of its differently inclined deflectors the
liglit is diffused.

Claim.—The construction of the glass chimney,
with its concave and convex deflectors J and E on
each side, and collar B beneath, with its projections
C C, as herein described and for the purposes set

forth.

72,011.—William Freeborn, Tivoli, N. Y.—
Cartridge Box.—December 10, 1867.—The ft'out of
the box is formed in sections, each containing a row
of cartridge cases. The sections are let down one at
a time for emptying.

Claim..—The square box A, made of leather or any
suitable material, when constructed with a series of
round, fluted, or ruflfl^ed holders B, (on the iriside,)

made of any firm or flexible material, a series of
holders B being attached to each flap C in front, and
the flaps buttoning to the sides of the box A, as herein
described and for the purpose set forth.

72,012.—Samuel Galbraith, New Orleans, La.—Eorse Hitch.—December 10, 18()7.—The pi\'Oted

jaws liave an attachment ring secured to the rotating
tube that works on the connecting rod of tlie jaws.
Claim.—The device above described, consisting of

the rings A and B and the pivoted curved jaws C C,
meeting at one extremity at e' c', and connected at

the other by means of the rods r r and spring s work-
ing in the tube t, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

72,013.—John Gardner, New Haven, Conn.—
Cap2nng Screws.—December 10, 1867.—A depression
is made in the cap previous to placing it on the screw
head for attaehrnent thereto ; the depression enters
the nick in the screw head.
Claim.—First, in the method of capping screws,

cutting away or depressing the cap at the point where
it meets the nick in the s'crew head, substantially as
described, so that such cut-away or depressed portion,

while connected with and forming part of tlie cap,

shall lie within or "line" the nick in the screw head,
as set forth.

Second, a capped screw in which the slot or de-

pression in the cap corresponding to the nick in the

screw head is formed, substantially in tlie manner
and for the purposes herebi shown and described.

72,014.—J. *P. Gates, Lincoln, 111.—Tight and
Loose Pulleij.—Decamher 10, 1867.-"\Ylien the pulley

with its sliuttle key and cams is placed in position on
the shaft of the maeliine it is coupled by a belt to the
rotating band pulley. The shaft of tlie loose pulley

recei\es directly the motion of the driving pulley.

Claim.—The construction of the pulley e in two
sections, witli the arrangement and combination of

the ram spring F, the rebound guard G, the stop

flange I, the ease dog J, and spring K, the ease-do^

lam L, tlie shuttle key P, and studs Z ami arm 6,

witli cam a, when coiistructed, ari-anged, and ope-

i-atcd as herein described and for the pm-poses set

forth.

72,015.—Samuel Gissixoer, Allegheny City,

Vn.—Brick Atachine.—December 10, 1867.—As the

molds arc pushed along, their ends are in contact

and prevent clay from falling between them to clog
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the machinery. The molds are passed to and from
the plunger by automatic action.

Claiin. —First, the device for moving the mold on
to the roller Avay G, consisting of the arm I, held by
a spring m', lover m, pin 71 on the gear wheel 0, and
block j moving in the slot h, substantially as de-

scribed.
Second, the device for moving the molds under the

hopper, consisting of the gear wheel p, operated by
the gear wheel o, arm k', and block k moving in the

slot i, substantially as described.
Third, in combination with above the gear wheel

0, Shalt f), grinding knives C, stationary knives D,
and fillers F in the houper A, substantially as and for

the purposes dcscribea.
Fourth, the roller way Gr, provided with openings

and rollers g and g', substantially as and for the pui-
pose descriljed.

72,016.—James H. Glass and Albert J. Glass,
McGregor, Iowa.

—

Harvester Hake.—December 10,

1867.—The rakes act as reels, their guide arms run-
ning on an elevated cam track therefor. The opera-
tive spur wheel of the rake geans with a pinion, whicli,

at each rotation, opens the switch and allows the
descent of a rake to sweep the gavel from the plat-

form. The frequency of the latter movement is gov-
erned by the ratio the number of cogs on the wheel
and pinion boar to each other.

C7a!'?7i.—First, the combination of the wheel L
•with the rake wheel A and arms C, suljstantially as
herein shown and described and for the purpose set

forth.

Second, the combination of the cam O and bent or
crooked lever M with the shaft X of the'gear wheel
L and with the arm I, rigidly connected with the
switch F, substantially as herein shown and described
and for the purpose set forth.

72,017.—"Wm. B. Gleasox, Boston, Mass.—
Molding Plastic Material.—Decamher 10, 1867.—The
plastic material is rolled out into thin sheets and one
face coated with fine powder or a thin film of oil. It
is then ajiplied to the face of the mold, whose sections
are brought together ; the space inside the sheets is

tlien filled with plaster or other material and it is

subjected to pressure.
Claim.—The process, substantially as and for the

pm-poscs specified.

72,018.—"Wm. C. Goodwin, Hamden. Conn.—
Sand Cultivator.—BecemhQY 10. 1867.—The shovel
frame is adjusted to the frame of the roller by set

screws, and is raised or lowered by the handle, by
which it is pushed ahead of the operator.
Claim.—First, the combination of the frame C with

the frame G, and the set screws x and y, and binding
screw /, v.-]ien they are constructed, arranged, and
fitted for adjusting"the blades, substantially as herein
described and set forth.

Second, the combination of the blade with the foot
and shank, when the foot is made with a keel, like v,

to guide the blade and strengthen the shank, substan-
tially as herein described and set forth.

Third, the combination of tlic handle D with the
frame G, when the handle is made adjustable by
moans of the tongue h and set screw j, anil the whole
is constructed, combined, and fitted for use, substan-
tially as herein described and set forth.

72,019.—Peteu E. GoTTSTEix,IToughton, Mich.—Apparatus for Making Dipped Candles.—Decem-
ber 10, 1867.—The wicks are susjiended on fixed bars.
The tallow is contained in a cistern hung to a truck
by bolts A\hich pass over rollers, and are attached to
a crank roller with a counterbalance belt secured to
it. The truck runs on a track beneath the wicks,
and tlie cistci-n is raised by turning the crank roller
so as to " dip " the wicks.

C7ra"?7).—First, the combination and airangement,
substantially as described, of the weighted cistern B,
Ciir A, end straps C, for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the ci.stcni B, car A,
and track I, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

Tliird, the combination and arrangement of the
Blab or board J with the weighted cistern B, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.
Fomth, the new process of producing dipped can-

dles by raising the molten tallow or other liquid to
the wicks, substantially as described.

72,020.—JosEi'it Goi'LD, Grinnell, Iowa.

—

Com
»S^/icZ^cr.—December 10, 1867.—The corn from the hop-

Eer passes through the tliroat, between the inclined
oard and the rotating, toothed cylinder. The board

is supported by a spring.
Claim.—The roller having its teeth placed upon,

its face in the manner herein described, and placed
within the box between the stationary board b and
adjustable board F, by means of its curved. springs
and oblong slot, when used in combination with me-
tallic inclined plane E and hopper B, with false bot-
tom, as herein set torth.

72,021 .—Louis Goulping. Medfield, Mai5s., as-

signor to himself and James E. Caui'EXTEU, Fox-
borough, Mass.

—

Knife C'irraier.-December 10, 1867.

—The tablet has an oscillating lever whose ])ad is

brought in contact with the abradant and with tho
knife blade alternately.
Claim.—First, the' combination in an implement

for scou]-ing knives of the bar B with its adjustable
pad g, arranged for opei'atiou as and I'or the purposes
herein shown and described.
Second, in combination with the board or tablet A

the bar B provided with the scouring pad g and
pivoted to such board and operating Avith its up])er
surface or upon an inclined oed formed thereon, es-

sentially as herein set forth and explained.
Tliird'. the combination with the bar B and its pad

of the knife bed and the iwclosure for hohling and
receiving tlie scouring material, arranged rcliitivcly

to each other and to the bar B, as herein shown and
set forth.

72,022 Davip M. Graham, Evansvillo, Ind.—Portable Fence Post. — December 10, 1867: ante-
dated Xovember 29, 1867.—The fence posts are sup-
ported by hinged braces above, and a forked double
brace below that engages in the sill to which the jmst
is attached. The bars engage in slotted apertures in
the posts to which they are keyed.
Claim.—First, the construction of donljle portable

fence posts, attached by metallic bevel clasps, with
flanges, slots, and tongues, and secured by keys, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purposes as
herein described and shown.
Second, the adjustable anchors or braces attached

by metallic eyes and key, and the combination of the
feet of the posts and base, substantially in the man-
ner and for the purposes as herein described and
shown.

72,023.—A. S. Greexe. Washington, D. C, as-

signor to Joiix F. Olmstead, same \)\a.ce.—Steam
Gauge.—DccomhcT 10, 1867.—The two columns of
mercury communicate with each otlier at tlieir lower
extremities by two flexible diaphragms of dificront
areas. The motion from the smaller on# is trans-

mitted to the larger by a solid, double-lieaded lifter,

the smaller diaphragm forming the top of a reservoir
for the mercury in t\ie primary column. The larger
column connects at the bottom of a wide and shallow
cistern for tiie mercury in the secondary column, the
motion of the mercury in which indicates the press-

ure on tlie scale.

Claim.—First, the construction of a steam gauge,
with l\\ o columns of mercury, A and F, comiuuni-
catingwith (ach other at their lower extroniitios by
means of the ficxiijle diaphragms c and (/, and the
solid, double-headed lifter C, siil)stantially in tiic man-
ner and for the purpose as herein set forth.

Second, tlie solid, double-headed lifter C in combi-
nation with tlie flexible diaphragms c and d and the
primary and secondary reservoirs, substanlially in

the manner and for Ihe'piu'pose as hc'-^in set rorlli.

Third, the transmission of the pressure of steam
from one column to the other, by means of a solid,

double-headed lifter, in coinlniiation wilh the Ilexil)lc

diaphragms c and d, substantially in tlie manner and
for the purpose as herein set forth.

Fourth, providing the jnimary reservoir T with the
screw plunger H, substanti-ally in the luanuer and
for the ])uipose as herein set foith.

72,024.—Thomas S. Gkeexman, I^Iystic Bridge,
Conn., assignor to George W. Packer, Jr., same
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place.— Wall Building and Stump Extracting Ma
chine.—December 10, 1867.— Improvement on the
patent of George W. Packer, August 29, 1865,—Ex-
plained by the claims and illustration.

Cittim.—First, the within described novel con-
struction of a truss for a wall building machine, the
same consisting in the ))yramidal framing ABB, the
horizontal timbers D D, uprights E F, holding down
bolts G J, and inclined braces I H, combined and ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purpose herein set

forth.

Second, in snch truss, firmly securing the timbers
D D to the pyramidal framing ABB by enlarging
and bolting, or equivalent fastenings, at the points of
contact, in addition to the truss work before de-
scribed, substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

Third, the diagonal aiTangement of the holding
down bolts G at the front of the truss, the same being
aiTanged relatively to the timbers D, triangular
frame ABB, and their several connections, substan-
tially in the manner and for the pui'pose herein set

fortJi.

72,025.—Amos "W. Gkiffith, Eoxbuiy, Mass.—
Windoiu Screen.—December 10, 1867.—The screen is

wound round a spring roller that has its bearings in

the foot of the casing. The screen is also attached
to the lower bar of the sash, so that, as the latter

raises, the screen follows and excludes insects.

Claim.—The roller cover E, in combination with
the removable screen D, spring roller C, sash A, and
window frame, as herein described for the pui'pose

specified.

72,(I)"26.—Wm. C. Grimes, Ladiesburg, Md.—
Fertilizer.— December 10, 1867.—Crushed bone, 8

bushels ; sulphate of soda, 80 pounds ; sulphuric acid,

180 pounds. After the ingredients are dissolved add,
urine, 40 gallons ; rich eartli, 10 bushels.

Claim.—Forming a fertilizer in the manner hereia
described, of the ingredients and proportions sub-

stantially as specified.

72,027.— John Gross and John C. Tunison,
Decatur, 111.— OuZiii'citor.—December 10, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claims and illustration.

Claim.— Fu'st, the arrangement and combined
actio]! of the two frames, so that Arhen any perma-
nent obstruction comes against any of the plows, the
frames will disconnect, and the back frame ride or
move up on the front one, and thus avoid breakage,
substantially as described.
Second, a"^ frictional spring hook upon the tongue

or toiigue frame, for catching and holding upon a
cross bar of the "rear frame," so that the two frames
will not disconnect until the pressure upon the plow
or plows exceeds that for which the hook has been
adjusted, substantially as described.

72,028.—John A. Haase, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Hose Shield.—BecemhGT 10, 1867.—To protect hose
against injury by street cars. The shield has a foot

way for the horses and is made in sections for con-

venience of removal.
Claim.—Tha combination of the floor or foot way

C with the side pieces & & of a sectional hose bridge,

constructed substantially as described.

72,029.—John "W. Hadfielu, Xewtown, IsT. Y.
—Sky Itocket.—December 10, 1867.—Improvement on
Ids patent November 28, 1865.—The adjustable ring

with its accompanying wings act as guides on the

rocket in the place of the usual stick.

Claim.—The application of detachable wings to a

sky rocket, through the medium of a collar or band,

arranged so that the wings may be dctaclied from the

collar or band, or the latter detached from the rocket,

substantially as shown and described.

72,030.—John W. Hadfield, East "Williams-

burg, N. Y.—Sky Eocket.—Deccmhev 10, 1867.—The
tliree sticics ai-e attaclied to the rocket as guides, in

place of a single stick.

Claim—The attachment to a sky rocket of three or

more sticks, at equal distances apart, substantially in

the manner and for the pui'posc set forth.

72,031.—Charles F. Hall, Brooklyn, IT. Y.—
Machine for Refitting Conical Falves.—December 10,
1867.—The shank has a longitudinally-sliding spring
center, and the flaring arms have adjustable cutters
on theii" inner sides.

Claim.—Fh'st, a milling tool, with one or more cut"
ters attached to one or more arms or longitudinal
sections of a cone, (whether straight or oblique,)
whereby conical valves of different sizes may be re-
fitted, constructed substantially as shown and de-
scribed.
Second, in combination therewith, the yielding cen-

ter C, substantially as described.

72,032.—George C. Hall, Brooklyn, If. Y.—
Collecting Oxide of Zinc.—December 10, 1867.—The
metallic fumes and gases are forced into a close build-
ing that has apertures over which screens are placed,
constructed so as to admit the passage of the air and
gases but to arrest the oxide by a cushion of wool.

Claim.—First, a building, structure, or compart-
ment A, provided with openings «, covered by screens
B, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Secpnd, a screen for separating the oxide of zinc
from the fumes and gases of burning zinc ore, com-
posed of ground cork, hair, wool, sponge, or other
suitable or similar material, confined vi'ithin a suit-

able chamber, substantially as set forth.

72,033.—H. F. Hart, Nbav York, IST. Y.—Regis-
terfor Odometers.—December 10, 1867.—The wheels
are inclined and lap upon each other so as to expose
the lapping portions at the holes in their supporting
lid. The cogs are numbered and the lid perforated to
exhibit the numbers.

Claim.—The arrangement, in an inclined position,
of the counting* wheels 12 3 4 5 and 6, upon shafts of
equal lengths, in combination with the notched and
perforated lid B, as herein shown and described.

72,034.—Wm. H. Hart, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa.—
Neck Tic—December 10, 1867.—The free ends of the
loop that attach the bow ai*e secured to buttons on
the collar.

Claim.—A bow or tie A, having an elastic loop or
cord B arranged horizontally at its rear, with both of
its ends free, for the purpose substantially as described.

72,035.—Horace E. Hawkins, Akron, Ohio.—
Elliptic Carriage Spring.—Deccjnber 10, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—An elliptical carriage spring, composed of
a sinple piece F, or two separate pieces E E of steel,

united by means of blocks and bolts, substantially as
herein shown and specified.

72,036.—E. K. Haynes, Hanover, N. TL.—In-
strnment for Satch-lining Draxoings.—December 10,

1867.—The straight edge rests on a series of ribbed
rollers upon a single longitudinal shaft, and the shaft
is intermittingly turned by a ratchet wheel which is

actuated by pawls on a spring lever.

Claiin.—T'he straight edge or scale, having a mech-
anism for eflfccting an intermittent movement of the
same, substantially as described.
Also, in combination therewith, the tongue q, for

angular lining, substantially as described.
Also, in combinatioH with the feed mechanism, a

mechanism for presenting the straight edge in posi-

tions radiating from a center, substantially as set

forth.

72,037.—D. Hazzard, Milton, Del.-PZaf/or/n.
/Scaic-December 10, 1867.—The spiral spring is at-

tached to a spindle which supports a platform. To
the bottom end is attached an indicating finger whose
point travels on the index as the platform descends.

Claim.—The hollow stand A, the spindle C, the
springs D, the elastic rod G, and the graduated plate

H, in" combination, and arranged substantially as

shown and described for the purposes set forth.

72,038.—Adam Helmstaedter, Newark, N. J.
-Piano XocA-.—December 10, 1867.—One bolt has a
pin which traverses in a slot in the other as they are
projected or retracted by the key.
C7«i)n.—The pin «, secure in the oscillating hook

C, and catching in a slot in the hook C, substautiallj

as and for the purpose described.
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72,039.—John B. Himberg, Frederick City, Md.—Tuyere.—December iO, 1867.—The annular cover is

bolted upon a cylindrical box, into which the blast of
air is conducted through an induction pipe. The blast

passes through the space formed between the afore-

said ring and the dish-shaped plate.

Claim.—A tuyere, consisting of the box A, annu-
lar cover C with a convex under side, and of the re-

movable ring E, from which the concave plate F is

suspended, all made and operating' substantially as

hei'ein shown and described.

72,040.—James Hincks and Joseph Hincks,
^Birmingham, England.—Peiroie«?n. Z/rtm^.—Decem-
ber 10, ]867.—Explained by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—Firtit, constructing the burners of the said
lamps substantially in the manner hereinbefore de-

scribed and illustrated in Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and C, of the
accompanying drawings, that is to say, the combina-
tion in the saine burner of two or more flat or curved
wick cases or liolders, iu which two or more flat wicks
are placed, so as to produce thereby two or more flat

flames or elliptical or nearly circular flames.
Second, constructing aud'arrauging the shade hold-

ers or galleries of the'said lamps, for the purpose of
admitting air to the flames, substantially in the man-
ner hereinbefore described and illustrated in Figs. 7,

11, 12, 13, and 14, of the accompanying drawings.
Third, supporting the shade holders or galleries in

a vase or cup on the top of the pillar of the lamp, and
supplying air to the lamp through the said pillar or
vase, or supporting them in a cup or vase without a
pillar, the air in this case being supplied through the
vase, substantially in the manner hereinbefore de-
scribed, and illustrated in Fig. 7 of the accompany-
iAgdi-awings.
Fourth, the improvement described and illustrated

in Figs. 11, 12, 13, and 14, of the accompanying draw-
ings, for isolating the shade from the shade holder or
gallery.

Fifth, the arrangement or combination of the parts
ofpunkah-protectors or wind-protectors, substantially
in the manner hereinbefore described and illustrated

in Figs. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15, and It), of the accompany-
ing drawings.

72,041.—John M. Hiulinger, Eed Rock, Pa.—
Device for La-shi7ig and Binding.—December 10,

1867.—The cord has at one end a hinged lever, and
at the other a link, which is passed over the end of
the lever and engages one of u series of hooks on its

under side. A ring secured to the cord is passed
over the lever end to hold it.

C'tewrt.—The cord A, provided with the links B
and C, hooked lever D, and slide E, with its ring a,

arranged and used as and for the purpose set forth.

72,042.—Horace Holt, New York, N. Y.—
Tool for Opening Fruit CrtHi>.—December 10, 1867.

—

While the arms of the calipers embrace the can the
knife on the pivoted lever cuts round the lid.

Claim.—Yhht, the tool for opening sheet-metal
oans, composed of a hand lever B, carrying a tooth

c, and connected to tongs A or other equivalent
means, capable of clamping said tooth-caiTying lever

to the can, us set forth.

Second, placing the tooth c in an oblique direction,

when the same is used in combination with the hand
lever B and clamping device A, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

Third, the raised beai-ing d, in combination with
the lever B and clamping device A, substantially as

and for the purpose set forth.

72.043.—Zapock Howe, Lowell, Mich.—Ifop
Frin^gr.—December 10, 1867.—The operating roller

and its corresponding roller wring the mop when the
treadle is pressed down and the mop drawn through.
Claim.—The treadle G and spring bail F, in com-

bination with the rollers B and C, the same being
used, aa and for the purpose specified.

72,044.—David K. Hoxsie, Providence, R. I.—
Machine for Making Eyelets.—December 10, 1867.

—

The blank is cut by a punch sleeved upon the form-
ing punch, and tlio perforation made by a punch
working upward from beneath. The spring snapper
removes the eyelet from the former.

Ciaijn.—The combination of the eyelet-forming

'
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punch J, the eyelet-forming die e, and the punch G,
arranged and operating .substantiilly as herein de-
scribed for the purpose set forth.
Also, in combination with the eyelet-forming punch

J and cutting punch H, as described, the spring or
snapper o, arranged and operating substantially as
described for the purpose specified.

72,045.—George W. Hunt, Hopkinton, Mass.—Railway Sleeping Car.—December 10, 18G7.—Some
of the seat backs are so himg that they can be turned
down horizontally iu line with the scats. The adja-
cent seats are partially turned down into line, anu a
portion i-eraains elevated to form the end of the
oerth. Each set of the leaves from whicli the upper
berths are formed folds together into a pocket in the
side of the car when out of use, and swings out to form
a berth when required.
Claim.—The construction and arrangement of tb«

backs of car seats, by which the whole of some of the
backs and parts of others are formed into berths iu
connection with adjacent seats, substantially as de-
scribed.

Also, the combination of the leaves n p and q,
hinged as shown, and to fold together for a day car,
or to be extended and made into a berth for a nigbt
car, substantially as described.

72,046.—George M. Jackson, North Hector,
N. Y.—Harvester.—December 10, 1867.—The cutter
bar is hinged axially with the center of revolution of
its operative crank,' so as to allow an inclination in
the said bar. The bar is connected by a chain to a
lever, by which it is raised or lowered, and the lover
has a catch engaging a ratchet to sustain it in w-
quired position.
Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the

toothed wheels S and T, crank IT, box W of tlio

hinged frame V, adjustable finger bar J, hoisting
rope or chain Y, and lever Z, when constructed anu
operated as herein described and for the pm-poses set
forth.

72,047.—S. M. Johnson, Lockport, N. Y.—^e-
versible Sad Iron.—December 10, 1867.—The oil is

supplied from the reservoir iu the handle to the
burner in the chamber. The supply is regulated by
a stop cock. The operative surfaces' are reversible.

Claim.—Fii'st, the combination with a reversible
sad iron A of the hollow handle C, forming a reser-
voir i, the pipe D, leg I, and set screw H, or equiva-
lent, arranged and operating substantially in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

Second, in combination therewith the pipe E, pro-
vided with burner e, cone G and stop cock F, ar-
ranged and operating substantially as specified.

72,048.—TVm. Keats and John Keats, Street,
England.

—

Manufacture of Boots and Shoes.—De-
cember 10, 1867 ; antedated April 14, 1863.—A rec-
tangular strip is cut from one corner of tlie perimeter
of the sole, and the reversed upper is sewed to tho
cut side of the lip remaining. When tlie shoe is

turned the lip is folded inward upon the body of tluj

sole.

Claim.—The constmction of coverings for the feet,

substantially as hereinbefore set forth ; that is to say,
with the sole cut at the edge, and sewed to the edge
of the upper while turned outward, substantially aa
described.

72,049.—M. A. King, New York, N. Y.—Mttf.
—December 10, 18G7.—The flexible steel frame keeps
the m«if in position, and is hinged to form the jaws
of a reticule.

Claim.—A muflf, provided with the skeleton spring
frame B, made in sections, for the purpose of snstaiu-

ing its cylintlrical form and adapting it for use as a
reticule or pocket, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

72,050.—Alfred Knapp, North Fairfield, Ohio.
—Horse Hay l''or)fc.—December 10, 1867.—The chisel

point, when dropped, is inserted into the hay, and
is afterward projected by the rods and cords at-

taclied.

Claim.—The hinged chisel c, in combination with
the main piece A, rod B, brace piece G, and. holder
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D, couBtructed substantially as described and for the
purposes set forth.

72,051.—Joshua Lawrence. Palmyra, 2:^, Y.

—

Fifth Wheel for Carriagres.—December 10, 1867.—
The anti-friction rollers, in connection -with the fifth

wheel, facilitate the turning of the carriage.
Claim.—The combination of the housings a a, in-

tdosing the rollers h b, Avith the bows G H, the whole
constructed and arranged as described and operating
in the manner and for the purpose sot forth.

72,052.—J. Q. Leffingwell, Nevada, Iowa.—
Washing Machine.—December 10, 1867.—The vibrat-
ing, semi-cylindrical, oscillating box has a series of
longitudinal ribs. The lever, with its attached seg-
mental lack, works the machine.

' Claim.—The combination of the semi-cylindrical
lx)x D, segment W, pinion P, parts m m', lever H,
and ribs r, as herein described for the pm-pose speci-
fiCHl.

72,053.—Fjrancis C. Levalley, "Warnerville,
2vr. Y.—JDoor Fastener.—December 10, 1867.—The
spi'ing latch engages on the catch and is locked by
the sliding wedge bolt.

Claim.—The sliding wedge bolt P, in combination
vpith the sliding spring catch K and cases E J, as
hei-ein described for the purpose specified.

72,054,—Wm. a. Lighthall, ISfew York, IT. Y.—Condensing Engine.—December 10, 1867.—The or-

diuaiy jet condenser and air pump are so arranged in

relation with a surface condenser that either can be
nscd and the change made fi-om one to the other with-
<Hit stopping the engine.

Claim,.—The arrangement of the ordinary jet con-
denser B, aii- pump D, and hot well E with the sur-

face condenser P and the valves H K and L, as
shown and described, so that the change from the
use of the jet condenser to that of the sm-face con-
<ienser can be made at will, and vice versa.

72,055.—Geo. S. Long, Bridgeport, Conn.—Ifa-
chinefor Forming and Tempering Elliptic Springs.—
December 10, 1867.—The steel is worked on a vibra-
ting former that oscillates under a hollow perforated
j'oller which distributes water on the heated steel.

Claim.—Firai, a steel-spring former, substantially
&& shown and described, and for the purposes set

forth.

Second, the vibrating rod B and shoe f and any
former F, in combination with the slotted wheel w
and roller W, substantially as shown and described
4ind for the purpose set forth.

Third, the hollow shaft s' and roller "W"', in combi-
nation with the binder or pressor D, substantially as
shown and described and for the purposes set forth.

Fourth, the sliding crank-pin p, in combination
with the slotted wheel W and slotted vibrating rod
B, substantially as shown and described and for the
purposes set forth.

72,056.—Richard Long, Chillicothe, Ohio.—
Furnacefor Hot-air Blast.—Decembev 10, 1867.—The
caloiic current from the chimney is conducted through
the chamber containing the blast pipe which is made
of fire clay, and oblong in section, the longer diameter
being vertical.

Ciaim.-First, constructing the air pipe of a fur-

nace l)last heater of fire clay, substantially as de-
scribed.
Second, constructing the air pipe of an oval or other

equivalent form, and uniting the sections of which it

is -composed by socket joints, with clamps and keys,
substantially as shown and described.

Third, forming the supporting walls B of fire brick,
with iron plates between the courses, and substan-
tially a.s shown and described.

Fourth, placing an open or solid plate beneath the
aiT pipe, substantially as and for the purposes herein
described.

72,057.—EUGENE P. Ltjian, Indianapolis, Ind.—Clothes Rack.—December 10, 1867.—The case con-
taiuG racks to hold the arms, which when in use are
secured by one end in the semicircular racks and hold i

in a radial position.

Claim.—T^he combination and arrangement of the

'

semicircular racks G and H, the arms / and c, the
sockrts and staples for the arms, and the box ABC
D, all operating substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

72,058.—P. J. Macfarlan, San Francisco, Cal.
—Center Board for Vessels.—December 10, 1867.—
The pivoted center boards are let down in their wells
foro and aft, to diminish the tendency of the vessel to
make lee-way. They are withdrawn by cords into
the recesses of their wells when not required.
Claim.—The location of the center boards, or other

equivalent devices for the same specific purpose, in
the extreme bow and stern of vessels; that is to say,
the placing of the said boards forward of the foremast
or aft of the mainmast in two-masted vessels, and for-
ward of the foremast and aft of the mizzen-mast in
three-masted vessels, substantially as shown and de-
scribed, and for the objects and purposes specified.

72,059.—R. W. Macgowan, ITew York, IS". Y.—
Register Points for Printiag Presses.—December 10,
1867.—The pivoted pointers are snapped by a spring
into the sheet and hold it in position till the nippers
of the cylinder draw the sheet, when the point auto-
matically retires.

Claim.—First, the pivoted or jointed pointer B,
having a spring or equivalent weight attached and
arranged to operate iu the manner substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the tube A, provided with the slotted e«p-
plate b and the nut C, when used in connection wkik
the i)ointer, for the purpose specified.

72,060.—Orville Manly, Garrettsville, Ohio.

—

Roofing.—December 10, 1667.—The tiles are connected
by water-tight cement to make a smootli surface.
Claim.—First, a roof composed of tiles a and b,

having spaces S between them lor a water-tight ce-
ment, substantially as shown and described aud fbr
the purposes set forth.

Second, the saturated tiles a and the saturated tiles

b, substantially as shown and described, and for th«
purposes set forth.

Third, the lower or outer row of toes 6, when laid
together, forming an eaves-trough, substantially as
shown and described and for the purpose set foi-th.

72,061.—Emile Martin and Pierre E. Martin,
Paris, France.— liefiniiig Cast-iron and Converting
it into Steel.—December 10, J 867.—Pig iron is heat^l
to a high temperature in a reverberatoi y furnace ; or«
is thrown in, preferably roasted and cemented ia
small pieces ; or pieces of puddled steel or old iron
may be thrown in after having been heated to a bright
red. The temperature is maintained at 1600"^ to 2000*
Centigrade. A quantity of manganiferous iron is

last added.
Claim..—The method of and means for refining and

converting cast-iron into cast-steel aud other metals,
substantially as herein shown and described.

72,062.—J. W. Mauzy, Richmond, Ind., and J.
Hughes, Cambridge, Ind., assignors to James
Hughes.—/Siraw Owiier.—December 10, 1867.—The
spiral knife cuts in combination with an adjustable
bar. The feed rollers are rotated by a pull and push
pawl actuated by an eccentric rod.

Claim.—First, the combination of the side pieces
D D, constructed as described, containing the bear-
ings for the cutting mechanism, the shearing bar B,
with square faces, and the spirally bladed knife C,
aiTanged substantially ns described.
Second, the combination of the perforated rollers E,

ratchet wheels F, pawls H^ I and R, adjustable oscil-

lating arm G*, eccentric rod L and eccentric M, re-

spectively, constructed and arranged substantially as
set forth.

Third, the arrangement of the cap G, rollers E E,
covers Q, side pieces D D, knife C, and tlie driving
and feed mechanism, constructed an-d combined sub-
stantially as set forth.

Fourth, the feed .rollers E, when constructed from
sheet metal, and punched from the inside, forming

E
rejections as shown, for feeding the straw to the
nife.

Fifth, the metallic side pieces D D, constructed as

described, in combination witli the bar B, knife C,

feed-rollei-s E E, ajTanged substantially as set forth.
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Sixth, the combination of the eccentric M on the
knife shaft, eccentric rod L and oscilhitiug arm G',
when the latter ai-e so arranged as to regulate the
cut b^ adjusting the point of attachment, substan-
tially in the manner set forth.

72,063.—Samuel McCulloch, Yellow Springs,
Ohio.

—

Convertible Shot Gun and liijle.—December
10, 1867.—The rifle barrel is secured in the shot bar-
rel by a screw wuich enters a screw threaded cavity
in the breech. The said cavity is stopped by an an-
nular plug when the barrel is not introduced.
Claim.—The removable barrel C, constructed with

external collars c, and secured within a shot-gun
barrel A by a screw D, substantially as ai^d for the
purposes set forth.

Also, the plug r, for the purposes set forth.

72,064.—D. J. McDonald, Gold Hill, Nevada.—Derrtcfc.— December 10, 1867.— The derrick is

mounted on wheels, and the frame attached to a cir-

cular plate, which rotates upon grooved aati-friction
rollers. The standard has a central sliding rail, by
which it is extensible. Supports ai-e hinged to the
frame so as to l)e folded up horizontally, or placed in
vertical position to steaxly the frame. In the latter
ease thoy are connected with the earth by pointed
screw bolts.

Claim.—First, the derrick standai-d L and frame
K, fitted in the derrick frame J, and aiTanged, as
shown, for the ready adjustment of the standai'd L.
Second, the fitting of tlie derrick frame J on the

wagon frame, as shown, to wit, by means of the cir-

cular plate D, frame F, and circular plate G, with the
wheel E and pinion Y, to admit of the ready turning
of the derrick, as set forth.

Third, the supports D', provided with screws a, and
attached to the irame Jj, as shown, in connection with
tlie levels b in platform C, for the purpose of leveling
the device, substantiidly ;« described.

Foui'tli, the annular platform 0, applied to the wagon
A, wlien used in combination with a revolving demck
frame J, substantial]}" as and for the purpose specified.

72,065.-^0HX A. McGee, 'Nevr York, N. Y.,
assignor to Thkououe Mace, same place.—A«grer.

—

December 10, 18(i7.—The cutting edge extends out-
wardly from the base of the tapering'screw, and has
a curved br.ckward, downward outline till it inter-
sects the periphery of the tool.

Claim.—The boring instrument formed with a cut-
ting edge extending outv\'ardly from the base of the
tapering screw, and curved backwards and down-
Avards until it intersects the periphery of the tool, as
and for the pui'poses set forth.

72,066.—Israel J. Meuritt, Xew York, N. Y.—I>ry X>oci-.—December 10, 1867.—The "dock " has
wells at two or more places giving passage to the lift-

ing chains, which are seenred to levers whose free
cuds are raised by .jack screws.
Claim.—First, the arrangement and combination,

with a floating section or dock A, of one or more
wells, through which a lifting chain or chains are
passed down to the vessel or object to be raised, sub-
stantially as shown and described.
Second, the arrangement and combination of the

lever J with the floating dock or sectionA and chain
or chains C, substantially as described.

Third, the shape; of the well E, the same being made
flaring from its top downwards, so as to allow the
chains to go or be conducted from the mouth of the
well directly towards the vessel or object to be raised,

substantially as shown.

72,067—John- Merritt, New York, N. Y.—
Knife and Fork C^ancr.—December 10, 1867 ; ante
dated December 4, 1867.—The circular disks have
leather rubber facings, and are backed by springs and
adjusted by set screws to press against the knife,

which is inserted between the disks while they are
rotating.

Claim.—First, the combination of the circular disks
D, leather or equivalent rubbers K, shaft A. holding
plates E E', adjusting nut G, and adjusting screw I,

with each other and with the box B, substantially as
herein shown and described and for the purpose set
forth.

Second, the combination of the friction wheel O,

brush N, and shaft L with each other and with the
disk D and box B, substantially as herein shown and
described and for the purpose s'et forth.

Third, the combination of the lever M, spring P,
and hpok K with the brush shaft L and box B, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described and for the
purpose set forth.

72,06S.—A. MiLLOCiiAN, New York, N. Y., as-
signor to R. A. Perlek, Jersey City, N. J.~Manu-
facture of Lampblack.—Dccomhar 10, 1867.—Water
is circulated in contact with a sheet against the lower
side of which the lamp flame impinges.

Claim.—The method lierein speciified of manufac-
turing lampblack by condensing the carbonaceous
vapors upon a surface, directly over the flame, that is

constantly kept sufficiently cool by ai-tificial mean.s.

72,069.—James Mitchell, Laporte, Ind.—Car
Brake.—December 10, 1867.—The mechanism is in-

tended to operate automatically after being wound up
by means of the lever Avhich actuates the reciprocat-
ing rod connected to another lever having two spring
pawls. The pawls act on a ratchet wheel attached
to another wheel, whose wrist pin is connected to a
compound elliptical spring to store the power for ap-
plying the brakes. This disk is held by a det(Mit
lever. On the retraction of the detent and release of
the wheel, its shaft being clutched to the brake shaft,
the brakes are applied.
Claim.—Fii'st, the combination of the lever A, rod

B, lever C, pawls D and D^, spring D*, and ratchet
wheel E, substantially as and for the purpose set forth

.

Second, the combination of the shaft E^, collar R,
arm R', collar S, and shaft I, substantially as set forth.
Third, the combination of the shaft I,* spiral collar

U, lever T, and arm R, for disengaging the brakes,
su])stantially as set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the ratchet bar P with
the inclined face Pi and catch lever G, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

Fifth, the combination of the ratchet bar P with
its shoulder P^ and the lever T, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

72,070.—Hannah Munson, Rockford, HI., ad-
ministratrix of the estate of Wm. C Munson, de-
ceased.

—

Automatic Table for Teaching.—December
10, 1807.—The pivoted points are turned to indicate
the question to which an answer is required.

Claim.—The combination of the frame A, with its

pivoted pointers C C and hooks e e, and movable bais
B B with pointers and charts D, as constructed, tl e

whole being arranged and used substantially as and
for the purposes specified.

72,071.—John G. Murdock, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Hydrant.—December 10, 1867.—The plunger with
the valve is removable, and enters a cylindrical cup
with a flaiing top, which acts as a guide in restoring
the valve and follower after repairs. In turning on
the water the discharge pipe, with the valve and fol-

lower, is raised by a cam which turns in an oblong
ring of the pipe. "When the pipe is again depressed,
the valve is brought to its seat, and the water from
the discharge pipe passes through holes in the bottom
of the cylindrical cup.
Claim.—First, the hollow plunger E, having the

interior valve I and sleeve packing F, which, re-

spectively, close and encircle the supply and waste
pipe B, as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, in combination with the supply and waste
pipe B and valve I, the vertically-adjustable hollow
plunger E, for the obiect stated.

Third, the adjustable shoulder or lock-nut J, in

combination and arrangement with the elements
B D I and E.
Fourth, the arrangement of internally-packed

plunger E, which surrounds and packs a vertical

supply pipe B, having one or more waste-ways D,
and being inclosed within and guided by a cup C,
substantially as described.

72,072.— R. B. MussON, Champaign, 111.—
Cleaner for Lamp Chimneys.—December 10, 1^(7.

—The different parts of the rubl^er extend in opposite
directions from the stem, so as that one part causes a
pressure of another against the inside of the chimney.,
Claim.—A cleaner for lamp chimneys, bottles, and
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other articles of a similar character, consisting of

strips of rubber, or other soft elastic substance, se-

cured to a holder, and arranged in manner and for

the purposes substantially as above set forth and de-

Scribed.

73,073.—Erastus Newhall, Lynn, Mass., as-

signor to himself and John E. Moffitt, Chelsea,
Mass.

—

Boot and Shoe Heel.—^December 10, 1867;
antedated December 3, 1867.—The lower cylindrical

portion of the heel has an upward cylindrical projec-

tion, with a circumferential recess to receive an annu-
lar projection of the upper part and allow of turning,
to bring a fresh part to wear.

Claim.—A heel, made with a circular tread and a
corresponding seat, when one or both of the two
pai-ts are made of elastic mateiial, and are united
substantially as described.

72,074.—J. B. Oldershaw, Baltimore, Md.—
Portable Hot-air Conductor.—December 10, 1867.

—

A crescent-shaped case is secured to the side of the
stove. The air circulates in the chamber, and is

conducted by a pipe to another apartment.
Claim.—A portable hot-air receiver and conductor,

constructed, arranged, and operating in connection
with a stove, for the purpose of heating apartments
above it, substantially as aescribed.

72,075.—Garret J. Olendorf and Albert 0.
Pakshall, Middlefield, N. Y.—Vine Holder.—De-
cember 10, 1867.— The spring frame has cords
stretched upon it to take gentle hold of the vine and
stake while tying.
Claim.—First, the frame A, constructed as de-

scribed and set forth, for the purpose specified.

Second, the cord B, combined with and supported
by frame A, as described and set forth, for the pur-
pose specified.

72,076.—H. O. Peabody, Providence, E. I., as-

signor to Thk Providence Tool Company, same
^\acG.—Breech-loading Fire-arm:—December 10, 1867.

—Improvement on his patent July 22, 1862 ; reissued
Z^Iarch 13, 1866. The breech block has a projection
entering the recess on the under side of the hammer
to insure the proper position of the block and to
prevent recoil.

Claim.—Combining the breech block A, hinged at
its posterior extremity and operating as described,
witli the hammer D by means of the protuberant in-

clined plane C, or its equivalent, substantially as de-

scribed, for the purposes specified.

72,077.—Stanhope Perkins, Faii-field, Eng-
land.

—

Eaihvay Crossing.—December 10, 18G7; pat-
ented in England April 4, 1867.—The V-portion of
the crossing is formed of a single bent rail, whose
sides. Avhen the angle is sufficiently acute, are se-

cured together by transverse bolts.

CLaiin.—Forming the jwints or V-parts of cross-
ings without splice, by bending the rail, prepared as
above described, back upon itself, and securing the
abutting parts in the manner and for the purpose
above set forth,

72,078 E. N". Perlee, Jersey City, N. J.—
Manufacture of Lampblack.—December 10, 1867.

—

Alrao;<pherJe air is introduced into the flame of the
lamp in regulated quantities to cause a jet black, but
to avoid too great consumption of carbon.

Claim.—Tlie method herein specified of manufac-
turing lampblack, by introducing atmospheric air to
the flame by artificial means, for the purposes set
forth.

72,07ft.— Henry B. Pttner, Laporte, Ind.-
Axle Box.—December 10, 18f)7.—The iron box has
interior screw tlireads at each end for engagement
of bearing rings of brass.

Claim.—First, an axle-box, substantially as shown
and desci'ibed, and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the sleeve or thimble A, in combination
with the end pieces B, substantially as shown and
described, and for tho purposes set forth.

I'liird, the slioulder a' and the shoulder a^, in cora-

liination with tho sleeves A and end pieces B, sub-

stantially as shown and described and for the pur-

puscs set forth.

72,080.—LeanderPollock, Matteawan, N. Y.,
assignor to himself and John P. Schenck, Jr., same
place.

—

Eailway Chair.—December 10, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, a railroad chair, which is divided
by an inclined line drawn through the base into two
parts A and B, each part carrymg one of the cheeks,
and all made and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.
Second, interposing an elastic plate g between the

edge of the upper base d, and the stationary cheek a,
substantially as and for the purpose herein shown
and described.

72,081.—George Eace, lyforwich, I*r. Y.—Ven-
tilating Hay-mows.—December 10, 1867.—A series
of inclined or horizontal perforated tubes are placed
in the hay and communicate with a vertical tube of
the same character having exit above the hay.

Claim.—Making vertical perforated pipes, having
lateral branches extending out from the main pipe,
for the purpose of ventilating hay-mows and stacks
of hay or grain, substantially as herein set forth.

72,082.—Louis Eansom, Lansingburg, N. T.—
Pneumatic Car.— December 10, 1867.— The com-
pressed air cylinders are connected together and to
the engine by flexible tubes made of alternate layers
of rubber pipe and rubber and iron rings, the metal-
lic rings of one course breaking joints with those in
the other course. Tho air is exhausted into a muffle
box lined with soft fibrous material.

Claim.—First, in combination with a pneumatic
car a series of metal cylinders for containing com-
pressed air, the said cylinders being connected by
pipes, so as to form one common reservoir, substao-
tially as described.
Second, the combination with a stove for warming

the car, or other heating apparatus, a conducting
pipe lor the compressed air, so located with reference
to the stove or other heating apparatus that the com-
pressed air, in passing through it, will become heated,
and have its expansive power increased thereby, sub-
stantially as described.
Third, the compound flexible pipe, constructed

substantially as described.
Fourth, the muffler D, for the purpose of deadening

the sound of the escaping air, as described.

72,083.—E. B. Eich, South Boston, Mass., as-

signor to himself and Andrb Cushing, same place.

—^Machi7ie for Sharpening bait's.—December 10,

1867.—The saw, if straight, is clamped to a sliding

frame, if circular, to an intermittingly rotating
framed and the grinding disk brought in contact with
the saw by the reciprocation of its journal frame.
The movements are automatic.
Claim.—The sliding holder B and adjustable rail

C, in combination with the grinding wheel D, con-
structed and arranged to operate as heroin described
for the purpose specified.

72,084.—Joel T. Buckley, Ottawa, HI., admin-
istrator of the estate of Stephen Eigler, deceased.—
Automatic Eegister.-—December 10, 1867.—The mer-
cury acts on a piston which is attached to a rack
block, engaging a rack lever, which actuates the reg-

ister shaft 6v a pinion upon the latter.

Claim.—First, operating a register slide so as to

regi^ate the temperatm-e of apartments by means of
a column of mercurj- within a tube, which is ar-

ranged within the register itself, and acts upon said

slide through the means substantially as described.

Second, tho combination of an index hand S with
a register, arranged and operated by a column of

mercury within a tube, which is arranged within the

register itself, substantially as described.

Third, the combination with a circular turning
register slide B of mercury pipe G, piston rod g\
cross head g, toothed lever F, spur wheel d, and shaft

b, arranged, constructed, and operating substantially

as described.

72,085.— P. Atkinson Eoss, Harveys, Pa.—
Shovel Plotv, Cultivator, <C-c.—December 10, 1867.—

The fore ends of the handles are hinged to the beam,
and they are adjustable laterally by a notched cross

bar that passes through a horizontal transverse mor-
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tise in the standard, and is held by a pin, which en-

gages one of the notches.
Claim.—First, the combination of the notched rack

E and removable pin F, with tlie pivoted or rocking
cross bai' C and slwtted standard B, substantially as

herein shown and described and for the purpose set

forth.

Second, connecting the forward ends of the han-
dles D to the beam A by means of the hook or eye
bolts ti and pivoted bar or plate H, when used in

oouuection with the pivoted or rocking cross bar C
and pin F, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed and for the purpose set forth.

72,086.— Egbert Ramsey, New TTilmington,
Pa.

—

Fence Post.—December 10, 1867.—The post has
dovetail side grooves for reception of the transverse
keys by which it is held to the sill rails, which are
slightly raised from the gi-ound.

Claim.—The fence post P P' P", having dovetail
gains at its lower end, in combination with the par-
allel sills A A' and the keys e c e e, substantially in
the manner and for the purpose set forth.

72,087.—tTames H. Kowley, Vanceburg, Ky.—
Churn.—December 10, 18()7.—The upper end of the
vertical dasher shaft has a friction pulley actuated
by a horizontal pnlley rotated by hand. The shaft of
the latter pulley is driven toward the former by a
spring.
Claim. — The arrangement, substantially as de-

scribed, of the driving wheel C, shafts c d, spring D,
notched bracket E e, and friction pulley F G, for the
purpose of imparting a rotary motion'to (he dasher
shaft/, in the manner herein described and set forth.

72,088.—Da viT) Saunders, Brooklyn, N. T.. as-

signor to Joseph Xas-on & Co., New York, N. T.

—

Steam Trap.— December 10, 1867.—A cylindrical,
open-topped vessel within a receiver has" a central
tul)ular stem sliding in a sleeve above. The stem
has an opening at top communicating with the dis-

charg-e pipe, and radial openings at its bottom com-
municating with the inside of the vessel. The water
is received in the vessel, which is depressed thereby,
and removes the head of the stem from that of the
sleeve : the water is then forced out by steam press-
m-e. When the vessel is emptied it floats up in the
water surrounding it and closes the valve.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the central part
C of the cover and main cover B, substantially as
herein set forth.

Second, the aiTangement of the stop joint between
the floating part anct the fixed part of the apparatus,
•whereby to avoid the clogging by accumulations of
dirt, as specified.

Third, the anangement of the tubes E and H, the
tube II being mounted upon the floating part, sub-
stantially as herein specified.

72,089. — Rudolph Schrader, Indianapolis,
Ind.—Door *S'pn?if7.—December 10, 18G7.—The door,
when projected against the ai-m of the spring, tight-

ens the coil, the reaction of which closes the door.
Claim.—First, the door spring, constructed as de-

BCiibed. consisting of the hollow socket F placed over
the square shank of the door arm, and provided with
the right angular arm J. sleeve E, to which the inner
end of the coiled springD is securely fastened, fitting

at or alternating upon the socket F, and provided
with the right angular arm I resting against the post
H in the case A, the free end G of tlie spring resting
against the opposite side of said post, all operating
as described for the purpose specified.

Second, the spring D oi)erated by means of the
right angnlar aim J of the hollow shank F <nigaging
with the outer end G of the spring, when tlie door
moves in one direction, and when moving in the op-

posite direction engaging with the arm I of the
sleeve E, to which tho inner end of the spring is se-

cured, substantially as described for the puiiiose
specified.

Third, the combination and arrangement within
the case A of the spriug D, hollow socket F having
arm J, sleeve E having arm I, post II. and hook G,
operating us described for the purpose specified.

72,090 ANSON Searls, New York, N. Y.—
ToUCoupling for Fe/adcs.—December 10, 18G7.—The

touching surfaces of the hinges in the tongue irons
have annular, counterpart ratchets. By loosening
the pintle bolt the tongue can be angularly adjusted
in respect to the axle. ,

Claim.—The circulitr joints B B and the arrange-
ments of the ratcliet teeth K K, springs D D, and
bolts E E, in combination with the arm A, substan-
tially as described and for the purposes set forth.

72,091.—Anson Searls, San Francisco, Cal.—
Carnage.—December 10, 18fi7.—The wedge-formed
continuations of the spindles are connected by a flat,

horizontal bar with an upwardly projecting rib.

The»angular recesses are filled in with A\-ood.

Claim.—First, the axle composed of the steel bars
d and g, attached as herein described.
Second, the clip h passing arouud under the axle

with its ends fastened to the plate a on the rocker,
both before and behind the axle, substantially as de-
scribed.

72,092.— George Shale, Taimton, Mass.

—

Steam i^igrine.—December 10, 1867.—The valve chest
has a vertical partition, and the recessed valve rods
slide in holes through this partition transversely to
the steam ports, so as to connect either port with tho
induction or exhaust pipe.

Claim.—First, the steam chest B, constructed with
the chambers g h and partition p, in combination
with the steam and exhaust pipes and cylinder a,

substantially as described.
Second, the valve rods i i', provided with the re-

cesses or chambers k k', in combination with the par-
tition p, constructed as described, and operated by
the lever I, as and for the purpose set forth.

72,093.—Archibald Shaw, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Ferrule.—Deeembcv 10, 1867.—The feiTule has ob-
lique spurs on its inner surface that are imbedded in
the handle when the latter is bulged by the entering
shank of the tool.

Claim..—A ferrule, provided internally or at its in-

ner side with oblique spurs or projections, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

72,094.—Warren H. Shay, Sylvania, Ohio.—
Fence Post.—December 10, 1867.—The two uprights
of the post are connected by keys : a cross-piece be-
low secures them to the braces that ai'c attached to
them near their upper ends.
Ctaim.—The plank standards B B, joined by the

pins a a, the braces A A, and the cross-piece C,'com-
bined and secured by the dovetail tenons b b, the gib
and key c d, and the keys g g, substantially as and
for the purpose herein shown and described.

72,095.—Charles J. Shepard, Brooklyn, N. Y.
—Tubular S'ea^er.—December 10, 1867.—The slide

valve at the junction of tlie upper and lower front
flues provides means for direct draft. This upper
flue is covered witli a non-conductor. The tubes
have a back door for cleansing. The air for combus-
tion is heated in a coiTugated, internally flanged
chamber having an incombustible termination. The
gases are consumed in a reverberatory combustion
chamber. The feeding chamber has abutments to
distribute fuel equally over the grate.
Ciown.-First, the' combination of the gi-ate E, ash

pit D, and combustion chamber C with the slide

valve I, for the purposes indicated.
Second, the slide valve at the junction of the upper

and under front flue, for tlie purposes described.
Third, tho upper front flue covered externally with

a non-conducting lining as a portion of the combus*
tion chamber,
Fourth, the corrugated, tubular, externally-flanged

chamber, ]n-ovidod with an incombustible termina-
tion, constructed and operating substantially as
shown for the purposes pointed out.

Fifth, a semi-cylindrical reverberating chamber of
combustion, when combined with a flue and a scries

of tubes, for the purposes specified.

Sixth, a feeding chamber in combination with an
arched chamber of combustion and the abutments for

properly distributing the fuel upon the gTatc.

Seventh, constructing the bed plate or grate plate

in such a manner that "the same shall form a supiwrt
for the grate and brick work of the chamber of com-
bustion, as well as the bed of the front flue.
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Eighth, the division plate, in combination with a
series of tubes, for the purposes fully described.

. 72,096.—J. W. Simpson, ]S"ewark, N. J.— Win-
dow-Sash Supporter.— December 10, 1867.— The
wedge passes up between the sash and case. It is

operated by a catch lever in the sash, which is en-

gaged by a ratchet.
Claim.—The lever d and wedge &, constructed,

combined, and operated substantially in the manner
and for the purpose hereinabove set forth.

Also, the socket m, with its ratch n, and the
catch i on the lever d, in combination with the lever
and wedge, in the manner and for the purpose speci-

fied.

73,097.—Thomas A. Slack, Peoria County, 111.—Stake Holder for Bailway Cars.—December 10,

1867.—The socket block may be tm-ned 90° to fold

down the stakes horizontally and bring up the socket
to receive the stake attached to the coal side.

Claim.—The combiaation of revolving staple,

stakes, and divisional "coal sides," as described and
for the purpose described.

72,098.—Benjamin Slusser, Sidney, Ohio, as-

signor to himself and Elias M. GtLUCK, same place.

—^a;cavator.—December 10, 18G7.—The fore wheels

pipe and its branches, the aja- mingles with the gas
of the oil, and the surplus of this mixture of air and
gas is forced through the pipes ; the mixture of oil,

gas, and air is ignited at the ends of the branches,
OZaim.-Eaising, by pneumatic pressure, oils or

burning fluids from an oil or fluid compartment of a
ship or other vessel, and mixing with said oil and
fluid the gas generated therefrom, as herein described
and set forth.

Also, the combination and arrangement ofthe pipesABC/ and/, when used in connection with an oil
or fluid compartment E of a ship or other vessel, the
whole being constructed, arranged, and operating
substantially in the manner herein described and for
the purpose set forth.

Also, in connection with the above, ejecting fine
jets of water into the flame, caused by the burning of
the oil or fluid and other matter mixed therewith, as
herein described and set forth.

72,102.—John Henry Smith, Allegheny City,
'Pta.—Ship for Transporting Pefroi!ettm.—December
10, 1867.—The compartment for storage of oil in the
hull of the vessel has supply and discharge pipes at-
tached, and is protected by water which can oe ap-
plied through the pipes to discharge the oil.

Claim.—Providing the hulls of ships and other
vessels with a compartment for oils and burning

turn loosely on their axle, except when clutched fluids, said compartment being protected with water,
thereto, which is done by a hand lever. The spade and furnished with supply and discharge pipes, sub'
has racks engaged by spur wheels on the fore axle

by which it is raised. It is tripped by a treadle, and
descends by its own weight. The earth is discharged
onto an endless apron and is delivered into a dump-
ing box. When the spade is thrown out of operation
the apron mechanism is also stopped.

Claim.—First, the method of elevating or adjusting
the plow of an excaA'ator by the rotary motion of the
forward axle, derived from the forward wheels by
means of the clutches a' a', substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

Second, in combination with the above the plow P,
racks r r, and pinion a, when the latter is fixed to

the axle and operates to raise the plow by power de-

rived from the axle, substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

Third, the combination of the rocking cart C, gear
e e' e", apron B, and plow P, when the parts are so
constructed and arranged that by the raising or de-

pressing of the plow the wheels e e' shall be thrown
into or out of geai- and the apron put in motion or
stopped, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

i ourth, the combiiaatiou of the looped rods vjww
with the arms v vv, doors in m' m", and lever I",

substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Eifth, the lips or projections o o of the doors m m'
m", substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Sixth, the combination of the rod u, lever V, spring
s, trigger n, doors m m' m", having the lips o o o,

rod y', and hook y, substantially as and for the pur-

poses specified.

72,099.—Daniel T. Smith, Joliet, HI.—Auger
Handle.—DecGmbGV 10, 1867.—The shank of the au-

ger passes through the slot in the feiTule and is se-

cured by the side spring.
Claim.—The combination of the ferrule a with the

annular nut e and flat spring c, when constructed and
arranged as and for the pm*poses set forth.

72,100.—J. B. Smith, Milwaukee, "Wis.-ilfacTime
for Sharpening Saws.—December 10, 1867 ; antedated
December 6, 1867.— The frame has mandi-els to hold
the saw while subjected to the action of the rotary cut-

ter and set. The saw is clamped on the mandrel by
a nut, and its eye entered by a cone, driven out by a
spiral spring, so as to insure true centering on the
mandrel. The set has two levers pivoted to the frame
and to each other, and their projections impinge
against the saw teeth.

Claim.—Cutter B, gauge E, and adjustable cone-
mandrel D, in combination, substantially as and for

the purpose described.

72,10JI.—John Henry Smith, Allegheny City,

Pa.

—

liaising Oils and Burning Fluids by Fnextmatic
Pressure.—iJocerober 10, 1867.—Tlic oil is conveyed
into the corajiartraent by a pipe and the valve is tlien

closed. As the air pump forces the oil up through the

stantially as herein described and for the purpose set
forth.

72,103—^E. T. Smith and J. K. Priest, :^7ashua,
N. H.

—

Device for Shearing and Clipping Wool.—
December 10, 1867.—The rotary cutter teeth turn in
a recess of the shield whose edge is serrated to form
" igers as abutments for the cutters.
The cutter arm is hinged so as to admit of presemta-

tion to any part of the sheep.
CZai?n.—lirst, the revolving spring cutter or cut-

ters O, in connection with a cutter plate.
Second, the open cutter plate P.
Thii'd, the shield N, in connection with the cylin-

der C covering shaft M, and extending into groove
g, substantially in the manner and for the pm-pose
herein described.

72,104.—John Snyder, Williamsfield, Ohio.—
Corn PZow.-December 10, 1867.—The vertical incli-

nation of the tongue to the main beam is adjustable
at the front end of the latter. The upright on the
beam enters a mortise in the tongue and may be
raised from the beam and retained by a transverse
bolt.

Claim.—ThG combination ofthe tongue H, strap L,
and upright K with the forward end of the centra]
beam A, substantially as herein shown and described
and for the purpose set forth.

72,105.—YiVIAN K. Spear, Lynn, Mass.—Boot-
heel Polisher.—December 10, 1867.—The boot is

clamped to the sliding frame, and the polisher recip-
rocated over the surface of the heel by an eccentric,
whose rod is connected to the osciUatiug arm.

Claim.—Eirst, the reciprocating polisher, moving
in the line of an arc of a circle by means of mechan-
ism substantially as herein described aud having an
elastic beai'ing, as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, in combination with a reciprocating pol-

isher, substantially as described, the pivoted sliding
frame to support the boot or shoe, constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating substantially as set forth.

72,106.—Eouert E. Spedden and Daniel F.
Stafford, Astoria, Oregon.

—

Propelling Vessels.—
December 10, 1867.—The two sections of the vessel
are pivoted together, and as the water alternately ele-

vates or rocks the opposite ends, the connecting, rock-
ing beams and gearing work the paddle wheels.

Claim.—First, the combination of the rack frame
K, racks I and J, and ratchet Avheel H, with each
other, and with a sliaft D for the purpose of applying
power to said shaft, substantially as herein shown
and described.
Second, the combination of the stationary post O,

pitman N, rocking post M, and adjustable slide L
with each other, with the rack frame K, and with the
hinged parts of a vessel or other structure, one or
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both of said hinged parts floating in the -s'ater, so as

to be acted upon by the motion of the waves, substan-

tially as herein shown aud described.

72,10r.—C. E. Steller, Chicago, III—Cultiva-
tor.—Deccmhcr 10, 1867.—The frame has upper and
lower beams on each side, each beam consisting of

two rails between which the standards are retained

by pins, giving a means of adjustment in position,

ancl inclination. The evener or doubletree has pen-

dants for attachment of the singletrees, and the
t-ongue passes through a horizontal slot in the same,
preventing vertical oscillation. The rear* handle bar
IS vertically adjustable. The depth is regulated by
hiaged runners".

Viaim.—First, the hinged runners J "W, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the slotted sides A A aud B B, in combi-
nation with the shanks C D E, arranged to be set at

different angles, aud fastened by set screws Z Z, as

described.
Third, the combination of the guide barE, arranged

to be raised and lowered, with rear standards II H
and sides A A B B, as described.
Fourth, the combination of standards G G, hinged

runners J "W, and sides A A B B. as set forth.

Fifth, the shanks U of shovel T, arranged to fit in

a socket V, and bar S, in combination -witli stand-
ards G G and cross-bar I, as aud for the pui-pose set

forth.

Sixth, the double evener L, arranged substantially

as set forth.

Seventh, the double evener L, in combination with
braces O O and P P, with or without braces T, sub-
stantially as set forth.

72,108.—Bex.tamix F. Stetoexs, Brooklvn, N.
Y.—Eye Cj^i?.—December 10, 18(i7.—The two eye-
bowls arc connected to an exhaustion bag or ball by
%n air tube so that the same pressure may bo exerted
simultaneously on each eye to maintain an equal con-
vexity to the i-espective corneas.

Claim.—A pair of bowls, united by tubes or necks
to an exhaustion bag or ball, as and ibr the purposes
ot forth.

72,109.—Edwakd Stewart, Fort Madison,
Iowa.

—

Harvester liakc.—December 10, 1867.
—
"When

the pitman draws the rake shaft, the teeth project be-
tween the slats and catching the grain, rake it fi-om

the platfoiTu. When the pitman moves the shaft
back, it partially rotates, so that its teeth di-op be-
neath the level of the slats and pass under the grain.
Claim.—The arrangement of the shafts D E aud

G with their respective wheels, crank I, and pitman
J with its dividing end J' connecting the arms e e

upon the box K' at the end of shaft K, the whole con-
structed and. operating substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

72,110.—IIexry M. Stow, San Francisco, Cal.
—Street Pavement.—December 10, 1867.—Explained
by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—Yiv&t, a woodeu pavement, composed of
aflternate tiers of square-ended aud wedge-shaped
blocks, the wedijcc-shaped ends of the latter being-

driven down into a foundation bed of sand or eartlT,

substantially as and for the purpose described.
Second, a -wooden pavement, composed of blocks

with lower ends wedge-formed, and all driven down
into a foundation bed of sand or earth, substantially
aa shown aud described.

72,111.—TTexrt M. Stow, San Francisco, Cal.—Street Pavement.—December 10, 1867.—Tlie cast-

iron plates have projected flanges which are driven
into the ground. The sections are tightened by
wooden blocks.
Claim.—First, the cast-iron plates, with projecting

wedge-shaped flanges to be driven into the sand or
earth, substantially as and for tlic purpose set forth.

Second, a pavement, cnuiposed of alternate tiers of
cast-iron plates with projecting wedge-shaped flanges
and wedge-shaped woo'den blocks driven into the
sand or earth, substantially as described.

72,112.—John D. Schwartz, Milton, Pa.—
Washing Machine.—December 10, 1867.—The suds
box has a segmental series of rollers, and the semi-

cylindrical rubber forces the clothes against the said
rollers in its oscillation. The rubber is depressed by
arms through which the rubber shaft passes, and
which are connected to a lever beneath the box.
Claim.—First, the slotted arms g, beai-ing the

shaft D and rubber C, when such arms are connected
at their lower ends by the slotted bar E tlirough
which the spring G passes, as herein described, for
the purpose specified.

Second, the combination of the semicircular rubber
C, slotted arms .g, shaft D, slotted cross-bar E, spi-

rally-grooved rollers d in the curved frames B, the
spring G, and rack H, as herein described, for the
purpose specified.

72,113.—Geo. D. Sweigert, Martic township,
Pa., assignor to himself aud John aud Felix W.
Sweigert.—Portable Fence.—December 10, 1867.

—

The rails of the fence are secui-ed between the sepa-
rating ferrules on the vertical post.
Claim.—A. portable fence, c'ombiued of round

wi'ought-iron posts C, bed plate A, rails B, scarfed
and applied with intervening ferrules D, head and
bottom Avashers F, all arranged in the manner and
for the purpose specified.

72,114.—George C. Taft, "Worcester, Mass.,
assignor to Theodore Mace, Sing Sing, N. T.—
Variable Crank for Boring Machine.—December 10,

1867.—The two variable cranks are adjusted to regu-
late the leverage to the resistance of the auger.
Claim.—The two vaiiable cranks, coustructed as

specified, and applied in the manner shown to the
shaft or axis of the boring machine, as and for the
purposes set forth.

72,115.—JA3IES Teachout, "Waterford, N. Y.—
Rotary Take-up for Knitting Macliine.—December
10, 1867.—The object is to insure a uniform tension
on the goods. When the take-up is made to revolve
and the oblique toothed wheel turns inward toward
the scroll plate, the shafts are made to rotate until
the cloth overcomes the resistance of the spiral spring
connected to the bell-crank lever ; the scroll then
disengages the clutch and stops the take-up motioxi
for a short period.

Claim.—First, the stationary scroll plato C, placed
over the center of motion of take-up of knitting ma-
chines, for the purpose described.
Second, in combination with the scroll plate C, the

toothed gear D, for the purpose herein set forth.

Third, the toothed wheel D, or its equivalent, either
separately or combined with the described appendages
efgi'K, aiTanged as shown and described, and ope-
rating substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose specified.

Fourtli, in combination with the above, the adjust-
able gear s and concentric gears s', for the purpose
described.

72,116.—James Teachout, "Waterford, IS". T.—
Knitting Jfac/iwie.-December 10, 1867.—Improve-
ment on patent of E. M. Bar, May 30, 18.54. The
needles are supported in a lateral way by a projecting
arc of the jack. An arcli is formed on the upper side
of the jack to depress the "cloth" below the level of
the needles.

Claim.—First, forming the "jacks" or loop-lifters
B with a projecting arc/ and depressed arc <;, for the
purposes set forth.

Second, in combination with the arc / and arch g,
the rounded end, as shown and described.

Third, in combination with the described knitting
jacks, a retaining hub or device, constructed and ar-

ranged as shown and described.

72,117.—James Teachout, "Waterford, X. Y.—
Knitting Ifac/une.-December 10, 1867.—The inner
rounded ends of the lifting jacks turn in annular re-

cesses of two collars upon the smaller portion of tlie

cylinder. These collars arc made vertically adjusta-
ble to suit the description of Avork.
Claim.—First, the vci-tically-adjustablc collars or

rings G and H, for the purposes described.
Second, in combination with the collars G and 11,

the partitions or wings k and groove I, as set forth.

Third, in combination with the adjustable collars G
aud II, wings Ar, and groove i, the ''jacks" or lifters
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M, formed as showu and described, for the purpose
apeciiied.

72,lis.—John B. Terry, Hartford, Conn.—
Manufacturvng Illaminutinrj Gas.—December 10,

1^67.—The saturated air or gas is passed through a
heated retort in which the air and hydrocarbon are
ouch decomposed, and a mixture of air, carbureted
hydrogen, and a small quantity of carbonic acid
pusses out from the retort to the burners, or is col-

le-ctcd in the gas-holder.
Claim.—First, the method herein described, of

heating air charged Avith hydrocarbon vapor, so as
to render it non-condensable previous to its delivery
as an illuminating gas, for the purposes set forth.

Second, the employment of a retort or other heat-
ing medium, interposed between the carbureter and
gas-holder, or other gas-delivering or gas-burning de-

vice, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Third, the employment of one or more burners un-
der the retort or vessel, for the purpose of heating
the same, under the ai-raugemeut herein shown and
described.
Fourth, the combination with the carbureting ves-

sel and intermediate heater of a jacket under or
around the said carbureter and a flue connecting the
jacket with said heater, substantially in the manner
and for the purposes set forth.

72,119.—S. T. Thomas and J". H. Dolley, Gil-

ford, ]Sr. H.

—

Loom.—December 10, 1867.—The swing-
ing arm projects from the rocker shaft, and is held
normally in position by a spring that allows the arm
to yield freely to the blow of the shuttle against the
picker staff. The incline insures the removal of the
picker from the path of vertical movement of the
shuttle boxes and shuttles at such times as the boxes
are to be shifted.

Claim.—In combination with the lever g, aiTanged
to operate as set forth, the incline n, or its equivalent,

for relieving the picker from the action of the spring
t, to permit free movement of the shuttle boxes, sub-

stantially as set forth.

72,120.—John W. Thompson, Greenfield, Mass.—Gate.—December 10, 18G7.—The tubular rods and
braces are screwed into coupling joints to form a gate.

Claim.—A gate, made of metallic tubing and con-
nections, substantially as herein set forth and de-

scribed.

72,121.—James Thoms, South Boston, Mass.—
Tail Piece for Violins.—December 10, 1867.—The
string is attached to the tail board by a small winch,
so that when broken it may be payed out for reat-

tachment.
Claim.—Applying a winch to the tail piece of a

violin, substantially as and for the purpose herein
shown and described.

72,122.—K. S. TiTCOMB, Glorersville, IST. T.—
Folding Bedstead and Crib.—December 10, 1867.

—

The frame of the bedstead is hinged and pivoted, so

as to fold together in a small compass when not in use.

Claim.—First, a folding bedstead or crib, substan-

tially as shown and described and for the purpose set

forth.

Second, a rotating bedding box A, in combination
witli the head and foot boards of a bedstead or crib,

substantially as shown and described and for the
purpose set forth.

Third, folding head and foot boards, composed of

the ports F and C, substantially as shown and de-

scribed and for the purposes set forth.

Fourth, the swinging sides A', in combination with
the box A and the head and foot boards F C, sub-

stantially as shown and described and for the pur-
poses set forth.

72,123.—J. F. TuoxEL, Bloomsville, Ohio.—
Steam Engine.—December 10, 1867.—Tlie pistons

are operated in a cylinder without heads, so as to ex-

ert the full expansive force of the steam on the main
shaft.

Claim.—First, the construction of the oscillating

vnlve T, and arrangement of tlic openings S P P'
and R, substantially as shown and described.

Second, the arrangement of the piston rods K and

L, operating in one and the same end of the cylinder,
substantially as shown and described.

72,124.—InTathan Turner, West Lynn, Mass.—
Wardrshe.—December 10, 18G7.—The sides, top, and
bottom fold upon each other, and have grooves for
tlie retention of the shelves when used as a closet or
book-case.
Claim.—A convertible wardrobe, closet, or book-

case, with swinging or folding sides C, and swinging
or folding top A, and bottom B, substantially as de-
scribed and for the purpose set forth.

72,125.—Herbert W. C. Tweddle, Pittsburg,
Pa.

—

Apparatus for Distilling Oils.—December 10,
1867.—Explained by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, a trough or troughs having perfbra-
tions for the passage of the oil in small quantities,
and furnished with points near to such perforations,
so as to cause the oil to pass therefrom in drops, or
fine streams, or thin films or layers, over heated pipes
or tubes placed thereunder, when used witliin a vacu-
um still, for the purposes substantially as described.
Second, in a vacuum still for distilling oil the use

of a series or coil of steam pipe placed horizontally,
one under another, as a series of evaporating sur-
faces, substantially as and for the purposes above s<^
forth.

Third, in a vacuum still for distilling oil, a series
or coil of steam jet pipes e, in combination with a
series or coil of evaporating pipes a, substantially as
and for the purposes above set forth.

Fourth, combining together a series of apparatus,
such as hereinbefore described, for the purpose of
procuring a continuous distillation of petroleum, each
member of a series consisting of a vacuum still con-
taining a coil of steam pipe as evaporating surfaces,
and troughs for the gradual distillation of the oil, in
combination with suitable condensing apparatus,
substantially as and for the purposes hereinbefore set

forth. •
Fifth, a vacuum residuum receiver D, connected to

and in combination with a vacuum still, or a battery
of such stills, substantially in the manner and for th«
purposes above set forth.

72,126.—Herbert W. C. Tweddle, Pittsburg
Pa. — Distilling Hydrocarbon Oils.— December 10,

1867.—Explained by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, in distilling hydrocarbon oils, va-
porizing the oil by causing it to itiow in a thin film or
layer over the surfaces of a series of heated pipes In
a vacuum still, with or without the application oi

superheated steam, substantially as above described.
Second, the application of the process of distilla-

tion hereinbefore described, to the re-distillation of
fire-distilled oils, for the purpose of producing an oil

similar to the refined oil of commerce, substantially
as above set forth.

Third, seeming a continuous and complete distilla-

tion of hydrocarbon oils, by causing tho oil to flow
over the surfaces of a succession of heated pipes in
diflfereut vacuum stills, the temperature of such pipes
increasing in each successive still, so as to drive off

at first more volatile ingredients, and then those less

so, and so on till only the residuum remains, substan-
tially as hereinbefore described.

72,127.—Joseph G. Vale, Cumberland county.
Pa.—Gram i>ri«.—December 10, 1867. — The con-
cavity beneath the shovel has cross-rods ; on tho
transverse rod are spherical rollers to spread the
seed as it falls.

Claim. — ThQ quarti-elliptical shovel B, with its

base E E' coming to a point at E, the rod C, the rod
n, with thereon the balls D and D', together with the
funnel A, all constructed and operating in the man-
ner and for the purpose described.

72,128.—George E,. Yanderbh^t, Mount Vc
non, N. Y.. assignor to himself, J. J. Lindstrom, ar
D. W. Spidolph, same ^hxeo.-Windoiv Sash Stop.-

December 10, 18G7.—The clamping plates are secure,',

with a tightening bolt to lock the sash in any posi-

tion. The attached springs hold tho sash without
rigidly locking it.

Claim.—Yivst, the two clamping plates and the

tightening bolt, combined and operated substantially

as and for tho purpose specified.
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Second, the 8prinp:s, arranj^ed in relation to the
plates c d, substantially as and lor the purpose speci-

ted.

72,1211.—George W. Van DusEN.Williamsburg,
IS. y.

—

Musical Instrument.—December 10, 1867.

—

By the rotation of the perforated surface the notes
of the instrument are sounded in the order required

;

as the linger pieces fall into the depressions the keys
move and the air passage is opened.

Claim. — The combination and arrangement of
lever V with finger piece Y at one end and stud b at

the other, valve G and air passage E closed by a
flexible diaphragm K, substantially as herein de-

scribed and for the purpose of producing, by means
of ail*, an action upon any suitanle sound-producing
mechanism through the movement of a sheet or strip

perforated, or in any other equivalent manner pre-

pared.

72,130.—Andreas Vang, 111.— Wa^^r Indicator
for. Boilers.—December 10, 18()7.—The float is con-
neoted to a plug having an axial opening coramuni-
ooting between the steam space and a whistle, when
the float is in its lowest position. The outer end of
the plug carries a pointer to indicate the position of
the float.

Claim.—The an-angement of the globe a, arm 6,

cylinder c, indicator/, and Avhistle g, substantially as
herein set forth.

72,131.— Oliver Vanorman, Eipon, "Wis.—
Horse Ray i^ort.—I)ccember 10, 1867.—The levers
ai-o actuated to close the t'oi-ks on the hay by the draft
oords to which they are attached.
Claim.—The arrangement of the fork heads B B'

in the frame A, and with the arms C C, rollers e e,

and cords D D, as and for the purpose set forth.

72,132.—LewisYaughAN, Eapids, Ohio.— TTrt.'fA-

ing Machine.—Deceimher 10, 1867.—The adjustable
bottom is regulated relatively to the coiTugated ro-

tating roller, according to the thickness of the clothes
passing through.
Oteim.—The adjustable bottom B and spring lever

I, as arranged in combination with the roller C, in
the manner substantially as described.

72,133.—Albert VosE, Pittsfield, Vt, assignor
to himself and Ambrose 6. Yose, Randolph, Yt.—
Hay Raker and Loader.—Decewher 10, 1867.—The
hay, after being gathered by the rake, is grasped by
the forks, and the friction 'blocks being simultane-
ously applied to the wheels, the amis upon which the
blocks are mounted turning upon the same center as
the wheels, are fastened thereto, and by the rotation
of the wheels, as the machine is drawn forward, are
raised into a vertical position, carrying the loaded
fork with them, until the lever strikes the projecting
axm that precipitates the hay on the load.
Claim.—First, the fork aiTD b, hinged or pivoted

to the frame in line with the axle, and operated by
means of friction blocks, as described.
Second, the friction blocks d, in combination with

fork aim 6 and eccentric levers e, arranged as de-
scribed.

Third, the fork arms b, in combination with the
freely s^viveling fork bar o, operated as described.
Fourth, the forks q pivoted in swiveling bar o. and

operated by means of levers v, and rods, cords, or
chains, substantially as described.

Fifth, the levers v mounted on fork bars or arms b,

in combination with the fork q. substantially as de-
fuscihed.

Sixth, the combination of forks q, spring t, chains
to, and ievers v, with the fork arm 6, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

Seventh, the means for opening and closing the
lifting forks, in combination with a means for ope-
rating the friction blocks, or tlieir equivalent, whereby
they are operated simultaneously, as described.
Eighth, the lever e for closing the forks and ap-

plying the friction blocks, as described, in combination
with the arms g for releasing the same, as described.

l!finth, the extension x of the pivoted fork bars b,

in combination with cords or chains 5, operating as
described.
Tenth, the curved or semicircular rake head, or its

qgtUvalent, an-anged in rear of and operated in con-

nection with the lifting fork, substantially as de-
scribed.

72,134.—George E. Wade, JeffCTson City, Mo.— Washing 2[achine.—December 10, 1867.—The lower
corrugated, perforated board is attached in the bottom
of the tub by projecting springs. The upper boai-d
receives a combined vertically and rotary motion
through its connection with the'lever and spiral plate.

Claim.—The lever M, the spiral metal plato F, the
washboards A and B, corrugated as shown, and the
springs c c' c", in combination with a common wash
tub, when constructed, arranged, and operating sub-
stantially as shown and specified.

72^135.—John Wakefield, Birmingham, Eng-
land, assignor to Isaac Smith and William Foth-
eugill Bartho.—Bolt and liivet Machine.—Decem-
ber 10, 1867

;
patented in England September 14, 1865,

—The rod is fed through a guide plate into movable
dies, the length of the blank being regtdatcd by a
stop. The movable dies have an oscillating motion^
and have three functions. Th(!y cut off the rod fed
i^nto the machine, carry the blank in front of the head-
ing die, and finally serve as the die in which the head
of the bolt is formed. The vertical dies descend, cut-
ting oft" the length of rod against the face of the guide
plate, and caiTy it in front of a hollow die that lias a
horizontal motion, the interior of the die correspond-
ing to the intended form of the shank of the rivet.
The back of the hollow die is closed by a stopper sit-

uated in the axis of the plunger.
Claim.—First, the arrangement or combination,

substantially as hereinbefore described and illustrated
in the accompaiiving drawings, of the vertical dies
b b, for cutting o& and carrying the cut-off length of
rod, and for shaping the head of the rivet or bolt, with
the horizontal punch or die m for shaping the shank
of the rivet or bolt, and upsetting the end of the rivet
or bolt into a head in the vertical dies.

Second, the arrangement or combination of parts
hereinbefore described, and illustrated in the accom-
panying drawings, for giving motion to the said ver-
tical dies b b, and horizontal punch or die m.

Third, the arrangement or combination of partfl

hereinbefore described, and illustrated in the accom-
panying drawings, for removing the finished rivet or
bolt from the horizontal punch or die.

72,136.—^Dudley Webster, Washington, D. C.
—Egg Beater.—December 10, 1867,—The bowl of the
beater is serrated around its edges, and has a seri"ajted

aperture in the middle.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, an egg-

beater spoon, constructed as described, viz,, with its

circumference and the edges of an inner central open-
ing serrated, as and for the purpose described,

72,1 37.—Peter Y,Westfall, Kalamazoo, Mich.—Brick Machine.—December 10,1 867,—The tempered
clay is conveyed from the pug mill to the hopper from
whence it descends, and is deflected laterally by ordi-

nary knife-like partitions in the hopper, to the molds
in the two revolving cylinders. After a number of
revolutions the molds are filled with clay that is con-
solidated by the action of the followers, aided by the
supply of clay from the central section of the hopper.
The o'perator then shifts the cams and discharges the
molded bricks on the endless apron, and turns the
cams to their former position, when the process isi^e-

peated.
Claim,.—'First, the combination of the two molding

cylinders C C, when the molding rccci^ses 1 1 in said
cylinders, and theii* intermediate followers J J, are so
proportioned with each other that the faces of said
followers cannot be In-ought in contact with each otlier

and wlien the said follower iiieces have substantially
the degree of cm-vature herein represented and de-
scribed.

Second, in connection with the molding cylinders C
C, the central shaft b and its operating levers L L, in

combination with the jointed rods n n and the crank
arms m m, on the respective cam shafts, for operat-
ing all the cams simultaneously, substantially in the
manner herein set forth.

Third, the vibrating spring scraper i in combina-
tion witli the wire-clotli belt w. when an-anged with
the molding cylinders C C, and operated substantially
in the manner and for the pm-pose herein set forth.
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72,138.—IS"ATHANIEL Weston, San Francisco,
Cal.

—

Apparatus for Enameling Photographic Pic-
tMres.—December 10, 1867.—The enameling glass,

after sufficient pressure upon the card to distribute
tlie enamel, is steadied on the rest until the enamel is

sufficiently set to receive the clamps which hold the
plates of glass together. The weight is placed upon
the glass when the hand is removed. The enameling
block rests upon four square tapering blocks, which
are placed in a shallow vessel to catch the surplus
enamel.

. Claim.—The rest A for the glass, or its equivalent

;

the use of the glasses B B, the weight G, the fasten-
ings H, the clamps E E, or their equivalents, in part
or in combination, for the pm-poses herein set forth.

72,139.—K'ORMAN W. Wheeler, Brooklyn, IT.

Y.— Valve Gear for Steam Engine.—December 10,

1867.—The eccentric acts upon a series of cylindrical
plunger valveson a single stemworking in a cylindrical
chamber tilled with water, and communicating with
other chambers by valveports. One of these cham-
bers has a cylindrical plunger, whose stem forms the
valve stem of the engine slide valve. During a por-
tion of the movement of the eccentric rod, ports are
open for the escape of the water to the side chamber,
but a further movement closes the ports and forces
water on the plunger, which, when sufficiently moved,
opens another passage and allows the escape of the
water. The continued reciprocation of the eccentric
rod and the stem to which it is attached is turned into
an intennittiug reciprocation in the engine valve stem.
Claim.—Eii'st, opening the proper ports, as i' i'\ so

as to suspend the operation of the moving force upon
the valve or valves at the period when the steam is

cut oflF, and before the exhaust is opened, substantially
as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Second, the closure of certain ports, as i' i" and h'

k", so as to cause the valve or valves to resume the
movement towards its or their full throw at the proper
period, substantially as and for the pui'pose herein set
forth.

Third, opening the proper ports, as h' h", so as to
suspend the moving force operating upon the valve
or valves, when they or it have reached the proper
limit of throw, substantially as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

Eourth, regulating the times of closing passages,
so as to induce the cutting-otf movement of the valve
or valves, at'variable periods, substantially in the man-
ner and for the purposes herein set forth.

Eifth, changing a continuous reciprocating motion
derived from an eccentric, or equivalent moving part
of the engine, to an intermittent reciprocating motion
by means of a hydraulic apparatus, as hereinbefore
described, substantially in the manner and for the
purposes herein set forth.

72,140.—A. H. and T. S. Whitacre, Morrow,
Ohio.

—

Ditching Machine.—December 10, 1867.—The
scoops work on an endless chain actuated by grooved
pulleys, which are raised or lowered on the runners
that support the machine. The motdon is given by a
sweep, and the same power winds tlie hauling rope on
the drum, to advance the machine against the "breast"
of soil or gravel.

Claim.—First, the combination of the sled A and
the frame B, connected by tlic racks and pinions c «,

at the corners, arranged and operating substantially
as and for tlie purpose described.
Second, the pulleys D and E, carrying the endless

chain g with the scoops h h, in combination with the
drum C, the plungers n n operating by the double in-

cline p around the wheel K and the sweep F, con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
pm'pose herein described.

72,141.—Samuel P. Williams, Sheridan, N. T.—Farm Fence.—December 10, 1867.—The triangular
side posts between Avliicli the i-ails are placed are sup-

ported by a metallic Irame whose ends are secured to

the founclation stone and whose cros«-bars serve to

support the rails.

Claim..—The application and use of the triangular
])racc-po8ts B B and tie rod C in the construction of
foi-ra fences, in the manner substantially as describod.

72,1 '12.- Huoii B. WiLLSOX, IS'ew York, N. T.
,

—

Yeniilating Turmel—December 10, 18G7; antedated

November 28. 1867.—Pipes lead from openings in the
posts to the lower portion of the tunnel and supply
air thereto. From the crown of the tunnel, pipes
lead to the hollow post, which forms a flue for th«
discharge of the air.

Claim.—First, the method of applying street-lamp
posts, and awning and other useful or ornamental
posts, pillars, or structures to the purposes of venti-
lating underground railway tunnels, substantially as
within described.
Second, the combination of street-lamp posts, and

awning and other posts, pillars, or structures, whether
forornament or use, with the connectijig tubes of saeti

railway tunnels, substantially in manner set forth. •

72,143.--James T. Wilson, Brooklyn. IJ". Y.—
Medical Compound.—December 10, 1867.—For treat-
ment of fever and ague. Holland gin, 3 gills, re-

duced one-half by evaporation ; tincture of capsicum,
7 oz. ; tincture of peppermint, 1 di'achm ; tincture of
opium, 1 drachm.

Claim.—The combination of the above named in-

gredients in the manner as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

72,144.—Wm. H. Winans, Newark, N. J.—Sho^
Lifter.—December 10, 1867.—The concave lever plate

is inserted 'in the boot leg and the compound-action
levers benind tighten the hold.

Claim.—^First, the combination of the lever plat*
A, griping plate B, spring 6, and holding lever C,
substantially as and for the purpose specitied.

Second, the teeth or studs a' provided upon the in-

ner surface of the gripping-plate B, and arranged in
relation with the back of the plate A, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

72,145.—T. W. WiSNER, Howell, Mich.—Stove.
—December 10, 1867.—The stove is supported on truck
wheels to facilitate its removal fiom place to place.

An adjustable grate occupies the whole interior su-

perficial area of the stove.

Claim.—The portable hop-drying stove, constructed
as described, of the corrugated side and end plates A,
supported upon the ash pan B, extending the entire

length of the stove, and mounted upon wheels, the

adjustable grate placed at b, in the center of the stove,

and the boiler, all arranged as described for the pur-

pose specified.

72,146.—John Wolfe, Washington, D. C—
Paper J'iZc-December 10, 1867.—The Inzj tongs is

attached to an adjusting ratchet bearer and supports

the shelf below.
Claim.—The ^aper file or holder, constructed and

operated as herein recited.

72,147.—AuRiN Wood, Worcester, Mass.—Latha
Box and Journal—Tfecemher 10, 1867.—Tho recess

beneath the journal is filled with some fibrous mate-
rial that sucks up the oil imparted to it by the duct
from tlie reservoir, and distributes it over the jom-nal

by tlie diagonal grooves on its face.

Claim.—First, the combination and relative ar-

rangement of the oil box B and groove a, and iuclinetl

oil passage e, formed in the bottom part A of tlic

journal box, substantially in the manner and for the

purposes herein shown and specihed.

Second, the combination of the jom-nal C, having
the peculiarly-shaped grooves d d cut in its sm-fivo«

with the journal box D, provided in its lower part

with the oil box, iucUned oil passage, and groove a,

under the arrangement substantially as herein shmvn
and set forth.

72,148.—AuRiN Wood, Worcester, Mass.—Lath«
for Forming Shaftiyig.—December 10, 1867.—The mo-
tion of the shaft which is being turned actuates the

pump and forces the water from the reservoir through
the tube into the cup, from whence it runs onto the

part of the shaft being turned.
Claim.—First, the combination with the bed of the

latlie, provided with a reservoir or receptacle as do-

scribed, of tlie sliding tool carriage and the pump, at-

tached to and moving with said carriage, substan-

tially as and for the purposes shown and set forth.

Second, the combination with the sliding tool car-

riage and pump, mounted upon said carriage, of tho

cup C, and tube connecting said cup with tlie pump,
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substantially in the manner and for the purposes
herein shown and described.

Third, the method of operating the pump, by con-
necting the piston rod of the same with a friction

wheel, actuated by the rotation of the shaft which is

being turned in the machine, in the manner herein
shown and specified.

72,149.—"Walteu A. Wood, Hoosick Falls, IS"".

T.

—

Finger Fan for Harvesters.—December 10, 1867.

—Explained by the claim and illustration.

Ciaim.—Bevelling off the front upper corner of the
finger-bar, to afford a seat for the sickle or scythe-
bar to vibrate upon, in combination with bevelling
oflfthe lower side of the finger-bar for the reception
of the guard-finger.

72,150.—TT. H. Woods, Philadelphia, Va.—Cur-
tain Fixture.—December 10, 1867 ; antedated Decem-
ber 6, 1867.—The metallic rack is attached vetically
to the side of the window frame and holds the cord
connected with the shade by means of a lever dog
that works in a longitudinal slot in the rack. It is

engaged to or disengaged from the teeth by moving
the lever in or out of the slot, and is secured' in place,
when engaged, by a swivel knob on which is a pulley
that carries the cord of the shade.

Claim.—The lever dog c with the cross foot e en-
gaging and disengaging the teeth of the rack b b, in
combination with the swiveled knob d, having a cross-
bar g and working in the slot a a of the rack case A,
substantially as and for the purposes herein described.

72,151—E. S. Phelps, Jr., Wyanet, 111.—Cftim-
nei/.—December 10, 1867.—The chimney rests on a
metallic base which has a drawer to receive the soot.

Claim.—The device above described, consisting of
the iron box A and drawer B, constructed and ar-
ranged as shown, when used in combination with the
chimney D, substantially in the manner and for the
purposes specified.

72,152—Abham Alexander, Pittsburg, Pa.—
'Bolt-making Machine.—December 17, 1867.— The
plungers are secured in sockets of sliding blocks,
which are connected by toggle levers to a gravitating
weight by whose fall they are actuated in heading the
blank. Each biankis held between two clampingdies,
which are opened for its reception and discharge

;

the latter is accomplished by a spring rod actuated by
a hammer, the rod impinging against the point of the
bolt. The weight is raised by a compound rotating
cam.
Claim.—The combination of the piece D, guides

d d, and frame A with the pieces H H, bolts G G-, and
gripping dies J J', guides G' G' G' G', arranged and
operating substantially in the manner and for the pm--
pose set forth.

The compound cam F and block F', in combination
with the drop piece D, to obtain a vertical upward
motion of said piece D, in the manner specified and
for the purpose stated.

_
The hollow screw 1, bolt 3, and nnt 18, in combina-

tion with the hammer 7, or its equivalent, and the grip-
ping dies of a bolt-making machine, substantially in
the manner and for the purpose specified.

72,153.—Abuam Alexander. Pittsburg, Pa.—
Machine for Making i'oity.—December 17, 1867.—
Explained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The combination and an-angement of the
cam C, levers G and M, bar D, and pin T Avith the
weight W, or a spring, acting substantially in the
same manner, when used and applied to operate the
gripping dies closing machinoiy, described in my im-
proved bolt-making machine, or any other substan-
tially the same.

72,154.—Andrew E. Banks, Detroit, Mich.—
Churn Dasher.—Deoember 17, 1867.—The disks are
in a vertical series attached together by the dowel
rods, and having axial openings through which the
crei.m is forcea. The tubular dash shaft passes
through the upper disk, and has a downwardlv open-
ing valve at its lower end.

Claim.—First, the use of the dowel-pins BB B B, for
the purpose described, when arranged substantially
as set forth.

Second, the combination of the disksA A, &c., with

holes through them F F, <fec., the upper disk or collar
G, with the hollow handle C, provided with the valve
E, and the dowel pins B B, &c., when an-anged sub-
stantially as described and for the purpose desig-ned.

72,155.—AsHBEL P. Barlow, Claremont, N. H.—Saw Mill.—December 17, 1867.—The upper guides
have double inclines to draw the saw backward in its
upward movement, at first faster and then more
slowly. The saw is loosely coupled to the pitman be-
neath its connection to the cross head, so as to give
an equivalent compensating motion to the lower end
of the saw, to that communicated from the inclination
of the guides to its upper end.
Claim.—First, the ways or guides 6, constructed

with the double inclines and parallel sides, substan-
tially as shown and described.
Second, the cross-head, cut away, as shown at«, and

provided with the lips having the convex faces r r,

constructed and operating substantially as and for tlie

purpose set forth.

Third, the saw-buckle, perforated and slotted as de-
scribed, in combination with the gib or key bolts o,

as set forth.

Fourth, the hollow pitman, slotted at m, and pro-
vided with adjusting keys for varying the distance of
the saw pivot from the pitman fulcrum, in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

72,156.—George H. Becker, Memphis, Tcnn.,
assignor to himself and John C. Lanier, same place.—Device for Accumulating Fovjer.—December 17,
1867.—Motion is communicated from the crank of a
hand wheel to that of a fly wheel by a system of levers
and pitmans.

Claim,.—The construction and combination of the
levers E G J M O R and X with the pitmenDHL
P and 17, the connecting arm T, and the wheelW and
weight Y, when arranged as herein described and for
the purpose set forth.

72,157.—E. C. Bender, York, and William
Steffe, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Drying and Seasoning
Lumber.— December 17, 1867.—Explained by tho
claim.
Claim.—The within described process of seasoning

lumber, consisting in subjecting the lumber to the ac-
tion of a gradually increased temperature, in an air-
tight chamber, until all or nearly all the moisture has
been extracted from it ; in retaining all the lieat and
watery vapor about the lumber until a temperature of
about 170° Fah. has been attained in said air-tight
chamber ; and, finally, in compelling the heated moist-
ened air to escape slowly from said chamber while the
temperature is reduced therein substantially in the
manner herein set forth.

72,158.—Charles Boize, New York, N. Y., as-
signor to himself and Peter M. Devos.—Preserving
Eggs and Other Substances.—December 17, 1867.

—

The eggs are packed in pulverized slate.

Claim.—The use of argillite, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

72,159.—S. A. BosTWiCK, Laconia, ]Sr. H.—
Plumb and Level.—December 17, 1867.-The stock
has a segmental index plate, which slides on the curved
edge of the semicivotdai- level block, and is secured
by a set screw.
Claim.—The semicircular spirit block B, fitting and

adjusting in the semicircular space in the stock A,
arranged and operating substantially as and for tho
purpose herein specified.

Also, the grooves g and i and stops h and I, com-
bined and arranged substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

72,160—^D. BOYJITON, St. Johnsbury, Vt., as-
signor to himself, H. G. O. Burrows, and Arthuu
E. Wnn-SKY.—Combined Shovel and Sifter.—Decem-
ber 17, 1867.—Explained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—A fire shovel A, provided with a supple-
mental bottom e, containing a screen /, and also pro-
vided witli a cover or lid B, all arranged in the man-
ner substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

72,161.— Sewall Brackett, Jamaica Plain,
Mass.

—

Machine for Separating Roots from Peat.—
December 17, 1867 ; antedated December 4, 1867.

—
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The sifter box is so connected to the receiver that it

can occupy a position immediately over it, or may be
run to its edge and tilted up for discharge of roots re-

maining after the dry peat has di-opned through into
the receiver. The roots ai-e retainea by vertical pins
projecting upward from the grates. The sifter is ac-

tuated by a crank and pitman.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

carriage B, the main and supplementary grates D G-,

the series of pins e, mechanism for raising the supple-
mentary grate on the pins and mechanism for impart-
ing to the main and supplementary grates reciprocat-
ing longitudinal movements as set forth, these me-
chanisms being- the lever I, the bar H, and the up-
rights /, and the cranked ehalt E and connecting
rod F.

Also, the combination and arrangement of the whole
and the peat receiver A, as set forth, the said peat
receiver and the carnageB being connected by means
substantiidly as explained.

72,162.—James E. Bradley and Moses D.
BuowN, Chicago, 111.

—

Manufacture of Steel.—De-
cember 17, 18b7. — Improvement on the patent of
James R. Bradley, April 15, 1862.—To the melted
malleable iron are added salt, binoxide of manga-
nese, saltpeter, alum, charcoal, sal-ammoniac, and,
when gray cast iron is used, add dry potash. To
produce shear steel, with scrap or good malleable
iron ai-e melted potash, sal-ammoniac, manganese,
charcoal, and sodium. The ingredients and propor-
tions cannot be given in limited space for all varieties

of steel.

C'Zaim.—The improved processes for making steel

of different kinds herein described, by mixing the
several ingredients in the proportions and melting
the same with malleable or scrap iron, as specified,

72,163*—Isaac P. Cabman, Mendota, HI., as-

signor to himself and James Aikex", same place,

Harvester Bake.—December 17, 1867.— The rake is

raised to pass over the platform on its return stroke
by one of four pio.jections on a cam, which, in the
effective stroke of the rake, tui-ns with it.

Claim. — So combining a circular reciprocating
rtike with the cam wheel, which gives it its rising
and falling motion, that the rake shall move said
wheel when it clears the platform, and without it

when it returns for the next sweeping or dealing
operation, substantially as described.

Also, in combination with the sweep rake the
pivoted holding arm 4, acting in conjunction with it,

as and for the purpose described.

72,164.— B. H. Camp, Washington, D. C, as-

signor to himself and EufL's Prentice.—Device for
Attaching Oversales to Boots and Shoes.—December
17, 1867.—The rubber sole has a toe piece covering
the toe of the shoe, and a wire clip, whose claws en-

gage the shank of the sole.

Claim.—In combiaation with the oversole a the
corrugated elastic clasp 6, wlien constructed, ar.

ranged, and operating in the manner herein described

72,165".-Thomas Chambers, St. Louis, Mo.—
Hydraulic JElevator.—DecembeT 17, 1867.—The ele-

vator has a series of water chambers. By movement
of a pump lever sufficient water is thrown into the
proper chamber to cause the car to ascend or descend.
An indicator denotes the place of stoppage.

Claim.—First, the reservoir A^, the car B, the
chamber B*, the pump D. and the pipes D^ and D^,
when combined and ai-ranged as described and set

forth.

Second, the indicator c c' c^ c^ c*, when aiTanged in

relation to the dumb waiter, as described.
Third, the brake attachment L I L', when con-

structed and arranged in relation to the elevator, as
described and set forth.

Fourth, the self-tipping and unloading shelf b^,

when combined with the elevating car, as described
and set forth.

72,166.—Charles J. Clements, Ifew York, N.
Y.—Padioc^-.—December 17. 18G7.—The hinged guard
plate acts in combination with the notched tumblers,

to prevent their turning around for unlocking till

theii- respective notches are brought opposite to the

said plate, which then swings into the notches and
allows the bolt to be thrown.

Claim.—The guard plate B arranged and operating
in combination with the tumblers a a, substantially
as and for the purpose herein specified.

72,167.—Alvin Colbuen, Lynn, and Elbridge
G. Stanley, Fitchburg, assignors to Alvin ColbUrn
and John Baddin, Lynn, Mass.— Mechanism for
Connecting a Horse with a Carriage.—^December 17,
1867.—The harness is connected by a spring pin to a
spring rod on each thiU.

Claim.—The arrangement of the connection bar
case B with its bar C, and spring against the side
instead of on the end of the shaft, the same render-
ing no reduction of the shaft necessary in the appli-
cation of the invention thereto.
Also, the combination and arrangement of the

spring bolt with the socket piece and the bar C, its

case and spiing, arranged with the shaft as set forth.
Also, the combination of the double eye piece F',

hiving a tooth, as described, with the spring bolt, its

case, and socket piece, to be used with the slide bar
C, made and applied, or to be applied to a shaft, sub-
stantially as described.

72,168.—J. B. Collin, Altoona, Pa., assignor to
himself andE. E. Ricker, same place.

—

Lubricating
Cup.—December 17, 1867.—The pointed pin is at-

tached to the screw cap, and, projecting through the
small orifice of the oU tube, drops the oil clear of its

sides.

Claim.—An oil cup having an adjustable tapering
pin projecting through, but free from contact with
the sides of an orifice communicating with and
smaller than the dischai-ge passage x, so as to form a
regulating drip or guide for conveying the oil from
the cup to the said passage, all substantially as de-
scribed.

72,169.—Gilbert M. Conner, Cohocs, N. Y.—
Water Wheel.—December 17, 1867.— The water, on
entering, has an upward and rotary motion, and has
a direct action on the buckets on all sides. The
buckets are so curved as to give a continued deflec-

tion to the water. The water is discharged homon-
tally from the top, and its discharge is limited by a
vertically adjustable inclosing cylinder.

Claim.—First, the combination of the circular re-

ceiving chamber and the helical floor, or its equiva-
lent, with the radial guide chutes, substantially as de-

scribed.
Second, the com"bination of the central hub and its

inclined and twisted buckets, with the conical wheel
case, all constructed and operating substantially as
described.
Third, the combination of the deflecting floats with

the coutroUiug rim, for the purpose specified, ai"-

ranged and operating substantially as described.

72,170.—Robert Creuzbaur, Xew York, K. Y.—Boat Loioering Apparatus.—Decemher 17, 1867.

—

Expjained by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, davits which are hinged in such
manner as to swing freely in vertical or nearly verti-

cal planes toward and from the water, and to vibrate
above and below a horizontal plane intersecting their

axis of motion, substantially as described.

Second, the application of carved sections to the
upper ends of davits which are hinged at their lower
ends, so that said sections can be turned around, in-

dependently of the standards or lower sections of the
davits, substantially as described.
Third, the application of a ladder to a davit, ope-

rating snbstantially as described.
Fourth, the combination of a folding hand rail and

ladder to a hinged davit, operating substantially as

described.
Fifth, boats' davits hinged substantially a? de-

scribed, when counterpoised by a force suliicient to

raise tliem without the boat, but easily overcome by
the weight of the boat.

72,171.—Robert Creuzbaur. Xew York, N. Y.
—Boat Lo^vering Apparatus.—December 17, 1867.

—

Mainly similar to the preceding, (No. 72,170.) Both
of the davit ropes are wound upon drums on a single

haft having a friction brake. Thedrums have spline

connection to the shaft, and turn upon fixed screws
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Bleoved upon tho shaft, so that the {Inim has longitu-

dinal movement, and the rope is drawn perpendicu-
larly to the drum and coiled fairly. The hand wheel
is secured to the shaft, and motion Is communicated
to the ratchet wheel by lufts upon both wheels, be-

tween which are rubber blocks interposed to prevent
jur.

Claim.—First, the application of elastic cushions
t' V between the hand wheel, hub Q, and tho ratchet
wheel U, for the purpose ind in the manner substan-
tially as described.

Second, the louf^itudinally traveling drums K ap-

plied to the shaft L, substantially in the manner and
for the pui'posos described.

Thircl, in combination with the pivoted ships' da-

vits, the pivoted shield or guard S, constructed so as

to keep the ropes E, in place upon their pulleys during
the raising and lowering of a boat, substantially as
described.

Fourth, the combination of elastic p^-essure roller

7i' with tho roller or pulley h, for preventing tho slack
of rope R from extending back to its drum K, sub-
stantially as described.

72,172.—RoBP.nx Creuzbaur, New York, 2^. Y.—Boat Detaching Apparatus.—December 17, 1867.

—

The suspension tongues have side wings to insure
tlie proper presentation of tho hole to the catcli bolt.

The bolts are connected by a spring to tho releasing
rods, which have recesses" in their cuds containing
eccentrics, by whose rotation they are simultaneously
retracted.

Claim.—First, spring bolts d d, or their equiva-
lents, constructed as described, and applied to sheaths,
so as to catch and hold tho suspension tongues C C
whcH thrust into said sheath, substantially as de-
scribed.
Second, the employment of eccentrics or cams b b,

in combination with the rods c c and spring bolts d d,

substantially as described.
Third, tho feathered coupling tongues C, in combi-

nation with grooved and flaring sheaths, substan-
tially as described.

Fourth, tho attachment of the coupling tongues to
springs or spring boxes, substantially as described.

72,173

—

Daniel A. DknisoN: Troy, Mich.—
Corn Popper.—December 17, 1867.—The gauze pan
has a tin cover, and is strengthened by strips of iron.

Claim.—Tho arrangement and combination of the
wire cloth pan A with the pieces of strap iron B B
and the tin pan or cover D, all arranged suDstantially
a« described for tho puipose designed.

72,174.—Agnes Doisy, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Stick
for Trundling i/oop.s.—Decernbor 17, 1867.—The
elastic cord is looped around the hoop to prevent it

from running beyond control.
Claim.— Tha improved hoop stick B, provided

with an elastic strap, tape, or cord D, fastened by
one end to the stick B, and being susceptible of be-
ing hooked or fastened by the other end to the said
stick, in tho manner and for the purpose set forth.

72,175.—H. C. DouMAN. ITorth Bridgewater,
'Mass.— Washing A[a<ihine.—T>ecevahev 17, 1867.

—

The tub is attached to a stand, and receives horizon-
tal oscillation therewith by a hand lever. The ope-
rative disk is attached to a cross-bar sliding verti-

cally in slots of the fi-ame, and rests on tho clothes
within the tub. '

Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement
of the wheels W W, the tub S, tho knob K with the
springs H H', substantially as described and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, tho holding disk T, when slotted at V V,
in combination with the reciprocating tub S, sub-
stantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

72,176.—E. D. Drapeu, Hopedale, and E. TV.
Gloveu, Medford. Mms.— Fire-Proof Safe.— De-
cember 17, 1867.—The tubes leading from the water
jacket to the interior of the safe are sealed by a con-
cavo-convox cap, attached with an alloy fusible be-
low tho temperature of boiling water.

Claim.—Tho concave cap c, in combination with
the ease A and the fusible metal sealing or solder d,

of tho kind described, such cap Ijeiug arranged with
tho mouth of the caao in tho manner as set tbrth.

%

72,177.—Constantine Drkxlkk, "Washington,
D. C.

—

Device for Securing and Feeding Soft Crabs.—December 17, 1867.—The inclosure of pickets, with
one-inch apertures between, is erected on the bank
of a river, and crabs are placed therein, so as to be
readily reached when in tho soft-shelled state.

Claim.—A marino inclosure, constructed and ar-
ranged IS shown, and provided with the guards or
fenders / and the movable floats g g h h, or their
eciuivalents, forming artificial liiding places, arranged
as shown and for the purposes substantially as de-
scribed.

72,178.— Charles S. Dunback, Swampscot,
Mass.

—

Rocker for Chairs or Cradles.—December
17, 1867.—Explained by the claim.
Claim.—The arrangement of the guard or cushion

B against or about the end of tlie rocker, in manner
and for the purpose specified, meaning also to claim,
as an improved manufacture, a rocker, as made with
an elastic cushion applied to its rear end, as set forth.

72,3 79.—Giles F. Filley, St. Louis, Mo.—Stove
Back Plate.—December 17, 1867.—Explained by the
claim and illustration.

Claim.—The method of forming the draft-flue pj
jection in the back plate of stoves with a curvat'
in the manner substantially as shown and speci'

72,180.—"William Fiske, Lowell, Mass.—,9<np-

ing Machine.—December 17, 1867.—The table sup-
porting tho material has a feed motion by the meau's
stated in the claims.
Claim.—Yirst, the combination of a sewing ma-

chine with a movable table by n^|^ of cord 11 and
pulley I and shaft F, worm and ^^wi gears on shafts
E and F, and cord J J with shan^, substantially as
herein set forth and described.
Second, the band P on pulleys II and Q with tight-

ener Q*2, Fig. 1, for transmitting power from shaft B
to shaft O, substautiaUy as set forth and for the pur-
pose described.

Third, the shipper M, tightener N, belt D, shafts
E F, and cord H, for the pui-jiose herein set forth.

Foui'th, the brake S on shipper M^ in connection
with detent T and balance wheel TJ, as fully set forth
and for the pm'poses described.

72,181.—Vincent Fountain, Jr., Castleton, 1^.

Y.

—

Machine Belting.—December 17, 1867.—A strip

of metal is riveted to the back of the belt.

Claim.—Forming machine bolting by combining
leather with metal riveted thereto, as herein de-
scribed.

72,182.—Stephen Fountain, Silver City, Ne-
vada.

—

Ore Concentrator and Amalgamator—Dc'
ceraber 17, 1867.—The centi-al cone has a series of
valves at difl'erent elevations Avhich are ojierated by
levers, and discharge into a box ending in a pipe,

which discharges into a concentrator beneath.
Claim.—The box D, haA'ing the valve h, stems n.

or an equivalent device, together with their operating
levers d and the rods g, the whole constructed and
arranged substantially as and for the purposes herein
described.

72,183.—OscAlt C. Fox, Georgetown, D. C—
Driven Well.—December 17, 1867.—The lo^er por-
tion of the tube is constnicted of different layers of
wire cloth varying in fineness, and the drill point at-

tached to its lower end has a diip hole from its

socket, the said hole being kept open with a roll of
wire cloth. After driving, the outer tube is raised
to expose the gauze.
Claim.—A well tube, constructed wholly of woven

wire of different textures, as shown, combined and
an-anged with a drill point, having a drip through its

bodv, all Substantially as and for tho purposes de-

scribed.

72,184.-Bartholomew Clifford Galvin, New
York, N. Y.—Portable Switch.—December 17, 1867.

—One end of the car-lifter is secured upon the rail,

and the other end has a sen-ated plate resting on tho
gi'ound.
Claim.—First, tho single switch, constructed and

arranged as described, with bar D, pliitc E, teeth F,
clip of the rail A A, rail plate G, wheel guide C, and
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lereling lug' and casine L L, and vertical acting
hinge H in bar D, as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the doable portable switch, when con-
structed ^vith verticallT-hinged arms A A attached
to plate O, with frog F an^ movable arm S working
in notches R with movable and sliding side lugs L L
and parts B and W, all constructed and combined as
and tor the pui-pose set forth.

Third, in the car-replacer or switch, above de-
scribed, the three inclines, combined and constructed
substantially as described and for the purposes set
forth.

72,185.—Earthoiomew Clifford Galtix, Xew
York, X. Y.—Raihvay Switch.—Deeemher 17, 1867.

—The switch track is laid over the fixed tracks to
convey the cars from one to another. ,

Claim.—First, in railroad switches, as shown in
sheet Xo. 1, Fig, 1, the construction and arrangement
of fixed and movable rails with curved extremities.
the movable rails and extremities being hinged to the
fixed rails and the movable rails locking therein by
tlie straight insertion self-connecting rail and joint
shown ill"Figs. 2, 3, and 4, and by the dovetail joint
in the ends of such rails, fixed and movable, all sub-

ntially as described, for the purpose set forth,

econd, in railroad switches, as shown in sheet Xo.
ig. 5, the construction and arrangement of fixed

, connected by curved extremities, and straight
track crossers, made with hollow ends, all substan-
tially £is described, for the purpose set forth.

72,186.—T90MAS Garrick, Providence, H. I.—
Ticinc Holder and Cutter.—December 17, 1857 ; an-
tedated Deceml^j^U., 18G7.—The bell-shaped holder
cont^ns spring ^^fffing jaws formed of wire. The
knife guard consw^of a s])iral wire.

Claim.—The combination of a cutting blade with
a spiral convoluted shield, constructed substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

Also, the spring clamp, in combination with the
metallic shell for holding the ball of twine, substan-
tially as specified.

72,187.—Elliott P. GLEAgox, >fewTork, ^^. T.—Argand Burner.—December 17. 18(37.—The lower
section of the burner has an orifice for the gas. which
is more or less obstructed by the end of a screw Avhich
is either turned directly by hand, or when vertical and
inclosed within the burner, is turned by a lever pro-
jecting through a slot therein.

Ciai?«.—First, in argand burners, the regulating
sci'cw, for the pm'poscs fully described.
Second, in combination with the same, the lever,

for the purposes fuUy indicated.

72,ISS.—Elliott P. Gleasox. New York, X. Y.—Burner for Beating Gas, c£-c.—December 17, 1867.

—The gaseous liquid ascends the smaller tube and
flows over its top into the annidar chamber of tlie

i-etort, from whose lower end the gas is caiTied to

the annular burner outside the retort.

Claim.—The use or employment of the tube C
within the tube A, in combination with tl-.e burner B,
Avhen the same shall be combined, constructed, and
operated substantially as shown, for the purposes set

forth.

72,189.—Hexry a. Goll, Chicago. JH.—Press-
ure Safety VaUe.—December 17, 1867.—The cylinder
is secured on a top plate of the boiler, and commu-
nicates therewith tln-ough the port of a valve opening
downwai'd and having "a valve of larger upper area
secured to its stem. The latter valve has a seat

witliiu the cylinder. A passage through the upper
valve and valve stem unites the chambers above and
below the valve. Upward pressure, from the end of
a weighted lever, is communicated to the valve stem,
sufficient to overbalance it and close the lower valve.

A small safety valve admits steam into the upper
portion of the cylinder and opens the lower valve for

discharge of steam. The upper portion of the cylinder
comrauviicates tliroagh a pipe with the steam space
in the boiler, and by tniening a cock in the pipe the
steam may be blown off.

C'iaun.—First, the combination of valves O N and
II witli cvliuder G and pipe F, substantiidly as set

forth.

Second, the valve H, arranged to operate in cylin-

der G, and having a shoulder on the top of it corre-
sponding with the diameter of the valve seat T, in com-
bination with said cylinder pipe F and valves O N,
substantially as herein described.

Third, the combination of cock C, pipe E, double
valve O X, and cylinder B, as and for the purpose
set forth.

Fourth, the valve O, having the opening d in its
stem for the escape of steam above said valve, in
combination with a lower valve X, arranged to re-
ceive pressure directly fi-om boiler A, as set forth.

72,190.—Charles P. Goerly, Boston, Mass.—
Letter Box.—December 17, 1867.—The cover of the
box, which is intended for a private house and for
location in a door jamb, is connected by wires and
beU cranks to an alarm, and remains at any elevation
at which it is placed.
Oiaim.-First, the combination of the lid B and

spiings D D.', in the manner and for the pm-pose de-
scribed.
Second, the combination of the lid E, springs D D',

catch e, and lever E, in the manner and for the pur-
pose specified.

72,191.—LYMAJf A. GoucH, Yonkers, K. Y—
Xaphtha Burner.—December 17, 1867.—The naphtha
enters the retort, which has at its lower end an annu-
lar cup for reception of alcohol to beat the retort when
igniting the lamp. After ignition the conical screw
plug is turned downward to open communication be-
tween the retort and biu-ner. The gas issues from
the burner top on each side of the heat conductor,
which descends to the opening between the retort
and burner.
Claim.—The detachable conductor, in combination

with a burner, constructed and operating substan-
tially as described.

72,192.—Tirgil D. Green, Watertown, Wis..
assignor to liimself and E. M. Hall, same place,

—

Steam Safety T'rtZre.—December 17, 1867.—The spin-
dle of the coiled spring has a ratchet wheel engaged
by a pawl in the ease, by which means the tension of
the spring may be adjusted.
C7aim.— The cylinder A, the drum B, the spring

G, the ratchet aucl pawl D p, in combination with th«
cam m and the chain H, substantially as described.

72,193.—John Greenwald, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Medical Compound.—December 17, 1867.—A substi-
tute for castor oil. Composed of compound extract
of colocynth, 10 grains; dissolved in glycerine, f5

fluid drachms ; to which is added flavoring sirup, 2
di-achms.
Claim.—The compound, as specified, for the pur-

poses set forth.

72,194.—Ejiily S. Grkffet, St. Louis. Mo., ad-
ministratrix of the estate of Joseph A. Greffet,
deceased,

—

Beel Oven for Bakers.— December 17,

1867.—The pans are hung to radial arms projecting
from a rotating drum wliich deflects heat upon the
top of the matters contained in the pans. Flues
within the oven liave dampers, by which the escape
of heat to the chimney may be permitted.

Claim.— First, the "combination of a drum with the
revolving pans of .^n oven, when constructed and
ai ranged substantially as shown and specified.

Second, the arrangement of the regulating flues

p p' p" p'" of an oven with theii' respective dampers
and operating rods, when constructed and an'ang^ed
subsUiutiaUy'as shown and specified.

72,195 William Hailes, Albany, N. Y.—Bail
for Kettles.—December 17, 1867.—Explained by the
claims and illustration.

Oiaijn.-Constructing the metal sections B B with
sockets formed within the enlargements 6 & of said
sections, such sockets having the ends of a wooden

I

handle fitted into them, and such handle l)eing held
in said sockets by a rwd c which passes through the
hamile and through the enlargements b b. and is fast-

ened to,the latter, all substantially in the manner
sho^-n and described.

72,196.—John Harding, Warrington, England.
—Lock Fastener for Lamps.—December 17, 1867.

—

The hasp of the safety Iximp is secm*ed upon tho sta-
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pie by a key of soft metal, which is sealed on inser-

tion, so that the lamp oaiinot be surreptitiously

opened without exposure.
Claim.—The application, employment, and use of

a soft-metal or other rivet, or other compressible
plug, as a lastenmg for safety lamps, instead of locks,

screws, or other mechanical contrivances now em-
ployed.

72,197.—Jesse IT. Harlan and Thomas Pom-
RUOY. Denver City. Col., assignors to themselves and
"Willi AJii II. Harlan.—Ifac/iuie for Outting-out
Gloves—December 17, 181)7.—The platen has two
parallel knives attached thereto, and a third one at
right angles to them and attached to them at its ex-

tremities. The former knives are as long as the
longest glove, and the third knife twice as long as the
breadth. Between the outer parallel knives are
knives the length of the fingers, connected by semi-
circular knives. The thumb aperture is cut out by a
suitable heart-shaped knife. The a arious parts are
adjustable to foma gloves of diflFerent sizes.

Claim.—The adjustable knives of a glove cutter,

when constructed and airanged subiitautially as
Biiown and specified.

72,198 H. A. M. Harris, PhUadelphia, Pa.—
Hai-vestcr ii«Ar.—December 17. 1867.—The rake arm
is lunged to the rotating tubular reel shaft, so as to
allow the arm a radial motion. This motion is caused
by a weighted crank arm attached to a rock shaft
uktending axially througli the reel shaft, and having
a crank arm connected by a gimbal-jointed link to
the rake arm. The actuating crank of the reel shaft
has a spring catch, thrown out by a cam to engage
the weighted arm and carry it around to a certain
cilevatiou to give the radial motion to the rake arm,
which, combined with its revolving motion, keeps it

in contact with the platform. The rake head has an
ot^cillatiug motion given to it by a cam to keep the
teeth vertical.

CJaiw.—First, the combination, as described, of
the rake arm with the guide F', both rotating on a
common axis.

Second, the combination, substantially as described,
of the beater arras, revolving in a fixed relation to a
cyjmmou axis, with the rake,""having a rotating, a cir-

cumferential, and an axial movement around said
axis.

Third, the combination, substantially as described,
of a stationary collar to support the raking mechan-
ism, a tubular axle revolving within said collar and
cari-ying rake and reel arms, and a counterbalance
rock shaft turning axially within said axle to regulate
the movement of the rake.

72,199.—H. A. M. Harris, PhOadelphia, Pa.—
HarvcjiUr i?rtAt.—December 17, 1867.—Mainly simi-
liir to the preceding, (No. 72,198.)

C7aim.— First, the combination, substantially as
described, of a rake rotating on a tubular axis with
a crank shaft, link, and counterbalance to hold the
rake down when raking ofi", to lift it quicklj at the
raid of its backward movement, and to draw it in-

wfud when passing forward.
Second, the combination, substantially in the man-

ner described, of a continuously-revolving rake with
a oounterbulance and latching and unlatching device.

Third, t)ie combination, substantially as described,
of a continuously revolving rake, (having a pivotal
movement in its support.) with a cam imd compound
lever, for the purposes both of turning the rake
jmially and of holding it in a line radial with its axis
while'rakiug off, as set forth.

72,200.—A. HiLLMAN, Devonshire, England,
assignor to Tho.vias R. and Samukl S. FuLler and
Ja.mes S. McMuhuay.—Car CWpZinfir.-December
17, 1867.—The coupling is additional, is connected to
the draw bar and placed beneath the usual coupling.
The coupling bar has a shoulder to hold down the
end of the coupling link and keep it horizontal, and
R spring prevents the accidental raising of the link
from jarring of the cars. The coupling bar is pivoted
to the uncoupling rod, which is operated by a lever.

C7ai;«.—First, the coupling boxes D, constructed
OS described, and secured to the draft bar or bars
C by the flange d' and braces E, substantially as and
for the pm-pose herein set forth.

Second, the coupling linkK, constructed as herein
shown and described, and having two downwardly-
projecting pins k attached to its lower sid;'. in coiu-
bination with the coupUng box, having perforations
for the reception of the pins A:' of the link K, sabistaii-

tially as ana for the purjtese herein set forth.

Third, the combination of the slotted wedge-shaped
adjusting block L with the coupling link K. substan-
tially as herein shown and described and for the pur-
pose* set forth.

Fourth, the combination and arrangement, of the
coupling box D, spring ,T, pivoted coupling bar (>,

uncoupling rod H, and lever handles I with each
other and with the draft bar C, sub.stantially as
herein shown and described and for the purpose set
forth.

72,201.—H. Gexoembre Hahert, Now York,
X. Y.—Furnace for Smelting Frccioi's MetciU.—De-
cember 17, 1667.—The ore, mingled with the flnx. is

fed into the cupola furnace through radial boxes hav-
ing outer plungers operated by screws. The ore is

fed to the rever'berat-ory furnace through a box, and
the plunger is actuated'by a hydraulic press.

Claim.—First, the combination of the boxes D D'
D" D", &c., the piston E E' E", &c., and screws./'

f f, <fcc., or their equivalents, with a cupola or blast
furnace A, the whole arranged and operating iv the
manner set forth.

Second, in blast and cupola furnaces making the
lining of a composition of ore and flux, and renewing
stiid lining from the outside by means and with the
arrangement herein described.

'

Third, the combination of the box M or M', the
piston N or N', and press P or P', with a revorbera-
tory furnace, arranged and operating in the manner
specified.

Fourth, forming the hearth of a reverberatory fur-

nace of a concrete of ore and flux, and renewing the
same from the outside, without stopping the opera-
tion of the furnace, by means and with the use of the
herein described arrangement.

72,202.—F. A. Huntington, San Francisco.
Cfl\.—Spring Bed ^o«om.—December 17, 1867.—The
cross strips supporting the bed arc sustained on
rounded disks beneath the intersections. The disks
are supported on standards resting on rubber loops.

Claim.—The standard A. with caps or tops a, and
the elastic bands or springs B, aiTangedand attached
to fi-ames or bars, substantially as and for the pur-
poses herein described.

72,203.—Martin G. Imbach, Hartford, Conn.,
assignor to James L. Howard, same place.

—

Ix'ail-

road Car Ventilator.—December 17, 1867.—The ven-
tilating aperture has a canopy, which may be turned
to present the mouth in either direction. The canopy
is operated by a lever within the car, the lever hav-
ing an angular projection engaged by a jumper pawl
to hold the canopy to its adjustment.
Claim.—The combination of a reversible deflector,

with a spring for moving the same, substantially a,8

before set forth.

72,204.—Oliver A. Kelly, Slatersville, E. I.,

assignor to Lamb. Cook <fc Co., Fonestville, R. I.

—

Steam Engine (/oternor,—December 17, 1867.—The
valve stem passes axially through the spindle, and is

formed of two pieces, which are screwed together.
The upper section is connected with the balls, and
from the lower one the vtdve is suspended. The up-
per portion of the stem has a collar having pins pro-
jecting upward and downward, which, by the verti-

cal movement of the stem, caused by the governor
balls, are brought to engage lugs on bevel wheels
above or below the collar. The bevel wheels cause
opposite rotation to the upper section of the stem,
and consequent vertical adjustment of the lower sec-

tion by means of the connecting screw.
Claim.—Yirst, the valve M, constructed as de-

scribed, with the triangular recesses b b and down-
Avard projecting pin h, arranged in relation with the
pin i and screw-valve rod L, as herein described for
the purpose specified.

Second, the arrangement of the valve M, pins h i,

valve rod L. sliding rod K, and pins j k, as heieiu
described for the purpose specifiou.
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y'2,2{t5.—Wi'LLiAM Chase ELmght, Tanlcee
Jim's, Cal.

—

Apparatus for Saving Precious Metals.
—December 17, 18G7.—The trough has a vei-tical

longitiidiual partition, beneath which the xrater from
the sluice passses, and the metal is deposited in the
trough, the deposition being assisted by a rib on the
trough side.

Claim.—The Y-shaped apparatus, with an adjust-

able partition B, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

72,206.—G. F. KOLB, Philadelphia, Va.—Jexcel
Caf<e.—December 17, 18G7.—The tAvo portions of the
case are connected by links, so that the box may be
swung over the lid and serve to hold the jewelry at

an inclination for display.

Claim.—The witliin-described je^wcl case, com-
posed of the lower portion A and the upper portion
A', hinged together by a double hinge, the whole
being constructed and operating substantially as and
lor the piu-pose herein set forth.

72,20y.^E. C. LiiTLE and jA>rES W. Bell. St,

Louifc, ilo.

—

Suinm,er Furnace.—December 17, 1867,

—Explained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The construction of charcoal furnace,

having a Ijinged plate d at the back thereof, which
shutting off the draft from beneath causes it to pass
up through the basket.

72,208.—KuFrs Little and Lewis Gibbs. Can-
ton, bliio, assignors to themselves and John K.
BucHEit, same place.

—

Uarvestcr Bake.—Decem-
ber 17, 1867.—A pair of plates is hung to the rock-
ing shaft, wliich is operated from the main frame
either by the dviver or automatically. The plates

are so arranged that when one is down the other is

up, and the front one shall hold the falling grain
while tlie rear one is delivering the gavel. The grain
is delivered by tbe rake outside the track of the
machine in the next "round."

Claim.—First, tlie dropper, composed of two
blades' that are moved in contrary directions by the
rocking of a shaft, and which alternately hold and
deliver the grain that has fallen against them, sub-

stantially in the manner described.
Second, the rake in combination with the liinged

runners or frame, and -sAhich m.oves back and forlii

on said hinged runners or frame, conforming to the
undulations of the ground, to rake the grain upon the
ground out of the Avay and into a guvel for binding,
substantially as described.

72,209.--JoHX C. Love, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor by mesne assignments to W. H. Love, same
place, IL H. Cnii.Ds and W. A. Guilds.—Lavip
Burner.—December 17, 1867.—The flat top of the
slotted plate is over the cone, and it has a depending
cylinder v\'ith an annular perforated flange, whose
pcripheiy is curved downward to rest on the case,

and which gives support to the loAver edge of the
cylindrical chimney.
' Claim.—The plate d, with its flange i and opening

w, in combination with the casing A of a lamp
burner, Aviieu the edges of the said opening w are
parallel to the upper edge of the Avick tube, for the
purpose specified.

72,210.—WiTxiAM P. LuPTON and C. M. Tal-
bot, Cadiz, Ohio.

—

Rcql'itering Yard Stick.—Docom-
bcr 17, 1867.—The operator registers each yard meas-
ured by pressing a knob projecting from tlic side of

the stick. The number of the tally is indicated by
figures showing through an aperture in the back of

the yard stick.

C7m(«j.— First, tlie sliding graduated plate D, in

oomljination "ttitli a yard stick, substantially as and
for the jmrpose descfiljed.

Second, the comlnnation of tlie sliding graduated
plate D with the knob k, rod i, ratchet r and spring

(/, substantially as and for tlic purpose specified.

Third, the combination of lever I, ratchet r, rod i,

pin e, !ind pin o, for tlie purpose of disconnecting the

act.iating rod and ratcliet and replacing the plate D,
substantially as described.

72,211 .—G. G. Lymax, Edinboro, Pa.

—

Animal
Trap.—DeceniL T 17. 18i)7.—The rectangular frame
has a box with u sliding cover, having pitman con-

nection with a crank on a shaft, upon which is a
grooved roller, on which a weighted cord is coiled.
The bait is attached by a cord to one end of the trip-
ping lever, which when drawn up depresses the
catch and allows the sliding top to be drawn from
mider the rat, and again to slide over the box by the
rotation of the crank shaft. The catch again rising
ai-rests the sliding top in that position.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of the lever M,

spring check J, in combination with the slide C and
box A, for the purpose and in the manner substan-
tially as set forth.

Second, the lever M, spring check J, as arranged
in combination with the slide C, and operated in tl^
manner.as and for the purpose described.

Third, the arrangement of the block S, strip S', in
combination with the spring check J, in the manner
as and for the purpose set forth.

72,212.—David Manuel, Boston, Mass., assignor
to himselfandWillAUD Manuel, same place.—/Stove-

pipe Damper.—December 17, 1867.—The outerportion
of the damper consists of a double series «f curved ra-
dial plates ; the plates in one course standing verti-
cally opposite to the apertures in the other.
Claim.—A stove-pipe damper formed of two flat

cast-iron disks A A, united solidly in the middle, and
interlocked by loops h b, npon the suspension rod a,

with concave radiating edges c c, arranged and ope-
rating as herein described.

72,21 3.—John M. May, Janesville, Wis.—Ga^.
—December 17, 1867.—The gate slides longitudinally
on anti-fi-iction rollers and is operated either from the
ground or by an elevated lever, operating on the pend-
ulous lever, whose longer arm is connected by a rod
to the gate and serves to slide it open or shut. The
mechanism is so connected to the pivoted latch that
the latter is disengaged simultaneously with the move-
ment of the g;ate.

Claim.—First, pendulm lever M and bar N, ope-
rated by suitable mechanism, and combined with a
gate that is moved longitudinally in opening and clos-

ing, substantially as described.
Second, a gate latch, combined with rod L, or its

equivalent, when both are so constructed and con-
nected together that the latch may be operated by
hand or from a carriage, substantially as and for the
purposes described.

Third, pendent rods S S, levers H E, connecting
bars P P, arm O, pendulum lever M, and bar 'N, when
connected together and combined with a gate that is

moved longitudinally in opening and closing, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes described.

72,214.—EOBEKT Maynard, Cambridge, and
Jabez James Pukkiss, London, England.—^air-
cntting Machine.—December 17, 1867.—The rotary
cutters are secured to a drum and operate in combi-
nation with a fixed blade. The hair is held by two
automatic adjustable combs.

Claim..—First, the employment of one or more re-

volving knives I, in combination with a fixed knife
A, for the purpose specified.

Second, the employment, in combination with tbe
knives A I of the comb M, for the purpose specified.

Third, the employment of the inner comb M. in
combination with the outer eomb H, the latter of
which is made adjustable for the purpose specified.

Fourth, adjusting the comb H by means of tbo
rack L springs N and pawl O, or equivalent devices.

72,21 5.—James S. McClelland, Crawfordsville,
hn\.—Apparatus for Treating Fractures and Di»-
placements.—Di^iiQmhQT 17, 1867.—The board is at-

tached to the extensible foot block and to the thigh
splints. The upper end of the board has metalHo
hooks for engagement to the thigh bfuidages and con-
nected to the s;iid board by elastic rubber rings.

Claim.—The device of "a fracture-adjusting np]:>a-

ratus liereiu described, consisting of the use of rub-

l)or counter-extension C C', Fig. 1. extension screw
E, board II with cross-bar A, the peculiar shape and
design of thigh splint, (Fig. 2 A,) A A', and (Fig, 2

B,) B B', substantially as herein set forth.

72,216.—CrRORGE Miller, Melbourne. Victoria,

administrator of the estate of James F. McKrxzib,
deceased.-iS'f«am (;(«tera«or.—December 17, 1867.—-
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The thennostadt consists of a spindle around which
are coiled iron and brass strips, the turning; of tlic

spindle caused by the expansion and contraction of

the metal oporatinjj a valve in the water-supply tube.

The pressure of steam iu a chamber operates on a
stem, connected to the flue damper.
Claim.—First, the generating and superheating

tube B, constructed as described in sections, the
points of connection of each section provided with
an inner disk, having a central opening, as herein set

forth.

Second, the tubes B, constructed as described, in

combination with the thcrmostadt, one or more, and
arranged iu the furnace, as herein set forth and rep-

resented.

72,217.—Edmund Meredith, PhDadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to himself and J. S. Selleks, same place.

—

Dry Gas Meter.—December 17, 1867.—The connec-
tions between the rotary disk and its carrier are so
constructed that when tlie current of pas is reversed,
the carrier will override the rotary disk so as to press

it down upon its seat and arrest the motion of both.

and thns prevent the disk from being lifted up by the
gas to allow tlic latter to pass out.

Claim.—The application of the inclined planes c",

either to the carrier C or to the rotai-y disk B, so as

to operate substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

72,218-—Joseph "W. Moore, Cambridgeport,
Mass.

—

Slotting Machine.—December 17, 1867.—The
frame is secured to the table of a planing machine
and the vertical bar hinged to the mandrefis clamped ,

in the tool holder of the head stock. The section of
coupling, or the wheel to be key-seated, is clamped
to the vertical plate of the frame and the key scat cut
by reciprocatiou of tlie table, the mandrel whicli car-
ries the tool remaining stationary and sliding in the
guide ring whose trunnions have bearing iu the vert-
ically adjustable frame sliding in the standards.
Claim.—The combination of mechanism as de-

scribed, for the purpose set forth, and for the olyect
specified.

72,219.—George :N'eilsox, Boston, Mass.—
Lamp.—December 17, 1867.—The dome is hinged to
its annular supporting disk which is insulated from
the chimney by a strip of non-conducting material.
The chimney rest is frusto-conical in form and has
radial corrugations allowing air to pass to the flame.

Claim.—First, the coml)ination in a burner such as
descrilxjd. with the elevated dome-supporting disk of
a dome or deflector, hinged to said disk, substantially
as and ibr the purposes set forth.

Second, the combination with the dome or deflector
and the arm projecting from its base of the dome-sup-
porting disk, and slot formed in the same for receiv-
ing and holding said arm, substantially in the man-
ner and for the pnrposes set forth.

Third, the combination witli the dome-supporting
disk, of a ring of leather or other suitable material,
which is a non-conductor of heat, secured upon tlin

periphery of said disk, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

Fourth, the base or chimney rest, constructed sub-
stantially as herein described, that is to say, provided
with a series of radial corrugations, whicli. when the
chimney is in place, allow the external air to pass
into the burner between the base of the chimney and
the said rest, substantially as set forth.

Fifth, the combination of the radially comigatcd
base or chimney rest with the dome-supporting"disk
and dome or deflector hinged to said disk, under thi

arrangement and for operation as set forth.

72,220—John Xorth, Xew Tork, X. Y.—Brick
Machine.—December 17, 1867.—The mold wheel
supported by the inner part of its rim which runs
upon anti-fri'ction rollers. The clay is forced into the
molds by a follower rociprocatiug' beneath the hop
per. A "scraper, as the wheel turns, removes the
loose clay, and returns it to the hopper. The molds
are removable from the wheel for repairs or substi
tution.

Claim.—First, a mold wheel or frame, made of an-
gular or ring-shape, and suspended upon rollers, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.
Second, the combination of the mold wheel or frame
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K, aiTanged to have an intennittent rotary motion,
with the follower Z, or its equivalent, within the feed
hopper X and box Y, when such follower is arranged
for operatiou with regard to the mold wheel, substan-
tially as and for the purpose deseribvd.

Tliiid. the combination with a mold wheel or frame
K, arranged to have an intermittent rotary motion,
of the frame B'-, so disposed and aiTanged about
such wheel as to exert a pressure upon the clay with-
in its molds, substantially as and for the purjwsc ppec-
ified.

Fourth, the mold wheel or frame K, arranged to
have an intermittent rotary motion, the stems M^,
the presser frame B-, and the molds O O O O, so com-
bined and arranged as to operate simultaneously, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Fifth, so arranging the endless belt or apron, in
combination Avith the stationary clearer board W*
and brush T^, rocker-shaft arm I and pawl lover V*,
when operated on the gear z, causing an intermittent
rotary motion, substantially as and for tho i)urpose3
described.

Sixth, the brushes X" and B^, in combination with
a mold Avheel, arranged to have an intermittent ro-

tary motion, when such brushes are disposed for ope-
ration upon tlie said wheel and are only revolved or
actuated when the wheel is in motion, substantially

as described for the purposes specified.

72,221.—George Koyes, Pownal, Me., assignor
to Andrew Leighton and M. L. Whitney.—Zfrty

iVe.fs.—December 17, 1867.—Tlie apertures left in tho
trunk for passage of the toggle arms are closed by
doors hinged to the trunk at their ui)per edges, and
having a roller coming in contact •«ith the ann by
which" they are raised more or less, exceiit when the
ai-m is horizontal and in position for iilliug the press.

These doors are closed by rectangular level's, one
arm of which impinges against tlie door while the
other is depressed by the descending follower. "When
the bale has been pressed vertically its cuds are some-
what compressed by a moving end, operated by cams
and levers.

Claim.—First, the combination of the springs 4

and levers r, as and for the specified purposes.
Second, the combination of the ears u, springs 4,

and levers r, as and for the specified purposes.
Third, tlie adjustable doors m with trucks o, as

and for the purposes descrilied.

Fourth, the combination of the clamps or cams x z,

levers y and 2, and lever '3, all as and for the pmi>oses
described.

72,222.—Clark Osgood, Cape Elizabeth, Me.,
assignor to himself and Frederick A. Prince.—
liailroad J?aj7.—Decorabcr 17,1867.—The base and
cap arc grooved together, and the sections of the cap
are connected by dowel pintles.

Claim.—The rail, composed of the support A and
cap ra'l C, Avhen the two parts are placed together as

shown by 1 2, and when the several cap rails are also,

united by tl:c horizontal pintle d, substantially as and
for the purposes described.

72,223.—"W. TV. Owen and Daniel Kelly,,
Muskegon. Mich.—jY?<<r/(c/7 Grater.—Dccomher 17,

1867.—Explained by the claim and jHustration.

Claim.—The nutmeg grater, coiistrncted as de-

scribed, consisting of the T-shaped tul)e A, whoso
short section is .at right angles Avitli the longer sec-

tion, and has upon one end the flat circular lx)x G
placed parallel with the longer tube and containing,

the revolving grater wheel F. said short tube receiv-

ing the plate P>. spring and rod D, all arranged and
operating as herein shown and described.

72,224.—John S. Palmer, Providence. K. I.

—

Mamtfacture of Jmoelnj.—\>Qccm\wx \1 , 18(i7; ante-

dated December 11, J 867.—The liiling is stamped;
into form and the shell applied over it and lining

placed beneatli it. After melting of the solder the-

design is stamped or rolled in upon tlie face.

C'Zoiin.-First, forming tlie raised metal shcll-

raercly of the general duiline of tlie shape in which.

lit is finally to be produced, substantially as and for.

the purpose specified.

Sccoud, forming tho alloy filling of a shapo to fit.

the interior of the said shcil, in one piece on shape,

substantially as and for the purpose specified!
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Third, reducing* the said outline shell and the fill-

ing, after the same have been united into one piece,

as described, to its perfect finished shape, and orna-
menting the same by rolling or other suitable means,
substantially in the manner described.

72,225.—Egbert Parks, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to E. J. SpANGLER, same place.

—

Machine for
Folding Envelopes.—December 17, 1867.—The en-

A'Clopo is placed upon the plate, its position in respect
to the blade being determined by the adjustable guid-
ing plates. The several folding parts being in posi-

tiwi, the driving shaft is turned. The descending-
blade turns the ilap by thrusting it through the slot,

and the fold is completed by the rollers. The enve-
lope is carried down by the blade and behind the rods
until it rests with its edge on the receiver.

Claim.— Yiv&t, the blade F, the recessed or grooved
block J, rods h, and receiver D, the whole being-

combined and arranged for joint action, substantially

as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Second, the sliding bar E, its blade F, and plate d
with curved slot d', in combination with the crank
M, the whole being arranged and operated substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

72,226.-0. E. Parmele, Aurora, WL—StaU
Holder in Cars.—December 17, 1867.—The stake is

detachable from the socket, or may be folded down
therewith. The formation is shown in the illustra-

tion.

Claim.—The socket or stake holder, constructed
with the right-angular slots I and notches L H, in

combination with the pins E F, in the lower end of
the stake, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

72,227.—Charles B. Pettengill, Hebron, Me.,
assignor to Freeman C. Merrill, Paris, Me.

—

Cul-
tivator.—December 17, 1867.—The side bars are
hinged in front and are expansible. The fore end of

. the frame has a curved beam giving support to a
wheel. A longitudinal ground bar runs backward

. from the front plow.
Claim.—First, the circular draw beam A, having

, the wheel straps a', draft bars a^, socket a^., and ears
a* cast solid therewith, substantially as herein shown
,and desci'ibed.

. Second, the combination of the bent adjusting rod
IF with the front tooth E and with the central beam
'CiOf the cultivator frame, substantially as herein
shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the ring bolt I, curved
adjusting bars H, and beams C ami D with each
other, substantially as herein shown, and described
ajid for: the purpose set forth.

Fourth,, the combination of the bent adjusting rods
F, circular draw beam A, and teeth E K L of diiier-

cat lengths with each other and with the beams C
and. D.oftthe cultivator frame, substantially as herein
shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

72,228.-^ALrRED S. Phillips, Boston, Mass.—
Skirt Ironing Table.—December 17, 1867.—Two of
the legs are separable to admit of placing the skirt

. over the end of the board. A metallic grate at one
end receives; the. iron.

Claim.—The , skirt ironing table, as composed of
the top or board,. the pair of legs hinged thereto, and
the pair of separable legs and the dovetailed counec
tions, as described for connecting the separable legs

to the board or tqp, in manner as specified.

72,229.—C. R. Rand, St. Louis, Mo.—Heating
Furnace.—December 17, 1867.—The smoke passes
through side openings in the domed top of the furnace
and descends, throughiflues to the base, from whence
it passes to the chimney. The air enters apertures
beneath the sides of itlie hearth plate, and covered by
slmtters when, desired, and passes up passages at each
side of the smoke flues.; from thence it descends
through perforations of a domed plate above the grate

top, and passing down'through the annular space be-

hind and besidcitlie gi-ate, has exit through holes be-

neath the hearth plate.

Claim.—First, tlie shaker grate C, provided with
the points a and pivot b, arranged to rest upon the

grate A, and operate substantially as described and
for the purpose set forth.

Second, the smoke flues I mn and air flues a', in
connection with the hot and cold air chambers, and
the dampers i j and r, and pipes p, when arranged to
operate substantially as described.

Third, the water vessel W, in connection with the
crane S, when ai-ranged to operate substantially as
described.
Fourth, the ash pan M, with its sliding bottom N",

in connection with the pipe O, when arranged to ope-
rate as shown and described.

Fifth, the openings R V < for obtaining access to
the chimney, and the opening Z in the hearth plate,
in connection with the opening in the partition J,
Avith their movable covers, when arranged as described
and for the purposes set forth.

Sixth, the half conical form of fire-place, with the
globe top, having the divisions therein for the aii- flues
as shown, as well as the arrangement for dividing the
smoke, with the shutter E, provided Avith the door g,
and damper h, when arranged as described and for the
purposes set forth.

72,230.—Benjamin Robinson, Boston, Mass.—
Machine for Making Nails.—December 17, 1867 ; an-
tedated December 5, 1867.—The blanks are punched
out, in place of being cut. The punches are placed
upon the head, and the dies in the bed of the machine.
Each die is made in two pieces, and secured by screws
to the bed piece.
Claim.—First, in combination with a feeding de-

vice, so arranged as to feed the forward edge of the
nail sheet past the foremost edge of the upper die, by
the width of one nail, at each stroke of the cutter
head, and a pressure bar Z, slotted as shown, the ar-

rangement of the male dies C and female dies K,
placed in transverse series, heads to points, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.
Second, the arrangement of lever "W, spring TT,

standard V, and nut X, in combination with the^our-
nal of roll N, as and for the purpose described.

Third, the arrangement of female dies K K, made
in halves, in cross bars J, as held by bolts L, and ad-
justed by set screws E and F, as antl for the purposes
described.
Fourth, the arrangement of levers S S^, connecting

rods R R2, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

72,231.—Thomas J. Rowley and William Po-
land, Chillicothe, Ohio.— Locomotive Links fpr
Trucks.—December 17, 1867.—The link consists of a
single bar on which the box slides, and this bar is con-
nected to a stiffening bar, which is connected to the
tumbling shaft.

Claim.—The link or radius bar A, combined witli

the slide box B and the stiffening bar C, constructed
as and for the purpose herein described.

72,232.—George W. Shade, Shippensburg, Pa.—Horse Hay Fork.—December 17, 1867.—The claw
tines are pivoted to a cross bar, in which the hoisting
rod is mortised. The upper ends of the tines are con-
nected by toggle levers, whose middle piece slides on
tlie hoisting rod, and is held down when the load is

engaged by a catch lever, which is detached by a cord.

The middle piece is raised by a spiral spring.
Claim.—A hay fork, constructed in the manner sub-

stantially as described, with one or more pairs of
prongs, in combination with bars B B', toggle joints

a, spring C, handle D, and trip catch E, all operating
in the manner as and for the pui'pose set forth.

72,233.—Frederick G. Simmons, Lansingburg,
1^". Y.— Wheel for Wagons and Carriages.—December
17, 1867.—The inner ends of the spokes rest in re-

cesses of the two socket cylinders, one of which is

fixed to the hub, and the other is pressed in by a nut
on the hub. The collars are widely separated, so as

to act as braces.
Claim.—First, the employment of the socket cylin-

ders C and D, one cast on the hub A, the other dis-

connected therefrom and working freely thereon, and
in combination with the said hub A, substantially as
herein described and set forth.

Second, in a wagon hub, the socket cylinders C and
D, the hub A and the nut or cap B, constructed and
arranged in the manner and for the purposes substan-

stantially as herein fully described and set forth.
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72,234.—Samuel W. Sine, Easton, Va.—Inhal-
ing Tube.—December 17, 1867.—The vnlvcs are so ar-

ranged that when the cock is opeu inhalation is per-

mitted fi-om the bag and exhalation through the tubu-
lar plug to the outer air.

Claim.—First, the metallic valves D and E, the dia-

phragm c, stop e, and the spring d, in combination
•with ail inhaling tube, substantialh- as and for the
purposes described.
Second, a metallic valve, either vrith or without a

stop and spring, in combination with an inhaling tube,

substantially as described.

72,235.—George Smith, Cumberland, R. I.—
Let-off Motion for Looms.—December 17. 1867; ante-
dated December 11, 18G7.—The whip roller is con-
nected to a horizontal lever, to the back end of which
a weight is hung to give proper tension. To the other
end of the lever is hung the rod to which the tappet
bai- is connected. The warp roller is geared to a
ratchet wheel which is held bj- a detent pawl, which
forms one arm of a tri armed lever, another arm hav-
ing a projection preventing the escape of more tlian

one ratchet tooth at a time. The third arm of this
lever is acted on by the tappet bar, wlien depressed
by increased tension of tlie warp, and allows the es-

cape of one tooth, as stated, the tappet bar being-

moved backward with each movement of the batten.
The batten frame is connected to a cam lever, which
binds the pendent rod of the whip roller and prevents
tlic movement of the same when the tension is in-

creased by beating up, which increase of tension
would otherwise cause unwinding of the warp.

Claim.—The combination of the mechanism for
controlling the lettiug-off warps, as described, with a
biiuler or break, for rigidly contining and holding the
whip roUor in its latest position at the moment that the
lathe beats up the filling, substantially in the manner
described.

72,236.—Harmox L. Smith, Watkins. X. T.—
Corn Harvester.—December 17, 18(i7.—The corn is

forced by the reels against the reciprocating knives,
and falls on the tilting platform.
Claim.—First, thecombination of the hand lever

D witli the platfoi-m A ajid thills C. witliout interme-
diate parts, so arranged that tlie platform is tilted by
simply raising the lever, as herein set forth.

Second, the ari'angement with tlic tilting platform
of the parts constituting the gearing operating the
knives I and reels M, the same consistinir of the gears
12 3 4, the shafts H H', witli the collars /; g', operated
by levers K K', and tlie pulleys and bands k k i. the
whole constructed and operating iu the manner and
for the pui-pose specitied.

72,237.—Thomas Sihth, Brooklyn, X. T.—
T/HoiA-.—December 17. 18(57.—The tray'lias a hinged
bottom, and may be removed from the inside and se-

cured to the cleats on tlie lid of the trunk.
Claim.—First, the tray B of a trunk, when pro-

vided with a hinged bottom 6, substantially as and
for the purpose herein shown and described.
Second, so an-angiug a trunk A and its tray B that

the latter can be secured in an inverted position upon
thfe cover of the trunk, by means of straps or other-
Avise, substantially as herein shown and described, so
as to form a separate compartment upon the trunk, as
set forth.

72,238.—George H. Spai-ldiko. Hockford, 111.

—Harvester.— December 17, 18G7.—The apron i,.;

formed of overlapping slats attached to two belts.

The grain is carried to the receptacle iu convenient
position for the binder.

Claim.—First, the receivingboxR, located between
tlie driving Avheel and the first guard finger, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein shown.
Second, the location of the foot boards//' on each

side of the receptacle R, which permits tiie binder to
face the receptacle, substantially as set forth.

Third, the raised foot board /, which admits the
grain beneath it, substantially as and for the object
specified.

Fourth, the delivery of the grain into the receptacle
at its bottom or base,* substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Fifth, the employment of metallic strips S S S and

belts b b, as apron or carrier, substantially as and for
the purpose herein shown.

Sixth, the securing of the said metallic strips S S S
at their forward edges, substantially as herein shown,
so that in passing over the roller they Avill assume a
vertical position and thrust the grain into the recept-
acle, all as set forth.

Seventh, the employment of a receptacle R for the
grain, Avhich admits "of the binding of the bundles
upon the loose grain in it without removing the bundle
till completed, substantially as and for the purpose
hereinbefore mentioned.

72,239.—James Suluvan, South Boston, IMass.—Marine Engine Governor.—December 17, 1867.

—

The object is to prevent racing of the engine when
one of the paddle wheels is raised from the Vater. A
steam valve in the induction pipe is connected to the
side arm of a weighted pendulous rod. Tlie side
movement of the latter in rolling of the vessel limits
the supply of steam.
CZ^rim.—The arrangement of valve B, lever E,

weight I, and counter-weight K, operating substan-
tially as and for the imrpose described.

72,240.—Hexry Taylor and Josei'h M. Coale,
Baltimore, Md.

—

Steam. Generator Safety Valve.—
December 17, 1867.—The upper valve is closed by
pressure of steam beneath it, and this steam space is

in communication Avith the space beneath the lower
valve, so that the escape of steam at the latter valve
removes the pressure from the upper valve and allows
it to open, the steam discharging by both valves.

Claim.. —First, the combination of the weight and
valve, when connected by a flexible joint, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

vSecond, in combination Avith the closed self-acting

safety valve, the valve J, which is held shut by the
steam in the boiler when at or below its regulated
pressure, and opened by the steam in the boiler when
its pressure rises above tliat Avhich it is designed to
can-y, substantially as described.

Third, in combination with the passages H, the pro-
jecting top piece L, to prevent said passages from be-
ing stopped up, but at the same time allow the steam
to escape through them when blown ofl" tlirough the
safety-valve, as described.
Fourth, Tlie combination of the crank shaft and

lifter Avitli the weight D and valve C, so that the atten-

dant can at any time open the safety valve and allow
the steam from the boiler to pass through, but cannot
close said valve to prevent the escape of steam when
its pressure exceeds that for Avhich the safety valve
is computed, as set forth.

72,241.—Isaac P. Tice. Xew York, IS^. Y.—
/SiiiZ.-Dscember 17, 1867.—The still is charged
through a pipe, which passes through the top and
extends to nearly the bottom of the same. The end
of this pipe has a perforated bulb to prevent the pas-
sage of a pipe introduced from above and extending
from the vapor space in the still. Tlic oAcrtioAV pipe
from the doubler and the main jiipe from the still to
the doubler have each a valve, and these vahes are
connected by a rod, so as to allow the overflow to take
place when the vajior passes into the doubler.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of tlie filling and
diseliarging orifice of a still beloAv the surface of the
wash, for the purposes herein described.
Second, the valve opening iuAvard upon the main

pipe-

Third, the valve attached to tlie ovci-flow pipe in
such a manner as to be opened Avheii the still is ope-
rating, and closed when it is not Avorking.
Fourth, connecting the tAvo valves c and d. so that

they will act simultaneously, as herein described.

Fifth, the combination of these valves Avith the
still and its necessary working apparatus.

Sixth, enclosing tlie collapse and blow-off valves of
a still, and connecting thein. by means of a pipe, with
the doubler, worm, or any other part of the enclosed
circuit.

72,242.—John P. Troxell, Hancock, Md.—
Stove for Heating Sad Irons.—December 17, ] 867.

—

The flat irons are inserted endways into therectangn-
lar recesses in the stove top. the slots in the top plate

allowing the passage of t!ie handles.
Claim.—First, the horizontal recesses M in the top
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part of the stove, providecl -with slots O, formed by
the partitions N, and the chamber E at the sides and
rear of the recesses M, substantially as and for the
purposes described.

Second, the chamber E, formed as described, con-
necting- witli tbe fireplace by means of the openings
D, and provided -vvitli holes "P for cooking purposes,
ill combination with tbe recesses M, substanti;.lly as
and for the purjioscs described.

72,243.—H. L. Tumy, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Book-
hinders Beveling Machine.—December 17, 1867.

—

The table on which the material is laid is hinged to
the bed piece, and may be supported at any desired
angle by the pawl brace and a rack, so as to present
the material at any inclination to the knife.

Claim.—First, iho roughened beveling leaf C, for
the purpose above specified.

Second, the bed plate B, beveling leaf C, ganging-
bar D, and pawl g, arranged and operating substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein described and set

forth.

72,244.—Edwin E. Walker, :N"ew York, 5s^. T.,
^assignor to Elliott P. Gleasox.—Argand Burner.
—December 17, 1867.—Tlie disk is raised by a screw,
and acts as a valve on the gas passages.
Claim.—The combination of a disk or plate of

metal with a regulating screw, for the purposes fully

described.

72,245.—James P. Walsh, Helena, Montana.—
Attaching Picks to their Handles.—December 17,

1867.—Tlie side pieces attaclied to the handle and the
head of the pick have agreeing dovetails. The engag-
ing projections are ius'erted laterally, and side move-
ment prevented by a ferrule, which is secured by a
traverse pin.

Claim.—In the attachment of a tool to its handle, a

dovetail projection a from the tool interlocking with
a corresponding slot e in the head of the handle, and
retained therein by an encircling band E, a transverse
pin or other eiiuivalent device, substantially in the
manner set fortlL

Also, the independent metallic side pieces D, when
formed substantially as herein described, and united
to a handle 13 so as'to receive and retain a dovetail
projection a of a tool, substantially as and for the
pm-pose herein specified.

72,246.—George Walters and Thomas Shaf
FEU, Phicnixville, Pa.

—

Preparing Fagots for Manu
facturing Wrought Beams or Girders.—December 17,

1867.—The solid portions have ribs entering recesses
in the portion formed of plates, which are riveted
together. The portions are secured together by
wedges.

Claim.—A pile or fagot (for wrought-iron beams)
composed in part of a solid bar or bars, with a rib or

ribs <?, and in part of a number of bars riveted to-

gether and wedged to the said rib or ribs, all as set

forth, for the piu'pose specified.

72,247.—William G. Waterman, Middletowu
Conn.

—

Cork Bxtractor.—Deeomhev 17. 1867.—The
corkscrew and spring are folded or drawn up within
the handle when not in use. The latter is used to
encircle a cork Avhich had been pushed into the bottle

and to extract the same.
Claim.—The combination of the corkscrew B and

the spring E, both being attached to the handle A in

the manner herein set forth and described.

72,248.—George Watt, Eichmond, Ya.—Whif-
fletree.—December 17, 1867.—Explained by the claims
and illustration.

Claim.—First, the whiffletree A A', formed of bent
metal, witii three straight sides, one of which is en-

larged in tlie center, to sustain endwise pressure, as

described.
Second, in bent metal whifBetrees, the replaceable

rings or thimbles B, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

72,249.—John Weichart, San Francisco, Cal.—
Straw Cutter.—December 17, 1867.—A square cutter
bar is stretched across the outlet of the box, and
above this is another bar having upright pins, sur-

rounded by spiral springs, the oimj moving up and

down in holes on a cross plate. The knife la de-
pressed by a cam and has a draAV cut.
Claim.—First, the manner of operating the feed-

roller B by the toothed wheel C and cam D, substan-
tially as and for the purposes described.
Second, the cam E, in combination with the arms

d d\ jointed to the knife, and the spring H, for throw-
ing it back, substantially as described.

Third, the movable pressure plate ft, spiral springs
c c, so that the material to be cut will be held firnily

in place, substantially as described and shown.

72,250.—George W. Wheeler, Xew Fairfield,
and HiUAM I. Stevkxs. Bethel, Conw.—Marble Cut-
ting Machine.—December 17, 1867.—The reciprocat-
ing tool-frames are guided by rollers whose boxes
have lateral adjustment along the double raUs of tho
frame between which they arc supported.

Claim.—The frame B, "constructed as described, so
that the roller guides may be adjusted as described.

Also, the adjustable coupling F, as set forth.

72,251.—James M. Whiting, Providence. E. I.—Pailroad Sivitch.—December 17, 1867.—The pivoted
switch has tv.o inclined faces, against either of Avhich
the wheel of the street car may be made to strike to
switch the car to either track.
Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the

switch S in such a manner as that it may be properly
shifted by the rail-car in the act of pijssing over the
same, substantially as described.

72,252.—Joshua Whittemore, South Eeading,
Mass.

—

Soap Best.—December 17, 1867.—The perfo-

rated rest has a spring bracket for attachment to the
ed":e of a tub.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a soap
rest, consisting of the shelf A and bracket and spring
D C E, made substantially as described and for the
purpose set forth.

72,253.—J. D. Willoughby, Shippensburg, Pa.—Lamp ChimTiei/.—December 17, 1867.—The lower
end of the chimney has an inturned flange and the
burner has catches to engage the flange. One of the
catfe'hes is movable and operated by a lever.

Claim.—First, a lamp chimney with the flange I,

or its equivalent, as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, a lamp top, with the catches o o, or their

equivalents, as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, tlie lamp chimney, with the flange I, and the
lamp top, Avith the catches o o, in combination with
the spring U, or its equivalent, as and for the pm^pose
set forth.

72,254.—J. E. WiXAXTS, Brooklyn, IT. T., as-

signor to himself and JoHX F. Griffi'x.—Apparatus
for 2[elting and Straining Crude Turpentine.—Do-
comber 17, 1867.—The rotating strainer has steam ra-

diators and is supported on an inclined axis. The
crude material is emptied into one end and the refuse
discharged at the other. The cylinder is inclosed in
a case Avhich catches the straine'd matter.
Claim.—The employment of a rotary heating and

straining cylinder, substantially in the manner and
for the purposes set forth.

72,255.—E. L. Woods, Alliance. Ohio, assignor
to himself, Joshua H. AVoods, Bex,tamin F. Woods,
and James L. ^Yool)S.—Buckle.—Decomhev 17, 1867.

—The strap slides in the main frame and the pivoted
frame has a tongue to engage the holes in the strap.

Claim.—The plate and clips B B, projection a, in

combination with hinge holder D and tongue d, con-
structed substautially'as described and operating as
set forth.

72,256.—NoTLEY W. WoRTHAM, Union Point,

Ga., assignor to himself, T. C. Hexdry, M. L. Wat-
sox, and P. W. Prixtup, same \iliice.— Millstone

i)rcs.'^.—December 17, 1867.—Explained by the claira

and illustration.

Claim.—The improved millstone dress, consisting

of the four furrowed sections at right angles to each
other, in the manner described and for the purpose
specified.

72,257.—Louis B. F. Zitkor, Portland, Mo.—
Stall for Cattle and Horses.—Decemhor 17, 1867.—
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The secondary floor is divided into the portions Tvhich
are hinged to and fold against the sides and uaanger,
the latter forming a bedding receptacle under the
manger.

Claim.—Tlie improved stall, substantially as de-

scribed, combining the secondary floor and bedding-
bos, as and for the pm'poses set forth.

73,258.—Charles R. Aubott, Elmira, X. Y.

—

Flexible >Steam Fipc for Connecting Heating Pipes
in liailroad Cars.—Deccmb(n" 17, 18G7.—Two steam
pipes slidiu"- upon each other have at their outer ends
ball and soctet joints l)y which they connect with
pipes on contiguous railway cars.

Claim. — The combination and arrangement of
pipes A and B, ball and socket joints C and D, and
pipes E and E, substantially as and for the pmposes
described.

72,259—John K. Adams, Xew York, >f. Y.—
Coffee Mill.—December 17, lc-G7.—Explained ,by the
claim and illustration.

Claim.—The pivoted lid of the mill, attached by an
ai'm to the grinuer-shalt for the purpose of turning
the griuding-coue, as described.

72,260.—John Aiken, "Warner, N. 'S..—Harrow.
—December 17, 1867.—The tooth bars are pivoted.
The top of the front one is connected by a chain to the
bottom of the next, and the thii-d similarly connected
to the fourth.

C'iau?i.—Connecting the rollers B to each other in
pairs by chains C or equivalent flexible or jointed
connection, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed, and for the pm-pose set forth.

72,261.—Alexander Anderson, London, Onta-
rio, Canada.

—

Combined Damper and Ventilator.—
December 17, 18G7.—The damper rod is journalcd in
a cylindrical case. The case and pipe are perforated
to admit air into the pipe above the damper, and the
perforations may be closed by turning the case.

_
Claim.—Fii'st, the slottqd 'damper E with depres-

sions or pockets b to provide an indirect passage for
the smoke when closed, and with a weight 6' to retain
it in its open position.

Second, the sliding lever D constructed and applied
substantially as shown and described, in combination
with a notched plate E by which the lever and
damper are iield in any desired position.

Third, the combination with the joint of stove-pipe
A, provided with apertures a a and horizontal slots
a^ of the damper B, and perforated ventilator C c,

constructed, arranged and adapted to be separately
operated by the same handle, substantially as se't

forth.

72,262—L. Y. Badger, Chicago, T[\.—Signal
Xafttern.—December 17, 1867.—The lantern frame is

placed in a liole in the roof ; the lower portion has a
door to allow attendance on the lamp. The lamp has
a conical upward reflector to thi'ow light on a trans-
parency above the roof.

Claini.—A signal lantern for street railroad cars,
composed of a box inserted in the roof and provided
with a lamp, reflectors, and glass or transparent sides,

substantially in the manner as herein shown and de-
scribed.

72,263.—J. S. BORCOURT, Boonsboro, Iowa.—
Railroad Weed CwMcr.—December 17, 1867.—The
circular cutters mow the weeds adjacent to the rails,

and the straight cutter bar mows those at a gi-eater
distance.
Claim.—The arrangement of the circular cutters d

and the straight cutter bar F, or cither of them, in
combination with a railroad truck A, substantially as
and for the pui-pose herein described.

72.264.—M. C. Boyer. Xorristown, Va.—Shaft
Coupling.—December 17, 1867.—The clamp isfrusto-
conical and bisected longitudinally. It has dowel
pieces passing through the sides of the shafts. The
tapering screws at the ends are embraced by annular-
nuts.

Claim.—The within described coupling composed
of the two clamps B and B' adapted to the shafts, and
nuts D and D' adapted to tapering screws a a on the
clamps, all as set forth and for the pm'pose specified.

72,265.—George W. Carpender, Jarvis, Ind.—Animal Poke.—December 17, 18C7.—The bar is

pivoted to the bow, and inclining forward serves or-
dinarily to cover the points, but when brought in
contact with a fence the points ai-e unmasked to
pierce the animal.
Claim.—The bow A, rounds B and C, bar D, rod

E, and collar F, with its points, the several *part3
being constructed and used as and for the purpose
set forth.

72,266.—D. H. Clock, Monroevillo, Ohio.—
Trace C7a»(j9.—DecemJjcr 17, 1867.—The clamp has
a frame through wiiich the end of the tug passes ; two
studs engage holes in the tug.
Claim.—The construction of a clamp, in the man-

ner substantially as described, as a new article of
manufacture, when applied to the purpose specitied.

72,267.—XOAH Clouse, Buffalo Village, Pa.—
Sorghum Evaporator.—December 17, 18(i7.—Eacli
evaporating pan is pivoted to a truck, by which it

may be moved along tracks from one furnace U)
another, or from the place of lilling to that of deposit.
The supporting casters may be turnetl UO'^ to allow
of running over all portions of the rectangular track.
The pans may be tilted to discharge their contents.
Claim.—First, the manner, herein shown and de-

scribed, of hanging the vessels A in the carriages B,
by means of plates C, liaving pins a and screws b,

and by means of steadying pins c, as described.
Second, the carriages E E, when provided with

adjustable casters, having plates e on their upright
axles and secm-ed by pins d in any desired position,
as described.

Third, the arrangement of the frame E, divided
into sections to allow the easy transportation of the
vessels A from one section to the other, as described.
Fourth, a sorghum evaporator, consisting 'of a

scries of separate vessels A A, hung in carriages B
B, and moved in succession from the filling place,
over the furnaces F and tr, to the cooling pan or dis-

charge, substantially as described.

72,268.—A. F. Crosjian, United States ]S\avy.—
Boat Lowering Apparatus.—December 17, 1867.

—

The davit Avlien swinging out is supported by a
chain, which passes over a spring catch and is held
thereby. The catch may be released by a cord which
is attached to it. The chain is v>cighted, so that by
releasing the catch ^Ykcn hoisting u]) the boat the
chain is drawn in with tlie elevation of the davit.

Claim.—The notched spring catch G, in combina-
tion with the weighted chains b and jointed davits E,
as herein described, for the purpose specitied.

72,269.—Alonzo Crowner, Wellsville, X. Y.—
Stump Extractor.—December 17, 1867.—The trucks
are connected by a right and left hand screw shaft.

One of the trucks is secured to the stump and the
other is anchored. The trucks arc drawn together
by rotation of the screw.

Claim.—First, the screw shaft A applied to trans-
porting trucks, and provided with means for rotating
it, for the purpose of extracting stamps and stones,
substantially as described.
Second, providing a screw shaft A, which is ap-

l)lied to t^'o trucks, substantially as described, with
drums G G' connected together by spui' wheels so as
to rotate in opposite directions, in combination with
right and left pawls h li' and ratchet wheels e e', sub-
stantially as and for the purposes described.

Third," the pendent guides J J for supporting ^vl-

l^ys jj^ over Avliich the ropes k k' of drums G G' pass,
in combination with a machine operating substan-
tially as described. ^
Fourth, sustaining the front end of the screw shaft

upon or by means of a head block D, which is attachetl

to a bolster D' by a staple E, so that it can rise and
fall, substantiallv as described.

Fifth, the coinbination of the screw A, nut a', and
prop P, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose herein describe'd.

Sixth, the combination of rods F F with a right
and left screw shaft A, which is supported upon
trucks and operated substantially as described.

72,270.— Fred. Culver, Elkland, Va.— Horsa
Hay Fork.—December 17, 1867.—Pins upon ihe inte-
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rior shaft slide in slots at the rear ends of the clavr
levers, and cause their issue from or -n-ithdrawal in-

side the poiuted case.
Claim.—The combination of upright shaft C, rivets

or pins B B, arms D D, vrith slots a a at their upper
end aud barbs at their lower end, the-n-holc arranged
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

72,271.—Perlet D. CuM>nxGS, Portland, Me.—Needle Case.—December 17, 1867.—The cushion is

arranged to slide down into a cylindrical bos.
Claim.—The combination of the cylinder a, rod b,

tube d, and cushion h, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

72,272.—Edward de la Graxja, Boston, Mass.— Deodorizing India-liubbcr, Gutta-Pcrcha, die. —
December 17, 1867.—The india-rubber or gutta-percha
is macerated in a solution composed of iodine 15
grains

;
permanganate of potash, 24 grains ; iodide

of potassium, 6U grains
;
glycerine, 4 omices ; sul-

phite of soda, 4 ounces ; sulphite of lime, 4 oimces?

;

sulphite of potassa, 4 ounces ; and water, 1\ gallon.
After remaining cold twenty-four hours the whole is

boiled until one-eighth of the solution is evaporated,
and the whole allowed to cool. The matters are con-
tained in au earthen vessel. Tor scenting, the rubber
is heated below the melting point and steeped in an
alcoholic aromatic solution.
Claim.—First, the solution above described, when

used as and for the purpose specified.
Second, the process of deodorizing and perfuming

india-rubber and gutta-percha above described.

72,273.—David Dick, Corning, S. Y.—Woop
Turning irtf/ic—December 17, 1867.—The hopper is

supplied with a (luantity of perforated blanks resting
one,upou another, and retained therein by the springs.
The blank is roughed out by the gouges and finished
by the chisels. The gouges and chisels are moved
automatically to aud from their ^ork Avith a sIoav and
fast motion, respectively. When the spool or bobbin
is finished it is discharg'ed from between the cen-^-ers,

and the hopper descends, causing a blank to be held
by the springs in line with the centers. The blank is

then secui-ed upon the centers by movement of the
lever.

Claim.—First, the two sliding tool-beds M O, pro-
vided with adjustable cutting tools and operated sim-
ultaneously towards and from each other at oi^posite
Bides of the lathe bed by means of tlie cam E, arm <J,

rock shaft H, and double crank L, all constructed
and arranged to operate substantially as shown and
described.
Second, the slotted arm J with the pin &' of the

cam E applied to the cam E and rock shaft H, sub-
Btantially as shown, for the purpose of moving ttie

Bides M O slowly towards each other, aud Avith a
quick movement outward from each other, as set
forth.

Third, the rising and falling hopper "W operated
automatically from the sliding bai- D, through the
medium of the arms Z C and pin u, all constructed
to operate substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

Fourth, the lubricating chamber Y in the hopper
W, arranged in relation with the center point a', ope-
rating substantially as and for the pm'pose specified.

Fifth, tlie flauged center point 6 on the mandrel C,
with the eye r working over said point ani operated
automatically from the sliding bar D, constructed and
operating substantially as and for the pm-pose set
forth.

72,274.—W. B. DuxxiXG, Geneva, IS". Y.—Rail-
road Car VentUator.—December 17, 1867.—The in-

side sash may be moved inward so as to remain par-
allel with the car side, but to have a passage all

around it for admission of air ; or the inner sash may
be inclined in either direction so as to iwrmit the air
to pass outward, but not favor the admission of dust
and cinders.
Claim.—A window sash, or other frame, made of

two frames, one Avithin the otlier, and hinged or
otlierwi.sc hung, the inner to the outer and the outer
to any suitable frame, so as to be susceptiljle of the
operation, substantially as aud for the pui-pose de
scribed.

72,275.—Jacob Euteneuer, Peoria, 'Dl.—Lamp
Chimney Tongs.—December 17, 1867.—The double-
clawed Avire tongs are connected to handles similar
to those of shears.

Claim.—The grasping claws and handle of chim-
ney tongs, when constructed and arranged substan-
tia'lly as shown and specified.

72,276.—Morrison Foster, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Railroad Spike.—December 17, 1867.—Explained by
the claims and illustration.

Claim.—In combination with hook-headed railroad
spikes the so enlarging of the head, and continuing it,

as that there will be formed, in conjunction Avith the
head, a shoulder at the rear of the spike, on a line
below the under side of the hook of the spike, so that
said shoulder shall come in contact with the wood
into which the spike is driven a little before the hook
comes in metal contact with the fiange of the rail it

is to hold, and thus prevent any liability to fracture
or overstrain the head of the spike, substantially as
described.
Also, in combination with the shoulder at the rear

of the spike, when formed with a continuation of the
head and located with regard to the under side of the
hook, as above described, the shoulders at the sides
of the spike and on a line with the shoulder 6, and
auxiliary thereto, for the purpose of shedding the
rain or other water from the hole made by driving in
the spike, and thus preventing the rotting of the
cross tie and consequent loosening of the spike, sub-
stantially as described.
Also, curving the lower portion of the shank of the

spiks backward, in combination with the rear incli-

nation, to form the point, for the purpose of causing
it to hug the edge of the fiange of the rail as it is

driven in alongside of it, substantially as described.

72,277—O. S. Foster, Durhamville, 1^". T.—
Jack for Pulling Hop Poles.—December 17, 1867.

—

Explained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The metallic head D, having trunnions and
claAvs E E all formed of one pi'^ce and connected to
L-shaped standards B B, which are secured to a
block A and provided AAith a suitable handle C, all

constructed and used for the purpose specified.

72,278.- Charles Fownes, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Fttrnacefor Steam Boiler.—December 17, 1867.—The
segmental space beneath the boiler is concentric
therewith, aud has a longitudinal diaphragm dividing
the combustion chamber from tlie air-heating cham-
ber beneath it. Fomvardly inclined jets of air pass
through the diaphragm'to cause the thorough combus-
tion. Jets of heated air are thrown into the rear
ends of the flues for a like pui'pose. The air may be
injected beneath tlie diaphragm by steam jets.

Claim.—First, the smoke cousumer, composed of
the diaphragm T, with its set of burners U U' U" XT'"

U'""', <fcc., and burner V V, channel J J, openings
K K, aud blowersM M, or theii- equivalent, arranged
and operating as specified.

Second, the diaphragm T T, curved or corrugated,
so as to obtain more heating surface and to form
channels for collecting the dust, as described.

72,279.— Charles Fowxes, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Hinging Tea-Kettle Covers. — December 17, 1867.—
Explained by the claims and illustration.

CUmn.— First, swinging the lid of a tea-kettle

around a center placed or located to the right or to left

of the bail ear D, out of the center line of the spout,
and nearer to the spout than to the back of the tea-

kettle, so that the lid in pivoting around that center
will swing clear of tlie bail lug G without being ele-

vated to pass over it, as set forth.

Second, the combination of the pin M or pins NN
with tlie knob G, or its equivalent.
Third, the combination of the split piece P or

pieces P P' with the knob G.
Fourth, the combination of the screw V cast or

chilled in Axith the piece G.
Fifth, the combination of the washerW with the

pieces M IST N, P P', V, and the knob G and rim H,
used for the purpose set forth.

Sixth, securing the lids of tea-kettles by means and
with the use of the screw F, bolt V, piu M, pins N N,
or pieces P P'. as described.
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72,280.-8. C. Fjuxk, ludianapolis, Ind.—Sad
iron Heater.—December 17, ISGT.—The air enters the
bottom aud the gas the side of a chamber beneath the
cotton chamber, which is between an upper and lower
gauze. The air and gas are mingled in the passage
through the cotton chamber aud ignited above it.

The caloric current passes beneath the irou, whose
point is raised b}- a st&d.

Claim.—First, the peculiar-formed base piece L as
represeiitcd in Fig. 3, with the air, gas, and cottou
chambers attached, separated by gauze wii-e or per-
forated metal, substantially as set forth.

Second, the metallic ring or band K, Fig. 4, when
used to bind or make fast the gauze wire or perforated
metal P on the gas, air, or cotton chambers I I, as
represented in Fig. 3 of drawings, substautially as
herein set forth.

Third, the i)eculiar-shaped shell or cover E. with
the inclined plane A, lug O, and beveled sides C to
receive the flat or tailor's irou, as represented in Figs.
1 and 2, substantially as herein set forth.

Fourth, the whole device, when constructed and
operated substantially as set forth.

72,281.—Thomas Q. Frost, Indian Eiver, X. T.—Washing Machine.—December 17, 18G7.—The dash-
ers are reciprocated by a compound crank shai't aud
run between grooved anti-friction rollers.

Claim.—The combination of the dashers C, rods
D, gear wheel E, pinion F, crank shafts G d, pitman
K, grooved rollers O, and adjustable rollers L, as
herein described for the pui-pose specified.

72,282.—"^illiamB. Gabel, East Cocalico town-
ship. Pa.

—

Horse Hay Fork.—December 17, lSb7.

—

The hoisting rope is attached to one arm and passes
through the' flattened hook and around a sheave in
the end of the same arm. When hoisting, the hook
is engaged over a pin of the other ai'm, which pin is

retracted by the cord in releasing.
Claim.—ThcAcrtical bolt D, entering the eyes of a

flattened hook C, which terminates a single arm A ,

forked at the otlier end, and connected. to a similar
forked arm B, by a central rivet, all an-anged as
above described, 'and in combination with the lever
E, ring I, and one or two pulleys K J, all arranged
and operating in the manner and for the pui'pose
specified.

72,283.—TViLLiAM Gardener, New York, X. Y.—Iron Safe.—December 17, 18G7.—The door edge is

doubly rabbeted and has a series of notched pins pro-
jecting inwai-d. The pins pass through the case and
theii- notches ai-c entered by the bolts, which also
pass through an intm-ued fla'nge of tlie door jambs.
The pins on the hinge side ai-e removable and are in-

seited after the door is closed.
Claim.—First, the Z-shaped fi-ames c and e, in com-

bination Avith the pms/ /. substantially as aud for
the purpose herein shown and described.

_
Second, the Z-shaped frames c and e, in combina-

tion with the pins g on the door A, substantially as
set forth.

Third, the removable pins g' and plate i, in combi-
nation \\itli the Z-shaped fi-ames c aud e, substautially
as set forth.

Fom'th, the grooved bottom K of the safe, in com-
bination with the false bottom m, the latter being
provided with a dovetail or other projection I, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.

72,284.—M. A. Gates, Troy, Ta.—Check Fein
Attachment.—December 17, 1867.—The check hook
is attached to a strap which passes through a turret
in tlie usual place of the check hook. The strap runs
back and has a ring engaged by a hook on the crup-
per. The strap is diseiigaged from the hook to allow
the animal to drink from a'stream.

Claim.—The combination of the check-rein hook
B, strap C, turret riug A, stop ring D, hook ring E,
strap F, end ring G. and hook H with each other,
when used in connection with the check rein, saddle
or pad, aud back strap of a harness, substantially us
herein shown aud described and for the purpose set
forth.

72,285.—Albert H. Gilmax, Hopedale, Mass.—
lAibricating Spindle.—December 17, 18G7.—The spin-
dle is rotated by a bevel gear attached near its lower

end. The bolster has a side extension containing an
oil chamber tilled with fibrous material. Oil is con-
ducted through the vertical slot in the bolster bushing.
The bobbin is rotated by a bevel-geared collar which
turns on the bushing, and the collar has an anuulai- oU
chamber containing fibrous material.
Claim.—First, tiic combination of the chambered

nut E, provided with an absorbent material as set

forth, with the bolster, or with the same aud the
bushing, to extend down from such bolster, as ex-
plained.
Second, the combination of the chambered nut E,

provided with an absorbent, as set forth, with the
bolster and its chamber e, furnished with an absorb-
ent material, arranged so as to lie against the spin-

dle, as specified.

Third, the combination of the chambered nut E,
the chambered bolster and bushing, provided with a
passage and an absorbent matei'ial to extend through
such passage aud against the spindle, as described.
Fourth, the combination of the lubricating chamber

i aud its supply passage k with the gear F, the bear-
ing thereof, and the conduit e, or its equivalent, ar-

ranged in the bolster and to open against the spindle,

as specitied.

72,286.-S. GOCHNAUEU, York, Va..—Horse Hay
Fork.—December 17, 18G7.^Explained by the claims
and illustration.

Claim.—First, operating the movable toes by means
of an oscillatiugroUer C, substantially as herein shown
and described.
Second, strengthening and braciug the tines by

means of the roller which operates the toes, in the
manner substantially as shown and described.
Third, tlic combination of the spring lever F with

the oscillating roller C and the tines A, substantially
as herein shown and described.

Foiu'th, the locking recess b, when used in combi-
nation with the spring lever F, substautially as here-
in shown aud described.

Fifth, the discharge lever K, arranged and operat-
ing in combination with the said locking recess and
the spriug lever, as set forth.

72,287.-PtiCHARU GORXALL, Baltimore, Md.—
Valve for Boiler Feeder.^.—December 17, 18G7.—The
float has direct action on a valve regulating the pas-
sage of steam to the injector or '• doctor" engine.

Claim.—The combination of the float F and valve
V, seating upwards, with the chambers C and C, the
pipes D S A\^, and the cylinder A. the valve being at-

tached directly to the flout F by tlie valve stem/ and
the parts operating witliout levers or gear of any de-

scription, but substantially in the manner aud for the
purposes specified.

72,288.—PvOBERT Gracey, Pittsburg. Va.—Bolt-
heating J/ac/nuc—December 17, 18G7.—The opera-
tive rods of the toggles which actuate the clamping
dies and hammer are connected to Aveighted drop
levers which are raised bv cams. Tlie blank is held
between the dies and headed by the hammer.
Claim.—First, tlie combination of the cam C, the

weighted drop lever C', the toggle F, and the head-
ing hammer, constructed, arranged, and operating
together substantially as described.
Second, the combination of the cams D and D', the

levers E and E', the toggle G G', aud the movable
heading aud gripping dies, coiistructed, arranged,
aud operating together substantially as described.

Third, in combination Avith the lieading Immmer,
the toggle F. the drop lever C, aud cam C, an clastic

post, stud, or other elastic bearing, to arrest the dc-

.scent of the drop lever, and cause it instantly to re-

bound and remove the hammer from the heated iron,

substantially as sJioAA-n and described.
Fourth, in combination Avitli the heading and grip-

ping dies, the piston k and stake .v, arranged and ope-
rating as described, to detach the finished bolt from
the dies.

72,289.—EiJENEZEU Y. W. Giufkitii, Utica, X.
Y.

—

Potato Digger.—December 17, 18G7.—The fork,

when inserted beneath the hill, is tliruwn up anloni-

atically aud the potatoes cast on the vibriUing screen.

Pins on a rotating disk operate on a bent lever pro-

jecting backward from the fork to cause tliis action.

Claim.—Fii'st, the fork D, the bent lever D' and
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tbo pin G', or tlioir equivaleuts in combination, for
tlio uses and purposes mentioned.
Second, the lovk D, operated by the lever D^ and

pin G', in comlnnation with the screen H, substan-
tially as described, and for the uses and purposes
mentioned.

Third, the fork D and the bent axle A' and lever
D', in combination, for the uses and purposes men-
tioned.

Fourth, operating- the fork nutomaticallv by means
of the gcariug E and F and the pin G", substantially
as described, and for the uses and purposes mentioned.

72,290—Moses Hatx, Jr., Osborn, Ohio.—^67t
S"ot«e.—December 17, 1867.—Explained by the claims
Jind illustration.

Claim.—First, a fire-proof ash house and leach tub
combined, substantially as shown and described, and
for the purposes set forth.

Second, the fire-proof box A, in combination with
the hopper B and screen C, substantially as shown
and described, and for the purpose set fortli.

Third, the fire-proof leach tub I), in combination
flith the p:irta K and screen S', substantially as shown
and dcsci'ibed and for the purposes set forth.
Fourth, a fire-proof box C, in combination with the

fire-proof leach tub D, substantially as shown and de-
scribed and for the purposes set forth.

72,29J .—Levi Heywood, Gardner, Mass.—Ma-
chine/or Splitting liatan.—Deccmhev 17, 1867.—The
series of radial cutters are independently inserted in
the block. The quill is adjustable in distance from
the cutters to suit the state of the ratan.

Claim.—An independent tube or quill E, which
may be adjusted more or less in advance of the cut-
ters, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

72,292.—Levi Heywood, Gardner, Mass.—ilfa-

chine for Bending TFood.—December 17, 1867.—An
auxiliary mold is used iu combination with the mold
usually employed. The central portion of the timber
is first bent in the ordinary mold, after which the
auxiliary mold is clamped thereto and the end por-
tions bent.
Claim.—The molds A and B, in combination with

the lever D, or its eqidvalent, all constructed to oper-
ate in the manner substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

72,293.—Levi Heywood, Gardner, Mass.—Ifrt-

diine for Bending Wood.—December 17, 1867.—Im-
provement on his patent March 13, 1860. The sec-
tions are connected by wire ropes which pass through
them. Each section has a projection or recess cn-
g-aging the teeth of the wheel by which the timber is

Claim.—('onnectiug links A of a chain for bend-
ing- wood by one or more flexible ropes B, substan-
tially as set forth.

72,294.—J. E. HiGNUTT, Denton, Md.—Cinder
Shovel.—December J 7, 1867.—Tiie shovel is made in
tlie form stated in the claim and may be used as a
sifter.

Claim:—The cinder shovel herein described, con-
structed with a vertical handle A, and a horizontal or
nearly liorizoiital toothed scoop C D, substantially as
and lor the purpose set forth.

72,295.—lior.Eirr F. Hill, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Burial Case.—December 17, 1867.—Explamod by the
claim and illustration.

Claiin.—Tlio bodj- A, provided upon its upper edge
with the fiaiige (/, projecting- Avithin and without the
case, luiving ):i its under sld(!, within the case, the
countersuuk nuts /, the corresponding- thing-e /i, upon
the lowei- eiige of the cover 15, said tiauges, secured
together by tlio tlunnlvscrew C, passins'-thi-ous^-li both
and into the countersunk rait /, the head of said screw
l)eing williout the covei-. and tlie end within the body
A, as herein described for tiic purpose specified.

72,29«. — W. n. H. Holi.e.v. Fostoria, Pa.—
Knitting J/rfc/t/jit!.-- December 17, 1867.—By rotating
the cam" wheel the stiuls successively pass between
I In; teeth and thus rotate t!ie iu>edle carrier, while the
end ol' the ai-m traverses the cam groove and gives
uioiiuii to tlie lock shaft and the stitch lifter, whose

salient point slides up the groove of a needle, and then
forward and uuder the stitch thereon. The heel of
the lifter slides up the groove. The stitch is carried
over the end of the needle and the outer projection
presses the stitch under the end of the needle, and
leaves it to be pressed back against the front end of
the needle carrier. The thread carrier is then brought
forward and passes the thread across the needle, mak-
ing a stitch in the hook. The needle carrier is then
carried forward by one of the studs.
Claim.—First, tlie combination and arrangement

of the wheel B, having a groove h", Avith the arm G
of the rock shaft H, as described and shown, for the
purpose of giving the necessary movements to the
stitch lifter C, thread carrier D, and the pressers E
and F F, as described.
Second, in combination with the elements of the

preceding first clause, the studs h' h' b' in the disk
wheel B, and the teeth a" in the needle carrier A,
when arranged to move the said carrier A at the pe-
riods required by the said stitch litter C, thread cur-
rierD, and pressers E and F F, as described.

Third, the grooved and bent needle a', in combina-
tion with the stitch lifter C, both constructed as de-
scribed for the purpose specified.

' Fourth, the stitch lilter C. made in the form shown,
i e., with the three projections 12 3, for the purpose
of causing the stitch lifter of the machine to operate,
in combination with the grooved and bent needles a',

iu the manner and for the purpose described.
Fifth, the thread carrier D, made with cui'ved sides

and edged ends, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

Sixth, the vibrating stitch presser E, formed as de-
scribed, at its lovv'cr end, for the purpose of causing
it to pass more closely along the lower sides of the
needles in forcing back the stitches, as described.

72,297.—Henry Howe, Oneonta, IST. Y.—Cul-
tivator.—December 17, 1867.—The plow standards
are pivoted to the beams, the side plows having laterals

adjustment. The wheel is jourualed to a stand and
pivoted to the central beam. The standard may be
loAvered sufiiciently to form a support in moving from
field to field.

Claim.—First, extending the rear end of the cen-
tral beam C back, to receive and support the rear or
central plow standard D, substantially as herein shown
and described,
Second, the gauge wheel frame J, constructed sub-

stantially as herein shown and described, and pivoted
to the central beam C, or to some other support at

the central part of the cultivator frame, as and for

the purpose herein set forth.

Third, the combination of the lever latch IST with
the beam C and gauge Avhcel frame J, substantially

as herein shown and tlescribed and for the purpose
set forth.

Fourth, pivoting or hinging the standardsD and F
to the cultivator frame by means of the brace cars d'

and/', substantially in the manner herein shown and
described and for the purpose set forth.

72,298.—James B. Hudson, Fayetteville, Pa.—
Automatic Rain Conductor.—December 17, 1867.

—

The rain falls into an inverted conical sieve, and then
into a funnel, from which it falls on a pivoted plate

by which it may be dofiected to either of the two dis-

charge pipes. The plate is actuated by a float in the
cistern, which turns the water into the discharge
pipe when the latter is full, but turns it back with a
decrease of the Avater therein.

Claim.—Tha cylinder A, having a removable cover
B, and provided Avith a hopper ?i, strainer «, partition

E, i)ivoted disk D, operated by float F and rod R.
and pipes C P m and W, all coustructed, arranged,
and operating substantially as and for the pm-poso
described.

72,299.-^ToHN "W. Hull, Connersvillc, Ind.—
Machine for Trimming Hedges and Cutting Corn.—
December 17, 1867.—The adjustable rotary cutter is

actuated by gearing connected to the ground aaMiccIs.

The cutter may l)e adjusted to cut corn or to trim the

sides and top of hedges.
Claim.—First, the combination of the frame A,

the hinged Avhe(!l B, the cog-driving wheel C, con-

nected Avith gearing to move the horizontal shaft c,

and the vertical shaft e, the rotating disk G, Avith the
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hedge-cutting knives h h, the forked guide H, and the

treiulle E, arranged and operating substantially as

and for the purpose herein described.
Second, the combination of the main frame A. the

side frame I I, the forked cornstalk-cutter K, tlie

lixed arms m in, the uivoted arms m' m', and the
treadle E, arranged ana operating as and for the pui--

l)ose herein set forth.

72,300.—Ezra Hutsox. Brockport, N. Y.—Foot
Toiver.—December 17, 18()7.—A single belt passes
over two pulleys and is brought down around an
idler pulley. The pulleys have pawls engaging on a

ratchet wheel attached' to the shaft, and act alter-

nately upon it to impart a continued rotation in one
direction. The ends of the belt ai-e attached to
treadles.

Claim.—The rollers d and c, ratchet g, and pawls
tn and n, the Avhole combined substantially as aud
for the pm'pose herein set forth.

72,301.—E. B. Ives. Bristol, Conn.— YegetaUe
Cutter.—December 17, 1867.—The rotating cutter disk
has a series of curved knives parallel with itself, aud
several concentric series of knives cutting rectangu-
larly to the otliers.

Claim.—The wheel E, provided with knives g g g
aud eee, substantially as described.

72,302.—C. C. Jones, Portland, Me.—Door Bolt.

—December 17, 1867.—The bolt oscillates in a verti-

cal plane and engages in a socket plate let into the
floor. The bolt is depressed by a spring and is

raised by a knob which is forced clown by the toe.

Claim.—The combination of bolt c, knob e, and
spring / in the case a with the plate gr, substantially
as and for the piu-pose herein described.

72,303.—a. F. KuoLLrFEiFFEn, Xew York, N.
Y.—Skd.—December 17, 18()7.—The pivoted levers
are connected together in tlie rear, and have a piv-
oted dog bar by which the sled may be di'ivcu Ibr-

"ward.
Claim.—The attachment to sleds, sleighs, and

other land conveyances, consisting of a pivoted
frame B, rod E, and handles E, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

72,304.—MauyJaxe Laiuu, Middleton, Pa., ad-
ministratrix of the estate of AxuuEW J. Lahu). de-
ceased.

—

Horse Hay Fork.—December 17, 1867.

—

The blades are thrown out by the bent lever, whose
end has the disengaging line attached thereto and
passes through tlie hoistiug ring. The lever is pro-
tected by the guard.

Claim.—The guard D, when applied to hay forks
for the protection of the lever or arm, substantially
as described and set forth.

72,305.—S. J. Leach, Tuscaloosa, AXvl.—PIoxu.—^December 17, 1867.—Explained by the claims.
Claim.—First, facing the moldboard of a plow with

a thin detachable sheet or plate of wood, steel, or
other suitable material, substantially as herein shown
and described and for the purpose set forth.

Second, forming the moldboard B of a plow with a
shoulder b' and with slots or sockets C to receive the
forward edge and tangues of the facing plate D, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described and for the
pm-pose set forth.

* 72,306

—

Geouge Leas, Shirleysburg, Pa.—
Lamp Chimney Cleaner.—December 17, 1867.—The
serrated disk is for engagement of a piece of paper or
cloth to clean the insideof the chimney.

Claim.—The lamp chimney cleaner, as described,
the disk B of which is provicled with a serrated me-
tallic flange, as herein set forth.

72,307.—John K. D. V. Linton, New Bedford.
Mass.

—

Heat for Vehicles.—December 17, 1867.—The
" seat riser " or base is of cast-iron.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture a cast-

metal seat riser, made substantially as herein shown
and described.

72,308.—Joel R. Martin, Martinsburg. Ind—
Beehive.—December 17, 1867.—The hive proper is a

frustum of an inverted pyramid, and is supported by

legs proceeding from its upper part. Tl'.e lionej
boxes are in a rectangular lop hinged to the hive.

Beneath the square opening at the base is a pyramidal
block to assist the bees, but forming no din.ct eou-
uection and means of ascent for the worms after
ejection. The pivoted cleats are supported on l)locks

extending sidcAvays from the mouth, and having in-

clined sides whieii may be baited for millers. The
cleats are let down to form a means of ascent thereto.
Claim.—First, tlie block G, connected to tlie end

of the hive A, and provided witli its cleats d d, piv-
oted as set forth and for tlie purposes described.

Second, the combination of the hive A, as con-
structed, with block G, having cleats d d, and sup-
ported hs the standards II II above the pyramidal-
shaped block K, all constructed aud used for the pur-
poses set forth.

72,309.

—

David Matthew, Prairie dn Chien,
"Wis.

—

Protecting Steam Boilers from Corrosion.—
December 17, 1867.—The zinc and copper disks are
strung on a double-pointed rod, which is supported
on the boiler bottom by leaden plates.

Claim.—A galvanic pile, which is composed of
copper and zinc plates, or other metals eciuivalent iu
galvanic properties, applied upon a metal rod. which
is provided on its ends witli supporting disks, said
pile being employed substantially in the manner and
for the purposes described.

72,310.—James Maxey, Kewanna.Ind.-C/mr/i,
—December 17, 1867.—A gauze disk is placed above
the wheel to prevent the ujjward splashing of the
cream.
Claim.—The an'angement of the chtirn body A,

standards H H, shaft I, wheels G imd F, and staff B,
provided with the ^heel D and the padtUes 0, as
and for the purpose set forth.

72,311.—Ira C. McAllaster, Milo, Mich.—
Trace Fastener.—December 17, 1867.—Explained by
the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The buckle constructed as described, con-
sisting of the frame E, having parallel side guards F
and ear pieces G, through Avliich the rivets" II pass,

and slotted upon its upper side to receive the lever M,
hung by a slot a on a cross pin b, upon Avhich it slides,

and provided with the tongue L at one end, its other
end fitting upon the surface P of the buckle frame, as
herein described, for the pm-pose specified.

72,312.— David L. McGregor, Charlestown,
Mass.

—

Back-band Fastener.—December 17, 1867.

—

The bands on each side are attached by a ring to a
plate, whicli, passing between the burr-piece and cover,
is traversed by the terret. The upper eud of the plate
hooks into the burr-piece.

Claim.—The metallic band-fastener c, in combina-
tion with a saddle, substantially as described and for
the piu-pose set forth.

72,313.-J. 5T. McIXTiRE, New York, X. Y.—
Sash Stopper.—December 17, 1867 ; antedated De-
cember 5, 1867.—The catch is on a pendulous arm, and
is so nn-anged as to engage one of a series of pins
projecting from the sash. The sash may be freely
raised or lowered, the inclined ends warding the pins
from the catches.
Claim.—The catch or cam-like hook, so constructed

and arranged as to interlock with and disengage from
suitable pins or projecting stops in substantially the
manner described, for the purposes set forth.

72,314.—John S. Merrill, XcAvtown, Md.—
Windoiv Sash Supporter.—December 17, 1867.—The
elastic roller or ball is confined in an inclined case, so
as to allow the free raising of the sash, but to mount
the incline and act as a support. AVhen lowering the
sash, it is pressed sideways, compressing the anti-

Iriction rollers on the otlier side.

Claim.—The use of the self-acting roetnllic roller

D, in combination with the inclined metallic liox C,
in the one side of the sasli, and tA\o liiction rollers E
E, attached to the opposite side of the sash, when ar-

ranged, combined, and operating with the sash, us
herein described and for the purposes set forth.

72,315.— Myron Miles, Middlesex. IS". Y.—
Horse Hake.—December 17, 1867.—The rake head is
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jonrnaled to kneed (Traw bars bingcd to the axle n\w\i

"uiiicli tlie scat is supported. A vertical band lever
has connection witli the guide standard, whose lower
end is strapped to the rake head. Tlie standard has
a pawl resting on a in'ojection Irom the head. "When
the standard is draivn lorAvard the stop is raised from
the rear teeth and the rake tilted. Fov removal from
field to field the draw frame has pivoted standards, at

whose ends are castor wheels to support the rake from
contact with the gi-ound.

Claim..—Tlie combination and arrangement of the
hinged drawbars D D, guide standard (j, connecting
rod H, Irrace bars M M, and stop L, substantially as
herein specified.

Also, tlie slots mm in the brace bars, and the springs
c, in combination with the stop L, for the purjiosc
hei'cin specified.

Also, tlie arrangement of the caster or carrier
wheels N N in combination with the rake and with
the draAv bars D D, substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

ySiSHj.— Joiix Mitchell, ISTcwarlc, Ohio.

—

Washing Machine.—December 17, 1867.—The plunger
frame is connected by links to the cross-bar at the
Lead of tlie sttindards, and its projections enter be-

tween the stationary ribs in the suds box.
Claim.—The Irame L, hung liy arras H H to bar

T, wlicn provided with ribs I I'^and weiglit F, in
combination with the bos A, liaAing standards D,
inclined bottom O, and stationary ribs M, all con-
structed, arranged, and operating as and for the pur-
pose described.

72,317.—Christopher Moeglixg, Milwaukee,
Wis.

—

TcntUator for Flour Mills.—December 17,

18U7.—Tlie space I)etween the top of the running
stone and inside of the curb is closed up liy a band
of leather or rubber, hanging from the nndeV side of
the curb top and reaching to the top of the running
stone. A horizontal annular piece extends from tlie

toil edge of the stone to the curb. A pipe carries off

the moist, heated aii- from the fiour. Cold air is

passed through the eye of the stone between tlic

grinding surfaces. A frame is attached to the side

of the running stone to keep the space between it and
t\\(i curb free"from flour.

Claim.—First, in connection with an ordinary
open-top curb, the stojis i m. orn, or their equivalent,
as and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the eductiug pipe D, when provided with
the water-stops k Jc or //, whether said pipe leads off

from the curb B or from the receptacle C, for the pur-
poses specified, either v\ith or without the aid of the
wings E.

Tliird, the vertically adjustable frame F, when used
as and for the purposes specified.

72,318.—William II. Mozier, Higginsville, El.—Seed Planter.—December 17, 18U7.—The seed cyl-

inder is oscillated hj a trigger operated by hand, and
connected with the cylinder by levers.

Claim.—The combination of the trigger or hand
lever J, spring L, lever I, connecting bars K and H,
crank G, recessed cylinder F, and seed box E, with
each other and with the foi'ward-plow standard 15,

plow beam A, and handle D, substantially as herein
shown and described, and for the puapose set forth.

72,319.—I^ICHOLAS IfOLAX, New York, IST. Y.—
rropellcr.—December 17, 1807.—The blades are oscil-

lated with their rock frame, and arc feathered, so as

to move forward edgeways and move backward flat-

ways to propel the boat.

Claim.—The blades or paddles D D, fitted in the
rock frame 1>, and operated from the driving shaft K,
through the medium of the crank wheel J and con-
necting rod I, or their equivalents, in comliination
with tiie rod M attached to the crank L on the driv-

ing shaft, and provided with the hooki* and shoulder

j, to catch over pins h h', the bevel segment H and
the bevel wheel G on shaft F, connected with the bar
E, all being arranged to operate in the manner sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

72,320.—Ferdinand Gust. Oehme, Plymouth,
Mass. — Sail-releasing Apparatus.— Deeeinber 17,

18G7.—The sheet is connected to the apparatus, which

gives way at a certain fixed strain to prcAcnt upset-
ting of the boat.

67ffi??i.—First, connecting the sail to the boat by
means of an apparatus formed by the combination of
inclined planes, spiral springs, and double-acting
hooks, substantially as herein shown and described
and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the perforated grooved
and slotted block A, adjustable flanged blocks E and
G, springs H, coiled spring or springs B, pin D,
block J, and hooks K with each other, substantially
as herein shown and described and for the purpose
set forth.

72,321.—Samuel Page, McAlisterville, Pa.—
Horse Hay Fork.—December 17, 1867.—The central
pointed tubular bar has a central shaft with teeth
pivoted to its ends that issue from the side with the
depression of the shaft. The depression is caused by
a lever to whicli a rope is attached to release the load.
On each side of the bar is a vertical tine.

Claim.—The bar C having a slot at its upper end
through which is passed the lever D, said bar being
provided with the curved teeth G G and used in com-
bination with the bars B B having pointed head H
and tines A A, all operating as specified.

72,322.—Alfred Paraf, Mulhouse, France.—
Treating Sj}onge for Producing Textile Fabric.—De-
cember 17, 1867.—The sponge, when purified, if too
hard, is soaked in water containing from 10 to 20 per
cent, of glycerine, after which it is cut into small
pieces and carded. It is then felted or spun.

Claim.—The herein-described method of treating
sponge to convert the same into fiber capable of being
felted, spun, &c.

72,323.—C. E. Patric. Macedon, N. Y.—Lifting
Apparatus for Grain X)n7?s.—December 17, 1867.—
The rear end of the draw bars are connected by chains
to a roller which has spur wheels that climb on racks
when the roller is turned by a hand lever.

Claim.—First, the employment of the racks K and
pinions w, in connection with the hand lever F and
shaft H for the purposes set forth, -nhether the lifting

chains are made to wind upon the shaft or not.

Second, the arrangement of the locking latch D
with the shaft H when it is also made to act as a sup-

port, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Tliird, the arrangement of the guards G Avith the
racks II, and pinions tv, substantially in the manner
lierem shown and described and for the pwposes set

forth.

72,324.—W. Pauly, College Point, IT. Y.—Comb.
—December 17, 1867.—Explained by the claim and
illustration.

Claim.—The combination of the two side combs
with the spring by which they are connected, sub-

stantially as described.

72,325.—Charles O. Pike, IiJ'orth Leverctt,

Mass.—i?c« i^asiener.-December 17, 1867.—The half

collar has T-headed projections, which traverse slits

in the ends of the belt. The ends are laid together,

both turning outward, and are secured by a wedge
plate having slots to receive the shanks of the pro-

jections. When tightening, the slits are extended at

one end, and that end being clamped in one jaw of

the frame, the other jaw is placed against the bend
of the attachment : the end is then drawn forward
and the wedge plate re-driven.

Claim.—First, the half-collar a and the clamping
wedge c, for fastening the ends of a belt, constructed
and operating substantially as described.

Second, the double levers d d', constructed and ope-

i-ating as described, in combination with the above
fastening device.

72,326.—Henry L. Plumb, Hamer, Ohio.—Port-
able Fvaporator.—Doct'mbcr 17, 1867.—The section

of the pan immediately above the fire has a longitu-

dinal partition dividing it into two compartments,
wliicli have communication through a perforated

plate. The whole devi<!e is mounted on wheels. The
pan has several transverse partitions, and has a cover,

wliich may be secured by bolts and a rubber gasket

for steaming vegetables. The cover has pipes for

passage of water and steam.
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Claim,.—The longitudinal partition F over the fire

chamber, as and for the purpose set forth.

The grate J, eonstructed and operating in the man-
ner shown and described.
The damper, arranged and operating in the manner

shown and described.
Surrounding tlic lire box of a portable evaporator

with a jacket of sand or earth, substantially ia the
manner and for the purpose set fortii.

In combination with the fire box and evaporating
pan of a portable evaporator, the cover I, secured in

place by screws or clami)s, and provided witii i)ipcs

b, or their equivalents, for the pm-pose set forth.

72,327.—H. K. Pouter and T. W. Pouter, Bos-
ton. Mass.— Vi^e.—December 17, 18()7.—The lever has
an axial spring pin bearing against it, which is in-

serted in the socket and kept in by a screw pin.

Claim.—First, controlling the sliding levers of vises

by means of a spring, whose pressure may be varied
at will by a screw inserted in the head of the vise-
screw, substantially as set forth.

Second, tlie combination of the plunger, the spring,
and set screw, substantially as and for the pui-posc
described.

72,328.—G. PvEXEKY and J. Keiss, Cedar Falls,

Iowa.

—

Washing Machine.—December IT, 18G7.—The
suds box is cylindrical and vertically ribb-xl, and o])e-

rates in combination witli a radial winged shaft hav-
ing at its lower end a ribbed disk of nearly equal cir-

cumference to the box.
Claim.—Yhst, the vertical shaft D, having vertical

wings or flanges E rigidly attacJied to it, and perfo-

rated disk C, having radial flanges Frigidly attached
to it, said shaft and disk being rigidly connected to-

gether, in combination with the corrugated tub A,
substantially as herein shown and described and lor
the puri)ose set forth.

Second, the combination of the crank M, shaft K,
bevel gear wheels N and I, and cover G with each
other, with the winged «r flanged shaft D and flanged
disk C, and with the corrugated tub A, substantially
as herein shown and described and for the purpose set
forth.

72,329.—S. B. RiTTEXHOUSE, Plymouth, Ind.—
Hoisting Jack.—December 17, 1867.—Explained by
the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, the spring g, secured between the
sides of the box A, andfoiming its front side, arranged
in relation tlierewith, and with the pawl /, as herein
shown and described.

Second, the construction and arrangement of the
box A, spring g, pawl /". projection B' upon hoisting
bar wheels b. cog shaft C, shaft D, and pinion E, as
herein set forth and for the purpose specified.

72,330.—William F. Shanks, Louisville, Ky.—
Brick Machine.—December 17, 1867.—The clay is' fed
from the hopper between the rollers in a continuous
stream, and is carried by the endless belt to the shift-

ing frame. AVhilc upon this frame, and immediately
beneath the adjustable mold tops, the sides of the
mold descend and cut the bricks into form, the sliding
plate passing from beneath leaves the bricks upon the
belt, by which they are carried off.

Claim.—First, the combination of the parts H H
Q Q R R, uprights P P, thumb screws N X, cross-
pieces J J. uprights K K. and sliding plate G. sub-
stantially as described and for the purpose specified.
Second, in combination with the above the rod m,

attached to the crank B, belt S. cogs b, and rod E,
substantially as described, for the purpose specified.

Third, the sliding plate G, operated by means of the
cogs D and rod E, substantially as described for the
purpose specified.

Fourth, the rollers A A, adjusted by means of the
cogs b and crank wheel B, whereby th"o thickness of
the stream or column of mud is regulated, substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

72,331.—Henry W. Shivley, Portland, Oregon.
Water Wheel—D('ccm\)ev 17, 1867.—The water is re-

ceived at the periphery on the central series of buckets
and upon a portion of the upper and lower series con-
tiguous thereto. The water passes horizontally
through the central series of buckets and upward and
downwai-d through the upper and lower series re-

spectively. From the two upper series it enters tho
central part of tiie wheel, and acts on inclined buckets
in the lower part of tlio cavity.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of tho

conical hub F and radial buckets C C, when arranged
at the bottom of the shaft A, with the upper ring r,

constructed witli exterior and interior flanges of the
shape described, the lower ring >• and the exterior
buckets D E E forming a water wheel which operates
in the manner and for the purposes specified.

72,332.—S. W. SnouEY, Galesburg, T\\.—Inside
Windoio Blind.—December 17, 1867.—The edges of
the slats are attached to welting cords, and they are
folded together by an outer frame, which is connected
by links to the main frame ; the moving frame is raised
to fold the slats. The slats are drawn up by cords,
similarly to Venetians.
Claim.—Fivat, an i nside window blind, constructed,

arranged, and operating substantially as herein shown
and described.
Second, the combination of the frame A, having

the grooves a, webbing c, slats D, frame B. and hinges
C, as herein described, for the i)urpose specified.

Third, the combination of tlie adjustable trame B
with the grooved frame A, for closing, and holding iu
a closed "or partially closed position, the slats of a
window blind, as herein shown and described.

72,333.—John Stark, Thoraasville. Gsx.—Sced
Planter.—December 17, 1867.—The seed box is npon
a frame hinged to the front end of the wheel frame.
The axle of" the front Avheel has a crank, by which the
seed mechanism is actuated. Tlic devices are liu'tbcr

explained by tlie claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the vertical ar-

bor e, carrying revolving arms j and I respectively
below and'above the bottom of tho seed box, substan-
tially as herein shown and described.
Second, tho frame Fof a seed planter, whcnhingwl

to a supporting frame A, and when connected with
the same by means of supports b b, all made- and ope-
rating subs'tantially as lierein shown and descri'oetl.

Third, the fun nel-shaped lower part I of tlic seed box,
when secured to the frame F, in combination with
the hopper J secured to the frame A, all made and
operating substantially as herein shown and described.
Fourth, the driving" Avheel C of a seed planter, Avlieu

connected by means of suitable rods or shafts with
the revolving arbor e, having the arms j and I, all

made and operating substantially as herein shown and
described.

Fifth, the fertilizer box, when arranged substan-
tially as herein sJiown and described, in combination
with the seed box H, driving Avheel C, and frames A
and F, all made and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.

Sixth, the arrangement and combination with each
other of the plow X, tube r, shares O, flattener P, ad-

justable marker R, seed dropper J, shares S, and roller

D, all made and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.

72,334.—Nicholas Starr, Jr., Homer, N. T.—
ffarro^u.—December 17, 1867.—The harrow has tour
hinged side bars and a diagonal draw bar by which
they are adjusted.
Claim .— Yixsi, constructing a harrow of four sides,

in two sections or divisions, and each division com-
posed of two sides hinged together, and snid divisions

connected at the diagonal corners to form a single

square hairow.
Second, the connecting or coupling rod c, with its

bolts at either end, to connect such divisions together
and keep the sides expanded.

72,335. — David Stewart. Kittanning, Pa.—
Manufacture of Iron.— December 17, 1867.—^Ex-

plained by the claim.
Claim.—Purifying pig iron or blast funiace metal

from its carbon and other impurities by passing it in

a stream through ozone, atmospheric" air, or other
oxygen-bearing "gas or vapor, substantially as and
for the piu'poses hereinbefore described.

72,336.—B. T. Stoavell. Quincy. IW.—Eoccava-
tor.—December 17, 1867.—Explained by the claim.
Claim.—An excavating or ditching "machine, con-

structed substantially as herein described, with cut-
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ters at each end, aiTangotl to cut in. either direction,

as the machine moves back-ward or forward, and
which delivers the earth on to a common carrier or
revolving apron, substantially as described.

72,337.—Harry Stroud, Jr., Clinton, 111., as-

signor to himself and R. W. Kobinson.—Tire Heater.
December 17. 18G7.—An annular fire space receives
the tire, and a cover containing escape flues may be
let down upon it to preserve the workmen from the
beat and carry off the smoke.

Claim.—The flues E E and damper D, in combina-
tion Avith the lid 15 and chamber A, the whole com-
bined and operated substantially as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

72,338 Clark M. Terrell and IS^athan W.
HussEY, Oskaloosa, Iowa.

—

Churn.—December 17,

1867.—The churn is cylindrical and fixed to a base
piece on which is a post giving fulcrum support to
the dasher lever. 1'he dasher staff has a pivoted
plate at top wliich has a scries of holes for traverse
oftlie pin connecting it to the lever.

Claim.—The combination of the grooved base A,
churn G, fitaudard B, with button E' and lever C,
provided with an adjustable metal plate D for con-
necting the dasher E, the whole constructed, ar-

ranged and operating in the manner as specified.

72,339 Joel Tiffany, Albany, :N'. Y.—J?rtse-

burning Stove.—December 17, 1867.—The stove has
various concentric cases forming flues and passages
for heating and conduction of cold air and hot air

mingled with gas from the fuel chamber.
Claim.— The use or employment of doAvnward

sti-eams or jets of hot air upon the surface of the
burning fuel, in combination with lateral streams or
jets of cold air taken over the top, through the sides

or otherwise, of the fire-pot, and specially directed or
conducted, by means of tubes, projecting plates, or
otlier equivafent means, so as to meet the streams or
jets of liot air at the point of impingement upon the
sm'face of the burning fuel, substantially as set forth.

72,340.—Sidney S. Turner, Westboro', Mass.—
Piston Rod Packing.—December 17, 1867.—The pack-
ing is made of rubber and surrounded by a shell

which is vertically slotted to admit steam outside
the packing to press it against the rod.

Claim.—The tubular elastic packing, confined
rigidly by its ends so arranged as to be compressible
laterally against the rod by the direet action of the
steam or other medium of pressui-e, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

72,341.—Joshua "Walker, Kansas City, Mo.

—

Clothes Dryer. —December 17, 1867. —The hinged
frame on which the clothes are supported is raised' by
a cord running over a sheave attached to the sup-
porting frame.

Claiyn.—The frames A A' and B, the cord C and
sheave c, when combined and arranged as set forth.

72,342.—George "W. Walker, Boston, Mass.—
Cooking Stove.—December 17, 1867.—In rear of the
fine behind the oven is a hot-air flue having an inlet

at the upper end from which the air is carried into
the lower part of the oven, being heated in its pas-
sage and then discharged into the smoke flue. The
oven door has a shelf attached to support a bake pan.
A sifting grate with diagonal bars is placed beneath
the fire grate.

Claim.—In combination with a flame and smoke
flue at the back of the oven, an oven-ventilating flue

or flues, arranged to operate substantially as set forth.

Also, a provision upon the oven door for swinging
articles into and from the oven, and arranged to be
folded out of the way when not in use, substantially

as set forth.

Also, in combination with the fire-pot and ash-pit,

the sifting chamber, provided with a sliding grate,

substantially as set forth.

Also, in combination with such sliding grate, the
opening" at the end of the sifting chamber for obtain-

ing access to the grate, in connection with a protect-

ing wall or plate, substantially as described.

Also, in combination with such sifting grate, the
scraper bar, to dislodge the coal when the grate is

drawn out, substantially as set forth.

Also, the construction of the sifting grate with
diagonal bai's, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

72,343.—Philip Weck, Brooklyn, N. Y.—TicUil
Water Elevator.—December 17, 1867.—When the tide
rises the hoisting box is filled through the valve
port in its lower part. The buoy and box are both
raised with the tide, the weight taking up the slack
of the chain. When the tide falls the weight of the
buoy raises the hoisting box. When the hoisting box
is raised above the level of the receiver the valve
lever strikes the ratchet wheel and opens the valve
to discharge the water into the receiver ; a slight
further elevation trips the pawls and adlows the buoy
and box to descend.

Claim-.—First, the box F and buoy J, in combinar
tion with the chain E and weight G, toothed pulleys
D D' H, ratchets K K', and pawls L L' P, all ar-
ranged to operate in the manner substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

Second, the pendant S attached to the pawl L. in
connection with the rods M E. which connect the
pawls L L' P to insure a simultaneous detachment of
said pawls from their ratchets K K' O, and a simul-
taneous application thereto, substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

TUird, the float V, connected with the valve lever
T in box F, and arranged to operate m the manner
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the supplemental chain U U", applied to the
chain E and buoy J, substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

72,344 Thomas Welch, Churchville, 1^. Y.-
Pitman.—December 17, 1867; antedated June 17,
1867.—The socketed head of the pitman is cast with
the rod. The socket has a concavity at one side and
a concave-ended set screw at the other. The crank-
pin boxes have convexities resting in these concavi-
ties.

Claim..—First, a skeleton or shell pitman for har-
vesters, made of suitable cast metal, the skeleton or
shell head to receive the crank-pin box, being cast to
and with the pitman, for the purposes set forth.

Second, the crank-pin boxes with spherical bear-
ings, in combination with a pitman head having a

^
suitable concavity, as and for the purposes specified.

Third, a set screw having a concaved end, when
used with the pitman head and crank-pin box in har-
vesters, for the purposes set forth.

72,345.—Isaac H. Wells, Pagetown, Ohio.

—

Protecting Likenesses in Monuments.—December 17,
1867.—Explained by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, the elastic packing C c c' c^ c^ ap-
plied and compressed between the several parts of
the frame and the frame and stone, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.
Second, the combination of the bars D, holes &*,

screws d, back E, and flange b^, substantially as de-
scribed.

Third, in combination with the frame B, the re-

movable door or shutter F for excluding light from
the surface of the picture, when the same is con-
structed and applied substantially as set forth.

72,346.—Peter Wendhiser, Eockville, Conn.—
Box for Preserving Corpses.—December 17, 1867.

—

The body is supported on the table and covered by
the semi-cylindrical metallic sheet, so that ice can be
placed all around. The aperture in the top allows a
limited view^ and the circulation of air.

Claim.—The corpse-table C, provided with the re-
movable metallic cover E having the opening F,
when said table is supported upon legs D, and placed
within the wooden box A lined with the metallic
lining B, and provided Avith the water-outlet pipes H,
all constructed as described, for the purpose specified.

72,347.—.Tacob Wertsbaugher, La Grange,
Ind.

—

Locking-knob Latch for Boors.—December 17,

1867.—The spindle has an axial passage from end to
end. The latch bolt has a segmental frame on which
a spring acts to force out the latch. A segmental
bar slides in the segmental part of the frame and acts
as a dog to prevent the retraction of the bolt. The
dog is retracted by tm-ning the knob, when the
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jointed key is inserted into the lock through the
spindle.
Claim.—First, the curved dog G, constructed sub-

stantially as herein shown and described, in combina-
tion with the sliding frame D, as and for the purpose
set forth.

Second, the hollow stem or tube J, having a slotted

arm K attached to or formed upon it, substantially as

herein shown and described, and for the purpose set

forth.

Third, the combination of the plate L, with its ad-

justable ward or wards, with the hollow stem J and
slotted arm K, substantially as herein shown and do-

scribed and for the pui'pose set forth.

72,348.—J. M. "Wheeler, Oxford, Conn.—Steam
Jet for Cleaning Boiler Tw&es.—December 17, 1867.—
The head has inclined slots emitting steam in thin

sheets. The heads are attached to rigid pipes for

convenience of handling, and these pipes are con-
nected to the boiler by flexible pipes.

Claim.—The head A, constructed with inclined
slots or openings, substantially as herein shown and
describetf, and for the purpose set forth.

72,349.—William N. TVhiteley, Jr., and An-
drew Whiteley, Springfield, 0\no.—Harvester.—
December 17, 1867.—Explained by the claims and
illustration.

Claim.—First, the combination of the spring t, or
its equivalent, with a harvester's clutch lever, for the
purposes specified.

Second, the combination of the adjustable piece p
•with the ruar end of the harvester's tongue, substan-
tially as set forth.

Third, attaching the draft bolt R, Fig. 3, by which
the team draws the machine, to the outer side of the
tongue, (that next the uncut crop,) to obtain the ad-
vantages stated.

Fourth, the combination of an adjustable draft-

point, by which the team draws the machine, and an
adjustable driver's seat, and a detachable grain plat-

form, in a harvester.
Fifth, tlie construction and connection of the main

frame and driver's seat of a harvester in such a man-
ner that this seat can be shifted from one to another
of the herein-described places upon the frame, for the
purpose stated.

Sixth, the platform B, or an equivalent thereof,

constructed and connected to the finger bar and
divider, in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Seventh, the following ai'rangeraent of parts in a
harvesting machine : The finger bar, substantially at
right angles to its line of forward movement ; the
grain wheel, located so that some portion of its hub
shall be in the same vertical plane with the finger
bar ; the finger bar furtlier backward than the axle
of the cutter's driving wheel ; the grain wheel, placed
so that Its tread shall be as far inward as the point
of the divider; a supporting metal plate, which al-

ways has a portion lower than the finger bar and
firmly secured thereto, while the divider and part of
this plate are firmly connected by screw bolts.

Eighth, the adjustable guiding board K, constructed
and connected to the divider, as shown and described
and for the purposes specified.

Ninth, constructing and connecting a journal of a
harvester's reel shaft to said shaft, substantially as
described, for the purposes specified, whether the reel
pulley be made a part of this journal or not.

Tenth, in a harvester rake, the outer tooth of which
moves over the platform faster than the inner tooth,
and the points of the teeth faster than their other
ends, connecting the inner end of the rake head to
the main frame by means of a ball-and-socket joint,

or its equivalent, the moving parts of which can al-

ways be kept in snug working order, as set forth.

Eleventh, making the post I', (provided witli a ball

at its upper end,) or an equivalent thereof, laterally

adjustable, as and for the purpose described.
Twelfth, making the post I', (provided with a ball

at its upper end,) or an equivalent thereof, vertically
adjustable, as and for the purpose set forth.

'Thirteenth, placing the centre of motion of a har-
vester's automatic rake at the front edge of the head
of said rake, as and for the purposes specified.

Fourteenth, making the pitman by which a har-
vester's automatic rake is moved, Avhen discharging

the gavels from the platform, in two or more parts,
and substantially as described.

Fifteenth, in combination with a harvester's auto-
matic rake, which has the outer tooth moved over the
platform faster than the inner tooth, and remov(?s the
gavels head foremost, a guiding arch X, which is

above the rake head, and further inward than the
inner tooth, and by which said rake is raised up
above the platform during its forward stroke.

Sixteenth, the arch X, constructed and combined
with arch y, substantially as shown and described,
for the purposes specified.

Seventeenth, the combination of a guiding arch X
and the rake carrier 3, or an equivalent thereof, with
a harvester's automatic rake, which has the outer
tooth moved over the platform faster than the inner
tooth, and removes the gavels heads foremost.
Eighteenth, combining with a harvester's auto-

matic rake, which has its outer tooth moved over the
platform faster than the inner tooth, and removes the
gavels heads foremost, an arch, to carry the rake for-

ward over the next gavel, when said device is pro-
vided with a latch which drops behind a part of the
rake head as it passes l)ackward, and compels said
rake to come forward over the next gavel.
Nineteenth, the combination of the spring 8, car-

rier 3, and arch X, or an equivalent arrangement of
parts, with a harvester's automatic rake that has the
outer tooth moved over the platform faster tliau the
inner tooth, and removes the gavels heads foremost,
lor the purposes specified.

Twentieth, making the latch spring 8 adjustable,
for the purposes specified.

Twenty-first, the combination of the adjustable
gauge jifate 5 with the front portion of the arch X,
for the purposes specified.

Twenty-second, the combination of the spring h,

or an equivalentthereof, with a harvester's automatic
rake, the outer end of Avhich moves upon a center at
the inner end, and is carried forward over the cut
grain by means of the arch X, or an equivalent
thereof.

Twenty-third, the rake projector 4, constructed as
described, and connected with tlie head of a har-
vester's automatic rake, for the purposes specified.

Twenty-fourth, the raker's adjustable and remov-
able foot board, constructed and connected to the
main frame substantially as shown and described, for

the purposes specified.

Twenty -fifth, the adjustable raker's seat or stand
8', constVueted and conuected t» the machine as

shown and described, for the purposes specified.

72,350.—(x. "WiDDlcoMB, Grand Hapids, Mich.

—

Spring Bed i?o«om.—December 17, 1867,—The slats

are attached to rocking blocks at each end ; the
lilocks arc conected to the rails by elastic pieces of

leather or rubber. Brace springs attaclied to the
head and foot rails are connected'to the slats.

Claim.—Tha combination of the slats or long
springs C, short springs G, and blocks D, hinged to

the blocks or bars E by elastic hinges F, with each
other and with the frame A B, substantially as herein
shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

72,351.—F. S. Wilt, Allentown, Ta.—Boot
Tree.—December 17, 1867.—The tree is divided trans-

versely, and the wedge blocks act on the inclined

surfaces and levers to expand the foot and leg.

Claim.—First, the bar E, the plates c /and g, con-

structed and arranged as described, in combinaticm
with the curved or convex surfaces c and d, for iho

pniposes set forth.

Second, the slide J and the lever h, arranged and
operating as shown and described, in combination
with the'bar E and plates / and g.

72,352.—BOBERT Wright, Philadelphia. Pa.—
Brick for Pavements, rfc.—December 17, 1867.—

A

metallic advertising device in the brick appears on
the surface of the sidewalk.
Claim.—A clay brick, having pieces of metal set

into it and coming to its surface, substantially as

and for the purposes herein set forth.

72,353.—tToHX Zimmerman, Eoyalton Centre,

N. Y.— Coffee Po^—December 17, 1667.—The water
is placed in the pot and the coffee in the strainer ; the
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steam rises in the foraminous end of the inverted

funnel, and becoming condensed runs back through
the coffee.

Claim.—The coffee pot aboye described, consist-

ing of the boiler A, chamber D, strainer E, cover F,

and tube G-, bearing the chambers H and I, all

arranged and combined substantially as and for the

,
purpose specified.

72,354.—JOHX Zimmerman, Eoyalton Centre,

\ N. Y.—Culinary Boilers.—Docemhev 17, 1867.—The
frusto-eonical vessels areiDlaced in a cylindrical shell

so as to furnish means of cooking various materials

without interfering with each other.

Claim.—First, the boiler A, having the central

cone C Avitli perforated top, substantially as and for

the purpose described.
Second, the detachable and foraminated bottomless

vessels E G-, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
Third, the vessels Q S, substantially as described.

Fourth, the arrangement and combination of the

boiler A, having the central cone C, with the Cylin-

ders D and F, or either of them, containing the bot-

tomless vessels E G and the enclosed cookmg vessels,

substantially as and for the purpose described.

72,355.—Henry A. Alden, Matteawan, ]S". T.,

assignor to 1S[ew York Hubueu Comvany.—Manu-
facture of Base Balls.—December 17, 1867.—To r«b-

ber, 1 lb., is added sulphur, i oz.; carbonate of lead,

i lb.; and a quantity of ground cork. After thor-

ough mixing the compound is pressed in a mold of
the proper size for a ball and heated to the vulcaniz-

ing point.
Claim.—First, a compound formed of rubber mixed

with the ingredients herein named or their equiva-
lents, in the proportions substantially as specified,

which when vulcanized will have the hardness and
elasticity required for base balls or other like articles,

substantially as set forth.

Second, a"base ball or other like article made of
the compound herein specified, the said compound
being- molded to the form required, and vulcanized,
substantially as set forth.

72,356.—Jonathan Ball, Elmira, ]^. Y.—
Manufacture of Smoking Tobacco.—December 17,

1867.—The tobacco is soaked in a weak mixture of
honey and water, and then dried sufllciently' for

manufacture.
Claim.—The mode herein specified of preparing

smoking tobacco.

72,357.—Cyrus W. Baldwin, Boston, Mass.—
Apparatus for Preparing Peat.—December 17, 1867.

—The side of the open-top drum is perforated for

escape of the water forced against it by the rotation
of the drum. Around the side ai-e a scries of per-

forated partitions, into which the peat is driven by
centrifugal force. The cylindrical bell is placed on
the peat for the introduction of heated air into the
di'uni, and by its descent to remove excrescencies
from the inner side of the blocks.

Claim.—First, the method, herein described, of
effecting simultaneously the desiccation of peat and
its formation into bars or blocks by subjecting the
said peat to the action of centrifugal force within a
vessel constructed and operating substantially as
shown and specified.

Second, the peat-receiving vessel, and diaphragm
or partitions within the same, in combination with
the bell B, substantially as and for the purposes shown
and specified.

I

72,358.—J. W. Barlow, United States army.—
Tripod for Surveying Instruments.—December 17,

' 1867.—The tripod has an annular disk top, and the
edges of the two central disks lap over the inner
edge of the annulus and allow lateral adjustment in

. any direction.
Claim.—Producing lateral adjustment on the tri-

pod by means of the clamping plates or surfaces B B
and the tightening screw C, substantially as and for

tlie purpose herein specified.

Also, the central vertical aperture d through the
adjusting screw and nut, and through the adjusting
l)late, for applying a plumb and line, substantially as

set forth.

72,359.—M. L. Bassett, West Haven, Conn.,
assignor to himself and Egbert E. Pardee, same
place.— Well Tube.—December 17, 1867.—The lower
end of the pump tube is connected to the upper end
of the well tube by an elbow, and has at the lower
end a drip ; above the opening into the well tube is a
conical gauze filter.

Claim.—The arrangement described of the drip
tube F and well tube A with the tube B when the
said tube B is piovided Avith a conical strainer or
filter E, substantially as herein set forth.

72,360.—Edwin L. Brady, New Orleans, La.

—

Dredge Boat for Excavating Rivers.—December 17,
1867.—The boat is sunk to the required level by in-

troduction of w^ater into the compartments, and the
mud is stin-ed up in the channel by the steam-driven
mud screws.
Claim.—First, a dredging boat constructed with a

series of water-tight compartments, so proportioned
and arranged that as they are filled with water the
boat shall preserve an even keel and the dredging
mechanism be brought into action without any adjust-
ing devices, substantially as set forth.

Second, the combination of the "mud fan" A, at-

tached to a rigid shaft, and a boat containing a series
of water-tight compartments E, so adjusted as to
cause the boat to settle on an even keel as the com-
partments are filled with water, and a pump B for
exhauisting the water from all the compartments,
substantially as set forth.

72,361.—Charles BURLEY, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Combined Loiv Water Indicator and Safety Yalve.—
December 17, 1867.—The weighted end of the safety-
valve lever has a tubular portion forming communi-
cation between a tube descending to the low-water
line in the boiler and a globe containing water,
which acts as the valve weight. "Whun the water in
the boiler falls below the proper leyer the steam takes
its place in the globe, and the valve is opened by an
adjustable weight at the other end of the lever.

Claim.—First, the safety valve C", aflBxed to a
gravitating pipe C C, which communicates with the
water space, and is provided with a graduating lever
F, in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the arrangement of bent tube C C and
valve C", globe D, bar F. and adjustable weights K,
substantially as herein set forth.

72,362.—John Buser, ISTew York, N. Y.—Loom,
for Circular Weaving.— December 17. 1867.—The
operation cannot be briefly described. The novelties
are indicated by the claims.

Claim.—First, a series of warp movers acting ra-

dially and moved by the mechanism shown, in com-
bination with a shuttle revolved between the warp
threads by the gearing, arranged and operating as set
forth.

Second, the arms e in combination with the rshafts
gri f/'^, and disengaging mechanism for stopping the
machine if a warp thread bi^eaks, substantially as set
forth.

Third, the bow 19 applied in the shuttles, in combi-
nation with the disengaging mechanism, substantially
as set forth.

72,363.—A. S. Cameron, Ifew York, K. Y.—
Steam Pump.—December 17, 1867.—The guide rod
of the valves passes vertically through the top and
both chambers of the valve chest ; its lower end en-
tering a socket in the lower seat. It has a shoulder
resting upon the upper seat. Its upper end is se-

cured by a screw cap. The valves are depressed by
spiral springs.
Claim.—First, the guide rod D resting in a socket

F in the seat of one valve, and extending through the
seat of the other valve, and operating in combination
with the valves B B, substantially as set forth.

Second, the projection H on the inner surface^ of
the lock nut G, in combination with the case A, guide
rod D, valves B B, and valve seats C C, substantially

as and for the purpose described.

72,364.—J. F. Canning, Boston, Mass.—JBmdcr
for Paint Brushes.—Jyecemhur 17, 1867.—The bind-
ing and a portion of the bristles are covered by a
canvas ferrule, which is partially cut away over the
binding to reduce the bulk.
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Claim.—Tbe binder D, as made and applied, whea
coated with a mixture composed of shellac and mastic
dissolved in alcohol, in the manner and for the pur-
poses set forth.

72,365.— N". W. Caughy, Baltimore, Md.—
Knife.—December 17, 18()7.—The tang has a slot for

traverse of a pin passinjj through the handle, and is

extensible. The taug has also notches engaged by a
pivoted dog when in its extended or contracted po-
sition.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture a knife,

constructed and arranged to operate substantially as
herein shown and described.

72,366 George Chambers, Ithaca, N. T.—
FinLshing Wood.—December 17, 18(i7.—A semiflnid
mass is made of boiled linseed oil, litharge, and a
small quantity of chalk. A clean and smooth piece
of wood has its pores filled with the above by avcU
rubbing. A thick dusting of plaster of paris is then
added," and the surface rubbed smooth. Coloring
mav be added to imitate wood of different colors.

Claim.—The preparation made of the ingredients
and colors, and used substantially in the manner and
for the purposes specified.

72,367.—C. Thurston Chase. Albanv, N. T.—
School Desk and ;Sca(.—December 17, 18G7.—The
desk is supported on one front and two rear legs, so
as to leave an open space beneath the end of the desk
for passage of the legs of the pupil when leaving his
seat. The ends of the seat arc hinged to a horizontal
bar connecting the front leg of one desk to a bar
connecting the rear legs of the adjoining one.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
standard D with the hinged seats C C', horizontal
bar 0, and desk A, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

72,368.—JAJrcs J. Christie, Baltimore, Md.—
Gla^s Bottle Mold.—December 17, 1867.—The mova-
ble slide carries the device to be impressed upon the
bottle, and is adjustable by a set screw.
Claim.—First, the movable panel or slide E used

iu combination witli the mold, either upon its sides or
bottom, and provided with suitable inscriptions, sub-
stantially as set forth.

Second, the bed plate B provided with the openings
a a, to allow of the escape of small particles of glass,

substantiaUy as herein set forth.

72,369.—B. O. Church and Her\t;y Smith,
Brattleboro', Yt.—Organ, cCc—December 17, 1867.—
The key acts on a vertical pin traversing the key
board. The end of the pin rests on the shorter end
of the valve lever.

Claim.—The beveled piece E, in combination with
the levers C, frame B, and screw pins a, forming a
fulcrum for the levers C, and holding them in place
by means of the pins k, substantially as shown and
described.

72,370 Beverly R. Codwise, Montrose, Md.— Wagon Brake.—December 17, 1867.—The lever is

connected by a pitman to arms on a rock shaft having
other arms connected to a brake bar; the lever is in

the tongue, and is held to locking position by a ratchet
rack.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

lever K with the tongue of a w.agon, a ratchet or
catch plate thereon, a sliding brake bar and brakes
operating against the front wheels of the wagon, and
an intermediate crank, having suitable connecting
rods, all substantially as and for the purpose herein
set forth.

72,371.— Elkazar Coffix, Flicksville, Pa.—
Machinc for Rounding the Corners of Slate Frames^.
—December 17, 18(;7.—The rotary cutter has a cir-

curaferentially grooved periphery, and is journaled in

a swinging frame to allow the necessary movement.
Claim.—First, the pulley frame B,' belt K, and

spring O, or equivalent, i'n combination with the
mandrel M mounted on a swinging frame X, and the
operating key R, or its oquivaJcut, substantially as
and for the purpose described.
Second, the swinging frame X. carrying the cutter

head P, for the purjpose substantially as described.

72,372. — Mosely S. Curtis and George "W.
Harris, New York, K. Y.—Nozzle for Ilose.—De-
cember 17, 1867.—The nozzle is surrounded by a series
of tougues, whose segmental racks engage; a single
ring gear. Tlie tong"iies may be turnecl out to permit
an unbroken stream, or turnecl inward to form a spray.
Claim.—The tongues c, stems b', aud toothed sec-

tors c, in combination with the body A. and the annu-
lar rack m of the shell D, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

72,373.—William Damels, Brooklyn, 2^. T,—
Binding Books.—December 17, 18(i7. —A strip of
muslin is applied to the fold of the inner pair of
leaves in a sheet, so as to prevent tearing out.
Claim.—The strip of cloth applied to tlie fold of

the central sheet of the section of a book, in combina-
tion with a long slot or opening in said sheet of pa-
per at the fold, for the reception of the thread used
in sewing the book, as specified.

72,374 Levis H. Davis, j^ewark, Del., as-

signor to Castro & Co.

—

Grain and Straw Separator.
—December 17, 1867.—Explained by the claim and
illustration.

Claim. — The combination, substantially in the
manner described, of the screens having a recipro-
cating, longitudinal, undulating motion, with the in-

terposed center bar, having a rectilinear reciprocat-
ing movement, for the purpose of thoroughly agitat-

ing aud rapidly discharging- the straw.
Also, the notched reciprocating center bar, ar-

ranged and operating as described.

72,375.—Ireneus Donaldson, Toledo, Iowa.—
Sulky Plow.—December 17, 18()7.—The frame has ad-
justable caster wheels in a line Avith the plow, and a
larger side wheel upon whose axle the seat is placed.

Claim.—First, in combination with the plow and
carriage frame, the compound levers I V and casters
H H' placed in front and rear of the plow for regu-
lating the cnt, substantially in the manner set forth.

Second, in combination with the driver's seat G,
the oscillating arm L, cord K, and adjusting levers
1 1', arranged substantially as aud for the pui-posc set
forth.

72,376.—Levi F.Drake and Enoch Egginton,
Portland, Me.

—

Lamp.—December 17, 18()7.—Tho
cone is of translucent mnterial and has horizontal
projections on its lower edge which engage in bay-
one*, slots of the support. The chimney has grooves
engaging side ribs of the cone.
Claim.—First, making the cone with the ribs and

small projections at the bottom, as and for the speci-

fied purposes.
Second, the chimney fitting over the cone when

held on the same, as specified and constructed with
the grooves, as and for the purposes set forth.

72,377.—Delectus Durfee, Fort Seneca, Ohio.—Fruit Drier.—December 17, 1867.—Tlic drying
chamber contains a stove in its lower part and luis a
vertical series of drawers to contain the fruit.

C'teim.—First, the drawers L L arranged together
within dovetailed grooves in the partition hoards C C
and connected by the pins aiu their rear rails, as and
for the imrpose set forth.

Second, the grooved and hinged supporters H, the
drawers L L, the stays J, and arms 1 1, arranged and
used as and for the purpose set forth.

72,378.—HerJIAN Eiffler. Xew York. N. Y,—
Padlock.—December 17, 1867.—A lever stop is so ar-

ranged in combination with a series of loose tumblers
that when the lever is turned in one direction the bolt
is retained in locking position, but if the lever is

turned in the otlier position the key may be insei'ted

and the bolt unlocked. False tumb'lers ore arranged
between the other tumblers to prevent fi'iction l)e-

twcen them.
Claiin.—The IcvoY stop D, in combination with a

series of loose tumblers B provided with hooks c and
forming the bolt of a padlock, and loose false tumblers
B, situated as described, the tumblers being operated
by a key through the opening a in the side of the pad-
lock to open or lock the same, substantially aa and for

the purpose set forth.
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72,379.—Alfred B. Ely, I^e-n-ton, Mass.—
Warp-feeding Mechanismfor Looms.—December 17,

1867.—The warp passes between two rubber rolls, one
of which has a ratchet wheel operated dii-ectly from
a pawl on the lay.

Claim.—First" the feed rolls E F, arranged as de-

scribed and operated directly from the lay, for the
purpose set forth.

Second, the combination, substantially as described,
of the yarn beam and lay with the rubber feed rolls

actuated directly from the lay, for the purposes set

forth.

72,380.— Charles R. Ely, Northfield, Vt.

—

Head Block for Saw lfi7is.—December 17, 1867.—
The knees abutting against and operating the log
have grooves which receive the upturned flanges on
the inclined sides of the plates secured to a rdck-bar.
The plates have down-turned flangeson their straight
longitudinal sides which slide in grooves of the head
block. The rack receives motion from two pawls in
a bar i*eciprocated by an ai-m hinged to a head upon
a vertical shaft rocked by a lever.

Claim.—First, in combination with the transverse
gauges of a saw-mill, the position of which determines
the thickness of tbe material cut from the stock, the
pawls k and ^•', when arranged to operate substantially
as described.
Second, a rack bar carrying two or more inclines

rigidly secured thereto, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

Third, the plates, constructed substantially as de-

scribed, having a flange turned up in one direction on
the inclined side, and a flange turned parallel with
the rack bar on the straight side, and applied sub-
stantially as and for tlie purpose set forth.

Fourth, in combination with the pawls k' the de-

taining pawls p, when constructed and arranged to
operate in connection with inclines and gauges, sub-
stantially as described.

Fifth, the combination of the pawls k' k, their
traversing bar and their supporting lever, with the
lever h, and its indicating segment and pins, con-
structed and operating substantially as descrbed.

Sixth, in combination with the transverse gauges,
the index finger and rotary scale, constructed and
operating substantially as set forth.

72,381.—Charles IST. Farxam, jSTorwich, Conn.—Machineryfor Tanning.—December 17, 1867.— The
hides are raised from the vat by a frame hoisted by
windlass ropes extending from a truck over head

;

the truck runs upon an elevated track to transfer the
load from one vat to another.

Claim.—First, the winding of the ropes F F' on
drums X IST', one side winding over and tbe opposite
side winding under the drums, thereby raising both
side of the frame G- equally, substantially as shown
and described.
Second, arranging the shaft to which the motive

power is applied by the combination of wheel L and
pinion P, having a' ratchet p and pawlp', worked by
a windlass M, all ari'anged so as to pass the posts,
thereby avoiding interference in transition from vat
to vat, as specified.

Third, the construction of the frame G- 1 1', having
a shoulder to rest on sides of vat, with lower edge of
ends I and movable bars I' of the frame immersed in
tlic liquor in the vat, when the frame is down, sub-
stantially as shown.
Fourth, the two forms of hooks J J', one for ends

of frame and one for movable bai-s, keeping the hides
or skins at a suitable distance from each other, so
that tliey will increase in thickness on exposure to
the air when raised, and during the process of tan-
ning: also, allowing the hides or skins to drain when
raised from the vats, thereby facilitating absorption,
substantially as herein described and for the purpose
specified.

72,382.-D. D. Foley. Washington, D. C—
Pen Holder.—December 17, 1867 ; antedated Xovem-
ber 13, 1867.—Explained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—Two pens, so united or fastened together,
back to back, in a holder or socket as to form a foun-
tain or reservoir between the nibs or points, substan-
tially as set forth.

72,383.—J. B. Gardiner and Edward H. Hyde,
Springfield, Mass.

—

Steam Pump.—December 17,
1867.—The slide valve is operated by two steam pis-
tons attached together and moved by steam, let on at
either end by a secondary valve, operated directly by
a steam piston. To this piston a plunger may be
directly attached.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of the valves E

and H, pistons G G', ports / and e, e' and /, y and
z y', and z', substantially as herein set forth.

Second, the arrangement, in connection with the
said valve gear, of the valve rod c, steam piston A,
plunger B, and reservoir C, substantially as set forth.

72,384 J. B. Gayle, Raleigh, IN^. C.—Oil Can.
—December 17, 1867.—The tubular handle has a
plunger, which is depressed by the thumb to force
the oil from the nozzle. The plunger is connected to
the stem of a valve near the point of the nozzle ; the
valve is opened simultaneously with the depression
of the plunger.

Claim.—The rods D D', with the packing, as de-
sciibed and used with the can A and handle^', said
rods being provided with cone-shaped top and coil

spring X, respectively, and operatecl in the manner
substantially as and for the pui-poses described.

72,385.—RODMOXD Gebboks, San Francisco,
Cal.

—

Strap Fastener.—December 17, 1867.—The ends
of the elastic straps are confined between two plates,

one of which has a depression and the other a rib,

which is forced with the ends of the strap into the
said groove.

Claim.—The band fastening, composed of the two
plates, or portions of' plate confined together, one
plate having a tooth or long spur which projects
down into or towards a groove in the opposite plate,

substantially as shown and described.

72,386.—Akdrew Gilmore, Phcenixville, Pa.—
Plow.—December 17, 1867.—A wheel runs upon the
bottom of the furrow, and has an eccentric whose
rod is connected to the clearing blade and causes its

oscillation.

Claim.—First, the clearing blade J, when con-
structed of two pieces j j' attached together in such
a manner as to render the blade adjustable in length.
Second, the adjustable frame F, in combination

with the wheel AV and eccentric G, when used iu
connection with a plow, substantially in the manner
and for the purposes specified.

Third, the combination of the adjustable frame F,
wheel TT. eccentric G, arm E, lever H, pitman I, and
pivoted cleaning blade J, when the latter is arranged
to work on the feft side of the coulter C, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

Fourth, the adjustable handles D D, when used in
connection with a plow, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

72,387.—Samuel Gissis'ger, Lawrenceville, Pa.—Machine for Squeezing Puddled Balls of Iron.—
December 17, 1867.—The ball of puddled iron is

thrown between the fixed and reciprocating jaws,
and is roUed by their corrugations into the form of a
bar.

Claim.— The corrugated jaws A and B, con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
herein described and for the pui-pose set forth.

72,388.—Samuel Gissinger, Lawrenceville, Pa.—Machine for Squeezing Puddled Balls of Iron.—
December 17, 1867.—A frusto-couical burr is rotated
in a vertically-ribbed concave, having a spiral upset-
ting plate running aromid its face.

Claim.—Squeezers constructed, arranged, and ope-
rating substantially as herein described and for the
purpose set forth.

72,389.—S.A.MUEL GissiXGER, Manchester, Pa.—
Coal-boring Bit.—December 17, 1867.—Explained by
the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The bit or cutter A, provided with the
cutering-poiut B, scoring and cutting-points e and/,
and guide d, substantially as herein described and for

the purposes set forth.

72,390.— Samuel Gissinger, Allegheny City,
Pa.

—

Coal Mining Machine I>rill Carriage.—Decern-
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ber 17, ISU?.—The conl is undermined bv a series of

rotatiiii!; drills upon a slidinj^ frame. The drills :ire

fed to their work by a screw, clamped by a bisected

nut, which is opened to admit the forward motion of

the frame for further extension of the holes.

Cfaun.—Tiie drill carriag-e, constructed as herein

described, and provided with drill bars made operative

^ through the medium of the wheels ^v w^ iv'^ i h and g,

aiTang-cd and operating in the manner and for the

purpose set forth.

Also, in combination with the above, the screw e

and the clamp screw nut x, constructed, arranged,
aud operating substantially as herein described, and
for the purpose set forth.

72,391.—William Hagekty, Monongahela, Pa.
—Ram for Vesnels.—December 17, 1867.—The point
of the prow is withdrawn from any cavity formed in

the hull of the other ship, by the releasing ram, A\hlcli

is thrust forward by screw gearing connected with
the engine.

Claim.—The releasing ram D, provided with the
shafts /, furnished witli screw-threads o, said ram
being made operative through the medium of the re-

volving nuts e, the whole being constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as herein "described and for the
purpose set forth.

72,392.—FuANZ Hain, gasconade county. Mo.—
Machine for Feeding Nail Flate.—Decernljer 17,

1867.—The plate has the same motions given to it as

those communicated by hand. The horizontal for-

ward movement is communicated by a falling weight

;

the semi-rotary reciprocating motion is imparted by
a ratchet wheel and escapement.

Claim.^—First, the support block E and adjusting
piece F,'constructed and combined substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

Second, tlic holder D, its boss i, combined with the
block E, links K' K, arm y, and lever Y, when acting
substantially as and for the purposes set fortli.

Third, the combination of the adjnsting piece E
with the main frame at/', aud with the guide l\ar /'

and set screw/-^, when acting substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the pawl y, the wheel
2/', and lever Y, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

Fifth, the combination of the disk G, jiins g, and
armsf;', and vertical shaft f/^^ substantially as set forth.

72,393.—Albert W. Halk, iVew York, X. Y.—
Machine for Cutting and Working Fihrons Siih-

stance^.—December 17, J 867.—The t-Ro cylindershave
spiral cutters, whicli operate as shears togctlier, and
the case has segmental cutting ribs. The material is

forced against" a knife placed between tlie rollers.

The shell is double and the iuner wall perforated to
enable the forcing of water into or through the ma-
chine.

Claim.—First, the making the flanges on the rolls

thicker and of greater diameter at tlie feeding end of
the machine than tjiey are at the delivery end thereof.

and the raaki;ig of such flanges to gear into or lop by
each other more deeply at the feeding end of tlie ma-
chine than tiiey do at tlic delivery end.

Second, in combination with a machine for cutting
or working soft and adhesive materials, operating
substantially as described, the arrangement of a
water chamber and distributing orifices/ /, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

72,394.—Benjamin J. Hahtman, "Wooster, as-

signor to himself and George Lig(;i;tt, Jr., Wayne
county, Ohio.

—

Trace Fastener.—December 17, 1867.

—The tug has pins passing through the trace. A
collar is slipped over the engaged portions of tlie tug
and trace, and is kept in position by a spring catch.

Claim.—The plate D. as constructed, when used in

combination with the tugs A and C and the keeper
E, substaritially as and forjihe purpose set forth.

72.395.—Epson Hautwell, Hubbardston, Mass.—liockina C/irtu'.—December 17. 1867.—The seat is

supporteu upon the base by the toothed arms, and
connected to the base by springs, so as to allow a
rocking motion.

Claim.—First, the combination with the frames
into wliich the chaii' is divided of the s^jjval springs
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II and toothed arms D, arranged for operation in con-
nection Avith the racks G, as and for the purposes set
forth.

Second, the combination with the springs II II and
cross-pieces I and J of the imts b b c c d d and e t,

substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

72,396.—William IIuntingtox, Ilowell, Mich.—Animal Trap.—December 17, 1867.—The animnl
passes under a wire drop-gate into a compartment,
from which the only escape is thror.gh anotlier clrop-

gate onto the supported end of a tilting metallic plat-
form. It then falls into tlie brine tank. It is drawn
in that direction by a liglit aperture.

Claim.—Tiie arrangement and combination of the
gated apertures F G and tilting platform H with tlie

box compartments C and D, tlie latter being li"-hted,

and containing brine or other antiseptic liiiuid, sub-
stantially ill the manner and for the pnrpo.-3e herein
specified.

72,397.—E. C. Jamt:s, Baltimore, Md.—ltoad
Locomotive.—Deocmhcr 17, 1867.—The tread of the
driving Avheels consists of segments, each supported
on a separate spoke.
Claim.—The combination of the open wheels with

a road wagon, to be driven by steam, or other equiva-
lent motive power, when operating substantially as
requii-ed.

72,398.-P. C. INGERSOLL, Greenpoint, N. Y.-
Spring Bed /SZa^—December 17, 1867.—The sheet
metal strips are supported on slats having spiral
springs beneath them. The strix^s are kept exteudetl
by inclined springs at the head.

Claim.—The springs/ and g, in combination Avitli

the sheet metal slat bars B, and arranged in relation
to the end and horizontal portions of said slat bars,
substantially' as and for the purposes specified,

72,399.—Henry C. Ingraiiam, Tecumseh, Mica.—Ditching Machine.—December 17, 18fi7.—Improve-
ment on his patent October 23, 1866. Explained by
the claims and illustration.

Claim

.

—First, the wheel K, when constructed with
parallel flanges xuiited only by bars K', substantially
as set forth.

Second, so connecting the driver's seat Q with the
plow and frame, by means of the roils G', that tlic

weight of the driver, and mechanism behind t!ie axle,
sliall counterbalance that placed in front of the axle,

substantially in the manner set forth.

Third, the combination of the flanged wheel IJ;with
the belts I^I and N, between which the earth is ele-

vated, substantially as set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the plow L, wings L^,
belts M and N, and wheel K, substantially as set
forth.

Fifth, the combination of a flanged wheel K, with
bars, K', and intermediate open spaces, with the car-
rying belt X, substantially as set forth.

' Sixth, the combination of the lever 11, wheel K',
plow L, lever T, and rod T', substantially as and fur
the purpose set forth.
Seventh, the combination of tbo plow Avith tho

guides 112 substantially as set forth-

Eighth, in commbiuation •u'itii the wlieel K, tho
adjustable extension slide P, substantially as set
forth.

Xinth, the combination of tjie notched frame 0, le-

ver 0', pawl S^, rod S*, aud foot lever S, substantially
as set forth.

Tenth, the combination of the lever H, axle G,
ratchet wheel I and pawl I', said parts being con-
structed substantially as and for the purpose set fortli.

Elevoiitli, in combination with the plow L, the ad-
justable shoe L^ substantially as and for tho purposo
set forth.

Twelfth, the combination of the flanged wheel K,
belt M. hinged arm M"-', pulley M^, and spring M^
arranged to'operate substantially as set forth.

Thirteenth, so constructing the main frame that
the wheels may, by folding the parts of tlic frame, be
adjusted to a wider or naiTower tread, substantially

in the manner set fortli.

72,400.—GustAvL. Jaegeu, New York, X. Y.—
Cutting TooL-December 17, 1867.—The adjustablo
tooth and. rest aix; eounected to a stock wl;ich may bo
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jiliacbctl to a lathe spindle or rest brace. It is for

llic puiposo of ibrmiiig a round tenon on the end of a
shatt.

Claim.—The combination ofthe slotted and shanked
stock A, guide ii-caae with cutter B. bearing C, and
screws b c, all ai-ranged substantially as set forth.

**2,401.—JOHX JoHXSOX, Boston, yiass.—Sled.—
December 17, 1867.—The sled has a hinged top which
yields vertically but is prevented from lateral move-
jneut. Each runner has a rudder, the two being si-

multaneously acted on by cords connected to a tiUer

lever.

Ciaiin.—A sled, in which the top or seat B is se-

cured, at or near its forward end, to the front cross-

{jor by hinges b and b', while its rear end is supported
bj means of a spring c, ^ hen such is combined with
a steering apparatus as described, the whole being
constructed, arranged, and operated in the manner
and for the poi'poses set forth.

72,402.—John B. Johxsox. Laurel, InA.—Fence.
—December 17, iSt37.—The uprights are pivoted to

tho posts wliieh extend but little above the surface.

The feet of the braces are pinned to short posts, and
attached to the uprights by light pins wiiich give
way to a current of water.

C'lai.n.—The mode of constnicting the fence, and
sustaining it by pins C at the top of the braces, so

arranged, in relation to the other parts, that tliey will

first yield to force of cm-rents of water, and permit
the panels and braces to swing freely in the stream
on the pins by which they are attached to the ground
posts, substuTitially as set forth.

72,403.—Canceled.

52,404.^. E. Kendall, Plnnouth, Ind.. as-

signor to himself and Charles VCiiuyiORK.—Hurse
Jiake.—December 17, 1867.—The rake head is formed
of hinged sections, the end ones being folded in when
moving from field to field.

Claun.—The hinged rake head G G' G", provided
with teeth J J, and connected to the bar K by the
springs M as described, said rake head being con-
nected to the sulky frame, and adjusted by the toothed
bai- li and cord N passing over tlie pulley at the driv-

ei-'s seat, the whole constructed and operating sub
stantiaiiy as described.

72,405.—Cornelius Kingsland, McKeesport.
Pa., assignor to himself and I. K. Mouange.—Vo7i-

,rtru<:ting Car Wheels.—December 17, 1867.—A por-

tion of the chill beneath the flange is cut away so as

to allow the sand to be in contact therewith. The
chill has radial recesses on its inner side, which give
l)eai-ing for cores, by which dovetail rix;esses are
formed in the wheel. These recesses ai'o filled in

with blocks of steel.

Claim.—The method herein described for con-
structing car wheels.

72,406.—A. S. KrSN-EAR, Volga, Ini.—Scaffold.
—December 17, 1867.—The platform has anti-friction

rollers which bear against the house wall, and it is

sustained on brace beams extended by a rope and
windlass upon the platform.
Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the

frame B B, diagonal braces C C, plates D D, rollers

d d, together with the sliding beams E E. thimbles
e e, sheiives fg c k, cord a, gearing//, pawl n, ratchet
«>, cranks >/i x. and metallic shoes ic w or their equiva-
lents v^ hen in combination, sulwtantially as and for

tiie purposes specified.

72,407.—DA\nD LiiiAN, Middlefield, Conn.-
CloUu^ Wringer.—December 17, 1867.—Explained
by the claims and illustration.

'Clmm.—First, in Aviingiug or other like machines
liaviug cog wheels on each end of the roller shafts,

jMovidiug'said cog wheels with flanges or circular

jvlatcs ui)ou their exterior faces, as herein described,

so that while preventing the meshing of tho cogs be-

yond a ecitain limit they sli;\U afford addtional sup-

port and strength to saiil cogs, substantiallv as set

forth.

Second, in wringing or other like machines having
llaugeil or iLisked cog wheels upon each end of the
roller shaft, making all said disks or flanges with

e<[\ial diameters, so that when the disks or flanges of
the contiguous cog wlieels are in contact they shall
move witTi a roiling in contradistinction to a sbding
friction, as and for the purposes set forth.

72,408.-Isaac TT. Lamb. Salem, Mich.—Per-
mutation Lock.—December 17, 1867.—The permuta-
tion wheels are perforated by a circular series of
holes traversed by a pin on a disk turned by the spin-
tUe. and having a limited longitudinal motion there-
on. The disk is forced inward by a spiral spring.
In unlocking the knob is drawn outward and each
pcrmutatiou'wheel turned to the proper combination
by rotation of the handle, the pins entering the
wheels one at a time as the handle is turned to the
proper position. "When the wheels are adjust<?d to
the proper combination the tooth of the dog lever
drops into the notches and enables the retraction of
the bolt by rotation of the knob. In locking the
knob is tm"ned around to the right until the bolt is

thrown forward, and the rotation continued until the
tooth is forced from the notches.

Claim.—First, the combination of the spindle D.
the pm or pins c e. and key «', with the wheels C,
when constructed and operated substantially upoa
the principle described.
Second, producing the various combinations by

placing the wheels C in the lock in diflterent order,
substantially as sjx'cified.

Thii-d, the combination of the spring F with tht
pin wheel E, as and for the purpose herein explained.
Fouth. spUttiug the screw g at g', for the purpose

si>ecified.

72,409.—J. M. Mason, New Albany, Ind..
assignor to himself. Oscar T. Htggins. Charles E.
Wilson, and Samuel Adlam, Jr.—Coupling ShelU
to Rollers.—December 17, 1867.—The outer peripher\'
of the roller consists of a removable shell, connected
as stated, to permit the renewal of the face when
worn out.

Claim.—First, the shell B, coupled to the roller A
by means of the dove-tailed tongue z fitting into tho
groove X, all being constructed substantially in tho
manner and used as and for the purposes set ibrth.

Second, utilizing the old roller by means of the
shell, when conuectetl tocrether substantially as speci-

fied.

72,410.—Lewellyn MASON.^Kochester, X. T.—
Instrument for Expanding Finger liings.—Deeem-
ber 17, 1867.—The segmental expander has a frusto-

conical mandrel, moved longitudinally by a screw
and marked with a scale to indicate the expansion.
Claim.—First, the improved instrument forstretch

ing finger rings, constrncted, arranged, and operat-
ing substantially as herein set forth.

Second, the combination, with the expanding shafi
B and the core C of the scale 1, 2, 3, &.e., arranged
substantially as described.

72,411.—Arthur A. Max\vell, Pratt, Ohio.—
Grading and Bitching 2Iachine.—December 17.

1867.—The ground is raised by the two plows and
inclined plane, and cai'ried by the elevating apron to

the conveying apron, by which it is discharged at

some distance from the side of the ditch.

Claim.—The frames A E, plows B B, inclines!

Slane C, belt^ D F, wheels K S, band T. and truck
r, with crank shaft W, the whole arranged and

combined with their respective devices for op^tating
in the manner substantially as and for the purposed
specified.

72,412.—David McC.une and William Mc-
Caine, Gi-otou, ;Mass., jissignors to themselves and
Daniel McCaink. same place.

—

Manufacture of
Artificial Stone.—December 17, 186t.—Composed of
calcined magnesia, 1 part, and comminuted stone, 20
parts, with sufticient bittern water to form a stiff

mortar. It may be molded and pressed or simply
applied with a trowel. *
Claim.—An artificial stone, made of materials and

in the manner substantially as described.

72,413.— "Wn.LiAM McCormick, Philadelphia.

'Pa.—Boiier Feed Regulator.—December 17. 1667.—
The stem of the float has a steam-tight joint tlrronpfi

tho boiler head and has an index finger whose short
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end i8 pivotod to a vertical rod connected to a valve
in the supply pipe and to a steam aliirm whistle.
Claim.—I^'irst, the t-ombination of the rod H with

the whistle K, supply-cock D, flout G, and index F,
sabetantially as described.
Second, the slot c of the rod H, in combination

with the pill /, arm rf of the whistle K. and arm G
of the cock 1). substantially as described.

72f414.— KcFfS S. Merrill, Boston, Mass.,
assiiruorto himself and William Carleton". Charles-
town. Mass.

—

Burner for Hydrocarbon Fluids.—
December 17, 1867.—Explained by the claims and
illustration.

C'i'ai/«.—First, a burner for hydrocarbon fluids in

which the base or lower jwrtiou, when provided with
a cap which covers or encloses the apeitures leading'

to the fluid reservoir, is combined Vvith the deflector
and chimncv holder of the said burner mounted upon
the wick tube, substantially in the mauner herein set
forth and for the purposes specified.

Secoud, the combinatiou, with the wick tube and
capped or covered base of the burner, of the chim-
ney holder, deflector and sleeve, fitting upon said
wick tube at a i>oint above said covered base, under
the aiTanfremeut herein shown and described.

Third, the combination, with the wick tube and
the slc-eve which cunies the deflector and chimney
bolder, of the friction-spring, for holding said sleeve
upon the tube, substantially'^as set forth.

72,415.

—

George MooNEY, Providence, R. I.—
Oas Burner.—Deceml>cr 17, IfcfUT.—x\ screw securcMl
to the bui ucr is pussed through the small ^as open-
ings in the cup to keep them clear of impurities.

Claim.—The combination of screw C Avith the base
or pillar of a common, argand. or other burner, with
the cup E arranged with the opening D, for the pur-
poses specified.

7*2,416.

—

Nath.vx Parrish, Kalamazoo, Mich.—Fan Blotoer.—Decfmber 17, 18^7.—The case forms
the sector of a cylinder. The fan is rectangular and
oscillates in the case, being hung upon a rock shaft
at the apex. The air is discharged into a lower case
and issues therefrom through a side opening. It is

designed to be operate«l bv clock-work.
Claim.—First, the pencluliim fan C. vibrating with

the rock shaft B iu close proximity with the station-
ary sides and bottom of the triangular case A, in
combination with the inlet and outlet valves c and d,

arranginl and operating substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, the triangular case A provided with the
inlet and outlet valves c c' d d'. in combination with
the vil)rating fan C. rock shaft B and its operating
levers, and the air box or receiver D. the whole con-
structed and arranged in the manner and for the pur-
pose set forth.

72,417.—Euzun Poxd. New Haven, Conn.—
Stirrup.—December 17, 1867.—The metallic shell is

lined with rubber.
Claim.—A stirrup consisting of the metal shell a.

provided with an eye A and the lining 6. the whole
constructed substantially as herein set forth.

72,418.—Samlel TT. Powell, Brookville, Md.
—Bone and Plaster J/iV^—December 17, 1867.—The
hammers are on aims projecting radially from a
vertical shaft rotating at considerable velocity and
contained in a cylindrical case with holes in its

periphery for escape of the comniinute<l matter. The
powdere'd matter enters an outer annular case from
which it is discharged by a series of revolving clear-

ers. The inner cylindrical case is invertiblc to bring
a new surface in' proximity to the hammers. The
crushing hammei-s arc removable. The main shaft
has a tapering upper journal with a vertically adjust-
able bushing. The step-block is horizontallv adjust-

able, and it and the shaft have removable, hardened
steel pieces to receive the friction.

Claim.—First, the clenrers or discharging devices
/. applied within a space S enclosed by the shells C
B of a crushinc mBcliine, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

Sf'cond. applying the clearers / to a toothed ring
C which is supported within the annular space S,
and driven by means substantially as described.

Third, the reversible perforated case or division C.
applied to a machine operating substantially as de-
scribed.
Fourth, the construction of the cover A, with n.

central, elevnted, hollow enlargement A' forming a*
chair for receiving a verticallv-adjustable journal box
which supports the upper end of the spindle D, sub-
stantially us described.

Filth, the aiTangcment within a perforated case CJ

of one or more revolving arms carrying removable
and reversible squ:ire-faced hammers "t/, substantially
as described and for the puq»ose set forth.

Sixth, the vertically-adjustable journal box 6' sup
ported upon a chair formed on cover A', aud adapted
for receiving the tapering end C of the spindle D,
substantially iu the manner and for the pujix>se de-
scribcil.

Seventh, the step h, constructed with perforations
in it. substantially as described.
Eighth, the construction of the oil cup L for re-

ceiving the step h. and with a journal box L' for re-

ceiving the foot-piece g, substantially as described.

72.419.—C. C. Prestox. Bayland, Texas.—.Ip-
paratuifor Fumigating Plants.—I)ccem\)CT 17, 18li;7.

—The fumigating material is placed in the cylindei'

and being ignited the fumes are elected and a"ir sui>-

plied bv a bellows beneath the cvliuder. The fumes
are distributed through the flexible pipe.

Claim.—First, a combination of the retort A with
the flexible tube F, substantially as described.
Second, tho combination of the retort A. tube F

I and bellows C, substantially as and for the purpose

I

described.
Third, the combination of the retort A, tube rebel-

lows C and carriage, substantially as described.

I

72,420.—A. Q. PvOS.s, Cleves, Ohio.—Device /or
\ Ejecting Hot Water (rn War Vesseh.—December 17,
' 18(J7.—The vessel has hose couuected to a boiler to

j
eject water upon the enemv or extinpruish fires. One

; of the nozzles issues from a rotatable tun-et, and ha."? a
deflecting plate which may be applied to the nozzle

I to turn the cui-rsnt downward and spi-eud the same

I

around the turret.

C7ain?.—First, the combination of the boiler A,
condensing pipe b'. and the flexible hose pipes c and
c' connected therewith, arranged in a wiir vessel,

substantially as and for the purjwse described.
Second, in combination with the boiler A aad the

pipe b' the revolving pipe d. with nozzle capable of
Deing elevated and depressed by the means and for

the purpose substantially as described.
Thirtt. in combination with the lx)ilers and revolv-

ing pipe, as described, the revolving tuiTCt, sabstan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, in combination with the revolving swiveF-
jjointed pipe d the spreader s, with lever I for operate

ing the same, substantially as and for the purix)se set

forth.

72,421.— "William Saxgster, Joliet. DI., a^
signer to himself. James Flovd. Michafx Kero,
William P. Dei-ljianx. Jomx SinTii. and GEOi5iK
Stlffler.-7>ricA- Machine.—Dofcmbcr 17, ie<i7,

—

The mold frame is reciprocated transversely and h:'s

recesses to receive the molds. The recesses have
hinged bottoms to allow the easy removal of the
molds. Tliese bottoms nre supported by rollers when

I
beneath the openings in the pug mill.

I

Claim.—A brick machine, consisting of the case

I

A. having shaft B. arms a, and slotted bottom D, av
I ranged with the slotted plates E. with their rollers II

I for the vertical adjustment of the mold frame F, pio-

j

vidod with its knives I I, all constructed and opcrsit-

I

ing as and for the purposes .set forth.

I
72,422.—George S. Saxtox, St. Louis. Mo.—

\

2Ianx(facturc of Corrugated Bells.—DQcemher 17.

lHfe"7.—The sides of the bell are corrugated. TTjobcll

I
may be made of sheet metal.

f'Vnim.-The bell A. when it is formed in rorruga-
tious. substantially in the manner and for tho pur-
pose set forth.

72,423.

—

August Sciir.irK and Hkxry IIitDKx-
I5RAXP. St. Louis. Mo., assignors to themselves, F. tJ.

Krayer. and C B. Scitrick, same place.

—

ilachiue
for Filling Horse Collars.—Deccin\icv 17, 1867.

—
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ImproTement on tlieir patent I^ovember 13, 1866.

The fore cud of the straight, unfilled collar is held
by tongs to a support, which is secui'ed to a sliding
bed. The rear end of the collar is held by grippers.
The straw is taken from the lower end of a hopper
by a serrate-ended reciprocating bar and deposited
in the collar. The collar bed retreats backward as

the collar is stulfed by pressure of the feeder. The
backward movemont of the bod is regulated by set

screws iii the frame hy which the friction between
the frame and bed is regulated. The straw is for-

warded in the hopper by oscillating claws and radial
pins on a rotating shaft.

Claim.—Eirst, the scraper or scrapers //^ and
tbeir combination with the rock shaft /^, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the combination of the rotating shaft H
and its prongs h with the rock shaft I and its prongs
i, substantially as set forth.

Third, the eccentric bar G-, the shaft /•*, and the
shaft H, when combined and acting substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the eccentric bar G
with theshaft, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

Fifth, the arrangement of the^)artition piece K in

the hopper F, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

72,434,—Jacob Sebastian, New York, N. T.—
Wagon Seat.—December 17, 1667.—The seat is at-

tached to horizontal springs, which are pivoted to
the uprights and to another spring whose lower end
is secured to the upright.

Claim.—The spring arms B, links «, and spring
slides D, in combination with the seat A and up-
rights C, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

Also, the loops b and screws c, in combination with
the uprights C, spring slides D, arms B, and seat A,
constructed and operating substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

72,435.—Jacob Sebastian, New York, N. Y.,
assignor to himself and Lewis Saal, same place.

—

Wagon Spring.—December 17, 1867.—The clamp has
a top and bottom cross-bar and two lateral keys.
The keys are placed edgewise toward the leayes'of
the spring and catch in grooves in the edges to pre-
vent the leaves turning. One cross-bar is fitted be-
tween the cross-plates of the clips and the other is

let into the spring block. The half spring has one or
two elongated eyes to allow of extension on a fixed
l>ai%

Claim.—First, a clamp A, composed of cross-bars
a b, keys c, and wedges d, to act in combination with
the clips D, substantially as and for the purpose de-

ricribed.

Second, providing the edges of the leaves of the
iBi^ring Avith grooves or notches to adnait the edges of

the keys c, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
Third, providing the spring at one or both ends

with an oblong eye, substantially as and for the pur-

pose described.

72,426.—L. F. Smith, Philadelphia, Va.—Steam
Blower.—December 17, 1867.—The air is actuated by
jets of steam.
Claim.—Fii'st, the spreader E. as constructed and

arranged within the pipe A, with its partitions B B,
in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

Second, in combination with the spreader E in the
pipe A, with its partitions, the solid pipe or casting
A), having orifices « e' and screw thread, all con-

structed ajid operating aa specified.

72,427.—DA^^l) F. Stratton, Christianburg,

Ohio.

—

Gatige for Setting Wagon ^.x^es.—December
17, 1867.—The swing is adjusted to give the down
Avard inclination, and the axle is bent to conform to

tJiis guide. Tho " gather" is given by the adjustable

standard.
Claim.—A rovei-sible gauge, for the purpose set

forth, having on one side tho adjustable standard B,

fixed standard G, and adjustable swing D, and on the

other tho longitudinally-adjustable standard B', fixed

Btandard G, and vertically-adjustable stiiudard II,

when constructed to operate substantially as de-
scribed.

72,428.—L. E,. Streeter, Chelsea, assignor- to
Alfred B. Ely, Newton, Mass., trustee.—Artificial
Plate for Teet/i.—December 17, 1867.—The fiber is

ground and intimately mixed with the resinous sub-
stance, in proportion of about one of the former to
two of the latter. The intaglio die is coated with
gum arable and a little glycerine, and heated to 200°
Fah. The compound, which is in form of sheets, is

placed within the die. The cameo die is similarly
coated and heated to 220= Fah., and after forcing it

into place the flask is heated to 247° Fah. The com-
pound is withdrawn and cooled gradually before fin-

ishing.
Claim.—First, the use of hard resins or resinous

bodies, mixed with fibrous or textile materials, and
shaped by means of heat and pressure, substantially as
described.
Second, the use of thin plates of metal, horn, shell,

gutta-percha, wood, or other such suitable material,
capable of being pressed into shape, between or in
combination witli layers of the resinous and fibrous
compound, as and for the purposes substantially as
described.

Third, as a base for artificial teeth or gums, the use
of fiber or fibrous material, saturated or mixed with
lac, or other suitable substance, Avhich, when heated
and pressed, will assume the proper shape, and pos-
sess or acquire the proper hardness and elasticity, sub-
stantially as described.

72,429,.— J. Warren Thyng, Salem, Mass.—
Coffee Maker.—December 17, 1867.—The water is

poured into the funnel pipe, and descends through the
perforated distributing plate upon the coffee in the
strainer. The ascending vapor is condensed on the
lower plate of the annular cold water chamber which
surrounds the funnel pipe.
Claim.—The conical distributing chamber /, ar-

ranged under the condenser, substantially as and for

the purpose herein specified.

Also, the inverted perforated c©ne i, in the ])ottoin

of the receptable B, in combination with the distrib-

uting chamber /, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

Also, the extended flange m, on the receptacle, for

the purpose specified.

Also, the combination of the condenser A, con-

structed substantially as described, with the recept-

acle B, constructed substantially as set forth.

72,430.—John M. Tiernan, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Tongttg Support for Railroad Street Car.—December
17, 1867.—The rear end of the detachable tongue has

runners for support while moving along the ground.

Claim.—The mode of supporting the tongues of

street cars and other vehicles or machines while the

same are being moved from place to place, or changed
from one end of a car to the other, by the use of a

curved or bent metallic bar or rod, attached to or

swung under the tongue, together with the mode of

operating the said bar by a lever fastened thereto act-

ing against a bolt fixed to the tongue over the said

bar, as the same is hereinabove described.

72,431.—P. H. Yander TVetde, Philadelphia,

Ta.—Mamifacture of Liquid for Making Ice, and
for other Piirposes.—December 17, 1867.—Explained

by the claims.
Claim.—First, the manufacture of hydride of pro-

pyle, or chimogene, from the so-called non-condensa-

ble gases escaping from any petroleum still, by con-

densing them in a coil exposed to a freezing mixture,

or by submitting them to a powerful pressure of a

pump, or bv both.

Second, the boiling of crude or refined petroleum

at the common temperature by the suction of a va-

cuum, agitating it, and condensing the vapors pro-

duced by cold or pressure, or by both, thus producing

a highly volatile liquid, boiling at about 30= Fah., and

corresponding with hydride of ethyle.

Third, the application of these liquefied gases, or of

gasoline, or any other very volatile product of petro-

leum, to the making of ice and of cooling in general.

Fourth, the temporary preservation of dead l)odies

bv the perfectly drv cold produced by placing in the
' coffin one or more long, narrow cylinders filled with
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the above described liquefied hydrocarbon gases, or

Tvith liquefied sulphurous acid, carbonic acid, or ni-

trous oxide, or their equivalcuts, from which cylinders

the eras is slowly cscapiug, regulated by a stop-cock,

and thus maiutaiuiug any desired low temperature,

the escaping gas at the same time serving as a pre-

servative and disinfectant.

Fifth, the use of tLe above described or other pro-

ducts of petroleum, or tlie use of crude petroleum,

when escapiug, either by their own pressure, or pro-

jected as a spray, l)y the atomizing action of a blast

of air, oxygen, or nitrous oxide, lor an illuminating

and heating- agent, eitlier under a steam boiler using
petroleum, in combination Avith a blast of air or steam,

or both, as above described, or for a lime light or

blow pipe, rec[uiring only two very small vessels, each
containing one of the liquefied gases—petroleum gas
and nitrous oxide gas—as substitutes for the non-con-
densable hydrogen and oxygen.

72,432.—Theodore Vakdoiien, Sr., Washing-
ton, D. C— Taking the Form and Measure of Gentle-

men to Cut Coats and VcsU:—December 17, 1867.

—

One of a series of jackets is placed upon the person,

and the seams drawn to fit and secured by pins. The
cloth is then cut out by patterns agreeing with that
jacket.
Ciaim.—The use of series of jackets with the seams

thereof formed as herein described, in combination
with the patterns, to correspond with said jackets,

when said jackets and patterns are used together in

the manner described, as a system for cutting gentle-

men's coats and vests, herein fully set forth.

72,433.-0. E. TTeatiieuhkad, TTinchendon,
Mass.

—

Dividers.—December 17, 1867.—Explained by
the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The device for holding a pencil point or
pen upon the dividers, consisting of the elbow C,

piece E, with groove c, and damp F, with set screw
6, ai'ranged and combined substantially as described.

72,434.—D. B. Wessox, Springfield, Mass.. as-

signor to the Wesson Fiue-aum Coyii'A:xY.—Breech-
loading Fire-arm.—Dcct^mhar 17, 1867.—The ex-

tractor ejects the cartridge shells from both barrels
when the breech is raised for charging. A levsr piv-

oted to tlie stock is also pivoted to a lag upon a block
sliding in the same guide groove as the extractor.

This block has two catches, which engage the forward
end of the extractor, and drive it backward by the
action of the lever upon the sliding block when the
breech is raised. When the shells are ejected, a fur-

ther elevation of the breech trips the catches, and the
extractor is drawn back by a spiral spring.

Claim.—The slide D, pushing bar or bars m, and
studs b', arranged ;n relation with each other and Avith

the extractor C and pivoted bai* E, substantially as
and for the pmpose specified.

72,435.—H. F. Wheeler, Boston, Mass.—Pen
iToWcr.—December ]7, 1867.—The two pens are com-
bined in one holder for use of diiferent colored inks.

Claim.—A pen holder, having sockets for two pens,
substantially as described.

72,436.—Albert Wirpo, Chicago, 111.

—

Boring
Tool.—December 17, 1867.—The tool has an auger to
bore the socket and a cutter to form tlie shoulder.

Claim.—The above described tool for shaping the
ends of the legs of furniture, constructed to operate
substantially in the manner and for the purpose set
forth.

72,437.—G. B. Wiseman, Sycamore, I\\.—Stove-
pipe Damper.—December 17, 1867.—The damper rod
passes through rectangular slots in the pi])e and has
rectangular portions which may be brought into the
slots to prevent its turning.

Claim.—A damper B, provided with a sliding rod
•which has a cylindrical and two or more rectangular
portions, constructed substantially as and operating
in the manner set forth.

72,438.—William S. Wori.ey. Tuseolia. 111.—
Land Boiler—December 17, 1867.—Explained by the
claim and illustration.

Claim.—Tlie rollers B B'. provided with the bands
cue and shovels h b, when an-anged upon the

frame A, in the manner and operating substantially
as and for the purposes herein specified.

72,439.—Ernesto Abbiati, Kew York, N. Y.,
assignor to himself and John If. Longhi, same
place.—Ti-acA; C7ea?ier.— December 24, 1867.—The
wings are moved out as they approach the front and
serve to throw snow or other matter from the track.

Claim.—First, the application to a track and street
cleaner of oscillating wings II H, operated by means
of crank shafts E E, to which planetary motion is

imparted, substantially as herein shown and described
and for the purpose specified.

Second, the oscillating wings H, when aiTanged
upon and operating in combination with a revolving
disk D, all made and operating substantially as herein
shown and described.

Third, the track cleaner, when consisting of the
revolving disk D carrying the oscillating wings 11,

in combination with the brushes I I, aM made and
operating substantially as and fot the purpose speci-
fied.

72,440.—Alfred A. Anderson, Galesburg, 111.

—Mortar JliH.—December 24, 1867.—The larger end
of the truncate-conical case is removable to allow
the extraction of the mixer. The material is fed into
the hopper and carried by rotation of the mixer to the
discharge opening at the smaller end.

Claim.—A mortar-mixing machine, consisting of
the case A provided with a hopper B, detachable end
piece A', and the gear wheels b c, arranged to operate
a grinding or mixing cylinder placed within the hop-
per, the Avhole constructed and mounted on a cai--

riage, substantially as described.

72,441.—Cyrus P. Bachelder, Franklin, N. H.,
assignor to himself, Daniel Barnard, and Steph'en
Kenrick.—Car Coupling.—Becemhcr 24, 1867.—Tlie
cross-piece on which the link rests is connected to
the ends of sliding pins, which are surrounded by
spiral springs tending to extend the piece beneath
the outer end of the link, but giving way before the
approaching draw-head. The sliding rods are sup-
ported by brackets upon a rock bai- turned by rectan-
gularly-extending handles.

Claim.—The apparatus for raising links, consisting
of the cross-bar a with its handles a' and brackets b.

in combination with the rods d, spiral springs h, and
cross-piece e, all operating substantially as and for
the pui'pose described.

72,442.—Charles H. Bacon, Springfield, Ohio.—Davice for Attaching Foistage and Bevenue Stavxps.
—December 24, 1867 ; antedated December 11, 1867.

—The case is filled with stamps after removing the
top. The knives oflFer sufficient resistance to pre-
vent any but the outside stamp from leaving the case.
TlJc stamps are crowded down by the spring plunger.
Claim.—The case A, having knives G-" Avith in-

clined edges pjojecting from its interior faces, in
combination AA^ith the follower B, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

72,443.-Leonard Bailey, Boston, Mass.— Crn--

pentcrs' Plane.—December 24, 1867.—The cap iron
has an additional bearing near its edge, and the edge
of tlie clamping plate rests betAveen the two bearings.

Claim.—The auxiliary point of impact betAveen
the cap and the thin plane-iron, at the point or por-
tion thereof Avhere the tliin steel tends to buckle
under the pressiu'C of the^cap upon the projecting
edge of the plane-iron, substantially in the inanner
described.

72,444.—HosEA Barns, Somers, Wis.—^«een,-
sion Ladder.—J)ocemhcT 24, 1867.—The sections ai-e

arranged to be folded together or extended in one line.

Claim.—The hooks D. attaclied to the side pieces

a of the sections or lengths B C, when the latter are
connected together by th.e rounds c passing through
oblong slots d in the" side nieces a, and the lower
e^ids of the latter are provicled Avith notches b to fit

over rounds e, all arranged in the manner substan-

tially as shoAvn and described.

72,445.—John Kandolph Blake and John
Leavis Jarrell, Dyer's Station, Tenn.—Tri<s«.—
December 24, 1867.—The ixids are adjutitably tied to
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the under strap, which has side straps conDecting it

la the belt to secure lateral adjustment.
Claim.—First, the pads, when applied to the under

straps of a body belt, substantially as and ibr the
purpose described.
Second, the side straps H, in combination with the

above, substantially as described, lor the purpose
specified.

72,446.—Almeron Bristol, Constantine, Mich.
—Fly Tmp.—December 24, 1867.—The bell glass is

adiustable on its base and has an annular trough in-

side to contain soapsuds.
Glaim.—Eirst, a bell glass or erect glass cylinder,

closed at the top and having the lower edge turned
up inside to form a trough, as described and for the
purpose specified.

Second, in combination with the bell glass or cylin-

der described, the standard, provided with a screw
and nuts to adjust the height of the glass.

'?'3,44y.

—

Israel P. Brown, IN'ew London, Conn.
—Tool Holder for Slide jRest.—December 24, 18G7.—
The tool has notches in one corner, one of which is

engaged by a projection in the angular recess of the
gU). The whole is secured by a key.
Ctoim.—The notches d" in the tool, in connection

with the wire e, or its equivalent, in the V-groove in

the gib or key, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

'J'3,448.—George Brownlee, Princeton, Ind
SJcate.—December 24, 1867.—The foot-rest is hinged
at the ball, and the runner is divided concentrically
with the axis of the hinge, so that the toe of the
ekate can be bent upward and the runner present an
unbroken surface. The flexion of the skate bring;

the propelling bars in contact with the ice. The strip

applied to the runner is to assist in turning when the
weight is brought upon it.

Claim.—First, the foot-rest or support, and runner
or blade, of a skate, when transversely divided, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose described.
Second, a foot-rest or support to the skate, when

provided with a driving-jaw or jaws, substantially as
described for the purpose specified.

Third, the edge or strip applied to the runner or
blade of a skate, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

,

yS,449.—Charles Burnham, Philadelphia, Pa.—Door Spring.—December 24, 1867.—The notched
disk at the end of the spring is engaged by the worm
to adjust the tension.

Claim.—First, in combination with a rod or tor-

eion door spring, the screw-threaded cam or worm G,
or an equivalent thereof, as described, engaging with
the notched burr or wheel D on the end of the said
torsion rod, for the purpose of graduating the tension

thereof, substantially as described.
Second, in combination with the above, the double

socket or receiver E, for supporting the notched
wheel D, substantially as described.

72,450.— Nathan F. Burnham, York, Pa.—
Cridde for Water TF/iee?s.—December 24, 1867.—The
outer ends of the guides are turned outward, and
with the outer beveled surfaces at the inner ends of

the adjoining guides form outwai'dly flaring openings
through which the water passes toward the buckets.

Claim.—The guide constructed with a beveled sur-

face, as at y, sucli beveled surface forming one side

of the entire throat, formed by the respective pairs

of guides, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose described.

72,451.—Jacob B. Byers, Genesco, TW.—Wash-
ing Machine.—December 24, 1867.—The beaters are
couuected by pitmans to a compound crank and are
operated tlicreby.

Claim.—A washing machine, having the station-

ai'y inclined corrugated board C and the swinging
beaters D suspended and pivoted within the box A,
with the inclined bottom J3, all arranged as shown
and described.

72,452.—E. O. Carrinoton, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Mosquito and Fly Net.—Decemhcr 24, 1867.—The
upper and lower bar have each a fixed pin at one end

and a spring pin at the other, for attachment to the
window frame. The edges of the net are sewed to
strips of muslin. The folds in the netting are to al-
low its contraction by moisture or its bagging by tho
wind without drawing the sides from the fraiue.
Claim.—The polygonal bars c, with end spring sec-

tions, in combination with the tapes or strips e and
fold/, as and for the purposes specified.

72,453.—James Chambers, Boston, Mass.—^a-
si7i Faucet.—Decemher 24, 1867 ; antedated Decem-
ber 7, 1867.—The valve stem has two cup valves,
either one of which may be brought in contact vrith
the elastic valve seat by a right or left sweep of the
nozzle, respectively, one being beneath and tho other
above the valve seat.

Claim.—The combination as well as the arrange-
ment of the two valves F G, their seats k i. the pas-
sage k, the valve chambers b c, the standard A, and
the stem E, provided with operative screws o, as
specified.

Also, the combination as well as the ai-rangement
of the nozzle B, the standard A, the stem E, its oper-
ative screws o, the valves F G, theii- seats h i and
chambers b c, and the passage k.

Also, the combination of the tube e, the flange/,
and the two elastic annuli A i ,- also, their arrange-
ment with respect to the screw joint a of the parts
A C, as described.
Also, the com])ination of one of the valves F G

with its stem, by means whereby one may be adjusted
thereon, witb reference to the other, for the purpose
of terminating the movement of the nozale, 'as de-
scribed.

72,454.—Rockwell Chapjlan, Buchanan, Mich.— Water Wheel.—Decemher 24, 1867.—Explained by
the claim and illustration.

Cli<£n.—A water wheel consisting of the radially-
projecting hub B, having the buckets a formed therein
alternately on opposite sides, each bucket extending
half way across the face of B, as shown in Fig. 2,
and having the discharge passages formed on the
sides by the overlapping plates I, applied as described.

72,455.—B. E. Chollar, Leavenworth, Kansas.—Tray for Gas Purifiers.—December 24, 1867.—The
ends of the tray are formed of pectinated bars. la
the spaces between the teeth in said bars grate bars
are placed, and the same are held in position by the
clamps which are bolted down upon the grate bars.
Claim.—First, a purifying tray, substantially as

shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the grate bars a, in combination with the
pectinated bars A and the binders or clamps B, sub-
.stantially as shown and described and for the purpose
set forth.

72,456.— Philip Coonrod, Keithsburg, HI.—
Double Cultivator PZo?p.—December 24, 1867.—The
axletree is curved up at the midlength for attachment
of the tongue. Extending from each side of tho
curve are sleeves having a series of upward and
downward pins, which act as clevis pins to the draw
bars of the plows, and ndmit of lateral adjustment in
the latter. Each pair of plows has a handle. The
tongue has a liooked cross-bar at the rear end of
which the beams may be supported in moving from
place to place.

Claim.—The cultivator, consisting of two separate
gangs of plows G G, each gang constructed of curved
iron bars g g, as described^ and adjusted by means of
clevis H and box C, both constructed and operating
substantially as herein set forth, in combination with
axletree A, constructed as desci-ibed, boxes D D,
and draught-rod E, substantially as set forth.

72,457.—Georoe Crompton, TVorcester, Mass.
ShrMlc.—December 24. ]8fi7.—The bobbin-spindlo

is hinged in the sliuttlo and is Iccpt in its elevated and
charging, or depressed and working positions, by tho
spring strut, and locked in the latter position by the
spring catch.
Claim.—In combination with the bobbin-spindle,

the spring/ and strut k, aiTanged to operate substan-
tially as set fortli.

z\.lso, the hinge-latch plate I, the spring s. and tho
stop-pin t, when combined and arranged together
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and relatively to the bobbiu-opindle, substantiallv as

60t forth.

72,458.—Alfhed Cuoe-SLEV, Brooklyn, X. T.—
iiteain Engine Globe Valve—December 24, 16G7.—
Tiie packiug is iu a cylindrical recess iu the lower
part of the bonnet.
C7aijn.—First, the chamber c, in the upper part of

the bonnet E, above the screw-thread, by which the

viUve-stem is raised and lowered, so tluit the smooth
upper part of the valve-stem will not come in contact

with the screw-thread in the bonnet, substantially as

hoieiu described.
Second, the arrangement of the packing F, bonnet

E, and its recess c, whereby to exclude water or steam
from the screw-thread in the interior of the bonnet,

bubstantially as herein shown and describctL

72,459.—Bexjaaiix F. CL-NNnxGiiAM and Jkf-
FLiisox F. Cunningham. Flora. J\l.—Burglar A larm.
—December 24, 18G7.—The usual clock alarm in a

STiitable case is suspended on the door knob. The
.•spring detent-wire is connected to another wire Avhosc

end rests against the knob, so that by turning the lat-

ter the alarm is released.

Claim.—The arrangement of lever-Avire D, in com-
bination with wire E, for the purpose herein specified.

72,460.—Aauos M. Daniels, Hartford, Conn.,
assignor to himself and Benjamin Bennett.—-4 rfi-

Jicial Fiiel.—DcccmhQV 24, 18G7.—Composed of coal

dust, 140 pounds ; coal tar, 1 gallon ; benzine, 1 quart

;

rosin, 2 pounds ; and sulphur, 1 ounce.

Claim.—A compound for artificial fuel, substan-

tially as described.

72,461.—AV. H. Davis, Lexington, Indiana, as-

signor to JOi^Ern Uaklan, same place. — Animal
Trap.—Decembev 24, 1867.—The trap door is con-

nected to a crank, operated on by a spring, and de-

tained by a catch, which is tripped by the drawing
forward of the bait. AVhen th(! crank is tripped, it

takes one revolution, throwing down the trap door
and raising it again. The trap door has bars ]no-

jecting upward," between which the rat reaches the

bait, and which serve to force the rat into the recep-

tacle beneath.
Claim.—First, the crank shaft C operated by the

spring d or its equivalent, iu combination with the

trap door B, substantially as above set forth and de-

Bcribed.
Second, the bars G in combination with the trap

door B, substantially as specified.

Third, the trigger F, substantially as described, in

combination witii crank shaft C and trap door B.
Eubstantiully as above set forth and described.

72,462. — William F. Davison, Oliver A.
'Bates, Sami el M. Wilson, and AlvaP. IU;=sell.
Janesviile, Wis. — Harness Unajj. — December 24,

1867.—The drop link in tl;e eud of the hook has n

flattened portion, giving bearing to a spring which
keeps the link in contact with the shank.

Claim.—Fir.st. ring b. when constructed witli a

gain or flattened portion to receive and to be ope-

rated by spring c, substantially as and for the purpos.es

described.
Second, hook a. ring &, and springe, when all are con-

structed, connected together, and used substantially

as and for the purposes described.

72,463.—Otis Dean, Bichmond. Ya.. assignor to

E. W. YoLNO, same place.

—

Scrficdriver.—i)ecem-
ber24, 18G7.—The luindl;> has a tubnl.ir extension in

which the blade slides. The blade has side notches,

which are engaged by a spring dog.
Claim.—First, a screwdriver, capable of being

varied in length, substantially iu tlie manner set

forth.

Second, the combination of the notched blade B
and locking spring C. constructed and arranged to

operate as and for the purpose specified.

72,464.—George A. Dickson, Woodcock town-
Bhip, Pa.

—

Tool for Opening C'«.5es.—December 24.

1867.—The spirally edged, segmental knives are in-

closed withiri a cylindrical cfCp, which is placed on
the can top ; the depression of the cutter makes a cir-

etdar opening. The packing prevents escape of
juice.

Claim.—The cutting tool, constructed as shown
at Fi"-. 3, when the same is in combiimtion with the
cylinder D and the india-rubber packin"- B C C, and
the collar E E. constructed as described for the pur-
poses set forth.

72,465.— F. B. Dceuing, London, England.—
Machine for Boring Rocks.—December 24, 1867 ; an-
jtedatcd September 4, 1867.—The main cylinder, in ad-
dition to its ordinary ports, has two ports communi-
cating respectively with the back of the valve of the
cylinder, and with the back of the advance cylinder.
The main cylinder has also a central supply port in

constant communication with the fluid supply. The
piston rod carries thiee pistons forming two cham-
bers. The forward chamber communicates with the
outer air. The hinder chamber contains compressed
air. Tiie valve rod carries four pistons ; the two
outer forming its operating pistons, and the inner
ones the cylinder valves.
Claim.—First, constructing engines or machinery

for boring or working in rock or other mineral in

which the pistons of the small cylinders arc operated
by motive fluid, distributed by the main cylinder,
without having been previously ittiiized in the main
cylinder, as herein described.
'Second, constructing engines or machinery for bor-
ing or working iu rocks or other mineral, 'in Avhieli

the main cylinder itself distributes the motive fluid

at distinct portions of the stroke to other cylinders,

as in the aiTangements herein described.
Third, constructing engines or machinery for bor-

ing or working in rock or other mineral iu which the
piston of the main cylinder, with the tool, has the
required rotary motion imparted to it by a twisted
bar, or equivalent, in combination with other parts,

as herein described.

72,466.— F. B. DaERiXG, London, England.—
Stand for Hock Drilling Engine.— December 24,

1867 : antedated November 9, 1867.—The engine is

supported on a horizontal arm, whicli is extensible
within its supporting collar, and this collar is attachcil
to another upon the vertical column: the latter col-

lar has vertical or horizontal adjust ment in the column.
The top of the column has a transvcrst^ plate, which
is connected to the angle iron frame, and with it fur-

nishes bearing for the wedges inserted between the
frame and the adit top.

Claim.—Ynut, tlie combination of parts, substan-
tially as herein described and shown, in such manner
tliat the bearing pieces for wedges or otlier fixing ar-

rangements may liave more tlian one point of sup-
poi't. and the carriage be therefore prevented turning
round the carrying column, as shown in the tlrawiugs
annexed.
Second, the combination of parts, in frames or

stands, for boring or cutting engines, of a pivoted
saddle or bow, with collars, columns, and arms, with
tiieir clamping .'Arrangements and movijig gear for
allowing the engine to be moved into aiiy required
])osirion. substantially as and for tlie purpose herein
described and shown' iri the figures.

Third, the combination, with frames or stands for

boring engiiies, of reservoirs, and a tank for Avater,

iiaviiig the necessary inlets and outlets, substantially
as and for the purpose herein described and shown in

Figs ] and 8.

Fourth, the combination of parts of ft-ames or
stands, to be employed in sinking vertical shafts, sub-
stantially as herein described with refercjice to Figs.
6 and 7.

72,467.—A. DuNLAr. Clyde, 0\\\o.—TIead Rest—
December 24, 1867.—Intended for use in railroad cars.

It has pads resting against the head, shoulders, and
back of the arras.

Claim.— The section A consisting of the wire
frame C and cushion D, as arranged in combination
witii sections B B', when constructed Avitli .sleeves or
sockets F and cushions E and II, in the manner and
for the pui-pose substantially as set forth.

72,468.— Jacob Ensox, Boston, M.ass.—Xa«/ic
Tool Holder.—TyctcomhcY 24, 18(i7.—Explained by the
claims and illustration.

Claim.—The arrangement of the clamp-holding
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projection a and the clamp B witli the shank A and
one or too cutters C C applied thereto, as specified.

Also, tlie holder shank A as made with the auxili-

ary projection d arranged -n'ith it and its clamp pro-

jection, as specified.

Also, the holder, as made with one or more notched
or toothed grooves constructed in its head or front

ciul to receive one or more tools or cutters held
against such notches, as explained.

Also, the arrangement and combination of the two
separate cutters or tools with the single holder and
its clamp, as specified.

Also, the holder, as made with each of its grooves
ciu-ved longitudinally, as and for the pui-pose above

Also, the yoke of the clamp, as formed with the cap
or cover, to' extend over the projection a, and that
part of the screw of such clamp which extends
within the projection-receiving recess of the clamp.

72,469.—AuGLTSTix Ellis and Olfv^er Albert-
sox, Salem, Ind.

—

Fence.—December 24, 1867.—The
battens are attached to both sides of the boards at

midlength and one end ; overlapping the latter so as

to recetve the ends of the boards of the next panel,

which ai'e engaged in the recess by pins. The lower
boards have blocks, giving attachment to inclined

horizontal pieces which give side support.

Claim.—The obliquely projecting bars or bases D
attached to the panels A A, substantially in the man-
ner as and for the pm'pose set forth.

72,470.—AuGUSTix Ellis and Oliver Albert-
son, Salem, Ind.— Animal Trap. — December 24,

1867.—The front and top of the" bait chamber are

hinged, and are open when the trap is set. They are
connected by pitmans to arms on a shaft tm-ned by a
spiral spring. The bait is fixed over a treadle, whose
depression trips the spring shaft, Avhich makes a half

rotation and closes the doors. The shaft is then ar-

rested and the doors remain closed until the rat in

passing beneath the raising gates into the light cham-
ber again trips the shaft and opens the trap^

Claim.—First, the combination of the lids D E to

the bait box A, tilting platform L, wicket door M,
between said bait box and the chamber B, lever stop

N, bar P, lever S, rod T, crank arms I, crank shaft

H, spring J, and bait hook and frame TJ V, substan-
tially as described for the purpose specified.

Se'cond, the wicket door or doors to the communi-
cating- passage C, provided with a flange piece or

strip, or its equivalent, substantially as described for

the purpose specified.

72,471.—]^ARCUS TV. Elorer, Bracken county,
Ky.—Fruit Drier.—December 24, 1867.—The fruit is

placed in an upper chamber in communication with
the outer air, and having beneath it a steam cham-
ber.

Claim.—The box or chest C, fruit holder B, and
pipe E, when used in connection with the ordinary
farmer's or cooking kettle foj* generating steam, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose described.

72,472.—Joseph K. Eraxtz, Goodville, Pa.—
Seed Flatter.—December 24, 1867.—The seed mech-
anism is actuated by a crown gear on the axle, but
may be disconnected' by a hand lever. The brush for

rernoving the surplus seed from the seed cavity is ad-

justable "by a thumb screw. The plow beams are
connccted'to adjustable levers.

Claim.—First, the plow blades B^ and covering
shares F^, adjusted by means of the thumb screws D-
in the beams E''' and uprights C'^ secured to the car-

rying beams Z, and by the lever P ottachcd to the
cross-rod H"^ at the rear of the machine, as herein
described, for the purjiosc ."specified.

Second, the brush U in the liopper L, adjusted by
means of tiie tlmmb screw AY and guide posts V, a's

herein described, for the ))urposo specified.

Third, the hand lever Y and lever I-, in combina-
tion with the shaft F, for throwing the pinion E in

and out of gear with the crown wlicel D, as herein
described, for the purpose specified.

72,473.—Ambrose Frayer, Hipley, Oliio.—7iVn7
Fence.—December 24, 1867.—The posts are supported
on cross sills, Avhich also give support to tiie feet of

the braces, wliich ai'c attached to the ends of the

yoke traversed by the posts, and supporting one or
more lines of rails.

Claim.—The herein-described fence, when con-
structed and arranged in the manner substantially as
described, consisting of the side braces F. so ar-
ranged that the yoke E embraces their upper ends,
thereby hokling them securely in connection with the
posts C, at the same time binding said posts together,
Whereby the rails are supported and kept in position
between said post and upon the sUls B.

72,474.—AYillistox K. Fuller, Modena. HI.—'
Ventilating Millstones.—December 24,* 18G7.—Flar
iug-mouthed pipes revolve with the millstone and
gather air, wliich is discharged by pipes descending
into its eye.
Claim.—The millstone G, provided with the scroll

wing A and tube B, so arranged that the tube will
pass down the eye of the stone a certain portion of
its length, and through the corner at an angle, so as
to open on the face of the stone a short distance from
the eye, constructed and operating substantially as
herein indicated,

72,475.—J. C. Gastox, Cincinnati.Ohio.-O/iitrn.
—December 24, 3867.—The lid has perforations for
passage of aii-, and the cream is prevented from
splashing out by plates benciath them.

Claim.—The'construction and arrangement of two
perforated dasher heads, secured one above the other
to the dasher handle, and having an equal number of
perforations, and so placed that the perforations in
one head shall be opposite the solid part of the other,
substantially as and for the pm-pose described.
Also, in combination with the above, providing the

cover with the air tube c, with a semi-cylindrical-
shaped cap e, as and for the purpose set forth.

72,476.—Jacob Gettejiy, Donegal, Pa.—Tire
Bending and Shrinking -lfac/ii;ie.—December 24,1867.
—The journal blocks of the end rollers slide in in-
clined guides, being actuated by links connecting
them to crank pins on the central ratchet wheel, which
is tm-ned by a lever. An index finger on tlie shaft of
this wheel indicates the diameter of the tire which
is being passed tlirough the machine.
Claim.—First, the device for operating the rollers

E E, so that they may be moved in the desired direc-
tion, said device consisting of the crank shaft C, iu
combination with the connecting rods e e, sliding
frames D D, and grooves or guides / in frame A, all

made and operating substantially as herein shown and
described.
Second, the device set forth in the foregoing claim,

in combination with the indicator i on "shaft C, the
same being made as set forth.

Third, the indicating device i. in combination with
the roller B, arranged as set forth.

Fourth, the roller B, when corrugated as set forth,
in combination with the rollers E E, the latter trav-
elling on inclined planes, substantially as and for the
purpose herein shown and described.

72,477.—Robert Gidley, Lagrange, N. Y.-
Gate.—December 24, 1867.—The bars and pickets are
pivoted together, and the bars to the rear upright,
which is extended upward: and at its top pivoted to
the gate post. The upright is swung backward and
upward to open the gate, being actuated by a bell-

crank lever upon a siiaft extending to posts up and
down tlie road, and turned by a crank or lever.

Claim.—First, a self-closing gate, when arranged
so that it is brought through the slotted post B and
into an inclined position when opened, substantially
as herein sliown and described.
Second, tlie gate E, Avhen consisting of horizontal

bars b b, pivoted to pickets c. and Avhen pivot(;d to u
suspended bar F, in eombiuation Avith tlie shaft G,
liaving the crank g and the liandles//', all made and
operating substantially as iiersin sliown and described.

Third,"'the above, in combi;iation witli the locking
levers H H, connected by a rod i, substantially as
herein shoAvn and described.

72,47S.— Leroy A. Gleasox, Southington,
Comi.—MacJiincfor Folding Sheet Jir^i'aL—December
24, 1867.—Tlie moving folding bar is adjusted by cams
to form either a round or sharp bend in tiie sheet
metal. The said bai- is hinged to t'.io bed plate by
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arms havinsi- rollers pressinj? against cams of the rock
shaft autl hinged frame, to cause the clamping of the
plate while lieing operated upon.
Claim.—First, the combination of the folding bai's

F G, disk c c', frame 1), rod II, cams I, and arms K,
operating as described, for the purpose of making a
round or sharp bead, substantially as herein set fortli.

Second, the combination of the folding bar F,
hinged arras K, hinged frame D, upright rods e, se-

cured to the plate E. rod H, cams I, and arms o, all

operating as described, for the purpose of clamping
the metal to be folded, as and for the purpose specified.

r'2,479.—E. H. GoKLET and E. B. Goelet, Golds-
borough, N. C—Cotton Cultivator.—December 24,

18(i7.—The outward-turning shares are followed by
an oscillating chopper, and that by two shovel plows.
Claim.—First, the arrangemeut'of vibrating knives

or hoes g g between the scrapers K H and the sliding
plows J J, in a two-wheel machine, substantially as
and for the purposes described.
Second, the right and left-hand knives g g, formed

on or applied to "shanks c e, secured together and ap-
plied to a rock shaft G, substautially as described.

73,480.—Oscar Goerkr. Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Stereoscojje.—December 'J4, ifc^UV.—The views arc se-

cured to blocks on an endless belt revolving on two
rollers, the lower one being vertically adjustable.
Claim.—First, the picture-holder C, constructed as

described, consisting of the end wires c' in the bars c^
theii* upper ends bent to form a horizontal loop for
the ends of the pictures, and the central piu c^, as
herein shown and descrilied.

Second, the construction of the octagonal rollers

D E, endless belt B. picture-holder C, sliding bar F,
guides G, cord H, and pin I, all arranged and ope-
rating as herein described, for the pm-pose specified.

Third, tlie combination of the set or adjusting
screws I, cords H, sliding bars F, and flaiiges or
keepers G, with each other and with the sliaft or
cylinder E and bos A, substantially as herein shown
and described, and for the purpose set forth.

73,481—George W. W. Gocdwyn, Xew Or-
leans, La.—Filter.—December 24, 1867.—The water
is iJoured into the exterior vessel, and flows upward
in the filter, into the interior chamber of the inside
vessel ; an annular space containing non-conducting
material being interposed between the inner and outer
chambers. The filter is cylindrical and has a perfo-
rated top and bottom.
Claim.—The combination of the exterior vessel A

with the inner vessel C, provided at its lower end
with a filter chamber E, all constructed and arranged
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

72,482.—Egbert Goole, Abingdon, HI.—Car
Coupling.—December 24, 18G7.—Eacli car has two
bumpers, one of which has a link and the other a
coupling bar. The bars are self-coupling and may
be uncoupled by arms extending from a shaft rocked
by a hand lever.

Claim.—First, the bar g upon the shaft F, pro-
vided with the slotted arm /, fitting over the head of
the set screw J in the inner end of the pivoted hook
D, in combination with the lever K and chain I, as
herein described for the purposes specified.

Second, the arm h, in combination with the hooks
D and shaft F, as herein described, for the purpose
specified.

Third, the car coupling, constructed as described,
consisting of the hooks D and links C upon each side
of the draw heads B, rock shafts F, bar g, arms /i,

slotted arm i, set screw J, chain I. and lever K, all

constructed and arranged to operate as herein shown
and described.

72,483—F. Haase and WilliA>trvOST, Proviso,
111.

—

Skate.—December 24, 18G7.—Explained by the
claim and dlustration.

Claim.—x\. skate frame, provided with the later-

ally-adjustable toe clamps E, the adjustable sliding
clip G, made to embrace the shank I, and being held
in place by the spring g\ engaging in the notches in
shank I, and the heel clip H, operated by the screw
S, all an-anged to operate substautially as shown and
desciibcd.

72,484.—G. Haberlaxd, Pontiac, 111.— Oom-
biiicd Horse and Wagon Brake.—December 24, 18t)7.

—Straps around the horse's legs and levers operating
the brakes are connected bj' cnaius to a drum on tho
wagon, by whose rotation the horse is hampered and
the brake" aj)plicd.

Claim.—First, a horse brake, consisting of tho
front-leg straps G G, hind-leg straps I I, and cords
or lines J and J', the latter fitted over pulleys I, and
all combined with the drum D, arrangeil in the front
part of the wagon, substantially as herein shown and
described.
Second, the above, in combination with the wagon

brake / /, connected with the drum by means of a

coi-d or line /i, and provided with a lever t, substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

72,485.—Patrick Hanly, is^cw York, IT. Y.—
Horseshoe.—December 24, 1867,—The calks arc
upon plates which are secured to the shoe by screws
and are detachable wlien not required.

Claim.—The bevel a in the horseshoe, the plates
B G, and their connections, substantially as and for

the pm-poses described and set forth.

72,486.—William Harris, Paish Ptun, Ohio.—
Nut Fastening.—December 24, 1867.—The nut has a
recess which receives a small, cam-shaped block with
a square perforation, by which it is turned to bite
the bolt and prevent loosening of the nut,

Claim,.—A nut, which is provided with a perforated
locking cam, substantially as described.

72,487.- Hubert C. Hart and John R.
Blakeslee, Unionville, Conn., assignors to H. C.
Hart and Luther T. AIoses, same place.

—

Tap-ping
Nuts.—December 24, 1867.—The nuts are contained
in a box, which is tilted periodically by the vertical
movement of a rack bar, impelled" by a segmental
rack upon a rotating wheel. The gate of the box is

raised on its descent, and a nut deposited beneath
the tap, which is elevated by tlie cam, and descends
by its own weight.
Claim.—First, the combination of the shai't e, cam

/i, lever h', and drill spindle I, substantially as de-

scribed.
Second, the employment of the tooth wheel k, rack

k', nut box m, conductor in', belts .>? s. to intioduce
the nuts to tlie action of the tapping tool i, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

Tliii'd, the belt shifter q, constructed substantially

as described, in co-mbinatiou Avith the drill and drill

spindle, all aiTauged and operating substautially as
set forth.

Fourth, the improved machine for tapping nuts,

constructed and operating substantially as set forth.

72,488.-Howard Hartley, Pittsburg." Pa.—
Lining Hose.—December 24, 1867.—A cylindrical

core has a spiral strip wound on and riveted thereto,

forming a screw. Tlic spiral lining strip is wound
around the core beside the thread, and tho whole in-

serted in the hose. Q'he screw is then withdrawn,
leaving the lining strip within.

Claim.—The herein described method cf inserting
and attaching spiral metallic lining to hose.

72,489.—.Toiix M. Harvey, Buchanan, Va.—
Steam Generator.—Dcccmhcv 24, 1867.—The lower
boiler has a longitudinally concave top, and is con-
nected by vertical pipes with an upper boiler, whoso
bottom is parallel to the top of the other. This flue

chamber extends transversely to the side walls, and
upward and downward at each side of tlie boilers.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of tho
within-described steam generator, in a manner sub-

stautially as shown.

72,490.—Harvey J. Harvvood and Williaji
H. MiCKLE, Utica, N. Y., assignors to Harvey J.

Harvvood and Joiix F. Seymour, same place.—
2[achine for Threading Semes.—Jyecernbev 24, 1867.

—The thread is impressed between the two dies re-

ciprocated by the compound crank. Tho guide
blocks are alternately brought to position as guides
for the shank, and separated suftici(!ntly to allow the
head to drop through, the dies simultaneously pre-

senting an aperture tor the passage of the head.
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Claim.—First, the combination of the reciprocat-
ing; dies A and B, and guides k I and m.

Second, the construction of the curved parts of the
threads on the die that forms the. point of the screw
of increased pitch, as described.

Third, the channels v v v, in the dies A and E,
that extend beyond the part of the die that forms the
point of the screw.

Fourth, the general airangement of the parts
whereby the dies are enableu to operate upon two
screws during each rcTolntion of the crank F.

Fifth, tiie opening- and closing of the guides k I and
m, in the manner and by means substantially as de-
scribed.

Sixth, the guides k and I, and their ai-ms o and n,
arranged in the manner and for the purpose de-
scribed.

72,491.—NatttAX ITavs, William Du>;can, and
E. H. BowEX, Vinton, lown.

—

Tool for Sharpening
ishoe Calks.—December 24, 18;i7.—The cutter frame
is clamped to the shoe, and the calk sharpened by
rotation of the cutter.

Claim.—The combination Of the lever A "uith the
jaw a, the pivoted dog E. tlic forked lever C. ; nd the
rotary cutter d, constructed, arranged, and opt rating

,

substantially as and for the purpose described.

72, 4*12.—Edwin A. Hill, Quiney, Mas?.—Ma-
chine fur J'^lncii^ng Icabber Inner /Soles.—Di cember
24, 18o7.—The scries of puucLes pass through a guide
plate, which serves also to hold the sole in place on
the die plate, and to clear the sole from the punches
at the top of the stroke Avhen it is depressed below
the punches for that purpose. Conical-ended guide
pins enter the plate in advance of the punches. The
platen block to which the punches are attached is

depressed by pitmans at each end, which connect to
revolving cranks.

Claim.—The machine, substantially as described,
as composed of the die plate C, the punches c, the
clearer I'\ the centralizers i, the depressers m, and
their screws e, constructed, arranged, and combined
together and with a frame A, and mechauism for

giving vertical motions to the punches, centralizers,

carrier, and depressers, as specified.

72,493.—Edv^^ARD A. Hopkins, Minneapolis,
Minn.

—

Door Plate and Letter Box.—December 24,

1867.—Explained by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, the construction of an ordinary
metallic and glass door plate with a double frame A
and B. and the arrangement of B within A, so as to
form a letter-box lid.

Second, the combination, with B, of the spring C
and hammer D, for the purpose of striking the bell

E as the lid falls, all substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

72,494.—B. B. Hotchkiss, New York, N". Y.—
Combined Time and Fercusaion Fuse for Explosive
Shells.—December 24. ]8G7.—The "Borman" fuse at

the discharging point is in coutact with a chamber
containing quick powder, and communicating witli

the interior charge of the shell.

Claim.—First, the employment, in an explosive
projectile, of a quantity of quick-burning material L,
permanently attached and protruded beyond the front,

and directly exposed to the contact of flame on all

sides, in combination with thi; surrounding Borman
C, substantially as and for the purpose herein de-

scribed.
Second, the magny.me G of quick powder, arranged

indirect contact with the Borman, and adapted to

be ignited at the proper time thereby, and to increase
the foi'ce with which flame is thrown into the shell,

substantially in the manner herein described.

Third, in the cavity magazine G, arrang(!d as rep-

resented, the use of' powder in one or more large
grains, in combination witli the contraction g, smaller
than said grains, and arranged to operate tlierewith

and retain the powder but discharge tlie llamo tliere-

from, substantially in the manner and for the purpose
bcrcin set fortli.

72,495.—H. Hunt, Dolavan, Wis.—Gafc—De-
cember 24, 18()7.—The gate is supported on a com-
pound inclined plane by common friction rollers, and
is inclined to open or shut the gate. Operating cords

are passed over pnlleys, and have weights to balance
the gate.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of pul-
leys J K attached to bracket H with cords n and m
m, used for operating gate L on planes F E, the lat-

ter having a curve Z, substantially as set forth.

72,496—Daniel Hyre, Union, Ohio.— TFeZZ Fc-
frigerator.—DeceiDhcv24, 18G7.—The vessel is formed
as a cupboard, and is suspended from a windlass when
lowering it into a well.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement, in a
well refrigerator, of the several parts, viz': platform B,
with doors C, frame A, cupbourd D'. roller E, wheels
K and L, crank M, cords n n, pawl h, and friction
block F, substantially as described and for the piu'-

pose set forth.

72,497.—William E.Iles. West Pvushville, Ohio.—Machine for Boring Post Holes.—December 24,
f S()7.—The screw is turned by spline connecting with
the sleeve, which receives motion from the gearing
operated by the winches. The auger shank is turned
dm-ing the forward movement of the winches by a
pawl clutch ; but, when the winches are turned back-
ward, the auger is raised Avithout turning. The wings
of the auger he; d are hinged, so as to allow the pas
sage of earth upw ird ; but to fold down and prevent
its escape when the auger is raised.

Claim.—First, the i3racket D, suspended on the
jou)'nals / /, in combination -with the gear wheels,
ubstantially as described.
Second, the hinged valves or wings G', in combi-

nation with the cutting bits, substantially as shown
and described.

72,498—William Inman, Middletown, N. Y.-
Saw Mill.—December 24, 18(i7.—The sides of the saw
are grooved to engage bolts in the clamps and are
held in position by the eccentric cam blocks.

Claim.—The securing of jig or mulcy saws to their

slides by means of clamps B, composed"each of a yoke
or frame, with an eccentric fitted therein and attached
to the saw slides, substantially as shown and described.

72,499.—Henry Jackson, ISTew York, N. Y.—
JDoor Lock.—December 24, 18G7.—The tumblers axo
pivoted to the upper part of the bolt, and are raised

into position by the key which acts on the lower part
of the bolt. Tlie latter has a pin engaging the seg-

mental part of the tumblers, and drives them and the
upper part back together ; simultaneously contract-

ing the expansible stump, which in that state enters
the slot in the tumblers.
Claim.—First, the bolt B, composed of the two parts

rt. b, the former, a, having the tumblers D attached,
and the latter, b, provided with the pin j, to act against
the tumblers in order to force them back, and Avith

them the bolt, substantially as shown and described.

Second, the notches at the edges of the tumblers D,
against which tlie pin j bears, in order to lock the
tumblers after their slots i have been adjusted in line

with the stump C, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.
Third, the expanding stump C, in combination with

the slide b of the bolt, provided with the slot k, for

compressing the stump in order that the slots i may
receive it, substantially as set forth.

72,500.—Leon Jarosson, Lille, France.

—

Bleach-
ing and Scouring Hemp, Flax, and other Fibers.—
December 24, 1867.—The yarn is dipped into a cold

alkaline solution, and then'immersed in dry steam at

a i)ressure between one and two atmospheres, and for

one or two hours. After removal from the steam
tank and rinsing, it is subjected to the usual oetion of

chloride and acid. For dipping, the yarn is stretched

on zinc rods in a frame, and alternately immersed and
withdrawn by the revolution of a crank, by which the

frame is suspended. For drying, the yarn is revolveil

on rollers within a chamber traversed by a blast of

heated air.

Claim:—Fii'st, the apparatus represented in Fig. 1,

for scouring the hanks of threads by means of dry
steam.
Second, the arrangements relating to the whole of

the successive cream coloring and bleaching of the

threads, as illustrated in Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.
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Third, the drier for said threads, represented in

Fifrs. 8 and 9.

i'ourth, the drier for fabrics, aa represented in Figs.
10 and 11.

72,501.—Hans J. Johnson, St. Petev, Minn.—
Corn Planter.—'D*}cem]jvr2i, 18()7.—Explained by the

claims and illustration.

Claim.—Fir-st, the combination of the bent lever

H, pivoted bar or plate G, i:onnecting- rods F, rings
E, and toothed clutch wheels D nitheuch other and
with the frame A, axle 13, and Imbs of the wheels
C, sulistantiall}' as herein shown and described and
for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination of the pivoted catches J
levers K, and bent lever L, with the toothed clutch
wheels D, frame A , and suspended bars or plates M,
substantially as herein shown aiid described and for

the purpose' set forth.

Thircl, the droi)ping' s])out N and bar or plate M,
constructed as described, in combination with eacli

other and with the bent lever L, substantially as and
for the purpose herein set forth.

Fourth, the sliding- frame K ajid adjustable bars
T, in combination with the slide P, liojtper O, and
double incline ta' upon the bar M, substantially as
herein shown and described and for the purpose set

forth.

Fifth, the combination of the arms S with the slid-

ing frame K, and witli the double incline on' formed
upon the b;)r M, substantially as lun-ein shown and
described and for the purpose'set forth.

Sixth, the combination of the springW Avith the
di'ipping spout N, substantially as herein showu and
described and for the purpose set forth.

Seventh, tiie combination of the adjustable stops
X with the dropping spouts N, sul;stautially as here-
in shown and described and for the pui'pose'set forth.

Eiglith, the coml)ination of the bent lever Y with
the levers L, for the purpose of raising and holding
the dropping device away from tlie ground, substan-
tially as herein shown au'd described.

73,502.—William K. Johnson, Cordova, 111.—
Lever Lockfor Wagon Brakes.—December 24, 1807.

—The self-locking lever engages the guide segment
by friction, being impelled thereto by the spring upon
the operating lever. Tlie friction is relieved by draAV-
ing toward the main lever.

Claim.—First, the combinatiou of a pivoted self-

locking lever J and segment E with the vibrating
hand lever G, substantially as described.
Second, the fixed segment E, passing through both

the hand lever G and its pivoted spring-locking lever
J, substantially as described.

Third, the stationary frame E F, in combination
with hand lever G, locking lever J, spring b, and a
connecting rod a, constructed and operating substan-
tially as described.

72,503.-T. "W. Kennedy, Avon, HI., assignor
to himself and TiiATCHicn Xickerson, same place.

—

Hand Truck for Moving Barrels, &c.—December 24,
1867.—Tlie hooks take over tlio nnper chine upon
which they are depressed by the downwai'd move-
ment of the jointed handle.
CZaim.—The bent-lever handles A d, and the hooks

h h, in combination with the truck A, constructed
and operating substantially as and for the purpose
herein described.

72,504.—H. A. KEpnART, Fletcher, Ohio.—Fai-m.
Fence.—December 24, 18U7.—The inclined stakes have
blocks pivoted to them, and the blocks press against
the sides of the fence.

Claim.—The bars or buttons C, pivoted to the
stakes B. and applied to the panels A in the manner
substantially as shown and described.

72,505.—JosiAii KinBY.Cincinnati. Ohio.—Bung
Cutter.—December 24, 1867.—The square blocks are
plnced in a vertical pile in the hopper, and fed auto-
matically one by one to the plunger, by which they
are forced through the circular cavity of the cutter,
aaid formed into cylindrical blanks.

Claim.—First, the chisel or cutter D, Avith cylin-
drical cavity, in combination with the plunger c and
feeding bar'i, constructed and arranged substantially

us descrilied, for the purpose of cutting bung blanks
from separate square blocks of Avood.
Scccmd, the combination of feeding slide bar?, feed

box C, guiiles o o. and spring o', for feeding success-
ively one of a series or pile of bung blocks forward
in exact lino Avith the cutting edge of the chisel of a
bung machine, operating substantially as described.

Third, the cutter D, feeding slide l)ar i, and plunger
c, so ananged relatively to each other as that the cut-
ter or chisel shall, Avlien cutting, have at least two
blocks or blanks in liuo with its cutting edge, and that
at each stroke of the machine the cutter" shall finish
cutting one block or blank, and enter and partly cut
a second blank, instead of cutting a single blank at
each stroke, substantially as and for the purpose here-
inbefore described.
Fourth, the cutter and feeding device of a bung

cutting machine, arranged, substantially as hereinbe-
fore described, as that each block as it is fed into the
machine shall serve as a cutting board for the next
preceding block.

Fifth, the use of the hinged bar m in the slot of the
sliding feed bar i, in combinatiou with the vibrating
Shalt h', whereby, by raising the bar m, the motion of
the feed bar i is suddenly arrested without stopping
the motion of other parts of the machine.

72,506.—Charles Kirchhof, XeAvark, N. J.—
Candle Holder.—Docemhar 24, 1867.—The weighted
rod is bent into a hook immediately beneath the can-
dle socket. The hook iorms a means of suspension
from the branch of a Christmas tree.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the hook
a b,'in combinatiou Avith rod d, ball/, and lioldcr c, or
any equivAlent, when constructed and arranged in
the manner described and for the purpose specified.

72,507.—.John Koch, Brookline, Maas.—Stairs.
—December 24, 1867.—The plate of cork is let into
the step to prevent slipping and noise.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

plate of cork with the stair step, the whole being as
and for the purpose hereinbefore specified.

72,e'508.—Nathan Laavrence, Taunton, Mass.—Syringe Valve.—December 24, 1867.—The valve
guide stem has an end knob, by Avhich its faUiug out
is prevented.

Claim.—The syringe valve B, when placed within
the metallic cylinder A, Avith its stem extending into
the smaller portion of the cylinder, and prevented
from falling out by means of the transvei'se rod D or
projections a, as herein shown and described.

72,509 J. O. Leavis, Worcester, Mass.— Card
Grinding Cylinder.—December 24, 1867.—Ini)laceof
the usual smooth face for the reception of emery, the
face is grooved out circumfercntially and longitudi-
nally, leaving teeth Avkich are hardened at their ex-
tremities.
Claim.—Making the rim or metal part B with a

series of teeth a, substantially as shoAvn and described.

72,510.— M. C. Leavis. Glasgow, ^o.—Head
Block.—December 24, 18()7.—Improvement on the
patent of E. G. Dyer, Noveml)er 33, 1860. The tA\'o

hand levers are pivoted on the same lulcnim piu, each
h.'ver being connected by a sepai-ate rod Avith one of
tlie head blocks. The levers work together, and move
tlie head blocks simultaneously, enabling the saAving
of parallel sided or tapering boards, fence posts, &c.

Claim.—The double hand levers a a', connected
separately with the head blocks B W by the rods d d',

operating in such a manner tliat, Avhen the levers are
connected together, both head blocks are moved si-

multaneously, and, when disconnected, each lever
moves a difterent head block, as herein described for
the purpose specified.

72,511.—L. W. T. Lodge, Petersburg, Ky.—
Bond Scraper.—December 24. 16(i7.—The scraper
plate is hinged to the standard, and its outer upper
corners are connected by a bowed bar to the beam.
The plate is held in position by a catch, and when it

is released the plate turns back to diucharge the earth.

Claim.—The arrangement of the scraper D. liinge<l

to the broad heel plate a, the doulole cafh b pivoted
on the stock A, and held by the spring c, cud the side

springs d d, pivoted to the beam Ji and the upper cor-
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ners of the scraper, all combined and operating as

herein described.

72,51'-i«—J^fiCHAEL LoUGiiRAN, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Machine for Boiling Clevis Blanks.—December 24
]867.—The faces of the rolls are grooved in such man
ner as to swage a bar passed between them into a se

ries of clevis blanks.
Claim.—One or more grooves c in the periphery of

one of a pair of cylindrical rolls, with one or more
notches or depressions i in the bottom of each such
groove, all of the form substantially as desci'ibed, in

combination AN'ith the notched or mortised guides n,

for the purposes above set forth.

73,513.—James B. Lyons, Litchfield, Conn.—
Apparatus for Digging Peat.—December 24, 1867.

—

The scoop is calculated to enter the peat when it falls,

and has one side which is drawn in at the bottom to

retain the load, being moved by an arm to whose end
the hoisting- rope is attached. AVheu elevated, the
shaft is held by the cam, and the hoisting rope may be
freed for anotlier descent.

Claim.—First, the clasping fork or scoop H, as con-
structed, for digging and elevating peat from the bed.

Second, the bucjm D, supported on a truck d, and
circular rail E, for the purpose of raising peat and
delivering it, so as to be easily removed for use.

Third, the peat digging apparatus, as attached to

the vertical shaft, in combination with tlie boom, der-

rick, rope, or chain, pulleys, and windlass, operating
substantially as herein specified.

Fourth, the arrangement and combination of the
eccentric cam k, rod n, bell crank m, and handle I, for

controlling the digging and delivering apparatus, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

72,514.—John Maclure, ISTewark, N. J.—Har-
ness Fad.—December 24, 1867.—The crupper loop is

in a piece with the sub-plate which lies between the
main plate and cover. The nuts of the check hook,
terrets, and finishing screws are in recesses in the
main plate. The ends of the plate have slots for at-

tachment of the straps and recesses for the thread.
Claim.—First, tlie main plate A, constructed sub-

stantially as shown and described, for the purposes
set forth,

Second, the sub-plate B, in combination with the
plate A, substantially as and for the pm-poses de-

scribed.
Third, the lugs b and c on the sub-plate B, substan-

tially as and for the purposes described.
Fourth, the double-inclined planes i, the slot holes

and grooves J on the main plate A, substantially as
described and for the purposes set forth.

72,515.—John McISTair, IsTew Orleans, La.

—

Machine for Producing Stereotype Molds.—Decem-
ber 24, 1867.—The types are pressed into a plastic

substance, and a stereotype mold obtained direct
without setting up the type. The types arc attached
to tlie periphery of a series of disks, which turn
freely on a depressible arbor. The table sustaining
the mold is arranged to have the required movements
to present the proper point to the type.

Claim.—First, a series of disks B, provided with
two sets of types, and arranged with cords d, pins e,

and weights Q, to operate in connection with an
index plate K, substantially in the manner as and for

the purpose set forth.

Second, the method, herein shown and described,
of justifying or spacing and correcting the types J
composing a, word or sentence, and clamping the
disks B, as set forth.

Third, releasing the pins e from the perforations in

the plate K, by swinging down said pltite, or by any
eciuivalent means, as herein shown and described.

72,516.—Js^'athan F. Mathewson, Barrington,
assignor to Inraself and William C. Green, Provi-
dence, II. l.— Windoiv Sash Lock.—December 24,

1867.—The bolt forms part of the pcriraetej- of the
spur-toothed sector, and turns iu a case which is let

into the horizontal bar of one sash and engages that
of the other.

Claim.—First, the combination of the toothed sec-

tor and gear, provided with a key sociket, or its equiv-
alent, with the radial swing boltj ajjpliedto a case, as
specified.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
spring dog g with the radial swing bolt, its toothed
sector, and the operative gear thereof, as provided
with a key socket, or its equivalent, as set forth.

Third, the arrangement of the radial spring bolt
and its operative mechanism and receiving socket
Avith the two bars i k of the two sashes, in manner as
specified.

72,517.—Jerome Matbergek, New York, N. Y.
—J?a?yo.—December 24, 1867.—The head is supported
on knobs secured to the edge of the annular drum.
Claim.—First, the annular drmn B, when provided

with a perforated sound board a, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.
Second, the head C, when constructed as described

and when provided with supports g, in combination
with the annular drum B, tlie same liaving a per-
forated sound board, as set forth.

72,518—Silas McCullough and Alexander
EOBINS, Buffalo, Ohio.—Post J>nver.—December 24,
1867.—The monkey is drawn up by the claw lovers,
which are automatically tripped by an adjustable
block. The standards have segmental braces, by
which their inclination may be adjusted.

Claim:—Krst, a post or pile driver, constructed
with longitudinal beams A A resting on rockers C C,
which act iu conjunction with the slots d, all con-
structed and combined substantially as described and
for the purposes set forth.
Second, in a post or pile driver thus constructed,

the hinged posts B B, provided with braces D D,
constructed and operated as described, and for the
purposes set forth.

Third, iu like combination, the adjustable inclines
h h, as and for the purposes set forth.

72,519.—S. C. Megill, Newark, N. J.—Railroad
Switch.—December 24, 1867 ; antedated December 14,
1867.—The switch is arranged for a locomotive ap-
proaching on either of the converging tracks to con-
nect that track with the single one. The weight of
the car on the obtuse angle of the lever shifts the
switch in advance of the train.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the
bent lever E pivoted to the^ tie F, its inner arm a con-
nected to the bent lever H by the jointed rod G, its
outer arm c connected to the angular lever J by the
bent rod I, and its ai'm d pivoted to the transverse
rod e bearing the switch rails C, aU operating as de-
scribed, for the purpose specified.

72,520.—George F. Merklee, New York, N, Y.—Hot-air Furnace.—December 24, 1867.—The caloric
current rises into a dome, from which it descends and
passes horizontally between the air pipes and into an
annular chamber, from whence it is received into the
central discharge flue. The air enters a chamber
surrounding the fire pot, and flowing up a flaring-

corrugated annulus capping the said pot, passes into
the air jacket and the central space, and from thence
to the exit holes.

Claim.—First, the combination in an air-heating
furnace of the plate G, constructed substantially as
described, with the air passages 1 1 1 1 1 and annular
flue h, for the purpose as set forth.

Second, the combination in an air-heating furnace
of the dome c, air passages I I I I I, and annular
flue h with the cylinder J J, or its equivalent, sub-
stantially as and "for the purpose set forth.

72,521.—Ralph S. Mershon, Zanesvillo, Ohio.—Graver.—December 24, 1867.—The tool is held in a
socket of an adjustable segmental plate, which is re-

tained to adjustment by a set screw.
Claim.—First, a graVer, so connected to its handle

or liolder that its cutting edge can be adjusted sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.
Second, a gTaver, having a short base a and con-

tinuous ftice line h, substantially as and for the pur-
poses specified.

72,522.—"William A. Meyer, Indianapolis, Ind.—Composition for Tempering Steel Springs.—De-
cember 24, 1867.—Composed of prussiate of potash,
3 lbs. ; muriate of ammonia, 3 lbs. ; borax, 3 lbs.

;

rosin, 3 lbs. ; crude lubricating oil, 16 galls.

Claim.—A compound of prussiate of potassa, mu-
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riate of amraoiua, borax, rosin, and crude lubricating

tyjal oil, mixed in proportions as before stated, for the

purpose of tempering steel springs.

ySjSaS.—Jacob Miller, Canton, Ohio.—Bar-
vester Dropper.—December 24, 18G7.—The di-opper

is so connected to the main frame by rods, rock sliaft,

and levers as to be operated by tlie hand or foot of
the driver.
Claim.—So uniting the dropper by means of rods

and levers to the hand lever t or h and to tlie foot

lever m, as that the driver in liis seat, by means of a
long lever extending up thereto, may work the drop-
per by his hand, or by his foot, through a separate
connection, or by both together, under an arrange-
ment of parts substantially as herein described.

72,524.—Edward L. Molineux, Xew York,
N. Y.

—

Putting up Bhieing and other Dyes.—Decem-
ber 24, 1S67.—The blueing is put in bares ready for

use, and each bag is packed in a small box for sale.

Claim.—The, method of preparing and packing
soluble dyes or colors, substantially as hei-cin de-

scribed and for the purposes set forth.

72,525.— R. TV. MoRAN, Chicago, HI.— Corn
Planter.—December 24, 18()7.—The seeding wheels
arc upon the main axle, and extend from the hopper
to near tlie ground level. The seed cavities traverse
the rim radially and have plungers at bottom, Avhich
are retracted to allow reception o< seed and are pro-
jected to force the seed out, in case the seed or clods
should become jammed in the cavity. A metallic
case around the front side of the wheels prevents the
release of the seed until the proper movement.

Claim.—First, tlie drums F F, applied upon the
axle B of a two-wheel frame, and provided with hop-
pers E E, guards or aprons G G, and plungers h b,

which latter are applied in the cells a a, and caused
to press the grains of corn into the gTouud, substan-
tially as described.
Second, applying both drums F F upon the turning

axle B, in such manner that said drums can be stop-

l>cd or .started at pleasure while the machine is being
moved along, in combination with devices applied to
the cells of said drums, which will automatically
lorce the corn into the ground, substantially as de-
scribed.

Third, providing the movable plungers b b with
levers c, guides e, and spring pieces a, substantially
in t^ic mannei- and for the purposes described.

Fourth, the markers J, applied to adjustable diiims
F, ill lines with the seed colls thereof, substantially
as described.

72,526. — "Williasi Morgenstern, Hartford,
Conn., assignor to himelf and Charles Herold.—
Jireech-loarling Fire-arm.—December 24, 1867.—The
rear end of the tiring pin i)rojects from the breech-
block similarly to a nipple, and has longitudinal
movement. The breech-block is secured in its place
for firing by a turn of 90^ after being brought into
the recess.

*

Claim.—The double-acting rotating and swinging
breech-piece d hung upon the extractor hinge-piece
e. with the spring <?', arranged and operating substan-
tially as described.

72,527.— John Morton, Winchester, Ind.—
Jiailroad Track i/ffer.—December 24, 18f)7; ante-
dated December 7, ]8()7.—Improvement on his patent
March 19. 18G7. The longer arms of the levers are
depressed by cords extending downward under pul-
leys which are secured to the braces, and thence to
the axle Avliich has a spiu- wheel driven by a pinion
turned by a winch.

Claim'.—Yhst, the combination of the levers A for
raising railroad tracks, with the chain or cord C,
and the mechanism for actuating the same, substan-
tially as set forth.

Second, the an-angement of the mechanism for
actuating the track-lifting levers A, said mechanism
consisting of the parts C D E F G and H, substan-
tially as herein described.

Third, the combination of the pedestal K, post L,
bniccs B, and track-lifting levers A, an'anged to ope-
rate substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

72,528.—Don J. Mozart, New York, N. Y.—
Watch.—December 24, 1867.—An impulse is given to
the balance-wheel in one direction through the staff,

and in the other direction by passage of a tooth to
the escape wheel, over and by an eccentric detent
which is coun(!ctcd, through a trip, with the balance
staff. The staff is independent of the "train," except
when the impulses are received.

Claim.—First, an escapement for watch or other
time or other similar movements, in which arc com-
bined a cut-out staff and a cut-out eccentric detent,

or their respective equivalents, connected together
through a trip-lever or other suitable device or devi-

ces, when botli are constructed and arranged together
for operation by the escape-wheel, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose descril^ed.

Second, a cut-out staff, a cut-out eccentric detent,

and a trip-lever having one or more side arms, with
its worldng faces curved or circular in shape, or any
equivalent'therefor, respectively, in combination with
the escape-wheel of a watch or other time or other
similar movements, substantially as described, for the
purpose set forth.

72,529.— George Murray, Cambridgeport,
Mass., assignor to himself and John C. Chapman,
same place.

—

Valve for Steam and other Enginery.—
December 24, 18G7.—The valve has a hollow plug
made in two parts and affording direct passage. An
additional opening is made through one side of the
plug so that when it is turned to close the passage
the steam or water will pass into the interior of the
plug, and by centrifugal pressure cause its expansion
to render the joints tight.

Claim.—The hollow expansion plug B made in two
or more parts, with the spring e, and provided with
a direct passage /, and an additional opening g for

the entrance of the steam or w^ater when the valve is

closed, substantially as and for the purpose described.

72,530.—Augustus W. Newell, Bradford, Pa.—Steam Generator.—December 24, 1807.—The steam
generator is made in cylindrical sections Avhlch are
placed end to end. Air is admitted betweeu the
sections to assist combustion. The steam drums are
connected by pipes.
Claim.—Y'wat, the apertures F F' F, &c., between

the sections, for the purjwsc set forth.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
sections A A, &:c., the lugs B B, <l:c., or their equiva-
lents, the steam pipes C"C, &c., provided with ex-
pansion joints D D, (fcc, or their equivalents, and
the apertures or openings FF, &c., when constructed
substantially as and for the purposes described.

72,531.—George H. Noble, Lowell, Mass.

—

Step for Spindles.—December 24, ISO'7.—The case
has a capped step, which, when inserted in its seat,

forms a chamber for reception of lubricating oil.

Claim.—The spindle k, with its cap j, receiving
holes i i, and distributing holes e e and case a, the
whole constructed, arranged and combined substan-
tially as and for the piu-pose herein specified.

72,532.— Harvey D. Palmer and James H.
Beard, Leonidas, Mich. — Sleigh. — December 24,
1867.—The wheels are journaled at the ends of piv-
oted arms, and may be let down by tlie driver to sup-
port the sleigh when passing over bare ground.

Claim.—First, the employment of the wheels at-

tached to the arms E E E E, and working in the slot-

ted braces C C C C, substantially as shown, for the
purposes and uses expressed.
Second, the actuating-leverK, connecting-piece G,

and slotted-levers F F, all as shown for the purposes
described.

72,533.—George Patten, Chester, Va.—Ma-
chine for Removing Molded Formsfrom the Press.—
December 24, 1867 ; antedated December 7, 1867.—
The freshly molded block of artificial stone is grasped
between the adjustable palms, and is raised, mvung
around, and deposited on the (»ff-bearing truck.
Claim.—Firsts the adjustable palms P P, in com-

bination with the slides e e and vilirating-lever plato
D, or their equivalents, automatically operated to
gi'asp a molded form with the jiressure requisite for
removal, substantially as set forth.

Second, automaticcdly grasping and releasing mold-
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ed forms by the action of the conveying mechanism,
substantially as set forth.

Third, the combination of the feed-jirm Avith the
conveyer aud receiver, substantially as set forth.

Fourth, the plate F, or its equivalent, constructed
»nd operating- substantially as set forth.

72,534.—William B. Patton, Harrisburg, Pa.,
assignor to William A. Middletox, same place.

—

Ice (Jreeper,—December 24, 1867.—The crown disk is

slotted from its centre toward one side aud has eai'S

at the centre. A wood-screw, from which the head
has been removed, is pivoted to the ears and when
Tjuused lies in the slot. The disk is attached by the
screw to the heel of the boot, to prevent slipping on
ice.

Claim

.

—The peculiar combination of a pivoted or
folding screw a, with the disk A, constructed and op-
erating substantially as herein set forth and for the
purpose described.

72,535.—Thomas Payne, Grand Eapids, Mich.—Churn.—December 24, 1867.—The vertical, rota-

ting dasher-shaft has arms crossing each other diag-

onally.
Claim.—The oblique beaters H, attached to the ro-

tating shaft C in the cream receptacle, substantially
in the manner as and for the purpose herein set forth.

72,536.—W. W. Peck, Cassapolis, Mich.—Gate
mid Barn Door Fastening.—December 24, 1867.—The
latch is between two horizontal plates and is kept
down upon the catch by a spiral spring between the
lower plate and the latch. The latter has a back-
ward projection by which it is operatecl.

Claim.—First, the removable extension-handle F,
in combination with the spring-latch D, bos E, and
catch &, substantially as herein described for the pur-
pose specified.

Second, the bos E, when provided with tongue e,

the spring d, and the catch D, the latter being pro-
vided with projections /and catch b, in combination
with each other aud with the lever F, all made and op-
erating substantially as herein showu'and described.

72,537.—RUFUS D. Pettit, Baldwinsville, IST. Y.—Rotary Steam Ungine.—December 24, 1867.—The
abutments ai'e on each side and their salient parts
have adjustable brass blocks. The retraction of the
pistons commences immediately after passing the
eshaust ports. The pistons are forced out by steam
admitted behind them.

Claim.—The combination of the cylinder A, ex-

hausts K K k Ic, inductions L L H, abutments E E,
disk B, and sliding pistons F, with actuating steam-
chambers and conduits (J H /i, valves I, aud packing-
rings M M', all constructed, arranged, and operating
substantially as and for the pm'pose specified.

72,538.—John Raddin, Lynn, M.a.&s.—Carriage
Wheel.—December 24, 1867 ; antedated December 10,

1867.—The spokes rest against elastic blocks in the
tubular rim.

Claim.—In the construction of caiTiage wheels,
making the felloe or rim thereof of A\rought-metal
tube, the outer surface of which is flattened and sur-

faced by a tire, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

Also, in combination with such tubular felloe, the
clastic cushions, arranged to operate substantially as
described.

72,539.—James L. Reber, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Cane and Thermometer Coinhined.—December 24,

1867.—Explained by the claim.
Claim.—The combination of a thermometer with

a walking-cane, substantially as described for the
purpose specified.

72,540.—CuLLiN W. Reed, Chagrin Falls, Ohio.
— Horse Hay Fork. — Decemher 24, 1867. — The
straiglit aud curved tines are pivoted lo the opposite
ends of a bai', to Avhose middle the trippiug lever is

pivoted. Tlie hoisting rope is connected to the
curved tine, aud the tripping lever rests against the
upper end of the straight one.
Claim.—T]w tines B and C, burs A, latch D, and

cord.'j E and F, vheii tlie sumo are comTjincvl and lu--

ranged substantially as described and for the purpose
set forth.

72,541.—William Reynolds, Columbia, S. C—
Artificial Teeth.—December 24, 1867.—The bases of
the teeth are attached to a thin strip of gold, tho
backing metal having a thin point can-ied around the
same.
Claim.—First, the bar a, fonned of gold or other

suitable metal, adapted for the prevention of fi'ac-

tures in the anterior and lateral portions of the plates,
and as an attachment for the teeth, substantially as
described.
Second, the thinned extension b of the backing, of

form and mode of adaptation to the bai', as herein
described and shown.

72,^42.—Joseph H. Richardson, Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Lantern.—December 24, 1867.—The lower part
of the lantern is made air tight, and the air to supply
combustion comes through the perforations of the
cap. The calorie cmTent passes through an upwardly
tapering vent, discharging through the cap.
Claim.—First, the perforated cap C, in combina-

tion with a lamp F, fitted within or upon the base A
of a lantern, substantially as and for the piu-pose
specified.

Second, the double walls a a, when filled in with
suitable material to form an air-tight joint, in combi-
nation with the globe or chimney B and ring c, en-
circling the base of the same, substantially as herein
shown and described.

Third, the tube G and plate e, in combination with
globe B and an air-tight joint around the lamp F,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

72,543.—Horace A. Robison, Cleveland, Ohio.—Weather Strip.—December 24, 1867.—The weather
strip is secured to its bracket by a strip of rubber the
whole length of both pieces. A"t the lower side of the
hanging piece is a strip of rubber, packing against
the threshold, and on its mner side is a rubber cushion,
preventing jar.

Claim.—The combination of the strips B and C,
united by the rubber strip c running the entire length
of the strips B aud C, the spring /, and the rubber
strip g, all constructed in the manner as and for the
purpose set forth.

72,544. — NiRAM Russell, Harrison, Ohio.—
Earth Conveyer.—December 24, 1867.—The jointed
frame allows of the conveyer being placed in position
upon an uneven suppoi-t. The flap opens outward
when beneath, and discharges any dirt that may have
accumulated inside of the apron. The adjustable car-

,

rier is huug beneath the discharging end at an in-

cline, so that the weight of the dii*t will cause the rev-
olution of the apron upon it.

Claim. — First, the arrangement of the jointed
frame A A' B B' C C, endless carrier/, and pivoted
flan/', as herein described and for the purposes set

forth.

Second, in combination with the above parts the
adjustable bar H and adjustable carrier K, as and fox

the purpose set forth.

72,545.—John Scholl, London, England.—Gas
l.'wr?).er.—December 24, 18()7.—The very thin plate
of platinum is secured to the burner by a eollaror
catches, and occupies a central position parallel with
the sides of the fan-shaped flame.

Claim.—The application aud use to and in gas-
burners, substantially as hereinbefore shown and de-

scribed, of a narrow and thin strip of platinum, for

the purpose set forth.

72,546.—Thomas Sealy, Newark, N. J.—Pro-
cess of Mannfacturing Hats.—December 24, 1867.-
Exj)lained by the claim.

Claim.—Tiie process of manufacturing an inlaid

hat by inserting the colored pattern yarn transversely

through tiie hat body of a different "color previous to

the completion of the felting, and tlien felting tho
said body and finishing it without dyeing it, substan-

tially as hereinbefore set forth.

72,547 R. B. Sears, Providence, R. 1.—Ma-
chine for Bending JEfoois.-December 24, 1867.—The
bkuik is clamped to the " former,'' and its end bent
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around it by the rotating, cam-shaped follower
block.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of the crank shaft

I, arras h, shaft H, cranks g, shaft c, and gearwheels
i and j, all made and operating so as to impart a

double oscillating motion to the cam G, substantially

as set forth.

Second, making the die or inside former D of two
parts, substantially as and for the purpose herein
shown and described.

Third, in combination with the above the die D,
made in two parts, and the follower E, all con-
structed, ai-ranged, and operating substantially as
described and represented.

Fourth, the combination' of the caxity/, die D, pin
<', and follower E, as and for tlie purpose described.

Fifth, the combination of the follower E, crank
shaft F, and pin e, substantially as described and
represented.

72,548.—Samuel F. Shadbolt, Huntington, ]Sr.

Y.— Valve ^tojjpcr for Jars, liottlc'i, cCc.—December
24, ie()7; antedated December 12, 1867.—The edges
of tiie rubber disk are placed in a groove in the neck
of the bottle, and retained by a wire which lies in the
groove, and whose ends hold down the transverse
valve shaft over the rubber. The valve opens out-
ward and is raised by turning the shaft.

Claim.—A valve stopple for bottles, composed of
rubber, or its equivalent, attached to a shaft, sub-
stjintially as described and for the pui'iiose set forth.

72,549.—John Shartle, Lima. Ind.—Gate.—
December 24, 18(37.—The lower hinge is semi-circular
and rests against the side of the round post. The
pintle of the upper hinge is attached to an extension
of the top bar and enters the post top axitdly. The
top bar is hinged to the front upright and slides -'OT

ticallv in the rear one, being drawn down by a rop»
coilccl on a ratchet roller to raise the gate in'time oj

8now. -

Claim,.—The bar or rail F', pivoted at one end to a
gate, and at the other hung to a gate post A, in com-
I'ination Avith the windlass drum I, hung to the gate
and connected to said rail F' by the cord H, substan-
tially as above set forth and desciibed.

72,550

—

Adrian Shaw, Westford, Mass.—ITa-
ehine for Making Horse-Shoe Nails.—December 24,

1867.—The hammer is hung to the end of a revolving
cross-arm. Simultaneously with the descent of the
hammer the anvil moves upward ; immediately after

the blow the anvil moves downward and backward.
Two side hammers act on the nail rod simultaneously.

C7«nn..—The side hammers N, connecting rod P,
and slide bars Q. in combination with each other and
with the cams M, levers R L, and springs T, sub-
gt.mtially as and for the purpose specitied.

72,551.—George H. Shearer, Bay City, Mich.—Saicing Machine for Barrel Hoojjs.—December 24,
18()7.—The saw shaft lias journal bearing either above
or l)elow the guide rollers. The guide rollers are
kept in their join-nals by pins traversing the up-
wardly-projecting sides of the said journals.
Claim.—The metallic frame F, constructed as de-

scribed, provided with the journal boxes a b, one
above the other, holding the arbor G above or below
the board to be sawed, and also provided with the
open bearings upon each side of the arbor G for the
i-emovable shafts I K, all arranged as described for

the purpose specified.

72,552.—Thomas W. Shepard, Hennepin, 111

—Potato Digger.—Dccemhar 24, 18(i7.—The potato
vines are drawn in from each side by the dragging
anns. The potatoes are dug by the plow, and re
moved from the vines and dirt by the grate at the
rear of the plow. The plow beam' is adjustable ver
tically by a lever.

Claim'.—First, the plow E, when constructed with
the horizontal shnrii edge, the convex n])pcr sm-face.
the bars e e e, and the supporting rods F F, the main
portion of the plow consisting of a steel plate of the
crescent form shown and described, when all the
parts of said plow are constructed, combined, and
arranged substantiallv as and for the pui*poso set
&>ith.

Second, the device, consisting of the arms N X

teeth 71 n, cross-bar 0, or its equivalent, and chain P,
for the purposes above set forth.

Third, tiie method of regulating and adjusting the
plow E, as above described, by combining the plow,
the rear axle, the swinging reach G , and the lever L,
substantially in the manner set forth.

72,553.— Thomas Skinner, Pittsbnrg, Pa.

—

Method of Forming Designs upon Metals, Ivory, d^c.

—December 24, 1867.—To produce oinamental fig-

ures upon steel, the design is first engraved upon a
copper plate. A proof is taken upon thin paper with
ink made by boiling oil to a viscid consistence and
adding a little lampblack. Tiie design is transferred
to the steel plate, and the paper is removed with
water, leaving the ink upon tiie steel. The plate is

then coated with a light si:rlrit varnish. The ink is

removed by application of oil of tm-pentine, and dilute
acid applied to act only on the parts previously cov-
ered by the ink. After removal of the acid by water
the varnish is removed by benzine.

Claim,.—The herein-described method of preparing
the design upon the article to be operated on prepara-
toi-y to the etching process by the means of transfers,

substantially as set forth.

«

72,554.

—

James Slater, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Steam Safety Yaii-e.—December 24, 18G7.—The plug
slides vertically in the lid of the vahe chamber, and
a i)oint of the weighted frame rests upon it. When
the pressure reaches a certain point the plug is

ejected.
Claim.—A valve or indicator, constructed anti

arranged in its parts substantially as and for the
puj'pose described,

72,555 Alfred E. Smith, Eronxville, N. T.—
Axle for Wagons.—December 24, 1867.—The screw
tap of the compensating axle has a flattened face and
a D-shaped washer to form a bearing for the nut to
act against in draAving on the hub.

C'tann.—The D-shaped washer J, in combination
with tlie screw cap H and diaphragm F, made and
operating substantially as hereinbefore set forth.

72.556.—R. Snodgrass, Jamestown, Ohio.—
Seed Planter and Cultivator.—Dccemhcr 24, 1867.

—

The plow beams arc hinged at the lore ends to the
front cross-bar. The seed slides are actuated by a
hand lever. The machine plants two rows simul-
taneously.

Claim".—First, the grooves c, in the upper surface
of the slide F. in combination with the holes b in said
slide and the holes a in the plate E, all arranged sub-
stantially as and for the pm'posc set forth.

Second, the chambers d, on the plates H, to receive
the cut-off brushes e, in combination Avith the holes
b in slide F and the holes a in plate E, for the pur-

pose specified.

Third, the valves J, in the spouts I, when operated
from the slide F, substantially in the manner as and
for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, tlic adjustable beams M', arranged so as
to be operated through the medium of the crank
shaft P and lever R when said parts are used in con-
nection with the upright T, provided with catches
or ])rojections k k, all arranged substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

Fifth, the adjustable beams M' M', applied to the
frame A, and operated tlirough the medium of the
treadle U and pendent rods u «, all arranged sub-
stantially as and for tlie purpose specified.

Sixtli,'tLe adjustable axles V V of the wheels B B,
aiTanged substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

72,557.—tJ. S. Stewart, Homer, N. Y.—Build-
ing Block.—Vcccmlici^A, 1867.—Seven parts sand and
tAvo parts Koscndale cement are mixed with cold
water. Tlie comptniiul is forced into iron molds and
formed with a longitudinal and tAvo transAcrse per-

forations. Avhich are intended to communicate with
those in the contiguous blocks, and to form a verti-

cal and liorizontoi circulation throughout the Avail.

Claim.—A building block, constructed with cor
|rugated side and vertical and liorizontal o]ienings,
' substantially as and for the pm-posc described.
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72,558.—Lucius S. Stimson, Lowell, Mass.,
assignor to himself and Jerome B. Melvin, same
place.

—

Instrument for Dyeinq the Hair.—December
24, 18f)7.—The teeth of the comb or the bristlv^s of the
brush are coated with dye in a hardened state, which
is removed by the dampened hair in using the instru-
ment.

Claim.—Coating or covering the teeth of a comb
or the bristles or the wires of a bristle or a wire
brush with coloring matter, as described, that the
hair may be dyed or x^ermanently colored by using
said prepared comb or brush, substantially as speci-
fied.

72,559.—Cancelled.

72,560.—Charles E. Stokes, W. E. Keyes,
and David W. Jo^es, Grandville, Mich.—Culti-
vator.—December 24, 18G7.—The shares have "jump-
ing" cutters attached to their upper sides to enable
them to ride over roots in plowing new ground.
Claim.—First, the scoop-shaped plows D, for

cultivators, substantially as and for the pm'pose
shown and described.
Second, a scoop-shaped cultivator plow D, secured

to and forming part of a coulter or cutting edge C,
substantially as and for thfc purpose shown and de-
scribed.

Third, the plows D, in combination with the
V-shaped frame, substantially as and for the pur-
poses shown and described.

72,561 O. W. Stow. Plantsville, Conn.—Jfa-
chine for Folding Tbined Plates.—December 24,

18G7.—The horizontal slide operates in connection
with a bar revolving on adjustable bearings to form
a lockbeud in the "plate. In the revolution of the
bar its bearings are made to move by the action of
the cams to form either a close or open fold at the
edge of the plate. Tlie edge of the plate is held be-

tween the fised bearing plate and the movable bed.
and the main part of the plate is folded over on the
bed by the revolving bar.

Claim.—First, the slide L, in combination with
the folding bar D, cams E, bed F, and adjustable
bearings C, operating as described, whereby the bar,
in the progress of its revolution, may be raised or
moved to form an open or close lock or fold, sub-
stantially as described, for the purpose specified
Second, the cams J E, pin K, and folding bar D,

in combination with the arms I, slide L, bed F, and
fixed bearing H, all operating as described, wherel:)y
the metal plate G "^ is held securely in position while
being folded, substantially as described, for the pur-
pose specified.

72,562.—Joseph Sutter, ISTew York, IST. Y.—
Folding Table.—December 24, 1867 ; antedated De-
cember 11, 1867.—One pair of the X-folding legs is

attached to the top by hinges, and the other pair by
j)ins entering slides on the under side of the table, so

as to allow the legs to be folded and the top to hang
against them. The legs remain connected to the
table and the slides allow the motion of the tops of
the legs.

Claim.—A table in which the bottoms of the
X-folding legs are sufliciently spread to support the
table when 'folded, and tlie 'upper ends of said legs

are connected to the bed of the table in the manner
specified.

Also, a folding table with the marble top cemented
into a recess in the Avooden bed, as and for the pnr-

specified.

72,563.—TTn.TJAM Sykes, Newton Lower Falls,

Mass.

—

Removing Burrs from TTooZ.-December 24,

1867.—Improvement on his patent July 10, 1866. The
wool is Eoakcd in dilute sulphuric acid, and after

drying may be dyed witliout previous washing.
Claim.—T\i(i immediate dyeing of the wool after

the same is taken from the acidulous solution, and
either previous to or after the drying of the wool,
substantially as set forth.

72,564.—F. TiFTRY, Huy, Belgium, assignor to

Wauxer Miller, Herkimer, N. Y.

—

Apparatus for
Controlling the 2Iotion of Travelling Webs in Paper
ilfac/ii?ic.9,'cCc.—December 24, 1867.—One end ol' the
conducting roller is jonrnnled on a sliding bearing.

connected to a screw which turns in a screw socket
attached to the frame. The gauze or cloth runs be-
tween side guides on a transverse rule, connected by
a bell crank and pitman to a compound pawl, pivoted
to a shaft which is rocked by a crank on the movable
journal of the conducting roller, and operating on a
double-ratchet Avheel upon the screw to give the
journal a longitudinal motion in relation to the ma-
chine.
Claim.—The rule D, provided with the plates F F,

and connected to the levers E E', in connection with
the screw K, double-toothed wheel J, curved lever I,

lever H, and crank G, on one of the journals of
the conducting roller A, all arranged to operate in
the manner substantially as and for the pui'pose
herein set forth.

72,565.—Nathan Thompson, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Hose Coupling.—December 24, 1867.—Improvement
on his patent September 24, 1867.—One of the parts
of the coupling has a socket, and the other is suitably
shaped for its end to rest therein. The coupling
latch is bowed, and its ends have projections vrhich
enter slots in lugs upon one part, its bow taking over
the other part, and the cams pressing the parts
together.

Claim.—The combination of a locking piece, piv-
oted upon one member of a coupling, with a guard
or protector attached to or making part of the other
member thereof, the combination being substantially
as described.

72,566.—Nathan Thompson, Brooklyn, N. Y,—
Pipe Coupling.—December 24, 1867.—Explained by
reference to the preceding, (No. 72,565,) and the
claim and illustration.

Claiin.—In combination with two flanges, making
part of a coupling, ears, and a locking piece, which
ctii be disconnected from and connected to the said
lugs or ears, the construction of the parts being sub-
stantially such as specified.

Also, 'in combination with two flanges, making
part of a coupling, and a locking piece, capable of
removal and replacement, a socket, attached to one
of the flanges and substantially surrounding the
other, as described, the corabina"tiou being substan-"
tially such as hereinbefore set forth.

72,567.—L. N, Tinkham, Sylvania, Pa.—iTorse
Hay Fork.—December 24, 1867.—The curved tines
are closed by toggle levers at their upper ends, to
whose connecting block the hand cord is attached.
The toggle is raised by the cord, and may be de-
pressed by a lever to spread the tines when engaging
the hay.

Claim.—The combination of the lever G or its

substantial equivalent, with the slide C, connecting
bar D, and tines B, substantially as herein shoATn
and described and for the purpose set forth.

72,568.—William D. Titus, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Plow.—December 24, 1867.—The coulter is grooved
rectangularly to the cutting edge to assist in keeping
the plow in the ground.
Claim.—First, the malleable iron mould board h

and share S in one piece.

Second, the grooves 1, 2, 3, 4, in the adjustable
coulter c and the adjustable gauge wheel d, substan-
tially as described and for the purpose set forth.

72,569.—Harman A. Tremper, Hammonton,
N. Y.—Copy Holder.—Dccemher 24. 1867.—The de-

vice may be clamped by a bracket to the desk. The
copy is secured to each roller by a spring bar let into

the roller. The bar is fixed by the ferrule at one end,

and is held down by a movable ferrule at the other.

The copy is wound upon the lower roller and is un-

wouiul therefrom and taken up to tlie other as wanted.
Claim.—First, the use of two rollers, A A, and

the arrangement for securing the copy to them, con-

sisting of'tho bai-s B B, the ferrules' C C, and the
movable ferrules D D. all combined and arranged
substantially as described and for the purposes set

forth.

Second, the spring guide G, with the slotted pro-

jections H H, substuntially as described and for the

puriiosos set forth.

Third, the method of arresting the motion of the
' rollers bv means of the movable end ]iicce or roller
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Bopport J, and the screiv and thumb nut K, substan-
tially as described and for the purpose set forth.

P'ourth, providing the rod L with both a damp
arm or rod O, and a stand R, for the purpose of sup-
porting the copy holder under diflfferent conditions,

as set forth.

72,570.—William Ulrich, :Newark, N. T., as-

signor to himself, C. M. Thebeuath, and Jacob H.
TiiEKERATH, Same place.

—

Reflector.—December 24,

18t)7.—Tlie reflector is arranged for easy attachment
to a gas burner, and may be revolved around so as to
throw the light in any dii-ectiou, or to shade any part
of the room.

C'iaini.—First, the revolving and folding reflector,

made and operating substantially as herein shown
and described.
Second, hinging a reflector A to a bar B, which

carries a ping, sleeve, or clamp, by means of which it

can be secured to a burner or lamp, substantially as
set forth. ^

Third, providing a revolving and folding reflector

with a handle d, substantially as set forth.

72,571.—Charles Van De Mark, Phelps, N.
Y.—Cooking iYore.—December 24, 1867.—The parti-

tion and guide plates are arranged to cause circula-

tion of the caloric currents around boilers on the fore
part of the stove before escaping to the rear.

Claim.— The partition plate G between the fire

chamber A and heating chamber B, provided with
one or more upper and one or more under valves h h
and i i, substantially as and for the purpose herein
specified.

Also, the boiler hole plate or plates D, and enclosing
side plate or plates E, arranged in combination with
partition valves h i so that the heat may be directed
against the bottom part of a boiler or boilers I, only,

or both against the bottom and around the sides
thereof, substantially as and for the purposes herein
specified.

72,572.— A. C. Yarela. Washington, D. C—
Bee Uive.—December 24, 1867.— Explained by the
claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of two similar
cubic boxes A and B, one inserted partly into the
other in a direction parallel to the diagonals of a
cube, and suspended in such manner that only one of
their corners points upward, substantially in the
manner shown and set forth.

Second, the arrangement of a weather proof cap d
of metal, or any other suitable material, to cover the
aperture e that admits the bees into the upper or
honey box, as shown and described.

72,573.—GusrAVUs Weissexborn, Xew York,
N. Y.

—

Machine for Making Peat Fuel.—December
24, 1867 ; antedated December 11, 1867.—Explained
by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, the construction of the frames of
the machine solid or in two parts, so as to join them
at or about the center of the shaft, and cast or bolt

the lower half A* to the bed plate, and to make the
upper frames A A and lower frames A^A^ of wrought
iron, or make the upper alone of wrought iron, sub-
stantially the same as described.

Seconcl, the surrounding steam, hot air, or vacuum
chambers Y Y of the pressing cylinder A*", to use one
as a hot air chamber, and the other as a vacuum
chamber, or both as a vacuum or steam chamber for

oily or water vapors, in combination or separately
with the perforated pressing cylinders, substantially
the same as herein set forth.

Third, the combination of one, two. or more receiv-
ers A'2 Avith the horizontal feeders E' E' and vacuum
iMid feeding chambers A'" A'° and A^ A', the same
as herein described.
Fourth, the direct application of an eccentric, with

or without a loose ring on its circumference, acting
directly or with an intermediate movable or station-

ary steel or composition plate upon the pressing
plungers C'^ and C'^ and cross head C C"*, substan-
tially the same as herein described.

Fifth, the application of the cross heads C* C'' to
operate iu opposite directions, connected by four
braces, or moving independent of each other, .sub-

stantially the same as herein set forth.

Sixth, the arrangement for giving an independent

36 c P—Vol II.

motion to the pressing plungers C'* and D^, by which
to move either the hollow er solid plungers C", or the
pressing plunger with the cross head, once, twice, or
more strokes, while the main eccentric makes one
revolution, for the purpose of feeding the pressing
box with peat dust, substantially the same aa de-
scribed.
Seventh, the perforated or grooved pressing boxes,

with tapered holes, gi'adually enlarged towards the
outside, for the purpose as herein set forth.

Eighth, the construction of the pressing boxes A'
A3 in such a manner that the same are bolted from
the inside or outside to the side of the frames A and
A2, or to the bed plate, substantially the same as de-
scribed.
Ninth, the adjusting and regulating of the supply

of peat dust, by means of adjusting the blades F^ ¥*,
in combination with the spur wheels F' F^ and lever
F, substantially as described.
Tenth, dividing the motion of the main eccentric,

with the pressing box or chamber for horizontal or
upright action, so that a portion of the motion may
be transferred through the medium of two eccentrics
or cams on the main shaft, at the outside of the frames,
for the purpose of saving power and receiving larger
blocks, substantially the same as described.
Eleventh, the combined upright or horizontal a«tion

of the eccentric C^, without an intermediate connect-
ing link or rod, operating the pressing plungers, sub-
stantially the same as herein set fortii.

Twelfth, the process of compressing dry pulver-
ized peat under a full or partial vacuum, arranged in
such a manner as herein set forth.

Thirteenth, the process of feeding wet pulv/crized
peat, and drying it while passing through the press-
ing cylinders of the press, through its own pressure,
in pressing and drawing the water from it through
the medium of an air pump connected witli the pipes
A^ A*, so that the blocks are perfectly dry when dis-

charged from the press, substantially the same as de-
scribed.
Fourteenth, connecting an oil vessel with the vacu-

um chamber of the press, substantially the same as
herein described.

Fifteenth, for an upright machine, in placing the
main eccentric or eccentrics on the top or bottom,
between two frames, with one, two, or more plungers,
substantially the same as set forth.

72,574.—William Weitlino. New York, N, Y.—Sewing Machine.—December 24, 1867.—When the
needle and thread carrier begin to descend, the hook
catches the threads from under the needles, and car-
ries them forward and around the lower part of the
thread carrier. When the needle and carrier have
reached their lowest point the needle thread closes in
a loop ai'ound the carrier, holding its thread in the
groove, and thus causing the formation of the loop
for passage of the shuttle. The needle and thread
carrier then ascend to repeat the operation.
Claim.—First, the combination of a hook-ix)inted

lever with the thread carrier, piercing needle, and
shuttle of a scAving machine, and operating substan-
tially as and for tlie purposes described.

Second, the application to sewing machines of a
thread-winding apparatus, constnicted and operated
as described.
Thu'd, giving motion to the thread-leading lever of

a winding apparatus attached to a sewing machine,
by making the rim of the driving wheel cam-shaped
to operate said lever, substantially in the manner and
for the purposes set forth.

Fourth, in combination with the thread-winding
device herein described, the adjustable guide pullev
Y, for adjusting the tension of the cord r, by which
the thread-winding apparatus is operated, substan-
tially in the manner herein described.

72,575.

—

Joseph White, Providence, R. I.

—

C«.s«cr.—December 24, 1867.—The disk to which the
wheel is attached turns in a socket in the lower pait
of the socket piece, and has bearing on anti-friction

balls.
^

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a furni-

ture caster, consisting of the grooved plates B C,
spindle A, balls a, arras a', Avheel w, and nut 7i, nil

constructed, niTanged, and operating as and for the
purpose desci'ibed.
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73,576.—Leman TTiard and "William H. Nel-
son, Spring township, Pa.

—

Chum.—December 24,
1867.—A lower, rotary dasher is associated with an
upper, vertically-reciproeatiug one ; both ai-e operated
by the same winch.
Claim.—The two dashers DC, constructed and

operated as described, when the same are in the
aforesaid combination tor the purposes set forth.

7S,577.—Thomas "Wiles, Indianapolis, Ind.—
J^acfc.—December 24, 1867.—Explained by the claims
and illustration.

Claim.—The combination of the box A with the
lever B, fulcrum C, jack D, and check E, applied to a
lever jock.

72,578.—J. E. "Withers, Toronto, Canada "West.—Machine for Making Plug Tobacco.—December 24,

1667.—The tobacco is pressed between series of rollers,
into troughs running on flange rollers. A large wheel
rotating in a transverse direction shifts the troughs
oiito a series of rollers rotating in the opposite di-

rection, by which they are carried back to the starting
end. An inclined knife removes the tobacco from
the troughs when sufficiently pressed.
Claim.—First, the flange rollers E E E, revolving

in the same direction, in combination with the rollers

G G G, in manner substantially as and for the pur-
poses described.
Second, the inclined knife K, removing the tobacco

or other substance from, and in combination with
the troughs F, to the platform H, or other place of
deposit, substantially as described.

Third, the flange rollers E E E, revolving in the
same direction, dn combination with the wheei N, re-

volving in a transverse direction, substantially as and
for the purposes described.
Eourth, the flange rollers E E E, revolving in the

same direction, in combination with the rollers M M,
revolving in a reverse direction, in manner and for

the purposes substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.

73,579. — Henry Kinxaird York, Cardiff,

Wales.

—

Manufacture of Iron and Steel.—December
24, 1867.-;The cast iron is disintegrated by prismatic
bars, whose ends are attached to two rotating disks.

The particles descend through the atmosphere to

decarbonize the same, and are received in a water
tank. The subsequent treatment of the iron is ex-

plained by the claim.
Claim.—A new mode of decaibonizing cast iron.

The making of cast steel by the mixing of pai'ticles

of cast iron decarbonized with certain proportions of

a coiii|)ound, consisting of iron, carbon, and manga-
nese, such compound being found in white cast iron,

known by the name of '' Spiegeleise7i ,-" or, by the
mixing of particles of cast iron, decarbonized, as be-

fore descriljed, with the same cast iron not decar-

bonized, or other cast-iron containing cai-bon, in the
manner hereinbefore set forth.

7'2,580.—F. C. Adams and Joseph Peckover,
Cincinnati, Ohio.—Coal Stove.—December 2^, 1867.—
Explained by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, the air-heating chamber G G, at the
ba«c of the stove surrounding the ash box, but not
communicating therewith, with the openings H, for

admitting iresh air, as described.

Second, the pipe or chamber A, admitting air,

through the fuel, to the cap C, in combination with a
concentrating plate D at the top of the fire box, sub-

stantially as described.
Third, one or more flues F F F, for conducting air

from the base chamber to a point just below the plate

D, as sliown and described.
Fourth, the adjustalile concentrating plate D D',

with the sliding doors E E', substantially as described.

Fifth, the chamber formed by plates I and L and
conical pots K and M, and forming a descending flue,

for tlie purpose, of conducting air downward to the

top of the fire basket, substantially as described.

Sixtii, tlie adjustable diaphragm' L, in combination
with tlie bottom of the conicid pot K, substantially as

described.
Seventh, the flue Q, ki combinatioa with the plate

or diaphragm T, substantially as described.
Eighth, tlve feeding pipes 11 Ror S, in combination

wilh'fluc Q, substantially as described.

Ninth, the plate V, with the openings at the front
and back, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.
Tenth, the plate V, with the opening in ftont only,

in combination with square or circular coal stoves,
substantially as described.
Eleventh, the plate V, in combination with the

regulating dampers Z^ Z^, substantially as and for
th,e purposes deseribe^.

72,581.- John "Wesley Alesworth, Santa
Cruz, Cal.

—

Box for Gauging Shingles.—December
24, 1867.—The shingles, after rough sorting, are placed
in the box side by side and edge up. They are
clamped in this position by a screw, and the projecting
odges trimmed off. The box is vertically adjustable
upon the steps to suit shingles of various widths.

Claim,.—A gauging box for shingles, constructed
with the sides B, with their graduated steps bbb' b',

together with the movable box D and bar F, sub-
stantially as and for the pm'pose described.

72,582.—John F. Allen, New York, N. T.—
Hand ^a it-.—December 24, 1867.—The blade of the
saw is turned to form an inclined kerf at the bottom
of the former kerf.

Claim.—Tm-ning a portion of the blade of a hand
saw to form an angle with the other portion of the
blade of said saw, in the manner and for the pim-pose

substantially as described.

72,583.-11. N. Allen, Pittsford, Yt—Drying
Appa%itus.—December 24, 1867.—The caloric current
from a furnace is passed through the rotating cylin-

der, which is supported on the endless apron and
contains a deflecting drum. The paper to be dried is

passed between the apron and the cylinder.

Claim.—First, the cylinder A, with an annular
chamber revolving upon tubular journals so arranged
that the said journals and annular ohamber shall form
an avenue for the passage of waste heat from the flue

of the fireplace to the chimney, and at the same time
utilize said heat in its transit, substantially as aud for

the pm-pose set forth.

Second, the revolving cylinder A, having an inte-

rior chamber H and hollow journals B B', in combi-
nation with the flue of the boiler and stack, arranged
and operating for the purpose substantially as set

forth.

Third, the apron L, rollers K, in combination with
the cylinder A, an-anged to receive the waste heat

through one journal and discharge the same through
the other into the chimney or stack, substantially as

and for the purpose set forth.

72,584.—Joseph Anthony, Greenbush, N. Y.—
Car ^xZe.—December 24, 1867.—The portion of the
axle within the wheel has a greater diameter than
the rest, and has an inclined shoulder on the inner
side. The- object is to strengthen the axle in imme-
diate proximity to the hub.

Claim.—An axle with an enlarged boss and shoul-

der, substantially as and for the pm-pose herein set

forth.

72,585.—E. H. Ashcroft, Lynn, M.di^s.—Appa-
ratus for Washing Sheep 5^-ms.—December 24, 1867.

—The pelts are placed in the perforated sectoral

chambers of the wheel, which is rotated by under-

shot buckets attached t» its periphery.

Claim.—An apparatus for washing sheep skins

with the wool on, constructed and operated in the

manner substantially as shown and described.

72,586.—Emmet R. Austin, Norwalk, Conn.—
Flask for Forming Core**.—December 24, 1867; ante-

dated December 12, 1867.—The wire has an eye at

each end. One end of the wire, when running the

core, is held in recesses of the flask and tlie other end
is held bv the sliding, steady pins. The flask is used

in making cores for water-elevator buckets.

Claim.—The combination of the hinged flask A
and A with the pipes E E aud adjustable steady pins

D D, all constructed and ai-ranged substantially as

described.

72,587.—"William Bahme, New Media, Pa.—
MiUstone.—Dcccmhev 24, 1867.—The bosom of the

under millstone is recessed by a stone upon a vertical
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rotating slitvft -which may turn upon or with the spin-

dle. The same stone is used to recess the runner
when it is inverted, its shaft being in this case

stepped in the cock eye.

Claim.—Fivat, the stone H, adapted and employed
to sink or grind out the ccntnd portion of millstones,

substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the shaft G g and driving apparatus D E
F, in the described combination with the stone H, for

the purpose specified.

Tliird, the upriglit shaft I, constructed as described,

in combination with the spindle C and stone H, sub-

stantially as luid for the purpose specified.

7tJ,588.—Hekiiy B. Bardeu, Scott, N. Y.—Chum.
—December 24, 1867 ; antedated December 13, 1867.

—The reciprocating dashers tu-e hung to the opposite

ends of a lever pivoted at the middle and having a
pendent ai-m swayed by a rotary inclinexl disk.

Claim.—Tha arrangement of the dasher staffs C
C and their arms, with the oscillating lever F, arm
J, shaft H with its inclined wheel 1, and the bevel
wheels a and K, substantially as and for the pui-pose

set forth.

72,589.—Hexuy BEEBE.^Hudson, N. J.—Xan-
<ern.—December 24, 1867.—Explained by the claims
and illustration.

C7rtiw.—First, the metnllic top E*, furnished with
openings 6', and lined with reticulated material c, in

combiuation with the glass body C, substantially as
and for the pm-pose specified.

Second, the base D of the bodyC, constructed with
the annular shield E and openings a\ in combination
with the reticulated top plate h and the openings a of

the sides of tlie burner, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

Third, the combination of the metallic perforated
top E*. furnished witli a reticulated lining c, the glass

, body C, and the base D, formed with openings a', and
fui'uished with the annular shield E, substantially as

and for the purpose specified.

73,590.—DaxaBlackfoud, Boston, Mass.—Jfa-
terialfor Pump Pistons, Engines, t&c.—December 24,

1867 ; antedated December 14, 1867.—Tubing or other
articles of rubber are strengthened by wire, cloth, or
metallic strips, m such a manner as to retain the flex-

ibility.

Claim.—Manufacturing of these different articles

in the various ways described and set forth ; also, the
strengthening in'the ways and for the different pur-
poses described.

72,591.—Joseph E. Bixi, Mount Vernon, N. Y.,
assignor to James E. JouETr and Charles H. Cush-
MA\.

—

Bracing the Sounding Boards of Guitars.—
December 24, 1867.—Explained by the claim and
illustration.

Claim.—The braces of the sound board of a guitar,
arranged, constructed, and connected substantially
es described and for the purpose specified.

72,592.—TV. E. Binu, West Bridgewater, Mass.—Washing Machine.—December 24, 1867.—The de-

vice is clamped to the side of a tub and has a perfor-

ated plunger operated by a lever whose inclination' is

adjustable.
€7fli?n.—First, the combination of the clamps B,

the joint D, and lever H, substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth. t

Second, the adjustable shield M, in combination
with the handle II and lever H, substantially as de-

scribed and for the purpose set forth.

72,593.—luA BiSBEE. Richmond, Mo.—Balance.
—December 24,. 1867.—The disk has a central axis
and is weighted at one part of the edge. Its upper
part has scales of the various weights in common use:

a finger on the standard showing the inclination of

the disk caused by an object placed on either of the
scales, which are hung upon its sides.

Claim.—First, a scale, consisting of the eccentric
disk C, having graduations on both sides, registering
with each other, the equipoise E finnly secured thereto,
and the suspended basins or plates D, substantially as
represented and described.
Second, the disk C, having graduations on both

sides, registering with each other, whereby they can

be viewed simultaneously, as represented and de-
scribed.

Third, a scale having the following characteristi'-X,

viz : gra<lnation8 for troy, apothecaries', and avoir-
dupois weights, for letters, and for American and for-

eign coins, subsfamtially as represented and described.

72,594.—T. B. Bishop, Baltimore, Md.—Horse-
shoe.—December 24, 1867.—The; shoe is attached to
the foot by front and (iuarter pieces of leather with
connecting straps.

Claim.—The fastening of the leather, cut in suit-

able manner C D, between the two shoes A B by
means of rivets, and the fastening of the shoe thus
made on to the horse's hoof by means of the straps b

b' and c c, substantially in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

72,595.—MoRiils BOTTICHER, Newark, N. J.—
Steam Gauge.—December 24, 1867,—The mercury is

inserted into the chamber above the diaphragm
through a vertical passage, in which a screw works
to stop the opening and limit the space within the
chamber.
Claim.—The arrangement of the adjustable screw

J with cap F of the gauge, substantially as herein
described.

72,596.—T. E. C. Brinley, Louisville, Ky.—
Manufacture of Plow Handles.—December 24, 186.7.

—The pins govern the position of the handles while
boring the holes for the brace rods.

Claim.—The mode of manufacturing the handles
of plows of different lengths and irregular curvature
by the use of a table A, gauge block C, and pins D,
so as to secure the proper alignment of the brace
holes, substantially as set forth.

72,597.—Chares B. Bristol, New Haven, Conn.—Attaching Door Kriobs to Spindles.—December 24,

1867.—The inclined notch is for the reception of the
end of the screw and becomes shallower toward the
end. It affords means of adjustment to doors of dif-

ferent thicknesses.
Claim.—The use of the inclined plane c, when

formed on the corner of the spindle E, in combina-
tion with the binding screw b and the neck C of the
knob A, and the whole is constructed and made to se-

cure the knob A in its desired position without making
holes in or putting washers on the spindle, substan-
tially as herein described and set forth.

72,598.—Joseph E. Brooks, Gooding's Grove,
III.—Cultivator.—DeccmhQv 24, 1867 ; antedated De-
cember 19, 1867.—The standai-ds are attached to a
frame, the sides of which are connected by a bow ex-

tending upward above the corn tops wlien at a cer-

tain elevation. This plow frame is adjustably con-
nected to the main frame ajkl is moved laterally by
treadles.

Ciaim.—First, the arrangement of rods TJ with
the frame of the machine and the plow beams E E,
substantially in the manner and for the purposes set

forth.

Second, the arrangement of the draught cord b,

sheaves a a, and piA-oted hangers C C, so as to operate
substantially as and for the purposes described.

Third, the combination and an-angcment of the
plow beams E, rods d e, lover L, cord K, rod J,

and lever I, substantially as and for the purposes spe-

cified.

Fourth, nhc combination of the suspended ploAV

beams E, rods U, and levers W, arranged and ope-
rating as and for the purpose shown and set fortli.

Fifth, the peculiar arrangement of and mode of at-

taching the bow V to the rear part of the plow beams,
herein shown and specified,

72,599.—Robert D, Brown, Covington, Ind.—
Harvester Pake.—December 24, 1867.—Explained by
the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, the combination of the toggle-frame
pulley and guide rod upon the end of the main axle,

for keeping the driving and reel pulleys in line, when
the reel post is arranged upon the drag bar, and re-

mote from and in a different plane from that of the

axle, and thus preventing the belt from Ijcingthrowj
off. or from slipping or binding, while the pla

and driving wheels accommodate themselves to tlio
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inequalities of the ground over which they are pass-
iiifi', us described.

Secoad, in combination -with a rate, moving on the
rod n by the endless belt z, the projection rearward
of said rake, as shown at 7, and the slots 4, 10, and
shoulder 13, for the purpose of guiding-, holding, and
turning the rake, by means of the ways herein de-
scribed and represented.

Third, in combination with the projection on the
rake plate or hinge and its shoulder 13, the spring-
way or guide 14 for holding up, guiding, and control-
ling the rake just before its projection takes the
straight groove or way 15, and until the button on
the belt moves around to cause it to retui-n for the
next gavel, substantially as described.

72,600.—Patrick Burke, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Bolt /or Shutters.—December 24, 1867.—Each of the
separating plates has a bolt and socket, and one of
them a central bolt entering between two bolts in the
other,which are connected by a plate forming a socket.

Claim.—A bolt, having its two separating parts
A A' provided with the slides 15 B', and the sockets
C C,' constructed and arranged to operate together,
substantially as set forth and described, for the-pm--
pose specified.

73,601.—KUFINA I^OGGERATH, Paris, Prance.

—

Coating and Metallizing Fabrics.—December 24,

1867.-^Crochet nets, baskets, and other articles may
be metallized by any process that will cause proper
adhesion. The fabric is dipped into a solution of
silicate of potash, glue, rosin, or other matter to har-

den it. After this, the article is placed on a mold,
which should be coated with fatty matter. The whole
sm'face is then coated with shellac ; this varnish may
contain coloring matter when the metallizing process
is not carried out, or the coated articles may be gal-

v,anized.

Claim.—First, the new process, as described, of
hardening, ornamenting, metallizing, or galvanizing
fabrics and other materials, so as to produce, by the
various operations herein described and especially

claimed, suticles having the appearance, or being
really completely transformed into open-work metal.

Second, the same articles, which may be only di-

versified in colors and left unmetallized, as being es-

pecially applicable to various purposes, such as arti-

cles of dress, furniture; to hangings, tapestry; to

artistic objects, <fcc.

Third, ornamenting, metallizing papers, plaster,

iind otlier ai'ticles, by the same processes as described.

73,602.—Edwin Chamberlin, Lansingburg, K".

Y.— Carriage Seat—December 24, 1867.—Explained
by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—Securing an extra bottom C, with all the
top irons attached thereto, to the seat bottom B, by
means of tljc double or single bars e e' furnished with
tlie keys k k, or their equivalents, and operated either

from the upper or lower side of tlie seat, and working
into the liook catches a a, or their equivalents, Avhich

hook catches are permanently attached to either tlie

extra bottom C or the bottom B, and the whole in

combination, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth and described.

72,603.—Pascal P. Child, St. Louis, Mo., as-

signor to S. 11. Eox MaxufactukinCx Company,
sa'me place.

—

Hinge for Window Shutters.—Decem-
ber 24, 1867.—Improvement on patent of TuU & Por-
ter, January 31, 18.54. An eccentric flange surrounds
tlie central spindle. A in-qjecting lip on the other
part of the hinge overlaps tlie eccentric flange and
prevtMits the slmttcr being removed except when in a
certain position.

Claim.—The lip A' upon either half of the hinge
A B, projecting over or under the flange b', as the

case may l)e, in sucli manner as to come in contact
witli and act as a stop for the flange b' when tlio blind

is inadvertently raised, as shown and described.

72,60 I.—James Cole, Brooklvn, N. Y.—Breast
Pump.—Deccmhor 24, 1867.—Tiie suction nipple is

of rigid material, and has side discharge into the

flexiiile pipe communicating with the clastic bulb.

Tlie latter lias induction and eduction valves.

Claim.—A breast pump, constructed substantially

as described.

72,605.—Homer Cook and Charles E. Sim-
mons, Waukegan, 111.

—

Bed Bottom.—December 24,
1867.—The longitudinal bars are connected by toggle
bars at each end to the upper and lower frauTe to
cause alike depression of each side.

Claim.—The combination of the short bars C C C C
with the horizontal bar D, for the purpose of equaliz-
ing the pressure upon the upper frame, so that all

parts of it shall settle alike.

Also, the application of two sets of these bars to the
same end or side of the bed bottom, to stay the upper
frame and prevent all swaying, all constructed, com-
bined, and applied substantially as and for the pur-
poses described.

72,606—P. W. COPCUTT, New York, N. T.—
Labeling Bottle Corks.—December 24, 1867.—A de-
tachable sheet-metal disk is held upon the top of the
cork by the pivoted wire clamp. The disk acts as a
label and prevents the wire from cutting into the
cork.

Claim.—The combination of the metallic label c

with the holding clamp B, bottle A, and cork C, sub-
stantiaDy as ana for the purpose specified.

72,607.—CtUstavus Cufpers, New York, N. Y.—Automatically-Operating Sewing Machine.— De-
cember 24, 1867.—Explained by the claims and illus-

tration.

Claim.—First, the method, herein described, of
operating sewing machines and other machinery au-
tomatically by means of a spring or springs, com-
posed of one or more bands or belts of vulcanized
rubber, combined with the driving shaft of the me-
chanism for operating said machinery, substantially
in such manner that the contractile power of said

rubber spring or springs, when stretched and wound
upon the driving shaft, shall cause the rotation of
said shaft, as and for the purposes set fortli.

Second, the combination with the main or driving
shaft A of the rubber-spring band or belt and spi-

rally-grooved conical barrel, upon which said band is

wound, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

Third, the combination with the main shaft and
the ratchet wheel s' of the ban-el G' and pawl for en-

gaging with said rntchet, under the an-angement
and for operation as set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the lever E and the
spring pawl which it caiTies Avith the ratchet wheel
b and stop or projections formed in rear of said wheel,

substantially in the manner and for the pm-poses set

forth.

Fifth, the combination of the driving shaft and its

conical baiTcl with tlie lever, pawl, and ratchet wheel
and gearing for effecting the revolution of said shaft,

under the arrangement and for operation as set forth.

Sixth, the combination of the rubber band, applied

to its conical ban-el as described, of the pulleys or
wheels upon which said band is stretched, mounted
on the frame of the machine, substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

Seventh, the combination with the driving shaft,

revolved by means of a rubber-spring band or belt,

as describe'd, of the shaft F and gearing, through the

medium of which the said siiaft is caused to rotate,

arranged and operating as herein specified.

Eighth, the combination with the wheel for actuat-

ing the sewing or other machine of tlie friction brake,

constructed and applied to said wheel in the manner
as set forth.

72,608.—Caleb M. Currey, Pontiac, Mich.—
Mechanical Movement.—Tfecemhev 24, 18G7.—Verti-
cal or liorizontal reciprocating motion is communi-
cated from cranks on the driving shaft ; the former
through a walking beam and pitman, and the latter

directly to the saw, to which it communicates an os-

cillatory motion.
Claim.—The combination and aa-rangement of the

crank shaft B, lever F, and connecting rod G with

their described accessories C D E, as and for the pur-

pose set Ibrth.

72,609.— Joseph Currier, Portland, Me.—
Blind Catch.—December 24, 1867.—A movable cotch

plate is attached to the bottom of the shutter. The
catches are drawn up by a spiral spring to engage
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staples in the wall or window sill, and are freed by
the lever.

Claim.—The combination of the lever k, connected
with the stud 2, as described and employed, as and
for the pui-poses set forth.

72,610.—Alfred Dakt, Carbondale, V&.—Coal
Stove.—DecewbiiY 24, 1867.—The grate at the bottom
of the fire-pot has a central cone with upward radial

ribs. The caloric cuiTcnt passes up a central and a
series of side tubes to a chamber above, with which
the exit flue communicates. The air passes through
an outer perforated case and circulates ai'ouud the
heated metal.

Claim.—The central cone I, when provided with
the wings i i, and attached to the grate, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

72,611.—Joseph Davenpout, Massillon, Ohio.—Bridge Girder.—December 24, 1867.—The arch is

formed of upper and lower concentric iron arcs con-
nected by diagonal and radial braces. The cord is

connected to the arch by radial rods. The ends of
the arch and chord are secured in the metallic shoe.

Claim.—Fii-st, the ai-cli, composed of the string
pieces A and B, shoes h h, tension bolts a a, main
braces c c, and counter braces d d, the several parts
being arranged in the manner and for the pm-pose
herein specified.

Second, the hollow cylindrical tubes for braces in

the construction of a truss, when said braces are so
ai-ranged as to take only a compressive strain, and
cannot be subjected to a tensile strain, substantially
as herein shown.

Third, the peculiar arrangement and combination
of the arch shoes E, chord C, lower string piece B,
angle iron F, bolts m and/, upper string piece A, and
bolts e, the wholo being arranged as shown and for
the purpose specified.

72,612.—John Davis, Allegheny City, Pa.-
Planetarium.—December 24. 1867.—The tubular sup
porting arras of the planets are attached to separate
eleeves upon a central standard supporting the sun,
and the arms enclose the shafts by which rotary mo-
tioq is communicated to the primary and revolution
to the secondary planets. The rotary motion is com-
municated to the shafts by wheels upon sleeves sepa-
rate from those attached to their supporting arms.

Claim.—First, representing the axial motion of the
planets and the orbital motions of the satellites by im-
parting motion to gearing placed on the outer ends
of arms radiating from a series of concentric shafts,
said gearing consisting of wheels 1 and 2 and a series
of concentric disks 12 5 and 4, rotated by a single
pinion 3, constructed and arranged substantially as
described.

Second, pivoting the eai-th E at one iKtle, so that
by its own weight or gravitv its axis will be con-
stantly inchned at the desired angle to the plane of
its orbit, substantially as herein described and for the
purpose set forth.

72,613—JoHK Deante, Conneaut, Ohio.—Pro-
cess of Fumigation for Destroying Injects on Hop
Vines and Other PZa?if5.—December 24, 1867.—Com-
posed of tobacco leaves, sulphur, hellebore, coal tai',

and a small ((uantity of phosphorus.
Claim.—The mode of destroying insects by fumi-

gation with the smoke evolved *by burning a mixture
compounded substantiaUy as set forth, in proximity
to hop or grape vines.

72,614.—TViLLiAM J. Dodge, Syracuse, N. Y.,
assignor to himself, James L. Humphuey, and Dan-
iel D. Smith, same place.—P«in{.—December 24,
1867 ; antedated December 4. 1867.—Composed of raw
linseed oil, 5 gallons ; melted rosin, 15 gallons ; sper-
maceti, 1 pound; caoutchouc dissolved in oil, 2 ounces;
litharge, 3 pounds ; sugar of lead, 2 ounces

;
gum

copal, 1 pound, and turpentine, 2 gallons.
Claim.—The improved paint, prepared or com-

pounded substantially as herein specified and for the
purpose set forth.

72,615.—Labex Eddy, Taunton, Mass.— Wci^rft-
ing S'caie.-December 24, 1667 ; antedated December
20, 1867.—The scale is attached to the top of a stand-
ard, supported on knife edges situated on one side of

the axis of the diametric rocking lever. The lever has
a rigid vortical pin at its midlength, on which tm-u
two weight arms having index fingers to denote their
inclination in respect to the lever, and consequent
purchase on it. The scale standard is connected by
a horizontal rod to the frame to prevent tilting.

Claim.—First, the combination as well as the ar-

rangement of one or two Aveightcd armis F G and a
curved arch or limb B with the diametric lever C and
the scale pan E, or its equivalent, supported thereon,
substantially as set forth, and this, whether the limb
be affixed to the diametric lever or to the stand
thereof, as explained.
Second, the combination and arrangement of the

twine holder L with the stand or case A, and the
weighing mechanism thereof, as specified.

72,616.— Moses G. Farmer, Salem, Mass.—
Lighting and Extinguishing Oas.—December 24,
1867.—The lamps are lighted from a central office,

but the lighting spark is generated by the apparatus
directly connected 'with the burner.
Claim.—The combination of a straight electro-

magnetic bar, with its pole situated between the poles
of two bent or U-shaped permanent magnets, which
permanent magnets may be either simple or com-
pound.
Also, for use in combination with the gas burner

of a street gas lamp, a box or gas chamber, contain-
ing an electric spark-generating mechanism, and me-
chanism, as described, for opening with the current
in one direction,, and closing with the current in the
opposite direction, a valve, said box containing gas,
and being arranged to be located at or near to the
burner, and in a circuit, substantially as set forth.
Also, giving motion to gas valves, or other me-

chanism, by means of the above described combina-
tion of electro and permanent magnets, whether the
arrangement be such that the permanent magnets or
the electro-magnetic bar be moved by the reversal of
the current.

Also, the arrangement of the burner, the igniting
points or wires, the gas valve, the primary and sec-
ondary coils, and the electro and permanent magnets,
substantially as shown and described.

72,617.—W. B. Finch, Chicago, 111., assignor to
himself, Thomas S. Ferguson, and iS^. B. Boy'den.—
Tarnish Paint.—December 24, 1867.—Explained by
the claim.
Claim.—A paint, composed of india-rubber, linseed

oil, rosin, gum shellac, and benzole.

72,618.—Benaiah Fitts, I'Tewark, N. J.—Plan-
ing Machine.—December 24, 1867.—Motion is com-
municated to the upper feed roll by a pinion engaging
a spur wheel on one of the lower rolls, and gearing
with the inside gear of a disk wlieel attaciied to the
shaft of the upper feed roll. The said pinion ejigages
the inside gear at about midheight to permit vertical
movement of the roller.

Claim.—The arms s and i, when constructed to
support the gear wheel h, and aiTanged to operate
with the wheels c and /, substantially in the manner
and for the purposes described.

72,619.—Benaiah Fitts, Newark, N. J.—Plan-
ing Machine.— December 24, 1867.— The central
matchiug cutters admit of being moved by their ad-
justing screws into side recesses, to allow the use of
the machine as a surface planer for broad boards.
Claim.—Forming recesses E E in fi-ame n, and ex-

tending the line h far enough, and lor the purpose of
transferring the vertical cylinders e and /bevond lines

drawn from the ends of cylinder c perpendicular to
its axis, substantially as shown and described.

72,620.—G. K Forsyth, Pcmberton, Ohio.—
Pump.—December 24, ] 867.—The bellows is attached
to the pump stock, and operated by the pump handle.
Its nozzle extends nearly to the water.

Claim,.—The combination of the bellows with the
pump, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

72,621.—Lewis Francis, Xew York, N. Y., as-

signor to W. O. HiCKOK, Hariisbnrg, Va..—Ink for *

Paper Ruling.—December 24, 1867.—Aniline, ] o/..,

is dissolved in hot acetic acid, 12 oz.; to this is added
water, A\ galls.
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Claim.—Making machine ruling ink, substantially

as herein described.

72,622.—J. T. Frankeberger, Hensly, HI.—
Cultivator.—December 24, ISb?.—The draw beams
are hinged to the axle. The upper ends of the central
standards are connected by a cross-rod, and this bar
is connected by a brace-rod to the axle. The beams
may be swaged, and fli'O moved toward or away from
each other by the handler.
Claim.—1* ii-st, the combination of the beams G G,

when hinged at theii- front ends to the bar A, sub-
stantially in the manner set forth.

Second, the beams G G, when combined with the
standards H, the handles K, and bars F and A, tho
whole constructed and operating substantially as
herein described.

72,623.— J. T. Frankeberger, Hensly, HI.—
Harroiv.—December 24, 1867.—The main han-ow
has teeth on its side bars but not near to the point.

The supplementai-y harrow has handles and may be
moved thereby in working planted crops.

Claim.—The harrow A, tho supplemental harrow
D and the handle j, the whole combined and operat-
ing* substantially as herein specified.

72,624.—C. E. Frink, Norwich, ]S^. Y.—Hay
Spreader.—December 24, 1867.—Improvement on his

patents May 8, 18(56, and October 23, 1866. The
driving wheel rim fits around the friction wheels,
which are connected with the spokes, and, when
fitted together, make three bearings for the rim to
turn on, the shaft being near the end of the spoke.
AVhen the latter is revolved a backward and forward
motion is given to the forks which are attached to

the cross-head by sci-ews. The forks have coiled

springs, and may be adjusted vertically by loosening
their attaching screws.

()laim.—First, the driving-wheel rim A, the fric

ticfa wheels B B B, in connection with the spokes C
C C, when applied to and for tho purpose described,

Second, the coiled fork tines A, cross-head b, set

screws e e, in connection with rods D D, substantially
as and for the pui-poses set forth.

72,625.—Jean Michel Fuciis, IJ'ew York, ]^.

Y.

—

Process for Manufacturing Albumeyi.—Decem-
ber 24, 1867.—The blood is passed through a sieve
into a pan, and aided by cutting and working tho
coagulated mass ; it is then allowed to stand 24 hours
and the liquid part passed to a second pan. After
again standing 24 hours it is drained into a third,

and from that to a glass vessel, in which it is kept at

a temperature of 65° Reaumur for 24 hours, and then
allowed to cool to 30° Eeaumur for 24 hours longer,

when it may beliottled for use.

Claim.—The process, substantially as herein de-

scribed, of manufactm'ing or extracting albumen
from blood.

72,626.—WiLLARD M. Fuller, Chicago, HI.—
Amalgamator for Ores of Gold and Silver.—Decem-
ber 24, 1867.—The pulverized quartz, mingled with
Avater, is placed in the hopper and discharged into

the amalgamating chamber. The vertical rotary
shaft passes through a stutfing box at the top of the
amalgamating chamber, and has within the chamber
a series of conical disks fixed in pairs mouth to

mouth. The upper disk of each pair is larger and is

perforated near the shaft. The current is formed by
tiie weight of matter in the hopper, and the siphon
communicating with the top of the amalgamating
chamber. The siphon has a stop cock at its foot and
a supply funnel at its bend, the funnel pipe having a
cock.

Claim.—First, tho application of a siphon to an
amalgamator for producing a continuous current
tlirough the mercuiy, substantially as specified.

Second, the siphon or pipe D, in combination with
the cylinder A, substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

Third, the shaft E, in combination with two or

more plates, F and G, substantially as specified.

Fourth, the combination and arran clement of tho
shaft E, collar H, cone G', and mouth O or end of '

pipe C, substantially as described. i

Fifth, the pipe L, when attached to the pipe D,

'

substantially as and for the purposes described.

Sixth, the tub B, pipe C, and cylinder A, in com-
bination with the pipe D, substantially as specified.

72,627.—Frakklin B. Gage, St. Johnsbury, Vt.
—Photographic Camera.—Deccmhor 24, 1867.—Mov-
able and adjustable cut-off shutters are arranged
within the camera for use in vignetting positive and
negative photographic pictm-es.

Claim.—In combination with a camera either one
or two shutters or cut-offs, made movable or adjusta-
ble up and down therein, substantially as and for the
purpose or purposes as specified.

Also, the construction of each of the cut-offs, viz

:

so as to be capable of being either contracted or ex-
panded in length, substantially as specified.

Also, the combination and arrangement of the in-
dicator and divided limb, or the equivalents thereof,
with the camera and each of the cut-offs, as set forth.
Also, the combination of the friction apparatus, or

its equivalent, with the camera and each cut-off, or
with tho same and tho indicator and its limb, or their
equivalents.

72,628.—Alfred C. Garratt, Boston, Mass.—
Voltaic Pile.—December 24, 1867.—Alternate, rectan-
gular plates of zinc and copper are soldered together
at their edges, but a smaller space left between them
to allow of cleansing. A series of such pairs are se-

cured in an insulating frame, space being left between
the pairs for passage of a strip of moistened fabric.

Claim.—The improved voltaic pile or battery, com-
posed of the two different metals, m the form of bars,
arranged with a strip of cloth between each two
pairs of them, and with a space between the bars of
each pair, such bars being connected at their ends,
as set forth, the Avholo being held in place by a frame,
substantially as described.
Also, in a battery of such kind, the arrangement

and combination of metallic pins or tacks n, and
solder s, with the two zinc and brass or copper bars
b z, the whole being as specified.

72,629.—John H. Gleim, St. Louis, Mo.—Book
for Bookkeeping. — December 24, 1867.— Alternate
cash books are used for alternate davs, one of them
having the folios paged with the odd, and the other
with the even numbers. The object is to allow the
posting of the transactions of the preceding day dur-
ing business hours.

Claim.—First, the combination of the alternate
cash journals 1 and 2, paged respectively with odd
and even numbers, substantially as and for the piu*-

poses set forth.

Second, the combination of the balance column 6
with columns 1 2 and 3, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

Third, the combination and arrangement of col-

umns 7 and 8 with columns 1 and 6, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the combination and arrangement of the
ledger column 9 Avith columns 1 and 3, substantiallj^

as and for the purposes set forth.

72,630.—Joseph Gottleib, Boston, Mass.—T«*-
scl Clamp for ^Vindow Curtains.—December 24,
1867.—The tassel cord is attached to the blind by tho
clamp, whose jaws are drawn inward by a bent rod
and nut.
Claim.—Tho clasp, made as described, viz : with

the clamp wire bent and arranged and combined with
tho two jaws, in manner as explained.

72,631.—John G. Hadfield, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Medical Yacuum Apparatus.—December 24, 1867.

—

The opening is in the rear and is secured by a series
of screws. The seat is on an arm turning'on a ver-

tical post which alloAVS the seat to be swung out at
the rear. The forked end of the brace seat engages
a ratchet on the supporting bar to allow vertical ad-
justment. The ratchet consists of a series ofinverted
truncated cones, allowing the swinging movement of
the arm. The limb exliauster has a hand bar con-
sisting of two cylindrical sections sliding together.

The sections are forced asunder by a spiral spring,

and have end pins engaging in any pair of a series of
holes in the side of the inner case of the exhauster.

C7rti?n.—First, a mediaal vacuum chamber A, hav-
ing the elevated neck I, with face opening i, and an
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open rear, closed by a door C, and fastening devices,

substantially as set forth.

Second, the chair L, capable of being swung out or
into the case, in the manner and for the purpose set

forth.

Third, such a chair, when adjustable in height upon
its axis, substantially as set forth.

Fourth, ill combination with the elements of claim
first, the parts D E F F' G G' H H', or their equiva-
lents, by which the door is made to bear with an equal
and air-tight pressure at every part.

Fifth, in the described combination, the adjustable
foot rest N and notched post P, as set forth.

Sixth, in this connection, the arrangement of the
manifold S, two or more faucets T T', and coupling
neck S', provided with an outwardlyoperdug valves,
as and for the purpose set forth.

Seventh, the limo receptacles U u, when combined
with the adjustable hand rest X X' a; Y.

72,632.-1). Frank Hxktford, Boston, Mass.—
Stringing Boio Drill ^tocis.-December 24, 1867.

—

Each of the four cords has a separate groove to avoid
the wear of one against the other.

Claim.—Coml)iniug and arranging the four strings
H H' H" H'" with the pulleys A B, when said pul-

leys work substantially as desci'ibed and for the pui"-

poBC set forth.

72,633.—Hayward A. Harvey, Orange, iN". J.—
Wood Screw.—December 24, 1867.— The thread is

deeper at the side towards the point, so that the core,

in the interval between the threads, presents an in-

clined surface to the wood and assists in resisting the
retraction of the screw.

Claim.—A screw, constructed in the ordinary man-
ner, with tlie exception that the thread is cut cleeper
on the under side than on the upper, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

72,634.—Levi HEYVi^ooD, Gardner, Mass., as-

signor to Heywoou Brothers & Company, same
place.— Wooden Chair Seat.—December 24, 1867.

—

Explained by the claim.
Claim,.—A wooden chair-seat, provided with a strip

a, whose grain crosses that of the seat itself, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

72,635.—Levi Heywood, Gardner, Mass., as-

signor to Heywood Brothers <fc Company, same
place.

—

Socket for Revolving Chair.—December 24,

1867.—Explained by the claim and illustration.
Claim.—The within described socket B, for receiv-

ing the upper ends of the legs of chairs, substantially
as set forth.

72,636.—William C. Hicks, Isew York, :N'. Y.—Apparatus for Grinding and Polishing Cylindri-
cal Concave Surfaces.—December 24, 1867.—The cyl-

inder is secured to the slide rest and the grinding
disks are upon a shaft, receiving revolution from the
lathe heq^s. and rotation from a pinion on the shaft
engaging a fixed inside gear.
Claim.—The method of finishing up concave sur-

faces, substantially as hereinbefore described, that is

to say, by moans of rotatory tools running in contact
with the surface being operated upon, while the said
tools and surface are moved (by any suitable mechan-
ism) relatively to each other, in the manner set forth.

72,637.—Edward J. Hill, Milwaukee, "Wis.—
Manufacture of Matches.—December 24, 1867 ; an-
tedated December 10, 1867.—The matches are made
in strips, plates, or strings, and divided after dipping
and varnishing.

Claim.— First, the discovery of the quality or
property of the mass or paste usually employed to pro-
duce ignition in matches, tapers, lamp, cig'ar, or gas
lighters, which permits the same to be cut without
friction or percussion, especially when spread in thin
sheets of suitable material, after the same has be-
come drv.

Seconil, the use of twine or yarn or thread, or equiv-
alents, in the manufacture of friction or percussion
matches.

Third, the peculiar manner of placing the twine,
yarn, or thread for dipping, as herein described.

Fourth, the particular combinations to produce th*;

results respectively herein described, or in any other

substantially the same, as shown by each of the speci-
mens accompanying this soecification.

Fifth, the putting up and packing matches, tapers,
and lighters, in friction wrappers, cases, or holders,

or otherwise, so as to unite the match, taper, or
lighter with the case or wrapper, making the same
go hand in hand with each other, in the various com-
binations herewith presented, and all permutations
thereof.

Sixth, the application of varnish after dipping, as
heroin described, or otherwise.

Seventh, paper for matches, as herein specified, in
the combinations set forth.

Eighth, the protection of the pasted ends of the
matches, tapers, or lighters, in manner and form, by
folded paper or other suitable material, as in this ap-
plication described.

72,638.— Charles Id. Hodges, Mansfield,
Mass., assignor to himself, William O. Capron, and
Nathaniel Whitmore. — iSci/(/ie.—Decemboi- 24,

1867; antedated June 10, 1867.—The heel iij upon the
back piece, which enters a recess between the blade
and cap piece. The two latter are soldered together
and may bo removed from the back after extraction
of the attaching screws.
Claim.—The combination as well as the arrange-

ment of the back piece C with the blade A and the
cap piece B, arranged and applied with respect to

each other as set forth.

72,639.—Calvin J. Holman, Chicago, Hl.-^Ma-
chine for Sawing Barrel Headings.—December 24,

1867.—A saw and planing cylinder are combined
with a reciprocating bed in such a manner that the
stntFmay be sawed from the block and planed out at
the same time. The carriage is adjusted to form one
edge of the heading thiancr than the other.

Claim.—First, the combination of the adjustable
bed F, planing cylinder G, and saw S, constructed
and arranged to operate substantially as and foi- the
purposes specified.

Second, the combination of the bed F, planing
cylinder G, carriage C, and saw S, constructed and
arranged to operate in the manner and for the pur-
poses set forth.

72,640.—William E. Hopkins, Parkman, Ohio.—Stave Machine.—December 24, 1867.—The band
saw works upon pulleys in connection with adjust-

able feed tables, so as to render the saw available for

sawing staves for vessels of vai-ying diameters, and
also for the sawing of flat objects, such as shingles
and headings.
Claim.—The adjustable feed or saw table, for regu-

lating the degree of curvatm-e of the staves to con-
form to the diameter of the cask or vessel for which
they are to be used, in combination with the narrow
endless belt saw, arranged and operating as described.

72,641.—Edwin B. Horn, Boston, Mass.—-S'^^w

Winding Watches.—December 24, 1867.—The main
spring is placed within a ring gear recessed into
the face plate, and made to wind the watch by a
small pinion attached to the winding stem. A safV'ty

recoil aiTangement is combined with the aforesaifl.

The stem can be put in connection with the hand-
setting i)inion when desired.
Claim.—First, attaching to aud placing within the

ring gear B the main spring of a watch, said
ring gear being recessed into the face plate, and bo-

ing'made to wind up the main spring by mciins of a
small pinion attached to a winding stem".

Second, the ratchet wheel E and pawl F, in com-
bination with the ring gear B, when the said ring
gear is used for winding up the main spring, tho
whole being made substantially as described and for
the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination and arrangement of the
levers L L' L", the pinions P' P", and the ring gear
B, substantially as described and for the purpose set
forth.

72,642.—Otis W. Horr, Chicopcc, j^fass.-Xap
Seam Guide for Sevring Machines.—Decemlxjr i24.

1867.—The guide is attached to the cloth table of tlio

sewing machine by a thumb-screw passing upward
through the table and engaging the guide plnte.

Each one of two pieces of cloth is passed between
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a pair of the matoli plates, and the edges of the cloth

are lapped by the inclined ridges and grooves before
reaching the needle. Tlie guide pins regulate the lap.

Claim.—A lap seam guide for sewing machines,
compoaed of two pairs of guiding plates, said plates

being arranged with reference to eacli other, and
alse ridged, grooved, and provided -with stops i and
and the eai- piece v, all constructed and operating

substantially as and in the manner herein set forth.

72,643.—H. Gengembre Hubert, 'New York,
:N. Y.—Gas Eegulator.—December 24, 1867.—The
gas presses against the loaded diaphragm and raises

the valve lever connected thereto, to regulate the
supply of gas.

Claim.—First, the use of a metallic diaphragm.
Second, the combination of the diaphragm (x, link

E, lever L, and valve V, arranged substantially in

the manner set forth.

Third, making the fulcrum of the lever L adjust-

able from outside the instrument by means of a scrcAv

D, arranged as described, or any mode substantially

the same.
Fourth, the use of a lever for multiplying the sensi-

tivcHCss of a gas regulator by increasing the throw
of the valve thereof.

72,644.—"William B. Johxs, Cumberland, Md.—Harvester Rake.—December 24, 1867.—The cutter
is operated by an oscillating lever, wliich is actuated
by connection with a crank wrist on a pinion rotated
by connection with the main bevel wheel on the axle.

The said loevel wheel also turns the rake. The
machine is driven before the team.

Claim.—First, the bevel gear E, centrally placed
on the main axle, and when used directly for driving
the cutters and the rake both, substantially as de-

scribed.
Second, in combination with the cutters and reel

for laying the grain upon the platform or grain table,

a rake, revolving at right angles to the forward
movement of the machine, for raking off and deliver-

ing the grain in gavels at the side of the machine, as

set forth and described.

72,645.—John Adam E:inkele, Sacramento
City, Cal.

—

Revolving Oven.—December 24, 1867.—
Explained by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, the oven, constructed as described,
consisting of the inner wall B, placed between the
outer case A', having cold-air openings a, and the
oven C, all supported by an annular plate upon the
foundation A, the hot and cold annular air chambers
II H', communicating with the ©ommon flue J', the
yevolving hearth E of the oven, supported upon the
plate E' by a pivot, and operated by means of the
gear wheel L, as herein described, for the purpose
specified.

Second, the rotary hearth E, when constructed of
tile or fire brick, in combination with the oven C,
concentric wall B, and casing A', as herein described,
for the purpose specified.

72,646.—George Kuhlmaxx, New York, N.
Y.

—

Table.—December 24, 1867; antedated Decem-
ber 12, 1867.—The table has three leaves in a vertical

series. The lower and upper one are vertically
adjustable, being balanced against each other by
connection to the opposite ends of cords passing over
sheaves. They are secured at desii-ed heights by
bolts.

Claim.—The application to tables of the arrange-
ment of the cords g a, &c., pulleys h h, &c., and
spring catches, shown by Fig. 4, all used for extend-
ing vertically, and supporting, when extended, the
leaves / aud'fc, as hereinbefore described.

72,647.—James Lee, Jr., Charlestown, Mass.—
Cloth Washing, Rinsing and Squeezing Machine.—
December 24, 1867.—The fabric to be dyed or washed
is passed around the roller iu the tank, and above the
lower roller in the frame sufliciently, and then dried
between the upper rollers. One end of the top roller

is made of metal, and acts instead of a spring.

C7ai?«.—First, the combination of the rollers E
and B, the rack D, rollers F F, the tub or tank A,
Avith the heavy roller G, all arranged and operating
as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the combination of the rollers E and F

with the heavy roller G, all arranged and operating
substantially as described.

72,648.—Dixon Lewers, Louisville, Ky., assign-
or to Ferguson <fe Lewers, same place.—Stove Ma-
chine.—December 24, 1867.—The pusher consists of
a sliding frame, which is reciprocated by a pitman
connected to a radially adjustable wrist on a rotating
bell crank, whose other ai'm has a slot traversed by a
pin on the driving wheel. The driving wheel and

*

rotating crank shaft are jourualed eccentrically, so
that the movement of the pin along the slot'wiU
cause a slower motion in the feeding than in the ro
turn motion of the pusher.

Claim.—The stave pusher or driver B, Avhen oper-
ated by the wheel D, head E, revolving slotted arm
F, shaft/', arm G, and pitman I, or their equivalents,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

72,649.—HOGER "W. Love and Albert Ball,
Windsor, Vt.

—

Machine for Channeling Rocks.—
December 24, 1867.—The cutters have a revolving
motion on their axis and a feed movement in the
cutting direction. The machine is fed longitudinally
by a rack pinion and an oscillated pawl lever.

Claim.—First, in a rock channeling machine, con-
structed substantially as described, the wheels O and
!N". on the shaft S, operating in connection with the
wheels or geai-s which rotate or revolve the di-ills or
cutters, substantially as shown and set forth.

Second, in a rock channeling machine having
rotating cutters, the devices for stopping and .also

for reversing the feed apparatus, either automatically
or by hand, substantially as described and for the
purpose set forth.

Third, in combination with the yoke and drills,

the anti-friction rollers, constructed and applied Jis

set forth.

Fourth, the devices for moving and fixing the car-
riage or machine, when constructed with stops for
giving limited and regulated motion to the caiiuage,
substantially as set forth.

72,650.—John B. Lovv^ell, Baltimore, Md.—
Steam Engine Globe FaZvc—December 24, 1867.

—

The valve stem passes through a sleeve which screws
in the cap. The haij'l wheefis upon a square portion
of the stem and clutches with the sleeve. The hand
wheel is reversible, in wliich case the clutch projects

upward and the stem turns in the sleeve for grinding
the valve face.

Claim.—The combination of the hand wheel, con-
structed with the clutch v and the squai-e opening,
as described, with the sleeve e and valve stem C, the
latter being constructed as set forth, and all the parts
operating together, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose specified.

72,651.—John J. Lower, Tennessee, TW.—Bce
Hive. — December 24, 1867.—At the bottom of the
front wall of the hive are openings into a moth cham-
ber communicating through a finely perfortted plate
with the hive interior ; suitable places encourage the
deposition of eggs. The whole device may be with-
drawn from the back. The honey frames ai"o slid in
on rods which pass through the sides, and are se-

cured in position by blocks and pins.

CZaim.-First, tlie moth chamber A with its en-

trances o, breeding spiles a', door a", and perforated
plate a"", substantiallv as described.
Second, the movable sashes h", with projections

&'", and pins b"", when combined with rods &', sockets

2/, and holes «, substantially as described.

72,652.— John Madden, Cleveland, Ohio.—
Guard for Circular Saws.—Becember 24, 1867.—The
guard is a flat plate in the place of the saw, and is

intended to prevent splinters being thrown up by the
rear side of the saw.

Claim.—The herein described adjustable circular

guard F, so arranged in relation to the saw B that

the said guard and saw shall turn on one coninion
center and in the same plane, so that the said guard
will cover or expose more or less of tlio saw-teeth
upon one side only of the saw, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

72,65;?.—S. B. Mann, Indianapolis, Ind.—Xand
Roller.—BecembcY 24, 1667.—The cylindrical roller
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has capacity for a number of metallic balls as means
of TaryiDg the weight to suit the reqniremeuts.
Claim—The comoination aud arraugement of the

hollow cylindrical rollers G G' with the metallic bolls

H H H, OS and for the purpose specified.

72,654.—Joseph P. Manton, Providence, E. I.—Tool Holder.—Dccemher 24, 18G7.—Improvement
on patent of Theodore Cooper, Julv 3, 1866, The
wedge clamp has a screw-threadecl extension, on
which a nut screws to draw the wedge clamp inward,
and simultaneously draw the jaws together on the
tool and press the clamp against its side.

Claim.—The combination in a tool holder of the
wedge clamp D, with the flexible jaws b b' arranged
to co-operate in griping an independent cutting tool

C, substantially as herein described.

72,655.— Samuel Mardev, Newton, Mass.—
Nail Drawer.—December 24, 1867.—The moving jaw
is pressed inward by the cam, which forms the ful-

crum, and is consequently operated by depression of
the lever.

Claim.—A cam c acting as a fulcrum to a lever d,

and as a lever to a jaw 6, substantially as described.

72,656.—Thomas P. Marshall, Trenton, 2T. J.—Stamp Wctti)}(j and Pen Cleaning Instrument.—
De<;ember 24, 1867 ; antedated December 17, 1867.

—

The base of the pen rack has a water trough in
which a pen wiping and stamp wetting roller rotates.
A similar roller is placed above it for pressure.

Claim.—First, the two rollers h and h', combined
with a trough D, substantially as described.
Second, the rollers h and h' on spindles, caused to

turn in a frame having an opening x, through which
an envelope or other ai'ticle can be introduced to the
said rollers, as get forth.

Third, the said spindles d and d\ each having a
cylinder made of sponge, cloth, or other absorbent
material, the cvlinders being free from contact with
each other, and the lower cylinder being arranged to
revolve in a trough containing water, all substantially
as set forth.

72,657.— Charles F. Mawbey, "Woodbridge.
X. J.— Ga^e.- December 24, 1867.— The gate is

opened by the wheel treadle, aud is closed by a spring
beneath the treadle.

Claim.—First, the combination of the gates G,
arms c, and pivoted rods D, when constructed as
shown and arranged so as to operate by the plat-

forms A A', substantially in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, the platforms A A', when pivoted at their
inner edges under the gates G G. and operating the
gates, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
poses specified.

Third, the hinged plank F, when attached to the
outer edge of the platforms, and operating substan-
tially in the manner and for the purposes specified.
Fourth, the combination of the latch I, springs ii',

platforms A A', aud gates G G, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

Fifth, the movable prop M, or its equivalent, in
combination with the platfoi-m A A, when so con-
structed and arranged that when thrown out of posi-
tion it will allow the platform A A to descend.

Sixth, the co^mbination of the lever L, prop M, rod
O, and bar D, when operating in the manner and for
the purposes specified.

72,658.—James McCabe, Lewiston, ISIq.—Com-
position for Oiling Wool.—December 24, 1867.—Com-
posed of D'ish moss, 8 pounds, dissolved in soft water,
22 gallons; to this adcl lard oil. 10 gallons ; molasses,
1 pound ; borax, 4 pounds, and ammonia, 1 pint.

Claim.—As a substitute for oil in preparing wool
for carding and spinning, a composition made up of
the ingredients substantially as described.

72,659.—"William McCaine, Groton, Mass., as-
signor to himself, David McCaixe, and Daxiel Mc-
Caixe, same place.

—

Lamp Burner.—December 24,
1867.—The top of the wick tube has a cylindrical
piece fitted thereon, having upward projections at
each edge of the llame.
Claim.—An improved air deflector, as made, with

its pai-ts b b an-auged above the rest of the ring and

with respect to the tube a, so as when in use to con-
tract the flame widthwise at its base, as set forth.

72.660.— J. W. McDonald, Osgood, Ind.—
Printing Press.— December 24, 1867.— The sleeve
part of the operative lever is connected to the roller

carriage, which is brought from the fountain roller

over the form by extension ef the handle. The foun-
tain roller is rotated by a winch.

Claim.—The slides L L, the sleeve N N', and strips
1 1, with the inking roller O, combined and operating
substantially as set forth, with the platen F.

72.661.— J. H. McMinx, Logansport, Ind.,
Theodore J. McMinx, administrator.—jl/iH Spindle.
—December 24, 1667.—The friction cone is fast to
the spindle, and the friction sleeve rests on the ring,

which is raised by a lever operated by a temper
screw. The driving wheel is last to the sleeve, and
connects by a clutch with a collar, spline-keyed to the
spindle. Ey unclutchiug the spindle J'rom 'the collar

the spindle will be driven by the friction sleeve, and
by raising the sleeve the stone may bo allowed to
stop.

Claim.—The mode of gradually starting or stop-

ping millstones, substantially as set forth, by means
of the following combination of parts, viz., the spin-

dle a, cone /, pinion e, ring g, tempeiing lever h,

clutch c, and lever d.

72,662.—Hamilton S. McPlAE. Muncie, Ind.—
School Desk.—December 24, 1867.—The rear half of
the desk is hinged to the remainder, and may be
raised and sustained by a pawl to answer for a book
holder.
Claim.—The book holder, located in the back part

of the lid of the desk, constructed, ari'anged, and
operated as herein recited.

72,663.—M^VRTiN J. Mellyn, Eoxbury. Mass.—
Mode of Securing Felloes.—December 24, 1867.—The
joint between the felloes is strengthened by lapping
plates. The outer plate has ribs preventing side
slipping of the felloe ends.
Claim.—The metallic plate B having a bolt C and

ribs a a, when constructed and used in the manner
and for the purposes set forth.

72,664.—"William J. Millar, McKeesport, Pa.—Car Coupling.—December 24, 1867.—The coupling
bars move in a vertical plane, and the hooks being on
their lower sides their weight prevents uncoupling.

Claim.—Two coupling bars attached by bolts, one
to each of two opposite drtiwheads, each coupling
bar having an arrow-shaped head aud hook, in com-
bination with the hopper-shaped or conical bullnose b,

and pins or bolts over which the hooks slide and
couple, for the purpose of forming a self-connecting
and disconnecting car coupling, substantially in the
manner hereinbefore set forth.

72,665.— Simeon Mills, Madison, Wis.—Car
Coupling.— December 24, 1867.— The bar extends
from the coupling pin to the car top, and has a hook
to engage the releasing slide when the coupling catch
is raised.

Claim.—The bar I jointed at x, so that it can be
tnrned down and out of the way of door L, and pro-

vided with a notch and an eye or hook, when used in
combination with an open spring catch J and the
hooked and pivoted coupling C, as aud for the pur-
poses set forth.

72,666.—Thomas A. Mitchell, "Washington,
D. C.

—

Fastening for Carriage Curtains.—December
24, 1867.—The metallic tip of the elastic strap has a
semicircidar buttonhole extended to form a longitud-
inal slot.

Claim.—The elastic strap A, in combination with
the metal tip B, when the latter is provided with a
buttonhole, substantially as described.

72,667.—James H. Montrose, Xcw York, N.
Y.—Hinged Fishing i?o(/.—December 24, 1867.—Tho
sections aie jointed together, aud when straightened
out are made inflexible by sleeves which are slipped
over them.

Claim.—A sectional fishing pole, having the sev-

eral sections A, B, C, &c., permanently connected
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by hinged joints, constructed and arranged relatively
to tho sections and to each other, substantially as and
so as to fold in the manner herein described.

72,668.—Chakles J. I^elsox, Eockford, HI.—
Bocldng C/jair.—December 24, 1867.—The springs
are attached to the rocker bottoms and have a foot-

rest at their free and forward ends, Tlie chair is

rocked by vai-iod pressure on the foot-rest.

Claim.—The spring slices a a, in combination with
the chair A, substantially as described.

72,669.—John Kolaxd, Philadelphia, Ta.—Ma-
cJiinefor Bending Metal.—December 24, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claim.

Claim.'—T\xQ former A, on the edge of which are
two curves, the reverse of, but meeting each other,
in combination with the levers C and F, carrying
rollers or theii* equivalents, and so hung that thesaiu
rollers can be moved, that of one lever in the arc of
a circle concentric with that of one cmwe, and the
other in the arc of a circle concentric with that of
the other curve on the edge of the frame, all as set

foi'th for the pm'pose specified.

72,670.—J. Y. Henry Nott, ]^ew Tork, IJ". Y.—Construction of Checkers.—December 24, 1867.

—

The checker is made wider at the top and is recessed
to receive the lower and smaller end of the other
checker in crowniag.
Claim.—First, the flange or rim B around the upper

edge of the checker, as and for the pm-pose set forth.

Second, the checker made in the form of an inverted
truncated cone, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

72,671.—James Parish, Chicago, HI., assignor
to himself and Joseph Ckeote, same place.

—

Drag
Hook.—December 24, 1867.—The floats run diago-
nally from the stock to the head, and are adjustable
to limit the depth to which the fluke enters the mud
in attempts to recover anchors or chains from the
bottom. The rollers on tho cross-bai- aid the grapnel
in passage over obstructions.

Claim.—First, the rollers D D, in combination with
the stock A, constructed substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

Second, the combination of the guards or floats C
C with the flukes B B, constructed substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

Third, the combinatipn and arrangement of the
stock A, flattened flukes B, and buoy-line shackle e,

with the floats C C, substantially as and for the pur-
poses specified.

Fourth, a grapnel or drag hook, constraeted sub-

stantially as aud for the pm-poses specified.

72,672.—Isaac T. Kease, Thompsonville, Conn.
—Fire Alarm.—December 24, 1867.—The expansion
of the compound bar releases the hammer rod from
the detent notch, and allows a common alarm move-
ment to operate.

Claim.—Fii'st, the curved expansion bar B, com-
posed of two metals, of difl'erent rates of expansion by
heat, and the adjustable screw S, when constructed
ftnd arranged substantially as herein described, for

the purpose of a fire alarm.
Second, the combination of the bar B, the screw S,

the alarm movement G, the lever J, the levers K and
X, or their equivalents, substantially as herein de-

scribed.

72,673.—John Pelsor, Brooklyn, HI.—Chum.—
December 24, 1867.—Two pendulous dashers ST\'ing

reciprocally, the inside dasher bars of one passing
through between tliose of the other.

Claim.—Fii-st, the staff's E E, furnished with dasher
boai'ds g, so constructed that the lower half of the
boards on one staff" will pass the upper half of the
board g on the other without impinging.

Second, the box A, the top B, the staff's E E, the
arms C, and pulley in and n, the whole combined,
constructed, and operating substantially as described.

72,674.—OuvEU Perry and Clark Perry, Or-
tonville, Mich.

—

Sheep-sheanng Table.—December
24, 1867.—Improvement on their patent April, 1867.

The bar is for a neck-rest, and the strap is to hold the
head while tho neck is being sheared.

Claim.—The sill or bar G, and strap H, used upon
the table B', substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

72,675.—Milton E. Philips, Lena, HI., assignor
to himself and George W^izei..—Threshing Ma-
chine.—Deceroher 24, 1867.—The teeth of the rotating
rakes project upward between the slats of the straw
conveyer. The machine is convertible as a grain
separator or clover huUer. The concave casing of
the huUer cylinder has a yielding portion kept in
position by a spring, and intended to allow escape to
stones. This cylinder has a series of spiral serrated
ribs.

Claim.—Tirst, the combination, as described, with
the threshing cylinder D and stationary slats e, of
the rotating rakes E, having their shafts connected
at each end with the same gear wheels which drive
the threshing cylinder.
Second, the combination, substantially in the man-

ner described, of the threshing cylinder D, the par-
allel slats e, the rotating rakes E, the longitudin^y
vibrating screen F, and the shaking shoe H, with
the fan K, for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination, as described, of the thresh-
ing cylioder D with the hulling cylinder M, whereby
both 'are driven at each end from the same gear
wheels.

Foui-th, the combination, as described, of the spiral
rasped surface beaters of the hulliag cylinder M with
the yielding concave m,.

Fifth, tlie combination of the closed fan case k with
the adjustable regulating valve s, controlled by the
spring detent s^, as set forth.

Sixth, the combination, substantially as described,
of the threshing cylinder D, the rotating rakss E, tho
vibrating screen F, the shaking shoe H, and the hull-

ing cylinder M, whereby they are aU driven by the
same counter shaft.

Seventh, the combination with the hulling cylinder
M of the vibrating screen F, and elevator I, all ar-

ranged and operating as described.
Eighth, the combination with the hulling cylinder
M of the elevator 0, the shaking shoe H, the'fan K,
and the revolving screen J, all arranged and operat-
ing as described-

72,676.—George W. Powers, Boston, Mass.—
Operating Feed Wheelsin Setoing Machines.—Decem-
ber 24, 1867.—Intermittingrotai7 movement is impart-
ed to the feed wheel by the action of a friction lever,

which carries the wheel with it in one movement, but
slides back freely in the back stroke. The lever i3

connected to a pawl whose point is inserted beneath
the clutch lever.

Claim.—The combination of the lever, friction

pawl, and entering wedge or pin together and with
the feed wheel and rocker plate, when the whole aro
constructed and arranged to operate substantially as
set forth.

72,677.—Treat T. Prdsser, Chicago, HI.—
Brxish and Mop Head.—December 24, 1867.—Tho
attaching screw of the head is screwed into the end
of the staff, and the mop clamping wire is connected
by a lever to the nut, whose thi-ead works on pins pro-
je'ctiug from the staff.

Claim.—First, the combination of the movable
fcn-ule with the pins in the handle of the mop, all as
for the purposes set forth.

Second, the combination with the handle of a brush
and mop holder of a ferriile, provided with screw
threads upon its interior sm-face and ^ith lugs on the
outside, all as for the purposes set forth.

Third, the combination of the ferrule b b, provided
with lugs c c, and the lever d d, aU as for the pur-
poses set forth.

Fourth, the lever beam d d, with movable fulcrum,
operate the wire that holds the mop, all as for the
serving to hold the brush at one end, and also to

purposes set forth.

72,678.—Abraham Quick, "William S. Opie,
and A. J. Farrand, Karitiin, N. J.—Harvester.—
December 24, 1867.—The finger beam and platform
are bolted to a shoe, having a horizontal socket in

which a pin swivels, permitting the finger beam to

rock, ancl raise or lower the points of the guards.

The socket pin is pivoted to play vertically in bear-
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iugrs in an intermediately-hinged coupling arm, Tvhich

plays vertically on a pivot in a bracket, adjustable
veitioally in a' guide piece by a slot and set scre^v.

The guide piece is bolted to the frarao, and prefects
both above and below it. The lifting lever has bear-

ing at the upper end of the standard, and is eounected
by n chain to the transverse lever, which is pivoted
at one end to the stubble side of the frame, and con-

nected by a chain at the other end to the heel of the
finger beam. A weighted latch, in form of a bell-

crank lever, plays vertically on the inner side of the
frame, and rests against the guide piece. The rear
part of the latch has notches to hold up the trans-

verse lever. The attendant boars his weight on the
front arm to release tlie latch, its weight causing it

to fall back against the guide piece again.
Claim.—First, the combination, substantially in the

manner described, of a finger beam with the main
frame of a harvester, by means of three joints h h'

and i, arranged in the same vertical plane, or nearly
so, when two of said joints have a vertical and the
third an axial movement on their pivots, for the pur-
pose of allowing the cutting apparatus both a vertical
and an axial movement.
Second, the combination with a harvester of an

odometer, arranged and operating substantially as
and for the purpose described.

Third, the chain cai-rier, arranged on the drag bar
as described.

72,679. — Bellville L. Eaxpall, Koxbury,
Mass.

—

Railway Carriage.—December 24, 18(57.—The
truck frame is supported on the axle boxes by a com-
bination of levers and springs, whereby the down-
ward pressure on the axle boxes tends to prevent the
end of the platform from sagging.
Claim.—First, the combination as well as the ar-

rangement of the levers E F and the springs I with
tho platform and truck fi-ame.

Second, tho combination as well as the arrange-
ment of the levers E F, the springs I, and the springs
G with the platform and truck frame.

Third, tlie combination as well as tho arrangement
of tlie levers E F, tho springs I, and the springs H
with the platform and truck frame.
Fomth, the combination as well as tho arrangenjent

of the levers E F and the springs I G H with the
platform and the truck frame.

72,680.—James PtANEY, Xow Castle, Va.—Water
Wheel.—December 24, 1867.—Tho water is received
at tho periphery and tends downward in tho wheel.
The wheel is surrounded by two concentric rings.
One of the rings carries guide blocks recessed in those
of the other, one of the rings being turned on the
other to regulate the supply of water.

Claim.—The buckets 13 B, slightly curved, and
having bottoms which taper in width and thickness,
as shown and described, when connected between
the plato and circular metallic rim E, all constructed
and used as and for the purposes specified.

72,681.—Albert Christian Hiciiard, Point
Lookout, Tenn.—Hay Prcs-v.—December 24, 1867.—
The follower has bars projecting through the sides of
tho lx)x, and supporting the pawl and lever link at
each side. The lever and pawl engage fixed ratchet
racks on the sides.

Claim.—The combination of the platen e, the bars
g^ and g"^, the links h and k, or their equivalents, the
toothed rack j, and levers 7», all ai'ranged and ojie-

rating substantially as set forth.

72,682.—John Pisrer, Delaware.Ohio.—CTntrn.
—December 24, 1867.—Tho radial ai-ms of the verti-
cal, rotating dasher shaft have spherical ends.
Claim.—The dasher B, with its arms C C C, con-

structed as herein described, and used in the box A,
in the manner and for the purposes described.

72,683.-Charles W. Russell and Xeil Clif-
ford, New York, N. Y.—Lamp.—Dccomhor 24, 1867.

—Tho supplemental glass cylinder is interposed be-
tween the deflector and the chimney, and tlie cold air
passes up between the latter and the cylinder.

Claim.—The deflector B, Mhen its cap a, supported
upon metal strip b, is surrounded by the supplemental
glass cylinder c, having a contracted top, and resting
upon the bm*ner A, between the rows of perforations

d h, said cylindler being also surrounded by tho baso
e of the chimney C, as heroin described, for the pur-
peso specified.

72,684.—Ricjiard H. Rtxe, Kow York, N. Y.,
assignor to "William S. HICK^^. same place.

—

Pen and
Pencil Case.—December 24, 1867.—The case consists
of a single tube with a screw cap, and a revorsiblo
pea holder and pencil point.
Claim.—A combined pea and pencil case, consist-

ing of tho case A and the reversible pen holder C,
h.^ving a screw pencil point a arranged therein, sub-
stantially as shown and described,

72,685.—J. F. Sacuse, Philadelphia, Vsx.—Cloth
Plaiting Machine.—December24, 1867.—The metallic
blade is depressed upon the fabric by a tieadle. The
device is used for folding shirt bosoms, &c.

Claiin.—An adjustable blade C, an-anged to operate
in combination with an adjustable bar b, substantially
as and for tho purpose described.

72,686.-William H. Saltmarsh, "Waltham,
Mass.

—

Belt Shipper for Mules.—December 24, 1867.

—The belt shipper is operated by the mule caiTiago
instead of tho cam shaft. The belt is shipped before
the mule arrives at either terminus, and the device is

adjustable to operate at any point.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
swinging bar M with the link N, the rod D E', and
the shipper E F, substantially as described and for
the purpose set forth.

72,"687.—"William Schmolz, San Francisco, Cal.—Solar and Transit Instrument.—December 24, 1867.

—A surveyors' transit instrument is provided with a
solar attachment, so that the operator may find the
longitude, latitude, true meridian, horn- of the day,
the sun's declination, and the variation of tho needle.

Claim.—The hour-circle N, fastened u]>oii the baso
P' A', with a solar apparatus attached upon the axis
P, in combination witli a surveyors' transit, substan-
tially as described and for the purposes set forth.

72,688.—"William Serviss. Sidney, Ohio.—Ma-
chine for Making Rings.—December 24, 1867.—The
mandrel is formed D-shaped, or oblong in transverse
section, and tho wire is coiled theroon, each coil au-
Bulus forming a handle to atmware or sheet-iron pan.

Claim.—First, tho interchangeable mandrels form-
ed with a hole near one end, in combination with tlio

shaft furnished with a crank, substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

Second, tho arrangement of the mandrel upon tho
shaft C, with reference to the anvil B, furnished with
grooves a in its upper surface, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

Thii-d, the supplemental flat-faced anvils A* B* C*,
arranged in relation with the main anvil B and the
mandi-el on the shaft C, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

72,689.—George V. Sheffield, TYorcester,
Mass.

—

Steam Generator.—December 24, 1867.—The
cylinder is placed immediately over a furnace and in
communication with the fire space, through an up-
wardly-opening valve, so that when tho piston is

raised the caloric cuiTcnt enters the cylinder, and
when the piston is caused to descend the'heated mat-
ter is forced into the generator to superlioat the steam.
The piston rod is tubular, and the cylinder has a water
jacket in communication with the" generator, to pre-
vent too hiah temperature.
Claim.-—First, the combination with the boiler or

steam generator and firo chamber of a tire injector
and steam superheater, under the an-angenient de-
scribed, whereby the flame and heated gases shall bo
taken from thefire-chambcr, and forced or driven,
under pressure, into the boiler or steam generator,
substantially as herein shown and set forth.

Second, the combination with the cylinder F and
fire chamber G of the chamber c, piston H, fire pipes
I and /, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

72,690.—George Y. Sheffield and B. "Wiiit-

CO.M15,"Worcester. Mass.

—

Belt Fastening.—December
24, 1867.—Tlie ends of the claw plate are slit into a
series of points, Avhose in-turneu claws grasp both
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sides of the belt- The claws are made to vary in

length on the different sides, to avoid weakening the
belt by too close proximity of the holes.

Claim.—First, a belt-fastening, constructed sub
Btantially as shown and described.

Seconii, making one-half or a part of the shanks of
the hooks a longer than the others, for the purposes
stated.

72,691.—Thomas Shapard, Haywood county,
Tenn.—Cleaning Cotton.—December 24, 1867.—The
lint room is hopper-shaped, and has openings between
the slats of which the sides and bottom ai-e built, for

the escape of dust.

Claim.—The lint room, as above described, made
of slats, allowing the dust and dirt to escape, in lieu

of the ordinary close lint room, which does not allow
the dust and dlit to escape.

72,692.—Amos M. Sihth, Chicago, HI.—Sash
Xoc^•.—December 24, 1867.—The double catch bolt

projects upward from the window sill, and is engaged
by the spring catches when the window is closed.

The catches have outward projections, which are en-

gaged by inward projections upon the arms of the
lifting piece to free them from the bolt.

Claim.—First, the combination of the lifter L,
jaws D, and levers E, arranged and operating sub-

stantially as and for the pui-poses specified.

Second, in combination with the above, the arrange-
ment of the bolt H, operating as shown and described.

Third, the arrangement of the springs h h, in com-
bination with said 4evers E and bolt H, substantially

as and operating as set forth.

72,693.—Daniel ]Sr. SraxH, Salem, and E. F.
Olds, Lyon, Mich.

—

Fence.—December 24, 1867.

—

The sections of the rider are scarfed together and
the joint inclosed in metallic bands, making a con-
tinuous bar ^hich is supported on stakes whose lower
ends are tenoned into the foundation blocks.

Claim.—The continuous rider G, as arranged, in

combination with the braces E, stakes C, and rail B,
in the manner as and for the pm-pose set forth.

72,694.—Henry Speeler, Trenton, ]^. J.—
Seating Pottery and similar Furnaces.—December
24, 1867.—Superheated steam is injected into the mass
of bm-ning fuel to increase the heat thereof.

Claim.—A steam pipe, in combination with a "fire

mouth," for heating pottery ovens, kilns, and lor
other like ovens, substantially as described.

72,695.—Cornelius St. John, Charlestown,
Mass.

—

Parasol.—December 24, 1867.—The coitu-
gated-paper top is either sustained or held in a folded
position by the expander, which is a wire whose top
is bent into a ring and its lower end into a helix sm*-

rounding the handle and sliding thereon.
Claim.—As a new or improved article of manufac-

ture and invention, the sun-shade, as composed of
the stick A, the eorrugat«d-paper body B, and the
metallic expander C, made and arranged substantially

in manner and so as to operate as described.
Also, the expander C, made as explained—that is,

of a single piece of wire, first bent in a circle, and
next downward from tlie circle, at an acute angle to

its plane, and afterwai'ds in a helix, the whole being
as shown in the drawings.

72,696.—F. Swift, Hudson, Mich., assignor to
himself and Horace Wilson.—Grain Separator—
December 24, 1867.—Explained by the claims and il-

lustration.
Claim.—Y'lTst, the fan shaft C, provided with two

sets of wings, secured on in different positions and
with a pulley between them, as and for the pui"pose
Bet forth.

Second, in combination with the fan, as herein
constructed, the shaft J, band H, pulleys D K, screens

G I with springs L L, and bar N, all constructed,
an-anged, and operating substantially as specified.

72,697.—J. B. Terry, Hartford, Conn.—Gaso-
line Locomotive Head Light.—TfeccmbeT 24, 1867.

—

Explained by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, a locomotive head light or lantern,

consisting of the combination of a vessel to hold the
gasoline, or other similar hydrocarbon liquid, with an

internal or external heater to vaporize such liquid, for
the direct production therefrom of illuminating gas,
as set forth.

Second, the combination with a hydrocarbon liqiud-
holding vessel, provided with one or more burners,
of an internal coil or surrounding jacket, admitting
steam from the locomotive boiler to heat the liquid
within the vessel, as shown and described.
Third, the combination with the hydrocarbon ves-

sel, of an clastic diaphragm and stopper or valve,
operating in connection with the steam-admissien
pipe, substantially as described, so as to regulate the
flow of steam and pressure in the vessel, as set forth.
Fourth, in an apparatus, substantially as described,

the combination with the hydrocarbon vessel, of wood
shavings, or their equivalent, to prevent the swash or
agitfition of the liquid within the vessel, substantially
as and for the pui-poses set forth.

72,698.—Isaac P. Tice, New York, N. T.—
Spirit Meter.—December 24, 1867.—The primary di-
visions of the meter are arranged to tilt when filled

with liquor and secondary receptacles receive the over-
plus of liquor required to tilt them. The liquor from
the primary and secondary receptacles is discharged
into different meters, the proportion of overplus de-
termining the strength.

Claim..—Fu'st, a measuring can, so constructed
and operating as that, after the measuring chamber
has been filled with fluid, a surplus will so load the
can as to cause it to tilt and empty its contents, in
such a manner as that the measureu quantity or vol-
ume and the surplus or unmeasured quantity will be
discharged into different receivers, substantially as
specified.

Second, the combination of a measuring can and
weighing can or cans, separate and distinct from
each other, so that the several operation of these de-
vices will give the spseific gravity of the fluid by
weight and measure.

Thii-d, in a spirit meter, the use of a plurality of
weighing and measm-ing cans, arranged and operat-
ing in such manner as that a fixed quantity of spirit,

apart from the aggregate passing through the meter,
is measured and weighed for determining the proof,
essentially as herein set forth.

Fourth, in combination with a measuring can, an
extra or separate weighing can, for weigliing the
surplus or overflow not passed through the measuring
can, substantially as specified.

Fifth, the combination Avith a primary receiver A
of an ovei-flow pipe, or its e<iuivaleut, ai'ranged to
conduct the surplus supply from said receiver to the
surplus weighing can, or receiver connected there-
with, essentially as herein set forth.

72,699.—Isaac P, Tice, New York, N. Y.—
Spirit ITcier.—December 24, 1867.—The tilting can
has a horizontal diaphragm having an aperture for
passage of liquor beside the central vertical division.
The sui'plus liquor, over a certain quantity required
to tilt the can, remains above the diaphragm wheji
the main quantity is discharged through the siphon.
The accumulating liquor ratses a float connected by
a lever with the weighted catch which allows that
end of the can to descend by its gravity, the charging
spout being simultaneously" turned toward the other
division. The devices may be connected to a weigh-
ing beam to indicate the strength of the spirit.

Claim..—First, a measuring can, provided with a
discharging siphon or siphons, operating or having
flow through them established by the tilting of the
can, substantially as specified.

Second, a diaphragm measuring can, forming dis-

tinct measuring and surplus chambers, in combina-
tion with sipkonic discharge pipes, essentially as
shown and described.

Tliird, a diaphragm measuring cen, operating sub-
stantially as described, in combination with a weigh-
ing can, or device for ascertaining the proof by
weight and quantity, as specified.

Fourth, providing the measuring can and weighing
can, or either, -nitii air-dash pots or cushioning de-

vices, essentially as herein set forth.

Fifth, the combination of the floats F F' and catches
H H', or the equivalents of these devices, and tilting

hopper with a measuring can having a siphonic dis-

charge, substantially as specified.
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72,700.—Isaac P. TiCE, New York, N. T.—
Spirit Meter.—December 24, 1867.—Tho liquor from
the still is divided into two streams, one of which is

measured as to volume, aud the other is passed into

a cylinder whei-e its grade is determined by weight
and its volume by a register operated by a ratchet on
the piston rod, which actuates a ratchet wheel on tho
register spindle.

Claim.—First, the combination in a spirit meter of

a weighing can and can for determining volume, re-

ceiving in a given time or times an equal or propor-
tionate supply with the weighing can, for ascertaining
tho specitic gravity of the'fluid.

Second, the combination of a float or piston with
the can determining volume for a given weight, to
actuate in any suitable manner a registering device,
substantially as specified.

Third, controlling the filling and discharge of the
can which determines volume for a given weight by
the action of the weighing can, essentially as herein
set forth.

Fourth, in combination with the devices for deter-
mining specific gravities, the lioppcr A, divided as
at b, and furnished with separate dischai'ge pipes D
and E, substantially as specified.

Fifth, tl;e combination of a weighing can ordevice,
Tolume-determiniug cylinder or can H with its piston
I, valve L operated by the weighing can and geai"

g J, essentially as described.

72,701 Isaac P. Tice, New York, N. Y.—
Spirit Meter.—Dcccmhev 24. 1867.—The receiving
vessel of the meter has an air chamber containing an
open-topped water cylinder. A rectangularly bent pipe
extends from near the cylinder bottom to a vessel at-

tached to the two rods, whose lower ends bear more
or less on this " toe " upon the tilting box shaft, and
so regulate its tilting by the temperature of theliqnor

;

an inci'ease of heat expanding the air in the chamber,
and forcing the liquid through the pipe into the ves-
sel which is attached to tiie rods. The rods pass
through eyes of a toggle-joint connected with a float
in a vessel communicating with the receiver. The
increase of gravity of the liquor in the vessel raises the

^ float, and drawing up the toggle draws together the
rods to decrease their influence on the toe" by bring-
ing them nearer to tlie axis.
Claim.—First, the combination with a spirit meter,

or weighing aud measuringcans thereof, of a thermo-
compensating device or attachment, operating auto-
matically to control the quantity of the spirit weighed,
or weighed and measured, in its passage through the
meter, substantially as specified.
Second, regulating, in an automatic manner, the

action or discharge from the weighing can of a spirit
meter by the varying specific gravity of the fluid, es-
sentially as herein set forth.

Third, the combination in a spirit meter of devices
automatically operating, by the varying densities and
temperature of the fluid passing through the meter,
to regulate tlic action of the weighing can, substan-
tially as specified.

Fourth, the combination of the toe I on the weigh-
ing can shaft, and rods k k, with a device operated
by the temperature of the spirit, for adjustmejit of
weight on said rods, to regulate the action of the
weighing can, substantially as specified.

Fifth, the toggle joint I,"rods k k, and toe I, in com
bination with a float, operated by the specific gi-avity
of the spirit, essentially as and for the purpose herein
set forth.

72,702 Isaac P. TrcE. New York, N. Y.—
Spirit Ifcfer.—December 24, 1867.—Explained by the
claim and illustration, and by reference to patent No.
72,698.

CZairn.—Eegistering the specific gravity or strength
of the spirit passing through the meter by means of
weighing cans, so aiTanged and operating as that the
ovei-flow or surplus of the one can is Aveighed and re-

corded by the second, while the main contents of such
first can are diverted from passing tlirough the second
or lower can, substantially as specified.

72,703.—loHx Vaughn, College Grove, Tenn—Combined Planter and Cultivator.—December 24
1867.—A cotton seed hopper with a rotating agitator

The implement is intended for planting and cultiva-
tion of cotton.
Ciaim.—First, the triangular frame t, bearing tho

small plows p p, when used iu connection with a cot-

ton cultivator, substantially iu the manner and for the
purposes set forth.

Second, the combination of the draw beam A,
wings B B. plows p p I*, opeuing plow S, frame F,
wheels D D', shaft C, seed box I, conductor 6, and
covering plow d, substantially as shown and described.
Third, the covering plow d, when hung loosely be-

tween two guides g g, so as to have a free veitical but
uo lateral motion, substantially as described.
Fourth, the frame F, when constructed with hooks

h h, which operate in connection with eyes e c to hold
the frame to the wings B B, when used 'in counectiou
with a cotton planter and cultivator, substantially in
the manner and for tho purposes specified.

72,704.—Chakles F. Yoixmeh, Harrisburg, Pa.
—Extension Bed Lounge.—December 24, 1807.—

A

chamber within the base contains an extension frame
and mattress, which is hinged to the said base, and
has jointed logs to support its outer side.

claim.—First, an improved extension lounge,
formed by the combination of the following parts:
An ordinary top, consisting of a seat a, arm rest c,

and back i>,' firmly secured to each other ; the exten-
sion D, the extension arm rest or pillow G, the base
B, having bottom a' and the automatic closing and
opening legs F, all as herein described.

Second, the combination of top a be, base h, exten-
sion D, legs/, and pillow G, substantially as and for

the purpose described.

72,705.—Oscar F. Washburn, Bridgewater, Vt,—Machine for Making Paper Collars.—December 24,

1867.—Explained by the claims aud illustratiou.

Claim.—First,a collar-formed die for cutting out a
collar, when provided with an embossing device sit-

uated within the cutting edge of the die, substantially

as described.
Second, a collar-formed die for cutting out a collar,

when provided with au embossing device aud an in-

dentation for folding a collar, substantially as de-

scribed.
Third, a collar-formed die for cutting out collars,

when provided with an embossing device and inden-
tations for button-lioling, substantially as described.
Fourth, a collar-formed die for cutting out a collar,

when provided with an indentation or crease for fold-

ing, substantially as described.
Fifth, a movable platen, in combination with a col-

lar-formed die, having inside its cutting edge an em-
bossing device, substantially as described.

Sixth, a movable platen provided with cutters, in

combination with a collar-formed die, having an em-
bossing device and indentations for button-holing,
all operating together substantially as described.
Seventh, a collar-formed die, having an embossing

device, a crease for folding, and indentations for but-

ton-holing, in combination with a movable platen pro-

vided with cutters aud with a folding kniie, substan-
tially as described.
Eighth, a roller-feeding mechanism, and a collar-

cutting and embossing mechanism, substuDtiidly such
as described, iu combination.
Ninth, a roller-feeding mechanism, and a collar-

cutting and embossing and a button-holing mechan-
ism, such as described, iu combination.
Tenth, a roller-feeding mechanism, a collar-cutting

and embossing, a button-holing and a folding mechan-
ism, substantially such as described, in combination.

Eleventh, a roller-feeding mechanism, a collar-cut-

ting and folding mechanism, substantially such as de-

scribed, in combination.
Twelfth, the combination of geared feeding rollers

E with toothed arm j and lever O, constructed and
operating as and for the purpose described.

Thirteenth, the combination of shaft F, eccentrics
K M, rods L M^, movable platen I, slide N, and fold-

ing knife H, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.
Fourteenth, the machine herein described, when

constructed, combined, and operating to cut, emboss,
button-hole, aud crea.sc a collar to be folded at a single

and feeder, opening plow, and coverers, are combined I operation or revolution of the main shaft, all as set
with cultivator plows, harrow, and rotaiy chopper. ' forth.
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72,706.—Le Eoy S. White, Waterbury, Conn.—Spoon Blank.—December 24, 1867.—Explained by
the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The spoon blanks, of such form and so cut
and stamped out of the bar or plate without iuter-

Tening scrap, substantially as specified.

72,707.—Charles "Whittier. Eoxbury, Mass.,
assignor to TJxiON Steam Valve Company.—Steam
Engine Slide Faifc—December 24, 1867.—The valves
operate at right angles to the cylinder axis and as
close to the inlet as possible. A series of openings
in the valve admits the steam simultaneously into a
similar series of steam ports in the cylinder, so as to
allow a full flow of steam with a slight movement of
the valve. The exhaust valve is reversed in relation
to the head valve, so that the steam first enters the
inside of the valve in both cases.

Claim.—The aiTangement of the balance slide

Talves, in relation to the steam chest and cylinder,
as and for the purpose set forth.

72,708—JosiAH T7. Wight, Chicago, J\l.—Sled
Brake.—December 24, 1867.—The dog has a pivoted
wooden knee whose lower end is armed with metal,
and is kept from the ground by a button on the rave,
which engages its upper and forward end.

Claim.—The brakes C, in combination with a sled
A, when constructed and operating substantially as
and for the purposes herein described.

72,709.—George D. Williajis, Chicopee, Mass.—Bread Cutter.—December 24. 1867.—The knife is

pivoted at one end and works between guides. The
loaf is liekl in a box and its outer side rests on a bar
outside the knife Avhen depressed.

Claim.—The device consistin"- of the shelfA, guide
frame C, knife B, and adjustable bar F, combined
and arranged substantially as and for the pui-pose
shown.

72,710.—William M. Young, M. D., Trempea-
leau county, AVis.

—

Abdominal Supporter.—Decem-
ber 24, 1867.—The upper part of tlie plate has nearly
square corners and tlic loAA'cr part is semicircular.
The plate is made of tin, and is covered with leather;
it is shaped to fit the contour of the abdomen, and is

supported by adjustable straps passing ai-ound pads
whicli rest against the back.
Claim.—The form or sliape of the abdominal plate,

and the form and construction of the body band.

72,711.—James Adair, Pittsburg Va..—Paper
File.—December 31, 1867.—The paper is transfixed
by the vertical wii'e and held by the spring-socket
piece.
Claim.—The paper holder, as a new article of man-

ufacture, constructed substautially as described.

72,712.—Edward A. Alfress, Bristol. Conn.—
Hand-griping Tool.—December 31, 1867.—Explained
by the claim and illustration. The object is to main-
tain the parallelism of the jaws in opening and
closing.

Claim.—As anew improved article of manufacture,
tongs or pliers, the handles a pivoted together at a',

their outer ends pivoted to the jaw c c, while tlie rear
ends d d of said jaws work in sockets i i, to produce
tlie opeuing and closing of said jaws parallel to each
other, substantially as described.

72,713.—S. M. Armste.\d, Grand TIavcn, Mich.—Aiiimal Trap.—December 31, 1867.—The rat enters
beneath the trap door and a movement of the bait

bar I'elcases the trip hook and shuts the trap. Tlie

rat in passing towards the light depresses the treadle

aud raises the trap door.

Claim.—First, the method of raising the trap door
A by means of tlie connecting chain B, and the treadle

C. arranged substantially as described for the purposes
described.
Second, the spring hook D, and its attachment to

the bait liooks E E, operating substantially as de-

scribed for the purpose indicated.
Third, the combination of the trap door A, the con-

necting chain B, the treadle C, the spring hooks D,
and the bait hooks E E, with the box F and cage G,
arranged to operate substantially as set forth for the
purposes designed.

72,714.—William Ball, Chicopee, Mass.—
Steam. Engine.—Decemhcr 31, 1867.—Intended espec-
ially for quartz crushers and steam hammers. Ex-
plained by the claims and illustration.
Claim.—First, in a steam cylinder the arrange-

ment of the depressions t, formed with reference to
their induction and eduction ports at points interme-
diate between the ends of and ai'ound the inside cir-
cumference of the cylinder, substantially as and for
the purpose described.
Second, the arrangement of the steam passages k

for conducting steam from the cylinder below the
piston head, in its ascent, around into space between
the piston and cylinder head, to form a cushion for
said piston, substantially as shown and described.
Third, in said cylinder, the arrangement of ports

/i' h^ h^ for operating the valves thereof, substan-
tially as described.
Fourth, the cut»off valve /, in combination with

the balance valve c" and piston c, substantially ns
described.

Fifth, the steam port 1, in combination with port
2, so arranged as to hold the piston in a fixed posi-
tion until released, to prevent damage to the lower
head of the cylinder, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

Sixth, the arrangement of the steam-exhaust port
4, by which a free exhaust of steam from the upper
end of the cyliuder is efFectcd before the ascent of
the valve c", substantially as shown and described.
Seventh, producing a rotary reciprocating in con-

nection with a vertical motion of the piston c, in con-
nection with one or more ports h^ h^ h*. substan-
tially as shown and described.
Eighth, the port 4, arranged with reference to the

ports 6 and 7, whereby a fi-ee exhaust is secured after
the ascent of the pisfon c, and by which, in connec-
tion witli the steam cushion at the upper end of the
cylinder, all injury is prevented to the cylinder in its

ascent, substantially as described.

72,73 .5.—William Ball, Chicopee, Mass.—Jfa-
chinefor Stamping Ores.—December 31, 1867.—The
foundation is made of ho:»-zontal tiers of timbers laid
crosswise and secured together, and connected to the
metallic sills by vertical bolts inserted in the open-
ings left between the intersections. After bolting
the foundation together, the interstices are filled up
Avith grouting. The bed rests on the spring bars
whose ends rest on the metallic sills. The stamp
mortar is sustained by the bed.

Claim.—First, in connection with a quartz-crush-
ing machine, tlie sills D, when constructed of metal
in place of wood, as and for the purpose described.
Second, arranging the bed plate J crosswise of a

scries of spring timbers E, having their bearing upon
metallic sills D, substantially as and for the purpose
described.
Third, the construction of the staves c', tapering in

form from the bottom toward the top as specified, to
suit the bell form of the mortar, substantially as and
for the jnirpose set forth.

Fourth, the liammer die e, in combination with the
surrounding stave-holding ring e', substantially as
and for the purpose described.

Fifth, the two-jiart ring h, secured beneath the top
plate, and between it and the lining arouud the stamp-
shaft opening, substautially as and for the pm-pose
described.

Sixth, a tubular urn-shape ring-necking d, made in

two parts, and secured upon the top plate around the
stamp-sliaft opening, substautially as and for the pur-
jiosc described.

Seventh, the connection of the .stamp shaft K with
the steam piston i, by means of the bonnet i", flange
i', and collar j, with" the interposed elastic washers
as described, all arranged and combined together ia

the manner and for the purpose set forth.

72,716 William E. Bartox, East Hampton,
Cnnn.—2lanvfactnre of Sleigh Bells.—De<?cmber 31,

1867.—Explained by the claim.
Claim.—The globular sleigh bell, cast in one piece,

as herein described.

72,717.—Edwin H. Bigelow, Salera, Mass.—
Car Coupling.—December 31. 1867.—The pivoted
block serves to sustain the pin when the link is hu-
couplcd. and to sustain the enter cud of the link by
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pressure upon its inner end -when coupled. The en-
tering link raises the block, and cousoqueutly re-

leases the pin.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination of the
opening / in the top of the draw-bar chamber with
the tumbler, made substantially in manner, and ar-

ranged in rear of the mouth of the draw bar and ap-

plied thereto, so as to operate with a compound mo-
tien. as specified.

Also, the arrangement of the journals or pin c of
the tumbler, so as to be below that part of the tum-
bler which supports the pin when the tumbler is in

its lowest position, in combination with vertical slots

d' made in the sides of the chamber d of the draw
bar, the tumbler being formed substantially as repre-
sented.

Also, the arrangement, as well as the combination,
of the abutments, or their equivalent, with the draw
bar and with the tumbler applied thereto, so as to

operate with a compound motion, as and under cir-

oumstanoes substantially as hei-einbeforo set forth.

72,71S.—Edward F. Bradley, Birmingham,
Conn., assignor to ITowe Majs'ufactukixg Compa-
KT, same place.

—

Head Roll for Pin Machines.—De-
cember 31, 18()7.—The pins are inserted in the perfo-
rations of the rotating canier, and the head finished
in passing between the wheels.

Claim.—The combination of the two wheels B C,
having a groove formed iu each of their peripheries,
and revolving at different surface velocities, when
arranged iu relative position to the cai'rying device,
substantially in the manner herein set forth.

72,719.—E. B. Butler, Xew Britain, Conn.—
Makinn Hub Bands.— December 31, 1867.—Ex
plained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The method herein described of making
hub bands ; that is to say, take a strip of metal of
width equal to that required for the band, and of
proper length, welding the two ends of said strip to-

gether, aud afterwards swaging the same in dies,

constructed substantially as set foith.

72,720—George H. Clarke, Brooklyn, IN". T.
Steam Generator.—December 31, IStiT.—The steam
from the diiim passes through connected sx)herical
chambers within the furnace.

Claim.—The aiTangement of the series of hollow
balls, constructed substantially as described.

72,721. — Christopher F. Conrad, Adrian,
Mich.— Wind Worm for Blacksmith's Belloxos.—De-
C(>mber 31, 1867.—The air passes through a serpen-
tine channel between the nozzle and the fire to cause
fi more even blast, and prevent the entrance of gas
into the bellows.

Claim.—The serpentine wind channel C B, con-
structed and operating in the manner and for the
purposes substantially as set forth.

72,722.—BoBKRT F. Cooke. Newark, 5^. J., as-

signtn- to himself and Peytox B. TV. Cookjs, same
place.— JEfa rr<?sf^r.—December 31, 1867.—The cutters
are pivoted to a fixed and sliding bar. and tlio latter
is reciprocated by a lever actuated by the rotating
cam.
Claim.—The cam wheels or grooved drum R, con-

Btructed with inclined and straight surfaces r r', al-

ternately, so that when the inclined surfaces r pass
the lever motion will be communicated to the knives,
and when the strsiiglit surfaces r' pass the lever the
knives will be at rest, substantially as and for the
puri)oses described.

72,723.—C. J. Crum and Weslet Irwin, Cir-
cleviile, Ohio, assignor to C. J. Crum and James
Hahsha, same Y)^ace.—Burglar Alarm..—December
31, 1867.—The stock is attached to the door frame,
and the spring-hammer shank enters a groove from
which the opening door dislodges it to discharge tlie

cap on the match-lighting nipple. The match lights
the lamp.

Claim.—First, the combination with the stock A
and notched flange a a' a' of the hammer E, spring
D. rod C, match-lighting nipple F, and a screw or
other attaching device K, substantially as described.
Second, the combination with the pu'rts A, a, D, E,

and F of the lamp bracket H and match holder J,
substantially as described.

72,724.—F. S. Dawes, Hudson, Mass.— JBTce!

Shave for Boots and Shoes.—December 31, 1867.

—

The attaching screws of the curved blade pass
through slots in the bridge piece, and allow adjust-
ment of the blade. The guard piece is removable to
admit sharpening of the blade.
Oiaim.—First, the combination, with the slotted

parts D D, of the bridge A, screws d d, and blade C,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the combination, with the slotted pieces D
D, bridge A, and handles B B, of the blade C, guard
piece F, and screws d d and / /, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

72,725.—James Daykin, Cleveland, Ohio.— Wa-
ter Draiocr.—December 31, 1867.—The bucket bottom
has a valve, and a metallic spout discharging at one
side. The valve is lifted by a bowed lever which is

trnmed inward when sufficiently elevated to discharge
the water into the chute.

Claim.—The yoke or loop C and stem E, as ar-

ranged in combination with the valve F and spout A,
for the purpose and in the manner substantially as

set fertile

72,726.-11. Eickemeyer, Tonkers, ]Sr. Y., as-

signor to Eickemeyer Hat Blocking Machine
Company, same place.

—

Machine for Blocking and
Shaping Hats.—DGcember 31, 1867.—Steam is em-
ployed within the banding shell while stretcliing and
blocking, a valve regulating the steam supply. The
valve is automatically opened to admit steam within
the banding shell when the clamping plates have
closed upon the brim, and commenced to draw the
side, crown, and top over the banding shell. The
valve is held open until the block has been raised to

its highest point, or nearly so. The shells vary in

size and are supported on a single shaft, a partial ro-

tation bringing another shell into operation. The
shaft is tubular and steam openings are arranged
therein forming communication between the steam
supply and operating shell only, shutting off commu-
nication with the other shells.'

Claim.—First, introducing steam withia the band-
ing shell during the operation of stretching and
blocking the hat body, substantially as and for the

purposes described.
Second, in combination with a banding shell, or a

series of banding sliells, a valve controlling the steam
passage thereto, connected with and moved from the
vibrating frame or some other part of the machine,
which moves in unison with the holding plates, sub-

stantially as described, whereby the valve is auto-

matically opened to admit steam within tlie banding
shell during the operation of stretching and blocking,

and closed at otiier times to prevent the waste of

steam.
Third, the combination and aiTangement of a se-

ries of banding shells upon a wheel provided with a
locking mechanism, and organized with respect to

the hat block and holding plates, substantially as de-

scribed, whereby the operator can readily shift the
shells to correspond witii rcquii-ed changes of size of
hats, substantially as set forth.

Fourth, the arrangement and combination of the
separate steam passages from the banding shells

through the wheel, with the bearing and steam pas-

sage through the horizontal shaft on wliich the wheel
of shells turns, substantially as described, whereby
the steam is cut off from airthe banding shells of the
series except the one which is in the proper place to

co-opcrato with the hat block and holding plates.

72,727.—Alfred B. Ely, Newton, Mass.—Boot
and Shoe.—December 31, 1667.—The counter and heel

stiffcner is composed of a hard resinous substance,
Mother than rubber or fiber,) molded by heat and pres-

sure ; or it is composed of felt or fabric saturated
with a substance which Avill impart to the article,

when shaped by heat and pressure, the proper hard-
ness and elasticity.

Claim.—The use of resinous bodies combined with
fibrous materials, substantially as described.
Also, a heel stiffcner. made of the above-described

substances, and formed into shape by means of heat
and pressure, substantially as set forth.
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Also, a heel stiffener, made of felted or woren fab-

ric, satui-ated with resinous material, so, that the ar-

ticle, when shaped under heat and pressure, shallpos-
sess the proper hardness and elasticity, substantially
as deecribecf.

72,728.—George Eutel, Liberty, 111—Beater
Press.—December 31, 1867.—The beater is raised by
a rope coiled on a flanged pulley upon the s\yeep shaft
and is tripped therefrom by the inclined block. For
extreme compression a lever is used which is de-
pressed at each end alternately, the fulcrum being
changed from side to side, near its center.
Claim.—First, the combination of a compressing

and beater press, when arranged substantially as
shown and described.

Second, the combination of the driving wheel K,
the slotted shaft P, and the tongue y, of a combined
compressing and beater press, when constructed and
arranged substantially as shown and speciiied.

72,729.—EeubenPink, Lancaster, Ta.—Attach-
rmntfor Safaty .BndZes.—December 31, 1867.—The
cheek pieses are attached to curved bars which are
drawn through the bit rings when the horse becomes
restive, and draw the bit forcibly into the corners of
the mOuth.

Claim.—The lever A, with its eye a, and central
pivot h, on which is hinged a curved bearing B, all

com bined and arranged in the manner and for the
purpose specified and shown.

72,730.—William Foster, Greenfield, Ind.—
Oang PZo-i^.-December 31, 1867.—Two or more pairs
of separately pivoted plows are so arranged as to be
raised from the ground by the driver. The tongue is

{)ivoted and the side braces for holding it are operated
)y the feet.

Claiv%.—First, in combination with the pivoted
tongue C, the guide straps or bars L, pivoted jaws M
M',1and treadles N N', substaatially as and for the
purpose described.

Second, in combination with the treadles ^N" N' and
pivoted jaws M M', the spring O and stops P P', sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

Third, the upright lever K, in combination with the
frame E F//', and foot board A^ /c, arranged and
adapted to be operated substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

72,731.-Patrick H. Griffin, Albany, ]Sr. Y.—
Apparatus for Cooling Beer and Other Liquids.—
December 31, 1867 ; antedated December 14, 1867.—
The beer passes downward through a vertical series

of chambers, flowing through their foraminous bot-

toms, and is subjected to a blast of air traversing the
chambers. From these chambers the beer passes
through a pipe coil. The chambers and coil ai-e en-

veloped in water which has a continued flow.

Claim.—First, the employment of a series of cham-
bers to receive and transmit the liquid to be cooled,

in combination with each other, placed one above the

other, as described, their floors being perforated so as

to permit the liquid to fall in drops from the one to

the other, being subjected in each chamber to a blast

of air to facilitate cooling.

Second, the combination of an apparatus, as de-

scribed, with a surface-cooling apparatus, substan-

tially such as the hollow walls, and the coil of pipe,

described in the above specification.

72,732.—T. TV. Hawkins, ITcw Haven, Conn.,
assignor to himself and Moses Hawkins, Birming-
ham, Conn.

—

Fan.—December 31, 1867.—The flanged
plates are attached to the outside splints, and their

flanges rest against the sides of the handle pieees to

hold tlie fan in either its closed or opened position.

Claim.—In combination Avith the several splints B
C D &c., and the handles A, the flange plate E, Ai-hen

arranged so as to operate in the manner described.

72,733. — Henry Heimekle, Buffalo, I^. T.—
Beer Cooler.—December 31, 1867.—The beer descends
through pipes ti-aversing the tank. The pipes at

their ends empty into open troughs.
Claim.—Yivsi, the combination and arrangement

of the upright tank A Avith the inclined pipes or con-

ductors B, for the purpose and substantially as herein
described.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
tank A, conductors B, and open troughs C, construct-
ed as and for the purpose herein described.

72,73d. — Edward Hennessey, 'WashinjTton
county, D. C—Brick for Curved Masonry Work.—
December 31, 1867.—Explained by the claim and
illustration.

Claim.—The bricks, made of stone or any material,
corrugated and tapering, as herein described, for
conduits or cui-ved work, as in masonry, to prevent
the bui-sting or collapsing thereof.

72,735.—John T. Henry, Hamden, Conn.—
Sheep Shears.—DecomhGT 31, 1867.—The joint is re-
cessed to contain a spiral spring, whose straight ends
pass into the shanks, and the tension is regulated by
set screws. The bearing of the joint is on the oppo-
site side to the blades, and the axial screw may be
tightened to bring the blades more closely together.

Claim.—First, the head C D formed upon or at-
tached to the shank of the blades, and constructed
relatively to the edge of the blades, so that the two
parts C D will bear hard together at the extreme
point from the blades, and opening toward the blades
so as to be adjusted by the screw H to govern the
bearing of the blades upon each other, substantially
as herein set forth.

Second, in combination with the blades E F and
respective arms A B, the head constructed so as to
conceal the spring, substantially as set forth.

Third, in combijiation with tiao blades E F and the
spring G, the adjusting screws a and b in the arms of
the respective blades, so as to operate in the manner
described.
Fourth, the link I in combination vdth the two

arms A and B, arranged so as to adjust the opening,
substantially as herein set forth.

72,736.—George TV. Hoskin, Philadelphia, Pa,
— Wago7i Body.—December 31, 1867.—Explained by
the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The inclined wagon body D, arranged
substantially as and for the pm-pose herein specified.

72,737.—Dean W. Hutchinson, Big Spring,
Kansas.

—

Four Wheeled F^fticJe.—December 31, 1867.

—The fore and rear axles are pivoted to a central
reach, and the hounds of the axles have seg-mental
racks engaged together through intermediate spur
wheels jo'urlialed to the reach. The object is to give
ease in turning by causing the axles to assume an
opposite inclination to the reach.
Claim.—The attachment to four-wheeled vehicles

of the cog plates A A A A, the cog Avheela B B, the
fifth wheels G G, the arms E E E E, the king bolts
D D, the strap H, the lock bolts K K, the braces L
L L L, combined, coustnicted, and opei-ated as abovo
described.

72,738.—Alexander B. Irving, Indianapolis,
Ind.—Piaiio Forte Ac?io?i.—December 31, 1867.—The
knuckle with which the jack engages to raise the
liammcK is made a part of a separate elongated butt
piece tliat is carried on the end of an adjustable vi-

brating arm tliat is actuated by the key. A short vi-

brating jack lever is hinged to the butt of the ham-
mer shank, the lower end of which rests on top of the
elongated butt piece.

Claim.—The repeating arm C attached to the key
A, and adjusted by means of the set screws K L,
spring I, and set screw J, the butt D attached to the
arm C, and jack E attached to the butt piece G of
the hammer, the whole constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as set forth and described.

72,739.—John Johnson, Hartford, Conn.— Cort-

structing_ Sewing Machine Cases.—December 31, 1867.

—The sides have a panel surrounded by a raiter-

jomtcd frame.
Claim.—As an article of manufacture, a sewing-

machine case, as described, viz : the tongue and groove
mitre joints, including panels, substantially as de-

sci'ibed. .

72,740.—.John L. L. Knox. Pittsburg, Pa.—
Clinometer and Le^^el.—December 31, 1865.—Ex-
plained by the claim and illustration.

Cka?H.—A combined clinometer, plumb, and level,
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having a vertical circular bos, with an arrangement of
scales so graduated as to give, iu connection with one
or more index fingers, the amount of deflection of an
object from a vertical or horizontal position, in both
circular and linear measurement, substantially as
above set forth.

73,741.—ReinkoldLanstrom, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Tip for Gas-burner.—December 31, 18()7; antedated
December 24, 1867.—Explained by the claims.
Claim.—Tirst. the application of soapstone in the

construction of tips for gas-burners, when constructed
and applied substantially as above described and
shown.
Second, a new article of manufacture in the soap-

stone tips for gas-burners herein described.

72,742—Samuel S. Laws, New York, N. T.—
Electrical Indicator.—December 31, 18()7.—A wheel
having figures npon its periphery is turned by a star
wheel upon its shaft. The star wheel is actuated by
pawls on ai'maturc levers to turn one cog, equal to
one figure, at each completion of the circuit through
one of the spool magnets. The two magnets are ar-

ranged to cause opposite rotation, and either may be
connected with the operating key by a switch. The
circuit passes through the axis of'thc key and through
numbered buttons upon a disk. The Key being
brought in contact with a button causes one move-
ment of the numbered wheel, and each time the key
comes in contact with a button the wheel is move&
one figwre, and no more.
Claim.—First, an electro-magnetic indicating ap-

paratus or instrument, whose indicating or working
device can, by means of a single-toothed wheel and
suitable mechanism, such as described, or its equiva-
lent, be moved step by step in either of opposite di-

rections at wUl, in the manner and for the purposes
specified.

Second, the lever G or G^ having an armature at
one end and a spring pawl J or J^ at the other, the
spring stop pawls Iv £', the connecting rods M Isl?,

and the tootjied wheel E, when all combined and ar-

ranged together substantially and so as to operate as
and for the purpose specified.

Tliird, tlie stop pawls K K^, when arranged in con-
nection with cither one or both of the levers G G^,
and toothed Avhcel E, or their respective equivalents,
so as to ojjerate substantially in the manner and for
the purpose described.

72,743.—"William Leonard, Boston, Mass.—
Harncs."? *'«cfdZe.—December 31, 1867.—The impervi-
ous inaterial is interposed between the cloth and
stuffing to prevent moist exudations entering the
latter.

Claim.—A saddle, having its hair stuffing d pro-
tected from contact with the cloth e by an impervious
lining/, wliicl) is cemented to the inner surface of
the oloth, substantially as set forth.

72,744.—John Mallix, Bedford. 0\\\o.—Cooling
Millstones and Ciirbs.-December 31, 18(i7.—A cur-
rent of air is forced into the space between the mill-

stones and curb to prevent accumulation of moisture.
Claim.—The openings E D, diaphragm G, and fan

H, all combined and aiTanged as and for the purpose
set forth.

72,745.—LoREXZO Matt, Boston, 'Hass.—Sound
Board for Piano Fortes.—December 31, 18G7.—Ex-
plained by the claim and illustration.

Claim'—The improved sounding board, made sub-
stantially as described, viz : of a series of layers of
wood, differing in their widths, and tapering in their
transverse sections, and laid flatwise on each other,

and glued or cemented together with the grain of
&ach one of the series crossing that of the next adja-

cent one at acute angles, all essentiidly as hereinbe-
fore described and as represented in the accompany-
ing drawings.

72,746.—Herrox Matthews, South Yarmouth,
Mass.

—

Kettle.—December 31, 1867.—The notched
brace is opposite the hinge and supports the lid in a
partially opened position.

Claim.—Tlie combination and arrangement of the
notched brace D w ith the cover li, and the body A
of the kettle.
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72,747. — Duncan McAutiiuu, Kew Haven,
Conn.

—

Die Stock for Cutting Scretcs.—December
31, 1867.—The dies slide in a nearly radial direction,
and are moved inwai'd by segmental inclines on tho
embracing ring.
CZann.—The arrangement described of the ring C,

with its cams c and plate E, combined with tho dies
d and the adjusting rack D, the whole construetcd
so as to operate iu tho manner herein set forth.

72,748.—ScoviL S. Merriam, l^ew York, K.
Y., assignor to himself and Daniel W. Talcott,
same place.—Whip Hanger.—December 31, 1867.-
The levers are pivoted to a bracket plate, and their
short ends are forced asunder by the wedge-formed
block to bring their other cuds together on the whip
handle.
Claim.—The arrangement of two levers B B, iu

combination with a -pedge-shaped block D, con-
structed and operating together in the manner and
for the purpose substantially as set forth and de-

scribed.

72,749.—Philip Miller, Sharpsburg, Pa.

—

Window ^/iz/»er.—December 31, 1867.—Explained by
the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The construction of a detachable insido
window shutter, consisting of a frame h, hinged sash
or sashes e, with removable panels of a translucent
fabric stretclied or spread over side and end pieces
i i', substantially as and for the pm'poses hereinbefore
set forth.

72,750 John F. Morse, Oshkosh, Wis., as-

signor to himself and Charles G. Page.—Steam
Engine.—December 31, 1867.—The faces of the valve
are forced asunder by wedges, which enter wedge-
formed cavities between the parts. The wedges are
operated by right and left hand screws and a nut.
Claim.—Yirst, a balanced oscillating valve, having

its face plates h and g so arranged that as they arc
worn they may be adjusted by the wedges o, con-
structed and arranged to operate substantially as de-

scribed.

Second, the wedges o and the nut q, when con- •

structed and arranged to operate substantially as
described and for tho pui-posc set forth.

72,751.—Peter H. Kiles, Boston, Mass.—/Sew-
ing Gwido.—December 31, 18(i7.—The guide has an
elastic ring securing it to the forefinger, and directs

the course of the needle after insertion through tho
fabric.

Claim.—A sewing guide composed of a ring or
clasp provided with a rib c, substantially as herein
described and for the purpose specified.

72,752.—Wilson J. Orr, Manorville. Vol.-Coxo
Catcher for Preventing Accidents on Jiailroads.—
December 24, 1867.—The lower frame of the cow
catcher sustains a sliding frame, which is projected
forward by connection with a rack bar and spur
wheel, whose turning mechanism is Avithiu reacli of

the engineer. Tho frame carries a scries of pikes to

pierce an animal lying on the track aud cany the
sam«.
Claim.—The combination, with a locomotive cow

catcher, of an interior sliding frame with projecting
spikes or points, when coustnictcd and arranged as
herein described.

72,753.—DoLPHAS D. Palmer, Waltham, Mass.
—Machine for Pegging Boots and Shoes.—December
31, 1867.—The mechanism is placed in a stock, and
embraces moans for punctmlng the leather, driving
the p^g and moving forward the stock with each
blow of the hammer.
Claim.—First, the stock A, as constructed, and

the sliding punch B, having a toothed rack e, coji-

necting with the pinion /, tlisk a, and pitman h. for

operating the slide D, as herein clesci-ibed.

Socond, tho movable piece or stock E, pivoted to

tho handle or stock A, for holding the awl slide or
holder D, as also the peg-driving punch II and cut-

ting blade j, as herein set forth.

Third, the lever O, pawl P, and guide M. as ar-

ranged, in combination with the slide B, for feeding
iu the strips of peg wood to bo cut by the coiabiiied
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action of the knives j and Is", and driven by the punch
H, substantially as herein specified.

Fourth, the combination of tho stationary block K,
guide M, cutter X, with tho movable block E and
knife j, substantially as and for tho purposes herein
set forth.

Fifth, the arrangement of the lever S, pawl u,

spring t, and friction roller s, as constructed and
combined with the plate Q and inclined ledge v on
the sliding punch B, so as to operate for spacing the
distance between the pegs as they are driven, sub-
stantially as described.

Sixth, the gauge W, spring lover X, point y, and
index z. in combination Avith tho stock A, for a hand
shoe-pegging apparatus, substantially as and for the
purposes herein set forth.

72,^54.—Daniel E. Paris, Troy, N. Y.—Stove
Grate.—December 31, 1867.—The grate bottom is

made in tilting sections, Avhich are turned simul-
taneously by a single lever.

Claim.—First, two grates, lying side by side, hav-
ing each two outwardly-projecting journals eccen-
trically attached on either end, at or near their front
or back sides, and one or both vibrated horizontally
by means of a pronged or double shaker.
Second, an eccentrically-journaled grate, with its

rear side lying on the front part of a like grate, and
so constructed for dumping that as the rear pai't of
the back grate turns upward, tho roar part of the
front grate falls downward.

72,755.—James Pakk, Jr., Pittsburg, Pa.,—
Manufacture of Steel and Iron.—December 31, 1867.
—40 lbs. of partially converted iron, containing
about 1 per cent, of carbon, is placed in a crucible
and melted, Avhen an equal quantity of wrought iron
at a white heat is added. Tho crucible is covered
and the contents melted and mixed in the same man-
ner with a like quantity of wrought iron in two other
crucibles. This process may bo carried to a greater
or less extent. The melted steel is then cast into in-

gots, hammered and rolled.

Claim.—Producing cast steel of mild or low tem-
per, or wrought iron, in the manner substantially as
hereinbefore described, by first melting partially car-

bonized wrought iron in the ordinary or any 'other
suitable furnace, and then adding to and melting in

it highly heated wrought iron, so as to reduce the
percentage of carbon in tho mass, and repeating the
process if necessary until the carbon is sufliciontly

reduced or entirely removed.

72,756.—TiiEitON E. Platt, ISTewtown, Conn.,
assignor to himself and George D. Lamuert, same
place.

—

Harvester.—December 31, 1867.—A clutch
is thrown in operation by a treadle, and connects tlic

driving power to the mechanism which raises the
outter'bar.

Claim..—The arrangement of the clutch H upon a
shaft E, and in connection with the cutter bar, so

that by means of the said clutch tho cutter bar may
be raised, substantially as set forth.

72,757.—Andrew J. Rayner, Buffalo, N. Y.—
Tobacco Cutter.—December 31, 1867.—The cutter
works on a segmental guide, and has two knives for

simply dividing a large plug, or for u double action

to reduce the same to fine cut, more rapidly.

Claim.—First, a tobacco cutting machine having
two knives E and F upon one hinged cutter frame
B, arranged and operating substantially as herein
described and for tho purpose set forth.

Second, in combination with tho above the guide
ran 1) and the projection C, upon the cutter frame
B, consti-ncted and operating in tho manner and for

the pm-pose substantially as described.

72,758.—Charles Beistle, Brooklyn. N. Y.—
Canter Stand.—Dccaxahav 31. 1867.—The casters are

held upon tlie stand by annular base ridges, and by
spring catciies which embrace their necks.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, the

table caster above described, consisting of the base

a, tlie ridges /, the standard h, and brackets and
springs d, as specified.

72,759.—James 0. Smith, New York. N. Y.—
Xantcvn.—December 31, 1867.—The upper ends of

the guard wires have circumferential recesses, and
when the heads enter tho holes in the cap the neeks
pass into the slots and serve to secure the cap and
guard wires together. The projections ontheloAver
part of the lamp serve as bearings for the base
tlange, allowing air to pass up between them.

Claim.—First, the combination of the guard, hav-
ing a groove a in its upper part, with tho top of tbe
lantern, .having slotted holes d, to receive said guards,
as described, said guards being attached to the base
of the lantern by soldering oi* equivalent means, by
which combination and construction of parts the
guards are firmly secured to the lantern, and without
liability of being detached at tho top by heat.
Second, the formation of tho projections C upon

the base of the lamp, as described—that is to say,
said projections being made a part of said glass body
and so formed as to accomplish each of the several
results set forth.

72,760.—Henry Steeger, Ifew York, N. Y.—
Construction of Hot-water Boilers.—December 31,
1867.—The upper and lower heads are sliiiped re-

spectively over and into the cylindrical sides, and are
secured by circumferential grooves spun in the laps.

Claim.—The convex head 6, secm'ed to the boiler
a by the ribs and grooves at c, in combination with
the head d setting within tho lower end of the boiler,

and its flange i secui-ed by ribs and grooves at- o, as
and for the purposes set forth.

72,761.—Egbert S. Stubbs, Dover, N. Y.—
Fastening for Bottle Stoppers.—December 31, 1867.—
Tho metallic yoke half surrounds the bottle neck and
has a hook at each end for attachment of the strap
which completes the circuit of tho neck and passes
over the cork.

Claim.—The said bottle-stopper fastener, as com-
posed of the curved yoke and tho strap, constructed
and appbed together in the manner and so as to ope-
rate substantially as specified.

Also, the arrangement of the yoke and the strap with
the neck and cork of a bottle, in tho manner substtifi-

tially as specified.

'72,762.—Charles Taet, ]S'orthbridge, Mass,—
Shingle Carriaye.—December 31, 1867.—The table is

adjustable m inclination upon the wheel frame. Tlic

truck is supported on fom- wheels, and runs longi-

tudinally on the sheathing. The wheels on the upper
side are smaller than those on the lower, and have
pins in their rim to prevent slipping.

OZaim.—First, a shingle carriage, to facilitate the
shingling of roofs of buildings, constructed substan-
tially as shown and described.

Second, the combination with the hinged arms or
pieces E E of the table G-, guard boat 11, and pins

b b, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

72,763.—John Todd, Bellefonte, Pa., assignor
to himself and William P. Duncan, same place.—
Circular-Satv 2£ill.—Dcccmhev 31, 18G7.—The fi-ame

supporting the ends of the shafts that carry the fric-

tion feeding and gigging wheels is so adjusted that

the latter may be thrown into or out of action witJi

the drive wheel by the operator. Tho -neighted lever,

when uncontrolled, holds both of the former wheels
out of contact with the drive wheel.

Claim.—In combination with tho hinged frame H
for moving the frictional feed and backing wheels
into and out of action with the drive wheel and it«

shaft, the pivoted weighted lever K, jointed to the

frame, as described, and its support M for holding
both of said wheels out of action, substantially ae

and for tho purpose described.

72,764.—A, P. Tyler, Cleveland, Ohio.—Lamp.
—December 31, 1867.—The flamo is supplied with air

by a system of gears actuated by a spring and ope-

rating u fan. The air is receivecl through the sides

of the base and passes into tho cone.

Claim.—Tirst, the globo A, as constructed witk
the conical chamber D, tubes C, one or more, in th«

manner as and for tho purpose substantially as de-

scribed.

Second, the herein-described mechanical power or

apparatus for producing a cun-ent of air, when ar-

ranged and constructed as shown and described, in

combination with the tubes C, chamber D, and globo
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A, all arranged in the manner and for the purpose
set forth.

72,765.—Fran'CIS N. Violet, Fond du Lac, "Wis.

—Window Sa.sk Supporter.—Dcccmbi^r 31, 1867.—
The two serrated cams are engaged together and
operate to prevent upward or downward movement
of the sash. The cams are operated by a pin moviHg
in a curved slot in the case.

Claim.—The two cams h h with their cogs or gears
VI in, in combination with the case and spring, when
the whole is constructed and arranged to operate in

the manner and for the purpose herein set forth.

72,766.—F. WA6HBOURNE, New York, N. Y.—
Bolt for Saw Frames, d-c.—December 31, 1867
The head is made of plate and the shauk of wrought
metal.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a headed
bolt, made, as above described, of wrought metal,
the head and shank being made in separate pieces,

and afterwards brazed or soldered to each otlicr, as
specified.

72,767.—Herman' Wocher and Bexendikt Gei-
GER, Philadelphia. Pa.

—

Curtain Fixture.—Decem-
ber 31, 1867.—The hollow counterbalance weight has
a friction i^ing bearing against its guide rod.
Claim.—yrhc spring E, in combination with the

hollow weight C and guide rod D, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

72,768.-Hkrj[an Wocher and BexendiktGei-
GER, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Curtain Fixture.—Decem-
ber 31, 1867.—A counterbalance weight is attached
to the coi-d by which the blind is raised. The weight
is confined by vertical guides to a straight path.
Claim.—First, the combination of the curtain A,

roller B, counterbalancing weight E. elevating cord
D attached directly to the weight E, and a guide,
whereby said weight is confined to a specific path,
all arranged to operate substantially as and' for the
purposes set forth.

Second, the combination with the curtain A and its

essential accessories, of a hollow or chambered sup-
portiug weight E, adapted to admit of graduation,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

72,769.—Edward "Wright. Worcester, Mass.,
assignor to L. J. Knowles <fc Brothers, same place.—Let-off Mechanismfor Looms.—December 31, 1867.

—The lay at each forward motion operates on the
upper ond of the lever, whose lower end is hinged to
the pawl working on a ratchet wheel engaging a
spur wheel on the yarn-roller shaft.

Claim.—The combination with the pawl and lever
and springs G, of the guide and feed-fingerN mounted
upon the lay, substantially in the manner and for the
purposes set forth.

72,770.—Edward P. "Woods and Daxtf.t. Sher-
wood, Lowell, Mass., assignors to Woods, Shkr-
WOOD A: Co., same place.— Wire Dish Stand.—De-
cember 31, 1867.—The spiral wires are AVoven upon a
series of sections, each having a wire forking radially
from the center, thei; turned downward and rebent
to form legs and carried up as supports to the sides.

CTaiw.— First, the arrangement of the bars A,
provided with the legs a and inclined sides B, sub-
stantially in the manner shown and described and
for the purposes specified.

Second, the arrangement of the bars A. as de-
scribed, in combination with the spiral c, substantially
as described and for the purposes specified.

72,771.—Walter Aikex. Franklin. N. H.—
Kyiitting Machine.—Ticcf^mhcv 31, 1867.— The object
of the machine is to enable the ribbed-work heel of
a stocking to be finished with plain work in that por-
tion which goes under the foot. By means of the
Avoi-m gear and its adjustable and stationaiy studs the
length of the plain, and also of the ribbed work, is

regulated. The whole mechanism cannot be briefly
described.
Claim.—The combination of the latch Q and stud

r, or their equivalents, with the two cam bai-s D P of
the rib and plain work needles.
Also, the combination and arrangement of the

swing arm N, or its cquivalcEt, with the frame A,

'

and its supporting mechanism and cam bar P of the
rib needles, the same being to enable such rib needles,

with their supporting mechanism and cam bar, to bo
turned away from the plaiu work needles, in manner
as set forth.

Also, the combination for holding and releasing
the shipper shaft, and regulating the length of the
plain and ribbed work of a stocking heel, to be pro-

duced as described, such combination consisting of

the worm V, the worm gear W, its studs and spring,

the lever X, its latch e', latch lever h', and spring d',

and the bolt z and its operative lover a ,- the shipper
shaft being provided with a notch or groove, or its

eqnivalent, for reception of the bolt, as set forth.

72,772.—HexRy A. Alde.v. Matteawan, ]Sr, Y.,
assignor toNew York Ruubeu Company.—Covering
for Foot Balls.—December 31. 1867.—The bladder is

cased in rubber, whic>. may be strengthened by can vaa.

Claim.—First, a foot-ball composed of a*^ bladder,
or its equivalent, capable of being distended by infla-

tion, provided with a separate covering or casing of
vulcanized rubber, whether combined or not with a
cloth backing, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

Second, a foot-ball formed of a hollow rubber ball,

provided with a suitable inflating apparatus, aBcl

covered by an outer easing of vulcanized rubber, with
or without a cloth backing, substantially as and for

the purposes herein described.

72,773.—Peter Antoxidus, Freehold, K. J.—
Potato Digger.—December 31, 1867.—The plow and
seat are attaclied to the axle, and are so arranged as
to counterbalance each other. Tlie hounds are hinged
to the axle, and the inclination of the plow to regulate
the denth of furrow is adjusted by a cam lever ful-

crumecl on the hounds.
Claim.—First, the combination of the ploAvF, axle

B, and hounds D, when the latter are so connected
with the axle by hinged joints that the deptli of tJic

cut may be regulated without interfering with the
horizontal position of the hounds, substantially as set
forth.

Second, the combination of the plow F, bar H, axle
B, hounds D, plate 3v', and lever K, constructed and
arranged substantially as set forth.

Third, the combination of t!ie plow F, bar H, axle
B, hounds D, and set screw L, constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

72,774.—Moritz Augexsteix, New York, N.
Y.—Spirit J/t'ic?-.—December 31, 1867.—Explained
by the claims and illustration.

C7rt/w.—First, the horizontal measuring drum E,
containing the chambers G G G, each being con-
structed a"nd arranged upon the shaft d, in combina-
tion Avitli the semi-circular lube c, or any equivalent
therefor, in the manner and tbr the jjurposes substan-
tially as herein described and set forth.

Second, the vertical chamber Band vertical tnl)o

C. arranged and combined by means of the horizontal
tube a, or any equivalent therefor, in the manner and.
for the purposes substantially as herein described and
set forth.

lliird, the vertical tube D, containing the spint
strainer b. aiTanged therein and lia\ ing at or near its

lower end the liori/ontal or semi-circular tube c, and
which tube D is so arranged, in combination with
tlie vertical tube C, as to receive the spirits or liquor
passing over and through the spout / into or near tlio

upper end thereof, in the manner and for the purpose
substantiallv as herein described and set forth.

Fourth, tfie channel or trough o, and vertical tube
p connected therewith and extending to the receiving
chamber I, and the brushes h h arranged upon the
end of the measuring cylinder E, and combined and
operated in the manner and (or the purposes substan-
tially as herein described and set forth.

Fifth, the discharging cbamber 11, combined with
the horizontal measuring drum E, with opening T
arranged above the disciiarging pipe or tube, in tho
manner and for the i)urposes substantially as herein
described and set fortli.

Sixth, the combination of the horizontal measuring
drum E with the registering device J, in the manner
and by the means substantially as herein described
and set forth.

Seventh, the receiving chamber I, in combination
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-with the discharge tube n aud vrith the door K, each
being- arranged iu the manner and for the poi-poses
substantially as herein described and set forth.

Eighth, the meter frame or box o with the top L,
having thereon th& tongues P P, extending around
the top of said box o, and firmly secured thereto by
means of the screw pins or bolt k, having an opening
in each of the respective heads thereof, so as to re-

ceive and pass through the same some suitable ribbon
or cord, so that the same may be sealed with govern-
ment seal, in the manner and for the purposes sub-
stantially as specified.

Ninth, the conducting of spii-its or liquor, after the
same shall have been measured in the manner sub-
stantially as aforesaid, from the said chamber H into
the receiving chamber I, so that the average quality
thereof may be ascertained for any given time of the
operation of manufacturing of spirits or liquor, in the
manner and by the means substantially sis herein de-
scribed and set forth.

TUjtyS.—C. AuLTMAX, Canton, Ohio.—Harvester
Sake.—December 31, 1867.—The rake has revolving
motion communicated to it by the rotating shaft, and
has irregular vei'tical movement upon its toggle con-
nections by the fixed cam track and spring.

Claim.—The combination of the rake stale, linked
to a revolving post, with a pivoted arm and roller,

that are operated by a cam way and controlled by a
spring, for the purpose of giving said rake a motion
along or near to the sides and ends of an oblong or
ii-regular-sided platform, in addition to its circular
motion, substantially as described.

^

72,776.—Bracket H. Badger, New York, N".

Y.

—

Device for Holding Glasses.—December 31, 1867.—^The glass containing freezing or heated liquid is

grasped between the fingers of the spring jaws.
Claim.—The device for liolding glasses, consisting

of the jaws A B, knob C, ring /, fingers a b, spring
c, wires d, provided with hooks e, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

72,777.—Charles E.Bailey, Springfield, Mass.,
assignor to Allen Patent Fire-arms Manufac-
turing Company, New York, N. Y.—Altering the

Caliber of Musket and other Gun Barrels.—Decem-
ber 31, 1867.—Explained by the claim and illustra-

tion.

Claim:—The insertion of an inside tapered tube A
in a seat formed for it by boring out the barrel B of
a gun or rifle in such a manner that it tapers inside
from breech to muzzle, and coiTCsponds with the out-

side tapered surface of the tube A, and firmly securing
the latter in place by brazing at the muzzle and other
parts, substantially as and for the purpose described.

72,778.— D. B. Baker, Rollersville, Ohio.—
Clutch for Operating Horse Hay PorArs.—December
31, 1867.—The clutch hooks are intended to takeover
a beam, and are drawn in by the hook at the lower
side of the toggle levers. Wlien the pivot rod at the
upper end of the staff is withdrawn to change the
point of bearing, the clutch is freed.

Claim.—First, the combination of the pivoted bars
P P, supporting rod J, and stop R with each other
and with the short arms of the clutch A A, as a sup-

lK)rt for said clutch, and also to produce an automatic
action, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Second, the hook d, in comWnatiou with the above,
so arranged that when the clutch is supported by
means of the rod J the weight or draft at the hook d
will always swing the long arms of the clutch A A in
one direction, which, when being anested by the
stop E., leaves one arm in a vertical position, so ag to

facilitate the process of changing the point of bear-
ing, wliieh produces an automatic action, substan-
tially in the manner specified.

72,779.—L. J. M. Baker, Enon, Ohio.—Car-
riage CZip.—December 31, 1867.—The pivot bolt of
the thill iron passes through the coupling plate on
both sides and is engaged by the clip hooks. Tlie

rear of the coupling plate is "held down by a spring
catch.
Claim.—T\\(i combination of the shaft iron F,

plate C, bolt E, and hooks B', substantially as aud
for the purpose sot forth.

Also, the combination of the plate C and spring D,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

72,780.—J. T. Baltimore, Marble Rock, Iowa.— Cultivator.—^December 31, 1867.—The inner plow
standards are pivoted and have lateral movement
by treadles. The plow frame is vertically adjusted
by a lever engaged by a ratchet rack and pawl.

Claim.—First, the combination of the beams G,
pivoted at their front ends to the arms E of the frame
C, and passing through the slotted arms F, with the
beams H pivoted to their inner sides, substantially
as described.
Second, the combination of the elbow levers L,

cross bars M and K, with the standards I, connected
to the beams, and arranged for operating the shovels,
substantially as described.

72,781.—Hollis Barr, Brecksvillo, Ohio.—
Sheep Shearing and Tagging Table.—December 31,
1867.—The side boards are supported on an X-framc
tind have canvas stretched between them. The
adjustable arms are pivoted to the side boards, and
have slots thi'ough which the cords are passed which
serve to secure the feet of the sheep.

Claim-.—The adjustable arms E E, having the
cords // attached in the manner described, in com-
bination with the shearing and tagging table, the
several parts being constructed and operating in the
manner as and for the purpose set forth.

72,782.—Charles B. Bennett, Amboy, BL—
Clothes i>rj/er.—December 31, 1867.—The rack may
be folded in a lengthened, naiTow form for putting
away; may be made to assume form for support of a
coat in an extended position, or may have horizontal
extension.

Claim.—The combination of the standards a with
the shears b and bars c, substantially as described
and shown by the specification connected herewith.

72,783.—Jacob Bernheisel, Sr., Green Park,
Pa.

—

Combined Com Sheller and Separator Feeder.
—December 31, 1867.—The ears roU around between
the ribbed roller and the yielding concave. The
cobs are discharged at one place and the corn drops
upon the riddle and is subjected to a blast from the
fan.

Claim-.—^First, the feeder J, with the grate L, as
combined, when 'constructed and operating as herein
described and for the pui*poses set forth.

Second, the combination of the grated concave N"
with its spiral springs P and sieves E and G, when
constructed and operating as herein described and
for the purposes set forth.

Third, the feeder J, grate L, concave N, springs
P, and plate R, when arranged and combined with
the cylinder M, sieves E and G, and fan B, as herein
described and for the purposes set forth.

72,784.— "William Bisbee and Fi^aiiNG G.
Hearn, Yreka, Cal.

—

Adjustable Hasp and Hook
for Doors.—December 31, 1867.—The hasp is exten-

sible to suit variation in the door from rain or other
causes, and has a double-ended hook to engage the

staple, when used with a right or left opening door.

Claim.—First, the spring C, in combination with
the box hasp B, for self-adjustment in contraction
and expansion of doors, «fcc., substantially as above
set forth and described.
Second, the said spring C, in combination with the

adjustable hook F and hasp B, substantially as and
for the purpose above set forth and described.

72,785.—F. A. Blaetterlein, West Meriden,
Conn.—Device for Drawing Wicks through Burners.
—December 31, 1867.—Explained by the claim and
illustration.

Claim.—The strap A, doubled upon itself to form
tvv^o sides, with the teeth a upon their lower ends,

when such sides are provided with one or more rows
of perforations b, for engaging with the ratchet

wheel in the burner, whereby the wick is drawn
through the latter, as herein shown aud described.

72,786.—Lyman TV. Blakeslee and Algernon
D. Smith, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Burglar Alarm.—De-
cember 31, 1867.—The alarm case is permanently
attached to the door, and the detent wire projecting
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from one side of the case takes against a catch se-

cured to the jamb in such manner that an attempt to

open the door frees the detent. A hook holds down
the latter when unset.

Claim.—The combination, with the alarm A and
the rod or trigger E, of stationary curved tongue or
catch G and hook H, all applied and operating in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

72,787.—Jacob Blank, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.—
Se^oer Pipe Machine.— December 31, 18Ci7.—The
ointed knife is carried on an axial spindle, which is

rotated by a winch and serves to cut the cylindrical

pipe into lengths. The joint allows the knife to be
turned out of the course of the clay.

Claim.—The jointed kuife or cutter L, when ar-

ranged and operated by the spindle J, pinions K N,
in combination with the die and cylinder A, for the
purpose and in the manner substantially as described.

72,788.—Charles D.Brainerd, Danville, Yt.—
Bag Holder.—December 31, 1867.—The spring bars
have at their upper ends cross pieces, to which bows
are attached ; the bows pass beneath the seam and
sustain the bag beneath the hopper. The spring
bars are di-awn together by a toggle and treadle to
release the bag. The frame is vertically adjustable.

Claim.—The combination of the spring bands L,
secured at one end to the sliding frame C^ jaws M,
eyes N, rods O and Q, and treadle R, all arranged
and operating as herein described lor the pui-pose
specified.

72,789.—Augustus F. H. Braun, San Fran-
cisco, Co.\.—Tru.ssfor hernia.—December 31, 1867.—
The pressure of the pad is regulated by a nut which
tui'us on the screw rod connected to one end of the
bell crank by which the pad is fixed to its support.
The rod is surrounded by a spii'al spring, one end of
which rests on a fixed abutment through which the
rod slides, and the other end against the nut.

Claim.—The screw a, having its bearing against
the lever D, the spiral spring d, through which the
screw passes, and tha nut b, for regulating the pres-
sure of the pad, in combination with the frame C and
axis D, substantially as and lor the pui-pose described.

72,790.—George B. Brayton, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to himself and J. W. Hoard, Bristol, E.
I.—Making Eijelets.—December 31, 1867.—The eye-
lets ai-e made from sections of pipe, to insui-e equal
thickness of metal and strength at the ends.

Claim.—As a new method of manufacturing eye-
lets, the cutting of sections from a metal tube and
then forming these into shape, substantially as de-
scribed.

72,791.—Asa T. Brooks, iSTew Britain, Conn.—
Door Bell.—December 31, 1867 —The cams admit of
vibration, so that as soon as their toes have passed
the heel of the hammer lever they shall allow the
same to move inward in striking the bell.

Claim.— The slotted hub plate a, vibrating cam
c, cap n, actuating spindle 6, with the bell plate and
striking mechanism, substantially as and for the pui--

pose described.

72,792.—Arthur "W. Browne, Brooklyn, N. T.,
assignor to himself and Charles R. Squire, New
York, N". Y.

—

Mechanical Movement.—December 31,
1807.—The driving plate being mounted on and ope-
rated by the cams, does not revolve or roll into gear
like an ordinary wheel, but has an eccentric move-
ment imparted to it by the rotating cams. Avhich cause
its teeth to slide into gear with the revolving wheel
on one arc, while the same movement disengages them
from the other. This movement continues all round
the wheel and a differential motion is obtained, the
power derived being proportioned to the variation in
the relative number of teeth of the two gears.
Claim.—Tirst, the wheel A. plate A^, shafts S' S',

and cams C C, or their equivalent, arranged to ope-
rate together in the manner and for the purpose sub-
stantially as described.

Second, the plate A^, wheel A^, pins P P P P, and
ribs 1 1, arranged to operate together in the manner
and for the purpose substantially as described.

72,793.—Nelson H. Bunpy, New York, N. Y.,
assignor to himself and E. Philbuick, same place.

—

Boiler Water Gauge.—December 31, 1867.—The three-
way cocks afford means for shutting otF communica-
tion with the boiler, and for giving either the valve
chamber or the gauge direct communication with tho
boiler. "When communication is established through
the vtilve chamber, and the glass is broken, the ball

valves prevent escape of water and steam.
Claim.—The combination of the automatic valves

F F', constructed and operating substantially as de-
scribed, with the three-way cocks or valves E *E', con-
trolling passages arranged substantially as described,
for action in concert, when required, with a blow-oil'

cock m, essentially as herein set forth.

72,794.—S. G. Cabell, Quincy, 111.

—

Preventing
Incrustation of Steam Bffilers.—December 31, 1867.

—

A conducting wire from an insulating pin within the
boiler is passed beneath the crown, and thence upward
in the steam dome to the orifice of the steam pipe,

where it is joined by another wire from the front of tho
boiler, which is also insulated by a pin. From the dome
the wire passes along the steam pipe to tlie throttle

valve stem. The wire is insulated from the boiler shell

and steam pipe by glass sleeves. The wire has metallic
points attached for collection of electricity from the
steam. A spiral wire brush within th« boiler passes
through an insulating packing box, and is connected
with the conducting Avire. By the rotation of the
brush the scale is forced to the mud drum, and by con-
nection with the conductor the electricity is exhausted.
Claim.—First, the application to steam boilers of

an electrical conductor arranged to convey the elec-

tricity from within the boiler or steam space to tho
exterior of the boiler, said conductor being insulated
where it passes through the shell of the boiler, sub-
stantially as described.
Second, in combination with an electrical conductor,

arranged as described, the use of permanent magnets,
located within the boiler, substantially as set forth.

72,795.—James "W. Cahoon, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignor to Burgess B. Long, same place.

—

Cart.—
December 31. 1867.—A transverse cam shaft is fixed
beneath the body of the cart, and before the axle, and
by turning the shaft the cams are made to elevate the
forward end and relieve tke horse from the additional
weight incurred in descending a hill. Tho body of
the cart is locked in this position by another cam.
The brake is connected to the tilting appai-atus so that
it is applied simultaneously with the operation of tho
latter.

Claim:—The employment of lifting cams or eccen-
trics to elevate the forward end of a vehicle, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.
Also, as a locking device for the forward end of a

cart or other vehicle, a cam or eccentric, and a con-
necting rod or strap, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.
Also the combination, with a cart tilting device,

substantially as shown and described, of a brake, as
and for the pm-pose set forth.

72,796.—James H. Carkeet, Montgomery, Ala.—Anti-friction Axle and Journal J?oa;.—December
31, 1867.—The journal has a series of concentric cylin-

drical tubes between which Babbitt metal is run.

Claim,.—The application of hollow cylinders to the
relief of friction, as above substantially described and
set forth.

72,797.—Henry Carpenter, New York, N. Y.—Form Block for Shaping Baskets.—Decemher 31,

1867.—The block is bisected, and is expanded by a
screw crank.
Claim.—A form block for shaping or manufactur-

ing peach or other conical baskets, composed of two
parts, one fixed and the other movable, connected hy
a hinge, and arranged to operate substantially as

shown and described.

72,798.—E. H. Chapman and T. M. Hammett,
Philadelphia, Pa.—i?o^/i i>'oi7er.—Docember 31. 18(i7.

-The opening through the boiler bottom communi-
nicates with the lower part of the water back of the
lireplace, and a return pipe passes from the upper pait
of the water back and discharges through a vertictd

j)ipe into the boiler. The water is received under
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pressure through a pipe ascending^ a short distance in
tlie boiler, and is discharged to the bath tub through
a pipe ascending to the upper portion of the same.
Claim.—The "^

vertical boiler A, having internal
pipes a c and d, and an opening i, arranged in the
manner and for the purpose described.

72,799.— Castle Chubchill, U'ctv Hartford,
Iowa.

—

Combined Cultivator and Seeding Machine.
—December 31, 1867.—One of the heads of the seed-
distributing device is keyed on the shaft, and the other
slides thereon and is adjusted by a lever which ex-
extends upward by the side of the hopper. Plates
extend radially from the shaft, and enter slots of the
sliding head. The seed is distributed broadcast by a
rotating ribbed disk at the bottom of the spout.

Claim.—The seed-distributing device, composed of
the plates 6, fitted between the fixed and movable
heads a a* on shaft F, in combination with the hopper
I and the scattering wheel K, on shaft J, and the
spout or trough H', all arranged for joint operation,
substantially in the manner as and for the purpose set
forth.

72,800.—Eben M. Coffik, 'Woburn, Mass.—
Swift.—December 31, 1867.—The swift is clamped to
the table, and its arms may be swung up to receive
any sized skein.
Claim.—The improved swift, as made of the two

forked arms A A and the two clamps B C, arranged
and combined substantially in manner as specified.

72,801.—John S. Coffman, Greenville, Ind.—
Itotanj Crane,—December 31, 1867.—The ban-el shaft
has a screw thereon, wliich cngajres the sliding guide,
to coil the cord fairly upon the said barrel.

Claim,.—First, the axle C, having on it a screw
thread and the nut D, as a guide for the rope F, sub-
stantially as shown and described and for the purposes
set forth.

Second, the rotating windlass frame B, in combina-
tion with tlie wlieel W, axle C, nut D, and stand A,
substantially as shown and described and for the pm'-
poses set forth.

72,802.—Richard Collins, Chicopee, assdgnor
to AAitON G. Lord, Springfield, Mass.—jBreasf Pad.
—December 31, 1867.—The rigid back holds the pad
ill tlic required place and /urm.

Claim.—First, an inliatable pad, having a rigid
base and a flexible front, substantially as herein de-
scribed.
Second, an inflatable dross-fitter or pad, havii;g a

rigid base and a flexible front, neck c, and the inflat-

ing tube i, all constructed and operating- substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set lorth.

72,803.—LouoHLiN CONROY, ]S^cw York, IST. T.,
assignor to himself and Tiustram Dodge Vandeu-
VEi^K, same place.

—

Breech-loading Fire-arm.—De-
cember 31, 1867.—Explained by the claims and illus-

tration.

6Vai?-/j.—First, the combination of the breech
block, liammer, trigger, and trigger guard, hung
U])on a common center pin, when the trigger guard
is so constructed in connection with tlie holding or
recoil block as to operate thereon and on the breech
block, substantially as and for tlie purpose described.

Second, the combination of the liammer with the
trigger, when hung upon a common center pin and
arranged to operate in connection with a spring, or
its equivalent, substantially as described.

Third, the cartridge retractor, formed of two parts
II and T^*, the latter pivoted at its forward end to the
center, or nearly so, of the part It and its rear end
pivoted to the upper and forward portion of the
In-eecli block, the part E, provided with a cam upon
its forward end corresponding to a suitable notch cut
in tlic nndev side of the barrel, all constructed and
oporating as herein shown and described.

Fonrtl'i. tlie arrangement of the recoil blockM with
its curved arm, in combination with the spriug b'^, by
means of which the breech block is supported and
the guard lever kept in position when the bi-eech is

closed, as herein shown and described.
Fifth, the hook b attached to the lever guard, in

councction Avith the pin a, by means of which a drop
motion is obtained at that point, so that when the

lever guard is pulled downwards to open the breech it

comes in contact with the curved arra of the recoil
block M, and by the time the hook 6 catches upon
the pin a the recoil block is raised suflaciently to permit
the breech block to pass under it, the breech being
opened by continuing the pull on the lever guard, as
herein shown and described.

72,804.—Peter Conver and Samuel Conver,
Yates City, 1]1.—Fruit Picfcer.—December 31, 1867.
—Explained by the claim and illustration.
OZaim.-The pectinated crown d and body A, na

formed and constructed, in combination with handle
D and bag C, when all are arranged in the manner
herein set forth and described.

72,805.—G. E. CoNWELL, KnoxviUe, Iowa.—
.Bee-Aiye.—December 31, 1867.—The base contains
moth chambers, one of which is entered from the
outside and the other from the floor of the hive.
The chambers communicate with the hive through
screens which do not allow passage to the moths.
Access is gained to the chambers by drawers.

Claim,.—First, the under section A, forming a base
for the hive, and provided with the drawer D open-
ing at either side, and the draw^er E opening at the
back, said section having projecting inclined front
with opening x and screen b, the whole constructed
and used in the manner and for the purposes set forth-
Second, the combination of the sections ABC

with their di-awers, honey frames and boxes, provided
with their communicating spaces and ventilation,
their several parts constructed, arranged, and used
in the manner and for the purposes specified.

72,806.—Thomas V. Cook, Lanesboro', Pa.—
Truck for Transporting Stone.—Dacomhcv 31, 1867.
—The shoe foi-ms the lower, part of the upcurved
bow of the land boat for hauling stone. It has ribs
and bolts for attachment of the planks composing
the main portion of the boat.

Claim.—First, a metallic shoe s with front and
back wings or projections, or their equivalent, bent
so as to form an angle Avith each other, or to form a
bend, substantially as shown and described and for
the purposes set forth.

Second, the shoe s, in combination with the pianks
C D and F, substantially as shown and described and
for the pm-poses set forth.

Third, a stone-boat, composed of the shoe s and
any planking, substantially as shown and described
and for the purpose set forth.

72,807—E. H. Cooper, St. Louis, Mo.— TTintfow
Sash Stop.—December 31, 1867.—Explained by the
claim and illustration.

Claim.—The bolt socket A, whole as to its top, and
provided with no slot anywhere except at its end,
and having an interior stay or guide partition a,
when combined and arranged with the spriug boltC,
having a stop pin c and tongue c^ arranged to slide
in the notch c'-^, substantially in the manner set forth.

72,808.—William Courtney, Eichview, 111.—
Bee-hive.—December 31, 1867.—The top and front are
hinged. The holes in the sides have buttons with a
perforation at each end, one of which is gauze-cov-
ered and the other open. The honey frames are sepa-
rated by perforated tin plates.

Claim.—First, in combination with the frames
forming the main hive H, as described, the perforated
comb dividers I, constructed and ai-ranged substan-
tially as set forth.

Second, the combination of the main hive H and
sm-plus-houev box G, when respectively constructed
and arrangetl within the external case, to operate in
conjunction, substantiftlly as set forth.

Third, the combination of the main hive H, sur-

plus-honey box G, and perforated cover F, arranged
in relation to one another and the external case,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, a bee-hive, constructed with the parts A
B C D E F G and H, arranged substantially as set

forth.

72,809.—Hugh H. Craigie, New York, Is. Y.—
Supply Valve for Water Clonets.—December 31, 1867.

—AVhen the valve is raised to admit the water to the
basin it fills the up])er chamber, from which it grad-
ually runs out, allowing the valve to close.
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Cldcim.—The water chamber o, in combination with
the valve e, when said water chamber o is placed on the
supply side of the valve and arranged substantially as
spocitied,so that the water is ejected from said chamber
as the valve closes, for the purpose specified.

Also, a diaphragm valve 3, placed between a mov-
ing piston k and the valve c, to bo controlled substau-
tially as set forth.

72,810.—Hugh H. Craigie, New York, N. Y.—
Water Supplyfor Water Closets.—December 31, 1867.

—The cistern has a water-way in the bottom covered
by a plate introduced from above, and to this water-
way the valves are applied. The service box is in-

troduced within the cistern and applied in connection
with the water-way to receive the sudden dash of
water and allow it to run gradually to the closet.

Claim.—First, a water-way b, formed in the bot-

tom of the cistern, between the inlet valve c and the
outlet pipe c, in combination with a covering plate,

introduced substantially as set forth.

Second, the valve c, seat 5, and supports, con-
structed as specified, in combination with the cistern
a, to which it is attached by the ends passing under
the cleats (i, as set forth.

Third, the service box/, applied Inside the cistern
and rising above the bottom thereof, in combination
with the supply valve c, substantially as and for the
jHirposes set forth.

Fourth, the service box/, attached as set forth, in

combination with the water-way h and supply vaJve
e, as and for the pui-poses specified.

Fifth, the adjustable arm k and bracket I for the
falcrum of the lever g, in combination with the valve
e and cord or wire, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

Sixth, the ai"m p extending from the lever gr, in
combination with the valves o and e, as and for the
purposes specified.

Seventh, the tube i, passed through the bottom of
the cistern and secured by a flange and nut, in com-
bination with the lever g and valve, as and for the
puriposcs set forth.

Eighth, the supply valve or cock r, placed in the
bottom of the cistern below the water, in combina-
tion with the lever t and float u adjustable on its

atem, as and for the purposes set forth.

72,811.—Cyprian TJ. Crandall, Galosburg, 111.

—Corn Harvester.—J)G(MivabG\- 31, 1867.—The lodged
atalks are raised by the conical frames, and carried by
the rotating horizontal sprocket wheels to the rollers

by which the ears are forced oif. The eai's are carried
by a conveyer to the box of an attending vehicle.
Claim.—Yixst, constructing a corn harvester or

picker with feelers or conveyers A A, for raising the
fallen stalks of corn to an upright position, substan-
tially in the manner as described.
Second, the combination of the gatherers B Bwith

the feeler or conveyers A A, substantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose as herein described.

Third, the construction and arrangement of the
rollers C' C C, substantially in the manner and for

the purpose as herein described.
Fourth, the an-angemeut of the rubber spring c with

the rollers, when the rollers are constructed and ar-

ranged substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose as herein described.

Fifth, the wires or rods d d, as arranged, substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose as herein de.

scribed.

Sixth, the arrangement of the endless caiTicr J)

with the rollers, wlien the rollers are constructed and
arranged substantiallv in the manner and for the pur-
pose as herein described.

Sevontli, constructing a corn harvester witli a
swinging carrier I, substantiallv in the manner and
for the purpose as herein described.
Eighth, the adjustable tongues or poles M M, han-

dles, upright bars N N, and rods O O, substantiallv
in tlie manner and for the purpose as herein describee!.

Ninth, the feelers or conveyers A A, rollers C C
C, spring c, Avircs or rods d d,' carriers D and I, and
jwles M il, nil as arranged and combined, substan-
tially in the maimer as described.

72,812 C. C(JSTER, Philadelphia, Va.—Mill-
stone Bush.—December 31, 18(57.—Explained by the
claims and illustration.

Claim.—^First, the millstone bushing, constructed
as described, consisting of the segmental wedges C,
having chamber a in the upper ends, placed in the
four corners of the shell B, with their concave faces
fitting against the spindle, and supported by the ad-
justable radial jilates b upon the under side of said
shell, and Hdjusted by the reverse wedges I) fitting

against the wedges C in the same radiat recesses, and
acljusted from the under side by means of the screw
bolts c and nuts e, as herein described for the pur-
pose specified.

Second, the combination and arrangement of the
hollow wedges C, reverse wedges D, radial slides b,

screw bolts c, shell B, foUoAver /(, and chamber (/, as
herein described for the purpose specified.

Third, the radial slotted sides b, in combination
with the hollow segmental wedges C, when such
slides support said wedges by passing across their
inner corners, as herein set forth for the purpose
specified.

72,813.-JroHN P. Dauth, Reading, Va.—Eave
Trough.—December 31, 1867.—The frame is attached
by its upper part to the roof, and has a bolt passing
through its ends by which it is adjusted more or less

tightly on the trough.
Claim.—The holder, represented in Figs. 1 and 2,

intended to pass around the trough, and hold it tightly

or loosely, as it may be wanted, and from which the

trough can be removed and replaced at will, by taking
out the bolt A, Fig..l, or detaching at A, Fig. 2.

72,814.—Johnson C. Davis, Montgomery, Ala.
—Tester Frame for Bedstcads.—DecemhcY 31, 1867.—
The staff has a rectangular, lower end, which enters

a suitable socket in its foot plate and supports a ring,

which, like the staff and connecting arms, is tubular.

Claim.—The tester frame herein described, con-

sisting essentially of the ring b, transverse arms e,

and staff a, the latter, at its upper end, forming a
rigid connection between the ring and arms, and
thereby a rigid support for the ring, in the manner
described.

72,815.—Alfred Dawes, Hudson, Mass.—Ad-
justing Knobs to Spindles.—December 21, 1867.—The
spindle shanks are made polygonal and have a screw-
thread worked on their salient parts. The screws on
tlie shanks differ in pitch so that the handles may be
brought to exactly proper position when the screws
Avhich pass through the necks of the knobs engage
the longitudinal grooves in the spindle shanks.
Claim.—Fir&t, knobs and spindles, screwing the

one into the other by screw-threads of different de-

grees of fineness on the two ends.
Second, in the shank of door knobs, that screw

upon their spindles, the making two or more screw
holes for the reception of the set screws, so placed
in the circumference that no two are opposite, at the
same time, to the faces of the spindles.

Third, the making one end of the spindle for door
knobs with a different number of sides from the
other.
Fourth, the coml)ination of door knobs and spindles,

screwing the one upon the other, witli the spindle hav-
ing a different number of sides, and screw-tlircads of
different degrees of fineness in tiio two ends, and hav-
ing one, two, or more screw holes in tlie slmnk of the
knobs to receive the hold-fast screws, all for the pur-

poses and in the manner substantially as described.

72,816.—H. G. Dayton, Maysville, 'Kr.—Alco-
hol and Spirit Still.—December 31, 1867.—Explained
by the claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, carrying the liquid, with which a
still is to be supplied, through the condensing vessel

B, for tho purposes of moderately heating it by tlio

rising vapors, and for thus preparing it for the still,

substantially as herein shown and described.

Second, providing the vessel B witli a crown plate

C, by which tiie heavy vapors are separated from the
spirits, and by which the condensed spirit arc pre-

vented from falling back into the still, substuntially

as herein shown and described.

Third, the annular trough b, when formed on the
inside of the vessel B, in combination witli the crown
plate C, all made and operating substantially as and
for the purpose herein shown and described.

Fourth, tho vessel B, provided with a trough 6,
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erown plate C, cooling coils G, and tlischargG pipes
d and g, all made and operating so that the finest are
separate li-om the medium spirits, as set forth.

72,Siy.-JAMES H. DiLKS, l^ew York, If. T.,
assignor to C. T. Reynolds and Company, same
place.

—

Making Soluble Blueing for use in Laund-
ries and Bleaching.—December 31, 1867.—In water,
100 galls., is dissolved ferro cyanide of potassium,
100 lbs. ; to which is added sulphuric acid, 40 lbs.

Next, in nitric acid, 40 lbs., dissolve iron, 10 lbs.

These mixtures are then added together and boiled
until a violent action takes place. It is then washed
free from acid, pressed and dried for use.

Claim.—The process, substantially as above de-
scribed, of making soluble Prussian, "Paris, or Chin-
ese blue in lumps or powder.

72,818.—James H. Dilks, New York, N. Y.,
assignor to C. T. Reynolds, and Co., same place.—
Lump Blue for use in Laundries and Bleaching.—
December 31, 1867.—Soluble, powdered, laundry blue
is moistened with water, pressed into cakes and dried.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a soluble

blue in lumps, made substantially as above described.

72,819.-Ellis W. Dixon, Torest Grove, Ore-
gon.— Washing Ifac/mie.-December 31, 1867.—The
dasher oscillates over the transversely ribbed bottom,
and presses the clothes against it and the horizontally
ribbed ends.

Claim.—The open dasher, consisting of the cross-
bar D, side ]3ieces a, and slats h, in combination with
arms C, shait B, frames F, cross-bai's d, uprights 6,

box A, and blocks E, all arranged and operating as
described.

72,820.—Thomas Doane, Boston, Mass.—Air
Pump.—Deccmhar 31, 1867.—The cylinder head has
a recess of greater diameter than the bore of the cyl-
inder, and in this recess the eduction valve plays,
being guided by a stem proceeding from its center.
The piston has" disk valves, and reciprocates in an
open-bottomed cylinder.

Claim.—The eduction valve D, arranged to yield
and operate substantially as described, in combina-
tion with a piston C and cylinder E.

72,821.-Louis A. Dociiez, New York, N. Y.—
Axle jBco;.-December 31, 1867.—Explained by the
claims and illustration.

Claim.—First, the arrangement in the axle box A
of the concave false bottom F, having central open-
ing vessel H, oil chamber G, pads J, and wicks I, as
herein described for the purpose specified.

Second, the vessel H fitted through a hole in the
false bottom F into the oil chamber G and provided
with holes ]iear the upper edge, made and arranged
as described for the purpose of collecting the drip-
pings from the axle, and of separating the dust and
impurities from the oil.

Third, the lubricating pads J secured to concave
blocks K, which are provided with stems or ribs c

guided in inclined grooves, substantially as and for
the purpose herein shown and described.
Fourth, an auxiliary oil or grease reservoir M ar-

ranged above an axle 'in a journal box, and provided
with a fusible plug which will melt by the heat of the
axle, when the same is no more sujiplied with lubri-

cating substance, as set forth.

Fifth, the oil chamber G, vessel H, wicks I, pads
J, and blocks K, when arranged ;ts described, in
combination with the perforated block L, hollow
cover C of an axle box, and with the plug e, which is

soluble by the heat of the axle, when the same is no
more supi^lied with oil, all made and operating sub-
stantially as herein sliown and described.

Sixth, the plate E E', when arranged as described,
and when combined with the spring a, grooved axle-

box A and axle B, all made and operating substan-
tially as herein shown and described.

72,822.—Silas Dodson, Jersey City, N. J.—
Portable j)/i7^.—December 31, 1867.—One stone is ad-

justably secured to the bars connecting tlio geared
disks. Tlie other stone is carried on the horizontal
shaft passing through the eye of tho formei' stone and
the tul)ular trunnions of the frame supporting it.

Claim.—The arrangement of the burr N adjustably

secured to the cross bars H of the toothed disks G

,

revolving in one direction, and the burr O upon the
longitudinally adjustable shaft B revolving in inde-
pendent bearings in the opposite direction, said shaft
carrying the adjustable conveyers S, as herein shown
and described.

72,823.—William M. Doty, New York, N. Y.,
assignor to R. C. Browning, same place.

—

Clothes
Pin—December 31, 1867.—Explained by the claims
and illustration.

Claim.—First, a clothes pin composed of a com-
bined hook and wedge, arranged for operation sub-
stantially as herein described, so that by forcin-g

down the wedge the rope or line upon -which tho hook
is placed will be jammed and held tightly between
the said wedge and the hook, as and for the pm-poscs
set forth.

Second, the combination with the slotted wedge of
the skeleton wire hook, having; the ends which stra^.1-

dle the wedge united by a strip or plate, fitting and
capable of sliding within tho slot in the said wedge,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

72,824.—Ezra Durand, Norwich, Gonn.—Dul-
cimer.—December 31, 1867.—Tho sound post is per-
forated to allow the air to pass through. The bricTges

are so arranged that certain of the strings are more
elevated than others, to enable them to be readily
distinguished.
Claim.—The combination of the perforated sound-

ing post E. perforated sounding board C, perforated
center bridge I, and notched bass bridge G, the whole
constructed substantially as herein described for the
purpose specified.

72,825.—William A. Earseman and Robert
W. Gray, Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Apparatus for Carburet-
ing Coal Gas.—December 31, 1867.—A valve regu-
lated by the interior apparatus is placed between the
supply and carbonizing chambers to regulate the in-

flow of gas by the amount consumed.
Claim.—First, an improved apparatus for carbon-

izing and saving gas for illuminating purposes, con-
structed as described, and operated in connection
with a burner and check, in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

Second, an upper chamber E, in combination with
the pipe I, button valve a. shaft b, and set screw c,

all constructed and operated as set forth.

Third, the perforated partition d, perforated pipe
G, in combination with the chamber D and its sub-

divisions D' D", constructed and operated substan-
tially as described.

Fourth, the fluid line J, in conjunction with the
pipe I and chambers E and D D' D'', constructed
and operated as set forth.

Fifth, the employment of finely-carded wool as the
interposing fibrous material, in the manner and for

the pui'pose set forth.

72,826.—James Elliott, New York, N. Y.—
Stump Extractor.—December 31, 1867.—Explained
by the claims and illustration.

' Claim.—First, the combinntion of the fork H with
its handle e, with the chain G, T-shaped strut F, and
windlass B, as herein described for the purpose
specified.

Second, the stump extractor constructed as do-

scribed, consisting of the lever D, windlass B, Land
wheel C, chains E G, strut F, and fork H, constructed
and arranged as described, wherel)y the fork H is de-

pressed and the windlass operated to extract the

stump, aa herein shown and described.

72,827.—Davis Emhree, Davton, 0\no.—Food
for ^rocA.—December 31, 1867—Explained by the
claims.

Claim..—First, the mode of preparing distillers'

slops for food by adding alkaline substances in quan-
tities suflicient' to neutralize tho acids in the slops,

and no more.
Second, the mode of restoring to distillers' slops,

thus prepared, the starch and saccharine matter
taken out in the process of distillation by steeping
coarse tuiimal food in the hot slops, substantially in

the manner set forth.

Third, the mode of preparing saturated slops from
meal by the application of steam to a mixtuiVi of
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coarse animal food and meal, sabstantdollj in the

mamier set forth.

T2,828.—Philip Estes, Leavenworth, Kansas.
—Head Black.—December 31, 18G7.—The bearer of

the knee frame has an open rack engaged by a spur
wiieel on the frame. The spur wheel is actuated by
four pawls on a lever, and the wheel shaft has a
ratchet wheel engaged by stop pawls. Tlie lever has
eccentric projections on its ends by which the frame
is clamped when the lever is depressed.

Claim.—First, the lever D provided with the ec-

centrics working on the shafts, npon each side of the

pinion C, for clamping the knee B upon the bearer
A, as herein shown and described.

Second, the combination of the open rack a, pinion
C, knee B, forked lever D, pawls c, ratchet wheel E,
dogs d, segments <?, and adjustable stop g, as heroin
described for the purpose specified.

72,829.—John Fanning, Brooklyn, assignor to

John S. Axukews, Xew YTork, N. Y.

—

Sewing 21a-

cftine.—December 31, 18G7.—The looper is on a bai-

tluit is connected by a joint to a lever, and is recip-

rocated thereby. This bar slides within an eye in

another lever between the feed bar and the bed.
The latter lever is moved by the cam, and is kept in

contact therewith by a spring.
Claim.—The movable finger o in combination with

the looper h and lever k, to which motions ai-o given
by the le^er / and cam 5, as and for the pui-poses

specified.

71,830.—Ambrose G. Fell, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Rendering Articles Incombuatible.—December 31,

18^)7.—In water, 1 gall., dissolve phosphate of am-
monia, li oz., and sulphate of ammonia 6f oz. The
Light fabrics are dipped into the solution, but it is

forced into the pores of the timber by hydi-aulic press-

ure.
Claim.—The application of the compound herein

described to wood, textile fabrics, paper, and all

aamlogons substances, substantially as described, for

the pm'poses specified.

72,831.—E. R. Ferut, New Haven, Conn.—
Check and Driving Rein.—December 31, 1867.—The
fore end of the rein is separated into two pieces, one
of which passes through the martingale rings to the
bit. and the other through the gag runner to the bit.

Claim.—The combination of the check rein d and
driving rein b with the bit of the bridle, when the
said check rein passes through the eyes a, thence
dii-ectly to the bit, and the whole cousti-ucted and
aiTunged so as to operate in the manner described.

72,832.—Charles Fillmore, Borneo, Mich.,
assignor to hinjself and George TTasher, same
place.— Trace Buckle.— December 31, 1867.— Ex-
plained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The buckle frame A and the plates B and
D, constructed and used together, with the tugs E
and F, substantially as and for the pm-posc set forth.

72,833 A. D. Fowler, Newark, N. 3.— Chil-
dren's Carriage.—December 31, 1867; antedated De-
cember 21, 1867.—The fore-wheel axle has bearing in
the down-curved ends of the longitudinal spring bars.
The upper section of the clip runs more than 180°
around the axle, the rest of the socket being supplied
by the other section.
Claim.— Yh'&t, the clip D, for children's carriages,

constructed as described, consisting of the part d\
upon the upper side of the arm B, cast with a shoul-
der upon it, the outer end passing around and em-
bracing the part a' of the spindle, the part d^, upon
the under side of the arm B, fitting against the
shoulders of the part d', thereby forming a continu-
ous bearing, as herein set forth, for the purpose
specified.

Second, the hoUow spindle A cast in one piece, and
provided with the part a', by which it is secured in
the bearing of the clip D, as herein set forth for the
purpose specified.

72,834.—Sasiuel Gantz, Beaver Creek, Md.—
Machine for Separating Wheat from Garlic—Do-
cember 31. 1867.—The garlic, owing to its softness,
is pressed by the rubber roller into the small grooves

at the bottom of the inclined grooves, from whence
it is cleared and discharged through the waste opei*-

iug.

Claim,.—First, the grooved incline S having the
slots s s, and the apertures a a, an-anged as shown,
and the whole constructed and operating substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.
Second, the guide block I having the arches i t,

substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Third, the grooved gum roller D, when used in a
separating machine, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Fourth, the wheel C^ having the grooves c c termi-
nating in the channels c' c', substantially as and for
the purpose shown.

Fifth, the combination of the incline G, guide T,

gum roller D, wheel C^, and rake M M' in, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

Sixth, the combination of the wheel C^ and toothed
roller K', substantially as and for the purpose shown.

72,835.—K. Garter, Grand Rapids, Mich.—
Cultivator.—December 31, 1867.—The axle standards
slide in plates having notched surfaces, which engage
similar surfaces upon blocks traversed by bolts at-

tached to the axle standards. The plow frame is

vertically adjusted by this means. The peripherics
of the wheels are cleaned by adjustable scrapers.
The clevis has a socket attached to its upper end, the
tongue passing through the said socket and being se-

cured by a set screw.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of the wheels E E,

hung on the inside of the frame beams A A, with an
adjustable cast-iron slide b working in uprights c c,

having serrated or toothed faces for fastening it at
any height, with corresponding serrated washers h h
on' the bolts d, by the crank nuts e, substantially as
and for the purposes herein described.
Second, the sliding adjustable wipers k in combina-

tion with the wheels E E, constructed and operating
as and for the purposes herein described.

Third, the cast-iron loop n and clevis n', combined
with the draught pole F, constructed and applied
substantially as set forth.

72,836.—J. C. Gaston, Cincinnati, Ohio.—JFn-
velope.—December 31, 1867.—The side flaps are per-

forated at the corners, so that any attempt to open
the letter will result in their fracture and expose the
attempt.

Claim.—An envelope having the perforations in
the end flaps or back, or both, so located as to be
covered and concealed by the closing flap C when
closed, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

72,837.— John Gilmore, Phoenixville, Pa.—
Horse Hay Fork.—December 31, 1867.—The jwiuts
are pivoted to two frames, the inner one of which
slides upon the other and serves by its drawing up,

by means of a double bell crank to which it is con-
nected, to elevate the points and engage the hay.
This position is secured by a spring catch.

Claim.—First, the combination of the jaws J J,

sides A A, sliding rods C C, connecting rods II E,
cranks m m, shaft M. arm in', snap s, spring slide a',

and handle D, when the said ptu'ts are constructed,
arranged, and combined, substantiaUy in the manner
and for the purposes specified.

Second, in a horse hay fork of the within described
construction, the projecting ciu-ved lugs e, in combi-
nation with the sliding rods C C and jaws J J, the
latter having the shoulcler v so formed that when the
juws are retracted it will rest upon the upper side of
the lugs and support the jaws J J independently of
their pivot, substantially in the manner described.

72,838.—"William C. Goodwin, Hamden, Conn.
—Machine for Trimming Strawberry Vines.—De-
cember 31, 1867.—Explained by the claims and illus-

tration.

Claim.—First, the combination of the rotary cut-

ting blade, with the fixed cutting blade, when* con-
structed, arranged, and fitted for elevating and cut-

ting the runners or creeping vines, substantially as
herein described and set forth.

Second, the combination of the rotary cutting
blade with the pinion and internal gear, or their

equivalent, when constructed, airanged, and tho
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blade caused to rotate in the manner and for the pur-

pose substantially as herein described and set forth.

72,839.— William F. Goodwin, East New
Torb, N. Y., assignor to himself and Chas. R.
Squiue, New York, 'N. Y.

—

Harvester JRaie.—De-
cember 31, 1867.—Motion is communicated from the
counter shaft to the tubular rake shaft by chains and
chain wheels. The polygonal head and rake and
reel heads rotate with the shaft. The rake, after its

sweep over the platform, is thrown upward by the
friction roller acting on the heel extension, and mov-
ing forward in an elevated position descends for the
next stroke at the proper time. The reel anus fol-

low a somewhat similai* course, being elevated when
passing tlie driver.

Claim.—Fii'st, the ball and socket connection be-
tween the vertical rake shaft and its driving mechan-
ism, substantially as described.

Second, the arrangement of the ball and socket
joint in the rake-driving mechanism in lino with the
hinge or joint of the cutting apparatus or platform,
substantially as described.
Third, the driving pulley and chains, in combina-

tion with the coupling arm or its equivalent and the
itike standard, arranged substantially as described.

Fourth, the separate inclined ways e e' for regulat-
ing the depression of the rake and reel arms inde-
pendently of each other, as described.

Fifth, the friction rollers //' arranged to regulate
the elevation of the rake and reel arms independently
of each other, as described.

Sixth, the angular head G, in combination with
cap D^ and inclined ways e c', substantially as and
for the pm'posc described.

72,840.—William F. Goodwin, EastNew York,
assignor to himself and Chas. R. Squike, Now York,
N. Y.—Harvester Jeafee.—December 31, 1867.—The
rake head is attached to a crank on a shaft, receiving
partial rotation by guides to keep the rake in contact
witli the platform in its backward and effective

stroke, and to raise the same in its forward and re-

turn stroke.

Claim.—First, the vibrating rake frame or case
C*, provided with the tubular arm C, arranged and
opci-ating in combination with the vertical shaft,

substantially as described.
Second, tlie rake shaft D provided with the crank

arm E, in combination with the tubular arm C^ and
the rake frame C^, substantially as described.

Third, the horizontal track or way b provided with
the cam switches b^ b^, in combination with the re-

ciprocating and vibrating lever E^, connecting rod
E', and crank arm E, for giving the rising and fall-

ing movements to the rake, as described.

73,841..—"William F. Goodwin, EastNew York,
N. Y.—Harvester Jiake.—December 31, 1867.—The
reel shaft is placed in rear of tlie cutting apparatus,
and hijg a forward bend to bring the said reel into
proper position. The rake arm is attached to a block
oscillating in a socket upon the projection of a tubu-
lar shaft, carrying a sprocket wheel, through Avhich
the motion is communicated from tho main axle, and
a bevel Avheel communicating motion to the reel.

The rulvc is raised upward by a cam track dui-ing its

forwai'd partial revolution.
Claim.—First, an overhanging reel and an inde-

pendently revolving rake, supported at a point in
rear of tlie cutting apparatus and between the driv-
ing wheels, substantially as described.

Second, a revolving rake and an independently re-

volving overhanging" reel, an-anged upon a common
shaft or support, in combination with a sprocket
wheel and reel-driving gear arranged u])on the same
support or shaft, substantially as described.

Third, the sprocket wheel pi located upon a rake
shaft, arranged between the driving wheels, and ope
rated from a similar wheel on tho end of the drive
wheel axle by means of a chain G, arranged substan
tially as described.
Fourth, an inclined reel shaft, supported at a point

in rear of the cutting apparatus, iu combination with
the bent or angular reel arms, substantially as de-
scribed.

Fifth, the hab I', or its equivalent, intennediatc be-

tween the bevel wheels on shaft I, provided with the

cap or guide F, substantially as and for the pur^Jtose

set forth.

Sixth, the combination of standard B, arm B^, bent
shaft I, revolving rake A, and an independently re-
volving reel, arranged and operating substantially as
described.

73,843.—William F. Goodyhn, East New YOrk,
N. Y., assignor to himself and CriARLEs E. Squibe,
New York, N. Y.

—

Mechanical Movement for Con-
verting Power into Speed.—December 31, 1867.—The
enclosing cylindrical case is fixed, and has an inside
gear. A planet wheel on an arm turning with the axial
shaft engages the insido gear, and also a spur wheel
upon a sleeve turning loosely on the axial shaft. The
latter sleeve has an arm carrying a planet wheel.
This device may be multiplied to any extent to con-
vert power into speed.

Claim.—First, the arrangement of a series of
wheels within a wheel on and around one shaft or
axle, whereby any desired number of revolutions can
be produced, and any required power can be obtained
for converting speed into power and power into speed
for multiplying and transmitting motion, and for
power machines for hoisting and other purposes, sub-
stantially as described.

Second, the arrangement of the hollow sleeves on
the shaft S and in the journal boxes U and II' on the
frame F and posts F', and the pulleys P and P', con-
structed and operated in the manner and for the pur-
poses substantially as described and shown.

73,843.—William F. GooDWEf, EastNewYork,
N. Y.

—

Revolving lietort for Boasting Ores.—De-
cember 31, 1867.—The sides have volute corrugations
which form pockets to lift the material when the re-

tort is rotated.
Claim.—A corrugated retort, constructed in form

and manner and for the purpose substantially as do-

scribed.

73,844.—John Gordon, New London, Coim.—
Spring-Power Repeating Fire-artn.—December 31,

1867.—The hammer top has a catch-bar engaged
by studs on the winding wheel to cock the said ham-
mer. The Aviuding wheel is connected by a chain
on its periphery to the barrel of the coiled spring,

and when the winding wheel is freed by pawls con-
nected to the trigger the said wheel rota'tcs 180= and
trips the catch-bar, allowing the hammer to fall ; an-
other retraction of the trigger allows a further rota-

tion of 180° and recocks the gun.
Claim.—The combination, as well as the arrange-

ment of parts for effecting the retraction of the ham-
mer after a pull on the trigger, such consisting of the
spring / and its wheel C, the cord I and winding
wheel D, or the equivalent thereof, the hooked pawl
s, the escapement wlieel E and its click t and ratchet
F, and the lever pawls G H, applied to the trigger A
and the mainspring d, as set forth.

73,845.—John B. Green, Darien, assignor to
himself and J. A. Keed, Stamford, Conn.

—

Padlock.
—December 31, 1867.—The curved body and straight
latch are hinged together by a screw-threaded stud
on the former, which enters a screw socket of tl>e

latter. The other ends are secured by a screw pass-

ing through a hole in the latch, and engaging a screw
socket in the curved body. The screw is only ope-
rated by a peculiar key.

Claim.—A padlock, having a curved body A and
straight latch B, hinged together by the screw a and
socket b, aud otherwise constructed and arranged
substantially as herein specified.

73,846.-K. R. Gwathmey, Middletown. Ky.,
assignor to himself and C. W. Matthews.—OoMon
Ginning Machine.—December 31, 1867.—Tho cotton
from the hopper passes to the hulling saws prior to

entering the gin proper. When the cotton reaches
the second liopper the lower saws combine with the
cage cylinder to separate the cotton from tho seed.

It then passes through the ribs to the bush cylinders,

by which it receivcs'the linishiug action.

Ciaim.—First, the mode of hulling and ginning
cotton into one same machine, and at one same ope-

ration, by means of one, two, or more i-ibbed aprons
combined with one, two, or more saw cylinders, in-

variably driven or rotated in tho direction shown by
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red ink oirows x x', figures, Plates 1 and 3, in the
manner and for the pm-pose above sot forth and de-

scribed.
Second, the combination of wire-cage cylinders C

C" with saw cylinders C and C and ribbed aprons
E' J' and E J, the whole constructed and operated in

the manner and for the purpose above set forth and
described.

Thii'd, the combination of ribbed cylinder R B
(Plate 3) with top saw cylinder C and ribbed apron
JS' J', and shoveller screw S C, the whole constructed
and operated for the purpose and in the manner above
set forth and described.

Fourth, the combination of upper saw C with top
apron E J and screw S C, by means of which the
cotton is hulled and rid of all" dirt and trash, in the
manner above set forth and described.

72,847.—Eliphalet Hall, Dunnamora, N. Y,—Peat and Brick Machine.—Decombcr 31, 1867.

—

The peat from the pug mill passes into the molds,
The mold wheel has intermitting motion from the
lever through the medium ot the pawl, the presser
and pusher beiug carried up and down by the same
means, the latter ejecting the bricks onto the otF-

bearing belt.

Claim.—The presser and pusher, with or without
the lever arm and carrying pawl, when combioed to
gether and arranged to operate with reference to the
mold wheel A, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

72,848.—L. B. Haotltox, Boston, Mass.—Corn
Harvester.—December 31, 1867.—The stalks are cut
up by the rotating S-shaped knives, and are moved
backward by the spiral conveyor to a pen in the rear
part, in which the bundles or gavels are collected and
from which they ni-e removed.
Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement

of the S-shaped cutters TJ, spiral conveyors J, lingers
K, and body E with box C, as herein described, for
the purpose specified.

Second, the cylindrical pointed fingers K, in com-
bination with the rotary S-shaped cutters TJ, as and
for the pm-pose specified.

72,849.—Hekry Hammond, Hartford, Conn.—
Cartridge Ejector for Breech-loading Fire-arms.—
December 31, 1867.—Improvement on his patent Oc-
tober 25, 1864. The extractor is moved backward
some distance by a positive motion when turning the
breecli block to open the breech, the spring complet-
ing the movement and ejecting the shell.

Claim.—The combination of the unlocking bolt a
and the stud d with the extracting bar e, its notch/,
and the ejecTiug spring s, constnicted and operatijig
substa ntially as herein described.

72,850—P. H. Hardy, Terre Haute, Ind., as-
signor to himself and E. M. Hardy, same place.—
Sash Adjuster.—DcccmbcY 31, 1867.—The sashes are
balanced by connection -together, the cord passing
over a sheave. The cord is connected at one end to
a plate adjustable in a box attached to the upper bar
of the lower sfish.

Claim.—F'w^t. the adjusting box C, with its mova-
ble stop plate a constructed, airanged, and operating
substantially as herein shown and described for the
purposes set forth.

Second, in combination with the adjusting box C,
connecting the upper and the lower sash together so
that they will balance each otlier, substantially as do-
scribed ibr the purposes set forth.

72,851.—J. L. Heffrox, Marathon, X. T.—5Zcd
.Brate.—December 31. 1867.—The tongue has longi-
tudinal movement in the roller, and actuates the dog
brake when the sleigh presses forward toward the
team.

Claim.—First, the sliding plate d, on the roller B,
for closing the slot b in the runner, when made and
aiTanged as described, and when fitted between the
two bars e e, as set forth.

Second, the combination of the roller B, fitted in
the slotted runner, with the sliding plates d, levers/,
semi-annular Icvei-s g. and adjustable dogs h, all made
and operating substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.

72,852.—George H. Hess, Chicago, J\\.—Wend-
ing Machine.—December 31, 1867.—The share has a
number of backward projections, to shake the earth
from the roots of the weeds.

Claijn.—The machine, consisting of the inclined
blades A, attached to the central standard C, and the
latter secured to the hand frame, haviJig a single wheel
at the front and handles at the rear, all constructed
and aiTanged substautiaUy as herein described.

72,853.—James A. House and Henry A. House,
Bridgeport, Conn.

—

Trunk.—December 31, 1867.

—

The trunk is protected from violence by elastic pads
attached to its corner clamps.

Claim.—First, the combination, substantially as
described, of the elastic shield of the metal clamp,
for the purposes specified.

Second, a perforated metal clamp, through which
an elastic boss or shield projects, and by which the
shield is fastened to the trunk, substantially as de-

scribed.
Third, the combination of the elastic boss with tho

metal plate, having claws grasping tho boss, as shown
in Figs. 4 and 5.

Fourth, clamping an elastic boss upon the head of
the nail or screw which fastens the clamp in position,

as described.

72,854.—Thomas N. Howell, Circleville, Ohio.
—Lighter and Alarm.—December 31, 1867.—The re-

lease of the detent causes the alarm to sound and tho
lamp to raise up on end. Tho movement of the lamp
rubs tho match upon the rough surface and lights it

and the lamp.
CZaim.-First, the lamp A, constructed as de-

scribed, and provided with the spring E, in combina-
tion with the spiral match holder a" and tho friction

plate G, as and for the purpose described.

Second, in combination witli the above, the alarm
apparatus, consisting of the stud F, spring /, nipple
/', and stop f", as and for the purpose described.

72,855.—Edward I. Hughes, Pittsburg, Pa.—
JS:if<!.—December 31, 1867.—The kite has a light me-
tallic framework, and is formed in imitation of a bird.

Claim.—The kite frame, constructed as described,
consisting of the bent bar A, saddle B, curved ope-
rating bar G, backlwne C. beak and sternum D, tail

bars E, and wing bars F, all constructed and an-anged
as described, for the purpose specified.

72,856.-D. S.HuMPHREY;East Townscnd, Ohio.
—Fence and Trellis Hook.—December 31, 1867.—The
head of the hook is on one side of the shank, and so
formed that on being driven into a post the hook will

embrace a wire and hold it in place. It is used as a
substitute for a staple.

Claim.—A cut hook-headed spike or nail, con-
structed as described, and for the pm-pose specified,

as a now article of manufacture.

72,857.—Wm. B. Hutchinson, Xewbem. N. C,
assignor to liimself and Mitchell, Allen & Co.,
same -olace.- Well Tube.—Becemhev 31, 1867.—^Ex-

plained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The combination of the conical gaugo
strainer F, perforated inverted conical sand basket
D, and perforated pointed cvlindcr A, having tho
openings G in the hollow bead near its lower cud, as
herein described for tho purpose specified.

72,858.-Allen I.VGAr.T.s, Hartwick, X. T.—
Poling Hop.^.—December 31, J867.—The poles have
cros8-i)icces at top, from Avhich cords pass to points
on the other poles nearer to the ground.

Claim.—The corabiuation and arnuigement of tho
poles A, crossbars C, and cords D, as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

72,859.—Alsion B. Ives, Bloomington. 111.

—

Metallic Column for Bridgej<.—December 31, 1867.

—

Explained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The cast iron column A, consistinfroftwo
arms B B, constructed as described, and proviclcd wilii

ribs or flanges R R, ca]) c. and foot or sluu; H, said
arms bolted at the top and spread at the foot, and con-
nected by one or more braces D. sul)stantially as and
in tho manner herein set fort!) ; said eoluran'A to l>o

used for abutments and piers in ii-on and woodeu
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bridges, substantially as and in tbe manner herein de-
scribed and specified.

72,860.-11. V. J0AT5S, Canton, Ohio.-^HorseHay
J'orfc.—December 31, 1867.—The frame of the pivoted
tooth is held in working position by a projection,
which takes over a latch which is withdrawn by a
cord to release the load.

'Claim.—First, the use of the cross-bar G, in com-
bination with its arm E, as and for the purpose spe-
cified.

Second, the strap A, with its prongs or teeth B, in
combination with the bar F, with i'ts prong J and
cross-bar G-, and the arm E and cord I, arranged and
used as and for the pm'pose set forth.

73,861.—Jacob Katzenberg, New York, N. Y.
—Car Brake.—December 31, 1867.—The treadle is

so connected to a lever beneath the car as to simulta-
neously apply all the brakes.

Claim.—The jointed foot-lever J, pivoted to sup-
ports K, attached to the platform B or railing C, or to
both, and connected with the brake rod I by a chain
L, passing around a friction pulley M, substantially
as herein shown and described and for the purpose
set forth.

72,862.—Max A. Keilig, Boston, Mass.—Dress
Hook.—December 31, 1867.—The point of the hook
has an offset to receive the point of the spring.
Claim.—The formation of the hook tongue a with

the shoulder bend c, as and for the pui'pose set forth.

72,863.-A. Labair, Pewankee, Wis.—Portable
Fence.—December 31, 1867.—Each panel has at each
end a braced side base extending in opposite direc-

tions. The panels are secured together by traverse
pins, and give mutual support.

Claim.—A fence constructed as specified, and so
devised that all the parts may be formed of the same
kind of lumber, substantially as described.

72,864.—Ezra B. Lake, Bridgeport, N. J.—
^S'caie.—December 31, 1867.—The weight slides on the
beam, and its position is controlled by a graduated
arm, which has movement before a scale plate, so
graduated that the weight and value of the article

may be simultaneously ascertained.
Claim.—The combination of a vibrating frame or

beam of a scale, a graduated plate or plates, and a
weight controlled by a graduated arm or arms, all

substantially as and for the pm'pose herein set forth.

72,865.—Michael A. Lanagan, Brooklyn, N.
T., assignor to himself and John Dailey, same place.
—Oar Lock.—December 31, 1867.—The thole ring is
hinged to admit of vertical or horizontal oscillation,

and its upper segment is hinged to its lower one, and
connected by a pin on the side opposite to the hinge.

Claim.—The combination of the hinged row-lock
A and pivoting bolt C with each other, substantially
as herein shown and described and for the purpose
set forth-

72,866.-Michael A. Lanagan, Brooklyn, N.
Y., assignor to himself, John Dailei', Eobekt Kus-
bell, and Andrew Mercein, same place.—jKoaf-dc-
taching Apparatus.—Jyecemhev 31, 1867.—The lever
is pivoted to one of the hinged jaws, and connected
to the other by a slot and traversing pin in sucli man-
ner as to operate the jaws by movement of the lever.

Claim.—The combination of the slotted lock and
trip lever E with the hooked bars B and C, substan-
tially as herein shown and described and for the pur-
pose set forth.

72,867.— Leopold Jonas Lavater, Paris,
France-Means for Attaching Brackets to Glass.—
December 31, 1867.—The bracket brace has a flat sur-

face between which and the glass is interposed the
" label." The latter is gummed on both sides.

Claim.—Tlie application of the gummed paper or
cloth lalxils /, for tlie purpose of securing brackets
A to glass or other smooth or polished surfaces B,
substantially as herein shown and described.

72,868.—LEwqs Leigh, Bridgeport, Conn.—
Globe Fairc—December 31, 1867.—A spring friction

clamp is applied to the hand wheel in such a manmer
as to prevent the accidental turning of the same.
Claim.—The spring g, with the socket h and clamp

i applied around the valye stem between the stuffing
box and the hand wheel, as and for the purposes set
forth.

72,869.—Charles Lewando, Boston, Mass.

—

Illuminated Sign.—December 31, 1867.—The letters
are cut in an opaque sign board, and an endless trans-
parent apron, variously colored, is illuminated in the
rear and revolved behind the letters.

Claim.—An Uluminated sign, made by combining
with the perforated plate D a traversing parti-colored
semi-transparent band C C, through which the light
for illumination passes, substantisdly as described and
for the pm-pose set forth.

72,870.—William H. Lewis, New York, N. Y.—Roller for Towels.—December 31, 1867 ; antedated
December 17, 1867.—The end piece which forms one
of the roller bearings, is moved out to disengage the
roller when a clean towel is to be placed thereon.
The end piece is locked when slipped back into posi-
tion, so as to prevent the surreptitious removal of the
towel.

Claim.—A movable end piece for securing the end
of the towel roller, substantially as set forth.

72,871.—N"ATHA2f Long, Eaton, Iowa.—TaftZe
Leaf Support.—December 31, 1867.—The leaf sui>
ports have a rubber link at one end, by which they
are drawn beneath the leaves on extension of the lat-

ter. They may be drawn back by cords, which ex-
tend to the end of the table fi-ame.

Claim.—The combination of the self-acting sup-
ports C with the springs h b and cords d d, constructed,
arranged, and operating as and for the purpose herein
shown and described.

72,872.—William Lucas, Ptushville, m.—Ma-
chine for Making Cider.—December 31, 1867.—The
apples first pass between crushing rollers, of which
the driving one has rectangular teeth entering simi-

lar recesses in the other. The wearing side of the
recesses, when wooden rollers are used, is coated
with metal. From the crushing rollers the pomace
falls on rubber-covered pressing rollers of great<?r

length ; the juice running over their ends to the
strainer and the pomace passing between.
Claim.—First, the metal plate v in the sockets 6,

when arranged as described and for the purpose set

forth.

Second, the combination of the crushing rollers

B C, pressing rollers E F, guards q, troughs r r, spout
J, and strainer I, when arranged to operate as shown
and described.

72,873.—Joseph Maitre, Chatillon, Fi-ance.—
Separating Bark from Wood.—December 31, 1867.

—

Exjjlained by the claim.
Cl^.im. —The prprocess described in the present me-

morial, and consisting in the employment of heat in
the shape of hot water, hot steam, hot air, or gases,

either separately or in combination, in conveniently
arranged apparatus, for the purpose of decorticating
or barking oak and other descriptions of wood, in

the manner herein explained, and as illustrated by the
annexed sheet of drawings representing one of the
modifications of the said appai-atus.

72,874.—Wesley Malick, Tidioute, Ta.—Bend-
ing Device.—December 31, 1867.—The hollow frame
has a slotted end and top through which work the
arms of a bell-crank lever having a noteli in the end
of its short arm. The blank is'laid across the slot

and drawn down by the lever, forming the required
bend.
Claim.—First, the arrangement of the elbow-lever

B 6, hung in the slots a and a' and the frame A, sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purpose specified.

Second, the combination of the stop E, an-anged
in the slot a, with the frame A and lever B 6, as

herein described, for the purpose specified.

Third, the horizontal lever F, constructed as de-

scribed, in combination with the elbow lever B &,

grooved projections c c, and frame A, substantially

as herein described, for the pm-pose specified.
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72,875.—James A. Maksiiaix, Mechanicsburg,
Pa.— ir/ii?? i?«cA-.—December 31, 1867 ; antedated De-
cember 24, 1867.—The wire whip rack is secured to a
wooden bar and is so engaged as to form a spring
holder.

Claim.—Tlie constmction of a wire spring holder
and spring guide, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose as herein set forth.

72,876.—C. B. Maktix, Fond du Lac, "Wis.—
Shingle I?a?jd.—December 31, 1867.—The wires are
attached to the lower board, and when the upper
boai'd is forced doAvn by a press the wires arc bent
around its end aud forced into the vertical holes.

Claim.—The binder for shingles, constructed as

described, consisting of the perforated wooden boards
A and wires B, operating as described, for the pur-

I)Ose specified.

72,877.—William H. Mat, Bridgeport, Conn.—
Prepat-ing VTood for Mu.ncal Instruments.—Decem-
ber 31, 1S67.—The boards are soaked for a month or
more in chamber lye and then kiln dried.

Claivi.—The improved mode of treating wood to
increase its vibratory poAver and sonorous quality,

for application to the sounding boards and other
parts of piano fortes and other musical instruments,
or an equivalent process, substantially as herein de-

swibed.

72,878.—P. E. Minor, Schenectady, :N'. T.—
3faterial for Manufacture of Glass.—December 31,

1867.—The dross is to be treated while in a melted
state from the furnace, or at a subsequent time.

Claim.—The manufacture of glass of the dross or
refuse wliicli is thrown off in the smelting of iron ore,

substantially as described.

72,870.—H. H. Mitchell, Mineral Point, Wis.—Hand Loom.—December 31, 1867.—The movement
of the yarn beam is regulated by a cord aud weight.
"Weights are placed on the treadles. Metallic screw
tappets are placed in the rollers to operate the
treadles.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
lay E supporting the take-up beam C with the link e,

loose ratchet pulley H, shaft a, screw pins h, and
weights g, all operating as described, for the purpose
specified.

72,880.-A. K Moore, Xorth Cohocton, N. T.
—PZo«'.—December 31, 1867.—The common shovel-
plow has an overcurved top, adjustable side wings,
nnd a detachable share.
Claim

.

—First, the employment of the scrapers h
and wings d, either separately or together, in com-
bination with a plow, substantially as and for the
purpose shown and described.

Second, the slotted wing d. substantially as shown
and described, in combination with a plow, for the
purposes set forth.

Third, the curved corners o of a plow, substantially
as shown and described, in combination with the
wings d for accomplishing the more perfect lateral

delivery of the soil, all as set forth.

72,881 .-Duncan Moriuson, Portland, Me., as-

signor to himself and "William Hammond, same
place.—Ifofor /or Carnagrcs.—December 31, 1867.

—

The weights are raised by levers through the medium
of the cords, and in descending their teeth catch the
teeth upon tlie endless apron which is stretched
around the drimis and causes their rotation.

Claim.—The aiTaugeraent of the levers A B, pul-
leys a b, cords c c', trucks e c' and //, weights g g',

toothed belt h, drum i i', and the releasing device
composed of the lever n, cord o, pulleys p r, aud
spring catches m, all as and for the purposes sot tbrth.

72,882—F. MosMAN, Cambridge, Mass.—Steam
Engine Gorerjjor.—December 31, 1867; antedated
December 19, 1867.—One of the two shafts has rota-

tion directly from the engine, its speed being relative
to that of the engine. The other sliaft has motion
from the engine, l)ut its speed is regulated by a pen-
dulum or balance wheel. A variation in speed causes
a longitudinal movement in the shaft which is con-
nected to the governor valve.
Claim.—First, the combination of the two shafts

A B, having independent rotation in tho same direc-
tion, and a sleeve G, adapted to receive longitudimil
motion by any inequality in the rotation of tho saiil

shafts, substantially us and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the combination Avith the shafts A B of tho
arm F and pin /, tho scroll cam C and sleeve G,
constructed and operating substantially as described.

Third, the combination of tho sleeve G, plungers
H H', and pins k k', and helical cam L. constructed
and operating substantially as described.
Fourth, tho helical cam L in combination with a

traversing rod K with an intervening device, giuchus
the spring pins k k', or their equivalents.

Fifth, tho helical cam L in its combination with
the pulley M, the pawl and ratchet m m', and the
shaft A.

Sixth, the cam C, sleeve G, ratchet wheels g g',

pawls n n', and pins /i
f^ on tho arm F, operating

substantially as described,

72,883.—M. C. MOTCH, Covington, Ky., assigtwr
to himself nnd "W. F. Smirall, same place.

—

Rotary
Brick Machine.—December 31, 1867.—Tho clay is

forced down by a series of arms rotating within the
hopper and driven bv tho horizontally reciprocating
plunger into the molds. The sides ot the molds are
operated by a cam and anti-friction rollers, and are
drawn in at the bottom of their rotation to leave the
brick upon the ofi"-bearing belt.

Claim.—First, the hopper B, having the ribs e on
its inner sides, in combination with the shafts a and
a' provided with the compressing arms b, all con-
structed and arranged to operate substantially as and
for tho purpose described.
Second, the follower C, actuated by the eccentric

E, in combination with the revolving drum O having
the sliding molds i arranged thereon, substantially as
set forth.

Third, the rotating mold drum O, provided with a
number of sliding mold boxes i, constructed and ar-

ranged siibstantially as described.
Fourth, tho repressing board S, operated in the

manner and for the purpose specified.

Fifth, the springs IJ, in combination with the mold
boxes i, when tho same are constructed and operate
substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Sixth, the guides T and T', when constructed sub-
stantially as described and for the purpose specified.

Seventh, the shearing knife Q, when operated in
the manner substantially as shown and described and
for the pm-posc set forth.

72,884.—Ben.tamin H. Naves, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Pump Pwfon.—December 31, 1867.—The foot-valve

box is frusto-conical, aud rests in a suitable seat at

the lower end of the lining. The latter has a pack-
ing ring near the top, between it and the case.

C'iaim.—First, the inside lining C, constructed
with a tapering base for receiving tho clapper or
valve box, and also with a provision at or near its

upper end for receiving a packing c, substantially as
described.
Second, the pump bucket A, constructed with two

parts a a', with packing 6 between said parts, being
confined together, and the clapper held in place by
means of the tangs on the end of the bail E, substan-
tially as described.

72,885.—John Nester, Portland, Oregon.—
Scribe Hook for Weatherboarding.—December 31,

1867.—The adjustable scribe is used for marking the
weatherboarding. The slide gauge is used for spac-
ing, is set to the scale, and is adjusted by a longitud-
inal screw rod turned by a knob at tho end. The
spur is used to denofco the place for the next gauge
nail.

Claim.—The weatherboard hook M, having should-

ers I I, when used in combination with the scale O,
slide gauge F, spur G, and sliding marker B, the
whole being arranged in one instrument, and form-
ing a combined tool of the character and for the pur-

poses set forth.

72,886.—W. H. Nobles, St. Paul, Mmr\.—Smoke
Extinguisher for Boilers.—jycccrnhn- 31, 18(!7.—The
smoke and ashes are drawn from the flues by a fan

and damped by water thrown out from tho perfora-

tions in the tubulm* fan shaft. The dampened ashes
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are dei^osited beneath. The intention is to do away
with sparks and the necessity of large chimneys.
Claim.—The arrangement of the flues E F and G

G, witli the blower B, perforated shaft L, and dis-

charge opening M, whereby to cany off the smoke
and sparks, and to dispense with a smoke stack, sub-

stantially as herein set forth.

72,887.—D. J. Owen, Springvillo, Ta..—Machine
for Boring Hubs.—December 31, 1867.—The screw
shaft separates at its rear end into two parallel arras

which traverse horizontal holes in a post and sustain
the shaft in position. The arms can-ying the tools

pass through the slide, and as the hub is fed onto the
shaft tlie slide di-aws the tools together and forms
the necessary taper from the shoulders of the cylin-

drical cavity'for the box.
Claim.—The stationary screw shaft A, bearing the

slide D and adjustable cutters / /, in combination
with the yoke F bearing the hub, composed of two
parts, when such yoke is adapted to revolve canying
the hub, the latter being fed to the stationary cutters

by means of the screw a* and the double nut I m, as
herein described for the purpose specified.

72,888.—Milton J. Palmer, Syracuse, 17. Y.—
Coupling for Whiffletrees.—December 31, 1867; ante-

dated December 24, 1867.—The outer segmental pro-

jections of the piece attached to the whiffletree en-

gage the inner projections of the flange of that portion
attached to the cross-bar when the whiffletree and
bar arc parallel.

Claim.—The sections A and 35, with their respect-

ive flanges h h', ears E E, arm F, segments c c, and
projections e e, when constructed and used in the
manner and for the purposes specified.

72,889.-S. G-. Peabody, Champaign, JM.—Cul-
tivator.—Uecemher 31, 1867.—The tongue is jointed
above tbe supporting caster wheels, aud the plow
frame may be thrown up at the rear and secured by
the sliding bolt, when moving from field to field.

The plow beams are pivoted to pendants at tlie rear
of the frame, and are adjustable on pendants at their

fore ends.
Claim.—First, the slide bolt E, applied to the

draught pole B, and arranged in relation with the
cross-bai- C, to operate in the manner substantially as
aud for the purpose set forth.

Second, the aiTangement of the front bar D with
the standards F of the caster wheels G*, and the
arms g of the cross-bar C, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

Third, the cross-bar C, provided with the pendant
arms G, in combination with tlie plow beams H H'
and adjustable frames I, all arranged substantially as
and for the purpose specified.

Fourth, the stay or brace bars j j, in connection
with the bars C D and tlie standards F of the caster
wheels G, all arranged substantially in the manner as
and for the purposirset forth.

Fifth, the bracing of the handles J J' by means of
the bars K, substantially as set forth.

Sixth, the placing of the draw bolt L at the rear of
the draught pole, substantially as and for the pm-pose
specified.

72,890.—Walter Peck, Eockford, Hl.-Wind-
mill.—December 31, 1867 ; antedated December 27,

1867.—The crank of the vane shaft is connected to

the pitman by a ball and socket joint. The vanes are
turned upon tlicir arms by connection to a collar

whicli is caused to slide upon the shaft by a yoke con-
nected by levers to the auxiliary wiudmilL The speed
is thus regulated.

Claim.—First, the weighted link S, lever M and
link M', as arranged, in combination witli the adjust-

able collar L and'links L', arms and sails K K', for

the purpose and in the manner as described.
Second, windlass U, rod R, and yoke II', in com-

bination with the link S, as and for the pui-pose set

forth.

Third, in combination with the above described
mill, the auxiliary mill or wings P, as and for the
purpose set forth.

72,891.—Samuel Pexxock, Kennett Square,
Pa.

—

Railway Car.—December 31, 1867.—The draw
head is connected to a wedge, which is di-ivcn by a

collision between a fixed horizontal plate and a spring
block to ease the stroke. The outer end of the mov-
ing platform has checker-form projections, to prevent
lateral movement between cars on collision.

Claim.—First, a momentum-absorbing attachment
to railroad cars, tenders, or locomotives, which is
made and operated substantially as herein shown and
described.
Second, the movable platform J, when provided

with roughened, partly-projecting, partly-receding
surfaces, substantially as herein shown and'deseribed.

Third, the movable platform J, when connected by
rods I, or directly with a wedge or wedges H, which
work upon a follower E, resting upon spring F in a
box B arranged on a car, substantially as herein
shown and described.
Fourth, the movable platform J, when provided

with a movable coupling bar K, the same moving in-
dependent of the platform and within it, substantially
as and for the purpose herein shown and described.

Fifth, the follower E, when combined with the bolts
G and springs F in the box B, and with the wedge
H and platform I, substantially as herein shown and
described.

Sixth, the connecting rods I I, when set on edge
and when working in the slotted plate 6, in corabinar
tion with the sliding platform J and wedge H.

72,892.—Duane T, Perkins and Charles P.
Hovey, Springfield, Mass.

—

Hose Coupling.—Decem-
ber 31, 1867; improvement on their patent Septem-
ber 10, 1867.—Tlie duplica'te parts of the coupling are
interlocked by the inclined ears. The packing is in
annular grooves of the faces, and channels from the
interior of the hose lead to a groove behind tlie pack-
ing, to force the latter outward when a pressure is

on the water.
Claim.—First, in a hose coupling, composed of

two parts, I P, interlocking by means of the inclined
ears or lugs B B, the nut c, turning upon the stud a,

applied to either or both of said parts, substaHtially
as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the annular groove a;', water channel x, and
ports m m, in combination with the elastic strip w,
the whole arranged substantially as described, and
constituting a packing to be applied directly to the
end of either or both parts of a hose coupling, and ope-
arting both by its own elasticity and by the pressure of
the water, as set forth,

72,893.—Charles F. Pike, Providence, II. I.—
Corpse Preserver.—December 31, 1867.—The metallic
case has an interior wire basket to receive the corpse.
Between the basket and case ai-e pipes which contain
a freezing mixture. The cover has hollow pockets for
the circulation of air which passes into the pans to
which the tubes are attached. The inner cover is

cooled with ice and the outer one incloses the inte-

rior arrangements.
Claim.—First, the application of a tubular ice box

to a corpse preserver, whether the same be made with
openings near the bottom or on the bottom, or whether
the same be made tight, and you get your cold by con-
duction, substantially as herein described aud delin-

eated on the drawings hereunto annexed.
Second, the construction of the corpse preserver,

substantially in the manner set forth in the drawing,
and described in the specification, of getting the ro-

tation or movement of the air in the chamber A, sub-
stantially as described.

Third, the combination of the tubes or pipes E with
the chamber A, cases I J, cover C, substantially as
herein described and for the pm-poses herein set forth.

72,894.—Charles F. Pike, Providence, E. L—
Preserving, Eefrigerating, and Transporting Perish-
able Articles.—December 31, 1867.—The preserving
rooms are surrounded by non-conducting material,

and. are cooled by pipes containing freezing mixture,
and communicating with an ice chamber above and
droin pipes beneath.
Claim.—First, the applieation of the pipes or tubes

to a vessel for the purposes of refrigeration, preser-

vation, and transportation of meats, fruits, and pro-

visions from one place to another, substantiall'sr as set

forth and described, whether the rooms are built to
the ship, or built and put into the ship or vessel.

Second, the combination of the tubes or pipes with
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the rooms E, vessel V, substantially as herein de-

scribed and set forth, and for the purposes set forth.

72,895.—Charles F. Pike, Providence, R. I.—
Construction of Railroad Cars for Preserving and
Transporting Meats, Fish, and Vegetables.—Decem-
ber 31, 18(J7.—The preserving chambers are attached
to railroad cars, and are surrounded by non-conduct-
ing walls, floor, and ceiling. These chambers are
cooled by pipes communicating with an ice chamber
and drain traps. The pipes may have perforations
allowing the cool air to flow out into the preserving
chamber, and the air from this chamber passing into

the ice chamber and through the pipes establishes an
endless circulation.

Claim.—First, the application of tubular ice boxes
to a railroad car, for tho purposes of refrigeration,

preservation, and transportation of meats, fish, and
fruits from place to place, substantially as set forth
and described.
Second, the combination of the pipes or tubes with

the room or rooms K, with the running gear H, sub-
stantially as set forth, when used for the purposes set

forth and described.
Tliird, thetubidar ice box, with or without its being

perforated at the top and bottom, with the room 11,

whether the same be constructed as a part of tho car
or merely put upon a flat, with the running gear H
attached to that flat, and to bo removed at will or
pleasure, substantially as and for tho purposes set

foi-th.

72,896.—Manuel Pmz, East New York, N. Y.—Dining Table.—December 31, 18G7.—Tho base piece
supporting the rotatable disk is removable so that the
cloth may be spread beneath it.

Claim.—The arrangement of the grooved base B
and top C with the table A, when the table cloth is

adapted to be spread over the table and beneath the
base B in such a manner as to permit the top C to re-

volve without its rollers coming in contact with the
table cloth, as herein shown and described.

72,897.-0. H. Platt, l^orth Fairfield, Ohio.—
(?rti?«.—December 31,1807.—One ofthe bars is extended
at the fore end, and enters one of the two notches
in the post, where it is secured by a pin. The middle
and rear uprights are adjustably secured to a bar
sliding in the upright bar, which is hinged to the post.

The gate is slid backward to a balance, and then
turned to open the whole gateway.

Claim.—Fonning the notches Fin two sides of the
rear gat<? post E, for the reception of the supporting
bar C, substantially as herein shown and described.

72,898.—E. L. Platt, Boston, Mass.—Tobacco
Cutter.—December 31, 1867.—The plug is placed on
tho swinging lever, and when the free end of the lat-

ter is raised is thrust beneath the fixed knife. The
gauge plate has a closed and open-ended slot, which
embrace the attaching screws, so that by a move-
ment endways the plate may be free to swing down
from before the throat.
Claim.—Tlie throat piece or gauge plate d, made,

held in position, and having provioion for removal
without stai-tiug its fastenings, substantially as set

forth.

Also, providing the swinging lever or earner e

with scale maiks, substantially as shown and de
scribed.

72,899.—Fraxklix B. Prixdle, Southington
Conn.

—

Machine for Heading 2?oJfs.—December 31

1867.—The blank is held between a pair of holding
dies, the square portion of the shank npeet by a
punch, and then squared by a pair of dies. The head
18 swaged into form by a 'single plunger die. The
diameters of the X'ound'and squai-e pai-ts of the shank
are made equal.

Claim.—The combination of the holding dies e and
e' and squaring dies g and h with the upsetting punch
j' and plunger or heading die k, when they are con
etructed, arranged, and operated substaiitially as
herein described and set forth.

72,900.—E. T. Prixdle and John "Wkllfare,
Anrora, 111.

—

Lantern.—December 31, 1867.—The
ease is perforated at the base, and the currents of air
arc turned ijp\^ard to avoid deflection of the flame to

one side. The top aperture for escape of the caloric
current has two curved plates to protect the hand.

Claim.—The an-angement of the case A, the bull's

eye B, glass C, and lamp K, the case being provided
with a lining I and with perforations i, whereby a
steady current of air is supplied to and in the direc-
tion of the lamp flame, suostantially as and for the
purpose specified.

72,901.-11. B. Prindle, Norwich, N. Y.—Wagxm
Jack.—December 31, 1867.—The lever is connected
by a link to the rack. Tho lifting bar has a cross-bar
engaged by the teeth of tho rack, which is raised by
the lever. The latter is swung under so far as to be
self-supporting.

Claim.—The notched rack bar E, arranged and
constructed in combination with the connecting link

/, fulcrum lever D, bottom bar a, and sliding frame
C C, operating substantially in tho manner as herein
described, for the purposes set forth.

72,902.—Edward D. Pritchard, Boston, Maes.—Railroad JfaiZ.—December 31, 1867.—The ends of
tlic rails are scarfed together and connected by hori-

zontal bolts traversing longitudinal slots.

Claim.—A railroad rail, formed with enlarged
ends, as described, and mitred joints, when the small
end of the joint is provided with shoulders c and con-
nected together by means of bolts passing through
elongated openings in the same, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

72,903.—Eansom Eathbone, New York, N. Y.—Gun-wad Punch.—December 31, 1867.—Explained
by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—A wad punch, provided at or near its de-

livery end with lubricating ways or perforations for

operating in combination with an outside supply
chamber or box, from which the oil or grease is drawn
or fed to the interior of tho punch, for greasing the
edges of the wads as or before they are delivered
from the punch, substantially as specified.

72,904.—Philip Eees, Bridgewater, Pa.—De-
vice for Soldering Sheet-metal Ca?;s.—December 31,

1867.—The frame is inserted through the mouth and
expanded within the cavity of the can. Tkc expau-
sion is caused by depression of tlie cylindrical sleeve
to which the vertical plates are connected by radial

hinged arms. The arms are made to assvmic a hori-

zontal position, and retained by the cam latoli which
passes through a slot in the ro'd and holds down the
sleeve.

Claim.—The rod B, the cylinder C, radiating arms
//, <fec., hinged vertical plates F F, &c., the com-
presser D, the pin d, the mortises c c, the latch A,
and mortise b, the disk E, or their equivalents, con-
sti-ucted, arranged, and operated in the manner and
for the purpose showu and described.

72,905.—Thomas C. Eichards, New York, N.
Y.

—

Attaching Ornamental Heads to Nails, Screxos,

rfc—December 31, 1867.—Explained by the claim and
illustration.

Claim.— Attaching ornamental heads to nails

and screws by means of a recess or groove to receive
the head of the nail or scrcAv, composed of a separate
piece of metal attached to tho under side of the orna-
mented head, aii herein shown and described.

72,906.—John "W. Eichardsok, Boston, Mass.—Miter Box.—December 31, 1667.—Tho guide blocks
are pivoted at their inner ends to the frame support-
ing the saw guides, and have links whose ends are
pivoted together and guided in a slot of tho frame
extension,"so tliat tho blocks stand at equal inclina-

tion to the frame.
Claim.—A. miter box, constructed by combining

with the piece sustaining the saw guide'posts, stock
guides separately pivoted so as to be turned each on
its own center with respect to said piece, and ar-

ranged to be held tlieroto and adjusted by means of
pivoted links, all substantially as set forth.

72,907.—Oliver Eichardson, Boston, llass.—
Cotton Seed PZaiir<;>-.—December 31, 1867.—The seed
is agitated by rotary ATings, and drawn from the hop-
per by the clawed sides of tho cavities in the periphciy
of the seed-dropping wheel. The seed drops between
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the opener and coverer, -which are attached to a frame
adjustable beneath the hopper frame.

Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement
of the projection I and the two rotary agitators K K
\vitli the hopper and the seed-dropping Avheel ar-
ranged therein, as specified.

Second, the arrangement and combination of the
disks g g Avith the two agitators K X, a series of
blades, and their hopper.

Third, the application of the plowshare and cover
supporter or frame L to the carriage body by means
suustantially as specified, whereby the adjustment of
the plowshare may be effected and the coverer be
free to pluy vertically, in manner as explained.
Fourth, the formation of each of the notches or

ea,vities«! of the seed-dropping wheel E, hook-shaped,
as represented, and to operate with the advance
spout and upon the seed, as specified.

Fifth, the combination and arrangement of the de-

flector T with the hopper and seed-dropping wheel,
the agitators, and the projection I arranged in such
hopper, as specified.

72,908.—Peter Eiordan, "Washington, D. C.

—

Clothes Line Hpldei-.—Deeemher 31, 1867.—The end
of the line is held between the serrated surfaces of
the frame and the pivoted block.

Claim.—The device above described, consisting
of the frame A, clamp C, and spool H, when com-
bined, constructed, and operating substantially in the
manner as and for the purpose specified.

73,909.—James S. Kogers, "Worcester, Mass.—
Sink Trap.—December 31, 1867.—Explained by the
claim and illustration.

Claim.—A trap for an iron kitchen-sink, constructed
with lugs E F, or their equivalents, to secure the
strainer or cover in position, so that the same may
be removed without disturbing the waste-pipe coup-
ling, substantially as described.

72,910.—"William F. Rundell, Genoa, IvT. T.—
Harvester Reel.—December 13, 1867.—The hub has
two flanges adjustable in distance. One flange has
ribs for attachment of the arms supporting the angle
sockets which receive the ends of the beaters.

Claim.—The metallic elbows E, constructed as
described, in combination with the plates B and D,
constructed as described, as and for the pm'pose spe-

cified.

72,913 .—E. "Walton Eussell, Baltimore, Md.
—Tumbler Washer.—DecemhoT 31, 1867.—The upper
end of the water-pipe has an obliquely perforated
cap through which the valve stem passes. The valve
is seated beneath the cap and is depressed by the
bottom of the tumbler to allow the floAV of water.

Claim.—The tumbler washer, above described,
consisting of the water-pipe B, cap C, valve D, and
rod E, all constructed, combined, and arranged sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

72,912.—Edward Schlichting, l^ew York, N.
Y.— Cigar Pijpe.—December 31, 1867.—The device is

similar in form to a cigar, and has a cylindrical part
to contain the tobacco. The cover and bottom of the
cylinder are both perforated. BetAveen the bottom
and the mouth piece is a chamber and side drain to
receive the nicotine.

Claim.—The attachment D, having the chamber
H, Avhen attached to the part C, having the chamber
a', as herein shown and described.

72,913.—John C. Schooley, "New York, N. Y.
— Construction of Dikes, Levees, and Embankments.
—December 31, 1867.—A deep and narrow longitudi-

nal channel is formed where the levee is to be built,

and filled in Avith a grouting which will harden suf-

ficiently to deter muskrats from boring through the
levee. This core may be cast partly beneath the
{ground and partly between walls of boards erected
tor that purpose.
Ciatm.—First, the construction of an impervious

and continuous core for dikes or levees, formed by
pouring into a prepared channel any suitable material
or mixture, in a heated or liquid state, that will be-

come hardened Avhen cooled, substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

Second, the construction and arrangement of the

portable metal, earthen, or wooden mold, Aviiten
adapted to receive and deposit the core in its liquid
state in the prepared channel and above it, in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

72,914.—Carl H. Schubeus, ^STcAvark, IST. J—
Lock for Traveling jBagrs.-December 31, 1867.—The
spring knob is attached to the rear jaw and is slotted
to receive the catch, which is rigidly fixed to the
front jaw. "When the bolt is shot its salient part
itands beneath the shoulder of the knob, and pre-
vents its depression to release the catch.
Claim.—Tha plate O, knob G, spring H, bolt K,

and catch E, substantially as herein described and
for the purposes named.

72,915.—James M. Scott, Kinsman. Ohio.—
Mechanical Movement.—December 31, 1867.—A pin
projecting from the pitman works in the slot of the
feed-shaft crank and causes its rotation.
Claim.—ThQ feed shaft E, slotted crank D, and

pin c, in combination with the pitman B and shaft
A, arranged and operating in manner and for the
purposes substantially as described.

72,916.—Olin Scott, Bennington, Vt.—Oim-
powder Canister.—December 31, 1867.—Explained
by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture a me-
tallic gunpowder keg or canister of hexagonal or
polygonal form, with the sides and heads corrugated,
the heads being secured by seaming, and one of the
heads having an opening in it near an angle^ all con-
structed and arranged as and for the purpose hescin
shown and described.

72,917.—Jacob Senneff, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Heddle for £ooms.—December 31, 1867.—The hed-
dles have eyelets for the passage of the rods. The
eyelet plates may be split at the outer ends, each
point having a cord for securing it to the rod.

Claim.—First, the heddles of looms, when con-
structed with the metallic clasps C or metallic eyes
B, and also Avith metallic eyelets D cast upon twine
or wire, substantially as set forth.

Second, so constructing the removable eyelets for
attaching the heddles to the rods that they may be
clamped upon the same independently, for the purpose
of replacing a broken heddle, substantially in the
manner set forth.

72,918.—David Shaeffer and Aaron McCabe
Shaeffer, Centreville, Iowa.

—

Beehive.—December
31, 1867.—The entrance of the hive extends horizontally
to near the usual place of entrance, from whence it

turns downward and enters the chamber at the bot-
tom of the hopper-shaped lower part of the hive.
This chamber has a drawer for collection and re-

moval of ofi'al.

Claim.— The arrangement of the entrance A,
drawer D, chamber C, and removable boxes G G' G',^
in connection ^Avith the inclosing box E and frame A,
substantially as described.

72,919.—"William Anthony Shaw, Is'ew York,
N. Y.

—

Manufacturing and Uniting Alloys ofMetals
in Forming Water Pipes and Other Articles.—De-
cember 31, 1867 ; antedated December 17, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claims.

Claim..—First, covering the surface, either kisidQ
or out, or both inside and out, of an alloy of lead and
antimony, or of lead and tin, or of lead, tin, and an-
timony, or their equivalents, for this purpose, with
pure tin, when said alloy is madu in a pipe or other
ai'tiele of manufacture, substantially as described.
Second, covering the surface, either inside or out,

or both inside and out, of an alloy of load and anti-

mony, or of lead and tin, or of lead, tin, and anti-

mony, or their equivalents, for this purpose, when
made into a pipe or other article ot manufacture,
with an alloy of cadmium and tiu, or of cadmium,
tin, and bismuth, or of tin, lead, cadmium, and bis-

muth, Or of tin and nickel, or of tiu, nickel, and bis-

^muth, or their equivalents, for this purpose, substan-
tially as described.

Third, covering an alloy of lead with an alloy of
tin, Avhen made in a pipe or other article of manufao-
tmc, by first making the lead-alloyed pipe or article
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and then applying the tin alloy thereto in a state of
fluidity.

7%9tiO.—C. L. Sheldon-, Lo'WTille, N. T.—Ap-
paratus /or Cooling 2filk.—December 31, 1867.—The
water surrouuds the motiUlic milk tauk, and flows out
into a tilting: pan, which is connected to one end of a
walking beam, from whose other end is suspended a

conical bell having a valve at top. The tilting of
the pan raises the bell and agitates the milk. "When
empty the pan returns to upright iwsitiou and the
hell sinks in the milk, its valve opening to allow its

immersion.
Claim.—First, the combination of the water re-

ceiver a d with the connecting arms, and the valve r
attached to the plunger k, as and for the purpose
Kpecifled.

Second, the combination of the ratchet wheels//,
windlass s, the spool c, tlie tipping shelf t, and Aveight

p, as constructed and arranged for tlic purpose of
etopi)ing the agitation at any given time.

72,921. — Peter Shei.lexbock, Middletown,
Ohio, assignor to himself and Miltox R.\lston, same
place.— Vise.—December 31, 18()7.—Both jaws slide

in a frame by the rotation of a single right and left

hand screw, turned by the lever oscillating axially
with the shaft, and whose pin enters the scollops of a
wheel upon the said screw shaft.

C'iaim.— First, the right and left screw C, in com-
bination with frame A and jaws B, constructed, ar-
ranged, and operating in the manner and for the pur-
pose substantially as described.
Second, the lever E with its slot M and detent F,

in combination with scalloped wheel D and screw C,
for operating the jaws B in the manner and for the
purpose described.

72,922.—Solomon Siietter, New Cumberland,
"West Virginia.—PZoM', Potato Planter, and Seeder
Combined.—December .31 , 18()7.—The endless belt has
revolution from tlie ground i-oller, and its buckets or
forked projections cany the potatoes or seed, respect-
ively, from the hopper.

C''toi?».—The endless canying or distribiiting belt
H, provided witli buckets K, or forked i)rojections I,

in combination with the hopper D, tube or chamber
E, plow A, and covering share J*, all arranged
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

72,923.— Joseph Sill, Montoursville Pa., as-
signor to Drake, Sill, and Hutsox, same place.—
Pruning Shears.— Tfeccmher 31, 18G7.—The socket
in which the limb is received is beveled so as to
cause the knife to cut at an incline.
Claim.—First, the inclined socket B', substantially

as and for the purpose specified.
Second, the instrument above described, having

the socket B' and the curved and beveled blade C
operating in combination with it, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

72,924.—JAME8 D. Sinclair, Brooklyn, X. Y.—
Apparatus for Delivering Good*.-December 31,
1867.—The bale is received in a spring trap at the
bottom of each inclined chute and the tilting trap re-

verses the direction of the bale, delivering" it to the
next chute, thus passing through the hatchways from
deck to de©k, or story to stoi-y.

Claim.—First, the" trap D D, when pivoted at the
angles of the zigzag way A, substantially as herein
shown and described, for the purpose of aiTcsting
goods to be lowered, to prevent their descending with
too great velocitv.
Second, providing the traps D D with adjustable

backs b b, substantially as described, and for the pur-
pose of adjusting the device for goods of greater or
less bulk, as set forth.

Third, the traps D D, when arranged as described,
in coral)ination with the spring lM)ards d c, all made
and operating substantially as and for the purpose
herein shown and described.

72,925.—George Smith, Providence. E. I.—
Lamp 7)'«mer.—December 31, 18<i7.—Improvement
on his patent May 14, 1867.—A segmental slide closes
the opening in the burner, through which a lighted
match is introduced to ignite the wick. A spring at-

tached to the wick tube retains tlie slide in place.
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Claim.—First, the construction of the wide and
naiTow opening a a' through the burner cose, with a
lip b foiTucd oil the case, and arranged in such a po-
sition as to receive the flaring forked end c of the
spring slide G, substantially as and for the pui'iioses
described.
Second, the construction of the spring slide G v/ith

a forked end c, and a narrow tail piece /, tiiis slido
beingciu-ved and perforated substantially us described.
Third, the manner of attaching the spring J to the

wick tube by a staple g, substantially as and for the
purposes described.

72,926.—Jonathan Smith, Tiflin, Ohio.—PejicrZ
IToidc;-.-December 31, 18G7.—The metallic tube for
reception of the pencil has clinching teetli for attach-
ment to the garment, and a rubber ring to prevent
the pencil from escaping.
Claim.—The elongated tube A with an opening

in its side, around which opening luul tube is au
india-rubber baud G, said tube being provided with
teeth e e for securing it within the garment, for hold-
ing a pen or pencil as set forth.

72,927.—W. Bell Smith, Charleston, S. C—
Boiler Tube Cutter.—December 31, 18G7.—The revolv-
ing tool is moved radially by the inclined end of the
axial screw pin and cuts the tube within the tube
plate.

Claim.—First, the hollow mandrel D, cap plate T,

cutter bar G, with the inclined extremity b, and the
feed screw L, in combination with the cutter block
H, all constructed and operating substantially as and
for the purpose described.
Second, the clamp E, in combination with the box

C, for securing the machine to a boiler-flue sheet iu
the manner described.

Third, the gear wheels M M' X X', the nut P, tlic

mandrel D, and the cutter bar G, combined, arranged,
and operating as and for the purposes described.
Fourth, the pin K, held by the spring e, and work-

ing in the annular groove d, in combination with tlio

mandrel D and box C, as herein shown auddcscribetl
for the purpose specified.

Fifth, the combination of the clump E, the box C,
the mandrel D, the cutter bar G, the cutter block 11

,

the nut P, and the gears M M' if K', constructed,
aiTanged, and operating substantially as and for the
pm-pose described,

72,928.—William TV. Smith, Chicago, 111.—
Snow Sweeperfor Streets.—December 31, 1867.— Tlic
wires are secured iu the heads by metallic blocks
which are drawn down upon their bent ends ly
screws. The brush frame may be raised by a lever.

Tlie brushes are driven by clutch connection with
the car wheels.
C7atm.—First, the range of brushes E, mounted on

shafts D, with universal joints C, in combination with
the yokes F, all arranged and employed as and for
the purposes specified.

Second, the construction of the brushes E, l)y set-

ting their wires in holes in the brush heads, and se-

curing them with caps S, applied as represented and
described.
Third, the lever M. chain K, eccentric I, and rod

H, in combination, as and for the purposes specified.

Fourth, the wheel 1, iu combination wiih wheels
2 and 3, and clutch 0, for the purpose of tjansmitting
the power from one to the other series of brushes, as
set forth.

72,929.—D. M. Somers, Brooklyn, ]S\ T., and
"W. S. Atwood, N. J.—i>n»o«.—December 31, 1867.

—A pointed stud is thrust through tlie garment from
the inside, and the tubular neck of the button com-
pressed upon its reduced part.

Claim.—Providin;^^ buttous with a holloAV neck N,
to be compressed to tit the diniinishotl form of central
stem S, as shown in Figs, ti and 3, at A, substantially

herein specified and described for the purposes set
forth,

72,930.—Elihu Spencer, Ottawa, Canada.—7n-
dicatorfor Railway AYation*-.—December 31, 1867.

—

The plates bearing the names and distances of sta-

tions, (tc, hang over a prismatic drum, which is

turned by connection Avith the axle or by the brakes-

,

man.
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Claim.—A case A, having the cylinder E mounted
therein, with the disk d and spring I arranged to

hold it in position, and having the series of plates

with the names of stations thereon hinged together,

and arranged to wind over said cylinder to and fro,

and fold up in the lower part of the case, substan-

tially as shown and described.

72,931.—Charles Stetefeldt, Austin, Nevada.—Furnace for Boasting and Treating Ores.—Decem-
ber 31, 1867.—A small furnace is placed beneath the
passage leading from the chloridizing shaft to the
dust chambers, to complete the chloridkation.

Claim.—A furnace constructed with a shaft B, the
fall of the ore through Avhich is retarded by the up-

wai'd motion:of the heated air and cloridizing gases,

combined Avith a fire-place J opening into the canal
H' and below the flue D, substantially as described
and for the purposes set forth.

73,932.—John B, Stevenson, Jr., Philadelphia,
Pa.

—

Manufacture of Oil Cloth.—December 31, 1867.

—Equal quantities of linseed and cotton-seed oil are

used in mixing the paint.

Claim.—The mode of manufacturing oil cloth by
the means substantially as described.

72,933.-John T. Stoakes, Parish of ISTew

Church, England.

—

Car Coupling.—December 31,

1867.—Duplicate draAv heads on the two cars have
catches for coupling, and side springs by which they
are kept in coupling position. The draw heads and
brakes ai'c respectively connected by clmins to two
collars on the same shaft, w^hich is turned by hand,
and operates to uncouple the draw heads, or to apply
the bi-akes, according to direction. The collars screw
upon the shaft, and a rotation in one direction brings
a projection in one of the collars against a stud on
the shaft which rotates the collar. The opposite ro-

tation actuates the other collar in a similar manner.
C^aim.—First, the construction and arrangement

of the slotted pivoted bar D, elliptic springs C, and
bumper bar b^, substantially as described for the pur-

pose specified.

Second, the shoulder b^ of the bumper head, with a
link socket to receive the link of an ordinary car
coupling, substantially as herein shown and described
and for'the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the two collars H and I
Avith the vertical shaft G, the said collars and shaft

being constructed and arranged substantially as liere-

in shown and described, so that the cars may be un-
coupled and the brake applied by operating the same
Bhaft.

72,934.—W. M. Stoddard, San Francisco, Cal.—Marking Guide for Sewing Machines.—December
31, 1867.—The marker slides in a vertical socket of
an arm attached to the stationary support bar of the
presser-foot. The marker is depressed by a spring
connected to the needle arm, and njakes a series of
depressions in the cloth.

Claim.—The device for marking for tucks, ar-

ranged in relation to the sewing machine substan-
tially as described, and consisting of the adjustable
guide bar A, marker G, having a slot I', spring a,

and adjustable spring bar J.

72,935.-11, C. Sturges, Barnstable, Mass.—
Feed Bucket—DecembQi: 31, 1867.—The bucket has
an annukir space communicating at its bottom with
the inner cavity to keep the latter supplied with
grain to a safe elevation. The annular space has a
hinged lid.

Claim.—A feed bucket, having an outer or grain-

containing chamber and an inner or feed chamber
connected together, and supplied, the latter from the
former, substantially as set forth.

72,936.—Bernhard Suverkrup, Louisville, Ky.—Straw Cutter.—December 31, 1867.—Explained by
the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The combination of the crank S, fly wheel
A, with adjustable knife B. bevel wheels E E G and
H. slot O, Avrist P, levers K and L, ratchet M, and
spring catch N, when constructed, arranged, and
operating in the manner and for the purposes set

forth.

72,937.—W. B. Treadwell, Albany, N. Y.—
Cooking Stove.—December 31, 1867.—The* ashes and
cinders fall from the shaking grate bottom on to an
inclined hanging sifter grate with an inclined plate
beneath. The cinders and ushes are distributed to
difi"erent receptacles.
Claim.—First, the grated way B, substantially in

the manner and for the purpose herein set forth aiid
described.
Second, the inclined plate D attached to the grated

way, substantially as described and for the pm-poses
herein set forth.

Third, the gTate C, grated Avay B, and inclined
plate D, in combination, substantia'Uy as and for the
purpose described.
Fourth, the grated Avay B, the grate C, the inclined

plate D, in combination with the coal box E, the ash
pan F, constructed substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein described.

72,938.—W. B. Treadwell, Albany, IT. T.—
Cooking Stove.—December 31, 1867.—The air passes
to the upper part of the fire space through i-egister
holes in the front plate communicating with a trans-
verse aperture before the top of the fire pot. The
air also passes through the side plate and betAveen
the front plates of the oven to the top of the fire, and
also through the side plates and vertical tubular bars
to the rear of the fire space, and is discharged to the
fire top. The ashes and cinders fall into a sifter and
are deposited in two different receptacles Avithin a
chamber Avhose front part swings out on hinges to
permit removal of the receptacle.

Claim.—First, grate G, combined with plates F
and V, constructed substantially in the manner and
for the purpose above described.
Second, grate G, plates F and v, in combination

with plates d and e, for introducing air at m and n,

constructed substantially in the manner and for the
purposes above described.

Third, the fire chamber, constructed as above, in
combination Avith the sifter L, substantially in the
manner and for the purposes above described.
Fourth, the sifter L, in combination with the boxes
M and N and the grate G, substantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose above described.

Fifth, the hearth H, constructed substantially in
the manner and for the purpose described.

72,939.—Edavard M. Troth, ISTcav York, ]Sr. Y.,
assignor to himself and John A. Secor, same place.—Marine Steam Engine Governor.—December 31,

1867.—Intended to prevent " racing " in the shaft of
a steamboat engine when the propeller scrcAV is

raised from the water. , In this event the pendulum
swings forward and operates the slide valve of a
small cylinder, whose piston is connected to tho gov-
ernor valve.
Claim.—The combination of the pendulum I with

the slide valve H, steam chest L, steam cylinder A,
and piston B, and Avith the piston rod C and con-
necting rod 1), all made and operating substantially
a« and for the purpose herein sliown and described.

72,940.—A. "W. Tucker, "Waxahatchie, Texas.—Field ThresJiing Machine.—December 31, 1867.

—

The grain is taken from the ground as left by a reap-
ing machine and conveyed by an endless apron to
the threshing cylinder, and from the said cylinder to
the riddling mechanism by the same belt.

Claim.—First, arranging a threshing cylinder
above an endless apron E of a field-threshing ma-
chine in such a manner that the straw and grain
emerging from the threshing cylinder will fall upon
the same apron by which they were conveyed to the
said cylinder, substantially as herein shown and de-
scribed.
Second, the apron E, threshing cylinder J, and

roller M, in combination with each other, all arranged
and operating substantiallv as and for the purpose
herein shoAvn and described.

Third, the spirally-flanged serrated take-up roller

L, when made and operating substantially as and
for the purpose herein shown and described.
Fourth, tho hinged bars c, in combination with the

roller D, apron E, guards ^N", and lever 11, all made
and operating substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.
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72,941.—Richard Vose, Ne^r York, N. T.—
Car Spring.—December 31, 1867.—The spiral spriug
is imbedded into the rubber bv jiressurc and heat.

Claim.—The within-described improvement on the
combination spring patented by me December 17,

1865, viz., placing a plain cylinder of sulphurized in-

dia-rubber w gutta-percha within the coiled metallic

Sortion of the spring, and then grooving said cylin-

er and moi'C perfectly combining it with the "said

metallic portion of the spring preparatoiy to sub-
jecting it to the requisite curing process, all substan-
tially as herein set forth.

72,942.—Edward Wadhams, Yorkville, N. T.—Holler Journal iiox.—December 31, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The anti-frictiou rollers E, for supporting
the axle in its journal box, or vice versa when said
rollers are supported by pivots C, in radial grooves
or channels b in the side plates B, substantially as
shown and described.

72,943.—Alfred "Walker, New Haven, Conn.
Spring Bed JJottom.—Decomher 31, 1867.—A socket
is formed in, or u socket plate is attached to, each end
of the slat. The top end of the springs engage in the
sockets, and are detaciiablc therefrom.
OZaim.-Providing tiie slat E with a socket coiTes-

ponding to eacii spring, whether the socket be at-

tached to or formed in the said slat, the two sockets
opening in opposite directions, and so as to receive
and hold the two springs in the manner and for the
purpose as herein set forth.

72,944.—ZachA RiAii Walsh, Newark, N. J.—
Traveling I?ao.—December 31, 1867.—Explained by
the claims and illustration.

Claim.—The inner edge of the carpet-bag frame
bent outward in such a manner as to prevent contact
with the cloth B, Avhercby the chaling and wear of
the latter are prevented, as herein shown and de-
scribed.
Second, the frame of traveling bags secured to the

cloth (u- leather by means of the eyelet C, either with
or without the closed end c, as herein shown and de-
scribed.

72,945.—Jacob n. "Weaver, Mauricetown, IST.

J., assignor to liimself and George "Webu, Phila-
delphia. Pa.

—

Steering Apparatus.—December 31.

1867 ; antedated December :24, 1867.—The described
devices are for facilitating the turning of the rudder,
and for preventing injury to the geai-ing should the
rudder be elevated from any cause.

Claim.—First, the rudder post a, with its toothed
segment or pinion k and the toothed segment h, in
combination with the hand wheel shaft c, its pinion
d, and the shaft D, wheel e, and pin i, or their equiv-
alents, the whole being constructed and operating
substantially as described.
Second, the segment or pinion k, secured to the

mdder post when of greater thickness than the
wheel or segment with which, it gears, for the pur-
pose specified.

72,946.—KODOLPHUS L. Webb, New Britain,
Conn.

—

lieversible ia<c/i.—December 31, 1867.—Ex-
plained by the claim and illustration.

Claim.—The combination of the lock and latch,

when the latch bolt and its operative mechanism are
arranged in a case or frame independent of the main
case, and constructed so that the l.itch bolt may be
removed, substantially as described, without remov-
ing the said independent case from the main case.

72,947.—Leopold Wecmann and C. D. Dies-
BEL, Allegheny City, Pa.

—

Horse Collar.—December
31, 1867,—The front part of the collar is foi-med of
curved bars of wood covered with leather, and to

these bars are riveted the metallic blades, to which
the traces are attached by links and hooks.

Claim.— First, the collar, to be used without
hames, and dispensing with the rim, having the
curved pieces of wood B B and the blades C C form-
ing a part of it, constructed substantially as and in

the manner set forth.

Second, the metal blade C, having notches ///and
the clasp m, for the purpose set forth.

Thii-d, the clip, consisting of the detachable link a

plate b, T-shnped portion e, constructed and operat
iug substantially as set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the clip G with the
metal blade C, as shown in the drawing, Fig. 5.

72,948.-Andrew H. Wemple and Thomas D.
Richardson, New York. N. Y.—Combined Sash
and SInitter Fastener.—December 31, 1867.—The
shutter has a hinged plate which passes beneath the
sash and secures the latter to the sill by a turning
head plate.

Claim.—The jointed plate A, having a bent ex-
tremity c, and combined with the duplex hook B to
form a blind and sash fastener, as herein described
and represented.

72,949.—D. B. Wesson and John H. Blaze,
Springfield, Mass., assignors to Wesson Fire-Arm
Company, same place.

—

Manufacturing Ribs and
Bolsters for Double-Barreled Guns.—December 31,

1867.—A tube has a collar welded onto one end, and
the bolster is formed therefrom for a series of ribs,

into which the tube is divided.
Claim.—First, constructing "ribs" for double-

barreled guns from a metallic tube, substantially as
set forth.

Second, constructing a "bolster" or keel, to be
used in combination with a rib upon a double-bar-
reled gun, from a collar fastened to or made a part
of the metallic tube, out of which such rib is to be
formed, substantially as described.

Third, as an article of manufacture, a rib for use
upon a double-barreled gun, when formed fi'ora a
metallic tube, substantially in the manner specified.

72,950.—Richard P. Whelan, Leavenworti,
KaT\sas.— Bridle J?i«.—December 31, 1867.—The
reins pass through the bit rings and gag loops to the
martingale.
Claim.—First, the straight bar A, having rings or

bows a a, the curved under bar or bow B, with one
or more rollers b, as constructed, with ornamental
scroll side pieces C C, diamond-shaped rings E E,
friction rollers e e, when combined with single reins

G G, arranged and operating substantially in the
manner herein described for the purposes specified.

Second, the combination of the single pair of reins
G G with the loops h h. pulleys 1 1, rings E E, ix>llei-8

F F, and snaffle hook g, w'hen connected and ar-

ranged in the manner as and for the pui'poses heroin
set forth.

72,951.—J. Albert Whelpley, Greenwich,
New Brunswick.

—

Machine for Grinding and Pol-
ishing Articles of Metal.—December 31, 1867.—Two
grindstones are associated together, and with a vi-

bratable rest, by which tlie opposite sides of an ar-
ticle may be ground or polished.
Claim.—The combination of the two grindstones

or polishing wheels G G, rest J, rock shaft O, and
arm P, arranged and constructed as and for the pur-
poses described.

72,952.—John X. Whipple and Adolphus-
Bonzano, Detroit, Mich.

—

Steam. Engine Lubricator.
—December 31, 18G7.—The vrdvc has a stem recipi'o-

catUig within the oil cup, or within a cylinder be-
neath it and in communication with it.

Claim.—The combination of the perforated or in-

dented rod E and oil cup D with the cylinder A and
slide valve B, substantially as described, for the purr
pose specified.

72,953.— David Whisler, Union township,
Ohio.

—

Ditching Machine.—December 31, 1867.—The
platform is hinged to the beam and is depressed more
or less at tlie rear end by a screw rod. The earth is

loosened up by the shovel and moved up and out lat-

erally by the side plates.

Claim.—First, the hinged platform T, for rcintlot-

ing the depth of the furrow or ditch, substantially as
described.
Second, in combination with the above, screw h

and springs t, substantially as set fqnh.
Third, axle B, wheels C C, beam A, plotfonn T,

screw h, springs t, and vertical knife P, all combined
and arranged as and for the purpose set forth and
described.
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72,954.—"W. W. TVORDEN, "Waukesha, Wis.,
assignor to himself and Daniel Howell, same place.

—Bolt Outtgr.—December 31, 1867.—The end of the
bolt, above the nut, is cut off by the sliding knife
operated by the eccentric lever.

Claim.—Eccentric lever B, hook E, roller D, and
cutting knife C, in combination, substantifiUy as de-

scribed.

72,955.—Alfred Young, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Lacing Device.—December 31, 1867.—Cleats in form
of a double hook are secured near the shoo top for

the retention of the ends of the laces.

Claim.—First, the cleats d d, attached to a shoe or

other article of wearing apparel, secured by laces at

opposite sides of an opening or slit in the same, and
arranged in respect to the usual eyleted openings, as

set forth.

Second, the cleat d, made in the form of a double
hook, as and for the purpose specified.

72,956.—W. H. Young and L. Young, Boston,
Mass.

—

Caster for T>tm*s.—December 31, 1867.

—

The caster slmnk is within a socket in the trunk, but
has no rotation therein. The inner end of the shank
rests ajjainst a spiral spring and gives way when the
comer is brought in violent contact with the ground.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the

several parts of the caster, namely, the bolt c with
its wheel/, the slot d, the pin e, and the spring g, all

in combination and operating substantially in the
manner and for the purpose above sot forth.

72,957.—Isaac ]^. Young. Swan, InA.—Gate.—
December 31, 1867.—The gate is suspended from the
top bar, which slides longitudinally on rollers and is

operated by a cord attached to its ends. The cord
coils upon a roller upon tlio main post, which is turned
by cranks secured to posts up and down the road.

Claim.—First, in combination with a sliding gate
tho arrangement of the pulley shaft e' and crank
shaft H, the latter two connected together by the
rings at their ^extremities, in tho manner and for tho
purposes set forth.

Second, the sliding bars or arms a a, in combina-
tion with the crank shaft H, ^^hen used in connection
with a farm gate, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

Third, the spring O, when used in connection with
the cord c upon a farm gate, substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

72,958.—Cyrus "W. Baldwin, Boston, Mass.

—

Water Meter.—December 31, 1867.—The circular box
is divided by an elastic diaphragm into two chambers,
each having an inlet and outlet aperture. The two
inlet and two outlet apertures join in each pair in
one. Valves connected ^vith and operated by the
diaphragm allow the liquid to alternately enter one
chamber and escape from the other, aud then reverse
the order.
C7arm.—First, the combination in a meter, such as

described, with the valve rods and valves for regu-
lating the flow of the liquid through the meter, of the
flexible diaphragm and spring devices, or their equiv-
alents, for operating the said valves, under such an
arrangement that, while the valves and valve rods
are partially actuated by said diaphragm they shall

be caused to complete their movement in either di-

rection by the action of the said spring devices, sub-
stantially in the manner set forth.

Second, the combination with the flexible dia-

phragm, slotted foi'ks o o', and sleeves r r' which
carry tho triangular wipers, of the valves c' c', valve
rods s s\ and spring devices for completing the move-
raent of tho said valves, in the manner and for tho

.

purposes shown and specified.

Third, the combination with the flexible diaphragm,
valves for closing tho outlet ports, and mechanism
for actuating said valves, of the vibratory arms zz
and valve n for closing the outlet port, substantially
as shown and for the purposes described.
Fourth, the combination and aiTangement with

the valves c* c^ and n and mechanism for actuating
tho same, of the ports for the admission and discharge
of the liquid into and from the meter, substantially
as herein shown and set forth.
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PiNCKNEY FUOST, Springfield, Yt—Scythe Fasten-

ing.—Patented Jamiary 11, 1853, No. 9,531 ; reissued
February 9, 1858, No. 5:24 ; extended January 7, 18G7.

Claim.—The combination of the loop bolt and set

ring, constructed and operating substautiidly in the
manner above described and set forth.

Egbert TV. Andrews, Staffordville, Conn.—Ope-
rating the Treadles of Looms.—Patented January 18,

1853, No. 9,540; extended January 17, 1867.

Claim.—Operating each treadle by means of a
mover having two outwardly acting cam surfaces of
unequal lengths combined in one piece and producing
the movements and retentions substantially as herein
set forth.

Also, such a form and arrangement, respectively,
of the treadles and their movers that the treadles can
be reversed in their positions upon their fulcrums,
and thereby cause a reversal of the movement and
retentions of the said treadles, substantially as herein
set forth.

TViLUAM and Matthias Stratton, Philadelphm,
Pa.

—

Portable Gas Apparatus.—Patented February
1, 1853. No. 9,568 ; extended January 17, 18G7.

Claim,.—In the construction of the stove of remov-
able gates C C in the ends B for the introduction of
the retort, and the movable section G under the rosin
holder, in the manner as set forth and shown.

Geo. W. Brown, Galesburg, J[\.—Seed Planter.—
Patented August 2, 1853, No. 9,893 ; antedated Feb-
ruary 2, 1853 ; reissued February 16, 1858, No. 526

;

again reissud iu 5 divisions, September 11, I860; di-

vision A, No. 1,036, extended February 1, 1867.
Claim.—A seed-planting machine, constructed

principally of framework, the front pai-t of which is

Kuppoited'on not less than two runners or shoes, with
upward-inclining edges, and the rear part supported
on not less than two wheels, the latter being arranged
to follow the foi-mer, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Same ; division B, No. 1,037 : extended February 1,

1867.

Claim.—The construction of a shoe or runner for
seed-planting machines, with an upward-inclining
edge, and its point sufficiently high or raised as that
it will climb up and over, or cut and break through
intervening obstacles without materially forcing the
eai-th laterally at its front part, and widening towards
its rear end so us to open out a gash or furrow in

which the seed to be planted may be deposited, and
long enough to furnisli a support to tlie framework,
substantially Jis described.

Same ; division C, No. 1,038 ; extended February 1,

1867.

Claim.—In combination with a seed-planting ma-
chine, constructed principally of framework, with not
less than two runners and not less than two wheels,
ft hinged joint between the point of tlie tongue and
witli the rear part of the machine, so that one part of
the framework may be raised, lowered, adjusted, or
supported on theotherpart, substantially as described.

Same ; division D, No. 1,039 ; extended February
1, 1867.

Claim.—A seed-plantingmachine, wherein the seed-
dropping meclianism is operated by hand or by an at-

tendant iu contradistinction from " mechanical drop-
ping," the mounting of said attendant upon the ma-

chine in such position that lie may readily see the
previously made marks upon the ground, and operate
the dropping mechanism to conform thereto, suustan-
tially as herein set forth.

Also, in combination with a seed-planting machine,
composed substantially of framework, and upon which
the person who works the seed slides or valves, sits or
stands, a lever, or its equivalent, by which a driver or
second attendant may raise or lower that part of the
framework that carries the attendant autf the seed-
ing devices, and thus ease the machine in passing
over the intervening obstacles, or in turning around,
substantially as described.

James E. A. Gibbs, Steel's Tavern, Ya.—Design
for a Sewing Machine.—Patented February 21, 1860,

No. 1,206 ; extended February 14, 1867.

Moses Marshall, Lowell, Mass., assignor to him-
self, W. Aldrich, and L. B. Tysg.—Enitting Ma-
chine.—Patented March 15, 18.53, No. 9,621 ; reissued
October 25, 1864, No. 1,801 ; extended March 9, 18G7.

Claim.—First, forming the stitches alternately on
each side of the needle rest by two sets of needles
placed at an angle to eacli other, and operating one
needle at a time, substantially as described.

Second, the two plates or rests e and /, or their

equivalents, so arranged as to support the two seta of
needles, and allow the fabric knit to pass between
them, substantially as described.

Third, connecting the cam boxes i i, which actuate
the opposite sets of needles, by means of the arms 1 1,

or its equivalents, so as to give tlie proper alteruato

and relative movements to said sets of needles, sub-

stantially as described.
Fourth, connecting the feeder, which carries the

thread, with the arm which connects the cam boxes,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

Fifth, two sets of single and independent needles
crossing at an angle to each other, and those of each
set mo\"ing in direct or parallel lines, and the two sets

operating alternately on each side of said angle, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

"Wm. and Stephen G. Coleman, Providence, R. I.

—Supporting the Topping Lift and Peak Halyard
Block of Sail Fes&cis.—Patented March 15, 1853, No.
9,619 ; extended March 13, 1867.

Claim.—The supporting the topping lift by means
of a crane of such form and construction, that wlicu
the topping lift sags when the sail is lioisted, it shall

not foul or chafe against the peak-halyard block.

Also, the so arranging and constructing such crane
that it may also support the peak-halyard block, sub-
stantially as specified.

John James Greenough, New York, N. Y.—Ma-
chine for Pegging Hoots and Shoes.—Patented Jan-
uary 17, 1854. No. 10,427; reissued July 4, 1854, No.
269 ; again reissued April 26, 1859, No. 693, division

1 ; extended March 23, 1867.

Claim.—Driving the pegs into boots and shoes
automatically, by means of a peg driver operated fip

and down by a positis-e mechanical movement, whether
impelled by a cam, eccentric, or crank, or other equiv-
alent, substantially as and for the pnrpoaes specified.

Same ; reissue, No. 699, division 2; extended March
23, 1867.

Claim.—The moving the sole of the shoe along by
means of the awl that forms the hole in which the
peg is inserted, in combination with the peg di'iver,
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whether the peg di-iver be or be not employed to per-

form the lulditional functiou of preseutiug the peg,

wherebj; each hole made by the awl is brought in suc-

cession in line for inserting the peg before the awl is

withdrawn, as set forth.

Same ; reissue, IS'o. 700, division 3 ; extended Mai'ch
23, 1867.

Claim.—Cutting off shoe pegs from a strip of i)eg
wood or other material, by means of a lateral or side

cut, that will cut straight across, substaatially as and
for the purposes set forth when combined with suit

able ways in which the strip slides, and machinery
for driving the pegs, as specified.

Also, enclosing the peg by the cutter, until it is

driven as specified, by making the cutter when in

positive a part of the guiding tube, substantially as

set forth.

Also, the oombination of the endless feed of the
cutter for severing the pegs in a shoe-pegging ma-
chine as above specified.

Same ; reissue, K"o. 701, division 4 ; extended March
23, 1667.

Claim.—Connecting the last with a horizontal slide

or plate, capable of presenting the shoe or boot, sub-
stantially as described, so that the shoe or boot at-

tached thereto may be turned and moved in any di-

rection in a horizontal or inclined course, in combi-
nation with a mechanism, substantially such as de-

scribed, which tends constantly to force it upward
against a rest or guide, but which will permit it to
yield down-nard as described ; but tins combination
only when combined with the pegging mechanism
above described, or any equivalent therefor.

Also, as an automatic means of moving and guid-
ing the last to present it to the pegging apparatus in

the required line of pegging, the guide groove and
fuide and pinion and curved rack, substantially as
escribed, in combination with the mechanism above

described, or the equivalent thereof, which permits the
last to be moved in any desu-ed direction as set forth.

Same ; reissue ; ^b. 702, division 5 ; extended March
23, 1867.

Claim.— The combination of the universal move-
ment carriage and lateral awl movement lor properly
presenting the shoe to receive the pegs in succes-
sion, as herein specified.

Also, tlie combination of the mechanism for the
cutting and feeding of the pegs, as herein described,
or any equivalent thereof, with the automatic peg
diiver as described.
Also, the combination of the following elements,

or their mechanical equivalents, namely, the peg for-

mer, the peg feeder, the peg driver, and tlie mechan-
ism for moving the shoe, herein described, thus con-
stituting an automatic machine for pegging shoes, as

set forth.

Same ; reissue, ]N'o. 703, division 6 ; extended March
23, 1867.

Claim.—The pegging of boots and shoes with nails

or pegs of drawn wire, substantially as above de-

scribed.
Also, driving the pegs by means of the cutting nip-

pers, said nippers cutting off the peg after it is driven,
substantially as specified.

"Wm. SMiTfr, New York, IST. Y.— Weaving Corded
Fabrics.—Patented April 5, 1853, Xo. 9,653 ; extended
March 28, 1867.

Claim.—The process of forming a fabric by the
combination of stationary and movable warps'with
two weft threads, passed simultaneously througli tiie

two sheds, formed above and below said statioiuivy

wari)s, the weft tlireads being held in place on the
surface of the stationary warps by the movable warps.

Wai. "WiCKKRfeHAsr, Boston, Mass.

—

Sewing Ma-
chine.—Patented April 19, 1853, No. 9.679 ; extended
April 1, 1867.

Claiiti-.—The combination of a single needle and
two thread guides (ctu-ryiiig separate threads) so ope-
rated that during one itassage of the needles tlirough
and out of tlie clotli or otlier material to be sewed one
of the said guides shall lay its thread in the iiook of
the needle, while during the next passage of tlie nee-
dle through and out of the cloth the other guide shall

lay its thread in the hook of the needle, each guide
acting alternately, all substantially as hereinbefore
specified. And tor the purpose of enabling a machine
of the above description (or one in which two thread
guides and a single needle are employed to sew with
two threads) to be used for producing the chain stitch
with one single thread passed through one of the two
eyes s t of its two thread guides H I, as described,
the improvement of making one of the said guides,
viz, the guide I with the long slot u for receiving the
thread in its passage to and through the other guide,
as specified.

Also, the above described peculiar mode of sewing
cloth, or other fabric, viz, by combining two threads
with the fabric by drawing them through from the
same side of the cloth and through each other's loops,

interlooping them in plegma stitches so that the
threads alternately bind each other, substantially as
specified.

I do not claim a hooked needle having a contrivance
such as either a lever turning on a fulcrum applied to,

or a needle or wire made to extend and work through
the shank of the hook, as is used in knitting machinery,
but what I do claim in a sewing machine is the im-
proved arrangement of applying the closing slide of
the hooked needle to the same si<le as tbe barb or hook,
so that it may slide in a groove in the needle or car-
rier parallel to the motion of the needle, in manner
and for the pm-pose as specified.

HoBERT "Waddell, Liverpool, England.—J?aZanc-
ing Slide Valves of Steam. Engines.—TutenteA June
6, 1854, No. 10,999; antedated April 27, 1853; extended
April 1. 1867.

Claim.—First, the equilibrium table, with its ledges
or other equivalents applied to and acting in combi-
nation with the valve, substantially as herein de-
scribed.
Second, the packing pieces extending from the back

of the A"alve chests and abutting against the back of
the valve, in combination with the small passages
leading to the ports, substantially in the manner herein
described.

Third, combining the equilibrium table, or its equiv-
alent, with the packing and small passages, by the
joint action of which a slide valve is perfectly and
entirely balanced.

"WiLLiAJi H. JoHXSON, Springfield, Mass.

—

Sewing
Machine.—VatenteA March 7."l854, No. 10,597; re-

issued February 26, 1856, No. 355 ; extended April 15,

1867.

Claim.—First, the making of a seam with a single

thread by the combination of a single needle, forked
hook, and expanding lever, operating substantially in

the manner and for the purposes herein specified.

Second, the formiiig or making of a seam from a
single thread by the running of a loop of the thread
tlirough the material to be scavu, the running of a
second loop through the material and putting the first

loop through the second, the running of a third loop
through the material and through the first named loop,

the carrying of a fourth loop through the material and
Ijutting the third through it, and so on

;
putting the

first loop through the s'econd and around the third,

the third loop through the fourth and around the fifth,

and so on ; forming the bckiying double loop-stitch

above described in the manner set forth.

Third, the feeding of the material to be sewn by
means of a vibrating piercing instrument, whether
said instrument be the needle itself, or an iudependent
instrument in the immadiate vicinity thereof, sub-

stantially as herein described.

A. J. TVATI'S. TTtica, N. Y.—Process for Preparing
(7o?d.—Patented April 26, 1853, No. 9,691 ; extended
April 22, 1867.

Claim..—The within described processes of prepar-

iug or crystalizing gold for the purpose of filling teeth,

substantially as herein set forth and described.

John Mee. Lowell, Mass., assignor to John
TfouHKE und G. Macicexxox.—Knitting Loom.—
Patented May 10, 1653, No. 9,718; extended AprU 22,

1867.

C7rti}».—The two sets of thread guides, in combi-
nation Avith the two sets of needles7or their equiva-

lents, and machinery for casting the loops, the whole
being made to operate together substautiaUy as here-
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inbefore specified ; not meaning: to claim the inven-
tion of a single set of thread guides in combination
Avitli two sets of needles and machinery for casting
the loops, as such is not new, but meaning to claim
the invention of two sets of thread guides, in combi-
nation with two sets of needles, and machinery for

casting the loops, all substantially as described and
operating together to produce u ribbed net fabric, as
explainecl.

Also, the improvement of causing the two sets of
needles to work or move up and down independently of
each other, or, in other words, so that one set may
move downward, or be moved out of the way of the
thread guides, to be brought into operation on the
other set, such improvement enabling the bringing or
arranging ofthe two sets ofneedles close together, and
thus make closer work than can be produced when
the two sets of needles are made to move in one di-

rection (either up or down) at the same time.

John Mee, Lowell, Mass., assignor to John
RouRKE and J. Mackennox.— TFarp'iVef Fabrics.—
Patented Mav 10, 1853, Xo. 9,719 ; extended April 22,

1807.

Claim.—The above described new or improved
manufacture of warp knit fabric, the same being
made by means of two sets of hooks or needles, and
two sets of wards or warp yarns, laid and looped to-

gether and upon the said hooks or needles, substan-
tially in the manner as hereinbefore specified, and
whether to exhibit ribs to equal or unequal widths on
opposite sides of the fabric, as explained.

James S. Tayt.or, Danbury. Conn.—Machine for
Shrinhing Hat Bodies.—Talented May 3, 1853, Xo.
9,700 ; extended April 24, 18G7.

Claim.—The process of shrinking or sizing the hat
bodies by passing them longitudinally into oi'lhrough
a chamber formed by placing several cylinders or
rollers (having concave or other denomination of sur-
faces) in such a proximity as to form the said chamber
as hereinbefore substantially as set forth.

Thomas J. Sloan, Xew York, ]Sr. Y.—Machine for
Pointing and Tlircading Screw Blanks.—Vatenied
AprU 26, 18.53, Xo. 9,(i88 ; extended April 24, 1867.

Claim.—Combining in an organized machine a cut-
ter and its appendages, operated substantially as speci-
fied for forming the point on screw blanks, as speci-
fied, with the chaser or cutter which cuts the thread
over the shank and pointed part thereof down to the
point, substantially as specified.

Alex. J. "Walker, Xew York, X. Y.—Spirit
Lamp.—Patented. May 24, 1853, No. 9,751 ; extended
May 20, 1867.

Claim.—The employment of the plate B, which
serves as a protection against the fluid rising too high
and becoming heated and exploding, and also as a
support for the inner tubes, in combination with the
spiral spring E and rod F, the rod serving to connect
the said plate with the top of the lamp and the spring
serving to hold the plate B firmly down on theflancre
D. and also to throw up the cap and extinguishing
tubes instantaneously after the top has been unscrewed,
the whole being constructed, ai'ranged. and operating
in the manner herein shown and described.

James Eees and Robert Crichton, executors of
the estate of H. Carter, deceased, and J..iMEsEees,
Pittsburg, T'a.-Kut Machine.—Patented Kovember
22, 18.53. 10.249 ; antedated June 3, 1853, Xo. 10,249

;

extended May 20, 1867.
Claim.—The arrangement of the devices, substan-

tially as herein described, for reducing the end of the
blank bar to a given thickness, preparatory to sever-
ing the blank, whereby nuts of uniform thickness are
produced from bars of irregular thickness, and the ma-
chine is protected against injuiious strains.

H. L. S>nTn. Gambier, Ohio, assignor to O. and L.
Buttles and H. A. Swift.—Pa;?*';- ImVcs.—Patented
June 7, 18.53, X'o. 9,776; extended May 20, 1867.
Claim.—The paper file, herein described, with pre-

pared adhesive leaves or margins, as a new article of
manufacture.

Ralph J. Palconer, TTashington, D. C.—Hose
Coupling.—Patented Snne 7, 1853,"X'o. 9,7C8 ; reissued

February 27, 1866, Xo. 2,181 ; extended May 20, 1867.
Claim.—First, the hose coupling, consisting of two

parts so constructed and applied that they shall be
secured when brought togctiicr by a movement trans-
versely to the diieciion of the a\ ater course, as set
forth.

Second, the means herein shown and described, by
which the two parts of the coupling can be; linked or
held in position to advance and complete the joint, as
set forth.

Third, a hose coupling in which one of the parts is

set or pressed up against a washer imbedded in or
permanently secured to the face of the other port, as
herein set forth.

Harvey Murch, Lebanon, X. 'H.—Mop Mead.—
Patented June 14, 1853, Xo. 9,781 ; extended May 20,
18<i7.

Claim.—The improved mop head, composed of the
fixed cross head B, which has grooves in its lower
side and end, in combination with the sliding binder
C that terminates in a notched shank c, and passes
through the loop a on the handle A, which serves as
a detent in consequence of the action of the spring d
on the under side of the said shank, substantially as
herein set forth.

George X. Reed and Percis L. Tuttle, Geneva,
X. Y., administrators of the estate of Jo.sefh H.
Tuttle, deceased.

—

Saiv.—Patented June 21, 1853,

X^o. 9,807 ; extended June 4, 1867.

Claim.—The combination, arrangement, and loca-

tion upon the same blade of the sets of fieain teetJi

for scoring the sides of the kerf, and the sets of plan-

ing teeth for removing the wood between tJie scores
when said planing teeth are placed back to back,
curve in opposite directions, and are between the
sets of fleam cutters and at sufficient distances apart,

so that each planing tooth shall serve alternately as a
gauge to its fellow while allowing it to cut to a
proper depth, and be a permanent guide to the fleam
cutters, to prevent any of the teeth from taking too
rank a holtl upon the -nood, whicli makes it run with
great ease and efficiency, and is applicable to slitting

or cross-cutting, substantially as described.

Giles F. Filley, St. Louis, Mo.— Cooking Stove.—
Patented June 14, 1853, Xo. 9.788 ; reii--sued Decem-
ber 27, 1859, X"o. 873; extended June 8, 1867.

Claim.—The flaring enlargement of the side flues

C C and D D from the space above the oven to the

flue space E, which extends under tlic entire IVont

end of the oven, and also the flaring enlargement of
the central flues F and G from the flue space E to the

upper end G, for the purpose of increasing the drait

of the stove, substantially as herein set forth.

Also, separating the iront of the oven from the

front plate of the" stove, and also h-om the heartii

plate and from the back plate of the fire chamber by
means of the flue space H, Avhich communicates
ft-eely with the flue space E, and is closed at all other

e)ints, the said aiTangement enabling the flue space
to arrest the great amount of heat that will be

radiated from the'back plate of the fire chamber, and
conduct the same, by means of the circulation which
it will create in said flue space, into the flue space E,
for the purpose of producing the beneficial results

herein particularly set forth.

George Sharp, Philadelphia, Pn.—Design for a
Spoon Mandle.—Piitcnted January 5, 1864, Xo. 1,880;

extended June 10, 1867.

C. Duckworth, Mount Carmel, Cor.n.-Loom.—
Patented June 28, 18.33, Xo. 9.815; reissued July i,

1865, X^'o. 2.018; extended June 14, 1867.

Claim.—Fhat, a power loom which is provided
with manv-celled shuttle boxes, the movements of

which arc' automatically controlled in such manner
that the cells of the boxes can be skipped over and
any desired shuttle thrown from any box in the com-
bination, according to the character or figure to be
woven, substantially as described.

Second, providing for operating many-colled shut-

tle boxes, so as to bring nny desired shuttle into ac-

tion by means of pawls, ratchets, and rcvci'sible tap-

pets, in combination witli pattern surfaces, which
will control the figiu'C to be woven, substantially as

described.
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Third, the use of tappets, which receive both a ro-

tary and an oscillatory motion from a pattern or pat-
terns, in combination with many-chambered shuttle
boxes, substantially as described.

Same.

—

Power Loom.—Reissue, No. 2,193, division
A, March 13, 1866 ; extended June 14, 18G7.
Claim.—The combination of a reversible ratchet

mechanism with the reversible revolving tappets used
iu the loom to move the shuttle boxes in a vertical
direction, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

Also, the combination of the pattern mechanism
of the loom with a reversible ratchet mechanism and
the reversible revolving tappets, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

Same; reissue, No. 2194, division B, March 13,

18()7 ; extended June 14, 1867.
Claim.—Fia-st, giving alternate movement to the

shuttle boxes in a horizontal plane by means of pawls,
reversible tappets, and a contrivance which will au-
tomatically control the movements of said pawls,
substantially as described.
Second, giving an alternate diagonal movement to

t!ie shuttle boxes by means of pawls, reversible tap-
pets, and a contrivance which will automatically
control the movements of said pawls, substantially as
described.

Tliird, the combination of reversible tappets with
shuttle boxes, which are so applied to a loom tnat
they will admit of being moved either laterally, ver-
tically, or diagonally, substantially as described.

Fourtli, giving an intermittent oscillating or rotary
movement to a shuttle box actuator by means of
pawls and ratchet wheels, which are controlled by
cam surface t, or its equivalent, substantially as de-

scribed.
Fifth, the use of tappets, which receive a forward

and backward movement or a continuous rotary
movement, in combination with manjr-chambered
shuttle boxes at both ends of the lathe,which boxes are
connected together by a lever Gr, and operated simul-
taneously by means of said tappets, substantially as
described.

Sixth, giving a reciprocating movement to many-
chambered shuttle boxes of looms by means of con-
trivances which are controlled axitomatically, in such
manner that the boxes aro "aoved a greater or less

distance by a single vibration of the lathe, so as to
throw the shuttles in regular order, or to skip a shut-
tle, according to the figure which it is desired to
weave, substantially as described.

E. HiDDEX, New York, N. Y.—Side Light for
Ships.—Paicntod June 21, 1853, No. 9,811 ; reissued
September 8, 1863, No. 1,553 ; again reissued March
15, 1864, No. 1,638 ; extended Juno 20, 1867.

Claim.—First, the combination, substantially in

the manner described, of a turning flange, arranged,
shaped, and operating substantially as specified, with
a glass frame and suitable interposed packing,
whereby the packing may be compressed and the
frame held shut or have liberty to open, under a mode
cf operation substantially as set forth.

Second, in combination with a glass frame and a
turning flange, substar>tially snch as are described,

a pin and a stop, operating substantially as set forth.

Third, a stationary frame with projecting lugs,

having long mortises therein, in combination with
pins projecting from a glass frame, both substantially

such as iicrein set forth, so that the glass frame may
be opened and shut, substantially as set forth.

Fourth, in combination Avith a stationarv frame
attached to the side or deck of a vessel, a sleeve or
ring of lead or other ductile metal, soldered or other-

wise joined thereto, so that it can be flanged or
turned over the edge of the opening through the ves-

sel, thereby making the Joint between the stationary
frame and the vessel water tight, substantially as de-

scribed.

"William Mann, Philadelphia, Vvi.—Manufactur-
ivf) C'op2/mf7 Paper.—Patented January 11, 1853, No.
9,536; antedated July 11, 1852; extended bv act of
Conirress approved February 28, 1867 ; by of&ce June
20, 1867.

Claim.-— The copying paper, herein described,

composed of manilla fiber, or the equivalent thereof,
tempered with cotton, or its equivalent, substantially
as herein set forth.

Lucy A. Pope, administratrix of the estate of A.
R. Pope, deceased, Somerville, Mass.-^Electro-Mag-
nctic Alartn.—TntenteA June 21, 1853, No. 9,802 ; re-

issued Juno 8, 1858, No. 566 ; extended June 20, 1867.
Claim.—First, the mode of breaking and complet-

ing the circuit, or vice versa—that is, by the spring
circuit breaker operating to cause the vibration of
the armature.
Second, so combining a hammer and bell with the

self-vibrating armature, that the vibrations of the
latter shall produce a continued ringing of the bell
under circumstances substantially as described.

Third, the combination of these parts, (viz: the
circuit breaker, hammer, bell, and vibrating arma-
ture,) or their equivalent or equivalents, with a self-

acting spring or key in a door or window, to oporato
so as not only to bring them automatically into action
when the door or window is open, but maintain a con-
tinuous or continued ringing of the bell by the inter-

ruption of the electric cun-ejit without interventiou
of other machineiy.

Wm. S. Hyde, Townsend, Ohio.—Cultivator Plow.
—Patented June 21, 1853, No. 9,798 ; extended June
20, 1867.

Claim,.—The cultivator herein described, with ad-
justable wings, so coustmcted as to cultivate the soil

superficially near the roots of the plants and deeper
at a distance therefrom, the wings being adjustable
to any required angle with the bottom of tho'i'urrow,

so as to give any desired degree of inclination to tho
sides of the ridges or hills and to change theii* inclina-
tion from time to time to adapt them to the varying
stages of the growth of the plant, the whole being
constructed and operating as described.

S. C. Blodgett, Bridgeboro', N. J.—Hemming
and Cording ZFmfrrella Covers.—Patented January
3, 1854, No. 10,386; antedated July 3, 1853; extended
JuKe21, 1867.

Claim..—The guide for cording or hemming um-
brella covers, an-anged upon a stand with a cuiTcd
slot to fold the hem around the cord and a hole through
which the cord is passed to its place ; and this

whether the guide bo used alone or attached to a
sewing machine,

Lauren "Ward, Naugatuck, Conn., administrator
of the estate of Richard Ward, deceased.

—

Ma-
chine for Turning Irregular Forms.—Patented June
28, 1853, No. 9,822: extended June 27, 1867.

Claim..—The combination of the jointed levers n
and n, suspended by their upper ends with the crank
j and connecting rod k, when so constructed and ar-

ranged as to elevate or depress tho inner part O O
of the carriage, and the toothed cutter c, in such a
manner as to give a regular elliptical form to tho
polygon where the opposite longitudinal sections will
be equal and similar, when the whole is constructed,
arranged, and combined substantially as herein de-
scribed.
Also, the use of tho notched collet d on tho toothed

center c and the curved bar Y, in combination with
the jointed levers n and n. to give regular and irregu-
lar forms to different parts of the same elliptic poly-

gon, when tho whole is constructed and combined
substantially as herein described.

William E. Ward, Port Chester, N. Y.—Head-
ing Screw Blanks, Eivets, rfc—Patented December
28, 1852. No. 9,508; extended by act of Congress,
approved March 2, 1867 ; by office July 6, 1867.

Claim.—In combination with the swedge header
and die plate, substantially as specified, the giving
of a back or receding movement at the end of the
heading operation to the follower, against which tho
point of the rod rests during tho heading operation,
substantially as specified, "^that the rod or wire may
be upset outside of the die, while resistance is made
by the follower against the end of tho rod, and then,

as the follower retires, cause the part so upset to be
griped between the surface of the die and the sWedgo
to complete the form of the head, tho surplus metal
being thereby forced into the shank, as set forth.
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KiCHARD Montgomery, Now York, N. T.

—

Sheet
Metal ^eam.—Patented July 12, 1853, No. 9,842; re-

issued July 2, 1867, No. 2,068 ; extended July 8, 1867.

Claim.—A beam formed of sheet metal bent iuto a
series of longitudinal folds, the sides of which are
flat aud parallel, and the tops and bottoms unin
verted ami inverted arches, respectively.

Also, the combination with such beam of a pair
of saddles to support its ends, substantially as herein
set forth.

Simon M. Elder, Portland, Mo., administrator
of the estate ofJohn A. Elder, deceased.

—

Curving
the Backs of J?ooA-s.—Patented July 26. 1853, No,
9.886; extended July 8, 1867.

Claim.—First, Iiangin^ the frame carrying^ the
pressure roller K upon and eccentrically to the cen
tre of motion of the arms F, so that the center of
motion of the frame can bo raised at pleasure, in the
nmnner and for the purposes described.
Second, the combination of the wedge M and bars

"W and V, when connected with the jaws of the
clamps, as described, for the purpose of keeping tlie

centre of the book, whatever its thickness, vertical
with the bearings G of the swedgiug frame U, as de-
scribed aud set forth.

George T. Parry, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to
John Rice.—Anti-Friction Box.—Patented August
2, 1853, No. 9,912; extended July 15. 1867.

Claim.—Making the rollers in the form of double
frustums reversed, and united at their bases and trav-
eling in circular grooves of nearly corresponding
form of tlie surfaces between which the rollers are
interposed, substantially in the manner and for the
piu'pose herein specified.

Isaac Brotn. Cecilton, Md.—Drimngr Recipro-
eating S'atf;**.—Patented July 19, 1853, No. 9,855; re-

issued FebruajT 3, 1857, No. 425: extended July 18,

1867.
Claim.—The mode, herein described, of applying

the power of tlio engine to the saw gate or frame,
without being permanently connected therewith, so
that the piston shall bo in a great measure relieved
from any lateral motion wliich tlie gate may have
which causes it to bind or cut in tho cylinder, sub-
stantially as described.

Also, di'iving ono or more saws between two cylin-
ders, as well as driving ono or more saws on each
side of a single cylinder, and the self-adjusting piston
rod, or the self-adjustable slides, which accomplish
tho same results as are hereiabeforo described.

Edmund Munson, TJtica, N. Y.—Eye for Mill-
stones.—PatcntcdJuij 19, 18.53, No. 9,859; extended
July 18, 1867.

Claim.—Tho spiral wings, an-anged in such man-
ner as to perform tho double office of feeding the
grain aud supporting tho stone.

James C. Cook, Middleto-wn, Conn.

—

Machine for
Forming Button Backs and Connecting the Eyes
Thereto.—VtiiGutadi July 27, 1852, No. 9,146 ; reissued
April 7, 1803, No. 1.446; extended by act of Con-
gress approved February 22, 1867 ; by office July 29,
1807.

Claim.—First, the jointed clamps i i (Fig. 2) and
the tongue n, (Figs 1, 3,) to form the eye, -when com-
bined with the slide L, Avith its stationary and mov-
able jaw a and 6, tho movable jaw and slide being
worked by a jointed lever c c' to feed the wire, the
wliole constructed and operated substantially as de-
scribed.
Second, the die for punching and forming the but-

ton back, composed of the punch S and bed Q, when
combined with tho slide p 2? and feeding cylinder P,
when constructed and operating substantially as de-
scribed.
The jointed fingers u u, for receiving tho button

back when formed and punched, and conveying it to
and placing it on tho eye, when combined' with the
Betting and riveting punch F, when aiTauged. com-
bined, and operated substantially as described.
Fourth, holding tho eyo of the button in the

mechanism that forms the eye until and while the
back is placed upon aud fastened to it.

A. H. McKiNLEY, Higginsport, Ghxo.—Socket for
Auger Handles and Braces.—Patented August 16,

1853, No. 9,939 ; extended July 29, 1867.
Claim.—The peculiar arrangement of mechanism

by which it enables the shipping and unshipping ot
the bit and handle of an auger or other boring tool

;

that is to say, the socket having a circular head and
vibrating cap, whoso aperture can be made at ono
position to coincide with the mouth of the socket,
and in the other position to oppose its straight edges
to the projecting corners of the shank, tho cap being
retained in tho desired position by spring anil notch,
as described, or its equivalent.

TViLLiAM Miller, Pensacola, Fla., administrator
of Joseph R. Miller, deceased, Jersey City, N. J.

—

Submarine Tunnel.—Patented August 2, 1853, No.
9,899 ; reissued March 12, 1867, No. 2,504 ; extended
July 30, 1807.

Claim.—The constraction, arrangement, and for-

mation of submarine and subterranean avennes by
means of cast iron sections, united together by
flanges and bolts, in the manner and for the purpose
herein described.

John Krauser, Tylersburg, Va.~^Cider Mill.—
Patented August 30, 1853, No. 9,972; reissued Octo-
ber 11, 1864, No. 1,793; extended August 13, 1867.
Claim.—First, so locating the hopper as that the

substance to be ground shall be delivered upon tliat

portion of the piston or crusher which shall be within
the hopper when thrust forward, or into the space
formed oy the withdrawal of the same when thi-own
backwai'd.
Second, operating the pistons or concaves of a

cider mill by means of eccentrics, whether said
pistons be arranged, as in Figs. 1 and 2, to move in
a straight line, or bo pivoted at top and bottom, as
in Figs. 8 and 9.

Third, the concave k', arranged to operate in com-
bination with the pistons P or with tho concaves d,
as aud for the purposes set forth.

Fourtli, so locating the hopper with reference to
several operating parts of the machine that the fruit
or other substances contained therein shall not rest
directly upon or against the roughened exterior of
the grinding cylinder, but directly upon so mucli of
the upper surface of tho anterior ends of the pistons
or plungers as shall be found operating or exposed
within its inclosed sides, for tho purpose of agitating
the incumbent substance, so as to insure and facili-

tate the filling of the cells as the pistons recede from
the cylinder; and in the second place, which is a
consequence of the first, viz., to cause the incumbent
substance to press upon the cumbent, or that con-
tained within tho cells, so as to oppose the upheav-
ing or ejectment of the same while in the act of be-
ing pressed against the passing teeth of the revolv-
ing cylinder c by the action of the alternating pistons
or plungers, as herein more fully described and set
forth.

Samuel Darling, Bangor, Maine.

—

Apparatus for
Gnnding and Shaping Metals.—Patented August
30, 1853, No. 9,976 ; extended August 15, 1807.
Claim.—The combination of the holder of the ar-

ticle to be ground with a grindstone or grinding disk,
substantially in tho manner herein set fortli, so that
the article and the stone will change positions rela-
tively to each other during the operation in three di-
rections, namely, towards each other, and parallel
with and transversely to the axis of the stone.

Thomas Crossley, Bridgeport, Conn.— Printed
Carpet.—Vatented August 16, 1853, No. 9,935; ex-
tended August 15, 1867.
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture a single

ply printed carpet, made by combing the warps and
fillinj^, in the manner described, and subsequently
printing them on one or both sides.

Charles "Watt and Hugh Burgess, Lgndon, Eng-
land.

—

Pttljnng and Disintegrating Vegetable Sub-
i(a7ices.—Patented July 18, 1854, No. 11.343; ante-
dated August 18, 18.33 ; "reissued October .5, 1858, No.
608 ; again reissued in two divisions, April 7, 1863,
viz.. No. 1,448.

—

Pulpfrom Wood. <£c.,for the Mami-
facture of 2*aj:>cr.—Extended August 17, 1857.

Claim.—A pulp suitable for the manufactui'c of
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Eaper, made from wood or other vegetable substances

J boiling the wood or other vegetable substance in

an alkali Under pressure, substantially as described.

Same, No. 1 ,449.—Process of Treating Wood or
other Vegetable Substances in the Manufacture of
Paper i'wZ^.—Extended August 17, 1867.

Claim.—First, the process of treating wood or
other vegetable substance by boiling in an alkali

under pressure, as a process, or preparatory process
for making pulp for the manufacture of paper from
such woods or other vegetable substances, substan-
tially as described.
Second, the process of treating resinous woods by

boiling in an alkali under pressure, and treating the
product with chlorine and its compounds with oxy-
gen, for making white pulp for the manufacture of
paper from such woods, substantially as described.

Stephex Morse. Springfield, Mass.— Iron Car
Brake.—Patented September 6, 1853, I^o. 10,004.—
Extended August 19, 1867.

Claim.—The spine B having the point of suspen-
sion C and socket D, with the open spaces c c and
brace plates b b, in combination with the rubber or
friction surface plate A, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose as is herein set forth.

Henky Ritchie, Newark, N. J"., assignor to him
self, S. C. Thomson, and George W. "Westeueielu,
—Padlock. — 'PatenteA August 23, 1853, No. 9,963;

extended August 22, 1867.

Claim.—The combination of the bolt C, guard E.
and the double-toothed tumblerD ; one tooth n of said
tumbler fitting in the shackle d, and the other tooth j
fitting in the notch at the back of the bolt. The bolt,

guard, and tumbler operating as set forth in the body
of the specification.

Oliver P. Drake, Boston, Mass.

—

Apparatus for
Combining Hydrocarbon Vapor with Air.— Pat
ented August 30, 1853, No. 9,967 ; reissued November
15, 1864, No. 1,819 ; extended August 29, 1867.

Claim.—The vaporizing chamber and rotary blow
ing apparatus combined, in the manner and for the
purpose substantially as set forth.

Also, the combination of the vaporizing chamber
and rotary blowing apparatus, under the general ar-

rangement described, with a weight, or its equiva-
lent, acting with a uniform force, so that the pres-

sure at the burner is uniform, whether a greater or
less quantity of the mixed air and vapor is burnt.

Also, the combination of the vaporizing chamber
with the mechanical agitator, for the purpose of
agitating the liquid during the mixtm-e of the vapor
with air, substantially as set forth.

Also, the combination of the heater and gas burner
with the water vessel and vaporizing chamber, sub
stantially as specified, so that by means of the said
heater and gas burner and the pipes connecting them
with the Avater vessel and tlie chamber, the whole or
part of the mixture of air and benzole vapor pro-
duced by the apparatus may not only be used in any
convenient place for the purpose of illumination, but
also for heating the water of the vessel, substantially
as set foKh.

Also, the combination of the closed vaporizing
chamber, the rotary vaporizer or disseminator placed
therein, and the rotary meter wheel and its closed
ease, or an air-forcing apparatus, so made as to force
a stream of air into the hollow shaft of the vaporizer
and through or against saturated portions of the dis-

seminator and into the vaporizing chamber or regen-
erator, so as to vaporize the benzole or hydrocarbon
and mix it with air, substantially as above specified.

Also, in combination with the rotating meter wheel
and its case and the hot-water vessel, the coiled in-

duction air pipe, as made to pass through the water
in the vessel and thereby receive heat therefrom, so
as to warm the air as it passes through the pipe and
to supply oxygen to tlie volatilized vapors, and for the
purposeof fticilitating the evaporation of the same.

Also, in combination with the induction air pipe,

the chamber, and its regulator slide and orifice, ap-

plied for the purpose of supplying cold air to the
warmed air or to tlie meter wheel, in order to diminish
or regulate the temperature of the air passage into
the said wheel, and forced into the vaporizing chamber.
Also, the i)eculiar mode of making the rotary dis-

seminator or vaporizer, viz, of two perforated heads
or disks, a hollow perforated shaft, and strands of
lamp Avicking or other absorbent material stretched
from one head to the other, as specified.

Thomas J). Burrall, Geneva, N. Y.—Corn Sheller.
—Patented December 6, 1845, No. 4,300; extended
December 6, 1859; reissued October 10, 1865, No.
2,083 ; extended by act of Congiess approved March
2, 1867 ; by office September 2, 1867.

CVai?ji.—First, the opening rf, in combination with
the plate or disk c and the sheller, substantially as
and for the purpose described.
Second, the open space between the lower edge of

the sheller and the plate or disk c, in combination
with the said plate or disk and tlie sheller, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

Philo Sylla, Elgin, and Augustus Adams, Sand-
wich, m.

—

Grain and Grass Harvester.—Patented
September 20, 1853, No. 10,038; reissued May 17,
1859, No. 721, A ; extended September 19, 1867.
CZaim.—First, an elevated binding table, in com-

bination with the platform for receiving the grain as
it is cut, substantially as set forth.

Second, the combination with the binding table of
more binders' stands, on a lower level than that of
the table, substantially as set forth.

Third, the combination of a binding table with a
binders' stand, having an elevated side for the binder
to rest his legs against, and thereby steady himself
without the aid of his arms, both of' which are thus
left at liberty to do the binding, substantially as set
forth.

Fourth, the arrangement of the rakers' and bind-
ers' stands, substantially as herein set forth, so that
the grain may be raked from the platform and deliv-
ered upon the binders' table before the several bind-
ers' stands, in the manner substantially as set forth.

Fifth, the arrangement of the dumping tray with
the rakers' and binders' stands, substantially as set
forth.

Same; reissued May 19, 1859, No. 722, B; again
reissued May 14, 1867, No. 2,608; extended September
19, 1867.

Claim.—First, the combination of a finger beam
with slotted guard fingers, a reciprocating scalloped
cutter, a double-hinge connection between the finger
beam and the main frame, and a di'iviug shaft for the
cutting apparatus parallel, or neai-ly so, to the
ground.
Second, the combination of a double-hinge floating

finger beam with slotted guard fingers, a reciprocat-
ing scalloped cutter, and a removable platform, for
converting the machine from a mower to a reaper.
Third, the combination of a finger beam with

slotted fingers, a reciprocating scalloped cutter, a
hinged connection to the main fr-ame, a removable
platform, and a reel.

Fourth, the combination of a finger beam with
slotted fingers, a reciprocating scalloped cutter, a
hinged connection to the main frame, and arms or
levers, or their equivalents, for adjusting the height
of the cutting appai'atus.

Same ; reissued May 17, 1859, No. 723, C ; extended
September 19, 1867.

Claim.—The short finger beam, in combinat-ion
with the yielding connection with main frame, or its

equivalent, substantially as herein set forth.

Same ; reissued May 17, 1859, No. 724, D ; extended
September 19, 1867.

Claim.—The combination of the finger beam with
the hinges by which it is drawn, arranged above the
plane of the cutter, substantially as herein set forth.

Same; reissued May 17, 1859, No. 725, E ; extended
September 19, 1867.

Claim.—T!ic combination of a counterpoise weight,
or the equivalent thereof, with that end of the finger

beam next the main frame, to equalize its pressure
upon the grouud, sul)stautially as set forth.

Also, the combination of a counterpoise weight, or
the equivalent thereof, wiWi each or eitlier end of the
finger beam, to diminish its pressure upon the ground,
substantially as set forth.
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Same ; reissued May 17, 1859, No. 726, F ; extended
September 19, 1867.

Claim.—The combination of a stop witli the mech-
anism for connecting the finger beam with the main
fi-ame, and allowing it to rise and fall, substantially
as herein set forth.

Ephraim L. Pratt, Boston, Mass., assignor to

James Sargent and Dax'l P. Foster.—Ifac/tr/ic
for Paring J.ppZeA'.—Patented October 4, 1853, No.
10,078 ; extended September 23, 1867.

Claim.—Hanging or connecting the block S which
carries the knife to the rod which carries said block,
so that the block and knife can vibrate in one or
either direction, by means substantially such as are
herein described, or their equivalents, so as to allow
the knife to vibrate and accommodate itself to any
iiTCgularity in the surface of the apple or vegetable
pared, substantially as described.

Joshua Gibbs, Canton. 0\i\o.—Machine for Grind-
ing Plow Castings.—Patented October 4, 1853, No.
10,068 ; extended September 27, 1867.

Claim.—The carriage upon which the casting is

fastened with the weight and grooved stand upon
which the cai'riage is moved, arranged and operated
as described.

Nathaniel Gear, Marietta, Ohio.

—

Machine for
Turning or Cuttintf Irregular Forms.—Patented
November 8, 1853, No. 10,204 ; extended September
30, 1867.

Claim.—The combination of knives, in the manner
described, with a rotary cutter head, so that said
head shall serve as a guide or dii'cctrix to the form or
pattern cai'rying the material to be dressed.

Norman Millington and S. M. George, Shafts-
bury, Vt.. Abraham B. Gardner, Bennington, Yt.,
and Leland J. Mattison, Cleveland, Ohio, execu-
tors of the estate of Dennis J. George, deceased.—
Machine for Figuring Carpenters'' Squares.—Pat-
ented October 18, 1853. No. 10,136 ; extended October
4, 1867.

Claim.—The combination of the revolving chase
wheel W with the lateral moving anvil A, by which
the relative position of the squaie to be stamped and
the required chase is so regulated that the line of the
square to receive the impression is brought under
the chase containing the desired figures, substantially
as herein set forth.

Henry Whitaker, Buffalo, N. Y.—Application
of High-pressure Engines to Scrciv Propellers.—Pat-
ented October 18, 1853, No. 10,145 ; extended October
4, 1867.

Claim.—The direct application of the crank out-
side of the hull to .side-screw propellers, when such
application is combined with or effected by a high-
pressure engine, arranged also outside of the hull
substantially as herein above set forth.

David M. Smith, Springfield, Vt—Spring Clamp
for Clothes Lines.—Vixtented October 25, 1853, No.
10,163; extended October 14, 1867.
Claim.—The above described improved clothes pin,

that is to say, the arrangement of the line opening D
and the spring C, on opposite sides of the hinge a of
the two levers A B, all substantially as hereinbefore
specified, whereby by pressure of the longer legs of
the levei-s between the thumb and fingers of the hand
of a person, the instrument is rendered very conve-
nient of application without danger during the same
of tearing the clothes secm-ed by"it on a line.

Bernard Hughes, Rochester, N. Y.—Trip Ham-
77ier.—Patented May 16, 1854, No. 10,923 : extended
October 18, 1867.

Claim.—Adding to'the stem or rod of the trip ham-
mer a piston working in a cylinder, open on the upper
end and closed at the bottom, and provided with reg-
ulating cock and valve, substantially as described, by
which means I am enabled to add the whole or such
part of the pressure of the atmosphere as may be de-
sirable to the weight ofthe hammer in giving the blow.

Samuel Pratt, Hammondton, N. J.—Screw Xail.
—Patented October 25, 1853, No. 10,171 ; extended
October 23, 1867.

Claim.—A screw nail constructed with a thread
shaped substantially as herein described.
Also, shaping the head, substantially as herein set

forth, so that the battering cau.sed by the driviJig will

not obstruct the application of the turnscrew.

Daniel Noyes, Abington, Mass.

—

Machine Ham-
mer.—Patented October 25, 1853, No. 10,170 ; extended
October 24, 1867.

Claim.—Yivit, a machine for hammering iron, <S:c.,

having the distinguishing features hereinabove enu-
merated, viz, a hammer lor giving the bloAv upon tho
upper surface of the iron, acting in conjunction with
two hammers, which simultaneously strike the sides

of the ii'on, substantially as above set fortli ; and, fur-

ther, in a machine for hammering iron, the use of
these two side hammers operating as specified,

whether used in connection with the upper hammer
or without it.

Second, so arranging the relative position of the ful-

cra of the hammer beams, and the ends of the connect-
ing rods attached to said beams, and to the crank shaft

and gears from which they derive their motion, as to

bring the said fulcra and connecting rods in nearly a
straight line at the time of giving the blow, for the pur-

pose above specified, the opposite ends of the connect-
ing rods just before giving the blow moving in oppo-
site directions, so as to give a rapid and powerful blow.
Third, causing the anvil to descend from the ii'on

just before the blow of the side hammers, and to as-

cend just before the blow of the upper hammer, by
means of a rod attached at one end to the under side

of the upper hammer beam, and at the other end to a
tilting arm which embraces the anvil, substantially us

above described.

Egbert Sinclair, Jr., and Eichard F. Maynard,
Baltimore, IsLd.—Feed Roller of Straw Cutters.—Pat-
ented November 15, 1853, No. 10,238 ; extended Oc-
tober 28, 1867.

Claim.—In the feeder for straw cutters, the em-
ployment thereon of alternate right and left fins so ar-

ranged as to form a double spiral or screw, said fins be-

ing foi-med substantially as set forth, and operating to-

gether so as to prevent the straw from crowding to the
right or left, and to compress the straw laterally as it is

passed to the knives, and constituting altogether what
we denominate the double screw propeller for straw
cutters.

Charlotte B. Thompson, administratrix of the es-

tate of John H. Thompson, deceased, James M.
Thompson, and Hosea Q. Thompson, Holderness,
N. H.—Machine for Trimming Soles of Boots and
67(066'.—Patented November 15, 1853, No. 10,239 ; ex-

tended October 29, 1867.

Claim.—A machine in which the sole is trimmed
by revolving knives, and guided, as fed along by the
operator, by an adjustable gauge bar, against which
the edge of the pattern plate abuts, substantially as
hereinabove described.

Laura S. "White, Antrim, N. H., administratrix
of the estate of Jonathan "White, deceased.

—

Uniting Shovel Blades to Handle Straps.—Patented
November 15, 1853, No. 10,244 ; extended October 29,

1807.
Claim.—The uniting by welding of the iron handle

straps to the sheet cast-steel blade, in the manner
substantially as herein set forth.

E. T. BussELL, Indianapolis, Ind.—Combined In-
dia-ruhher and Steel Spring.—Patented November
29, 1853, No. 10,280 ; extended November 12, 1867.

Claim.—Fluting a column of vulcanized india-rub-

ber longitudinally, and then so surroundiugit with the
helical spring ; being an improvement; upon Kay's
spring.

George W. Livermore. Cambridgeport, Mass.

—

Machine for Making Barrels.—Patented March 21,

18.34, No. 10,680 ; extended November 12, 1867.

Claim.—Fir.st, forming or shaping the staves pre-

vious to jointing them by passing tliem through a
series of pairs of curved rollers in the miinner set

forth and for the purpose described.
Secoud, the peculiar construction of the carriage

of the jointing machine, represented in Fig. 5, the
bai" g being made adjustable withiu the long slots or
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mortises, in the manner set forth and for the purpose
described.

Third, the combination of the cone Q' with the
spring drivers 9", operating as described, for the pur-
j)ose of guiding the hoop to the barrel and driving it

into place, in the manner set forth.

"William Butteufield, Boston, Mass., assignor
to himself and E. M. Stevens.—Sewing Machine.—
Patented Julv 4, 1854, Ko. 11,240 ; reissued to Elmer
TOWNSEND, January 5, 1864, No. 1,600; extended
November 20, 1867.

Oiaim.—Separating into two instruments a presser
foot and a "'rest east-otf," (both operating on the
surface of the material to be sewed,) the "tube or
holder" hereinbefore refeiTcd to, so that the "rest
cast-off" can act independently of the presser foot as
respects its times and extent of motion, substantially
in the manner specified.

Also, constructing the "rest cast-off" of such a
form that it operates and is located in front of the
barb of the needle, instead of surrounding it, by
which construction it operates in an improved man-
ner, especially when sewing in narrow channels.

Also, making the " rest cast-off" adjustable with
reference to the needle, substantially as described.

Also, the combination of a supporting surface
crochet needle and presser foot with a "rest cast-
off," operating suljstantially as described.

Also, the combination of a supporting surface cro-

chet needle and feeding device with a "rest cast-off,"
operating substantially as described.

Also, the impro\ement by which the "rest cast-
off" is rendered capable of adapting itself to any
ordinary thickness or variation of the thickness of
the fabric or article to be sewed, such improvement
consisting in the above described mode of operating
it by the spring F applied to the carrier lever E, and
maae to operate on the lower end of the recess C, as
stated.

Also, the combination of the bobbin holder U with
the spring V, the friction disk K, and the axle on
which the holder turns, the same enabling an empty
bobbin to be removed from the holder and a fiUl one
put in its place without disturbing the connection of
the spring with the bobbin and fi'ictiou plate or disk.

"William B. Bates, Mansfield, Mass., administra-
tor of the estate of Geouge "Wellman, deceased.

—

Stripping Top Flats in Carding Machines.—Patented
March 18, 1856, No. 14,481 ; antedated November 25,

1853; reissued July 30, 1867, No. 2,705; extended
November 21, 1867.

Claim.—First, the combination of the segmental
gear and its set rim or locking plate with the pinion
and its locking plate or recess, as a device for im-
parting an intermittent rotation to mechanism from
a continuous one, for the purpose of operatmg the
stripping mechanism, or that which moves the
cleansing frame, from one top card to another, sub-
stantially as described.
Second, the combination of the said device for pro-

ducing intennittent rotation with the mechanism
that lifts, strips, and lowers the top card, substan-
tially as described.

Thii-d, the combination of the said device for pro-
ducing intermittent rotation with the mechanism
that moves the cleansing frame from one top card to
another, substantially as described.
Fourth, combining and arranging the segmental

gear and its set rim or locking plate with\hc two
pinions, each Avith its locking plate or recess placed
on opposite sides of said segmental gear, so as to

operate the stripping apparatus and move the cleans-
ing frame alternately, substantially as described.

Fifth, the combination and aiTangement of the
mangle pins or teeth in the arc of a circle directly

attached to the cleansing frame and concentric with
its movement, for tlie purpose of avoiding intermit-

tent gearing, substantially as described.
Sixth, mounting the stripper card upon radial

arms that have their centers or axes below the strip-

per card and near tlie axis of the cleansing frame,
substantially as described.

Seventh, the combination of the cams X X ^ith
the levers T Y, carjying and operating tlie stripper
card, substantially as described.
Eighth, the combination ofthe cams X X with the

lifting rods Z Z and the levers T T, arranged to
operate in connection, substantially as described.
Ninth, the combination of the cams X X with the

chain belts Q', the chain pulleys R', and shaft M,
arranged and operating substantially as described.
Tenth, the combination of the guide E', on the

cleansing frame, with the stationary guide D', on
the frame of the machine, co-operating substantially
as described.
Eleventh, the combination of the springs F' and

the pins E' and lifting rods Z, and their application,
to the frame S, substantially as described.

Twelfth, the mechanism for cleansing the stripper
card, arranged and applied substantially as described.

"William B. Bates, Mansfield, Mass., administra-
tor of the estate of George "Wellman, deceased.—
Stripping Top Flats for Carding Machines.—Pat-
euted December 6, 1853, No. 10,298 ; reissued July
30, 18G7, No. 2,706 ; extended November 21, 1867.
Claim.—Yi^t, the combination and arrangement

of a continuously revolving radial arm and pin, or
crank pin, and a circular locking plate connected
therewith, with a series of intermittently revolving
radial working grooves to receive said pin, connected
with a locking plate provided with segmental re-

cesses corresponding to said grooves and to the
otlier locking plate, substantially as described.
Second, combining with the cleansing frame a

mangle gear and the mechanism, herein described,
for impai'ting an intermittent motion to the same,
suitably arranged, by which the cleansing frame is

moved from one top card to another in any order
desired, in both directions, and held at rest while the
cleansing operation is performed, substantially as
described.

Third, so combining and arranging the cleansing
frame, the mangle gear and pinion, and mechanism
for giving it intermittent motion, when the motion of
the cleansing frame is from one top card to the next
but one, that when the pinion passes around the ex-
tremity of the series of pins or teeth of the mangle
gear to the opposite side of the same, the distance of
the point from where the pinion starts to where it

stops on the mangle gear will correspond to the
movement of the cleansing frame from one top card
to the next to it, and thus shift the order of cleansing
the top cards when the frame is moving in opposite
directions, substantially as described.

Foui-th, attaching the stripping card to radial
arms, so arranged that by the oscillation of said arms
the stripping card will be carried beneath the raised
top cartf to cleanse the same, substantially as de-
scribed.

Fifth, forming the working faces of the cams that
raise the top cards in separate and detached seg-
ments, placed so as to act in succession, in combina-
tion with a series of projections or working surfaces
on the device that raises the top cards, substantially
as described.

Sixth, the combination and arrangement of the sev-
eral correspondent parts of the mechanism, both new
and old, so as to form a complete apparatus by which
the top cards of a carding machine may be automati
cally stripped or cleansed, substantially as described.

James Watt, Charlestown, Mass.

—

Valve Ar
rangement for Steam Hammers.—Patented Decern
ber 6, 1853, No. 10,297 ; extended November 21, 1867.

Claim.—First, the revolving valve rod, the bai-rel

g, and the adjustable screw stop I, constructed, ar
ranged, and operating substantially in the manner
described, by which it is enabled at any instant to
admit the steam beneath the piston during any por-
tion of the fall of the hammer, without altering the
effective force and length of the stroke.

Second, in connection with the above, the arrange-
ment for throttling the steam on its way from be-

neath the piston, by which means it is enabled to

regulate tlie intensity of the blow of the hammer to

any degree of nicety' or to hold the same suspended
above the anvil, in the manner and for the purpose
substantially as set forth.

Lucian B. Flanders, Philadelpliia, Va.—Iieplac-
ing Cars Upon Railroad 'Ira<;ks.—Patented Decem-
ber 6, 1853, No. 10,301 ; extended November 21, 1867.

Claim.—Replacing railroad cars and locomotives
upon the track, or replacing the car wheels upon the
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rails, in the manner substantiaJlv as herein described,

Tiz, by means of flanges C C, Laving inolinod bot-

toms and secured or attached to the rails, when de-

signed to be used, by the lips or projections b on the

sides a of the flanges, said lips or projections clasp-

ing or fitting over the rails. The flango C, being
provided with a movable guide E, which directs or

§aides the wheels upon the rails, and which guide,

y being movable, will act upon the wheel, the flange

C being adjusted to either side of the rails.

Charles J. TVollsov, Cleveland, Ohio.—Design
for a Stove Plate.—Vatented December 4, 1860, Nos.
1348, 1349 ; extended November 21, 1667.

Richard A. Tilghman, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Process

for Purifying FatUj Bodies.—Patented October 3,

1854, No. 11.766 ; antedated January 9, 1854 ; extended
November 23, 1867.

Claim.—The manufacturing of fat acido and gly-

cerine from fatty lx)dies by the action of water at a
high temperature and pressure.

Melvin Jinks, Dansville, N. T.—rumA;et/.—Pat-
ented December 13, 18.53, No. 10,312; extended De-
cember 3, 1867.

Claim.—ThG adjustable claw E, constructed and
arranged substantially as described, in combxiation
with Ithc claw 6, and "the rolling fulcrnm having a
limited motion.

L. Otto P. Meyer, Newton, Conn.—Processes of
Vulcanizing Caoutchouc Compounds.—Vatanted De-
cember 20, 1853, No. 10,339 ; extended December 4,

1867.

Claim.—The producing of smooth and glossy sur-

faces upon the hard compounds of caoutchouc and
other vulcanizable gums by means of the use of oil or
other equivalent substance applied to the surface of
the prepared gum and between the gum and the plates

of metal, or the molds, substantially as herein de-

scribed.

Joseph Nock, Philadelphia, Va.—Hinge for Ink
stand Covers.—Patented December 13, 1853, No.
10,310; extended December 10, i667.

Claim.—The application of the stamped round part,

and the solid part, (or the moving lid or cover,) fitted

together as a hinge which forms a rounded, smooth-
turned face, and the manner in which the pin is con-
nected with both parts, as herein described, using for

that purpose the aforesaid " two pieces to form a reg-
xAar curvilinear or round-turned hinge " made of any
materials which will produce the intended eft'ect.

"William "Wisdom, Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Cleansing
Hair and Feathersfrom Insects, d-c.—Patented De-
cember 20, 1853, No. 10,347 ; extended December 10,

1867.

Claim.—Purifying hair and feathers by destroying
all noxious insects or infectious matter contained
therein by subjecting the same to a vapor bath of
chlorine gas after the material has been cleansed by
a bath of sal soda, in the manner and for the purpos'e

specified.

Eohert p. "Walker, New York, N. Y.—Machine
{'or Hulling and Scouring Coffee.—Patented Decem-

ler 20, 1853, No. 10,328; extended Deoemlx;r 13,

1867.

Claim.—The combination of the springing rubber
flaps, or scourers and polishers e e e, with the angu-
larly-set hullers or beaters c d, the whole being con-
structed and arranged in any ecjuivaleut manner to

that herein described and operating as set forth.

Edward A. Tuttle, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Hot-air
Register.—Vatentcd January 3, 1854, No. 10,371 ; re-

issued February 17,1863, No. 1,412; extended De-
cember 16, 1867.

Claim.—So combining the connecting rod or ar-

rangement which transmits motion to the fims, with
the thumb piece or attachment by which it is actu-
ated and with the fans themselves, that it shall rest
and ride upon antifriction bearings o o formed on the
fans, substantially as above described.

"William "Wright, New York, N. Y.—Operating
Cut-off Valves of Steam Engines.—Patented Januaiy
3, 18.54, No. 10,398 ; extended December 16, 1867.

Claim.—The employment of a rotating concentric
hub on which the toes (or their equivalents) of the
lifters rest when the valves are closed, substantially
as specified, when this is combined with a cam con-
nected therewith and which turns eccentrically there-

on, for the purpose of opening and closing tlio valve
and regulating the period of closing the same, sub-
stantially as specified.

Also, combining with the said hub and cam a slide

witliin them and acting on an oblique groove within
the cam and a straight slot in the hub, substantially
as specified, to determine the period of closing the
valve, whilst the period of opening remains the same,
as specified, and this whether the said slide be ope-
rated by a governor or by other means.

Mathew Stewart, Philadelphia, Ta.—Floor Plate
of Malt Kilns.—VatontodJaunviVj 3, 1854, No. 10,370;
extended December 17, 1867.

Claim.—First, the characteristic mode in which are
constructed the plates with downward edges at right
angles with the surface of the plate, substantially and
foi-'the purpose as herein described and illustrated.

Second, the bearing and combining block with the
peculiar arrangement of the slots or grooves, or its

equivalent, substantially and for the purpose as here-
in described.
Third, the combination of the plates with the bear-

ing and combining blocks, or its equivalent, and the
peculiar manner of securing the plates and blocks
down to the wrought-iron bars by means of the wire
holes in the vertical edges of the plates, or their equiv-
alents, substantially and for the purpose as herein
described and illustrated.

"William H. Sweet, Foxborough, Mass., adminis-
trator of the estate of Hknuy L. Sweet, deceased.

—

Guide for Sewing on Binding.—Patented December
20, 1853, No. 10,344 ; extended December 18, 1867.

Claim.—The doubling guide, as not only made with
a flat mouth or one capable of receiving the ribbon,
tape, or biudin": in a flattened state, but with a bent
channel or slides, such as shall gradually bend or
double it and discharge it at the other end in a dou-
bled state ready to be applied to any article conven-
iently placed to receive it and leave it sowed thereon
as stated.

Hezekiah B. Smith, Smithville, N. J.—Mortisivf^
Machine.—Patented January 10, 1854, No. 10,42*/;

extended December 26, 1867.

Claim.—The afore-described combination for re-

versing the chisel by power, applied by friction (with
band or otherwise) and stops operated so as to stop
the chisel when reversed in the manner essentially oh
set forth.

Harvey Lull, Hoboken, N. 3.—Shutter Hinge.—
Patented January 31, 1854, No. 10,477 ; antedated
January 2, 1854 ; extended December 31, 1867.

Claim.—The so forming of a self-locking shutter
hinge, cast in two pieces, as that the blind or shutter
hung thereon may swing open or shut on a horizontal
plane, and lock when opened to its limit, and so that
also when locked open, the strain shall be taken olT

from the spindle and thrown on to cam arms, and thus
cflfectually relieve the spindle from the weight or strain

of the shutter, substantially as described.





DESIGNS.
ij,533.—Chahles C. Buckij^y and Louis Dov-

ELL, Xewiirk, IST. J.-^Trade Mark.—January 1, 1867.

'2,5.34t—R. P. Cowi-ES, New Haven, Conn., as-

siirnor to Cowr Es & Co., same place.—C'oac/i Lamp.
—January 1, 1867.

'2,535.—Harkisov Eaton, Amherst, N. II.—
iS<o ye.—January 1, 1867.

2,536.—0r?i0N Frazee, Xew York, N. Y.—Me-
dallion.—January 1, 1867.

2,537, 2,538 W. S. Mingis, New York, N.
Y^Round Camb, (two patents.)—January 1, 1867,

2,539.—John Polhamus, Xevr York, N. Y.—
Handle of a Fork or (Spoo7i.—January 1, 1867.

2,540.—Horace C. Wilcox, "West Meriden,
Conn., assifrnor to TUE Meuiden Britanma Com-
I'ANY. same place.—Handle of a Caster.—January 1,

1867.

2,541.—Horace C. "Wilcox, "West Meriden,
Conn., assignor to The Meriden Britannia Com-
I'ANY, same place.—Caster Frame.—January 1, 1867.

2,542.

—

John H. Bellamy, Charlestown, Mass.,
assignor to himself and D. A. Titcomb, same place.

.
—Ficture i'Va?nc.—January 8, 1867.

2,.543.—John H. Bellamy, Charlestown, Mass.,
assignor to hmself and D. A. Titcomb, same place.

—i?racA-ef.—January 8, 1867.

2,544, 2,545.—David K. Hitchcock, New-
ton, Muss.

—

Medal, {two patents.)—January 8, 1867.

2,546.—Charles T. Meyer, Bergen, N, J., as-

sisrnor to Edward C. Sampson, same plaocr—Floor
CHI-cloth.—Januarv 8, 1867.

3,547,_C. L. Tiffany, New York, N. Y.—Or-
nament of American Jockey Club.—Januaiy 8, 1867.

2,548.—Henry H. Hayden, New York, N. Y.,
assignor to Holmes, Booth & Hayden, Waterbury,
Conn.

—

Handle of a Fork or Spoon.-~-Januavj 15,

1867.

2,549.—Henry D. Mussleman, Lancaster, Pa.—
Bottom of a Frying Fan.—January 15, 1867.

2,550.—Joseph Naylor, Newark, N. J.—Copy-
ing Press.—Januaiy 15, 1867; antedated December
18, 1866.

2,551.—LePvOyS. "White, Waterbnry, Conn.—
Handle of a Fork or Spoon.—January 15, 1867.

2,552.— Martin H. Crant;, Cincinnati, Ohio,
assignor to Crane, Breed &. Co., same place.

—

Burial C'a*^.—January 15, 1867.

2,553.—BussELL Frisbie, Cromwell, Conn., as-

signor to J. and E. Stevens & Co., same place.

—

Match Safe.—January 15, 1867.

2,554.—Samuel Kellett, San Francisco, Cal.—
Molding.—January 15, 1867.

2,555.-^7. S. Mingis, New York, N, Y.—i?ound
Co7n&.—Januai-y 15, 1867.

2,556, 2,557.—Calvin "W. Sherwood, Chi
cago. 111.

—

Staiidard for School Furniture, {two pat-
ents.)—Jannaiy 15, 1867.—January 15, 1867.

2,558.—Samuel "W. Valentine, Bristol, Conn.—Scissors.—January 15, 1867.

2,559.—"William "Webster, Bochester, N. Y.—
Flower Garden.—January 15, 1867.

2,560.—Samuel "W. Gibbs, Albany, N. Y.—Coal
ShoveL—JaTmarj 22, 1867.

2,561.—August Heidelberger, New York, N.
Y.—Trade Mark.—January 22, 1867.

2,562, 2,563.—Nicholas Muller, New York,
N. Y.

—

Clock Case, {two pate7its.)—January 22, 1867.

2,564 to 2,565.—Horace C. "Wilcox, "West
Meriden, Conn., assignor to The Meriden Britan-
nia Company, same place.

—

Caster Frame.—January
22, 1867.

2,566.—Thomas Boudren, Jersey City, N. J.,

assignor to himself and A. P. De Voursney, New
York, N. Y.

—

Coach iamp.—February 5, 1867,

2,567.—Arthur W. Cox, Maiden, '^ass.—Knife-
edged ^orA:,—February 5, 1867.

2,568.—N. Fairbrother and G. S. Fales, Paw-
tucket, R. 1.—Trade Ifart,—February 5, 1867,

2,569.

—

George H. Lincoln, Providence, P. I.,

assignor to The Lincoln Manufacturing Com-
pany, same place.

—

IVade Mark.—February 5, 1867.

2,570.-1. F. Markland, Newark, N, J.—
Buckle,—February 5, 1867,

2,571.—Christian "W. Quanz, New York,N. Y.
—Confectioners' Cornucopia.—Fcbmary 5, 1867.

2,572.—Mary A. Lawrence, New York, N. Y.—Ornament for Hat and Dress.—February 12, 1867.

2,573.—Louis Saarbach, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Tobacco Pipe.—'February 12, 1867.

2,574.—Garrettson Smith and Henry Brown,
Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to Leibrandt (Sb Mc-
Dowell, same place.

—

Cooks' Stove.—February 12,

1867.

2,575.—Hugh Christie, Morrisania, N. Y., as-
signor to Edward C. Sampson, New York, N. Y.—
Floor Oil-cloth.—Tehruary 12, 1867.

2,576.—John H. Crowell, Providence, R. I.—
Edge of J^ooA;*.-February 12, 1867.

2,577 to 2,578.—Julius Herriet, New York,
N. Y., assignor to David Wolfe Bruce, same place.—Printers' Type, (two patents.)—Yehruary 12, 1867.

2,579 to 2,583 .—Charles T. Meyer. Bergen,
N. J., assignor to Edward C. Sampson, New York.
N. Y.

—

Floor Oil-cloth, {three patenls.)—Fcbruaiy
12, 1867.

2,582. — Anthony Shafer and Alexander
Barckley, Philadelphia, Va.—Cofee Strainer.—Feb-
ruary 12, 1867.
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2,583.—John H. Cummings, Boston, Mass.—
Monogram.—February 19, 1867.

2,584.—T7ALKEU B. Bartram, Danbnry, Conn.—Frame of a Sewing Machine.—February 19, 1867.

2,585, 2,586.—C. L. Xeiberg, New Haven,
Conn., assignor to Sargent & Co., same place.

—

OojSUn Handle, (four patents.)-^FehrnaYj 19, 1867.

2,587.—Garrettson Smith and Henry Brown,
Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to Buckwalter & Co.,
same place.

—

Plate of a Cooks' Stove.—February 26,

1867.

2,588.—John H. Bellamy, Charlcstown, Mass.,
assignor to David A. Titcomb, same place.

—

Picture
Frame.—Fehvnaiy 26, 1867.

2,589.—D. S. Colby and E. Scorer, Troy, N. Y.,
assignors to Cox, Church <fe Co., same place. —l*ia<e

of a Cooks' Stove.—Februaij 26, 1867.

2,590 to 2,593.—Elemir J. I^ky, Lowell, Mass.,
assignor to the Lowell Manufactukino Comi'axy,
same place.

—

Carpet Pattern, (four patents.)—Feb-
ruary 26, 1867.

2,594.—Samuel E,. "Wilmot, Bridgeport, Conn.
—Oil Ca»i.—February 26, 1867.

2,595.—John S. Armstrong, Prairie du Chien,
"Wis.

—

Military Monument.—Mui-ch 12, 1867.

2.596.—G. A. Eno, Philadelphia, Ta.—Spoon
Handle.—March 19, 1867.

2,597.— John L. Hadden, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Water Cooler.—March 19, 1867.

2,598.—George Jones, Sangerties, N. Y.—Cof-
fee and Teapot i'ojp.—March 19, 1867.

2,599.—Henry J. Rogers, Baltimore, Md.—
Set of Signal Flags.—Maich 19, 1867.

2,600.—Imlay B. Viets, New Britain, Conn.—
Axe Handle.—Mmrch 19, 1867.

2,601.—Ant>rew Dunworth and Wh.fred
Dunworth, Dobb's Feny, N. Y.—Pitcher.—March
IB, 1867.

2,602 to 2,605.-Charles Zeuneu, Cincinnati,
Ohio, assignor to Crane, Breed <fc Co., same place.—Burial Case, (four patents.)—March 19, 1867.

2. 606.—C. Harris and P. W. Zoiner, Cincin-
nati, Ohio.—ParZor ^tore.—March 26, 1867.

2,607.—Andrew Little, New York, N. Y.—
PrinUrs' Type.—March 26, 1867.

2,608.—Henry Berger, New York, N. Y.—
Center Piece.-April 2, 1867.

2,609.—George Buntin, East Boston, Mass.—
EiLd Frame of a Car Scat.—April 2, 1867.

2,610.—Horace Harris, Newark, N. J.—Jnit-

««<ind.—April 2, 1867.

2,611.—J. Mabtino, J. Beesley, and J. Currie,
Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to Smith, Wells & Co.,
Bame place.

—

Cook Stove.—April 9, 1867.

2,612.—J. E. EosE and E. L. Calely, Philadel-

phia, Pa., assignors to Cox, TVhiteman Sc Cox, same
Slace.

—

Plate of a Cook Stove—A\tri\ 9, 1867 ; aute-

ated March 12, 1867.

2,61 3.—Charles Gal-tier, Washington, D.C—
Bottle.—A^r\\ 9, 1867.

2,614.—Frederick Becker, Baltimore, Md.—
Cigar Uoa;.—April 16, 1867.

2,615.—William M. Smith, West Mcriden,
CovLU.—Casket i/a?idie—April 16, 1867.

2,616, 2,617.—Alexander Beck, Philadel-
phia, Va.—Carpet Pattern, (txoo patents.)—AnrW. 16,
1867.

2,618.—David Bruce, Newton, N. Y.—Printers'
Type.—April 16, 1867.

2,619, 2,620—J. L. Mott, Mott Haven, N.
Y.— Washstand, (two patents.)—April 16, 1867.

2,621.—LA.COIJ S. SiMMERMAN, Millvllle, N. J.—
Stove Handle.—April 16, 1867.

2,622.—P. W. Vail, Newark, N. J.—Hat^—
April 16, 1867.

2,623—Charles Wilhelm and Joseph Neu-
mann, Philadelphia, Pa.—Shade for a Ceiling Light.
—April 16, 1867.

2,624.—Charles Wilhelm and Joseph Neu-
mann, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Lantern Itefiector.—April
16, 1867.

2,625.—Charles J. Woolson, Cleveland, Ohio.
—Stove X)oor.—April 16, 1867.

2,626.— A. C. Fklton, Boston, Ma&s.—Clock
Case.—April 23, 1867.

2,627.—Louis L. Arnold, New York, N. Y.—
Trade Mark.—Apr'A 23, 1867.

2,628.—Eli W. Bailey, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Trade Jfarfc.—April 23, 1867.

2,629. — John M. Batchelder, Cambridge,
Mass.—Trade IfarA:.-April 23, 1867.

2,630.—James P. Baxter, Portland, Me.—
Trade Jfarfc.—April 23. 1867.

2,631.—Charles J. Hauck, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Tobacco J?o:c.—April 23, 1867.

2,632.— George Lovejoy, Deposit, N. Y.—
Fence Panel.—AprM 23, 1867.

2,633, 2,634.—Egbert Haskix, Brooklyn,
N. Y., assignor to Edward C. Sampson, New York,
N. Y.

—

Floor Oilcloth or Carpet Pattern, (two pat-
ents.)—April 30, 1867 ; antedated April 6, 1867.

2,635 to 2,640.—Charles T. Meyer, Bergen,
N. J., assignor to Edward C. Sampson, New York,
N. Y.

—

Floor Oilcloth or Carpet Pattern, (six paty
ents.)—April 30, 1867; antedated April 3, 1867.

2,641.—Egbert W. Sperry, Wolcottville, Conn.
—Knife or Fork Handle, <£c.—April 30, 1867.

2,642, 2,643.—Egbert W. Sperry, Wolcott-
ville, Conn.—iTniTe, Fork, or Spoon Handle, (two
patents.)—April 30, 1867.

2,644.—Thomas H. Dorian, Washington, D. C.
—Statuette.—May 7, 1867.

2,645.—Martin V. B. Ferris, South Norwalk,
Conn., assignor to himself and Charles E. Ferris,
Attica, N. Y.—Trade Mark.—May 7, 1867,

2,646.—Philo B. Gilbert, New York, N. Y.—
Spoon, Knife, or Fork Handle.—May 7, 1867.

2,647 to 2,649.—C. L. Neiberg, New Haven,
Conn., assignor to Sargent & Co., same place.

—

Cofm Handle, (three patents.)—May 7, 1867.

2,650.—Lewis Eathbone, Albany, N. Y.—Food
Stove.—Mny 7, 1867.

2,651.—Lewis Eathbone, Albany, N. Y.—Coal
Stove.—May 7, 1867.

2,652.—Samuel A. Whitney, Glasboro', N. J.
—Bottle.—May 14, 1867.
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2,653.—Charles T. Meyer, Berpren, N. J., as-

si.ijnor to Edwakd C. Sampson, New York, N. Y.—
Floor Oilcloth or Carpet Pattern.—May 14, 18t!7; an-
tedated April 11, 18t)7.

2,651.—HoHACE C. "Wilcox, "West Meridcn,
Conn.—Spoon or Fork Handle.—Maj 14, 1867.

2,655.—Jonx Abexdroth, Xevr York, K". Y.—
Cook Stove.—May 21, 18G7.

2,656.—Marcus De Vourssxey, Newark, N. J.—Carriage Lamp,—May 21, 1867.

2,657.—Adolph H. Eau, Philadelphia, Pa,—
Sha/t Fratnc.—'M.iij 21, 1867.

a.65S.—Hexuy M. rwiTTER, Cincinnati, Ohio..
assignor to M. Greexwood & Co., same place.—
Piano Stool.—l^ay 21, 1867.

2,659.—EOBERT B. Parkixsox, Philadelphia,
Ta.—Bottle and Ca^?.-May 28, 1867.

2,660.— Fraxklix Suaw, Braintree, Mass.—
Heel PlateJor Boot^, cGc-May 28, 1867.

2,661.—Henry Berger, New York, N. Y.—
Center Piece.—June 4, 1867.

2,662.—A. E. Chamuerlaix and Johx B. Crow-
ley, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignors to Chamberlaix &
Co., same place.— Coofc Stove.—JmiG 4, 1867.

2,663.—Giles F. Filley, St. Louis, Mo.—Trade
Mark.—Jxmn 4, 1867,

2,664.—Aloxzo Hebbard, New York, N. Y.—
Spoon or Fork Handle.—June 4, 1867.

2,665.—Charles Kirchhof, Newark, N. J.—
Pending Wheel.—Jxxna 4, 1867.

2,666, 2,667.—Samuel McCartxey, St. Louis,
-Mo.

—

Trade Mark, (two patents.)—Jnna A, 1867.

2,668, 2,669.—Berxaud Smith, Cincinnati.
Ohio, assignor to Ameiucax Burial Case Coalpaxy.
same place.—iJariai Case.—June 4, 1867.

2,670.— Hexry Tetlow, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Trade Mark.—Jnna 4, 1867.

2,671.—Fraxcis J. Clavier, Philadelphia, Pa.—
2>apkin Ring.—Jnne 11, 1867.

2,672.—Bexaiah Fjtts, Newark, N. J., assignor
to Gould Machixe Company, same vtlace.—Steam
Fire Fngine.—June 11, 1867.

2,673.—Isaac A. Sheppard, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Plate of a Stove.—June 11, 1867.

2.674.—George P. Darrow, Cincinnati, Ohio
assignor to James L. Havex & Co., same place.—
Plow Clevis.—June 18, li*C>7.

2,675.—A. C. Feltox, Boston, Mass.—Clock
Case.—June 18, 1867.

2,676.—AXTHOXY ISKE, Lancaster. Pa.—Com-
bined Haiumer, Tack Drawer, Wrench, <ic.—June 18,
1867.

2,677.—Daytox Morgax, Chillicothe, Ohio.—
Soldiers'' Monument.—June 18, 1867.

2,678.—W. "W. Eeyxolds, Brandon, Vt.. assignor
to The Howe Scale Comp.vxy.—Post Office Balance.
—June 18, 1867.

2,679.—"W. TY. Re\-xolds, Brandon. Yt.. assignor
to The Howe Scale CoMVAS\.—Cou7iter Scale.—
Jnne 18, 1867.

2,680.—Samuel Sailor, Philadelphia, Pa., as-
signor to Francis Buckwalter &. Co., Kogers
Ford, Pa—Cook's Stove.—June 18, 1867 ; antedated
June 4, 1867.

39 c P—Vol. ii

2,681.—George Jones, Saugerties, N. Y.—Tea
or Coffee Pot—June 18. 1867.

2,682, 2,683.—D. S. Colby and R. Scorer,
TroT, N. Y.—Plate of a Stove, (ttco patents.)—June
25, 1867.

2,684.—Samuel W. Fraxcis, Newport, E. L—
Visiting Card.—Jane 25, 1867.

2,685.—B. J. Harrisox and J. Coxdie. New
York, N. Y.—Folding Chair.—June 25, 1867.

2,686.—David Hathaway, Trov. N. Y.. assignor
to Fuller, Wauren & Co., same tdIoco.—Plate of a
Stove.—June 25, 1867.

2,687.—.TOHN Martino. Jacob Beesley. and
John Cukrie, Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to Marsh-
bank <fc Martin, Lancaster, T-d.—Cook's Stove.—
June 25, 1867.

2,688.—Elisha Morgan, Springfield, Mass.—
Envelope.—June 25, 1867.

2,689.—G. Smith and H. Brown, Philadelphia,
Pa., assignors to Abbott & Noble, same place.—
Plate of a Stove.—June 25, 1867 ; antedated May 28
1867.

"^

2,690—F. Bleckle, Philadelphia, Ta.—Knitted
Fabric.—Julv 2, 1867.

2,691.—Stephax Hasenbuhler. Philadelphia,
Pa., assignor to H. A. Oestert.e & Co., same place.
Blind Biiiding.—July 2, 1867.

2,692.—James Paterson, Elizabeth, N. J., as-
signor to Edward Harvey, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Floor
Oil Cloth Pattern.—July 2, 1867.

2,693.—D. F. Eaxd.'^.ll, Chicopee, Mass.—ilfe-
tallic Band for Railroad Car Seats, fl6c.—July 2
1867.

2,694 to 2,696.—G. W. Ball, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Cook's Stove, (three patents.)—July 9, 1867.

2,697.—Is.iiAC Cook, St. I.oms,Mo.—Trade Mark.
—July 9, 1867.

2,698—E. S. E.\RLEY, Philadelphia. Pa.—i?i«-iaZ
Case or Cojui.—Jnly 9, 1867.

2,699.—C. Gautier. Washington, D. C—Label
for Bottles.—July 9, 1867.

2,700.—Luther W. Haravood. Troy, N. Y., as-
signor to Fuller, Warrex & Co., same place.—
Stove Plate.—July 9, 1867.

2,701, 2,702—E. M. Mix, Wcstfield, N. Y.—
Rim Lock, (two patents.)—July 9, 1867.

2,703—Owex Eedmoxd. Eochester,N. Y.—Back
Piece of a Stave Machine.—July 9, 1867.

2,704—Johx Eogers, New York, N. Y.—Group
of Statuary.—Juiy 9, 1867.

2,705.—Johx T. Webster, New York, N. Y.,
assignor to Deborah, Albert E., and Nathaniel
B. Powers. Lansingburgh, N. Y.—Floor Oil Cloth.
-^uly 16, 1867.

2,706.—Tames C. Merritt, New York, N. Y.,
assignor to himself and Oscar J. Merritt, same
"(iiiiee.—Eyelet.—Ju\y 16, 1867.

2,707.—.L\MEs S. Waters. St. Louis, Mo., as-
signor to The St. Louis Lead and Oil Co.mpaxt,
same i)lace.—Trade Mark.—^July 16, 1867.

2,708.—Jarvis R. Wood, Fitchburg, Mass.—
Button-hole for Cuffs, rf-c—July 16, 1867.

2,709.—EussEL Frisbie, Cromwell, Conn., as-
signor to J. and E. Stevens & Co., same placo.—
Mirror Frame.—July 23, 1867.
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2,710.—William J. Howard, Petersburg, Kj.—Caster Covering.—July 23, 18G7.

2,711.—William L. McDowell, Philadelphia,
Tn..—Plate of a Stove.—Jnly 23, 1867.

2,712.—Charles Pratt, IsTew York, N. Y.—
Oil Can.—July 23, 1867.

2,71 3.—Henry Hoffman, Jenncr's Cross Roads,
Pu.-Co#n.—July 30, 1867.

2,714.- William Cavex, Cincinnati, Ohio, as-

signor to Kedway and Burton, same place.

—

Can-
non Stove.—August 6, 1867.

2,715.—John Fahnestock, Ne-w York, I^. Y.,
assignor to James Buchan & Co., same place.

—

ia&eL—August 6, 1867.

2,716.—William L. McDowell, Philadelphia,
Pa Stove Toi>.—August 6, 1867.

2,717—J. S. McKaye and H. E. McELay, l^ew
York, IS^. Y.—Statuette.—August G, 1867.

2,718.—A. J. Kedway, Cincinnati, Ohio., as-

signor to Eedway and Burton, same place.

—

Char-
coal Stove.—August 6, 1867.

2,710.—Simon Scheuer and Isaac Scheuer,
:N"ew York, IS". Y.—Poc^ee-&ooi'.—August 6, 1867.

2,720.— Joseph Seymour, Syracuse, If, Y.—
Fork or Spoon Handle.—August 6, 1867.

2,721.—StephenD. Arnold, ISTew Britain, Conn.,
assignor to P. and P. Corbin, Joint Stock Corpora-
tion.

—

Casket Handle.—August 6, 1867.

2,722.—C. O Benton, Cleveland, Ohio.—Trade
Mark.—August 6, 1867.

2,723.—D. S. Colby and Eobert Scorer, Troy,
N. Y.—Plate of a Parlor Stove.—Amqxx&X, 6, 1867.

2,724.—Charles Coots, Rochester, l!^. Y.—Post
and Fence.—August 6, 1867.

2,725.—James B. Crump, Portland, Me.—Trrt4c
Mark.—August 6, 1867.

2,726.—Edward Dithridge, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Lamp Chimney.—August 6, 1867.

2,727.—Edward Dithridge, Pittsburg, Pa.-

JRe/ector.—August 6, 1867.

2,728.—John DUNDAS, ISTew Yoxk, N. Y.—Onia-
7nental Star.—August 6, 1867.

2,729.—John Martino, Jacob Beesley, and
John Currie, Philadelpliia, Pa., assignors to C. W.
Blandy (fc Brother, ISewark, Del.

—

Cook's Stove.—
August 6, 1867 ; antedated July 16, 1867.

2,730.—Charles T. Meyer, Bergen, N. J., as
signer to Edward C. Sampson.—Piow Oil Cloth or
Carpet Pattern.—August 6, 1867.

2,731.—Charles T. Meyer, Bergen, N. J., as-

signor to Euward C. Sampson,—Ptow Oil Cloth or

Cariiet Pattern.—August 6,' 1867.

2,732.— Clement Oliiaber, Cincinnati, Ohio,
and jS'icholas S. Veuder, Troy, N. Y,, assignors to
AVuouuow, Meaus & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Cook's
Stove.—AusuAt 6, 18G7.

2,733.—William S. Eockweij., Savannali, Ga.
—PiUar.-Auguat 6, 1867.

2,734, 2,735.—I^TiCHOLas S. Vedder, Troy,
!N. Y.—Plate of a Stove, {two patents.) August 6,

la67.

2,736.—Nicholas S. Vedder, Troy, X. Y.—
Plate and Door of a Stove.—August 6, 1867.

2,737.—Nicholas S. Vedder, Troy, N. Y.—
Plate of a /Stofc-August 6, 1867.

2,738 to 2,740.—Nicholas S. Vedder, Troy,
N. Y.

—

Door of a Stove, (tJiree patents.)—August 6,

1867.

2,741.— Dennis C. Wilcox, West Meriden,
Conn., assignor to Meriden Britannia Company.—Handle of a Fork or Spoon.—August 6, 1867.

2,742.—Andrew F, Atkins, Bristol, Conn.—
Clock Oa^e.—August 13, 1867.

2,743.—Joseph L. Bates, Boston, Muss.—Trade
Mark.—August 13, 1867.

2,744, 2,745.—John L. Bernecker, 9t.

Louis. Mo.— Trade Mark, {two patents.)—August
13 1867.

2,746. — David Hathaway, Troy, N. Y., as-

signor to Fuller, Wabren & Co., same place.—
Stove Plate.—August 13, 1867.

2,747.-—James L. Haven, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Blacksmiths' DriH.-August 13, 1867.

2,748.—J. S. McKaye and H. G. McKay, New
York, N. Y.—Statuette.—August 13, 1867.

2,749.—Samuel Sailor, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to March, Sisler & Co., Limerick Station,

Vix..—Stove Door.—August 13, 1867.

2,750.—George T. Spicer, Providenoc, E. I.—
Garden Z7r?i.—August 13, 1867.

2,751.—GEORGE Brett, North Eastou, Mass.—
Trade iLfart.-August 20, 1867.

2,752.—David Hathaway, Troy, N. Y., assignor

to Fuller, Warren & Co., same place.

—

Plate of a
Stove.—August 20, 1867.

2,753.—B. P. Holmes, Philadelphia, Pa.—JnX-
Bottle.—August 20, 1867.

2,754 to 2,765.—E. J. Ney, Lowel.], Mass. as-

signor to Lowell Manufacturing Company, same
place.— Car2>et Pattern, (twelve patents.)—August
20, 1867.

2,766.—A. H. Smith, Wm. W. Clark, and Geo.
F. Starbuck, New York, N. Y.—Horse Brush.—
August 20, 1867.

3,767._Samuel W. Valentine, Bristol, Conn.
—Paper iJagr.—August 20, 1867.

2,768.-Charles E. Marchand, Delaware City,

Del., assignor to Higgins, Marchand & Co., Phila-

delphia, Pa.—<S;poow.—August 27, 1867.

2,769.—J. S. McKaye and H. G. McKay, New
York, N. Y.-Statuette.—August 27, 1867.

2,770.—Charles T. Meyer, Bergen, N. J., as-

signor to Edward C. Sampson, New York, N, Y,—
Carpet or Oil Cloth PoUUrn.—August 27, 1867.

2,771.—H. J. Monsch and John T. Monsch,
Louisville, 'Kj.—Trade Mark.—August 27, 1867.

2,772.—John Polhamus, New York, N. Y.—
Fork or Spoon Handle.—August 27, 1867.

2,773.—W. E. Smith, Haitleton, Va.—Fence.-
August 27, 1867.

2,774.—William Ziock, St. Louis, M.O.—Trade
Mark.—August'Il, 1867.

2,775.—Peter Behr, St. Louis, M.o.—Ti-ade

ilffijl-.—September 10, 1867.

2,776.—John H. Bbllajiy, Charlestown, Maas.

—Clock Case—September 10, 1867.
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2,77?", '^.yyS.-JoHN n. Bellamy, Chai-les-
town, Mass., assignor to himself and D. A. Tit-
comb, same place.— Oioc* Case, (two patents.)—Sev-
tember 10, 1§67.

v x- y f

2,779.—.TAJfES BiN'cmAM, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa.
—i^oon -ffandic—September 10, 18C7.

2,780.—Aloxzo Hebbard, New York, :N'. Y..
assignor to Edwaud Corning and J. W. DomNiCK,
S4uno place.—^jjoon J?andZe.—September 10, 1867.

2,781.-Jasper Van Wormeb and Michael
McGarvey, Albany, N. Y.—Parlar Afowc—Septem-
ber 10, 18G7.

^

2,782.-J"0HN S. Harrison, Canton, Ohio.—Sol
over s Memorial.—September 24, 1867.

2,783.—Charles T. Meitsr, Bergen, K J., as-
signor to Edwakd C. Sampson, New York, N. Y.-'
Carpet Pattern.—September 24, 1867.

2,784.—Francis Whittaker, St Louis, Mo.—
aVade i/arZ:.—September 24, 1867.

2,785.—Robert Raskin, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Car-
pet ^a«ern.—September 24, 1867.

2,786.-,!. G. Mackintosh, New York, N. Y.—
Trade J/ari.—September 24, 1867.

2,787 to 2,789.-Charles T. Meyer, Bergen,
^ .

J., assignor to Edward C. Sampson, New York,
N. Y.— Carpet Pattern, (three patents.)—Seotem-
ber 24, 1867.

2,790.—Isaac A. Sheppard. Philadelphia, Pa.
—Utove Plate.—Se^emher 24, 1867.

2,791.—Richard Smith, Philadelphia, Pa., as-
signor to MacKellar, Smith & Jordan.—Prtnfireo
52/i?e.—September 24, 1867,

^

2,792

—

Thomas Bakewell, Pittsburg, Pa.—
Trade Mark.—October 1, 1867.

2,793.—Hammett Billln'gs, Boston, Mass.—
Statuette.—October 1, 1867.

2,794.—Luther Boardman and Norman S.
BOARDMAN, East Haddam, Conn.—/Spoon, Handle.—
October 1, 1867.

2,795.—Alfrd Gerard, Somerset county, N. J— Watch Plate.—October 1, 18b7.

2,796.—S. W. Gibbs, Albany, N. Y.—Range.—
October 1, 18G7.

^

2,797.—Stewart Gwynn, New York, N. Y.—
Trad^ Mark.—October 1, 1867,

2,798.—T. C. Page, Ghicopee, Mass.—^'eu^ino
JlfocAine.-October 1, 1867.

"^

2,799.—William B. Weeden, Providence, R. I.— Woven Fabric.—October 1, 1867.

2,800.—T. A. DoRGAN, Baltimore, M.d.—Stove
Boor.—October 15, 1867.

2,801.—A. E. Powers, Lansingburgh, N. Y., as-
signor to himself, Deborah and Nathaniel B. Pow-
ers, same place.—i^Zeor Cloth Patterri.—October 15,
lt<(i7.

'

2,802.-Charles J. Shepard, Brooklyn, N. Y.
—Pilaster and Center Piece of Heaters, t^c-October

2,803.—James Spear, Philadelphia, Pa.—^o»e
—October 15, 1867.

2,804.—William€aven and Charles Stemler,
Cincinnati, Ohio, assignors to Rkdway and Burton
same ^\i\ce.—Parlor Cook Stove.—October 22, 1867

2,S05.--MiciiAEL B. Dyott, Philadelphia, Pa.—Emblem.—October 22. 1867.
i'

.

-^ ''•

2,806.—.TosEPH RoBLEY, Brooklyn N Y as
signor to William M. Brasher & Co., same place.—Iloor Oil-cloth Pattern.—October 22, 1867.

•
2»807._JonN R. LOMAS, New Hayen, Conn., as-

signor to B. Shoninger Melodeon Comi-any, same
place.—Orgran Case—October 22, 1867.

2,808.—Ferdinand Menssing, New York NY.—Trade Mark.—October 22, 1867, ' "

^^SOO.—Gakrkttsoi^ Smith and Henry Brown
Philadelphia, Pa.—Cooi's St-ove.—October 22, ]867.

T>,?,'^i^?l~^^^^^^"^°^' ^**"" ^^^^ HENitY Brown,
Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to David L. Bartlett

,^ ?; ^^-^^^^^^^^^ Baltimore, Md.-Cook's Stove.
—October 22, 1867.

^ ?'t?^J

—

^A ^- Thurber, New York, N, Y.—La-
bel Border.—October 22, 1867,

2,812.—George Wilson, Ware, Mass., assignor
to Otis Company.-IVaeie Jfari.—October 22, 1867.

2,813.—TiioMAS James and William Arm-
STKCKVG, Port Deposit, Md.—Cook's Stove.-Oetober

2,814.—Jonathan G. Evans, Albany, N. Y —
Model of the Ancient City of Jerusalem.—October 22
186/. '

2,815.—Charles Griffith, New York N Y —
Trade Mark.—October 22, 1867.

2,816.—Henry Schlichter and Henry A. Zuo,
Philadelphia, Pa.—^o<«e.—October 22, 1867.

2,817.—Samuel S. Bent. Port Chester, N Y —Name Plate.—October 29, 1867.

2,818.—Benjamin R. Bacon, Philadelphia. Pa —
Burial Castet.—November 5, 1867.

2,S19.-J'0HN T. Bailey, Philadelphia, Pa., as-
signor to himself and James Cascaden, same place
—Trade Afar^^—November 5, 1867.

2,820.—Christian Barry, Philadelphia Pa —
Ca/i,-November 5, 1867,

2,821.—Elizabeth Himes, New Albany, Ind.—
^e/7ector,—November 5, 1867,

2,822

—

John R. Lomas, New Haven, Conn.—
Melodeon Case.—November 5, 1867,

2,823.—Edward Martin, Burlington. Vt

—

itfoWmcr.—November 5, 1867.

•
2,824.—Wm.'Masters, New York, N. Y.—Smok-

ing Pii^e.-November 5, 1867.

2,825—H. Sellers McKee, Pittsburg, Pa.—Or-
namenting Table Glasstvare.—l<ioyember 5, 1867.

^,^^^?

—

James S. Ray, East Haddam, Conn—
Co_ffin ifandZe.—November 5, 1867.

2,827.—James M. Schoonmaker, Pittsburg, Pa.
—Trade JV/arA-.—November 5, 1867.

2,828.—Edward Sealy, Newark, N. J.—Band
»S7idf.—November 5, 1667.

2,829.—Edward Sealy. Newai-k, N. J.—Pen-
dant for Hat Bands.—^oweiaber 5, 1867.

2,83©.—WiSNEB H. TovHsSEND, New York, N
Y.—Oil Cloth.—Is o\ember 5, 1867.

2,831 .—David Bruce, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor
to David Wolfe Bruce, New York, N. Y.—Print-
ers' Typc.—2\o\ember 19, 1867.
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2,832.—Julius Herriet, New York, N, T., as-

signor to David Wolfe Bruce, same place.

—

Prin-
ters' Type.- November 19, 1867.

2,833.—E. C. EUTHVEN, PMladelpMa, Ta.—Or-
namental Type.—'Noyembev 19, 1867.

2,834.—Joseph Scholfield, Constantine, Micli.
—Trade Mark.—Noremher 19, 1867.

2,835—E. M. Seldis, New York, N. Y.-
-NoTember 19, 1867.

-Satchel.

2,836.—W. G.TViLSON, Cleveland, Ohio.—^emn^
Machine.—November 19, 1867.

2,837.—'J. B. Crowley, Cincinnati, Ohio, as-

signor to CHAMBERLAESf & Co., Same place.

—

Cooka'
/Sto»e.—November 26. 1867.

2,838.—Jacob Enteneuer, Peoria, Dl.—Door
J^nob.—November 26, 1867.

2,839.—Henry S. and Alfred S. Hubbell,
Buffalo, N. Y.—Stove PZate.-November 26, 1867.

2,840.—S. B. Eovy-LEY. Philadelphia, Ta.—JBody
of a Jar.—November 26, 1867.

2,841.—E. M. Seldis, New York, N. Y.—Muff.
—November 26, 1867.

2,842.—D. O'Sullivan, Leicester, Mass.—IVade
Jlfar^.—November 26, 1867.

2,843.—H. P. Tilden, Philadelphia, Tsi.—Skate
Gunner.—November 26, 1867.

2,844.—C. Harris and Paul TV. Zoiner, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

—

Cook Stove.—December 3, 1867.

2,845.—Charles Wright Kirby, New York,
N. Y.

—

Decorating Croquet Balls and Mallets.—
December 3, 1867.

2,846—YiRGiL Price, New York, N. Y.—Set of
Masonic Badges.—-DecemheT 10, 1867.

2,84y.—EussELL Wheeler, TJtica, N. Y.—Cook
^tore.—December 10, 1867.

2,848.—George Byron Kirkham, New York,
N. Y.—Window Fastener.—Decemher 17, 1867.

2,849.—William Y. Mosely, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Paper CoZtor.—December 17. 1867,

2,850.—James Paterson, Elizabeth City. N. J.,
assig^ior to W. W. Gearn & Co., Newbnrg, N. Y.—
Oilcloth Pattern.—December 17, 1867.

2,851 .—Arad Barrows, Philadelphia, To.—Sad-
iron Handle.—December 31, 1867.

2,852.—John H. Brown, Geneseo, N. Y.—Mold-
ing for Picture Frames.—December 31, 1867.

2,853.—Casper Eersch, New York, N. Y., as-
signor to Hoffman & Eersch.—JlfoWingr for Show
Oases.-December 31, 1867.

2,854.—John Gorham, Providence, E. I., as-
signor to Gorham Manufacturing Co^ipany.—
Trade IZarfc.—December 31, 1867.

2,855.—John Murphy. New York, N. Y.
tol IfarreL—December 31, 1867.

-Pis-

2,856.—Arthur Stafford, Brooklyn, N. Y.-
Key Tagr.—December 31, 1867.

2,857.-August Wilhelm, Philadelphia, Pa.-
iJc/ector.-December 31, 1867.



REISSUES
2,430.—Alfued Moxxier, Philadelphia, Pa.—

Purifying Metallic Oxides.— Patented March 21,

1865; reissued Jauuai-y 1, 18G7.

Claim.—The treatment of metallic oxides for their

purification, substantially as herein set forth.

2,431.—Hexry Pembeuton, Allegheny City, Pa.
—Itefining Uydro-carbon Oils and Utilizing Waste
Products therefrom.—Patenied August 2, 1659 ; re-

issued January 1, 1867.

Claim.—Y'lYSt. recovering the Rulphuric acid con-
tained in the residuum of the process of rctining coal

oil, petroleum and other hydro-carburets bv exposing
the residuum, which is a compound of acid and tarry
matters, to the combined action of water and heat,

whereby, under the influence of the high tempera-
ture, tlie atti-aetioii of the tarry matters for the acid
is overcome by the superior affinity of the acid for

the water, so that the acid separates itself from the
taiTy matter and dissolves in the water, from which
it may be obtained in a concentrated state and puri-

fied bv vai-ious means, substantially as hereinbefore
descrioed.
Second, purifying the dilute sulphuric acid recov-

ered from the residuum which results from the refin-

ing of coal oils, petroleum, and other hydro-carburets,
by repeated processes of concentration and dilution

with water, whereby the coloring matter is separated,
and may be removed, substantially as hereinbefore
described.

Third, the use of the sulphuric acid recovered from
the residuum resulting from the refining of coal oil,

petroleum, and other hydro-carburets, for the decom-
position of salt, in the production of sulphate of soda,
as a step in the manufactiu*e of soda ash.

2,432.—Edward Y. Honuixs, Cincinnati, Ohio,
assignee by mesne assignments of himself.

—

Drying
Apparatus.—Patented July 19, 1864 ; reissued Janu-
ary 1, 1867.

daim.—First, so arranging the drying chamber
and drum or flue B, and the furnace or stove for licat-

ing the wash water, that the drying chamber shall be
heated by the surplus heat passing from the fm-nace
or stove through a drum or flue B placed in the dry-
ing chamber, substantially as set forth.

Second, the application'of a condenser to a diying
chamber as above described, or any equivalent ar-

rangement for producing the same effect, substan-
tially in the same manner.

Third, the netting when placed over the drum or
flue to catch the clothes in case of falling, and thus
prevent their being burned, the same being arranged
substantially as set forth.

2,433—P. JE\^•ELL & Sons, Hartford. Conn., as-

signees of Henry Underwood, New York, X. Y.

—

Lap J^oirat.-Patented February 9, 1858 ; reissued Jan-
uary 1, 1867.

Claim.—The union of the plates or straps b with
the rivets a a\ which pass through the outer and inner
ends A B of tlie belt, substantially as and for the
purposes described.

2,434.—William E. Ward, Port Chester. X. Y.—Machine; for Making NiUs.—Tatcutcd October 7,

1856 ; reissued January 1, 1867.
Claim.—As a ncAV invention the two punches ar-

ranged side by side, and operated substantially as de
scribed for punching the central hole, cutting''off the
blanks from the bar and discharging^ the same, sub-
stantially as described, in combination -w ith the two
holes or two dies, so that a hole is punched in the bar
for another nut during the continued motion of the
punch to discharge the nut which was cut off during
the previous part of the same motion.

Also, in combination with the punching and cut-
ting mechanism either without ©r with the mandrel,

or its equivalent, for entering the central hole of the
nut blank, the employment of the spring jaws, or the
equivalents thereof for transfciTiug the nut blank
from the die to the mandrel and there holding it until

the mandrel enters the hole, substantially as de-
scribed.

Also, the mandrel for holding the nut blank in com-
bination with the swaging surfaces by A\'hich the
faces of the nut arc formed, substantially as described.
Also, in combination with the mandrel for holding

the nut blank substantially as described, the hammei-s
for hammering or swaging the edges of the nut, sub-
stantially as described.
Also, the combination of the swaging surfaces for

forming the faces of the nut with tlie hammers for

forcing tie edges of the nut, substantially as specified
and for the purpose set forth.

2,435.—William A. Barlow, Elkhorn, Wis.—
Heating Stove.—Patented June 3, 1862 ; reissued Jan-
uary 1, 1867.

Claim.—The base A composed of top and bottom
plates only, so formed and united as to inclose a hol-

low or space under the whole body of the stove, and
occupif-d throughout by the products of combustion
in parfsing from the descending to the ascending flue

or fines, substantially as and for the purposes herein
.specified.

Also, the combination and an-angement of the pro-
.jecting base A, composed of top and bottom plates
inclosing a space, the projecting top C, similarly com-
posed of top and bottom plates, and the pipes or flues

E E and F outside of and distinct from the body of
the stove, substantially as and for thepiu-poses herein
set forth.

Also, in combination with the above the dividing
plates a a, substantially as and for the purposes
herein described.

2,436.—William A. Barlow, Elkhom, Wis.—
Heating Stove.—Patented June 3, 1862; reissued
January 1, 1867.

Claim.—A heating stove having a double project-
ing top and an opening therein of the full or nearly
full size of the interior of the stove body, and closed
by a removalile cover, substantially as and for the
purposes herein specified.

In combination therewith a top C made of top and
bottom plates with a heat circulating space between
them, and projecting beyond the body of the stove
suffiiciently to admit flues or pipes extending from the
top to the"base of the stove, outside of the stove body,
substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

2,437.—'John Schaffer, St. Louis, Mo.—Cap-
stanfor Steamboats.—Patented October 21. 18.56 ; re-

issued August 25, 1857, and again reissued Jauuarvl,
1867.

Claim-.—The arrangement of the capstan barrel A
with the wheels e/, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1, provided witli

suitable shafting, when said wheels and shafting are
us«d for connecting and rotating a capstan barrel by
an auxiliary engine, said capstan and auxiliary en-
gine being placed forward of the steam boilers on
the bow of the boat, substantially as herein described
and for the purpose set forth.

2,438.—C. Aultman, Canton, Ohio, assignee by
mesne assignments of S. A. Lindsay.—Harvester
J^a^-t'.—Patented December 11, I860; reissued Jan-
uary 1, 1867.

Claim.—First, a snppoii; for the revolving rake
«nd reel shaft attached to and moving with the plat-

form of a hinged bar machine.
Second, a support for the revolving rake and reel

shaft attached to and moving with the hingod plat-

form, in combination with a hinged platform sus-

pended to the main frame.
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Tliird, a support for the revolving rake and reel

shaft attachecl to and moving with the hinged plat
form, in combination with the nuiversal joint for

drawing said shaft, and conforming the rake and reel

to the movement of the platform.
Pourth, an automatic revolving rake with a uni-

versal joint for driving it.

Fifth, the combination of a revolving rake and
reel, a hinged platform, and a jointed tumbling di-iving

shaft.

Sixth, a support for the revolving rake and reel
shaft attached to and moving with the hinged plat-

tbrm, in combination with a driving mechaiiism
which adapts itself to the rising and falling of the
platform in passing over uneven ground.
Seventh, the combination of a revolving rake and

reel with a mechanism for adjusting the ralie and
reel together, with the cutting apparatus and plat-

form so arranged that the driver can operate it with-
out stopping the machine.
Eighth, the combination of a floating finger-beam

machine, a revolving rake and reel, so arranged that
the rake and platform shall rise and fall together
while reaping, and that the rake and platform may
be readily removed for converting- it into a mower.
Ninth, the combination of a hinged platform and a

continuously-revolving rake-shaft support located on
said platform between the center of the draft frame
and the outer divider.

Tenth, a standard or support, which sustains the
sweep rake above the draft frame or driving wheels
thereof, said standard or support being mounted on
the hinged platform.
Eleventh, in a harvesting machine, which has its

cutting apparatus hinged or jointed to the main
frame in such manner as allows it to conform at both
ends to the undulations of the ground and has a rake
support mounted on said jointed platform, so con-
structing and arranging the several parts that the
support of the rake can occupy a position outside of
the inner drive wheel, or a position which is between
the peint of suspension of the platform and the outer
divider, and so that said platform can also be hung or
suspended below the draft frame.
Twelfth, an inclined rake shaft, a platform and

spring, so arranged that the rake head shall be ele-

vated sufficiently to pass above the main frame by
the mere inclination of the axle, and shall be guided
in passing across the platform by the sliding of the
rake teeth on the platform, thereby dispensing with
the use of a cam for elevating or guiding the rake.

Thirteenth, a continuously-revolving rake, in com-
bination with a shaft inclined toward the platform
for forcing the rake down to the platform and then
elevating it up and out of the way of the wheels and
mam frame in its revolution.

2,439.—C. AuLTMAN, Canton, Ohio, assignee by
mesne assignments of S. A. Lindsay.—Harvester.—
Patented August 2, 1859 ; reissued January 1, 1867.

Claim.—Pirst, an automatic rake, delivering the
grain in the arc of a circle, in combination with a
hinged, platform.
Second, the combination of a revolving rake and

reel and a hinged platform.
Third, the combination of a revolving rake and

reel with a hinged platform suspended from the main
li'arae.

Pourth, in a harvester, having a revolving rake
and reel, suspending the hinged platform to the main
frame at one or more points between the driving
wheels.

Fifth, the combination of a revolving rake and
reel with a hinged cutting apparatus, in suck a man-
ner that the said cutting apparatus can be raised and
lowered without changing the relative position of the
rake and reel to the platform.

Sixth, the employment of radial reel and rake arms
attached to tlie central head or axis by independent
hingea or pi\ots for each radial arm.

Seventli, JiXtaehing the beaters and rake heads at
such an angle with a radial lino that the rake heads
and beaters shall approach to and pass over the cut-

ter iu a line nearly parallel to the cutter, wheu the
axis of the rake and reel is located in the rear of the
cutter bar.

Eighth, the boxes or bearings K K, for carrying
the pivoted radial arms, iu combination with the cen-
tral revolving hub.

Ninth, the combination of a revolving rake and
reel, a vibrating frame or its equivalent, and a hinged
platform.
Tenth, arranging the revolving rake and reel, sup-

ported to vibrate about a gear center, so that the rais-
ing or lowering of the cutter does not interfere with
the operation of the driving meclianism.
Eleventh, the combination of a revolving rake and

reel apparatus, which is supported between the driv-
ing wheels and a hinged platform by moans of an in-

termediate connecting piece, for the i^urpose of con-
forming the movements of the rako to the platform
in passing over uneven ground.

Twelfth, the combination of a quadrant platform,
a hinged finger beam, and a frame supported on two
wheels.
Thirteenth, the combination of a quadrant plat-

form and a hinged finger beam suspended from a
frame supported on two wheels.
Fourteenth, the combination of a quadrant plat-

form, a hinged finger beam, a two-wheeled frame, and
a rake moving in the arc of a circle,

2,440.—George Geer, Douglas, El.—Corn Har-
vester.—Patented Jime 2, 1863: reissued January 1,

1867.

Claim.—First, the endless chain M, provided with
liivoted teeth n, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

Second, the serrated wheels/ /, arranged and ap-
plied to operate as and for the purpose specified.

Third, the cutter U, operated by treadle n' and ar-

ranged and applied as and for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the bar or guard I, arranged and applied
underneath the cylinder II, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

Fifth, the plate or guard N attached to the plate J,
as and for the purpose specified.

2,441.—NicnoLA.s Hallock, Flushing, N. T.—
Friiit J?oa;.—Patented September 7, 1858 ; reissued
January 1, 1867.

Claim.—First, a fruit box, constructed of thin
sheets or strips of material, which form tlie body and
bottom of the box, and secured together, substantially
as described and specified.

Second, in combination with a box constnictod of
thin sheets or strips of material, substantially as de-

scribed, so arranging the handle as that it'may be
attached to and folded closely within the box, sub-
stantially as described and specified.

Third, defining the outline or shape of the box by
means of grooves in the materiiil forming the box,
substantially as described and spocified.

Fourth, in fruit boxes, constructed substantially as
described, makingtho bottom hollow so that boxesmay
be placed ©ne above the other without injury to the fruit

in the one below it and for better ventilation of the
fruit, substantially as described and spocified.

2,442.—Henry Johnson, Chicago, 111., assignee
by mesne assignments of W. J. Johnson.—Spring
Holders for ^tiping Cloths.—Patented February 21,

1867 ; reissued January 1, 1867.

Claim.—The spring holder for cloths, consisting
of two or more curved spring fingers, arranged sub-

stantially as and for the purposes described.

2,443.—George L. Morris, Taunton,
N'icklng Screw Heads.—Patented June 12, 1866 ; re-

issued January 1, 1867.

Claim.—The improved two-nicked screws, made
either by casting or cutting, having the said nicks
flaring at tlieir outer ends, and with the separating
;-)art between strengthening the head, the two nicks
being made on the line of one and the same diameter
of the screw head, all as and for the purposes specified.

2,444.—G. M. Patton, Bath, Mo.

—

Machine for
Making Clinch ieirtg-s.—Patented May 2, 1854; re-

issued January 1, 1867.

Claim.—The combination of the retainer and
clearer or. part G and its springs, or the equivalent

thereof, and tlie elastic seat H, witii the dies E and
F, the upper die being provided with mechanism for

operating it, as described.
Also, the combination as well as the arrangement

of the retainer or part G and its springs, or their

equivalents, with a pinch and die or dies E F, the
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eaid part G being to operate therewith, sabstantially

as described.

2,445.—William Mont Storm, Xew York, N.
T.

—

Breech Loading Fire Arm.—Patented July 8,

1856; reissued January 1, 1867.

CZaij/i.—Fu-st, n l)roech piece hinged at its front

end and swinging upward and over, substantially as

described, in combination with a stationary or fixed

recoil beaiing at its roar end, having the character-

istic features of being firmly connected with the bar-

rel, and being extended above the line of the bore of

the barrel, substantiallv as and for the purpose set

forth.

Second, cutting away the recoil-bearing surface,

substantially as described, for the purpose set forth.

Third, the internal bolt e, operated by a positive

motion to lock in place the movable breech piece of

a breech-loading fire arm during the fall of the ham-
mer, or its equivalent, substantiidly in the manner
desciibed.
Fourth, forming a space or recess between the

lower side of the breech piece and the seat into which
it shuts for the accommodation of dirt, which would
otherwise prevent the descent of the breech piece, as
hereinbefore fully explained.

Nathaniel Wateuman.—1:^^/ Pan and Cake Baker.—Patented April 5, 185y ; reissued June ly, 18<)(J

;

and again reissued January 8, 18U7.
Claim.—A bilking ptiu composed of a series of dis-

tinct cups or baking compartments, all connected
together, cast in one piece, and forming one utensil,
but perforated with iiiteruiediate open spaces C, for
the distribution of currents of heatpd air among the
several compartments, the whole article being sub-
stantiiUly such as specified.

2,446.—William Moxt Storm, New York, N.
Y.

—

Breech-loading Fire-arm.— Patented July 8,

1856 ; reissued January 1. 1867.

Claim.—First, a chambered breech piece, when
such breech piece is hinged at its forward end to the
barrel and arranged to swing over, substantially as
described, for th* purpose set forth.

Second, in combination with the baiTcl and mova-
ble breech, a packing tube or ring, arranged to slide

within the breech piece, and formed at the front end
to enter the barrel, so that by the force of the dis-

charge the said tube will be forced forward and into
the barrel, and made to pack the joint between the
barrel and breech piece to pi-event the escape of the
explosive gases.

Third, the manner, substantially as shown and de-
scribed, of coupling the bolt e with the tumbler, so
that although said bolt is operated by a positive mo-
tion, as described, the lock can be removed regard-
less of the ban-el and bolt, as hereinbefore set fo^h.

2,447.—William X. Ely, Stratford, Conn.,
assignee of E. M. Stevens.—Hand Pegging Ma-
chine.—Patented August 6, 1861; reissued January
8, 1867.

Claim.—First, feeding the machine forward upon
the work by means of the awl or a piercing instru-
ment, substantially as described.
Second, graduating the spaces between the peg

holes by regulating the throw of the awl, substan
tially as described.

Third, making the awl and peg driver in two
pieces and uniting them to a plunger, so that whilst
both rise and descend together one of them shall have
a lateral motion, for the purpose of feeding the ma-
chine to the work, substantially as described.
Fourth, feeding forward the peg wood by means

of the action of the plunger in combination with the
device I, or its equivalent, substantially as described.

2,448.-1. Albert Eshleman, Philadelplila,
Ta.—Xeck Tie Holder.—Patented January 31, 1865

;

reissued January 8, 1867.

Claim.—First, a plate or holder A secured in front
of a collar, so as to be detachable from the same, and
adapted for the reception and retention of a detach-
able ribbon or tie. substantially as described.
Second, in combination with a plate or holder, the

elastic loop c, composed of wire, parts of which are
rendered elastic by being coiled, and the transverse
portion of which is plain, so as to readily fit over the
stud or button.

2,449.—.JonN C. Lee. Gonzales, Texas, assignee
of Z. W. LZE.—Cotton Bale T/c—Patented October
16, 1866; reissued January 8, 1867.
Claim.—The metallic band P.. having the bend 5

at one end, and applied substantially in the manner
and for the pm'pose described.

2,450.—The Kussell and Ervvin Man-ufac-
TUBIXG Company, Xew Britain, Conn., assignees of

2,451—George Cromptox, Worcester, Mass.,
assignee of James GREENiiALGH.—iyoo7?i.—Patented
November 2, 1852; extended November 2, 1866; re-
issued January 15, 1867.

Claim.—Fii-st. a series of long upright levers, one
for each leaf of heddles, and each connected at each
end to a leaf of heddles, substantially as described,
in combination with a series of vibrating attachmenta
capable of motion in at least two directions, as s-po-

citied, the combination being as described, whereby
power may be applied either to lift or depress leave's
of heddles', in the manner six'cified.

. Second, a series of long upright levers, one for each
leaf of heddles, and each connected to a leaf of hed-
dles, substantiallv as specified, iu combination with
a series of vibrating attachments capable of motion
in at least two directions, as described, and a pattern
cylinder or chain which determines the position of
said attachments, and consequently tjjie direction in
which each lever shall be reciprocated prior to the
movement thereof, the combination being substan-
tially such as hereinbefore described.

Third, the series of upright levers and of vibrating
attachments, and the pattern chain or cylinder, all in
combination as specified in the second claim, in com-
bination with reciprocating mechanism, which,
through the intervention of the vibrating attachments,
and the series of upright levers, and the connections,
shifts the sheds by acting on the leaves of heddles,
the combination being such as herein set forth.

Fourth, in combination with leaves of heddles, and
a series of upright levers, having characteristics as
described, an adjustable connection between said
levers and leaves of heddles, whereby the range of
perpendicular motion of the heddles may be changed
without altering range of horizontal motion of the
levers, or the range of motion of the reciprocating
mechanism, the combination being and acting as de-
scribed.

Fifth, in combination with a series of upright levers
having characteristics as specified, and operating to
elevate and depress leaves of heddles, eveners or ad-
justers operating substantially in the manner and for
the purpose described, and also in combination with
said series of levers and their eveners, a series of vi-

brating attachments, and also, in combination with
said series of levers, eveners, and vibrating attach-
ments, reciprocating mechanism to move the levers
which are returned to their mean position by the
eveners, these three combinations each being and ope-
rating as specified.

Sixth, in combination with a series of upright levers
having characteristics as specified, a pattern chain or
cylinder, and a series of vibrating attachments, toes
through which the chain or cylinder acts upon the vi-

brating attachinents' this combination being and act-
ing substantially as described.
SeveuWi, the arrangement, substantially as de-

scribed, of leaves of heddles, side of the loom frame,
series of the upright levers, and pattern cylinder or
chain, substantially as described, the gist of the ar-
I'angement being that the leaves of heddles arc witliin

the frame, the upright levers close to but outside of
the frame, and the pattern chain outside of tlie levers,

whereby the advantages herein described are attained.
Eighth, arranging the vibrating attachments and

their pivots above the axis, upon which tlie upright
levers oscillate with the pattern chain below tlie vi-

brating attachment, substantially iu the manner and
for the purpose specified.

Ninth, a series of upright levers, having character-
istics as specified, in combination with leaves of hed-
dles, and a pattern cylinder or chain, as described

;

also, these elements o"f a machine in combination with
reciprocating mechanism, the combination being sub-
stantially such as herein specified.

Tenth' in combination with a scries of upright
levers, and beddle leaves, and cords connectiugthem,
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an adjustable mechanism, as described, whereby the
tension of the cords may bo varied, as set forth.

Eleventh, in combination, reciprocating mechan-
ism and vibrating mechanism, when tho two gear
together in manner described, whereby the vibrating
attachments are prevented from moving faster than
the reciprocating mechanism, as set forth; and also

these mechanisms thus c<jnstructed, to gear together
in combination with a pattern chain, substantially as
described.

Twcltth, in combination with vibrating pieces so
constructed as to embrace reciprocating mechanism,
a reciprocating mechanism, a pattern chain or cylin-

der, and a series of long upright levers, having char-
acteristics as set forth, all substantially such as de-
scribed, and acting in combination as set forth.

Thirteenth, constructing long upright levers, hav-
ing characteristics and connections as described,
with a bend therein as specified, so that theii" weight
is outside of the axis upon which they oscillate,

thereby attaining the results desired and described.

2,452.—Andrew J". Holman, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignee of J. S. Buttekfield.—Harvester.—Pat-
ented March 2, 1858 ; reissued January 15, 1867.

C'faitn.—First, the driver's scat D, s'upported as de-

scribed, lever G, and wheel H, in combination with
the main frame ajid cuttmg apparatus, substantially
as described.
Second, the reversible arm Q, constructed as and

for the purposes set forth.

3,453.—Andrew J. Holman, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignee of J. S. BuTTEUFiELD.—JfaT^'csier.—Pat-
ented March 2, 1858 ; reissued January 15, 1867.

Claim.—First, in combination with a reel supported
on a single post, an adjustable mechanism by n'hich
the reel may be raised up or let down upon the post,

substantially as described.
Second, supporting a reel on a single pivoted post,

so arranged that it may be leaned more toward or
from the standing grain or grass, in combination with
an adjusting mechanism by which the reel can be
raised up or let down upon tho post, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

2,454.—Andrew J. Holman, Philadelphia, Pa.,
assignee by mesne assignments of McClintock
Young, Jr.—ITarvt^s^er.—Patented July 9, 1861 ; re-

issued January 15, 1867.
Claim.—First, driving an automatic rake on a two-

wheel hinged bar machine by mechanism located out-
side of the wheels instead of between the wheels.
Second, locating the vertical axle of an automatic

revolving rake upon the platform of a harvester at or
near its inner front corner.

Third, driving an automatic rake located on the
platform of a two-wheel hinged bar machine by means
of a jointed tumbling shaft driven from the' end of
the main axle.

Fourth, the combination of a hinged platform with
an automatic rake located at or near its inner front
corner.

Fifth, in a floating finger bar machine, the combi-
nation of a revolving rake and reel supported wholly
upon the platform at or near its inner front corner in

a removable frame, so that the said machine can be
readily converted from a mower to an automatic
reaper, and vice versa.

Sixth, in a hinged finger bar machine rigidly con-
necting the rake frame to the platform on whicli it is

supported in such manner that the rake sliaftdoes not
change its relative position to the platfoim in passing
over uneven ground.

Seventh, attacliiug the revolving rake and reel arms
directly to the upper side of the crown or bevel wheel
by which they are driven.
"Eighth, locating the crown or bevel wheel to which

the arms of the revolving rake or reel are attached
below tho top of the driving wheel.
Ninth, combining a segmental cam or guide with a

series of rake and reel arms so attached together in

])airs diametrically that wliilo one rake is moving in

contact witli the grain its opposite arm shall be tlirown

up to any desired extent to clear tho driving wheel
and main frame.
Tenth, arranging the shaft which drives tho re-

volving rake and reel located on tho platform of a
floating finger-cutting apparatus in such a manner

that the said shaft shall vibrate around the main shaft
at a center when the cutting apparatus is raised and
lowered.
Eleventh, the construction and adaptation of a com-

bined rake and reel which revolves entirely around a
vertical center so that the revolving rake and reel
arms may be attached to the driving hub or wheel in-

side of the plane of tho main driving gear wheel and
below the highest point of said wheel.
Twelfth, the combination of a revolving rake and

reel and a hinged bar- machine when the arms of said
revolving rake and reel are attached together to the
head at such an angle as in their revolution to be
thrown up so as to leave an unobstructed space on the
machine.

Thirteenth, attaching the frame or support of the
continnaDy rcA^olving rake to the removable platform
so that the entire rake apparatus can be removed with
tho platform for converting the machine from a reayer
to a mower.
Fourteenth, driving the continuously revolving rake

arms by the upper surface of a crown wheel, in com-
bination Avith supporting that crown wheel on top of
a vertical standard, and attaching to the same verti-

cal standard a horizontal st-ud oa which the driving
pinion revolves.

Fifteenth, a rake rotating upon an axis which is

perpendicular to the top surface of the platform, and
having its arms successively elevated, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

Sixteenth, a standard or support which sustains the
sweep rake above the draft frame or driving wheel
rail standard, being mounted wholly upon the platform
of the hinged machine and below the top of the driv-

ing wheel.
Seventeenth, making a finger bar in two sections,

one long and one short, the short sections being con-
nected to the platform and removable -nith it, so that
as the platform is attached to adopt the machine for

harvesting grain or removed to adapt it to the cutting
of grass, the finger bar shall be con-espondingly
lengthened and shortened as has been found advanta-
geous in harvesting the dififerent materials, substan-

tially as described.

2,455 E. A. Pond and M. S. Eichardson,
Eutland, Yt.—Gas Apparatus.—Patented March 27,

1866 ; reissued January 15, 1867.

Claim.—First, the use of hydro-cnrbureted air for

head lights of locomotives, substantially as herein de-

scribed.

Second, the application to locomotive engines of
an air pump operated from an independent steam
cylinder deriving its steam from the locomotive boiler,

said air pump being connected with a suitable appa-
ratus for carbureting atmospheric air, and with burn-
ers in the head lantern and the cars, substantially as
set forth.

Third, the construction of the air pipe with
branches and stop-cocks, so as to supply the vaporizer
with hot or cold air, at pleasure, substantially as set

forth.

Fourth, generating illuminating gas by means of
an apparatiis consisting of the combination with a
vaporizer of an air pump driven by a gas engine,

which receives its supply of gas from the gas gene-
rator, substantially as herein described.

2,456.—Lewis C. Reese, Phillipsburg, N. J., as-

signee of Thomas S. Vi'uuE'SACK.—Harvester Rake.
—Patented Februarv 5, 1861 ; reissued January 15,

1867.

Cirtim.-First, constructing and aiTanging the
raking and reeling apparr^tus in such a manner that

the rake may act as a reeling apparatus, and at the

will of the operator the raking teeth may be kept
above the platform so as not to sweep 'the grain from
the platform.
Second, a combination of a revolving rake on an

axis, vertical or nearly so, and an unobstructed space
for tho di'iver to sit on the machine.

Third, the combination of a continuously revolving

rake, whoso arm is pivoted to an axis, vertical or

nearly so, and an unobstructed space for the diiver

to sit'on the main frame. /

Fourth, tlie employment or use of the slides G when
applied to the arms F, substantially as shown, for the

adjustment of the same as set fortli.

Fifth, the rollers 1 1' I", when applied to the main
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frame A and used in connection with the arms F to

operate as and for the purpose set forth.

Sixth, attaching the beutors L and rake K to the
arms F by moans of the sockets J, constructed and
arranged as shown to admit of the adjustment of the
beaters and rake, specifically as set forth.

Seventh, in combination with the arms F. the lever
N attached to the main frame A, and provided with
the curved bar I placed in such relation with the arms
to operate as and for the purpose set forth.

2,457.—Samuel S. Sherman and Jeremiah G.
Sherman, McHenry, 111.— Hai-vester Hake.—Pat-
ented March 6, 1866 ; reissued January 15, 1867.

Claim. — First, providing the arm C D, which at-

taches the rake to the reel, with an elbow or joint
which allows the rake at the proper time to drop down
from the reel upon the platform, substantially as and
for the purpose herein specified.
Second, in combination with the rako an arm

with one end attached to the rake and the other
end attached to a reel arm, or its equivalent, directly
behind the rako, and operating upon tlio }-ake so as
to cause it to sweep the platform in an arc of a circle,

while one end of the rake is held stationary or nearly
so, substantially as and for the purpose described.
Third, the employment of tlie rod J and cam K, in

combination with the reel and arm C D, for the pur-

Sose of raising the rake up from the platform when
esired, and arranging it upon the reel as and for the

purposes specified.

Fourth, in combination with said reel, jointed arm
and rake, an automatic catch operating in connection
therewith so as to secure the rake to the reel until
released therefi-om, substantially in the manner do-
scribed.

2,458.—Joseph C. Henderson, Albany, N. Y.
—Cooking Stove.—Patented May 29, I860; reissued
June 30, 1863, and again reissued January 15, 1867.
C^aim.—First, the employment of a supply cham-

ber e separated from tlie combustion cliamber I by
means ot the division plate </ or any equivalent there-
for, and eucli so aiTanged that tlie fresh fuel shall bo
fed at the side of the burning fuel, in the njanner and
substantially as and for tho purposes herein described
and set forth.

Second, the combustion chamber I contracted at
the top to prevent the too rapid escape of the gases
of combustion, in combination witii the supply
chamber e, substantially in tlie manner and for tlie
pui'poses hereinbefore described and set fortli.
Third, the employment of the division plate or par-

tition g, or its equivalent, so constructed and ar-
ranged as to divide the fire chamber or cliamber of
cembustion and thereby constitute the chambers I and
e, ill the manner and for the purposes substantiidly
as herein described and set fortli.

Fourth, so constructing and arrans:ing the said di-
vision plate g between said chainljcrs l and e, that
atmospheric air may be admitted into and through it
to the tire, so as to more perfectly consume the gases
as they are evolved from the burning fuel, in tlie
manner substantially as herein described and sot forth.

Fifth, tlio employment of the plate p for the pur-
pose of retaining the gases in contact with the fire
until they are entirely consumed, substantially as
hereinbefore described and set forth.

Sixth, coustructing the said plate p in such a man-
ner that air can be introduced through it to the sur-
face of the fire, substantially as and for the purpose
hereinbefore specified and sot forth.

Seventh, the supply chamber e, combustion cliam-
ber I, division plate g' and plate p, all combined and
operating substantially in tlie manner and for the
purpose liereiubofore specified and set forth.
Eighth, the ciuployracnt of tlie narrower contracted

throat q when applied to cooking stoves or furnaces,
in the inannor and for tho purposes substantially as
herein described and set forth.
Ninth, the employment of the supply chamber e

when applied to cooking stoves or furnaces, and
therein constructed and arranged immediately in
fi'ont of the combustion charuber, substantially in
the manner and for the purposes as herein doscrlbcd
and set forth.

reissued Juno 30, 18G3, and again reissued Jannarr
15, 1867.

Claim.—First, a reserroir or hopper contracted at
its lower end to contain and supply fuel, in combina-
tion with a fire pot separate from said reserroir, ami
to which tho coal is supplied at or near its center, so
that the products of combustion pass away from tho
surface of the fire around the contracted base of the
said hopper, substantially as specified.

Second, a chamber or horizontal fine around the
base of the reservoir or hop^x^r supplying coal, and
over the surface of tho fire to receive and detain the
products of combustion in contact with the fire hoat
until perfectly consumed, substantially as herein fully
described and set forth.

Third, a contracted outlet or opening froia the said
chamber or horizontal iluo formed as aforesaid to
prevent a too rapid escape of tho prod icta of com-
bustion, as specified and set forth fully hereinbefore.
Fourth, the surrounding ca»e b in combination witk

the said hopper, fire pot, and chamber above the lire,

for receiving the products of combustion fi-om tho
said chamber and radiating lieat. substantially as and
for tho piu'poses hereinbefore fidly described and set
forth.

Fifth, in combination with a hopper over the fire, a
circulating current of air surrounding such hopper,
to aid in cooling tlie fuel in said hopper, sulistantially
as hereiubel'oro fully described and set fortli.

Sixth, the supply door / and register i, in combi-
nation with the hopper e and draft space g, substan-
tially as herein described and set forth.

Seventh, a circulating current of air passing
through the hollow lower end of the supply hopper
and entering the combustion chamber over the fire,

for promoting combustion and keeping the hopper
from injury by heat, as described and set forth.

2,460.— Aat!ON HiGT.EY, Sonth Bend, Ind.—
Braking a7id Starting Street liailioag Oars.—Pa-
tented August 14, 1866; reissued January 15, 1867.

Claim.— Fh-st, the construction and a'lTangement
of the Avheels, puUies, levers, cliains, and windlasses
in tiicir relation to eacli other, in the mauuer and for
the purpose herein described.
Second, the combination of the loose pulley E E'

and tlie loose clutch pulley F and I)", with the clutch
wheel D', a\ hicli latter is rigidly attached to the axle
a, ill tho manner and for the pvuposo lierciu do-
scribed.

2,461 .-Christopher R. Jajies and Nathan W.
CoNoiuT, Jr., Jersey City. X. J., assignees of C. R.

'

Ja.mks.—Means for Operating Stainps and Hain-
me)-.$.—Patented June 19, 1866 ; reissued January 15,

1867.

CZ«im.—First, in combination with the steam cyl-

inder of a hammer or stamp, a reservoir containing
steam, compressed air or other aerilorni fiuid, of suffi-

cient pretisure to elevate the stamp but sensibly less

than llint of the steam in the boiler wheu constructed,
n-rangod. and operating substantially as set fortli.

Second, the arrangement, in combination with two
stamps or luimmers, worked by pistons moving iu
separate cylinders, of the valve operated by said
stamps or hammers in the manner descriiied, with
passages controlled by it. so arrangei! as to bring
each "cylinder alternately into coramnnication with
tho boiler, and thereby produce the aiternato action
of the pistons and their attached stamps or hammers,
essentially a3 herein set forth.

2,462. -Elorne N. Jenki.vs. Chicago, Til.—L«n-
<e5-n.—Patented July i.'4, 1806; reissued January 15,

1867.

C^ra'm.—First, the liand D. provided with a plate

or disk E, for sunporting the lantern glube, substan-
tially as specifiecl.

Second, the combination of tho band 1), disk E,
springs a, or ledges c with the base C, substantially

as and for the purposes specified.

Third, extending tlie guaril rods F. and connecting
them directly to tho bottom or Hanged part of an an-

nular base having an opening in it sultieieutly large

to allow the globo to pass through it, substantially as

set forth.

2,459.—Joseph C. Henderson, Albany. N. Y. 2,463.—"William "W. Lvma.v, West Meriden,
-Heating and ot/ter /S'^oves.—Patented May 39, I860; Coun., ussigueo by mesne assignments of Elbiciuoe
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Hx^iRis,—Sealing Fruit Jarx.—Patented February
9, 1864 ; reissued January 22, 1867.

Claim.—First, forming a groove or deprcseion in
or around the neck of a can, for the retention of an
elastic ring or band impervious to aii-, substantially
as and for the purpose described.
Second, the employment of an elastic ring or band

when used between the rim of a cover and the neck
of a can, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

Tliird, as a new article of manufacture, fruit jars
composed of the rim cap G G^, elastic ring or band
B, and jar or can D, substautially as and for the pur-
lK)se described.
Fourth, the rebate formation C, in combination

"With the elastic baud B, and the flange G', substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

2,464.—Adam R. Reese, Phillipsbm-g, IST. J.—
Sarventer Hake.—Patented February 16, 1864 ; reis-
sued Jauuai-y 22, 1867.
Claim.—First, in a floating-beam harvester, a rake

standard rigidly attached to and vibrating with the
platform and supporting the rake shaft between the
driving wheels.
Second, the combination of radial rake arms piv-

oted betAveen the vertical rako shaft and tlic rake
head, and a guide located between the rake shaft and
the pivot.

Third, the combination of revolving rake and reel
arms with a cam way between two parallel cams, for
the puriK)se of keeping the rake and reel arms firmly
in. iJosition while revolving.
Fourth, the combination of a hinged platform, a

support of the revolving rake rigidly attached to and
moving with the said platform or finger beam and
radial pivoted rake arms.

Fifth, the combination of the rake shaft K, with
the driving shaft o, by means of the endless chain M,
when airanged and operating substantially in the
manner described, for the purpose of driving the rake
in any position of its shaft without the intervention
of geai'iug, as set forth.

2,465.—Adam R. Reese, Phillipsburg, :N'. J.—
Harvester Rake.—Patented May 1, 1866; reissued
Jauuai^' 22, 1867.

_
Claim.—Fii'st, in a harvester having a hinged cut-

ting apimratus, the combination of a revolving rake
and reel attached to and vibrating with the platform
of said harvester, and a driver's scat located upon
the main frame, the whole so arranged and operating
that the rakes shall net revolve over the driier.
Second, the combination of a hinged cutting appa-

tus, a driver's seat on the main fi'ame, and hinged
radial rake or reel arms.

Third, the combination of the finger beam and
main frame A\'itli the tubular X-sliapcd frame G G',
as described, for the pui'[)ose of supporting and brac-
ing the rake shaft.

Fourth, the combination of a revolving rake and
reel attached to and moving Avitli the platform of a
hinged finger-beam machine and endless chain and
shires havtng pockets or cells, whereby the revolviuL''

rake and reel can be di'iven while it is free to nse and
fall with the platform.

Fifth, the combination of an endless driving chain,
a pulley on the main siiaft, a corresponding jndley on
the vertical or nearly vertical revolving reel and rake
shaft mounted on the finger beam or its extension
and the intermediate guide for guiding the chain, be-

tween the main shaft and rake shaft.

2,466.~Chaules T. Fames. Milford, Mass.—J5oo«
Tree—Patented May 27, 1856; reissued March 25,

1862 ; and again reissued January 29, 18()7.

Claim.—Vh&l, the combination of tlie rod D, con-
structed substantially as described, directly with the
front B, for tlie purpose specified.

Second, the arrangement togetlier of the rod D,
the lever H and its spring, and the front B, substan-
tially as described.

Third, a boot tree, constructed in two parts A and
B, wlicn such parts are combined by means of a rod,

cam, and incline, substantially as aiid for the purpose
specified.

Fourth, the use in a boot tree of a single cam and
incline, when tlie cam is attached to the lower end of
the stretching rod, and traverses upon the inclined

plane located in the back at or near its lower end,
and operating substantially as described.

2,467.—W. P. Pexn, BeUeville, T^.—Seeding Ma-
chine.—Patented December 27, 1859 ; reissued J;in.

nary 29, 1867.

Claim.—First, so combining a grain hopper and a
grass-seed hopper in a seeding machine that the
grass-seed hopper, being in front of the grain hopper,
shall distribute its seed in advance of the grain and
amidst of the rolling earth, as it is lifted by the teeth
of the drill, substantially as and for the pm-pose spe-
cified.

Second, so combining a deflector with a grass and
grain seed hopper, combined as specified, that said
deflector shall deliver the grass seed in advance of
the grain and upon the upturning earth, substantially
an and for the purpose specified.

2,46S.—C. W. Sweet and John F. Greene,
New York, N. Y., assignees of Henry D. Smith.—
Preparing Cheioing Tobacco.—Patented March 14,

1865 ; reissued January 29. 1867.

Claim.—Enveloping the fine-cut tobacco in tobacco
leaves, or the equivalent thereof, and subjecting it,

when enveloped to pressure, substantially as described
and for the purpose set forth.

2,469.—Adam R. Reese, Phillipsburg, IST. J., as-

signee by mesne assignments of A. R. Reese, "W.
Gould, and N. Lake.—Harvester Rake.—Patented
November 5, 1861 ; reissued January 29, 1867.

Claim.—First, the combination of an endless chain
with a pulley on the main shaft, having projections
which enter into tlic links of the chain, and the cor-

responding pulley geared to the revolving rake and
reel shaft, substantially as described.
Second, supporting the revolving- rake and reel upon

a detachable frame, so that the entire raking and reel-

ing apparatus can be bodily removed witiiout disar-

rangement of parts, for the purpose of couA'-ertinjf

the machine from a reaper to a mower.
Tliird, the combination with a harvester of the re-

movable revolving rake and reel frame Avith the
raker's seat or support, so as to give the machine a
capacity to be converted from an automatic to a hand
raker.

2,470.—C. H. Hall, Binghamton, N. Y.

—

AppOr-
ratiit for Distilling Petroleum and other Liquids.—
Patented June 2(), 1867 ; reissued January 29, 1867.

Claim.—First, in the continuous distillation of pe-
troleum or other liquids, tlie use of a retort B, in
combination Avith furuacc D and arch C, substantially
as shown and described and for the purpose set forth.

Second, passing tlie liquid to be distilled through
the retort in the form of a thin stratum, substantially
as and for the purpose described.

Tliird, the device, herein described, for generating
steam, consisting of the AvaterJacket G, and water-
supply pipe Y, and steam tube I, in combination with
condensing tube F, substantially as shown and de-
scribed, or any other means Avhereby steam is gener-
ated by passing the vapors of oil or other liquids be-
ing distilled through a vessel containing water, or
vice versa.
Fourth, the method, herein described, of separating

the condensible vapors from the non-condensible
gases, or any other method whereby the condensible
vapors are made to collect in the lower part of a re-

ceiver Avhile the non-condensible vapors are made to
pass off by the suction of a emTcnt of steam, sub-
stantially as herein set forth and for the purpose speci-

fied.

Fifth, the water jacket G', connected with supply
pipe II and water tank R, in combination with tubu-
lar condenser E, operating as described, or in any
other manner to accomplish tlie purpose specified.

Sixth, the receiver L, in combination with tul)ular

condenser F, steam pipe K, and discharge pipe O,
operating substantially as and for the pm-pose shown
and described.
Seventh, the annular chamber E. composed by an

inner and outer vessel, in combination with the con-
denser F, constrnctcd and operating substantially as
and for the purpose siiccified.

Eighth, tlie method, herein described, of freeing

the retort B from residuum, or any other equivalent

means whereby a retort or still is freed of its residuum
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by the force of a jet of steam, operating substantialJj

as Bhowu and described.
Kinth, tlic witliin-doscribed process of cleaning

the residuum by treating- it with steam and water,
substantially in the maunor described and for the

purpose setVorth.

2,4ri—Spakrow M. NiCkerson, Chicago, HI.,

assignee of Calvin J. Holmax—Sawing Machine.—
Patented December 8, 18tj3 ; reissued January 29,

18(j7.

Claim.—First, supporting the saw upon the rollers

a p witliin the saw, one of which is adjustable, so as
to adapt the rollers to the wearing out of tho saw,
substantially as herein described.
Second, so arranging the saw A upon interior sup-

porting rollers ana their shafts in such a manner
that the saw A revolved by a band passing around it,

as before mentioned, will communicate power through
tho medium of tho interior rollers and shafts to other
parts of the machine or other machines, substantially
as herein specified and shown.

2,47'2.~Petek Y. Staats, Adam R. Eeese, C. S,

Melick, Andrew J. Fauuand, George Sweeny,
John W. Dean, and Rlfus Sliker, Karitan, N. J.,

assignees by mesne assignments of John Cr. Dun-
ham.—Heaping and Mowing Machine.—Patented
September 22, 1857 ; reissued February 5, 18fj7.

C7ai7rt.—First, the removable piece L attached to
the shoe or cutter bar and extending over and in ad-
vance ol' the cutter bai", in combination with a caster
wheel M attached to said piece L, substantially as
and for the purpose specified.
Second, attaching the sickle bar to the main frame

by means of the sliding arm I and slotted frame J, the
latter bciug longitudinally and laterally inclined, so
that the height of the cut may be regulated without
materially alteriug tho relation of the guai'ds to the
knives, substantially as set forth.

Third, the combination of the caster wheel M and
a series of sockets 1 1, when the latter are attaelied
to the piece L and the power so arranged that it may
turn uuder tlie platform, substantially as and for the
poi-pose set forth.

2,473.—Darius Skidmore, Seneca Falls, N. T.— Fastening Door Knobs to their Spindles.—Patented
July 15, lSo2 ; reissued February 5, 18U7.

Claim.—Covering or inclosing theendof the coup-
ling pin of the knob shank and spindle, wholly or
paitiidly, by the socket or eye of tlie rose, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein specified.
Also, a smooth coupling pin 6, retained in its hole

by its gravity, in combination with the covering
thereof by the socket or sleeve of the r«se, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

2,474.—Barnard, Son & Co., TVaterbnry, Conn.,
assignees of Willia.m B. Barnard.—S/tear.s.—Pat-
ented December 21. 18()4 ; reissued March 27, 1866

;

and again reissued February 12, 1867.

Claim.—Uniting the blaJ«s and handles of shears,
lamp trimmers, and similar instruments by means of
one or more rivets homogeneous with said handles,
in combination with a rebate or recess of any suita-
ble form, made in the end of the handle to receive
the inner end or tang of the blade when the shoulder
or inner edge of the recess does not project above
the face of said tang after it has been properly se-

cm-ed therein, all substantially in the manner and for
the purpose herein set forth.

2,475.—J. Frederick Dibber, Brooklyn, X. T.—Pocket Book.—Patented January 10, 1865 ; reissued
February 12, 1867.

Claim.—A. pocket book or other similar article pro-
vided witli one or more strips d of steel or otiier elas-

tic material, in the edge or edges of its closing flap c,

SHbstantiaUy as and for the purpose describecl.

2,476.—Samuel B. Sexton, Baltimore, Md.—
Heating Stove.—Patented April 19, 1859; reissued
December 3, 1861 ; again reissued February 6. 1864

;

again reissued September 27, 1864 ; and again reissued
February 12. 1867.

Claim.—First, a stove for warming or heating pur-
poses, constructed with a fuel magazine supported
free from the grate, and a combustion chamber hav-

ing a grated fire and air supplying bed of a greater

diameter than the fuel magazine, so'arranged and con-

structed that the fuel can spread out laterally and form
a conical pile, and burn in thin layers out to the wall

of the stove, so that the inflamed gases may burn in

a free space as they are evolved from the entire outer
surface of the incandescent conical pile of coals and
so tkat air shall be supplied in a direct mannerthrougli
the grate in said free space, substantially as and for

the purposes described.
Second, in combination with the subject-matter of

the first claim, constructing the combustion chamber
A witii projecting window fi-ames or door frames,
substantially as and for tlie purposes described.

Third, a stove for warming or heating purposes
embracing the featiu-es of construction mentioned in

first claim, and the additional feature of the gas or

products of combustion, circulating apartment above
and around tlie upper portion of the magazine, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes described.

Fourth, a stove for warming and heating purposes,
wherein the spreading of the coals in a lateral direc-

tion from the lower end of the magazine is wholly un-
obstructe'd all aronnd and out to the wall of the stove
A, and at tlie same time the combustion chamber
proper is formed by the outer wall of the stove, and
the products of combustion circulate underneath and
around the magazine, in combination with illuminat-

ing doors or windows in the said outer wall, said win-
dows or doors being located above the grate and abovo
tiie upper margin of the lining of the wall, substan-
tially as and for the purposes described.

Fifth, tlie combination of a fuel-supply magazine
H, whicli has its lower end free from the grated fire

bed G, and an unobstructed space below it where the
fuel may spread out laterally and burn in a conical
pile and in tliiu layers to the'outer wall of tlie stove,

with a stove A, wiiieli has illumination doors or win-
dows in its wall above the lining, all in such mannor
that the tire can l)e kindled through the apertures
whicli are covered by the doors or windows, substan-
tially as set forth.

Sixth, the combination of the unobstructed free

space F, out to the tv'all of tho stove above the lining,

the illuraiuation windows or doors in wall A, and gas
circnUiting space pai'ound the circumference of the
magazine, siib.stantialiy as described.
Seventh, in a eoal-supply magazine stove, the ex-

tended grated surface of the fire-bed outside of reser-

voir or uiagazinc, in combination with the free space
around the magazine of a base-burning stove, sub-
stantially as described.
Eighth, increasing tho combustion and the conse-

quent heating eftect of the coal, and also insuring a
more brilliant illumination of the wall of the st-ove,

by constructing, arranging, and combining the com-
bustion cliamber proper, the magazine, and tliegi'ated

fire bed, all substantially in the manner herein speci-

fied.

2,477.—William S. Hicks, New York, Jif. T.—
Pen and Ptncil Case.—Patented September 12, 1865;
reissued February 12, 1867.

Claim.— First, the case A, consisting of a simple
tube, provided with the cap c and short inner tubee,
arranged as set forth.

Second, in combination with a case consisting of a
single tube the reversible handle, substantially as set

forth.

2,478.-Thomas Huntington, Xew Eochelle, N.
Y.—Boat Detaching I'ackle.—VatcntGd June 5, 1866;
reissued February 12, 18()7.

67ai?rt.—First,* the employment or use of a single
shaft C. aiTanged with hooks B in the manner shown,
or in an eciuivalent way, so that by the turning of
said shaft the liooks B may be simultaneously liber-

ated to detach the boat from the davits.

Second, the liooks B, suspended or fitted in the
plates A, in combination with the arms e attached to

the shaft c, all being applied to the boat and arranged
to operate substantially in the manner as and for the
purpose set forth.

2,479.—tTohn and Thomas Insull, New Haven,
Conn.—Cupola Furnace.—Patented May 8, 1866; re-

issued February 12, 1867.

Claim.—Firs't, the annular air chamber C, in com-
bination with one or more blast pipes D E aud with
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the furnace A, constructed and operating substan-
tially as and for the puipoao described.
Second, the partition 6, in combination with the

auHulai- ail' chamber C, blast pipes D E, and furnace
A, constructed and operating aubstautialij as and
for the purpose set forth.

Thii-d, making the tweers oblong instead of round,
as usual, for the purpose described.

ITouith, two or more rows of tweers placed in a
zigzag position, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

Fifth, the apertures a' in the outer wall of the air
chambers C, in combination with the tweers a, con-
structed and operating substantially as and for the
purpose described.

*2,4S0.—Christian Sharps, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Many-barreled Fire-arm.— 'Patented January 25,
1859; i-eissued June 18. 1861; and again rewsued
February 12, 1867. (Division A.)
Claim.—The combination of a discharge with the

hammer and the devices herein described, or the
equivalents to the same, for changing the position of
the discharger on the movement of the hammer.

3,481.—Christian Sharps, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Breech-Loading Fire-Arm.—Patented January 2'5,

1859; reissued June 18, 1861; and again reissued
FebiTiary 12, 1867. (Division B.)
Claim.—First, the lever M, with its projection V,

and the rod Ji", in combination with the bai-rel and
its stock, when the whole is arranged as set forth
and -nlien the lever M is so formed as to serve the
pmpose of a trigger guard.
Second, causing the spent cartridges to be with-

drawn from the barrel during the movement out of
tlie same by means of a clip or clips applied and ope-
rating substantially as set forth.

2,482.—William P. Ware, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Ear, Cheek, a^id Chin JIfw/6".—Patented July 6,

1858; reissued February 12, 1867.
Claim.—First, a muff or pocket for the ear, formed

so as to sm'round the base of the ear, and extends of
a size and shape to contain the ear and protect the
same from cold, substantially as set forth.

Second, a cheek and chin muff suspended from the
ears, substantially as specified, instead of being fast-

ened around the neck or over the head.
Third, muffs or pockets formed to set over the ears,

and held in place by a connection passing down un-
der the chin, substantially as shown.

2,483.—Egbert T. Campbell, Washington, D.
C, assignee of Thomas I. Sxealey.—ITarwedfer.-
Patented December 15, 1857 ; reissued November 6,

1866 ; and again reissued February 12, 1867.

Fii'st, combining with a hinged platform, which is

free to conform to the undulations of tlie ground in-

dependently of the motions of the draft frame, or of
the axle of' tlic transporting wheels, a tootlied rake
which will deliver the cut grain upon tlie gi'ound in
gavels, and a reel or gatliering device, which will
press the standing grain toward tlie cutters, said
rake and reel or gatherer being wholly supported
upon said platform, substantially as describecl.
Second, comljining with a hinged platform a

toothed rake and a reel or gatherer, which arc wholly
supported upon and move in liarmoiiy witli said plat-

form, an adjustable iiingcd connection whicii will

allow of the vertical adjustment of tlie cutting api)a-
ratus to adapt the machine to different heights of cut
required, substantially as described.

Third, sustaining a toothed rake and a reel or
gatliorer wlioU}"^ upon a platform, wliieh is supported
at its inner end by a vertically-adjustable joint, and
at its outer end by a wheel, or its equivalent, substau-
tially as described.
Fourth, suspending the rear inner end of a hinged

platform, which lias'a toothed rake mounted wholly
upon it, in such manner that this part of the platform
can be adjusted vertically without changing the posi-

tion of the forward adjustable hinge connection, sub-
stantially as described.

Filth, the combination of a hinged finger-beam, a
platform, and un auxiliary adjustable suspending and
sustaining jointed or flexible counection, in such
manner that the fing(.'r-beam and platform are sus-

pended at their inner cuds, and ai-c so supported

upon a wheel, or its equivalent, at their outer ends aa
to conform at their outer ends to the undulations of
the ground, independently of the main frame or of
the axles of the supporting wheels, substantially as
described.

Sixth, in combination with a vertically adjustable
hinge joint and hinged finger beam and cutler bar,
and with the crank d, for communicating motion to
the cutters, and the universal joint vi to connect the
pitman I Avith the cutter bar, substantially as de-
scribed, the adjustable blocks 1 and 2 lor tightening
the joint aroimd the crajik wrist, substantiady as set
forth.

Seventh, the combination of crank shaft O with
adjustable bearing a a, the pitman Q, and the oscil-
lating rake S, substantially as described.
Eighth, hanging the reel to the rake frame or

platform, and adjusting said reel to different heights
by means of braces w w, ©r their equivalents, sub-
stantially aa described.

2,484.—Peter Geiser, Greencastle, Fa.—Grain
Separator.—Patented October 19, 1852 ; extended
October 19, 1866 ; reissued February 19, 1867.

Claim.—Fii'st, a series of toothed bars G-. attached
directly to a crank shaft having cranks at varying
angles,* said bars having reciprocating motion in par-
allel vertical planes, and coming alternately or suc-
cessively into action on the straw, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

Second, in combination with the reciprocating
toothed bars G, the trough A, when the bottom of
the latter is subdivided into tight and open ijoitions,
substantially as and for the purpose set lorth.

Third, so arranging the reciprocating toothed bar
G on a crank shalt having crauKs of varying angles
that the whole shall be coimterbalanced, substan-
tially as set forth.

2,485.—The Silver Skirt and Wire Manu-
facturing Company, New York, N. ¥., assignees
of T. S. SPEllHY.—Manufachire of Skirt IFire.—Pat-
ented March 7, 1865; reissued June 5, 1866; and
again reissued February 19, 1867.

Claim.—Skirt wire protected wholly or partially

by metal wire, substantially as and for the pm-pose
set forth.

2,486.—Charles W. Wailey, New Orleans,
La.

—

Cotton Bale Tie.—Patented October 9, 1866;
reissued Februaiy 19, 1867.

Claim.—The wrought or malleable iron self-fasten-

ing buckle or tie A, w^hen provided with curved pro-
jecting lips E B' and openings C C, and otherwise
constructed as described, for the purpose set forth.

2,487.—Charles W. Coe, Fentonville, Mich.—
Drilling and Bolt Tapping Machine.—Fatonted Jan-
uary 20, 1863; reissued February 19, 1867.

Claim.—Flrat, the arrangement of the bevel gear
wheels D E and H in such a manner that the shaft I
may theretore be revolved with move or less speed
and power for the ditl'crent purposes to which the
machine may be apaptcd, substantially as herein
shown and described.
Second, the automatic feed arrangement, consist-

ing of the ratchet M, iHiwl N, spring P, and cam Q,
M'hereby the drill is fed to its work, substantially as
set forth, the said feed arrangement being so made
that it can be detached and the drill fed by hand,
substantial!}' as herein shown and described.
Third, in combination with the machine, the vice

for holding bolts for making screws, said vice con-
sistiug of the jaws S S' and scrcAV U, arranged in the
base k of the frame, substantially as herein shown
and described.
Fourth, the combination of the shaft I and screw

K A\ith the pinion H and nut L, whereby the rotary
motion is given to the drill, and also the neccssaiy
feed, substantially as herein shown and described.

2,4S8. — Orlando Kelsey and Joshua F.
Baii.kv, New York, N. Y., assignees of Benjamin
F. klKi)in-.s.—Piston for Steam Fngines.—Patented
August 4, 1863; reissued February 19, 1867.

Claim.—The combination of the following instru-

mentalities, viz., the piston, the expansible packing
ring, and removable tubular case, with its valves
and seats, substantially as set forth.
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Also, the combination of tho expansible packing
rin^^ for a piston with a cylindrical shell, substau-
tiaily as set forth.

Also, the combination of the expansible packing
ring, cylindrical shell, piston, and valvular appara-
tus, substantially as set forth.

2,489.—Edwin R. Keur and James L. Platt,
Kewanee, 111., assignees of Edwin 11. Kkrr.— Coal
Dumping Apparatus.—Patented October 2, 186ti;

reissued February 19, 1867.

Claim.—First, the chutes B, placed in a shed or
building when provided with two doors C E, the
out-er ones E being so aiTanged or combined as to

serve when lowered or opened as a continuation of
chutes, substantially as shown and described.
Second, counterpoising the outer doors E by means

of weiglits, substantially ia the manner as and for

the purpose specified.

Third, the doors C, when hung at their upper ends
in combination with the bolts D at their lower ends,
when said doors are applied to chutes B, for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

Fourth, the chains or ropes G and weights F, for

adjusting and supporting the outer end oftlie exten-
sion door E of a chute, substantially as specified.

2,490.—Reuuen Hoffheins, Dover, Va.~Har-
vester.—Patented November 3, 18(i3; reissued No-
vember 7, IStio; aud again reissued, February 19,

1867.

Claim.—First, the combination in a two-wheeled
hinge joint machine of a driver's seat mounted upon
the finger beam and rotating around a vertical axis,
or one nearly so, substantially in the manner de-
scribed, for the purpose of enabling the driver to ride
on the machine while the rake is in operation.
Second, the combination in a two-wheeled hinge

joint machiiie of a shoe, with a hinge joint in it, with
a rake and platform having an extension J^, and with
a draft frame which sustains the wciglit of tlic cut-
ting apparatus, and raking apparatus with platform
attached, at a point between the two drive wlieels.

Third, the combination with the hinffed joint ma-
chine of the inner shoe and raking appai'atus, sub-
stantially as described.
Fourth, the combination of a revolving or turning

rake, extensible tumbling shaft and driving sliaft or
axle of the main frame, substantially as described.

Fifth, the combination of a two-wheeled liingc joint
machine, with a revolving raking apparatus and a
driver's seat mounted on the main frame, substantially
as described and for the purpose set forth.

Sixth, driving a revolving rake, or a combined re-

volving rake and reel, which move about a vertical
or nearly vertical axis by a device arranged on the
grain side of the inner drive wheel or inner side of
the draft frame.
Seventh, making a direct driving connection be-

tween a revolving rake or a combined rake and reel,

which move about a vertical or nearly vertical axis
and the inner end of the main frame axle of the dj-aft

frame.
Eighth, employing a tumbler shaft on the inner

side of the draft frame for driving a revolving rake,
or a revolving rake aud reel, which is mounted on a
hinged finger beam or upon the platform.
Ninth, the combination of a quadrant platform,

hinged finger beam, revolving rake and a driver's
seat supported by the main frame.

2,491—James R. Speer, Pittsburg, Ta.—Clasp
for Metallic Hoops.—Patented December 1, 1857; re-

issued February 19, 1867.
1 Claim.—A clasp provided with an aperture or
apertures, and so bent across said aperture or aper-
tures as to present an opening or openings for the
easy insertion of the ends of the bands or lioops, and
form an eflacient clasp for sucuring tlic ends of the
band or hoop, substantially as herein described and
for the purpose set forth.

2,492.-Alexander J. Walker, New York, N.
Y., assignee by mesne assignments «f E.MIL TuiT-
TIN.

—

Lamp 2?«ruer.—Patented August 19, 1862;
reissued Febi-uary 19, 1867.

Claim.—Firat, the ranges or series of elongated
openings or slots introduced into the burner, and so
arranged in respect to each other that the several

intervening supports of one series come opposite the
openings in the next series, and thus compel the hoat
to traverse an indirect or zigzag route, and thereby
lessen tlio heat conducted to the oil receptacle, sub-
stantially as set forth.

Secoiul, constructing the wick tube in two parts,

with an open spuce between the upper, which is ex-
posed to tlie heat of the flame, and the lower part,
which is directly connected with the reservoir, the
two parts being connected substantially as herein de
scribed, so as to impede tlie induction of heat from
the upper part of the wick tube to the oil iu the
reservoir.

2,493.—Alexander J. "Walker, New York, N.
Y,. assignee by mesne assignments of Mills L. Cal-
LKShKK.—Lamp.—Patented June 6, 1865; reissued
Fcbniary 26, 1867.

Claim.—First, sustaining the cone or deflector by
supports that are bent or folded to allow of their be-
ing of increased length, for the purpose and substan-
tially as specified.

Second, the plate Ti, extending across the cone or
deflector g, and formed with the flanae-spreadiug
projections 2 2, for the purpose and substantially as
set forth.

Third, the lips 1 1 and projections 2 2, on the plate
h, in combination Avith the deflector g and wick
tube, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Fourth, the india-rubber ring a, with an opening
through which to fill the lamp, in combination with
the rods c carrying the burner, as set forth.

2,494.—Daniel E. Paris, Troy, N. Y., assignee
by mesne assignments of Samuel B. SrAULDiXG.

—

Cooking Stove.—Patented June 22, 1858; reissued
May 17, 18.59; again reissned Juno 19, 1866; and
again reissued February 26, 18G7.

C7rti?n.—First, aiTanging the water boiler or reser-
voir back of the oven and below the top piate of the
stove, substantially as described, in combination
with the aiTangcment of flues described, or the
equivalent thereof, as and for the purpose described.
Second, the arrangement of a boiler or i-eservoir

in front of the stove, in combination witli the exten-
sion of tlic bottom flues of the stove under the said
boiler, substantially as and for the purpose described.
Third, the casing surrounding the bottom of the

stove, in combination with the flues in the bottom,
substantially as aud for the purpose set forth.

2,495.—Justus Day, Mnn-ay, N. Y.—Clamp
for Making Brooms.—Patented November 27, 1866;
reissued February 26, 1867.

Ciaim.—First, in a clamp for fonning brooms, the
combination of the slot D with the socket E, for
facilitating the winding of the broom head, as herein
set forth.

Second, the combination of the loose rods or wires
G G' Avitli the .slot D and socket E, operating iu the
manner and for the purpose set fortii.

Third, a clamp for forming broom heads, combin-
ing a round socket or sockets E for winding the top
of the broom, aud an elongated socket or sockets K
for binding it, as set forth.

Fourth, the arrangement as a whole, con.sisting of
the clamp A B, sockets E K, slot D, and wires G'G\
operating in the manner and for the purpose herein
set forth.

Fifth, the construction of a broom clamp, the lev-

ers A B of Avliich arc pivoted at their fulcra by
means of the link or links c, so as to be capable by
reversing of bringing ti;e sockets E and F succes-
sively into use, as set forth.

Sixth, in combination with the slot D. the beveled
form of the sockets E F, whereby tlic fibers of the
material arc brought gradually to the greatest de-
gree of compression at the p'oint Avhere they arc
wound, as shown.
Seventh, in combination with the reversible lercrs

A B, nrovided witii sockets on their oppo.site faces,

the adjustable catch 11, for holding them together in
either position while the broom is being wound, as
shown and described.

2,496—Roland C. Hussey, Milford. Mass.—
Cit^vni; jKoard.—Patented August 28, 1866; reis.sued

February 26, 1867.

Claim.—The sections A and B, constructed of a
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series of seasoned strips, firmly glued or cemented
to each other, iu combiuation with the clamping de-

vice, consisting of rods D, bars C, and nuts c, for the
purpose described, substantially as specified.

3,497.—John P. Jamison, 'Nevr Tork, N. Y.—
Crimping Machine.—Patented May 15, 1866 ; reis-

sueiUi'ebruary 26, 1867.

Claim.—First, in combination with a crimping
form or block G-, jaws or stretchers F carried by
springs D or E, so as to form thereof elastic jaws,
and arranged to reciprocate in common with a cross

piece C, or its equivalent, substantially as specified.

Second, the springs D and E, the one of which is

stationary in its connection with the reciprocating
cross piece C, while the other is hung thereto so as

to be capable of play, for operation of tlie jaw or
stretcher which it carries, by the action of an inclined
plane H, or its equivalent, essentially as and for the

purpose herein set forth.

2,498.—La Fayette Louis, Providence, R. I.—
Mclodeon.—Patented November 18, 1856; reissued
February 26, 1867.

Claim.—In combination with the reeds of a melo-
deon, or that class of instruments in which the air

is drawn through the reeds by the exhaust action of

a bellows, a tremolo valve or valves, so arranged that

when vibrated it or they shall interrupt the passage
of ail' through the reeds, and thereby produce the
tremolo sound at the will of the performer.

2,499.—TVilliam IST. Whitelt, Jerome Fasse-
LEU, and Oliver S. Kelley, Springfield, Ohio.— Ct-

der JLfiZi.-Patented December 15, 1863; reissued

I'ebruary 26, 1867.

Claim.—i'irst, a mill for giinding fruit when con-

structed with two grinding rollers H H', placed be-

neath a crushing and feeding roller M, which crushes

the fruit against a serrated ijreast plate and feeds the

same to the grinding rollers by which it is reduced to

a pulp, substantially as described.

Second, the rollersH H' M, in combination with the

metal segments K K' constructed as described, and
one of them provided with the scraping edge Y, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Third," tlie spiral ribbed grinding rollers, running
together at diflerent velocities, with the ribs of one
roller crossing the ribs of the other at an angle where
the grinding is efiected, in combination with the

crushing and feeding roller arranged above them.
Fourth, the hopper Q, serrated breast piece or rib-

bed segment N, segments K X', and sides L L, with
the roller M forming tlie crushing box, constructed

so as to be readily removed from the grinding rollers

and grinding frame as described, for cleankig or re-

paii-iug the mill.

Fifth, the combination of the crushing roller M,
breast plate N, stationary scraper Y, grinding rollers

i£ H'', and scrapers J'-^ J^, when constructed and ar-

ranged for joint operation, substantially as shown
and described.

2,500.—Edgar Huson, Ithaca, N. Y.— Wagon.
—Patented February 17, 1857 ; reissued MarchS, 1867.

Claim.—First, as my invention the use of two or

more side splinter bars, when they extend from any
convenient point at or near the forward ends of tlic

side springs to the head block ; and the use of the

said spliuter bars whether attached directly to the

forward ends of the said side springs, or by any con-

veuient means intervening between them, as de-

scribed.
Second, fastening the pole or thills to the side

splinter bars, or other coavenieut part of the platform

or frame at or near or iu rear of the ends of the side

springs, as described.

Third, so making the frame or platform as to leave

the extremities of it open so as to receive the pole or

thills between and back of the forward ends of the

side springs, thus brijiging the team or liorse nearer

tlie wagon, thereby lesseniug the draft and requiring

less room in which to tmui.

2,501 .-The Xkw York Quartz Company, New
York, N. Y., assignees by mesne assignments of

George E. Van DEunuiiGii.

—

Forming Emery
'Wheels and Grinding and Polishing Surfaces.—Pat-

ented Jannarv 7, 1862 ; reissued March 5, 1867.

Claim.—First, the combination of the particles of
emery or other gritty or cutting materials into an
artificial stone or substance for grinding, polishing,
or other purposes by the vitrifaction or partial vitri-
factiou of any suitable vitrescent finx previously in-
termingled with said particles, all substantially in the
manner herein set forth.

Second, the combination of sand or particles of
emery, ground glass, or any other suitable gritty or
cutting particles with an alkaline silicate or other
vitrescent flux for the purpose of producing an artifi-

cial grinding and polishing stone, by the vitrifaction
of said flux under the influence of heat, substantially
in the manner herein set forth.

Third, also curing and hardening a plastic combi-
nation of gritty particles with a vitrescible flux by
first subjecting' the same to a moderate heat until dry
and afterwards to tlie action of a higher temperature
until a partial or entire vitrifaction of the flux is pro-
duced, substantially in the manner herein set forth.

2,502.—Edward A. Hill, Chicago, JM.—Gal-
vanic Battery.—Patented August 18, 1863 ; antedated
April 9, 1862 ; reissued March 12, 1867.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the
battery cup, and the positive and negative electrodes,
as and lor the pm-poses specified.

2,503.—Nathaniel S. Shaler, Cambridge,
Mass.

—

Preserving Fruit, Meat, and other Substances.
—Patented October 11, 1864; reissued Mai-ch 12,
1867.

Claim.—First, the preservation of animal, veget-
able, or other matter liable to decay in the ordinary
atmospheric air and temperature by means of car-
bonic acid gas and a refrigerating temperature to-

gether and relatively to such substances, substan-
tially in manner as hereinbefore set forth.

Second, the combination of a preserving chamber
a, a moisture refrigerating apparatus, and a means of
circulating the carbonic acid gas of such chamber
through or so in contact with the surfaces of the re-
frigerating apparatus as to not only cool the gas, but
cause such moisture to be frozen or condensed and
abstracted from the gas, substantially as specified.

Third, the preservatory as constructed of one or
more dumb waiters or elevators D, or the equivalent
thereof, the gas chamber A, tlie gas refrigerating ap-
paratus E, and the gas-circidating apparatus, the
whole being arranged and combined substantially ais

and so to operate in manner and for the purpose
specified.

Fourth, carbonic acid gas, as a means of prevent-
ing or arresting decay in animal or vegetable matter
wiien proper buildings or compartments are filled

with sucli gas to the exclusion of atmospheric air,

and the substances to be preserved are placed and
kept therein for this purpose.

2,504.—The American Submarine Tunnel
Company, New York, N. Y., assignees of Joseph R.
Miller.—Submarine Tunnel.—Patented August 2,
1853 ; reissued March 12, 1867.

Claim.—The construction, arrangement, and for-

mation of submarine subterranean avenues, by means
of cast iron sections united together by flanges and
bolts, in the manner and for the purpose hei-ein de-
scribed.

2,505.—KiLiAN Egger, South Cortland, N. Y.—
Extracting Creamfrom Whey.—Patented September
25, 1866 ; reissued March 12, 1867.

Claim.—The process above described for extract-
ing the cream from the whey, substantially as spe-
cified.

2,506.—George TV. Frances and "W. L. TVoods,
Washington, D. C, assignors to W. L. Woods.—
Tobacco Pipe.—Patented AprU 11, 1865; reissued
March 12, 1867.

Claim..—First, a tobacco pipe, having an inverted
liowl, with the stem or vent at the top, and the open-
ing at the bottom, substantially as and for the uses
and purposes as above described.
Second, the inverted conical bowl B, combined with

the cap C, with its air holes E, substantially as de-

scribed. Fig. 5.

Third, the conical bowl B, combined with the case
A, substantially as described, Fig. 2.
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Fourth, the boTPl B, solid or in sections, combined
with the cap C, and the vent D, substantially ixa and
for the uses au-i purposes above deecribed.

3,507.—Amor Sanxn, Cincinnati. Ohio.—Prepar-
ing Animal Matter for Uae as a Fertilizer.—Pat-
eiited January 1, 1867 ; reissued March 12, 1867.

Claim.—TiiO hereinbetbro described process for

preserving the perishable parts of animal matter, con-
sisting of the fleshy portions alone, or mixed soft and
hard paitfi, from do<;omposition by subjecting-tho same
to pressm'e after being boiled, substantiiUly as and for

t^o purpose set forth.

2,508.—"William and "William H. Terwoxi-
GEK, and John S. Lockwood, 'New York, N. Y.—
Construction of Burglar Proof Safes and Prepara-
tion of Materials for the same.—Patented July 24,

1866 ; reissued March 12, 1867.

Claim.—First, the alternating of ii'on and steel,

welded together in plates or bars, in making the
lining, case, or shell of burglar-proof safes.

Second, the process of welding iron and steel

plates by the use of a. solution of borax and saltpeter,

(or their chemical equivalents for welding purposes,)
in paint form, hiid on the surfaces to bo united, by
being then heated to the proper heat, say 1,500^ Fah!,
or thereabout, and rolled under great pressm'e or
liummered till chemically united or welded.

Third, the alternating of iron and steel plates or
bars, united or welded by the use of the welding
cjompositiou, applied as above described, to msike
better and cheai^er materials than those now used for
bm-glar-proof safes.

2,509.—"WiLMON "W. Blackmar, Boston, Mass.,
assignee by mesne assignments of D. H. Chamber-
lain.— iamp.— Patented May 8, 1855; reissued
Maroh 19, 1867.

Claim.—First, the combination of a perforated
wick tube or chamber B with the body C of a lamp
filled with a porous or absorbing material, for the
purposes set forth.

Second, an oil can. constructed in the manner and
for the purposes sot forth.

2,510.—Hugh W. Collender, New York, IST. Y.—liilliard Table Cushion.—Patented December 8,

1857 ; reissued August 23, 1659 ; and again reissued
March 19, 1867.

Claim.—Billiard table cnshions composed of vul-

canized india-rubber, or allied gum, with a layer
rendered less compressible than the body or back by
the incorporation of fibrous or equivalent substances,
tiie said layer and back or )x)dy having been united
in the green or plastic state and together vulcanized,
a5 and for the purpose specified.

2,511.—Hugh "W. Collender, New York, N. Y.—Cushion for Billiard Tables.—Patented January
12, 1858 ; reissued March 19, 1867.

Claim.—Uniting the parts employed in forming
combination billiard cushions by pla'ciug the hai-der
or more dense and less elastic substances in a mold,
and allowing the melted rubber to flow against,
ai'ound, or into the harder or more dense and less

eiastic substances, or causing the plastic rubber by
pressure to unite with the same, and then vulcanizing
the india-rubber, substantially aa and for the purpose
set f»rth.

2,512.—Hugh "W. Collexder and Michael
Phelax, Xew York, N. Y., assignees of Hugh W.
COLLE^VKR.—Cushion for Billiard Tables.— Tat-
etited September 25, 1860 ; reissued March 19, 1867.

Claim.—Making cushions for billiard tables of two
thicknesses of wJiat is known as the soft compound
of vulcanized india-rubber, or allied gum, with an in-

terposed thickness of what is known as the hard
compound of vidcanized iudia-nibber, or allied gum,
or, as the e(iuivalent thereof, v.ith an interposed
thickness of the soft compound of vulcanized india-
rubber, or allied gum, rendered hard by the admix-
ture of fibrous or equivalent substances, substantially
a.s and for the purpose specified.

, 2,513.—Ransom Cook, Saratoga Springs. N. Y.
—Auger.—Patented June 17, 1851; extended Jnne
17, 1865 ; reissued March 19, 1867.

Olaim.— Virst, constructing boring implements
with their lips or cutting edges as shown and de-

scribed—that is, such lips coramensing at tho screw
or point, and extending therefrom nearly at right an-

gles until about lialf way from the center to the outer
point, then curving upwards and forward, said curve
being continued until the outer portion of the lip is

nearly semicircular, or until it turns within tho per-

iphery of the tool.

Second, a boring implement, having its lips so

formed as their cutting edges shall form a spiral line

from tho point where they begin to curve to their

outer extremity, whether tho curved edge shall in-

cline forward or backward, substantially as shown
and described.
Third, a boring implement, having its lips or cut-

ting edges curved both in the horizontal and vertical

planes, substantially as herein shown and described.

2,514.—Egbert N. Eagle, Washington, D. C—
Fetter and Hopple.—T&tentcd April 7, 1863 ; reissued

March 19, 18(57.

Claim.—First, the devices, substantially as de-

scribed, for connecting tho legs of an animal by a
coupling whose mode of junction with the leg bands
relieves the said leg bauds of motion upon tho leg,

wholly or in part.

Second, a bar or strap B, or its equivalent, as a
means of connecting the coupling C with tlie portion
A, embracing the leg substantially as described and
represented.

2,515.—Horace "W. Peaslee, Maiden Bridge,
N. Y.

—

Machine for Washijig Paper Stock.—Pat-
ented January 23, 1855 ; antedated September 2U,

1854 ; reissued January 8, 1856 ; and again reissued
March 19,1867.
Claim.—A rotating pervious cylinder, provided

with projecting teeth on the inside, and mounted,
substantially as lierein described, so as to be sus-

tained and rotated without a shaft and ai-ms, that the
inside and ends may be unobstructed for the passage
of the stock, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
Also, in combination with a pervious rotating cyl-

inder, armed with teeth on the inside, substantially

as described, the means, substantially as described,

for the introduction of water through the mesties of
the cylinder to tho stock inside, as and for tho pur-
pose described.

2,516.—Emmett Quinn, "Washington, D. C—
Steam. Gauge.—Tatoated March 19, 1866 ; reissued
March 19, 1867.

Claim.—First, the construction of a compound
syplion steam gauge, so tliat the movements of the
fluids in each tube are therein confined and prevented
from entering and mingling with those in the others
during transportation, substantially as herein set

forth.

Second, the combination with tho gauge of an in-

dex tube of a less caliber than the other tubes in said
gauge, substantially as herein described.

2,517.—John G. Clark. Middletown, Ohio.—
Machine for Planting.—Fate&ted October 2, 1866

;

reii>sued March 19, 1867.

C'iai'm.—First, the toothed cylinder B, in combina-
tion with a toothed reciprocating slide or slides, con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
described.
Second, tho arrangement of the agitator in the hop-

per C al)ovc the tootlied cyliiuler, operated by me-
chanism substantinily as described.
Third, the combination of actuating gearing with

the perforated slide b, arranged to operate at the bot-

tom of the hopper, conjointly with the cylinder B, to
regulate the discharge of the seeds, substantially as
specided.
Fourth, the stationary teeth, arranged tangontially

in relation to the cylinder and ribs e c, in corabiuation
with the positively operating devices for separating
the seeds, substantially as described.

2,518.—P. Jewell &. Sons, Hartford, Conn., as-

signees of Peter E. TLvyiyiEL.—Machine for Scour-
ing Leather.—Fatentcd June 16, 1857; reissued March
19, 1867.

I Claim.—First, in tho leather-scouring machine a
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reciprocating tool stock, operated by a connecting
ai'in C, crank D, or their equivalents, to actuate the
tools, arranged therein successively upon the sui-face

of the leather presented to their action.

Second, in a leather-scouring machine, a movable
bed or table upon which the leather is placed, and held
by atmospherical pressure, for presenting said leather
to the action of reciprocating tools.

Third, in a leather-scouring machine, suspending
the mechanism upon which the tool stock recipro-
cates to trusses or timbers directly over the movable
bed or table, so as to produce firmness and unob-
structed access to the bed or table from all sides

thereof.

Fourth, in a leather-scouring machine, an automa-
tic reciprocating tool stock, in cerabination with a
horizo;]tal movable bed or table for presenting the
leather to the action of said tool stock.

Fifth, in a leather-scourin.^ machine, a slitted lever
D, or its equivalent, in combination with the connect-
ing rod C and reciprocating tool stock, to allow the
back and forward movement of the said tool stock to

be extended or contracted more or less, as desired.

Sixth, in a reciprocating head of a leather-scour-
ing machine, so arranging the tools therein as to be
adjusted, vibrate, counterpoise, and graduate their

action, for the purpose described, as may be desirable.

Seventh, the bearings c, arranged in the tool stock
to impart yielding property to the vibrating tool stock,

for the purpose described,

2,519.—B. H. McNuLTY, Philadelphia, Pa., Wm.
Kern, Mansfield, Ohio, and Steuling Boxsall,
Philadclpliia, Pa., assignee of McNulty and Kern.—Apparatus for Tanning.—Patented May 23, 18ti5

;

reissued Marcli 19, 18G7.

Claim.—P'irst, hanging the hides in a vat, and agi-

tating the tanning liquor by means of a rotary daslicr

or ag-itator, substantially as and for the purpose de-

sci'ibed.

Second, hanging the hides in a close water-tight
vat, and agitating the tanning liquor by means of a
rotary or otlierwi'se moving dasher while tlie liquor is

under pressure within saitl closed vat, substantially
as described.

Third, the combination of the water-tight vat A,
the daslier E, and a force pump or other equivalent
meausof producing pressure within the vat, substan-
tially as described.

Fourth, tlie dasher E, located in the lower part of
the vat, in combination with the bars B, or other
equivalent means for'lianging the hides in the vat, so

that the tanning liquor when agitated by the dasher
will freely permeate between the hides, s'ubstantially

as described.

2,520.—IuAMERRiTT,Abington, Mass., assignee
by mesne assignments to himself.

—

Knife.—Patented
January 7, 1859 ; reissued March 19, 18()7.

Glaim.—The knife handle herein described, pro-

vided witli means for clamping the blade, and for al-

lowing the cutting edge or point to be adjusted with
respect to tlie handle,"substantially as set forth.

Also, adjustable blades, so made as to be fixed and
held iii ditterent positions in the handle, substantially

as set forth.

2,521 .—-<TonN C. Rhodes, South Abington;Mass.
—Machine for Capping Tacks.—Patented July 10,

18ti(-;; reissued March 19, ]8(i7.

Cirtu/i.— Fir.sl, tlic rotating frame A, having mov-
able plungers D, provided with spiral or other suita-

ble springs, and stationary dies C, in combination
with one'or more stationary cams G, when all ar-

ranged together so as to operate substantially as and
for "the n-'irpose described.
Second, the rorahinalion with the dies C of the

cleai-crrs or discharges g, stud i, and spring h, sub-

staulially as and for the purpose specified.

2,522.—Adam R. Reese, Phillipsburg, 1^. J., as-

signee of Sa.muel (;o.vikort, Jr., Morrisville, Pa.—
Iiarcc.<!fcr.—Vatcntcd April J , iSoG ; reissued Mareli

19, 18(17.

Claim.—Firsst, in coml)ination with a harvesting

macliinc, a pluifonn to support the falling grain, made
of slats, supported at one end only.

Second, a platform composed of slats supported at

one end only, arranged to drop the gavel when a stifB-
cient amount has accumulated thereon to form a sheaf.
Third, in combination with a harvesting machine,

a plotform which is automatically operated to dis-
charge the grain at one side, and 'out of the way of
the machine on the next round.
Fourth, in combination with a harvesting machine,

a platform to receive the cut grain, so arranged as to
swing around and drop the gavel at one side out of
the Avay of the team and the machine on the next
round.

Fifth, in combination with the slatted platform, a
device for receiving the cut and falling grain, whUe
the gavel is being discharged.

Sixth, in combination with a slatted platform, a de-
vice automatically operated for supporting the falling
grain while the gavel is being discharged.
Seventh, in combination with a platform made of

slats, supported at one end only, a device for receiv-
ing and supporting the cut auci falling grain while the
gavel is being discharged.
Eighth, in combination with a slatted platform, a

device which is supported at one end only for the pui'-

pose of forming a support for the cut and falling
grain while the gavel is being discharged upon the
ground.

2,523.—"W. H. BURRiDGE, Cleveland, Ohio, for
himself and as assignee of J. Brainaud.—Obtaining
the Extractive Matter of Tan Bark and Other Mate-
rials by Displacement.—Patented April 8, 1862 ; re-
issued March 19, 18G7.

Claim.—First, the process herein described for
making extracts and for filtering pm'poses, which con-
sists in dividing the material from which the extract
is made, or which forms the filter, into a series of hor-
izontal layers or divisions, either with or without a
perforated diaphragm, and which by suitable mechan-
ical means fresh material may be introduced into the
bottom of the column and the exhausted material dis-

charged at the top.

Second, the introduction of water or liquid to be
filtered at the top of the column, Avliile the fresh ma-
terial or filter is introduced at the bottom and dis-

charged at the top, substantially as specified.

Third, obtaining the extractive property of bark by
the process herein described.

2,524.—John P. Cowing, Seneca Falls, N. T.—
Cmnposition for Roofing.—Patented February 19,

1867 ; reissued March 26, 1867.

Claim.—The simple compound of gi'ound fire clay
rock, or slaty clay and coal tar, as specified.

2,525.—Laurence A. Heeley, New York, N.
Y., assignee by mesne assignments of Frederick
"W. Cox.

—

Pen and Pencil Case.—Patented June 27,

1865 ; reissued March 26, 1867.

Claim.—First, extending the longitudinally moving
tube e with the revolver b to such a length" into the
case A that the traveler can be made to move back,
below, or witliin the outer end of the tube e, as set

forth, whereby a pencil case is obtained, the tip of
which can be moved in and out, and which is capable
of carrying long leads.

Second, the circular groove s in the revolver b, in
combination with the pin j, substantially as herein set
forth, so that sufiicient hold for the said pin is obtained
Avithout the necessity of a cap over the tube e, and at

tlie same time the revolver is prevented from moving
in a longitudinal direction.

Third, the collar o, in combination with the tube/
and shell h, substantiallj; as and for the purpose spe-

cified.

Fourth, the reserve lead chamber p, extending par-
tially or wholly round the revolver b, when the same
is made witli or without a longitudinal motion when
said chamber is situated within the shell A, substan-
tially as and foi- the puipose shown and described.

2,526.—Alexander M. Damon, Lowell, Mass,
—Warp Dressing Frame.—Patented October 9, 1866

;

reissued Marcli 26. ]8()7.

Claim.—The combination or mechanism of operat-
ing one or more raddles in manner as set forth, such
consisting of the slotted bar P, the gear G, the pins

g p, and mechanism for revolving the said gear, the
said bar P being constructed and the whole being ar-

ranged together, and with the raddle or raddles, sub-
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stantially as and bo as to operate as hereinbefore ex-

plained.

2,527.—The McKay Heeling Machine Com-
pany, Boston, Mass., assignees by mesne assign-

ments of William F. Bdso^.—Machine for Cutting
and Finishing Shoe Heels.—Patented September (i,

1859 : reissued Julv 24, 18G0, and again reissued March
26, 18G7.

Claim.—In combination -with a cutting, grinding,

or polishing device for operating to shape or finish

a boot or shoe heel, and Avliere a movement is given
to such device or to the heel, relative one to the
other, a fonncr or pattern located on the tread of the

heel, and operating in connection with a shield

ajrainst which it abuts, to govern in whole or in part
the form of the lieel.

Also, in a heel shaping or finishing mechanism,
such an arrangement of o shield with reference to the
cutting, abraiding, or polishing device, and to the
counter of a boot or shoe having a heel to be cut,

ground, or polished, as will, by the abuttal of the said
counter against said shield, govern in whole or in part
the form of tlie heel.

Also, the combination with a heel shaping or with
a heel finishing mechanism of a flexible counter pro-

tecting band, arranged to operate substantially as de-

scribed.

2,528.—Samuel L. Hill, TTilliamsburg, X. T..
assignor to himself, Albekt Paljier, and A. Sidney
DOANE.

—

Spelling Block.—Patented Ociober 12, 1858

;

reissued Mai-ch 26, 1867.

Claim.—First, placing different letters of the al-

phabet upon two or more sides of cubical or six-sided

blocks, so that by combining the same, words in

which the same letters occur more than once may be
readilly spelled.

Second, placing upon each block its proper numeral
for the purpose specified.

2,529.—George H. Reay and Lewis Xegbaur,
Xew York, N. T., assignees by mesne assignments
of George H. Eeay.—Envelope Machine.—Patented
August 25, 1863 ; reissued March 26, 1867.

Claim.—FX'St, the employment of a movable car-
rier E in combination Avitb the rising and falling

lifters F, constructetl and operating in the manner
and for tlie pm-pose substantially as herein specified.

Second, the ai-rangement of the table C over the
conveyer H, substantially in the manner herein de-

scribed, so that the blanks are licld even and in place
by the table while being caiTied by the conveyer to
the creasing box.

Third, the slotted lifters F in combination with the
bar c* in the table C, as and for the purpose herein
specified.

Fourth, the arms c** attached to the table C, or to
any other fixed part of tlio machine, and operating in
combination with the conveyer H, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth."

Fifth, feetling the blanks under the table or plat-

form which supports the gum box, instead of over it.

Sixth, the weiglit c^ in the front edge of the table,

in combination with the conveyer H, applied and ope-
rating substantially as and for tlie purpose set forth

Seventh, the balance weight h^*, in combination
with the conveyer H, appli^ed and operating in the
manner and for the purpose heroin specified.

Eighth, arranging the finsrers K in sucli relation to
the plunger J that they hokt the flaps of the envelopi
Avhich have been creased bv being passed through
the box I imtil the plunger ctescends again and com-
pletes the envelope by pressing it, as set forth.

Xinth, the arrangement of hinge joints k^ in the
shanks of the folding fingers K. in the manner and
for the purpose substantially as described.
Tenth, the cam m and roller ?)i*, or its eciuivalcnt

'n combination with the plunger J. constructed and
operating substantially as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

Eleventh, passing the plunger J below the lower
creasing edge i" of the box I, in the manner specified,
so as to push the finished envelope clear of the box,
and leaving the crea.sed envelope below the lower
edge of the box, to prevent the same from going back
with the plunger.

Twelfth, the ribs or ledges j* on the face of the
plunger, as and for the purpose described.
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2,530.—Louis C. Rodier and J. B. Gardiner,
Springfield, Mass., assignees of Louis C. Kodieu.—
Steam Pump.—Patented August 14, 1866; reissued
March 26, 1867.

Claim.— I'lrst, the arrangement of secondary
valves d d', ports// and reservoirs L L, at or near
each end of the cylinder, operating with the piston
B and valve D, to reverse the motion of the piston,

in the manner set forth.

Second, the aiTangeraentof the water valves of the
pump, consisting of hinge valves hung singly or in

pairs upon plugs constructed as described.
Third, constructing the plug through which the

water is forced when both valves arc attached to it

in the manner shown, having a longitudinal and a
lateral partition, arranged substantially as set forth.

2,531.— The McKay Heeling Machine Com-
pany, Boston, Mass., assignees by mesne assign-

ments of jBerman Saloshinsky.—Jrac/unc for At-
tache )ig atid Finishing Boot Heels.—Patented Janu-
ary 3] . 1860 ; reissued March 26, 1867.

Claim.—A machine organized so as to operate to

di'ive or force several nails or pegs simultaneously
from the inside of a boot or shoe through its sole into

the heel thereof, substantially as described.

Also, the combination in one machine of means for

nailing or pegging the heel of a boot or a shoe to tho
sole thereof, and means for forming the curve line or
outline of the heel by causing a relative turning
movement between the heel and a cutting edge, sub-

stantially as described.

2,532.—Porter L. Sword, Adrian, Mich., as-

signee by mesne assignments of himself and George
S." Tiffany.—Brick Jfac/iine.-Patented June 14,

1864 ; reissued March 26, 1867.

CZ«u«.— First, adjustably suspending the mold
wheel C from the bed plate upon wheels H, upon
which it revolves, substantially as set forth.

Second, the combination of the mold \^•hcel C and.

pug mill A with a bed plate C, having a curved lineaJ

opening under the jnig mill and over the molds, sub-
stantially as described.

Third,' a curved tubular extension D' leading from,

the l)ottom of the pug mill over the rim of the mold,
wheel through which the clay is fed to the molds,,

substautially'as set forth.

Fourth, the inclined adjustable press plate E placed;

in the tubnlai- extension D\ in combiiiation with thO'

mold wheel C.
Fifth, tlie combination of the press plate E,,mold'

wheel C. followers F, and wheel G, substantially as,

and for the purpose set forth.

Sixth, adjustably suspending the wheel G from the
bed p'ate t) by ro'ds G^, subst'antially as and for the-

purpose set forth.

Seventh, the combination of the mold wheel C, bed'
plate D. and the adjustable packing rings I and P
attached thereto, substantially as set forth.

Eighth, the comliination of the adjustable press

plate's and adjusta])le knife K, having a horizontal

blade, substantially as set forth.

2,533.—.John "Watson, Buifalo, X. T.. assignee

bv mesne assiirnments of himself.

—

Brick Machine.—
Patented June 5. 186fi ; reissued March 26. 1867.

Claim.—T\iG combination of an internal or grooved
cam. as described, with a connecting rod or the
equivalent thereof, operating the sliding mold of ti

brick machine, for the purpose of giving to the said
mold the iiecessary leciprocating motions.
Also, the combination of the pin G with the cam E,

to operate the above-mentioned recinrocating motion
of mold B, as and for the purposes described.

2,534.—Henry Kayser, Xew York, X. T., as-

signee of J. M.vTiiis.— 7to?Ze>* Temple for Looms.—
Patented April 24. 1866; antedated March 14, IGGl;

reissued March 26, 1867.

Claim.—Yirst, a temple provided Avith a series of
wheels set in an obliciue direction, substantially aa
and for the puppose described.
Second, giving to each of the oblique wheels nn

independent revolving motion,. substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

Third, the eccentric shoulders e on the disk d,

which separate the obli(iue Y.hecla a, substautiully a,i

and for the pm'pose described.

.
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2,535.—Charles S. Burt, Dunleith, El., as-

signee by mesne assignments of H. H. Low.—;S7iin-

gle Jl^ac/l^?^e.—Patented March IG, 18.58; reissued
March 6, 18G6 ; and again reissued April 2, 1867.

Claim.—First, a vertically movable counterbal-
anced bolt gate, in combination with a circular saw'

D, when so arranged and operating that while the
saw is stationary the bolt shall be fed up to it, in the
manner and for the purpose above described.
Second, the combination of a vertically-moving and

counterbalanced bolt frame Gr and a head block K,
substantially as and for the purpose hereinbefore de-

scribed.
Third, providing a vertically-moving bolt frame G,

head block K, and contrivances for moving said
block up to or away from the sa-u', when arranged
and constructed substantially as described.
Fourth, so constructing a machine for sawing

straiglit or tapt.'ring slal)s from bolts vrith a circular
saw that the table or frame on which the bolts are
secured shall be returned by a movement upward or
downward, as the case may be, to a position which
will admit of the adjustment of the bolt after each
cut, substantially as and for the purpose above set
forth.

Fifth, the combination of the vertically-movable
counterbalanced gate and treadle with the head
block X, lever L, pawls M, and racks J, arranged
and operating substantially as described.

2,536.—Alba F. Smith, ISTorwich, Conn.—ioco-
metive Steam Engine.—Patented April 5, 1864; reis-

sued April 2, 1867.

Claim.—First, in locomotives, transmitting motion
from the crank shaft A to the driving or bearing
wheels 11 through the medium of tlie wheels U T of
unequal sizes, supported independently of the bearing
Avhecls, and maintained in fixed positions relative to
each other and to the main framing of the engine, so
as to be unaffected by the inequalities of the road,
Siubstantially as and i'or the purposes herein specified.

Second, the frictional gearing of the wheels U T,
or equivalent wheel of unequal size intervening be-
tween the engine and the driving wlieels of aloco-
motive, so arranged as to be both out of contact with
the rails, substantially as and for the purposes herein
specified.

Third, in connection with the above, mounting the
bearings of tlie crank axle A in the same pedestals
with tiie bearings of the driven axle t, substantially
as and for the purposes herein set forth.

Fovuth. the employment in locomotives of a slight

clip or catch Z, arranged relatively to sej)arate hand
levers J j, or their cquiA-nlents, connected each to
tlie same starting and controlling mechanism, sub-

stantially in the manner and for the j)urpose herein
specified.

Fiftli, in locomotives, so constructing and arrang-
ing the tanks WW that they are of little width, but
greatly extended in longitudinal arid vertical dimen-
sions, and are rigidly framed together and to the
framing Q Q, or its ecjuivalent, substantially as and
for the purposes herein set forth.

Sixth, in locomotives, so constructing and arrang-
ing said tanks WW tliat tlicy are of little width,
but greatly extended in longitudinal and vertical di-

mensions, and are mounted outside of the working-
gear, substantially as and for the purposes herein set

Ibrtli.

2,537.—The IJxited States Blasting Oil Com-
I'ANY. XcAV York, N. Y.; assignees of A. jSTohel.-
Explo,'<ii-e Coin^^o^Mid.—Patented August 14, 1866;
reissued April 2, 1867. (Division A.)

Claim.—Nitrine or crystallizing nitro-glycerine,

produced l)y the admixture of glycerine, sulphuric
acid, and nitric acid free or nearly free from hj'poni-

tric acid.

2,538.—The UxiTED States Blasting Oil Com-
pany, Kew Y''ork, N. Y., assignees of A. Nodei..—
I'rodncinrj an Exjjlosive Compound.—Patented Au-
gust 14, ]86(i; reissued April 2, 1867. (Division B.)

Claim.—As a new explosive compound, the mode
or i)r()c:ess, substantially as herein described, of mix-
liig togetiier glycerine, sulphuric acid, and nitric

{icid, free or nearly free from hyponitric acid, and for

the purpose specified.

2,539.—Henry Pemberton, Allegheny City, Pa.—Refining Hydro-carbon Oils and tftilizing Waste
Products therefrom.—Patented August 2, 1859 ; reis-
sued January 1, 1867 ; and again I'eissued April 2,
1867.

Claim.—First, recovering the sulphuric acid from
the residuum of the process of refining coal oil, pe-
troleum, and other hydro-carbonates by treating the
residuum with water, which unites Avith the acid and
replaces and lilieratcs the tarry matter, and then sep-
arating the tarry matter from'the sulphuric acid and
water by subsidence.
Second, agitating water and the residuum of the

process of refining coal oil, petroleum, and other hy-
dro-carburets together, for the purpose of expediting
the union of the acid and water and the liberation of
the tarry matter.

Third, purifying the dilute sulphuric acid recov-
ered from the residuum Avhich results from the re-
fining of coal oils, petroleum, and other hydro-car-
burets by repeated i^rocesses of concentration and
dilution with water, whereby the coloring matter is

separated, and may be removed substantially as here-
inbefore described'.

Fourth, the use of sulphuric acid recovered from
the residuum resulting from the refining of coal oil,

petroleum, and other hydro-carburets, for the decom-
position of salt in the production of sulphate of soda,
as a step in the manufacture of soda ash.

2,540.—A. T. Wright, New Vienna, Ohio.—
Beehive.—Patented June 16, 1863 ; reissued April 2,

1867.

Claim.-^T.he combination of a series of vertical
frames// with the boards which separate or divide
them when the same are clamped together in such a
manner as to form a hive with close sides, top, and
bottoms, substantially as hei'ein specified.

2,541.—B. B. HoTCHKiss, ISTew York, ]^. Y., as-

signee of Mn.TON WniPrLE.

—

Driving Rein Holder.
—Patented September 4, 1866 : reissued April 2, 1867.

Claim.—T\\Q spring device herein described, ad-
apted to operate in holding and releasing the driving'

reins, substantially in the manner and'for the pur-
poses herein specified.

2,542.—]SroRMAX C. Stiles, "West Meriden, Conn.—Punching A^jj^aratus.—Patented January 26, 18(i4
;

reissued December 26, 1865; and again reissued April
2, 1867.

Claim

.

—First, the eccentric wrist pin a, and turning
part b, or its equivalent, constructed aiid combincU
as described, to operate the punch at different levels,

substantially as and for tlie purpose herein set forth.

Second, the V-shaped faces g in the slide E, in com-
bination with the jaws G cast solid, with the stock
A, and -nith the triangular gib h, all constructed and
arranged as and for the purpose s^iecificd.

Third, the touch-off device k H^ arranged in com-
bination with the clutch pin m, substantiaHy as shown
and described, so that said clutch pin is thrown in
either direction by the direct action of the cam.
Fourth, the loose clutch pin???., applied in combina-

tion with the band wheel C, and shaft B, and with
the adjustable operating means adapted to move it in
and out by a positive motion, in the manner and for

the purpose substantially as specified.

Fifth, the button I in "the shaft B, in combination
with the spring cateli k', clutch pin m and n, and cam
H, arranged substantially as described, so that the cam
is released automatically after the punch or cutter

has completed its stroke.

Sixth, the yielding coupling pin n, in combination
with the clntcli pin m, and toucli-oft* device k H, con-

structed and ()]iei'ating in the manner and for the pur-

pose sul)stantially as s^pecificd.

Seventh, the yielding fulcrum pin j, arranged in

combination with the cam H, clutch pin m, and band
wheel C, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

2,54i?.—Samuel Adlam, Jr., Charlestown, Mass.,

assignee bv mesne assignments of John IIaseltink.

—Shoe Pad for Horses' i-'eet.-Patented July 25, 1865;

reissued April 9, 1867.

Claim.—A cushion or protector for horses' feet,

made of rubber or rubber compound, and to fit the

foot substantially as set forth.
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2,544.—ALJ5ERT H. GiLMAX, Milford, Mass., as-

signee by luesuc assiji-nnionts- of himself.

—

Lubricat-
ing the Bearings of Sinnning Frames.—Patented
January 14, 18U4 ; re'issueil April 9, 18(37.

Claim.—A spindle step caj) combined or to be con-

nected with the spindle so as to revolve with it and
made so as to extend ov(?r and embrace or g-o around
the spindle step, and so applied to the spindle as to

be capable of being moved lengthwise thereon; and
fastened in place thereon by a clamp screw, or its

equivalent, the whole being "substantially as and for

the purpose or purposes as explained.
Also, a spindle gear made so as to be movable

lengthwise on its spindle and provided Avith a screw,
or its equivalent, to fasten it in place thereon, and so

constructed that the gear itself shall form a cap for

and pass down over or around the step without being
in contact ^x-ith it, substantially in the manner and
ibr the purpose shown and specified.

Also, the combination and arrangement of the
groove V, with the step «, and with the cap G-, made
so as to extend o\er and embrace or go around the
said step, as specified.

Sj^lS.—EoiJF.r.T Cornelius, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Pump for Deep Wells.,—Patented March 13, 1S(J6

;

reissued April 9, 1867.

Claim.—Forming an annular chamber around the
body of the pump at the top of the stroke and con-
necting this chamber by a seriesof openings with the
interior of the pump chamber in such* manner that
when the piston rises above the openings, the liquid

from above Avill flow into the body of tlie pump and
displace the gas, substantially as described.

2,546.—Anton Schwitter, Xew York. N. Y.—
Ornamenting Articles of Glass or other Vitreous Ma-
terials.—Patented September 27, 18d4 ; reissued Ain'il

9, ]8(i7.

Claim.—First, giving to the tool or cutter used in

ornamenting articles of glass or other vitreous mate-
rial, a motion toward and from tlie work by hand at

the will of the operator, while the work is secured to
a movable spindle or carriage, in contradistinction to
the ordinary process of cutting glass, in which the
work is held in the hands of the operator and pressed
against the cutter, which revolves in stationary bear-
ings, substantially in the manner and for the purpose
set forth.

Second, the use of the rotary tool in combination
with the spindle of an ordinary rose engine, or (mgine-
turuing machine, either with a circular or with a"n up
and down motion, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

Third, the adjustable head d, and swivel head g. in
combination with the extension spindle I, carrying
the tool H, all constructed and operating substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the slotted plate J, carrying the bearing
for the tool spindle I, and arranged in combination
with the slotted table A, in the manner and for the
purpose substantially as described.

Fifth, the swinging shaft C, arranged in combina-
tion with the adjustable tool spindle 1, in the manner
and for the purpose substantially as set forth.

2,547.—The Bailey TVashing anu "Wringing
Machine Company, Woonsocket, E. I., assignees by
mesne assignments of S. A. Bailey.— Wringing Ma-
chine Roller.—Patented April 29, 1662 ; reissued April
9, 18(i7.

Claim.—In elastic cylinders of wringing machines
the shaft A, in. combination with the rods, ribs, or
bars C, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2,54S—G. N. Beard, St. Louis, Mo,—IVc for
Cotton Bales.—Vatcntcd Jidv 16, 1801 ; reissued
April 9, 1867.

C'toim.—First, the shape and proportion of the
cleat device A, with respect to the loop holes B, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

Second, the fixed combination of a donble-hookcd
cleat having prongs or engaging points of unequal
length, Avith one end of a metallic band having an
elongated aperture in its other end, when the length
of said aperture is less than the united diameter of
the shank of said cleat and length of its longer prong,
all substantially in the manner and for tlie purpose
herein set forth.

2,549.—tToHN li. Grout, Detroit, Mich.—Rever-
berating and other Mctallurgic Furnaces.—Patented
July 24, 18ti(); reissued April 9, 18(i7.

Claim.—First, in a reterbcratory or other furnace
for treating metals having a bridge wall, or its equiv-
alent, and a combustion or melting chamber, the at-
mospheric passage Avay a a' a" through the bridge
wall so constructed that a thin and broad current or
currents of atmospheric air heated in passing through
the wall shall be discharged at ov near the top of the
bridge wall and in rear of tlic same diagonally across
the course of the currents of t!ie gaseous products of
combustion on entering the combustion or melting
chamber after passing from the fire room.

Secoiid, in such a furnace tiie atmospheric passage-
way b b' b" tinough the arch over tlie fire room uiid
bridge ^ya\l so constnicted that a broad and tliin cur-
rent or currents of atmosplieric air. heated in passing
through the wall, shall be discharged at a line over or
nearly over the rear side of tlie bridge wall down-
wardly and diagonally across the course of tiie cur-
rent oYthe gaseous ])rodncts of combustion on enter-
ing tiie combustion or melting chamber after passing
fi'oni the fire room.

Tliird. in such a furnace the combination of an at-

mospheric air passage Avay constructed through the
bridge wall with a similar passage-Avay through tho
arcirover the same, said passagc-^\-ays being respcct-
iA'cly constructed substantially as descrilied.

Fourth, tiic passnge-Avays a a' a", or b b' b"., when
constructed respectively in the bridge Avall and arch,
and subdivided in sucli manner as'to discharge tlio

hot air as set fortli, tlirough two or more orifices Avith

narroAV openings, the series extending across, or
nearly across, the entire Avidth of the x^assage over the
bridg-e Avail.

Fifth, the atmospheric passage-ways a a' a", and
b b' b", constructed so that the air aa-IU be heated iu
passing througlitlie furnace Avails Ai'hen so arranged
with valves or otlier throttles that tlie fiow of air
thv(>ug]i them may be regulated at discretion, sub-
stantially as set forth.

Sixth, 'tlic bridge c across the bridge Avall above
the A'alve tor the protection of the same, substantially
as described.
Seventh, so constructing such a furnace that the

heat absorbed by the furnace walls may be taken up
by currents of air passing tlirough passage-Avays con-
structed in the furnace Avails, Avhicli 'air flowing
through them is afterward discharged into and min-
gled Avith tlie gaseous products of combustion after

the same have risen from the fuel upon the grates and
passed out of the fire room, sulwtautially as described.

2,550. — Alf'uEI) r>. Ely. NcAvton. Mass., as-

signee by mesne assignments of Luther Hall.—
Pegging J/«c/ii7ie.—Patented March 8, 1864 ; reissued
April 9, 18(i7.

C'taf)/i.—First, so constructing the awl as to use it

as a peg driver.
Secoi^d, interrupting the motion of the awl and cm-

ploying it as a driver on each altei'iiate doAvuward
stroke.
Third, interr'ipting the upward motion of tho

driver on every fdternate ascent to prevent the feed-

ing of the peg strip until the hole is made to receive
the peg.
Fourth, the boss I in combination with the block

G and switch d, or tlicir equivalents, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

2,551.—A. C. Kassox, Milwaukee, Wis., and N.
C.Griuley, St. Louis. Mo., assigneesof A. C. Kassox.
—-Aif^er.-Patented Jauuarv 15, 1807; reissued April
9, ]8fi7.

C7oun.—First, an auger having a tAvist avIiosc frojit

orAvorking faces are concave, and avIiosc rear sur-

faces arecouvex, substantiallv as represented iu

Fig. 2.

Second, an auger constructed substarlially as-

herein shovvu and" describi.'d. Avliich permits the for-

mation of cutting lips at any point in its length by
simiily cutting off the twist "at any given point in a
plane" coincident or nearly so with the axis of tho
auger, and sharpening its edges.

Third, iu an auger constructed as described tho
cutting lips B formed with sharpened edges following

the concavity of the twist from the screw or ceutcr
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point to the periphery, and inclined to the axis of the
auger, substantially as shown and described.

Fourth, the combination of the twist, the cutting
lips, and the cutting edges of«the twist, substantially

as shown and described.

2,552.—C. W. Theodore Krausch, Philadel-

phia, Pa.— Increasing Traction in Locomotives.—
Patented January 29, 1867 ; reissued April 9, 1867.

Claim.—First, the means substantially as herein
described of increasing adhesion of driving wheels
of locomotire engines or other draft carriages upon
their rails or upon the ground, consisting in transfer-

ring a portion of the weight of the load to be moved
to the said draft carriage by the act of starting this

carriage, substantially as described.

Second, the employment of steam or other power
in conjunction with a coupling lever S, or its equiva-
lent, for the purpose of enabling the engineer to in-

crease or diminish the weight upon the frame of the
di-aft carriage at j)leasure, substantially as described.

2,553.—Egbert C. Bradforb, James H. Een-
ICK, and Obadiah A. Clougii, 'New York, N. T.,

assignees of Henry Martix.— J5rici Machine.—
Patented June 27, 1865 ; reissued April 9, 1867.

Claim.—First, the mixing box A and press box C
with its grate c c, in combination substantially as de-

scribed Avith each otlier and with the gate j, operat-

ing to close the press bos against any admission of

clay while the molds are being filled, as set forth.

Second, the manner of regulating the rise and fall

of the plunger h by means of the adjustable tapering
slide or gauge i'' on the slotted lever i^, in combina-
tion Avith the pins i^ on the toothed segment or wheel i,

substantially as set forth.

Third, the manner of working the plunger d in the
press box c by means of the crank F, with its wrist,

tiie slotted lever i'^, with its adjustable tapering slide

or gauge i^, the toothed segment or wheel i, with its

pins i*, and the rack h attached to the plunger, all

combined and operating substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

Fourth, the cog wlieel I and slotted lever l^ ope-

rated by the wrist of the crank F, in combination
with the rack k attached to the gate^', substantially

as and for the purpose set forth.

Fifth, the devices for operating the molds under
the press box c, consisting of tlie lever P, rock shaft e,

arms F, connecting links fj. and pusher E, all com-
bined and operating substantially as and for the pur-

pose specified.

Sixth, the gate m raise(l and lowered by the le\-er

n. or its equivalent, in combination with the press

box c, for the purpose described.

2,554.—Joseph W. Branch and Jos. Crookes,
St. Louis, Mo., assignees of John F. Mh.ligan.-
Cotton-bale 2'ie.—Patented November 6, 1866; reis-

sued April 9, 1867.

67ai?«..—First, the application of the buckle B for

the joining of the ends A and A' of a loop or band,

when the said ends, or either of them, are passed

through a mortise c of said buckle, without cutting or

otherwise weakening the ends or end so passed, and
-v\-lien the parts tlius joined are hokl by tlie expansive

forces of the compressed bale, substantially as herein

fully set forth.

Second, the buckle or tie plate B, provided Avitli a

projection b, when combined with an obliciue slot c

to receive and secure the ends of tlic bale hoop, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

2,555.—J. IT. MiLTiMOKE, Chicago, 111.—Xantem.
—Patented August 8, ]865 ; reissued April 9, 1867.

Claim.—First, the upper i)ortion of the base B,

when so constructed as to admit of the passage of an
adjustable globe through it and made a part of the

guard, and also conuecled witli the lower or tianged

portion by a liinge ami sia-ing, substantially as sliown.

Second, the combination of the lower portion of

the base B, which supports the lamp, with tlie upper
vertical portion which forms a part of the guard in a

hiutern, having the globe removable through such up-

per portion of the base, substantially as specified.

Third, the disk or ring D provided with the lugs c,

in combination with the projections o of the base B,

arranged and operating as and for the purposes set

,

forth."
'

Fourth, the band F provided with the inclines I, in
combination with the rod u, substantially as and for
the purposes set forth.

Fifth, securing the lamp by means of the bar or
strip / and arms g, when arranged to operate sub-
stantially as described.

2,556.—James Purijcton, Jr., Lynn, Mass.—
Finishing Soles of Boots' and Shoes.—^Patented Jan-
uary 26, 1864 ; reissued April 9, 1867.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a boot
or shoe, having a finish imparted to the heel or sole
by covering the outer surface of the same, in whole
or in part, by paper or other material, substantially
as set forth.

2,557.—A. B. Ely, Newton, Mass., assignee by
mesne assignments of Sumner Sargent.—Lantern.
—Patented September 17, 1861 ; reissued January
23, 1866 ; and again reissued April 9, 1867.

Claim.—First, constructing the lantern with an
aperture or opening in the case through which the
wick regidator extends so as to be reached and ope-
rated on the outside, wlien used in combination with
such wick regulator, substantially as described.
Second, in combination with the above, an open-

ing and closing plate, or its equivalent, for covering
or uncovering the opening in the case, substantially
as described.

Third, the arrangement of the perforations i i in
the base flange of the lamp, the draught collector n,
and guard cylilider E,, or any two of them in com-
bination, substantially as and for the purposes de-
scribed

2,558.—D. N. B. Coffin, Jr., and Irak D.
Srauluing, Boston, Mass., assignees of D. N". B.
Coffin, Jr.

—

Porver Capstan.—Patented November
21, 1865 ; reissued April 16, 1867. (Division 1.)

Claim.—First, the conical or taper gears h g f e
and the angular shafts j, in combination with the
barrel of a capstan, substantially as described.
Second, connecting the fulcrum gear e to the bed

plate automatically by furnishing each with a series
of inclined faced lugs, substantially as described.

Third, duplicating the inclined faces of the lugs i

on the fulcrum gear and the bed plate in reverse order,
so as to operate both ways.

2,559.—D. N. B. Coffin, Jr., and Irah D.
Spaulding, Boston, Mass., assignees of D. N. B.
Coffin, Jr.

—

Poiver Capstan.—Patented November
21, 1865; reissued April 16, 1867. (Division 2.)

Claim.—First, the inclined or wedge-shaped lifter

q, made movable separately from the parts to be
locked together, in combination with the sliding bolts
of a capstan, substantially as described.
Second, the arrangement of one or more series of

inclined or wedge-shaped lifters upon a ring or cir-

cular connection p, so as to operate simultaneously
on several bolts in the locking mechanism of a cai>
stan, substantially as described.

Third, casting the lower journal part of the spindle
or shaft of a capstan on and as a part of the bed plate.

Fourth, casting the lower journal part of the spin-
dle or shaft of a capstan hollow, in combination Avith

its formation on and as a part of the bed plate, irre-

spective of the construction of the upper portion.
Fifth, compounding the spindle or shaft of a cap-

stan by forming the lower journal part on and as part
of the l)ed plate and inserting the comparatively
lighter Avrought part to form the upper portion, sub-
stantially as described.

2,560.—OuvER P. Macgill and T. Poultney,
Brooklandville, Md., assignees of Ouver P. Mac-
GH.L.—Iforst's/ioc-Pateuted April 11, 1865; reissued
April 16, 18()7.

Claim.—A false or supplemental shoe, provided
with ice calks, and so constructed that it may be
clamped to or confined ui)on the shoe of the horse by
means of griping flanges and a clamping screw with-
out the necessity of any screws, keys, or other devices
entering the stock or metal of the shoe on the horse's
foot.

Also, making the supplemental shoe in two parts
hinged tegethei', in combination with the flanges D
D, or their ciiuivalents, and the tightening screw, in

order that the said shoe may be clamped only to the
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inner edges or iwrtioiis of the shoe of the horse^ sub-

stantially as described.
Also, making the ice calks J removable and con-

structed and combined with the false shoe, in the

manner described, for the purposes set forth.

2,561.—"WixFiELD S. Sims, ^fewark, :??. J.—To-
bacco Pouch.—Patented February 26, 1867 ; reissued
April 16. 1867.

OZaun.—First, the tobacco pouch A, formed with
two openings, one for the reception of the nozzle and
the other for the reception of the rod or rammer, as

described.
Second, the combination of the pouch A with the

nozzle B.
Third, the combination of the pouch A, nozzle B,

and rod E, substantially as and lor the pui'pose de-

scribed.

3,562.—TiiEODOiiE R. Tl.MBY. Saratoga Springs.
N. Y.

—

Hoe.—Patented March 5. 1867 ; reissued April
16, 1867. (Division A.)
Claim,—The hoe with its peculiar angular edge, as

described.

2,563.—Theodore R. Timuy, Saratoga Springs,
!N. Y.

—

Handle for Implements.—'Patented March
5, 1867 ; reissued April 16, 1867. (Division B.)
Claim.—A metallic lapped thimble or ferrule for

handles of agricultural implements and other useful
articles.

2.564.— The BiUDCEroRT Brass Company,
Bridgeport, Conn., assignees of Hexry Todd.—Ma-
chine for Grinding Sheet Metals.—Patented March
5, 1867; reissued April 16, 1867.

Claim.—First, the combination of the trough B,
provided with strips or coiTugationsft and presser C,
constructed substantially in the manner described, so
as to scour the surface of sheet metal drawn there-
through.
Second, the combination of the trough B. provided

with strips or corrugations b, and presser C provided
with strips or corrugations c, with the mechanism con-
structed and arranged so as to draw the slieet be-
tween the scouring'surface of the trough and presser,
substantially as specified.

Third, in combination with the trough B and
rresser C, the removable sleeve G- and reversely-ro-
tating shafts E and F, essentially as and for the'pur-
poses herein set forth.

2.565.— The "Water-proof Sole Company,
!New Haven, Conn., assignees by mesne assignments
of John W. CoBCny,— Water-proof -S'oZc—Patented
Jime 27, 1865; reissued April 16, 1867.

Claim.—First, a compound sole presenting a sur-
face of rubber or analogous gum, or its compounds,
over the main portion of the sole and a border of
leather, tlic gum having been applied to the leather
wliile soft and vulcanized tliereon, substantially as
and for the purposes herein specified.

Second, in combination witli the above, causing
the vulcanized material to extend through from one
face of the sole to anotlier, through a hole provided
for the purpose in the leather, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose herein specified.

Third, in compound soles, having rubber vulcan-
ized with leather, as specified, tlic protruf^ion of the
rubber face outside of and beyond the face of the
leather edging, substantially as represented in Fig.
4, and for the purpose herein specified.

Fourtli, in compound soles of rubber and leather,
covering the surface in whole or in part with thin
rubber cloth, or analogous strong fibrous material,
attached so as to serve in connection with the rub-
ber and leather, substantially in the manner and for
the purposes herein set forth.

2,566.—Samuel Moss, San Francisco, Cal.. as-
signee of GiLiJEiiT M. COLU.—Operating Railroad
Pumps. — Patented December 16, 1867; reissued
April 16, 1867.

Claim..—F'wat, conducting by means of connecting
pipes the steam generated- in the locomotive boiler to
a stationary engine by the roadside, to operate the
same as and for the purpose set forth.
Second, the combination of a stationary engine and

Eump, the connecting pipes c c', and a loeomotivo
oiler, as and for the purpose described.

2,567.—Alfred B. Ely, Newton, Mass., as-

signee of Reuben W. T)ii%\\.—Sciving Machine.—
Patented June ,30, 1863 ; reissued April 16, 1867.

Claim.—The application of heat by or through the
flame of a lamp, gas burner, or their equivalent, to the
metallic arm of a waxed thread sewing machine, in
or along which the thread may pass, for the purpose
of A\-arming the thread and making it pliable, sub-
stantially as described.

2,568.—M. B. Stafford. jSTcw York, N. Y.—
Window Sash Fastening.—Patented January 27,

1863 ; reissued April 16, 1867.

Claim.—First, the combination in the window
fastener of the fastening bar B and recessed ledge /,
substantially as herein shown and described.

Second, the combination in the window fastener
of the recessed ledge /with a ledge i and fastening
bar B, substantially as herein shown and described.
Third, the employment in tlic window fastener of

the divided fastening bar, constructed substantially
as herein shown and described.

2,569.—George Thompson, East Tarentum, Pa.—Manufacture of Caustic Alkali.—Patented October
21, 1856; reissued February 1, 1859; and again reis-

sued April 16, 1867. (Division A.)
Claim.—As a new article of manufacture caustic

alkali, enclosed in an integument or casing of anti-
coiTossive, impervious fabric, substantially as above
described.

2,570.—George Thompson. East Tarentum, Pa.—Putting up Caustic Alkali.—Patented October 21,

185C • reissued February ] , 1859 ; and again reissued
April 16, 1867. (Division B.)
Claim.—The process of putting Tip caustic alkali

in metallic casing or integument by pouring the mol-
ten caustic alkali into the casing, substantially as

above described, and then closing up the top of the
case.

2,571.—George Thompson, East Tarentum, Pa.
—Manufacture of Caustic Alkalies.—Patented Octo-
ber 21, 1856: reissued February 1, 1859; and again
reissued April 1(J, 3867. (Division C.)

Claim.—The caustic alkali, incased or enveloped
in a tight metallic integument or metallic casing,
substantially as above described.

2,572.^0HN Raddin Lynn and George W.
Chipman, Boston, Mass., assignees of John Raddin.—Carriage Wheel.—Patented June 13, 1865; reis-

sued April 23, 1867.

Claim.—A wheel having combined directly Avith

the spokes thereof elastic cushions or blocks of rub-
ber, so applied to or in the line of the spokes as to re-

ceive the strain exerted between the axle and the
tire of the wheel, and having- also means for relative

adjustment of the spokes and cushions.
Also, the specific constructions described and

shown in the several spokes represented in Figs. 1,

2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.

2,573.—Lorenzo B. Tuj'PER, Xew York, X. Y.,
assignee of Daniel Lasueh.—Grate J>ffr.—Patented
September 11, 1860: reissued April 23, 18(i7.

C7«i/«.—First, a furnace grate bar having a series

of parallelogram openings running crosswise of the
bar, siibstaiitially as set forth.

Second, a furnace grate bar in which the cross-

bars are alternately counected at their ends, substan-
tially as set ibrth.'to strengthen said cross-bars and
prevent said scraper dropping in between said bars,

as set forth.

Third, a furnace grate bar in which the surface of
the longitudinal bar is on the same Ica'cI as the top of
the cross-bars, as set forth, so that said longituniiial

bar wUl aid in supporting the scraper.

Fourth, furnace grate bars in A\hich there arc lon-

gitudinal air spaces between the bars and parallclo

gram air spaces transversely of the bars, substantiallj

as set forth.

2,574.—Martin Reed, Rochester, N. Y., as
signcc of John Thompson.-JTac/itne for Cuttiufj
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Hoops.—Patented. l^oxemheT 17, 1863 ; reissued April
23, 1867.

Claim.—rirst, the combination of the irregular-
shapecl knife D witli the automaticallj-adjusting rest
C and adjustable gauge b, as and for "the purpose set
forth.

Second, the employment of the knife D, constructed
with one or more offsets in its cutting edge, as de-
scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the Avheel E, the spring
pawl d, and clutch /, or their equivalents, witli the
rest C, as and for the purpose set forth.

Pourtli, as an improvement in manufacture of
hoops, the cutting of the hoop from tlic edge of the
plank by a cut alternately in a bevel line and in a
riglit line to the side of the plank, or in alternate
bevel lines.

2,575.—Eees B. SxiiTif, Mount Pleasant, Ohio.—
Composition for Roofing and other Purposes.—Pat-
ented July 31, 18()6 ; reissued April 23, 1867.

Clairn.—Tlie composition, for roofing and other
purposes, consisting of the ingredients m about the
proportions described.

'2,576.—]^. Spoffokd, Haverhill, Mass.—Brace
for ^ei.—Patented November 1, 1859 ; reissued April
23, 1867.

Claim.—First, a bit stock, constructed with a ta-

pered socket transverse to tlie arm or portion of the
stock in which it is formed, and said arm slitted

along- its center line, so as to divide said socket
lengthwise into two equal parts to form an expand-
ing socket, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.
Second, tlie slitted socket A, constructed with the

inward projections or lips d d at its larger end to
close over the shoulders of the bit shank, for the pur-
pose of retaining said shank with the socket, when
clamped substantially as set forth.

Third, arranging the socket A of a brace with a
slot a, as described, in combination with a tiumb
screw D and slips or projections d, or their equiva-
lents, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2,577.—Epwix p. Baugii, Philadelpliia, Pa.—
Grinding Mill.—Patented Mach 7, 1865; reissued
Apiil 30, 1867.

Cliim.—First, constructing the shell A of a num-
ber of tapering cast-iron sections h, and an exterior
cast-iron casing, the said sections being adapted to
tiie casing and held in place, substantially in the
manner described.

Second, constructing the burr of a number of a
tapering cast-ii-on sections &, held in place substan-
tially in the manner described.

Third, the ring E, made separate and distinct from
the shell, but serving to support both the outer casing
of the same and the sections 6 of the shell, as set forth.

3,578.

—

Alfred B. Ely, ISTewton, Mass., as-

signee of Eeuden "W". Drew.—Sciving MacMne.—
Patented November 5, 1861 ; reissued April 30, 1867.

(Division A.)
Claim.—First, rotating and operating positively

the thread guide within a supporting lioru for enter-

iug the work, so that the thread shall be laid in the
path of the liook of the needle, whatever the form,
(.lirection, or length of seam, by means substantially

as described.
vSecond, rotating and operating the thread guide or

whir by means of a geared rod, co]istrueted aiul op-

crating substantially as and for tiio purposes de-

scribed.
Third, the combination of sliding- cam L, rack bar

liT, rod O, and whir, or their equivalents, substan-
tially as and for the purposes described.

Fourtli, so constructing and arranging tlic whir
in relation to its actuating devices that it may bo
rotated and operated by a geared rod, substantially

iXA described.
Filtli, the combination of a horn for entering and

supporting tlie work with a rotating geared rod for

operating tlie whir, and a whir for ])7'esenting tlie

loop to the barb of the needle, substantially as de-

scribed.

2,579.—Alfuep B. Ely, Xewton, Mass., ns-

Blgaee of IlEUiiEX W. Drew.—/S'eifiur/ Machine.—

Patented November 5, 1861 ; reissued April 30, 1867.
(Di\usion B.)
Claim.—First, so constructing and so arranging

the parts of a sewing machine, in combination with
amain operating shalt, that the needle bar, when
positively or directly attached or coupled to its actu-
ating arm, can be resolved positively and freely
above the work and to any desired extent in the
direction at the will of the operator as the stitching
progresses, and be made to operate for any length of
time at any position of its revolution by means sub-
stantially as described.
Second, so constructing and arranging the needle

bar and the feeding point that they can be revolved
either way together and preserve their relative posi-
tions.

Third, so constructing and combhiing the rotating
needle bar with the feeding point that the feed shall
form a guiding point to the needle and space the
stitches.

Fom-th, the combination of the spring cast-off
needle and feeding point, when constructed and
arranged substantially as described.

Fifth, the adjustable eccentric with its connec-
tions, or their equivalent, for altering or adjusting
the throAv of the needle bar.

Sixth, the mechanism, substantially as described,
for revolving the neetlle, or it and the parts con-
nected therewith, or presenting them properly to the
work by hand that the scam may be laid in any direc-
tion as the sewing progresses.
Seventh, revolving the needle bar automatically by

means substantially as described.

2,5S0.—Alfred B. Ely, Newton, Mass., as-
signee of PtEUUEX W. Dkew.—Sewing Machine.—
Patented March 5, 1861; reissued April 30, 1867.
(Division C.)
Claim.—First, so constructing and so an-ang-ing

the parts of a sewing machine in combination with vt,

main driving shaft, and so combining the operations
of the needle and thread guide,-actuated substantially
as described, that any change of position of the
needle to the work shall be accompanied by a con-es-
ponding change of position of the tln-ead guide iu
sewing eitlier way and to any desired extent in
either direction, substantially as set forth.

Second, in combination with a work-supporting
horn, substantially as described, so constructed and
arranging the parts of a sole sewing machine that
while in the sewing- of curves and angles tlie barb of
the needle shall be made to enter and pierce the work
across the line of seam, the Avhir shall be revolved
and operated so as to lay the thread across the needle
barb along the line of seam, substantially as set forth.

Third, the combination of cam cylinders S and L, or
their equivalents, with their connections, substan-
tially as and for the purposes described.
Fourth, the sliding cam L, for changing the posi-

tion of the whir operating mechanism, substantially
as described.

Fifth, the combination of a hook needle for seizing
the loop, with a horn for entering and supporting
the work, a geared rod for operating the Avhir, and a
whir for presenting the loop to the needle, substan-
tially as described.

Sixth, the combination of a hooked needle cast-off

for shedding the loop, and feeding- device for feeding
the work with the horn-geared rod and whir, sub-
stantially as described.

2,581.—Cornelius Callaghax, •Boston, Mass.,
assignee of Willl\m R. Laxdfeau.— i'recc/i-ioad-

ing Ft>-(?-arr}?i.— Patented September 6, 1864; ante-
dated August 19, 1863: reissued April 30, 1867.

Claim.—In combination -with a breech-loading
arm, a mechanism by which simidtaneously a car-

tridge is driven into the barrel, the breech block and
iiaramer is securely locked against the barrel and tlie

piece is disehargeil, all by drawing the trig-ger, sub-

stantially as set forth.

Also, the lever o n, applied to the breech and in

comlJination Avith tlie opening d d in the frame B,
substantially as and for tiie purpose specified.

2,582.—Cyuenus Wheeler, Jr., Poplar Ridge,
jST. Y., assignee by mesne assignments of A. C.
BiiOwmAcu.—Harvester.—Patented January 4, 1859

;

reissued April 30, 1867. (Division A.)
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Claim.—Fii'st, in a two-wheel machine a frame
carrying the cutting apparatus, arranged to vibrate
about a center coincident with the center of rotation
of a i)evel wheel. Avhich is mounted on an axis par-

allel with but independent of the main drive-wheel
axle.

Second, the combination in a two-wheel machine
of a vibrating frame carrying the crank shaft and
pinion with a frame caiTving the bevel wheel,
mounted on an axis independent of the main drive-

wheel axle in such manner that the axis of rotation
of said bevel wheel and the axis of oscilkitiou of the
vibrating frame shall coincide.

Third, so counectiug a vibrating frame carrying a
crank siiaft and pinion with the frame carrying the
bevel wlieel, motmted on an axle independent of the
main gear wheel, as that the axis of oscillation of
said Tibruting frame shall coincide with the axis of

rotation of the two supporting wlieels. the main gear
wheel, and the bevel wheel, substantially as described.

2,5S3.—Cyrexus Wheeler, Jr., Poplar Eidgc,
K. Y., assignee by mesne assignments of A. C.
BKOWNLiCH.—H'ariT.v^er.—Patented January 4, 1859

;

reissued April 30, 1867. (Division 15.)

Claim.—First, a vibrating frame canying the cut-

ting apparatus, arranged to vibrate around a center
coincident with the axis of rotation of a bevel Avheel,

which is mounted on an axis independent of the main
drive-wheel axle, in combination with a means for
locking or setting said vibrating frame at any de-
sired angle of inclination to the ground.

Second, in a tAvo-wheel machine a gear block or
frame for supporting the gearing, provided v/ith a
recess for the draft pole, constructed in one piece,

substantially as described.

2,5S4.—IviCHARD Burr, Philadelphia, Pa., and
The Silver Lake Maxui-actlking Co.MrAXY, Xew-
ton, Mass., assignees by mesne assignments of Moi:-
KIS BoTVlCHEli.—Packing for Stujiing Steam and
Other Engines.—Patented October 4, 16«34 ; reissued
April 30, 18C7.

Claim.—A packing for stuffing boxes, expansion
joints. <fcc., composed of dry powdered sul)stanccs
combined with fibrous material, substantiallv as set

forth.

2,5S5.—G. B. Halsted, Xcw Tork, X. Y.—
Handle for Tea and Coffee Pots.—Patented June 6,

186.5; reissued April 30. 1867.

Claim.—A handle for metal tea and coffee pots,
constructed of two longitudinal parts swaged and
struck up in any desired form out of tinned plate,

and connected together by solder or otherwise, sub-
stantially as herein set forth.

2,5S6.—David Hammond, Canton, Ohio.—
JBridae.—Patented July 3, 1866: reissued April 30,

1867.
Claim.—First, the arch B, composed of two double

T-irons b b, combined and arranged with clamping
and securing pieces and covering pieces, in the man-
ner and for the purpose herein specified.

Second, the clamping piece D, constructed and
ai'ranged as hereinbefore specified.

Third, the clamping piece P, constructed and
arranged as hereinbefore specified.

Fourth, the securing piece J, constructed and
arranged as hereinbefore specified.

2,587.—MoDEXA Hat Company, Xew Tork, X.
T., assignees bv mesne assignments of Hexuy'
LoEWENDERG.

—

Fabric for. Hatn. Bonnets, dc.—
Patented February 28, 186.5; reissued Api-ii .30, J867.

Claim.—The new compound fabric hcreinbetore
described, liaving substantially a foundation of in-

terlaced threads, and a suifacc composed of fibrous
material, stiffened by. gelatinous matter and consoli-

. dated by pressure.

2,5SS.—George S. Lincoln & Co.. Hartford.
Conn., assignees by mesne assignments of Francis
A. Pratt.—Device for Slopping and Changing Mo-
tion.—Patented September 4, i860; reissued AprU
30, 1867.

Claim.—First, the combination of the levers or
clamps e, disk or collar j, substantially as and for
the pmpose described.

Second, the application of a sliding or wedge collar

e, or its mechanical equivalent, for the purpose ot

operating the said levers or clamps e, substantially

as described.
Third, the clamps e, or their mechanical enuiva-

lents. in combinntion with the set screws e', or their

mechanical equivalents, with proper actuating de-

vice, substantiidly as and for the purpose described.

2,589.

—

Jambs B. Forsyth, Eoxbury, Mass.—
Manufacture of India-rubber Pollers.—Fatented No-
vember 13, 1866 ; reissued May 7, 1867.

Claim.—A roller for clothes'wringers. and for other
pm-poses, made substantially as herein described, ad

a uew article of manufacture.

2,590.—C. JiLLSON, "Worcester, Mass.

—

Animal
Tra2).—Patented November 16, 1658 ; reissued May 7,

1867.

Claim.—First, a rat or animal trap in which the
jaws are moved in a plane and parallel with each other,

and which, Avhen tripped, shall close up or contract
the said opening, substantially as herein descril)ed

and represented, and for the purposes set forth.

Second, casting or forming the piece to which the
rear end of the toggle joiiit is hinged in an animal
trap, in which a toggle joint is used to set tlio trap
by bringing the joints upon a line or nearly so Avith

a lip or projection vi, for the pni-poses stated.

Tliird, the combination of the adjusting screw n
with tlie bp or projection m in an animal trap, for the
purposes stated.
Fourth, the combination, in an animal trap, of a

liingcd trigger E and hinged arm F, with an adjust-

ing screw to regulate the set of tlie trap, for the pur-
poses stated.

2,591.—PtOBERT O. LowRY, Tabor, Iowa.

—

Tiles

and Bricks for Eoofing and Other Purposes.—Pat-
ented February 5, 18()7 ; reissued May 7, 1867.

Claim.—First, a plastic cement, composed of marl
or clay and sand and coal tar mixed togetlier in suit-

able proportions, substantially as described.
Second, a roof composed of unglazed and unlnirncd

slabs or tiles, which are secured firmly down upon t];c

roofing boards, i^nd then covered Avith a cement con-
sisting of marl or clay and sand and coal tar, sub-
stantially as described.

2,592.—Herman Miller, Hoboken, X. J.—Paint
Can.—Patented March 06, 1867 : reissued May 7, 1S67.

Claim.—The cover B. which is made of wood, iron,

or other stiitable matciial, and wliieli is screwed to
the paint can A, for the purpose of easily opening
and reclosing the same, substantially as herein shown
and described.

2,593.—X. Treadwell, Xcw York, X. Y.—Ap-
paratus for Supplying Gas or Steam on Steamboats
and Other Vessels.—Patented September 25, 1866;
reissued May 7, 1867.

Claim.—A pumping mechanism applied between
the gas holder and tlie biu-ners on a boat or vessel, for

taking the gas from the holder and supplying the same
to the burners, substantially as set forth.

2,594.—C. Wheeler, Jr., Poplar Eidge. X. Y.—
Cutting Der.icefor Harvesterd.—Patented SepiemL>er
2, 18.5(3 ; reissued May 7. 1867.

Claim.—In combination with the guard finger
ledger ])latc and scolloped cutter, as described, the
plate resting on tiie finger bar as a beaiing for the
rear projections of the cutter and to give an open
space between the cutter and finger bar for the pass-
age of dirt and grit, substanti-illy as described.
Also, in combination with the ledger plate, a gu.ard

finger having a rigid cap and an open space behind
the cutters, a recess in the body of the guard extend-
ing from tlie point of connection of th.e cap Avith tlie

bodv of tlie finger back to the finger bar, substantially

as described.
Also, the ledger plate locked Avith the guard finger

by projections on the under side of the plate so as to

j

pieAcnt lateral movement, in combination with tl;c

ledge to prevent vertical movement at its front end,

I
substantially as described.

]
Al.-o. the "combination of the ledger plate with tlic

I

guard finger so as to make a finger having a slot

1 through Avhich the cutter vibrates that is Avidervcrti-
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cally at its back than at its front end, and that has an
enhirged opening in rear of the cutter bar for the dis-

charge of grit, fiber, &c., substantially as described.
Also, arching the cap of the guard 'finger and ex-

tending it back and uniting it to the body of the guard
fijiger in the rear of the finger bar so as to form an
open space between it and the finger bar for the knife
bar and the rear part of the cutters to operate in,

substantially as described.

2,595.—George Merritt, ISTcw York, N. Y.—
Pencil Point Protector.—Patented March 5, 1867; re-

issued May 7, I8G7.

Claim.—First, a pencil-point protector made with
tAvo or more Avings A^ A^ adapted to fit on the in-

closed pencil M, substantially as herein specified.

Second, the metal piece A'Ai A=^ and tJie sjiring B
adapted to operate together upon the end of an ordi-
nary wood pencil, substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein specified.

Third, the combination of a rubber eraser D with
the metallic portion so as to give the proper erasive
l)roperty to the exterior, and also to contribute by its

contractile force to the clasping of the metallic por-
tion upon the wood of the contained pencil, substan-
tially as herein specified.

Pourth, the scolloped and fiaring mouth a^ a^ on
the metallic pencil-point protector, substantially as
licrein specified.

2,596 John M. Muller, Cobleskill, :N". Y.—
Tanning.—Patented November 14. 1865; reissued
May 7, 1867.

Claim.—Fii'st, a tanning ooze which is made from
the ingredients herein mentioned, and combined in
about tlie proportions set forth.

Second, the combination and use of yarrow and
other astringent substances for making an ooze for

tanning.
Third, subjecting stuffed or nnstulfed skins or

leather to the action of a steam bath, substantially
as described.

2,597.—The Eumford Chemical Works, Prov-
idence, K.. I., assignees by mesne assignments of E.
N. HoRSFOKD.

—

Manufacture of Phosphoric Add
and Phosphates for Use in the Preparation of Food
and for Other Pmposes.—Patented April 2^, 1856

;

reissued May 7, 1867.

Claim.—I'irst, the mixing in the preparation of
farinaceous food with flour of a poAvder or powders,
such as described, consistiiig of ingredients of Avhich
pliosphoric acid or acid phosphates and alkaline car-
bonates are the active agents for the purpose of liber-

ating carbonic acid, as described, Avhen subjected to
moisture or heat, or both.

Second, the use of phosphoric acid or acic phos-
phates AA'hen employed with alkaline carbonates, as a
substitute for ferment or leaven in the preparation of
farinaceous food.

2,598.-William H. Cory, New York, N. Y.,
assignee by mesne assigmnents of Thomas Wright.
—iiroom.—Patented November 13, 1866; reissued
May 14, 1867.

Claim.—The splints or strips made of any suitable

material inserted in bundles through apertures formed
in pairs in the base plate of the broom by looping them
as described, said apertures being connected by a
groove or recess to accommodate the loop, and the
latter held to its place by a l)ack or upper plate, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

2,599.—Harvey Locke, Grand Rapids, Mich.—
Machine for Removing Seeds from Raisins.—Pat-
ented November 28, 1865 ; reissued May 14, 1867.

C7aaJi.-i-First, the combiimtion of mechanism for

compressing the fruit and ejecting the seeds, Avith a
clamp for attaclnng the raisin-stoning machine re-

movably to a table or support, substantially as set

forth.

Second, the combination of the compressing jaw
witli the grate aud expeller, substantially as set fortli.

Tliird, "the retainer G, in combination Avith tlie

compressing jaAV and seed expeller, substantially as

«ct forth.

Fourth, removing the seeds from the expeller F by
Ji clearer H, substantially as set forth.

Fifth, removing the raisins from the machinebythe
clearer I, substantially as set forth.

Sixth, the blade L in combination with the clearer
H, for the purposes and substantially as set forth.
Seventh, in a machine for stoning raisins the com-

bination of mechanism for compressing the fruit with
mechanism for injecting and removing the seeds,
substantially as set forth.

2,000.—John Balmore, Harlem, N. Y.—Pipe
Cutter.—^Patented February 19, 1867 ; reissued May
14, 1867.

Claim.—First, in a pipe Avrench with a hook-
shaped jaw hinged to a nut through Avhich the shank
passes, the round cup-shaped point c to operate in
combination with the hinged hook-shaped jaw A, in
the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the cutter D and groove d, in combination
Avith the shank C, nut B, and hook A, constructed,
arranged, and operating substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

2,601.—N. Brittan, Chicago, IW.—Lightning
jRod.—Patented July 19, 1864 ; reissued May 14, 1867.

Claim.—First, a lightning conductor consisting of
a single continuous flat strip of copper, as herein
shown and desciibed.
Second, in combination with the single continuous

flat strip A the tubular projecting portion c, as hei'cin

set forth.

Third, the points i formed of spiral coils, when
combined in one piece Avith the tubular portion /i, smd
the continuous flat strip A, as herein shoAvn and de-
scribed.

2,602.—George W. D. Gulp, Allensville, and
William J. Keeney, Florence, Iwd.—Harvester Cut-
ter ; Bar Connection.—Patented August 25, 1863;
reissued May 14, 1867. (Division A.)
Claim.—^o connecting the pitman B to the cutter

bar A of a harvesting machine, by means of a single

conical or conoidal journal h passing into a corre-

sponding shaped socket in the lug a, and secured
therein by a friction plate C, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

Also, the set screw D, in combination with the fric-

tion plate C, conical or conoidal journal h aud lug a,

substantially as and for the puri)ose aet forth.

2,603.—George W. D. Gulp, Allensville, and
William J. Keeney, Florence, Ind.—Harvester Cut-
ter ,- Par Connection.—Patented August 25, 1863;
reissued May 14, 1867. (Division B.)

Claim.—Tlie conical or conoidal point or journal
H, constructed Avith a shoulder or collar h' to form a
bearing for the confining plate I, substantially as
and for the purpose set fortli.

Also, tlie single conical or conoidal wrist or journal
H, in combination Avith the solid boxF, having a cor-

responding socket and confining plate I, as described
and for the purpose set forth.

2,604.—George W. D. Gulp, Allensville, and
William J.Keeney, Florence, Ind.

—

Harvester Cut-
ter ,- Bar Connection.—Patented August 25, 1863;
reissued May 14, 18()7. (Division C.)

Claim.—Connecting the pitman of a harvesting
machine to the crank or fiy Avheel wrist by means of

a solid pivoted box, as and for the purposes set forth

and described.
Also, the forked pitman, or its equiA'alent, provided

with pivot points opposite each other, in combina-
tion Avith the pivoted box provided with centers for

said pivot points, so arranged that said box may rock
freely, as described and for the purpose set forth.

Also, the center screw G or its equivalent, in com-
bination with the pivoted box F and pitman B, for

the purpose of taking up the slack on the pivots of

the pivoted box, substantially as described.

2,605.—Elliott P. Gleason, New York, N. Y.,

assignee of Ajios H. Kay.—Gas Burner.—Patented
June 15, 1858 ; reissued May 14, 1867.

CZrtim.—First, the construction and arrangement
within the burner shell of the corrugated cone D,
the heating tube G, and a suitable perforation or inlet

c, Avith the mode of operation, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

Second, the construction of a gas bm-ner, the suo
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of a tip constructed and secured substantially as de-

sci'ibed.

2,606.— JOHX S. Hoar, "West Acton, Mass.—
Ftse.—Patented Juno 19, 1866; reissued May 14,

1867.

Claim.—As a special improvement in bench vises

of the kind described, or those to turn hori/ontally

on a bed plate, is the combination of all the several

parts of the vise, -when constructed and arranged
substantially as herein described.
Also, the particular shape herein shown and de-

scribed, of the jaws of the vise, such causing them
to be eccentric with respect to the shank E.

2,607.—Thomas S. Hudsox, East Cambridge,
Mass.

—

Barometer Inkstand.—Patented June 4, 1861;

reissued November 15, 1864 ; and again reissued May
14, ]867.

Claim.—The improved barometric inkstand con-
sisting of the combination of the dip basin, elevated
ink cistern, hollow connecting arm, and shell base,

substantially as before set forth.

Also, the combination of the dip basin, elevated
ink cistern, hollow connecting arm and base, with a
collar secured to the dip basin, substantially as before
set forth.

Also, the combination of the dip basin, elevated ink
cistern, hollow connecting arm and base, with a tun-
nel cup, substantially as before set forth.

Also, tlie combination of the dip l)asin, elevated ink
cistern, hollow connecting asm and base, with a cover
for the dip basin, substantially as before set forth.

2,608.-Philo Sylla, Elgin, and Augustus
AuAMS, Sandwich, 111., assignees by mesne assign-
ments oUthemsclxos.—Harvester.—Patented Septem-
ber 20, 1853 ; reissued May 17, 1859 ; and again reis-

sued May 14, 1867.

Claim.—First, the combination of a finger beam,
with slotted guard fingers, a reciprocating scolloped
cutter, a double hinge connection between Uie finger
beam and the main frame, and a driving sliaft for the
cutting apparatus, parallel or nearly so to tlie ground.

SeconcT, the combination of a double hinge floating
finger beam Avith slotted guard fingers, a reciprocat-
ing scolloped cutter, and a removable platform for
converting the machine from a mower to a reaper.
Third, the combination of a finger beam A\-ith slot-

ted fingers, a reciprocating scolloped cutter, a hinged
connection to the main frame, a removable platform,
and a reel.

Fourth, the combination of a finger beam with
slotted fingers, a reciprocating scolloped cutter, a
hinged connection to the main frame, and arms or
levers, or tlieir equivalents, for adjusting the height
of the cutting apparatus.

2,609.—Ttie Bailey Washing and Wrixging
Machine Company, Woonsocket, R. I., assignees
by mesne assignments of S. A. Bailey.—Ifac/iinc
for Wringing Clothes.—Patented April 5, 1859 ; reis-

sued June 28, 1864 ; and again reissued Mav 14, 1867.
Claim.—First, the employment ofthe wooden spring

piece a a, which is divided into two parts at its cen-
ter, each part Ijeing slotted from tlie place of division,
as shown in the drawing, towards its outer end, the
same being covered by rubber cylinder, substantially
in the manner and for the purpose specified.
Second, the spring F, in combination with elastic

rollers, for the purpose set forth.
Third, in a wringing machine, substantially of the

kind herein described,"the combination of elastic roll-

ers, impervious to water, witii the standards B and
vessel A, secured and operated substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

2,610.—Cyrenus Wheeler, Jr., Auburn, N. T.—Harvester.—Patented December 5. 1854; reissued
January 3, 1860 ; and again reissued May 14, 18()7.

Claim.—In coml)ination witli a harvester frame
tlmt is free to viln-ate about a gear center, a laterally
projecting finger-bar, so hinged to one end or corner
of said frame as to permit tlie finger-bar at each end
to follow the undulations of the ground over which it

is drawn.

2,611.—Cyrenus "Wheeler, Jr., Auburn, N. T.,
assigucc by mesne assignment of Jonathan F. Bar-

rett.—Raising and Loioering the Cutters of Harves-
ters.—Patented July 10, 1855 ; reissued May 14, 1867.

Claim.—First, the combination of the frame carry-
ing the cutting apparatus vibrating about a gear cen-
ter, and the vibrating draft frame.
Second, the combination of the frame carrying the

cutting apparatus vibrating about a gear center with
a vibrating draft frame and the lever, or its equiva-
lent, for raising and lowering the cutting apparatus
attached to said draft frame.
Third, the combination of the draft frame attached

directly to the axle of the driving wheels with a frame
carrying the cutting apparatus, vibrating about a
gear center.
Fourth, the combination of a vibrating draft frame,

a frame carrying the cutting apparatus vibrating
about a gear center, and a driver's seat attached to
said di-aft frame.

2,612.—Dennis G. Littlefield, Albany, IST. T.—Base Burning Stove.—Patented December 9, 1862

;

antctlated November 26, 1862 ; reissued May 14, 1867.

Claim.—First, tiie mill gate BAB, constructed
and operating substantially as and for the purpose
herein described.
Second, the flaring portion of the center case M',

in combination with the furnace D, substantially as
and for tiie purpose described.

Third, the furnace D, opening into and in combi-
nation Avith the chamber E E E, and so constructed
as to emit both light and heat from the burning coal,
in an upward direction, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

Fourtli, in combination with the subject-matter of
my third claim, the plates // and c c, which form the
floor of the chamber E E E, and a register opening
from the ash pit, substantially as and for the pm-poses
set forth.

Fiftii, the compelling of the draft from the grate
while the fire is kindling, and ])rcvious to and during
the process of replenishing the magazine, to pass
through the magazine for the purpose specified, by
the means I have devised or by any other analogous
devices.

Sixth, the chamber I, communicating with the flue

P, whereby air finding admission through the aper-
ture over which rests the cover E. passes at once to
the exit flue, as specified.

Seventh, the divided flue K around the chamber I,

and forming a communication between the chambers
E E E and tlie flue P, whereby the products of com-
bustion are drawn to the smoke pipe and chimney,
and the heat rendered more effective by its proijcr
difl'usion within the burner, as herein set forth.

Eigbth, the plate V forming the top of the maga-
z,ine, and projecting out over it to the outer case, ojjd
liaving apertures o at the front side, and another u
into the flue P as described, substantially as and for
the purposes set forth.

Ninth, such adjustment of parts of the magazine
stove as Avill carry the whole volume of the heated
products of combustion to the front region of the
stove, and thence to the rear part of it, over the top
of the magazine, in the manner I have described or
by any other analogous devices.
Tenth, the gate-rike sliding cover N, in combina-

tion Avith the magazine H, as and for the purpose
herein set forth.

Eleveuth, the inward deflection of the case M^ in
its relation to and combination Avitli the furnace and
chamber E E E, substantially as and for the purposes
set fortli.

Twelfth, the window openings in the outer case at

M'^ in combination with tli'e recession of the case,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2,613.—Richard B. Walker and Leavis Mil-
ler, Akron, Ohio, assignees of John V. Jenkins.—
Machine for Shearing Sheep.—Patented October 21,

1856 ; reissued May 14, 1867.

Claim.—First, a flexible and extensible connection
between the stationary or first moving power and the
sliears, whereby the "shears may, Avhile cutting, be
moved over and around the body of the animal, sub-
stantially as described.
Second, so constructing the shears of a power-shear-

ing machine as that it can be held and guided by ouo
hand, leaving the other hand of the operator" free,

substantially as described.
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Third, encasing the mehanism that drives the shear,
so that the wool or fleece cannot became entangled
therein, substantially as and lor the purpose set forth.
Eourth, driving the vibrating arm to which tiie

moving shear or cutter is attached directly from an
eccentric, substantially in the manner described.

Pifth, a guard plate or projection under the sta-
tionary fingers, to regulate the height as Avell as the
length of cut at each vibration of the shear, substau-
tialiy as described. '

Sixth, a presser, to regulate the pressure of the vi-
bi-atiug knife or shear upon the stationary fingers,
substantially as described.
Seventh, the placing or locating of the power by

wiiich the shears are vibrated remote from the shears,
tlius leaving the hands of the operator free, one to
hold the animal, the other to guide and direct the
shears, substantially as described.
Eighth, so attaching the fingers to the bed plate

as that they can be readily detached for being
sharpened, s'ubstantially as described.

iS'inth, the arrangement of a slotted vibrating plate
or sway bar, so that a wrist may give motion to it

laterally without moving it longitudinally, substan-
tially as described.

Tenth, guiding and dii'eeting the cutters or shears
by the hand of the operator, when said cutters are
driven by power independent of said operator, sub-
stautialif as described.

2,614.—EiCHAKD B. "Walker and Lewis Mil-
ler, Akron, Ohio, assignees of John V. Jenkins.—
Sheep-shcariiKj Ifrtc/tiHc.— Patented September 8,

18.37 ; reissued May 14, 1867.

Claivi.—Attaching or suspending the cutter and
its connections to an extended or projecting arm,
substantially as and for tlic purpose described.
Also, trausmittiug tlie po-«-er to drive the shear

cutter, through or by means of one or more endless
belts and one or more shafts and one or more univer-
sal joints, whereby greater range of motion can be
given to the cutter, and increased facilities to the
operator in guiding them and in managing the animal
to be sheai'cd, substantially as described.

2,615.—Lewis Miller and H. B. "Walker,
Akron, Ohio, assignees by mesne assignments of
Albert H. Kennedy—ALachinefor Shearing Sheej)
—Patented January 3U, 1800 ; reissued May 14, 1807

Claim.—First, the extension arm, made with a
hinge so that it can lie raised or lowered at the will

of the operator, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth,

Second, in combination with the extended arm, the
balancing of it, so that the operator shall be relieved
of the weight of the arm in raising it, and also for

tJie purpose of taking up the slack of the connecting
Shalt, substantially as described.

Thii-d, the coiled wire shaft lor transmitting the
driving power to tlie shears, substantially as described.

I^'^ourth, spanning or extending the arm C over the
driving shaft and pulley for the purpose of better
support, more strength," and greater compactness,
substantially as described.

2,6J 6.—Henry C. Berlin and George H. Jones,
Xew York, I^J". Y,, assignees of Thomas V. AYay-
MOTii.— Machine for- Giniiming and Pi-inting J^n-

velopes.—Patented June 1-2, 18(i(i: reissued Septem-
bes •25, 1866; and again reissued May -21, 1867.

Claim.— Yivst, the construction and operation of
the hinged table B, substantially as and for the piu'-

posc set forth.

Second, the operation of the movable separator G,
or its equivalent, in combination with the gummer
D. substantially as and for the [inrposes set forth.

Tliird, the combination of the guniiner 1). and re-

ciprocating carrier F, or its equivalent, and the end-
les.s apron'll, or its c([uivalent, arranged and operat-
ing substantially as and for tlie purposes set forth.

Fuurth. ini])urting an intermiitent motion by suit-

able mechanism to the endless apron Ji, or its equiv-
alent, wlien combined with a rociju-ocating carrier F
ami gummer D, for the purpose set lorth.

Fifth, t!ie operation of the rollers k', and finger I',

separately or togellier, in combination Avith the end-
k's.s apron II and carrier F, substantially as and for

the purposes sot fortli.

Sixth, gumming the seal flap of an envelope or sim-

ilar blank by a gummer, which performs the double
oflice of gumming the blank and raising or holding it

stationary in combination with any suitable mechan-
ism to receive the blanks, one after another after
they have been gummed, and cany any such blanks
so gummed in such a manner that" the gummed por-
tions will be prevented from lying upon or overlap-
ping each other while drying, for the purpose set
forth.

2,617.—William "W. Harding, Philadelphia,
Pa., assignee by mesne assignmentsof Eichard Van
Velthoven and Joseph H. ILazzahu.— Photo-
graphic Album.—Patented October 17, 1865 ; reissued
May 21, 1867.

Claim.—The binding of the sheets or coida of
album* together by means of strips of leather or
muslin, or their equivalents, pasted or secured to the
edges of contiguous or alternate sheets successively
tlirough the book.

2,618.—Ignae Xeuburg, K'ew York, X. Y., as-
signee of Josef and Ignaz Keuburg.—Cooking Ap-
paratus and Refrigerator.—Patented ^November 6,
1866 ; reissued May 21, 1867.

Claim.—The non-conducting packing or material,
composed of pasteboard box'es fitted ojie within
anotlier, substantially as herein set forth for the pur-
pose specified.

Second, the double casing a h and non-conducting
material c, having an annular gutter ?», openings i,

openings (7, and pan/,Tind furnished with tlie non-
conducting cover A in combination with the central
vessel B, the Avhole constructed and arranged sub-
stantially as herein set forth for the purpose specified.

2,63 9.—"William Smith, South "Windham, Conn.,
executor of the estate ofEnosP. Beckwitm, deceased.
—Faper Cutting Machine.—Patented December 19.

18,65 ; reissued May 21, 1867.

Claim.—First, the employment in a paper cutting
machine of a combination of two elements, to wit, u
feed mechanism impelled by a motion intermittent,
which starts and stops the feed gradually, and a fric-

tional connection, Avhich connection allows a retiu'ii-

ing motion of the impelling mechanism v.hile the feed
is at rest, and takes hold ofand releases the feed at any
point, Avithout the lost motion due to ratchets and th"e

like tootlied connections; all substantially as and for
the purpose herein specified.

Second, the combination in a jiaper cutting ma-
chine of a revolving kjiife Avith a gradually starting
intermittent feed mechanism, substantialfy lus and
for tlie purpose herein set forth.

Third, the Avithiu described arrangement of the
revolving knife h. crank B'^ link J), connecting
means E, and intermittent feeding drum G, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

Fourth, in combination Avitli mechanism substan-
tially as herein described for feeding ]brA\ard and
arresting the motion of the paper, adjusting tlie

length of tlie sheets by changing the position of the
link I), or its equi\alent, substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

Fifth, tiie pciKhdons piece C, arranged relatively to
the knives a and b, to the gradually stopping and
starting nieclianism G 11, or its equfvalent, in a pa-
per cutting maeiiiiie, substantiallj' as and for the pur-
pose liercin specified.

Sixth, tlie Sluing K. arranged as specified relatively

to the intermittent feeding" mechanism E F G, and
tlieir connections in a paper cutting maeliine.

Seventh, taking hold of the feed roller so as to pi"e-

vent its recoiling baeliAvard when the forward mo-
tion is arrested in combination Avitii the feed, liaving
an alternated reversetl motion, and gradually starting
and stopping, as herein specified.

Eighth, the within-described construction and ar-

rangement of tlio brake M, so as to aid in arresting
the foiward motion at the proper time as Aveil as to

prevent tlie backAvard motion.
Kinth, tiie within-deseribed arrangement of the

spring J, brake M, wheel G', and the connected parts

of an'iiitermittent feed in a paper cutting machine.
substMutiallv as specihed.
Tenth, the catch or dog X, Avith a relc:<<suig device

therefor in combinali'; j with the brake M, spring J,

and suitable means for depressing tlic same, and the
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intenaittent feeding drums GH, or their equivalents,

in a paper-cuttiug machiue as specified.

Eleventh, tlie detaching cam B^ and surface N,
brake M, and wheel G' of an intermittent feed in a

paper-cutting machine, substantially as specified.

2,6'20.—EoKERT Ekysox, Schenectady, X. T.—
Harvester A'a^c—Patented April 8, 18Ci; reissued

May 21. 18fi7.

C7at»i.—First, the combination of the vertical

shaft E, angular guide bar I. rake head J, slotted arm
F, connecting rod H, vibrating lever G, and crank
B. substantially in the manner and lor the purpose
described.
Second, the combination of the many-sided block K.

rake head J, spring stop L, inclined lags X X', loaded
lever hook M. and loaded tripping liook levers O O,
the whole being constructed to operate substantially
as described.

Third, in combination Avith a platform hinged to a
draft frame having two supporting and driving
wheels, a circularly sweeping rake arm or handle,
which moves in a plane parallel to the plane of tlie

hinged platfonu, on a pivot whicii is on said platform,
and wliich also receives intermittent oscilhiting mo-
tion about its own axis, when the support of such
rake arm is located at or near the rear end of the
{ilatfoiiu Avhieh is attached directly to the finger
)eam, substantially as and tor the purpose described.
Fourth, a hinged platform with a vibrating I'akc

mounted upon it, said rake moving iu the plane of the
top of the platform while sweeping oft" the grain and
then oscillating on its own axis, so as to move back
above the grain which is to be swept off by it in its

return forward stroke, substantially as herein de-
scribed.

Fifth, a rake arm Avhich sweeps iu the path of a part
of a horizontal circle, oscillates in the patli of a ver-
tical circle, all without changing its attitude at any
point, such rake arm being mounted on a platform
Avhich is hinged to the di-aft frame, and Avhieh is di-

rectly behind the cutting app;ii'atus, substantially as
described.

Sixth, a hinged platform with the elevated exten-
sion D, adapted for sustaining a raks Avhicii delivers
the cut grain in gavels upon the ground iu rear of the
draft ti-arae, substantially as described.

Seventh, a hinged platform Avith a rake ai-rn J,
which is provided with a Latching device, said latch-
ing device moving with the rake arm in its passage
over the platform, and acting to hold the teeth of the
rake arm in a position for raking, and also in a ])osi-

tion for passing unobstructedly over the grain upoa
the hinged platform, substantially as described.
Eighth, a rake Avhicli has both a circular vibrating

movement and an intermittent o.scillating movement,
all without changing the plane of the i-ake arm,
mounted on a platform Avliich is hinged to a two-
wheeled drait frame, substantially as and for the pur-
liose ilescribed.

Xintli, a rake Avbich has both a circular A'ibrating
movement and an intermittent oscillating movement
about its own axis, all Avithout changing the plane of
the rake arm ; such rake being mounted on a liinged
plattbrin and driven by a crank and pitman, fi-om the
inner side of a draft frame Avhich has two separate
and independent driving and supporting Avheefs, sub-
stantially as described.

2,«5iil.— Gf.okgic Xi>nio. Jersey City, X. J.—
Manvfactare of Black Lead CVjfdWes.— Patented
May 31, 18(;4; reissued May 21. 18(i7.

Claim.—The manufacture of crucibles from a com-
position of which calcined plumbago or old pots
ground forms a pai-t, substantially as set forth.

2,62'2.—AYiLT.iAM E. nooPKi: & Sons. Baltimore.
Md.. assignees of Ben.iamin Awsout.—Machine for
Making ticine A'cf.s-.—Patented September -X). J 862;
antedated August 3. I8()0; reissued May 28, 1867.
Claim.—First, the airangement and" combiuatioji

substantially as described of the various implements
employed in forming a loop, viz., the bar vi' with the
row of guides c c c, "and the bars I and o with their
pins.

Second, the bar Y with its double row of pins, for
the purpose of holding the netting, as set forth, and
when constructed substantially as described.
Third, the combination of the regidatincr screw

or screws i" i", with the levers d" d" and V, for the
purpose set forth Avheu arranged substantially as de-
scribed.

Fourth, the carnage j with the rows of bars a a, in
combination Avith the raceways S S' and thread car-
riers a' a', Avhen arranged substantially as described
for the purpose set forth.

Fifth, the toggle levers H' II' for the purpose of
draAving up the kuot, substantially as herein, de-
scribed.

Sixth, a machine constructed and operating sub-
stantially as described herein for making nets or net-
ting.

2,623.—D. L. Bartlett and G. H. Hu.nt, Balti-
more, Md., assignees of Stuaut Gavvnn.—Oijaqwi
P^i7m<')i^—Patented December 19, ISG.j; antedated
December 5, 18U5; reissued May 28, 18(i7. (Division
A.)
Claim.—Opaque pigments, made from any article

whose normal atoms or molecules or particles have
been crushed by pressure after having been puiitied,

substantially as herein set forth.

2,624.—D. L. Bartlett and G. H. Hunt, Balti-
more, Md., assignees of Stuart GvfYy.^.—Manufac-
ture of Opaque Ptr/meu?s.—Patented December 19,
18fi5; antedated December 5. 18(>5; reissued May 28,
18(i7. (Division B.)

Claim.—The process of manufacturing opaque
pigments by crushing and pulverizing the normal
atoms or molecules, substantially as herein described.

2,625.—-T. W. BoPK, St. Louis, ^o.—IIarvesier.
—Patented January 17, It^iw: i-cissued May 28, 1867.

Claim.—F'wAt, a tilting philfiu'in turning upon a
piA'ot in rear of its forMard edge, and connected to
the main frame of the machinethrough tlie medium
of tlie finger bar only.

Second,' a tilting ])latform having a fixed pivotal
bearing at its ontei- or grain end, aiul in rear of its

forward Qi\<^G, in an arm or supiiort, which is attached
to the fingei- bar and has no ri:ar sujiport from or con-
nection with tlie maiii frame.
Third, a tilting pl.'itfoi-m vibrating upon a fixed

pivot in rear of"it.s forward edge. In combination
with the catting apparatus and main frame, iu such
manner as to leave an nnobstracled space in rear of
aid ])latfonn for the deliveiy of the grain upon the
,Tound.

Fourth, a cut-off for separating tlie falling gi'aiu

from the completed gavel on the platform, interposed
by the tilting of the main platform upou a fixed point
or pivot in rear of its forward edge.

Fifth, a platform Avhich (discharges the gavels by
turning upon a pivot in rear of its forward edge, iu
combination Avith the laterally projecting cutting
apparatus of a tAvo-Avheel side draft machine.

Sixth, the combination in a two- wheel side draft
machine of an adju.^tablo cutting apparatus, a tilting

platform connected thereto andlurning upou a pivot
in rear of its forward edije, and a lifting mecl^misra,
in such manner as that said cutting apparatus and
platform can lie raised for passing obstructions Avhilo
the macliine is iu mution.

Seventli. 0))ciating the tilting platform by means
of tliC lover and the chain or conl. in the manner us
and for the piiriioso herein described.
Eighth, the cmi'loynient of a shield or guard \'ov

closing the opening "between the finger bar and for-

ward edge of tlie platform, formed by the tilting of
the platform on a pivot iu rear of its forw£u-d edge.

2,626.—Ei>Anxt> IT. Graiia.m, Manchester, X.
H., and Wa.vion House, Taunton. Mass.. as.s:gnees
of Ei).AiUM) jr. GnxwA^i.—rickcr-Stajf Motion fi)!'

Looms.—Patented Octol)cr J(j. 18(iO; iei.Hsned Octo-
ber 2. 1866: and again reissued May 28, 1867.

Claim.—First, the combination of a lockcr of a
l)iekcr staff Avith its Ijcd by loose journals projectiug
each side of the picker staff, and ari-anged beuealli
the picker staff, substantially as described.
Second, in combination with the rocker the beil,

and the journals the open boxes, substantially asantl
for the purpose described.
Third, in combination Avith the rocker and it.s Ixxl

the journal-bearing ann, operating substantially us
and for the piu-pose specified.
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2,627.—The Amoskeag Manufacturing Com-
pany, Manchester, ]N". H., assignees of'NEHEMiAH S.

Bean.—Picker-Staff Motion for Looms.—Patented
January 22, 1861 ; reissued May 28, 1867.

Claim.—The improved arrangement of the rocker
6, the link c, and the support piece e.

Also, the arrangement of the spring/ with the sup-
port piece c, the link c, and the rocker 6.

Also, the arrangement of the ears g with the link c,

the support piece c, and the rocker 6, the whole being
substautialiy as specified.

2,62S.—Thomas D. Ledyard, Toronto, Canada,
assignee by mesne assignments of J. J. Ensley.—
Generating Gas and Obtaining other Useful Products
from Animal and Vegetable Materials.—Patented
August 28, 1866 ; reissued May 28, 1867.

Clai7n.—Making a compound gas by the mixture
in proper proportions of gas made from wood or
other vegetal)Ie matter with gas made from bones or
other animal matilier, substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein specified.

Also, the combination of the perforated charge
cylinder or vessel d, open at the inner end, and the
horizontal close retort cylinder or chamber c, sub-
stantially as and for the piu'pose herein specified.

Also, the vapor-condensing vessels or chambers k k,

connected by the pipes I l^and provided witli dis-

charge cocks m m, when used in combination with
the inclosing water tank B, substantially as described.

Also, the combination and arrangement of the
tight vessel or chamber q and pipes p'r with the pipe
n, for the purpose of pumping off the condensed
water whicli gathers therein without admitting air

or allowing escape of gas, substantially as set forth.

2,629.—Jacob J. Storer, Boston, Mass.—Desid-
phurizing Coal and Ores.—Patented April 9, 1861

;

reissued May 28, 1867.

Claim.—Eirst, the process, substantially as de-

scribed, of forcing into the interstices of coals con-
taining sulphurous impurities by the pressure of
steam, and eitlier dissolved in it or inechanically con-
veyed by it, chemicals proper to neutralize the sul-

phurous impurities.
Second, tlie employment of salts of ammonia, forced

by pressure of steam into tlie interstices of coals, as
and for the purpose described.

2,630.—Elma E. "Walton, ISTewark, IST. J., as-

signee by mesne assignments of Wiijjam iN". Wal-
ton.—Attaching Labels to iiofrtes.—Patented Sep-
tember 23, 1862 ; reissued May 28. 1867. (Division A.)
Claim.—First, shaping the bottle, whether in in-

taglio or in relievo, so as to form a seat for and pro-

tect the label or inscription plate, substantially as

and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the lip or ridge a,

whether distinct from or forming a part of the re-

cess or seat for the label plate, for preventing fluids,

&c., entering or passing between the inscription

plate and bottle, for the purposes set forth.

2,631.—Elma E. Walton, iS^cwark, 'N. J., as-

signee by mesne assignments of William N. Wal-
10^.—Bottle for Druggists and Chemists.—FatCMtti^
September 23, 1862 ; reissued May 28, 1867. (Divi-

sion B.)

Claim.—A bottle, formed with a recess or seat for

a label, whether in intaglio or in relievo, aud having
secured tlierciu, by ce'^inent or otlier snital)le sub-

stance, a label with a glass or transparent label or
inscription plate, as a new and improved article of
manufacture.

2,632.—Cyuenus Wheeler, Jr., Auburn, IST.

Y.

—

Harvester.—^otQwiad February 6, 1855 ; reissued
June 5, I860; and again reissued May 28, 1867.

Claim.—First, the coral)iuation of a vibrating
frame, a finger attached to one corner or end thereof
by a hinge, and a platform in tlie rear of said finger
bar, so as to leave an unoiistructed space for the de-
livery of the grain onto the ground.

Second, the combination of a vibrating frame, with
the cutting apparatus hinged thereto, a driver's seat,

and an arrangement of one or more levers whereby
the driver in his scat can raise and sustain the cut-
ting ajmaratus wlien desired.

Third, the combination of a finger bar, hinged to

a vibrating frame, and a removable platform, con-
nected with the said frame by means of the finger
bar only.

Fourth, the combination of a hinged finger beam
and a side delivery platform, so arranged that the
grain may be delivered fi'om the platform onto the
ground out of the way of the horses on their next
round.

Fifth, the combination of a hinged finger beam, a
lever, and a yielding or linked connection extending
fi-om the lever to the vibrating part of the machine
to which the finger beam is attached, whereby the
inner end of the finger beam is raised to pass ob-
stacles in mowing and raised and sustained in reap-
ing.

Sixth, the combination of a hinged finger beam, a
lever, a yielding or linked connection extending
from the lever to the vibrating part of the machine
to which the finger beam is attached, and the seat for
the driver, whereby the driver can raise the inner
end of the finger beam to pass, obstacles in mowing
and raise and sustain the same in reaping.

Seventh, the combination of a hinged linger beam
with an auxiliary draft rod or bar attached to the in-
ner end of tlie hinged finger bar.
Eighth, the platform bar Q as a means of securing

the platform to the finger beam, and for strengthen-
ing said finger beam Avhen it has the platform to
carry, substantially as described.
Ninth, the inclined caster wheel S, arranged as

represented and in combination with the platform,
whereby the latter is elevated when the machine is

being turned short around to the right, substantially
as described.
Tenth, in combination with a finger beam and

platform placed in rear of the main supporting Avheel,

tlie two casters N S, arranged as described, for allow-
ing the machine to turn short around to the right, for
the purposes specified.

Eleventh, a revolving track clearer, when operated
from a ground wheel through gearing, substantially
as described.

2,633.—Otto Heinigke and Moritz Laemmed,
Bay Bidge, N. Y.

—

Producing Mosaic Veneers.—

'

Patented May 29, I860; reissued June 4, 1867.

Claim.—First, the within described method of
producing mosaic veneers from strips of any desired
cross sections and of various colors, said strips being
formed by pressing a suitable plastic material, which
will harden after having gone througli the whole pro-

cess, through openings of the required shape, sub-
stantially as and for tlie purpose described.
Second, uniting the strips, formed as above de-

scribed, into blocks G-, a cross section of which rep-
resents the pattern to be represented by the mosaic
veneer, or a portion of the same, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose specified.

2,634.—J. E. Lucas, J. P. Arey, and Charles
G. Howard, Springfield, Mass., assignees by mesne
assignments of AVilllvji Heppenstall.—^SA-tr^.—

Patented October 30, I860; reissued June 4, 1867.

Claim.—A woven skirt having hoops or wires in-

serted into woven pockets, and having woven into
the weft draw strings or threads composed of larger
or stouter warp yarn than that of which the web gen-
erally is formed, substantially as specified.

2,635.—Stuart Perry and Adeline Perry,
Newport, N. Y., assignees by mesne assignments of
Stuart Vvlmmx.—Horse Poiver.—Patented July 21,

1863 ; reissued June 4, 1867.

Claim.—The combination of an endless chain with
a pulley driven by it, and so made that while a bed
or bearing furnished with projecting teeth or ribs

receives one class of links in such a way as to pre

vent their slipping, a recessed portion of said puUc}
shall receive the other or connecting links that hold
relatively opposite positions with regard to the other
class, substantially as described.
Also, in combination with an endless chain and a

pulley driven by it, the steel or chilled teeth or ribs

on said pulley, substantially as and for the purpose
described.
Also, the combination of an endless chain and a

pulley driven by it when said pulley is furnished with
piece's inserted 'and movable, for the pui^iose ofi[>re-

venting the chain from slipping aud to make better
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adjustments, aud thus iucrease the durability of the
chain and other pai-ts working with it, substantially

as described.
Also, iu combination with an endless chain and a

pulley driven by it, said pulley being furnished with
teeth, ribs, or recesses to prevent the chain from
slipping, a device that is moved or governed in such
a way when the power is operated that it takes up
the slack of the chain and makes a moi'e uniform
tension, substantially as described.

Also, in combination with an endless chain and
with a ribbed, toothed, or recessed pulley driven by
it, guide pieces to guide the chain as it passes from
the driving wheel accurately into or upon said pul-

ley, substantially as described.
Also, in combination with an endless chain and a

pulley driven by it, a wheel or wheels so placed as to
hold the links of the chain in the recesses, or between
the ribs or teeth of said pulley, substantially as de-
scribed.

Also, the combination of an endless chain with
one or more pieces or pulleys so constructed with a
narrow groove as to admit the projecting parts of
the alternate links of a coil chain, while the connect-
ing links rest upon the periphery each side of the
narrow groove to prevent the twisting of the chain,
substantially as described.

Also, in combination with a sprocket or main
wheel and chain, a screw buckle, or its equivalent,
for taking up and keeping the outer ends of the arms
in firmer position, tightening up joints, and for keep-
ing all parts "taut," as also for loosening up the
parts when said wheel is to be taken down for trans-
portation, substantially as described.

Also, ill combination with an endless chain and a
ribbed or notched pulley driven by it, the metallic
forks to receive and carry said chain, and an appara-
tus to take up the slack of the chain and guide the
chain to the pulley, substantially as described.
Also, the combined use of the upper and under

metallic arm holders, having suitable provision to re-
ceive the inner ends of the arms, aud the upper
holder, pivoted on the top of the center post of the
large drive wheel, substantially as aud for the pur-
pose described.

Also, arranging the anns of the drive wheel in
pairs vertically, one over the other, for giving great
stability to the wheel, substantially as described.

Also, in combination with an endless cliain and a
drive wheel, the use of sockets to hold the outer and
inner ends of the arms of said di-ive wheel, substan-
tially as described.

Also, the use of sockets to hold the outer ends of
the drive-wheel arms to facilitate the setting up and
taking down of said wheel, as well as to strengthen
it when up, substantially as described.

Also, the use of iron tie rods at or near the ex-
tremities of the arms of the large driving wheel, for
tying said arms in combination with an endless
chain, substantially as described.

Also, constructing the large drive wheel with
sockets and tie rods and a screw buckle in such man-
ner as wholly or partially to dispense with the use of
bolts and nuts or keys, and thus facilitating the set-
ting up and taking down of the wheel when used in
the field or when it is to be transported, substantially
as described.

Also, in combination with an endless chain and a
recessed and ribbed pulley driven by it. one or more
metallic ann holders for holding the inner ends of the
arms of the drive wheel on which the chain works,
ffubstautially as described.
Also, in combination with an endless chain and a

sprocket or drive wheel and a recessed or toothed
pulley driven by said chain, a piece or part that moves
while the power is working to take up the slack, and
a series of arms in pairs for giving greater stability
to the wheel and more facilities iu use, substantially
as described.
Also, in combination with a sprocket wheel and a

driven wheel, pulley, or drum, a case-hardened steel
or cemented chain for the purpose of preventing its
being unduly cut or worn away, and thus increasing
its durability, substantially as described.
Also, in combination with an endless chain and a

pulley driven by it, a wheel pulley or deflecting de-
vice for changing the directions of the chain as it

passe§ from the main wheel to the power-transmit-
ting pulley for the purpose of causing the chain to

further encircle the driven pulley by giving it more
"bite" or contact therewith, substantially as de-
scribed.

2,636.—Horace Smitfi and Daniel B. Wessox,
Springfield, Mass.

—

Priming Metallic Cartridges.—
Patented April 17, 1860 ; reissued June 4, 18G7.

Claim.—A primed cartridge case composed of two
parts, viz., Ist, a flanged case or shell of one
piece of metal and of sutlicient length to hold the
fulminate, the propelling charge, and the projectile;

and "ad, the fulminate arranged substantially in a
ring form at the base of said shell in contradistinc-
tion to being distributed equally or thereabouts over
the entire base, the said two parts being combined
and aiTanged substantially as before set forth.

Also, a complete cartridge composed of the follow-
ing parts, viz., 1st, a flanged case or shell of one
piece of metal and of sufficient length to hold the
fulminate, the propelling charge, and the projectile

;

2d, the fulminate arranged substantially in a ring
form at the base of said shell, as aforesaid; 3d, the
propelling-charge; 4th, the projectile, these four parts
being arranged and combined substantially as before
set forth.

2,637.—John K. Cross and Alfred J. Cross,
Chicago, 111.

—

Apparatus for Graining Pails.—Pat-
ented December 27, 1864 ; reissued June 4, 1867.

Clai7n.—First, an elastic bed of any suitable ma-
terial, whether curved or rectangular in form, wlieii

arranged in a series of distinct staves or designs,
substantially as and for the purposes specified.

Second, constructing the said bed of elastic mate-
rial in the curved form shown, to be applied as de-
scribed whether said bed be an-anged in a series
of distinct designs or in one general design, for the
purposes set tbrth.

2,638.—Theodore E. King, Painesville, Ohio.—
Fence.—Patented June 26, 1866; reissued June 4,

1867.

Claim.—First, the plate C when nscTl in corela-
tion to the picket and rail, either in a series or singly,

with its intaglio surface corresi)ondiug to the con-
formation of the said picket or rail, substantially as
and for tlie purpose set forth.

Second, strengthening the fence panels and uniting
the pickets and rails thereof by means of plates or
sets of plates, (Figs. 3 and 5,) and so arranged at
right angles to the picket and rail, and in combina-
tion thcrowitli, that the said plates shall form a se-

ries of supports to the panel sections, substantially
as specified.

Third, tlie plate. Fig. 3, or its equivalent, when so
arranged in relation to the rail that the said plate
shall form an extension of the picket above, and con-
stitute a brace or sui)port for the fence panel iu
conjuuction with the picket and raD, substantially
as set forth.

Fourth, the adjustable hinges, constructed with
the depressions a a a a and slots U U, substantially
as shoAvn in Figs. 10 and 11, in combination with
the tooth b and screw holes c c of the lower plating
of the gate, as herein described and for the purpose
specified.

Fifth, the adjustable catch, as shown in Figs. 14
and 15, provided with the screw bolt "W aud stud X,
in combination with the opening Y of the post, and
constructed and arranged as and for the purpose set

forth.

2,639.—Charles C. More, Pittstown, N. T.,
assignee by mesne assignments of E. F. and J. Her-
RINGTON.— Motving li^acAine. —Patented April 9,

1861 ; reissued June 4, 1867.

CZaim.—First, a shoe brace, which is rigidly at-

tached to the finger bar and which extends backward
between the drive wlieels on a line parallel or nearly
parallel with the side of the main frame and is hingeil

at its rear end to said frame.
Second, connecting the finger bar to the shoe

brace, which is hinged at its Vear end to the main
frame in such manner as to allow said finger to rise

and fall at each end independently of the other to
conform to the surface of the ground over which it is

drawn.
Third, the lateral brace rod, in combination with
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the shoe brace, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

Fourtli, the combination in a forward-cut machine
of a hinged cutting apparatus with the main frame
in such manner that both ends of said cutting appa-
ratus, each end independently of the other, may be
raised by the attendant on the machine by the opera-
tion of a single lever.

Fifth, the combination of a lifting mechanism with
the hinged cutting api:)aratus in such manner that
said cutting apparatus may be raised or turned up
into a vertical or nearly -vertical position for passing
obstruction by the operation of a single lever by the
di-iver on his "seat on tlie machine.

Sixth, a lifting lever, provided with an internal
segment rack, for the purpose specified.

Seventh, a lifting lever, provided with a segment
rack, in combination with a foot latch for holding
said lever, as described.
Eighth, tlie combination of a lifting lever with a

hinged cutting apparatus which can be turned up by
the side of the machine and a foot latch for holding
said lever when the cutting apparatus is raised.

IS'intli, the foot rack or bar, or its equivalent, ope-
rating upon the lieel end of the cutting apparatus to
hold said end while the point of the cutting apparatus
is being turned up, as set forth.

Tenth, the combination of the foot rack and the
segment lever, or their equivalent, for the purpose
specified.

Eleventh, the employment of a spring for holding
the foot rack out of gear or lock, when not in use, to

allow the cutting apparatus to follow the sm^face of
the ground over which it is drawn.

Twelfth, the arrangement of pinions on the opposite
ends of the counter shaft, in coml3ination witli a me-
chanism for simultaneously throwing said pinion into
or out of gear.

Thirteenth, the employment of the pivoted levers
cP tP. forked at one end and operating in the manner
and for the purpose specified.

Eourteeiith, the employment of the wedge d^, for

the purpose specified.

Eilteeutb, the double horizontal hinged connection
between the heel of the cutter bar and connecting rod.

Sixteenth, the reversible wedge, or its equivalent,
for changing the angle of presentation of the cutters
to tlie gi'ound.

Seventeenth, the combination in a harvesting ma-
chine of the follo^ving elements, viz ; a main frame,
an independent seat and tongue frame, and a hinged
cutting apparatus, which is free at eacli end, inde-
pendently of tlie other end and of the main I'rame, to
follow tlie sm-face of the ground over which it is

drawn.

2,G40.—WORDEN p. Pkxx, Jacob Geiss, and
Jacoi! Buosius, Belleville, 111.

—

Grain Drill.—Pat-
ented June 27, 1S()5: antedated December 27, 1864;
reissued June 4, 18G7.

Claim.—Virst, bracing the drill toothed to its drag-

bar by means of a separate brace, in such a manner
as to allow it to fold forward A-^ithout breaking the
wood pin, substantially as set forth.

Second, the arrangement consisting of slides C, fixed

plates d with clieck'pieces o'^ and movable plates ri' rf',

in combinntion with tlie hopper, all constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating in the manner and for the pur-
poses specified.

Third, tlie construction of agitating slide with
double beveled projections c' d and cleaning pins c^

in combiiuition with the divisions a a, vibrating
hangers !)•*, and seed-distributing devices, shown
substantially as and tor the jnirposes specified.

Fourth, the long cut-otf plate d, arranged with the
plates d d' and slide C, and connected with the drill

teeth bj' means of the pivoted vibrating bar E and
chains r/. and operated by a handle E', all in the man-
ner and for the purposes'speeified.

Fifth, the poidcnt stand board J, arranged sub-
stantially as described, upon a seed drill, for'the pur-
poses set forth.

2,641 .—Adam E. Reese, Phillipsburg, IST. J., as-

signee of Thomas N. 'Lvvroy.-Rakc for Heaping
Jfac/tmes.— Patented September 25, 1855; reissued
June 11, 1807.

Claivi.—First, arranging the automatic rake so as
to pursue a path parallel or nearly so to the side of

the platform next to the standing grain, thenco
across the platform parallel or nearly so to the front,
and thence towards the rear of the platform, and
then returning to the place of beginning continuously.
Second, an automatic rake, in'combination with an

elongating arm or shaft, for carrying or driving it.

Third, an automatic continuously-rotating rake on
a Tcrtical axis mounted on the platform, iu'combina-
tion with a straight finger beam.
Fourth, attaching the rake head to an extensible

arm in such manner as to allow the rake head to fol-

low the contour of the platform in its rotation.

2,642

—

Ben.tamix S. Stokes, Manchester, K. H
—Crucible for Metallic Baths.—Patented July 25,
1865 : reissued June 11, 1867.
Claim.—A crucible, liaving its outer surface pro-

tected in whole or in part by a metal .jacket or cover-
ing, or the equivalent thereof, subs'tantiallv as set
forth.

Also, combining with an inner and an outer cruci-
ble a space or chamber between them, filled with sand
or equivalent material, substantially as described.

2,643.— William K". Whiteley, Sprincfield,
Ohio, assignee of John S. Thoxel.—Harvester.—
Patented May 11, 1858 ; reissued June 11, 1867. (Di-
vision A.)

Claim.—First, mounting and operating an over-
hanging reel for a harvester upon a vibrating yoke or
frame pivoted at the axis of the shaft which drives or
communicates motion to the reel, so that the reel
may be moved backward or forward, as desired,
Avithout materially atfecting the lei:gth of the band or
other driving mechanism, substantially for the pur-
poses set forth.

Second, pivoting the reel yoke or support at the
axis of the shaft which drives'the reel, in combination
with the slot H, or its equivalent, and a cL'imping de-
vice to render the adjustment back and forth quick
and easy, and to retain the reel at any point desii-ed,

substantially for the purpose set forth.

2,644.—tTames T. Barnes, Hudson City, N. J.—
Caster.—Patented October 30, 1866; reissued June
11, 1867.

Claim.—First, the caster, constructed as described,
having the shank A cast directly upon the central
portion B of the axle between tbe two wheels, as
herein set forth, for the purpose specified.

Second, the arrangement of the wheels a a, in
combination with the shoidder shank A, arm B with
its axle d d, and the washers c, and bolt b, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein shown and de-

scribed.
Tliird, the shank A, enlarged upon two of its sides

to form a shoulder /, fitting and turning loosely from
the rib h upon the inside of the mouth of the socket
C, said socket being sprung open to receive the
shank, as herein set forth, for the purpose specified.

2,645.—John D. Shepard, Buffalo, N. Y., as-

signee of Horatio O. PEiUiY.— Yalve Motion foi-

Steam Engines.—Patented March 25, 1856 ; reissued
June 11, 1867. (Division A.)

Claim.—Tlie valve motion above described, as ar-

rangedin relation to and in connection with the loosely

atta'ched, hollow throated,and partially rotating valve,
substantially as described and for the purpose herein
set forth.

2,646.—John D. Shepard, Buffalo, N. Y., as-

signee of HoKATio O. Perry.— Val»e for Steam, En-
aine.—Patented March 25, 1856 ; reissued June 11,

1867. (Division B.)
Claim.—Holding the axis of the hollow throated,

partially cylindrical valve V T, coincident with the
center of the curve of the cylinder face by oscillating

it by acting on the duplicate bearings V^" V*' S' S-. so
that it is at liberty to approach and recede from the
cylinder lace, substantially as and for the purpose
herein specified.

2,647.—Peter V. Staats, Karitan, N. J., as-

signee by mesne assignments of John G. Dunham.
—Mowing Machine.—Patented December 18, 1860

f

reissued Jnne 11, 1867. (Division A.)
Claim.—First, the combination in a mowing.raa-

chiue of a stationary metallic axle with the portion
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between the bearings of the wbeels bent and a crank
shaft, arranged transversely thereto, with the cMving
gear arranged on one side of the axle, and the crank
and pitman on tlic other.

Second, the combination in a hinge-joint mowing
machine of two driving wheels, a main frame located

between the wheels, and extending Ijotli in front and
rear of tlie main axle with a hinged or limber tongue
in fronts by which to draw the macliine, and a caster

•wheel lo support the back end of the frame.
Third, connecting a sl^ort laterally projecting fin-

ger beam to the inner side of the main frame l)y a
coupling arm in the same vertical plane as the finger

beam, and having two parallel .joints, transverse to

the beam, whereby a short coupling arm can be used,

and yet either end' of tin; cutting apparatus be free to

rise or fall independent of the other.

Fourth, the combination in a mowing machine of
two main carrying wheels, a main frame located be-

tween the wheels, and a laterally projecting hinged
finger beam having two parallel joints in the coupling-

arm witli a brace for drag bar, for the purpose of re-

sisting the backward strain of the finger beam, sup-
ported at the upper end by means of the main frame
in front of the inside cawying wheel.

Fifth, the combination witb a short laterally pro-
jecting flexible finger beam having two parallel joints

in the coupling arm at right angles to the beam of a
supporting wheel attached directly to each end of and
in rear of"the finger beam.

2,64S.—Peter T. Staats, Earitan, N. J., as-

signee by mesne assignments of John G. Dunham.—Mowing MacMne.—Patented December 18, 1860

;

reissued June 11, 18r»7. (Division B.)
Claim.—First, the combination Avith a two-wheeled

mowing machine having a laterally projectiug cutting
apparatus, hinged at its inner or heel end only, of an
overhanging reel supported upon a single post.

Second, the combination with a two-wheeled mow-
ing machine having a hinged finger beam of an over-
hanging reel having two ribs or beaters only, whereby
I am enabled to fold the finger beam up to the main
frame without removing the reel.

2.649.—Orin L. Bassett, Thomas R. Eearse.
and WiLLiAiX B. Whjjer. Taimtou. Mass.—J/rtc/u/ie

for Making Nails and Tacks.—Patented October <).

18G(J; reissued June 18, 18fi7.

Claim.—First, the combination of a carrier or
bearer for the tack blank witli any one of the cutters,
be they more or less in number, used for cutting the
tack blanks, when an-anged so as to operate sub'stan-
tiidly in the manner andYor tlie purpose specified.

Second, the earner or bearer for conveying the tack
blanks to the die to be headed, in combination with a
forked or other suitable lever, arranged with regard
to the said carrier and so as to operate upon it and
with the cutter, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

Third, the lever S, pivoted to either a fixed or mov-
able fulcrum, in combination with the carrier Q. cam
shaft D, forked lever Y, and cutter, substantially as
described for the purpose specified.

2,650.—William H. Elliot, Plattsburgh, N. Y.
—Itevolving Fire-arm.—V-dtanicCi May 29, 18C0; re-
issued June 18, 1867.

C7fii'/H.—First, a fire-arm with revolving barrels,
which nre ))ored through and chambered so as to be
charged at the breech and sustained by two supports,
to wit, one point of support being at the center of tlie

,

breech plate, or at the rear of the In-eech-loading I

chambers, and the other forward of said chambers,
such coustruction of barrels and supports obviating
the use of a pin passing through the cluster of bar-
rels, of sufficient strength alone to support the same,
substantially as set foith.
Second, the arrangement of support ?i, in the rear

of all the barrels, and support n', in front of all the
barrels, in combination with a scries of revolving
ban-els, •« liich arc bored through at their rear ends,
for the purpose of being charged at the breech, sub-
stantially as set forth.

Tliird. the employment of a hammer arranged as
specified in relation" to the barrels, when usecf inde-
pendent of a breech pin or nijiple, and in combina-
tion with chambers bored tliroagh nt their rear ends,
and with a breech plate, substantially as specified.

Fourth, the combination of a wedge or cam j with
a flv/ for raising the hammer, substantially as speci-
fied".

2,651.—-ToHN Price and William Lewis, Dan-
ville, Pa.

—

Fagot for Jiailroad Fails.—Patented Oc-
tober 28, 1862: reissued June 18, 1867.
Claim.—A ibrm or formed piece for a fagot to be

rolled into a railroad rail with finnges forming part
of the form piece, projecting downward from each
side or edge thereof, and over botli sides or edges of
the layer or lavers directly beneath it, said foi-m piece
being intendetl for the head or tread of the rail, and
the Iciyer or layers specified to tlie body thereof, sub-
stantially as and for the pui-posc shown and described.
Also, a railroad rail made from a fagot, constructed

substantially as above set forth.

2,652.—Ann Jane Sergeant, Dayton, Ohio, ad-
ministratrix of the estate of Isaac A. Sergeant, de-
ceased, assignor to Sylvexl'S AValkeu, Newark,
N. J.— Clothes Trnnj>er.—Patented July 27, 1858; re-

issued June 18, 1867. (Division 1 .)

C7«im.—First, the yoke B, provided with a suita-
ble hitching arm, the said yoke being adapted to be
temporarily attached to a wash tub or readily discon-
nected therefrom, as explained, and employed as a
bearing for a rotary clamp for wringing clothes.

Second, in tlie dcscril^ed connection with the yoke
B, the movable clamp H I J K L, and pawl and dog
P O, by means of which the said clamp is retained
witliin'the yoke, or may be readily removed therefrom
at will, to be cleansed or dried.

Third, in the described connection with a rotary
clamp for Avringing clotlies, the hinged and yielding
hitching arm E, for the purposes explained.

2,653.—Jaimes H. Foy and Lavinta H. Foy,
Boston, Mass., assignees by mesne assignments of
Lavinia H. Toy.—Corset Skirt Siipporf.ci\—i'i\tontQd
September 15, 1863; reissued June 18, 1867, (Di-
vision 1.)

Claim:—First, the binding cloth cut bias as de-
scribed, in combination Avitli tlie exterior or outer
edge of the rim L, to whicli the binding cloth is ap-
\ixQd as specified, whereby all gatliering is avoided,
Avhile a corded appearance and a case for the hoopM
are produced, substantially as set forth.

Second, tlie combination of laced openingsK K. or
either of them, with the front part of the body I of a
corset open in front, substantially as set Ibrtii.

Third, the body I. open in front, and adjustable both
in front and the back by means of laced openings,
substantially as shown and described.
Fourth, forming the curve foi- the iioop and corded

edges O and P, for the same piece of bias cut cloth,

as shown and described.

2,654.—James H. snd Lavinta IT. Fov, Boston,
Mass., assignees by mesne assignments of Lavinia
H. Yox.— Corset SidrtSi'.pporter.—Vixto.mod Septem-
ber 15. 1863 : reissued June 18, 1867. (Division 2.)

C;fn'7».—First, protecting and secuMng the ends of
tlie stifieners, whalebones, or springs. Avhich are in-

serted in pockets in the body of corsets by means ot

caps;?, the liody, liange, and spurs of each of which
confine the .stifiener or spring in jiosition and prevent
its A\-earing through the fabric, substantially as set
forth.

Second, protecting and sectu'ing the ends of the
stitTeners, v»-haleboi;es, or springs, which arc inserted
in pockets in the body of a corset by means of metal
caps ajiplied to the outside to pirvcnt the said stilfen-

ers IVom Avcaring through the faliric, substantially as
described.

2,655. — Ja.mes E. A. Gir.iis. Midway, Ya.—
Scvjing Machine.—Talented August 10, Ic'oS; reis-

sued June 18. 1867.

Claim.— The general arrangement of a sewing-
machine comprising the parts wlicreby I lie sewing
mechanism is brought into opcr.-itive rehition, sub-
stantially as herein sliown an<l dcscrihed— tliat is to

say, coinbiiiingAvith the vibrating needle arm a frame
shaped substantially like the roman ieiter G. as herein
shown and described -md forthc purjioses set forth.

Ali^fo. so constructing and combining or arranging
and operating a revolving hook or looper witli a re-

ciprocating needle, as that the one loop shall be taken
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from the needle after the former loop shall hare been
drawn up, on, along, or over the. needle during its

advance movement, in the manner and for the pur-
pose substantially as described.

Also, the conical sleeve or its equivalent, for hold-
ing the spool and for revolving there-u-ith. in combi-
na'tion Avith the adjustable cones F and Gr, or their
equivalents, for producing the requisite degree of
friction upon the conical sleeve spool holder, Tvhen
constructed and arranged so as to operate substan-
tially in the manner ancl for the purposes herein set

forth.

2,656.—TViLLiAM Sotth, T^ew York, IST. Y.—
JVeavi7ig Corded Fabrics.—Patented April 5, 1853;
extended April 5, 1867 ; reissued June 18, 1867.

Claim.—The process herein specified of weaving,
consisting in the use of stationary warps in combi-
nation with the moving wai-ps and filling that form
a fabric on each side of such stationary warps, sub-
stantially as set forth.

2,657.—Joshua G. Allen, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Spirit Meter.—Patented April 2, 1867 ; reissued June
25, 1867.

Claim.—First, a meter provided with a series of
sample tubes or chambers, arranged to receive and
retain samples of the liquid measured, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, combining with a still two separate meters,
so ai-ranged that the high grade shall flow through
one and the low grade through the other, independ-
ently of each other, as set forth.

Thii'd, constructing the meter, or such portions of
it as may be necessary, of glass or other non-oxydiz-
able material, to protect it from injury by acids.

Pourth, the use of a graduated tube with a hy-
drometer placed therein, for the purpose of indica't-

ing the height of the liquid, its quality or grade, and
temperatm-e, substantially as described.

3,658.—W. GiLLETT and W. S. Gillett, Stowe,
V^t.

—

Mop Wringer.—Patented Isovember 13, 1866;
reissued June 25, 1867.

Claim.—First, as a new article of manufacture a
mop wringer composed of two plates hinged together
substantially as described, for operation as set forth.

Second, in a mop wringer comj)osed of two plates,

making one of them stationary and connecting the
other witli it by a hinge joint or its equivalent, sub-

stantially as set fortli.

Third, the combination with the stationary and
movable jilates of sideboards, or a frame to which
the stationary plato is permanently secured, substan-
tially as described.
Fourth, in combination with a mop wringer con-

structed for operation, substantially as described, the
braces, or their mechanical equivalents, -nhereby tlie

said wringer is or may be sccui-ed to a tub or other
vessel.

Fifth, the combination with a mop wiinger such as

described of a footboard for steadying tlie tub while
the wringer is being operated, said wringer and foot-

board being secured to the tub by braces, substan-
tiallv as specified.

Sixth, a mop wringer, such as described, forming
apei-tures in the plates for the ready expulsion Irom
between the plates of the liquid expressed from the

mop.
Seventh, a mop wringer, such as desci'ibed. provid-

ing one of the plates Avitli a handle to move it to and
from the stationary plate, as and for the purposes set

forth.

2,659.—Helen M. Eemington, Springfield, Mass.
—Mincing Knife.—Vatented February 12, 1867 ; re-

issued June 25, 1867.

Claim.—A hand mincing knife having a shank
constructed solid or in sections, and terminating in

the radial curved arms h b, in combination with the

blades c c, so applied to the said arms b b as to leave

an open central space, tlie whole constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as described and for the purpose
herein set forth.

2,660.—William N. "Wttiteley, Jerome Fass-
LEU, and O. S. Kklly, Springfield, Oliio, assignees

by mesne assignments of John TLo^G.—Harveater.—

Patented December 29, 1857 ; reissued June 25, 1867.
(Division A.)

Claitn.—First, the combination in a machine hay-
ing two independent driving wheels of a single drag
bar flexibly connected at its front end with the main
frame forward of the axis of the supporting wheels,
its rear end free to rise or fall independent of said
main frame, and connected witli the main shoe by
two joints, one forward of and the other in rear of
the sickle, for the purpose of affording the cutting
apparatus firm support, and pennittiug either end of
the same to rise or fall with the andulations of the
ground over which it is drawn, substantially as de-
scribed.
Second, connecting the main shoe of a cutting ap-

paratus, which lias re'ciprocating cutters, with a single
drag bar flexibly connected with the main frame at
its front end, and its rear end free to rise and fall

with the undulations of the ground, independent of
the main frame, by means of projecting joints, one
forward of and one in rear of the sickle, so as to
leave a clear space between said joints and beneath
said drag bar, through which the cutters' connecting
rod may be reciprocated substantially as described.

Third, the combination of the following instru-
mentalities in a harvesting machine, viz., two inde-
pendent driving and supporting wheels, a main frame
which carries the gearing, a tongue -nhich may be
made rigid or flexible, a single drag bar flexibly con-
nected at its front end with the main frame and its

rear end free to rise or fall independent of said main
frame, and a cutting apparatus which has recipro-
cating cutters and is flexibly connected to the rear
end of said drag bar, so that' either end of said cut-

ting apparatus may rise or fall with the undulations
of the ground over which it is drawn, substantially
as described.
Fourth, the combination in a harvesting machine,

which has two driving and supporting wheels, and a
cutting apparatus, which has reciprocating cutters,

of a single drag bar vibrating vertically upon a joint

at its front end, and flexibly connected at its rear
end with said cutting apparatus, and a vertically

slotted retaining link or plate to prevent any lateral

movement of rear end of said drag bar, and' to limit

its vibrations downward so as to support the weight
of the cutting apparatus when folded upon the ma-
chine for transportation, substantially as set forth.

2,661.—"William ]Sr. TVhiteley, Jerome Fass-
LER, and O. S. Kelly, Springfield, Ohio, assignees

by mesne assignments of John I^O'sg.—Harvester.—
Patented December 29, 1857 ; reissued June 25, 1867.

(Division B.)
Claim.—First, the combination of the adjustable

caster wheel H' and outer shoe of the cutting appa-
ratus, when said wheel is directly connected with
said shoe, substantially for the pui-pose set forth.

Second, the combination of the adjustable caster

wheel H', attached to the outer shoe, with the flexi-

ble track-clearing apparatus, connected to said shoe
inside of said caster wheel, substantially as shown
and described.
Third, in combination with the flexible cutting ap-

paratus the two caster wheels C and H', aiTangcd
and supporting said cutting apparatus independent
of the main frame, substantially as described.

Fourth, supporting the heel of the drag bar by the

caster wheel connected thereto, substantially as de-

scribed.
Fifth, the combination, in a harvesting machine

which has two supporting wheels, a drag bar flexibly

connected at its front end with the main frame, and
at its rear end jointed to a cutting apparatus which
has cutters reciprocated in straight lines, and is free

to rise or fall at either end witli the undulations of

the ground over which it is draAvn, independent of

the main frame, of an adjustable caster wlieel to sup-

port the rear end of said main frame when the cut-

tine: apparatus is folded for transportiou, and a tongue

Avli'icli may be made rigid or flexible, by which the

machine may be drawn forwai-d, substantially as set

forth.

Sixth, giving the cutter bar a reciprocating motion

by two cam wheels J and K, in combination with tlio

reciprocating and rotating connecting rod M, the

whole being constructed and arranged in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.
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2,662.—Xew Exglaxd Vulcanite Hide Com-
pany, Boston. Mass.. nsaipiees of William n. Tow-
F.ns.

—

Preparing Hides and other Aninuil Tissues

for the Manufacture of Various Articles.—Patented
A upust '^6, 1866 ; reissued June 25. 18()7,

Claim.—The trentmont, substantially as deseribcd,
of animal tissue of any description, or its coraponcut
elements, tibrine and albumen, or their modifications,
polatine. such animal tissues including raw bide and
leather partially or wholly tanned, by combining the
same with sulphur, or any combination of or equiva-
lent to sulphur, for the purpose of producing the com-
pound or the eflF(?ct6 before described.

2,663.—"William Perry, North Bridgewater,
Mass.

—

Steam Digaiter for Treating Bones, Fish,
and other Substances.—Patented Februai-y 26, 1867;
reissued June 2o, 1867.

Claim.—First, a steam digester for treating bones,
fish, bark, <S:c., which is made and operated substan-
tiidly as herein shown and described.

Se'cond, the combination of the suspended retort

or digester A and the hinged steam caps d cV on the
charging and discharging openings, substantially
arranged and employed as and for the pui'poses herein
dcficribed.

Third, the stopper m and the diaphragm n, in com-
bination with tlie discharging cap d' and the ejection
pipe p, arranged and operating substantially as and
for the pm-poses specified.

Fourth, the steam-tight couplings c and c' on the
pipes & and p, respectively, in combination with tht;

suspended retort A, for disconnection therewith, as
and for the purposes herein described.

2,664.—Harvey L. Hopkins, Eaton, N. T.—
Harvester.—Patented December 17, 1861 ; reissued
July 2, 1867.

Claim.—Fii-st, combining with the frame of a har-
vester a finger bar, which may be turned horizontally

uix)n its pivoted connection from one side of the
frame to the opposite side, substantially as described.

Second, combining with said finger bar and ele-

vating and supporting apparatus, so arranged as to
perform the same service, whether the finger bar
projects to the right or left of the main frame, sub-
stantially as represented and described.

Tl'.ird.* a reversible pole or tongue for the purpose
of drawing the machine in either direction, substan-
tially as described.
Fourth, a driver's seat which may be reversed to

accommodate the operator, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

2,665.—J. B. Palser and Gardner Howland,
Fort Edward, N. Y.

—

Manufacture of Paper Pulp.—
Patented Xovember 22, 1859 ; reissued July 2. 1867.

Claim.—The boiling of straw or other paper stock
in a caustic alkaline solution of any desirable strength,
according to the refractory character of the stock
being treated, at a temperature indicated by an in-

ternal pressure due to heat, making 110 pounds to 130
pounds pressure to the square inch, substantially in

the manner and for the purpose described.

2,666.—George A. Prince, Charles E. Bacon,
and C. F. S. Thomas, Buffalo, N. Y.. assignees bv
mesne assignments of Thomas F. Thornton.—Sicell

for Melodeons.—Patented Mav 22, 1855 ; reissued
July 2. 1867.

Claim.—So constructing and operating the swell
valve of melodeons and other reed musical instru-

ments that a part of the valve may be opened in a
manner to uncover and permit a free escape of the
sound from only a part of the notes, while other por-
tions of the notes remain covered by other portions
of the valve, for the purposes and substantially as
described.

2,667.—A. C. Teel, Girard, HI.—Farm Gate.—
Patented December 1, 1863 ; reissued July 2, 1867.

Claim.—First, the hanging or suspondingof a gate
in such a manner that it will have a combined sliding
and swinging movement in the opening and closing of
the same, the gate sliding from a closed position or
state to a central balanced state, and then swinging
while in a state of equipoise to an open position, and
closing from an open position by swinging around in

41 c r—V»l. ii

line with the gate posts and sliding to a closed state,

substantially as shown and described.
Second, the placing of the gate posts C D C D' in

such a relative position with each othci', and con-
structing and hanging the gate between them to ad-
mit of the opening and closing of the gate, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

2,668.—Eichard Montgomery, New York, N.
Y.—Sheci-mctal J^caH?.—Patented July 12, 1853 ; re-

issued July 2, 1867.

Claim.—A beam formed of sheet metal bent into a
series of longitudinal folds, the sides of which are flat

and parallel and the tops and bottoms uniuvcrted
and inverted arches, respectively.
Also, the combination with such beam of a pair of

saddles to support its ends, substantially as herein
set forth.

2.660.—Valentine Fogerty, West Eoxbnry,
EOYAL E. EoBiiLvs, and Frank W. Anijrews, Bos-
ton Mass., assignees by mesne assignments of Val-
entine Fogerty.—Magazine Fire-arm.—Patented
February 21, 18f)5 ; reissued July 9, 18(i7.

Claim.—For use in a breech-l'oading fire-arm a di-

vided or notched magazine or cartridge-receiving
tube, constructed to operate substantially as set forth.

2,670.-Hervey Law, Now York, N. Y.—Ma-
chine for Cutting Paper.—Patented September 16,

1856 : reissued July 9, 1867.

Claim.—The combination of the rising and falling

platform C, the clamp frame E, operating to clamp
the paper or book as the platform rises, and to uu-
clamp the same as the platfonn descends, by means
of two donble cams or toggles F F, having cranks G
G connected with them, the pintles of which work
in curved grooves or otherwise actuated by any well-

known mechanical device, substantially as smd for

the purpose set forth.

2,671.-Samuel Eichards, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Snow Plow.—Patented April 13, 1858 ; reissued July
9, 1867.

Claim.—Fii'st, the long inclined plane for raising
the snow gradually mounted upon two swiveling
trucks with the lateral acting wedge elevated above
the level of the surrounding snow, and located on
one side of the inclined plane in the position shown
in Figure 1, for discharging the snow on double track
roads.
Second, the inclined plane for raising the snow ar-

ranged so as to be adjustablo up and down the plane
and from side to side, substantially as described.

2,672.—Samuel Eichards, Philadolphia, Pa.—
Snoto Plow.—Patented May 13, 1856; reissued Julv
9, 1867.

Claim.—First, the combination of a long inclined
plane B, mounted upon two swiveling trucks, the
wedge piece F mounted upon said inclined plane
with the point located above the level of the surround-
ing snow, so that the snow shall bo elevated grad-
ually by the plane B, at or near the level of the sur-

rounding snow before it is pressed laterally by the
wedge.
Second, the wedge piece F, so arranged as to be

movable up and down the inclined plane.

2,673.—F. O. Tucker and W. W. Tucker, West
Meriden, Conn., assignees by mesne assignments of
themselves.

—

Toy Top.—Pateiitcd Jime 12, 1866 ; reis-

sued July 9, 1867.

Claim.—The combination of the whirling spindle

F with the two cords L and P, when they are con-
structed, arranged, and fitted for spinning or Avhirl-

ing the tops, substantially as herein described and
set forth.

2,674.—Henry D. Ward and Williasi A. EicH-
ARDSON, Worcester. Mass., assignees by mesne as-

signments of A. W. GiFFORD.

—

Scissors^Sharpener.
—Patented Febniary 12, 1867 ; reissued July 9, 1867.

Claim.—A scissors sharpener con.stnicted substan-
tially as described, of a seiTated bar or file B, in com-
bination with and arranged between sides or guides
D C of a frame or holder, for use as specified.
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3,675.—Henuy "Waterman, Hudson, E". Y.—
Safety FaZre.—Patented November 15, 1853; reis-

sued July 9, 18t)7.

Claivi.—First, the piston F attached to the weighted
end of the valve lever within the cylinder G, and im-

mersed in the liquid in the cylinder, combined, ope-

rating in the manner and for the purpose herein do-

scribed.
Second, the concentric rim or ledge I I, and the

overhanging part of valve k k, constructed, combined,
and operating in the manner and for the purpose
herein set forth.

S,676.—Joel Whitney, "Winchester, Mass.—
Woocl-jjlaning^ Machine.—Pato7ited April 13, 1852;
extended April 13, 1866 ; reissued July 9, 18()7.

Claim.—First, in combination "with a pair of feed
rolls, one of which is yielding and the other is not, a
pair of intermediate gears, one of which is fixed and
the other is not, substantially as and for the purpose
described.
Second, in combination with a pair of feed rollers,

geared and driven from both of their ends, and the
uuplicate sets of intermediate gears working in and
Avith them, the connecting of said intermbdiato or
driving gears by substantial shafts extending clear

across from one' set to the opposite set, by which the
lifting and driving is done at both ends of the rolls,

and the twistingT bending, or straining of journals

or bearings avoided, substantially as described.

2,677.—George L. Gerard, New Haven, Conn.—Bed Bottom.—Patented March 26, 1867 ; reissued
July 9, 1867.

Claim.— The combination of the clamp bolt D
with the spring A and the bar C, constructed so as

to operate in the manner described.

2,678.—Thomas S. "Williams and P. S. Page,
Boston; Mass.

—

Lamp.—Patented May 19, 1863 ; re-

issued July 9, 1867.

CZauH.—First, the case or socket A, in combina-
tion with a railroad car lamp or lamp fountain C,

substantially as and for the purjjose specified.

Second, the springs B, or equivalent guides or bear-

ings, arranged between the lamp or lamp fountain and
attached to either, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

Third, projections c, arranged in the case or socket
A, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

2,679.—Charles N". Brock, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Cleaning and Pu)-if)/ing Bone Black.—Patented July
2, 1861 ; reissued July 16, 1867.

Claiin.—First, cleaning and purifying bone black
by the application of a current of air, substantially

as lierein described.
Second, the combination of the perforated receiv-

ing vessel A and diaphragm or screen E Avitli the

supply pipe or vessel 1), the air pipe B, and fan C,

substantially in the manner and for the puri)osc herein

shown and described.
Third, the screen F, in combination with the re-

ceiving vessel A, for separating and removing the

line dust from bone black by means of a current of
air. substantially as herein described.

2,6S0.—John Carton, Utica, N. Y., assignee of

JoiiN Stuher.—Locomotive Head ii^/Ai.—Patented
May 20, 1856 ; reissued July ] 6, 18()7.

Claim.—First, in a lamp Jiaving a cylindrical wick
the outer cylinder M, in combination -with the but-

ton P.
Second, in a lamp having a cylindrical wick the

outer cylinder M and button P, in combination with
tlie cap or deflector N.

Third, in a lamp having a cylindrical wick the

outer cylinder M and deflector JS', in combination
\vitli the chimney gallery O.

2,681.—Charles C. Garrett, Dayton, Ala.—
Corn and Cotton Seed Planter.—Patented March 12,

1867; reissued July 16, 1867.

Claim.—First, the stirrup lover R, connected to

the side plates A*, so that they may be raised and
lowered, substantially as and for the purposes lierein

described.
Second, the stiiTup lever R and its connections

with the side plates A*, in combination with the lever
O, for the purposes and substantially as described.

Third, the harrow C* and its means of attachment
to the springs D^ D*, in connection with the seed
planter, when constructed in the manner and for the
purposes substantially as described.
Fourth, the box K, provided with the slide valve

L operated by the pintles i in the gear wheel E. and
the loversM N, all arranged substantially as set forth.

Fifth, the seed hopper e and cylinder b, when ap-
plied to and used in connection with a cotton seed
planter, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Sixth, the attaching of the bearer springs l)^ to the
frame of the device, in the manner described or in
any equivalent way to admit of the adjustment of
said springs, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth.

2,682.—Florian Gros.tean, New York, N. Y.—
Spoon and Fork.—Patented January 28, ]862; reis-

sued July 7, 1863 ; again reissued July 12, 1864 ; and
again reissued July 16, 1867.

Claim.—A sheet-metal handle, having a central
corrugation or hollow ridge which extends along the
narroAV part of the said handle and vanishes intotlic
broad portion «r palm thereof by tapering sidewise
and flatwise, sulistantially as before set forth.

Also, a sheet-metal handle, having a central corru-
gation or hollow ridge which extends along the nar-
row part of the handle and vanishes into the bowl, or
its substitute, by tapering sidewise and flatwise, sub-
stantially as before set forth.

Also, a sheet-metal handle, having two lateral hol-

low beads or corrugations Avhich extend, with a space
between them, longitudinally along the narrow part
of the handle into the palm thereof, substantially as
before set forth.

Also, a sheet-metal handle, having the central hol-

low ridge combined with the lateral hollow beads,
substantially as before set forth.

2,683.-1). J. Noble, New Boston, HI.— OjtZ-

tirator.—Patented March 20, 1866 ; reissued July 16,

1867.

Claim.—First, the combination of the adjustable
plow beams E with a stationary frame A and a de-

vice whereby said beams may 'be locked rigidly at
any desired height, substantially as and for the pur-
poses specified.

Second, the levers H H, pivoted to the frame A and
arranged relatively with the plow frame E, as herein
specified, in combination with the notched plates 1 1,

when all are constructed and operate substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

2,684.—"William L. Potter, Newark, N. J.—
Composition for Hoofing and for other Purposes.—
Patented February 21, 1865 ; reissued July 16, 18G7.

Claim.—The use of the above-described rock, as
and for the pm-poses specified.

2,685.—C. C. Bellows, New Ipswich, N. H.—
Creasing, Slicking, and Skiving Leather.—Patented
October 23, 1866 ; reissued July 16, 1867.

Claim.—First, the combination of the slotted stand-
ards B, slotted triple-armed lever E, springs I, and
rods G arranged to operate with the roller D, when
constructed and applied in the manner and for the
purpose specified.

Second, the plate J, having skiving knives d at-

tached to or formed on it, aild applied to the upper
roller C by means of the bars or clamp frame, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

Third, the lateral adjustable creasing wheel F on
the upper roller shaft, operating with the flanged
roller G, substantially as described for the purposes
specified.

Fourth, the combination and arrangement of two
rollers Of equal or unequal diameter and connected
by gears of eijual or unequal diameter with the
creasing Avheel F and flanged roller G, substautiolly

as and for the purposes set forth.

2,686.—John Broughton, New York, N. Y.—
Oiier.-Patented March 6, 1866; reissued July 16,

1867.

Claim.—First, an oiler, having a rigid exterior in-

closing or containing an auxiliary yielding or spring
bottom, which is compressed or operated through a
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suitable opening in the said rigid exterior, substan-

tiall}' as set fortli.

Second, combining with the yielding or spring bot-

tom of an oiler a rigid or inflexible exterior, whose
lower part is rounded or made to approximate in

shape to a semi-sphere to form a rolling surface, anil

18 provided with an opening through which the yield-

ing or spriug bottom can be operated, substantially

as set forth.

Third, the combination in an oiler of a rigid ex-

terior, an internal yielding or spring bottom, and a
compressing thumb piece,' substantially as set forth.

Fourth, combining with the yielding' or spriug bot-

tom of an oiler, a stop, applied in such a manner that

such yielding part cannot be compressed beyond the
limits of its elasticity, when said stop is applied and
operated externally thereto, substantially as set forth.

Fifth, in oilers, provided with yielding or spring
bottoms, forming the sides of the reservoir and such
yielding or spring bottom of one piece, substantially
as set forth.

Sixth, combining with the tube or nozzle and cover
of an oiler, a reservoir, the sides and yielding or
spring bottom of which are formed in one piece,

without joint or seam, substantially as set forth,

Seventh, combining with the reservoir of an oiler,

the yielding or spring bottom and tiie sides of which
are formed of one piece, a rigid exterior or shell pro-

vided with a suitable opening through which the
yielding part can be compressed and operated, sub-
stautiaily as set forth.

2,687.—Albert IIallowell and H. E. B.\rkeu,
Lowell, Mass.

—

Steam Cock.—Patented November
28, 1865 ; reissued July 16, 1867.

Claim.—First, in a" stop-cock in wWch the valve
stem is operated by a valve key connected with a hand
wheel, the arrangement of a ground joint ef, the male
part e being constructed upon the key E, and the seat
or female part in the cap F of the valve case G, sub-
stantially as set forth.

Second, the construction of the key pieces E with
its valve like portion c, with reference to the seat/
in tlie cap F, and the combination of the valve stem
b and ke^- i)icce E, with a male and female screw
thread whereby to operate the valve A, substantially
as set forth.

Third, the arrangement of the hand wheel I, tube
H, the screw h, nut ?, key E, and cap F, applied to

the case G, in combination with the ground joint ef,
6ub.stantially as described.

Fourth, the arrangement of the annular groove K,
with the ground joint and key E and cap F, com-
bined with the valve and its V.ajsc, substautiidly as
described.

2,688.—Daniel E. Pakis, Troy, N. T., assignee
of JA.Mics R. Hyde. — Cooking 'atove. — Patented
March ii4, 1863: reissued July 16, 1867.

Claim.—First, attaching or supporting a reservoir
situated m rear of a diving flue cooking stove, to or by
the rear part or end of th"c top plate of the stoves, as
and for the purposes herein set forth.

Second, so attaching the reservoir to the rear end
of the top plate of the stove that its cover, or pieces
that form iis cover, siiall be nearly level witli the top
surface of the stove, thus practically forming an ex-

tension thereof, as and for the pm'poses herein set
forth.

Thii-d, the hot-air chamber between the front of
the reservoir and the back plate of the stove closely
covered by the top of the reservoir or the top plate
of the stove, or both together.

2,689.—Philip Keexax and Edward O. Cox
XOR, Brownstown, Fa.—ruddling Furnace.— Pat-
ented November 14, 1865 ; antedated August 26, 1865

;

reissued January 23, 1866, and again reissued July
16, 1867.

Claim.—The use of pulverized ore and water in
combination with the tire clay when usod for " fix"
in the preparation of furnaces used for puddling or
boiling in the manufacture of ii'ou as herein described
and set forth.

2,690.—Hugh McDoxald, Pittsburg, Vsx.—Fix
for Puddling I'"urnace6\—Patented October 17, 1865

;

reissued Januai-v 23, 1866, and again reissued July 16,

1867.

Claim.—The use of pulverized iron ore as a fix for

puddling or boiling furnaces when mixed into a pasty
mass with water or other suitable liquid.

tVlso, pulverized iron ore combined with carbona-
ceous matter and made into a pasty or adhesive mn.ss,

and used as a fixing for puddling or boiling furnaces,

2,691.—George W. Scollay, St. Louis, Mo.—
Embalming Dead Bodies and Carcassex.—Patcjited
January 22, 1867 ; antedated January 19, 1867 ; reis-

sued July 16. 1867.

Claim'.—First, embalming dead bodies and car-

casses and preserving them from putrefaction by in-

troducing antiseptic gas or gases into the arterial

or vascular system, substantially as described.
Second, embalming dead bodies and carcasses, or

preserving them from putrefaction by the introtluc-

tion of antiseptic gas or gases into the bowels, stom-
ach, or lungs, substantially as set forth.

Third, embalming dead bodies or carcasses or pro-

serving them from putrefaction l)y combining the in-

ternal and external application of the gases thereto,

substantially in the manner described.

2,692.—Ho RATIO Allex, New York, N. T.—
Car Scat and Conch.—Patented June 12, 1866 ; re-

issued July 23, 1867,

CVrti7)i.-^First, the combination with the floor and
sides of a railroad passenger car of couches of a
rhombqid form, placed diagonally to tiie length of the
car, as herein described, and con'structed of two seat

pieces A A', two corner pieces E E', and two central

posts F F', and supported by frames and legs ; said
couches being convertible into a pair of seats by put-

ting out of the way the two corner pieces E E', and
securing in a vertical position the center pieces F F'
by the cap pieces G. said pair of seats having a rela-

tive position diagonal to the length of the car, all

substantially in the manner and for the purpose herein
described.
Second, the combination with the seat herein de-

scribed, and uses of a railroad passenger car, of up-

per couches of riiomboidal form placed diagonally to

tlie length of the car as herein described, and con-
structed of a frame supported as herein described,
all substantially in the manner and for the purpose
herein described.

Third, the diagonal combination and construction
of the two scats in the pairs of passenger seats in

railroad cars, substantially iu the manner and for the
pui'pose herein described.

2,693.—Thomas Brett, Geneva, Ohio.—ffar-
rcsier.—Patented November 17, 1863; reissued July
23, 18(i7.

Claim.—First, so arranging the seat of harvesters
that it may have a lateral movement upon a suitable

frame or ways, in combination Avith one or more
springs acting in concert with said seat, for the pur-
pose specified.

Second, the frame A attached to the harvester, in
combination with the plate B and spring D D. all

arranged to operate in the manner substantially ns-

and for the purpose herein set forth.

2,694.—Adam R. Eeese, Phillipsburg, N. J.,

assiirnee of Nathax Makiz.—Hor.s'c Hake.—Pat-
ented February 26, 1856 ; i-e^ssned July 23, ]8()7.

Claim.—First, the combination in a two-whcelcd
wire-tootli horse rake of a rock shaft to support the
rake teeth located between the wheels and within
their periphery, Avith a foot lever and a liand lever to
raise and lower the teeth, and a seat to support the
driver while operating the levers.

Second, supporting the ui)per ends of the wire teeth
of a two-wheeled horse rake by an iron rock shaft or
rod, aiTanged parallel to the axle, or ueai-ly so, Avithin

the periphery of the Avhcels.

Third, in combination Avith a tAVO-wheeled horse
rake having a stationary axle a support for the teeth
located Avitiiin tiie periphery of the Avheels, a seat for

the driver, and a hand lever"and a foot lever by which
to raise or loAver the teeth.

Fourth, the combination Avith the rake teeth of two
bars, arranged Avithin the periphciy of the Avheels
and parallel to each other, (one to su.stain the teeth
against backAvard strain. Avliile the otiier keeps tliera

the proper distance apart,) a lever to raise or lower
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the teeth, and a driver's seat, from "which the lever is

operated.
Fifth, in combination with a two-wheeled wire-

tooth horse rake the support for the teeth located
Avithin the periphery of the wheels, the lever to raise
or lower the teeth, the seat for the driver, from which
the lever is operated, and the springs S', arranged
and operating substantially as described, to assist in
holding the teeth to the ground.

Sixth, in combination with a two-wheeled wire-
tooth horse rake a driver's seat, a hand lever by which
the driver, while in his seat, can raise or lower the
teeth, and a rock shaft independent of tlie axle to
support the teeth, each bein^ located between the
wheels and within their peripliery.

Seventh, in combination with a two-wheeled wire-
tooth horse rake, having the upper end of the teeth
attached to a rock shaft located between the wheels
and within their periphery, a driver's seat and foot
lever to raise or lower the teeth.

2,695.—E. M. BOYNTON, Grand Eapids, Mich.,
assignee of Alfred Boyntgx.—-Saw.—Patented No-
vember 27, 1866 ; reissued July 23, 1867.
Claim.—A saw provided with the cutting teeth A

and the clearing- teeth J>, constructed and ai-rauged
substantially as described.

2,696.—John A. Goewky, D. S. Wood, Albany,
N. Y., and Joseph Jones, West Albany, ]Sk Y., as-

signees by mesne assignments of William D. Good-
KOW.—Car jBratc—Patented October 18, 1864 ; reis-

sued July 23, 1867.

(Uaim.—First, connecting the brake cars F F to
horizontal guide bars affixed to the truck, substan-
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

Second, in combination with the horizontal guide
bars k k the spiral springs H, to repel the brakes from
the face of the wheels, substantially as set forth.

Third, in combination with the plank or hang frame
E of the car body and the brake cars F F tlie guide and
safety rods k fc, arranged and operating substantially
as and for the purposes set forth.

Fourth, the combination of the brake bars F F,
levers GG', connecting bar N, springs HH, and
chains »«, o with the truck wheels B B, arranged and
operating substantially in the manner and for the
purposes shown and described.

2,697.— William Lewis, John Price, and
Francis ]N"aylor, Danville, Va..—Fagot for Railway
Ji!« if;?.—Patented July 19, 1864; reissued July 23,
18^)7.

Claim.—First, the corrugated steel slabs or form
pieces A A' for fagots for railroad rails.

Second, forming the piles for the manufacture of
steel-faced rails by the combination of iron bars with
facing slabs of cast-steel, provided Avith intermediate
projections on their inner surfaces, for the purpose
of facili'ating the welding of the steel to the iron,

substantially as set forth.

2,698.—John B. Ryan, Cincinnati, Ohio, as-

signee of Calvin Dodge.— JFtrcpiacc- Patented
March 18, 18.56 ; reissued July 23, 1867.

Claim-.—First, the use of a deep recess or fire

chamber placed back of the fire basket of the grate
and out of the reach of the draft, in combination with
the horizontal covering over the recess and fire basket
extending down below the mouth of the chimney,
constructed and arranged substantially as hereto-
fore described, for the purpose of consuming the
smoke and causing the ignition of the gas, whicli
Avould otherwise be lost, and thus increasing the
amount of heat thrown into the room, and by the slow
combustion of tlie fire etFecting a great saving of fuel.

Second, the arrangement in a fireplace above the
grate of a reverberating covering F, extending for-

ward from the rear wall of tlie fire chamber to a point
below the breast of the chimney, and employed to

retard theproductsof combustion and direct tlic heat
into the room, substantially as described.

2,699.—H. H. Welch, Athens, Ohio.—Fireplace
ITeater.—Patented August 8, ISliS ; reissued July 23,

1867.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture the fire-

place heater A, constructed as herein described;

that is to say, with the projections or corrugations
D E and pipes B C, for the purpose explained.

2,700.—MetropolitanWashing MachineCom-
PANY, Middlefield, Conn., assignee by mesne assign-
ments of C. A. Foster.—Meat Chopper.—Patented
June 5, 1866 ; reissued July 23, 1867.
Claim.—First, the combination, in a meat-chopping

machine with a vibratory cutter or cutters having a
descending and transverse stroke, of a tub and mech-
anism for rotating the same intermittently, i. e.,

during the intervals between the strokes, or while
the cutter or cutters are lifted off the bottom off the
tub.

Second, forming the frame in two parts: one sta-
tionary, the other movable, the two being connected
together by a horizontal hinge joint, or its mechani-
cal equivalent.

Third, in a meat chopper frame composed of two
Earts, unites! by a hinge joint, as described, the com-
ination with the movable part thereof of the vibra-

tory cutters and such appurtenances of the machine
as overhang or are held within the tub, so that the
said cutters and appurtenances may be bodily lifted

out of the tub, as and for the purposes described.
Fourth, the combination with the stationary and

movable frames of the locking device.

2,701.—David Hammond and W. R. Reeves,
Canton, Ohio.—JBridgre.—Patented June 21, 1864;
reissued July 30, 1867.

Claim.—First, the arch A, constructed of the side
pieces a a, top piece b, clamping pieces c c and n n,

bolts d d, nuts e e, the whole combined substantially
as herein specified.

Second, the combination of the arch A, constructed
as hereinbefore specified, the string pieces D D, sus-

pen-^ion rods B B, diagonal brace CC, and shoes E E,
substantially as herein set forth.

2,702.—E. P. Russell, Manlius, 'S.Y.—Casting
the Driving Wheels of Horse Fo%cers, Hai-vesters, d-c.

—Patented August 1.5, 1865; reissued July 30, 1867.

Claim.—First, placing the pulley pins of driving
wheels in the sand or mold by means of a model driv-

ing wheel so as to secure equidi-stanee between the
pins, substantially as and for the jjurposes specified.

Second, the combination of the driving wheel A,
the pin C, and the friction roller B, constructed in

the manner antl arranged substantially as described.

2,703.—Frederick Yolkmann, Hoboken, N. J.,

assignee of Bruno Yolkmann.—Flozv.—Patented
November 27, 1866 ; reissued July 30, 1867.

Claim.—First, a plow cart that is made and ope-
rating substantially as and for the pmpose herein
shown and described.
Second, the device for raising and lo\rering the

front end of the plow beam L, by means of the screw
shaft I, (fitted in the axle D, and sliding block fc,) the
nut c, and plate/, balance bar «, links g and n, all

made and Operating substantially as herein shown
and described.

Third, the adjustable links n, when so made by the
application of a set screw n', substantially as and for

the purpose herein shown and described.

Fourth, the draft chain K, attached to the underside
of the plow beam and to the lundside of the same, or,

in other words, to the lower loft-hand edge of the
same, substantially as and for the purpose herein
shown and describetl.

Filtli. the perforated axle D', in combination with
the frame B A E, and sliding block h, for the purpose
of allowing the lateral adjustment of the screw shaft

I, (or its equivalent,) substantially as and for the
purpose herein shown and describecl.

Sixth, the manner herein shown and described of
adjustably securing the draft l)ar G to the plow cart

by means' of the perforated axle D'. bolt h. and seuii-

clrcular front pbite D, and pin or set screw S, alT

made and operating substantially as herein shown
and described.
Seventh, in combination with the device for ad-

justing the plow beam up and down the wheel F of

the cart, when so arranged that by its adjustment tho

axle of the cart can be sunk more or less, as set forth.

Eighth, hanging the front end of the ]>lo\v beam
directly to the" screw shaft I by moans of liuks g g,
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balance bar «, and nut c. all made and operating sub-
stantially as herein shown and described.
Xinth.the draft chain K, when secured to the plow-

in the manner described, in combination with the lat-

erall)- as well as obliquely atljustable draft biu- G, as
set forth.

2,704.—"William N. TVhiteley, Jerome Fass-
LEK. and Olivek S. Kellev, Springlield, Oliio.

—

Ci-

der J/j'H.—ratcnted December 15, lHt)3 ; reissued Julv
30, 18G7.

Claim.—First, the press boom B, constructed with
the lugs G G upon its lower part and at a distance
from Its ends, as and for the purpose shown aud de-

scribed.
Second, the arrangement of the posts A A, press

beam I>, girder C, rails E E, post F, aud platform I,

to ibrm tiie Irame of a combined griiuling and press-
ing fruit mill, as set forth aud described.

2,705.—William B. Bates, Mansfield
administrator of the estate of Geoi{(;e Wellman.—
>!<tripping Top Flats in Carding Machines.—Puteutcd
March 18, 1856; antedated November "25, 18.)3; reis-

sued July 30, 1867.

Claim.— First, the combination of the segmental
gear and its set rim or locking plate with the pinion
and its locking pl.ite or recess, as a device for impart-
ing an intermittent rotation to mechanism from a
continuous one, for the purpose of operating the
stripping mechanism, or that which moves the cleans-
ing frame from one top card to another, substantially
as described.
Second, the combination of the said device for pro-

ducing intermittent rotation with the mechanism
that lifts, strips, and lowers the top card to another,
substantially as described.

Tliird, the combiuation of the said device for pro-
ducing intermittent rotation with tiie mechanism
thiit moves the cleansing frame from one top card to
another, substantially as described.
Fourth, combining and arranging the segmental

gear aud its set rim or locking plate with Ihe two
pinions, each with its locking plate or recess, placed
on opposite sides of said segmental gear, so as to op-
erate the stripping apparatus and Inove the cleans-
ing frame alternately, substantially as described.

Fifth, the combination aud arrangement of the
mangle pins or teeth in the arc of a circle directly at-

tached to the cleansing frame aud concentric with its

movements, for the puri)ose of avoiding intermittent
gearing, substantially as described.

Sixth, mounting the stripper card upon radial arms
that have their centers or axes below the stripper
card and near the axis of the cleansing frame, sub-
stantially a.s described.
Seventh, the combination of the cams X X with

the levers Y Y, carrying and operating the stripper
card, substautially as described.
Eighth, the combination of the cams X X with the

lifting rods Z Z and tlie levers Y Y, arranged to
operate in connection, substantially as described.

Ninth, the combination of the cams X X with the
chain belts Q', the chain pulleys Ji', and shaft M, ar-
ranged and operating substantially as described.
Tenth, the combination of the guide E' on the

cleansing frame witli the stationary guide D', on the
frame of the machine, co-operating substantially as
described.
Eleveuth, the combination of the springs F' and

the pins E' and lifting rods Z, and their application
to the frame S, 8ul)stantially as described.

Twelfth, the mechanism for cleansing the stripper
card, arranged and applied substautially as described.

2,706.—William B. Bates, Mansfield, Mass.,
administrator of the estate of GEOlKiE AVellmax.—
iStripping Top Flatsfor Carding Machine.f.—Patented
December 6, 1853 ; reissued July 30, 18(i7.

Claim.—First, the combination and arrangement
of a continuously revolving radial arm and pin, or
crank pin, and a circular locking plate connected
therewith, with a series of intermittently revolving
radial working grooves to receive said pin, connected
with a locking plate provided with segmental recesses
corresponding to said grooves and to the other lock-
ing plate, substantially as described.
Second, combining" Avith the cleansing frame a

mangle gear and the mechanism herein described for

imparting an intermittent motion to the same suit-

ably arranged, by which the cleansing frame is moved
from one top card to another in any order desireil in

both directions, and held at rest while the cleansing
operation is performed, substantially as describctl.

Third, so combining aud arranging the cleansing
frame, the muugle gear and pinion, and mechanism
for giving it intermittent motion, when the motion of
the cleansing frame is from one top card to the next
but one, that when the pinion passes around the ex-

tremity of the series of pins or teeth of tlio mangle
gear to the opposite side of the same, the distance
of the point from where the pinion starts to where it

stops on the mangle gear will correspond to the move-
ment of the cleansing frame from one top card to
that next to it, and thus sliift the order of cleansing
the top cards when the frame is moving in opposite
directions, substantially as described.
Fourth, attaching the stripping card to radial arms

so arranged that by the oscillation of said arms tlio

stripping card will be carried beneath the raised top
card to cleanse the same, substantially as described.

Fifth, forming the working faces of the cams that
raise the top cards in separate aud detached segments,
placed so as to act in succession in combination with
a series of projections or working surfaces on the de-
vice that raises the top cards, substantially as de-
scribed.

Sixth, the combination and arrangement of the sev-
eral correspondent parts of mechanism, both new and
old, so as to form a complete apparatus by which the
top cards of a carding machine may be automatically
stripped or cleansed, substantially as described.

2,707.—Zenas King, Cleveland, Ohio, for him
self and as assignee of P. M. Frees.—Bridge.—Vmt-
cuted October!, 18(51; reissued July 30, 1867.

Claim.—First, viz: the construction and an-ange-
ment of the arch when the same incrcises gradually
in its vertical and lateral dimensions from the ends
A' A" of tlie arch to its center or crown, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the construction and arrangement of the
arched or curved stay plates or channel irons in com-
bination with ai-ched bridges, for the purpose speci-
fied.

2,70S.—Alexander Mackey, New York, N. Y.
— Centrifugal Sugar J/fic/ii/ie. —Patented June 18,

1867 ; reissued July 30, 1867.

Claim.—First, the combination with the centrif-
ugal cylinder of a distributor arranged within but
detached from the said cylinder, substantially as and
for tlie purpose herein set forth.

Second, the distribiytor C, constructed essentially
as sliown, in combiuation with the centrifugal cylin-
der B, and arranged in relation thereto, substantially
as anil for the purpose herein set forth.

2,709.—Daniel E. Paris, Troy, N. Y., assignee
by mesne assignments of James 11. Hvde.—Cooking
Stove.—Patented June 10, 1862; reissued July 30,
1807.

Claim.—First, a reservoir thus situated and con-
structed with a concave front next adjoining said rear
flues, the back of which latter shall be of a similar
and conforming shape, for the purpose set forth and
herein explained.
Second, Iwlting or fastening the reservoir to the

upright plate of the stove, sul^stantially as here shown
and described.

2,710.—Sylvester E. Amknt, Oswego, HI.—
Horse Hake.—I'atented February 9, 1864; reissued
July 2(), 186'4 ; and again reissued August 6, 18(»7.

Claim.—First, th« metallic bearing girdle D,adapted
to be fixed ui)ou tiie shaft A of a revolving rake A a
a, substantially as and for the purpose herein set
forth.

Second, forming the metallic bearing girdle D of
two halves, and applying it' to the shaft A by means
of lugs and bolts, substautially as and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

Third, the metallic bearing girdlo D, provided witli

one or more p.virs of radial or perpendjculir faces W
Y, erected, formed, or fixed therein or upon, substau-
tially as and for the purpose herein set torth.

Fourth, in combination with a single handle revolv-
ing rake A a a E, when its locking devices do not
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depend upon the teeth for resisfances, except uui-
iormly upon the whole through the medium of the
shaft A, the employment of one or more pairs of re-

versed faces W T, arranged within the same cylin-

drical but separate vertical planes, substantially as
and for the purpose herein set forth.

Fifth, in combination with a single-handled re-

volving rake A a a E, when its locking devices do
not depend upon the teeth for resistances, except uni-
formly upon the whole through the medium of the
shaft A, the employment of one or more pairs of re-

versed faces W Y, arranged relative to bolts I and
J, or their equivalents, substantially as and for the
purpose herein set forth.

Sixth, the employment of the sectional eccentric
peripheries of the flanges 1 and 2, arranged relative
to bolts I and J, and to one or more pairs of reversed
faces W Y, substantially as and for the purpose here-
in set forth.

Seventh, in combination with a single-handed re-

volving rake A a a E, Avhen its locking devices do
not depend upon the teeth for resistances, except uni-
formly upon the whole through the medium of the
shaft A, the employment of two locks, each operat-
ing independently of tlie other, substantially as and
for the purpose herein set forth.

Eighth, the metallic brush or saddle E, formed
with side cheeks F' F^, and with notches or holes /^

/*, and adapted to serve in connection with the handle
E, and with sliding bolts I and J, substantially in
the manner and for the purpose herein set fortli.

Ninth, bracing the tv>o scries of teeth by the em-
ployment of two series of braces P P, arranged to
form an additional direct connection from the shaft
A to the teeth a a, substantially as and for the pur-
pose herein set forth.

2,711.—Edmund Bigkt.ow, Springfield, Mass.—
Soda Water Apparatus.—Patented January 25, 1859;
reissued August (), 1867.

Claim.—First, the combination of the conduit
through which the mineral waters are drawn, and
the sirup cans with the ice reservoirs all in one stand
or caster, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.
Second, an air vent in or connected with the valve

stem of a measuring faucet as above set forth, or in
any manner substantially the same.
Third, in combination'with a siiup caster, substan-

tially as herein described, a measuring faucet, or its

equivalent, so mado tiiat when the discharge port is

opened the supply port is closed by proper plug or
other formed valves, connected witli a stem so con-
structed and arranged that it admits external air into
the measuring chamber A\hen the discharge port is

opened by the naovement by said stem, all substan-
tially in the manner and for the purposes herein set

forth.

2,712.—W. W. GniEU and R. H. Boyd, Hulton,
Pa.

—

Machine for Making Avgcrs.—Patented May
22, 18(iG; reissued August (i, lW(i7.

Claim.—The means substantially as herein described
for twisting the blank, in combination with the series

of dies tor clasping and holding tlie twist as it pro-
gresses, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.
Also, the means by which the twist is given to the

blank, and which consists of tlie combination of the
instrument having an aperture of the form of tlie

cross section of tlie blank whicii slides on the blank,
the holder to hold the blank, or tlie eciuivalent thereof,
and the mechanism, or the eijuivaleut thereof, for

imparting simultaneously a lougitudinal and a rotary
motion, the combination' having a raoile of operation
substantially sucli as hereinabove set forth.

2,713.—A UGUST TIiiUM.VNN. New Haven, ('onn.—
Apparaliis for Discharrjimj Bilge Water from Ves-

seW i/oWs. — Patented October 2, 18(K); reissued
August (i, 18G7.

C7aim.—The apjiaratus, consisting of a vertical
shaft or 'ixle 1 K provided at its lower end with pro-

jecting chambers or flanges T T T and operating
within a cylinder and provided with valves U, or
with valve Q, or both, the whole constrnetcd and ar-

ranged so as to operate substantially as and for the
purpose described.

2,714.—Charles Jones, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Heating Stove.—Patented July 17, 1860; reissued
August 6, 1867.

Claim.—A dust or check draft flue inside of a heat-
ing or cooking stove, also applicable to heaters and
ranges, leading from the space or ash pit below the
grate to the space above the fire, or into the escape
flue or pipe which conducts away the smoke or pro-
ducts of combustion, for the purpose of carrying off

the dust and ashes when the fire is raked, which flue

may be placed either in the rear, in frouit, or at the
side of the fire pot or box.

Also, in combination with the dust flue, arranged
as above, a damper or other device for closing the
flue F and making the air or draft draw through the
fire, substantially as described.

2,715.—Canceled.

2,716.—Isaac M. Millbank, Greenfield Hill,

Conn.

—

Metallic Cartridge.—Patented February 19,

1867; reissued August 6, 1867.

Claim.—First, a metallic base c of sufficient strength
to resist the force of the hammer in exploding the ful-

minate, in combination with a sheet-metal cartridge
case when the said base is introduced Arithin the cart-

ridge ease and secured thereto by soldering or braz-
ing, as and for the purposes set forth.

Second, the base c soldered or brazed inside of the
sheet-metal cartridge case a, in combination with the
fulminate tube i setting Avithin an opening in the
base c, as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, strengthening the base of an ordinary sheet
metal cartridge case by a disk or base soldered or
brazed within said case, substantinlly as set forth.

2,717.—David Brooks, Philadelphia, Pa.—Jn-
sutator for Telegraph Wires.—Patented November
29, ] 8(i4 ; reissued August 6, 1867.

Claim.—First, the use, in the manner described, of
a hollow cylinder h of paper, or its equivalent, ia con-
necting the glass block B to the casing A by means
of sulphur.

Second, the use of paraflSjie as an insulating medi-
um in telegraphic wire insiUators, in the manner de-

scribed, or in any other manner by which the same
result is attained.

Third, the use, in connection with telegraph wire
insulators, of sulphur or any other porous cement
saturated with paraftino.

2,718.—John B. Button, Cleveland, Ohio, as-

signee of H. Pierce and J. B. Button.— Oil Tank.—
Patented January 22, 1867; reissued August 6, 1867.

Claim.—Vh'Ht, the wooden bottom of iron tanks
for holding oil when such wooden bottom is placed
within the body of the tank and spiked or otherwise
secured to the sills which support the tank and to

which the body of the tank is also attached, either

directly or with an intervening floor, substantially

as hereinbefore described.
Second, the rim or abutment pieces, F inserted into

recesses in the sills B B for supporting the flooring of
oil tanks, substantially as hereinbefore described.

Third, the coinbiuaMon of the foundation sills B B,
flooring G, with a metallic tank H bolted to the
foundation, anil an inserted Avooden bottom G' also

fastened to the foundation, constructed and arranged
substantially as hereinbefore described.

2,719.—James E. Emerson, Trenton, N. J.—
Swage for Sharpening Saws.—Vatented June 5, 1866

;

reissued August 6, 1867.

Claim.— Yivat, swaging the teeth of saws and
forming thctu into suitable shape and width and
bringing them to a proj)cr feather or cutting edge at

one operation by the combined operation of a die in

or on the piece of steel and a blow upon thesAvage, sub-

stantially in the manricr and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the swage stock or handle A and the pin

B, Avhcn combined and used substantially in the man-
ner awd for the purpose set forth.

Third, the groove h, Avhcn used in combination
Avitii the swage for the purpose of allowing the teeth

of the saw to come up to the die, as herein set forth.

2,720.—PvOnicRT M. Livingston. Mobile, Ala.—
Composition or I'astefor Article of Food.—Patented
June '1, 1867; reissued August ti, 1867.
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Claim.—A compound or paste, of which cheese is

the basis, and the admixture of any suitable season-

ing or flavoring ingredients, in the manner and for

the purpose specified, whether in the ratio described
or in any other substantially the same.

2,72i.—^-Joseph Ham, Koiirman, Philadelphia,

Tn.—DuM PrtJi.—Patented June 7, 1859 ; reissued

August (i, 1867.

Claim.—Fh-st, a dust pan, formed with corrugations,

substantially as described, for the purposes set forth.

Second, forming the back edges of the pan in the
manner described, whereby it is rendered sufficiently

rigid without any wiring.

2,722.—JTa-mes G. Tauk and Augustus H. Won-
sox, Gloucester, Mass.—i'ainf /or Shipn' Bottoms.—
Patented November 3, 18U3 ; reissued August 6, 18(57.

Claim.—A paint, made of oxide of copper, with a
basis and medium substantially as described.

2,723.—Edsell Totman, Columbus, Va.—Horse
rower.—Patented March 14, 1865 ; reissued August
6, 1867.

Claim.—First, in combination with a stationary
spur wheel 13, having a driving shaft C passing
through its center and which carries upon one end a
pinion spur wheel g, the rotating spur wheel F and
pinion h, applied on the short arm of a triangular
sweep I> which turns about the axis of said shaft and
caiTies these wheels E and h around with it, sub-
stantially as described.
Second, sustaining the revolving sweep D by means

of a transverse brace D^, which is applied loosely to

a fixed hub b througli which tlie driving shaft pusses,

said sweep being arranged over the stationary Avheel

B and cari-ying the wheels E and h, substantially as
described.
Third, in conjunction with a sweep D, which turns

freely around a fixeil hub b and driving shaft C, and
which carries tlie spur wheels E and h upon one end,
the use of lower guides i /.-, or tlieir e(jui^alents, ap-
plied beneath the stationary wheel 13, substantially us
described.
Fourth, the sweep D, cross-brace D', hollow hub 6,

stationary Avheel IJ, and tlic lower guides i 1% ar-

ranged and operating in a machine, substantially as
described.

Fifth, in combination with the sweep D revolving
around a fixed hub b and driving sliaft C, and carry-
ing the wheels E h around the stationary wheel B,
the use of a removable shaft C carrying' a driving
pulley N, substantially as described.

Sixth, in combination with the sweep D revolving
ai'ound a fixed hub b and driving shaft C and carry-
ing the wheels E and h around the stationary wheel
13, the use of a balance wheel H carrying a wrist pin
7n, and pitman rod I, and arranged beneath tlie sup-
portinjj beam A' aud frame A, substantially as de-
scribed.

2,724.—Charles Truesdale and Wii.t-tam Ek-
sou <fc Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, assignees of Charles
T\ivr.si)A[.K.—Cupola and other iteltinn Furnaces.—
Patented May 1, 186(); reissued August (i, 1867.

Claim.—First, the combination with a cupola or
blast furnace of a system of tweers, having openings
so arranged as to discliargc a blast of greater vol-

ume below than above, as set fortii.

Second, the provision in a cupola or melting fur-

nace of one or more vertical series of tweers witli

graduated or decreasing ventage toward tlie upper
portion of the series, substantially as set forth.

Third, the arrangement of one or more vertical se-

ries of tweers, which project beyond the common or
general lining wall, and are protected by vel'tical

piers, substantially as set forth.

2,725.—Charles E. Stanley, Cleveland, Oliio,

assignee of JosErn Sueruurxe Smith.—;S'prui.7

Ifi»r7c.—Patented May 1!), 1857 ; antedated May lii,

18.">7
; reissued August (i, 1867.

Cla[ni.—First, the construction of a hinge with a
tubular joint having a torsion spring therein, and
with devices for a(l5usting and retaining said torsion,

substantially as and for the purpose described.
Second, the combination of the center pin, screw

pin, headed or capped spring, aud tubular hinge,

constructed and arranged to operate ns and for tho
purpose substantially as described.

2,726.—T. E. C. Brinly, Louisville, Ky.-Plotv.
—Patented July 3, 1866 ; reissued August 13. 1867.

Claim.—First, constructing a plow with its land
side L and the standards C D connected by the flajigo

c, and having the ears d ou tho post C all cast in a
single piece, as described.
Second, the mold board L, with the point E formed

in a single piece and having a shoulder or projection
c formed on its under side to rest against the front of
the land side and assist in holding the mold board in
place, substantially as described.

2,727.—James M. Brown, Boston, Mass.—Jfa-
chine for Cleansing and Softening Sheep Skins.—
Patented July 2, 1867 ; reissued August 13, 1867.

Claim.—The treatment of the skins bv means of a
fulling mill and water, substantially as (Icscribcd.

Also, tlie treatment of the skins by a fulling mill
and water and collecting the waste wool on a screen,

or its equivalent, as set forth.

Also, the combination as well as the arrangement
of the screen with the fulling mill having a discharg-
ing hole in its reservoir, as explained.

2,728.-Henry Disston, Philadelphia, Prt., and
Jajies E. Atwood, Trenton, N. J., assignees by
mesne assignments of Jox.\u Newtox.—Securing
Cutters to Rotary Disks.—Patented June 19, 1855;
reissued August 13, 1867.

Claim.—First, a rotary cutter, consisting of a disk
having recesses which represent tlie segment of a
circle, and teeth adapted to and admitting of being-

adjusted in these recesses, substantially as set forth,

for the purpose specified.

Second, the tooth or cutter, consisting of the seg-

ment of a ring having on its convex side a rib
adapted to a groove in tlie above-mentioned recess.

Third, the screw h and segmental nut /, arranged
for securing the tooth or cutter to the disk or phito,

as set forth.

2,729.—Francis Farquhar and Eouekt E.
DoAX, Wilmington, Ohio.— Sitgar Evaporator.—
Patented September 25, 1866 ; reissued August 13,

1867.

Claim.—First, a sugar evaporator, having its fire

box and flues arranged so as to be surrounded with
the juice to be evaporated, substantially as and for

the purpose herein specified.

Second, an evaporating or boiling apparatus, hav-
ing a fire chamber, flue, or flues, whose walls arc
parallel or nearly i>arallel with the adjacent surfaces,

in ordertliattheIi(|uid-contaiuingspaceor spaces may
be adapted for subjecting a given (juantity of liquid

to the most uniform and effective action of heat, sub-
stantially as described.

Third, the arrangement of the flues C D D and E,
substantially as herein set f(H-tli.

Fourth, tlie evaporating space S'" between the flues

D 1) E and the fire box. as described.
Fifth, the flue connections L L between the fire

box B aud flues D D, for the purpose set forth.

2,730.—JosEiMi B. Palser and Gardner How-
lank, Fort Edward. N. Y.—Apparattis for the

Manufacture of Paper i'«Zp.—Patented June 21,
18.")!); reissued July 3, 186U; and again reissued
August 13, 1867.

C7rtn/J.— First, the employment of two boilers in
tlie reduction of paper stock, so arranged in respect
to each other that the steam heat remaining in one
after tiic boiling process lias been comiilcted may bo
transferred to the other boiler in which the boiling
process is being commenced, in combination with
the pijtes or other means by which such steam heat is

thus transferred, substantially in the manner aud for

the purpose above described."
Second, the transferring of the steam heat from a

boiler in which paper stock has been boiled, imme-
diately after such boiling has been completed, to
another boiler charged with paper stock, lor the
purpose of utilizing the beat remaining in the first

boiler after the completion of the boiling processes
therein, substantiallv in the manner and for the pur-
pose above describeil.

Third, the arrangement and combination of the
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boilers, the furnace A, and the doors D D' E E' and
F F', so as to apply the furnace heat to either or
both the boilers at pleasure, substantially in the
ruaiiner and for the purpose abo7e described.

2,731.—JosErn B. Palsep. and Gardner How-
land, Eort Ed-ward, N. T.

—

Manufacture of Paper
P//Zp.—Patented June 21, 1859; reissued July 3,

1860; and again reissued August 13. 1867.

Claim.—Fii'st, an internal division of the pipe h,

Tvhich passes through the lioUow journal of the rotaiy
boilers, by meiins of a partition, so that the steam
from the upper portion of th6 boiler may find exit

through one compartment of the pipe, and the liquid
contents of the boiler may find an exit through the
other compartment thereof, in the manner and for

the purpose described.
Second, the employment of the perforated diagram

p p', when arranged substantially as described, to
protect the pipes h h' s s and to strain the liquid
from the stock, as and for the pui-posea above de-
scribed.

2,732.—GustAvus Stone, Beloit, ^is.—Har-
vester Cutter.—Patented Januaiy 8, 1856; reissued
August 13, 1867.

Claim.—YiT^t, making the sections of which the
grass-cutting bkides are usually made of two pieces
of steel A and P, with but one cutting edge D upon
each, and so placing them upon the sickle bar C that
there shall be a wedge-shaped opening J between
their backs, closed at the points, and widening out
towards the bar.

Second, providing the heel K of the sickle bar C
with the conical or conoidal points L L, or their
equivalents, for the purpose shown and described.

2,733.—Robert Anderson, Brooklyn, 1^. T.—
Machine for Hxdling Rice.—Patented February 21,

I860: reissued August 13, 1867.

Claim.—A series of revolving beaters of any suit-

able flexible material, in combination with a sur-

rounding casing or cylinder, the interior surface of
which is of rough stone-like character, for operation
together in pearling or polishing rice, substantially
as specified.

2,734.—Nathantet. L. CHAitBERLAiN, Boston,
Mass., assignee of Dexter H. Chamberlain.—
Hand Stamp.—Patented July 9, 1867; reissued
August 13. 1867.

Claim.—The type wheel 6, having figures upon its

side, when the said wheel is arranged between and
used in combination with the wheels of smaller diam-
eter, as and for the pm'poso sot forth.

2,735.—American Fire Escape and Firbman's
Ladder Company, New York, N. T., assignee of
Egbert V^yatt.—Fire Escape.—Patented Juno 20,

1865; reissued August 20, 1867.

Claim.—Yh-Bt. the apparatus composed of a divided
case A and g, composed of two sides of tho ladder
and hinged together by a series of rounds of steps

h h, and'secured substantially as and for tlie purposes
herein set forth, the whole forming a fire escape
ladder.
Second, the fastening, substantially as herein de-

scribed. Avliereby the two segments forming the sides

of the ladder are lield securely together and locked
against improper interference, for tho pm-poses set

forth.

2,736.-^A. S. Babbit, Keesville, K. Y.—Bed
^o«o7n.—Patented January 29, 1867; reissued Au-
gust 20, 1867.

CVaiHi.-Tlie block A, with its ears a a and shoul-

ders X X, when constructed substantially as described
and used for the pmposes sot forth.

2,737.—K. Hoe & Co., New York, N. Y., as-

signees l)y mesne assignments of George K. Snow.
—Machine for A fixing Font Offi.ce iitamps to Let-

ters.—Vaientcd May 18, 1858; reissued August 20,

1867.

Claim.—First, the combination of the following
elements, viz., a feeding raechajiism to advance the

strip of stamps or labels, a shearing or cutting
meclianism to separate the stamps or labels, a platen

to affix the stamps or labels, and a bed, or equiva-

lent therefor, to support the article being stamped or
labeled, constructed and operating substantially as
described and for the purpose specified.

Second, the feeding mechanism, the platen, tho
shear or shears arranged with respect to tho lever,
and the bed, or equivalent therefor, substantially as
specified, whereby by the i eciprocating motion of
the lever results will take place substantially as set
forth.

Third, the combination and arrangement in a
single instrument of the lever C, the platen H, and a "^

shear or cutting edge d, substantially as described
and for the purposes set forth.

2,738.—George W. Holly. Low Moor, Iowa.—
B'a?j{7iTOgfZ)oors.—Patented October 16, 1866 ; reissued
August 20, 1867.

Claim.—The arms / / and rods e e, arranged and
operating relatively with the bai-s C F and door or
gate A, substantially as described and for tho pur-
pose specified.

2,739.—Charles Perley, New York, N. Y.—
Operating Ord7ia«ce.—Patented December 12, 1865;
reissued August 20, 1867.

Claim.—First, the mode, herein specified, of ele-

vating a gun or mortar from behind a breastwork or «
protection previous to its discharge, and the lower-
ing of the same previous to loading, by a hydraulic
ram and cylinder, as specified.

Second, a plunger and chamber, from which there
is an opening to form a gradual recoil check for ord-
nance by the escape of the fluid or liquid contained
in such chamber.

Third, projecting tho gun forward by the pressure
of a liquid upon a ram or plunger, substantially as
specified.

Fourth, adjusting or sighting tho gun by means of
pressure acting- upon a ram or plunger in a chamber,
substantially as specified.

Fifth, elevating the charge or projectile by pres-
sure acting upon a ram or plunger, substantially a»
specified.

Sixth, connecting the chamber in which the recoil
plunger acts Avith tho cylinder sustaining the gun,
substantially as specified, so that the pressure in the
latter shall force the gun forward, as set forth.

Seventh, supplying through tho sustaining ram d
the liquid or fluid that acts by its pressure to protect
tho ram, or to adjust or sight the same, substantially
as set forth.

2,740.—Albert J. Eedway, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Fireplace.—Patented May 7, 1867 ; reissued August
20, 1867,

Claim.—First, in tho described combination with
an open.front stove or fireplace, the crown C. (whether
flat, truncated, or arched,) having the side flues D D',
and dividing strip or strips G G', substantially as
set forth.

Second, surmounting the fire chamber of a grate or
stove with the arched crown C, whioh extends from
tho back of tho fire chamber, and is provided with
side flues D D'. all aiTanged and operating in tho
manner heroin described and set forth.

Thiid, in combination with tho crown C and side
flues D !)', tho flue strips G G' and abutment H H,
for the purpose specified.

2,741.—Alfred Pobinson, New York, N. Y.

—

Preparation of Hoofing Fabric.—Patented Juno 20,

1865; reissued August 20. 1867.

CZai7)i.—First, tho method of Coating a sheet or
sheets of felt or other material with asphalt or other
cement in a soft or plastic state, by applying such
material to ono side of the sheet while the other side

is supported by a roller or moving surface, substan-
tially as set fortli.

Sc'cond, uniting two or more thicknesses of felt or
paper to f'orm a roofing material by means of asphalt

or other cement introiluccd between sucli thicknesses
while supported and moved by a roller, substantially

as set forth.

2,742.—K. Stilwell and A. D. Farrell.Ncw
York, N. Y., assignees ef R. STU.TfKhi..—Spring
Mattress.—'Patented September 20, 1864; reissued
August 20, 1867.

CiaijH.—Fii-st, hinging together the sections con-
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tainiuff the springs substuntially as herein shown and
described, so that the folded horizontal BCctious
thereof shall have u separation of about twice the
thickness of the mattress, all as set forth.

Second, the combination with the mattress at the
folds thereof, find with the horizontal section of an
end section, substantially as uud for the purpose herein
shown and described.
Third, the catching lips i in combination with the

hinges, substantially as herein shown and described.

2,743.—"Wir.LiAMN.'W'iiiTELEY, Springfield, Ohio,
assignee of John S. TiioxKU—Uarveater Reel.—
Patented May 11. 1858; reissued August -JO, 18(i7.

Claim.—First, supporting the blades of overhang-
ing reels from the head or plate on the end of the
short shaft at the inner «nd yf the reel by means of
the straight arms i and obliqno arms K, substantially
as set forth.

Second, the head or plate J, or equivalent, for the
purpose of connecting the arms K K, which support
tho blades to the short shall, at the inner end of the
reel, substantially as and for the purpose sot forth.

Third, the adjiistable head or plato J, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

Fourth, tho head J, constructed with the slots N in

combination with the clamping bolt M and perma-
nent arm I, substantially for the purpose sot forth.

2,744.—Hb.nky M. "Whitmatish, Abington, and
Silas S. Putnam, Dorchester, M.ass.— Clothes Hook.
—Patented January 29, 1867; reissued August 20,
1867.

Claim.—A pivoted hook C with its slot or opening c,

so arranged that it may bo closed up and thus occupy
less space, substantially as described.
Also, in combination with tho above a plato or

bracket A, substantially as and for tho purpose sot
forth.

2,745.—CHUiSTorHKK IIougkins, Marlboro, N.
H.

—

Sewing Ifac/a'nc—Patented August 20, 18G1

;

reissued August 20, 1867.
Claim.—I: ir^t, tho combination of the jointed arcs

K L fitted between tho feed ring J and the support-
ing block M, the leverN and its cam /. and the scrowi,
tho whole arranged substantially as described in re-

lation to each other and to the cam on tho feed
shaft G, and operating as set forth.

Second, so arranging and applying the I'otary looper
iu combination with an eye-pointed needle for work-
ing the chain stitch, that' the point of the looper en-
ters tlie loop of noodle thread while below tho axis of
rotation, substantially as herein described, or, in other
words, while on the opposite side of said axis to that
iu which the cloth is situated.

2,746.—CHRisTOPHErt Hodgkiks, Marlboro, N.
'B..—Sewing Jfac/a«c.—Patented August 20, 1861;
reissued August 20, 1867.
Claim.—The internal gear H in combination with

tho pinion E, for actuating a reciprocating needle,
and the pinion G' for operating a looper or instru-
ment for forming stitches in a sewing machine, sub-
stantially aa described and for the purposes specified.

2,747.—J. W. Latchek and W. J. Powell,
Amsterdam, N. Y.

—

Railroad Car /irotd.—Patented
December 27, 1864; reissued August 20, 1867.

Claim.—Suspending or hanging railroad car brakes
by means of suitablo sleeves secured to the cross-
beams of the brake, and so fitted as to slide forward and
backward on appropriate guide ways s(!cui'ed to the
track, substantially as and for tho puiposes set forth.

2,748.— Samuel Xicolsox, Boston, Mass.

—

Wooden Pavement—Viitcnto.il August 8, 1854 ; reis-

sued December 1, 1863 ; aud again reissued August
20, 1867.

Claim.—First, placing a continuous foundation or
support, as above described, directly upon tho road-
way, then arranging thereon a series of blocks hav-
ing parallel sides, endu iso in ro^^•s, so as to leave a
continuous naiTow groove or channel way betwoou
each row, and then filling said grooves or channel
ways with broken stone, gi-avel, and tcr, or other
like materials.
Second, tho formation of a pavement by laying a

fouudutiou directly upon tho readway, substantially

as described, and then employing two sets of blocks
one a principal set of blocks, that shall form tho
wooden surface of the pavement when completed,
and an auxiliary set of blocks or strips of board,
which shall form no part of the surface of the puve-
uieut, but determine tho width of the groove between
tho principal blocks, aud also the filling of said
groove, when so formed between the principal blocks,

with broken stono, gravel, and tar, or other like

material.
Third, placing a continuous foundation or support,

as above described, directly upon tho roadway, and
then arranging thereon a series of blocks having
parallel sides, endwise iu a checkered manner, so as
to leave a series of checkered spaces or cavities be-

tween said blocks, aud then filliug said chockered
cavities with broken stono, gravol, aud tar, or other
like material.

Fourth, tho formation of a pavement by laying a
foundation directly upon tho roadway, substantially
as above described, and then employing two sets of
blocks, viz., one a principal set of blocks that shall

form the wooden surface of the pavement, aud au
auxiliary set of blocks that shall form no part of tho
wooden 'surface of tho pavement, but determine tho
dimensions of the tesselated cavities between tho
principal blocks, and thou filling said tesselated cavi-
ties with brokeu stono, gravel, and tar, or other like
material.

2,749.—The Amoskeag Makufacturing Com-
pany. Manchester, N. H., assignees of ^'ehemiaii S.

Bean.—Picker-staff Motion for ioom«.—Patented
January 22, 1861 ; reissued May 28, 1867 ; and again
reissued Aug«st 20, 1867.

Claim.—The improved arrangement of the rockor
b within tho link c and on the support piece e.

Also, the arrangement of the spring / with the sup-
port pioco e, the link c, and the rocker b.

Also, the arrangement of tho cars g with tho link c
support piece c, and the rocker b, tho whole being
substantially as specified.

2,750.—Beuxaud Moraiian, Brooklyn, N. T.—
Brush Holder.—Vixtcntcd July 9, 1867 ; reissued Au-
gust 20, 1867.

Claim.—The frame A, or its equivalent, in combi-
nation with a hinged or pivoted jaw, or the eqniva-
lent thereof, so arranged as to expand or contract as
the size of the brush may require, for tho pm-poso
heroiu shown and described.

2,751.—N. D. TIin-man-, Stepney Depot. Conn.—
Elevator.— Patented IS'ovomber 29, 1864; reissued
August 20, 1867.

Claim.—The bars J J L L pivoted in the car A, as
shown, and tho bars J J, connected at one end by a
cross-piece k, in combination with tlie button G ou
tho chain F, and the pins e on tho inclined ways M,
all arranged substantially as and lor the purpose
herein set forth.

Further, the bent pawl H, arranged to operate in
connection with the chain F and pu'ley D, substan-
tially as and for tho purpose set forth.

2,752.—Levi H. "Wiiitney, Vallcjo, Ctxl—Train-
ing Hops, c£c.—Patented December 4, 18C6; reissued
August 20, 1867.

C'iaim.—First, the herein described mode of train-
ing hop vines, &:c., in such a manner as to lead them
up wires diverging from each hill, and then horizon-
Sally across the space to the next row opposite, upon
wires retained separate at any desirable width or dis-

tance fnnn each oilier over the whole surface of tho
plantation, substantially as set forth.

Second, tho shackles or device herein described for
securing the strings or cords, when constructed aud
used iu the manner described.

Third, constructing the shackles b bb with longer
arms than those of c c c, to allow them to drop lower
than the latter, to which the upper ends of the coixls

are attaclicd.

Fouilli. the device constructed and arranged as de-
scribed, for securing tho lower ends of tiie cords over
tho hills of vines, for the purpose described.

2,753.—Augustus Brown, New York, N. Y.—
Governor for Steam Engines.—Patented November
7, 1865 ; reissued August 27, 1867.
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Claim.—The swivel arin C, subjected to the action
of a spring or weight in combination with the throttle
or governor valve of a steam engine, and with the
belt which serves to impart motion to the governor,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

2,754.—Putnam Machine Company, Fitchburg,
Mass., assignees oi Chas. H. Bkown and Chaules
BuKi.ElGii.

—

Valve Gear for Steam Engines.—Pat-
ented January 15, 1856 ; reissued August 27, 1867.

Claim.—First, the cam shaft S. Avhen so arranged
with reference to the main shaft K of the engine as
to revolve at a rate of speed less tlian that of the said
main shaft of the engine, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

Second, the within described arrangement of two
or more cams h upon the shaft S, and with reference
to the induction valves, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

'J.'hird, the shoulder and levers c7, having adjusta-
ble fulcrums c, in combination with a cam or cams h
for ©perating the valves and varying the point of cut-

off, subsfeantiallj^ a§ set fortli.

Foui'th, arranging the governor with reference to
the shouldered levers d, so that it will control the po-
sition of their fulcrum e, and thereby regulate the ve-
locity of the engine, substantially as described.

Fifth, tlie manner of arranging the steam and ex-
haust valves with relation to the cylinderH and shaft

S, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2,755.—Robert Bryson, Schenectady, 1^. Y
Harvester.—Patented April 8, 1862 ; reissued August
27, 1867.

Claiin.—First, a main frame of a harvester which
is adapted foi- carrying the driver's seat and the gear-
ing that operates tiie cutters, and also for having the
draft tongue attached to it, said frame being carried
by two driving and supporting wheels, both of wliich
are furni.shed with a ratchet aiid pawl having a finger
bar carrying a platform hinged to it at one side
thereof, in combination with a circularly moving
sweep rake, which is sustained by the hinged connec-
tion of the finger bar and platform, and moves over
the platform at intervals and discharges the cut crop
at one side thereof, in rear of the driving wheels, such
rake being driven automatically from the draft frame.
Second, a fulcrum or pivot for a circularly moving

sweep rake, a guide for such rake, and a finger beam
carrying a plattbrm, all so connected to each other and
hing^ed to the draft frame at one side thereof that
wliile the rake has no other support upon the draft
frame than is derived from the hinge connection of
the finger beam, and is driven automatically from the
draft frame, it with its pivot and guide will work in

unison with the platform and finger beam thz-ough all

the vibrations of the same without affecting the draft
frame or changing the angle of the pivot or fulcrum
with the platform.

Third, arranging the crank, or its equivalent, which
communicates motion to a rake which is on a hinged
platform nearly in line with the joint of the finger bar,

so that the movements of this finger bar will not
cause the joint to bind, nor materially affect the mo-
tion of the crank Avhich works the rake.
Fourth, in a harvester with a two-wheel draft frame,

a finger bar carrying a ijlatforin and a rake, the finger
bar platform and rake being connected to each other
and hinged to the draft frame at one side thereof,
communicating motion to said rake from the main
axle when the latter is connected to both di-iving

wheels by pawls and ratchets.
Fifth, the combination of a finger beam carrying a

platform and a circnlarly moving sweep rake, an in-

ner and outer supporting wheelfor the finger beam,
platform, and rake, a hinge connection which is par-
allel or nearly so to the line of draft for the finger
beam and platform, and a two-wheel draft frame.

Sixth, a sweep rake mounted upon a platform con-
nected to a finger beam which is hinged to the inner
side of a draft frame in such manner that the inner
edge of the platform does not extend beyond the said
inner side of the draft frame.

Seventh, a sweep rake, a platform, and a finger
beam, connected together and hinged to the draft
frame by means of a hinge connection which allows
both the outer and inner ends of the finger beam and
platform to accommodate themselves to the undula-
tions of tiie ground, so that the rake is allowed un-

changingly to follow the motions of the platform ar^d

cutting apparatus or finger beam.
Eighth, a sweep rake mounted on a hinged platform

and driven from the main frame, the pivot of saidrako
being between the center of the draft frame and the
outer divider of the platform, and the platform upon
which tlie grain falls terminating near the inner side
of the draft frame.

2,756.—Stewaut Hartshorn, New York, N". Y.
—Shade 2nxture.-—Vat(inted October 11, 1864 : reis-

sued August 27, 1867.

Claim.—The application to a shade roller provided
with a spiral spring, for automatically raising or roll-

ing up the shade, of a pawl and a ratchet, or notched
liub, so arranged that the former will engage witli the
latter at any point or height of the shade by simply
checking the rotation of the roller and the upwai-d
movement of tlie shade under the influence of the
spring, substantially as set forth.

2,757.—Charles F. Martine, Boston, Mass.—
Sofa ^erfstecfrf.-Patented June 6, 1854 ; reissued De-
cember 25, 1855; and again reissued August 27, 1867.

Claim.—First, the single spring mattress so con-

structed and arranged with a sofa having a hinged
back as to form, when the back is dropped from an
upright to a horizontal position for forming a bed, an
even surface without joint or center depression, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose specified.

Second, so constructing and arranging the single

spring mattress with a sofa having a hinged back that

AAlien the back is raised from a horizontal to an up-

right position for forming a sofa, said mattress shall

be drawn in or depressed longitudinally at or near its

center by means of cords, or tlieir equivalents, and
will have the appearance and effect of two separate

cushions, one for the seat and the other for the back
of the sofa, substantially as specifi(!d.

Third, the arms separated in the center, when used
in combination with the sofa and mattress, constructed

in the manner and for the purpose described.

2,758.—Abram and Chari.es Clow, Port Byron,
N. Y., assignees of Charles, Abram, and Charles
N. Cuow.—Agricultural J'orA;.—Patented December
8, 1857 ; reissued September 3, 1867.

Claim.—First, in combination the metallic head A
and wooden tines B, substantially as and for the pur-

pose herein specified.

Second, the arrangement of the ribs or braces /,

running obliquely from socket to socket, and crossing

with relation to each other upon opposite sides of tho

head, as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, the arrangement of tlie sockets a a, diverg-

ing laterally from the rear to the front of the head,

in the manner shown and for the purpose set forth.

Fourth, the conical sockets a, when made tapering

from the rear of the head toward its front, in connec-

tion with the Avooden tines B and metallic head A,
substantially in the manner and for the purpose set

forth.

Fifth, the brace E and bow D, when attached to

each other with a hinge joint so as to fold together

without being detached from each other, substantially

in the manner and for the purpose described.

Sixth, the jointing of the bow D onto the head, for

the purpose and in the manner substantially as de-

scribed.

2.759.— Samuei>L. Denny, Christiana, Pa.—
Sugar Cane JfiH.—Patented September 28, 1858 ; re-

issued September 3, 1867.

Claim.—First, eccentric boxes when used to sup-

port the journals of shafts or cylinders for the pur-

pose of effecting compensation for the wearing away
of the journals and bearings, substantially as de-

scribed.

Second, tho eccentric boxes K, in combination witn

the arras c c and the lever F, as and for the purpose

set forth.

2.760. — EUGEN Langen, Cologne, Prussia.—
Grate for Furnaces.—Patented November 14, 1865

;

reissued September 3, 1867.

Claim.—First, the employment of two or more
shelves, or their equivalents, adapted to receive fuel

and allow it to be i)ushed forward thereon, into and
under the fire at different levels, in combination with
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grates, or their equivalents, connected therewith at

tlifferent levels, the whole bcintr arranged for joint
operation substtintially as and for the purpose herciji

set forth.

Second, the cinder section or ash pits j, arranged
relatively to the shelves and grates at different levels,

substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth.

Third, the grated door z, turning on trunnions as
represented, and arranged to operate relatively to the
cinder support j and the superior portions fg of my
compound grate, substantially in the manner and for
the purpose herein specified.

"

2,761.—Jonathan Peacock, Rockford, 111.—
Barrel Washing JfacA ijic—Patented Mai'ch 13, 186G

;

reissued September .'3, 1867.

Claim.— First, the combination substantially as
described of tlie clamping frames (arranged encl to
end) with the locking device, so that the barrels in
each frame may be revolved independently of those
in the others, or all may be revolved together.
Second, the arrangemout of the clamping frames,

as described, whereby the barrels in each fi*amc are
counterbalanced by those in the other.

Third, the combination in tlie manner described of
the adjustable clamping rails with the rotating heads.
Fourth, arranging the slots in which the clamping

rails d arc adjusted parallel to each other and tan-
geiitially to tLe axis of rotation of the frames, as de-
scribed.

Fifth, the arrangement, as described, above the ro-
tating clamping frames of the water trough divided
into compartments by the transverse partition pro-
Tided with the valvo which regulates the supply of
water to one of the compartments, whereby I equal-
ize the quantity of water admitted to each 'barrel.

Sixth, the arrangement as described of the trough,
the slide valve in its bottom, and the filling pipes.

Seventh, the combination, as described, with the
water trough and filling pipes, of the lifter which
simultaneously withdraws all the pipes from the bar-
rels and holds them out of the way of the re^;olving
barrels.

3,762—James Mkver, Jr.. New York, N. T.—
Kni/e S harpciier.—Patented May 14, 1867 ; reissued
September 10, 1867.
Ciaim.—First, the cutting plates E E', provided

with longitudinal rounded edges, and connected to-
gether by a sliding joint, substantially iu the manner
aa and for the purpo.se set forth.

Second, the combination of the handle A with the
two pairs of cutters E E' F F, the clamp at one end
of the handle, and the recesses in the same to receive
the cutters with or without the strap G, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

Third, the cutters E E', wlien placed in the same
plane, and connected together by means of the slid-

ing joint, or its equivalent, substantially as described
for tho purpose specified.

2.763.—David S. "Wood, Delaware. Wis.—Pump
Pi«to/i.—Patented -July 10, 1866 j reissued September
10, 1867.

Claim.—The expansible loose packing D, arranged
on a piston which is provided with a channel wfder
and cleeper than the packing for tho reception of the
same, substantially aa and for the purpose herein
shown and described.

2,764.—Elijah Kemper. Thorn Township, Pa.—
Gate.—Patented Juno 24, 1862 ; reissued September
10, 1867.

Claim.—A gate an-angod so as to have l)oth a slid-

ing and swinging movement to open and close it,

substantially as and for the purpose herein specified.
Also, a gate so arranged that it may slide till it is

supported centrally, and then swing, balanced on its

support, substantially as herein set forth.
Also, iu combination with a sliding and swinging

gate, a guide or guides, which shall serve both to di-

rect the sliding of the gate and to support it for and
allow its swinging, substantially as herein specified.

Also, the combination of a sliding latch with a
sliding and swinging gate, substantiiUly as and for the
puiiwse herein set forth.

2,765. — "William ^hstlake and James F.
Dank, Xew York, X. Y., assignees of Conrad Gers-

TEN.— Lantern. — Patented January 25, 1859; reis-

sued September 17, 1867.

Claim.—First, the deflector q, constructed and op-
erating substantially as and for tlie purposes specified.

Second, the mode of controlling tlie current of air

which feeds the flame by causing it to pass down iu
a narrow annular space' or passage to the aperture
leading to the burner, in combination with a deflec-

tor, substantially as sjiecificd.

Third, combining with the burner and tho oil res-

ervoir, and interposed between the two, an air cham-
ber for preventing the oil from being overheated, as
described.

2,766.— "William "Westlake and James F.
Dane, New York, N. Y., assigneesof ConuadGers-
TV.^.—Lantern.—Patented January 25, 1859; reissued
September 17. 1867.

Claim.—First, extending the spindle for operating
the wick ratchet through the outer casing of a lan-

tern, substantially as and for the purposes specified.

Second, a spindle extending through the outer cas-

ing of a lantern so combined Avith a toothed wheel
or rotating device and Avick tube so that the Avick
may be adjusted without removing or changinff the
lamp.
Third, the spindle k t, button m, and tube I, in com-

bination with the ratchet and Avick tube of a lantern,
substantially as specified.

2,767.—John McMurtry, Lexington, Ky., as-
signee of J. A. ROEHLING and J. McMUiiTRY.

—

Rail-
road CViair.—Patented October 31, 1865; reissued
October 1, 1867.

Claim .—First, a solid block of cast iron or steel

of sufBcient length to rest on tAvo or more sleepers and
constructed as (lescribed, in combination with a plate
of iron or steel of like length fitted on the opposite side
of the rails and seciuT'd to said block and rails in the
manner and for the purpose spc^citied.

Second, a plate of iron or steel of such length that
it will rest on tAvo or more sleepers, in combination
with a like plate fitted on the opposite side of the
rails, both being constructed and connected as and
for the purpose set forth.

Third, the vertical flanges pendent from the inner
edge of the bases of the two plates, in combination
with said plates, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

2,768.—"William H. Miller and George TV.
Miller, "West Meriden, Conn.

—

Breech-loading Fire-
arm.—Patented December 26, 1865 ; reissued October
1, 1867.

Claim.—First, the latch E, arranged and operating
in combination with the face plate b, oscillating

breech piece B, and catch i, substantially as described.
Second, the combination of the SAvinging breech

piece, striker, and detent, operating together as and
for the purpose described.
Third, the plate ejector F with its shoulders, stop,

and finger, when hung loosely upon and controlled
in its movements solely by irlie'pivot pin of the sAving-
ing breech, and moving' around the same center Avith

it and operated by the inserting of the cartridge and
the SAvinging of the breech, iii the manner substan-
tially as described.

2,769.—Henry Sawyer, Roxbury, Mass.—P««-
ting up Powders, cC-c—Patented January 5, 1864 ; re-

issued October 1, 1867.

Claim.—A package or case which, when made
Avitli distributing holes and filled, is cemented by the
wax or wafer c, as set forth.

2,770.—Alfred P. Ely and Charles "Wild,
trustees of John Ashton Greene, Brooklyn, X. Y.,
assignee by mesne assignments of Daniel E. Hay-
ward.—iZfei Stiffener.—Patented October 27, 18G3

;

reissued October 8. 1867.

Claim.—As a ncAV article of manufacture for tho
heels of Ix)ots and shoes, a stiffening made of india-
rubber mixed with ground rags or other suitable fi-

brou.s material and formed in molds, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

2,771.—Alfred B. Ely and Charles "Wild,
trustees of John Ashton Greene. Brooklyn, N. Y.,

assignee by mesne assignments of Daniel E. Hay-
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WAiw.—Heel Stifener.—Patented October 27, 1863

;

reissued October B, 1867.

Claim.—As a new article of manufacture, a heel
stiffeuer or counter of india-rubber and its compounds,
which is shaped and vulcanized in the mold in which
it is formed, and made as set forth, for the purpose
described.

2,yy2.—James D. Jones, Columbiana, Ohio.—
Horse Hake.—Patented May 9, 1865; reissued Octo-
ber 8, 1867.

Claim.—First, the pivoted seat g, in combination
•with the lever s and catch 11, wheu used for the pur-
pose of holding the rake teeth I to their work, as
herein described and set forth.

Second, the combination of the unshipping piece r,

pivoted seat g, and catch 11 with the lever s, when
used for the purpose of unshipping the slide I and
for holding the lever s, and thereby keeping the teeth
I to their work, substantially as herein described and
set forth.

2,773.—M. C. LoNGACRE, Cleveland, Ohio.—i?e-
frigerator.—Patented March 15, 1864 ; reissued Oc-
tober 8, 1867.
Claim.—The combination with the open frame ice-

box A E, the movable rack C, movable corrugated
plate r, movable rack g, trough H, and waste pipe
I with a refrigerator or provision room, for the pur-
pose herein specified.

2,774.- Charles S. Burt, Dunleith, HI,, as-

signee by mesne assignments of H. H. Low.

—

Shin-
gle Machine.—Patented April 19, 1859; reissued Oc-
tober 8, 1867,

Claim.—First, in a shingle machine, operated by
mcaus of a vertically-reclprocatiug frame E which
feeds a shingle bolt to a circular saw C, the use of a
rack and piuiou, by which a constant and uniform
feed motion is secured while the shingle is being
sawed, substantially a,s described.
Second, in a shingle machine such as is above con-

templated, the use of a rack and pinion for feeding
uniformly the bolt to the saw, in combination witli

another rack and pinion, by which the frame E is

elevated preparatory to making a new cut, substan-
tiaMy in tlio manner above described.

Third, in a sawing machine of the kind herein set

forth, the instrumentalities above described, or their

fair equivalents, for securing the automatic working
of the machine, substantially as described.

2,775.—Charles E. Stanley, Cleveland, Ohio,
assignee of JosEi'H Sheruurne iii,ivn\.—Spri'ng

Hinge.—Patented May 19, 1857 ; antedated May 12,

1857 ; reissued August <>, 1867 ; and again reissued
October 8, 18()7.

67au/i.—First, the construction of a hinge with a
tubukir joint, having a torsion spring therein, and
with devices for adjusting and retaining said tor-

sion, substantially as and for the ])urposes described.

Second, the combination of the center pin, adjust-

ing or screw pin, lieaded or capped spring, and tubu-

lar hinge, constructed and arranged to operate as and
for the purpose substantially as described.

2,776.—J. P. CoRiiiN, Whitney's Point, N. Y,,
assignee l)y mesne assignments of Jo.siAU Seymour.
— ]Y'orklng Butter.—Vatcated December 20, 1859; re-

issued October 15, 1867.

Claim:—First, a vibrating rod F, handle G, and
butter worker U, combined and arranged to operate
as shown, or in an equivalent manner, for the pur-

pose set foitli.

Second, tlio combination of the tray B with the

butter working apparatus, arranged for joint opera-

tion, substantially as shown and described.

Third, the manner ol' tripping the tray or bowl to

drain olF iho lluids. also of securing it to the table or
frame, for the purpose set forth.

2,777.—.JosLVii IlOHART, Waltham, Mass., as-

signee of Da><iI!:l G. llou.is.— Volute Spring.—Pat-
anted February 2:J, 18.")8; reissued October 15, 1867.

Claim.— Vh'^t. a double volute spring, liaving the
bearing ends symmetiieal, and playing endwise in

the same line.

Second, a double volute spring, composed of a sin-

gle plate, operating substautially as described.

2,778.-The Union Sugar Refinery, Charles-
town, Mass., assignees of Gustavus A. Jasper.—
Cleansing Animal Charcoal.—Patented March 27,
1866 ; reissued October 15, 1867.

Claim.—The new or improved process, substan-
tially as hereinbefore described, for treating char-
coal, either after or before its use, in a filter,' for the
cleansing of a saccljarine or other liquid, the same
consisting in boiling the charcoal in an acid.solutiou
and washing it, the whole being essentially as speci-
fied.

Also, for removal from the charcoal of the gummy
and other matter, except the lime or alkaline matter,
the treatment or process of treating the charcoal
without the use of acid, the same consisting in boil-
ing the charcoal in water, or so boUing it and wash-
ing it, the charcoal being subsequently dried, as set
forth,

2,779o—C. P. S. Wardwell, Lake Village, N. H.,
assignee by mesne assignments of Frederic Plant,—Machine for Making JNeedlea.—Patented June 19,
1860 ; reissued October 13, 1867,
Claim.—First, the combination of the traveling

nippers or gripe and stationary wire holder, or equiv-
alent feeding device, cutting-off shears or device, and
eye or groove punch or die, substantially as and for
tlie purposes specified.

Second, the combination of the traveling nippers
or gripe and stationary wire holder, or equivalent
feeding device, an eye or groove punch or die, and a
tube or tubes c, or equivalent wire or needle blank
holder, substantially as and for the purposes herein
set forth.

Third, the combination of the traveling nippers or
gripe and stationary wire holder, or equivalent feed-
ing device, cutting-oif shears or device, and one or
more tubes or equivalent wire or needle holder, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes specified.
Fourth, the combination of one or more tubes, or

equivalent wire or needle holder, and the wire or needle
carrier, substantially as herein described, or equiv-
alent device for moving the wire or needle blanks to
the action of the operative devices, substantially as
and for the purposes herein set forth.

Fifth, the combination of the cutting-oflF shears or
device, eye or groove, punch or die, one or both, and
wire or needle carrier or equivalent mover, substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein set forth.

Sixth, the combination of the wire or needle car-
rier, or equivalent mover, one or more, pointing or
reducing cutters, and a bed or block to keep or rest
the needle blanks against, substantially as and for
the purposes herein specified.

Seventh, one or more revolving tubes c c, for hold-
ing the needle blanks or wires, constructed and ope-
rating substantially as and for the purposes herein
described.
Eighth, the combination of the cutting-oflF sheai's

or device, eye or groove, punch or die, singly or to-

gether, and wire or needle carrier or equivalent
mover, with the cutting or giinding wheel n for flat-

tening or " slabbing" the needle wire or blanks, sub-
stautially as and for the purposes set forth.

J^inth, the combination of the wire or needle car-
rier or equivalent mover, the flattening wheel, and
the adjustable bed or block, to keep the needle blanks
or wires to the flattening wheel, substantially us and
for the i)urposes set forth.

Tenth, the combination of the wire or needle car-

rier or equivalent mover, polishing wheel, and spring
rest, for the purposes specified.

Eleventh, the combination of the wire or needle
carrier, or equivalent mover, and the barb-bending
mechanism, substantially as herein specified.

Twelfth, a combination of mechanical devices, as
described, or equivalents thereof, by which needles
are automatically made from the wire, either includ-

ing or not the bending of the barbs and the polishing
of the uuedles.

2,780.-Cancelled.

2,781.—Nancy Poindexter Brashear, Patter-
sonville. La., executrix of the estate of KouERT B.
Brashear, deceased.

—

Applying Sulphurous Acid
Gas in the Defecation of Saccharine Liquids.—Pat-
ented December (>, 1859; reissued October 22, 1867.

Claim.—First, the use of the fumes of burning sul-
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phur, or sulphurous acid pas, in the treatmcut of
juices containing saccharine matter, substantially as

described.
Second, subjecting sugar-cane juice or other sac-

charine liquid to the direct action of the fumes of
burning sulphur, such liquid being employed in a dif-

fused state, or in such mannoi treated that it will be
thoroughly impregnated with the fumes of sulphur,

substantially as described.

2,7S2.—Hiram L. Bkowx and Calvin P. Brown,
Shortsville, N. Y., assignees of Giujert Jkssup.—
Seeding ifoc/iuic—Patented June 25, 1861 ; reissued
Octolx'r 22, 1867.

Claim.—The shaft G of the vertical disk distribu-

ters of seeding machines, when constructed with a

rim or flange j, for carrying the grain over the wheel
from the hopper to the clrill teeth.

Second, so constructing and arranging the distrib-

uting cases and wheel inthis class of seed drills that
citlier of two openings, H and 1), may be used alter-

nately for feeding different kinds of grain, substan-
tially as described.

Third, so constructing and combining the distrib-

uting wheel G and casing A B that the grain may be
carried by the wheel from either of the two openings
C and D.'and discharged through channels of differ-

ent sizes, adapted to larger or smaller grain, substan-
tially in the manner set forth.

Fourth, the mode, substantially as set forth, of giv-
ing the I'cquisite play to the wheel G by hanging it

loosely on a shaft not round, and supporting it on the
casing by means of a hub or boss.

Fiftli, so constructing the exterior or interior faces
of the flange / that, by means of irregularities upon
the surface thereof, tile grain may be carried with
the revolution of the wheel, substantially in the man-
ner set forth.

Sixth, the combination of the ca.sing A and B. dis-

tributing wheel G, and partition P, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

Seventh, the casing A 15, constructed in two pieces,
with horizontal flanges f for attaching it to the hop-
per, when used in combination with a vertical dis-

tributing wheel G, substantially in the manner set
forth.

a,7S3.—KoBEUT T. Campbeix, Washington, D
C, assignee of Thomas I. STKALEY.—Iicaper and
Mower.—Patented December 15, 1857; reissued No-
vember 6, 1866; and again reissued October 22, 1867.

Claim.—First, the main frame of a harvester which
carries the gearing to drive the cutters, and to \\hich
frame the tongue is attached, said frame being car-
ried by two driving and supporting wheels and hav-
ing the finger bar and platform hinged to it, so as to
rise and fall at the outer end above and below the
plane on which the driving M'heels run, in combina-
tion with a rake moving over the platform at inter-
vals, and discharging the cut grain at the inner side
of the platform, and out of the path of the team in
cutting the next swath.
Secoud, in a harvester with a finger bar and plat-

form hinged to the draft frame thereof, so as to rise

and fall at the outer end above and below the plane
on which the driving wheels run. applying the pivot
or fulcrum of the rake and its guide to'tiie finger bar
and platform, so that the rake will ^vork in unison
with the finger bar and platform tiirougii all the vi-

brations of the finger bar and platform.
Third, in combination witli a harvesting machine

having two driving and supporting wheels which
carry the main frame, with a linger bar hinged to said
frame, so as to lise and fall at its outer end above and
below the plane on which the driving wheels run, the
removable platform and self-raking attachments and
the other reaping fixtures, which, when removed,
convert the reaper into a mower.
Fourth, so combining a two-wheeled draft frame, a

hinged platform, rake teeth, and reel bars, that the
rake teeth and reel bars arc wholly to one side of the
drnft frame, substantially as described.

Fifth, a finger beam of a combined reaper and
mower hinged to and suspended below the draft
frame by means of a jointed connection, which allows
of its outer end rising and falling above and below
the plane on which the dnving wheels run, and by
wliicli its inner end can be raised or lowered to adapt
the cutting apparatus for reaping or mowing, in com-

bination with an auxiliary suspending and bracing
jointed or flexible connection which is adjustable,
and will hold up and brace a grain platform at its

inner side and in rear of the hinge of the finger beam
when the machine is used as a reaper, and Avill brace
the cutting apparatus while the machine is used as a
mower, substantially as described.

Sixth, the combination in a two-wheel side draft
combined reapin"; and mowing machine of a laterally

projecting hinged cutting apparatus, which rises and
falls at its outer end above and below the plane
on which the driving wheels run, a platform for re-

ceiving the cut grain, and a toothed rake which dis-

charges the cut crop in gavels from the platform at
the inner side thereof.

Seventh, a harvesting machine, with its cutting ap-
paratus hinged so as to be on one side of a two-
wheeled draft frame, and so as to rise and fall at its

outer end above and below the plane on which the
drive wheels run, when such macliinc is constructed
so as to be capable of serving either as a mower or
as a combined reaper, mower, and self-raker, substan-
tially as set forth.

Ei"hth, a harvester, with a two-wheel draft frame
which has one of its wheels connected to the main
axle by means of a spring pawl and a ratchet, or
equivalent devices, which Avill allow and cause it au-

tomatically to become a loose or fast wheel on said
axle, in backing the machine or turning it around
corners, and Avith the shafts of its geariii^ for driving
the sickle arranged below the main a:ne, with said
axle and said gearing below its main frame and with
its finger beam hinged to it in such a manner as to
make it a front cut machine, and so that the outer
end of said finger beam may rise and fall above and
below the plane on Avliich the driving wheels run, and
provided with an auxiliary rear supporting brace at-

tached to the platform or finger beam, so that the
same is braced against the resistance of the crops as
the machine moves forward, substantially as set lortii.

Kinth, a front-cut harvesting machine which can
be used either as a mower or as a sclf-rakiug reaper,
such machine having a laterally projecting hinged
cutting apparatus, and having a rake which dis-

charges the cut crop in gavels from the inner side of
the platform.

2,784.—Georoe W. Gkeoory, "Watertown, 'N.

Y.—Fidlcy Attachment for liaining Weights.—Pat-
ented August 14, 1866; antedated February 14, 1866;
reissued October 22. 1867.

Claim.—First, the adjustable pulley support having
one or more sockets, or their equivalents, by and
through which the pulley support may l)e operated
and changed from place to place, for the purpose set

forth.

Second, an adjustable pulley support, provided with
means for changing the same from place to i)lace, and
with means for supporting the pulley.

2,785.—He.nri L. Stuart, New York, N. T.,
assisrnee of C. M. "Williams.—Carburctting Gases.—
Patented January 8, 18(i7 ; reissued October 22, 1867.

C7ar/H.— First, carburctting gases by mixing or
combining with them the vapors of a volatile hydro-
carbon liquid before it is introduced into the service
mains for distribution, substantially as described.
Second, tlic devices and means herein shown and

described for carburctting gases in tlie holder before
its distribution to the service mains.

2,786.—Georce Thompson and Henry Mitch-
ell. Trenton, X. J., assignees of A. W. Johnson
audGEOi'GK TnoMPSox.—7't'>»}K;«r('o?i Lock.- Pat-
ented May 21, 1867; reissued October 22, 18()7.

C'Zffijr..—First, the n()tched disks or tumblers M,
each having a tube O fixed to it. tlie outer end of
whicli is provided with teeth to engage with similar
teeth on the hubs or flauges d of tlu- graduated riijgs

Q, substantially as and for the purpose herein shown
and described.
Second, attaching the rod or bolt K to the back

plate of the lock by nicans of a nut T to facilitate the
permutation of the index or opening letters, and also
to more effectually preserve the connection of the
ring Q with theu- resi)cctive tubes O.

2,787.—H. C. Berlin and George H. Jones,
New York, N. Y., assignees of Thomas V. "Way-
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MOTH.

—

Envelope Machine.—Patented September 25,

1367 ; reissued October 22, 1867.

Claim.—First, gumming the seal flaps of the blanks
for envelopes at or about the same time T^ith the
lower or end flaps, after the blanks are placed in the
machine and before they are folded, by meclianism
substantially such as described, or any other suitable

mechanism to produce the same eflfect, for the pur-
poses set forth.

Second, the arrangement of a curved guide T, in

combination with the table supporting the blanks,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Thii-d, causing the seal flap while being folded to

bear on one or more of the other folding wings, or on
parts or projections of said Avings, or any device or
mechanism interposed between the seal and other
flaps, and producing the same effect, substantially as

and for the purposes set forth.

Fourth, the combination with mechanism, adapted
to gum the seal and other flaps of envelope blanks, of
a folding mechanism, so an-augcd and operating as
to prevent the seal flap being brought in contact
with the other flaps or parts of the blank and adher-
ing thereto.

Fifth, the protecting lips /*, in combination with
the folding wings, constructed and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Sixth, 'the raised or projecting surface at or near
the edge of tlie wing which folds the lower flap of

the blank, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

Seventh, the endless apron Q, with its radiating
arms, in combination with a suitable gumming and
folding mechanism, constructed and operating sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Eiglith, i^assing the end4ess apron Q at its receiving
end over a square or polygonal shaft, substantially

as and for the purpose set forth.

Ninth, in combination with the endless apron Q,
the rail o', or its equivalent, substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

Tenth, the combination with a suitable mechanism
for gumming the flaps of envelopes and folding the
envelope blanks of an endless apron, as described, or
any equivalent device oi- meclianism for receiving
the envelopes after they ai-e folded, and moving or
supporting the same, witliout compression, until the
gum on the seal flaps is dried.
Eleventh, in combination with the endless apron

Q, or its equivalent, the receiving box E and follower

S, constructed and operating substantially as and for

the imrposes set forth.

Twelfth, the lever arm O, in combination with the
can-yiug platform N, and a suitable die inserted in

ov attached to said lever or to the platform, or to

both, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Thirteenth, the arrangement of dies a- on the creas-

ing plunger and on the folding table, or on either,

substar.tially as and for the pmpose set forth.

Fourteenth, the types u, arranged in an arm and
operating in combination with the folding table and
creasing plunger, substantially us and for the pur-
poses set forth.

2,788.—George Mallory, Bridgeport, Conn.,
assignee to Williasi H. "White.—Fans and Para-
sols.—Patented Mav 15, 1866; reissued October 22,

l&b7.
Claim.—The combination of the following instru-

mentalities, vi>5., the hoop handle and drawn cylin-

drical wrapper, substantially as hereinbefore set forth.

Also, the combination of the following instru-
mentalities, viz., the hoop, brace, and handle, sub-
stantially as hereinbefore set forth.

Also, the combination of tlie following instrument-
alities, viz., the hoop handle, and joint'between the
handle and hoop, substantially as hereinbefore set
forth.

Also, the combination of the following instrument-
alities, viz., the hoop handle joint, and cover or wrap-
per, substantially as iioreinbelbre set forth.

Also, the combination of the following instrument-
alit;es, viz., the hoop handle joint, and fastening, to
hold the handle in its position, substantially as here-
inbefore set forth.

Also, the combination of the following instrument-
alities, vi/., the hoop handle joint fastening, and
cover, as hereinbefore sot forth.

3,789.—Samuel G. Levis, Kellyville, Fa.—Mak-
ing Thick Paper.—Patented January 14, 1854; re-
issued October 22, 1867,

CZaijn.— First, passing or carrying a sheet of paper
pulp throiigh or between the press rolls, and express-
ing the water therefrom between two endless felts,

so arranged that the water may pass through the
felts and run off freely in front of the rolls.

Second, running or operating two or more forming
cylinders in connection with the press roll by means
of or in combination with the two endless felts, each
eceiving its sheet of pulp from a separate torming
cylinder, so arranged that the water passes through
the felts and runs off at the ends of the rolls.

Third, the combination of the two forming cylin-

ders C and D, the two endless felts E and H, and
the two squeeze rollers F F', arranged and operating
substantially as described.

2,790.—ICHABOD Vr. Dawson, Newark, N. J.—
Mechaimm for Stretching Leather.—Patented June
25, ] 867 ; reissued October 29, 1867,

Claim.—First, the combination of means for sup-
porting the center of the hide, with means for
stretching the same breadthwise over the said sap-
port, substantially as described.
Second, the combination of means for supporting

the center of the hide, with means for stretching the
same breadthwise and lengthwise over the said sup-
port, substantially as described,

2,791.—ICHAJJOn TV. Dawsok, Newark, N. J.—
Stretching and Preparing Leather and Hides.—^Pat-

ented June 25, 1867 ; reissued October 29, 1867.

Claim.—The process, substantially as herein do-
scribed, of stretching leather or hides,

2,792.—George P. Gordon, Eahway, N, J.—
Printing Press.—Patented April 23, 1861; reissued
October 29, 1807.

Claim.—First, such rocking platen, when a sliding
motion shall be imparted to it bodily, and such platen
shall tiu-n upward and av.ay from the form to receive
the sheet to be printed, and downward or toward tho
form for the reception of any impression, whether
such platen shall occupy the pi-ecise angle shown in
receiving the sheet or not.

Second, after the face of the platen has been rocked
down to a position parallel with the face of the fonn
or types, for the ])urpose of presentation of the sheet
to such form, carrying the platen in the parallel posi-

tion to and from the form.
Third, a sliding rocking platan, having a direct

movement to and from the bed, in combination with
a bed, which shall be stationary at the time of giving
an impression.

I'ourth, the elongations or projections at the back
of the platen, having upon them the lugs, or their
equivalents, which fit into slides or grooves, or their
equivalents, in combination with the sliding boxes,
or tlieir equivalent, Avhich hold and carry the shaft

upon which the platen rocks, for the purpose of
causing the rocking platen to move in a direct line to
and from the impression.

Fifth, attaching the connections dii'ectly to the
ends of a shaft of a sliding rock platen, in combina-
tion with the cranks, substantially as shown, for the
purpose fully described.

Sixth, combining with a sliding rocking platen a
cam and roller, or their equivalent, to rock the platen
up to receive tlie sheet to be printed.

Seventh, in combination with a sliding rocking
platen, cam, and roller, the use or employment of the
segment gear and rack, for the pm-poses fully de-

scribed.
Eighth, combining the sheet-taking nippers with a

rockuig platen, for the purposes described,

Ninth, combining with a rocking platen the sheet-

taking nippers and feed table, for the purposes speci-

fied.

Tenth, combining with a rocking platen the sheet-

taking nippers, feed table, and sheet-holding grip-

pers, for the purpose specified.

Eleventh, lifting the printed sheet, substantially

as shown, for the purpose specified.

Twelfth, hinging the face of a rocking platen, be-

yond the angle at "which the sheet is received upon
it, to such un angle inclining towai'd the operator
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that the printed sheet may he relieved or freely dis-

charged from it by its owu gravity.

3,793.—Anduew Patterso.v, Birmingham, Pa.

—Manufacture uf Bells.—Vatented March 5, 18G7;

reissued October 29, 18G7.

Claim.—First, making seamless concave bells of

single sheets of wrought or rolled steel by forming
or shaping the metal between dies while sufficiently

heatetl and so as to give an increasing thickness of

metal at or towarcj the mouth of the bell, substan-

tially as above described.
Sec'bnd, Avrought-steol seamless concave bells, con-

structed as hereinbefore described, as a new article

of manufacture.

2,794.—Joseph Gilbert, Philadelphia, Pa.—
Fire-proof Ceiling and Hoof.—Patented May 14,

18(i7 : reissued November 5, 1867.

Claim.—First, a ceiling composed of girders, cor-

rugated plates, and socket bearers adapted to the

said plates and supported by the girders, all substan-
tially as described.

Second, in combination with the above, the bricks
or blocks X X, applied substantially in the manner
and for the pm-poso described.

2,795.—IlENnY C. Ixguatiam, Tecumseh, Mich.
—Ditching Machine.—Patented October 23, 1866 ; re-

issued November 5, 1867.

Claim.—First, the combination of the double
flanged wheel A and belt Q, which, revolving in the
same direction, will carry the earth loosened by the
plow over the wheel, substantially as set forth.

Second, attaching the draft and also the plow frame
to the axis of the wheel A, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

Third, the combination of the double mold board
plow H and single mold board .J J with the belt Q and
double flanged wheel B, substantially as set forth.

Fourth, hinging the main frame C to the tongue
irons, substantially in the manner and for the purpose
set forth.

Fifth, the arrangement of the double flanged wheel
A and chute F, when the latter is so constructed as
to serve also as a scraper for clearing the earth from
the wheel, substantially as set forth.

Sixth, the arrangement of the segments M and N,
frame V, and lever and catch II, substantially as set
forth.

Seventh, the combination of the lever E, rod T,
bent arm K, and wheel L, for the purpose of adjust-

ing the depth of the plow H, substantially as set fortli.

Eighth, the combination of the lever O und pawl
attached to the frame C and segment U for raising
the wheel A and the other mechanism, substantiidly
as set forth.

Ninth, the combination of the double flanged wheel
A, endless belt Q, tightening pulley x, and pulley I,

arranged to operate substantially as set forth.

2,79G.—Peter Voorhis, New York, N. Y.— Ob-
structing the Ice in liivers and Harbors.—Patented
April 16, 1867 ; reissued November f), 1S67.

Claim.—The employment of removable ice ob-
structors, arranged to operate substantially as set
fortli.

2,797.—John- C. Birdsell, South Bend, Ind.—
Machine for Bolting and Cleaning Clover Seed.—
Patented December 13, 1859 : reissued November 12,

1867.

Claim.—Yirst, the combination in a machine for
threshing and hulling clover seed of the bolts A A'
with the cranks DEE, guide rods F F, anns G G
II H, and connecting rods B B', or their equivalents,
in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the combination, in the machine above de-
scribed, for threshing and hilling clover seed, tiie

trough I with the endless conveyor J, in the manner
and for the purposes specified.

2,79S.—Hiram L. TVaxzer. New York, N. Y.—
Pitman Connection for Uarveaterx.—Patented Julv
2, 1867 ; reissued November 12. 1867.

Claim.—First, connecting the pitman B to the pit
man wheel A of a harvester, by means of a round or
polygonal pin a, having an eccentric projection d, and

made substantially as and for the purpose heroia
shown and described.
Second, the tapering pin a, when arranged in com-

bination with the pin d, the washer e, and nut b, all

made and operating substantiallv as and for the pur-
pose l\erein shown uud descril)ecl.

Third, the pin i in combination with the packing k,

all made and operating substantially as nud for the
purpose herein shown and described.

2,79P.—Petkr Andrew, Cincinnati, 0\no.—Ele-
vated A'a!:h:'a»/.—Patented June 25, 1861 ; reissued
Novcral)er li), 1867.

Claim.—First, the constniction and ao-rangement
of a quadruple track upon a single row of pillars, pro-
vided with cross arms for suspending and supporting
the track, substantially us set forth.

Second, the arrangement of the guide rails E E to
obviate the necessity of using flanges on the car
wheels, and prevent the cars being thrown from the
track, in the majuicr and for the purpose herein set
forth.

Third, the arrangement and combination of bai-s

K and L, fulcrum piece M', connecting rod M, for

holding a propelling rope firmly against groove of
wheol.
Fourth, a succession of endless ropes for propelling

street cars.

Fifth, the combination gear apparatus O P Q Q' Q",
as described, for attaching and detaching cars from
the propelling ropes.

Sixth, the arrangement and combination of wheel
S and band T, as described and for the pm'poses sot
forth.

Seventh, supporting the rails of the track by means
of truss rods X, substantially as set forth, but the
truss rods, except as a support for the rails of an ele-

vated railway, are not claimed.

2,800.-Charles F. Davis, Auburn, N. Y.—
Harvester Rake.—Patented May 22, 1866; reissued
November li), 1867.

Claim.—The combination of a stop lever L, con-
trolled by the driver, with the hinged rake head of a
reel rake, and so an-anged that the driver can, at
pleasure, by moving tlie stop lever out or in, change

I

the heads from rakes to beaters, and from beaters to
rakes, for the purpose of controlling the size of tho
gavels, substantially as set forth.

Also, in combination with the rake head of a com-
bined rake and reel that is thrown out of action by
the operator riding on the machine, a mechanism by
which it is automatically thrown again into action,

substantially as described and represented.

2,801.—Hexry S. Fisher, Newburg, Ta.—Seal-
ing Preserve Cans.—Patented November 12, 1861;
reissued November V3. 1867.

Claim.—First, a self-adhesive seal, which is pro-

pared either in the form of a sheet, ring, disk, or piece
of any required sixc or shape, and composed of paper
which is thoroughly satui-ated and coated on its sur-

face with a cement comjwsed of tlie witliin described
substances, or the respective e<iui valents thereof, sub-
.stantialiy as described and for the purpose specified.

Seconil, a self-adiiesive seal, wliicli is composed of
paper thoiouglily saturated and coated with a rosin
cement, and afterward subjected to considerable pres-
sure, so as to adapt the seal for hermeticaiiv closing
preserving vessels, substantially as described.

Tliird, a seal wiiich is compo'sed of paper and ce-

ment, ill combination witli a compressing and retain-
ing device C, or its C(juivalent, substantially as and
for the purposes described.

2,802.-Isaac TIicks, Hartford, '\V\s.—Stump
Extractor.—Vix\.n\iQi\. November 3, 18()3; reissued
November 19, 1867.

Claim.—First, shaft B, pulley C, bar E, with its

han"ing fulcrum, ropes, or chains D D, strap F, and
band I, in combination, substantially as described.
Second, frames J, and Avheels o, in combination,

substantially as described.

2,803.—Harvey L.\w, Chatham, N. Y.—Ma-
chine for Cutting i'ajj^r.—Patented September 16,

1856; reissued July 9, 1867; and again reissued No-
vember 19, 1867.

Claim.—'£\iQ combination of the rising and falling
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platform C and clamp frame E, operating to clamp
the paper or books as the platform rises, and to uu-
clamp the same as the platform descends, by means
of single or double cams or toggles F F, having cranks
G Gr connected with them, the pintles of which work
in curved grooves, or otherwise actuated bv any well
known and mechanical device, substantially as and
for the purpose herein shown and described.

2,804.—P.H. Humes, "Watson's Salt Creek, El.,

assignee of W. C. Rentgen, Keokuk, lovra.—Hand
3'r»cA;.—Patented March 19, 1861 ; reissued Novem-
ber 19, 1867.

Claim.—The curved parts or ends a a of the truck,
with or without the auxiliary wheels b b, in combina-
tion with the curved removable holding and stop bar
D, made cither of a single piece or divided at its ex-
tremity, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2,805.—Lewis Fraxcis and Cyrus H. Loutrel,
New York, N. Y., assignees of Lewis Francis and
Freueuick W. Letjiate, same place.

—

Composition
for Inking Rollers, Pads, and other Printing Pur-
poses.—Patented June 21, 1864; reissued November
26, 1867.

Claim.—A composition, made substantially as de-
scribed, for priutfng purposes.

2,806.—Charles A. Harper, Rahway, N. J.—
Water Boiler.—Patented July 2, 1867 ; antedated
June 24, 1867 ; reissued November 26. 1867.

Claim.—In combination with a boiler A an annu-
lar water chamber C, connected therewith by pipes
D D', and so cousti-ucted and arranged that the heat
shall be applied entirely ai-ound the latter, and the
water circulate through the same, substantially in
the manner set forth.

2,807.—Gilbert Hawkes, Lynn, Mass.—Jfan-
ufacture of Boots and /S/ioc*.—Patented Juiic 26,

1866 ; reissued November 26. 1867.

C7aim.—First, an inner sole, made of a textile ma-
terial, to be used either with or without a stiffening
substance, as set forth.

Second, a strip B, of a textile or other suitable ma-
terial, or its cquivrileut, when used as and for the
pur[x)sc described.

Third, the combination of an inner sole A, formed
of a textile material, with a strip B of any suitable
material, as and for the purpose specified.

Fourth, the application to the lasting of boots and
shoes ofan inner sole of textile material, as described.

Fifth, the mode, substantially as set forth, of se-

eming the uppers to the inner sole, in lasting lx)ots

or shoes, by Pitching the former, not directly to the
latter, but to a suitable supplementary material at-

tached thereto.

2,808.—E. B. Duxx and John C. Fmnt, Bangor,
assignees by mesne a.ssignmcnts of Moses Chand-
ler, East Corinth, Me.

—

Horse Hoe.—Patented Jan-
uary 14, 18()2 ; reissued December 3, 1867.

Claim.—First, the employment of two shares con-
verging towards their rear, and made capable of ad-

justment to or frojn each other, either at their front

or rear, or lx)th,

Second, attaching or jointing the forward ends of
these shares to their supporting rods as that they may
be turned and adju.sted thereon as centers, more or
less obliquely i-elatively to the beam.

Third, the means, substantially as described, for

adjusting vertically the rear ends of tlie shares to

vary the deptii of their penetration into the earth.

Fourth, the combination witli the shares of pivoted
wings, extending rearwards tlierefrom.

Fifth, so connecting the wings to the shares as

that tliey will partake of tlieir vertical adjustments,
awil also admit of being thrown up out of action
Avlien not needed.

Sixth, a wing constructed with a slightly concave
curvature on its under side, to round up the earth as

the furrow is covei'cd.

Seventh, supporting the shares upon bent rods cap-

able of l)eing adjusted laterally in the devices Avhicli

hold them in position.

Eightli, supjiorting the shares, both at front and
r(.'ar, upon sucii rods to admit of either end being ad-

justed relatively to the other.
Ninth, so supporting the shares by means of rods

and adjusting devices that they may be lowered or
raised, either at their front ends or at'their rear ends,
at option or at both, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.
Tenth, securing, adjustably, steadying the share-

supporting rods to the beam by means of screw*
threaded eyes or loops and nuts.
Eleventh, the adjustable and yielding cultivator

blades, adapted to be lifted and thrown out of action
when desired.
Twelfth, the means, substantially as described, for

adjusting the cultivator blades and their supports to
or from each other, without unlxistening them from
the bars to which they are secured.

Thirteenth, forming in one piece the cultivator
blade support, and the coiled spring which sustains
it, and admits of its various movements, substan-
tially as described.

Fourteenth, the provision in the beam of a slot J,
as and for the purpose described.

Fifteenth, the adjustable stay rod, as and for the
purpose described.

Sixteenth, tiie combination with the stay rods which
brace the shares of the slot in the beam, and means for
firmly securing the rods in variable positions, sub-
stantially as described.

2,809.-David J. Marvin, Stockton, Cal.—ffar-
vesting Machine.—Patented November 15, 1864 ; re-

issued December 3, 1867.

Claim.—First, in a combined header and thresher,
so pivoting or hinging the cutter frame upon the main
axle a that it can be moved longitudinally, and also
raised or lowered at pleasure, suljstantially as and for
the purpose specified.

Second, in a combined header and thresher, having
its cutter frame mounted or hinged as above described,
the combination and arrangement of tlie bar a', posts
b' b', pulley d', cord c', and crank rodN, substantially
as and for'the purpose herein set forth.

Third, the arrangement of the sickle-plate h, aprons
2 and 3, corrugated feed roller B, threshing cylinder
P, fan S, inclines op, straw carrier D, screen E, con-
veyor F, and elevator G-, substantially as described.
Fourth, in a combined heading and threshing ma-

chine, as above described, the arrangement of the
lever A, swinging axle «, and gear wheels b' Q, for

the purpose of throwing the threshing and cleaning
meclianism into or out of gear, substantially in the
manner specified-

2,810.—Philip H. Kells, Adrian, Mich.—J?yicA;

Machine.—Patented March 19, 1867; reissued De-
cember 10, 1867.

Claim.—First, the combination of the annular
mold bed B and the central hub or support C, sub-

stantially as described and represented.
Second, tlie adjustable wedge-shaped cut-off d,

arranged and employed in the manner and for the
purpose explained.

Third, the arrangement upon the mold wheel of the
two pug mills on opposite portions substantially as
described.
Fourth, an annnlar mold wheel provided with cogs

or gear teeth upon its periphery and mounted upon a
central hub or support, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

2,811.— John Bayliss, New York, N. Y.—
Tuyere.—Patented Amrust 7, 1866 ; reissued Decem-
ber 17, 1867.

Claim.—A tuyere A, having a water chamber B
provided with connecting water and steam pipes D
and E, in combination with the air pipe G, air cham-
ber I, and air pipe J, arranged together, and oper-

ating substantially as and for the purpose represented
and "described.

2,812.-11. B. Dunn and John C. Flint, Bangor,
Me., assignees by mesne assignments of Albion
Wkisb, same place.

—

Horse Hoe Cultivator. — Pat-

ented August 8, 1865 ; reissued December 17, 1867.

Claim.—First, securing the share to a plate in such
manner as to be readily removed therolrom or secured
tliercto, substantially as described.
Second, the cmjiloyraent of teeth or cogs as a means

of adjustment, and 'holding in position a movable
blade, substantially as described.

Third, providing a wing or blade, and the part to
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which it is connected, with a rib in one and a series

of notches or grooves in the other, to set and hold

the blade in position.

Fourth, in combination with such rib and notches,

a bolt and nut, or their equivalents, to loosen and
tighten the same, as described.

Fifth, supporting the forward ends of the shore-

supporting plate by means of screw-threaded rods
entering screw-threaded eyes on the plate, to admit
of lowering or raising the share, substantially as

shown and described.
Sixth, providing the cross-bars with slots, or their

equivalents, as and lor the purpose described.
Seventh, providing the cross-bars with notches to

receive the eyes of the loops, which secure the share-

supporting rods in the desired positions.

Eighth,"the curved support 1>, made of a single

block, when constructed and applied as and for the
purposes described.

2,813.—Elliott P. GlkasOn, Now York. N. T.—Chimney Holder for Gas Burner.—Patented No-
vember 13, IBlJfi ; reissued December 17, 18«7.

Claim .—First, the plate or strip fonni.ig the spring

/, bent and curved substnntially as described.
Second, the spring / riveted *to the arm n, substan-

tially as set forth.

Tkrd, the equalizing spring for chimney holders,

constructed substantially as set forth.

2,814.— Maiuettk Smith, Ithaca, N. T., as-

signee by mesne assignments of (JEOitoR R. Smith.
—iiailicay (Sirtfc/i.—Patented July 20, 1858 ; reissued
December 17, 18t)7.

Claim.—First, the described rack and pinion at
the base of a perpendicular rotating or partially ro-

tating shaft, when combined with a spring lever and
a circle or segment of a circle, said lever being fixed
at right angles to the said shaft, and playing on said
circle or segment, and into slots in the same, and
said segment or circle being horizontal.

Second, tlie above-named combination, when far-

ther combined with a signal lantern, which lantern
revolves wholly or in part when adjusted to the top
of said shaft, said lantern having (.lilicrent colored
glasses, and revolving on an axis drawn perpendicu-
larly through the center of said lantern.

Third, when in connection with a railroad switch
and adapted thereunto, the (!onstruction and arrange-
ment of the shaft a a, the hand lever h, and the seg-
ment or circle g g, as described.

Foui'th, the arranfrement and adaptation of the seg-
ment or circle, hand lever and sliaft just named, to
its frame, holding up the shaft a a, so that the shaft
and hand lever shall revolve together, and the seg-
ment oi- circle be fixed or stationary about the shaft,
as described.

Fifth, the construction of the segment g g with
slots to receive the l(;ver h at the places or points
requisite for the switch changes, as described.

Sixth, the construction of the liand lever /i so as to
be self or readily operated by its spring at the just
named places or points of switch-changes in the said
segment, as described.

Seventh, tlie combination with the shaft a a, hand
lever /i, and segment or circle g g, of the rack and
pinion b c, and rod c e, and changeable track or tracks,
as described.

2,815.-1. N. Stan-ley, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Hy-
draulic Main of Gas Works.—Patented August 7,

1866 ; reissued December 17, 18()7.
(

Claim.—As an improvement in hydraulic mains
for gas works, the combination with'tlie main C of
the external supply tubes D, cast with or made sepa-
rately from and attached to the main, and communi-
cating with the same below the water or fluid therein,
substantially as and for the pm-posc herein set forth.

2,816—W. W. Staples, Catskill, N. Y.— Wa.^h
Boiler.—Patented February 12, 1867; reissued De-
cember 17, 1867.

Claim.—First, in combination with a portable
wash boiler, having a perforated partition or dia-
phragm E, made as described, one or more tubes or
conduits D, airanged and operating subitautially a&
hereinbefore set forth.

Second, the water space or chamber B in a portable
wash boiler, provided with a perforated partition E,
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made as described, and conduits D, made and oi)erat-

ing in the manner and for the purposes hereinbefoi-e
set forth.

2,821 7.—A. B. Sprout, Hughesville, Va.—Horse
Hay I'orA-.-Patented April 23, 1867 ; reissued De-
cember 17, 1867.

Claim.—First, providing the extreme penetrating
point or points of a horse hay fork vvith a cutting
edge or edges for cutting its way into the hay, said
<()oints being so constructed that they can be ojiorated

so as to catch and hold in the hay for elevating it, and
be released at will from the hay for discharging it.

S(;cond, the coniform points / and g, provided with
cutting edges, and shoulders or hooks 6 and 7, con-
structed, arranged, and operating substantially as
herein described and for the purpose set forth.

2,818.—AuiEL B. Sprout, Picture Pvocks, Pa.—
Horse Hay Fork.—Patented May 1, 1866 ; reissued
December 17, 1867.

Claim.—Fir.?t, combining in one implement a hay
elevator 'and hay cutter, so constructed that, whoa
used as an elevator, it will cut its way into the hay,
and so operating that it will catch in the hay for ole-

vatii.ig it, and then may be released at ^\ill from its

hold in the hay for discharging it, substantially as de-
scribed.

Second, the combination and arrangerae<iit of the
bars A and B, provided with barbs and cutting edges
at their lower extremities, and levers n and w, sub-
stantially as herein described and for the purpose set
forth.

2,819.—Piiixeas Smith, New York, N. Y., as-

signee of Olivek G. Brady.—(SAa^e.—Patented Sep-
tember 23, 1862 ; reissued December 24, J 867.

Claim.—First, in skates, the side clamps J J, ai'-

ranged near the toe of the skate, and the tightening
means L, adapted to draw the same forcibly together,
all combined and arranged as and for the purposes
herein set forth.

Second, in skates, the set screws k k, arranged as
specified, in combination with the tightening means
L and side clamps J J, so as not only to allow the
side clamps to be drawn forcibly together to seize
the boot, but also to allow the foot to be adjusted,
either centrally upon the skate or to any extent one
side or tiie other, to suit the wearer, and be held
firmly against shaking in any position, all as and for
the purposes herein set forth*.

Third, tlie arrangement of the shank piece D and
heel plate B with the sliank of the boot, runner A,
and adjustable tightening hook E, as herein shown
and described.

2,820.— Hexry G. Tyer, Andover, Mass.—
Orenv/joc-Patented September 3, 1867; reissued
December 24. 1867.

Claim.—A boot or shoe, constructed « ith an elastic
gore or gores of vulcanizable material, Allien the said
goieis inserted into the shoe before vulcanization
and during the process of construction, and the whole
completed by the vulcanization, substantially as set
forth.

2,821.-HoiURT G. Arnold, Bochester, N. Y.—
WindoiV:iai>h Fastener.—Patented October 15, 1867

;

antedated September 17, 1867 ; reissued December
31, 18(i7.

Claim.—A sash lock, composed of bolt IT, tumbler
G, and notched pktte, the whole combined and ar-
i-anged substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2,822.—James H. Brioos, Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Comb.—Patented October 15, 1867; reissued Decem-
ber 31 , \mi.
Claim.—The longitudinal flanges b on the metallic

part B, constructed as described, and fitting over
longitudinal shoulders a, in the part or parts A, as
herein set forth, for the purpose specified.

2,823.—Ezra Cole, Fairfield, Mich.—i?ucJtZe.—
Patented September 24, 1867 ; reissued December 31,
1867.

Claim.—T^\w buckle, constructed as described, con-
sisting of the curved frame A, having at one end the
plate C m-ovided witli a downward jn-ojcction or lug
1), in cqifebinatioa with the bail E, whose pins F rest
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{uid slide iipou the upper edges of the curved frame
A, as herein described, as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

2,824.—CiiAULES Y. Jauriet. Aurora, 111., as-

signor to himself and A. I. Amuler.—Steam Gen-
erator.—Patented Febioiary 27, 1866; reissued De-
cember 31, 1867.

Claim.—First, a water-bridge, placed within the
fire box, constructed in the form of a semi-tube, as
set forth, flanged and riveted to the flue sheet a^d
side water legs, so as to afford an unobstructed com-
municatioH witl\ the back-water space and side water
legs, said sheet being sustained by stay bolts, sub-
stantiallv as set forth.

Second, the combination of the vertical stay bolts

C C and the through stay bolts V V with the' semi-
tube water bridge and the outer jacket of the fire

box, substantiallv as shown and for the purpose set

forth.

2,825.—C. F. Jauriet, Aurora. 111., assignor to
himself and A. I. Ambler.—Steam Generator.—Pat-
ented February 27. 1866 ; reissued December 31, 1867.

Claim.—A coal-burning locomotive, constructed
with the following eleme'nts, viz: a water bridge,
constructed and applied substantially as shown, and
with a series of air jets 1 1 through the several sides
of the fire box, located and limited in their location
around the fire box above the fire and below the water
bridge, substantially as shown,

2,826.-De TVitt C. Mowrey, Milford, Mass.—
Boot Crimper —Patented June 25, 1867 ; reissued De-
cember 31. 1667.

Claim.—The combination with the clasp and
spreader, and the screw for operating the latter, of
auxiliary or movable jaws, placed on each side of
the spi'eader. and supported upon and dependingfrom
the said clasp, so as to be located and heM at all times
between thejaws of the same, in the manner described.
so that when the spreader is lowered, the movable
jaws shall approach each other and recede from the
jaws of the clasps, as herein specified.

Also, the application of the auxiliary jaws to the
clasp, by means substantially as described, viz, by the
arms provided witli ears, and by the slots having the
supports arranged as set forth.

2,827.-Watson Peck, Babcock's Grove. Dl.—
Apparatus for Cooling J/ (7A:.—Patented April 23,

3867; reissued December 31, 1867.

Claim.—The combination of a pipe B, provided
with a receiver C. or its equivalent, with a cooling
vat A, arranged to operate substantially in the man-
ner and for the purposes herein set forth.

2,828.—J. J. Savage, Troy, 17. Y.—Cooking Stove.

—Patented February 12, 1867'; reissued December 31,

1867.

Claim.—^First, the location of a fuel doorway or
feed mouth B of stove furnaces, substantially below

and forward of the combustion or flame chamber C
thereof in such immediate or contiguous position to
the fire box A Y thereof as to admit of fresh fuel be-
ing fed thereinto, in manner substantially as herein-
before described for the purposes set forth.
Second, the extension of the fire box A forward of

the combustion or flame chamber C of stove furnaces,
and immediately under or contiguous to the aforesaid
located fuel doorway B thereof, in manner substan-
tially as herein described for the purposes set forth.

Third, a lever feeder F, substantially as describetl,
when operated in combination with and through said
located fuel doorway B of stove furnaces, in manner
substantially and for the purposes herein set forth.
Fourth, p'roviding a feed lever F with a fulcrum

hook c, or an equivalent therefor, when used in combi-
nation Avith a fulcrum ridge or bearing d, arranged
on the edge of the aforesaid located fuel doorAvay B
of stove furnaces, substantially as and for the pm-poses
set forth.

Fifth, in combination with the front plate D of
stove furnaces, a fire or guard plate E, when ar-
ranged in position above the aforesaid located fuel
doorway B of the fire box thereof, and about opposite
the combustion or flame chamber C, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

Sixth, the arrangement of the front plate D of stove
furnaces, in an inclined or slanting position, in com-
bination with the aforesaid located fuel doorway B,
such as to overhang the combustion or flame cham-
ber C and fire box" thereof, substantially as and for
the purposes set forth.

Seventh, the combination of the aforesaid located
fuel doorway B, fire box A Y, the combustion or
flame chamber C, and the lever feeder F, as applied
to stoves, to operate in manner substantially asr and .

for the purposes herein described.
Eighth, the peculiar manner or method of feeding

or introducing fresh fuel directly into the fire box of
stove fnrnacek by forming for its reception clear va-
cant room or places in, below, and betAveen ignited
fuel or li^e coke therein, by the conjoint means sub-
stantially of a feed aperture or doorway B. located as
descnbecL and of a feed lever F,.or eqiiivalents there-
for, opei ating substantially as herein set forth for the
aforesaid purposes.

2,829.—Axx Jane Sergeant, Dayton. Ohio, ad-
ministratrix of the estate of Isaac A."Sekge.\nt, de-
ceased, assie:nor to Sylvanus Walker. Xewark, N,
J.— Clothes''Wri77ger.—'Patented July 27, 1858; reis-

sued December 31, 1867.

Claim.—First, the employment or use of a portable
frame or yoke B, with uprights S S', or their equiva-
lents, for'supporting a clotlies-wringing mechanism
in position on one side of a common wash tub, for

the purposes set forth.

Second, the application of an adjustable clamping
device, when employed to attach a clothes wringer to
one side only of a wash tub, substantially in the man-
ner describe'd and for the purposes set forth.
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